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Preface

In the first edition of the Handbook, published
in 1994, we as editors ventured the judgment that,
in the previous 15 years, economic sociology had
enjoyed a remarkable renaissance, following on a
season of relative quiescence. This led us to believe
that the time was ripe for a consolidating publication that told about the past, assessed the present,
and looked toward the future.
The decade following that volume’s appearance
seemed to validate those assessments, if the amount
of critical attention given, sizable and sustained
sales, and course adoptions are taken as measures.
If anything, the book’s fortunes surpassed our expectations. Furthermore, the momentum of economic sociology as an enterprise has accelerated in
the meantime. The quality and quantity of research
have remained high; new and young talent continues to ﬂow into the ﬁeld; sociology departments in
half a dozen or more leading research universities
have established centers of excellence in economic
sociology; courses in economic sociology have become standard fare in the curricula of most colleges
and universities; and a section on economic sociology has formed and now thrives in the American
Sociological Association.
All these circumstances have convinced us that a
second, fully updated edition of the Handbook is
needed, and we are more conﬁdent of this judgment than we were the ﬁrst time around. While the
ﬁrst edition still contains much of value to scholars
and students, the knowledge it contains has in
some cases been superseded by advances in the
meantime. To take these into account—and also to
accelerate the development of economic sociology—we had to undertake a wholesale revamping of
the ﬁrst edition. Fully two-thirds of the chapters in
this second edition are either new or have authors
different from those in the ﬁrst.
Despite this transformation, we found that the
general intellectual architecture of the ﬁrst edition
remained a good organizing framework for the second. Thus, part I (chapters 1–6) is a series of general considerations of the ﬁeld from a variety of different perspectives; part II (chapters 7–21), which
we call the economic core, deals with economic systems, economic institutions, and economic behav-

ior. Part III (chapters 22–30) concerns a number of
intersections among the economy and various
noneconomic sectors of the society.
Within this general frame the reader will ﬁnd the
following substantial thematic changes:
• Two chapters on international and global concerns
(contrasted with the single chapter in the ﬁrst edition), with international aspects covered in other
chapters as well
• A chapter on behavioral economics, which continues
as a vibrant subﬁeld of economics
• A chapter by Pierre Bourdieu on economic anthropology; Bourdieu had agreed to write such a chapter
but his untimely death in 2002 prevented this; still
wishing to have him represented, we are printing the
English translation of “Principes d’une anthropologie économique,” which is published on pp. 233–70
in Les structures sociales de l’économie (Paris: Seuil,
2000)
• A chapter on new lines of institutional analysis in
economics and sociology
• A chapter on the transitions from socialist economies (replacing the earlier chapter on socialist economies themselves)
• A chapter on labor markets and trade unions
• A chapter on the sociology of work and the
professions
• A chapter on culture and consumption
• A chapter on the sociology of money and credit
• A chapter on law and the economy
• A chapter on technology and the economy
• A chapter on emotions and the economy

We regard these changes as reﬂecting recent shifts
in emphasis and active lines of research in economic sociology.
We now provide a brief supplement to the table
of contents, intended as a guide to readers wishing
to delve selectively into the volume according to
their speciﬁc interests. For those interested in
learning about the scope of sociology we recommend chapter 1 (“Introducing Economic Sociology”). The remainder of part I contains chapters on
comparative and historical treatments of economy
and society in chapter 2 (“Comparative and Historical Approaches to Economic Sociology,” by
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Frank Dobbin), recent developments in institutional analysis of the economy in chapter 3 (“The
New Institutionalisms in Economics and Sociology”
by Victor Nee), Pierre Bourdieu’s critical anthropological formulations in chapter 4 (“Principles of
an Economic Anthropology”), developments in
behavioral economics, which has made its main
business the modiﬁcation of the psychological assumptions of neoclassical economics and tracing
the implications of these modiﬁcations (chapter 5,
“Behavioral Economics,” by Roberto Weber and
Robyn Dawes), and an assessment of the scattered
literature on the role that emotions play in economic life (chapter 6, “Emotions and the Economy,” by Mabel Berezin).
The ﬁrst section of part II takes a look at sociological aspects of economies at the macroscopic—
including the global—level. We introduce the section with the chapter by Ian Morris and J. G.
Manning on the economic sociology of the classical civilizations of Egypt, Greece, and Rome
(chapter 7, “The Economic Sociology of the Ancient Mediterranean World”). Next comes a general chapter on the international economy (chapter
8, “The Global Economy: Organization Governance, and Development,” by Gary Gerefﬁ), and
one on its governance (chapter 9, “The Political
and Economic Sociology of International Economic Arrangements,” by Neil Fligstein). Finally,
Lawrence King and Iván Szelényi develop a distinctive perspective on the varieties of transition
from socialist to post-socialist economies (chapter
10, “Post-Communist Economic Systems”).
The second section of part II—“The Sociology of
Economic Institutions and Economic Behavior”—
reaches to the heart of economic activity itself. The
section begins with three chapters on markets, the
core economic institutions. Richard Swedberg
(chapter 11, “Markets in Society”) treats the subject
from a sociological and historical point of view.
Wolfgang Streeck (chapter 12, “The Sociology of
Labor Markets and Trade Unions”) concentrates on
the market for labor services, and Linda Brewster
Stearns and Mark Mizruchi (chapter 13, “Banking
and Financial Markets”) deal with a range of markets that have only recently commanded signiﬁcant
sociological attention. The sociology of the production side of the economic process is the topic of Andrew Abbott’s contribution (chapter 14, “Sociology of Work and Occupations”). Viviana Zelizer
explores the diversity of ways in which cultural factors infuse consumption (chapter 15, “Culture and
Consumption”), and Bruce Carruthers synthesizes

past and present literature on the social aspects of
money and credit (chapter 16, “The Sociology of
Money and Credit”). Two additional chapters deal
with the less formal aspects of economic life. The
important work on networks in the economy is covered in chapter 17 (“Networks and Economic Life,”
by Laurel Smith-Doerr and Walter Powell); and the
complex and seemingly contradictory nature of
the informal economy is analyzed in chapter 18
(“The Informal Economy,” by Alejandro Portes
and William Haller).
The third secion of part II—“The Sociology of
Firms, Organizations, and Industry”—draws mainly from organization theory and general economic
sociology. Mark Granovetter updates and reassesses
the character of business groups in a comparative
context (chapter 19, “Business Groups and Social
Organization”). Howard Aldrich examines the nature of entrepreneurial activity and entrepreneurs in
chapter 20 (“Entrepreneurship”), and Gerald Davis
examines a number of environments of business
ﬁrms—especially other business ﬁrms—in chapter
21 (“Firms and Environments”).
Part III—“Intersections of the Economy”—
deals with the mutual penetration of economic activity and many “noneconomic” sectors of society.
Three chapters address the most important aspects
of the economy and the polity. The ﬁrst is on the
state in general (chapter 22, “The State and the
Economy,” by Fred Block and Peter Evans). Lauren Edelman and Robin Stryker focus on law as a
special aspect of state activity (chapter 23, “A Sociological Approach to Law and the Economy”),
while Evelyne Huber and John Stephens assess recent developments in the welfare state and a number of assessments of those developments (chapter
24, “Welfare States and the Economy”). Two additional chapters deal with economic intersections
with the institutions of education (chapter 25,
“Education and the Economy,” by Mary Brinton)
and religion (chapter 26, “New Directions in the
Study of Religion and Economic Life,” by Robert
Wuthnow). Chapters 27 (“Gender and Economic
Sociology,” by Paula England and Nancy Folbre)
and 28 (“The Ethnic Economy,” by Ivan Light)
deal with the embeddedness of the socially constructed dimensions of gender and ethnicity in
economic life. The volume is rounded out by a
chapter on technology (chapter 29, “Technology
and the Economy,” by Giovanni Dosi, Luigi Orsenigo, and Mauro Sylos Labini), and one on economic-environmental relations (chapter 30, “The
Economy and the Environment,” by Allan Schnai-
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berg). Both these ﬁnal topics have signiﬁcant international aspects.
We conclude with the hope that the stocktaking
of economic sociology contained in this Handbook, as well as its attempts to drive the ﬁeld for-

ix

ward by selecting a few new important areas, will
be successful. Economic sociology, we are convinced, currently represents one of the leading
edges of sociology, as well as one of its most important interdisciplinary adventures.
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Introducing Economic Sociology
Neil J. Smelser and Richard Swedberg

As a designated field of inquiry, economic sociology is not much more than a century old, even
though its intellectual roots are identiﬁable in older
traditions of philosophical and social thought.1
During the past quarter-century it has experienced
an explosive growth, and now stands as one of the
most conspicuous and vital subﬁelds of its parent
discipline. In this introduction we ﬁrst deﬁne the
ﬁeld and distinguish it from mainstream economics. Next we trace the classical tradition of economic sociology, as found in the works of Marx, Weber,
Durkheim, Schumpeter, Polanyi, and ParsonsSmelser. Finally, we cite some more recent developments and topics of concern in economic sociology. Throughout our discussion in this chapter we
emphasize the importance of paying attention to
economic interests and social relations.

THE DEFINITION OF ECONOMIC SOCIOLOGY
Economic sociology—to use a term that Weber
and Durkheim introduced2—can be deﬁned simply
as the sociological perspective applied to economic
phenomena. A similar but more elaborate version is
the application of the frames of reference, variables,
and explanatory models of sociology to that complex
of activities which is concerned with the production,
distribution, exchange, and consumption of scarce
goods and services.3 One way to make this deﬁnition
more speciﬁc is to indicate the variables, models,
and so on, that the economic sociologist employs.
When Smelser ﬁrst put forth that deﬁnition (1963,
27–28; 1976, 37–38), he mentioned the sociological perspectives of personal interaction, groups,
social structures (institutions), and social controls
(among which sanctions, norms, and values are
central). Given recent developments, we would
add that perspectives of social networks, gender,
and cultural contexts have also become central
in economic sociology (e.g., Granovetter 1974,
1985a, 1995; Zelizer 1988). In addition, the international dimension of economic life has assumed greater salience among economic sociolo-

gists, at the same time as that dimension has come
to penetrate the actual economies of the contemporary world (Makler, Martinelli, and Smelser
1982; Evans 1995).

MAINSTREAM ECONOMICS AND ECONOMIC
SOCIOLOGY COMPARED
We now compare economic sociology and mainstream economics as a way of further elucidating
the sociological perspective on the economy. This
is a useful exercise only if qualiﬁed by the caution
that both bodies of inquiry are much more complex than any brief comparison would suggest. Any
general statement almost immediately yields an exception or qualiﬁcation. To illustrate the caution
on each side of the comparison:
1. In economics the classical and neoclassical
traditions have enjoyed a certain dominance—
hence the label mainstream—but the basic assumptions of those traditions have been modiﬁed
and developed in many directions. In a classic
statement, Knight ([1921] 1985, 76–79) stressed
that neoclassical economics rested on the premises
that actors have complete information and that information is free. Since that time economics has
developed traditions of analysis based on assumptions of risk and uncertainty (for example, Sandmo
1971; Weber 2001) and information as a cost (for
example, Stigler 1961; Lippmann and McCall
2001). In addition, numerous versions of economic rationality—for example, Simon’s (1982) emphasis on “satisﬁcing” and “bounded rationality”—have appeared. Still other variations on
rational behavior have been developed in behavioral economics, which incorporates many psychological assumptions at variance with the mainstream (Mullainthan and Thaler 2001; Camerer,
Loewenstein, and Rabin 2004). Looking in the direction of sociology, some economics now incorporates “norms” and “institutions,” though with
meanings different from those found in the sociological tradition.
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2. Sociology lacks one dominant tradition. Various sociological approaches and schools differ
from and compete with one another, and this circumstance has affected economic sociology. For
example, Weber was skeptical about the notion of
a social “system,” whether applied to economy or
society, while Parsons viewed society as a system
and economy as one of its subsystems. Furthermore, even if all economic sociologists might accept the deﬁnition of economic sociology we have
offered, they focus on different kinds of economic
behavior. Some do so following Arrow’s hint
(1990, 140) that sociologists and economists ask
different questions—about consumption, for example. Others, including what is called new economic sociology (see Granovetter 1990 for a programmatic statement), argue that sociology should
concentrate directly on core economic institutions
and problems.
These caveats recorded, a comparison between
the central features of mainstream economics and
economic sociology will clarify the speciﬁc nature
of the sociological perspective. The following differences are most salient.
The Concept of the Actor
To put the matter baldly, the analytic starting
point of economics is the individual; the analytic
starting points of economic sociology are typically
groups, institutions, and society. In microeconomics, the individualistic approach ﬁnds its origins in
early British utilitarianism and political economy.
This orientation was elucidated systematically by
the Austrian economist Carl Menger and given the
label methodological individualism by Schumpeter
(1908, 90; for a history of methodological individualism, see Udehn 2001). By contrast, in discussing the individual, the sociologist often focuses on the actor as a socially constructed entity, as
“actor-in-interaction,” or “actor-in-society.” Often,
moreover, sociologists take the group and the
social-structural levels as phenomena sui generis,
without reference to the individual actor.
Methodological individualism need not be logically incompatible with a sociological approach. In
his theoretical chapter introductory to Economy
and Society, Weber constructed his whole sociology on the basis of individual actions. But these actions are of interest to the sociologist only insofar
as they are social actions or “take account of the
behavior of other individuals and thereby are oriented in their course” (Weber [1922] 1978, 4).
This formulation underscores a second difference
between microeconomics and economic sociology:

the former generally assumes that actors are not
connected to one another; the latter assumes that
actors are linked with and inﬂuence one another.
We argue below that this difference has implications for how economies function.
The Concept of Economic Action
In micoeconomics the actor is assumed to have
a given and stable set of preferences and to choose
that alternative line of action which maximizes utility. In economic theory, this way of acting constitutes economically rational action. Sociology, by
contrast, encompasses several possible types of
economic action. To illustrate from Weber again,
economic action can be either rational, traditional,
or affectual (Weber [1922] 1978, 24–26, 63–68).
Except for residual mention of “habits” and “rules
of thumb,” economists give no place to traditional economic action (which, arguably, constitutes its
most common form; see, however, Akerlof 1984;
Schlicht 1998).
Another difference between microeconomics
and economic sociology in this context concerns
the scope of rational action. The economist traditionally identiﬁes rational action with the efﬁcient
use of scarce resources. The sociologist’s view is,
once again, broader. Weber referred to the conventional maximization of utility, under conditions
of scarcity, as formal rationality. In addition, however, he identiﬁed substantive rationality, which
refers to allocation within the guidelines of other
principles, such as communal loyalties or sacred
values. A further difference lies in the fact that
economists regard rationality as an assumption,
whereas most sociologists regard it as a variable
(see Stinchcombe 1986, 5–6). For one thing, the
actions of some individuals or groups may be more
rational than others (cf. Akerlof 1990). Along the
same lines, sociologists tend to regard rationality as
a phenomenon to be explained, not assumed.
Weber dedicated much of his economic sociology
to specifying the social conditions under which
formal rationality is possible, and Parsons ([1940]
1954) argued that economic rationality was a system of norms—not a psychological universal—
associated with speciﬁc developmental processes in
the West.
Another difference emerges in the status of
meaning in economic action. Economists tend to
regard the meaning of economic action as derivable
from the relation between given tastes, on the one
hand, and the prices and quantities of goods and
services, on the other. Weber’s conceptualization
has a different ﬂavor: “the deﬁnition of economic
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action [in sociology] must . . . bring out the fact
that all ‘economic’ processes and objects are characterized as such entirely by the meaning they have
for human action” ([1922] 1978, 64). Meanings
are historically constructed and must be investigated empirically, and are not simply to be derived
from assumptions and external circumstances.
Finally, sociologists tend to give a broader and
more salient place to the dimension of power in
economic action. Weber ([1922] 1978, 67) insisted that “[it] is essential to include the criterion of
power of control and disposal (Verfügungsgewalt)
in the sociological concept of economic action,”
adding that this applies especially in the capitalist
economy. By contrast, microeconomics has tended
to regard economic action as an exchange among
equals, and has thus had difﬁculty in incorporating
the power dimension (Galbraith 1973, 1984). In
the tradition of perfect competition, no buyer or
seller has the power to inﬂuence price or output. It
is also true that economists have a tradition of analyzing imperfect competition—in which power to
control prices and output is the core ingredient—
and that the idea of “market power” is used in
labor and industrial economics (e.g., Scherer
1990). Still, the economic conception of power is
typically narrower than the sociologist’s notion of
economic power, which includes its exercise in societal (especially political and class), as well as market, contexts. In a study of the power of the U.S.
banking system, for example, Mintz and Schwartz
(1985) analyze how banks and industries interlock,
how certain banks cluster into groups, and how
banks sometimes intervene in corporations in
order to enforce economic decisions. More generally, sociologists have analyzed and debated the
issue of the political implications of wealth inequality and the extent to which corporate leaders
constitute a “power elite” in the whole of society
(e.g., Mills 1956; Dahl 1958; Domhoff and Dye
1987; Keister 2000).
Constraints on Economic Action
In mainstream economics, actions are constrained by tastes and by the scarcity of resources,
including technology. Once these are known, it is
in principle possible to predict the actor’s behavior,
since he or she will always try to maximize utility
or proﬁt. The active inﬂuence of other persons and
groups, as well as the inﬂuence of institutional
structures, is set to one side. Knight codiﬁed this
in the following way: “Every member of society is
to act as an individual only, in entire independence
of all other persons” ([1921] 1985, 78). Sociolo-
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gists take such inﬂuences directly into account in
the analysis of economic action. Other actors facilitate, deﬂect, and constrain individuals’ action in
the market. For example, a friendship between a
buyer and a seller may prevent the buyer from deserting the seller just because an item is sold at a
lower price elsewhere (e.g., Dore 1983). Cultural
meanings also affect choices that might otherwise
be regarded as “rational.” In the United States, for
example, it is difﬁcult to persuade people to buy
cats and dogs for food, even though their meat is
as nutritious and cheaper than other kinds (Sahlins
1976, 170–79). Moreover, a person’s position in
the social structure conditions his or her economic choices and activity. Stinchcombe (1975) evoked
the principle that structural constraints inﬂuence
career decisions in ways that run counter to considerations of economic payoff. For example, for a
person who grows up in a high-crime neighborhood, the choice between making a career stealing
and getting a job has often less to do with the
comparative utility of these two alternatives than
with the structure of peer groups and gangs in the
neighborhood.
The Economy in Relation to Society
The main foci for the mainstream economist are
economic exchange, the market, and the economy.
To a large extent, the remainder of society lies beyond where the operative variables of economic
change really matter (see Quirk 1976, 2–4; Arrow
1990, 138–39). Economic assumptions typically
presuppose stable societal parameters. For example, the long-standing assumption that economic
analysis deals with peaceful and lawful transactions,
not with force and fraud, involves important presuppositions about the legitimacy and the stability
of the state and the legal system. In this way the
societal parameters—which would surely affect the
economic process if the political legal system were
to disintegrate—are frozen by assumption, and
thus are omitted from the analysis. In recent times
economists have turned to the analysis of why institutions arise and persist, especially in the new institutional economics and game theory. They have
varied the effects of institutional arrangements in
various logical experiments (see, e.g., Eggertsson
1990; Furubotn and Richter 1997). Nevertheless,
the contrast with economic sociology remains.
When economists talk about institutions, norms,
and the like, their vocabulary is identical to that of
sociologists, but they often mean something quite
different. It is still very common, for example, for
economists to treat the economic arena as lacking
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norms and institutions. The latter only emerge
when markets cannot be constructed or when traditional rational choice analysis fails. Economic sociology, on the other hand, has always regarded
the economic process as an organic part of society.
As a consequence, economic sociology has usually
concentrated on three main lines of inquiry: (1)
the sociological analysis of economic process; (2)
the analysis of the connections and interactions between the economy and the rest of society; and (3)
the study of changes in the institutional and cultural parameters that constitute the economy’s societal context.
Goals of Analysis
As social scientists, both economists and sociologists try to explain phenomena encompassed by
their respective subject matters. Within this common interest, however, different emphases emerge.
Economists tend to be critical of descriptions—
they condemn traditional institutional economics
as too descriptive and atheoretical. Instead they
stress the importance of prediction. Sociologists,
by contrast, offer fewer formal predictions, and
often ﬁnd sensitive and telling descriptions both
interesting in themselves and essential for explanation. As a result of these differences, sociologists
often criticize economists for generating formal
and abstract models and ignoring empirical data,
and economists reproach sociologists for their
“post factum sociological interpretations” (Merton
1968, 147–49). Though these differences have become part of the professional cultures of economists and sociologists, it should be noted that the
last 10 years have seen a new interest for model
building and game theory among sociologists, and
a new interest in culture and use of empirical material among economists (e.g., Greif 1998, forthcoming; Swedberg 2001). It is also possible that
the ﬁelds of economics and economic sociology
may one day agree on some methodological compromise, say along the lines of “analytic narratives”
(Bates et al. 1998).
Models Employed
The emphasis on prediction constitutes one reason why mainstream economists place such high
value on expressing hypotheses and models in
mathematical form. Though the advantages of this
formal theorizing are readily apparent, economists
themselves have at times complained that it tends
to become an end in itself. In his presidential address to the American Economic Association in
1970, Wassily Leontief criticized his profession’s

“uncritical enthusiasm for mathematical formulation” (1971, 1). When economists do turn to empirical data, they tend to rely mainly on those generated for them by economic processes themselves
(for example, aggregated market behavior, stock
exchange transactions, and ofﬁcial economic statistics gathered by governmental agencies). Sample
surveys are occasionally used, especially in consumer economics and in labor economics; archival
data are seldom consulted, except by economic
historians; and ethnographic work is virtually nonexistent. By contrast, sociologists rely heavily on a
great variety of methods, including analyses of census data, independent survey analyses, participant
observation and ﬁeldwork, and the analysis of
qualitative historical and comparative data.
Intellectual Traditions
Sociologists not only rely on different intellectual traditions that overlap only slightly, but they also
regard those traditions differently. Evidently inﬂuenced by the natural science model of systematic
accumulation of knowledge, economists have
shown less interest than sociologists in study and
exegesis of their classics (with notable exceptions
such as Adam Smith and David Ricardo). Correspondingly, economics reveals a sharp distinction
between current economic theory and the history
of economic thought. In sociology these two
facets blend more closely. The classics are very
much alive, and are often required reading in theory courses.
Despite these differences, and despite the persisting gulf between the traditions of economics
and economic sociology, some evidence of synthesis can be identiﬁed. Major ﬁgures such as Alfred
Marshall, Vilfredo Pareto, and Talcott Parsons
have attempted theoretical syntheses. Certain
other ﬁgures, notably Weber and Schumpeter,
have excited interest among both economists and
sociologists. In addition, economists and sociologists ﬁnd it proﬁtable to collaborate in speciﬁc
problem areas such as poverty and labor markets.
Later in the chapter we will reraise the issue of
intellectual articulation among economists and
sociologists.
THE TRADITION OF ECONOMIC SOCIOLOGY
There exists a large and rich tradition of economic sociology, which roughly begins around the
turn of the twentieth century. This tradition has
generated both important concepts and ideas and
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signiﬁcant research results, which we now present
and set in perspective. Economic sociology has
peaked twice since its birth: in 1890–1920 with
the classic theorists (who were all interested in and
wrote on the economy), and today, from the early
1980s onwards. A small number of important
works in economic sociology—by economists as
well as sociologists—were also produced during
the period in between. A major thread in the tradition of economic sociology is that investigation
must combine the analysis of economic interests with
an analysis of social relations.
Classical Economic Sociology and Its Predecessors
The ﬁrst use of the term economic sociology seems
to have been in 1879, when it appears in a work by
British economist W. Stanley Jevons ([1879]
1965). The term was taken over by the sociologists
and appears, for example, in the works of Durkheim and Weber during the years 1890–1920 (sociologie économique, Wirtschaftssoziologie). It is also
during these decades that classical economic sociology is born, as exempliﬁed by such works as The
Division of Labor in Society (1893) by Durkheim,
The Philosophy of Money (1900) by Simmel, and
Economy and Society (produced 1908–20) by
Weber. These classics of economic sociology are
remarkable for the following characteristics. First,
Weber and others shared the sense that they were
pioneers, building up a type of analysis that had
not existed before. Second, they focused on the
most fundamental questions of the ﬁeld: What is
the role of the economy in society? How does the
sociological analysis of the economy differ from
that of the economists? What is an economic
action? To this should be added that the classical
ﬁgures were preoccupied with understanding capitalism and its impact on society—“the great transformation” that it had brought about.
In hindsight it is clear that several works published before the 1890–1920 period in one way or
another preﬁgure some of the insights of economic sociology. Important reﬂections on, for example,
the role of trade can be found in The Spirit of the
Laws by Montesquieu, as well as a pioneer comparative analysis of the role of various economic phenomena in republics, monarchies, and despotic
states (Montesquieu [1748] 1989). The role of
labor in society is emphasized in the work of SaintSimon (1760–1825), who also helped to popularize the term industrialism (cf. Saint-Simon 1964).
That the work of Alexis de Tocqueville (1805–
1859) is full of sharp, sociological observations is
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something that most sociologists would agree on.
That he also made contributions to economic sociology is, however, less known (Tocqueville [1835–
40] 1945, [1856] 1955; cf. Swedberg 2003, 6–8).
Of these various precursors we will concentrate
only on Karl Marx, a towering ﬁgure in nineteenthcentury thought, even though he was active before
the birth of modern sociology.
Karl Marx
Karl Marx (1818–1883) was obsessed with the
role of the economy in society and developed a
theory according to which the economy determined society’s general evolution. What drives
people in their everyday lives, Marx also argued,
are material interests, and these also determine the
structures and processes in society. While Marx
wanted to develop a strictly scientiﬁc approach to
society, his ideas were equally infused by his political desire to change the world (e.g., [1843] 1978,
145). The end result was what we know as “Marxism”—a mixture of social science and political
statements, welded into a single doctrine.
For a variety of reasons much of Marxism is erroneous or not relevant to economic sociology. It
is far too tendentious and dogmatic to be adopted
as a whole. The task that confronts economic sociology today is to extract those aspects of Marxism
that are useful. In doing so, it is useful to follow
the suggestion of Schumpeter, and distinguish between Marx as a sociologist, Marx as an economist,
and Marx as a revolutionary (Schumpeter [1942]
1994, 1–58). We now turn to a preliminary effort
to pull out the relevant ingredients for economic
sociology.
Marx’s point of departure is labor and production. People have to work in order to live, and this
fact is universal (Marx [1867] 1906, 50). Material
interests are correspondingly universal. Labor is
social rather than individual in nature, since people
have to cooperate in order to produce. Marx severely criticized economists for their use of the isolated individual; and he himself sometimes spoke
of “social individuals” (e.g., [1857–58] 1973, 84–
85). The most important interests are also of a collective nature—what Marx calls “class interests.”
These interests will, however, only be effective if
people become aware that they belong to a certain
class (“class for itself,” as opposed to “class in itself”; Marx [1852] 1950, 109).
Marx severely criticized Adam Smith’s idea that
individual interests merge and further the general
interest of society (“the invisible hand”). Rather,
according to Marx, classes typically oppress and
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ﬁght each other with such ferocity that history is as
if written with “letters of blood and ﬁre” ([1867]
1906, 786). Bourgeois society is no exception on
this score since it encourages “the most violent,
mean and malignant passions of the human heart,
the Furies of private interest” ([1867] 1906, 15).
In various works Marx traced the history of the
class struggle, from early times into the future. In
a famous formulation from the 1850s, Marx states
that at a certain stage the “relations of production”
enter into conﬂict with “the forces of production,”
with revolution and passage to a new “mode of
production” as a result ([1859] 1970, 21). In
Capital Marx writes that he has laid bare “the economic law of motion of modern society” and that
this law works “with iron necessity towards inevitable results” of revolutionary change ([1867]
1906, 13–14).
A positive feature of Marx’s approach is his insight into the extent to which people have been
willing to ﬁght for their material interests throughout history. He also contributed to understanding
how large groups of people, with similar economic
interests, under certain circumstances can unite and
realize their interests. On the negative side, Marx
grossly underestimated the role in economic life of
interests other than the economic ones. His notion
that economic interests in the last hand always determine the rest of society is also impossible to defend; “social structures, types and attitudes are
coins that do not readily melt,” to cite a famous
quote from Schumpeter ([1942] 1994, 12).
Max Weber
Among the classics in economic sociology Max
Weber (1864–1920) occupies a unique place. He
proceeded furthest toward developing a distinct
economic sociology, laying its theoretical foundation and carrying out empirical studies (Swedberg
1998). The fact that he had worked as a professor
of economics was no doubt helpful in these efforts
to build bridges between economics and sociology.
Also helpful was the major research task that occupied Weber throughout his career, which was economic as well as social in nature: to understand the
origin of modern capitalism. Weber drew heavily
on the theoretical work on interests of his time and
extended that line of work by making it more
sociological.
Weber’s academic training was broad in nature,
and its main emphasis was on law, with the history
of law as his specialty. His two dissertations—one
on medieval trading corporations (lex mercatoria)
and the other on the sale of land in early Rome—

were relevant topics for understanding the rise of
capitalism: the emergence of private property in
land and of property in the ﬁrm (as opposed to individual property). Those works, in combination
with a commissioned study of rural workers,
earned him a position in economics (“political
economy and ﬁnance”) in the early 1890s. In this
capacity he taught economics but published mainly in economic history and in policy questions.
Weber wrote, for example, voluminously on the
new stock exchange legislation.
Toward the end of the 1890s Weber fell ill, and
for the next 20 years he worked as a private scholar. In these years he produced his most celebrated
study, The Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of Capitalism (1904–5), as well as studies of the economic ethics of the world religions. In 1908 Weber
accepted a position as chief editor of a giant handbook of economics. From the very beginning
Weber set aside the topic of “economy and society” for himself. The work that today is known as
Economy and Society consists of a mixture of material that Weber had approved for publication and
of manuscripts found after his death (see, e.g.,
Mommsen 2000). In 1919–20 Weber also taught
a course in economic history, which, pieced together a few years later on the basis of students’
notes, was published posthumously as General
Economic History. Though primarily a work in economic history, it contains much interesting material for the economic sociologist.
Much of what Weber wrote in economic sociology can be found in Collected Essays in the Sociology of Religion (1920–21) and Economy and Society
(1922). The former contains a revised version The
Protestant Ethic, “The Protestant Sects and the
Spirit of Capitalism” (1904–5; revised 1920) and
voluminous writings on the economic ethics of the
Chinese, Indian, and Judaic world religions and a
few other texts (for the latter see Weber [1920]
1958, [1915] 1946a, [1915] 1946b). According
to Weber, the material in Collected Essays concerns
mainly the sociology of religion but is also of interest to economic sociology.
The most inﬂuential study is The Protestant
Ethic. This work is centered around Weber’s general preoccupation with the articulation of ideal
and material interests and ideas. The believer in ascetic Protestantism is driven by a desire to be saved
(a religious interest) and acts accordingly. For various paradoxical reasons the individual eventually
comes to believe that secular work, carried out in a
methodical manner, represents a means to salvation—and when this happens, religious interest is
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combined with economic interest. The result of
this combination is a release of a tremendous force,
which shattered the traditional and antieconomic
hold of religion over people and introduced a
mentality favorable to capitalist activity. The thesis
in The Protestant Ethic has led to an enormous debate, with many scholars—probably a majority—
arguing against Weber (for an introduction to this
debate, see especially Marshall 1982).
While he was writing The Protestant Ethic Weber
published an essay, “ ‘Objectivity’ in Social Science
and Social Policy,” that summarized his theoretical
views on economic sociology. In this work he argued that the science of economics should be
broad and umbrella-like (Sozialökonomik; Weber
[1904] 1949, 64–65). It should include not only
economic theory but also economic history and
economic sociology. Weber also proposes that economic analysis should cover not only “economic
phenomena” but also “economically relevant phenomena” and “economically conditioned phenomena” (64–65). Economic phenomena consist of
economic norms and institutions, often deliberately created for economic ends—for example, banks
and stock exchanges. Economically relevant phenomena are noneconomic phenomena that under
certain circumstances may have an impact on economic phenomena, as in the case of ascetic Protestantism. Economically conditioned phenomena are
those that to some extent are inﬂuenced by economic phenomena. The type of religion that a
group feels afﬁnity for is, for example, partly dependent on the kind of work that its members do.
While economic theory can only handle pure economic phenomena (in their rational version), economic history and economic sociology can deal
with all three categories of phenomena.
A somewhat different approach, both to economic sociology and to interests, can be found in
Economy and Society. The ﬁrst chapter of this work
contains a general sociological analysis. Two concepts are important building blocks: “social action” and “order” (Ordnung). In the former, “action,” deﬁned as behavior invested with meaning,
is qualiﬁed as “social” if it is oriented to some
other actor. An “order” is roughly equivalent to an
institution, and it comes into being when social actions are repeated over a period, regarded as objective, and surrounded by various sanctions.
Economists study pure economic action, which is
action exclusively driven by economic interests (or
“desire for utilities,” in Weber’s formulation;
[1922] 1978, 63). Economic sociologists, however, study social economic action, which is driven
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not only by economic interest but also by tradition
and emotions; furthermore, it is always oriented to
some actor(s).
If one disregards single actions, Weber says, and
instead focuses on empirical uniformities, it is possible to distinguish three different types: those inspired by “convention,” by “custom” (including
“habit”), and by “interest” ([1922] 1978, 29–36).
Most uniform types of action presumably consist
of a mixture of all three. Actions that are “determined by interest” are deﬁned by Weber as instrumental in nature and oriented to identical expectations. An example would be the modern market,
where each actor is instrumentally rational and
counts on everybody else to be so as well.
Weber emphasized that interests are always subjectively perceived; no “objective” interests exist
beyond the individual actor. In a typical sentence
Weber speaks of “[the] interests of the actors as
they themselves are aware of them” ([1922] 1978,
30). He also notes that when several individuals
behave in an instrumental manner in relation to
their individual interests, the typical result is collective patterns of behavior that are considerably
more stable than those driven by norms imposed
by an authority. It is, for example, very difﬁcult to
make people do something economic that goes
against the individual’s interest.
A sketch of Weber’s economic sociology in
Economy and Society yields the following main
points. Economic actions of two actors who are
oriented to one another constitute an economic
relationship. These relationships can take various
expressions, including conﬂict, competition, and
power. If two or more actors are held together by
a sense of belonging, their relationship is “communal”; and if they are held together by interest,
“associative” (Weber [1922] 1978, 38–43). Economic relationships (as all social relationships) can
also be open or closed. Property represents a special form of closed economic relationship.
Economic organizations constitute another important form of closed economic relationships.
Some of these organizations are purely economic,
while others have some subordinate economic
goals or have as their main task the regulation of
economic affairs. A trade union is an example.
Weber attaches great importance to the role in capitalism of the ﬁrm, which he sees as the locus of entrepreneurial activity and as a revolutionary force.
A market, like many other economic phenomena, is centered around a conﬂict of interests—in
this case between sellers and buyers (Weber [1922]
1978, 635–40). A market involves both exchange
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and competition. Competitors must ﬁrst ﬁght out
who will be the ﬁnal seller and the ﬁnal buyer
(“competition struggle”); and only when this
struggle has been settled is the scene set for the exchange itself (“exchange struggle”). Only rational
capitalism is centered around the modern type of
market (Weber [1922] 1978, 164–66). In socalled political capitalism the key to proﬁt making
is rather the state or the political power that grants
some favor, supplies protection, or the like. Traditional commercial capitalism consists of small-scale
trading, in money or merchandise. Rational capitalism has emerged only in the West.
Émile Durkheim
As compared to Weber, Émile Durkheim (1858–
1917) knew less economics, wrote less about economic topics, and in general made less of a contribution to economic sociology (e.g., Steiner 2004).
While none of his major studies can be termed a
work in economic sociology, all of them nonetheless touch on economic topics (see also Durkheim
[1950] 1983). Durkheim also strongly supported
the project of developing a sociologie économique by
encouraging some of his students to specialize in
this area and by routinely including a section on
economic sociology in his journal L’année sociologique. At one point he gave the following deﬁnition of economic sociology:
Finally there are the economic institutions: institutions relating to the production of wealth (serfdom,
tenant farming, corporate organization, production in
factories, in mills, at home, and so on), institutions relating to exchange (commercial organization, markets, stock exchanges, and so on), institutions relating
to distribution (rent, interest, salaries, and so on).
They form the subject matter of economic sociology.
(Durkheim [1909] 1978b, 80)

Durkheim’s ﬁrst major work, The Division of
Labor in Society (1893), has most direct relevance
for economic sociology. Its core consists of the argument that social structure changes as society develops from its undifferentiated state, in primordial times, to a stage characterized by a complex
division of labor, in modern times. Economists,
Durkheim notes, view the division of labor exclusively as an economic phenomenon, and its gains
in terms of efﬁciency. What he added was a sociological dimension of the division of labor—how it
helps to integrate society by coordinating specialized activities.
As part of society’s evolution to a more advanced division of labor, the legal system changes.

From being predominantly repressive in nature,
and having its center in penal law, it now becomes
restitutive and has its center in contractual law. In
discussing the contract, Durkheim also described
as an illusion the belief, held by Herbert Spencer,
that a society can function if all individuals simply
follow their private interests and contract accordingly (Durkheim [1893] 1984, 152). Spencer also
misunderstood the very nature of the contractual
relationship. A contract does not work in situations
where self-interest rules supreme, but only where
there is a moral or regulative element. “The contract is not sufﬁcient by itself, but is only possible
because of the regulation of contracts, which is social in origin” (Durkheim [1893] 1984, 162).
A major concern in The Division of Labor in
Society is that the recent economic advances in
France may destroy society by letting loose individual greed to erode its moral ﬁber. This problematic is often cast in terms of the private versus
the general interest, as when Durkheim notes that
“subordination of the particular to the general interest is the very well-spring of all moral activity”
([1893] 1984, xliii). Unless the state or some
other agency that articulates the general interest
steps in to regulate economic life, the result will be
“economic anomie,” a topic that Durkheim discusses in Suicide ([1897] 1951, 246ff., 259). People need rules and norms in their economic life,
and they react negatively to anarchic situations.
In many of Durkheim’s works, one ﬁnds a sharp
critique of economists; and it was Durkheim’s conviction in general that if economics was ever to become scientiﬁc, it would have to become a branch
of sociology. He attacked the idea of homo economicus on the ground that it is impossible to separate out the economic element and disregard the
rest of social life ([1888] 1978a, 49–50). The point
is not that economists used an analytical or abstract
approach, Durkheim emphasized, but that they
had selected the wrong abstractions (1887, 39).
Durkheim also attacked the nonempirical tendency of economics and the idea that one can ﬁgure
out how the economy works through “a simple
logical analysis” ([1895] 1964, 24). Durkheim referred to this as “the ideological tendency of economics” ([1895] 1964, 25).
Durkheim’s recipe for a harmonious industrial
society is as follows: each industry should be organized into a number of corporations, in which the
individuals will thrive because of the solidarity and
warmth that comes from being a member of a
group ([1893] 1984, lii). He was well aware of the
rule that interest plays in economic life, and in The
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Elementary Forms of Religious Life he stresses that
“the principal incentive to economic activity has always been the private interest” ([1912] 1965,
390). This does not mean that economic life is
purely self-interested and devoid of morality: “We
remain [in our economic affairs] in relation with
others; the habits, ideas and tendencies which education has impressed upon us and which ordinarily preside over our relations can never be totally
absent” (390). But even if this is the case, the social element has another source other than the
economy and will eventually be worn down if not
renewed.
Georg Simmel
Simmel’s works typically lack references to economics as such. Simmel (1858–1918), like Durkheim, usually viewed economic phenomena within
some larger, noneconomic setting. Nonetheless,
his work still has relevance for economic sociology.
Much of Simmel’s most important study, Soziologie (1908), focuses on the analysis of interests.
He suggested what a sociological interest analysis
should look like and why it is indispensable to sociology. Two of his general propositions are that
interests drive people to form social relations, and
that it is only through these social relations that interests can be expressed:
Sociation is the form (realized in innumerable different ways) in which individuals grow together into a
unity and within which their interests are realized.
And it is on the basis of their interests—sensuous or
ideal, momentary or lasting, conscious or unconscious, causal or teleological—that individuals form
such units. (Simmel [1908] 1971, 24)

Another key proposition is that economic interests, like other interests, can take a number of different social expressions (26).
Soziologie also contains a number of suggestive
analyses of economic phenomena, among them
competition. In a chapter on the role of the number of actors in social life, Simmel suggests that
competition can take the form of tertius gaudens
(“the third who beneﬁts”). In this situation, which
involves three actors, actor A turns to advantage
the fact that actors B and C are competing for A’s
favor—to buy something, to sell something, or the
like. Competition is consequently not seen as
something that only concerns the competitors (actors B and C); it is in addition related to actor A,
the target of the competition. Simmel also distinguishes competition from conﬂict. While a conﬂict
typically means a confrontation between two ac-
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tors, competition rather implies parallel efforts, a
circumstance in which society can beneﬁt from the
actions of both the actors. Instead of destroying
your opponent, as in a conﬂict, in competition you
try to do what your competitor does—but better.
Philosophy of Money (1900), Simmel’s second
major sociological work, has always enjoyed a
mixed reputation. Durkheim disapproved of it for
its mix of genres, and according to Weber economists detested Simmel’s way of dealing with economic topics (e.g., Frisby 1978; Durkheim ([1902]
1980; Weber 1972). Simmel does mix philosophical reﬂections with sociological observations in an
idiosyncratic manner, but Philosophy of Money has
nonetheless much to give if it is read in its own
frame. Simmel’s main point is that money and
modernity belong together; in today’s society
there does not exist one exclusive set of dominant
values but rather a sense that everything is relative
(cf. Poggi 1993). Simmel’s work also contains a
myriad of insightful sociological reﬂections on the
connections of money with authority, emotions,
trust, and other phenomena. The value of money,
Simmel observed, typically extends only as far as
the authority that guarantees it (“the economic
circle”; [1907] 1978, 179ff.). Money is also surrounded by various “economically important sentiments,” such as “hope and fear, desire and anxiety” ([1907] 1978, 171). And without trust,
Simmel argues, society could simply not exist; and
“in the same way, money transactions would collapse without trust” (179). In relation to money,
trust consists of two elements. First, because something has happened before—for example, that people accept a certain type of money—it is likely to
be repeated. Another part of trust, which has no
basis in experience and which can be seen as a nonrational belief, Simmel calls “quasi-religious faith,”
noting that it is present not only in money but also
in credit.
After the Classics
Despite its foundation in the classics, economic
sociology declined after 1920 and would not return to full vigor before the 1980s. Exactly why
this happened is still not clear. One reason is probably that neither Weber nor Simmel had any disciples. Durkheim did, however, and the study of
Marcel Mauss, The Gift (1925), should be singled
out. It rests on the argument that a gift typically
implies an obligation to reciprocate and should not
be mistaken for a one-way act of generosity. The
Gift also contains a number of interesting observa-
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tions on credit, the concept of interest, and the
emergence of homo economicus. Evenually, however, Durkheimian economic sociology declined.
Despite the slowing in economic sociology during the years 1920–80, there were several noteworthy developments, especially the theoretical
works of Joseph Schumpeter, Karl Polanyi, and
Talcott Parsons (for contributions by other sociologists during this period, see Swedberg 1987,
42–62). All three produced their most important
works while in the United States, but had roots in
European social thought.
Joseph Schumpeter
We preface our notes on Schumpeter (1883–
1950), an economist, by noting some contributions by economists more generally to economic
sociology. One example is Alfred Marshall (1842–
1924), whose analyses of such topics as industries,
markets, and preference formation often are profoundly sociological in nature (Marshall [1920]
1961, 1919; cf. Aspers 1999). Vilfredo Pareto
(1848–1923) is famous for his sociological analyses of rentiers versus speculators, business cycles,
and much more (Pareto [1916] 1963; cf. Aspers
2001a). The work of Thorstein Veblen (1857–
1929) sometimes appeared in sociological journals, and his analyses include such topics as consumer behavior (“conspicuous consumption”),
why industrialization in England slowed down
(“the penalty of taking the lead”), and the shortcomings of neoclassical economics (Veblen [1899]
1973, [1915] 1966, [1919] 1990; cf. Tillman
1992). Final mention should also be made of
Werner Sombart (1863–1941), who wrote on the
history of capitalism, on “the economic temper of
our time,” and on the need for a “verstehende economics” (1902–27, 1930, 1935).
The contributions of Schumpeter are especially
noteworthy (see, e.g., Swedberg 1991b). His life
spanned two periods in modern economics—the
period around the turn of the century, when modern economics was born, and the period of a few
decades later when it was mathematized and secured its place as “mainstream.” Schumpeter similarly spanned two distinct periods in sociology—
from Max Weber in the ﬁrst decade of the 20th
century through Talcott Parsons in the 1930s and
1940s. Schumpeter is also unique among economists for trying to create a place for economic sociology next to economic theory. In this last effort
Schumpeter was clearly inspired by Weber and, like
the latter, referred to this type of broad economics
as Sozialökonomik, or “social economics.” Schum-

peter deﬁnes economic sociology as the study of
institutions, within which economic behavior takes
place (e.g., 1954, 21).
Schumpeter produced three studies in sociology.
The ﬁrst is an article on social classes that is of interest because of his distinction between economists’ and sociologists’ use of the concept of class.
While for the former, he argues, class is a formal
category, for the latter it refers to a living reality.
The second study is an article about the nature of
imperialism that can be compared to the equivalent theories of Hobson, Lenin, and others.
Schumpeter’s basic idea is that imperialism is precapitalistic and deeply irrational and emotional in
nature—essentially an expression for warrior nations of their need to constantly conquer new areas
or fall back and lose their power. The third study is
perhaps the most interesting one from the viewpoint of contemporary economic sociology, “The
Crisis of the Tax State” (1918). Schumpeter characterizes this article as a study in “ﬁscal sociology”
(Finanzsoziologie); its main thesis is that the ﬁnances of a state represent a privileged position
from which to approach the behavior of the state.
As a motto Schumpeter cites the famous line of
Rudolf Goldscheid: “The budget is the skeleton
of the state stripped of all misleading ideology
(Schumpeter [1918] 1991, 100).
Schumpeter did not regard Capitalism, Socialism, and Democracy (1942) as a work in sociology,
but its main thesis is nonetheless sociological in nature: the motor of capitalism is intact but its institutional structure is weak and damaged, making it
likely that socialism will soon replace it. On this
point Schumpeter was evidently wrong. His analysis of the forces that are undermining capitalism
may seem idiosyncratic at times. Nonetheless,
Schumpeter should be given credit for suggesting
that the behavior of intellectuals, the structure of
the modern family, and so on, do affect capitalism.
Of special importance are his insights about economic change or, as Schumpeter phrased it with
his usual stylistic ﬂair, “creative destruction.”
Entrepreneurship is at the heart of Schumpeter’s
treatment of economic change (1912, chap. 2;
1934, chap. 2; 2003). He himself saw his theory of
entrepreneurship as falling in economic theory,
more precisely as an attempt to create a new and
more dynamic type of economic theory. Nonetheless, many of his ideas on entrepreneurship are sociological in nature. His central idea—that entrepreneurship consists of an attempt to put together
a new combination of already existing elements—
can be read sociologically, as can his idea that the
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main enemy of the entrepreneur is the people who
resist innovations.
Karl Polanyi
Trained in law, Polanyi (1886–1964) later
taught himself Austrian economics as well as economic history and economic anthropology.
Though he was interdisciplinary in approach, his
main specialty was economic history, with an emphasis on nineteenth-century England and preindustrial economies.
Polanyi’s most famous work is The Great Transformation (1944), conceived and written during
World War II (e.g., Block 2001, 2003). Its main
thesis is that a revolutionary attempt was made in
nineteenth-century England to introduce a totally
new, market-centered type of society. No outside
authority was needed; everything was automatically to be decided by the market (“the self-regulating
market”). In the 1840s and 1850s a series of laws
was introduced to turn this project into reality,
turning land and labor into common commodities.
Even the value of money was taken away from the
political authorities and handed over to the market. According to Polanyi, this type of proceeding
could only lead to a catastrophe. When the negative effects of the market reforms became obvious
in the second half of the nineteenth century,
Polanyi continues, countermeasures were set in to
rectify them (“the double movement”). These
measures, however, only further unbalanced society; and developments such as fascism in the twentieth century were the ultimate results of the illfated attempt in mid-nineteenth-century England
to turn everything over to the market.
Polanyi also cast his analysis in terms of interests
and argued that in all societies, before the nineteenth century, the general interests of groups and
societies (“social interests”) had been more important than the money interest of the individual
(“economic interest”). “An all too narrow conception of interest,” Polanyi emphasizes, “must in effect lead to a warped vision of social and political
history, and no purely monetary deﬁnition of interest can leave room for that vital need for social
protection” ([1944] 1957, 154).
The theoretical part of The Great Transformation is centered around Polanyi’s concepts of “embeddedness” and “principles of behavior” (later
changed to “forms of integration”). The fullest
elaboration of this line of work is to be found in
Trade and Market in the Early Empires (Polanyi,
Arensberg, and Pearson [1957] 1971), and especially in Polanyi’s essay “The Economy as Institut-
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ed Process” ([1957] 1971). Polanyi criticized economic theory for being essentially “formal”—a
kind of logic focused on choice, the means-end relationship, and the alleged scarcity of things that
people want. There is also “the economistic fallacy,” or the tendency in economics to equate the
economy with its market form ([1944] 1957, 270).
To the formal concept of economics Polanyi counterposes a “substantive” concept, grounded in reality and not in logic. “The substantive meaning of
economic derives from man’s dependence for his
living upon nature and his fellows” ([1957] 1971b,
243). While the notion of economic interest is directly linked to “the livelihood of man” in substantive economics, it is only an artiﬁcial construction in formal economics (Polanyi 1977).
The most famous concept associated with
Polanyi’s work is “embeddedness,” which, however, he used in a way different from its contemporary use. According to the current use, an economic action is in principle always “embedded” in
some form of social structure. According to Polanyi,
economic actions become destructive when they
are “disembedded,” or not governed by social or
noneconomic authorities. The real problem with
capitalism is that instead of society deciding about
the economy, it is the economy that decides about
society: “instead of the economic system being
embedded in social relationships, these relationships were now embedded in the economic system” ([1947] 1982, 70).
Another set of conceptual tools for economic sociology is Polanyi’s “forms of integration.” His
general argument is that rational self-interest is too
unstable to constitute the foundation for society;
an economy must be able to provide people with
material sustenance on a continuous basis. There
are three forms of integration, or ways to stabilize
the economy and provide it with unity. These are
reciprocity, which takes place within symmetrical
groups, such as families, kinship groups, and neighborhoods; redistribution, in which goods are allocated from a center in the community, such as the
state; and exchange, in which goods are distributed
via price-making markets (Polanyi [1957] 1971b).
In each economy, Polanyi speciﬁes, there is usually
a mixture of these three forms. One of them can be
dominant, while the others are subordinate.
Talcott Parsons
Talcott Parsons (1902–79) was educated as an
economist in the institutionalist tradition and
taught economics for several years before he
switched to sociology in the 1930s. At this time he
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developed the notion that while economics deals
with the means-end relationship of social action,
sociology deals with its values (“the analytical factor view”). In the 1950s Parsons recast his ideas on
the relationship of economics to sociology, in a
work coauthored with Neil Smelser, Economy and
Society (1956). This work constitutes Parsons’s
major contribution to economic sociology, but
both before and after its publication Parsons produced a number of studies relevant to economic
sociology (Camic 1987; Swedberg 1991a).
In The Structure of Social Action (1937) Parsons
launched a forceful attack on utilitarian social
thought, including the idea that interests represent
an Archimedean point from which to analyze society. Interest theorists, Parsons notes, cannot handle
the Hobbesian problem of order; they try to get
out of this dilemma by assuming that everybody’s
interests harmonize (what Elie Halévy referred to
as “the natural identity of interests”; Parsons
[1937] 1968, 96–97). What is not understood by
the utilitarians is that norms (embodying values)
are necessary to integrate society and provide order.
Interests are always part of society, but a social
order cannot be built on them (405).
In Economy and Society (1956) Parsons and
Smelser suggested that both sociology and economics can be understood as part of the general
theory of social systems. The economy is a subsystem, which interchanges with the other three subsystems (the polity, the integrative subsystem, and
the cultural-motivational subsystem). The concept
of a subsystem is reminiscent of Weber’s notion of
sphere, but while the latter refers only to values,
the economic subsystem also has an adaptive function as well as a distinct institutional structure. It
may ﬁnally be mentioned that Economy and Society
got a negative reception by economists and failed
to ignite an interest in economic sociology among
sociologists. Smelser’s attempt to consolidate economic sociology in the next decade helped ﬁx
economic sociology as a subﬁeld in the minds of
scholars and in the curricula of colleges and universities, but did not spawn distinct new lines of research (see especially Smelser 1963, 1965, 1976).

THE CURRENT REVIVAL OF ECONOMIC
SOCIOLOGY (1980S–)
Despite the efforts of Parsons and Smelser in the
mid-1950s and the 1960s to revive economic sociology, it attracted little attention, and by the 1970s
the ﬁeld was somewhat stagnant. A number of

works inspired in one way or another by the Marxist tradition—and its general revival in the late
1960s and the early 1970s—made their appearance in this period. Among these were Marxist
analyses themselves (e.g., Gorz 1977), dependency theory (Frank 1969; Cardoso and Faletto
1969), world systems theory (Wallerstein 1974),
and neo-Marxist analyses of the workplace (Braverman 1974; Burawoy 1979).
In the early 1980s, a few studies suggested a
new stirring of interest (e.g., White 1981; Stinchcombe 1983; Baker 1984; Coleman 1985). And
with the publication in 1985 of a theoretical essay
by Mark Granovetter—“Economic Action and Social Structure: The Problem of Embeddedness”—
the new ideas came into focus. The same year
Granovetter spoke of “new economic sociology”—
yielding a tangible name.
Why economic sociology, after decades of neglect, suddenly would come alive again in the mid1980s is not clear. Several factors may have played
a role, inside and outside sociology. By the early
1980s, with the coming to power of Reagan and
Thatcher, a new neoliberal ideology had become
popular, which set the economy—and the economists—at the very center of things. By the mid1980s economists had also started to redraw the
traditional boundary separating economics and sociology, and to make forays into areas that sociologists by tradition saw as their own territory. It is
also during this period that Gary Becker, Oliver
Williamson, and others came to the attention of
sociologists. Likewise, sociologists began to reciprocate by taking on economic topics.
To some extent this version of what happened
resembles Granovetter’s version in 1985. He associated “old economic sociology” with the economy and society perspective of Parsons, Smelser,
and Wilbert E. Moore, and with industrial sociology—two approaches, he said, that had been full
of life in the 1960s but then “suddenly died out”
(Granovetter 1985b, 3). Parsons’s attempt to negotiate a truce between economics and sociology
had also been replaced by a more militant tone.
According to Granovetter, new economic sociology “attacks neoclassical arguments in fundamental
ways,” and it wants to take on key economic topics, rather than focus on peripheral ones.
Since the mid-1980s new economic sociology
has carved out a position for itself in U.S. sociology. It is well represented at a number of universities. Courses are routinely offered in sociology departments. A section in the American Sociological
Association has been formed. A number of high-
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quality monographs have been produced, such as
The Transformation of Corporate Control (1990)
by Neil Fligstein, Structural Holes (1992) by Ronald
Burt, and The Social Meaning of Money (1994) by
Viviana Zelizer. These three works draw on the insights of organization theory, networks theory, and
cultural sociology, respectively. The subﬁeld has
also seen the appearance of several anthologies,
readers, a huge handbook, a textbook, and a general introduction to the ﬁeld (Zukin and DiMaggio 1990; Guillén et al. 2002; Dobbin 2003; Granovetter and Swedberg 1992, 2001; Biggart 2002;
Smelser and Swedberg 1994; Carruthers and Babb
2000; Swedberg 2003).
Granovetter on Embeddedness
While several attempts have been made to present general theories and paradigms in new economic sociology, the perspective that continues to
command most conspicuous attention is Granovetter’s theory of embeddedness. Since the mid1980s Granovetter has added to his argument and
reﬁned it in various writings that are related to his
two major projects since the mid-1980s: a general
theoretical work in economic sociology entitled
Society and Economy: The Social Construction of
Economic Institutions, and a study (together with
Patrick McGuire [1998]) of the emergence of the
electrical utility industry in the United States.
The most important place in Granovetter’s work
where embeddedness is discussed is his 1985 article, which operated as a catalyst in the emergence
of new economic sociology and which is probably
the most cited article in economic sociology since
the 1980s. His own deﬁnition of embeddedness is
quite general and states that economic actions are
“embedded in concrete, ongoing systems of social
relations” (Granovetter 1985a, 487). Networks
are central to this concept of embeddedness (491).
An important distinction needs also to be drawn,
according to Granovetter, between an actor’s immediate connections and the more distant ones—
what Granovetter elsewhere calls “relational embeddedness” and “structural embeddedness” (1990,
98–100; 1992, 34–37).
The most important addition to the 1985 article
has been connecting the concept of embeddedness
to a theory of institutions. Drawing on Berger and
Luckmann (1967) Granovetter argues that institutions are “congealed networks” (1992, 7). Interaction between people acquires, after some time,
an objective quality that makes people take it for
granted. Economic institutions are characterized
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by “the mobilization of resources for collective action” (Granovetter 1992, 6).
Granovetter’s argument on embeddedness has
been widely discussed and sometimes criticized. An
attempt to elaborate it can be found in the work of
Brian Uzzi, who argues that a ﬁrm can be “underembedded” as well as “overembedded,” and that a
ﬁrm is most successful when it balances between
arm’s-length market ties and more solid links (Uzzi
1997). Several other critics have pointed out that
Granovetter omits consideration of many aspects of
economic action, including a link to the macroeconomic level, culture, and politics (e.g. Zukin and
DiMaggio 1990; Zelizer 1988; Nee and Ingram
1998). Zukin and DiMaggio suggest that to remedy this lacuna, one should not only talk of “structural embeddedness,” but also of “political,” “cultural,” and “cognitive embeddedness.”
Contributions Using Structural Sociology and
Networks
Structural sociology has played a crucial role in
promoting and adding to network analysis in sociology, including economic socioloy. This approach
is centered around the proposition that the relations of persons and positions are crucial to the social process (Mullins and Mullins 1973, 251–69).
Its practitioners often use a mathematical approach, focus on social mechanisms, and avoid regression analysis and similar quantitative methods.
Its most prominent scholars are Harrison White
and his students, such as Mark Granovetter, Scott
Boorman, and Michael Schwartz. White’s work in
economic sociology has concerned networks, vacancy chains, and markets. He begins his analysis
from people’s physical dependence on their surroundings but notes that interests are soon embedded in social relations (White 1970, 1981,
1992, 24).
Network studies have been at the center of the
new economic sociology. Many studies have been
made of the links between corporations and, more
generally, within so-called industrial districts
(Ebers 1997; Saxenian 1994). Burt (1992) analyzes competition by drawing on Simmel’s idea
that you are in a good position if you can play out
two competitors against one another (tertius gaudens, or “the third who beneﬁts”). Brian Uzzi’s
study of embeddedness from 1997 also makes use
of networks, as does Granovetter’s essay (1994) on
business groups. A multitude of other ﬁne studies
could be mentioned (see, e.g., Powell and LisaDoerr 1994, this volume). One criticism of the
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network approach is that it has ignored the role in
economic life of politics and culture (Fligstein
1996, 657).
Contributions Using Organization Theory
New economic sociology has been very successful in using organization theory to explore a number of important topics, such as the structure of
ﬁrms and the links between corporations and their
environments. One ﬁne example is Nicole Woolsey
Biggart’s Charismatic Capitalism (1989), which
deals with a very special type of organization: direct selling organizations, such as Tupperware and
Mary Kay Cosmetics. Three theoretical approaches in organization theory have been especially important for the development of new economic sociology: resource dependency, population ecology,
and new institutionalism.
Resource dependency, as its name suggests, rests
on the postulate that organizations are dependent
on their environments to survive. An example of
this approach is work by Burt (1983), who suggests
that three important factors that affect proﬁts are
the number of suppliers, competitors, and customers. The more “structural autonomy” a ﬁrm
has, the higher its proﬁts; that is, a ﬁrm with many
suppliers, few competitors, and many customers will
be in a position to buy cheaply and sell expensively.
In population ecology the main driving force of
organizations is survival. It has been shown that
the diffusion of an organizational form typically
passes through several distinct stages: a very slow
beginning, then explosive growth, and ﬁnally a
slow settling down (e.g., Hannan and Freeman
1989). Individual studies of this process in various
industries, such as railroads, banks, and telephone
companies, ﬁll a void in economic sociology (e.g.,
Carroll and Hannan 1995).
New institutionalism is strongly inﬂuenced by
the ideas of John Meyer and is centered around
what may be called cultural and cognitive aspects
of organizations (see Powell and DiMaggio 1991).
Meyer argues that organizations seem much more
rational than they actually are, and that speciﬁc
models for organizing activities may be applied
widely—including to circumstances they do not ﬁt.
It has been argued that the strength of new institutionalism is its exploration of “factors that make
actors unlikely to recognize or to act on their interests” and its focus on “circumstances that cause
actors who do recognize and try to act on their interests to be unable to do so” (DiMaggio 1988,
4–5). The possibility of uniting a more traditional
interest analysis with new institutionalism is exem-

pliﬁed by Fligstein’s (1990) study of the large corporation in the United States. Fligstein notes that
the multidivisional form of organization spread for
mimetic reasons—but also because this organizational form made it easier for ﬁrms to take advantage of new technology and the emerging national
market.
Contributions Using Cultural Sociology
A group of economic sociologists is committed
to a cultural approach, and a substantial number
also refer to symbols, meaning structures, and the
like in their studies of the economy. Cultural economic sociology owes much to the work of its two
most prominent representatives, Viviana Zelizer
and Paul DiMaggio. In a programmatic statement
Zelizer criticized contemporary economic sociology for its tendency to reduce everything to social
relations and networks—“social structural absolutism” (1988, 629). She also rejected the alternative of reducing everything in the economy to culture (“cultural absolutism”). The goal should be to
take economic and cultural factors into account.
DiMaggio has been similarly skeptical of a full-scale
cultural analysis of the economy, but argues that it
should include a “‘cultural’ component”—but not
more (DiMaggio 1994, 27; cf. Zukin and DiMaggio 1990, 17–18). According to DiMaggio, culture
can be either “constitutive,” referring to categories,
scripts, and conceptions of agency, or “regulative,”
referring to norms, values, and routines.
Viviana Zelizer’s work on culture occupies a
central position (however, see also Dobbin 1994;
Abolaﬁa 1998). Her ﬁrst major work (1979) was a
study of life insurance in the United States, with
special emphasis on the clash between sacred values and economic values. Over time the economic
emphasis came to dominate. Later Zelizer published Pricing the Priceless Child (1985), which describes a similar movement, but this time in reverse. Children, who in the nineteenth century had
had an economic value, would in the twentieth
century increasingly be seen in emotional terms
and regarded as “priceless.” In her most recent
major study (1994), Zelizer argues that money
does not constitute a neutral, nonsocial substance,
but appears in a variety of culturally inﬂuenced
shapes (“multiple monies”).
Contributions Building a Historical and
Comparative Tradition
A number of comparative and historical studies,
bringing Max Weber’s monumental works to
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mind, have been an ingredient of recent economic
sociology (see Dobbin, chap. 2 in this volume). A
few of the works already mentioned draw on historical material (e.g. Granovetter and McGuire
1998; Zelizer 1979, 1985, 1994). To this list
should be added Bruce Carruthers’s study of ﬁnance in seventeenth- and eighteenth-century England, and several attempts by economic sociologists to challenge Alfred Chandler’s account of
the rise of the large industrial corporation in the
United States. Carruthers is interested in showing
that not only do economic interests inﬂuence politics, but also the opposite: “political interests inﬂuence economic action” (1996, 7). Using primary material on the trade in shares in the East
India Company in the early 1700s, he establishes
that political ambitions clearly inﬂuenced the
choices of buyers and sellers. The critique of Chandler has similarly emphasized the state’s role in the
emergence of the large industrial corporation.
Chandler’s key idea—that recent advances in technology had made it necessary around the turn of
the last century to reorganize the large corporation
as a multidivisional unit—has also been criticized
(e.g. Fligstein 1990; Roy 1990, 1997; Freeland
1996, 2001).
Explicitly comparative studies are fewer in number. One notable work is Forging Industrial Policy:
The United States, Britain, and France in the Railway Age (1994) by Frank Dobbin (see also Evans
1995). The author argues that industrial policy in
these three countries between 1825 and 1900 differed on important points. In the case of the United States, local self-rule and a weak federal state
meant that railway regulation translated into antimonopoly policy and attempts to safeguard private
initiatives. The tradition of a centralized state in
France inspired strong interference from the authorities in the planning and running of the railroads. And the tradition of safeguarding elite individuals in Britain helped to bring about an
industrial policy that shielded the small, entrepreneurial ﬁrm.

ever, Coleman 1994). It should be mentioned,
however, that in the same year Granovetter’s essay
on embeddedness appeared, Coleman published a
brief article in which he developed the parallel argument that economists have failed to introduce
social relations into their analysis (1985, 85).
The key theoretical chapter in Foundations of Social Theory is entitled “Actors, Resources, Interest,
and Control” (chap. 2); it attempts to reconceptualize interest theory and to make it sociological.
Coleman’s point of departure is that it is not sufﬁcient to speak of actors and their interests; “resources” and “control” must be considered. Coleman argues that if an actor has something of
interest to another, the two will interact and thereby create a social system. In Coleman’s terminology, if actor A has control over a resource that is of
interest to actor B, they will interact.
Foundations, as well as other works by Coleman,
contains a number of analyses of much relevance to
economic sociology. Three subjects of particular
importance are trust, social capital, and the modern corporation. Trust is conceptualized by Coleman in a manner very different from Simmel.
While the latter emphasized trust as unthinking
belief, Coleman characterizes trust as a conscious
bet: you calculate what you can win and lose by
trusting someone. Social capital is any social relation that can be of help to an individual in realizing an interest. “The function identiﬁed by the
concept ‘social capital’ is the value of those aspects
of social structure to actors, as resources that can
be used by the actors to realize their interests”
(Coleman 1990, 305). A ﬁrm represents, for example, a form of social capital—even if social capital is usually the unintended result of some action,
undertaken for a different purpose. Finally, Coleman emphasizes that once people have created a
ﬁrm to realize their interests, the ﬁrm can develop
interests of its own (see especially Coleman 1974).
To Coleman, the ﬁrm is basically a social invention, and agency theory is particularly useful for
analyzing it.

The Contribution by James Coleman and
Interest-Based Sociology

Bourdieu and Other European Contributions to
Economic Sociology

The most radical attempt during the last few
decades to develop a sociological interest analysis is
that of James Coleman (1926–1995). His efforts
were initiated in the early 1960s and found ﬁnal
expression in Foundations of Social Theory (1990).
Coleman’s intention was to use interest as the
foundation for all of sociology, and initially he paid
little attention to economic sociology (see, how-

New economic sociology is primarily a U.S. phenomenon and has only recently begun to spread to
Europe. Many of the major European sociologists
have, however, written on the economy as part of
their general concern with society. This is not only
true of Raymond Aron, Michel Crozier, and Ralf
Dahrendorf, but also of major sociologists with
notable contemporary inﬂuence, such as Niklas
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Luhmann, Jürgen Habermas, and Pierre Bourdieu
(cf. also Giddens 1973, 1987). Luhmann (1927–
1998), for example, has written a number of essays
on the economy, which, however, have been somewhat neglected in the current debate. His consistent thesis is that “economic sociology can only
develop if its approach is overhauled and it sets
out . . . from the concept of the economy as a subsystem of society” (Luhmann [1970] 1982, 221–
22; cf. 1988; Beckert 2002, 201–40). Habermas
has written much less on the economy than Luhmann and has not shown any interest in economic
sociology. Nonetheless, his general thesis that in
modern society the lifeworld of the individual has
been uncoupled from the system world, including
the economic subsystem, has been much discussed
(e.g. Habermas 1984–87; cf. Sitton 1998; for
knowledge-constitutive interests, see Habermas
[1968] 1971).
Of the major European sociologists Pierre Bourdieu (1930–2002) has shown the most interest in
the economy, from his studies of Algeria in the
1950s to a recent work on the housing market in Les
structures sociales de l’économie (2000b). Bourdieu
has also devoted issues of his journal Actes de la
recherche en sciences sociales to economic topics, such
as “social capital” (no. 31, 1980), “the social construction of the economy” (no. 65, 1986), and “the
economy and the economists” (no. 119, 1997).
Most importantly, however, he has developed an
important theoretical alternative to the model of
embeddedness and its offshoots, namely the idea of
the economy as a ﬁeld, with all that this implies.
Bourdieu’s foremost empirical study of interest
to economic sociology—Travail et travailleurs en
Algérie (Work and workers in Algeria; 1963)—can
be described as a rich ethnographic study (for a
shortened version in English, see Bourdieu 1979).
Some of its strength comes from the author’s juxtaposition of the traditionalistic worldview of the
Algerian peasants with the capitalist worldview of
modern people. While the peasant in Algeria has
an intensely emotional and nearly mystical relationship to the land, this is not the case in a society dominated by wage labor and capital. Work is
not directly related to productivity in Algeria; one
tries to keep busy all the time. Institutions such as
money and credit are seen in a different light.
Money and exchange are seen as inferior to barter;
and credit—which, as opposed to assets, is tied to
the person—is resorted to only in rare circumstances such as personal distress. In Algeria commercial ventures are preferred to industrial ones,
since the risk involved is much smaller.

In economic sociology Bourdieu has also developed a general approach; an application of his general sociology, which is centered around the concepts of the ﬁeld, habitus, and different types of
capital. In 1997 he published an article entitled
“The Economic Field,” which was revised and
given the new title of “Principles of an Economic
Anthropology” a few years later (Bourdieu 1997,
2000a; see chap. 4 in this volume). Since Bourdieu
is very critical of Granovetter’s approach—for ignoring the structural dimension embodied in the
notion of the ﬁeld—one may well be justiﬁed in
speaking about two different approaches in contemporary economic sociology: that of embeddedness and that of ﬁelds.
According to Bourdieu, the economy can be
conceptualized as a ﬁeld (as can an industry and a
ﬁrm), that is, as a structure of actual and potential
relations (Bourdieu and Wacquant 1992, 94–120;
Bourdieu 1997; cf. Fligstein 2001). Each ﬁeld has
its own logic and its own social structure. The
structure of a ﬁeld can also be understood in terms
of its distribution of capital. Besides ﬁnancial capital, three other forms of capital are especially important: social, cultural, and symbolic. Social capital is one’s connections of relevance to economic
affairs; cultural capital comes from one’s education
and family background; and symbolic capital has to
do with various items with a cognitive basis, such
as goodwill and brand loyalty (Bourdieu 1997; for
a general account of the different types of capital,
see Bourdieu [1983] 1986). The individual actors
in the economic ﬁeld bring with them their “economic habitus” (or “economic predispositions”),
which relates their future actions to their past experience. Homo economicus, Bourdieu says, is “a
kind of anthropological monster” (1997, 61).
Bourdieu’s economic actor does not act in a rational way but in a reasonable way.
In addition to the three concepts of ﬁeld, capital,
and habitus important in Bourdieu’s general sociology, there exists a fourth concept that is equally
important but often ignored: interest, or that which
drives the actor to participate in a ﬁeld. “Interest is
to ‘be there,’ to participate, to admit that the game
is worth playing and that the stakes that are created in and through this fact are worth pursuing; it is
to recognize the game and to recognize its stakes”
(1998a, 77; cf. Bourdieu and Wacquant 1992,
115–17). The opposite of interest (or illusio) is indifference (or ataraxia). Each ﬁeld has its own interest, even if it masquerades as disinterestedness.
Bourdieu criticizes the economists’ version of interest as ahistorical—“far from being an anthropo-
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logical invariant, interest is a historical arbitrary”
(Bourdieu and Wacquant 1992, 116). The economists are also wrong in thinking that “economic interest” drives everything; “anthropology and comparative history show that the properly social magic
of institutions can constitute just about anything as
an interest” (Bourdieu and Wacquant 1992, 117).
The error of assuming that the laws of the economic ﬁeld are applicable to all other ﬁelds in society Bourdieu terms “economism” (1998a, 83).
Bourdieu’s analysis has been discussed in only
limited ways in contemporary economic sociology.
Distinction (Bourdieu [1979] 1986), for example,
has much to say on preference formation and also
contains a new approach to consumption. Bourdieu’s emphasis on economic suffering and his attempt to tie it to the problematic of theodicy is
also of much interest (e.g., Bourdieu et al. 1999).
So is his related effort to discuss the normative aspect of economic sociology, for example, in his recent little book on “the tyranny of capital” (1998b;
see also Bourdieu 2002).
It would, however, be incorrect to give the impression that Bourdieu is the only economic sociologist of interest in contemporary France. Luc
Boltanski and Laurent Thévenot’s work ([1987]
1991) on the different ways that an action can be
justiﬁed or legitimized is of potential relevance to
economic sociology (e.g., Stark 2000). Their ideas
about the way that people legitimize their actions
by referring to different “worlds” of justiﬁcation
are hard to summarize, and one example will have
to sufﬁce. A person who works for a ﬁrm may justify his behavior by referring either to efﬁciency
(“the world of the market”) or to loyalty (“the
domestic world”)—with very different results
(Boltanski and Thévenot [1987] 1991). Boltanski
has also criticized the network approach as ideological and procapitalistic (Boltanski and Chiapello
1999). In speaking of networks, it must also be
mentioned that Michel Callon has added to network theory by arguing that not only individuals
and organizations, but also objects, can be actors
(e.g., Law and Hassard 1999; cf. Callon 1998). A
machine, for example, can determine what kinds of
actions a machine operator has to perform and also
how she is connected to other people in the process
of production. According to another important argument of Callon, economic theory often ﬁts reality so well because it has helped to create this reality in the ﬁrst place (so-called performivity).
Outside of the United States, France has become
something of a center for innovative economic sociology, and to the work just mentioned one should
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also add the studies of Frédéric Lebaron on French
economists, Emmanuel Lazeaga on work in a law
ﬁrm, and Philippe Steiner on different types of economic knowledge (Lebaron 2000; Lazega 2000;
Steiner 1998, 2001, 2004). There is considerable
research in economic sociology in other European
countries as well. Sociology of money and ﬁnance
has, for example, several skillful practitioners in England and Spain (e.g., Dodd 1994; Ingham 1998,
2004; Izquierdo 2001). An innovative study of inheritance has just been published in Germany,
where the sociology of ﬁnance is also very strong
(Beckert, forthcoming; see also Beckert 2002; Knorr
Cetina and Preda, forthcoming; cf. Zuckerman
1999). Industrial districts are being studied in Italy
(e.g., Trigilia 2001). Finally, Knorr Cetina in Germany and Aspers in Sweden have independently of
one another embarked on the project of applying
phenomenology to economic sociology (Knorr
Cetina and Brügger 2002; Aspers 2001b). A few
general introductions to economic sociology have
been published in Europe; there also is a newsletter
exclusively devoted to economic sociology in Europe (Steiner 1999; Trigilia 2002; see Economic Sociology: European Electronic Newsletter, 1999–; see
http://econsoc.mﬁpg.de).
A CONCLUDING NOTE
Space has constricted our review of both historical developments and contemporary highlights (the
latter are amply covered in the chapters that follow).
We have seen enough, however, to permit a few,
equally brief, evaluative comments on the ﬁeld of
economic sociology today, and more particularly on
the relations between economics and sociology.
What is unique about the situation, as it has developed through the 1990s, is that for the ﬁrst
time since the nineteenth century, mainstream
economics has begun to analyze economic institutions again. This has already led to a number of interesting developments within economics proper
as well as to a tentative dialogue with sociology
and other social sciences, such as psychology and
history. It is important that efforts be made, by sociologists as well as by economists, to deepen this
dialogue since both disciplines are needed to ﬁll
the void created by nearly a century of neglect of
economic institutions. As an example of cooperation between the economic and the sociological
approach that has occurred since the ﬁrst edition
of the Handbook, we cite the important work of
Avner Greif (e.g., 1994, forthcoming).
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The “imperialistic” mode, whether in its sociological form or in its economic form, seems unpromising as a way of dealing with either economic behavior or economic institutions (or for that
matter, behavior and institutions in general). The
complexity of determinants bearing on every kind
of behavior suggests the greater scientiﬁc utility of
approaches that are less monolithic. It is true that
“imperialistic” works have greatly stimulated the
debate over economy and society. Eventually, however, this approach becomes counterproductive
scientiﬁcally, tending to excite territorial battles
rather than dispassionate inquiry.
Correspondingly, it is, in our opinion, more
fruitful to pursue the kind of approach to economic sociology taken by Weber and Schumpeter
in their social economics, or Sozialokönomik. Such
an approach is broad-based and multidisciplinary.
Economic sociology, in other words, should have
its own distinct proﬁle as well as cooperate and coexist with economic theory, economic history, and
economic anthropology. We also hope that departments of economics will include economic sociology among their courses and hire economic sociologists, as business schools currently do in the
United States.
While the current pluralistic approach has given
economic sociology richness and vitality, the bolder, creatively synthesizing efforts of the classics are
notably missing. Without that complementary line
of theorizing, the ﬁeld of economic sociology—
like any area of inquiry that specializes and subspecializes—tends to sprawl. Continuing efforts to
sharpen the theoretical focus of economic sociology and to work toward synthetic interpretations of
its ﬁndings are essential.
One promising model of relating the ﬁelds of
economics and sociology might be termed “complementary articulation.” Of necessity, any line of
disciplined inquiry focuses on certain operative
variables and determinants, and “freezes” others
into parametric assumptions. Often the ground
thus frozen is that very territory which is problematical from the standpoint of some other line of social science inquiry. This dialogue about the precise role of operative variables and the conceptual
status of parameters holds out the promise for
communication and theoretical development in
both economics and sociology. This strategy appears much more engaging than several others
we have identiﬁed in this overview—imperialism,
polemical hostility, mutual separation and toleration, or shapeless eclecticism.
Given the void after a century’s neglect of eco-

nomic institutions, we also expect that new questions will be raised that cut across the conventional boundaries between economics and sociology.
For this reason it is essential that economists as
well as sociologists be willing to entertain new and
unfamiliar ideas. An opportunity, such as the current one, to pull economics and sociology closer to
each other is rare and should not be neglected.
NOTES
1. While this chapter covers much of the same ground as
our chapter in the ﬁrst edition of the Handbook (“The Sociological Perspective on the Economy”), it has been completely rewritten and revised for the current edition. We
have also introduced a new theme: the need to pay more attention to interests in economic sociology. For helpful comments we would like to thank Fred Block, Robyn Dawes,
Frank Dobbin, and Viviana Zelizer.
2. The ﬁeld has been called “the sociology of economic
life,” as in Smelser 1976 and in Granovetter and Swedberg
1992, 2001; Fred Block’s (1990) preferred term is sociology of
economies. We ﬁnd little if any difference in denotation between these terms and economic sociology. For convenience we
stay with the term that emerged in the classical literature. As a
term for all social science analysis of the economy—economic
theory plus economic history, economic sociology, and so
on—we agree with Weber, Schumpeter, and Etzioni (1988)
that social economics (Sozialökonomik) is an appropriate term.
3. The term economic sociology has also been used to denote a rational choice perspective as applied to social behavior in general (see Becker 1990). This usage is, to us, too
broad since it encompasses practically all of sociology
(minus the analysis of the economy proper).
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Comparative and Historical
Approaches to Economic Sociology
Frank Dobbin

INTRODUCTION
Students of economic behavior have long subscribed to the commonsense view that natural laws
govern economic life. In the discipline of economics, the prevailing view is that economic behavior is
determined exogenously, by a force outside of society, rather than endogenously, by forces within.
Self-interest is that force, and it is exogenous to society because it is inborn—part of human nature.
Self-interest guides human behavior toward the
most efﬁcient means to particular ends. If economic behavior is instinctual, the reasoning goes,
we need to know little about society to predict
behavior.
Sociologists have always found this approach appealing, not least because it supports the Enlightenment view that the universe is knowable—that it
can be understood by science. There is something
inherently attractive about cogent mathematical
formulas that can explain the velocity of light, or
the price people pay for coffee.
However, sociologists have always made comparisons across societies and over time, and they
invariably come to the conclusion that the lion’s
share of economic behavior can only be explained
by society itself—by context. Whether you are
running a farm in Croatia or in Sicily matters quite
a bit for how you will behave. We cannot predict
much about how you will run a railroad in Cleveland without knowing whether the year is 1880 or
1980. Historical and comparative studies illuminate the role of society in shaping economic behavior like nothing else can.
The discipline of sociology was launched by men
who sought to understand modernity. How did
societies come to be organized around progress,
rationality, and science, when for so long they had
been organized around tradition, myth, and ritual?
Sociologists grappled with this question by making
comparisons across societies and over time. These
comparisons were driven by the observation that

social context shapes economic behavior—that
modern rational behavior is learned, not innate.
The comparative and historical method is one
of sociology’s comparative advantages. Sociologists
more frequently use this method than do economists, and the method itself tends to highlight contextual differences in economic behavior. This difference between the disciplines emerged only gradually,
for the two disciplines began as one. As economics
moved toward highly stylized rational-actor models
and away from comparative and historical studies,
early analysts who emphasized the role of social institutions in shaping economic behavior, including
Karl Marx and Max Weber, were rejected by economists and embraced by sociologists.
Marx, Weber, and Émile Durkheim sought to
understand the rise of modern economic behavior
by comparing precapitalist societies to capitalism.
Marx explored the transition from feudalism to
capitalism; Weber the capitalist impulse that arose
with Protestantism; and Durkheim the rise of capitalism’s division of labor. As capitalism was in its
infancy, none was certain that modern industrial
capitalism would take widely different forms,
though Weber described a number of different
forms, including booty, political, imperialist, colonial, adventure, and ﬁscal capitalism (1978, 164–
67; see also Swedberg 1998, 47). The comparative
and historical methods these men developed were
designed to explain why human behavior varied
over time and across contexts.
Historical analysts often build directly on the
problematic that Marx, Durkheim, and Weber
sketched—how did modern economic practices
come about? Comparative analysts often take another tack, trying to understand the social forces
that cause modern economic systems to differ so
dramatically. If human nature drives the evolution
of economic systems and if human nature is universal, why do economic systems take such differ-
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ent forms? Historical and comparative works in
economic sociology point to society itself, suggesting that societies develop along different trajectories for reasons having to do with history and
happenstance.
In this chapter I review historical and comparative works in economic sociology that seek to explain the substantial variation found in economic
behavior across time and space. While most sociologists share the view that economic behavior patterns are driven by social processes rather than by
instinct alone, they have argued that different sorts
of social processes are primary. Some focus on
power relations, others on institutions and social
conventions, and still others on social networks
and roles. Comparative and historical sociologists
once treated these perspectives as alternatives, but
they increasingly treat them as complementary.
Next I review the theoretical underpinnings of
power, institutional, and network approaches.
Then I sketch the analytic methods used by historical and comparative sociologists before turning to
a review of empirical studies.
How Power, Institutions, and Networks Shape
Economic Behavior
Most economic sociologists proceed inductively,
looking at how economic behavior varies over time
or across countries and tracing that variation to
something about social context. This is quite
different from the approach of most neoclassical
economists, who proceed deductively from the
premise that individual self-interest explains economic behavior. Studies of investment among early
Protestants, management of new enterprises in
China’s market-oriented sector, and business strategy among Argentine wine producers have produced myriad insights about the forces that shape
economic behavior. But one of three different social processes is usually at the heart of the matter,
and these processes have been spelled out in
power, institutional, and network theories.
Power
Power relations shape economic behavior, both
directly, as when a powerful ﬁrm dictates to a weak
supplier, and indirectly, as when a powerful industry group shapes regulation to its own advantage.
The structural theory of power is the direct inheritor of Marx’s ideas, even if not all of its practitioners would call themselves Marxists. They include Neil Fligstein (1990), William Roy (1997),
Beth Mintz and Michael Schwartz (1985), Michael
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Useem (1996), and Charles Perrow (2002). Their
concern is with how powerful groups succeed in
promoting practices and public policies that are in
their interest as being in the common interest. Marx
described the capitalist state as a tool of the capitalist class, which justiﬁed its existence under the
guise of political liberalism. His idea was that modern states serve one group while claiming to embody principles that beneﬁt everyone. Structural
theorists of power explore the role that power
plays in determining the state policies, corporate
strategies, and individual behaviors that we take to
be transparently rational. When a particular group
succeeds in promoting its favorite public policy or
business strategy—in making that approach the
new convention—that group can reinforce its own
power or wealth without having to exercise constant coercion.
Institutions
Social institutions—conventions and the meanings they have for people—shape economic action.
Weber (1978) argued that social conventions must
be understood in terms of their subjective meaning
to individuals because we behave in ways that are
meaningful to us—that we understand (see Swedberg 1998). Sociological institutionalists understand economic behavior to be regular and predictable not because it follows universal economic
laws, but because it follows meaningful institutionalized scripts (Meyer and Rowan 1977; Scott 1995;
Powell and DiMaggio 1991). The meaning underlying modern behavior patterns is highly rationalized. We know what the decision to downsize the
workforce might mean—that the workforce is larger than need be, or that the stock market expects
higher returns from the ﬁrm. Economic customs
thus carry meaning, and economic customs often
spread as fads spread. The fad of downsizing appeared on the horizon, and suddenly ﬁrms were
doing it whether they needed to or not (Budros
1997). Since the time of Weber, institutionalists
have also pointed to the ways in which wider social
institutions—religious, educational, labor market—
constrain and shape economic behavior.
Social Networks
Your social network—what sociologists used to
call your peer group and role models—inﬂuences
your behavior by providing concrete examples of
how to behave and by enforcing sanctions for misbehavior. Network theory builds on Simmel’s and
Durkheim’s ideas about how the individual’s position in a social milieu shapes both his behavior and
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his underlying identity. For Durkheim, social networks shape the actions of individuals not merely
in a negative sense, of undermining antisocial behavior, but in a positive sense, of establishing accepted behavior patterns. Mark Granovetter (1985)
spells out the implications of the network approach
in an article challenging transaction-cost economists’ understanding of price gouging, in which
gouging occurs when a supplier ﬁnds that she is
the sole seller of a needed good. Granovetter argues that the norm against price gouging is enforced informally by members of an industry network; a seller who price gouges in times of scarcity
will ﬁnd that buyers turn elsewhere in times of
plenty. Interpersonal networks thus enforce norms
by sanctioning members who do not follow them.
Development theorists ﬁnd that societies with
strong social networks have an advantage in development, in part because they can effectively carry
out both positive and negative sanctioning.
These three camps are in the process of developing an integrated approach to historical and
comparative economic sociology, as people in each
camp employ ideas from the others. The camps
agree on much. Economic practices—behavior
patterns such as pricing strategies and ﬁrm structures—emerge in networks of actors, via the institutionalization of scripts for how to behave in
order to achieve particular ends. Powerful actors
try to shape the scripts that are constructed, and to
shape the rules of the game that become institutionalized in public policy. The economic practices, or scripts, that emerge shape individual cognition, and determine how individuals will respond
to situations in the future. In other words, economic practices emerge through distinctly social
processes in which social networks and power resources play roles in the deﬁnition of certain practices as rational. Many of the studies reviewed
below synthesize ideas from two or all three of
these approaches.
The Comparative Method in Economic Sociology
If you begin with the assumption that “history is
efﬁcient,” the (economic) world is your oyster.
Economies develop in a single direction, toward
some optimal form; any change is a change for the
better; and any change reveals the character of natural economic laws. Present practices are by deﬁnition more efﬁcient than past practices. Advanced
societies are closer to the ideal than less advanced
societies, and in consequence, the problem of
modernization is just a problem of how you get

from Warsaw to New York—how Poland becomes
more like the United States.
If you begin with the assumption that history is
not always efﬁcient, as historical and comparative
economic sociologists do, you are left with a lot to
explain. You have to explain not only why countries vary today in their economic practices, but
why they have varied in so many different ways in
the past. If we cannot assume that the conglomerate replaced the single-industry ﬁrm because it was
more efﬁcient, then we have to go back to the
drawing board.
What kind of scientiﬁc method does this approach imply? Three points are important. First,
sociologists of science suggest that we should reserve judgment about the efﬁciency of practices
whose practitioners make efﬁciency claims. Second, Max Weber suggests that we should try to
understand the meaning of behavior to the actor.
This seems a trivial point, but the deductive
method favored by many economists suggests that
people’s understandings of their own actions are
irrelevant. Third, Émile Durkheim and John Stuart Mill counsel that we should use analytic comparisons to single out the causal factors underlying
human behavior.
Economic sociologists have built on some of the
ideas of sociologists of science. They reserve judgment about whether a new scientiﬁc claim, or
economic practice, is superior to that which it replaced. Bloor (1976) argued that sociological explanations of science should be causal, in that they
should analyze the origins of knowledge; impartial vis-à-vis the truth of scientiﬁc claims; and
symmetrical, in that they should use the same approach to analyze both “true” and “false” knowledge claims. The idea is that scientiﬁc claims, and
economic claims, emerge and are institutionalized
through a social process, whether they are eventually proven “right” or “wrong.”
Max Weber insisted that we seek to understand
what Clifford Geertz would later call the “native’s
point of view.” For most economists, people can
behave in ways that are rational without knowing
they are doing so. They can believe they are doing
something for religious reasons, for instance, while
behaving perfectly rationally from the perspective
of economists. Weber, like Marx, believed that the
consequences of an individual’s actions often occurred “behind the back” of the actor—were obscure to her. But he insisted that it was important
to understand the subjective meaning of behavior
to the individual (Weber 1978, 4). People only follow an economic convention because of their un-
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derstanding of that convention, and so to grasp
why economic conventions persist, we have to
grasp what they mean to people.
John Stuart Mill (1974) and Émile Durkheim
([1938] 1982) argued that the comparative
method is the only valid method in the social sciences. They followed the earliest precept of the scientiﬁc method, which suggested that to establish
causality one must at least show that a causal condition is present where its purported effect is
found and absent where its purported effect is not
found. This requires a comparison of two cases. In
large-scale statistical studies, we sort out the causes of social phenomena by looking for correlation
across many cases. In laboratory studies, we identify causal relations through randomization, comparing subjects exposed to a particular stimulus
with those not exposed. As Smelser (1976) has
pointed out, however, we seldom have such
laboratory-like conditions in comparative analysis.
Countries typically vary on many dimensions of
relevance. Most analysts try, at the minimum, to
show that a cause and its consequence coexist in
one situation (one country, or one time frame) and
that neither exists in another. Skocpol and Somers
(1980) advise comparing countries that are alike
on most dimensions. Charles Ragin (1987) advises
drawing multiple countries into an analysis to try
to control for possible alternative causes.
Many studies make comparisons both across
countries and over time, to rule in certain explanations and rule out others. For instance, to understand the new industrial policies that the United
States, Britain, and France adopted during the
Great Depression, I compared industrial policies
before and during the depression across the three
countries, to ﬁnd that in each case, the downturn
caused nations to try to reverse the decline by reversing their industrial policies (Dobbin 1993).
Roosevelt tried to build cartels. The depression
was a common shock, and each country could be
compared with its predepression self as well as with
the others. All of the studies reviewed here use
comparisons over time and/or space to demonstrate causality.
The Behavior of Firms and Nations
Most of the comparative studies I review address
differences in the behavior of ﬁrms, national institutions, or nations. This institutional focus distinguishes economic sociology from economics, where
the focus is more often on the behavior of institutions. I review studies in three groups, which vari-
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ously emphasize the causal role of power, of institutions, and of networks and roles. Many of the
studies could be grouped differently, because many
emphasize more than one of these processes. It is
a huge ﬁeld, and rather than touching on every important work in a word or two, I have chosen to
cover works that exemplify important approaches,
while trying to avoid duplication with the other
chapters in this volume. Thus I have sacriﬁced
breadth for depth.

POWER: THE LEGACY OF MARX
Karl Marx pioneered the historical approach to
economic sociology in his studies of the rise of capitalism. Marx reacted against Hegel’s view that
human history, including economic history, was
driven by the dialectical evolution of ideas. For
Hegel, ideas were translated into ways of living and
of organizing the economy. Marx saw the world in
quite the opposite way, believing that economic relations shape the ideas of the day.
While Marx’s prophecy that communism would
triumph over capitalism died with the breakup of
the Soviet Union, his method and core insights are
very much alive in economic sociology. His method
of tracing the factors that lead to changes in economic behavior patterns over time has shaped all
brands of historical economic sociology. His main
insight was that it is not merely abstract ideas that
drive economic history, but production processes
and social relations. Like neoclassical economists,
Marx argued that self-interest shapes economic behavior. But for Marx, individual self-interest leads
people to try to shape the world to their advantage
rather than to simply achieve the best price in every
transaction, as neoclassical economic theory suggests. Marx’s focus on power is reﬂected in a number of recent historical studies of the evolution of
business practices.
Marx produced reams of material about economic life. Economic sociologists focusing on
labor-management relations, such as Burawoy
(1979) and Biernacki (1995), often build on his
ﬁnal work and magnum opus, Das Kapital (1994).
But Marx’s early writings on the transition from
feudalism to capitalism have been more widely inﬂuential, including The German Ideology (1974),
The Eighteenth Brumaire of Louis Bonaparte (1963),
The Communist Manifesto (Marx and Engels
[1872] 1972), and the wide-ranging notes for Das
Kapital, The Grundrisse (1971).
How did changes in production alter the relative
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power of the aristocracy and the bourgeoisie, giving the latter the upper hand in shaping the economy and the capacity to promote capitalism? In
The German Ideology, Marx chronicles the history
of class conﬂict in Europe. Under feudalism a nascent class of craftspeople and manufacturers grew
by actively selling their wares and building their
production capacity. They challenged the traditional political rights and privileges of feudal lords,
encouraging policies that favored industry, such as
free labor and free elections. As they gained resources, they gained the capacity to shape the political and economic realm to their own advantage.
Both feudalism and capitalism were designed to
suit the classes that controlled the means of
production—the aristocracy and the bourgeoisie,
respectively—and the interesting question for
Marx was how these classes managed to legitimate
economic institutions that favored themselves.
Marx argued that the modern state imposed capitalist rules of economic behavior on a society in
which the vast majority were not capitalists, and it
did so under the rhetoric of political liberalism
rather than under that of capitalist domination. In
so doing, modern states made capitalism itself
seem natural and inevitable, and Marx did not see
it as either. Recent power theorists have taken from
this analysis the idea that modern states impose a
particular set of rules, regulations, and institutions
shaping economic life. Citizens of any state tend to
see state policies that create the ground rules for
economic competition as neutral and as conforming to economic laws rather than as the consequence of a series of power struggles. Modern
power theorists point to the role of conﬂict and
power in creating these ground rules, and in forming conventional business practices.
Power and Change in the Corporate Form in
America
Next I review the arguments of historical sociologists about four important changes in the organization of American ﬁrms since the mid–
nineteenth century. In each case, sociologists have
shown that a change that others explain in terms of
efﬁciency can be traced to power dynamics among
different groups. Why did the huge manufacturing
ﬁrm arise in the early textile industry, and later become dominant? Why were so many manufacturing industries consolidated in short order at the
beginning of the twentieth century? Why did the
diversiﬁed conglomerate become the dominant
large corporate form after World War II? Why did

the conglomerate give way to the single-industry
behemoth by the end of the 1990s?
In each case, a particular group (textile mill
owners, Wall Street ﬁnanciers, ﬁnance-trained executives, and institutional investors respectively)
changed the strategies of American ﬁrms, and the
structure of American industry, because they saw it
as in their own interest to do so. In each case, the
group institutionalized a new model of how to run
a business that would soon become taken for
granted, and that would be backed up by a powerful rhetoric of efﬁciency.
Charles Perrow: The Rise of Giant Firms
Charles Perrow (2002) traces the early rise of
huge textile mills and gigantic railroads in America
not to their greater efﬁciency but to the fact that
the Constitution gave state ofﬁcials little power to
regulate industry. The American state, designed as
the antithesis of tyrannical European states, had
meager administrative capacities and was deliberately opened to inﬂuence by the very groups it
might have sought to control. This invited the
powerful to reshape property rights—the laws that
govern trade and corporate form—to their own
taste. The American business elite changed property rights to the advantage of big corporations early
in the nineteenth century. Wealthy industrialists
won court and legislative decisions giving big corporations all kinds of new advantages over small
ones. In Europe, states protected small ﬁrms and
regulated large ones. The result in textiles was that
American mill owners preferred to use capitalintensive rather than labor-intensive production
methods, even when returns were the same, because capital-intensive methods made them less
dependent on workers—made them more powerful. In moving to capital-intensive methods, textile
mills became larger and more powerful, but in the
process they obliterated a vibrant alternative source
of efﬁciency—entrepreneurialism. Efﬁciency arguments thus do not explain the rise of America’s
ﬁrst big businesses.
William Roy: Financiers and the Rise of
Manufacturing Oligopoly circa 1900
How did the oligopolistic manufacturing ﬁrm
become the dominant model after the beginning
of the twentieth century? William Roy, in Socializing Capital: The Rise of the Large Industrial Corporation in America (1997), argues that power
was key. The initial enforcement of antitrust in
1897 had an unanticipated effect on the balance
of power between small and large ﬁrms. While
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antitrust was designed to prevent the concentration of economic power, by preventing collusion
among ﬁrms, it gave big ﬁrms an advantage over
small ones. Under antitrust a group of small ﬁrms
could not set prices together, but if they merged,
the resulting large ﬁrm could set a single price.
Roy argues that the advantage big ﬁrms had over
small ﬁrms was not one of scale economies, pace
America’s preeminent business historian, Alfred
Chandler (1977), who contends that ﬁrms combined around the turn of the century because it
was cheaper to produce things in large numbers.
Roy shows that the merger wave also swept across
industries that could not have beneﬁted from scale
economies. When antitrust prevented ﬁrms from
joining cartels to set prices, large ﬁrms demanded
that smaller competitors sell out or face certain
death in price wars. The ensuing mergers had little
to do with manufacturing efﬁciency, and much to
do with the fact that antitrust law put an end to the
refuge of small ﬁrms, the cartel. The huge concentrated ﬁrm was born, then, of an unanticipated coincidence of public policy and private power.
Timothy Dowd and I (Dobbin and Dowd 2000)
found that antitrust enforcement and a power play
also stimulated a merger wave in railroading. By
1880, American railroads had organized themselves into cartels that forestalled destabilizing
price wars. When the Supreme Court enforced antitrust law in 1897, ﬁnanciers, who typically held
stock in many different railroads, decried price
wars and heralded amicable mergers that would
sustain the value of the railroads they held. J. P.
Morgan led ﬁnanciers in threatening to withhold
future ﬁnancing from ﬁrms that engaged in price
wars. Thus, powerful ﬁnanciers made amicable
mergers customary, and quashed price wars.
Neil Fligstein: Finance-Trained Executives and
the Rise of the Diversiﬁed Conglomerate
Why did the large single-industry companies
that resulted from the processes Perrow and Roy
outline transform themselves into diversiﬁed conglomerates between 1950 and 1975? Neil Fligstein’s
The Transformation of Corporate Control (1990)
traces competition between three different management factions for the leadership of American
corporations: production, marketing, and ﬁnance
managers. Fligstein’s story of competing elite factions is reminiscent of Marx’s arguments about
struggles among French elite groups in The Eighteenth Brumaire of Louis Bonaparte (1963). In The
Visible Hand (1977), Chandler had argued that
management naturally became focused on ﬁnance
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and on conglomeration, once they had solved the
problems of marketing.
Fligstein shows instead that a power play by ﬁnance managers was at the heart of the matter.
After the Celler-Kefauver amendments to antitrust
in 1950, which made it more difﬁcult for ﬁrms to
expand into related businesses, ﬁnance experts
sketched a new theory of the ﬁrm in which large
ﬁrms should act like investors with diversiﬁed portfolios. Portfolio theory in economics reinforced
the idea that ﬁrms should spread their risk and
should invest proﬁts in industries with high growth
potential. Finance managers succeeded largely by
force of argument—by convincing boards and investors that the diversiﬁed conglomerate was the
way of the future and that they, ﬁnance managers,
were uniquely qualiﬁed to pursue this model of
growth. This group came to hold most CEO positions. What makes Fligstein’s argument about
power and propaganda compelling, in the context
of Chandler’s pure efﬁciency arguments, is that the
diversiﬁcation model has since given way to the
core-competence model. New groups have succeeded in promoting a corporate form that looks
suspiciously like the preconglomerate form.
Davis, Fligstein, and Colleagues: Institutional
Investors and the Rise of the Focused Firm
Why did the diversiﬁed conglomerate ﬁrm give
way to the focused ﬁrm, operating under the theory of core competence, sometime after 1975? By
1990, the pattern of corporate mergers and acquisitions had changed radically from that which Fligstein described. In 1970, big ﬁrms were buying
ﬁrms in other industries to diversify their assets.
General Electric bought NBC, and R. J. Reynolds
bought Nabisco. By 1990, big ﬁrms were buying
others in the same industry to take advantage of
their own core competence—of their core managerial abilities. Now Daimler bought Chrysler.
What happened? As Davis, Diekmann, and Tinsley
(1994) and Fligstein and Markowitz (1993) have
argued, this new model arose because institutional
investors and securities analysts found the diversiﬁed conglomerate difﬁcult to place a value on, and
assigned higher values to single-industry ﬁrms. As
institutional securities holdings rose, institutional
investors and analysts had increasing inﬂuence over
how ﬁrms behaved, through their power to determine the value of stock. At the same time, ﬁrms
were compensating executives based on stock performance rather than proﬁts, and this gave executives an incentive to cater to investors and analysts.
Meanwhile the invention of the hostile takeover
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gave a new group—takeover specialists—the power
to break up diversiﬁed ﬁrms that investors and analysts assigned low values to. The result was a
change in corporate strategy, as diversiﬁed ﬁrms
struggled to please the market—meaning these analysts and investors. This explanation emphasizes
the power of some actors to shape the behavior of
others and particularly the power to deﬁne what
rational behavior is.
From the muckraking stories of the abuse of
power among early railway barons and oil magnates
to the stories of the accounting scandals at the
dawn of the twenty-ﬁrst century, most stories of
power in economic relations are stories of abuse—
of individuals who subvert the rules for their own
purposes. Marx, Perrow, Roy, Fligstein, and Davis,
by contrast, show that power shapes the rules of the
game and prescriptions for how ﬁrms should behave. Power is endemic in these accounts. Powerful
industries often shape their own regulations (Useem
1984), and it is often power struggles among management factions that determine what is deﬁned as
rational ﬁrm behavior. The studies of Perrow, Roy,
Fligstein, and Davis also use ideas from the institutional and network camps in economic sociology.
In each account, changes in public policy are important. In each account, a network of managers,
institutional investors, or ﬁnanciers plays a big role
in deﬁning what is rational.
Power and the Labor Process
Marx was concerned with how power operated
in the modern factory, in no small part because he
thought that the downfall of capitalism would
come as workers recognized that power and exploitation were at the center of the factory production system. For Marx, physical coercion and
the threat of dismissal gave capitalists the power to
dictate to workers and prevent insurgency. Burawoy, Biernacki, Kimeldorf, and Shenhav are interested in why workers resist capitalist class power,
and why they fail to resist.
Michael Burawoy: How Factory Production
Absorbs Class Conﬂict
Burawoy’s Manufacturing Consent (1979) is an
ethnography of factory production, but it is a work
of historical sociology because Burawoy compares
his experiences with those of Donald Roy, who conducted a similar study in the same factory 30 years
earlier. In both cases, workers were drawn into the
game of increasing production by the character of
the labor process. This machine shop operated on a

piece rate system, and “making out” under this system was a game that workers played eagerly. What
changed over this period, and what appeared to Burawoy to have dampened class conﬂict and undermined worker resistance and activism, was the way
in which work was directed. When Roy was there,
time-and-motion men walked the ﬂoor of the factory, and dissent was political in nature and was directed directly at these management surrogates. By
the time Burawoy arrived, engineering studies were
done by men in faraway ofﬁces, and in consequence
the workers were less likely to develop politically
motivated complaints against management. When
the shop seemed to operate as an agent-less abstract
game, the class conﬂict that Marx had predicted
evaporated.
Richard Biernacki: The Cultural Construction
of Labor
In The Fabrication of Labor (1995), Biernacki
tries to understand why German unions developed
a more Marxian critique of capitalism than did
British unions, which focused on negotiating a
good deal for workers rather than on changing the
capitalist system. Biernacki traces these differences
to different labor institutions and views of the role
of labor in the production process. In Britain, textile workers were paid for their output and generally treated as independent contractors. In Germany, workers thought they were being paid for
the labor itself—for each pass of the shuttle through
the loom—and they were held under the close
tutelage of managers. British workers thus came to
see themselves as independents who contracted
with capitalists, whereas German workers saw themselves as the servants of the capitalist class. Biernacki traces differences in working conditions to
the timing of the rise of markets for commodities
and for labor. In Britain, the market for commodities arose ﬁrst, and when a free labor market
emerged, workers saw themselves as producers of
commodities. In Germany, the two markets arose
at the same time, and workers came to view the
labor market as a place to sell their labor power
rather than as a place to sell the products of their
labor. In Biernacki’s account, the capitalist class
gained power in the British case from a happenstance of history as it shaped collective understandings of the factory.
Howard Kimeldorf: When Does the Working
Class Act as a Class?
In Reds or Rackets? (1989), Kimeldorf takes a
comparative tack on what was in some ways Marx’s
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central question: what would cause the working
class to see that they are being exploited and to act
as a class? Kimeldorf compares the postdepression
West Coast longshoremen’s union, which became
radicalized, with its East Coast counterpart, which
did not. On the West Coast, longshoremen had
been recruited from autonomous occupations—
seamen and foresters—made up of liberal northern
European immigrants. On the East Coast, longshoremen had been recruited from among new,
conservative Catholic, Irish, and then Italian immigrants with no tradition of independent work.
Shipping was also organized more monopolistically on the West Coast, facilitating concerted labor
action. For Kimeldorf, class interest resulted from
a convergence of the past experience of workers
and the structure of the labor market.
Yehouda Shenhav: Engineers and the
Depoliticization of Management
Yehouda Shenhav’s Manufacturing Rationality:
The Engineering Foundations of the Managerial
Revolution (2000) explores how between 1875
and 1925, American managers came to deﬁne their
role not as the suppression of labor but as the technical coordination of workers and work processes.
They did this in a quest for legitimacy, given the
political activism of the working class. Engineers
translated their expertise in systematization and rationalization into a management rhetoric, and in
the process they won an increasing share of major
management positions. They spread the word
through their journals that the engineering function could be extended from the design of machines to the design and rationalization of the
work process itself and that management would
thus come to be based in science rather than in
politics. Shenhav carries on the tradition of Marx,
in Das Kapital, by exploring the ideological underpinnings of the labor process. By basing management in abstract engineering science, engineers
made it seem less of a political enterprise to managers and workers alike.
Burawoy, Biernacki, and Kimeldorf ﬁnd that in
the modern factory it is not capitalists’ coercive
power that caused workers to reject radical unionism, but something about the organization of the
factory ﬂoor, the timing of industrialization, or the
origins of the working class. In all three cases, it is
not power per se that shapes the economic behavior of the working class. Shenhav traces the decline
of working-class activism to an active engineering
movement to depoliticize management. From
studies focusing on how power shapes economic
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behavior, we now turn to studies focusing on how
social institutions shape behavior.

INSTITUTIONS:

THE LEGACY OF WEBER

Marx’s work inspired many of the historical
studies of how power and politics shape economic
behavior. Weber’s work inspired many comparative
studies of how social institutions, customs, and
conventions determine economic behavior. In The
Protestant Ethic, in his various studies of the world
religions ([1916] 1951, [1917] 1952, [1916] 1958,
1963), and in his opus on capitalism, Economy and
Society (1978), Weber tried to understand the actual customs of different societies, the thinking behind those customs, and the forces that lead to
changes in customs. For Weber, it is the beliefs underlying customs that sustain them. Thus he argued for the importance of understanding the
meaning of an action to the actor. Rationality is
not in the eye of the beholder, but in the mind of
the actor. Institutions are carried forward by the
shared meaning they embody. Weber also argued
for a broad view of the causes of economic behavior. In his comparative studies of the world
religions, Weber argued that economic behavior
is inﬂuenced by social institutions in different
realms—law and the state, the religious system, the
class system (Swedberg 1998). In those studies, a
society’s different institutional realms are integrated—under Hinduism as under Protestantism, these
systems operate in conjunction. They reinforce
one another and follow a common logic, of tradition or of progress, for instance.
Weber’s work inspired studies that look beyond
the focal economic interaction to understand the
institutional framework within which it occurs.
These studies explore the character of societal institutions, and the meanings that underlie and uphold social conventions.
National Economic Institutions
Max Weber: Protestantism, Catholicism, and the
Rise of Capitalism
Max Weber was a professor of economics in
Germany, but with the publication of The Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of Capitalism ([1905]
2002) he became one of the founders of economic sociology. Weber traces modern (“rational”)
capitalist customs to the rise of a particular brand
of early Protestantism. By contrast to Marx, who
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always saw class relations behind economic conventions, Weber thought that economic customs
could be shaped by class, tradition, or ideology. In
this case, religious sects with a new ethic gave capitalism an unexpected boost (on Weber, see also
chapter 1 by Smelser and Swedberg, and chapter
26 by Wuthnow). A decade after writing The
Protestant Ethic, Weber began work on three thick
volumes on the world religions and economies. In
The Religion of China ([1916] 1951), The Religion of India ([1916] 1958), and Ancient Judaism ([1917] 1952) Weber traced economic systems to religious ethics and to social institutions
more broadly.
Weber saw in Protestantism a religious ideology
that was compatible with capitalism, and wondered why such an ethic had appeared under
Protestantism alone among the world religions.
Early Calvinism taught predestination, or the idea
that one’s destiny in the afterlife was ﬁxed at birth.
While one could not earn a place in heaven, God
gave everyone an earthly calling, and for the anxious, working hard and achieving success in business might at least signal divine approval. Calvin’s
God also demanded self-denial and asceticism.
The idea of God’s calling led Protestants to devote themselves to their work, and the idea of
asceticism led them to save. Some argue that
Catholicism promoted the same kinds of behavior
(e.g., Novak 1993), and others argue that Protestantism’s main effect was to promote bureaucratization of the state (Gorski 1993), but what is
novel about Weber is not so much this particular
argument as his vision of how economy and society were intertwined.
In comparing the world’s religions, Weber
found that others were oriented to salvation but
that they preached very different routes (Swedberg
1998, 138). In Protestantism salvation was signaled (if not earned) through piety, asceticism, and
devotion to one’s calling. In Chinese Confucianism and Indian Hinduism alike, salvation was
achieved by accepting one’s given station and
withdrawing from the world in prayer. These religious ethics fostered traditionalism and complacency rather than activism and entrepreneurialism.
Ancient Judaism discouraged rational capitalism by
favoring the life of religious scholarship over that
of entrepreneurialism. What Weber demonstrated
in these comparative studies, and what he argued
in Economy and Society, was that economic customs were related to wider social institutions—the
law and the state, religion, class—and that to un-

derstand economic conventions one must understand their links to these other institutions.
Richard Whitley: Parsing National
Business Systems
Richard Whitley’s national business systems approach does for the varieties of capitalism what
Max Weber did for the world religions, sketching
the logic underlying each form of capitalism to
grasp the meaning of conventions for actors and
linking economic conventions to the wider institutional milieu. Weber had shown that different religious ideas about salvation correspond to different
prescriptions for how to behave in this world.
Whitley ﬁnds that different national ideas about efﬁciency, as institutionalized in national business
systems, correspond with different prescriptions
for economic behavior. Whitley ﬁnds that a number of different economic systems appear to be
about equally effective. Weber did not judge the
efﬁcacy of the different roads to salvation.
Whitley begins with national economic and political institutions, which offer a particular understanding of the relationships between state and
industry, buyer and supplier, ﬁnance and industry.
Institutions arise for reasons of history and happenstance, but over time ancillary customs and
conventions emerge that hold them in place—a
process that Brian Arthur (1988) terms “lock-in.”
In a famous illustration, Paul David (1985) shows
that while the typewriter keyboard layout was designed to slow typists to the speed of the early
typewriter, once people learned the arrangement
of the keys it became impossible to introduce a
new arrangement of keys. Once in place, the original system was difﬁcult to displace because typists
learned it and found that it proved effective enough.
Whitley and other comparativists argue that economic conventions become similarly institutionalized, as people come to take them for granted and
learn how to operate with them.
Whitley (1992a) ﬁrst set his sights on East Asian
business systems. In Japan, the large corporation,
or kaisha, dominates; the bank-dominated business group, the descendent of the prewar zaibatsu,
brings together large diverse ﬁrms; the state actively promotes exports and plans industry expansion. In Korea, the family-controlled conglomerate, or chaebol, dominates; symbiotic relationships
among conglomerate members characterize interﬁrm relations; and the state actively promotes the
rise and expansion of huge and stable empires. In
Taiwan and Hong Kong, smaller Chinese family
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businesses dominate; interﬁrm relations are relatively unstructured, with a few medium-sized family business groups (jituanqiye); and the state leaves
firms largely to their own devices. These different
systems inﬂuence all kinds of economic behavior.
For instance, they inﬂuence market entry in new
export sectors, with new ﬁrms sponsored by business groups in Japan; new ﬁrms sponsored by families that own small businesses in Taiwan and Hong
Kong; and new ﬁrms subsidized by the central state
under the auspices of existing chaebol in Korea.
What is rational under one system—starting up a
company with family backing—would be folly in
another. Whitley argues that the Asian Miracle is
built on at least three different systems (see Johnson 1982; Cumings 1987; Westney 1987), and in
subsequent studies has found just as much diversity in European business systems (Whitley 1992b;
Whitley and Kristensen 1996).
Frank Dobbin: How the Economy Came to
Resemble the Polity
Weber shows that across different societies, early
religious institutions shaped economic practices.
In Forging Industrial Policy: The United States,
Britain, and France in the Railway Age (1994), I
show that across different societies, early political
institutions shaped government industrial strategies, and industry itself. Modern industrial strategies were based on the logic of state–private sector
relations. In the United States, the polity was organized around self-governing communities with a
federal state in the role of umpire. Americans applied the same principles to railroading, and so the
federal government became referee in a free market of self-governing enterprises. In France, the
polity was organized through a strong central state
designed to dominate intermediate groups that
could threaten its sovereignty—theirs was a form
of democracy antithetical to the American form.
The French applied the principle of central coordination to railroading, with the state becoming the
ultimate planner and ruler of the system of private
railroads. Britain’s polity produced yet a third form
of democracy, based on the idea of affording maximum autonomy to the citizen. When the British
considered the railroads, they could not imagine
that the state would regulate markets as the American state did or plan routes as the French state
did. The British state left railroaders to their own
devices, and to protect them from other railroads,
they created cartels that would quell cutthroat
competition.
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In each country, the structure of the polity had
shaped the understanding of social order, and
thereby shaped the ideas that emerged for organizing industry. The economy thus came to reﬂect the
polity, with the federal state as market umpire in
the United States, the central government as the
guardian and planner of key industries in France,
and a state committed to maximizing individual
initiative in Britain.
Agency and Economic Institutions
Many neo-Weberian institutional analyses neglect interest and agency in the formation of institutions, and that is certainly true of the studies reviewed above (Swedberg 2001). Others emphasize
that the agency of individuals shapes, or is shaped
by, economic institutions. Hamilton and Biggart
argue that in the years after World War II, political
leaders in Japan, South Korea, and Taiwan chose
industrial strategies that built on traditional authority systems—but they emphasize that these
leaders did choose, and could have chosen other alternatives. Guillén shows that politicians, entrepreneurs, and managers make use of idiosyncratic industrial patterns, building strategies based on their
comparative advantages and thereby reinforcing
idiosyncrasies. Kiser and Schneider use agency theory to explain the particular efﬁciency of the Prussian tax system. Carruthers shows how early British
stockholders used trading to further their political
aims.
Hamilton and Biggart: Asian Business and
Precapitalist Social Relations
Gary Hamilton and Nicole Biggart (1988; Orrù,
Biggart, and Hamilton 1991) explain the origins
of different Asian economic systems in terms of
tradition and agency. They trace these systems to
the actions of postwar politicians, who pursued
strategies of legitimation that built on certain aspects of traditional authority structures. For Hamilton and Biggart, postwar state-industry relations
arose by design, but history provided the alternatives from which designers chose.
Japan has powerful intermarket industry groups
under a state that helps them to plan and coordinate. After the American occupying regime dissolved the prewar zaibatsu, politicians built directly on the Tokugawa and Meiji authority system, in
which the shogun, or emperor, was “above politics” and provided a weak center surrounded by
strong but loyal independent powers (Hamilton
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and Biggart 1988, S81). The postwar Taiwanese
and South Korean states built on two different legitimating aspects of the Confucian political system. When Korea was embroiled in a civil war, the
state directed industrial growth, and presidential
cronies became leaders of huge empires. The Rhee
and Park regimes drew on the imagery of the
strong, centralized Confucian state, with weak intermediate groups. The result was large familydominated business groups beholden to the state.
In Taiwan, Chiang Kai-shek modeled the state on
the late imperial Confucian state’s principle of fair
treatment of the population. The postwar Taiwanese state allowed private parties to pursue their
own projects. The resulting system mirrored late
imperial China, with small family-run ﬁrms that
had direct contacts with suppliers and buyers. In
each case, politicians who were determined to
build new economic institutions that would have
some legitimacy in terms of tradition deliberately
employed aspects of traditional authority structures that suited their own goals. Old political institutions shaped new economic institutions, but
only through the agency of calculating politicians.
Mauro Guillén: Constructing Advantages from
National Differences
Mauro Guillén’s (2001) The Limits of Convergence explores the very different ﬁrm and industry
strategies found in the emerging economies of Argentina, South Korea, and Spain. Guillén challenges the conventional wisdom about convergence, which is that countries will converge on one
set of “best practices” for making each and every
product. Instead, Guillén ﬁnds politicians, entrepreneurs, and managers relishing and building on
their industrial idiosyncrasies as a means to distinguish themselves and to develop unique market
niches. Far from converging, these economies
build on their perceived strengths—trying to remain different.
What is striking about these countries is that
across industries—wine making, banking, automobiles—broad public policy strategies have advantaged different sorts of industry structures and
owners. But each of these public policy strategies
has proven highly proﬁtable under the right conditions. South Korea’s ardently nationalistic and
centralized growth policies have favored huge integrated business groups over multinationals and
smaller ﬁrms. Spain’s pragmatic and ﬂexible approach to regulation has resulted in a large presence of multinationals, a wide range of smaller

domestic ﬁrms, and huge domestic ﬁrms in traditionally oligopolistic sectors. Argentina’s populist
policy orientation has discouraged foreign multinational penetration in some sectors, but has promoted business groups that can provide stability
and the economic basis for wider competition.
Across these countries, parallel industries are organized quite differently. To be sure, there is more
than one effective way to organize these industries.
Once established, a particular system becomes selfreinforcing, as individuals develop economic strategies that build up its strengths. In these cases, states
and legal institutions shape economic behavior as
Weber anticipated they would, but individuals built
on the idiosyncrasies that state policies produced.
Kiser and Schneider: Agency and Efﬁciency in
Early Prussian Taxation
Edgar Kiser and Joachim Schneider (1995) take
a very different tack on Weber, and a very different
tack on agency. Weber had much to say about the
efﬁciency of the bureaucratic form, and he distilled
an ideal type of modern bureaucracy from the
nation-states of the early twentieth century. He
was interested in what made formal bureaucracy
efﬁcient, and he argued that the early Prussian
state was particularly efﬁcient at collecting taxes
because it was so bureaucratic. Kiser and Schneider
show that the Prussian state was an efﬁcient tax
collector even before it became bureaucratic, and
they use agency theory to show that it was efﬁcient
because it diverged from the bureaucratic ideal in
ways that were particularly effective given the situation. Agency theory suggests that rulers seek to
maximize tax revenues, their agents (tax collectors)
seek to maximize their own take from taxes collected, and taxpayers seek to minimize payments.
Prussia developed a system that aligned interests to
maximize the take of the ruler, by, for instance, establishing long-term conditional contracts for tax
farming that could minimize the cost of rent collection. Kiser and Schneider are part of a small
group of economic sociologists who apply rational
choice principles from agency theory.
Bruce Carruthers: How Politics Shapes
Stock Trades
Bruce Carruthers’s analysis of early British stock
trading exempliﬁes a related tradition in historical
economic sociology, by showing that politics, and
not narrow self-interest alone, drives economic behavior. Weber had argued that political institutions
often shape economic behavior. Carruthers ﬁnds
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that stock trades were driven by politics as well as
by price. City of Capital: Politics and Markets in
the English Financial Revolution (1996) questions
a central tenet of price theory in economics, namely that sellers choose the buyer offering the highest price. There were strong political battle lines in
place in the early 1700s, and large companies exercised signiﬁcant inﬂuence over political decisionmaking. Who controlled the East India Trading
Company was of some importance, and major
stockholders were aware of this. In consequence
Carruthers ﬁnds that, in the case of important
companies, stockholders with clear political leanings were signiﬁcantly more likely to sell to members of their own political party. This did not go
for professional traders so much as for private
stockholders. Sellers might lose money by constraining their sales to members of their own party,
but they were more likely to sell to party members
nonetheless. Carruthers shows that purely political
ideals can inﬂuence economic behavior, even in
such seemingly pristine economic realms as stock
trading.
Change in National Economic Institutions
The institutional studies reviewed up to this
point echo two of Weber’s points: economic institutions follow logics that are meaningful to the
participants who enact them; and economic institutions are shaped by surrounding institutions,
particularly political institutions. Others take up
Weber’s task of explaining change in economic institutions, which is exempliﬁed in The Protestant
Ethic. Bai Gao looks at how economic thought inﬂuenced the development of Japan’s modern industrial strategy. Gao’s books build on the Weberian insight that new ideals can alter economic
institutions. John Campbell and colleagues look at
how changes in one part of an institutional conﬁguration led to new governance regimes in American industries. Their study builds on Weber’s insight that economic institutions are integrated
with surrounding institutions.
Bai Gao: The Rise of Japan’s Modern
Industrial Policy
In Economic Ideology and Japanese Industrial
Policy (1997) and Japan’s Economic Dilemma
(2001), Bai Gao asks how Japan’s unique industrial strategy emerged in the years after 1930.
That strategy emphasized strategic planning of the
economy, the restraint of competition through the
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governance of markets, and the suppression of
short-term proﬁt orientation in favor of long-term
orientation. The approach was inﬂuenced by economic thought from Europe: Marx’s ideas about
the downside of unbridled competition, Schumpeter’s ideas about innovation, and Keynes’s ideas
about state management of economic cycles. Japanese policymakers and capitalists who favored
economic stability and industry self-governance (as
opposed to cutthroat competition) used these
ideas to formulate Japan’s unique industrial policy
stance.
In Japan’s Economic Dilemma Gao traces the
consequences of this system in the 1990s. Industry
self-governance had worked well when the economy was booming, but in an economic downturn
ﬁrms were free to engage in cutthroat competition
and to make ill-conceived investments to counter
declining proﬁts. If Economic Ideology supports the
Weberian notion that ideas can shape economic institutions, Japan’s Economic Dilemma supports the
Weberian notion that institutions become resilient
to change. Japan found it hard to change its industrial policy midstream, even when the old policy had clearly gone awry.
Campbell, Hollingsworth, and Lindberg:
Changes in Industry Structure
John Campbell, Rogers Hollingsworth, and Leon
Lindberg’s Governance of the American Economy
(1991) shows the diversity of industry governance
structures found in the United States, and develops a Weberian approach to explaining change in
governance. In studies of eight industries, contributors identify a series of different industry conﬁgurations—markets, mergers, monitoring systems,
obligational networks, promotional networks, and
associations. Historical change in industry governance follows a common pattern. Governance
institutions tend to be stable when surrounding
institutions (state regulation, economic theory,
supplier institutions, the practices of consumers)
are stable. But external shocks can destabilize the
existing structure, whether it is a cartel or a competitive market, leading different groups to vie to
deﬁne a new structure. Power is key at critical moments of change. Campbell et al. challenge the
prevailing view from transaction cost economics
(Williamson 1985), which suggests that ﬁrms
change governance forms when it is efﬁcient to do
so. Campbell and colleagues show that poor profitability may stimulate a search for new governance
mechanisms, but many other kinds of shocks can
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stimulate change as well. And it is typically power
that determines which alternative will prevail.
National Management Institutions
Now I turn to comparative studies of internal
management systems. These systems are subordinate to the broad economic systems discussed
above. Weber’s arguments suggest that differences
in internal management systems will be related to
differences in wider institutions, and this is what
many studies ﬁnd.
Reinhard Bendix: Social Structure and
Management Ideology
Reinhard Bendix’s sweeping Work and Authority in Industry: Ideologies of Management in the
Course of Industrialization (1956) traces the roots
of management practice and ideology in four settings. Why does management vary across countries? Bendix looked at countries that differed on
two dimensions, early versus mature industry, and
independent versus state-subordinated management. His two-by-two table includes early English
industry (independent management), early czarist
Russian industry (state-subordinated management),
mature American industry (independent management), and mature East German industry (statesubordinated management).
Successful management practices emerged
where industry was autonomous, not where it was
merely mature. It was in the two settings where
management was autonomous, mature America
and early Britain, rather than in the two where
management was mature, America and East Germany, that managers developed ideologies that coopted workers by suggesting to them that they too
could beneﬁt from social mobility, as current managers had. In czarist Russia and Communist East
Germany, where managers were not autonomous,
they did not succeed in countering the idea that
managers’ positions were undeserved and that
management was a function of state oppression. In
all four settings, the legacy of old ideas about class
relations, and the reality of present class-state relations, shaped management patterns. For instance,
in early England, the aristocracy’s power vis-à-vis
the state, and its antipathy toward industry, meant
that the state left capitalist enterprises alone. In
czarist Russia, by contrast, the state fostered early
entrepreneurial activities and held early capitalists
in its grasp, just as it held agricultural aristocrats in
its grasp. In the wake of the collapse of Communism, an important punch line is that where the

state subordinates entrepreneurs and industry to
rule workers directly, the chances for the development of a successful managerial ideology are weak.
Like Weber, Bendix was interested in the articulation between ideas and economic practices. He
found that broadly similar economic practices
could attain legitimacy in one setting, but not in
another, largely on the basis of how effective the
ideology of management was.
Wolfgang Streeck: Industrial Relations in
Developed Countries
Wolfgang Streeck’s comparative studies of industrial relations systems build on Weber’s insight
that economic conventions are embedded in a
broad set of societal institutions. Social Institutions
and Economic Performance (1992) compares industrial relations systems across countries and links
those systems to success in the global economy.
For Streeck, history has produced different sorts of
institutional conﬁgurations—labor markets, public
employment policies, educational institutions—in
each country, and these institutional conﬁgurations shape the industrial relations system. But what
are the comparative advantages of different industrial relations systems? Nations with strong institutions (Germany and Japan) can make choices
about how industry and training will be conﬁgured, and those choices can give them a comparative advantage over more marketized nations
(Britain and the United States) where decisions are
left to individuals—where the collective is the sum
of individual decisions.
Germany’s strong labor unions and rich educational system have allowed it to choose to produce
high-value-added products that require skilled employees. Britain and the United States simply do
not have the institutional capacity to make the
same decision. The German and Japanese cases
suggest that competitiveness in the modern economy depends on social institutions that permit
countries to pursue collective goals through their
industrial relations systems, educational systems,
and corporations.
Geert Hofstede: Culture and Work Values
Geert Hofstede (1980) has taken the Weberian
task of characterizing the work orientation of individuals to its logical conclusion, developing a
scheme for understanding values in 40 different
countries. His study is based on a survey of employees of a single multinational corporation with
ofﬁces in 40 countries. In describing authority relations and work values across countries, he identi-
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ﬁes four dimensions: power distance (acceptable
degree of supervisory control), uncertainty avoidance (degree to which people avoid the unknown
to manage stress), individualism (importance of
the individual versus the group), and masculinity
(relative importance of earning and achievement
versus cooperation and atmosphere). Hofstede
correlates cultural types with societal institutions,
arguing that the psyche is shaped by those institutions. One implication is that rational action takes
very different forms across contexts, depending on
whether close supervision is seen as improper,
whether uncertainty elicits stress, whether individuals are valued over and above the group, and
whether achievement is valued over cooperation.
Hofstede thus ﬂeshes out dimensions of the work
ethic that Weber describes in The Protestant Ethic,
and like Weber he identiﬁes societal institutions as
the ultimate cause of differences.
Japanese Management Institutions
Since the postwar Japanese miracle caught the
attention of economic sociologists, many have
sought to bring Weber’s comparisons of East and
West up to date, to understand the characteristics
of Japanese society and workplace that produced
unparalleled growth rates after World War II.
Ronald Dore: Factory Organization in Japan
and Britain
Ronald Dore’s British Factory—Japanese Factory (1973) pioneered factory comparisons in the
two hemispheres, showing dramatic differences
between Britain’s market-oriented management
system and Japan’s welfare corporatism. In Britain,
Dore found high labor mobility between ﬁrms,
wages set by the external market, weak employee
loyalty, paltry fringe beneﬁts, and poor integration
of unions. In Japan he found low external labor
mobility but an elaborate internal labor market
with extensive training; wages set under the internal career system; high employee loyalty; elaborate
fringe beneﬁts; and enterprise unions that play an
integral role in the workplace.
Dore rejected the idea that culture explains
these differences, tracing them instead to the timing of industrialization and to the conditions
under which industrialization occurred. Japan’s industrial form was forged in the postwar period,
with the most advanced management thinking
available at the time—ideas about worker involvement and long-term incentives to orient employees’ goals to the ﬁrm’s goals. In addition the
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American occupying forces encouraged a collaborative relationship between management and labor.
Britain’s factory conditions were forged in a much
earlier era, before modern ideas about employee
motivation were developed and before the idea
that union-management collaboration could be effective was popular. Dore was one of the ﬁrst sociologists to argue that countries would sustain their
unique organizational characteristics, and his recent work (Dore 2000) suggests that countries
have converged little. William Ouchi (1981) brought
the case of Japanese management practices to a
much wider audience, showing that the same practices that worked well in Japan could have a positive effect on American ﬁrms.
Lincoln and Kalleberg: Comparing Work Systems
in the United States and Japan
Weber suggested that the spirit of capitalism
was fueled by Calvinism, but is work ethic also
shaped by concrete workplace conventions? James
Lincoln and Arne Kalleberg’s (1985) study of
some 8,000 workers in the United States and
Japan suggests that work practices are important.
While corporatist practices are more common in
Japan, they increase worker commitment in both
countries. The Japanese wage system presumes
the absence of an external labor market—wages
are shaped by tenure in the ﬁrm’s career system.
In the United States, the wage system presumes
competition across ﬁrms, and thus wages reﬂect
job characteristics, position in the hierarchy, and
union representation (Kalleberg and Lincoln
1988; Lincoln et al. 1990). The received wisdom
about differences between Japan and the United
States was that they were cultural—that both
worker commitment and employer commitment
(to the worker) were part of a broader cultural system. Lincoln and Kalleberg’s ﬁndings show that
work practices themselves shape commitment.
They build on Weber’s foundation to suggest that
local conventions are as important as broader cultural systems in shaping work ethic.
The Diffusion of Management Institutions
While Weber was most interested in how customs differ among societies, recent works in economic sociology have focused on the factors that
facilitate diffusion across organizations or across
societies (Meyer and Rowan 1977; Powell and
DiMaggio 1991). How do social institutions mediate the successful diffusion of an economic convention from one society to another?
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Mauro Guillén: The Spread of
Management Paradigms
Mauro Guillén’s Models of Management: Work,
Authority, and Organization in a Comparative
Perspective (1994) charts the spread of three important management paradigms in the United
States, Britain, West Germany, and Spain. Guillén
stands on Bendix’s and Weber’s shoulders, exploring the social structural and ideological factors that
shape ideas about management. What determines
the successful spread of scientiﬁc management,
with its time-and-motion studies and focus on the
engineering of work; the human relations school,
with its emphasis on treating workers humanely;
and structural analysis, with its focus on the link
between technical demands and the human factor?
What matters most is the institutionalization of
large, bureaucratized ﬁrms that can put a new
management technique into practice when they
truly want to.
Religion plays an interesting role that is typically neglected. In Spain, the Catholic Church supported the human relations school for its humane
treatment of workers. In Germany, Protestants
supported the scientiﬁc management movement
for its emphasis on individualism and self-reliance.
New practices do not diffuse universally; rather,
they diffuse where existing social institutions are
compatible with them and where systems have the
capacity to effect change. This ﬁnding supports
Weber’s notion that societal institutions reinforce
one another when they share an “elective afﬁnity.”
Marie-Laure Djelic: Copying the American
Model of Capitalism
Marie-Laure Djelic’s Exporting the American
Model: The Postwar Transformation of European
Business (1998) explores why France and Germany
succeeded in importing American-style capitalism
after World War II and why Italy failed. What mattered most was the character of institutions, both
international institutions and national political institutions. France and Germany adopted the corporate structure (rather than independent ownership), the multidivisional form (rather than the
simple unitary form), and enforced price competition (rather than cartels). Support from international institutions, in the form of the Marshall
Plan; from the local political system; and from the
business community mattered. In the case of Italy,
industry resistance to change, the emphasis of
Marshall Plan administrators on infrastructure over

industry, and the disarticulation of the recovery
plan worked against the American model.
Weberian comparative and historical studies
share a focus on the meanings of social conventions to actors and on the articulation of different
social institutions. Economic conventions are only
replicated to the extent that those who enact them
understand them, so understanding is key to the
persistence of conventions. Diverse social institutions must reinforce economic conventions, and
where they do not, conventions tend to change.
These insights were not Weber’s alone, but his
work brought them to the forefront of economic
sociology more than the work of any other single
author.

NETWORKS AND ROLES: THE LEGACY
DURKHEIM

OF

Changes in Networks and Roles
Economic behavior is fundamentally role-oriented behavior, in the view of most economic sociologists. Whereas neoclassical economists tend to
see economic behavior as driven by individual calculations, economic sociologists tend to view it as
driven by norms about social roles. Émile Durkheim explored how social networks and social roles
varied across different societies, and much of the
comparative and historical work in economic sociology builds on his insights. The network approach in economic sociology also carries forward
his insights about the role of concrete social connections in shaping economic behavior.
Émile Durkheim: The Division of Labor
Durkheim tried to understand the emergence of
industrial capitalism through the concrete social
networks that gave rise to an increasing division of
labor. For Durkheim, social networks gave to individuals the roles and scripts they followed in economic life. Interpersonal networks varied dramatically among the societies Durkheim studied, from
the totemic, tribal societies of the South Paciﬁc to
the complex industrial societies of early-twentiethcentury Europe.
The division of labor, where the tasks of sustaining life were divided up, set modern societies
apart. Durkheim’s The Division of Labor in Society
(1933) explores how social attachment was restructured with industrialization, as individuals developed primary attachments to their occupational
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or professional groups rather than simply to their
local communities. In Durkheim’s view, economic behavior was shaped by social role, and in modern societies role identity was formed increasingly
by occupation. People identify with those in their
occupations, behaving according to occupational
scripts and norms. One implication is that executives, physicians, accountants, and janitors follow
economic customs rather than making rational
calculations about how to behave in every situation they face. Occupational conventions may be
based on rational ideas, but day-to-day behavior is
guided by tradition rather than by active rational
choice.
Viviana Zelizer: The Changing Role of Children
in Industry
How do social roles change in modern society?
Viviana Zelizer (1987) shows how a network of
social reformers altered the role of children under
capitalism, redeﬁning rationalized roles and changing behavior. With the advent of the custom of selling labor by the hour under early industrial capitalism, the labor of children was bought and sold
just like the labor of adults. In realms ranging from
factory production to life insurance to foster care
to litigation, children were treated as laborers. Life
insurance for children was designed to replace children’s income. Foster parents favored older boys
because of their earning potential. The courts
awarded the parents of children killed in accidents
remuneration based on the child’s lost wages.
A network of social reformers sought to protect
children from the industrial labor market by
changing society’s understanding of their role.
They described childhood as a sacred category and
deﬁned children’s value to parents as primarily
emotional rather than economic. Their successes
could be counted in institutional changes. Most
forms of child labor were outlawed. Life insurance
for children was transformed to provide parents
with compensation for their grief over the loss of a
child. Adoptive parents came to favor baby girls,
who were inferior workers but superior objects of
emotional attachment. The courts awarded grieving parents compensation for their emotional loss.
Between 1870 and 1930, new norms about the
role of children in capitalism were institutionalized. Employers themselves came to argue that
children’s time was better spent in schooling that
would prepare them for the workforce. This
change was the result of a social movement that
promoted a new theory of the role of children—a
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new rationalization of childhood centered around
education rather than labor.
Julia Adams: The Principal-Agent Problem in
Dutch Colonial Networks
Like Kiser and Schneider, Julia Adams (1996) is
interested in the problem of agency and revenue
collection among early European states. She combines network and agency approaches, arguing
with Durkheim that identity often causes individuals to conform to economic norms. But identity, in
this case as honorable members of the Dutch colonial empire, was not always enough. The Dutch
East India trading network brought revenues back
to Holland, and in its early stages it did so quite
successfully. Adams shows that this was the case
largely because Dutch agents abroad had no alternative network through which to move goods and
receive payments. With the growth of Britain’s
parallel East India trading network, Dutch agents
found an alternative trading route, and many of
them became free agents, acting for their own enrichment rather than for the good of their principal, the empire. The weak incentives to stick with
the Dutch network were to blame. The British
Empire reduced disincentives to leave the network,
and its agents were less likely to defect. The structure of the social network, and its efﬁcacy at binding individuals, were key to predicting whether
agents would stick with their empires.
Networks and Economic Development
Network position also shapes the roles that different nations play in the international order. Marx
recognized this, and so especially did Lenin ([1916]
1976) in his work on imperialism. Neo-Durkheimian studies (Putnam 1993) that emphasize the positive effects of strong social networks on development have come to play an important role in
recent studies, and hence I discuss networks and
development under the heading of Durkheim.
Immanuel Wallerstein: The World System
Immanuel Wallerstein’s (1976–80) sweeping
historical studies of the evolution of the world
system suggest that late developers will follow a
different pattern than early developers, in part because their proﬁts will be drawn toward early developing countries rather than remaining at home.
Core countries, in Wallerstein’s model, will buy
raw materials and agricultural goods from peripheral countries at low prices. Power, in terms of core
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countries’ capacity to make war and control technology, keeps peripheral countries in subordinate
positions. Wallerstein’s studies built directly on the
work of Paul Baran (1957; Baran and Sweezy
1966), who similarly contended that differences in
a country’s location in the global trade network
would shape the pattern of development, and that
power was the key factor that permitted developed
nations to extract value from underdeveloped
nations.
Cardoso and Faletto: Economic Dependence
and Industrialization
Cardoso and Faletto’s Dependency and Development in Latin America (1979) took on the problem of the economic dependency of underdeveloped nations on developed nations. Cardoso is
best known for his stint as Brazil’s president from
1994 to 2002, but he was also arguably the most
important scholar of development in the 1980s.
Baran (1957) had argued that development would
be stalled in underdeveloped nations by the fact
that developed nations extract value from them—
by the fact that they pay little for raw materials—
farm products, wood, oil, minerals. But Baran’s argument was something of a blunt instrument.
Cardoso and Faletto reﬁne the idea, arguing that
class characteristics of developing countries shape
their relations of dependency with core countries,
thereby inﬂuencing industry structure. The power
of different domestic elite groups is key. Cardoso
and Faletto describe different patterns of local class
incorporation in the international economy, representing typical phases in the evolution of dependency. At ﬁrst commercial groups are involved in
the transfer of raw materials. Later the urban middle classes and the industrial bourgeoisie play roles,
as countries begin to trade in manufactured goods.
When a country starts to substitute local products
for imports, a wider range of social groups becomes involved in manufacturing. At each stage,
the collaboration of local elites helps to shape the
kind of relationship a dependent country will have
with the core, with export platform manufacturing
requiring a very different pattern of cross-national
class relations than, say, mining and lumbering.
Here, international cross-class networks shape the
pattern of development.
Gary Gerefﬁ: Multinational Strategy and
Dependent Development
Whereas Cardoso and Faletto ﬁnd that the international network shapes how export industries
will be structured in developing countries, Gary

Gerefﬁ’s (1983) systematic analysis of a single industry in 14 countries shows a similar pattern
based on the strength of multinationals. Using
J. S. Mill’s comparative method, Gerefﬁ shows that
powerful multinationals producing steroids suppress the development of domestically owned
competitors in all of these settings—multinational
power trumps all kinds of domestic conﬁgurations.
It is their market power and their willingness to
bend the rules, rather than their efﬁciency, that
keep multinationals in charge of this industry.
Gerefﬁ and colleagues (Gerefﬁ and Korzeniewicz 1994) have refocused comparative studies of
development, turning away from the dependent
nation to the production network, or the “commodity chain.” They trace goods from the extraction of raw materials to the consumer. As transnational corporations made the production process
truly global in many industries, commodity chains
became increasingly complex, wending through
many countries. Case studies of different industries
reveal that transnational corporations make use of
unregulated extractive industries in one location,
low wages in another, and advanced manufacturing techniques in a third. They practice the concept of comparative advantage, shopping for the
best wages, environmental regulations, and so on
for each stage in the production process.
Peter Evans: State Strategies and Elite Networks
in Development
Whereas comparative studies of developed economic systems suggest that there are many ways to
skin a cat—that different conﬁgurations of state and
industry can produce growth—comparative studies of developing countries typically focus on the
forces that spur development. Peter Evans has
focused on how networks of bureaucrats, multinationals, and local capitalists can foster development. Conventional wisdom suggests that laissezfaire state policies produce growth. In two books,
one principally on Brazil (Dependent Development
[1979]) and one comparing Brazil with South
Korea and India (Embedded Autonomy [1995])
Evans amends this wisdom. First, he ﬁnds that in
virtually all successful cases of development, the
state takes an active role in the promotion of industry. Comparisons across industries in Brazil make
this clear. Second, he suggests that states need to
be autonomous—they need to have bureaucratic
insulation from the military and from other societal groups—to develop successful growth strategies. Weberian norms of rationality make states effective managers of the economy. Where capitalists
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hold state bureaucrats in their pockets, dynamic
growth rarely ensues. Third, in successful cases of
development, states need to be embedded in societal networks in order to gain information on industry and to be able to inﬂuence industry. A comparison of the information technology industries in
Brazil, South Korea, and India provides evidence:
South Korea best exempliﬁed embedded autonomy and had the greatest success, but in Brazil and
India, segments of the sector where the state got it
right saw signiﬁcant successes. For successful development, bureaucratic rules must contain the
power of societal groups over the state, but the
state must play an active role in development, and
to do so effectively, state elites must be involved in
networks of entrepreneurs and ﬁnanciers.
Development studies have increasingly emphasized the importance of strong social networks to
the successful pursuit of economic growth. Societies without adequate “social capital” are disadvantaged compared to their peers with rich and
dense networks (Woolcock 1998).
Roles and Institutions in the Transition to
Capitalism
The transition to capitalism has provided a sort of
natural laboratory for analyzing rapid shifts in economic practices in Eastern Europe, in the former
Soviet Republics, and in China. In the short run,
the plans for transition via “shock therapy” sketched
by economists such as Jeffrey Sachs (1989) appeared to have failed, and this brought greater interest in sociological analyses of the transition. Followers of shock therapy believed that by destroying
socialist economic forms, such as collective ownership, they would unleash the power of markets. Sociological analyses suggest that no one particular
system ﬁlls the void—not American-style neoliberalism, but certainly not Japanese-style state-industry
collaboration either. As Weber would predict, institutions do not change so easily. As Durkheim would
suggest, social roles and social networks often explain how systems change. Here I review only a
handful of studies, as the lion’s share are reviewed
by King and Szelényi in chapter 10.
Iván Szelényi: The Rise of a Bourgeoisie under
Communism
Iván Szelényi documented the emergence of
protocapitalist enterprises even before socialism
fell, abruptly, in Eastern Europe in 1989. In The
Intellectuals on the Road to Class Power, Konrád
and Szelényi (1979) showed that intellectuals were
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becoming the ruling class under modern socialism.
Yet by the late 1980s, Szelényi and colleagues
(1988) found that a new bourgeois elite was rising
in Hungary, contrary to all expectations. It was a
farming elite, producing agricultural goods for sale
in private markets. Szelényi found that the participants were typically from families that had been
entrepreneurial even before the advent of Communism in Hungary. Some 40 years later the entrepreneurial inclination survived in these families,
and some developed active and quite successful
businesses targeting unmet demand for agricultural goods in private, unregulated, markets. Szelényi
proposes an argument about the continuity of social roles at the level of the family. In Hungary,
those whose families were on the path to embourgeoisement in 1944 put their ambitions on hold,
but revived those ambitions as a private, secondary
economy emerged that allowed them to behave as
entrepreneurs.
David Stark: Path Dependence in Postsocialism
David Stark’s (1992a, 1992b; Stark and Bruszt
1998) laboratory is Eastern Europe after the fall of
Communism. His comparative studies of the transition to capitalism lend support to the idea that
economic institutions are built on the foundation
of previous institutions. Stark ﬁnds that the transition to capitalism is mediated by the economic and
political institutions of Communism. Tradition
matters even when nations are deliberately trying
to shed the old. In the ﬁnal analysis, societies with
strong social networks that encourage political participation have the greatest potential for growth.
Stark’s study of post-1989 privatization strategies challenges the idea of “cookbook capitalism”—
the idea that one can use a single recipe to create
identical capitalist systems everywhere. Countries
pursuing the recipe for privatization built very different systems, based on pre-1989 institutions and
assumptions (1992b). States chose either corporations or individuals to acquire stock in state-owned
ﬁrms, and they distributed stock either to those
who could buy it or to those who, they deemed,
had a right to it. Czechoslovakia and Poland chose
citizens to acquire stock, the former selling it in a
voucher auction and the latter distributing it
through citizen grants. East Germany and Hungary both chose corporations to acquire stock, the
former selling it and the latter reorganizing enterprises that would own themselves. The form of
public ownership of corporations under Communism, and the structure of elite networks, account
for these differences.
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Which kinds of transitions produce growth?
Stark and Bruszt’s Postsocialist Pathways (1998)
shows that the structure of social ties matters more
than the extent to which nations have approximated the neoliberal model of the market. Consistency in the property rights regime is a precondition
to success, and consistency is a consequence of a
society’s network structure. Where there is a “deliberative association” of producers that generates
a market that is open and participatory, policy continuity and growth ensue. The Czech Republic’s
consistent policies are one result, and they contrast
starkly with Hungary’s policy vacillations.
Victor Nee: Social Roles and Economic Incentives
in the Chinese Market Transition
Victor Nee (1989, 1991, 1992, 1996) studies
the ways in which policy institutions have shaped
the interests of elites in the Chinese transition to
capitalism, and the implications for the transition.
The implicit story is that economic practices and
structures persist because they produce a sort of
equilibrium of interests, but that change in policy
can alter interests and economic patterns. When
public policy encouraged entrepreneurialism, government ofﬁcials were the ﬁrst out of the gate because they had the requisite knowledge and access
to resources (Nee 1991). Yet when state cadres
used privileges of position to build enterprises,
they created a crisis of legitimacy in party socialism
that further hastened the move toward capitalism
(Nee 1996). Here a change in the incentives created by public policy brought about a new set of
economic behaviors that fed back into the political
system. Policy incentives can also shape the form
of enterprises that emerge under capitalism. In
“Organizational Dynamics of Market Transition”
(1992) Nee shows that China’s transformation did
not spawn a single enterprise form, because public
policy continued to support hybrid forms such as
cooperatives and enterprises owned by local governments. These forms were not inherently uncompetitive when they came head-to-head with
private enterprises organized on the Western
model. Their competitiveness depended on whether
public policy encouraged efﬁciency in the particular form. Nee’s rich analyses point to the importance of long-standing social networks among elite
cadres for the transition to capitalism.
Douglas Guthrie: American Management
Practices Spread to China
Douglas Guthrie’s Dragon in a Three-Piece Suit:
The Emergence of Capitalism in China (1999)

charts changes in Chinese management practices
during the 1990s, as a growing number of enterprises adopted Western management conventions.
The need to reform is not what determines which
enterprises move toward the Western conventions
of bureaucratic wage and promotion systems, market pricing, diversiﬁcation into the proﬁtable service sector, and adoption of company law as a governance form. Two other factors determine which
enterprises reform. Networks matter, and speciﬁcally links to Western ideas, through the training of
managers or through joint contracts with Western
ﬁrms. And enterprises that had received signiﬁcant
public subsidies in the past change quickly after
being cut off from the public trough. Guthrie thus
ﬁnds that institutional theory, with its emphasis on
crises catalyzing change and its emphasis on the
spread of new strategies through networks, better
explains new corporate strategies in China than
does efﬁciency theory.
Comparative and historical studies of the transition to capitalism may best exemplify the promise
of economic sociology, because they tend to draw
on all of its best ideas, bringing insights from the
Marxist, Weberian, and Durkheimian traditions to
bear.

CONCLUSION
Karl Marx, Max Weber, and Émile Durkheim
observed that economic institutions and customs
vary signiﬁcantly across time and space. All three
were intrigued by what set modernity apart—by
what made modern societies different from traditional societies. Thus all three compared modern
societies to traditional societies, seeking clues
about what made rational economic behavior patterns emerge. Historical economic sociology was
born of this search for what made modernity different. Although they arrived at very different conclusions about where modern economic customs
came from—from class struggle under feudalism,
from the norms of Protestantism, or from population density and the division of labor—they began
with a common insight, that economic behavior
must be explained by social context. Given the
same set of economic options, people from different societies will make very different choices, for
society conditions economic choices.
Economic sociologists have moved from the
question of what produced modern economic behavior patterns to that of why people exhibit such
different sorts of economic behavior across mod-
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ern societies. Whereas Marx, Weber, and Durkheim could not be certain that modern societies
would take as many different forms as ancient societies, time has shown that nations develop a wide
range of economic behavior patterns. Not only are
Japan, Taiwan, and South Korea quite different
from the West, they are different from one another. And the West is not of a piece when it comes to
economic institutions, customs, and behaviors.
Germany, France, Britain, Sweden, the United
States—in these countries we ﬁnd fundamentally
different labor management systems, corporate
strategies, intraindustry ﬁrm relations, supplierbuyer relations, interindustry relations, and stateindustry relations. Modern common sense suggests
that there must be “one best way” to organize
each of these domains. Comparative economic sociologists demonstrate that there are many different ways of organizing these domains—and many
that appear to be about equally efﬁcient. If these
countries do not represent different steps on the
stairway to heaven, or to perfect rationality, then
what explains their differences?
Economic sociologists address this question in
studies that are inductive and comparative. Their
method is inductive because they start out with a
tool-kit of theoretical ideas, but with no ﬁrm conviction that a single process shapes economic behavior. Many of the studies reviewed here are thus
hard to categorize because they use insights from
more than one tradition. Their method is comparative, because only through comparisons can they
discern what it is about a society that produces one
pattern of economic behavior or another—that produces intermarket business groups, cartels, or vertically integrated ﬁrms. The comparisons can be over
time, with an eye to identifying the factors that precede changes in economic behavior, or across
space, with an eye to identifying the factors that
covary with different economic behavior patterns.
It is worth noting that as a group, economic sociologists do not reject the idea that efﬁciency plays
a role in shaping economic behavior. But the empirical fact of the matter is that many different kinds
of economic systems operate effectively today, and
so for economic sociologists the problem is to explain this diversity. The question of what kinds of
economic behavior patterns are actually extinguished by their inefﬁciency is an important one,
but it is remarkable how many different behavior
patterns are not extinguished, or have not yet been.
For well over a century, economic sociologists
have undertaken these inductive and comparative
studies, and they have identiﬁed three broad mech-
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anisms that shape economic behavior. First, power
shapes economic institutions and conventions.
Marx found that the emerging bourgeoisie under
late feudalism used their newfound economic resources to move public policy in their direction, so
that policy favored capitalist activities. The modern state professes neutrality in matters economic,
but Marx found that it pursues policies that favor
particular groups in the name of the collective
good. Under democratic regimes, the powerful
often win the right to establish the rules by which
ﬁrms play, but the state and corporations depict
those rules as oriented to efﬁciency and progress
rather than as oriented to the interests of particular groups. By analogy, Fligstein shows that as ﬁnance-trained managers sought to win control of
American corporations, they did so with the claim
that their particular form of expertise was uniquely well suited to the problems of modern ﬁrms.
And Roy shows that the legal rules that made the
corporation the most proﬁtable governance structure were backed by a particular group of capitalists, who succeeded in convincing society at large
that limited liability and kindred legal forms were
good not only for the owners of corporations but
for society. Power often inﬂuences the evolution
of economic institutions and customs, and what
makes power effective is the capacity to frame its
exercise as an exercise in pursuing the good of the
nation or ﬁrm.
Second, existing economic institutions and customs shape the new institutions and customs that
emerge. This happens in part because existing institutions provide models of how the world should
be organized and resources for organizing new
ﬁelds of activity in the way that old ﬁelds were
organized. Historical studies ﬁnd dramatic shifts in
economic behavior and institutions over time, but
they also ﬁnd that countries build on past experience. Hamilton and Biggart trace the modern industrial strategies of Japan, South Korea, and Taiwan not to postwar innovations in industrial policy,
but to the strategic use of traditional forms of
state–private sector relations. Cardoso and Faletto
ﬁnd that the pattern of export-sector development
in emerging markets depends on the character of
preexisting class relations. And I ﬁnd that the logics of state-society relations in the preindustrial
polities of the United States, Britain, and France
informed later state-industry relations.
Finally, networks are the conduits through which
new economic customs diffuse, and through which
power is exercised. Social networks take very different forms, and concrete networks determine what
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is possible in economic life and what is not. Thus as
Davis and colleagues have shown, a network of institutional investors changed the rules of the corporate game sometime after 1970, making it difﬁcult for diversiﬁed ﬁrms to maintain high stock
prices and thereby encouraging their breakup. For
Nee, the network of state cadres (ofﬁcials) shaped
the transition to capitalism in China by jumping
into the fray as entrepreneurs. For Gao, the close
ties between state ofﬁcials and corporations in
Japan, and the resulting absence of formal controls
over corporate activity, played a role in the economic collapse of the 1990s. Networks also deﬁne
social roles for their members, and many studies
have shown that individuals follow social norms unthinkingly in economic life rather than making rational calculations at every crossroad they meet.
Comparative and historical economic sociologists may emphasize one process or another when
they are trying to explain new business practices or
public coordination of industry, but increasingly
they ﬁnd all three of these processes at work (Fligstein 2001). Once a national economic institution
or a business practice is put into place, and becomes
taken for granted as the most efﬁcient way to organize a particular domain, some kind of shock is usually required to displace it. The shock typically sets
off a contest among different groups, with different
ideas about what the new policy or practice should
look like. At this point power comes into the equation, as groups try to use rhetoric and resources to
ensure that their favored solution is adopted. Networks often provide the conduits through which
new practices are tested out, and through which
the word is spread. As powerful agents use their
networks to try to convince others of the efﬁcacy of
the economic policy or business practice they favor,
a new policy or practice becomes institutionalized,
often eliminating competitors in the process. Thus
begins a new cycle, in which taken-for-granted
policies and practices are eventually undermined by
challenges, and in which groups vie to deﬁne what
will replace them.

NOTE
Thanks to Richard Swedberg, Neil Smelser, Joseph Manning, Bruce Carruthers, and Fred Block for comments and
suggestions.
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The New Institutionalisms
in Economics and Sociology
Victor Nee

The focus on institutions as a foundational concept in the social sciences has given rise to a variety
of new institutionalist approaches. Not since the
behavioral revolution of the 1950s has there been
so much interest in a cross-disciplinary concept,
one that offers a common theme for exchange and
debate. The writings of Ronald Coase, Douglass
North, and Oliver Williamson on the endogenous
emergence and evolution of economic institutions
have inspired a broadly based movement in economics. In sociology, neoinstitutionalists—principally
John Meyer, Richard Scott, Paul DiMaggio, and
Walter Powell—have redirected the study of organizations by analyzing how institutional environment and cultural beliefs shape their behavior.
In a parallel shift of analytic attention, economic
sociologists—Peter Evans, Neil Fligstein, Richard
Swedberg, and myself—argue for a new focus to
explain how institutions interact with social networks and norms to shape and direct economic action. The common starting point of these approaches is the claim that institutions matter and
that understanding institutions and institutional
change is a core agenda for the social sciences.
This chapter does not seek comprehensiveness
in its coverage of the new institutionalisms in the
social sciences.1 Instead I focus selectively on the
new institutionalisms in economics and sociology
as a means to lay out core features of a new institutional economic sociology, which brings back
into the research agenda a crucial focus on explaining the workings of shared beliefs, norms, and
institutions in economic life. My aim is to integrate
a focus on social relations and institutions into a
modern sociological approach to the study of economic behavior by highlighting the mechanisms
that regulate the manner in which formal elements
of institutional structures in combination with informal social organization of networks and norms
facilitate, motivate, and govern economic action.2
Thus both distal and proximate causal mechanisms
are addressed and incorporated into a comparative

institutional analysis of economic life. This entails
revisiting Weber’s ([1904–5] 2002; [1922] 1968)
view that rationality is motivated and guided by systems of shared beliefs (religious and cultural), custom, norms, and institutions. A conceptual framework underscoring such context-bound rationality
serves as the foundation for examining the emergence, persistence, and transformation of institutional structures.

NEW INSTITUTIONAL ECONOMICS
In the view of new economic institutionalists, the
old institutionalism offered penetrating and insightful descriptions of economic institutions (Veblen 1909 [1899], 1934; Mitchell 1937; Commons 1934, 1957), but ultimately failed in the bid
to shape the direction of modern economics. Instead, it remained a dissident movement within
economics, which, Coase (1984, 230) quipped,
produced a “mass of descriptive material waiting
for a theory, or a ﬁre.” With the limitations of the
old economic institutionalism in mind, he noted
that “what distinguishes the modern institutional
economists is not that they speak about institutions
. . . but that they use standard economic theory to
analyze the working of these institutions and to
discover the part they plan in the operations of the
economy.” Kenneth Arrow (1987, 734) offers a
similar assessment in his answer to his rhetorical
question, “Why did the older institutionalist school
fail so miserably, though it contained such able analysts as Thorstein Veblen, J. R. Commons, and
W. C. Mitchell?” The new institutional economics
has been inﬂuential, he thinks, not because it offers
“new answers to the traditional questions of economics—resource allocation and the degree of utilization,” but because it uses economic theory to
answer “new questions, why economic institutions
emerged the way they did and not otherwise.”
Without question new economic institutionalists
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have sought to differentiate themselves from the
old institutional economics by adapting, rather
than rejecting, as did the earlier institutionalists,
neoclassical economic theory. First, Coase’s theory
of transaction cost corrected an important omission in neoclassical economics, and shows that
Pigou was wrong in arguing that taxation and regulation are the only effective way to deal with negative externalities.3 His use of transaction cost reasoning is not essentially different from Stigler’s
adding information costs to correct neoclassical
theory. Second, the idea that human agency is “intendedly rational, but limitedly so” (Simon 1957,
xxiv) can be incorporated into a “thick” view of rational choice as context-bound; as Posner (1993,
80) points out, “rationality is not omniscience.”4
Third, through concepts like “asset speciﬁcity” and
“opportunism,” Williamson extended microeconomic reasoning to understudied topics in economics such as vertical integration, corporate governance, and long-term contracts to show that
transaction cost economizing can generate predictions about the organizational boundaries and
governance structures of ﬁrms competing for survival and proﬁt in a competitive environment.
Fourth, North’s account of institutional change
views organizations as rational actors in pursuing
marginal gains stemming from changes in relative
prices.
The differences between the old and new institutionalisms may have been overstated, however
(Rutherford 1994).5 The old economic institutionalists were not as lacking in theory as Coase’s
quip suggests. Veblen’s concept of cumulative causation is consistent with modern ideas about explanation and path dependence. Mitchell (1927),
who founded the National Bureau of Economic
Research (NBER), was not a dust-bowl empiricist,
but espoused the idea of research driven by middle-range theory. Both old and new economic institutionalisms argue that the mathematical formalism of neoclassical economics has contributed little
to understanding real-world economic behavior.
Both espouse a realist orientation, which, as Coase
(1984, 230) writes, seeks to study economic behavior “within the constraints imposed by real
institutions.”6
Figure 1 provides a schematic view of the causal
model posited by the new institutional economics,
as adapted by Williamson (1994, 80) from Richard
Scott. In this model, the institutional environment
is shaped by the rules of the game (see North
1981). The downward arrow indicates that if shifts
in the broad parameters of the institutional

Institutional
Environment
Shift Parameters

Strategic
Governance

Behavioral Attributes

Endogenous
Preferences
Individual

Figure 1.

A model of new institutional economics

environment—property rights, legal change, and
norms—result in altering the relative prices for
ﬁrms, this induces changes in governance structures or efforts by the ﬁrm to lobby government.
The model includes a purposive actor whose behavioral attributes—“self-interest seeking with
guile”—lie behind many of the transaction costs
that governance structures are designed to address.
The Place of Transaction Cost Reasoning
The core concept of the new institutional economics is transaction cost—the cost of negotiating, securing, and completing transactions in a
market economy. In Coase’s (1988, 15) view, neoclassical economics “is incapable of handling many
of the problems to which it purports to give answers” because it assumes a world of zero transaction cost in which institutions are superﬂuous to
economic analysis:
In order to carry out a market transaction it is necessary to discover who it is that one wishes to deal with,
to inform people that one wishes to deal and on what
terms, to conduct negotiations leading up to a bargain, to draw up the contract, to undertake the inspection needed to make sure that the terms of the
contract are being observed, and so on. These operations are often extremely costly, sufﬁciently costly at
any rate to prevent many transactions that would be
carried out in a world in which the pricing system
worked without cost. (Coase 1960, 15)

Hence in contrast to the world of zero transaction
costs assumed in neoclassical economics, transaction cost reasoning provides a method enabling
economists to “study the world that exists.”
In “The Nature of the Firm” (1937) Coase applied transaction cost reasoning to explain the en-
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dogenous existence of the ﬁrm in a competitive
market economy. If market transactions were costless, Coase argued, then there would not be sufﬁcient motivation for entrepreneurs to operate
ﬁrms. But, in fact, all solutions to the problem of
measuring the performance of agents and enforcing contracts are costly. Information asymmetry
and uncertainty are found in all institutional environments; hence the same agency problems found
in markets also apply to the ﬁrm. The distinguishing characteristic of the ﬁrm is the suspension of
the price mechanism. The entrepreneur has the
power and authority within the limits set by the
employment contract to direct workers from one
part of the ﬁrm to another. Thus “ﬁrms will
emerge to organize what would otherwise be market transactions whenever their costs are less than
the costs of carrying out the transactions through
the market” (1988, 7). In other words, the reason
for the ﬁrm’s existence is that the “operation of a
market costs something,” and the ﬁrm saves on
this cost.
The new institutional economics includes a diverse group of economists with important differences and ongoing debates.7 I focus here on three
distinctive approaches—pioneered by Williamson,
North, and Greif—that are of interest to a new
institutional economic sociology. The unifying
theme of all three is the proposition that social institutions matter to economic actors because they
shape the structure of incentives.
Williamson builds on Coase’s insight that information asymmetry and uncertainty make credible
commitment to agreements difﬁcult to secure, integrating this insight with other literatures.8 His
synthesis emphasizes that corporate governance is
principally concerned with addressing the problem
of opportunism and reducing the risk of malfeasance in agents’ performance.9 By examining the
comparative costs of planning, adapting, and monitoring agents’ performance, Williamson derives
testable predictions about alternative governance
structures. His prediction turns on three types of
asset speciﬁcity—site, physical, and human—that
ﬁrms encounter. Because ﬁrms compete in Darwinian-like selection in markets to survive and remain proﬁtable (Hayek 1945), they are under continuous pressure to adapt by economizing on
transaction costs. Hence, where asset speciﬁcity is
greater, principals and agents “will make special
efforts to design” a governance structure with
“good continuity properties” to reinforce incentives for credible commitments to agreements. By
contrast, if “assets are nonspeciﬁc, markets enjoy
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advantages in both production cost and governance cost respects” Williamson (1981, 558).10
Williamson’s contribution has been to build a
theory-driven research program in which core hypotheses derived from Coase have been empirically veriﬁed.
A second research program stimulated by
Coase’s seminal essays emphasizes the importance
of property rights in shaping the incentive structure (Cheung 1970, 1974; North and Thomas
1973; Alchian and Demsetz 1973; North 1981).
Cheung showed that in a neoclassical world of
zero transaction costs, private property rights can
be dropped without negating the Coase theorem,
an insight that North extended to develop a new
institutionalist property rights approach to explain
economic performance. Because transaction costs
make up a signiﬁcant part of the cost of production
and exchange, North reasoned that alternative institutional arrangements can make the difference
between economic growth, stagnation, or decline.
The ﬁrst of the new institutionalists to explicitly
disavow the efﬁciency assumption of the functionalist theory of institutions (Schotter 1981), North
asserts that because incentives are structured in institutional arrangements, perverse incentives abound
and give rise to property rights that discourage innovation and private entrepreneurship. It is frequently proﬁtable and more rewarding for political
actors to devise institutions that redistribute
wealth, which can dampen incentives for innovation and private enterprise.
North’s approach is state-centered in that it focuses analytic attention on the role of the state in
devising the underlying structure of property
rights in society.11 In his view, the central task in explaining economic growth is to specify the events
and conditions that provide incentives for political
actors to establish formal institutional arrangements supporting efﬁcient property rights.12 In the
rise of the West, this entailed the dilution of state
control over resources and the emergence of some
form of political pluralism.13
Conceived as “humanly devised constraints that
structure political, economic and social interactions,” institutions in North’s view (1991, 97)
consist of formal rules like constitutions, laws, and
property rights and also informal elements such as
“sanctions, taboos, customs, traditions and codes
of conduct.” Although he was among the ﬁrst to
point to the informal elements of institutions,
North has consistently emphasized the “fundamental rules of the game” or the basic ground
rules provided by constitutions and law. These are
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the rules that govern political actors and shape the
structure of property rights that deﬁne and specify
the rules for competition and cooperation in markets. The importance of formal rules is ampliﬁed in
modern market economies, where, North argues,
the growth of long-distance trade, specialization,
and division of labor contributes to agency problems and contract negotiation and enforcement
problems. Though interpersonal ties, social norms,
and sanctions such as ostracism are very important
elements of institutional arrangements, they are
not sufﬁcient in themselves to enforce credible
commitments to agreements, because “in the absence of effective impersonal contracting the gains
from defections are great enough to forestall the
development of complex exchange” in modern
economies (North 1991, 100).
North’s theory of institutional change applies
standard marginalist theory in its emphasis on
changing relative prices. His economic history of
the rise of the West showed that institutional
change “comes from a change in the relative bargaining power of rulers versus constituents (or
rulers versus rulers), and, broadly speaking, changes
arise because of major, persistent changes in relative prices” (1984, 260). Changes in relative prices
are in turn often driven by demographic change,
change in the stock of knowledge, and change in
military technology. The dynamics of institutional
change in North’s theory stem from a continuous
interaction between institutions and organizations
within the context of competition over scarce resources. Because institutions are self-reinforcing,
vested interests in the existing stock of institutions
reinforce path dependence in efforts to revise the
rules. Institutional innovations will come from
states rather than constituents because states generally do not have a free-rider problem (except
sometimes in international affairs), whereas individuals and organizational actors are limited in
their capacity to implement large-scale changes
due to the problem of free riding.14 Entrepreneurs
are the agents of change, and organizations are the
players who respond to changes in relative prices,
which include changes in the ratio of factor prices,
changes in the cost of information, and changes in
technology. Organizations are agents of change
when they lobby the state to initiate institutional
innovations that enable economic actors to survive
and proﬁt from changes in relative price.15
Critical of North’s approach, Greif (forthcoming) argues that its focus on formal rules and state
power does not illuminate why economic actors
follow some rules but not others. Although North

acknowledges the role of ideology, cultural beliefs,
norms, and conventions, Greif contends that his
approach to institutional analysis does not provide
an appropriate framework to study how actors are
endogenously motivated to follow rules not enforced by the state. North relegates beliefs and
norms to a black box of informal constraints, and
is unable to show how informal rules and their enforcement combine with formal rules to enable,
motivate, and guide economic behavior. Greif’s
own approach, applying game theory to examine
how cultural beliefs shape the principal-agent relationship, giving rise to and sustaining distinct economic institutions, is discussed below, in the section on the sociological turn in new institutional
economics.

A COUNTERPERSPECTIVE
SOCIOLOGY

FROM

ECONOMIC

In his inﬂuential article “Economic Action and
Social Structure” (1985) Granovetter points out
that “Actors do not behave or decide as atoms outside a social context, nor do they adhere slavishly
to a script written for them by the particular intersection of social categories that they happen to occupy. Their attempts at purposive action are instead embedded in concrete, ongoing systems of
social relations” (487). He proffers the view that
“social relations, rather than institutional arrangements or generalized morality [e.g. shared beliefs
and norms], are mainly responsible for the production of trust in economic life” (491). He criticizes Williamson’s use of transaction cost reasoning in explaining the boundaries of ﬁrms for what
he views as unrealistic assumptions of under- and
oversocialized conceptions of human action, “both
hav[ing] in common a conception of action and
decision carried out by atomized actors” (485).
Williamson’s “state of nature” view of markets,
Granovetter contends, is devoid of reference to the
history of concrete relationships and network
structures, failing to take into account “the extent
to which concrete personal relations and the obligations inherent in them discourage malfeasance,
quite apart from institutional arrangements” (489).
Williamson’s Hobbesian conception of hierarchical
authority is also on shaky ground, given the extent
to which congealed social networks in ﬁrms structure power relations; hence, “Williamson vastly
overestimates the efﬁcacy of hierarchical power
(‘ﬁat,’ in his terminology) within organizations”
(499).
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Granovetter thus contributed the seminal theme
of embeddedness to the revitalization of the sociological study of economic life. Asserting that even
when economics tries to take into account social
factors, its conception of human action remains
deeply ﬂawed, since both the under- and oversocialized versions commonly found in economic
analysis assume atomized actors, Granovetter’s argument tended to frame this revitalization of economic sociology in terms of a disciplinary-based
competition with economics. In contrast to transaction cost economics’ emphasis on hierarchies in
solving the problem of trust, economic sociologists guided by the embeddedness approach “pay
careful and systematic attention to the actual patterns of personal relations by which economic
transactions are carried out” (504). The focus on
concrete interpersonal ties is likely to show “that
both order and disorder, honesty and malfeasance
have more to do with structures of such relations
than they do with organizational form” (502–3).
Interpersonal ties play a crucial role in both markets and ﬁrms in securing trust and serving as a
conduit for useful information.16
We must note, however, that interpersonal ties
entail costs, whether in avoiding and resolving
conﬂict, or in the accumulation of obligations. Indeed, social relations can be very costly when conﬂict, disorder, opportunism, and malfeasance erupt
in networks. Transaction cost analysis suggests that
entrepreneurs will take such costs into account in
considering alternative forms of economic organization, including network-based quasi ﬁrms. Despite the contrast in focus, the transaction cost and
the embeddedness approaches appear to agree that
ﬁrms generally prefer social contexts where negotiating agreements is less problematic and costly. In
essence, the embeddedness approach differs from
transaction cost economics in its emphasis on informal solutions to address the problem of trust, as
opposed to formal institutional arrangements. Not
surprisingly therefore, Williamson’s (1994, 85) response to Granovetter’s essay was, “Transaction
cost economics and embeddedness reasoning are
evidently complementary in many respects.”
While Granovetter’s embeddedness approach
laid the basis for the revitalization of the sociological study of economic life, his sole emphasis on the
nature of interpersonal ties and the structure of
networks contributed to a narrowing of the scope
of economic sociology from the broader institutional canvass pioneered by its founders. The
causal imagery of the embeddedness approach,
positing variation in the underlying structure of
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concrete social relationships to explain the workings of markets and ﬁrms, relies on a conceptual
framework that limits economic sociology’s explanatory power to proximate causes.17 Moreover,
the approach requires the construction of a taxonomy of structural contexts as a necessary step to
become sufﬁciently abstract to generate a powerful
analytical framework.18 By contrast, the classical
sources of economic sociology in the writings of
Weber, Schumpeter, and Polanyi outlined analytical approaches that pointed to a broad institutional canvass of distal and deeper causal forces.
Another limitation is the absence of a clear speciﬁcation of mechanisms that explain why economic actors sometimes decouple from ongoing
networks to pursue economic interests. If, as Granovetter asserts, a dense network of personal ties
does more than institutional arrangements to secure trust and useful information crucial for complex transactions, then why do economic actors
routinely decouple from interpersonal ties to transact in market exchanges? A deﬁning feature of an
advanced twenty-ﬁrst-century market economy as
an institutional order is its capacity to enable economic agents to switch virtually seamlessly between transactions within close-knit networks and
with strangers. In sum, the social relations rather
than institutions orientation of this embeddedness
approach introduced an element of indeterminacy
in the new economic sociology, especially in the
context of a global market economy where the volume of cross-national transactions has increased
through innovations in information technology
enabling complex transactions between strangers
(Kuwabara, forthcoming).

THE SOCIOLOGICAL TURN IN NEW
INSTITUTIONAL ECONOMICS
Central among sociology’s concerns from its
origins as a social science has been the goal of explaining institutions, as exempliﬁed in Max Weber’s
and Émile Durkheim’s seminal works on the subject. It is not surprising, therefore, that there has
been something of a “sociological turn” in economics, motivated by difﬁculties in explaining institutions and institutional change within the
framework of economic theory (Furubotn and
Richter 1993). If a sociological turn is in progress,
how is it manifested in the recent work of new institutional economists? To what extent has economic sociology inﬂuenced their thinking?
In his article “The New Institutional Econom-
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ics: Taking Stock, Looking Ahead,” Williamson
(2000, 595) confesses that “we are still very ignorant about institutions” despite the progress made
over the past quarter-century. “Chief among the
causes of ignorance is that institutions are very
complex. . . . pluralism is what holds promise for
overcoming our ignorance.” Williamson’s multilevel causal model of the economy outlines “four
levels of social analysis” in which the higher level
imposes constraints on the lower level. “The top
level,” he writes, “is the social embeddedness level.
This is where the norms, customs, mores, traditions, etc. are located. . . . North poses the query,
‘What is it about informal constraints that gives
them such a pervasive inﬂuence upon the long-run
character of economies?’ (1991, 111). North does
not have an answer to that perplexing question,
nor do I.” This embeddedness level inﬂuences the
lower three levels: level 2, institutional environment; level 3, governance; level 4, resource allocation and employment.19 Hence it is important to
identify and explicate “the mechanisms through
which informal institutions arise and are maintained” (596). Thus the embeddedness perspective
now is in the process of being incorporated into
the new institutional economics. But Williamson
acknowledges that though level 1 shapes the parameters of what economists study, it “is taken as
given by most institutional economists.”
A sociological turn is apparent in the inﬂuence
of Weber, Marx, Polanyi, and Parsons on North’s
conception of institutions as elaborated in Structure and Change in Economic History (1981).
More recently, in response to confronting the difﬁculties of implementing institutional change as an
economic advisor to reformers in the transition
economies of Eastern Europe, North acknowledges a greater interest in understanding the informal elements of institutions embedded in social relations. Devising new formal rules to institute
market economies in Eastern Europe and the former Soviet Union has had only limited success; this
has pointed to the intractable nature of social
arrangements embedded in interpersonal ties, cultural beliefs, norms, and old regime institutional
arrangements studied by economic sociologists.20
Clearly, “Formal rules are an important part of the
institutional framework but only a part. To work
effectively they must be complemented by informal constraints (conventions, norms of behavior)
that supplement them and reduce enforcement
costs. If the formal rules and informal constraints
are inconsistent with each other the resulting tension is going to induce political instability. But we

know very little about how informal norms
evolve” (North 1993, 20).
A sociological turn is further evident in new theorizing on the importance of cognitive mechanisms. Because beliefs and norms are unobservable, Greif argues, integrating social variables has
been hampered by the fact that any behavior can
be explained by ad hoc assertions about the beliefs
and norms that motivate it. The integration of social variables in a manner consistent with economic methodology requires an analytical framework
that can reconcile two seemingly contradictory
views of institutions: the view of institutions common in economics as constraints created by individuals and the structural view of institutions as social facts external to the individuals common in
sociology. Organizational new institutionalists focus
on diffusion of rules, scripts, and models (Meyer
and Rowan 1977), whereas some new institutional economists offer game theoretic models of endogenous motivation stemming from systems of
shared beliefs and norms (Greif [1994] 1998).21
Although game theory does not offer a theory of
institutions, Greif argues that it does offer an appropriate analytical framework to incorporate sociological variables into economic analysis of institutions. It does not provide a theory of the
constraints deﬁning the parameters of strategic interaction, but it offers deep insights on the dynamics of choice within constraints. It provides a
theory of social behavior in which actors’ optimal
course of behavior depends on the behavior and
expected behavior (cultural beliefs and social
norms) of others.22 It also incorporates a realistic
view of the social world in which information is
asymmetric and actors are interdependent and motivated to act in a particular manner. It offers a
method to examine how strategic interactions give
rise to and sustain self-enforcing institutions. Greif
([1994] 1998) has extended its application to the
comparative institutional analysis of economic behavior using cases studies drawn from medieval
European and Mediterranean economic history.
He models the recurrent strategic social interactions that sustain institutions in equilibrium.23
Overall, economists interested in studying social
institutions have found that the more they come to
understand the workings of institutions as endogenous to social processes in society, the more their
work must address questions that lead them to
turn to sociology for answers. New institutional economists apparently agree that advances in
understanding institutions requires integrating
sociological variables—shared beliefs, norms, and
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social relationships—to understand motivation to
follow rules.

NEW INSTITUTIONALISM
SOCIOLOGY

IN

ECONOMIC

In 1898 Émile Durkheim founded the Année sociologique, establishing modern sociology as a discipline dedicated to the comparative study of institutions. Since then, Durkheim’s conception of
institutions as systems of shared beliefs, norms,
and collective sentiments has persisted to shape the
sociological approach to their study. Max Weber
similarly pioneered the interpretive study of societal institutions through his comparative analysis of
cultural beliefs, economy, and polity. Reinterpreting the classics of European sociology, Talcott Parsons later synthesized the institutionalist ideas
associated with Durkheim, Weber, Pareto, and
Tönnies into a structural-functionalist framework
for modern sociology. He too conceived of institutions as organized systems of cultural beliefs,
norms, and values common to most individuals in
a society, systems giving rise to socially structured
interests that organize incentives for individuals.
His outline of a theory of institutions adumbrated
the idea of choice within institutional constraints.
Parsons’s Economy and Society (1956), coauthored
with Neil Smelser, established economic sociology
as a subﬁeld in American sociology. Like Parsons,
Robert K. Merton viewed institutions as structures
of opportunity, shaping the interests and strategic
action of individuals.
The new sociological institutionalism reformulates the earlier European and American institutionalist approaches in sociology through the lens
of a different generation of American sociologists.
Sociological new institutionalism has been closely
identiﬁed with the perspective on organizational
analysis pioneered by Meyer and Rowan (1977)
and many other organizational theorists of the
Stanford “legitimacy” school, and canonized in a
widely used anthology, The New Institutionalism
in Organizational Analysis, edited by Powell and
DiMaggio (1991). DiMaggio and Powell (1983)
introduce into neoinstitutional theory the inﬂuence of Max Weber’s and Herbert Simon’s ideas,
evident in their treatment of how organizational
ﬁelds emerge and then constrain the action of
agents under conditions of uncertainty. The elements of a new institutional economic sociology I
lay out below include ideas and insights from this
organizational research program, which are inte-
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grated into a framework of sociological research
that examines context-bound rationality shaped by
custom, networks, norms, cultural beliefs, and institution arrangements, as in The New Institutionalism in Sociology, edited by Brinton and Nee
(1998). The new institutional economic sociology
builds on the pioneering work of Barnard ([1938]
1964), Homans (1950), and Blau (1955), analyzing the manner in which interpersonal ties in ﬁrms
and markets interact with formal institutional
arrangements (Nee and Ingram 1998).
For a new institutional economic sociology to
make advances in explaining the role of institutions
and institutional change, it is important to have a
deﬁnition of institutions appropriate for analysis
from the sociological perspective that emphasizes
the causal effect of social structures. Institutions
are not simply the formal and informal constraints
that specify the structure of incentives, as deﬁned
by North (1981), or discrete institutional elements—
beliefs, norms, organizations, and communities—
of a social system (Greif, forthcoming), but fundamentally they involve actors, whether individuals
or organizations, who pursue real interests in concrete institutional structures. An institution in this
view is deﬁned as a dominant system of interrelated
informal and formal elements—custom, shared beliefs, conventions, norms, and rules—which actors
orient their actions to when they pursue their interests. In this view, institutions are social structures
that provide a conduit for collective action by facilitating and organizing the interests of actors and
enforcing principal-agent relationships. It follows
from this interest-related deﬁnition that institutional change involves not simply remaking the
formal rules, but fundamentally requires the realignment of interests, norms, and power.24
As economic sociology moves beyond the earlier perspective on embeddedness, the challenge is
to specify and explicate the social mechanisms determining the relationship between the informal
social organization of close-knit groups and the
formal rules of institutional structures monitored
and enforced by organizations and states. The new
institutional economics has contributed to explaining the emergence and maintenance of formal
institutional arrangements that shape economic
behavior. However, as North (1993, 12) acknowledges, economics has largely “ignored the informal constraints of conventions and norms of behavior.” Economists pose probing questions about
the social dimensions of economic life as they encounter the limits of economic analysis of institutions (North 1991; Williamson 2000). Their ques-
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tions address the manner in which informal social
organization and formal rules combine to shape the
performance of organizations and economies.
With recent advances in application of game theory, economists recently have begun to incorporate
informal institutional elements into their models
of economic performance (Greif, forthcoming).
While economic sociologists may not have all the
answers, clearly in cross-disciplinary research
aimed at explaining the capacity of social institutions to facilitate, motivate, and govern economic
behavior, sociology’s comparative advantage is to
address questions that focus on the social mechanisms that shape economic behavior. As Smelser
and Swedberg point out, “the concept of embeddedness remains in need of greater theoretical
speciﬁcation” (1994, 18).
Figure 2 provides a schematic representation of
the multilevel causal model for the new institutionalism in economic sociology, which is related
to, but different from, the new institutionalist
models proposed by Williamson (1994). The institutional environment—the formal regulatory rules
monitored and enforced by the state that govern
property rights, markets, and ﬁrms—imposes constraints on ﬁrms through market mechanisms and
state regulation, thus shaping the incentives structure. The institutional mechanisms operating at
this level are distal, as opposed to the proximate
network mechanisms at the micro- and meso-levels
of individuals and their interpersonal ties. Institutional mechanisms encompass the deeper causes
because they shape the incentive structure for organizations and individuals, and thereby the contexts in which proximate mechanisms operate. The
institutional-level mechanisms posited by economists and sociologists, despite differences in behavioral assumptions and conceptual language, are
not as far apart as is commonly perceived. New institutional economists emphasize incentives structured by the monitoring and enforcement of formal rules, a mechanism widely accepted by both
political economy and sociology. The new institutionalism in economic sociology speciﬁes the manner in which the norms of close-knit groups interact with formal rules in the realization of interests.
The variety of market mechanisms schematically
represented in the downward arrow from the institutional environment to the organizations includes
those embedded in labor markets, capital markets,
raw material markets, and so on. Surprisingly perhaps, economists generally do not focus on markets as such, but just assume their existence in the
neoclassical view of perfect competition in markets

Institutional
Environment
Market Mechanism;
State Regulation

Collective Action

Production Market/
Organizational Field
Institutional
Framework
Organizations:
Firm/Nonprofit
Compliance;
Decoupling

Incentives;
Endogenous
Preferences

Monitoring;
Enforcement

Social Groups
Individual

Figure 2. A model for the new institutionalism in
economic sociology

underlying the supply-demand curve. The institutional framework encompasses formal rules of the
institutional environment and informal rules embedded in ongoing social relations, which interact
to shape economic behavior.
Organizations through collective action lobby
for changes in the formal rules to make them in
closer accord with their interests. Industry-based
associations and professional lobbyists act as agents
representing their interests. Groups of organizations are arrayed in an organizational ﬁeld. The
production market is a close-knit network of ﬁrms
in an industrial sector arrayed in a status hierarchy
of perceived quality.25 In White’s (2001) model of
the production market, ﬁrms compete and maneuver for advantage and status with peer ﬁrms in
a market niche. They are guided by the signals
they read from the operations of their peers. In
competitive markets, pressures on ﬁrms stemming
from Darwinian selection processes necessitate an
interest-related logic of strategic action, differing in
emphasis from the legitimacy-centered orientation
of nonproﬁt organizations—public schools, museums, day-care centers—which are dependent on
state and federal government and philanthropy for
resources. Legitimacy is also important for enterprises, as manifest in ﬁrms’ investments in promoting brand-name recognition, reputation for
reliability and quality service or product, and compliance with federal and state laws, but legitimacyseeking is driven mainly by the ﬁrm’s interest in its
survival and proﬁtability in competitive markets.
For nonproﬁt organizations, especially, legitimacy
is essential social capital, increasing the chances for
optimizing access to scarce resources. In both forproﬁt ﬁrms and nonproﬁt organizations, legitimacy can be viewed as a condition of ﬁtness that enables them to enhance their survival chances and
secure advantages in economic and political mar-
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kets. Processes of conformity with the rules of the
game and cultural beliefs in organizational ﬁelds—
isomorphism—motivate and guide organizations,
endogenously giving rise to increasing homogeneity within an organizational ﬁeld (DiMaggio and
Powell 1983).26
The social mechanisms facilitating, motivating,
and governing the action of organizations in organizational ﬁelds or production markets are not dissimilar from those inﬂuencing strategic action of
individuals in close-knit groups. Mechanisms of
conformity in close-knit groups have coercive, normative, and mimetic aspects (Homans [1961]
1974). Actors are motivated by interests and preferences, often formed and sustained within such
groups. Rationality is context-bound and embedded in interpersonal ties. Individual interests and
preferences are enfolded in “welfare-maximizing”
norms, which, depending on the incentives structured in the institutional environment, reinforce
compliance to formal rules through self-monitoring
or give rise to decoupling arising from opposition
norms (as discussed below).
Informal Institutional Elements
The bottom box of our causal model overlaps
with the earlier embeddedness concept, which argues that the nature and structure of social relationships have more to do with governing economic behavior than do institutional arrangements
and organizational form. Speciﬁcally, Granovetter
(1985, 490) refers to the “role of concrete personal relations and structures (or ‘networks’) of
such relations in generating trust and discouraging
malfeasance,” which he attributes to the human
preference for transacting with individuals known
to be trustworthy and for abstention from opportunism. But what explains motivation for trustworthiness and abstention from opportunism in
ongoing social relationships? Why is trustworthiness found more commonly in ongoing social relationships than in transactions between strangers?
The answer is found in specifying the mechanisms intrinsic to social relationships that develop
and maintain cooperative behavior within closeknit groups, enabling actors to engage in collective
action to achieve group ends. These mechanisms
are rewards and punishment in social exchange and
their use in the enforcement of social norms—
shared beliefs and statements about expected behavior.27 Social exchange theorists have explicated
the mechanisms involved, empirically in Blau’s
(1955) classic study of social exchange and net-
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works in a federal bureaucracy, The Dynamics of
Bureaucracy, and theoretically in the network exchange literature pioneered by Homans ([1961]
1974), Emerson (1962), and Blau (1964). Numerous studies in natural settings and in laboratory experiments conﬁrm the efﬁcacy of social rewards and punishment in facilitating, motivating,
and governing trustworthy behavior and abstention from opportunism with respect to the norms
of the group.28 Enforcement of norms within closeknit groups occurs spontaneously in the course of
social interaction among members through the exchange of social rewards (i.e., esteem and status)
for behavior that conforms to the group’s norms,
and punishment (i.e., disapproval and ostracism)
for violating them. As Homans ([1961] 1974, 76)
perspicaciously points out: “The great bulk of controls over social behavior are not external but built
into the relationship themselves.” Frequency of interaction, a characteristic feature of close-knit networks, lowers the cost of monitoring members of
the group, assuming they are in close enough contact with one another that information about
members’ conduct is common knowledge. Axelrod (1984) effectively simulated the operation of
network mechanisms in his tit-for-tat model,
showing that reward and punishment in repeated
exchanges—when actors take into account the
weight of the future, as in ongoing relationships—
motivate cooperative behavior. In sum, trustworthiness and reliability as forms of cooperative behavior arise from rational action responding to
social rewards and punishment in networks or
close-knit groups.
In his detailed account of the interactions in the
work group he studied made up of a supervisor, 16
agents, and one clerk, Blau (1955) provides a rare
illustration of how self-interested action of individuals endogenously produces the informal social organization of a close-knit work group. In the work
group Blau studied, agents consulted fellow agents
about the appropriate legal rules that applied to
their case, rather than bring their questions to the
attention of the supervisor who evaluated their
work. Blau observed that the informal interactions
between agents involved a social exchange similar in
logic to a decentralized market exchange:
A consultation can be considered an exchange of values; both participants gain something, and both have
to pay a price. The questioning agent is enabled to
perform better than he could otherwise have done,
without exposing his difﬁculties to the supervisor. By
asking for advice, he implicitly pays his respect to the
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superior proﬁciency of his colleague. This acknowledgement of inferiority is the cost of receiving assistance. The consultant gains prestige, in return for
which he is willing to devote some time to the consultation and permit it to disrupt his own work. The
following remark of an agent illustrates this: “I like
giving advice. It’s ﬂattering, I suppose, if you feel that
the others come to you for advice.” (Quoted in
Homans 1974, 343)

Blau found that the more competent the agent,
the more contacts she had with other agents, and
the higher the esteem in which she was held. A few
agents who were perceived as competent but who
discouraged others from consulting them were
disliked and had fewer contacts. These ﬁndings
highlight the importance of social rewards and
sanctions (e.g., esteem and disapproval) in the normative regulation of informal social organization.
Routine social exchanges, such as the one described by Blau, comprise the informal social organization that emerges and sustains the performance of formal organizations (Nee and Ingram
1998).
Norms are the informal rules that facilitate, motivate, and govern joint action of members of
close-knit groups. They arise from the problemsolving activity of individuals as rule-of-thumb
guidelines for expected behavior. Throughout history, norms have coordinated group action to improve the chances for success—the attainment of
rewards—through cooperation. As statements of
shared beliefs about expected behavior, norms
evolved together with language, as in the norms
uttered by early hunting parties to coordinate action during the course of the expedition. Norms
probably evolved through trial and error, with success the arbiter of why a particular norm persists in
equilibrium across generations and diffuses to different groups.29 Members of close-knit groups cooperate in enforcing norms because not only their
interests are linked to the group’s success, but their
identity as well (White 1992).
The Relationship between Informal and Formal
Institutional Elements
In uncovering the social norms of Shasta County, a sparsely settled rural county of northern California, where local ranchers and suburbanites maintain ongoing multiplex relationships, Ellickson
“was struck that they seemed consistently utilitarian”; from which he inferred that “members of
a close-knit group develop and maintain norms

whose content serves to maximize the aggregate
welfare that members obtain in their workaday
affairs with one another” (1991, 167).30 Norms coordinating individuals’ activities, as in the convention of arriving in a timely fashion at an agreedupon social engagement, are not difﬁcult to explain
since it is easy to show that self-interested individuals share a common interest in complying with this
convention. But the prisoner’s dilemma norm is
more difﬁcult to explain since self-interested individuals derive a greater payoff for opportunism in a
prisoner’s dilemma game. What makes this game so
interesting is that this type of dilemma is such a
common feature of social and economic life. It is
the prisoner’s dilemma aspects of human interaction that give rise to opportunism in contractual
agreements and in ongoing social relationships. To
a degree, all social exchange resembles the prisoner’s dilemma game insofar as there is always a temptation not to reciprocate a good turn provided by a
friend or acquaintance (Hardin 1988). The prisoner’s dilemma norm involves higher costs of monitoring and enforcement than coordination norms
because it is always in the self-interest of individuals to free ride or defect. Hence, prisoner’s dilemma norms must be welfare-maximizing in terms of
the Kaldor-Hicks criterion in order to create sufﬁcient rewards to individuals to overcome the temptation to do so (Ellickson 1991, 171; Posner 1986,
11–15).31
The nature of the relationship between informal
social groups and formal organizations can substantially affect the cost of monitoring and enforcement of formal rules in institutional and organizational environments. The norms of close-knit
groups can contribute to the realization of the organization’s goal if the interests embedded in welfare-maximizing norms are, broadly speaking, congruous with the incentives embedded in the formal
rules. This condition is met when members of
close-knit groups or networks perceive that their
preferences and interests are aligned with the organization’s capacity to survive and proﬁt. It is
strengthened when members of networks identify
with the organization’s goals. This gives rise to endogenous motivation in networks to enforce formal
rules, which substantially lowers the cost for organizations to monitor and enforce through formal
sanctioning mechanisms, providing the necessary
and sufﬁcient conditions for high-level group performance in line with formal organizational goals.
However, close coupling between informal and formal rules does not necessarily give rise to efﬁciency
and high organizational performance. Indeed, pop-
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ulation ecologists argue that the environment selects adaptive organizational forms independent of
the collective will and effort of individuals acting
within the organization (Hannan and Freeman
1989). For example, many high-technology ﬁrms
renowned for the high morale and commitment of
management and employees to achieve corporate
goals have fallen by the wayside.
In contrast, when the formal rules are at odds
with the interests and identity of individuals in
close-knit groups, the welfare-maximizing hypothesis predicts the rise of opposition norms that facilitate, motivate, and govern the action of individuals in those groups. Opposition norms enable
networks to coordinate action to resist either passively, through slowdown or noncompliance, or
actively, in manifest deﬁance of formal rules and
the authority of organizational leaders. This leads
to increase in the cost of monitoring and enforcing
formal rules as the incidence of opportunism and
malfeasance increases. There is also a higher level
of uncertainty and information asymmetry as
members of close-knit networks collectively withhold information that might lead to discovery of
opportunism and malfeasance. When group performance facilitated, motivated, and governed by
opposition norms reaches a tipping point, the necessary and sufﬁcient conditions for demoralization
and oppositional movements at the organizational
and institutional levels are met. The incentives and
disincentives emanating from the institutional environment, in combination with interests, needs,
and preferences of individuals, inﬂuence whether
norms and networks give rise to a close coupling of
informal and formal rules, or decoupling through
opposition norms.32
In the new institutional economic sociology
purposive action by corporate actors and individuals (usually in close-knit networks) cannot be understood apart from the institutional framework
within which incentives—including legitimacy—
are structured.
Despite differences in local and regional history
and culture, the laws and regulations monitored
and enforced by the federal government apply to
all regions of the United States, with very few exceptions. Variations in locality and region may
limit the effectiveness of monitoring and enforcement, but they do not give rise to different underlying rules. Not only is the constitutional framework invariant, but federal rules aim to extend the
power of the central state uniformly. As North’s
(1981) theory emphasizes, the state is the sovereign actor specifying the framework of rules that
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governs competition and cooperation in a society.
The state has the power to enact and enforce laws
and initiate institutional innovations to secure and
uphold public goods and respond to changing relative prices (Stiglitz 1989).
Laws, like norms, are statements of expected behavior, ideas framed with moral and ethical authority backed by state power. Whether as ideology or as cultural beliefs, they deﬁne the parameters
of legitimate behavior to which organizations and
individuals adapt. In keeping with disciplinary
traditions, economists emphasize the costs of opposing the coercive forces of the state, and organizational sociologists emphasize the value of legitimacy gained through compliance with the state’s
rules. But in actuality, whether the price of noncompliance is perceived as costs imposed by ﬁnes
and penalties or as a loss of legitimacy is moot since
both are costly to the ﬁrm.
The institutional mechanisms of monitoring and
enforcement operate directly on ﬁrms and nonproﬁt organizations through the costs of penalties
and withholding of federal grants and contracts,
but also have indirect effects. The increase in costs
of discrimination—loss of legitimacy and ﬁnancial
penalty—following institutional changes during
the civil rights era decisively opened American
mainstream organizations to formerly excluded
ethnic and racial groups (Alba and Nee 2003). The
civil rights movement and the legislative changes
enacted by Congress created a normative environment in which legitimacy was conditioned on fair
governance through formal protections of the
principle of equality of rights (Edelman 1990,
1992). Equal employment opportunity law (EEO)
deﬁned broad parameters and guidelines of legitimate organizational practices with respect to minorities and women. Because the civil rights laws
have weak enforcement features and are ambiguously stated, organizations construct the meaning
of compliance “in a manner that is minimally disruptive of the status quo” (Edelman 1992, 1535).
This enables organizations to gain legitimacy and
hence resources through the appearance of abiding
by civil rights legislation. However, “once in place,
EEO/AA [afﬁrmative action] structures may produce or bolster internal constituencies that help to
institutionalize EEO/AA goals” (1569). The civil
rights laws may have their largest impact indirectly
through professionals who generate “ideologies of
rationality” or cultural beliefs about how organizations should respond to the law. Not only do highproﬁle landmark court cases (e.g., Texaco, CocaCola)33 impose direct costs through penalties and
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loss of legitimacy to speciﬁc ﬁrms, but a more farreaching effect of these court decisions, along with
legal advice about what organizations can do to insulate themselves from costly litigation, is to generate cultural beliefs about the rationality of selfmonitored compliance with antidiscriminatory laws.
This is manifested in the diffusion of EEOspeciﬁed grievance procedures in organizations
(Edelman, Uggen, and Erlanger 1999). Thus ideologies of rationality and cultural beliefs have
combined with the incentives and disincentives of
the institutional environment, mediated by state
regulation and market mechanism. This is consistent with the causal model in ﬁgure 2, suggesting
that mechanisms of isomorphism align with the
structure of incentives stemming from formal rules
of the institutional environment.34

ILLUSTRATIVE STUDIES IN NEW INSTITUTIONAL
ECONOMIC SOCIOLOGY
The causal model in the new institutional economic sociology integrates a micro-foundation
based on an account of the rational pursuit of interests, inﬂuenced by social relations and norms,
with the idea that each economy has an institutional framework. As ﬁgure 2 indicates, causal mechanisms operate in both directions, from macro to
micro and micro to macro levels of analysis. The
multilevel causal model moves beyond the earlier
embeddedness perspective toward a social relations
and institutions approach to explanation of the
emergence, persistence, and transformation of economic institutions and behavior. As a conceptual
framework, the new institutionalism in economic
sociology offers an open architecture for generating theories at the middle range extending the sociological approach to understanding economic
behavior. The central challenge in new institutional economic sociology is to specify and explicate
the nature of the relationships between elements at
different levels of the multilevel causal model to
explain how informal social organizations interact
with large institutional structures. Here are four illustrations of such use of a multilevel causal model.

ment state, as opposed to the predatory state, is
the presence of relatively well developed bureaucratic forms of public administration. As Weber argued in his theory of bureaucracy, the introduction
of merit-based recruitment offering predictable career ladders established the basis for long-term
commitments to bureaucratic service. Whether in
the Meiji bureaucracy in Japan or in late-developing industrial economies like China, the development of modern bureaucratic capacity at the service
of reform politicians was critical to government’s
ability to monitor and enforce rules oriented toward promoting economic development. At the
level of individual action, close-knit groups of elite
bureaucrats share norms and goals shaped by meritocratic rules for recruitment and promotion,
which reduces the attractiveness of corruption.
This Weberian model provides an alternative to
Shleifer and Vishny’s (1994, 1023) “grabbing
hand of the state” model that conﬂates bureaucrats
and politicians, showing that politicians invariably
“try to inﬂuence ﬁrms to pursue political objectives” inconsistent with the objective of economic
growth. In the Weberian model, bureaucrats are
distinct from politicians insofar as they are vested
with long-term careers governed by meritocratic
rules of recruitment and promotion. Norms,
shared belief in meritocratic service, and national
development goals not only reduce the temptation
of corruption but over time give rise to competence and credibility of commitment to civil service dedicated to the public good. The result is increased organizational capacity of the state, which
in turn enables and motivates reform-minded
rulers to increase revenues through economic
growth rather than predation.

Institutional
Environment

Organizational
Level

Weberian Model of Economic Growth
Evans and Rauch (1999) specify a three-level
causal model to examine the effect of Weberian
state structures on economic growth in developing
economies. They argue that the characteristic feature of the institutional framework of the develop-
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Figure 3. Evans and Rauch’s model on the effects of
Weberian state structure on economic growth
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A Dynamic Game-Theoretic Model of
Deinstitutionalization
A multilevel causal model provides analytic
leverage in understanding the emergence of market economies in postsocialist China, Eastern Europe, and the former Soviet Union. When Western
economists traveled to Eastern Europe and the
former Soviet Union to advise reformers at the
onset of market reforms, their advice consistently
emphasized big-bang approaches to instituting a
market economy by designing sweeping changes in
the formal rules governing property rights and
markets. They assumed that formal rules—that is,
constitution, civil law, and other regulations—
instituted by administrative ﬁat would establish a
modern capitalist economy (Sachs 1995). Such efforts at capitalism by design overlooked the realities of power and interests vested in the ruins of
Communism.35 By contrast, the incremental reform approach taken by reformers in China allowed economic actors to base their choices of institutions on trial and error that balanced speed
with a credible record of success. This more evolutionary approach to market transition soon gave
rise to the most dynamic economy in the world. In
China, institutional change was driven not so
much by top-down changes in the formal rules,
but by bottom-up realignment of interests and
power as new organizational forms, private property rights, and market institutions evolved in an
economy shifting away from central state control
over economic activity to market-driven ﬁrm performance.36 Changes in formal rules governing the
emerging market economy tended to follow ex post
changes in the informal business practices, and
were therefore more in keeping with the real interests of political and economic actors.37 As in the
former Soviet Union, however, efforts to reform
state-owned enterprises through formal rule changes
in China also proved largely ineffectual because, in
part, ex ante changes in formal rules often ran
counter to the vested interests and conﬂicting
sources of legitimacy of the Communist Party organization entrenched in state-owned ﬁrms.
Nee and Lian’s dynamic game theory model
(1994) of declining ideological and political commitment helps to explain deinstitutionalization of
the Communist Party in departures from central
planning in transition economies. The technological
and military gap that grew during the Cold War between the advanced market economies and state socialist countries precipitated reform efforts by Communist elites to narrow the gap through innovations
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that sought to incorporate in the institutional
framework of central planning increased reliance on
the market mechanism. But at the individual level of
party bureaucrats and ofﬁcials, the growth of economic and political markets increased the payoff
for opportunism and malfeasance, which in turn
sparked within close-knit groups of party members
a group-based social dynamic leading to declining
ideological and political commitment to the Communist Party. This is demonstrated in a tipping
point model wherein opportunism and malfeasance
among party members, initially small, eventually
reaches a critical mass. The reform leaders in the
party attempt to address the problem through campaigns aimed at punishing malfeasance. Over time,
however, declining commitment reaches a critical
tipping point, precipitating demoralization and collapse of the Communist Party as an effective ruling
organization. This in turn paves the way for deinstitutionalization of the party and far-reaching change
in political institutions, including political revolution, in reforming state socialism. This gametheoretic model provides an explanation for declining organizational performance, highlighting
the embedded nature of ideological commitment
among party members and specifying the social
dynamics that produce the tidal shift from commitment to the party’s rules and goals to widespread
opportunism and defection. The model links
change in the incentive structure of the institutional
environment—from redistribution to market—to
the emergence in close-knit party networks of belief
in opportunism as the expected behavior, presently,
in a ruling party founded on an ideology opposed
to such behavior. This sociological explanation for
the rapid and relatively nonviolent collapse of
Communist polities in Eastern Europe and the
Institutional
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Figure 4. Nee and Lian’s dynamic model of declining political commitment in state socialism
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former Soviet Union is an alternative to standard
economic and political interpretations (Aslund
1995; Beissinger 2002). In China and Vietnam,
where Communist parties still retain power, the
model predicts a cumulative decline of ideological
and organizatonal commitment to the party.
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(Time Span)

A Signaling Model of the Market Mechanism
White’s (2001) theory of production markets
portrays them as social structures constructed by
producers in response to uncertainty arising upstream and downstream in particular market niches. When a new market niche emerges, new and established ﬁrms gear up production as they enter
the market. Inevitably they must make investment
and production decisions in a state of uncertainty
with respect to upstream suppliers and downstream buyers. Applying Spence’s (1974) signaling
theory and Burt’s (1992) model of rational action
in networks, White argues that ﬁrms watch for cues
and clues emitted by rival ﬁrms, as each ﬁrm adapts
products for the market niche.
Thus the social construction of a market comprised of producers in a niche stems from the attempts by ﬁrms to interpret and use information
from signals emitted by peers, as they maneuver
and compete for position in the production market. Firms watch each other, and use signals from
other ﬁrms to guide their choices and action. They
search for their identity through the signals from
competitor ﬁrms about the quality of their products or services. A ﬁrm’s reputation for quality is
crucial to its survival. Through mutual signaling of
perceived quality, ﬁrms order themselves in a pecking order—their market proﬁle—in the niche. In
the production market ﬁrms may form strategic
alliances to strengthen ties or decouple from speciﬁc ties with member ﬁrms to disengage from
dependencies. The outcome over time is an institutional framework of stable industrial sectors
comprised of networks of ﬁrms. White’s model
speciﬁes and explicates a market mechanism arising
endogenously from producers signaling each other
in the production market. The identity of member
ﬁrms in that market is framed by its roles and
norms. White proffers a sociological view of markets as social structures in which producers act as
the interface between upstream suppliers and
downstream buyers—an alternative model of markets as a social institution, differing from the neoclassical economic assumption of perfect competition in markets.

Emergent market
with upstream
suppliers and
downstream buyers

Stable
industrial
sector

Firms, new and
established, gear up
production as they enter
the market

Market profile of
firms arrayed
hierarchically in a
production market

years of market expansion

Economic actors in firms
signal perceptions of
quality in industry

Individual
Level

Figure 5.

White’s model of production markets

A Study of Close Coupling between Informal
Norms and Formal Organizational Goals
In a classic ethnography of shop-ﬂoor work
norms and the emergence of institutionalized rules
of advanced capitalism, Burawoy (1979) integrates
insights from the Marxist theory of the ﬁrm with
the context-bound utilitarian view of rational action of managers and employees in a large industrial ﬁrm. His organizational analysis shows that
the emergence of internal labor markets and the
shift of management styles to the image of an internal state grew out of the ﬁrm’s strategy of adaptation to competition arising from global markets.
Introducing these characteristic institutional features of advanced capitalist ﬁrms induced a rise of
individualism among employees competing in internal labor markets for advancement and promotion. Self-organized activity among employees also
increased. Burawoy maintains that the informal
games and norms of close-knit shop-ﬂoor work
groups led to norm-based consent between employees and managers supporting the goals of
management. The informal employee consent in
Institutional
Environment

Organizational
Level

As large industrial firms
adapt to global markets,
they shift from competitive
to monopoly capitalism

Monopoly
capitalism with
industrial peace and
high productivity

Industrial firms develop
internal labor markets and
consolidate management in
the image of an internal state

Norms that tacitly support
the goals of management;
close coupling of informal
and formal rules

(Time Span)

Individual
Level

years of transition to monopoly capitalism

Rise of individualism among employees
as they compete and participate in
internal labor markets; expansion in selforganized informal games and activities

Figure 6. Burawoy’s model of shop-ﬂoor work
norms and monopoly capitalism
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turn gave rise to the institutional environment of
advanced capitalism characterized by industrial
peace and high productivity.

SUMMARY COMPARISON
Overall, the new institutionalisms in economics
and sociology are uniﬁed around the view that
neoclassical economics is limited by its unrealistic
behavioral assumption of individual utility maximization, its conception of homo economicus, and
its unrealistic assumption of zero transaction costs,
as if institutions, social relations, and cultural beliefs were superﬂuous to understanding economic
Table 1.
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and organizational life. Notwithstanding this shared
viewpoint, these institutionalist approaches should
be viewed as distinct but related research programs
with overlapping assumptions and shared concepts. Table 1 offers a summary comparison between them.
Durkheim’s methodological holism has had a
powerful inﬂuence on institutional theory in organizational analysis, as has its origins in studies of
nonproﬁt organizations. This is evident in its behavioral assumption emphasizing nonrational action molded by codiﬁed and legitimated beliefs,
scripts, myths, rituals, and rationalized stories. In
the foundation essay by Meyer and Rowan (1977),
there is little mention of the pressures imposed on

The New Institutionalisms in Sociology and Economics
New
Institutionalism in
Organizational
Analysis

New Institutionalist
Economic
Sociology

New Institutional
Economics

Behavioral
assumption

Emphasis on
nonrational action
oriented to cultural
beliefs constitutive
of the institutional
environment

Rationality is
context bound;
actors motivated by
interests, usually
shaped by shared
beliefs, norms, and
network ties

“Intendedly rational,
but limitedly so”;
information asymmetry
and uncertainty give
rise to hazards accruing
to opportunism

Actors

Professionals serve
as the agents of
institutionalization

Organizations are
actors; individuals
articulate interests
within organizations
and networks

Organizations and
individuals are actors

Deﬁnition of
institution

Rationalized myths
and routines,
conformity to
which conﬁrms
legitimacy

Interrelated system
of institutional
elements—informal
and formal—
facilitating,
motivating, and
governing social
and economic action

Humanly constructed
constraints—the
formal and informal
rules that structure
incentives; discrete
governance structures
as contracting units

Macro-level
mechanisms

State regulation,
coercive and
normative
isomorphism

State regulation,
market mechanism,
collective action

States seek revenue
maximization;
transaction cost
economizing by ﬁrms

Micro-level
mechanisms

Action oriented
to mimicking,
conformity, and
decoupling

Interest-driven
action within
organizations
and networks

Self-interested
principal/agents;
calculating hazards
of opportunism

Sources

Durkheim, Weber,
Berger and
Luckmann

Weber, Marx,
Polanyi, Homans

Smith, Knight,
Commons, Coase
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organizations by the motive to survive and proﬁt
in competitive markets. Rather, the organization’s
practical action and strategy are principally motivated by concern for securing and maintaining legitimacy. Organizational neoinstitutionalists tend
to reject utilitarian conceptions of purposive action
to embrace what they perceive as a cultural turn in
social theory. The behavioral assumption emphasizing the nonrational cultural basis of social action
integrates Durkheim’s conception of institutions as
social molds with insights from ethnomethodology (Garﬁnkel 1967; Cicourel 1974; Giddens 1979)
and social theorists who are leading the cultural
turn in sociology (Goffman 1967; Berger and
Luckmann 1967; Douglas 1986; Bourdieu [1972]
1977; Swidler 1986). Notwithstanding, DiMaggio
and Powell (1983) incorporate bounded rationality in their conception of organizational actors, and
hence their seminal essay provides a useful bridge
linking new institutional economic sociology with
organizational theory.
At the other end of the continuum, new institutional economics explicitly assumes bounded
rationality: individuals intend to be utility maximizing, but are limitedly so, due to uncertainty, information asymmetry, and imperfect cognitive
ability. Its basic underlying view of human agency—
“self-interest seeking with guile”—is, despite Posner’s (1993) remarks to the contrary, distinct from
and not readily incorporated into the neoclassical
view of homo economicus, who is wholly rational,
having complete information and perfect computational skills.
New institutional economic sociology stands at
the center, between the economists’ assumption of
bounded rationality and the cultural turn in organizational sociology. Despite differences in emphasis, its conception of organizational action is
complementary with core arguments advanced by
DiMaggio and Powell (1983) on interest-driven aspects of isomorphic adaptation by organizations to
their institutional environment. Despite similarities
in emphasis, it differs from economics in building
on “a broader formulation of rational choice”
(Granovetter 1985, 506), in which rationality is
viewed as context-bound—often decisively inﬂuenced by shared beliefs and norms monitored and
enforced by mechanisms arising from social interactions in close-knit networks and groups. Thus rational action in economic life is facilitated, motivated, and governed by shared beliefs, social relations,
norms, and institutions—a view that is inconsistent
with neoclassical economics’ assumption of an
atomistic, utility-maximizing homo economicus.

Although transaction cost economics assumes
individual opportunistic actors, its unit of analysis—economic transactions—is operationalized at
the organizational and institutional levels. Individual-level action is seldom a focus of analytic attention. Economists unproblematically extend their
conception of individual-level action to corporate
actors in a conceptual framework that views institutions as the rules of the game and organizations
as the players. North’s (1990) theory of institutional change turns on the assumption that organizations respond efﬁciently, even when gradually, as
rational actors to changing relative prices, mounting
collective action to pressure for changes in the formal rules of the game that enable them to adapt to
the new price structure. North’s theory of institutional change, however, overlooks the powerful inertial forces within organizations stemming from
past investments in stable formal rules, informal
social organization, and opposition norms (Stinchcombe 1965).
Organizational new institutionalists emphasize
professionals as actors driven by concern for legitimacy in their relationship to particular organizational ﬁelds and to the broader institutional environment. Rules, scripts, myths, stories, and menus
provide the rationalized guidelines for strategic
and practical action. But as in transaction cost economics, individual-level action is implicit in neoinstitutional organizational theory, and is uncommonly a focus of empirical attention, except by
reference to the role of professionals as occupational groups. Neoinstitutional theory shifts attention away from informal social structures and
processes inside the organization, emphasized by
old institutionalists like Barnard, Selznick, and
Blau, to focus on actors at the levels of the organizational ﬁeld and the institutional environment.
The actors that matter are external to the organization, in professional associations and legitimacymonitoring agencies.
In accord with the embeddedness perspective’s
emphasis on proximate causes embedded in networks, new institutional economic sociologists
often focus on individual-level actors, whether entrepreneurs or employees. Agency and the pursuit
of interests are facilitated, motivated, and governed by social relations, shared beliefs, norms,
and institutions. Established organizations often
appear inert, from this perspective, because they
face powerful inertial forces; instead new organizational forms generate the pressures for institutional change (Ingram 1998). In this respect
economic sociologists agree with organizational
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sociologists that rational action by organizational
actors is problematic, not only because it is difﬁcult
to measure, but because unintended consequences
of individual-level rational action and path dependence at the institutional level greatly complicate
matters at the organizational level.
As DiMaggio and Powell (1991) point out,
there are many more deﬁnitions of institutions
than there are new institutionalisms in the social
sciences, because scholars have been casual in deﬁning them. Despite the profusion of deﬁnitions,
there is an underlying consensus about this matter
in economic and sociological new institutionalisms. Organizational new institutionalists conceive of institutions as systems of rationalized
myths and routines, conformity to which confers
legitimacy upon organizations. While their conceptual language may differ, the underlying theme
of institutions as rule-governed social constructions is consistent with new institutionalist economics and economic sociology, which share similar deﬁnitions of institutions as dominant systems
of interrelated formal and informal rules that facilitate, motivate, and govern social and economic
behavior. Economic sociology differs from economics, however, in the view that institutions are
not simply the formal and informal constraints that
specify incentives and disincentives, as in North
(1981), but fundamentally encompass socially constructed arenas in which actors identify and pursue
interests. Although economists acknowledge the
importance of informal social organization, their
analysis emphasizes the role of the state in enforcing formal rules. Economic sociologists emphasize
the norms produced and maintained in close-knit
groups that comprise the informal social organization in ﬁrms. As they see it, ongoing interpersonal
ties and networks are crucial to understanding the
nature of the relationship between informal social
organization and formal rules.
New institutionalists in economics and sociology concur that regulatory rules monitored and enforced by the state and statelike organizations frame
the underlying social structure of the institutional
environment. Formal rules are important in economic analysis insofar as they deﬁne the incentive
structure for organizations and ﬁrms, as in the
rules governing property rights. Economists emphasize the monitoring and enforcement of formal
rules by the state as the crucial macro-level mechanism. They simply assume markets and instead
focus explanatory attention on changes in the relationship between the economic and political actors
(e.g., North and Weingast 1989). Organizational
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analysts, in turn, highlight organizations’ quest for
legitimacy as the motor that drives conformity to
institutionalized rules and practices through coercive, normative, and mimetic mechanisms. The
mechanisms of isomorphism operate within the organizational ﬁeld, promoting increasing homogeneity among organizations. New institutional
economic sociology once again occupies the center, drawing on insights on the role of the state in
implementing institutional innovations and on legitimacy as a motivating interest of organizations.
Economic sociologists borrow insights from organizational research on the importance of isomorphism as a macro-level causal mechanism, but their
focus on ﬁrms and entrepreneurs as opposed to
nonproﬁt organizations (i.e., public schools, local
government, museums, hospitals) imparts greater
attention to specifying and explicating how market
mechanisms and state regulation shape the way
economic actors compete for survival and proﬁts.38
With respect to speciﬁcation of micro-level
mechanisms, organizational sociologists emphasize
organizational action oriented to mimicking, conformity, and decoupling. New institutional economists build on a modiﬁed version of the maximizing assumption of neoclassical economics. The
integration of information asymmetry and uncertainty confers a greater level of realism on bounded rationality. New institutional economic sociology conceives of micro-level mechanisms as
stemming from the interest-driven action of individuals inﬂuenced by ongoing social relations,
shared beliefs, norms, and institutions.
The sources of the new institutionalisms in economics and sociology are diverse, reﬂecting differences in emphasis, behavioral assumptions, and
core organizing concepts. Economic new institutionalists extend the Smithian classical tradition
of economic reasoning through the writings of
Coase, Knight, Commons, North, and Williamson, but they also borrow key insights from Weber,
Marx, and Polanyi in their understanding of institutions and institutional change. In organizational
analysis, institutional theorists extend Durkheim’s
view of institutions as “social facts” that mold social behavior and Weber’s view of the importance
of cultural beliefs in motivating social and economic action. New institutionalists in economic
sociology extend insights from Weber’s methodological individualism and pioneering work in
comparative institutional analysis focusing on systems of shared beliefs, law, bureaucracy, markets,
and the state; from Marx’s theory of capitalist economic institutions, which anticipated the concept
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of transaction costs in analyzing the nature of the
relationship between capitalists and workers; and
from Polanyi’s concept of social embeddedness
and analysis of the institutional mechanisms giving
rise to and maintaining modern market economies.
They also draw on insights from economics, especially following the recent sociological turn in economics that has increased the areas of overlapping
concerns.

CONCLUSION
Sociological analysis of the nature of the relationships between networks, norms, and large institutional structures in economic life is at an early
stage. As economic sociology reﬁnes and deepens
its explanation of the nature of these relationships,
it will necessarily draw on a variety of methodological and theoretical tools. Insights from cognitive science, behavioral economics, game theory,
and computer simulation of the emergence, diffusion, and transformation of norms and beliefs can
contribute to deepening understanding of the
micro-macro links (Marsh 2002). These methods
can also contribute to understanding the stability
of customs, conventions, norms, and beliefs.
Central to the research agenda of a new institutional approach is to bring comparative institutional analysis back into economic sociology. Much
of this work to date has involved qualitative historical analysis of one or two case studies. While such
work has led to advances in understanding the relationship between institutions and economic behavior, the use of quantitative methods moving
beyond case studies to engage systematic crossnational ﬁrm-level studies can specify and explicate
how variable features of the institutional environment affect ﬁrms’ behavior in the global economy.
Comparative institutional analysis of ﬁrm-centric
data on sources of perceived costs in the institutional environment offers a promising approach to
the measurement of transaction costs. Though
transaction cost is the core theoretical concept of
new institutional economics, economists have yet
to measure this concept in a manner useful for empirical analysis.39 As it refers to the costs stemming
from uncertainty and information asymmetry embedded in social relations (e.g., the principal-agent
relationship), it is a concept of signiﬁcant interest
to sociologists as well. The development of standardized indexes of transaction costs arising from a
variety of institutional sources (i.e., property
rights, uncertainty, transparency of rules, resource

dependence, bureaucracy, government regulation,
state predation) using ﬁrm-centric data opens the
way for a more differentiated account of how the
institutional environment inﬂuences economic behavior.40 Economic sociologists, for example, can
fruitfully extend the ecological reasoning of organizational sociology to examine discrete patterns in
institutional environments that support distinct organizational forms. For example, what features of
the institutional environment—“institutional ecology”—support modern public-owned corporations
as opposed to the traditional family-owned ﬁrms in
the global economy?
The idea of path dependence, imported into
economics from the physical sciences, has deepened social science understanding of institutional
change (Nelson and Winter 1982; David 1986;
Arthur 1988). Path dependence refers to the lockin effects stemming from initial conditions on subsequent development and change in the institutional environment. Economic historians have
used the idea productively to explain the stability
of institutions and the persistence of institutional
arrangements that may later be inefﬁcient for economic actors, given changes in relative prices
(North 1990; Greif [1994] 1998). Hamilton and
Feenstra (1998, 173) show that the idea of path
dependence is adumbrated in Weber’s theory of
economic rationalization, which maintains that
“entrepreneurial strategy is necessarily embedded
in an array of existing economic interactions and
organizations.” Further research is needed to deepen understanding of path-dependent institutional
change and especially of the relationship between
the persistence of informal institutional elements
and change in formal rules (Nee and Cao 1999). It
is the stability of informal institutional elements—
customs, networks, norms, cultural beliefs—that
disproportionately accounts for path dependence
in institutional arrangements.
Just as economists ﬁnd it useful to incorporate
the idea of embeddedness in their models of the
economy, so economic sociology can beneﬁt from
integrating economic ideas that are complementary to the modern sociological approach. Economic exchange is a specialized form of social exchange
(Homans 1974, 68); hence the mechanisms facilitating, motivating, and governing social processes
extend to economic behavior. Cross-disciplinary
trade with economics has been useful to sociology
in the past, as evident in the extensive borrowing
from economics by the founders of modern sociology, and in the inﬂuence of imported ideas such
as human capital, social capital, and path depen-
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dence. New institutional economic sociology is
well positioned to beneﬁt from, and contribute to,
intellectual trade with economists, especially in
light of their turn to sociology for understanding
about the social dimension of economic life.

NOTES
I am very appreciative of the careful reading of an earlier
draft, and excellent comments generously provided by
Rachel Davis, Paul DiMaggio, Oliver Williamson, Paul Ingram, Sonja Opper, Rudolf Richter, Richard Swedberg, and
Brett de Bary. Thanks to Wubiao Zhou and Suzanne Wright
for their research assistance.
1. Recent reviews provide overviews of the new institutionalisms in economics (Eggertsson 1990; Williamson
1994; Furubotn and Richter 1997), in organizational analysis (DiMaggio and Powell 1991; Ingram and Clay 2000), in
rational choice political science (Ordeshook 1990; Weingast
2003), and in historical institutionalism (Thelen and Steinmo 1992; Hall and Taylor 1996; Pierson and Skocpol
2003). Scott (2001) offers a useful conceptual inventory of
advances in organizational new institutionalism.
2. See Granovetter 1992 for an application of a social
constructionist approach to the study of economic institutions. Granovetter offers an interpretive account of institutions amenable to historical studies of institutions and institutional change.
3. Coase believes nonetheless that state intervention can
be effective, but not always or automatically.
4. Furubotn and Richter (1997) show, however, that
bounded rationality cannot be incorporated in neoclassical
economics as such.
5. A thoughtful review of the old economic institutionalism by Hodgson (1998) argues that habitual behavior was
the starting point of its institutional analysis. The old institutional economist examined patterns and regularities of
human behavior—habits—as the basis for the approach to
macroeconomic systems. It was not that the old institutionalists failed to generate important ﬁndings, but they were
displaced by the rise of mathematical economics. See also
Yonay 1998 for an examination of the conﬂict between the
old institutionalists and neoclassical economists.
6. Stinchcombe (1997) in fact views Coase’s “The Nature
of the Firm” (1937) as an important contribution to the old
economic institutionalism’s core research agenda, identifying the institutional elements making possible the competitive structure of capitalism. According to Stinchcombe,
Coase’s analysis of the nature of ﬁrm boundaries complements Commons’s work on the noncontractual basis of the
contracts that constitute the ﬁrm. Williamson (1981,
549–50) explicitly acknowledges his own intellectual debt to
Commons (1934), who “recognized that there were a variety of governance structures with which to mediate the exchange of goods or services between technologically separable entities. Assessing the capacities of different structures to
harmonize relations between parties and recognizing that
new structures arose in the service of these harmonizing
purposes were central to the study of institutional economics as he conceived it.”
7. Signiﬁcant early writings of the new institutional economists inﬂuenced by Coase’s classic essays include Alchian
1950; Alchian and Demsetz 1972, 1973; Cheung 1970,
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1974; Davis and North 1971; Demsetz 1967, 1968, 1983;
North and Thomas 1973; Barzel 1982, 1989; Williamson
1975, 1985; and Ostrom 1990. In a recent review, Williamson (2000) includes six Nobel laureates among key ﬁgures
in the new institutional economics: Kenneth Arrow, Friedrich Hayek, Gunnar Myrdal, Herbert Simon, Ronald Coase,
and Douglass North. The founding of the International Society for New Institutional Economics by Coase, North, and
Williamson in 1996 has provided an annual forum for new
work, much of it empirical, and has greatly expanded the
scope of research addressed by new institutional economists.
8. Speciﬁcally, Williamson makes use of the contract law
literature and the organization literatures of Barnard
([1938] 1964) and especially the Carnegie school (Simon
1957; March and Simon 1958, Cyert and March 1963).
9. “Problems of contracting are greatly complicated by
economic agents who make ‘false or empty, that is, selfdisbelieved threats or promises’ (Goffman 1959, p. 105),
cut corners for undisclosed personal advantage, cover up
tracks, and the like” (Williamson 1981, 554).
10. Transaction cost economics concurs with population
ecology’s core assumption that competition in a market
economy is the driving mechanism of adaptive ﬁtness of organizational forms (Hannan and Freeman 1989) and offers
a ﬁrm-level answer to their question, “Why are there so
many kinds of organizations?” Its predictions have been
conﬁrmed in empirical tests (Joskow 1988; Shelanski and
Klein 1995; Masten 1993).
11. Because the essence of property rights is the right to
exclude, North (1981) reasoned that the state, which has a
comparative advantage in violence, plays a key role in specifying and enforcing property rights. North’s theory of the
state is neoclassical insofar as it assumes that rulers seek to
maximize revenue through an exchange of protection and
justice for revenue from constituents. Although the ruler
has an interest in devising property rights to maximize state
revenues, the existence of rivals capable of providing the
same services constrains the state. Because the free-rider
problem limits the ability of constituents to carry out society-wide institutional change, the state, which as a monopolist does not face a free-rider problem, is the source of institutional innovations.
12. Campbell and Lindberg (1990) analyze how a weak
state structure like the United States derives enormous
power through its control of formal rules governing property rights.
13. North and Weingast (1989) argue that in the English
case, the key events and conditions stemmed from the eruption of the tension between ruler and constituent that gave
rise to institutions limiting the capacity of the state to expropriate resources from producers, and hence the needed
incentives to fuel economic growth through innovation and
private enterprise.
14. Libecap (1994) integrates public choice theory with
new institutional economics to develop a property rights approach to institutional change that takes into account political and economic interests.
15. For example, the demise of China’s planned economy
led to a change in the structure of industrial production and
an increase in labor demand (changing relative prices). The
state’s response was to liberalize rules on internal migration
and household registration in rural areas.
16. A second prong of Granovetter’s critique was to point
to the limitations of the functionalist claim that institutions
and generalized morality are solutions to problems in economic life, a claim that “fails the elementary tests of a sound
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functional explanation laid down by Robert Merton in
1947” (1985, 488–89). In orienting economic sociology to
study the effect of interpersonal ties and network structures
on economic performance, Granovetter is well aware of a
slippery slope leading to functionalism within a social relations approach. It is not uncommon in the embeddedness
literature, for example, to uncover arguments positing the
advantages of networks as (1) solving efﬁciently the problem
of trust, (2) providing ready access to ﬁne-grained, timely,
and reliable information, and (3) allowing collective problem solving by entrepreneurs. This leads to his methodological emphasis on the need for economic sociology to study
the history of concrete interpersonal relations.
Because “enormous trust and enormous malfeasance may
follow from personal relations” (492), Granovetter argues it
is impossible to determine ex ante whether reliance on
interpersonal ties will cement trust or give rise to opportunities for malfeasance ex post. It is necessary therefore to
examine through historical case studies how speciﬁc interpersonal ties and network structures evolve (McGuire,
Granovetter, and Schwartz 1993). To succeed in its competition with new institutional economics, the embeddedness
approach needs to demonstrate that interpersonal ties have
more to do with shaping economic behavior and performance in markets and hierarchies than do organizational
forms. Along these lines, Granovetter has proposed a rival
hypothesis to transaction cost economics, which asserts that
variation in the structure and nature of interpersonal ties explains vertical integration of ﬁrms: “we should expect pressures towards vertical integration in a market where transacting ﬁrms lack a network of personal relations that
connects them or where such a network eventuates in conﬂict, disorder, opportunism, or malfeasance. On the other
hand, where a stable network of relations mediates complex
transactions and generates standards of behavior between
ﬁrms, such pressures should be absent” (1985, 503).
17. As Richard Miller (1987) points out, proximate causes are often shallow when contrasted with the deep determinative causes identiﬁed with large structures and processes.
18. Here I use virtually verbatim a comment provided by
Paul DiMaggio.
19. Williamson’s multilevel model in which a higher level
constrains the lower level differs from the multilevel model
I propose in ﬁgure 2 for new institutional economic sociology, where each level is in mutual dependence with the
other. As Paul DiMaggio has pointed out to me in a personal
communication, the latter approach offers a “co-evolutionary model, with phenomena at different levels mutually constituting contexts within which each evolves.”
20. See Rona-Tas 1994; Eyal, Szelényi, and Townsley
1998.
21. New institutional organizational analysis represents
more diversity in viewpoints on agency than is often acknowledged. For example, DiMaggio, Powell, and Scott differ with Meyer and Rowan in their interest in taking into account agency—actors who share beliefs and norms; hence
the former are closer to the position articulated by Greif
than to the structuralism of Meyer and Rowan.
22. Its use is restricted to analyzing social interactions in
equilibrium, a situation in which each player’s behavior is
optimal given the perceived and expected behavior of others
in the game.
23. In his inﬂuential study of the Maghrebi and Genoese
traders in late medieval economic history, Greif ([1994] 1998)
demonstrated the use of game theory to explicate the manner
in which social variables such as beliefs, norms, and networks
motivate economic action. Both groups of traders relied on

community-based social institutions to solve principal-agent issues: the problem of negotiating and securing contracts ex
ante and ensuring their compliance ex post given asymmetric
information, partial contracting, and uncertainty. Genoese
traders guided by individualist cultural beliefs constructed formal institutional structures that enabled them to employ
nonkin agents. The Maghrebi traders were collectivist in their
cultural beliefs and relied on ethnically bounded institutional
arrangements to organize long-distance trade. Greif points out
that although the historical record does not allow a test of relative efﬁciency between the two trading systems, the Maghrebis eventually disappeared from the Mediterranean world,
whereas Genoese traders ﬂourished in late medieval Europe.
Greif ([1994] 1998, 96–97) observes that “it is intriguing that
the Maghribis’ societal organization resembles that of contemporary developing countries, whereas the Genoese societal
organization resembles the developed West, suggesting that
the individualistic system may have been more efﬁcient in the
long run. . . . To the extent that the division of labor is a necessary condition for long-run sustained economic growth, formal enforcement institutions that support anonymous exchange facilitate economic development.”
24. Development of an interest-related approach to comparative institutional analysis is being pursued by Nee and
Swedberg at the Center for the Study of Economy and Society at Cornell University (see www.economyandsociety
.org). The views expressed by Scott and Meyer (1983) are
complementary to an interest-related approach to institutional analysis.
25. Clearly, organizational ﬁeld and production markets
are overlapping and redundant concepts with respect to forproﬁt ﬁrms. Mechanisms of conformity to group norms and
beliefs about expected behavior operate in all close-knit
groups, whether of ﬁrms or individuals. Given the emphasis
on for-proﬁt ﬁrms in economic sociology, production market, as opposed to organizational ﬁeld, is the more useful
concept.
26. An early focus on nonproﬁt organizations may account for why organizational sociologists specify legitimacyseeking as the driving mechanism of organizational behavior.
DiMaggio and Powell (1983) specify three mechanisms—
coercive, normative, and mimetic—promoting isomorphism
in organizational ﬁelds. They integrate their mechanisms of
isomorphism with resource dependence theory to specify
hypotheses predicting the extent of isomorphism at the organization and ﬁeld levels. Coercive isomorphism integrates
resource dependence theory into organizational analysis;
normative isomorphism speciﬁes how professional associations inﬂuence organizational behavior under conditions of
uncertainty; and mimetic isomorphism, as DiMaggio writes
in a personal communication, “is about how . . . intendedly
rational actors, facing uncertainty under high stakes, satisﬁce
by identifying successful peers and making reasonable but
incorrect attributions about the causes of their success.”
27. Social ties and norms do not themselves constitute
mechanisms insofar as they are concepts referring to elements
of social structure—the relationship connecting two or more
actors and the informal rules governing the relationship.
28. See Roethlisberg and Dickson 1939; Whyte 1943;
Festinger, Schachter, and Back 1950; Schachter et al. 1951;
Jennings 1950; Seashore 1954; Bott 1957; Riley and Cohn
1958; Walker and Heyns 1962; Cook et al. 1983; Ellickson
1991; Petersen 1992; Kollock 1994; Lawler and Yoon
1996.
29. Shibutani (1978) provides detailed observations
about the emergence and maintenance of norms of a closeknit group of Japanese American soldiers in a military base,
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documenting norm emergence as a product of collective
problem-solving as members of the group socially construct
a deﬁnition of the situation and course of action that optimizes their welfare.
30. Ellickson’s analysis of conﬂict arising from damage to
property caused by trespassing cattle showed that the residents of Shasta County commonly resorted to informal
norms of cooperation to settle disputes. Ellickson reports
that ranchers and residents have only a vague grasp of the
formal litigation procedures involved in resolving disputes
over trespassing. Moreover, litigation is viewed as a costly
way to settle property disputes, both ﬁnancially and with respect to long-standing relationships in a close-knit community. Ellickson’s narrative of the incidents of disputes between ranchers and suburbanites shows that despite their
cultural differences, a common identity as residents of Shasta County sustains a live-and-let-live philosophy that enables
parties to practice mutual restraint. As long as accounts balanced along multiple dimensions of interpersonal relations,
parties in disputes settled informally:
The landowners who were interviewed clearly regard their restraint in seeking monetary relief as a mark of virtue. When
asked why they did not pursue meritorious legal claims arising
from trespass or fence-ﬁnance disputes, various landowners
replied: “I’m not that kind of guy”; “I don’t believe in it”; “I
don’t like to create a stink”; “I try to get along.” The
landowners who attempted to provide a rationale for this forbearance all implied the same one, a long-term reciprocity of
advantage. Ann Kershaw: “The only one that makes money
[when you litigate] is the lawyer.” Al Levitt: “I ﬁgure it will
balance out in the long run.” Pete Schultz: “I hope they’ll do
the same for me.” Phil Ritchie: “My family believes in ‘live
and let live.’” (1991, 61)

31. Ellickson’s speciﬁcation of welfare-maximization is
not Pareto-superior insofar as its criterion focuses on the
question, do most people derive a net beneﬁt from the
norm? According to the prisoner’s dilemma game, T >
R > P > S, where T is the temptation to defect, R is the reward for mutual cooperation, P is punishment for mutual
defection, and S is the sucker’s payoff. The condition for the
prisoner’s dilemma norm to be in equilibrium is that the
total payoff for cooperation, after deducting the cost of
monitoring and enforcement (C), must be greater than the
payoff for defection (T) and the sucker’s payoff (S) : 2R −
C > T + S (Nee and Ingram 1998).
32. Nee and Ingram (1998) specify how informal norms
emerge and interact with formal institutional elements, permitting predictions about organizational and economic performance that can be empirically tested.
33. For example, in 1997 the landmark federal discrimination case against Texaco imposed a costly settlement of
$175 million to minority employees, and the publicity arising from the case also damaged the ﬁrm’s reputation. Texaco was compelled to carry out extensive organizational
changes in personnel policy and practices in making credible
commitment to eliminating racial discrimination to avoid
further ﬁnes and restore its legitimacy. The federal discrimination case against Coca-Cola was resolved at a cost of $192
million to the ﬁrm. Coca-Cola’s management, moreover,
agreed to ongoing external monitoring of its progress in
eliminating bias in all aspects of the ﬁrm’s operation. As with
the public response to the landmark Texaco discrimination
case, both damage to Coca-Cola’s brand name and the ﬁnancial and organizational penalties of the settlement had
the effect of reinforcing other ﬁrms’ belief in self-monitoring
for compliance with EEO/AA guidelines.
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34. In their study of the history of personnel practices in
279 ﬁrms in California, Virginia, and New Jersey—localities
with different institutional contexts— Sutton and Dobbin
(1996) conﬁrm an endogenous motivation of personnel
professionals and afﬁrmative action ofﬁcers to develop
strategies for compliance with EEO guidelines. Federal activism through expanded legal and political pressures on
ﬁrms increased the rate of adoption of legalization within
the ﬁrm of due-process governance. In general, the diffusion
of legalized governance structures demonstrating compliance with EEO/AA guidelines shows time-trends corresponding to ups and downs of federal EEO/AA enforcement activities. Firms that contracted with the federal
government were more likely to ﬁle annual EEO reports to
demonstrate good faith in compliance with federal guidelines. Organizations closer to the public domain more readily complied with federal EEO/AA rules and guidelines.
Signiﬁcantly, ﬁndings by Sutton et al. “suggest that legalization is not aimed inward, toward speciﬁc employee demands
or organizational requirements, but outward at the shifting
concerns of regulators and courts” (1994, 996). In a followup study using a different data set of 154 for-proﬁt ﬁrms,
Sutton and Dobbin (1996) conﬁrm the close coupling of
state regulation of formal rules and the normative pressures
on management from human resource professionals inside
the ﬁrm to institute proactive governance strategies (i.e.,
formal lawlike rules governing grievance procedures and internal labor markets to protect equality of rights) in order to
comply with federal EEO/AA guidelines.
35. For analyses of how institutional change by administrative design and formal rule change faltered in Eastern Europe and Russia, see Stark 1996; Gray and Hendley 1997;
Hellman 1997; Varese 2001.
36. For analyses by economic sociologists of realignment
of power and interests favoring economic actors in market
transitions and institutional change in China, see Walder
1995; Nee 1996; Cao 2001; Guthrie 1999; Keister 2000.
37. See Shirk 1993; Naughton 1995; and Opper, Wong,
and Hu 2002 for analyses of how economic and political actors beneﬁted from institutional change.
38. Economic sociologists whose work examines the effect of markets include Saxenian (1994); Swedberg (1994);
Abolaﬁa (1996); Uzzi (1997); Guillén (2001); White
(2001); Baron and Hannan (forthcoming); Freeman (forthcoming); and Davis and Marquis (forthcoming). Those examining the effect of both market and state regulation on
economic actors include Nee (1992, 1996, 2000); Nee,
Sanders, and Sernau (1994); Walder (1995); Fligstein (1996,
2001); and Guthrie (1999).
39. North and Wallis (1986) estimated the size of the
transaction sector of the American economy; however, their
aggregate data is not useful for empirical analysis.
40. Firm-centric data, rather than aggregate national-level
data, is needed to measure transaction costs, which are the
costs to ﬁrms of negotiating, securing, and completing economic transactions. The problem with national-level aggregate data is that it does not measure the effect of variation in
institutional conditions on the ﬁrm and entrepreneur.
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4

Principles of
an Economic Anthropology
Pierre Bourdieu

To break with the dominant paradigm [in economics], we must attempt to construct a realist
deﬁnition of economic reason as an encounter between dispositions that are socially constituted (in
relation to a ﬁeld) and the structures, themselves
socially constituted, of that ﬁeld. In doing so, we
need to take note, within an expanded rationalist
vision, of the historicity constitutive of agents and
of their space of action.

THE STRUCTURE OF THE FIELD
Agents, that is to say, in this case ﬁrms, create
the space, that is to say, the economic ﬁeld, which
exists only through the agents that are found within it and that deform the space in their vicinity,
conferring a certain structure on it. In other
words, it is in the relationship between the various
“ﬁeld sources,” that is to say between the different
production ﬁrms, that the ﬁeld and the relations of
force that characterize it are engendered.1 More
concretely, it is the agents, that is to say, the ﬁrms,
deﬁned by the volume and structure of speciﬁc
capital they possess, that determine the structure
of the ﬁeld that determines them, that is, the state
of the forces exerted on the whole set of ﬁrms engaged in the production of similar goods. These
ﬁrms, which exert potential effects that are variable
in their intensity and direction, control a section of
the ﬁeld (“market share”), the size of which increases with the size of their capital. As for consumers, their behavior would be entirely reduced
to the effect of the ﬁeld if they did not have a certain interaction with it (as a function of their—
quite minimal—inertia). The weight (or energy)
associated with an agent, which undergoes the effects of the ﬁeld at the same time as it structures
that ﬁeld, depends on all the other points and the
relations between all the points, that is to say, on
the entire space.

Though we are here stressing the constants, we do not
overlook the fact that capital in its various species
varies depending on the particularity of each subﬁeld
(corresponding to what is ordinarily referred to as a
“sector” or a “branch” of industry), that is, depending on the history of the ﬁeld, on the state of development (and, in particular, on the degree of concentration) of the industry considered and on the
particularity of the product. At the end of the huge
study he conducted of the pricing practices of various
American industries, W. H. Hamilton related the idiosyncratic character of the different branches (that is to
say, of the different ﬁelds) to the particularities of the
histories of their emergence,2 each being characterized
by its own mode of functioning, its speciﬁc traditions,
and its particular way of making pricing decisions.3

The force attached to an agent depends on its
various “strengths,” sometimes called “strategic
market assets,” differential factors of success (or
failure), which may provide it with a competitive
advantage, that is to say, more precisely, on the
volume and structure of the capital the agent possesses in its different species: ﬁnancial capital (actual or potential), cultural capital (not to be confused with “human capital”), technological capital,
juridical capital and organizational capital (including
the capital of information about the ﬁeld), commercial capital, social capital, and symbolic capital.
Financial capital is the direct or indirect mastery
(through access to the banks) of ﬁnancial resources, which are the main condition (together
with time) for the accumulation and conservation
of all other kinds of capital. Technological capital is
the portfolio of scientiﬁc resources (research potential) or technical resources (procedures, aptitudes, routines, and unique and coherent knowhow, capable of reducing expenditure in labor or
capital or increasing its yield) that can be deployed
in the design and manufacture of products. Commercial capital (sales power) relates to the mastery
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of distribution networks (warehousing and transport), and marketing and after-sales services. Social
capital is the totality of resources (ﬁnancial capital
and also information, etc.) activated through a
more or less extended, more or less mobilizable
network of relations that procures a competitive
advantage by providing higher returns on investment.4 Symbolic capital resides in the mastery of
symbolic resources based on knowledge and recognition, such as “goodwill investment,” “brand loyalty,” and so on; as a power that functions as a
form of credit, it presupposes the trust or belief of
those upon whom it bears because they are disposed to grant it credence (it is this symbolic
power that Keynes invokes when he posits that an
injection of money is effective if agents believe it to
be so).5
The structure of the distribution of capital and
the structure of the distribution of costs, itself
linked mainly to the scale and degree of vertical integration, determine the structure of the ﬁeld, that
is to say, the relations of force among ﬁrms: the
mastery of a very large proportion of capital (of
the overall energy) in effect confers a power over
the ﬁeld, and hence over the ﬁrms least well endowed (relatively) in terms of capital; it also governs the price of entry into the ﬁeld, and the distribution of the opportunities for proﬁt. The
various species of capital do not act only indirectly,
through prices; they exert a structural effect, because the adoption of a new technique or the control of a larger market share, et cetera, modiﬁes the
relative positions and the yields of all the species of
capital held by other ﬁrms.
By contrast with the interactionist vision, which
knows no other form of social efﬁcacy than the
“inﬂuence” directly exerted by one enterprise (or
person entrusted with representing it) over another through some form of “interaction,” the structural vision takes account of effects that occur outside of any interaction: the structure of the ﬁeld,
deﬁned by the unequal distribution of capital, that
is, the speciﬁc weapons (or strengths), weighs,
quite apart from any direct intervention or manipulation, on all the agents engaged in the ﬁeld; and
the worse placed they are within that distribution,
the more it restricts the space of possibles open to
them. The dominant is the one that occupies a position in the structure such that the structure acts
on its behalf. It is through the weight they possess
within this structure, more than through the direct
interventions they may also make (in particular
through the “interlocking directorates” that are a
more or less distorted expression of it),6 that the

dominant ﬁrms exert their pressure on the dominated ﬁrms and on their strategies: they deﬁne the
regularities and sometimes the rules of the game,
by imposing the deﬁnition of strengths most favorable to their interests and modifying the entire
environment of the other ﬁrms and the system of
constraints that bear on them or the space of possibles offered to them.
The tendency for the structure to reproduce itself is immanent to the very structure of the ﬁeld:
the distribution of strengths governs the distribution of chances of success and of proﬁts through
various mechanisms, such as the economies of scale
or “barriers to entry” resulting from the permanent
disadvantage with which new entrants have to cope
or the operating costs they have to meet or the action of all kinds of “uncertainty-reducing institutions,” to use Jan Kregel’s expression,7 such as wage
and debt contracts, controlled prices, supply and
trading agreements, or “mechanisms which provide
information on the potential actions of the other
economic agents.” It follows that, by virtue of the
regularities inscribed in the recurrent games that
are played out in it, the ﬁeld offers a predictable
and calculable future and agents acquire in it transmissible skills and dispositions (sometimes called
“routines”) that form the basis of practical anticipations that are at least roughly well founded.
Because it is a particularity of the economic ﬁeld
that it authorizes and fosters the calculating vision
and the strategic dispositions that go with it, one
does not have to choose between a purely structural vision and a strategic vision: the most consciously elaborated strategies can be implemented
only within the limits and in the directions assigned to them by the structural constraints and by
the practical or explicit knowledge—always unequally distributed—of those constraints (the informational capital afforded to the occupants of a
dominant position—particularly through presence
on company boards or, in the case of banks,
through the data provided by those requesting
credit—is, for example, one of the resources that
make it possible to choose the best strategies for
capital management). Neoclassical theory, which
refuses to take structural effects and, a fortiori, objective power relations into account, is able to explain the advantages accorded to those with the
highest capital by the fact that, being more diversiﬁed, having greater experience and a greater reputation (and hence more to lose), they offer the
guarantees that enable capital to be provided to
them at a lower cost, all simply for reasons of economic calculation. And it will no doubt be object-
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ed that it is more parsimonious and rigorous to invoke the “disciplinary” role of the market as an
agency ensuring optimal coordination of preferences (by virtue of individuals being forced to submit their choices to the logic of proﬁt maximization on pain of being eliminated) or, more simply,
the price effect.
Now the notion of the ﬁeld breaks with the abstract logic of the automatic, mechanical, and instantaneous determination of prices in markets in
which unfettered competition prevails:8 it is the
structure of the ﬁeld, that is to say, the structure of
relations of force (or power relations) among ﬁrms
that determines the conditions in which agents
come to decide (or negotiate) purchase prices (of
materials, labor etc.) and selling prices (we see also
in passing that, overturning entirely the usual
image of “structuralism,” conceived as a form of
“holism” implying adherence to a radical determinism, this vision of action restores a certain free
play to agents, without forgetting, however, that
decisions are merely choices among possibles, deﬁned, in their limits, by the structure of the ﬁeld,
and that actions owe their orientation and effectiveness to the structure of the objective relations
between those engaging in them and those who
are the objects of those actions). The structure of
the relations of force among ﬁrms, which do not
just interact indirectly, by way of prices, contributes, in most essential respects, to determining prices by determining, through the position
occupied within this structure, the differential
chances of inﬂuencing price-formation—for example, through the economy-of-scale effect resulting
from the fact that bargaining positions with suppliers improve with size, or investment costs per
unit of capacity diminish as total capacity increases.
And it is this speciﬁc social structure that governs
the trends immanent to the mechanisms of the
ﬁeld and, thereby, the degrees of freedom left for
the strategies of the agents. It is not prices that determine everything, but everything that determines prices.
Thus, ﬁeld theory stands opposed to the atomistic, mechanistic vision that hypostasizes the price
effect and that, like Newtonian physics, reduces
agents (shareholders, managers, or ﬁrms) to interchangeable material points, whose preferences, inscribed in an exogenous utility function or even, in
the most extreme variant (formulated by Gary
Becker, among others), an immutable one, determine actions mechanically. It also stands opposed,
though in a different way, to the interactionist vision, which is, by virtue of the representation of
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the agent as a calculating atom, able to cohabit
with the mechanistic vision, and according to
which the economic and social order can be reduced to a host of interacting individuals, most
often interacting on a contractual basis. Thanks to
a series of postulates fraught with consequences,
notably the decision to treat ﬁrms as isolated
decision-makers maximizing their proﬁts,9 some
industrial organization theorists transfer to the
collective level, such as that of the ﬁrm (which, in
reality, itself functions as a ﬁeld) the model of individual decision-making on the basis of a conscious
calculation, consciously oriented toward proﬁt
maximization (some readily accept that the model
is unrealistic, recognizing, for example, that the
ﬁrm is a “nexus of contract,” though without deriving any consequences from this). In this way,
industrial organization theory reduces the structure
of the relations of force constitutive of the ﬁeld to
a set of interactions that in no respect transcend
those engaged in the ﬁeld at a particular moment
and can therefore be described in the language of
game theory. Being perfectly congruent in its basic
postulates with the intellectualist theory that also
underlies it, neoclassical theory, which, as is often
forgotten, was explicitly and expressly constructed
against the logic of practice—on the basis of postulates lacking any anthropological underpinning,
such as the postulate that the system of preferences
is already constituted and transitive10—tacitly reduces the effects that take place in the economic
ﬁeld to a play of reciprocal anticipations.
Similarly, those who, in order to avoid the representation of the economic agent as an egoistic
monad conﬁned to the “narrow pursuit of his interests” and as an “atomized actor taking decisions
outside of any social constraints,” remind us, as
Mark Granovetter does, that economic action remains embedded in networks of social relations
“generating trust and discouraging malfeasance,”11
avoid “methodological individualism” only to fall
back into the interactionist vision that, ignoring
the structural constraint of the ﬁeld, will (or can)
acknowledge only the effect of the conscious and
calculated anticipation each agent may have of the
effects of its actions on the other agents (precisely
what a theorist of interactionism, like Anselm
Strauss, referred to as “awareness context”);12 or
the effect, conceived as “inﬂuence,” that “social
networks,” other agents, or social norms have on
it. These are so many solutions that, eliminating all
structural effects and objective power relations,
amount to proposing a false supersession of the
(itself spurious) alternative between individualism
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and holism.13 Though there is no question here of
denying the economic efﬁcacy of “networks” (or,
better, of social capital) in the functioning of the
economic ﬁeld, the fact remains that the economic practices of agents and the very potency of their
“networks,” which a rigorously deﬁned notion of
social capital takes into account, depend, ﬁrst and
foremost, on the position these agents occupy in
those structured microcosms that are economic
ﬁelds.
It is not certain, then, that what is usually called the
“Harvard tradition” (that is to say, the industrial economics developed by Joe Bain and his associates) does
not deserve better than the somewhat condescending
attitude “industrial organization theorists” usually accord it. It is perhaps better to move in the right direction with “loose theories,” stressing the empirical
analysis of industrial sectors, than to go off, with all
the appearances of rigor, down a cul-de-sac, from a
concern to present an “elegant and general analysis.”
I refer here to Jean Tirole, who writes: “The ﬁrst
wave, associated with the names of Joe Bain and
Edward Mason and sometimes called the ‘Harvard
tradition,’ was empirical in nature. It developed the
famous ‘structure-conduct-performance paradigm’
according to which market structure (the number of
sellers in the market, the degree of product differentiation, the cost structure, the degree of vertical integration with suppliers and so on) determines conduct
(which consists of price, research and development,
investment, advertising and so forth) and conduct
yields market performance (efﬁciency, ratio of price to
marginal cost, product variety, innovation rate, proﬁts
and distribution). This paradigm, although plausible,
often rested on loose theories, and it emphasized empirical studies on industries.”14
Edward Mason does indeed have the merit of laying
the foundations of a true structural (as opposed to interactionist) analysis of the functioning of an economic ﬁeld: ﬁrst, he argues that only an analysis capable of
taking account both of the structure of each ﬁrm,
which underlies the disposition to react to the particular structure of the ﬁeld, and the structure of each industry, both of which are disregarded by advocates of
game theory (a theory that, in passing, he criticizes in
advance of its actual emergence: “Elaborate speculation on the probable behavior of A on the assumption
that B will act in a certain way, seems particularly fruitless”), can account for all the differences between
ﬁrms in terms of competitive practices, particularly in
their pricing, production, and investment policies.15
He subsequently strives to work out, both theoretically and empirically, the factors that determine the rela-

tive strength of the ﬁrm within the ﬁeld: absolute size,
number of ﬁrms, and product differentiation. Reducing
the structure of the ﬁeld to the space of possibles as
they appear to the agents, he attempts, lastly, to draw
up a “typology” of “situations” deﬁned by “all those
considerations which . . . [the seller] takes into account
in determining his business policies and practices.”16

THE ECONOMIC FIELD AS A FIELD OF
STRUGGLES
The ﬁeld of forces is also a ﬁeld of struggles, a
socially constructed ﬁeld of action in which agents
equipped with different resources confront each
other in order to gain access to exchange and to
preserve or transform the currently prevailing relation of force. Firms undertake actions there that
depend, for their ends and effectiveness, on their
position in the ﬁeld of forces, that is to say, in the
structure of distribution of capital in all its species.
Far from being faced with a weightless, constraintfree world in which to develop their strategies at
leisure, they are oriented by the constraints and
possibilities built into their position and by the
representation they are able to form of that position and the positions of their competitors as a
function of the information at their disposal and
their cognitive structures. The amount of free play
afforded to them is undoubtedly greater than in
other ﬁelds, on account of the particularly high degree to which the means and ends of action, and
hence strategies, are made explicit, avowed, declared, if not indeed cynically proclaimed, particularly in the form of “native theories” of strategic
action (management) expressly produced to assist
the agents, and particularly business leaders, in
their decisions, and explicitly taught in the schools
where they are trained, such as the major business
schools.17 (“Management theory,” a literature produced by business schools for business schools, fulﬁlls a function identical to that of the writings of
the European jurists of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries who, in the guise of describing
the state, contributed to building it: being directed at current or potential managers, that theory
oscillates continually between the positive and the
normative, and depends fundamentally on an overestimation of the degree to which conscious
strategies play a role in business, as opposed to the
structural constraints upon, and the dispositions
of, managers.)
This kind of instituted cynicism, the very opposite of the denial and sublimation that tend to pre-
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dominate in the worlds of symbolic production,
means that in this case the boundary between the
native representation and the scientiﬁc description
is less marked: for example, one treatise on marketing refers to the “product market battleﬁeld.”18
In a ﬁeld in which prices are both stakes and
weapons, strategies, both for those who produce
them and for others, have spontaneously a transparency they never achieve in such worlds as the literary, artistic, or scientiﬁc ﬁelds, where the potential sanctions remain largely symbolic, that is to say,
both vague and subject to subjective variations.
And, in fact, as is attested by the work that the
logic of the gift has to perform to mask what is
sometimes known in French as la vérité des prix
[literally: the truth of prices] (for example, price
tags on presents are always carefully removed), the
money price has a kind of brutal objectivity and
universality that allows little scope for subjective
appreciation (even if one can say, for example: “It’s
expensive for what it is” or “It’s well worth the
price you paid for it”). It follows that conscious or
unconscious blufﬁng strategies, such as strategies
of pure pretension, have less chance of succeeding
in economic ﬁelds—though they also have their
place in those ﬁelds, but rather as strategies of deterrence or, more rarely, strategies of seduction.
Strategies depend, ﬁrst, on the particular conﬁguration of powers that confers structure on the
ﬁeld and that, deﬁned by the degree of concentration, that is to say, the distribution of market share
among a more or less large number of ﬁrms, varies
between the two poles of perfect competition and
monopoly. If we are to believe Alfred D. Chandler,
between 1830 and 1960 the economies of the
large industrialized countries saw a process of concentration (particularly through a wave of mergers) that gradually eliminated the world of small
competing ﬁrms to which the classical economists
referred: “The proﬁle of American industry delineated in the McLane Report and other sources is,
then, one of production being carried out by a
large number of small units employing less than
ﬁfty workers and still relying on traditional sources
of energy. . . . Investment decisions for future output, as well as those for current production, were
made by many hundreds of small producers in response to market signals, in much the way Adam
Smith described.”19 Now, at the end of a period of
development characterized, particularly, by a long
series of mergers and a profound transformation of
corporate structures, we see that, in most ﬁelds of
industry, the struggle is conﬁned to a small number of powerful competing ﬁrms that, far from pas-
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sively adjusting to a “market situation,” are able to
shape that situation actively.
These ﬁelds are organized in a relatively invariant manner around the main opposition between
those who are sometimes called “ﬁrst movers” or
“market leaders” and the “challengers.”20 The dominant ﬁrm usually has the initiative in terms of price
changes, the introduction of new products, and
distribution and promotion; it is able to impose
the representation most favorable to its interests of
the appropriate style of play and rules of the game,
and hence of participation in the game and the
perpetuation of that game. It constitutes an essential reference point for its competitors, who, whatever they do, are called upon to position themselves, either actively or passively, in relation to it.
The threats it constantly faces—either of the appearance of new products capable of supplanting
its own or of an excessive increase in costs such as
to threaten its proﬁts—force it to be constantly
vigilant (particularly in the case of shared market
dominance, where coordination designed to limit
competition is the order of the day). Against these
threats, the dominant ﬁrm has a choice of two
quite different strategies: it can work to improve
the overall position of the ﬁeld, by attempting to
increase overall demand; or it can defend or improve its established positions within the ﬁeld (its
market share).
The interests of the dominant are indeed bound
up with the overall state of the ﬁeld, deﬁned, in
particular, by the average opportunities for proﬁt it
offers, which also deﬁne the attraction it exerts (by
comparison with other ﬁelds). It is in their interest
to work for increased demand, from which they
derive a particularly substantial beneﬁt, since it is
proportionate to their market share, by attempting
to recruit new users, and stimulate new uses or a
more intensive utilization of the products they
offer (by acting, where applicable, on the political
authorities). But, above all, they have to defend
their position against the challengers by permanent
innovation (new products and services, etc.) and
by price reductions. By virtue of all the competitive
advantages they enjoy (foremost among them the
economies of scale linked to their size), they can
lower their costs and, at the same time, reduce
their prices, while limiting any reduction in their
margins, making life very difﬁcult for new entrants
and eliminating the least well equipped competitors. In short, by virtue of the determining contribution they make to the structure of the ﬁeld (and
the price-formation in which that structure expresses itself), a structure whose effects manifest
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themselves in the form of barriers to entry or economic constraints, the “ﬁrst movers” enjoy decisive advantages both in relation to already established competitors and to potential new entrants.21
The forces of the ﬁeld orient the dominant toward strategies whose end is the perpetuation or
reinforcement of their domination. In this way, the
symbolic capital they have at their disposal, by
virtue of their preeminence and also their seniority, enables them successfully to resort to strategies
intended to intimidate their competitors, such as
putting out signals to deter them from attacking
(for example, by organizing leaks about price reductions or the building of a new factory)—strategies that may be pure bluff but that their symbolic
capital renders credible and hence effective. It may
even happen that these dominant ﬁrms, conﬁdent
in their strength and aware they have the resources
to sustain a long offensive that puts time on their
side, choose to abstain from any riposte and allow
their opponents to mount attacks that are costly
and doomed to failure. Generally speaking, the
hegemonic ﬁrms have the capacity to set the
tempo of transformation in the various areas of
production, marketing, research, and so on, and
the differential use of time is one of the main levers
of their power.
The appearance of a new, effective agent modiﬁes the structure of the ﬁeld. Similarly, the adoption of a new technology or the acquisition of a
greater market share modiﬁes the relative positions
and ﬁeld of all the species of capital held by the
other ﬁrms. But the second-rank ﬁrms in a ﬁeld
can also attack the dominant ﬁrm (and the other
competitors), either frontally, for example, by attempting to reduce their costs and prices (particularly by technological innovation), or laterally, by
attempting to ﬁll the gaps left by the action of the
dominant ﬁrm and to occupy niches at the cost of
a specialization of their production, or by turning
the dominant ﬁrm’s strategies back against it. In
this case, success seems to depend on the relative
position in the structure of capital distribution
and, thereby, in the ﬁeld: whereas very large ﬁrms
can make high proﬁts by achieving economies of
scale, and small ﬁrms can obtain high proﬁts by
specializing to devote themselves to a limited market segment, medium-size ﬁrms often have low
rates of proﬁt because they are too big to beneﬁt
from tightly targeted production and too small to
beneﬁt from the economies of scale of the largest
ﬁrms.
Given that the forces of the ﬁeld tend to reinforce the dominant positions, one might well won-

der how real transformations of relations of force
within a ﬁeld are possible. In fact, technological
capital plays a crucial role here, and we may cite a
number of cases in which dominant ﬁrms have
been supplanted through a technological change
that, thanks to ensuing cost reductions, handed
the advantage to smaller competitors. But technological capital is effective only if it is associated with
other kinds of capital. This no doubt explains the
fact that victorious challengers are very seldom
small, emerging ﬁrms and that, where they are not
the product of mergers between existing ﬁrms,
they originate in other nations or, particularly, from
other subﬁelds. It most often falls to the large ﬁrms
to effect revolutions—ﬁrms that, by diversifying,
can take advantage of their technological competences to present a competitive proposition in new
ﬁelds. So, the changes within a ﬁeld are often
linked to changes in the relations with the exterior
of that ﬁeld.
To these boundary-crossings must be added also
redeﬁnitions of boundaries between ﬁelds: some
ﬁelds may ﬁnd themselves segmented into smaller
sectors, the aeronautics industry dividing up, for
example, into producers of airliners, ﬁghter planes,
and tourist aircraft; or, conversely, technological
change may lower the barriers between industries
that were previously separated: for example, computing, telecommunications, and ofﬁce technology are increasingly coming to be merged, with the
result that ﬁrms previously present in only one of
the three subﬁelds are increasingly tending to ﬁnd
themselves in competition in the new space of
relationships that is forming—the ﬁeld of the audiovisual industry undergoing drastic change as a
result of new entrants breaking into it from
telecommunications and computing, where ﬁrms
have resources greatly exceeding those of the traditional agents. In this case, a single ﬁrm may
come into competition not merely with other ﬁrms
in its ﬁeld, but also with ﬁrms belonging to various
other ﬁelds. We can see, in passing, that in economic ﬁelds, as in all other categories of ﬁeld, the
boundaries of the ﬁeld are at stake in the struggles
within the ﬁeld itself (most notably, through the
question of possible substitutes and the competition they introduce); and that, in each case, empirical analysis alone can determine these. (It is not
uncommon for ﬁelds to have a quasi-institutionalized existence in the form of branches of activity
equipped with professional organizations functioning as clubs for the managers of the industry, defense groups for the prevailing boundaries, and
hence for the principles of exclusion underlying
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them; and as representative bodies for dealing with
the public authorities, trade unions, and other similar bodies, in which capacity they are equipped
with permanent organs of action and expression.)
However, of all exchanges with the exterior of
the ﬁeld the most important are those established
with the state. Competition among ﬁrms often
takes the form of competition for power over state
power—particularly over the power of regulation
and property rights22—and for the advantages provided by the various state interventions: preferential
tariffs, trade licenses, research and development
funds, public sector contracts, funding for jobcreation, innovation, modernization, exports, housing, and so on. In their attempts to modify the prevailing “rules of the game” to their advantage, and
thereby to exploit some of their properties that can
function as capital in the new state of the ﬁeld,
dominated ﬁrms can use their social capital to exert
pressures on the state and to have it modify the
game in their favor.23 Thus, what is called the market is the totality of relations of exchange between
competing agents, direct interactions that depend,
as Simmel has it, on an “indirect conﬂict” or, in
other words, on the socially constructed structure
of the relations of force to which the different
agents engaged in the ﬁeld contribute to varying
degrees through the modiﬁcations they manage to
impose upon it, by drawing, particularly, on the
state power they are able to control and guide. The
state is not simply the regulator put there to maintain order and conﬁdence, the arbiter responsible
for “overseeing” ﬁrms and their interactions, as
commonly conceived. In the quite exemplary case
of the ﬁeld of production of single-family houses, as
in many other ﬁelds, it contributes, quite decisively, to the construction of both demand and supply,
each of these two forms of intervention occurring
under the direct or indirect inﬂuence of the parties
most directly concerned.24
Other external factors capable of contributing to
a transformation of relations of force within the ﬁeld
include transformations of sources of supply (for example, the great petroleum ﬁnds of the early twentieth century) and changes in demand determined
by demographic changes (such as the fall in the
birthrate or increased life expectancy) or in lifestyles
(women’s increased participation in the labor force,
which leads to a fall in demand for certain products
linked to the traditional deﬁnition of women’s roles
and creates new markets, such as those for frozen
foods and microwave ovens). In fact, these external
factors exert their effects on the relations of force
within the ﬁeld only through the logic of those re-
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lations of force, that is to say, only to the extent that
they provide an advantage to the challengers: they
enable the challengers to gain a position in specialized niche-markets when it is difﬁcult for “ﬁrst
movers,” focused on standardized, volume production, to satisfy the very particular demands of these
markets—those of a particular category of consumer or a speciﬁc regional market—and the footholds gained by the challengers may constitute
bridgeheads for subsequent development.

THE FIRM AS A FIELD
It is clear that decisions on prices or in any other
area of activity do not depend on a single actor, a
myth that conceals the power games and stakes
within the ﬁrm functioning as a ﬁeld or, to put it
more precisely, within the ﬁeld of power speciﬁc to
each ﬁrm. In other words, if we enter the “black
box” that is the ﬁrm, we ﬁnd not individuals, but,
once again, a structure—that of the ﬁrm as a ﬁeld,
endowed with a relative autonomy in respect of
the constraints associated with the ﬁrm’s position
within the ﬁeld of ﬁrms. Though the surrounding
ﬁeld affects its structure, this embedded ﬁeld, as a
speciﬁc relation of force and area of free play, deﬁnes the very terms and stakes of the struggle, giving a particular cast to them that often renders
them unintelligible, at ﬁrst sight, from the outside.
If the strategies of ﬁrms (most notably with regard to prices) depend on the positions they occupy within the structure of the ﬁeld, they depend
also on the structure of power positions constitutive of the internal governance of the ﬁrm or, more
exactly, on the (socially constituted) dispositions of
the directors [dirigeants] acting under the constraint of the ﬁeld of power within the ﬁrm and of
the ﬁeld of the ﬁrm as a whole (which may be characterized in terms of indices such as the hierarchical composition of the labor force, the educational
and, in particular, scientiﬁc capital of the managerial staff, the degree of bureaucratic differentiation,
the weight of the trade unions, etc.). The system of
constraints and inducements that is built into the
position within the ﬁeld and inclines the dominant
ﬁrms to act in the direction most likely to perpetuate their domination, has nothing inevitable
about it, nor does it even represent a kind of infallible instinct orienting ﬁrms and managers toward
the choices most favorable to the maintenance of
acquired advantages. Reference is often made, in
this connection, to the example of Henry Ford,
who, after his brilliant success in production and
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distribution had made him the manufacturer of the
world’s cheapest automobiles, destroyed his ﬁrm’s
competitive capacities in the period after the First
World War by driving out almost all his most experienced and competent managers, who subsequently brought about the success of his competitors.
This being said, though it enjoys relative autonomy from the forces of the overall ﬁeld, the structure of the ﬁeld of power within the ﬁrm is itself
closely correlated with the position of the ﬁrm in
that ﬁeld, principally through the correspondence
between, on the one hand, the volume of the ﬁrm’s
capital (itself linked to the age of the ﬁrm and its
position in the life cycle—hence, roughly speaking,
to its size and integration) and the structure of that
capital (particularly, the relative proportions of ﬁnancial, commercial, and technical capital) and, on
the other, the structure of the distribution of the
capital among the various directors [dirigeants] of
the ﬁrm, that is, between owners and “functionaries”—managers—and, among these latter, between
the holders of different species of cultural capital:
predominantly ﬁnancial, technical, or commercial,
that is to say, in the French case, between the various elite corps and the schools where they received
their training: the École Nationale d’Administration, the École Polytechnique, or the École des
Hautes Etudes Commerciales.25
Undeniable trends can be identiﬁed over the
long term in the evolution of the relations of force
between the major agents in the ﬁeld of power
within ﬁrms: most notably one sees, ﬁrst, a preeminence of entrepreneurs with a mastery of new
technologies, capable of assembling the funds required to exploit them, then the increasingly inevitable intervention of bankers and ﬁnancial institutions, and ﬁnally the rise of managers.26 However,
apart from the fact that one must analyze the particular form the conﬁguration of the distribution of
powers among ﬁrms assumes at each state of each
ﬁeld, it is by analyzing, for each ﬁrm at every moment, the form of the conﬁguration of powers
within the ﬁeld of power over the ﬁrm that one can
fully understand the logic of the struggles in which
the ﬁrm’s goals are determined. It is, in fact, clear
that these goals are the stakes in struggles and that,
for the rational calculations of an enlightened “decision maker,” we have to substitute the political
struggle among agents who tend to identify their
speciﬁc interests (linked to their position in the ﬁrm
and their dispositions) with the interests of the ﬁrm
and whose power can no doubt be measured by
their capacity to identify, for better or for worse (as
the Henry Ford example shows), the interests of
the ﬁrm with their interests within the ﬁrm.

STRUCTURE AND COMPETITION
To take into account the structure of the ﬁeld is
to say that competition for access to exchange with
clients cannot be understood as being oriented
solely by conscious, explicit reference to direct
competitors or, at least, to the most dangerous of
them, according to Harrison White’s formula:
“Producers watch each other within a market.”27
The same point is made even more explicitly by
Max Weber, who sees here a “peaceful conﬂict” to
seize “chances or advantages also wanted by others.” He writes: “the potential partners are guided
in their offers by the potential action of an indeterminately large group of real or imaginary competitors rather than by their own actions alone.”28
Weber is here describing a form of rational calculation, but a calculation quite different in its logic
from that of economic orthodoxy: not agents who
make their choices on the basis of information furnished by prices, but agents taking account of the
actions and reactions of their competitors and
“evolv[ing] roles on the basis of each other’s behavior”; hence they are equipped with information
about their competitors and capable of acting with
or against them, as in the action of bargaining, the
“most consistent form of market formation,” and
the “compromise of interests” that seals it. However, though he has the virtue of substituting the
relationship with the totality of producers for the
transaction with the partner or client alone, he reduces that relationship to a conscious, considered
interaction between competitors investing in the
same object (“all parties potentially interested in
the exchange”). And it is the same with Harrison
White, who, though he sees the market as a “selfreproducing social structure,” seeks the underlying
principle behind the strategies of the producers not
in the constraints inherent in their structural position, but in the observation and deciphering of signals given out by the behavior of other producers:
“Markets are self-reproducing social structures
among speciﬁc cliques of ﬁrms and other actors
who evolve roles from observations of each other’s
behavior.”29 Or elsewhere: “Markets are tangible
cliques of producers watching each other. Pressure
from the buyer side creates a mirror in which producers see themselves, not consumers.”30 The producers, armed with the knowledge of the cost of
production, attempt to maximize their income by
determining the right volume of production “on
the basis of observed positions of all other producers” and seek a niche in the market.
The point is, in fact, to subordinate this “interactionist” description of strategies to a structural
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analysis of the conditions that delimit the space of
possible strategies—while, at the same time, not
forgetting that competition among a small number of agents in strategic interaction for access
(for some of them) to exchange with a particular
category of clients is also, and above all, an encounter between producers occupying different
positions within the structure of the specific capital (in its different species) and clients occupying
positions in social space homologous to the positions those producers occupy in the field. What
are commonly called niches are simply those sections of the clientele that structural affinity assigns to the different firms, and particularly to
second-rank firms: as I have shown for cultural
goods and goods with a high symbolic content
such as clothes or houses, one can probably observe in each field a homology between the space
of the producers (and products) and the space of
the clients distributed according to the pertinent
principles of differentiation. We may note, in
passing, that this amounts to saying that the
sometimes lethal constraints the dominant producers impose on their current or potential competitors are invariably mediated by the field: consequently, competition is never other than an
“indirect conflict” (in Simmel’s sense) and is not
targeted directly against the competitor. In the
economic field, as elsewhere, the struggle does
not need to be inspired by any intention to destroy for it to produce destructive effects. (We
may deduce an “ethical” consequence from the
vision of the worlds of production as fields: just as
we can say with Harrison White that “each firm is
distinctive,” as a position in a field, a point in a
space, without being obliged to suppose that all
its strategies are inspired by a pursuit of distinction—the same thing being true of every undertaking of cultural production, for example on the
part of an artist, a writer, or a sociologist—so we
can assert that every agent committed to a field is
engaged in an “indirect conflict” with all those
engaged in the same game: his/her actions may
have the effect of destroying them, without being
in the least inspired by any destructive intent, or
even any intention to outdo them or compete
with them.)

THE ECONOMIC HABITUS
Homo economicus, as conceived (tacitly or explicitly) by economic orthodoxy, is a kind of anthropological monster: this theoretically minded man
of practice is the most extreme personiﬁcation of
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the scholastic fallacy,31 an intellectualist or intellectualocentric error very common in the social sciences (particularly in linguistics and ethnology), by
which the scholar puts into the heads of the agents
he is studying—housewives or households, ﬁrms
or entrepreneurs, et cetera—the theoretical considerations and constructions he has had to develop in order to account for their practices.32 It is one
of the virtues of Gary Becker, who is responsible
for the boldest attempts to export the model of the
market and the (supposedly more powerful and efﬁcient) technology of the neoclassical ﬁrm into all
the social sciences, that he declares quite openly
what is sometimes concealed within the implicit assumptions of scholarly routine:
“The economic approach . . . now assumes that
individuals maximize their utility from basic preferences that do not change rapidly over time and
that the behavior of different individuals is coordinated by explicit or implicit markets. . . . The economic approach is not restricted to material goods
and wants or to markets with monetary transactions, and conceptually does not distinguish between major or minor decisions or between ‘emotional’ and other decisions. Indeed, the economic
approach provides a framework applicable to all
human behavior—to all types of decisions and to
persons from all walks of life.”33
Nothing now escapes explanation in terms of
the maximizing agent—structural organizations,
ﬁrms or contracts, parliaments and municipal authorities, marriage (conceived as the economic exchange of services of production and reproduction) or the household, and relations between
parents and children or the state. This mode of
universal explanation by an explanatory principle
that is itself universal (individual preferences are
exogenous, ordered, and stable and hence without
contingent genesis or evolution) no longer knows
any bounds. Gary Becker does not even recognize
those bounds Pareto himself was forced to assume
in the founding text in which, identifying the rationality of economic behavior with rationality as
such, he distinguished between strictly economic
behavior, which is the outcome of “a series of logical reasonings” based on experience, and behavior
determined by “custom,” such as the act of raising
one’s hat on entering a room34 (thus acknowledging another principle of action—usage, tradition,
or custom—unlike methodological individualism
that recognizes only the alternative between conscious and deliberate choice, satisfying certain conditions of efﬁcacy and coherence, and the “social
norm,” which also requires a choice for it to become effective.
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It is perhaps by recalling the arbitrary nature of the
founding distinction (a distinction still present today
in the minds of economists, who leave the curiosa or
failings of economic operations to sociologists) between the economic order, governed by the effective
logic of the market and a place of logical behaviors,
and the uncertain “social” order, shot through with
the “nonlogical” arbitrariness of custom, passions,
and powers, that we can best contribute to the integration, or “hybridization,” of the two disciplines of
sociology and economics—disciplines that have undergone a dramatic separation, in spite of the efforts
to the contrary on the part of some of their great
founders (Pareto and Schumpeter, for example, in the
direction of sociology, and Durkheim, Mauss, Halbwachs, and, above all, Weber, in the direction of economics).35 One can reunify an artiﬁcially divided social
science only by becoming aware of the fact that economic structures and economic agents or, more exactly, their dispositions, are social constructs, indissociable from the totality of social constructs
constitutive of a social order. But this reuniﬁed social
science, capable of constructing models that cannot
easily be assigned to either of the two disciplines
alone, will undoubtedly ﬁnd it very hard to win acceptance, for both political reasons and reasons relating to the speciﬁc logic of scientiﬁc worlds. There are
undoubtedly many who have an interest in obscuring
the connections between economic policies and their
social consequences or, more precisely, between socalled economic policies (the political character of
which asserts itself in the very fact of their refusing to
take account of the social) and the social, and economic, costs—which would not be so difﬁcult to calculate if there were any will to do so—of their shortand long-term effects (I have in mind, for example,
the increase in economic and social inequalities resulting from the implementation of neoliberal policies,
and the negative effects of those inequalities on
health, delinquency, crime, etc.). But if strong reasons
exist for the cognitive hemiplegia currently afﬂicting
sociologists and economists to perpetuate itself, in
spite of the increasing efforts to overcome it, this is
also because the social forces that weigh on the supposedly pure and perfect worlds of science, particularly through the systems of penalties and rewards embodied in scholarly publications, caste hierarchies, and
so on, promote the reproduction of separate spaces,
associated with different, if not indeed irreconcilable
dispositions and structures of opportunity, which are
the product of the initial separation.

It is the primary function of the concept of habitus to break with the Cartesian philosophy of con-

sciousness and thereby overcome the disastrous
mechanism/ﬁnalism alternative or, in other words,
the alternative of determination by causes and determination by reasons; or, to put it another way,
between so-called methodological individualism
and what is sometimes called (among the “individualists”) holism—a semiscientiﬁc opposition that is
merely the euphemistic form of the alternative
(undoubtedly the most powerful in the political
order) between, on the one hand, individualism or
liberalism, which regards the individual as the ultimate autonomous elementary unit, and, on the
other, collectivism or socialism, which are presumed to regard the collective as primary.
Insofar as he/she is endowed with a habitus, the
social agent is a collective individual or a collective
individuated by the fact of embodying objective
structures. The individual, the subjective, is social
and collective. The habitus is socialized subjectivity, a historic transcendental, whose schemes of perception and appreciation (systems of preferences,
tastes, etc.) are the product of collective and individual history. Reason (or rationality) is “bounded” not only, as Herbert Simon believes, because
the human mind is generically bounded (there is
nothing new in that idea), but because it is socially structured and determined, and, as a consequence, limited. Those who will be ﬁrst to point
out that this, too, is nothing new should ask themselves why economic theory has remained so solidly deaf to all reminders of these anthropological
ﬁndings. For example, even in his day Veblen defended the idea that the economic agent is not a
“bundle of desires,” but “a coherent structure of
propensities and habits,”36 and it was James S.
Duesenberry who observed that the explanation
for consumer choices was to be found not in rational planning, but rather in “learning and habit
formation” and who established that consumption
was as dependent on past income as on present.37
And it was Veblen again, anticipating the idea of
“interactive demand,” who, like Jevons and Marshall, long ago enunciated the effects of structure,
or of position within a structure, on the deﬁnition
of needs and hence on demand. In short, if there
is a universal property, it is that agents are not universal, because their properties and, in particular,
their preferences and tastes, are the product of
their positioning and movements within social
space, and hence of collective and individual history. The economic behavior socially recognized as
rational is the product of certain economic and social conditions. It is only by relating it to its individual and collective genesis that one can under-
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stand its economic and social conditions of possibility and, consequently, both the necessity and the
sociological limits of economic reason and of apparently unconditioned notions such as needs, calculation, or preferences.
This said, habitus is in no sense a mechanical
principle of action or, more exactly, of reaction (it
is not a “reflex”). It is conditioned and limited
spontaneity. It is that autonomous principle which
means that action is not simply an immediate reaction to a brute reality, but an “intelligent” response to an actively selected aspect of the real:
linked to a history fraught with a probable future,
it is the inertia, the trace of their past trajectory,
that agents set against the immediate forces of the
field, that means that their strategies cannot be
deduced directly either from the immediate position or situation. It produces a response, the directing principle of which is not pregiven in the
stimulus and that, without being entirely unpredictable, cannot be predicted on the basis of
knowledge of the situation alone; a response to
an aspect of reality that is distinguished by a selective and (in both senses of the term) partial—
but not strictly “subjective”—apprehension of
certain stimuli, by an attention to a particular side
of things of which it can be said, without distinction, either that it “arouses interest” or that interest arouses it; an action that one can describe
noncontradictorily as being both determined and
spontaneous, since it is determined by conventional, conditional stimuli that exist as such only
for an agent disposed to perceive them and capable of perceiving them.
The screen that the habitus introduces between
stimulus and reaction is a screen of time insofar as,
being itself the product of a history, it is relatively
constant and durable, and hence relatively independent of history. As a product of past experiences and a whole collective and individual accumulation, it can be understood adequately only by
a genetic analysis applying both to collective history—with, for example, the history of tastes, as illustrated by Sidney Mintz’s demonstration of how
the taste for sugar, originally an exotic luxury
product reserved for the well-to-do, gradually became an indispensable element in the ordinary diet
of the working classes38—and to individual history—with the analysis of the economic and social
conditions of the genesis of individual tastes in
terms of diet, decoration, clothing and also songs,
theater, music or cinema, et cetera,39 and, more
generally, of the dispositions (in the dual sense of
capacities and propensities) to perform economic
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actions adapted to an economic order (for example, calculating, saving, investing, etc.).
The concept of habitus also enables us to escape
the dichotomy between ﬁnalism—which deﬁnes
action as determined by the conscious reference to
a deliberately set purpose and which, consequently, conceives all behavior as the product of a purely instrumental, if not indeed cynical, calculation—
and mechanism, which reduces action to a pure
reaction to undifferentiated causes. The orthodox
economists and philosophers who defend rational
action theory swing, sometimes in the space of a
single sentence, between these two logically incompatible theoretical options: on the one hand, a
ﬁnalist decisionism, in which the agent is a pure rational consciousness acting in complete awareness
of the consequences, the principle of action being
a reason or rational decision determined by a rational evaluation of probable outcomes; and on the
other hand, a physicalism that regards the agent as
an inertia-less particle, reacting mechanically and
instantaneously to a combination of forces. But the
task of reconciling the irreconcilable is made easier
here by the fact that the two branches of the alternative are really only one: in each case, yielding to
the scholastic fallacy, the scientiﬁc subject, endowed with a perfect knowledge of causes and
probable outcomes, is projected into the active
agent, presumed to be rationally inclined to set as
his goals the opportunities assigned to him by the
causes (it hardly needs saying that the fact that
economists subscribe quite consciously to this fallacy in the name of “the right to abstraction” is not
sufﬁcient to obviate its effects).
Habitus is a highly economical principle of action, which makes for an enormous saving in calculation (particularly in the calculation of costs of
research and measurement) and also in time, which
is a particularly rare resource when it comes to action. It is, therefore, particularly well suited to the
ordinary conditions of existence, which, either because of time pressure or an insufﬁciency of requisite knowledge, allow little scope for the conscious,
calculated evaluation of the chances of proﬁt. Arising directly out of practice and linked to it in both
its structure and functioning, this practical sense
cannot be assessed outside of the practical conditions of its implementation. This means that the
tests to which “judgmental heuristics”40 subjects
individuals are doubly inadequate, since they attempt, in an artiﬁcial situation, to assess an aptitude to conscious and calculated evaluation of
probable outcomes, the implementation of which
itself presupposes a break with the inclinations of
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practical sense (this is, in fact, to forget that the
calculus of probabilities was developed to counter
the spontaneous tendencies of primary intuition).
The relation of the habitus to the ﬁeld—a relationship that is obscure in practice because it lies
below the level of the dualism of subject and object, activity and passivity, means and ends, determinism and freedom—in which the habitus determines itself in determining what determines it, is a
calculation without calculator and an intentional
action without intention, for which there is much
empirical evidence.41 In the particular (and particularly frequent) case in which the habitus is the
product of objective conditions similar to those
under which it operates, it generates behaviors that
are particularly well suited to those conditions
without being the product of a conscious, intentional search for adaptation (it is for this reason
that we should beware of taking Keynes’s “adaptive expectations” for “rational expectations,” even
if the agent with a well-adjusted habitus is, in a
sense, a replica of the agent as producer of rational expectations). In this case, the effect of the habitus remains, so to speak, invisible, and the explanation in terms of habitus may seem redundant in
relation to explanation in terms of the situation
(one may even have the impression that we are
dealing with an ad hoc explanation along the lines
of the explanation of sleep by some “dormitive
property”). But the speciﬁc efﬁcacy of habitus can
be clearly seen in all the situations in which it is not
the product of the conditions of its actualization
(increasingly frequent as societies become differentiated): this is the case when agents formed in a
precapitalist economy run up, in some disarray,
against the demands of a capitalist cosmos;42 or
when old people quixotically cling to dispositions
that are out of place and out of time; or when the
dispositions of an agent rising, or falling, in the
social structure—a nouveau riche, a parvenu, or a
déclassé—are at odds with the position that agent
occupies. Such effects of hysteresis, of a lag in
adaptation and counteradaptive mismatch, can be
explained by the relatively persistent, though not
entirely unchangeable, character of habitus.
To the (relative) constancy of dispositions there
corresponds a (relative) constancy of the social
games in which they are constituted: like all social
games, economic games are not games of chance;
they present regularities, and a ﬁnite number of
similar patterns recur, which confers a certain monotony on them. As a result, the habitus produces
reasonable (not rational) expectations, which, being
the product of dispositions engendered by the im-

perceptible incorporation of the experience of constant or recurring situations, are immediately
adapted to new but not radically unprecedented
situations. As a disposition to act that is the product of previous experiences of similar situations,
habitus provides a practical mastery of situations of
uncertainty and grounds a relation to the future
that is not that of a project, as an aiming for possible outcomes that equally well may or may not
occur, but a relation of practical anticipation: discovering in the very objectivity of the world what
is, apparently, the only course of action, and grasping time-to-come as a quasi present (and not as a
contingent future), the anticipation of time-tocome has nothing whatever in common with the
purely speculative logic of a calculus of risk capable
of attributing values to the various possible outcomes. But habitus is also, as we have seen, a principle of differentiation and selection that tends to
conserve whatever conﬁrms it, thus afﬁrming itself
as a potentiality that tends to ensure the conditions
of its own realization.
Just as the intellectualist vision of economic orthodoxy reduces the practical mastery of situations
of uncertainty to a rational calculus of risk, so,
drawing on game theory, it construes the anticipation of the behavior of others as a kind of calculation of the opponent’s intentions, conceived hypothetically as intentions to deceive, particularly with
regard to intentions themselves. In fact, the problem that economic orthodoxy resolves by the
ultraintellectualist hypothesis of “common knowledge” (I know that you know that I know) is resolved in practice by the orchestration of habitus
that, to the very extent that they are congruent,
permits a mutual anticipation of the behavior of
others. The paradoxes of collective action have
their solution in practices based on the implicit assumption that others will act responsibly and with
that kind of constancy and truth-to-self which is
inscribed in the durable character of habitus.

A WELL-FOUNDED ILLUSION
Thus, the theory of habitus allows us to explain
the apparent truth of the theory that it shows to be
false. If a hypothesis as unrealistic as the one that
founds rational action theory or rational expectation theory may seem to be validated by the facts,
this is because, by virtue of an empirically established statistical correspondence between dispositions and positions, in the great majority of cases
(the most noticeable exceptions being subproletar-
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ians, déclassés, and renegades, which the model
does in fact enable us to explain nonetheless)
agents form reasonable expectations, that is to say,
expectations matching up to the objective probabilities—and almost always adjusted and reinforced
by the direct effect of collective controls, particularly those exercised by the family. And the theory
of habitus even enables us to understand why a
theoretical construct such as the “representative
agent,” based on the hypothesis that the choices
of all the different agents in a single category—
consumers, for example—can, in spite of their extreme heterogeneity, be treated as the choice of a
standard “representative individual” maximizing
his utility, is not visibly invalidated by the evidence.
Alan Kirman has shown not only that this ﬁction
rests on very restrictive and special hypotheses, but
that there are no grounds for asserting that the aggregated set of individuals, even if they were all
maximizers, itself behaves as an individual maximizing its utility and, conversely, that the fact that
a community presents a certain degree of rationality does not entail that all the individuals are acting
rationally; Kirman consequently suggests that we
may found a global demand function not on the
homogeneity, but the heterogeneity, of agents, as
highly dispersed demand behavior on the part of
individuals is capable of producing very uniﬁed
and highly stabilized overall aggregated demand
behavior.43 Now, there is a realist grounding for
such a hypothesis in the theory of habitus and in
the representation of consumers as a set of heterogeneous agents with dispositions, preferences, and
interests that are very different (just as they have
very different conditions of existence), but adjusted, in each case, to conditions of existence involving different chances, and subject, as a result, to
the inbuilt constraints of the structure of the
ﬁeld—the structure of the overall economic ﬁeld—
and also of the more or less limited subspaces in
which they interact with a limited subgroup of
agents. There is little room in the economic ﬁeld
for “madcap behavior,” and those who indulge in
it pay the price for defying the immanent rules and
regularities of the economic order by failure or
disappearance.
In giving an explicit, systematic form to the philosophy of the agent and of action that economic
theory most often accepts tacitly (because, among
other reasons, with notions such as “preference”
or “rational choice,” economic orthodoxy is merely rationalizing a commonsense “theory” of decision making), the advocates of rational action theory (which includes a number of economists such
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as Gary Becker) and of methodological individualism (such as James Coleman, Jon Elster, and their
French epigones) will undoubtedly have rendered
a great service to research: by its very excess and its
unconcern for experience, their narrowly intellectualist (or intellectualocentric) ultrarationalism directly contradicts the best-established ﬁndings of
the historical sciences of human practices. If it has
seemed necessary to demonstrate that many of the
established ﬁndings of economic science are perfectly compatible with a philosophy of agents, action, time, and the social world quite different
from the one normally accepted by the majority of
economists, this has, therefore, not been done
here to satisfy some philosophical point of honor,
but solely in an attempt to reunify the social sciences by working to restore economics to its true
vocation as a historical science.
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While research in behavioral economics goes
back to at least the middle of the twentieth century (e.g., Herb Simon’s [1955] work on bounded
rationality), it is largely in the last decade of the
twentieth century that behavioral economics developed from a vague and broad research area pursued by a small number of researchers at an even
smaller number of academic institutions to a large,
widely recognized subﬁeld within economics. Over
the last few years of the century, the standing and
acceptance of behavioral economics changed considerably as many economists took notice of behavioral work and began to accept it as valid economic research. In fact, the change was so sudden
and signiﬁcant that, while at the beginning of the
1990s at most one or two of the top 10 economics departments had a behavioral economist, by the
end of the decade at most one or two did not. The
rise in publication of behavioral economics papers
in the top research journals was similarly striking.
Perhaps the clearest indication of the acceptance of
behavioral economics as a valid area of economic
research by most mainstream economists is the
awarding of the 2002 Nobel Prize in economics to
two pioneers of behavioral work, Daniel Kahneman and Vernon Smith.
The purpose of this chapter is to introduce
brieﬂy some of the areas of work in behavioral economics, and to tie the work together by noting
common aspects. We do not attempt a comprehensive survey of all (or even a large part) of the
work in behavioral economics. As a consequence
of the growth of the area, it is impossible to cover
in one chapter all the work in economics that falls
under the behavioral label—in fact, there are entire
books devoted to subareas of behavioral economics (e.g., Thaler 1993; Camerer 2003a). Speciﬁcally, we will provide an introduction to the history
and development of three of the more important
areas of behavioral work. These subareas are (1)
nonegoistic preferences, which is concerned with
relaxing the assumption of narrow self-interest un-

derlying most economic theory, (2) intertemporal
choice, which addresses problems with the discounted utility model, and (3) reference-dependence in
preferences, which allows for the possibility that
reference levels (such as the status quo and expectations) affect preferences. Each of these areas will
be deﬁned and discussed in detail in later sections,
and we will brieﬂy describe some of the key work,
both empirical and theoretical, in each of them.
Of course, work in behavioral economics extends well beyond these areas. In fact, different
forms of behavioral research are present in most
areas of economics, such as labor economics (Camerer et al. 1997), law and economics (Sunstein
2000), ﬁnancial economics (Schleifer 2000; Shiller
2000), and macroeconomics (Akerlof 2002). However, the three topics selected above represent
areas of behavioral research that directly question
some of the most basic assumptions on which traditional economics is built and are therefore likely
to have a broad and important impact on economic research.
After introducing and describing work in the
three areas, we bring them together by pointing to
a common thread in behavioral economic research.
Speciﬁcally, we argue that one common element of
this work, and one of its key differences from traditional economics, is that it takes into account
trajectories. Whereas traditional theoretical work
in economics has a static view of preferences in
which they are rarely directly affected by what occurred previously or what will happen in the future, behavioral economists have recognized that
trajectories—of consumption, of action, and so
on—matter. For instance, when considering the
possibility of a person eating an apple in a given
month, traditional economic analysis rests on the
assumption that there is an implicit (or explicit)
value a decision maker places on the consumption
or use of the apple and that he or she will experience this value in one month’s time (which may
lead to valuing it less than the value of an apple in
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the present, but only because consumption in the
future is always valued less than in the present).
Behavioral economics, however, notices that other
factors might make a difference. Speciﬁcally, decision makers might derive pleasure from the anticipation of receiving the apple, or might care about
what things they get to eat before or after the
apple, or might care about if and when others get
their apple. Therefore, the main argument with,
and difference from, the traditional approach is
that how we get somewhere often matters almost
as much as what is there. This argument will be
presented in more detail following a discussion of
behavioral economics and some of its areas of
research.
Following this argument, we discuss the links
between behavioral economics and economic sociology. We note that—though not immediately
transparent—these links are nonetheless present
and provide fruitful avenues for future research.
Finally, we conclude with discussion of speciﬁc
contributions behavioral economics has made to
the ﬁeld of economics, and we point to possible future work in the area. To begin, however, we will
attempt to deﬁne behavioral economics and the
approach used by its researchers.

WHAT IS BEHAVIORAL ECONOMICS?
Behavioral economics is the combination of economics and other, more behaviorally descriptive,
social sciences. More precisely, behavioral economics results when economists combine research and
methods from economics and other social sciences
with the goal of improving the descriptive value of
economic theory.1 The result is an area of research
in social science that relies on the theoretical and
methodological approaches of economics, but carefully observes actual behavior and uses the results
of such observation to modify existing theory.
A key aspect of behavioral economics is that,
while it is an area of research that brings together
work in several of the social sciences, it is still primarily focused on doing so within the ﬁeld of economics. The main goal of behavioral economists is
to change the way that economics is done by replacing behaviorally unrealistic assumptions of economic theory and analysis, while keeping the approach of economic research that has proved
valuable. Therefore, the goal of most behavioral
economists is not to tear down economics and replace it with something else, but rather to improve
the existing economic approach to increase its
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value as a descriptive and positive science.2 Behavioral economists are interested in disciplining the
basic assumptions of economic models (such as the
rational choice framework that underlies expected
utility maximization, the cornerstone of traditional microeconomics and decision theory) with
behavioral observation. The main contention of
behavioral research is that many of the basic assumptions in standard economic models (e.g., selfinterest, optimization) are not based on how people actually make economic decisions, and that
they therefore lead to a descriptively worse theory
than one based on more behaviorally correct assumptions. To achieve a better theory, behavioral
economists argue, it is necessary to look at how
real people actually behave and decide, and then
use observed regularities to inform the basic elements of a theory of behavior.
This desire to work within economics, rather
than from outside it, has important implications
for behavioral economics and its researchers. First,
most behavioral economists are economists. Consequently, they have realized that the best way to win
arguments with economists over economic assumptions is by doing careful, convincing economic research, and that to do this it is necessary
to use the tools and standards of economic research (e.g., the rigor of formal theory and the statistical methods of econometrics). Therefore, most
research in behavioral economics is done by researchers with a solid training in economics, and
the most convincing research is done by people
who are as well trained in the tools of economic research as the best “traditional” economists.

STAGES OF DEVELOPMENT OF BEHAVIORAL
RESEARCH
Research in several subareas within behavioral
economics usually progresses toward improving
the descriptive value of economic theory through
similar stages of research. These stages are (1) the
demonstration of a behavioral result anomalous
with traditional economic theory, (2) the replication, collection, and synthesis of a behavioral regularity, and (3) the development of behavioral theory incorporating the regularity.3 In most cases,
one stage naturally leads to the next. Of course,
categorizing the complex and often haphazard
process of scientiﬁc discovery in these three simple
stages simpliﬁes a progression that is inherently
much messier in reality. However, this categorization traces the path of most areas of behavioral
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work, progressing from initial empirical demonstrations of anomalies (often viewed with skepticism
by mainstream economists) to the development of
behaviorally based economic theory—built on
well-established regularities.
The ﬁrst stage of research is the observation of
behavior. Much of this observation is motivated by
work in other social sciences demonstrating behavior that is systematically inconsistent with traditional economics. Behavioral economists then attempt to demonstrate these behavioral results
using approaches and settings that are both convincing and important to other economists. To do
this, behavioral economists often rely on the methods and sources of observation used by traditional
economists. A large amount of behavioral “observation” is done using the same real-world empirical data used by traditional economists (e.g., large
longitudinal surveys; data on employment, prices,
and consumption; data from ﬁnancial markets).
When using these data, behavioral researchers typically look for reliable patterns of deviations from
the predictions of traditional economic models.
An equally important part of this observation
comes from a method borrowed from other social
sciences (notably psychology): the laboratory experiment. Experiments present an almost ideal way
to test basic assumptions of behavior. The control
in a laboratory setting allows an experimenter to
explore the source and causes of behavior carefully, while eliminating many possible confounds.
Economists have designed experiments similar to
those in other social sciences: subjects are brought
into a “laboratory” where they are presented with
a task, problem, or artiﬁcial environment (e.g., a
market), and then their decisions and actions are
recorded and analyzed.
However, when using experiments as a tool for
research, behavioral economists have distinguished
themselves from other social scientists by focusing
on experiments that are likely to be convincing to
traditional economists skeptical of experimental research. As a result, most experimental work in economics has followed certain guidelines that may
seem odd and overly restrictive to other social scientists. For instance, experimental economists avoid
all deception in experiments (the tests are intended to study basic processes that should surface
even when subjects are aware of what is being tested), they pay subjects for their decisions (if the
tests do not provide an incentive to behave rationally, then subjects may have no reason to do so),
they use experiments in which the main task is repeated several times (if subjects behave irrationally

in only one or two trials, this does not mean they
would not quickly adjust with experience),4 and
until recently they have avoided context in experiments (the basic processes being tested should be
apparent in the most basic situations when interfering elements have been stripped away). While
the merit of these guidelines is open to debate—
particularly from researchers in other social sciences—they have allowed behavioral research to
preemptively address several of the concerns that
might have been raised by traditional economists
in response to the results.
Another important criticism by traditional economists of experiments in economics (and the usual
last resort that skeptical traditional economists use
to argue that experimental research is not valid for
informing economics) is that they are often done
using an unsophisticated subject pool (college students) making decisions for small stakes (e.g., Aumann 1990). This criticism has been addressed by
collecting additional data demonstrating that behavior anomalous with traditional economic theory persists even when decision makers are experienced and dealing with high stakes (Lichtenstein
and Slovic 1973; Shefrin and Statman 1985; Hoffman, McCabe, and Smith 1996). The effect of
increasing incentives in experiments is typically
negligible, and, more importantly, no regularly observed behavioral result has been overturned by
raising incentives (Camerer and Hogarth 1999).
The second common stage in research in behavioral economics is the collection and synthesis of
evidence supporting a particular behavioral phenomenon. This means both that behavioral results
are replicated and carefully tested across manipulations, researchers, and sources of data, and that
this evidence is then collected and synthesized by
those most familiar with the area. To clearly establish and understand a behavioral regularity, behavioral economists have relied on the collection of a
large body of evidence demonstrating and dissecting a phenomenon—and on someone familiar with
the research area synthesizing the evidence supporting the phenomenon (e.g., Thaler 1992; Camerer and Thaler 1995; Babcock and Loewenstein,
1997).
Most behavioral regularities have been demonstrated in several independent studies. Because the
goal of behavioral economists is to convince even
the most skeptical traditional economists of the robustness of these behavioral regularities, it is necessary to build a solid case with as many separate
pieces of evidence as possible. In addition, in several areas of behavioral research, the empirical
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demonstration of an anomaly often encounters alternative explanations that are consistent with traditional models. (For example, demonstrations of
nonegoistic behavior in experiments were often
met with the criticism that subjects may be affected by reputation and repeated interaction effects
since their actions were observable by the experimenters.) To address these possible alternative explanations (no matter how ludicrous), behavioral
economists have countered with more data and
studies that control for these possibilities. (In the
example above, experimental economists demonstrated that nonegoistic behavior persists even in
“double blind” experiments in which the actions
of a participant are not known even by the experimenter [Berg, Dickhaut, and McCabe, 1995;
Hoffman et al. 1994].) Once a behavioral regularity has been clearly established and synthesized, it
is possible to begin to develop economic theory
that includes the regularity.
The third stage in the development of an area
within behavioral economics, and perhaps the
most important, is the development of behavioral
economic theory incorporating the behavioral
phenomenon. Once a result has been ﬁrmly established and enough work done that it is possible to
synthesize and understand the regularity, behavioral economists typically turn to developing modiﬁcations to traditional economic theory that rely
on assumptions consistent with the behavioral
phenomenon. This work has proceeded mainly by
researchers asking two questions: “What part of
the traditional theory is inconsistent with the behavior?” and “How can this part be modiﬁed to
produce predictions consistent with the behavioral
phenomenon?” For example, one of the ﬁrst areas
of research in behavioral economics was in altruism
and nonegoistic behavior (see the next section).
After ﬁrst demonstrating that people do not always
behave in the narrow, self-interested manner predicted by traditional economic theory and then
collecting a large body of evidence supporting, and
providing insights into, the phenomenon, behavioral economists turned their attention to developing an economic theory that incorporates this
behavior. By asking the above two questions, behavioral theorists ﬁrst noted that the narrow deﬁnition of self-interest in traditional economic theory was leading to incorrect predictions, and then
created models replacing this assumption with others in which individuals can derive welfare from the
outcomes experienced by others and from the actions of these others (e.g., Andreoni and Miller
2002; Rabin 1993).
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While behavioral theory is the product of empirical observation, the creation of behavioral
theory—or sometimes competing behavioral theories by different researchers—often produces the
need for more behavioral observation. This need
arises because the new theories make predictions
that can then be tested to determine their descriptive validity. As a result, behavioral theory is sometimes produced, demonstrated to be incorrect by
empirical testing, and then replaced with new theory that takes into account the additional evidence.5 However, it is important to draw a distinction between areas of economic research that have
reached the stage where economic theory is being
produced and those that have not, because the development of theory usually marks a point at which
traditional economists begin to take the associated
behavioral regularity seriously.
As the following sections of this chapter will indicate, research in several areas of behavioral economics has gone through each of the three steps
indicated above: after the behavioral anomaly is
ﬁrst demonstrated, it is explored and better understood through further observation and synthesis,
leading to the ﬁnal stage when its key elements are
incorporated into formal economic theory. The
growth of behavioral economics means that a review of the whole ﬁeld is beyond the scope of this
chapter. However, we hope that the presentation
of the development of some of the key areas of research will leave the reader with an understanding
of the kind of work done by researchers in the
ﬁeld, and of the type of conclusion that results
from this work.

BEHAVIORAL RESEARCH ON NONEGOISTIC
PREFERENCES
While some of the ﬁrst empirical demonstrations
of nonegoistic behavior in economics came from
laboratory experiments in public goods games (see
below), economists have long recognized the possibility that people may care about things other than
their direct, personal, material gains. For instance,
even the earliest economists, such as Adam Smith
and Francis Edgeworth, wrote about sympathy and
altruism as important elements of economic decision
making.6 In fact, while traditional economic theory
has largely focused on the self-interest of the butcher, the brewer, and the baker in Adam Smith’s The
Wealth of Nations (1776), it has largely ignored the
same author’s writings in The Theory of Moral Sentiments ([1759] 2000) on the lack of self-interest:
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How selﬁsh soever man may be supposed, there are
evidently some principles in his nature, which interest
him in the fortunes of others, and render their happiness necessary to him, though he derives nothing
from it, except the pleasure of seeing it. (3)

Overlooking Smith’s argument created a need,
centuries later, to reexplore the possibility of more
than narrow self-interest in preferences.
The earliest domain in which the self-interest assumption was carefully examined in economics was
in experiments testing public goods problems.
Public goods problems—which share the same underlying structure as social dilemmas, the tragedy
of the commons, and collective action problems—
are those in which an individual’s marginal beneﬁt
of contributing to the production of the good is
negative, but the impact on social welfare (the sum
of all individuals’ beneﬁts) of contributions is positive. The problem is the same one as in the wellknown prisoner’s dilemma, in which there is one
action that is socially optimal (cooperate), but another that makes an individual better off (defect).
Public goods have long interested economists (e.g.,
Samuelson 1954), because of the prediction that
no one should ever take the action that is socially
optimal at a cost to themselves. Doing so, according to traditional economic theory, is irrational.
Careful demonstration of nonegoistic behavior
began with the work of social psychologists. Dawes
and Orbell and colleagues, who were familiar with
the traditional economic assumption of self-interest, studied subjects’ decisions in social dilemmas.7
Several studies (e.g., Dawes, McTavish, and Shaklee 1977; Van de Kragt, Orbell, and Dawes 1983;
Dawes et al. 1986) investigated the effects of manipulating payoffs, communication, and group
identity on behavior in social dilemma and public
goods games. While they found several interesting
results related to the effects of group identity and
communication (see Dawes and Messick 2000),
the main result of interest to economists was the
presence of high levels of cooperation inconsistent
with the assumption of self-interest. Similar work
by sociologists (Marwell and Ames 1981) led
economists to take interest in exploring cooperation and non-self-interested behavior in public
goods games.
In reaction to the above work indicating that
subjects may contribute to public goods, experimental economists began exploring the extent to
which similar behavior would arise in experiments
that conformed to the guidelines of economics experiments, such as repetition (Isaac, Walker, and

Thomas 1984; Kim and Walker 1984; Isaac,
McCue, and Plott 1985). While most of these
early experiments were intended to see if cooperation would go away in more carefully controlled
(e.g., economics) experiments, the results were
very similar to the previous ones in that subjects
initially contributed substantially to the public
good, foregoing self-interest.
While the results of these ﬁrst experiments indicated that cooperation decreased with repetition,
several subsequent studies showed that this was
not simply the result of initial confusion by subjects in an experiment, and that cooperation persisted even with experience. For instance, Isaac and
Walker (1988) and Andreoni (1988) found high
degrees of cooperation among subjects with previous experience in public goods games when they
played a new game. Therefore, while cooperation
and giving decrease when the same public goods
game is repeated with the same people, it goes
back up when people start the game over with different people, or even when it is restarted with the
same people.
The laboratory evidence invalidating the assumption of narrow self-interest goes beyond experiments on public goods. While there are many
experiments that demonstrate this behavioral phenomenon, perhaps the most convincing series of
studies are on ultimatum, trust, and dictator games.
Ultimatum games are simple games in which there
is a very clear prediction that follows from the selfinterest assumption. In these two-player games,
one player proposes a division of an original ﬁxed
amount of money, and the other player either accepts (in which case the allocation stands) or rejects (in which case both players receive nothing).
If players care only about personal monetary outcomes, then the second player should accept any
allocation greater than zero, and, knowing this,
the ﬁrst player should propose the allocation that
gives the second player the smallest possible
amount that is better than nothing. Across several
studies, this prediction is wrong (Güth, Schmittberger, and Schwarze 1982; Kahneman, Knetch,
and Thaler 1986a; Hoffman et al. 1994). The second player almost always rejects unfair divisions
(e.g., anything less than 30 percent of the initial allocation), and the ﬁrst player rarely makes offers
that are too small to be accepted. The modal offer
is often 40 to 50 percent of the original amount.
Trust games measure the extent to which a player is willing to commit resources to a second player, who must then be trusted to return some of the
surplus generated by the commitment. Speciﬁcally,
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one player decides how much of an original
amount to send to a second player, and this second
player then receives this amount multiplied by a
constant (usually three). The second player then
decides how much of this amount received to send
back to the ﬁrst player. Similarly to the prisoner’s
dilemma and public goods games, there is a socially optimal outcome (player 1 sends everything,
player 2 returns half) that is not the equilibrium
predicted by traditional theory. The traditional
economic prediction is again clear: the second
player should never return anything, and given this
possible decision, the ﬁrst player should never send
anything. This prediction is again wrong. Even
when actions are completely secret (even to the
experimenters), subjects in the role of the second
player typically return some portion of the increased amount, and subjects in the role of the ﬁrst
player typically send amounts greater than zero
(Berg, Dickaut, and McCabe 1995).
Perhaps the clearest laboratory test of the selfinterest assumption is the dictator game. While not
precisely a game, it closely captures the decision to
give some amount of money to another. In the dictator game, one subject is given a ﬁxed amount of
money and told to decide how much, if any, of this
amount to send to another “player.” Even in situations where choices are completely anonymous,
the player who decides how much to give frequently leaves a signiﬁcant amount for the other
person (Forsythe et al. 1994; Hoffman et al. 1994;
Hoffman, McCabe, and Smith 1996). When actions are completely anonymous, this result is inconsistent with the self-interest assumption.
An important regularity arising out of the several studies demonstrating other-regarding preferences is that people do not only care about the
welfare of others or their own standing relative to
others. Instead, it is often the case that what these
others did previously directly impacts social preferences. Therefore, rather than always being kind or
unkind toward others in a particular situation, people are likely to reciprocate kindness with kindness
and unkindness with unkindness. This reciprocation occurs even in situations absent of reputation
or other ways in which kindness may lead to
greater personal rewards in the future—occurring,
for example, in the anonymous, one-shot trust
games discussed above. While evidence consistent
with this regularity is found in several kinds of experiments (e.g., in both ultimatum and trust
games the second mover is more likely to respond
“kindly” to a “kind” action), perhaps the clearest
demonstration of this phenomenon is in the work
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of Fehr and colleagues using the “gift exchange”
game (e.g., Fehr, Kirchsteiger, and Riedl 1993,
1998). In this game, subjects in one group offer
contracts to subjects in another, who then each decide whether or not to accept a contract and, if accepting one, whether to take a costly action that
beneﬁts the speciﬁc subject who offered that contract. This game models situations such as an employment market where a group of employers offers job contracts that are then possibly accepted
by prospective employees, who then decide how
much to work or shirk. The important ﬁnding
across several experiments is that subjects in the
second group, who have no incentive to exert costly “effort,” respond more kindly (with more effort) to more generous contract offers.
While most of the evidence of social and otherregarding preferences comes from laboratory experiments, some studies demonstrated similar results outside of the laboratory. Using household
survey responses, Kahneman, Knetsch, and Thaler
(1986b) found that people have clear and consistent concerns about fairness and believe that these
concerns are likely to inﬂuence behavior in the real
world. In other work outside of the laboratory,
Frank, Gilovich, and Regan (1993) report survey
responses from college professors in which an
overwhelming majority of respondents (more than
90 percent) reported giving some money to charity. Interestingly, even 90 percent of economics
professors reported giving money. Yezer, Goldfarb,
and Poppen (1996) used a ﬁeld experiment in
which unsealed, addressed envelopes containing
$10 were left in undergraduate classrooms. The
results again provided evidence against the selfinterest hypothesis: over 40 percent of the envelopes were returned. These studies, together
with the myriad everyday decisions people make
that are inconsistent with the self-interest assumption in traditional economics (e.g., anonymous
charitable donations, tipping on the last day of vacation, costly acts of vengeful vandalism), provide
convincing evidence that reciprocity and otherregarding behavior are not just artifacts of the
laboratory.
Research on the behavioral incorrectness of the
self-interest assumption reached the second stage
of behavioral economics research when researchers
in the ﬁeld began summarizing and synthesizing
the key points of the above research and other
work demonstrating the incorrectness of the selfinterest assumption (e.g., Ledyard 1995; Dawes
and Thaler 1988). Once these review pieces brought
together the existing work and pointed out the key
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behavioral regularities, attention turned to incorporating the regularities into formal economic theory.
In early work that introduced nonselﬁsh motives
into economic theory, Akerlof (1982) introduced
a model of reciprocal fairness in employment relationships similar to the gift-exchange experiments
used subsequently by Fehr. In the model, workers
may choose to behave in a non-self-interested
manner due to norms to reciprocate kindness.
In other, more general, early work, Andreoni
(1989, 1990) presented a model of individual utility in which decision makers derive “consumption”
from the amount that they give to others. Andreoni and Miller (2002) showed that such models of utility-from-giving are consistent with the
behavior of subjects in experiments and with a
generalization of traditional economic theory that
includes preferences for giving as a consumption
good.
Since this early work, several other theoretical
models have been proposed that relax the selfinterest assumption (e.g., Rabin 1993; Fehr and
Schmidt 1999; Bolton and Ockenfels 2000). The
goal of most of these models has been to capture
and describe the key feature of behavior discussed
above—that reciprocity matters more than pure altruism. For example, in the theoretical contribution that perhaps best captures this feature, Rabin
(1993) presents a model in which players care not
just about outcomes, but about what others did
and why they did so. This model captures a key
feature of reciprocity: I am kind to those who do
something good for me, especially if they are doing
it to be kind. Rabin’s model, which is an equilibrium model for games, therefore posits that players
take into account not only what others did, but
that individuals’ beliefs about why others did what
they did also matter. This accounting often results
in situations where the predicted behavior is that
people are mutually nice or mutually spiteful to
each other (for instance, in the well-known prisoner’s dilemma game, Rabin’s model predicts equilibria where both players cooperate and where
both players defect).
In other recent work modeling social, nonegoistic preferences, Akerlof and Kranton (2000) introduced the notion of identity to economic theory
and modeled how it can affect preferences. Specifically, in their model, decision makers derive utility
from behaving according to certain norms prescribed by their identity as members of particular
groups. Thus, membership in a group associated
with a particular behavior can increase the utility
derived from such behavior.

The self-interest assumption underlying traditional economics seems unreasonable to most people outside the ﬁeld. However, the amount of behavioral work summarized in this section reveals
that convincing traditional economists of its lack of
validity has been a long process. Signiﬁcant advances in relaxing the assumption in economic
models were begun only after decades of empirical
demonstration both within and outside of the laboratory. Even now, the work is incomplete. While
formal economic theory relaxing self-interest now
exists, the models are often speciﬁc to a particular
type of problem. More importantly, and partly because of the lack of a general model, the traditional approach is still the basis for an overwhelming
majority of research within economics.

BEHAVIORAL RESEARCH ON INTERTEMPORAL
CHOICE
Intertemporal choice is the area of research that
deals with decisions that have consequences at
other points in time. In economics, a large body of
research deals with how individuals should and do
make these types of decisions. For instance, saving
is an important topic of economic theory and research that deals speciﬁcally with choices (how much
to save) that impact future welfare (how much consumption is available in the future). Other important economic behaviors that fall within the area of
intertemporal choice are addiction (drug use has
potential future health consequences) and preventive health care (preventive actions involve a cost
today that will likely produce a positive future consequence). These types of decisions boil down to
one key question: how do individuals decide when
considering delaying present gratiﬁcation against
the prospect of future rewards?
The traditional approach in economics—following largely from the work of Fisher (1930) and
Samuelson (1937)—has been to assume that all of
these choices simply involve weighing the beneﬁt
or cost of the present action versus the future consequences. The basis of the economic approach,
the discounted utility model, simply assumes that
there is a discount—or weighting—function that
measures how valuable future welfare is relative to
present welfare, when deciding in the present.
When evaluated from today, a certain amount of
welfare at a future point in time is worth some
fraction (0 < δ < 1) of that same amount of welfare
today. According to this approach, individuals discount the future consequences by this fraction and
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then choose the action that maximizes their welfare. This discount rate is applied to discrete periods of time (e.g., days, years), so that—from
today’s perspective—welfare one period from now
(holding everything else constant) is worth δ times
what it would be today, welfare two periods from
now is worth δ2, and welfare t periods from now is
worth δt. An important assumption of this model
is that future consumption only matters to the extent that an individual in the present weighs his or
her welfare that far into the future.
This model produces strong implications about
how individuals should consider temporal tradeoffs. First, the model assumes that individuals are
aware—at least implicitly—of the value of this discount rate at all points in time. Therefore, it must
be the case that individuals know how much they
will value trade-offs in the future. Second, as a
consequence of this knowledge, people should display dynamic consistency, meaning that they should
not make decisions that they later regret simply
because they were unable to control themselves.
Third, individuals should make the same trade-offs
across decisions. This constancy means that discount rates for an individual should not vary across
decision-making domains (i.e., one cannot be incredibly patient for some types of decisions and incredibly impatient for others). Finally, when choices over time involve monetary decisions, the
discount rate used by individuals to decide should
be close to the discount rate in ﬁnancial markets.
As with the self-interest assumption, very early
work in economics did not impose such restrictive
assumptions on the way people made choices involving self-control and delayed gratiﬁcation. For
instance, in The Theory of Moral Sentiments ([1759]
2000), Adam Smith wrote:
At the very time of acting, at the moment in which
passion mounts the highest, he hesitates and trembles
at the thought of what he is about to do: he is secretly conscious to himself that he is breaking through
those measures of conduct which, in all his cool hours,
he had resolved never to infringe, which he had never
seen infringed by others without the highest disapprobation, and of which the infringement, his own
mind forebodes, must soon render him the object of
the same disagreeable sentiments. Before he can take
the last fatal resolution, he is tormented with all the
agonies of doubt and uncertainty; he is terriﬁed at the
thought of violating so sacred a rule, and at the same
time is urged and goaded on by the fury of his desires
to violate it. He changes his purpose every moment;
sometimes he resolves to adhere to his principle, and
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not indulge a passion which may corrupt the remaining part of his life with the horrors of shame and repentance. (227)

In particular, Smith wrote of an important duality
within an individual between an “indifferent spectator” who makes coolly calculated decisions and
the “fury of his desires,” when deciding whether
to take actions with negative future consequences.
This conﬂict is inconsistent with the discounted
utility model where individuals simply maximize
their lifetime welfare—weighing future experiences
less than present ones—and have no self-control
problems.
In contrast with research on nonegoistic preferences, early behavioral work on intertemporal
choice began outside of the laboratory. In particular, the ﬁrst work demonstrating anomalies that
caught the attention of economists was empirical
work analyzing household consumption and savings decisions. Some of these early studies (e.g.,
Hausman 1979; Gateley 1980) found individual
discount rates exhibiting extremely present-favoring
preferences. Speciﬁcally, when choosing appliances
with varying prices and energy efﬁciency, consumers appeared to be much more concerned with
lower present prices, as against future energy cost
savings, than would a rational decision maker with
access to ﬁnancial markets.
Another demonstration of behavior inconsistent
with the traditional model dealt with the pattern of
lifetime savings and consumption. One of the applications of the discounted utility model to savings is the “life-cycle” model (see Modigliani and
Brumberg 1954; Ando and Modigliani 1963),
which predicts that consumption will be generally
smooth over time and that the effects on consumption of unanticipated changes in income will
also be spread over time. This model predicts that
individuals will borrow to consume more during
periods when their income is lower (youth, old
age) and will save to ﬁnance this consumption
when income is higher. Moreover, a sudden surprise windfall (such as winning the lottery) will be
consumed at a constant rate over the remaining
years of an individual’s life. However, empirical
studies have turned up behavioral results inconsistent with the life-cycle model. For instance, consumption is not smooth over time, but instead is
very elastic with respect to income and events such
as retirement (e.g., Mankiw, Rotemberg, and Summers 1985; Carroll and Summers 1991; Stephens
2003). Moreover, drops in consumption resulting
from expected events such as retirement are unex-
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pected; not only do people not smooth consumption over their lifetime, but they are frequently
surprised by the extent to which their disposable
income falls following retirement (Bernheim, Skinner, and Weinberg 2001; Loewenstein, Prelec, and
Weber 1999).
Another domain of intertemporal choice that
has long posed problems for traditional economic
theory is addiction. Addictive goods are problematic because they involve decisions that individuals
typically regret—either because past consumption
strongly affects current preferences in an unpredicted way or because they were aware of future
consequences but were unable to control themselves. This produces situations where individuals
either do not correctly anticipate their preferences
or where they take actions they know are suboptimal. As a consequence, observed behavior—such
as that addicts try to quit but cannot, and that they
regret past consumption—is difﬁcult to explain
using the traditional economic approach (see, for
instance, Goldstein 1994). Becker and Murphy
(1988) proposed a model of addiction that works
within the traditional framework (i.e., addicts are
rational and forward looking) and is consistent
with some behavior typically associated with addiction—such as withdrawals and bingeing. However,
one problem with addiction that is not explained
by the model is the key fact that addicts typically
regret their addiction and their level of consumption of the addictive substance. This dynamic inconsistency is difﬁcult—if not impossible—to explain using modiﬁcations of the discounted utility
model such as that of Becker and Murphy.
As in the behavioral economics research on
nonegoistic preferences, the behavioral regularities
inconsistent with the traditional model were explored in experiments, as well as in the ﬁeld. Early
experimental work in the area demonstrated a behavioral regularity problematic for traditional theory. One implication of the traditional approach is
that the discount rate should remain the same, regardless of when the delayed gratiﬁcation takes
place or how long the delay is. However, experiments by Benzion, Rapoport, and Yagil (1989)
and Thaler (1981) demonstrated that discount
rates decrease for longer waiting periods, indicating that it becomes less costly to tack on additional delays in the future than it is to have to wait
initially. While these experiments did not use monetary rewards as incentives, similar results were
produced by Horowitz (1991) and Holcomb and
Nelson (1992) using monetary incentives.
In several experiments, Loewenstein and col-

leagues found that intertemporal preferences varied depending on aspects of consumption proﬁles
that should not matter, such as which option is
presented ﬁrst. For instance, Loewenstein (1988)
found a “delay versus speed-up” asymmetry in
which subjects exhibited different discount rates
when deciding how much to pay to move a future
reward forward (from one week to four weeks)
than they did when deciding how much to accept
to move the same reward back (from four weeks to
one week). Subjects were overwhelmingly more
patient when it came to moving the reward forward from the original date than they were when it
came to delaying it further.
Other experimental studies obtained results indicating that subjects valued speciﬁc patterns of
consumption over time, directly contradicting the
predictions of the discounted utility model. For instance, in one study (Loewenstein 1987), subjects
preferred to delay receiving a pleasant experience
(a kiss from their favorite movie star) and to move
up a negative one (an electric shock).8 In a similar
study, most subjects preferred to put off receiving
a dinner at a fancy French restaurant and instead
ﬁrst receive dinner at a local Greek diner, which
was less preferred in a direct comparison between
the two options (Loewenstein and Prelec 1991).
These results call into question an important implication of the traditional model—that people
should always want to delay negative experiences
and speed up positive ones.
Behavioral economic research on intertemporal
choice reached the second stage of development—
summary and synthesis—with the publication of
several chapters and volumes collecting the evidence against the assumptions of the discounted
utility model and proposing alternative principles
guiding choice over time (e.g., Loewenstein and
Thaler 1989; Loewenstein and Elster 1992).9
As with other areas of behavioral research, behavioral economic theory developed to explain the
behavioral regularities inconsistent with the discounted utility model. For instance, one kind of
model (e.g., Ainslie and Haslam 1992; Laibson
1997; Rabin and O’Donoghue 1999) assumes that
individuals have “present-biased” preferences.
That is, while the discounted utility model assumes
that the discount rate is the same independent of
when the delay is (in the present or in the future),
these models assume there is a different discount
rate for any decisions that involve delaying reward
or pain from the present, meaning it is always
harder to delay gratiﬁcation for one day when that
day is now. If decision makers are unaware of this
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bias, the model predicts behavior consistent with
several empirical regularities, such as the tendency
to be extremely impatient in the present but to believe that one will be more patient in the future (a
common source of procrastination). These models
also explain the empirical regularity that elicited
discount rates (measured for a particular period of
time) decrease when the time horizon is longer.
Another category of models builds on the assumption that there are, in a sense, two decision
makers responsible for every individual’s choices
(see Schelling 1984; Thaler and Shefrin 1981).
One of these decision makers is farsighted and
takes into account the effect of actions on future
welfare, similar to the single rational planner in the
discounted utility model. The other decision maker
is impulsive and myopic, seeking only to maximize
current welfare without regard for future consequences. Intertemporal choice then involves a limited degree of restriction, by the ﬁrst decision
maker, of the second decision maker’s ability to
act. Using this kind of model, one can explain, for
instance, why individuals may take the seemingly
irrational decision to limit their future behavior
(such as putting money in low-interest-bearing accounts with withdrawal penalties to prevent themselves from spending money, or preferring to receive a ﬁxed salary spread out evenly rather than in
a single payment up front).
Finally, some models directly include preferences for such things as anticipation and increasing
welfare (e.g., Loewenstein and Prelec 1992; Prelec
and Loewenstein 1998). In these “savoring” models, individuals choose rationally and are aware of
their future preferences. However, they do not
only weigh the utility of outcomes at the point in
time at which they are to be consumed (as in the
discounted utility model), but also derive beneﬁt
from knowing that there are as yet unexperienced
future beneﬁts and from simply being better off
than they were before. These models are consistent
with the behavior of subjects who frequently decide to delay the consumption of positive experiences and speed up negative experiences.
Behavioral economics research on intertemporal
choice has reached a similar point as the work on
relaxing the self-interest assumption. Much evidence now exists that the traditional theory is descriptively wrong, and behavioral researchers have
a good understanding of several aspects of how
actual choice differs from the traditional model.
In addition, several competing theories have been
presented that account for different aspects of this
behavior. Moreover, in some instances these theo-
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ries have impacted policy related to intertemporal
choice (e.g., Aaron 1999). In spite of this impact,
however, none of the behavioral theories of intertemporal choice has achieved wide acceptance
within the ﬁeld of economics as the correct theory
of intertemporal choice, or replaced the traditional approach as the tool of choice of most economists, meaning there is still work to do.

BEHAVIORAL RESEARCH ON REFERENCEDEPENDENT PREFERENCES
Traditional economic theory assumes that the
value individuals place on an item is not very easily changed, particularly by things that should not
affect the pleasure derived from consuming the
good. Therefore, the fact that an individual possesses a good should not make it more or less valuable, and other individuals’ consumption should
not affect the value an individual places on a good
(unless it makes the good more or less “useful,” as
in certain types of communication technology
where the good becomes more valuable when others are using it). This section, the last of our examples of areas of research in behavioral economics, reviews evidence to the contrary. The
conclusion of this research is that reference levels
(such as the status quo or individuals’ expectations) do affect preferences.
Among the ﬁrst results revealing referencedependent preferences were experimental results
demonstrating “loss aversion.” Loss aversion (or
the endowment effect) refers to the tendency to
place greater value on an item when an individual
possesses (or is endowed with) that item than
when he or she does not. Some of the pioneering
work demonstrating this phenomenon was done
by Kahneman and Tversky (1979), who showed
that gambles involving losses weighed more heavily (were associated with higher absolute monetary
values) than gambles involving identical gains.
Similarly, Thaler (1980) showed that how much
individuals were willing to accept (“willingness to
accept”) for a loss was greater than the amount individuals were willing to pay (“willingness to pay”)
for an equivalent gain.
While the above work involved hypothetical
choices, the same effect was also found in experiments using monetary incentives. These early experiments simply demonstrated that subjects who
were given an item, such as a coffee mug or a lottery ticket, required more money to give up the
item than subjects who had not been endowed
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with the item were willing to pay for it (Knetsch
and Sinden 1984). This phenomenon persisted even
when subjects were placed in a market environment, countering one early criticism by traditional
economists arguing that the effect was unimportant because it would disappear with market forces
and repetition (Kahneman, Knetsch, and Thaler
1990).
If gains are weighed less than losses, individuals
should be less likely to take courses of action that
might produce either gains or losses than they
would under traditional economic theory, where
the two are weighed equally. This tendency, referred to as the “status quo bias,” follows from loss
aversion: possible losses loom larger than possible
gains and therefore impact decisions more than
they would in the absence of loss aversion. Samuelson and Zeckhauser (1988) demonstrated such a
bias. In experiments, they found that choices became more attractive and were therefore more likely to be selected, simply by being the status quo.
The result that reference levels matter has also
been demonstrated using ﬁeld data. For instance,
the discrepancy between willingness to accept and
willingness to pay was found in a market environment to decide tree planting for a park (Brookshire
and Coursey 1987).
In addition, behavior consistent with the gain/
loss asymmetry in loss aversion is found in ﬁnancial
markets. For instance, people sell stocks that have
risen in value too early and hold on to stocks that
have declined in value too long (Shefrin and Statman 1985; O’Dean 1998). This pattern is inconsistent with traditional economic theory, which
predicts that differences in decisions to buy or sell
stock will be based solely on expectations about
their future value, and will be independent of
whether a particular stock has increased or decreased in value since being purchased.
The status quo bias has also been demonstrated
outside of the laboratory. In one example, Hartman, Doane, and Woo (1991) examined choices of
utility service plans by residential consumers in
California and found a discrepancy between the
amounts consumers were willing to accept for service disruptions and the amount they were willing
to pay to avoid them. They also found a tendency
for consumers to select options simply because
they were the status quo. In another study, Johnson, Hershey, Meszaros, and Kunreuther (1993)
found that residents in New Jersey and Pennsylvania chose different insurance options from very
similar sets of choices, based simply on which option was presented as the default one.

As with other areas of behavioral research, the
development of behavioral theory attempting to
account for the discrepancy between observed
phenomena and traditional economic theory followed the collection and synthesis of the evidence
demonstrating reference-dependence in preferences (e.g., Kahneman, Knetsch, and Thaler 1991).
However, unlike most other areas where several
competing models were developed that accounted for different aspects of the behavioral phenomenon, the behavioral theory developed to account for loss aversion was simple and much less
fragmented.
The main theoretical contributions to modeling
loss aversion using economic theory were remarkably similar. The ﬁrst theory that incorporated the
concept of loss aversion in an economic decision
model was Kahneman and Tversky’s (1979) “prospect theory,” applied to decision making under
risk. In prospect theory, outcomes are not evaluated in absolute terms, as they are in expected utility theory, but instead are evaluated relative to a
reference point. The key aspect of prospect theory
that accounts for loss aversion is that the function
representing values in the domain of losses is
steeper than the function representing values for
gains. Therefore, the decision weight associated
with losses and gains (deﬁned relative to the reference point) are unequal, and losses have a greater
impact on decision making than comparable gains.
The work of both Tversky and Kahneman
(1991) and Monro and Sugden (1998) built on
prospect theory in an attempt to generalize reference-dependence to a model of consumer choice.
In both models, the key modiﬁcation from the traditional approach is also the introduction of a reference point (for instance, the status quo) relative
to which outcomes are evaluated. In both of these
models, the acquisition of a particular good makes
that good more valuable relative to others. The
nice property of these models is they involve only
a small modiﬁcation to the traditional economic
theory, meaning that these models can often be
used in the same way as traditional theory. This
correspondence means that the usefulness of introducing reference levels to economic models is
testable; we can directly compare the behavioral
and traditional models across several decisions for
descriptive validity (see Harless and Camerer 1994).
Moreover, while the introduction of a reference
point at the status quo makes it easy to model loss
aversion—distinguishing gains from losses—the
concept can be extended to include other types of
reference levels that might affect decisions (e.g.,
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aspiration levels, security levels, social comparisons, etc.).10

BEHAVIORAL ECONOMICS: RECOGNIZING THE
IMPORTANCE OF TRAJECTORIES
The main contribution of behavioral economics
is pointing out that traditional economic theory is
a descriptively incomplete theory of human behavior. From the work of independent researchers
conducting studies demonstrating the existence of
behavioral regularities inconsistent with traditional theory, to the collection and synthesis of these
results, and to the subsequent development of behavioral theory that accounts for these regularities, the ultimate goal of all behavioral research is
to make economic analysis more descriptively
complete.
One common thread in much of behavioral economics research lies in a common source of incompleteness in the traditional model—it ignores
the importance of trajectories. Trajectories in this
case mean paths or histories of consumption and
action that impact the way decisions are made.
One of the main shortcomings of traditional economics is that it is a static theory in this sense. It
typically considers only outcomes and experiences
at the point in time at which they are encountered,
and ignores that how we get to these outcomes
and what happens before and after them have
strong effects on the desirability of these outcomes. However, as much research in behavioral
economics shows, how we get to the point of making a decision has almost as much of an effect on
choice as the consequences of the decision.
For example, one of the key ﬁndings in the study
of violations of the self-interest assumption is that
people care about reciprocity. The ﬁnding is
that people are not only not self-interested, but
that they also do not have consistent preferences
for the welfare of others independent of what has
happened previously. In particular, people prefer to
be kind to those who have been kind to them in
the past and unkind to those who have been unkind. Therefore, what happened previously matters
signiﬁcantly for current preferences and behavior.
Traditional economics, however, takes this history
into account only to the extent that reciprocity can
act as a social mechanism enhancing expected
gains (through processes like enhanced reputation), but does not include the possibility that it
may exist otherwise.
The behavioral research on intertemporal choice
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similarly points to the importance of trajectories.
One key ﬁnding is that people have preferences for
increasing consumption proﬁles and that they derive pleasure from waiting for good things. Also,
for goods such as addictive goods individuals experience unanticipated changes to their preferences based on previous consumption. All of these
behavioral regularities fail to be predicted by traditional theory. This failure occurs mainly because
the theory assumes that future experiences only affect decision making in the present by a weight
equal to the discounted welfare they will produce
at the point in time at which they are experienced.
Behavioral models that allow past and future experiences to directly or indirectly affect present welfare are therefore much more descriptively valid.
The research on loss aversion and referencedependence similarly indicates that traditional economics has failed to take into account trajectories.
While traditional economic theory assumes that
decisions are not be affected by historical accident,
research on the status quo bias indicates that this is
not the case. The fact that something was previously chosen makes it more attractive, and this
path dependence is similarly true for loss aversion.
Again, the main ﬂaw in the traditional approach
is to neglect the importance of how we got
somewhere.
We should note that it is not our argument that
everything that happened before and after a decision should be taken into account by a model of
decision making. Such a model would likely lack
both parsimony and predictive ability. Instead, if a
modiﬁcation that takes into account trajectories is
possible, creates an improvement in descriptive
ability, and does not sacriﬁce too much else, then
theoretical economics should attempt to include
such a modiﬁcation. The theoretical work on loss
aversion and reference-dependent preferences serves
as an example of how following such a principle
can produce a descriptively better model.
BEHAVIORAL ECONOMICS AND ECONOMIC
SOCIOLOGY
An economic sociologist reading our chapter up
to this point will no doubt wonder about the apparent relative absence of economic sociology—
and sociology more generally—from the work of
behavioral economists. It is certainly true that an
overwhelming majority of work in behavioral economics is rooted in psychology, perhaps reﬂecting
the contributions of several prominent early be-
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havioral “economists” (e.g., Daniel Kahneman,
Amos Tversky, Robyn Dawes) whose primary
training was in psychology. This emphasis is manifested in the topics (e.g., fairness and cognitive biases) and methods (e.g., experiments) of behavioral research. To date, the topics and methods of
areas such as economic sociology have had a signiﬁcantly smaller impact in behavioral economics
and economics more generally. Thus, topics that
seem important for mainstream economic research
such as culture, institutions, organizational environment, and social networks appear to have
received scant attention even among behavioral
economists.
However, a closer examination of behavioral
economics reveals two sources of optimism for
those who would like to see a stronger connection
with economic sociology.
The ﬁrst source of optimism is that a closer examination of existing work in behavioral economics reveals a signiﬁcant amount of work that directly addresses topics or relies on methods from
economic sociology. While this work lies outside
of the mainstream of behavioral economics research—compared with topics such as fairness, reference-dependent preferences, or biased time preference—it nonetheless certainly lies within its
boundaries.
For instance, following the demonstration that
individuals’ preferences are affected by the welfare
of others, an important question for behavioral
economists is how to explain variance in such preferences. The work of a few researchers looks at the
role of culture, institutions, and social networks in
determining preferences for things like fairness or
equity. As an example, the work of Henrich et al.
(2001) explored how varying economic and social
environments in 15 relatively small primitive societies affected behavior in the ultimatum game. Another set of studies (Babcock, Engberg, and Greenbaum 1999; Greenbaum 2002) explores how
teachers’ salaries in Pennsylvania are determined,
showing that social comparisons with teachers in
other “similar” districts have an important effect
on wage levels and negotiations. Note that studies
of both kinds are important for economics because
they raise the possibility that even things as basic as
preferences are affected by the institutions, culture, and social networks that surround an individual or society.
Another area of research recognizes that much
economic interaction takes place through relationship networks, relaxing the usual assumption in
economics that economic actors are linked in

“complete” networks. Recent theoretical (e.g.,
Allen and Gale 2000; Jackson and Watts 2002)
and experimental (e.g., Berninghaus, Ehrhart, and
Keser 2002; Corbae and Duffy 2002) work studies
how different network conﬁgurations affect economic outcomes. Note that this emphasis on network structure and the importance of social links is
something that economic sociologists have long
argued plays an important role in economic activity (Granovetter 1985; Davis 1991). While the
work above represents only a small step by economists in the direction of accounting for the importance of the relationship networks, it nonetheless
represents an important “behavioral” modiﬁcation
to the traditional approach.
The second source of optimism for those who
would like to see more economic sociology in behavioral economics lies not in existing work, but
rather in promising potential future work. While
this chapter has indicated the considerable advances made by behavioral economists, there remain many areas in which (even behavioral) economic theory is still incomplete. Much of this
work has to do with ﬁlling in gaps in the theory
that limit its ability to correctly predict outcomes
and behavior. Behavioral economics has resulted in
a better, though still incomplete, theoretical tool
for such prediction. In these likely future areas of
research exists considerable promise for incorporating the work of economic sociologists.
As an example, consider the work in economics
on coordination and coordination games (e.g.,
Van Huyck, Battalio, and Beil 1990; Mehta, Starmer, and Sugden 1994). Coordination refers to
situations where there are multiple possible equilibrium outcomes (where no individual actor wants
to change her behavior given what others are
doing). Examples of such situations include several individuals deciding whether to exert costly effort when the reward to such effort is only
achieved if others exert it as well, or where units in
the same ﬁrm all need to adopt a communication
technology but the value of the technology depends on that adopted by others (see Schelling
1960). These situations pose a problem for economic theory because of its inability to predict
which of the several possible equilibrium outcomes
will result, and experiments have demonstrated
that otherwise identical groups of people will converge on different outcomes (Van Huyck, Battalio,
and Beil 1991; Bacharach and Bernasconi 1997).
It is for this kind of prediction that behavioral
economists might beneﬁt by turning to economic
sociology and sociology more generally. Given that
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economic theory fails to predict why identical
groups of economic actors may arrive at entirely
different equilibrium outcomes, a solution to this
problem may lie in looking at the way economic
sociologists might argue the individuals (or their
surroundings) differ. For instance, some economists have already recognized that culture may
play a signiﬁcant role in determining which of the
several outcomes results in a situation involving
coordination (Kreps 1990; Weber and Camerer
2003). However, other topics of interest to economic sociologists, such as social environments
and networks, social comparisons, and institutional forces, may equally well explain the different
outcomes. It is in such a combination of economic sociology and economic theory, using the former to ﬁll in the gaps of the latter, where exists
perhaps the greatest potential for future work in
behavioral economics.

CONCLUSION
The goal of this chapter is to introduce the approach to research in the social sciences known as
behavioral economics. By describing the methodology and a few important areas of research, we
hope to have left the reader with an improved understanding of what behavioral economists do and
why they do it. Moreover, we have attempted to
link much of the research in behavioral economics
together under a common theme: the taking into
account of trajectories. To conclude this chapter,
we turn to more general statements about what
behavioral economics has accomplished and might
still accomplish.
First, however, it is important that we reiterate a
point from our introductory discussion, one that
addresses a common concern of traditional economists in accepting behavioral work. This point has
to do with the goal of behavioral economics. As we
have previously stated, the goal of researchers in
this area is not to tear down economic theory and
replace it with theory borrowed from other social
sciences. Instead, the goal is to improve economics
as a descriptive and positive social science and
make traditional economic theory richer and descriptively more accurate, while retaining many of
the goals of traditional economic theorists such as
parsimony and formalism. The work in each of the
areas discussed above has proceeded toward this
goal—usually through carefully observation of
how people actually behave and the incorporation
of this observation into formal economic theory.
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The main contribution of behavioral economics
is the recognition that traditional economic theory
is an incomplete story. It omits important characteristics of decisions and situations that enter into
an individual’s decision process. Behavioral economics recognizes the importance of things such
as trajectories that play an important role in decision making but are not part of traditional models.
The demonstration of results inconsistent with
traditional economic theory and improvements to
the theory are not the only beneﬁts that behavioral
economics has produced. For example, due to the
willingness of behavioral economists to borrow
research tools from the other social sciences, behavioral economics has introduced new research
methods—such as laboratory experiments—to traditional economic research. Some of these methods
are now used by economists not doing speciﬁcally
behavioral work (e.g., experimental economics
testing mechanism design). In addition, behavioral
economics has created a link with research in other
social sciences and given economics more credibility among researchers in other areas who previously dismissed all of economics due to its reliance on
the rational choice model.
Aside from these beneﬁts, behavioral economics
has also resulted in an economic theory better suited for positive analysis. Even the slight improvements to economic theory discussed in the previous sections have produced a theory more likely to
correctly predict important behavior such as consumption of addictive substances, bargaining impasse, retirement savings, and donations to charity.
Armed with this better understanding, policy interventions are much more likely to succeed than
if they are based on a simpler, but unrealistic, model.
In addition to creating a theory better suited for
predicting behavior, recognition of deviations from
the traditional model points us to some important
sources of error that decision makers routinely
make (for instance, see Kahneman and Tversky
1974). Once aware of and familiar with these mistakes, economists can look for ways to help people
avoid them when making important decisions.11
While our goal in this chapter is not to predict
the future of research in behavioral economics, we
believe some directions are likely to prove fruitful.
One such direction is work aimed at bringing together different strands of behavioral economics
by ﬁnding links between basic processes underlying behavioral results (such as the connection between loss aversion and a preference for improving
consumption paths). To the extent that researchers
are able to link behavioral phenomena by under-
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standing how they operate more similarly at a basic
level, the result is a better understanding likely to
be reﬂected in a better theory. Similarly, work
using the observation of neuropsychology to understand how humans make economic decisions is
also likely to prove fruitful (see, for instance, Camerer 2003b; and Camerer, Loewenstein, and Prelec
2003). Work in these directions may result in
a fourth stage in the development of behavioral
economic research: the linking of all behavioral
regularities to form a single behavioral economic
theory.

NOTES
Many thanks to participants at the Russell Sage conference on the Handbook of Economic Sociology for helpful comments and suggestions. Thanks especially to Paula England
and George Loewenstein for carefully reading and commenting on the chapter.
1. While behavioral economists have typically focused on
methods (such as experiments) and assumptions (such as
cognitive biases) from psychology, recent behavioral work
more broadly encompasses other social sciences. For instance, Henrich et al. (2001) combine experiments and
anthropological research to study the impact of culture on
economic decisions. Moreover, recent theoretical and experimental work (e.g., Berninghaus, Ehrhart, and Keser
2002; Jackson and Watts 2002) emphasizes the importance
of (simple forms of) social networks in determining group
outcomes.
2. In fact, this goal of working within economics and making progress through incremental improvements to neoclassical economics often results in a negative view of behavioral
economics from researchers in other disciplines, who view
the improvements as insufﬁcient and question the validity of
relying on economic methods such as formal theory. At the
same time, many behavioral economists argue that the ultimate goal of behavioral research must be to completely
change the way economics research is done (e.g., replacing
all of the current assumptions with a new set of behaviorally
realistic assumptions). The view of this group is that incremental changes will never allow economics to fully incorporate important aspects of economic decision-making learned
from areas such as neuroscience and social psychology.
3. The last stage could be divided into two separate
stages: (1) the development of individual choice models that
incorporate the behavioral anomaly, and (2) the incorporation of these models into behavioral macroeconomic models. This is an important distinction because economists
largely value a new theory based on the extent to which it
can be modiﬁed to achieve the latter. However, since there
are several areas of behavioral research that have thus far not
reached this stage—though most have reached the ﬁrst stage
of theoretical development—we pool the two while noting
the distinction (and the ultimate goal of having four, instead
of three, stages).
4. Unfortunately, however, the repetition of choice with
the same incentives may also be “sending a message” to subjects about what we expect them to do, with the result that
the subjects may be responding to this inferred expectation

as much as to whatever external (usually monetary) payoffs
are involved (see Dawes 1999).
5. As Camerer (2003a) points out, this is how the physical sciences typically rely on observation and proceed differently than does economics: theory is developed from observation, tested using observation, and then improved to
account for new observation. This point, however, is not
new, as Von Neumann and Morgenstern noted over half a
century ago that “the empirical background of economic
science is deﬁnitely inadequate. . . . It would have been absurd in physics to expect Kepler and Newton without Tycho
[Brahe],—and there is no reason to hope for an easier development in economics” (1944, 4).
6. In the seminal book Mathematical Psychics ([1881]
1995), Edgeworth wrote of a weighted sympathy component in individual utility functions by which the welfare of
others counts for some fraction of our own welfare. Edgeworth even noted that this fraction decreases with “social
distance” (see also Collard 1975).
7. The ﬁrst experiment involving production of public
goods is believed to be by Bohm (1972), but his experiments do not clearly demonstrate that subjects are foregoing
self-interest to contribute to the public good. For a discussion of these experiments and an excellent survey of the experimental literature on public goods, see Ledyard 1995.
8. These experiments represent a rare departure for economists from the usual requirement in laboratory studies that
subjects’ choices somehow be tied to their payoffs. Perhaps
these results are so consistent with our intuition about
everyday intertemporal choice (“save the best for last” and
“get it over with”) that the hypothetical choices are sufﬁcient to convince most economists.
9. For an excellent and concise summary of behavioral
work on delayed gratiﬁcation, see Fehr 2002.
10. See Markowitz 1952 for an early theoretical discussion of the possibility that people evaluate wealth relative to
a reference level such as the status quo.
11. For instance, the dynamic inconsistency common to
decisions involving intertemporal choice means that we end
up with economically inefﬁcient outcomes and the need for
entire industries to help avoid these outcomes (the dieting
industry, rehab clinics). Being able to correct these “mistakes” in decision making before they happen would lead to
better economic outcomes in which the resources devoted
to these industries are used elsewhere.
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Emotions and the Economy
Mabel Berezin

THE RETURN OF EMOTION
“Emotion and economy” describes a relation
that social scientists have recently begun to acknowledge and valorize. Outside of various ﬁelds
of psychology, sociologists and economists often
treat emotions as residual categories. It is arguable
that the project of modern social science from its
European nineteenth-century origins to its contemporary variations deﬁnes emotion out of social
action in general and economic action in particular. In contrast to other contributions to this volume that discuss more or less established literatures, this chapter suggests plausible analytic frames
that reinscribe emotion in social and economic action. Even though strong, let alone competing,
paradigms have not developed around emotion
and economy, this pairing does not constitute an
uncharted terrain.
Emotions, rather than gone from sociological
and economic analysis, have been, to put it more
aptly, in disciplinary exile. Multiple signs suggest
that emotions are reentering sociological and economic analysis. In the last few years, interest in
emotions has ﬂourished among sociologists who
usually place their work on the macro rather than
the micro level of analysis. In his now classic article, Collins (1981) argued that interactions on the
ritual and social level were marketplaces where
emotional and cultural resources provided the
media of exchange. Repeated positive interactions
within a group produced emotional solidarity and
positive currency; conversely, negative interactions
devalued currency. Collins was theorizing the emotional mechanisms that bridged the micro and
macro level of analysis. He was among the ﬁrst in a
theoretical ﬁeld that others are joining. The return
of emotion is, in part, an attempt to counter the
growing salience of rational choice and formal economic models in both political science and sociology; and is, in part, fueled by real-world problems

such as ethnic cleansing, addiction, greed, and (a
theoretical problem but welcome in the real world)
altruism. Theories that exclude the affective dimension of social life have difﬁculty explaining individual or collective behaviors that rationality
does not appear to govern.
In his 1997 presidential address to the American
Sociological Association, Neil Smelser (1998) focused upon the psychological state of ambivalence
to underscore the salience of emotion for thick
social analysis. A mere four years later, Douglas
Massey’s (2002) presidential address to the 2001
American Sociological Meetings called for a reappraisal of the role of emotions in social life. Even
more surprising than his subject matter was Massey’s
quasi-essentialist argument that emotions are so
intrinsic to human life that they should be at the
core of any meaningful sociology—no matter what
the subdisciplinary interest.
Smelser’s address offered a perspective that
countervailed the rational choice theories and formal models that had burgeoned in political science
and were gaining ground in sociology. Smelser argued that the problem with rational choice is its assumption that individuals experience social life as a
series of either/or or zero-sum choices in a series
of atemporal and ahistorical contexts. Choices can
only be rational in those limited instances where
the choice context is stable. In general, both rationality and choice recede before empirical reality.
The ideal type of contemporary rational choice
theory fails to take affect, emotion, and “valence”
into account.
According to Smelser, ambivalence, the state of
holding “opposing affective orientations towards
the same person, object or symbol” (1998, 5) is
more characteristic of how individuals experience
social life than certainty. Smelser provides numerous observations of states that generate ambiva-
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lence. For example, bonding with others creates
dependence that can be positive but can also signal
a loss of freedom; parents are both happy and sad
when their children grow up and leave home; consumers are both attracted to and feel guilty about
the pursuit of status goods. Smelser argues that institutions both mediate ambivalence and provide a
context in which behaviors based upon rational
choice make sense. In short, Smelser does not
completely dismiss rational choice, but takes a
grounded approach to it. He argues that rational
choice is useful in those contexts in which choice is
institutionalized.
In the last few years, historians (Reddy 2001),
philosophers (Nussbaum 2001; Pizarro 2000),
natural scientists (Damasio 1994, 1999), as well as
social scientists (Loewenstein 2000; Elster 1999b;
Turner 2000; Barbalet 1998) have all afﬁrmed the
importance of emotion in social life. While there is
a growing recognition that emotions matter for social science analysis, questions remain as to how
they matter—that is, how emotional responses are
transposed from physical states to particular forms
of individual or collective social actions. Kemper
(1987) numbers 27 emotions in his work and
identiﬁes a range of social actions that might channel them. While the process of identifying emotions is seemingly inﬁnite, the mechanisms that
transpose an emotion to an action are relatively restricted and in general underspeciﬁed.1

EMOTION AND ECONOMY: CORE PROBLEMS AND
RELEVANT DISTINCTIONS
As there is currently no ﬁrmly marked disciplinary path through the ﬁelds of emotion and economy, this chapter aims to forge one. In so doing, it
attempts to synthesize a large array of literature in
a relatively compressed framework—covering aspects of history, sociology, economics, psychology,
and philosophy. As this author is not an expert in
any of these disciplines except sociology, the article
is schematic and lays out possibilities rather than
prescriptions.
The principal assumption that governs the discussion is that individual and collective action is
central to social analysis. While it is hardly novel to
underscore the importance of action—after all, it is
central to Parsons’s ([1937] 1968) as well as Coleman’s (1990) work—emotion is crucial for interpreting both the means and ends of action. Except
for rational choice theories, action is often underemphasized in discussions of emotion. This chap-

ter divides into three broad segments: ﬁrst, a segment on relevant distinctions that speciﬁes various
disciplinary modes of theorizing the relation between emotion and action; second, a more standard review of the literature that groups works
around similar themes and issues; and third, an analytic typology that recalibrates the literature in
terms of events and emotions. The second section
will begin ﬁrst with Adam Smith’s The Theory of
Moral Sentiments ([1759] 2000) and address various exigeses of the argument; then move on to explore the contemporary social science debate
about rationality; and lastly discuss work that has
developed in emotion management.
Four relevant distinctions emerge from parsing
the contradictions, as well as points of agreement,
among the various literatures of emotion. These
distinctions are as follows.
1. Emotion is a physical not a psychological state.
Neuroscience (Frijda 1993; Mendoza and Ruys
2001) is the disciplinary site of much innovative
contemporary work on emotion. Neuroscientist
Antonio Damasio (1994, 1999) the most compelling theorist (whom I rely on, as do scholars
such as Jon Elster), makes the important point that
emotion is ﬁrst a physical feeling that we secondarily articulate as a cognition. Cognition, the second
step in emotion, is where culture and historical
speciﬁcity as well as institutional realms matter. We
experience emotion as a physical state—elation,
weeping, nausea. Even autoimmune disease, in
which the body literally turns upon itself, plausibly
signals the repression of emotion. The physical experience of emotion is ontologically different from
the interpretation (cognition) of emotion and the
actions that we take in response to our experienced
emotions. Social scientists frequently conﬂate this
distinction, and it attenuates the strength of their
arguments because it bypasses the physical dimension of emotion.
2. Emotion is constitutive of human nature and
by inference constitutive of social life. Charles Darwin ([1872] 1998) made the classic argument that
even animals have emotions. Classical studies of
human nature beginning in the eighteenth century understood that absence of emotion and affect
is moral and social death. Emotion’s relation to
ethics or morality and human nature persists to this
day, as emotion remains the province of moral philosophy and psychology (for example, De Sousa
1980; Middleton 1989; Pizarro 2000; D’Arms
and Jacobson 2000; Greenspan 2000; Nussbaum
2001). Having emotions is natural; channeling
emotions is social. An emotionless person would
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exist in a state of perfect equilibrium. While individuals would not want to live in a state of continuing emotional upheaval, perfect equilibrium (an
economist’s and rational choice theorist’s heaven)
would be equally dysfunctional. Economist Robert
Frank’s (1988, 1993) arguments that emotions are
rational are based on the unstated assumption that
social equilibrium takes away from, rather than enhances, social and economic innovation. The creative (i.e., innovative and productive) social and
economic actor follows his or her passions beyond
reason.
3. Emotion is not culture and vice versa. Emotion
and culture are interconnected, but they should be
kept analytically distinct even if they cannot be so
in real life. Culture, norms, and values affect the
expression of emotion but not the reality of the
emotion, or norms or values (Shweder 1993). Culture affects practices within different economic institutions, as well as the organization and practice
of economic life (Middleton 1989).
4. Trust and risk are perceptions not emotions.
Trust is a perception or a cognitive act. Emotion
may inﬂuence the formation of those cognitions
and the resultant mental state of trust, but emotion and trust are not coterminous entities. It is
important to make this distinction early on because
trust, in the literature on economics and society, is
sometimes treated (erroneously, according to this
author) as an emotion (for example, Pixley 1999a,
1999b, 2002a, 2002b). This chapter follows Coleman (1990), whose discussion of trust and risk
clearly links them to the problem of action, even
though emotions may be built into the action.
Coleman argues that trust is a “bet on the future”
that we place with respect to knowledge that we
have about past actions. Past experience both with
our own internal psyches as well as with others determines our assessment of trust and risk in various
situations.
Trust is a judgment that we make about actions.2
Culture inﬂuences how we make those judgments.
All actions have a degree of uncertainty built into
them—even the most routine. The concept of accident is the recognition of the uncertainty that
underlies even the most mundane and routine situations. Trust and risk are directly proportional to
each other. Generalized trust informs actions that
individuals and collectivities repeat day after day
because they are in quotidian low-risk situations.
In the absence of information, we may decide to
act on little or no information and follow what Elster (1996) describes as “gut feelings.” According
to Coleman (1990), time is constitutive of trust.
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Misplaced trust is an error that results from the failure to give adequate time to decision making.
Coleman’s example of a young woman who does
not allow sufﬁcient time to investigate a young
man who offers to walk her home and subsequently attacks her (91–108) underscores the relation between time and trust.
In its purist form, emotion and economy should
focus on the noncognitive dimension of economic
action. The analytic line is emotion—cognition—
action. Much of the social science literature that
focuses on emotion focuses on its cognitive dimension. Arlie Hochschild’s (1979, 1983, 1990)
work on emotion rules and management is seminal
in this area. The cognitive perspective does not adequately acknowledge that individuals have experiential and physical knowledge of the emotions that
they manage or the rules that they follow. Culture
and cognition are of course crucial but so is the
physical experience of emotion. Culture and cognition intervene between emotion and action.
Recognizing that emotion is a physical state,
that it is about the body rather than the mind, is
central to theorizing the link between emotion and
economic action. Absence of emotion is equilibrium in both physical and economic life. Emotion
disequilibrates, and it is in moments of disequilibration and reequilibration that innovation occurs
in social and economic life. Sociology’s contribution to the study of emotions and the economy
will lie in its ability to map the steps between emotion and action.
Figure 1 provides a preliminary diagram of the
preceding discussion.

EMOTION AND ECONOMY: HISTORICAL
ANTECEDENTS
The study of emotion as analytic object dates to
antiquity. Aristotle’s Rhetoric (1991) explored emotion as ontology and teleology. Emotion as a problem of modernity (the emphasis in this review)
emerged in the eighteenth century with the burgeoning of market society. As Elias’s (1994) magisterial study of the “civilizing process” demonstrates, the disciplining of affect was a constitutive
feature of the transition from feudal to modern society. In England and Scotland and to a lesser degree on the continent, philosophers were pondering the ontology of human nature and the passions
at the same moments, if we accept Elias’s account,
as the passions were in the process of being institutionally tamed. In the eighteenth century, tam-
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(c) Rational Action
(Actions based upon
interest and efficiency)

(a) Emotion (Physical State)

(b) Cognition
(d) Non-Rational Action
(Actions based on morals,
values, appetites)

(ab)

Contemporary Neuroscience
Antonio Damasio (1994; 1999)

(abd)

Moral Philosophy
Martha Nussbaum (2001)

(ad)

Passions, Sentiment, Interest
Classical Formulations: Adam Smith ([1759] 2000); Jeremy Bentham
(1948); Albert Hirschman (1977).
Theorizing Emotion Out: Max Weber (1978)

(bc or d)

Emotional Dramaturgy Culture
Rules, Roles, Scripts, Repertoires: Arlie Hochschild (1979; 1983);
Erving Goffman (1959): Randall Collins (1981)
Alternative rationalities: Robert Frank (1988)

(abc)

Rational Choice/The Debate about Rationality
Jon Elster (1999a; 1999b)
Neil Smelser (1992)

Figure 1. Relating emotion and action: disciplinary paths. Max Weber’s forms of social action (1978, 22–26)
suggest, but do not deﬁne, the distinctions outlined in this ﬁgure. Authors cited serve as selective examples within
a category.

ing the passions was a problem of moral philosophy that became a problem of political economy
and capitalism in the nineteenth century.
Eighteenth-century England was the stage for
many of the ideas that became commonplace on
the continent as well as the site of a burgeoning
and vibrant bourgeoisie society. Sentiments and
sensibilities, passions and appetites were problems
of a new market society as well as moral philosophy
(Rothschild 2001). Hirschman (1977) provides
the classic account of how passions were repressed
with the help of interests in the service of the
emerging market economy. Hirschman points out
that moneymaking from classical antiquity to the
Renaissance always carried a social stigma. Passions, the appetites (Hirschman draws heavily on
Machiavelli), were the motor forces behind the
constant warfare of the Renaissance princes. But
passion was disruptive to the development of the
mature statecraft that market society required. Beginning in the late Renaissance, interests emerged
as the term for conducting a more balanced public

and private life (Hirschman 1977, 42). The passions did not serve either political or economic interests. But the passions were constitutive of human
nature and, in Freudian terms, needed an object of
sublimation. The object was the formerly vulgar
and immoral pursuit of money that became coterminous with interest. Moneymaking became the
“calm passion.” Commerce, depending upon
which side of the English Channel one was on, was
called “innocent” or “doux.” Vice became virtue
in the service of a new economic order. These ideas
diffused in intellectual circles as well as through
the popular culture. For example, Molière wrote
The Miser as well as The Bourgeois Gentleman.
Markets and commercial society required freedom to thrive (laissez-faire as metaphor and practice), yet individuals could not be completely unfettered if a capitalist system were to develop.
Capitalism, as Weber ([1920] 1976) argues in The
Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of Capitalism, required discipline as well as desire to thrive. Barbalet (2000) makes the argument that the concept
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of vocation, Beruf, rationalized in the notion of career, was the institutional vehicle that contained
the emotive and the rational. It is no accident that
novelistic narrative ﬁction began to develop during
this period (Watt [1957] 2001). The heroes and
heroines of the new novel genre (remember Moll
Flanders as well as Robinson Crusoe) graphically
capture the tension between exuberance, passion
and appetite, and discipline that would characterize emerging capitalist economy.
The focus on sentiment and sensibility in French
and English eighteenth-century moral philosophy
adjudicated the tension between unruly passion
and cold interest in the language of domesticated
emotion. Within the realm of economics and emotion, Adam Smith’s The Theory of Moral Sentiments
is a core book.3 Published in 1759, it predates the
Wealth of Nations by 17 years. Although sentiment
is in the title, Smith does not write in the mode of
a Shaftesbury, his contemporary and fellow partisan of emotion. The Theory of Moral Sentiments expounds a political economy of emotion that shifts
scarcity from the productive to the interior psychological realm.
In the main, Smith argues that “fellow feeling,”
or sympathy, is the core of social life. Smith suggests that we are moved by our imaginative engagement with the suffering of others. Human suffering generates an unspoken moral calculus.
Human beings have the capacity to sympathize
and to be the object of sympathy. Although the
former is preferable to the latter, the fungibility of
sympathy serves as a moral glue of social, and by
extension, productive life. Underlying this argument is a notion of appropriate and inappropriate
objects of sympathy. The concept of appropriateness emerges at the beginning of the work as well
as in the chapters on merit, demerit, and utility.
Smith argues that gratitude and resentment are the
core affects of empathy ([1759] 2000, 94–111).
Those who are objects of gratitude are those
whom we see as worthy of reward; those who are
objects of resentment we see as deserving punishment. Close reading reveals some ambiguity as to
who is the subject and who is the object of gratitude and resentment. Deference and jealousy can
as easily replace gratitude and resentment. To put
it in other words, we see as worthy of their good
fortune those who have been deferent to us and
with whom we can identify; we view as worthy of
bad fortune those who have an independent relation to us and whose actions appear foreign to us.
A large literature exists on Adam Smith that this
chapter only touches upon. While a commonly ac-
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cepted notion is that there are two Adam Smiths,
the empathetic moralist of The Theory of Moral
Sentiments and the calculating capitalist of Wealth
of Nations, revisionist approaches are suggesting
that the two works are more intricately connected
than scholars had previously understood. While
there are an inﬁnite number of objects to trade in
the marketplace, there is a far more limited supply
of sympathy. More importantly, as critics are beginning to point out, no one can really be the
other person—that is, the person who requires the
sympathy. In fact, though it might appear that
Adam Smith is an early advocate of “feeling another’s pain,” the more likely response to the suffering of others is relief that we are not the sufferer. This logic yields an unstated next step, that
contempt, rather than pity or sympathy, is the natural response to the suffering of others. In short,
sympathy is an emotional draping on the secure
feeling that we ourselves are intact.4
Agnew (1986) in a historical analysis argues that
the development of the theater and market in precapitalist England are two sides of the same coin.
Drawing upon Adam Smith, Agnew argues that
mutual sympathy comes from the recognition of
mutual inaccessibility. What is created is an imaginative, not an emotional, identiﬁcation with others. Imagination is also a function of cognition or
rationality—that is, we have to imagine an agreeable story about another person in order to identify or sympathize with him or her. The more afﬂuent persons or societies become, the more time
they have for sympathy or empathy. A thin line
separates sympathy, jealousy, and disapproval.
Paradoxically, we would rather sympathize with
those who are graced than with those who have
fallen from grace. Sympathy is a frail rather than
robust force. In the theater, no matter how emotionally engaged we are, we go home at the end of
the performance. The “bottom line” of sympathy
is parallel to leaving the theater: whether fortune is
good or bad, it is always experienced by someone
other than ourselves.
Agnew (1986, 186) makes the argument that
emotional isolation lies at the heart of Smith’s system because scarcity exists in the emotional as well
as economic realm. Individuals compete for limited supplies of social attention—whether as givers
or as objects of sympathy. Those who are not competitive in the attention sphere simply drop off the
social and economic radar screen. Unstated but
implicit in Agnew’s argument is that the poor and
socially marginal are most likely to suffer physically as well as psychologically if they lose in the sym-
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pathy, or attention, market. Thompson (1971)
shifts this valence in his study of bread riots in
eighteenth-century England as part of a “moral
economy” of the crowd. Aneurin Bevan, one of
the architects of the British postwar welfare state,
entitled his treatise on the subject In Place of Fear
(1952). Bevan argued that a welfare state would
provide the security that would break the link between emotional and material deprivation.
Offer (1997), drawing upon The Theory of
Moral Sentiments, formulates a concept of the
“economy of regard” that follows from where
Agnew leaves off. Offer argues that there is a tension between the gift relation as described by Marcel Mauss and the market. The “economy of
regard” attempts to resolve this tension. Offer argues that with respect to sympathy, individuals
crave approbation or regard. The “gift relationship” elucidates the scarcity and social signiﬁcance
of regard—the gift of attention. The social function of regard, as with gifts, is to enter into an exchange relation. The currency of the gift is usually
some type of material object; the currency of regard is status and deference. The economy of regard operates wherever personal relations affect incentives (471).
While the market, to borrow from Bentham,
may ultimately provide the greatest good for the
greatest number, it cannot provide the best goods for
the greatest number. As Max Weber recognized, the
best societal goods combine money and status, or
in Adam Smith’s terms, the positive approbation of
one’s fellow men. Similar to gifts with rules of engagement and prestige hierarchies, approbation or
regard is a scarce commodity and is more akin to
competition than emotional empathy. Offer’s argument, coupled with Agnew’s, points to the
rational rather than emotional dimension of
sympathy—because sympathy is about competition
for place and position (i.e, to be worthy of regard)
and not charity.
Rothschild’s Economic Sentiments (2001) focuses on Smith and Condorcet, underscoring the essential modernity of uncertainty as a social fact
(51). Feeling emotions that one can be aware of
and reﬂect upon requires a modern perception of
time. Premodern men and women perceived and
experienced time as nonlinear. Experiencing time
synchronically and not diachronically, premodern
men and women lived in the moment. Feudal hierarchies and nature regulated social life. Peasants
and lords did not need highly reﬁned time sensibilities. Barring natural disasters, their production
systems reduced uncertainty to virtually zero. For

peasants and lords, tomorrow offered few surprises. Capitalist production systems required
planning. Modern economic men and women, in
contrast to their predecessors, required a ﬁnely calibrated sense of time—to think and to plan.5 It is
no accident that, like economics, the study of the
mind and human understanding is an eighteenthcentury obsession.
Market capitalism gave birth to the recognition
of uncertainty. Along with the perception of uncertainty came social groups who could imagine a
future and who had an expanded time horizon.
Rothchild (2001) argues that the capacity to imagine a future was a feature of Enlightenment thought
that penetrated the collective modern psyche more
deeply than standard philosophical accounts suggest. Futurity and uncertainty meant that one
could pursue different paths of action. Choice, as
well as its kinship concept rationality, is a feature of
modernity itself. In premodern, or precommercial,
societies, choice was not an option, and the ethics
or moral sentiments required to make normative
distinctions and choices were not social or political
requisites.

THE DEBATE ABOUT RATIONALITY AND
EMOTION IN SOCIOLOGY AND ECONOMICS
History reveals that utility proved a more attractive concept than sentiment. In the nineteenth
century, the boundary between moral philosophy
and practical life was drawn sharply and gave birth
to the full-blown science of, ﬁrst, political economy and, then, modern economics. It is axiomatic
in economic history that rationality and rational
man are products of the eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries (see Persky 1995 for a brief history of the
concepts). Jeremy Bentham introduced the concept of utility in An Introduction to the Principles
of Morals and Legislation (1948), and his foremost
student John Stuart Mill continued to develop it in
a series of books and treatises.
According to Bentham, “An action . . . may be
said to be conformable to the principle of . . . utility (meaning with respect to the community at
large), when the tendency it has to augment the
happiness of the community is greater than any it
has to diminish it” (1948, 127). As utility applies
to any action that accords the greatest good to the
greatest number, the individual pursuing his or her
self-interest will increase the level of general happiness in the community.
Nineteenth-century political economy (with the
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exception of Marx’s critique) is synonymous with
rationality and the corresponding process of rationalization. Twentieth-century economists built
upon nineteenth-century theories to mathematize
economics and to drain it of historical and cultural context. John Stuart Mill’s two-volume Principles of Political Economy established him as the father of modern political economy. On the strength
of this volume, theorists of all stripes overlook
Mill’s commitment to emotion as well as his position as a public ﬁgure within the age of English
romanticism and early Victorianism. Among his
voluminous writings, Mill’s Autobiography ([1873]
1969) and his twin essays on Bentham and Coleridge remind us that the nineteenth century was
the highpoint of sensibility, what English poet
William Wordsworth characterized as “emotion reﬂected in tranquility,” as well as market capitalism.
Mill’s awakening to the value of emotion that he
so resonantly describes in his Autobiography is
widely known among intellectual historians. Contemporary political economists and sociologists
have for the most part neglected this aspect of
Mill’s thought and writings.
Mill’s twin essays on Bentham and Coleridge are
instructive (Mill 1950). Mill identiﬁes Bentham’s
greatest contribution to modern political thought
as his insistence on the necessary relation between
means-ends rationality and law. Mill ﬁnds Bentham’s vision of human nature deﬁcient. Mill argues that Bentham recognized that men (and
women) were capable of self-interest and even a
form of sympathy but failed to understand the
deeper principles that govern human nature: “Man
is never recognized by him [Bentham] as a being
capable of pursuing spiritual perfection as an end;
of desiring, for its own sake, the conformity of his
own character to his standard of excellence, without hope of good or fear of evil from a source
other than his own inward consciousness” (Mill
1950, 66). Mill continued his critique: “Even
under the head of sympathy, his recognition does
not extend to the more complex forms of the feeling—the love of loving” (68). Mill juxtaposed
Bentham with his contemporary, the poet and
essayist Samuel Taylor Coleridge. According to
Mill, Coleridge was more capable than Bentham of
comprehending the immanent nature of human
and social life because he took emotion into account. Mill found that the distinction between
sentiment and reason, or between emotion and rationality, was ultimately false. Mill’s ﬁnal point was
that the truly rational life combined emotion and
reason—the “training by the human being himself,
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of his affections and will” and “[in] co-equal part,
the regulation of his outward actions” (71).
Rationality and its contradictions, the tension
between reason and emotion, was an underlying
concern of classical social theory (Barbalet 1998).
Pareto’s concept of nonlogical conduct (1935)
and Weber’s (1978) forms of social action that include a category of nonrational action indirectly
incorporate the issue of emotion. Weber’s ([1920]
1976) Protestant Ethic thesis as well as James’s
(1956) concept of the “sentiment” of rationality
both point to the fact that emotion was never far
from the minds of those who on the surface appeared to have been explaining it away. Parsons
([1940] 1954b) in an essay on “motivation” and
economy pointed out that “self-interest,” which
economists assume governs economic choice, is a
complicated social phenomenon replete with emotions such as satisfaction, recognition, need, pleasure, and even affection (57–59). Smelser in a prescient discussion in The Sociology of Economic Life
(1963) built upon Parsons’s work to argue that rationality should be understood as an institutionalized feature of the economy that has psychological
and cultural valence (34). Smelser later expanded
this point (1992), arguing that rationality should
be viewed as an independent rather than a dependent variable in economic analysis. Despite this
early notice, it was not until formal modeling and
rational choice began to make inroads into both
political science and sociology that rationality returned to the sociological agenda.
The publication of James Coleman’s The Foundations of Social Theory in 1990, coupled with the
founding of his journal Rationality and Society in
1988 at the University of Chicago, marked the explicit turn toward rational choice in sociology.
While rational choice evokes strong passions pro
and con, a large literature that challenges it has not
emerged.6 Paradoxically, as sociologists were beginning to concern themselves with rationality, the
economists and political scientists who were associated with rational choice theory became interested in emotions. Three distinct and overlapping
discussions of rationality and emotion can be identiﬁed: ﬁrst, the discussion within sociology itself;
second, the interest in emotions among those who
are otherwise partial to rational choice theories
(this is, principally, the work of Jon Elster and
Robert Frank, a political scientist and an economist); and third, an emerging focus on emotion
within the area of behavioral economics and cognitive psychology.
In a theme issue of Sociological Forum devoted
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to the issue of rationality, Amatai Etzioni (1987)
began by questioning the idea of collective rationality. Focusing on the concept of human nature,
Etzioni argued that rational choice was a binary
system that overlooked human complexity as a factor in the choices that social actors individually and
collectively make. Etzioni’s article foreshadowed
the more extended analysis he offered in his fulllength study of the moral dimension of the economy (1988). In the same issue of Sociological
Forum, economist Robert Frank (1987) argued
that economists who have had an interest in nonrational dimensions of action have mistakenly focused on “habits” that are neither rational nor irrational but simply efﬁcient. Frank argued that a
calculus of rationality could be found in rage, love,
and sympathy. Frank described these “non-selfinterested” behaviors as “shrewdly irrational.”
Frank’s idea that emotions are strategic has antecedents in recent work in moral philosophy and
psychology (for example, De Sousa 1980; Solomon 1980; Greenspan 2000). While Frank is an
economist by training, he has addressed a series of
issues in books and articles that are as sociological
as they are economically oriented. These include
studies of excessive consumption, or “luxury
fever,” and tailoring expectations to possibilities,
or “ﬁshing in the right pond.”
Passions within Reason: The Strategic Role of the
Emotions (1988) contains Frank’s principal statement on emotion and economics. He develops a
perspective on economics and emotion concerning
the “commitment problem.” Frank begins with
the famous Hatﬁeld and McCoy feud in Appalachia, which lasted for 35 years and killed off numerous members of both families before the participants decided to call it to a halt. The essence of
the “commitment problem” is that on the surface
it appears irrational to commit to any actions or relationships that appear to be based solely on emotions such as love or anger. Marriage is among the
institutional examples that Frank uses to expound
his argument. Marriage as an institution is irrational because it requires individuals to make a
long-term commitment to another before sampling the universe of all possible mates. A better
spouse may always be just over the horizon. Love,
an emotion, provides the push that enables individuals to commit to a marriage. Once an emotion
has catapulted us into a commitment, we tend to
honor those commitments because of our memberships in groups.
Frank (1993) argues that we choose our commitments based on social interactions within and

among groups. Within a group, individuals have
the same repertoire of emotions and, most importantly, ways of discerning them. Frank uses the
term norms for this similarity of discernment, but
culture or Bourdieu’s (1977) now familiar concept
of habitus would serve as well. Sometimes we make
commitments because they are costless, but the
more basic reason we make them is because norm
breakers, that is, those who violate prevailing conceptions of commitments, are excluded from valuable social networks. Therefore, it is in one’s interest to engage in certain actions that appear
irrational because to do otherwise would lessen
one’s position in a reference group.
Within sociology, Smelser (1992, 1995) has led
the current critical discussion of rationality and
emotion, beginning with his review in Contemporary Sociology (1990) of Coleman’s Foundations of
Social Theory and culminating in his 1997 address
to the American Sociological Association (1998).
In his review (1990), Smelser criticizes Coleman
for attempting to construct a general sociology
from the position of methodological individualism.
He correctly points out that Coleman’s theory fails
to take either culture or emotions into account. A
novelty in Smelser’s critique is his observation that
Coleman’s valorization of primordial social ties
lends a conservative, and even reactionary, cast to
his arguments.
In a review article prepared for Rationality and
Society (1992), Smelser argued that while the rational choice model is elegant as an economic
model of human behavior, it leaves much of social
life unexplained because it fails to resolve the tension between analytic simplicity and social realism.
The rational man model is anchored in the social
and productive relations of eighteenth-century
Britain—the historical context where it ﬁrst
emerged. Rationality as a postulate does have analytic utility. In the same article, Smelser argues that
scarcity, the core of economics, may apply to the
nonmaterial dimensions of social life.7 Theoretical
and empirical difﬁculties for rational choice theory
arise when its practitioners attempt to extend it beyond its appropriate ranges of applicability. Smelser
advocates solving the problem of rational choice
by treating “maximization and rational calculations as variables rather than postulates” (404).
This allows the analyst to introduce questions of
context such as information, culture, institutions,
and motive, as well as rationality, into analysis of
choice or purposive action.
In 1993, the editors of Rationality and Society
devoted a special issue to the study of emotions
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and rational choice. According to the editor of the
issue (Heckathorn 1993), three ways to think
about emotion and rational action emerged from
the articles: ﬁrst, emotions are derived from rational action, and they permit us to act in ways
compatible with our long-term interests (Frank
1993; Hirshleifer 1993; Smith-Lovin 1993); second, rationality derives from group solidarity and
the emotion of social interaction (Collins 1993);
and third, rationality and emotion are linked in an
underlying process that permits emotion to follow
a judgment of rationality (Jasso 1993).
In addition to Heckathorn’s summary, certain
arguments merit further discussion. Kemper’s argument (1993) that emotion operates as a form of
self-interest complements Frank’s contribution
(1993) to the debate. Hirshleifer (1993) argues
that there is an economic logic to emotion that
might cause a person to override what would appear to be his material interests. Distinguishing between the passions and the affections, Hirshleifer
points out that affections are stable, whereas passions are reactive. Emotions or passions are nature’s tricks (underscoring their physiological components) and suggest that our material goals are
better served when they are not intentionally pursued. Hirshleifer’s argument recalls Goethe’s bon
mot—one never goes further than when one does
not know where one is going.
In the same volume of Rationality and Society,
Collins (1993) develops his concept of “emotional energy.” He argues that it is necessary to establish interaction rituals centered within the economic sphere. These interaction rituals point to a
kind of paradox in contemporary society. All work
and no play, as well as all play and no work, leads
to a social anomie that is dysfunctional for society.
The modern occupational structure demands excessive work that curtails leisure and its accompanying solidarity rituals. If we expend all our emotional energy in work, we sacriﬁce solidarity among
persons for solidarity among things—that is, the
items we consume serve as codes that signal our
place within speciﬁc material solidarity circles. For
example, if you own a Porsche and I own a
Porsche, we are the same kind of person (solidaristic) even if we have never met.
During the same period that the debate on rationality emerged in sociology, political scientist
Jon Elster produced a corpus of work on emotions. In an essay on norms and economic theory
(1989), Elster’s arguments are similar to the ideas
that Collins (1993) expresses. Elster argues that
norms are multiple and that in any given situation
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an individual might appeal to any given set of
norms. All norms, according to Elster, have “emotional tonality” because they are not, strictly speaking, useful. Elster’s principal point is that social
norms differ from moral and legal norms because
the “informal community” and not institutions enforce them. Elster’s argument recalls Collins (1993)
on “solidarity” and Offer (1997) on “regard.”
Elster draws a distinction between social and
moral norms. According to Elster, guilt and shame
follow the violation of social norms; legal punishment follows the violation of moral norms. Social
norms inspire fear. For example, if I drink too
much in public and babble indiscriminately, I will
be socially ostracized if my reference community
values propriety and discretion. Social norms in the
strictest sense do not beneﬁt, or harm, anyone.
Rather, they deﬁne the boundaries of the community. My drinking and babbling may leave me socially ostracized, but my neighbors cannot take my
house away for verbal indiscretion! Where Elster’s
analysis falls short is in his effort to make the case
that norms are a product of emotion rather than
rationality; he does not recognize that social norms
determine who receives attention, who commands
more of the scarce social resource—regard.
Throughout the 1990s, Elster was deeply engaged in the study of emotions and rationality. In
an article titled “Rationality and Emotions,” published in an economics journal, Elster (1996) argued that economists have neglected the relation
between “gut feelings” and maximizing utility. In
a later article, Elster (1998) attempted to make an
explicit link between emotions and economic theory. He argued that emotions help us to explain
behavior that appears to lack a good (i.e., rational)
explanation. Elster develops a typology of emotions (1998, 53) that relates emotions to interests.
In Elster’s view, interests by deﬁnition are rational
and economic in the broadest sense of that term.
As in much of Elster’s work, he proceeds by way of
ﬁcticious examples. He has drawn up a table of
characteristics of emotions that includes such features as these: ﬁrst, to have an emotion you have to
see the object of emotion (out of sight, out of
mind); second, intentionality (emotions are about
something); third, volatility, physiological arousal
(screaming, weeping); and fourth, expressivity
(sour face, scowling mouth, drooping eyes).
Elster believes that individuals need emotions to
act judiciously. Yet, despite his multitude of writings on the subject, it is hard to identify a speciﬁc
mechanism that links emotion to action in Elster’s
work. If anything, Elster’s principal point is that
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emotions shape both our choices and rewards—
what he calls the “dual role of emotions” (1998,
73). Elster’s articles were prolegomena to two
book-length treatises, Alchemies of the Mind: Rationality and the Emotions (1999a) and Strong
Feelings: Emotion, Addiction, and Human Behavior (1999b), as well as an anthology, Addiction
(1999c). Alchemies of the Mind is Elster’s summary statement on emotions. The book is ﬁve interconnected sections that stand very much on their
own. The ﬁrst chapter, “A Plea for Mechanisms,”
raises the central dilemma that confronts every social scientist who studies emotions. As a social scientist, one wants to be able to map triggering
events, or sequences of events, that invariably give
rise to particular emotions. While Elster provides
an exhaustive and learned account of emotions
from Aristotle through the French moralists up to
contemporary rational choice theories, the speciﬁcation of a mechanism eludes him. Romer (2000)
solves some of the problems that mechanisms pose
by breaking decision mechanisms into four categories: autonomous (natural), feeling-based (emotional and reactive), thought-based (cognitive and
decision based), and hybrid (future oriented)
mechanisms. The principal problem that Elster and
others face in identifying a mechanism that links
emotion to action lies within the nature of emotions themselves. That is, the moment that one is
conscious of an emotion and attempts to control
it, emotion becomes a cognition and is no longer,
strictly speaking, an emotion. This dilemma suggests why Elster and others have turned to studies
of addiction. If one characterizes addiction as complete absence of control when confronted with an
object of desire, then it is an ideal venue for studying the tension between rationality and emotion or
appetite.

EMOTION, ECONOMY, AND THE BODY
Much of the literature thus far discussed focuses
on the necessity of acknowledging emotions. A
parallel theme is emerging that addresses the role
of “visceral” factors in economic action. In general, this view focuses upon the physiological dimension of emotions. Metaphors of the body, rather
than the mind, deﬁne this perspective, such as Elster’s (1996) idea that “gut feelings” are a credible
part of economic analysis. George Loewenstein in
a seminal article (2000) argues that Bentham originally theorized a relation between both utility and
emotion and that modern economics missed the

point by making utility an index of preference.
Loewenstein argues that economists have worked
on anticipatory emotions such as regret and disappointment but have paid too little attention to immediate emotions, which he labels “visceral factors.”8 Following the recent trend in neuroscience
that emphasizes the physiological component of
emotion, Loewenstein argues that emotions, while
normally viewed as destructive, are crucial for survival. Although visceral factors are erratic and unpredictable, they are superior to cognitive functions. Consciousness that makes us stop and think
gets in the way of survival. Visceral factors increase
marginal utility because they help us resolve the
tension between what one feels driven to do and
what is best to do. Addictive behavior (intertemporal behavior—can you or can you not control yourself) is a physical state where visceral factors have
blunted cognitive factors that facilitate control.
DiMaggio (2002) picks up this thread when he
points to “animal spirits” as a factor that should be
“endogenized” in economic analyses. DiMaggio
takes the concept of “animal spirits” from British
economist John Meynard Keynes, who argued that
in the last analysis “animal spirits” did much to
contribute to the ups and downs of the economy.
Affective or emotional states become important to
decision making in the absence of information.
DiMaggio argues that the diffusion of economic
conﬁdence and willingness to assume risk is the
product of emotion, not rationality. DiMaggio
draws upon Shiller’s Irrational Exuberance (2000)
to underscore the emerging interest in emotion
among mainstream economists. Shiller predicted
the downturn in American stocks that began in fall
2000. Shiller argued that the precipitous rise in
stock prices that began in the early 1990s led to a
market that was vastly overvalued—that is, the
price-to-earnings ratios of stocks were disproportionately high. Yet investors, or more precisely,
small investors, continued to pour money into the
market, even when it became clear that a bubble
was forming. Shiller provides a historical analysis of
rises and falls in the American stock market. After
factoring in a number of “rational” explanations,
such as baby boomer investors and the popularization of ﬁnance in the mass media, he concludes
that investors for emotional reasons became overconﬁdent in markets and eventually this overconﬁdence worked against their own overall ﬁnancial
advantage.9
The strength of DiMaggio’s article comes from
its ability to demarcate the particular disciplinary
insights that sociology might bring to bear on the
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study of emotion and economy. He argues that
sociologists are conceptually equipped to study
emotions and economics because they focus upon
collective action, or as DiMaggio labels it, “interdependent action.” He develops a set of hypotheses about markets as social movements that
borrows from both sociology and cognitive psychology. From sociology, DiMaggio draws on
Robert Merton’s idea of the “self-fulﬁlling prophecy” and Mark Granovetter’s theories of “threshold” and “diffusion models” of collective action.
To his arsenal of concepts DiMaggio adds Randall
Collins on interaction rituals and Harrison White
on collective identity. To buttress his sociological
theory, DiMaggio adds Kahneman and Twerksy’s
work on “decision heuristics.” DiMaggio combines these concepts to form several hypotheses:
when animal spirits are high, participants in a commercial transaction are more likely to deﬁne themselves as sharing a common identity; animal spirits
covary with generalized trust; shared identity and
generalized trust lead to the purchase of optional
objects.
DiMaggio’s article captures a trend that had appeared in the literature under a variety of labels
(Archer 2000; Abelson 1996). For example, in
1986 Conover and Feldman described a phenomenon of “anger” at the economy and an attempt
(not particularly rational) to get even that parallels
Shiller’s notion of exuberance. Nye (1991) argued
that, in contrast to received perception of entrepreneurs as rational plodders, careful analysis of
economic history suggests that successful entrepreneurs are “lucky fools”—people who pursue
some idea based on a feeling or attraction—and
then just happen to hit it right. The economy, according to Nye’s argument, needs people with this
sort of offbeat tunnel vision for innovation to
occur. Although 99 out of 100 “fools” fail, it is the
one hundredth, the “lucky fool,” who keeps the
economy vigorous. Pixley (1999a, 2002a, 2002b)
in a series of articles focuses upon modern corporations or ﬁnancial organizations as collective
structural actors and argues that emotion as well as
rationality governs monetary and macro-level ﬁnancial policy decisions.

EMOTION AS CULTURAL PERFORMANCE
The work of Arlie Russell Hochschild (1979,
1983, 1990, 2003) and the research genre that
followed from it is the most explicit sociological
contribution to the study of emotion and econo-
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my. Erving Goffman’s (1959) emphasis upon the
performative aspects of modern cultural interaction and the importance of “impression management” underlies much of Hochschild’s work.
Although he uses other terminology, much of
Goffman’s work focuses on the suppression of
emotion in the service of status ends. Hochschild
develops the twin concepts of “feeling rules” and
“emotion management.” Her principal point is
that while individuals may experience a myriad of
emotions in any given situation, “social rules” govern when it is appropriate to express emotions.
“Emotion management” of ourselves as well as of
others is the task of controlling inappropriate
affect.
While “emotion management” may appear to be
merely the observance of social norms, what makes
Hochschild’s analysis remarkable is that she was
the ﬁrst sociologist to argue that these rules and
norms also applied to labor market transactions
(i.e., jobs) and that emotions were a constitutive
part of economic life. The Managed Heart: Commercialization of Human Feeling (1983) is Hochschild’s initial and perhaps major statement on this
process. The Managed Heart is principally a study
of the training of ﬂight attendants at Delta Airlines. Hochschild interviewed ﬂight attendants as
well as the personnel who hired and trained them;
she attended training sessions and immersed herself in airline culture. In-ﬂight service is a good occupational site to explore the role of emotions in
the market. Flight attendants were originally
women (the ﬁrst ﬂight attendants were supposed
to be nurses). As ﬂying became more commercial
after World War II, ﬂying and the women who
served passengers in the cabin acquired an aura of
glamor—carefully nurtured by the airlines. Despite
its past image, ﬂight attending is hard work, and
safety and evacuation procedures today take precedence over the weight or gender of the persons in
the role.
Hochschild found that ﬂight attendants’ training
included the management of feelings. This emotional training added to the exploitation of workers (the ﬁrst chapter of the book opens with a reference to Das Kapital) by forcing ﬂight attendants
to suppress emotions (fear, anger) and to enact
emotions that they do not feel (care, cheerfulness).
Hochschild did her ﬁeldwork in the middle to late
1970s when in-ﬂight service as an occupation and
the structure of the airlines were changing. Yet she
identiﬁes a process that is a constant in all service
sector work by nurses, social workers, home health
aids, hospice workers, and child care workers. The
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concept of emotional labor is widely diffused in the
literature on gender. If one does a search on
JSTOR under Arlie Hochschild’s name 80 percent
of the articles that appear relate to issues of gender,
not to work and occupations per se. Much of what
Hochschild and those who have turned to her research to model their own studies are describing is
emotion as a cultural performance. In all of these
instances emotions are suppressed and rechanneled
into culturally acceptable behavior in a particular
situation. This tells us what anthropologists have
always known, that while emotions are universal,
their expression is context dependent.10

RECALIBRATING ACTION AS EMOTION AND
EVENT: AN ANALYTIC TYPOLOGY
The existing literature on emotion and economy
poses more questions than it provides answers, and
suggests fundamental problems that require solution. The path from feeling an emotion (the physical and the cognitive) to action is both undertheorized and underempiricized. What are the social
mechanisms that transpose a feeling state into an
emotional action? One way to get analytic purchase
on this problem is to theorize the possible ways
that emotions and events interact.11 This chapter
concludes by developing a typology based upon my
reading in the literature. At the core of this analysis
is a distinction between predictability and unpredictability in social life. Some aspects of social and
emotional life are ordinary and expected; some are
extraordinary. Predictability and unpredictability,
juxtaposed with events and emotions, reveal that
different ontologies of emotion and as well as epistemologies characterize approaches to emotion
within the social and natural sciences. Table 1 summarizes the discussion that follows.
Table 1.

Emotion is natural and innate. This is an uncontroversial statement no matter what body of literature one looks to. History and culture, time and
space, determine the expression of emotion and
provide the epistemological categories by which
we classify the varieties of appropriate and inappropriate affect. While the distinction between the
ontological and epistemological dimensions of
emotion may blur empirically, it is necessary to
maintain the distinction for analytic purposes. The
formal analysis that follows is transhistorical and
transcultural. The speciﬁc examples I give are
Western and Eurocentric.
The problem of action is at the core of all social
analysis no matter what theoretical perspective one
holds (Alexander 1982). Traditional rational
choice theories strip action of context, that is, culture and history. Action is usually discussed in
terms of means and ends—as if all the things about
which individuals take action were discrete units.
But actions only take place in the context of events
that are historically and culturally situated. Events
range from the micro-level of dyadic interaction to
the macro-level of collective action. Emotions as
well as temporal and spatial phenomena (history
and culture) of more or less complexity constrain
decisions or choices about action. I sit at my desk
writing this chapter. My emotions are in equilibrium. I want to ﬁnish. I type away. Sitting at my desk
writing is an event. Everything that happens in between is a choice about an unpredictable event—
what words will appear next on the page!12
Predictable Emotions and Predictable Events
The old aphorism, the only thing we can be sure
of in life is death and taxes, has the ring of truth to
it. Even though this is a chapter on economy and
emotion, for present purposes we will overlook the
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Events

Emotions

Predictable

Unpredictable

Predictable
Ontology
Epistemology
Discipline

Nature
Ethics
Moral philosophy

Equilibrium
Calculus of rationality
Economics/mathematics

Unpredictable
Ontology
Epistemology
Discipline

Culture
Institutions
Sociology

Emotion as physical state
Appetite, aggression, fear
Interdisciplinarity; Natural
and social sciences
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taxes. In truth, birth and death are the only truly
predictable human events—although the timing of
these events is deeply contextual. The transcultural presence of birth and death rituals attests to the
emotional signiﬁcance of these events. Sadness at
the death of a loved one and joy at the birth of a
child are predictable emotions no matter how they
are culturally mediated. In practice, of course, if
one harbored negative feelings for a family member or was confronted with an unwanted child, one
might feel joy at death and sorrow or anger at
birth, but the principal point is that it is virtually
impossible to feel no emotion in the presence of
birth and death. In general, people cry at funerals,
and mothers report love at the ﬁrst glimpse of their
offspring. Birth and death represent the realm of
emotion and nature that has most appropriately
engaged moral philosophy. How ought we feel in the
face of the great existential events? What actions
ought we take? This value-ridden sphere lies outside the realm of sociological analysis, which in
general does not take moral issues into account.13
Predictable Emotions and Unpredictable or
Contingent Events
Even in a stable society, everything that happens
is a contingent event. Individuals make a hundred
minor decisions every day about actions. It would
be counterproductive and inefﬁcient if they stopped
to think about each of these minor decisions.
Frank describes these minor decisions as habits and
argues that they are important for the smooth
functioning of social life (1987). One could argue
that rational choice is a predictable emotion (or
nonemotion) in the face of an unpredictable or
contingent event. In the face of these unpredictable events, individuals make choices based on
the principal of maximizing utility. Preferences
exist independently of emotions, and what is predictable is nonemotionality and rational outcome.
The goal is the optimum means to the desired
ends. At the extremes, the ends justify the means
and efﬁciency trumps ethics. This is the realm of
economics and mathematical reasoning.
Unpredictable Emotions and Predictable Events
Predictable events are those structured by institutions—institutions as deﬁned by Parsons
([1942] 1954c, 1951) as values embedded in mediating structures.14 Institutions that pattern events
may be private, such as the family (patterning love
and marriage); or public, such as the market (jobs
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and organizations) or the polity (the states and citizenship). The legal system regulates criteria of
participation or membership in these various institutional arenas. What is unregulated in the legal
sphere is the range of emotional responses and correspondingly appropriate actions that individuals
may take within those institutional settings. This is
where culture and emotion management come in.
Certain emotions are appropriate to each institutional setting. Culture is the governing frame and
institutions are the structural support. Arlie Hochschild’s work falls squarely within this category, as
does much of the research on sociology and emotion that her research inﬂuenced.
From the vantage point of many of the issues
raised in this chapter, emotion managed is emotion
short-circuited. Emotions are only expressed if
they are the appropriate to the institutional framework in which they occur. Workers in the emotion
industries, ﬂight attendants, salespersons, caregivers, have to display emotion that is appropriate
to their social role. They cannot dislike their
clients, and emotion management is a coterminous
part of all service industries. It is also increasingly
a part of (a now familiar term) corporate culture,
which may require all members of the organization
to behave in emotionally pleasing ways (Flam 1990).
In most market situations, for example, jobs,
one is required to keep emotions (and the appetites) out, what Parsons ([1939] 1954) described as “affective neutrality.” This is one of the
reasons that nepotism and love at the ofﬁce, not to
mention sexual harassment, are out of bounds. Although political and moral arguments are offered
against these behaviors, they actually violate institutional norms because they mix public and private
spheres, leading to conﬂicts of interest and institutional disarray. They represent inappropriate affect
in a market situation. This is why coordinating
home and work is more than simply a technical
and legal decision about hours worked or dividing
the household labor. These different institutional
spheres have different cultural rules about emotion. This area has been explored, but not as a discussion of feeling versus nonfeeling realms.
This is why the debate about women and
women’s work is so profound. Culture deﬁnes
women as emotional and men as rational—despite
empirical evidence to the contrary. In practice, we
have all encountered rational women and emotional men; men who nurtured at home and
women who climbed the corporate ladder. It is
nonetheless important not to forget that it is institutional arrangements, with their culturally pro-
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scribed emotional rules, that have created what is
recalibrated as gender inequality.
Unpredictable Emotions and Unpredictable
Events
As methodological individualists, rational choice
theorists tend to gloss over the institutional patterning of affect. Emotion, as unpredictable feeling state, is troubling to their calculations because
it introduces the possibility of instability and disequilibria. There is no easy way to predict how
emotions will pattern action when both emotions
and events are unpredictable. Yet whether or not
one subscribes to rational choice models, much of
the current interdisciplinary social research is occurring in the area of unpredictable emotions and
events. When unpredictable emotions and events
occur simultaneously, a state of disequilibrium occurs between the agent and his or her environment. This is the state of uncertainty in which “gut
feelings” or “visceral” reactions govern actions.
Within politics, violence is the core subject.
Within economics, appetites construed broadly
from their benign manifestations in consumption
to their more malign forms, greed and addiction,
are the core subjects.15 Appetites govern “irrational
exuberance” as well as drug addiction. Appetites
may be large or small but in general are unpredictable. I am 50 pounds overweight and diabetic
but I cannot control my desire for cake. I go into
a store—I cannot resist buying my one hundredth
pair of shoes even though my credit cards are
maxed out. These are not unreasonable scenarios
in the United States. Manning (2000) provides
poignant narratives of consumers who lost the capacity to control their credit card purchasing and
had to declare personal bankruptcy. This is of
course also the realm of love and erotic attraction
(not marriage, which falls into the preceding
category). Popular culture of all stripes suggests
that love, disequilibria, and uncertainty are of a
piece. Popular music of past eras says so clearly,
“who knows where or when,” “some enchanted
evening”—and the common Mediterranean European metaphor for falling in love—the thunder
bolt.
Appetites—whether for food, sex, or money;
consumption items (news junkies); or even power—
can be large or small, disciplined or undisciplined
(Watson 1999). To return to Frank’s example, the
Hatﬁelds and McCoys could have hired a negotiator and dealt in a rational manner with their antipathies, sparing lives on both sides. Every divorce

lawyer knows that there is money to be made in irrational anger. Excessively controlled appetites are
as socially dysfunctional as those that are excessively uncontrolled—although the latter are more attractive subjects of research as well as popular interest. The miser is no more socially attractive than
the proﬂigate. Mean-spiritedness destroys the fabric of society by attenuating the possibilities of
both cooperative and altruistic behavior (Monroe
1996).

CONCLUSION: THE FUTURE OF EMOTION AND
THE ECONOMY
The growing realization that emotions matter
for economic life is fueling a resurgence of interest
in emotion in the social sciences. To understand
how emotions matter in sociologically useful ways,
economic sociologists must design empirical research on economic actions that do not appear to
be governed by a calculus of rationality. Several
topic areas present themselves.
Wills and inheritance. Fiction abounds with examples of anger and preference determining the
bestowing of money through wills (for example,
Titus, Rosenblatt, and Anderson 1979; Silverstein,
Parrott, and Bengston 1995). The empirical evidence is much slighter, but we know that inheritance law varies culturally and historically. The
United States is one of the few countries where
you can dispose of your property in any way you
wish after death. A built-in irrationality of American inheritance law is that it protects spouses and
not offspring. If you are married and die without a
will in the United States, your estate automatically
goes to your surviving spouse. This is irrational in
a society with the highest divorce rate in the world.
It also paradoxically protects the less stable institution, marriage, at the expense of the family. In
America, you can disinherit your kin and marry for
money—in the name of love!16
Compensation studies. These studies take up the
issue of economic compensation in the face of
moral wrongs. Wrongful-death suits, medical malpractice, all forms of victim compensation fall into
this category, including recent claims about economic compensation for historical injustices.
There is a literature on these subjects, but with the
exception of Zelizer’s work (1985) it does not address the fundamental moral question: Can you
put a price on injustice, family ties, or, in some
cases, sheer bad luck? Data from the claims made
by victims of the World Trade Center attacks
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would provide a source for the language and reasoning that governs thinking about economics and
emotion.
Consumption. While there is a huge literature on
consumption (see Zelizer, this volume), much of it
does not examine how emotions affect what
should be rational purchase decisions. The literature on addiction covers the shop-till-you-dropism
that contributes to credit card debt. There is another realm of consumption, such as home buying
and automobile purchases, that strictly speaking
concerns necessities but in which strict rationality
does not govern the decision. Buying a new car,
for example, is an irrational economic act because
a car loses value as soon as you drive it out of the
dealership. Yet buying a new car is the dream and
reality of Americans. To what extent obsessions
with cars and real estate are manifestations of what
Leibenstein (1950) identiﬁed long ago as “bandwagon” effects, and to what extent they represent
deeper emotional needs, is an empirical question
(O’Shaughnessy and O’Shaughnessy 2003).
Commodifying emotional objects. This relatively
new area focuses on love and money (Zelizer
2002) or religion and money (Friedland 2002).
The literature on emotion and macrosociology
suggests that sociologists need to recalibrate their
analytic questions so as to sharpen their sociological focus. Social scientists of all stripes need to factor into their analyses the recognition that emotions are as much physiological as psychological,
and it is by no means clear that they should be controlled. With respect to the economy, we would
gain analytic purchase if we assumed emotionality
just as economists, and even sociologists, have always assumed rationality. There is a degree of unpredictability to both individual and collective
emotion. Not all individuals respond in the same
ways to the same external stimuli. If individual
emotion is somewhat unpredictable, collective emotion is even more so. If this were not the case, advertising campaigns would not fail, and there
would be no surprise “best-sellers.”
The New York Times recently reported that the
Federal Reserve Bank of Boston invited a group of
behavioral economists (many of them cited in this
chapter and this volume) to a conference on Cape
Cod, the focus being “How Humans Behave.”
The point was to get input on the “irrational”
from experts that would be useful in planning
macroeconomic policy. The words that the chief
economist for the State Street Corporation used to
summarize the rationale of the conference are an
apt conclusion to the issues that this chapter has
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taken up: “We’re looking outside the box because
the box we’ve been looking inside is empty.”17
NOTES
1. For a quick view of the difﬁculties that this project encounters, see the collection of essays in Barbalet 2002. My
own contribution (Berezin 2002) to that volume on politics
and emotions developed an argument that the feeling of security is the mechanism that links emotion and political action. When security is threatened, emotions of love, hate,
and anger will be transposed into collective political action.
The “state” refers to both the physicality of emotion as well
as the institution of the state that embeds emotion. I made
the argument by recalibrating standard literatures on the
state, nationalism, and collective action.
2. See for example, the collection of essays in Cook 2001.
3. Camic (1979) departs from this position in his discussion of utilitarianism, arguing that David Hume is a more
important predecessor than Adam Smith.
4. Clark’s (1987) discussion of sympathy norms is congruent with this argument.
5. See Landes 2000 for a discussion of the development
of clocks.
6. Karl Polanyi’s essays (1971) offer an early critique of
rationality from the perspective of comparative historical
economic sociology. More recently, scholars have incorporated rational choice theory into other modes of analysis.
For a cogent example, see Adams 1999 on culture, rational
choice, and state formation.
7. See Stanley 1968 for an early discussion of “scarcity”
within sociology.
8. The emerging literature on regret covers a multitude
of areas. For philosphical theorizing see Rorty 1980; Bell
1983 on decisions and risk; Engelbrecht-Wiggans 1989 on
auctions; on consumption Simonson 1992; Tsiros and Mittal 2000; Inman, Dyer, and Jia 1997; on addiction Orphanides and Zervos 1995.
9. See Campbell and Cochrane 1999 for a counterargument that puts habit at the core of stock market behavior.
10. Space constraints do not permit me to address the
large literature in anthropology that addresses the issue of
the cultural speciﬁcity of economic transactions. Recent analytic summaries of that literature include Gudeman 2001
and Carrier 1997.
11. In using the term event, I follow Abbott’s (2001,
161–205) discussion.
12. Writing is an event because presumably there will be
an audience for this chapter.
13. See Fontaine 2001 for a discussion of empathy and
social welfare.
14. Camic (1990) published a historical account of Parsons’s “Prolegomena to a Theory of Social Institutions.” As
the literature on institutions in general is voluminous (see
Nee this volume), this chapter follows Parsons’s discussion
in his 1942 essay “Propaganda and Social Control” as well
as chapter 2 of The Social System (1951).
15. The essays in Loewenstein, Read, and Baumeister
2003 discuss appetite on a variety of levels from the neurological to the legal and take up issues of consumption,
weight management, drug dependence, and even patience.
16. Jens Beckert’s forthcoming study of inheritance law
will provide us with one of the ﬁrst systematic comparisons
of inheritance in different historical and cultural instances
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when it is completed. For a preliminary report, see Beckert
2003.
17. Stephen J. Dubner, “Calculating the Irrational in
Economics,” New York Times, June 28, 2003.
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The Economic Sociology of the
Ancient Mediterranean World
Ian Morris and J. G. Manning

INTRODUCTION
Issues and Goals
In this essay we review the economic sociology
of the ancient Mediterranean world (roughly 3000
b.c.–a.d. 700). The ancient Mediterranean has
held a privileged place in the history of economic
sociology. For Marx ([1857–58] 1964), an ancient
slave mode of production played a vital part in the
development toward capitalism and communism;
for Weber ([1921] 1958, [1909] 1976), contrasts
between ideal types of ancient Mediterranean and
medieval west European societies were important
in explaining the capitalist takeoff; for Polanyi
(Polanyi, Arensberg, and Pearson 1957), ancient
Babylon and Athens were key case studies in redistribution and early markets; and more recently
Michael Mann (1986, 73–340) made the ancient
Mediterranean central to the ﬁrst volume of his
Sources of Social Power. Some sociologists look to
antiquity to show the deep historical roots of contemporary social formations, while others do just
the opposite, contrasting the ancient Mediterranean world with our own times to highlight the
peculiarities of modernity. But for both groups,
the ancient Mediterranean’s rich documentation,
institutional variety, and importance in European
and Middle Eastern history have, since the discipline’s creation, made it a valuable resource for
comparative sociology (e.g., Swedberg, this volume). A century ago higher education in Europe,
North America, and other parts of the world inﬂuenced by these regions routinely exposed the adolescent sons of middle- and upper-class families to
both Greek and Latin languages and classical history, and since most sociologists were drawn from
their ranks, it is hardly surprising that they turned
readily to classical antiquity as a comparison case.
But class and educational changes in the last 40
years have made this practice less common (Phinney 1989). Some scholars also worry that main-

stream social scientists are turning away from history toward more formal models, while humanists
are losing interest in causation and explanation.
But while sociologists certainly illustrate their arguments with ancient case studies less often than
they did a century ago, a minority of sociologists
do see great value in long-term historical comparisons; and far more professional ancient historians
look toward the questions and methods of economic sociology today than has been the case in
the past. Our goal in this essay is to set out some
of the major issues in the study of the ancient
Mediterranean and their links to the broader ﬁeld
of economic sociology.
We spend most of this ﬁrst section deﬁning our
key terms. But before doing so, we want to draw
attention to an important difference between the
ways that ancient historians and economic sociologists present their work, which often sets up barriers to understanding. Scholars in the two ﬁelds
tend to write for very different audiences, framing
their arguments within entirely different assumptions about whom they are arguing with. Economic sociologists tend to deﬁne their work
against mainstream economics, the leading rival
explanation for the same phenomena, which would
disembed economic action from its larger social
context (Smelser and Swedberg, this volume;
Dobbin, this volume). In ancient history, though,
the leading rival is a liberal humanities tradition,
emphasizing philology and empirical details over
model building, and sidelining economic phenomena altogether (Morris 2001a; Morris and Manning 2004). Much of the scholarship by historians
who could reasonably be called ancient economic
sociologists is directed toward persuading humanists of the importance of economic phenomena,
rather than of persuading economists of the im-
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portance of sociological phenomena. While economic sociologists challenge economists to think
about economic structures as well as performance,
ancient economic historians challenge mainstream
scholars to think about economic structures as well
as elite literary culture, while performance has
hardly been studied at all. Differences in intended
audiences, tone, and style can make it difﬁcult for
economic sociologists and ancient historians to
communicate. We hope that this chapter will do
something to reintroduce the ﬁelds.
After we deﬁne our terms in the next section,
there follows a section that describes the parameters of the ancient Mediterranean world (the nature of our evidence, the basic historical narrative,
the environment, and technology). Some readers
will already be familiar with these topics and may
wish to skip over this section; but it might be difﬁcult for economic sociologists who have had little
exposure to ancient Mediterranean history to contextualize the debates we review in subsequent sections and without this background material. The
third part of the chapter describes the main models of ancient economic sociology, and the fourth
part focuses on three major areas of debate—the
state, cities, and economic growth.
Deﬁnitions
First, we take economic sociology to mean a way
of looking at the world that assumes that (1) economic action is a form of social action; (2) economic action is socially situated; and (3) economic institutions are social constructions (Granovetter
and Swedberg 1992, 6). In a classic statement,
Neil Smelser (1963, 27–28) deﬁned the ﬁeld’s
core concerns as being the place in economic phenomena of personal interaction, the actions of
groups and institutions, and norms and values. All
have been central to scholarship in ancient economic sociology. Some well-established sociological methods, most obviously network analysis,
have played almost no role in ancient studies, while
others, such as gender and household labor, are
only beginning to receive serious attention (Saller,
forthcoming).
By ancient, we mean here the period from the
emergence of complex society around 3000 b.c.
through the division of the Mediterranean into
Christian and Islamic spheres in the seventh–eighth
centuries a.d. By Mediterranean we mean those
areas bordering on the sea and characterized by (a)
hot, dry summers and cool, wet winters, (b) the
juxtaposition of plains, hills, and mountains or

deserts within very short distances, and (c) the cultivation of the “Mediterranean triad” of grains,
olives, and wine (ﬁg. 1). These deﬁnitions of both
ancient and Mediterranean crosscut conventional
academic divisions of labor, and immediately embroil us in controversies (Manning and Morris
2004). Since the eighteenth century ancient historians normally split the Mediterranean geographically into a northwestern Greco-Roman civilization, studied by classicists, and southeastern
Egyptian and Near Eastern civilizations, studied by
orientalists. The idea behind this division (fully
shared by Marx and Weber) was that modern Europe grew organically out of ancient Greece and
Rome. European and American classicists therefore study the origins of us, orientalists the origins
of the other (analyses in Said 1978; Bernal 1987;
Morris 1994). This model rested on a highly ideological assumption that Europe’s differences from
the rest of the world must go far back in time. In
the late twentieth century, though, more and more
scholars rejected this model as Eurocentric (see
Blaut 2000), and historical sociologists of the selfstyled “California School” have argued that until
a.d. 1700, the similarities between the major
Eurasian civilizations massively outweighed the
differences, meaning that we should seek explanations for the Euro-American takeoff on a time scale
of few centuries, not millennia (e.g., Frank 1998;
Goldstone 1998, 2000; Wong 1998, 2001; Stokes
2001).
These arguments raise fundamental questions
about appropriate analytical units. For most nineteenth- and twentieth-century comparativists, the
major question was the relationship between GrecoRoman civilization and modern western Europe
and North America, while for adherents of the
California School, the main units of analysis are
all premodern advanced organic/agrarian economies, from Neolithic times through the seventeenth or eighteenth century, as opposed to posteighteenth-century mineral-energy economies (we
take these terms from Wrigley 1988). Yet neither
group has subjected their core categories to very
sustained analysis. In the 1990s, more and more
ancient historians have argued that the Mediterranean Sea made interconnections between the societies around its shores so easy that it makes most
sense to treat all these communities together,
rather than imposing a distinction between GrecoRoman culture and the Near East. This argument
often draws on Fernand Braudel’s classic treatment
of the Mediterranean in the sixteenth century
([1949] 1972). In the most developed version of
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this approach, Peregrine Horden and Nicholas
Purcell (2000) argue that neither geographical nor
spatial divisions within the premodern Mediteranean are helpful.
We believe that some aspects of Horden and
Purcell’s position are overstated (Morris, forthcoming a), but share in the growing consensus
that for many cultural and economic questions—
and particularly for an overall sketch of ancient
economic sociology—the Mediterranean basin is
an appropriate analytical unit. For other questions,
we can clarify our understanding by looking at individual parts of the Mediterranean, or by lumping
together all premodern societies.
That said, acute deﬁnitional issues remain. Just
as Braudel could not write the history of the early
modern Mediterranean without looking at Antwerp and London, we cannot make sense of the
Mediterranean in the last three millennia b.c. without Mesopotamia and Iran, or of the ﬁrst millennium a.d. without the northern provinces of the
Roman Empire. Setting the geographical boundaries also raises chronological issues: the old classical/oriental distinction went hand-in-hand with a
chronological classical/nonclassical boundary, deﬁning “classical” in terms of a literary tradition in

Greek and Latin, normally said to begin with
Homer (ca. 700 b.c.) and end with Augustine (ca.
A.D. 400). The chronological distinction makes little sense if we bypass the geographical one. We
start instead from social-economic categories, beginning not with Homer but with the earliest
states, around 3000 B.C., and ending not with Augustine but with a demographic, economic, and
intellectual transformation that was already under
way in his lifetime, leading by the eighth century
to a divided Mediterranean world (see Hodges and
Whitehouse 1983; Haldon 1997).

PARAMETERS
Evidence
The evidence that survives from this ancient
Mediterranean world is very different from what
economic sociologists of the modern world are
used to, and also varies enormously through time
and space within the Mediterranean (Manning and
Morris 2004). The main problems are, ﬁrst, that
few ancient organizations collected systematic data
on economic questions; and, second, that acci-
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dents of preservation and discovery have made our
evidence even more fragmentary. Only one longrun price series survives from the entire Mediterranean basin across these 3,500 years. These texts
are astronomical diaries from Babylon, which for
the years 454–73 B.C. give monthly prices for barley, dates, cuscuta (something like mustard), cardamom, sesame, and wool, in addition to observations on the moon and stars (Slotsky 1997). But
even these unique documents pose acute problems
of interpretation (e.g., Grainger 1999; Aperghis
2001; Temin 2002). We get occasional ﬂashes of
illumination, as from the Ahiqar Scroll, a Romanera papyrus text from the Jewish community at
Elephantine in southern Egypt that turned out to
have been written over a partially erased tax document from an Egyptian port, probably dating to
475 B.C. The original text listed the contents of 36
ships, importing wine, oil, wood, wool, and jars,
and exporting mineral soda (Porten and Yardeni
1993, 82–195). This is a remarkable document,
but we do not know how typical these ships were,
or whether the (unknown) harbor was itself typical; and, as with the Babylonian prices, there are
major interpretive problems (Briant and Descat
1998). The same kinds of problems apply to spectacular archaeological discoveries like the two
Phoenician ships of about 750 B.C. found in deep
water off the Israeli coast (Ballard et al. 2002): by
deﬁnition, we lack the contextual information necessary to interpret unique discoveries.
The most important evidence comes not from
outstanding one-off ﬁnds, but from the painstaking collection of large numbers of references to
economic matters in humbler documents. In
Mesopotamia, incised clay tablets recording inventories, transactions, and business dealings begin
about 2500 B.C. They have an uneven chronological and geographical distribution, and most come
from large institutions like temples and palaces.
However, 15,000 tablets from private trading
companies dealing between Kanesh and Assyria in
the nineteenth century B.C. (Özgüç 1959, 1986)
and another large archive from the ﬁfth-centuryB.C. Mûrashû family in Babylon (Stolper 1985) reveal other sectors of the economy. In the ﬁrst millennium B.C. Mesopotamians generally shifted to
papyrus, which survives less well. In the Egyptian
desert, however, papyri do survive, often dealing
with day-to-day transactions. Some form what
Egyptologists call “archives”—although they are
not organized as systematic business records—and
often have serious gaps. The 1,700 third-centuryB.C. records of Zenon are the best-known such

archive (Orrieux 1985). In Greece and Rome, by
contrast, few actual business documents survive,
but rich literary traditions attest to elite attitudes
and ideologies, and inscriptions record some state
activities. Enough scattered references survive
from Roman Egypt (Rathbone 1997) and fourthcentury-B.C. Athens (http://nomisma.geschichte
.uni-bremen.de) that we can assemble rough series
for prices and wages, but they remain fragmentary
and biased toward urban centers. Starting in the
ﬁfth century A.D., the evidence is increasingly
dominated by church records and the lives of
saints. Finally, there is a huge body of archaeological data, again unevenly distributed in time and
space and shaped by varied processes of formation
and recovery, but potentially more generalizable
than the written record (Morris 2004).
Overall, the evidence is fragmentary, ambiguous, and difﬁcult to decipher. Controversies rage
over general interpretations and points of minute
detail. We are well informed about some things
(e.g., the palace in nineteenth-century-B.C. Mari)
but almost completely ignorant about others (e.g.,
wages in the private sector in classical Athens). Few
points of importance can be settled by direct appeal to the supposed facts; more often, ancient historians devote considerable ingenuity to ﬁnding
proxy data, or elaborating on the implications of
hypotheses that might be testable when the hypothesis itself is not.
A Basic Political Narrative, 3000 B.C.–A.D. 800
As we pointed out in the introduction, some
readers interested in using the ancient Mediterranean world as a comparative case may ﬁnd a summary of the basic narrative history useful.
Settled agriculture began around 8500 B.C. in
the hilly ﬂanks of Mesopotamia (ﬁg. 2), which
were uniquely well endowed with cultivable grains
and domesticable large animals. Mesopotamia itself was peripheral until circa 5500 B.C., when its
population harnessed irrigation. This required
much labor, but produced huge yields. By 3000
B.C., southern Mesopotamia (Sumer) was dotted
with city-states with populations of 10,000 or
more, practicing irrigation agriculture, casting in
bronze, building temples, and employing scribal
bureaucracies with simple writing systems.
There were similar developments in the Nile,
Indus, and Yellow River basins, but Egypt diverged
from Mesopotamia early on. Around 3100 Menes
united the Nile valley into a single kingdom; and
where Mesopotamian elites claimed special access
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to the gods, Egyptian pharaohs actually claimed
to be gods. In Mesopotamia city-states were the
norm. Around 2300 Sargon of Akkad built an empire from the Persian Gulf to the Mediterranean,
and his grandson Naram-Sin claimed divinity. But
after 2200 invasions from the deserts broke up the
empire. A century later the city of Ur built up another great empire, but invaders overthrew it
around 2000.
Despite the rise and fall of individual empires,
the Near Eastern system expanded relentlessly.
Similar palaces, scripts, and art appear in the Levant and southwest Iran before 2500; by 2000,
they were established on the Iranian plateau, down
the Persian Gulf, across Anatolia, and on Crete. By
1600 there were palaces in mainland Greece, and
by 1400 Aegean goods reached the west Mediterranean. This was a dynamic, expansionist system;
peripheral societies were either drawn into its orbit
or adapted its institutions to resist it. It was also an
“international age”: long-distance trade ﬂourished, art styles were widely diffused, and royal
families intermarried.
There were independent moves toward complex
society in the west Mediterranean, but these all
collapsed into more egalitarian forms. The most

successful examples were in southeast Spain, which
had an arid climate and required irrigation. Possibly would-be elites could only overcome opposition when there was sufﬁcient geographical caging.
Expansion ended around 1200 B.C. From Greece
to Syria, palaces burned to the ground. We do not
know why, although Egyptian texts from the
1180s speak of wars with the “Peoples of the Sea,”
and Assyrian and later Greek texts mention invasions. There is evidence for earthquakes, climatic
change, and economic stress. In Greece palaces
disappeared, along with the Linear B syllabic
script. The Hittite kingdom fell in 1200, the Assyrian soon after 1100, and Egypt broke up in the
1060s. Population fell, long-distance trade withered, and states dissolved. The west Mediterranean, where palaces had not taken hold before
1200, did not go through a comparable Dark Age,
but contact with the east almost vanished after
1050.
Starting on Cyprus around 1100 and reaching
the west Mediterranean by 900, iron replaced
bronze for weapons. No one has yet shown that
this had major social consequences, but signs of revival appear in the east Mediterranean in the tenth
century. Phoenician traders sailed to the Aegean
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and the west, and Assyria became a major power.
Its kings staged massive raids for plunder, from
Iran to Syria. Pressed for tribute, many city-states
and tribes in their path collapsed into anarchy; others organized and fought back, creating new states.
The eighth century saw a major population increase all around the Mediterranean, and great
expansion of long-distance contact. By 700 B.C. interregional trade almost certainly surpassed pre1200 levels, as Phoenicians and Greeks settled in
the west Mediterranean. Eighth-century Greece
experienced particularly rapid population growth
and major social changes as city-states formed out
of simpler Dark Age societies. The Greek settlements in Sicily and southern Italy were independent city-states, which seized the coastal plains.
This landgrab more than doubled the amount of
arable land under direct Greek control. Phoenician
settlers, by contrast, rarely conquered the hinterland, and may have been driven west by increasing
Assyrian pressure for tribute from the Phoenician
homeland. Assyrian kings were always desperate
for funds; they had to reward their nobles in order
to get troops, which meant that if their raids
faltered—as in the 780s—central authority weakened. Provincial governors broke away, and there
were frequent coups. But when Tiglath-Pileser III
seized power in 744 in one of these coups, he
gained the upper hand over the nobility, centralizing power, strengthening the army, and systematizing taxes. Assyriologists often say that a true
empire only began now, and Tiglath-Pileser’s demands for tribute probably ratcheted up pressure
on the Phoenician cities, giving them incentives to
intensify trade. This neo-Assyrian empire marked a
break: from this point until the twentieth century
A.D. large empires dominated the Near East.
Assyria conquered Babylon (which had at least
100,000 residents) and Egypt, perhaps the richest
parts of the ancient world. It absorbed Israel and
made Judah a client state, and opposition to the
Assyrian god Ashur played a large role in shaping
Jewish monotheism and identity. By 650 the Assyrian Empire was the largest yet seen, but was suffering from imperial overreach. Its grandest monuments date to the 630s, but it abruptly collapsed
before a rebel alliance in 615–612. The Medes and
Babylonians then divided up the empire between
them. In 550 the province of Persis rebelled
against Media. The Persian Cyrus seized the Median Empire in a single campaign, then took Babylon, conquered Anatolia, and marched into central
Asia, where he met his death in 530. His son took
Egypt in 525, making Persia the largest empire the

world had seen, with perhaps 35 million subjects.
This rapid expansion worked largely through elite
replacement: the Persians changed little of what
they found after defeating other kings, either putting their own men in the places formerly occupied
by native aristocrats or (better still) persuading
local elites to switch allegiance. A famous statue
base set up in Egypt by a certain Udjahorresnse
shortly before 500 illustrates well how the Persian
system could work to the advantage of these local
elites. In the 510s Darius I reformed the empire’s
organization, making Persia the richest and most
efﬁcient empire yet seen, as well as the largest.
Darius moved into Europe, annexing parts of
the Balkans and subduing many Greek city-states.
By 500 some of the Greek city-states were populous and rich. They developed different forms of
capital-intensive power. Sparta invested heavily in
one kind of human capital; Spartan citizen-soldiers
were a full-time army who suffered no defeats in
major battles between the seventh century and 371
B.C. Other Greek communities decided to invest in
human capital in different ways, having much
higher literacy rates (perhaps reaching 10 percent
in Athens), and experimenting with dēmokratia, in
which free adult male citizens (usually 10–20 percent of the resident population) decided the major
issues in open votes. After a revolt of subject
Greeks within his empire in 499–494, Darius sent
a small force to punish Athenian support for the
rebels. To everyone’s surprise Athens defeated
them at Marathon in 490; and in 480 the Greeks
defeated a much larger attack. This left Athens the
greatest naval power in the Mediterranean. Fifthcentury Athens concentrated capital in new forms,
and invested in ships and fortiﬁcations; but Sparta’s victory in the Peloponnesian War (431–404)
cut off Athenian development, and no other Greek
city came close to transcending the city-state network.
Through much of the fourth-century-B.C. Persia
manipulated the Greeks through ﬁnance, even
though Egypt broke away and the western
provinces were in open revolt. But the balance of
power was shifting. As in the Bronze Age, the
expansive east Mediterranean system created a
penumbra of formative states, adapting institutions
to their own needs. In the fourth century, the periphery proved stronger than the core. Carthage
became a major economic power; Rome conquered peninsular Italy; and Macedon subdued the
Balkans, the Greek cities, and then in just a decade
the whole Persian Empire. Alexander wanted to
fuse the Macedonian and Persian ruling elites, but
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in 301 his warring successors divided the empire
into three kingdoms, which historians call “Hellenistic.” Down to 250, there was steady emigration from Greece to the East, and Alexandria in
Egypt grew to perhaps 200,000 people. Greek
cities in Mesopotamia and Syria also reached six
ﬁgures.
But the outer periphery, in the west Mediterranean, was already outstripping the Hellenistic
kingdoms in manpower, wealth, and organization.
Between 264 and 201 Rome defeated Carthage in
two terrible wars, then in 200 attacked Macedon.
Romans pressed into the Near East, shattering the
Seleucid kingdom in Syria in 188. At the same
time Parthians inﬁltrated Iran from central Asia,
breaking down the Seleucid realm from the other
direction. Rome also fought a guerrilla war in
Spain through most of the second century, and
probably had the highest military participation
ratio of any state until seventeenth-century Prussia. According to Polybius, writing in Rome
around 150 B.C., “the Romans succeeded in less
than 53 years [220–167 B.C.] in bringing under
their rule almost the whole of the inhabited world,
an achievement which is without parallel in human
history” (1.1). This involved millions of deaths,
mass deportations, and the collapse of the Hellenistic kingdoms into ﬁnancial crises, revolutions,
and virtual anarchy.
The net results were destabilization and the
biggest transfer of resources in ancient history. The
city of Rome grew to a million inhabitants, with
much of the Mediterranean supplying its food
through taxes, rents, and trade. By the 130s B.C.
an agrarian crisis gripped Italy; with so many men
in the legions, aristocrats made rich by their victories could buy up the land and work it with millions of slaves captured in the wars, growing food
for the city, and leaving dispossessed farmers little
choice but to move to Rome, expanding the urban
market still further, or to join the army. Some ancient historians call this the “war-slave-war loop”:
it created a feedback process enriching the aristocracy and driving the Italian free peasantry into
ruin. But as dispossession accelerated, fewer men
met the property qualiﬁcation for military service,
starving Rome of soldiers and bringing on a crisis.
Rome’s oligarchs murdered the Gracchus brothers
when they tried to hijack state institutions to redistribute land in 133 and 122. Abolishing property requirements for the army in 107 solved some
problems, but created new ones: soldiers now
looked to their generals for land grants when they
were demobilized, and the army became an inde-
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pendent force. Political legitimacy broke down as
generals, backed by virtual private armies, dictated
terms to the Senate, which increasingly provoked
overseas wars simply to keep its generals and their
land-hungry men busy. In 60, Pompey, Crassus,
and Caesar—three of the richest and most prominent generals—formed a secret coalition and subverted the constitution by using money and threats
to divide all the key ofﬁces among themselves.
Caesar was authorized to conquer Gaul in the 50s
to maintain this alliance, but this only created yet
another great army. Caesar and Pompey fought another civil war in 49–45. Caesar won, but his murder in 44 unleashed another set of wars, ending
with Octavian’s victory in 31 B.C.
Octavian took the name Augustus and the functions but not the form of a sole ruler. Millions had
died, and the devastation was beyond measure, but
the combination of elite exhaustion and Augustus’s clever manipulation of military and ﬁnancial
ofﬁces and imperial symbolism ushered in two centuries of pax romana for the Mediterranean basin.
Population grew; cities thrived; tax rates were sustainable; there was some standardization of measures, language, and law; and communications improved. The empire had 50–60 million inhabitants
in A.D. 200, perhaps 15 percent of them living in
cities of more than 20,000 people, and the average
tax burden was something like 2–3 percent. Monuments all over the empire attest to wealthy aristocracies, but average standards of living also improved, perhaps nearly doubling across the ﬁrst
two centuries A.D. At no point did economic
growth in the Roman Empire or any other ancient
Mediterranean society match levels in early modern Holland or England, let alone those of industrialized economies, but Rome nevertheless
ranks alongside cases like Sung China as a major
example of sustained premodern per capita economic growth.
The years since about 1000 B.C. had been good
for the Mediterranean: there were many internal
wars, but few major population movements out of
central Asia. That changed in the second century
A.D. Nomads entered China and Iran, and pressed
German tribes in central Europe. Some of these
tribes crossed the Rhine and Danube into the empire. Often Rome welcomed them as recruits and
taxpayers, but large groups caused chaos. In the
160s major invasions and plague reached the empire at the same time. The situation held until the
230s, but then the frontiers collapsed. German
bands plundered Athens and Italy. Twenty emperors reigned in 50 years. Unable to pay large armies,
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they debased the coinage. Despairing of the central
government, Gaul and Syria broke away. And to
make matters worse, Sapor I established an aggressive Sassanid dynasty in Persia, killing a Roman
emperor in 244 and capturing another in 260. The
slowing of population movements, remission of
the plague, and military reforms allowed recovery
in the 270s–280s, but a gap opened between the
largely rural western Roman Empire and the more
urban east. Local power increased as aristocrats increasingly had to usurp the state’s role of providing security. They increased rents at the expense of
centralized taxes.
In the 290s Diocletian expanded the army and
taxes, and tried to control inﬂation. He also persecuted the growing minority of Christians, but in
another civil war in 312 Constantine declared himself a Christian. After he took the throne, the
church became the richest institution in the empire. Constantine continued military and ﬁscal reforms and moved the capital from Rome, now too
distant from the eastern centers, to the well-placed
Greek city Byzantium, which he renamed Constantinople. The empire ﬂourished in the fourth
century, but the underlying problems remained.
Around 370 the Huns left central Asia and drove
the Goths west, pushing the Germans ahead of
them. Much of the empire was “Germanized”:
armies of Germans under German generals fought
for Rome against Germanic invaders who often
saw themselves as simply wanting to become Romans. Still larger armies were needed, but population was declining, and the church and great
landowners could not be taxed. Elite culture
changed too, as Christianity replaced Romanness
at the core of identity. In 378 a large group of
Goths got out of control, destroyed a Roman
army, and ran amok in the Balkans. Constantine’s
reformed empire, which had looked so strong
around 350, now unraveled. In 406 Gaul was
overrun; in 410 the Goths sacked Rome. The
western empire broke up into smaller kingdoms,
still nominally Roman, but de facto German.
In 476 Odoacer the Goth deposed Romulus
Augustulus, ofﬁcially ending the western empire,
though in most ways this was not a major transition. Trends in place since the third century continued, with declining population, state power,
and cities, and exchange increasingly local and
nonmonetized. The eastern (usually called Byzantine) empire recovered, and in the 530s Justinian
even reconquered part of the west. However, this
effort exhausted Byzantine resources just as new
invasions began, and by the 580s most of the gains

were lost. An even more serious collapse hit the
entire Mediterranean: plagues returned, population shrank, large areas were abandoned, and trade
collapsed.
This demographic-economic collapse was one
part of the ancient-medieval transition; the Arab
conquests provided the other, creating a tripartite
political/religious division of the Mediterranean
into Islamic, Orthodox Christian, and Catholic
spheres in the eighth century. Just as the western
empire was “Germanized” in the fourth century,
the eastern empire was “Arabized,” with both the
Byzantine and Persian states settling Arabs in their
territories and using them in their armies. Unable
to cope with the late-sixth-century crises, Byzantium almost collapsed before Persian attacks, which
overran Syria, Palestine, and Egypt, and in 626
threatened Constantinople. Byzantium rebounded, but when Mohammed died in 632, there was a
power vacuum in the Near East. As had happened
to Sargon of Akkad’s empire nearly 3,000 years
earlier, migrations out of the desert toppled a
weakened institutional structure. The initial Arab
conquests saw Islamic Arabs ﬁghting against Arabs
in the service of Byzantium and Persia. The
Moslems destroyed the Byzantine army, probably
in 636. Jerusalem fell in 638, Egypt in 641, and
Sassanid Persia in 642. These successes unleashed
huge population movements. Constantinople was
besieged from 674 through 678 and again in 717–
18, by which time Islamic forces had reached
India, Samarkand, and Spain. They were only
stopped near Paris in 732 and deep in central Asia
in 751, but went on in the ninth century to occupy Sicily and Crete.
The trials of the seventh and eighth centuries
transformed Byzantium. Feudal relations were established on the land, and the savage iconoclast
controversy effectively ended elite classical culture.
By 800 the Mediterranean world had broken into
three camps: the dynamic, creative Islamic east and
south; a harried, struggling Byzantine Orthodox
Christian center; and a backward, impoverished,
and depopulated Catholic Christian west.
Natural Environment
We have deﬁned our analytical unit as the societies clustered around the shores of the Mediterranean—“like frogs around a pond,” as Plato put it
in fourth-century-B.C. Athens (Phaedo 109B). One
of its unifying features was a shared climate. As in
all preindustrial societies, ecology was the single
most important factor structuring economic life.
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We therefore describe the basic ecological parameters in this section.
The modern Mediterranean has hot, dry summers. Temperatures can reach 40°C at sea level in
July and August, with little or no rain between
May and September. The cool, wet winters sometimes reach freezing point at sea level, and typically get 250–500 millimeters of rain between October and April. Texts and pollen evidence suggest
that this was broadly true in antiquity, though
there were important changes. In particular, the
shift from sub-Boreal to sub-Atlantic climates
around 800 B.C. lowered typical temperatures by
up to 2°C, and increased the amount and reliability of winter rainfall, producing a climate like that
of the recent past (Lamb 1972–77). There were
drier episodes 1500–900 B.C. and 200 B.C.–A.D.
350, then more rain and cold after 350. Climate
may be linked to disease, which drives mortality
and demography (Galloway 1986). In temperate
zones, where winter respiratory diseases were the
main premodern killers, warm phases coincide
with population growth; in Mediterranean zones,
where summer intestinal diseases and malaria were
the main killers, cooler weather coincides with
population growth. The hot, dry twelfth through
ninth centuries B.C. saw demographic growth in
temperate Europe, but decline in the Mediterranean; the cooler, wetter period from the eighth
century on saw the opposite (Bouzek 1997). Similarly, population grew in the Mediterranean (particularly the east) from A.D. 350 on, as the climate
cooled, but declined in England (Greene 1986,
81–86; M. Jones 1996, 186–243; Scheidel 2001a,
78–79).
Short-term variations are also important. The
great problem for Mediterranean farmers is interannual variability in rainfall: while the average rainfall may support crops, it ﬂuctuates from year to
year. In Athens rainfall varied so much between
1931 and 1960 that barley failed one year in 20,
wheat one in four, and legumes three in four.
Pollen data, tree rings, and texts suggest that these
ﬁgures too are broadly applicable to antiquity
(Garnsey 1988, 8–16). According to a thirdcentury-B.C. Greek proverb, “The year makes the
crop, not the soil” (Theophrastos, History of Plants
8.7.6). The sub-Atlantic climate regime, with its
more reliable winter rains, was good for Mediterranean farmers, while drier phases were better in
temperate Europe into which the Roman Empire
expanded, where more rain made potentially fertile
bottom lands too heavy to plow.
Most Mediterranean landscapes include plains,
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hills, and mountains within short distances of the
sea, and the interleaving of diverse microecologies
is typical (Horden and Purcell 2000). On the
whole, plains were used for grains, hills for vines,
olives, and winter pasture, and mountains for summer pasture. The plains are generally small, broken
up by chains of hills; the larger plains of Sicily and
Thessaly were famous as breadbaskets. The coastline is heavily indented, and probably 90 percent of
ancient people lived on plains within two or three
days’ walk of the sea. The sea united this world: sea
travel was far faster and cheaper than land. According to Diocletian’s Price Edict of A.D. 301, it
cost as much to move a load of grain 10 miles inland as to ship it halfway across the Mediterranean.
There were also geographical variations. The
earliest civilizations emerged in river valleys with
very low rainfall. Even the toughest ancient crop,
barley, needs 200 millimeters of winter rain, which
the Euphrates, Tigris, and Nile valleys do not get.
Summer rains in the Ethiopian mountains caused
the Nile to ﬂood, bringing rich silt to Egypt just in
time for farmers to plant crops. The limited winter
rains then fertilized the crops, and after the spring
harvest the sun dried and cracked the ground, aerating it and preventing salinization. Irrigation allowed farmers to extend the ﬂooded area, retain
water, and fertilize a second crop in the summer.
In Mesopotamia, however, the rivers ﬂood in
spring, exactly the wrong time. Farmers there had
to store water much longer, which raised many
technical problems. But once these were mastered,
in the fourth millennium B.C., yields of 25:1 were
possible, ﬁve or six times as high as in most rainfed agriculture. Egypt and Mesopotamia therefore
had unusual settlement patterns, concentrated in
strips just a kilometer or two wide but hundreds of
kilometers long; outside this cultivated strip was
desert. Only in a few places, like the Nile delta and
the Fayyum depression, was this rule broken.
In the last few years, ancient historians have recognized the importance of interrelations between
climate, ecology, and the disease pool in driving
demography and larger economic structures (particularly Scheidel 2001b; Sallares 2002). Research
is still at an early stage, but there are signs that
malaria played a much larger role in the Mediterranean basin’s economic history than has hitherto
been realized.
Technology
Technology was simple. All ancient societies
were what E. A. Wrigley (1988) called advanced
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organic economies, relying on plants, trees, and
animals for materials and power. In a famous essay,
Finley (1965) argued that the only important
technological advances took place early on, or in
the Middle Ages. Through most of antiquity, he
concluded, technology stagnated, because slave
labor was so cheap that it did not pay to invent or
buy machines.
This is only partly true. We will take three
examples.
1. In agriculture, after the domestication of
crops and animals (starting ca. 8500 B.C.) and development of irrigation (ca. 5000), there was a
“secondary products revolution” (Sherratt 1997,
158–248) exploiting animal power and by-products.
Animals were harnessed to scratch plows in Sumer
by 4500. By 3500 this practice had reached Poland
and England, and wheeled vehicles were used by
3000. But the cart and plow that the Greek poet
Hesiod described around 700 B.C. (Works and
Days 423–38) sound quite like these prehistoric
examples. Heavy wheeled plows able to turn wet
clay soils, crucial in temperate Europe, only came
in the sixth century A.D. (L. White 1962, 39–69).
There were changes in the intensity of manuring,
and some Romans bred special cattle for fertilizer.
But progress consisted of adapting very ancient
Mediterranean techniques to local conditions and
the gradual accumulation of capital in the form of
tools and animals (especially during the long
Roman peace).
2. In metallurgy, bronze- and ironworking were
mastered around 3000 and 1100 B.C. respectively.
Each diffused widely, though the process took centuries. The Mediterranean civilizations never mastered high-quality steel, which had to be imported
from India. Chinese blacksmiths had cast iron
since the third century B.C., but European bellows
could not raise temperatures high enough until the
eighteenth century. As with agriculture, there were
incremental improvements, including a massive increase in the amount of metal available, but no
fundamental technological changes.
3. In shipbuilding, again, the main advances
came early. The basic pattern of building shell-ﬁrst
hulls from edge-jointed planks with internal braces
had been worked out by 2500 B.C. Bronze Age
ships, like the Ulu Burun wreck (ca. 1300 B.C.),
were small, displacing no more than 30 tons.
Greeks added heavy wooden keels. The Alonnisos
wreck (ca. 400 B.C.) displaced 120-plus tons, but
most wrecks dating 500–100 B.C. were in the
range of 30–50 tons (Gibbins 2001). By the ﬁrst
century B.C. Roman merchantmen were mostly

100–150 tons. Five hundred tons was not unusual, and one second-century-A.D. ship reached
1,200 tons (Greene 1986, 20–28; Parker 1992).
Roman ships were the largest built in Europe until
the ﬁfteenth century, but their rigging remained
primitive. Fore-and-aft sails were known, but most
ships probably relied on a single square mainsail.
As in agriculture and metallurgy, advances were
small and incremental.
There were a few remarkable inventors, like the
third-century-B.C. Ktesibios of Alexandria, credited with the hydraulic organ, metal springs, the
water clock, and the force pump; or the ﬁrstcentury-A.D. Hero, also of Alexandria, inventor of
a steam engine that opened temple doors, a coinoperated vending machine for holy water, and a
surveying instrument like a transit. The ancient
world had skilled engineers, as is shown by the
Antikythera mechanism, a ﬁrst-century-B.C. astronomical machine found in a shipwreck, which used
complex gears and applied geometry to reproduce
the movements of the sun, moon, and planets. But
as Finley stressed (1965), the most striking things
are (a) that most of these inventions were toys for
the amusement of the elite, and (b) that the few
with practical uses, like the transit, force pump,
and Archimedes’ screw, were ignored. Ancient
Greece ranks along with China in having the most
creative premodern scientiﬁc elites (Lloyd 2002),
and was one of the most numerate ancient cultures
(Netz 2002); but it differed fundamentally from
western Europe during the scientiﬁc revolution in
the narrowness of channels of communication between the scientiﬁc elites and the vast mass of producers (cf. Mokyr 2002).
Finley (1965) suggested that there were no incentives to spread innovations, repeating a famous
story (Suetonius, Vespasian 18) that when an inventor in the 70s A.D. showed the Roman emperor a machine for moving columns, the emperor
sent him away, saying it would cause the Roman
poor to starve. Finley took Roman failure to capitalize on water mills, making a ﬁrst step away from
an organic economy, as his test case. The data then
available suggested that water mills were invented
around 100 B.C., but not widely diffused till the
ﬁfth century A.D. But new ﬁnds have changed this
picture (Wikander 1984; Oleson 1984; K. White
1984; Lewis 1997; Wilson 2002). There was a
wave of water-powered inventions in Alexandria
between about 260 and 230 B.C., including lifting
devices, pumps, and mills. A water mill was built at
Chaplis in Switzerland in A.D. 57–58, and the huge
complex at Barbegal in France, formerly dated to
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the late third century A.D., was in fact built in A.D.
100–120 (Leveau 1996, 145–49). A still larger
complex was built in Rome in the third century
(Wilson 2000). Excavations have also conﬁrmed
Pliny the Elder’s claims (Natural History 33.21.72–
77) that waterpower was used to lower the water
table in Spanish mines in the ﬁrst century A.D. and
to expose ores. Water-powered devices were probably common throughout the empire by A.D. 150,
perhaps spread by the army.
Finley was wrong to speak of stagnation (Greene
2000). The accumulation of small improvements
and the ﬁrst steps toward nonanimal sources of
power were very important in Europe’s economic
development (Greif 2004). But that does not
mean that there was a technological revolution in
antiquity: compared to contemporary China or to
the European Middle Ages, levels were low (see
Mokyr 1990, 19–30, 193–208; Angresano 1991,
29–56).
Performance
Agricultural yields set the basic parameters for
ancient economic sociology. We have few direct
ﬁgures. The best come from the Roman Empire,
and are controversial. Much of the rest of the time,
we rely on comparative evidence and the archaeological analysis of bone and seed remains.
The major distinction is between irrigation and
rain-fed agriculture. From at least 3000 B.C., the
former could generate crop-to-seed yields of between 12:1 and 24:1 in Egypt and Mesopotamia,
but only at the cost of high capital investments and
labor inputs. Mesopotamia and Egypt both supported high populations throughout antiquity.
Egypt probably had at least 5 million people under
the Roman Empire, which was not reached again
till the nineteenth century (Scheidel 2001b), and
was a major grain exporter. Roman historians conventionally assume yields in Egypt around 10:1
(Rathbone 1991, 242–44), although local crop
yields could be much higher (Rowlandson 1996,
247–52).
Varro (On Agriculture 1.44.1), Columella
(3.3.4), and Cicero (2nd Verrine 3.112) provide
some ﬁgures for yields in Italy in the ﬁrst centuries
B.C. and A.D. Varro says that in Etruria, yields
could vary from 10:1 to 15:1, and Cicero that in
Sicily at a sowing rate of 160 kilograms of seed per
hectare, wheat yielded 8:1 (1,300 kg/ha) in a
good year, and 10:1 (1,625 kg/ha) in an excellent
year. Columella, however, says that in most of Italy
yields of 4:1 on cereals were rare, implying that
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they were normally lower. Varro’s and Cicero’s ﬁgures seem very high, but most historians have favored their testimony over Columella’s. Garnsey
and Saller (1987, 82) remark, “There is nothing
we can do about Columella except distrust him,”
and Harry Pleket (1993, 323) comments that
Roman agriculture was so successful that “the early
medieval growth meant a return to a ‘normal level’
after the period of the Dark Ages, rather than an
alleged agricultural revolution.” Keith Hopkins
(2002, 197–203), on the other hand, argues on
broad comparative grounds for yields closer to
Columella’s ﬁgure. At present, there seems to be
no obvious way to resolve the question.
Our data for Greece are poor: relying heavily on
comparative evidence, Garnsey (1992, 148) estimated typical yields of up to 4.8:1 on wheat and
6:1 on barley (625 and 770 kg/ha at 130 kg/ha
seed) in fourth-century-B.C. Attica. By 500 B.C. at
the latest, major Greek cities were permanently reliant on imported grains.
So far as we can tell, food shortages were unpredictable but common throughout antiquity, although actual famines, in which signiﬁcant numbers of people died of malnutrition, were rare, and
usually had political causes (Garnsey 1988). But
while people rarely starved, most were poorly fed.
Skeletal evidence shows that chronic malnutrition
in childhood was normal, and that periods of severe deprivation were quite common (Garnsey
1999, 34–61). Age-speciﬁc stature correlates tightly
with nutritional levels in modern samples (Floud,
Wachter, and Gregory 1990); skeletal studies show
relatively stable stature in antiquity. Rick Steckel is
now producing a systematic data set for Europe
like that he and Rose built for the Americas (Steckel and Rose 2002), but it is already clear that most
ancient Mediterranean samples produce average
adult male heights in the 163–68 cm range, close
to the 168 cm cutoff that Robert Fogel (1993) has
used to deﬁne “short” populations. Most ancient
people were stunted and wasted, suffered frequently from disease, were often hungry, and carried heavy parasite loads.
In the section below on cities we will present evidence for economic growth in antiquity. Arguments about per capita growth, what Eric Jones
([1988] 2000) calls “intensive” growth, are controversial; but some aggregate or extensive growth
is undeniable. By nineteenth- and twentiethcentury standards, ancient growth was so slow as
to be imperceptible, but compared to most other
preindustrial societies, some periods—such as
Greece between 550 and 300 B.C., or the western
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Roman Empire between 200 B.C. and A.D. 200—
saw major improvements (Saller 2002; Morris
2003). Through much of antiquity, per capita consumption was probably not far above subsistence
level, but by the second century A.D. it may have
been 50 percent higher in most of the Mediterranean. Robert Lucas (2002) has recently argued
that through most of agrarian history, per capita
consumption has been something like the equivalent of $550–600 (1985 U.S.) per capita; if it
reached $800 at some points in Mediterranean antiquity, then the performance of the ancient economy fell not far short of that of seventeenthcentury western Europe.

MODELS OF ANCIENT ECONOMIC SOCIOLOGY
There was little systematic analysis of ancient
economies before the 1890s, when historians in
Germany began to take exception to evolutionary
schemes that placed Greece at the bottom of a ladder that reached from closed, household economies to modern industrial ones. The so-called
primitivist-modernist debate raged for a dozen
years, with professional ancient historians generally concluding that Greece and Rome were basically like modern Europe, but on a somewhat smaller scale (Finley 1979). Finley (1965, 12) dismissed
this consensus among ancient historians as “a
schoolboy version of Adam Smith,” and tried to
improve on it by drawing historians’ attention to a
tradition of ancient economic sociology going
back to Weber. Hopkins (1983a, xi) probably exaggerated when he called Finley’s version of Weber
model “a new orthodoxy,” but by the time Finley
died in 1986 the substantivism that he had developed from Weber’s and Polanyi’s contributions
was probably the most inﬂuential approach among
those historians who sought a consistent theoretical framework. In this section we describe the development and success of substantivist models, and
responses to these models in the 1990s.
Max Weber
Ancient economic sociology began in just the
same period that the primitivist-modernist debate
was preoccupying professional ancient historians,
with Weber’s attempts to show that antiquity did
not really belong on a primitive-modern scale
(Weber [1891] 1962; [1909] 1976; [1922] 1968,
1212–1372). Weber ([1909] 1976, 69–79)
sketched a seven-part evolutionary typology of ancient states. He saw types I (simple unwalled vil-

lages with free, independent farmers) and II (small
cities with rulers, sometimes grouped into larger
kingdoms) as common to the whole Mediterranean. In the Near East and Egypt these evolved
into types IV and V. In type IV kings ﬁrst of all
made themselves semi- or wholly divine and developed bureaucracies and taxes, and in type V they
created forced labor systems, state monopolies,
and administered trade. In the Mediterranean,
however, types I and II developed into type III, in
which kings were replaced by aristocratic families
monopolizing war and extracting labor from the
poor through debt-bondage. Type VI evolved out
of III, with the mass of farmers taking on military
responsibilities and abolishing the aristocratic
clans; and in some cases IV evolved into VII, the
democratic city-state, in which political and military participation was completely separate from
land ownership. What interested Weber about
types IV–VII was the ways they differed from medieval European cities, where capitalism developed. In his later essay on the city ([1922] 1968,
1212–1372), Weber argued that all ancient cities
were consumer cities, in which urban elites exploited the countryside through various forms of
tax and rent, which they then spent on the urban
poor who supported their lifestyles. Medieval
cities, on the other hand, were producer cities,
feeding themselves by exchanging manufactured
goods or exotic imports for food produced in the
countryside. Ancient types VI and VII (the GrecoRoman cities) were the most advanced cities in antiquity, but even so, they did not hold the seeds of
capitalism, because economic activity was subordinated to more proﬁtable military/political rentseeking. This meant that Greek and Roman men
saw themselves chieﬂy as members of warrior
brotherhoods, and cared most about maintaining
their standing within the military community: “in
Antiquity the polis preserved during its heyday its
character as the technically most advanced military
association: The ancient townsman was a homo
politicus” ([1922] 1968, 1354). In such a situation, economic relationships could not be placed
on a primitive-modern continuum. They simply
worked differently: “where stratiﬁcation by status
permeates a community as strongly as was the case
in all political communities of Antiquity and the
Middle Ages, one can never speak of genuinely free
market competition as we understand it today”
(937). Only in situations of debt crisis did social
relations break free of status considerations and coalesce around market relations, creating genuine
class groups (303–4, 931). To understand the an-
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cient economy, Weber argued, we must ﬁrst understand ancient politics.
Karl Polanyi
Weber’s account of Mesopotamia ([1909] 1976,
83–104) was out-of-date almost as soon as it was
written, because of the rapid pace of publication of
new tablets, and it had little inﬂuence on Near
Eastern historiography. His discussion of Greece
and Rome fell afoul of ancient historians’ awareness of the limits of Weber’s empirical knowledge
and their inability to distinguish between his subordination of economics to politics and the recently discredited primitivist positions. For a generation, the few Greco-Roman historians who took
Weber’s arguments seriously, like Johannes Hasebroek (1926, 1928 [1933]), were either pilloried
or ignored (see Cartledge 1983). Nearly 50 years
passed before there was much serious development
in ancient economic sociology, and then it came
not from a professional ancient historian, but from
Karl Polanyi, a consummate outsider. Like Weber,
Polanyi insisted that in precapitalist societies economics were embedded in larger sets of social relations, and could not be analyzed in neoclassical
terms. He proposed a three-part typology of forms
of exchange. In some societies, reciprocity is the
rule: items are moved around mainly as gifts, creating obligations to repay, without money or markets playing a major role. In others, redistribution
is the major institution, with central authorities
pooling resources and dividing them up, again
leaving little scope for money and markets. Only in
western Europe since about A.D. 1800, he argued,
had market exchange broken loose from social
constraints, disembedding exchange and subordinating all relationships to the pursuit of proﬁt
(Polanyi 1944).
In the late 1940s Polanyi became convinced that
the only way to advance his substantivist agenda
(see Smelser and Swedberg, this volume) was
through historical comparisons, showing that
there had been large, complex economies that
were neither capitalist nor communist. Polanyi
rarely cited Weber, but his treatment of antiquity
generally took Weber’s types and exaggerated
them. Believing that in Bronze Age Mesopotamia
all land had belonged to temples that fed their
workers with rations, he took Babylon as a perfect
example of a redistributive economy. In Athens, on
the other hand, he saw reciprocity within the citizen community giving way in the fourth century
B.C. to a nascent market economy (Polanyi 1957a,
1957b).
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In 1953–55 Polanyi attracted talented specialists
to his seminar at Columbia University on the institutionalization of the economic process (Polanyi
and Arensberg 1957). The ancient historians were
generally critical of Polanyi’s cavalier use of evidence, but two of them—Leo Oppenheim and
Moses Finley—went on to introduce more nuanced versions of Polanyi’s categories into their
ﬁelds. By the 1950s the older Marxist models that
represented Near Eastern societies as statist, redistributive command economies were giving way to
images of an Asiatic mode of production in which
the state coexisted with village communities tributary to the temple and palace (see Liverani 2003).
Oppenheim (1957, [1964] 1977) positioned himself between these models and liberal theories that
saw a large, private market sector beyond the
palaces. He argued that Mesopotamian city-dwellers
were mainly free citizens who fed themselves by
keeping farms going in the countryside. This
urban-rural interpenetration prevented markets
from developing, and coexisted in symbiosis with
the command economy (1977, 114). Oppenheim’s
Mesopotamia was a mix of redistribution and reciprocity, and remained stable for three millennia
(1977, 95).
In the 1970s–1980s, versions of substantivism
were the main rivals to Marxism in Near Eastern
history. Most scholars accepted a much larger role
for markets than Polanyi had given them, developing a picture in which temple- and palace-based redistribution, craft production, and administered
trade existed alongside local reciprocity, individual
entrepreneurs, and free markets, but with markets
in a decidedly subordinate position (e.g., Lipinski
1979; Briant 1982; Renger 1984, 1994, 1995;
Liverani 2004; Bedford 2004). Egyptologists were
even warier than Assyriologists about constructing
ideal types, but in that ﬁeld, too, substantivism
made progress against older statist theories in the
1970s and 1980s (e.g., Janssen 1975, 1981; Kemp
1989, 232–60; Warburton 1997).
Moses Finley
Finley was even more critical of Polanyi than
Oppenheim had been, declining to contribute to
Trade and Market in the Early Empires and trying
to persuade Harry Pearson, Polanyi’s literary executor, to omit the Greek material from Polanyi’s
1951 manuscript The Livelihood of Man (published
in 1977). Finley’s vision was more Weberian than
Polanyian (Morris 1999), but like Oppenheim, he
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brought Polanyi’s core typology of reciprocity, redistribution, and market exchange into the center
of ancient history. In his ﬁrst book, Studies in
Land and Credit in Ancient Athens, 500–200 B.C.
(1952), Finley argued that the inscribed mortgage
stones called horoi recorded elite attempts to raise
cash for consumption purposes, such as weddings
and funerals, not to create capital for investment.
He claimed that Athenian capital, land, and credit
markets were crude. When Athenians needed cash,
they went to kin and friends for interest-free loans,
and felt obligated to lend within these circles.
Athenians wanted to be rich, but status overrode
market considerations. Like Weber and Polanyi
before him, he concluded that the sophisticated Athenian economy was noncapitalist; the
Parthenon was built in a world where reciprocity
dominated.
Finley rejected class as a useful analytical category, preferring “the word ‘status,’ an admirably
vague word with a considerable psychological element,” adding that Greeks and Romans “were,
in the nature of things, members of criss-crossing
categories” (1973, 51). Markets certainly existed,
but they were less important mechanisms for
moving goods around than reciprocal relationships between citizens or political relationships
between rulers and ruled. Market exchange was
inconsistent with membership in an egalitarian
community of citizen-warriors: “the citizen-élite
were not prepared, in sufficient numbers, to carry
on those branches of the economy without which
neither they nor their communities could live at
the level to which they were accustomed. . . .
They lacked the will; that is to say, they were
inhibited, as a group (whatever the responses
of a minority), by over-riding values” (Finley
1973, 60).
Like Weber, Finley saw Greco-Roman and Near
Eastern civilization as evolving out of similar social
forms. When Weber wrote, very little was known
about the Bronze Age palaces of the Aegean, but
the decipherment of the Linear B script in 1953
made it clear that redistributive palaces something
like Weber’s type IV had ﬂourished in the Aegean
before 1200 (Finley [1957–58] 1981, 199–232).
This raised the obvious question of how the
Greeks got from Weber’s type IV to types III, VI,
and VII, rather than moving to type V. Finley suggested in his second book, The World of Odysseus
(1954), that Homer’s epic poetry reﬂected real
aristocratic societies of type III that had existed
around 900 B.C., after the collapse of 1200 and an
intervening dark age had destroyed all traces of

type IV society. In this world, competitive gift-giving created hierarchy among chiefs, who won prestige, followers, and wealth through success in war.
Beginning in 1959, Finley published a series of essays addressing what seemed to him the still more
pressing question of how Greece moved from the
hierarchical reciprocity of the Homeric age to the
egalitarian reciprocity of classical Athens. His answer was simple: slavery (essays collected in Finley
1981, 97–175, plus Finley 1968). He argued that
debt crises in the seventh and sixth centuries B.C.
swept away the Homeric system of graded hierarchical statuses, polarizing men (women are conspicuously absent from Finley’s accounts) into two
groups, one of citizens practicing reciprocity, and
the second of imported chattel slaves. Status concerns set the parameters of the economy, rather
than vice versa: only reputable sources of wealth
were acceptable for citizens, which ruled out direct
exploitation of other members of the warrior fraternity, and inhibited the development of price-setting markets in land, labor, or credit. Only outsiders should be exploited, in the extreme but
common case through commoditizing their very
bodies. Where Polanyi had seen Aristotle struggling to understand the rise of market exchange in
the 320s B.C., Finley (1970) saw him trying to theorize the exchange of goods without markets in a
community of equals.
The ancient economy was thus a matter for the
historical sociologist, not the economist. Finley offered a grand theory of a
highly schematic model of ancient society. It moved
from a society in which status ran along a continuum
to one in which statuses were bunched at the two
ends, the slave and the free—a movement which was
most nearly completed in the societies which most attract our attention for obvious reasons [i.e., classical
Greece and late republican/early imperial Rome].
And then, under the Roman Empire, the movement
was reversed; ancient society gradually returned to a
continuum of statuses and was transformed into what
we call the medieval world. ([1957–58] 1981, 132)

Responses
We identify seven main responses to the 1970s
substantivist interpretations since Finley’s death in
1986.
Response 1: Substantivism as Normal Science
Many historians have found substantivism broadly satisfactory, and have set about ﬁlling in the de-
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tails that Finley, Oppenheim, and others neglected
(e.g., Garnsey and Saller 1987; Jongman 1988;
Millett 1991; Whittaker 1993; Renger 1994, 1995;
Warburton 1997; Möller 2000). This position is
particularly common among Greek and Near Eastern historians.

tivity (Mattingly and Salmon 2001) and a lot of
trade (Burke 1990) falsiﬁes the substantivist model.
But despite the undertheorization of these critiques, the data they provide have sometimes been
very useful in illustrating the oversocialization critiques discussed below.

Response 2: Empirical Critique
Second, a much larger group of scholars, closely
familiar with the details of a particular part of the
ancient world, sees sins of both omission and commission in the general statements by Finley, Oppenheim, and others. They have produced a steady
stream of critiques detailing these errors (e.g.,
Frederiksen 1975; Parkins 1997; Parkins and Smith
1998). We see two trends within this scholarship.
First, some studies contain valuable scholarship
but seem not to understand fully the substantivists’
use of ideal types. Rather than attempting to falsify a high-level model, the critics are more interested in reiterating the obvious truth that a very abstract model (e.g., the consumer city) is not much
help in answering much narrower historical questions than it was ever meant to illuminate. A second group, though, raises more serious issues. At
a certain point (which is hard to specify in models
that cannot be expressed quantitatively) a model
must be judged a failure if there are too many data
that it cannot accommodate. Some of the more sophisticated empirical critiques, particularly from
the Saint-Bertrand-des-Comminges group (Andreau, Briant, and Descat 1994, 1997; Bresson
2000), have shown that there are crucial points in
the substantivist model, such as the density and
scale of market places (de Ligt 1993) or banks
(Cohen 1992; Andreau 1999), where the data do
not seem to ﬁt the substantivist model well. However, even these studies often seem to overlook the
fact that no model can be judged good or bad in
the abstract; it can only be evaluated relative to
some other model, and so far no coherent alternative has been forthcoming from these critics.

Response 4: Eurocentrism
Fourth, the reaction since the 1980s against Eurocentrism has encouraged some historians to
question the way the substantivists framed their research. Finley was at pains to insist that the GrecoRoman and Near Eastern/Egyptian worlds were
very distinct, so much so that “were I to deﬁne
‘ancient’ to embrace both [the Near Eastern and
the Greco-Roman] worlds, there is not a single
topic I could discuss without resorting to disconnected sections, employing different models and
concepts” (1973, 28). This went beyond Weber
and Oppenheim, who seem to have seen the different Mediterranean societies as local variations
evolving out of common ancestors. As Bedford
suggests in a forthcoming essay, “The two regions
do not belong to completely separate and unrelated worlds; they have produced distinct yet historically and typologically related forms of social organization” (2004). If we reject the idea that we
study ancient sociology in order to explain the
roots of European superiority to the rest of the
world, we must also question the analytical value
(which seemed obvious to Weber and Finley) of
lumping all of Greco-Roman history and all of
Near Eastern/Egyptian history together into two
contrasted ideal types. Liverani (2004) and Bedford (2004) emphasize the huge variety of Near
Eastern socioeconomic formations, from nomadic
tribes through mercantile city-states to theocratic
empires; while at the other extreme, Horden and
Purcell (2000) have questioned the value of drawing any strong boundaries between regions in the
Mediterranean, or even between distinct periods in
the past three millennia.

Response 3: Substantivism and Primitivism
A third group confuses substantivism with primitivism. Some substantivists could perhaps be accused of also being primitivists, and Hopkins
(1983a) identiﬁed a focus on “cellular selfsufﬁciency” as being at the heart of the models developed by A.H.M. Jones and Finley. But too
often, historians act as if showing that cities were
large (Engels 1990), that agricultural production
sometimes went beyond local needs (Mattingly
1995), that there was extensive nonagricultural ac-

Response 5: The Oversocialization Critique
The ﬁfth and sixth responses exemplify some of
the ideas in Mark Granovetter’s (1985) classic
essay on embeddedness in economic sociology.
These seem to us to be the most important new
directions, and we spend most time on them. A
growing number of historians, particularly Romanists, criticize substantivism for oversocializing
economic activity (although they do not use that
term). They have done this in a variety of ways.
One of the major debates concerns Roman estate
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management. Dominic Rathbone (1991) suggests
that the detailed calculations of expenses and profit rates in the estate records of one Appianus, from
third-century-A.D. Egypt, reveal attitudes very similar to the instrumental rationalism assumed by
neoclassical economics, directly contradicting
Weber’s vision of homo politicus. But as is usually
the case with the fragmentary evidence from antiquity, other readings are possible, and Dennis
Kehoe (1993; cf. 1988, 1997) has argued that we
cannot assume that Appianus made investment
choices after weighing up the proﬁtability of alternatives; given the small scale of commercial activity and the huge size of some men’s fortunes in
Roman Egypt, Appianus simply did not have much
choice. There were few outlets for capital other
than investment in land. Forced to invest heavily in
land, he then tried to maximize his revenues within a narrow set of parameters. More recently,
though, Paul Christesen (2003) has suggested that
in fourth-century-B.C. Athens we can actually see
rich men weighing up the risks and likely proﬁts involved in a range of outlets for their capital, from
farming to mining and maritime loans, and choosing rationally between them without regard for social norms. He further shows that typical rates of
return on different forms of investment broadly
correlated with the level of risk involved.
Keith Hopkins pioneered another approach,
building models that could be assessed on their
logical consistency, and which had implications
that could sometimes be tested empirically (1978,
1980, 2002). He assumed that the Roman Empire
levied taxes in coin in the provinces and spent
these taxes mostly to feed the population of the
great cities and the army along the frontiers. If
these assumptions are correct, then taxpayers had
to sell agricultural produce to generate coin, and
the city and army had to buy this produce with
coin to stay alive. There would have been large
movements of food from the coin-paying agricultural provinces to the coin-spending regions at the
empire’s core and peripheries. The city of Rome
had a million residents by the ﬁrst century B.C.,
who would have consumed so much food that
most of the west Mediterranean would have been
involved in supplying it. We have no evidence that
could directly test this theory, but the sharp increase in the number of shipwrecks from the
Mediterranean and coin hoards from the provinces
between 200 B.C. and A.D. 200 seem consistent
with Hopkins’s theory that monetization was farreaching and that the volume of trade increased.
Finley had insisted that “ancient society did not

have an economic system which was an enormous
conglomeration of interdependent markets” (1973,
22–23); Hopkins went some way toward showing
the opposite. Further, he pointed out that Roman
grain ships were so large, and their cargoes so expensive, that many members of Rome’s elite must
have been heavily involved in the grain trade,
whatever Cicero might say (Hopkins 1983b).
Some historians dispute Hopkins’s initial assumptions, suggesting that Rome in fact raised much tax
revenue in kind, making it more a redistributive
than a market economy (e.g., Garnsey and Saller
1987, 50–54); but arguing in a similar manner to
Hopkins, economist Peter Temin (2001) points
out that the logical consequence of the tax-in-kind
model is that Rome would have needed a much
bigger bureaucracy than we know that it had
(Hopkins [1983b, 186] points out that personfor-person, Rome employed only one-twentieth as
many bureaucrats as the Chinese empire).
The most aggressive oversocialization critiques
have come from outsiders to ancient history. In a
series of books, Morris Silver (1983, 1985, 1994)
has attacked substantivism and used selections
from Near Eastern primary sources to claim that
markets heavily dominated economic life in this
region, but has persuaded few specialists (e.g.,
Renger 1994). Ellickson and Thorland (1995)
have provided a more sustained and inﬂuential
critique in their law-and-economics treatment of
Near Eastern land law, which suggested that a rational-actor approach “can be a timelessly valuable
heuristic for analyzing human affairs.” They claimed
that their position is necessary to counterbalance
historians’ exaggerations of the “friction” that culture and ideology exacted on market forces in antiquity (1995, 411). They predicted that “changes
in economic conditions will prompt residents of a
society to alter their property institutions so as to
minimize the sum of: (1) transaction costs; and (2)
the costs of coordination failures” (1995, 324–
25). After reviewing evidence from Mesopotamia,
Egypt, and Israel, they concluded,
Much of the evidence adduced seems consistent with
our initial hypothesis that a small, close-knit social
group will typically succeed in devising land-tenure institutions that maximize the welfare of the group’s
members. When free from outside coercion, ancient
villagers appear to have adopted the marble-cakes of
land-tenure arrangements that law-and-economics
theory predicts: private ownership of houses, gardens,
and small arable lands plots; communal or institutional ownership of arable and grazing lands where that
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arrangement was necessary to exploit efﬁciencies of
scale or spread risks; and network of open-access
lands. The record suggests that the social impetus toward these arrangements was universal—i.e., present
regardless of a society’s religion, ethnic make-up, and
other cultural features. (Ellickson and Thorland 1995,
408–9)

Reviewing recent debates in Near Eastern economic history, Granovetter has suggested that the
nature of the evidence simply does not allow us to
choose between such extreme positions as lawand-economics and substantivism.
In the absence of hard evidence on the costs of
transactions or of coordination, it is all too tempting
to examine the data at hand and assert that they
show such costs to have been minimized. This can
only be argued after the fact, by stretching the definitions of such costs, or of social welfare, to fit what
has been found. Such hidden tautology is the only
way to preserve what is more an article of faith than
an empirical hypothesis. (Granovetter, forthcoming
2004)

Response 6: The Undersocialization Critique
In the 1990s, just as oversocialization critiques
became standard fare in Roman history, undersocialization critiques also began, this time concentrated in Greek history. Since the 1960s, Michel
Foucault had argued that the history of thought
could be divided into roughly successive épistèmes,
regimes of truth in which all forms of knowledge
cohered into a dominant, diffuse, and controlling
discourse, from which escape was impossible
(Sheridan [1980] summarizes Foucault’s thought).
Some literary critics suggested that far from being
a scientiﬁc discovery of the logic of the desire for
gain, classical economics was but one dimension of
a new set of subjectivities, narrativities, and gender
relations, with political economy operating in the
male sphere in the same way that the realist novel
operated in the female (e.g., Nicholson 1994;
Sherman 1996). The implication is that economic
categories, like all other categories, are cultural
constructions. Cultural analysis can show what interests were represented by these constructions,
what interests contested them, and how such cultural conﬂicts were negotiated.
These ideas won a ready audience in classics, a
ﬁeld dominated by literary criticism (e.g., Dougherty and Kurke 1993). Like scholars of eighteenthcentury English literature, specialists in Greek literature reinterpreted what had previously been
seen as “economic” issues, outside the proper
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sphere of humanistic inquiry, as questions about
the formation of subjectivities; thus economic history became the study of the economic passions
(e.g., Cozzo 1991; Davidson 1997; Balot 2001).
The major debate grew up around the origins and
functions of coinage. The “new historicists” took a
50-year-old thesis that the Greeks ﬁrst coined
metal, probably early in the sixth century, for political rather than economic reasons, and linked
coinage to larger shifts in self-fashioning. Sitta von
Reden (1997, 155) stresses “the ideological constraints of money use created by the ethical frame
of the polis and the uneasy ﬁt of coinage with honour, the body and ‘Self,’ which were part of that
frame,” and Leslie Kurke (1999, 12, 35) sees “an
alternative narrative behind the development of
various money forms in Greece: an ongoing struggle over the constitution of value and who controlled the highest spheres of exchange, between
the traditional elite and the emerging city-state,”
adding that this “argument about political and
economic contestation . . . is strangely shadowed
by the tropes and troubles of identity-formation.”
Both von Reden and Kurke ﬁnd inspiration in
Jonathan Parry and Maurice Bloch’s (1989) model
of “transactional orders,” with money taking on
different meanings depending on whether it is perceived as being used to promote the long-term
good of the community or the short-term gain of
the individual. But whereas Kurke concludes from
this that different interest groups reacted to the
device of coined money in different ways, von
Reden suggests that archaic Greece had an “embedded money economy,” in which “money does
not by nature signify anything in particular—
economic relationships, egalitarianism, the market,
etc.—but is symbolised by its repeated usage in
particular institutions” (1997, 154). Kurke responds that “Von Reden’s argument . . . tends to
suppress all trace of conﬂict in the momentous political and conceptual shift she documents” (1999,
18), and ties the differences in the ways Greeks responded to coined money to clashes between what
one of the authors of the present chapter has called
“middling” and “elitist” ideologies (Morris 2000,
109–91).
The strength of the undersocialization critique is
that it draws attention to the subtleties of the texts
that most economic sociologists have missed. The
weakness is that it seems to leave us trapped in a
bloodless, intellectualized realm of competing discourses, where our data always come to us already
implicated in elite acts of representation. Kurke explains that
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Because coinage is a polyvalent symbol within a complex symbolic system, the struggle I endeavor to reconstruct is a struggle fought over and in representation. At issue is who controls signiﬁcation and who
has the power to constitute the culture’s fundamental
hierarchies of value. While these issues have “real life”
implications—for example, in the sociological basis of
citizenship and relative status of citizens—such a
struggle over fundamental hierarchies of value can
only be a discursive one, fought out in the codes of
our texts, visual images, and signifying practices over
the constitution of the cultural imaginary. Thus, it is
not as if there is some “reality” we are struggling to
get to behind the texts, images, and practices, if we
can just break through their screen by patient source
criticism and sifting of “facts.” In this “contest of paradigms,” the discursive structures of our texts (literary
and visual) are the “facts” at issue. (1999, 23)

Response 7: Alternative Frameworks
In Near Eastern history, a strong Marxist tradition existed alongside substantivism, and some
scholars (particularly in Italy: e.g., Liverani 1988;
Zaccagnini 1989) even moved back and forth between the two. Like Weber, Marxists tended to see
strong similarities between the Near East and the
Aegean in early times, with ecological and class differences leading to separate evolutionary strands in
the Bronze Age. In Igor Diakonoff’s sophisticated
version (1991), the Near East had upper, middle,
and lower classes, made up respectively of the
state’s ruling elite, free farmers and craftsmen, and
serfs or slaves. The economy consisted of two sectors, the state’s command economy and traditional village or extended-family communes. Greco-

Roman societies, on the other hand, were
one-sector economies, in which the state’s role was
minimal (Diakonoff 1982). The Asiatic mode of
production achieved a relatively stable form in the
third millennium B.C., and thereafter changed little, because it did not have the potential for revolutionary transformation, unlike the classical (or
slave) mode of production.
English-language Greco-Roman historians have
always been more cautious about Marxism (in the
former Soviet bloc it was, of course, a different
story). Continental neo-Marxists often found substantivism useful (e.g., the papers published in the
Italian journal Opus), but in the United States and
Britain the relationship was more antagonistic. The
most sustained attempt to develop a Marxist analysis is Geoffrey de Ste. Croix’s The Class Struggle in
the Ancient Greek World (1981), but this depended on tendentious redeﬁnitions of key terms (class,
struggle, exploitation). By collapsing chattel slav-

ery and serfdom-type relationships such as Spartan
helotage into a single category of “unfree labor,”
Ste. Croix effaced the very redistribution/market
distinction that most historians inﬂuenced by substantivism thought was central to Greek social history. Ste. Croix only engaged very brieﬂy with substantivism (1981, 58–59, 91–94), suggesting that
status was a useful descriptive category, but not
useful analytically. The book won high praise from
Marxist theorists, including Perry Anderson (1983),
but Anderson’s own book Passages from Antiquity
to Feudalism (1974), which owed as much to Finley as to Marx, was both theoretically and empirically more coherent.
Mediterranean archaeology developed along
very different theoretical lines than Mediterranean
ancient history. Most archaeologists practiced
forms of connoisseurship and art history, more
connected to the museum world than to economics or sociology. But prehistoric archaeology was
very different, and in the 1960s–1970s some ﬁelds,
particularly Aegean and Near Eastern prehistory,
engaged heavily with the contemporary North
American “New Archaeology” (see Adams 1966,
1981; Renfrew 1972). The new archaeologists emphasized ecology, social evolution, and systems theory. Their social evolution drew on 1960s neoevolutionary anthropology (Service 1962; Fried 1967;
see Trigger 1998), and their systems theory partly
on the Parsonian tradition in sociology and partly
on cybernetics. In the 1980s similar analyses were
extended to the end of the ancient world (Hodges
1982; Hodges and Whitehouse 1983). Given the
nature of the data, the sociological models involved
were rather schematic, and despite ancient historians’ repeated demands for quantitative archaeological studies, the new archaeology generally failed to
impress scholars used to more nuanced textual
sources (e.g., Humphreys 1978, 109–29; Finley
1975, 87–101). In the 1980s archaeology went
through a second theoretical revolution, drawing
particularly on social scientists like Bourdieu and
Giddens interested in more reﬂexive approaches
(see Hodder 1982, 1991, 1992). This led Mediterranean archaeologists to shift their focus to ideology and class, and in the 1990s to gender, ethnicity,
and identity (e.g., Hall 1997; Woolf 1998; Morris
2000; Whitley 2001; Meskell 2002). Much of this
work simply bypassed substantivist questions about
status structures.
Conclusion
Ancient economic historians have generally been
cautious about ideas and methods developed out-
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side their own ﬁelds. The profession ﬁrmly rejected large-scale evolutionary models in the 1890s
and ignored Weber. Polanyi’s substantivism made
serious gains only in the 1970s, after Oppenheim,
Finley, and others had been pushing versions of it
for 20 years. Since then, it has dominated discussion; even though the questions it was designed to
answer rarely coincide with those that ancient historians seem to ﬁnd interesting, few of the critics
have developed coherent, properly theorized alternatives. Some classicists have found the cultural
and literary approaches to economics pioneered in
the 1980s useful, but there has been less interest in
the ideas developed in the past 20 years among social scientists, such as the new economic sociology,
new institutional economics, law and economics,
and development economics (Morris, Saller, and
Scheidel, forthcoming).
But that said, some of the debates in ancient history have the potential to bring the ﬁeld closer to
economic sociology in the next decade. In the ﬁnal
section, we look at three of these in more detail.

THREE CORE QUESTIONS IN ANCIENT
ECONOMIC SOCIOLOGY
The State and the Emergence of Markets
The role of the state as an economic actor, particularly with respect to markets, is one of the oldest concerns in economic sociology (see Block and
Evans, this volume; Swedberg 1994). Marx,
Weber, and Polanyi made the state central to their
sociologies of antiquity. Near Eastern and Egyptian historians put particular emphasis on the early
twentieth century, developing strongly statist
models. While the connection between the structure of states and their environmental base has
been treated before, most importantly in the
overdetermined “oriental despotism” model of the
hydraulic civilizations of Egypt and the Near East,
the role of the environment and the natural endowments of particular civilizations in state structure has not been of major importance in historical
analysis (Berger 1994). Bronze Age royal ideology
often represented all good as coming from the
king, and some of the earliest major ﬁnds of tablets,
such as those dating circa 2500 B.C. from Lagash,
seemed to imply that all land was owned by the
temple-state. In the most developed statist model,
Karl Wittfogel (1957) suggested that only divine
kings had the power to organize the labor needed
to build irrigation systems, and so Mesopotamian
and Nile societies were necessarily highly central-
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ized. It has been clear since the 1970s that irrigation preceded centralized states by many centuries
in both these regions, and that control of irrigation
works generally remained in the hands of local authorities. The interannual variability of ﬂoodwater
in the Nile valley was, however, one important
cause for state intervention in local economies, but
the mix between “public” mechanism of distribution and more diffused “private” transaction made
through local state institutions such as temples
demonstrates quite clearly that the interaction of
the state with the individuals was complex (see
Kemp 1989, 232–60). The contrast that Finley
(1973) drew between the classical world and the
Near East described in terms of the centralizing
role of the temple in the latter is too stark and ignores the extensive evidence of individual economic actors. Strongly statist models remain popular,
though, particularly in Egyptian history (see Manning 2002, 2003).
Polanyi emphasized the Near Eastern states’ role
as agents of redistribution: they constructed centralized command economies, while classical Greek
city-states did not. However, it might be more
fruitful to conceptualize all ancient states in this
role, as groups of ofﬁceholders seeking to expand
their power both inside and outside the polity, as
well as to meet ideological goals. Greek city-states
and Rome redistributed resources just as Babylon
did, but did so in different ways, such as pay for
poor citizens to hold ofﬁce, or hand out free grain.
We might see the issue as being less a contrast between classical and Near Eastern/Egyptian ideal
types as a variety of balances between state ofﬁceholders and civil society. On the whole, ofﬁceholders were very weak by the standards of modern bureaucracies. Many ancient historians have found
Ernest Gellner’s (1983, 8–18) well-known model
of agro-literate states useful (ﬁg. 3). Gellner suggested that “the ruling class forms a small minority of the population, rigidly separated from the
great majority of direct agricultural producers, or
peasants.” Members of this group control state institutions, are internally stratiﬁed, and use cultural
artifacts like writing and religion to underwrite
social structure, distancing themselves from nonmembers of the national elite. “Below the horizontally stratiﬁed minority at the top,” Gellner
continued, “there is another world, that of the laterally separated petty communities of the lay members of the society . . . the state is interested in extracting taxes, keeping the peace, and not much
else” (1983, 9, 10). On the whole, the holders of
state institutions tried to grab up what resources
they could at as low a cost as possible, spending
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Stratified, horizontally segregated
layers of military, administrative,
clerical, and sometimes commercial
ruling class

Laterally insulated
communities of
agricultural producers

Figure 3. Ernest Gellner’s model of the “agroliterate polity.” The diagram shows with broken lines
how distance, geography, and culture effectively isolate
peasant communities from one another, inhibiting collective action on a large scale. The elite groups, on the
other hand, share a Great Tradition that unites them
across the whole polity, but may be divided from one
another by very rigid status and occupational boundaries. After Gellner 1983, ﬁg. 1.

chieﬂy on ceremony and defense against other
states’ elites.
It was not easy for ancient state elites to capture
a large percentage of the wealth of their societies.
The basic parameters of ecology and technology
described previously meant that the bulk of all production was consumed by the primary producers
themselves; production beyond subsistence may
often have been as low as 20 percent. The best estimates suggest that even in the Roman Empire,
probably the richest ancient economy, central and
local government combined captured no more
than 5 percent of the revenue generated (Hopkins
1980; Goldsmith 1984; Duncan-Jones 1994; Lo
Cascio, forthcoming). In the ﬁfth-century-B.C.
Athenian empire, the ﬁgure was about the same
(Morris 2001b, n. 1). Because revenues were small,
bureaucracies were also small; and because bureaucracies were small, it was hard to trap more revenue. Many ancient states relied on tax farming,
self-assessment, or voluntary contributions from
the rich to ease the costs of tax collection. Indirect
taxes (particularly market and harbor dues) often
drove out poll taxes and land taxes (income taxes
were virtually unheard of), presumably because
they were easier to assess and collect (Goldsmith
1987). In large empires, tax collection was also
usually decentralized, forcing the central state to

delegate powers and a share of the proceeds to numerous governors, satraps, and so on. This could
create serious principal-agent problems and profound structural weaknesses (Manning 2003).
Hopkins (2002) has suggested that in the Roman
Empire’s third-century-A.D. crisis, local action was
much more effective than central efforts, and that
the share of surplus captured by the rural aristocracy through rent bit so deeply into what was available for the center that tax receipts plummeted to
dangerously low levels. He sees this as one of the
main economic reasons for the western empire’s
decline in the ﬁfth century.
The behavior of the ruling elites often seems almost consciously designed to interfere with economic health, and neoclassical models of state behavior (e.g., Olson 2000) are chieﬂy of interest for
the ways in which they break down, and fail to account for the tremendous duration of very suboptimal equilibria (cf. North 1981, 20–32). However, there are cases of ofﬁceholders acting (perhaps
unconsciously) to reduce transaction costs and defend property rights, sometimes even cutting into
the ability of the state itself to act rapaciously. The
early Roman Empire is perhaps the best example:
the army along the frontiers provided internal security and uniform weights and measures, and to
some extent language made transactions easier,
state investments in harbors and roads improved
transport, and Roman law sometimes afforded
protection to buyers and sellers (Hitchner, forthcoming). Imperial coinage speeded up transactions.
There is considerable disagreement on the volume
of coinage in circulation (Duncan-Jones’s estimate
[1994, 178] is four times as high as Hopkins’s
[2002, 226]), but even by the lowest estimates,
parts of the Roman Empire were as highly monetized as any society before nineteenth-century
western Europe and North America.
Eric Jones ([1988] 2000) has suggested that the
major factor restraining economic growth in premodern societies was predatory behavior by elites.
On occasion, though, states enter what he calls
an “optimality band,” in which they are strong
enough to enforce property rights and provide security, but not strong enough to act as predators.
In such cases (like Sung China), standards of living
can rise. Early imperial Rome may have been another case; and perhaps also classical Greece.
Growth
The issue of growth, long ignored in ancient
economic history, underlies much of these discus-
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sions of the state and cities. Substantivism gave
studies of economic performance a bad name; and
that, combined with the problematic nature of the
evidence, deterred much serious discussion until
recently, when Roman archaeologists in particular
began to argue that the sheer scale of industrial activity in the early empire seemed inconsistent with
Finley’s characterization of the economy. This
point now seems well established (e.g., Mattingly
and Salmon 2001).
Hopkins (2002) is the only Romanist to have
ventured quantitative estimates of per capita
growth, based on prior probabilities. He suggests
that per capita output in the western Mediterranean rose from something fairly near subsistence
before the Roman conquest to perhaps 40–50 percent above subsistence by A.D. 200. Saller (2002)
has shown that this is a plausible estimate, and
growth at a slower rate (because beginning from a
higher level) in the ﬁrst two centuries A.D. can also
be documented in the eastern empire (Alston
2002). As we noted in our discussion of the role of
the state, Rome’s ability to provide low-cost security, stable markets and (much of the time) currency, and lower transport costs contributed much to
this process. Twenty years ago (1983b) Hopkins
had noted that the quantity of artifacts on sites is
larger in the Roman period than earlier or later,
but did not develop this fact into an empirical
method for quantifying standards of living and
consumption. In fact, the categories of evidence
available from archaeology—the stature of skeletons, the size and quality of houses, the quantity
of domestic goods, public amenities—overlap substantially with those used by historians debating
the “standard-of-living question” in the industrial
revolution. One of us has argued elsewhere (Morris 2004) that these indices can be quantiﬁed, and
that we can extrapolate from them that there was a
similar increase of roughly 50 percent in per capita consumption in Greece between 800 and 300
B.C. Averaged out across the whole half-millennium,
this would represent 0.07 percent per annum. In
fact, the increase was probably concentrated in two
spurts, 800–700 and 550–350 B.C., but even if per
capita growth reached 0.1 percent per annum in
these phases, that would still be just half of the
growth rate in the sixteenth- and seventeenthcentury Netherlands (but about the same rate that
Saller [2002, 258] suggests for early imperial
Rome).
Life may have been nasty, poor, brutish, and
short, but it was not uniformly so. Eric Jones
([1988] 2000) and Jack Goldstone (2002) have
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suggested that the performance of premodern
economies was anything but static, and the Mediterranean provides important empirical support for
their theories. There were cycles of improvement
and decline. The ancient Mediterranean saw very
long-term, very slow growth between 3000 B.C.
and A.D. 500, but also relatively shorter cycles. Interestingly, both the classical Greek and early
imperial phases of improvement coincide with
episodes of population growth; and within Greece,
other periods of improving standards of living in
the mid-second-millennium B.C. and fourth and
ﬁfth centuries A.D. also coincide with population
growth. Contrary to what is often assumed, output
could increase faster than population even without
major technological revolutions. Aggregate growth
in output grew impressively, probably quadrupling
in the western Mediterranean in the ﬁrst two centuries A.D., and increasing 15- to 20-fold in Greece
between 800 and 300 B.C. The Greek case averages out to 0.5 percent per annum aggregate
growth, which compares favorably to early modern
Holland; but again we should remember that Dark
Age Greece began from unnaturally depressed levels, creating convergence problems for comparative assessments of performance (Morris, forthcoming b).
Just what caused the periods of ancient growth
and decline remains unclear. The sociology and
governmental structures of Minoan Crete, classical
Greece, and the early and late Roman empires
were wildly different (redistributive palaces, independent peasant farmers, ﬂourishing urban aristocracies, and a theocratic empire). Some theories of
growth stress the need for representative institutions, encouraging the ruling group not to tax itself into stagnation. This might apply to classical
Greece, but not to the other cases. Nor is there
much support for the common contention that
strong structures of egalitarian citizenship acted as
a brake on economic performance. The recurrence
of growth within very different sociological settings will repay further study (cf. Scheidel, forthcoming a).
Cities
The ancient Mediterranean is often called a
world of cities. The world’s ﬁrst centers of 10,000
or more people probably formed in third-millennium river valleys in Mesopotamia and Egypt, and by
the second century A.D. perhaps 10–20 percent of
the basin’s population was living in cities of 20,000
or more residents. However, as Weber saw ([1922]
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1968, 1212–1372), percentages and sizes are not
the only issue: the economic sociology of cities is
decisive. Through most of the twentieth century,
ancient historians produced almost nothing resembling the urban sociology of more recent periods.
There were certainly accounts of individual cities,
which Finley characterized as “pseudo-histories . . .
in which every statement or calculation to be
found in an ancient text, every artefact ﬁnds a
place, creating a morass of unintelligible, meaningless, unrelated ‘facts’” (1985, 61). Instead of reducing ancient urbanism to “the mere arithmetical
total of layout and drains and inhabitants,” Finley
(1981, 8) insisted, we should return to Weber’s
lines of inquiry. Agreeing with Weber, Finley argued that on the whole, ancient cities were consumer cities. That is, they were the homes of elites
who controlled most of the countryside, and drew
its wealth into the city as tax and rent. They then
spent this wealth in the cities, paying large numbers of servants and workers. Medieval cities, on
the other hand, were often politically separate
from the countryside. They survived either by importing exotic goods and selling them to countrydwellers so that they could buy food, or by manufacturing goods and selling those. The ancient city
was a consumer city; the medieval, a producer city.
A capitalist takeoff was possible in late medieval
producer cities, but not in ancient consumer cities.
Finley drew ancient historians’ attention to
Weber’s thesis in a 1977 essay (Finley 1981, 3–
23), which generated a huge literature (see particularly Andreau and Hartog 1987–89). The quality
of this scholarship is mixed: ancient historians generally recognized that Finley’s critique of the “tellall-you-know” approach to cities was valid, but few
ancient historians were very interested in Weber’s
macrosociological questions, and so found the
consumer/producer city debate limited (e.g.,
Parkins 1997; Parkins and Smith 1998). Like the
response to substantivism as a whole, much of the
time ancient historians concentrated on arguing
that Weber’s high-level ideal type did not account
for all the facts known about this or that particular
city. Some critics believe that showing that there
were markets in which farmers and townsfolk directly exchanged goods disproves Weber’s claim
that ancient cities were essentially consumer cities.
But this misses the most important point. The ﬁrst
really large cities (with populations over 100,000)
were Babylon and Ashur, which were the administrative centers of major empires. The great ancient
cities sucked in wealth from the country through
political means. In Mesopotamia this was often

through a command economy bringing in tribute
or rent in kind (van de Mieroop 1997), while in
other parts of the Mediterranean it was more commonly through market mechanisms as wealth and
high prices attracted sellers. The second of these
models describes classical Greek cities well: Athens
reached a population of 40,000 or more by the
430s B.C. and Syracuse about 100,000 in the early
fourth century because they were centers into
which imperial tribute ﬂowed. This money was redistributed to poorer male citizens as pay for political ofﬁce and military service; so long as their
spending power drove prices high enough to attract sellers, the cities could continue to grow
(Morris, forthcoming c). Greek cities in the second
millennium B.C., by contrast, were much smaller:
they extracted wealth from quite small territories
through centralized redistribution, and none grew
above 15,000 or so residents (Whitelaw 2001;
Bennet, forthcoming).
Alexander the Great’s conquests in the 330s–
320s B.C. grafted Greek-style institutions onto
Near Eastern cities. Linking the Mediterranean
market system with older command systems allowed even larger cities to develop—Alexandria in
Egypt probably had 250,000 people by 200 B.C.
(Scheidel, forthcoming b), and Antioch and Seleukeia probably over 100,000 each. But the real
urban giant was Rome: as revenues from conquest
ﬂowed into the city, it grew to probably a million
people in the ﬁrst century B.C. To be able to
support such urban giants, rural life must have
changed signiﬁcantly in most areas within easy
reach of harbors or navigable rivers (Morley 1996).
Braudel said of early modern Europe, “Towns are
like electric transformers. They increase tension, accelerate the rhythm of exchange and constantly
recharge human life” (1981, 479). This was equally true in the ancient Mediterranean.
While some ancient historians have tried to
break down Weber’s consumer/producer distinction by claiming that there were producers in ancient cities, Alberto Ades and Edward Glaeser
(1995) have made a very different claim with
equally important implications for Weber’s theories. Asking why the capitals of some countries
(e.g., Argentina, Japan, Mexico) contain 35 percent or more of the country’s total population
while the capitals of other states (e.g., the United
States) have less than 10 percent, they tried to isolate the relevant variables through a survey of 85
contemporary cases and 5 more detailed studies,
including ancient Rome. They concluded that
“Urban giants ultimately stem from the concen-
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tration of power in the hands of a small cadre of
agents living in the capital. This power allows the
leaders to extract wealth out of the hinterland and
distribute it in the capital. Migrants come to the
city because of the demand created by the concentration of wealth, the desire to inﬂuence the
leadership, the transfers given by the leadership to
quell local unrest, and the safety of the capital.
This pattern was true in Rome, 50 B.C.E., and it is
still true in many countries today” (1995, 224).
In a survey of Greek cities in the ﬁrst millennium
B.C., one of us (Morris, forthcoming c) found that
contrary to Ades and Glaeser’s ﬁndings for the
twentieth century, it made little difference in antiquity whether the ruling elite was a democracy
(Athens), an oligarchy (Rome), or a god-king
(Alexandria); in the ﬁrst millennium B.C., as now,
the decisive factor (in the absence of major
changes in transport technology) was the total
population within a political unit that a ruling elite
concentrated in a capital city could tax and charge
rent.
The consumer-city debate is mostly concerned
with the largest cities, but most people lived in
much smaller settlements. Archaeological surface
surveys have made an important contribution
here, showing that many parts of the Mediterranean went through long-term cycles, with each
phase lasting hundreds of years, between nucleated and dispersed settlement (see Bintliff and Sbonias 1999 and Bintliff, Kuna, and Venclová 2000
on the nature of the evidence and its problems). In
Aegean Greece, the period of highest population
and prosperity in the fourth century B.C. coincided
with both large urban concentrations and the
greatest degree of dispersion, with perhaps 20 percent or more of the population living in isolated
farmsteads. Pollen evidence and potsherds scattered over the countryside, probably indicating the
extent of manuring, suggest that in these periods
the countryside was more intensively farmed than
ever before (Zangger et al. 1997; Snodgrass 1991;
Ault 1999). Comparative evidence from the Ottoman era shows that the factors behind dispersed
versus nucleated settlement could be complex
(Davis 1991), and research on this aspect of rural
settlement has much to offer.
Finally, we should note Horden and Purcell’s recent argument (2000, 89–122) that instead of Weberian typologies and more precise deﬁnitions of
city types, we should dissolve the very notion of the
city, thinking instead of a rural-urban settlement
continuity, formed through constant mobility. This
does not seem very helpful to us (cf. Shaw 2001;
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Morris, forthcoming a), in that it renders the
growth of progressively larger cities inexplicable.

CONCLUSION
The founding fathers of sociology turned regularly to the ancient Mediterranean to illustrate
their claims about the interrelations of economy
and society. Marx, Engels, and Weber all scrutinized it closely. The decline of grand evolutionary
theories reduced sociological interest in antiquity,
but when Polanyi developed his macrosociological
models in the 1940s–1950s, the ancient Mediterranean was once again an obvious place to look.
Polanyi attracted professional ancient historians in
a way that Weber had not, and by the 1970s substantivism was the best-theorized framework for
thinking about economy and society in most
branches of ancient Mediterranean history. But in
the past 30 years, as the new economic sociology
has emerged as a research ﬁeld in its own right, ancient historians have not kept up with sociological
thinking. Polemics against substantivism have too
often substituted for serious analyses of ancient
economic sociology. We suggested here that this
situation is beginning to change. Some aspects of
the oversocialization critique of substantivism are
forcing ancient historians to think more seriously
about the roles of the state, cities, and growth in
antiquity; and in doing so they are engaging with
a variety of social-scientiﬁc approaches. The 3,500
years covered in this review provide one of the
greatest resources available to historical sociologists, and the models and methods developed by
economic sociologists provide organizing principles that will continue to reveal unsuspected patterns in the ancient data.
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The Global Economy: Organization,
Governance, and Development
Gary Gerefﬁ

The global economy has changed in very significant ways during the past several decades, and
these changes are rooted in how the global economy is organized and governed. These transformations affect not only the ﬂows of goods and
services across national borders, but also the implications of these processes for how countries move
up (or down) in the international system. The development strategies of countries today are affected to an unprecedented degree by how industries
are organized, and this is reﬂected in a shift in theoretical frameworks from those centered around
the legacies and actors of nation-states to a greater
concern with supranational institutions and transnational organizations. Policymakers, managers,
workers, social activists, and many other stakeholders in developed as well as developing nations
need a ﬁrm understanding of how the contemporary global economy works if they hope to improve
their position in it, or forestall an impending
decline.
The topic of the global economy is inherently
interdisciplinary. No single academic ﬁeld can encompass it, nor can any afford to ignore it. Because of its vast scope, those pundits who focus on
the global economy are likely to be classiﬁed as
academic interlopers; they run the risk of being
too simplistic if they advance forceful hypotheses
and too eclectic if they try to capture the full
complexity of their topic. Scholars in this ﬁeld
thus have to master what economist Albert
Hirschman has popularized as “the art of trespassing” (Hirschman 1981; Foxley, McPherson, and
O’Donnell 1986).
The global economy can be studied at different
levels of analysis. At the macro level are international organizations and regimes that establish
rules and norms for the global community. These
include institutions like the World Bank, the International Monetary Fund, the World Trade Organization, and the International Labor Organization,
as well as regional integration schemes like the Eu-

ropean Union and the North American Free Trade
Agreement. These regimes combine both rules
and resources, and hence they establish the broadest parameters within which the global economy
operates.
At the meso level, the key building blocks for the
global economy are countries and ﬁrms. Those
scholars who take countries as their main analytical
unit (as in the varieties-of-capitalism literature)
provide an institutional perspective on the main,
enduring features of national economies. The global economy is seen as the arena in which countries
compete in different product markets. An alternative approach is to focus on ﬁrms and interﬁrm
networks as the central units of analysis, and analyze these actors in a global industry or sectoral
framework (as in the global commodity chains or
industrial districts approaches). These scholars typically take a more organizational approach. In
both the institutional and the organizational perspectives on the global economy, we tend to get a
top-down focus on leading countries and ﬁrms as
drivers of change.
Institutionalists like those in the varieties-ofcapitalism school tend to focus on developed or industrialized countries. Alternatively, one can take a
development-oriented perspective with regard to
countries, and ask how the economic prospects
of developing nations are shaped by their position
in the global economy. These questions help to
bridge the concerns of economic sociologists and
development specialists because the theories of industrial upgrading that have emerged in the last
couple of decades have been shaped very closely by
several of the organizational and institutional theories mentioned above.
At a micro level, there is a growing literature
on the resistance to globalization by consumer
groups, activists, and transnational social movements (such as those dealing with labor issues and
environmental abuses). This research is relevant to
a chapter titled “The Global Economy” because

Global Economy
the very same perspectives used to understand how
the global economy is organized are being employed by social and environmental activists to
challenge the existing order.
Many theories related to economic sociology
incorporate the global economy in their frameworks, but they differ in the degree to which it is
conceptualized as a system that shapes the behavior and motivation of actors inside it, or as an
arena where nationally determined actors meet,
interact, and inﬂuence each other (Therborn
2000). This chapter identiﬁes how the global
economy has been constructed analytically by a
wide range of social scientists. The ﬁrst task is to
deﬁne what is really “new” about the global economy in the last half of the twentieth century,
which is the main temporal focus of this chapter.
The increasingly seamless web of international
production and trade networks that girdle the
globe appears to be a distinctive feature of the last
several decades, and it requires a new kind of organizational perspective that has been growing
rapidly. The second section of this chapter takes a
closer look at how and why production and trade
have been reorganized in the global economy in
the contemporary era. Research by a diverse group
of scholars from economics, business schools, sociology, and economic geography, among other
ﬁelds, has contributed to a reconceptualization of
the key actors that make up the global economy,
and to a realization that the integration of trade
and the disintegration of production on a global
scale are fundamentally altering our ideas about
what connects national economies, ﬁrms, places,
and people. The third section reviews selected institutional and organization perspectives on the
global economy. We will highlight the competing
and complementary claims of various approaches,
such as the varieties-of-capitalism literature, national business systems, and global commodity
chains.
The last two sections of the chapter offer “bottom up” perspectives on the global economy to
complement the “top down” views on the reorganization of global industries. The fourth section
takes a country perspective, and asks how a focus
on global production networks allows us to understand the process of industrial upgrading, whereby
economic actors try to move to higher-value activities in the global economy. The ﬁfth and concluding section of the chapter examines several of the
emerging challenges and dilemmas for governance
and development in the contemporary global
economy.
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HOW NEW IS THE GLOBAL ECONOMY?
Much of the globalization debate has been fueled by different conceptions of what is happening
“out there” in the global economy, and whether it
really represents something new. We need to distinguish the process of internationalization, which
involves the mere extension or geographic spread
of economic activities across national boundaries,
from globalization, which is qualitatively distinct
because it involves the functional integration of
internationally dispersed activities (Dicken 2003,
12). How functional integration occurs is a topic
that we will deal with in more detail below in terms
of the governance structures in the global economy. However, one of the key actors that distinguishes the global economy of the latter half of the
twentieth century from its predecessors is the
transnational corporation (TNC), which we will
discuss in this section.1
The origins of a global economy can be traced
back to the expansion of long-distance trade during the period of 1450–1640, which Wallerstein
(1979) has labeled the “long sixteenth century.”
From the ﬁfteenth century onward, a number of
chartered trading companies emerged in Europe,
such as the East India Company and the Hudson’s
Bay Company, which created vast international
trading empires. Although their activities were
worldwide in scope, their main purpose was trade
and exchange, rather than production. The development of a world trading system over a period of
several centuries helped to create the tripartite
structure of core, semiperipheral, and peripheral
economic areas. According to world-systems theory, the upward or downward mobility of nations in
the core, semiperiphery, and periphery is determined by a country’s mode of incorporation in the
capitalist world-economy, and these shifts can only
be accurately portrayed by an in-depth analysis of
the cycles of capitalist accumulation in the longue
durée of history (Wallerstein 1974, 1980, 1989;
Arrighi 1994).
The dynamics of the capitalist world-system laid
the foundation for a process of industrialization
and new international divisions of labor on a global scale. Originally, as deﬁned by the eighteenthcentury political economist Adam Smith ([1776]
1976), the “division of labor” referred simply to
the specialization of workers in different parts of
the production process, usually in a factory setting.
Quite early in the evolution of industrial economies, the division of labor also acquired a geo-
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graphical dimension. Different areas began to specialize in particular types of economic activity. At
the global scale, the “classic” international division
of labor was between the industrial countries producing manufactured goods, and the nonindustrialized economies that supplied raw materials and
agricultural products to the industrial nations and
that became a market for basic manufactures. This
relatively simple pattern no longer applies. During
the decades following the Second World War,
trade ﬂows have become far more complex, and so
have the relationships between the developed and
developing nations of the global economy.
The foundations of the contemporary economic
order were established in the late 1940s by the system of ﬁnancial and trade institutions that were set
up at an international conference in Bretton Woods,
New Hampshire, in 1944. The principal institutions that constitute the Bretton Woods system are
the International Monetary Fund (IMF), the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development (later renamed the World Bank), and the
General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT)
(see Held et al. 1999, chaps. 3 and 4). Unlike the
classical gold standard system, which collapsed
during the First World War, the Bretton Woods ﬁnancial system required that every currency had a
ﬁxed exchange rate vis-à-vis the U.S. dollar, with
the dollar’s value pegged to gold at $35 an ounce.
In practice, Bretton Woods became a dollar system
because the United States was the leading economy and the only major creditor nation in the ﬁrst
25 years following the Second World War. While
the rise of the Eurocurrency market in the 1960s
placed increasing strain on the Bretton Woods ﬁnancial order, its actual demise came on August
15, 1971, when President Nixon announced that
the U.S. dollar was no longer freely convertible
into gold, effectively signaling the end of ﬁxed exchange rates.
Notwithstanding these changes, the legacy of
the Bretton Woods system remained powerful
throughout the latter decades of the twentieth
century. The IMF has policed the rules of the international ﬁnancial order, and intervened in national economies (especially in developing countries)
to impose stabilization programs when balance-ofpayments crises were deemed structural rather
than cyclical. Following the postwar reconstruction of Europe and Japan, the World Bank increasingly became a development agency for third
world nations (Ayres 1983). Its policy recommendations were closely tied to those of the IMF, especially after the neoliberal agenda (dubbed the

Washington Consensus) became established in the
1980s (Gore 2000). GATT, a multilateral forum
for trade negotiations, became the primary international trade agency by default when the International Trade Organization, provided by the 1947
Havana Charter, was abandoned by President Truman after it was staunchly opposed in the U.S.
Congress. In 1995, the GATT was superseded by
the much more powerful World Trade Organization (WTO), which sought to reduce or eliminate
a whole range of nontariff barriers and uneven
trading conditions between countries.
Distinctive Features of the Contemporary Global
Economy, 1960s to the Present
There is considerable controversy over how to
characterize the distinctive aspects of the global
economy in the postwar period. Wallerstein (2000,
250) argues that the period from 1945 to the present corresponds to a typical Kondratieff cycle of
the capitalist world-economy, which has an upward
and a downward swing: an A-phase of economic
expansion from 1945 to 1967–73, and a B-phase
of economic contraction from 1967–73 to the
present day. While the evolution of the capitalist
world-economy stretches from 1450 to the contemporary era, in world-systems theory it is marked
by periods of genesis, normal development, and
the current phase of “terminal crisis” (Wallerstein
2000, 2002).
From a trade perspective, the level of economic
integration in the latter half of the twentieth century is not historically unprecedented. The decades
leading up to 1913 were considered a golden age
of international trade and investment. This was
ended by the First World War and the Great Depression, when most of the world’s economies
turned inward. Merchandise trade (imports and
exports) as a share of world output did not recover its 1913 level until sometime in the mid-1970s
(Krugman 1995, 330–31).2 If we take 1960 as the
baseline, interconnectedness through trade has
vastly increased in recent decades, and furthermore
trade has grown consistently faster than output at
the world level. Among the OECD3 nations (the
24 richest industrial economies), the ratio of exports to gross domestic product (GDP) roughly
doubled from 1960 to 1990, rising from 9.5 percent to 20.5 percent in this period, and world merchandise trade grew at an average of one and a half
times the rate of growth of world GDP from 1965
to 1990 (Wade 1996, 62).
International trade, investment, and ﬁnance
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have become the hallmarks of economic globalization. Global interconnectedness through foreign
direct investment grew even faster than trade during the 1980s, and the most dynamic multinationalization of all has come in ﬁnance and in technology. Flows of foreign direct investment grew three
times faster than trade ﬂows and almost four times
faster than output between 1983 and 1990 (Wade
1996, 63), and according to one estimate, TNCs
control one-third of the world’s private sector productive assets (UNCTAD 1993, 1). Globalization
appears to have gone furthest in the area of ﬁnance. The stock of international bank lending
(cross-border lending plus domestic lending, denominated in foreign currency) rose from 4 percent of the GDP of OECD countries in 1980 to an
astonishing 44 percent in 1990, and foreign exchange (or currency) trading was 30 times greater
than and quite independent of trade ﬂows in the
early 1990s (Wade 1996, 64). Global ﬁnancial
ﬂows accelerated in considerable measure because
of the growing popularity in the 1980s and 1990s
of new ﬁnancial instruments, such as international
bonds, international equities, derivatives trading
(futures, options, and swaps), and international
money markets (Held et al. 1999, 205–9).
This quantitative assessment of the growth in international trade, investment, and ﬁnancial ﬂows is
one side of the story, but it is challenged by the notion that the nature of global economic integration
in the recent era is qualitatively different than in
the past. Before 1913, the world economy was
characterized by shallow integration manifested
largely through trade in goods and services between independent ﬁrms and through international movements of portfolio capital. Today, we live
in a world in which deep integration, organized
primarily by TNCs, is pervasive and involves the
production of goods and services in cross-border
value-adding activities that redeﬁne the kind of
production processes contained within national
boundaries (UNCTAD 1993, 113). There is little
consensus, however, over what kind of framework
to use in analyzing the contemporary global economy because of the breadth and rapidity of change,
and the fact that countries, ﬁrms, workers, and
many other stakeholders in the global economy are
affected by these shifts.
A global manufacturing system has emerged in
which production and export capabilities are dispersed to an unprecedented number of developing
as well as industrialized countries. Fröbel, Heinrichs, and Kreye (1980) likened the surge of manufactured exports from labor-intensive export plat-
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forms in low-wage economies to a “new international division of labor” that used advanced transport and communication technologies to promote
the global segmentation of the production process.
The OECD coined the term newly industrializing
countries and reﬂected the concern of advanced
capitalist nations that the expanding share of these
emergent industrializers in the production and export of manufactured goods was a threat to slumping Western industrial economies (OECD 1979).
World-systems theorists argued that the gap between core and periphery in the world economy
had been narrowing since the 1950s, and by 1980
the semiperiphery not only caught up with but also
overtook the core countries in their degree of industrialization (Arrighi and Drangel 1986, 54–55;
Arrighi, Silver, and Brewer 2003).
In retrospect, the assembly-oriented export production in the newly industrializing countries was
merely an early stage in the transformation of the
global economy into “a highly complex, kaleidoscopic structure involving the fragmentation of
many production processes, and their geographical
relocation on a global scale in ways which slice
through national boundaries” (Dicken 2003, 9).
Expanded niches for labor-intensive segments have
been created by splitting the production of goods
traditionally viewed as skill-, capital-, or technology-intensive and putting the labor-intensive pieces
of the value chain in low-wage locations.
In Mexico, for example, the booming exportoriented maquiladora program4 has engaged in
more sophisticated kinds of manufacturing operations over time. First-generation maquiladoras
were labor-intensive with limited technology, and
they assembled export products in industries like
apparel using imported inputs provided by U.S.
clients (Sklair 1993). In the late 1980s and early
1990s, researchers began to call attention to socalled second- and third-generation maquiladoras.
Second-generation plants are oriented less toward
assembly and more toward manufacturing processes that use automated and semiautomated machines and robots in the automobile, television,
and electrical appliance sectors. Third-generation
maquiladoras are oriented to research, design, and
development, and rely on highly skilled labor such
as specialized engineers and technicians. In each of
these industries, the maquiladoras have matured
from assembly sites based on cheap labor to manufacturing centers whose competitiveness derives
from a combination of high productivity, good
quality, and wages far below those prevailing north
of the border (Shaiken and Herzenberg 1987;
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Carrillo and Hualde 1998; Bair and Gerefﬁ 2001;
Cañas and Coronado 2002).
A cover story in the February 3, 2003, issue of
Business Week highlighted the impact of global outsourcing over the past several decades on the quality and quantity of jobs in both developed and
developing countries (Engardio, Bernstein, and
Kripalani 2003). The ﬁrst wave of outsourcing
began in the 1960s and 1970s with the exodus to
developing countries of jobs making shoes, clothes,
cheap electronics, and toys. After that, simple service work, like processing credit-card receipts and
airline reservations in back-ofﬁce call centers, and
writing basic software code, went global. Today,
driven by digitization, the Internet, and highspeed data networks that circle the world, all kinds
of “knowledge work” that can be done almost anywhere are being outsourced. Global outsourcing
reveals many of the key features of contemporary
globalization: it deals with international competitiveness in a way that inherently links developed
and developing countries; a huge part of the debate centers around jobs, wages, and skills in different parts of the world; and there is a focus on
value creation in different parts of the value chain.
There are enormous political as well as economic
stakes in how global outsourcing evolves in the
coming years, particularly in well-endowed and
strategically positioned economies like India,
China, the Philippines, Mexico, Costa Rica, Russia, parts of eastern Europe, and South Africa—
that is, countries loaded with college grads who
speak Western languages and can handle outsourced information-technology work. India seems
particularly well positioned in this area.
However, these shifts reveal a sobering globalization paradox: the dramatic expansion of production capabilities reﬂected in global outsourcing
across a wide range of industries does not necessarily increase levels of development or reduce
poverty in the exporting nations. As more and
more countries have acquired the ability to make
complex as well as standard manufactured goods,
barriers to entry have fallen and competitive
processes at the production stage of value chains
have increased. This has resulted in a pattern that
Kaplinsky (2000, 120), following Bhagwati’s
(1958) original use of the term, has dubbed “immiserizing growth,” in which economic activity increases in terms of output and employment, but
economic returns fall. The emergence of China
and, to a lesser extent, India has expanded the
global labor force so signiﬁcantly that the likely
consequence of globalization is to bid down living

standards not only for unskilled work and primary
products, but increasingly for skilled work and industrial products as well (Kaplinsky 2001, 56).
The only way to counteract this process is to search
for new sources of dynamic economic rents (i.e.,
proﬁtability in excess of the competitive norm),
which are increasingly found in the intangible parts
of the value chain where high-value, knowledgeintensive activities like innovation, design, and
marketing prevail (Kaplinsky 2000).
These trends raise fundamental questions about
winners and losers in the global economy, and also
about the forces and frameworks needed to understand why these changes are occurring, and what
their impact is likely to be. In the next section of
this chapter, we will review how and why new patterns of international production and trade are
emerging. In the subsequent section, we will examine some of the major theoretical perspectives in
economic sociology and related ﬁelds that seek to
account for these institutional and organization
features of the global economy.

THE REORGANIZATION OF PRODUCTION AND
TRADE IN THE GLOBAL ECONOMY
The Role of Transnational Corporations
While the postwar international economic order
was deﬁned and legitimized by the United States
and the other core powers that supported it in
terms of the ideology of free trade, it was the way
in which TNCs linked the production of goods
and services in cross-border, value-adding networks that made the global economy in the last
half of the twentieth century qualitatively distinct
from what preceded it. Transnational corporations
have become the primary movers and shakers of
the global economy because they have the power
to coordinate and control supply chain operations
in more than one country, even if they do not own
them (Dicken 2003, 198). Although they ﬁrst
emerged in the late nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries in the natural resource (oil, mineral, and
agricultural) sectors, TNCs did not play a central
role in shaping a new global economic system until
after the Second World War.
To the neoclassical economists of the 1950s, the
postwar world economy was constituted by international capital ﬂows, which were viewed at the
country level as foreign direct investment (FDI).
The United States was the main source of outward
FDI, and the ﬁrst empirical studies of U.S. FDI at
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the country level were carried out by Dunning
(1958) on the United Kingdom and Safarian
(1966) on Canada. Both of these studies were interested in the public policy question of the beneﬁts that U.S. FDI had for a host economy (Rugman 1999), and thus they did not really think
about transnational corporations as an institutional actor. The Multinational Enterprise Project at
Harvard Business School, which began in 1965
under the direction of Raymond Vernon and lasted for 12 years, tried to remedy the economists’
relative neglect of the TNCs. Despite being out of
step with its academic brethren in economics departments and business schools, who were using
general equilibrium models and rational choice to
study the properties of efﬁcient markets, the Harvard Multinational Enterprise Project was distinguished by its emphasis on the strategies and activities of TNCs at the micro level of the ﬁrm, rather
than as merely one more form of international capital movement (Vernon 1999).
In the 1960s and 1970s, the key players in most
international industries were large, vertically integrated TNCs, whose use and abuse of power in the
global economy were chronicled by numerous
authors (e.g., Sampson 1973; Barnet and Müller
1974). The overseas activities of these ﬁrms were
primarily oriented toward three main objectives:
the search for raw materials; ﬁnding new markets
for their products; and tapping offshore sources of
abundant and relatively low-cost labor (Vernon
1971).5 In developing countries, which were attractive to TNCs for all three of these reasons, the
predominant model of growth since the 1950s was
import-substituting industrialization. This development strategy used the tools of industrial policy,
such as local-content requirements, joint ventures,
and export-promotion schemes, to induce foreign
ﬁrms that had established local subsidiaries inside
their borders to transfer the capital, technology,
and managerial experience needed to set up a host
of new industries. In return, TNCs could make
and sell their products in the relatively protected
domestic markets of Latin America, Asia, and Africa,
and even in the socialist bloc connected with the
former Soviet Union (see Bergsten, Horst, and
Moran 1978; Newfarmer 1985).
By the mid-1980s, several signiﬁcant shifts were
transforming the organization of the global economy. First, the oil shock of the late 1970s and the
severe debt crisis that followed it were the death
knell for import-substituting industrialization in
many developing countries, especially in Latin
America. The import-substitution approach had
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found no way to generate the foreign exchange
needed to pay for increasingly costly imports, and
escalating debt service payments led to a net outﬂow of foreign capital that crippled economic
growth.6 Second, the “East Asian miracle,” based
on the rapid economic advance of Japan and the
so-called East Asian tigers (South Korea, Hong
Kong, Taiwan, and Singapore) since the 1960s,
highlighted a contrasting development model: export-oriented industrialization. Buttressed by the
neoliberal thrust of the Reagan and Thatcher governments in the United States and the United
Kingdom, respectively, export-oriented development soon became the prevailing orthodoxy for
developing economies around the world.7 Third,
the transition from import-substituting to exportoriented development strategies during the 1980s
in many industrializing countries was complemented by an equally profound reorientation in the
strategies of TNCs. The rapid expansion of industrial capabilities and export propensities in a diverse array of newly industrializing economies in
Asia and Latin America allowed TNCs to accelerate their own efforts to outsource relatively standardized activities to lower-cost production locations worldwide.
One of the central questions that generated
great interest in TNCs was this: To what extent
have TNCs supplanted national governments, and
in what areas? The attitude of many researchers
was that TNCs had the power, the resources, and
the global reach to thwart the territorially based
objectives of national governments in both developed and developing countries (see Bergsten, Horst,
and Moran 1978; Barnet and Müller 1974). This
was a key tenet of dependency theory, one of the
most popular approaches in the 1970s, which argued that TNCs undercut the ability of nationstates to build domestic industries controlled by
locally owned ﬁrms (Sunkel 1973; Evans 1979;
Gerefﬁ 1983). Even the most balanced scholarly
approaches reﬂected the challenge to national autonomy captured by the title of Raymond Vernon’s best-known book, Sovereignty at Bay (1971).
The large size of TNCs, whether measured in sales
or by more sophisticated calculations of value
added, still leads to the conclusion that many
TNCs are bigger than countries.8 However, the
concentrated power of vertically integrated, industrial TNCs has been diminishing for the past couple of decades as a result of the tendency toward
both the geographic and the organizational outsourcing of production. Thus, the original concern
with how TNCs affect the sovereignty and effec-
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tiveness of national governments needs to be
reframed in light of the current shift to a more
network-centered global economy, which will be
discussed below.
The Emergence of International Trade and
Production Networks
The growth of world trade has probably received the most attention in the globalization literature because of its direct relevance to employment, wages, and the rising number of free trade
agreements around the world. The most common
causes usually given to explain expanding world
trade are technological (improvements in transportation and communication technologies) and
political (e.g., the removal of protectionist barriers,
such as tariffs, import quotas, and exchange controls, which had restricted world markets from
1913 until the end of the Second World War).9 It
is also important to acknowledge that the volume
of international trade depends to a considerable
degree on how boundaries are drawn, both for different geographies of production10 and according
to whether trade covers ﬁnal products only or
whether it also includes intermediate inputs. However, even though the share of trade in world output surpassed its 1913 peak in the 1980s and
1990s, the sheer volume of trade is probably not
sufﬁcient to argue for a qualitative break with the
past.
Of far greater signiﬁcance are several novel features in the nature of international trade that do
not have counterparts in previous eras. These suggest the need for a new framework to understand
both patterns of competition among international
ﬁrms and the development prospects of countries
that are trying to upgrade their position in diverse
global industries. The three new aspects of modern
world trade relevant here are (1) the rise of intraindustry and intraproduct trade in intermediate
inputs; (2) the ability of producers to “slice up the
value chain,” in Krugman’s (1995) phrase, by
breaking a production process into many geographically separated steps; and (3) the emergence
of a global production networks framework that
highlights how these shifts have altered governance structures and the distribution of gains in
the global economy.
Intraindustry Trade in Parts and Components
Arndt and Kierzkowski (2001) use the term
fragmentation to describe the international division of labor that allows producers located in dif-

ferent countries and often with different ownership structures to form cross-border production
networks for parts and components. Specialized
“production blocks” are coordinated through service links, which include activities such as transportation, insurance, telecommunications, quality
control, and management speciﬁcations. Yeats
(2001), analyzing detailed trade data for the machinery and transport equipment group (SITC
7),11 ﬁnds that trade in components made up 30
percent of total OECD exports in SITC 7 in 1995,
and that trade in these goods was growing at a
faster pace than the overall SITC 7 total. Similarly,
Hummels, Rapaport, and Yi (1998, 80–81) argue
that the “vertical specialization” of global trade,
which occurs when a country uses imported intermediate parts to produce goods it later exports, accounted for about 14.5 percent of all trade among
OECD countries in the early 1990s. Vertical specialization captures the idea that countries link sequentially in production networks to produce a
ﬁnal good, although vertical trade itself does not
require the vertical integration of ﬁrms.
Feenstra (1998) takes this idea one step further,
and explicitly connects the “integration of trade”
with the “disintegration of production” in the
global economy.12 The rising integration of world
markets through trade has brought with it a disintegration of the production process of multinational ﬁrms,13 since companies are ﬁnding it profitable to outsource (domestically or abroad) an
increasing share of their noncore manufacturing
and service activities. This represents a breakdown
of the vertically integrated mode of production—
the so-called Fordist model, originally exempliﬁed
by the automobile industry—on which U.S. industrial prowess had been built for much of the twentieth century (Aglietta 1980). The success of the
Japanese model of “lean production” in the global economy since the 1980s, pioneered by Toyota
in automobiles, reinforces the central importance
of coordinating exceptionally complex interﬁrm
trading networks of parts and components as a
new source of competitive advantage in the global
economy (Womack, Jones, and Roos 1990; Sturgeon and Florida 2000).
Slicing Up the Value Chain
The notion of a value-added chain has been a
useful tool for international business scholars who
have focused on the strategies of both ﬁrms and
countries in the global economy. Bruce Kogut
(1984, 151), a professor at the Wharton School of
Business, University of Pennsylvania, was one of
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the ﬁrst to argue that value chains are a key element in the new framework of competitive analysis
that is needed because of the globalization of
world markets: “The formulation of strategy can
be fruitfully viewed as placing bets on certain
markets and on certain links of the value-added
chain. . . . The challenge of global strategy formulation is to differentiate between the various kinds
of economies, to specify which link and which factor captures the ﬁrm’s advantage, and to determine where the value-added chain would be broken across borders.” In a subsequent paper, Kogut
(1985) elaborates the central role of the valueadded chain14 in the design of international business strategies, which are based upon the interplay
between the comparative advantage of countries
and the competitive advantage of ﬁrms. While the
logic of comparative advantage helps to determine
where the value-added chain should be broken
across national borders, competitive (or ﬁrm-speciﬁc) advantage inﬂuences the decision on what activities and technologies along the value-added
chain a ﬁrm should concentrate its resources in.15
Michael Porter of Harvard Business School also
developed a value-chain framework that he applied
both at the level of individual ﬁrms (Porter 1985)
and as one of the bases for determining the competitive advantage of nations (Porter 1990). At the
ﬁrm level, a value chain refers to a collection of discrete activities performed to do business, such as
the physical creation of a product or service, its delivery and marketing to the buyer, and its support
after sale.16 On the basis of these discrete activities,
ﬁrms can establish two main types of competitive
advantage: low relative cost (a ﬁrm’s ability to
carry out the activities in its value chain at lower
cost than its competitors); or differentiation (performing in a unique way relative to competitors).
While competitive advantage is determined at the
level of a ﬁrm’s value chain, Porter argues, “The
appropriate unit of analysis in setting international
strategy is the industry because the industry is the
arena in which competitive advantage is won or
lost” (1987, 29).
The pattern of competition differs markedly
across industries: at one extreme are “multidomestic” industries, in which competition in each country is basically independent of competition in other
countries; and at the other end of the spectrum are
“global industries,” in which a ﬁrm’s competitive
position in one country is signiﬁcantly impacted by
its position in other countries. Since international
competition is becoming the norm, Porter believes
that ﬁrms must adopt “global strategies” in order
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to decide how to spread the activities in the value
chain among countries.17 A very different set of
scholars, studying the political economy of advanced industrial societies, highlighted the transformation from “organized capitalism” to “disorganized” or “competitive” capitalism. This approach is
based on dramatic shifts in the strategic and institutional contexts of the global economy in the 1980s
toward deregulated national markets and unhampered international exchanges (Offe 1985; Lash and
Urry 1987). According to Schmitter (1990, 12),
sectors or industries are the key unit for comparative
analysis in this setting because they represent a meso
level where a number of changes in technology, market structure, and public policy converge.
Our review of the contemporary global economy thus far has highlighted two distinctive shifts:
the unparalleled fragmentation and reintegration
of global production and trade patterns since the
1970s; and the recognition by Kogut and Porter,
among others,18 of the power of value-chain or industry analysis as a basis for formulating global
strategies that can integrate comparative (locationspeciﬁc) advantage and competitive (ﬁrm-speciﬁc)
advantage. However, the third transformation in
the global economy that needs to be addressed as
a precursor to the global value chain perspective is
the remarkable growth of manufactured exports
from low-wage to high-wage nations in the past
several decades. This phenomenon has produced a
range of reactions—from anxiety by producers in
developed countries who believe they cannot compete with the ﬂood of low-cost imports, to hope
among economies in the South that they can catch
up with their neighbors in the North by moving
up the ladder of skill-intensive activities, to despair
that global inequality and absolute levels of poverty have remained resistant to change despite the
rapid progress of a relative handful of developing
nations.
Production Networks in the Global Economy
In the 1990s, a new framework, called global
commodity chains (GCC), tied the concept of the
value-added chain directly to the global organization of industries (see Gerefﬁ and Korzeniewicz
1994; Gerefﬁ 1999, 2001). This work was based
on an insight into the growing importance of
global buyers (mainly retailers and brand companies, or “manufacturers without factories”) as
key drivers in the formation of globally dispersed
production and distribution networks. Gerefﬁ
(1994a) contrasted these buyer-driven chains to
what he termed producer-driven chains. The latter
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are the production systems created by vertically integrated transnational manufacturers, while the
former term recognizes the role of global buyers,
highlighting the signiﬁcance of design and marketing in initiating the activities of global production
systems.19 The GCC approach drew attention to
the variety of actors that could exercise power
within global production and distribution systems.
It was the ﬁeld-based methodology of GCC research, in particular, that provided new insights
into the statistics showing an increase in trade involving components and other intermediate inputs. The trade data alone mask important organizational shifts because they differentiate neither
between intraﬁrm and interﬁrm trade nor between
the various ways in which global outsourcing relationships were being constructed.
A variety of overlapping terms has been used to
describe the complex network relationships that
make up the global economy. Each of the contending concepts, however, has particular emphases
that are important to recognize for a chain analysis
of the global economy:
Supply chains. A generic label for an input-output
structure of value-adding activities, beginning with
raw materials and ending with a ﬁnished product
International production networks. A focus on the international production networks in which TNCs act
as “global network ﬂagships” (Borrus, Ernst, and
Haggard 2000)
Global commodity chains. An emphasis on the internal
governance structure of supply chains (especially the
producer-driven vs. buyer-driven distinction) and on
the role of diverse lead ﬁrms in setting up global production and sourcing networks (Gerefﬁ and Korzeniewicz 1994)
French “ﬁlière” approach. A loosely knit set of studies
that used the ﬁlière (i.e., channel or network) of activities as a method to study primarily agricultural
export commodities such as rubber, cotton, coffee,
and cocoa (Raikes, Jensen, and Ponte 2000)
Global value chains. Emphasis on the relative value of
those economic activities that are required to bring
a good or service from conception, through the different phases of production (involving a combination of physical transformation and the input of various producer services), delivery to ﬁnal consumers,
and ﬁnal disposal after use (Kaplinsky 2000; Gerefﬁ
and Kaplinsky 2001)

The “value chain” concept has recently gained
popularity as an overarching label for this body of
research because it focuses on value creation and
value capture across the full range of possible chain

activities and end products (goods and services),
and because it avoids the limiting connotations of
the word commodity, which to some implies the
production of undifferentiated goods with low
barriers to entry. Like the GCC framework, global
value chain (GVC) analysis accepts many of the observations made previously on geographical fragmentation, and it focuses primarily on the issues of
industry (re)organization, coordination, governance, and power in the chain (Humphrey and
Schmitz 2001). Its concern is to understand the
nature and consequences of organizational fragmentation in global industries. The GVC approach
offers the possibility of understanding how ﬁrms
are linked in the global economy, but also acknowledges the broader institutional context of
these linkages, including trade policy, regulation,
and standards.20 More generally, the global production networks paradigm has been used to join
scholarly research on globalization with the concerns of both policymakers and social activists, who
are trying to harness the potential gains of globalization to the pragmatic concerns of speciﬁc countries and social constituencies that feel increasingly
marginalized in the international economic arena.21
The next section of this chapter looks at different perspectives on governance at the meso level of
the global economy, and it will be followed by a
discussion of industrial upgrading, which analyzes
the trajectories by which countries seek to upgrade
their positions in the global economy.

GOVERNANCE IN THE GLOBAL ECONOMY:
INSTITUTIONAL AND ORGANIZATIONAL
PERSPECTIVES
Scholars who study the global economy at the
meso level form distinct camps in terms of their
units of analysis, theoretical orientations, and
methodological preferences. The two main units
of analysis at the meso level are countries and
ﬁrms. In the 1970s and 1980s, political economy
perspectives dealing with nations and TNCs in the
global economy tended to predominate, fueled by
dependency theory (Cardoso and Faletto [1969]
1979; Evans 1979), world-systems theory (Wallerstein 1974, 1980, 1989), and statist approaches
(Amsden 1989; Wade 1990; Evans 1995), among
others. During the last decade, however, research
on the global economy has shifted toward institutional and organizational theories. The choice of
countries or ﬁrms as empirical units has a striking
afﬁnity with the researcher’s primary theoretical
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Comparison of Varieties of Capitalism and Global Production Networks

Dimension

Varieties of Capitalism

Global Production Networks

Theoretical orientation

Institutional analysis

Organizational analysis

Unit of analysis

Countries

Interﬁrm networks

Empirical focus

Advanced industrial economies/
capitalist democracies

Linkages between developed and developing
countries

Methodological
preference

Rational actor;
multivariate analysis

Comparative/historical analysis across
industries, ﬁrms, and countries

Research style

Quantitative, cross-national;
country case studies

International, industry-based ﬁeld research;
political economy interpretations

Ideal types

Liberal and coordinated
market economies

Producer-driven and buyer-driven
commodity chains

Main challenges/
collective action
problems

Coordination problems in
developed countries

Industrial upgrading in developing
countries

Key concepts

Institutional complementarities

Lead ﬁrms; economic rents;
learning through networks

orientation: those who study countries tend to
adopt institutional perspectives, while those who
work with ﬁrms favor organizational frameworks.22
This paradigm divide at the meso level of the
global economy is revealed by looking at two
broad literatures, which we label “varieties of capitalism” and “global production networks.” The
former is closely associated with institutional analysis, and the latter with diverse organizational perspectives. Both approaches tend to focus on governance structures in the global economy, but the
scope and content of what is being governed differ
greatly. The varieties-of-capitalism literature looks
primarily at coordination problems and institutional complementarities in advanced industrial
economies, where the nation-state is the explicit
unit of analysis. This research is comparative, but
not transnational, in orientation. By contrast, the
research on global production networks highlights
the linkages between developed and developing
countries created by TNCs and interﬁrm networks. Governance in this context is typically exercised by lead ﬁrms in global industries, and one
of the key challenges addressed is industrial
upgrading—that is, how developing countries try
to improve their position in the global economy,
which is characterized both by power asymmetries
and by opportunities for learning through networks. International and industry-based ﬁeld research is a requisite in the study of global production networks because publicly available and
detailed information at the level of ﬁrms is gener-

ally lacking. The main dimensions of this comparison are outlined in table 1.
The institutionalist paradigm encompasses several related approaches that deal with the governance of modern capitalist economies, including
regulation theory (Aglietta 1980; Boyer 1989),
national systems of innovation (Lundvall 1992;
Nelson 1993), social systems of production (Campbell, Hollingsworth, and Lindberg 1991; Hollingsworth, Schmitter, and Streeck 1994; Hollingsworth and Boyer 1997), and varieties of capitalism
(Berger and Dore 1996; Kitschelt et al. 1999; Hall
and Soskice 2001). All of the authors in this ﬁeld
focus on the “institutional foundations of comparative advantage” in the advanced capitalist democracies, with an emphasis on topics like businessgovernment relations, labor markets and collective
bargaining, the welfare state, the internationalization of capital, and innovation systems. A key unifying concept is institutional complementarity,
which rests on “multilateral reinforcement mechanisms between institutional arrangements: each
one, by its existence, permits or facilitates the existence of the others” (Amable 2000, 656). Complementary institutions and other forms of path
dependency lead most scholars in the varieties-ofcapitalism genre to argue vociferously against convergence, given their belief that unique and valued
institutions will sustain national diversities despite
the withering pressures of international competition in an increasingly open global economy. Actually, the paradigm does allow for a limited form
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of convergence in the sense that advanced market
economies are organized into three broad types:
liberal market economies, which adopt laissezfaire, probusiness policies (United States, United
Kingdom, Canada, and Australia); and coordinated
market economies, with their corporatist (strong
state—Germany and Japan) and welfare state
(strong trade unions—Scandinavian and northern
European) variants. However, there is no serious
effort to extend this paradigm to address the varieties of capitalism in the vast majority of countries
that are in the developing world.23
The global production networks paradigm provides a very different perspective on the global
economy because its organizational lens focuses on
transnational linkages between developed and developing nations. The central questions deal with
the kinds of governance structures that characterize
global industries, how these governance arrangements change, and what consequences these shifts
have for development opportunities in rich and
poor countries alike. International institutionals,
such as trade and intellectual property regimes,
clearly shape inclusion and exclusion of countries
and ﬁrms in global production networks, but this
approach tends to focus on the strategies and behavior of the players (ﬁrms), while the rules of the
game (regulatory institutions) are taken as an exogenous variable.
Notwithstanding the potential complementarities between institutional and organizational perspectives on the global economy, there has been
virtually no dialogue between these two literatures.
They do not cite one another’s research or engage
in collaborative projects, despite the fact that both
are concerned with the international forces shaping countries and ﬁrms in the global economy.
There are several hybrid approaches that seek to
bridge this gap between organizational and institutional frameworks. One of these is the business
systems perspective, pioneered by Whitley (1992a,
1992b). As deﬁned by Whitley (1996, 412), “Business systems are particular forms of economic organization that have become established and reproduced in certain institutional contexts—local,
regional, national or international. They are distinctive ways of coordinating and controlling economic activities which developed interdependently
with key institutions which constitute particular
kinds of political, ﬁnancial, labor and cultural systems. The more integrated and mutually reinforcing are such institutional systems over a particular
territory or population, the more cohesive and distinctive will be its business system.” While ﬁrms

presumably are central to business systems, Whitley’s framework shares the institutionalist paradigm’s emphasis on institutional complementarities and cohesion, and national or culturally
proximate regions. However, the business systems
approach seems relatively ill equipped to deal with
the question, How do U.S., European, or Asian
business systems respond to globalization? While
the business systems logic would lead us to expect
that ﬁrms of the same nationality maintain their
distinctive features in the face of international
competition, ﬁndings from research on global production networks indicate that the competition
among ﬁrms from different business systems in
overseas markets tends to diminish the inﬂuence of
national origins on ﬁrms’ behavior (Gerefﬁ 1996,
433).24
Sociologists have looked at a range of other actors in the global economy. “Business groups,” deﬁned as a collection of ﬁrms bound together in
persistent formal or informal ways, are a pervasive
phenomenon in Asia, Europe, Latin America, and
elsewhere (Granovetter 1994; “Business Groups
and Social Organization,” this volume). Business
groups may encompass kinship networks, but they
are not delimited by family boundaries because the
goals of families can conﬂict with the principles of
proﬁt maximization that characterize ﬁrms in these
groups. Business groups play a role in the global
economy through their impact on national market
structures, and on product variety and product
quality in international trade (Feenstra, Yang, and
Hamilton 1999). Transnational business networks
based on family or ethnic ties are another form of
economic organization that shapes global production and trade (Hamilton, Zeile, and Kim 1989;
Yeung 2000). Japanese sogo shosha, British trading
companies, and Chinese and Indian merchants laid
the social groundwork for the long-distance supply
routes between Asian producers and their export
markets (Gerefﬁ 1999, 60–61). For Castells (1996),
the universality of network society in the information age is a deﬁning feature of the modern era.
Others argue that the global system is now ruled
by a transnational capitalist class, which is more interested in building hegemony than in domination
and control (Sklair 2001; Carroll and Fennema
2002).
At a more micro level, phenomena within
nation-states can also reﬂect globalization processes. Meyer (2000) deﬁnes modern actors on the
global stage as entities with rights and interests
that create and consult collective rules, that often
enhance their legitimacy by adopting common
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forms, and that exercise agency through moral action. From Meyer’s “world society” perspective,
the modern world is stateless; it is based on shared
rules and models, and made up of strong, culturally constituted actors. Sassen (2000) also detaches
sovereignty from the national state. She emphasizes
the role of global cities as strategic sites for the production of specialized functions to run and coordinate the global economy, and posits that ﬁnancial
and investment deregulation are driving the geographic location of strategic institutions related to
globalization deep inside national territories.

INDUSTRIAL UPGRADING AND GLOBAL
PRODUCTION NETWORKS
Major changes in global business organization
during the last several decades of the twentieth
century have had a signiﬁcant impact on the upgrading possibilities of developing countries. This
section will illustrate how the reorganization of international trade and production networks affects
the capability of developing countries in different
regions of the world to improve their positions in
the value chains of diverse industries.
Industrial upgrading refers to the process
by which economic actors—nations, ﬁrms, and
workers—move from low-value to relatively highvalue activities in global production networks. Different mixes of government policies, institutions,
corporate strategies, technologies, and worker
skills are associated with upgrading success. However, we can think about upgrading in a concrete
way as linked to a series of economic roles associated with production and export activities, such
as assembly, original equipment manufacturing
(OEM), original brand name manufacturing
(OBM), and original design manufacturing (ODM)
(Gerefﬁ 1994b, 222–24). This sequence of economic roles involves an expanding set of capabilities that developing countries must attain in pursuing an upgrading trajectory in diverse industries.
In the remainder of this section, we will look at evidence from several sectors to see how global production networks have facilitated or constrained
upgrading in developing nations.
Apparel
The global apparel industry contains many examples of industrial upgrading by developing
countries.25 The lead ﬁrms in this buyer-driven
chain are retailers (giant discount stores like Wal-
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mart and Target, department stores like J.C. Penney and Marks & Spencer, specialty retailers like
The Limited and Gap), marketers (who control
major apparel brands, such as Liz Claiborne,
Tommy Hilﬁger, Polo/Ralph Lauren, Nike), and
brand name manufacturers (e.g., Wrangler, Phillips–
van Heusen). These lead ﬁrms all have extensive
global sourcing networks, which typically encompass 300 to 500 factories in various regions of the
world. Because apparel production is quite labor
intensive, manufacturing is typically carried out in
countries with very low labor costs.
The main stages for ﬁrms in developing countries are ﬁrst, to be included as a supplier (i.e., exporter) in the global apparel value chain; and then
to upgrade from assembly to OEM and OBM export roles within the chain. Because of the MultiFiber Arrangement (MFA) associated with the
GATT, which used quotas to regulate import
shares for the United States, Canada, and much of
Europe, at least 50 to 60 different developing
countries have been signiﬁcant apparel exporters
since the 1970s, many just assembling apparel
from imported inputs using low-wage labor in
local export-processing zones.
The shift from assembly to the OEM export role
has been the main upgrading challenge in the apparel value chain. It requires the ability to ﬁll orders from global buyers, which includes making
samples, procuring or manufacturing the needed
inputs for the garment, meeting international standards in terms of price, quality, and delivery, and
assuming responsibility for packing and shipping
the ﬁnished item. Since fabric supply is the most
important input in the apparel chain, virtually all
countries that want to develop OEM capabilities
need to develop a strong textile industry. The
OBM export role is a more advanced stage because
it involves assuming the design and marketing responsibilities associated with developing a company’s own brands.
East Asian newly industrializing economies (NIEs)
of Hong Kong, Taiwan, South Korea, and Singapore, which are generally taken as the archetype for
industrial upgrading among developing countries,
made a rapid transition from assembly to OEM
production in the 1970s. Hong Kong clothing
companies were the most successful in making the
shift from OEM to OBM production in apparel,
and Korean and Taiwanese ﬁrms pursued OBM in
other consumer goods industries like appliances,
sporting goods, and electronics.26 After mastering
the OEM role, leading apparel export ﬁrms in
Hong Kong, Taiwan, and South Korea began to
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Countries

Level of Development

Japan

Segments of Apparel Value Chain
Garments

1950s &
early 1960s
Hong Kong
South Korea
Taiwan

China
Indonesia
Thailand
India
Pakistan
Bangladesh
Sri Lanka
Vietnam
Low

Garments
Late 1960s,
1970s &
early 1980s

Textiles

Fibers

1960s onward
Textiles

Machinery
(spinning, weaving,
cutting, sewing)
1970s onward

Fibers

Late 1980s & 1990s

Garments

Textiles

Late 1980s

1990s

Garments
Mid-1990s
to early 2000s
Value-Added

High

Sequence of production and export capabilities within economies
Direction of trade flows between economies
Dates refer to a country’s peak years for exports of specific products

set up their own international production networks in the 1980s, using the mechanism of
“triangle manufacturing” whereby orders were received in the East Asian NIEs, apparel production
was carried out in lower-wage countries in Asia and
elsewhere (using textiles from the NIEs), and the
ﬁnished product was shipped to the United States
or other overseas buyers using the quotas assigned
to the exporting nation (Gerefﬁ 1999).
Thus, international production networks facilitated the upgrading of East Asian apparel ﬁrms in
two ways: ﬁrst, they were the main source of learning from U.S. and European buyers about how to
make the transition from assembly to OEM and
OBM; and second, the East Asian NIEs established their own international production networks when faced with rising production costs and
quota restrictions at home, and in order to take advantage of lower labor costs and a growing supply
base in their region. Asian apparel manufacturers
thus made the coordination of the apparel supply
chain into one of their own core competences for
export success.
Figure 1 presents a stylized model of industrial
upgrading in the Asian apparel value chain. The
main segments of the apparel chain—garments,
textiles, ﬁbers, and machinery—are arranged along
the horizontal axis from low to high levels of rela-

Figure 1. Industrial upgrading in the Asian apparel value chain. Dotted arrows refer to the sequence
of production and export
capabilities within economies. Solid arrows refer to
the direction of trade ﬂows
between economies. Dates
refer to a country’s peak
years for exports of speciﬁc
products.

tive value added in the production process. Countries are grouped on the vertical axis by their relative level of development, with Japan at the top
and the least-developed exporters like Bangladesh,
Sri Lanka, and Vietnam at the bottom.
Figure 1 reveals several important dynamics
about the apparel value chain in Asia, and the GVC
approach more generally. First, individual countries progress from low- to high-value-added segments of the chain in a sequential fashion over
time. This reinforces the importance in GVC research of looking at the entire constellation of
value-added steps in the supply chain (raw materials, components, ﬁnished goods, related services,
and machinery), rather than just the end product,
as traditional industry studies are wont to do. Second, there is a regional division of labor in the apparel value chain, whereby countries at very different levels of development form a multitiered
production hierarchy with a variety of export roles
(e.g., the United States generates the designs and
large orders, Japan provides the sewing machines,
the East Asian NIEs supply fabric, and low-wage
Asian economies like China, Indonesia, or Vietnam sew the apparel). Industrial upgrading occurs
when countries change their roles in these export
hierarchies.27 Finally, advanced economies like
Japan and the East Asian NIEs do not exit the in-
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dustry when the ﬁnished products in the chain become mature, as the “product cycle” model (Vernon 1966; 1971, chap. 3) implies, but rather they
capitalize on their knowledge of production and
distribution networks in the industry and thus
move to higher-value-added stages in the apparel
chain. This strategic approach to upgrading requires that close attention be paid to competition
within and between ﬁrms occupying all segments
of global value chains.
It is important to note, in closing this section,
the key role played by international regulation in
the organization of the apparel value chain. The
MFA and its apparel quotas will be eliminated in
2005 as a result of the Agreement on Textiles and
Clothing in the WTO, and many of the smaller apparel exporters that only do assembly will probably
be forced out of the world export market. This
should greatly increase export concentration in the
global apparel industry, with China likely to be the
major winner, along with other large countries such
as Mexico, India, Turkey, Romania, and Vietnam
that have developed considerable expertise in OEM
production. Mexico’s rapid move in the 1990s to
the top of list as the leading apparel exporter to the
United States owes a great deal to the passage of
NAFTA in 1994, which allowed the creation of
textile production and other backward linkages in
Mexico, and thereby facilitated the entry of the
U.S. retailers and apparel marketers that previously
shunned Mexico in order to import apparel from
Asia. In addition, employment in the apparel export industry increased in Mexico from 73,000 in
1994 to nearly 300,000 in 2000, mainly because
Mexico coupled its relatively low wage rates with its
recently acquired ability to carry out “full-package”
(or OEM) production (Bair and Gerefﬁ 2001;
Gerefﬁ, Spener, and Bair 2002). However, China
regained the lead from Mexico in 2001 and 2002,
as Mexico has been unable to match the volume
and low price of Chinese apparel exports, and because of the intense competition from new suppliers that continue to enter the U.S. market.28
Electronics
Global production networks have been a central
feature in the development and upgrading of Asia’s
large, dynamic electronics sector. In the case of
electronics, there have been competing cross-border production networks set up by U.S., Japanese,
and European ﬁrms, led by TNCs that span the entire value chain in various industries. For high-tech
industries like electronics, these producer-driven
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chains must combine cost competitiveness with
product differentiation and speed to market.
Cross-border networks not only allow ﬁrms to
combine these very different market demands effectively, but they also permit the integration of
Asia’s four distinct development tiers: Japan occupies the ﬁrst tier; the East Asian NIEs are in the
second tier; the major Southeast Asian countries of
Malaysia, Thailand, the Philippines, and Indonesia
are in the third tier; and the fourth tier contains
China and late-late developers such as Vietnam.
While the economic crisis of 1997 called East
Asia’s economic miracle into question, it appears
that the structural changes associated with recovery from the crisis will reinforce and increase the
opportunities for networked production, as the
process of corporate restructuring leads ﬁrms to
focus on core activities and supplement these with
the increasingly specialized technology, skills, and
know-how that are located in different parts of
Asia (Borrus, Ernst, and Haggard 2000).
The diverse upgrading dynamics in Asian electronics can best be seen by contrasting the U.S.
and Japanese production networks. In the mid1990s, U.S. networks were considered to be relatively open and conducive to local development in
host countries, while Japanese networks were perceived as closed and hierarchical with activities
conﬁned within afﬁliates that were tightly controlled by the parent company (Borrus 1997).
U.S. electronics multinationals typically set up
Asian networks based on a complementary division
of labor: U.S. ﬁrms specialized in “soft” competencies (the deﬁnition of standards, designs, and
product architecture), and the Taiwanese, Korean,
and Singaporean ﬁrms specialized in “hard” competencies (the provision of components and basic
manufacturing stages). The Asian afﬁliates of U.S.
ﬁrms in turn developed extensive subcontracting
relationships with local manufacturers, who became increasingly skilled suppliers of components,
subassemblies, and even entire electronics systems.
Japanese networks, by contrast, were characterized
by market segmentation: electronics ﬁrms in Japan
made high-value, high-end products, while their
offshore subsidiaries in Asia continued to make
low-value, low-end products. In terms of Asian upgrading, the U.S. production networks were deﬁnitely superior: U.S. networks maximized the contributions from their Asian afﬁliates, and Japanese
networks minimized the value added by their regional suppliers. Although there is some evidence
that Japanese ﬁrms tried to open up their production networks in the late 1990s, at best there has
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been partial convergence, with persistent diversity
(Ernst and Ravenhill 2000).
Taiwan’s achievements in electronics are especially notable for several reasons. During the 1990s,
Taiwan established itself as the world’s largest supplier of computer monitors, main boards, mouse
devices, keyboards, scanners, and notebook personal computers (PCs), among other items. About
70 percent of the notebook PCs sold under OEM
arrangements to American and Japanese computer
companies, which resell them under their own
logos, have been designed by Taiwanese ﬁrms.
Acer, Taiwan’s leading computer maker, is successful at both OEM and OBM production. Progress
has been equally remarkable in the ﬁeld of electronic components, and Taiwan also boasts one of
the world’s leading silicon foundry companies, the
Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing Corporation (Ernst 2000). What is especially impressive
about these accomplishments is that small and
medium enterprises have played a central role as a
source of ﬂexibility in Taiwan’s production networks. The role of small and medium enterprises as
engines of growth and industrial transformation
sets Taiwan apart from South Korea, which has relied extensively on huge, diversiﬁed conglomerates
(chaebol) as the cornerstone of its electronics sector. The Taiwanese model in the computer industry draws on a combination of several factors: government policies that facilitated market entry and
upgrading; strong linkages with large Taiwanese
ﬁrms and business groups; and organizational innovations, such as the shift from relatively simple,
production-based OEM to more complex “turnkey production” arrangements that encompass a
wide variety of high-end support services, including design and global supply chain management
(Poon 2002).
One of the most striking features of the electronics industry in recent years has been the rise of
global contract manufacturers (Sturgeon 2002). A
signiﬁcant share of the world’s electronics manufacturing capacity is now contained in a handful of
huge contractors, such as Solectron, Flextronics,
and Celestica. These ﬁrms are pure manufacturers.
They sell no products under their own brand
names and instead focus on providing global manufacturing services to a diverse set of lead ﬁrms,
such as Hewlett Packard, Nortel, and Ericsson. All
have operations that are truly global in scope, and
all have grown dramatically since the early 1990s.
Solectron, the largest contractor, expanded from a
single Silicon Valley location with 3,500 employees
and $256 million in revenues in 1988 to a global

powerhouse with more than 80,000 employees in
50 locations and nearly $20 billion in revenues in
2000. Although they have global reach, all of the
largest contract manufacturers are based in North
America. Except for the personal computer industry, Asian and European contract manufacturers
have not developed, and the few that did were
acquired by North American contractors during
their buying spree fueled by the inﬂated stock
prices of the 1990s. Global contract manufacturers
introduce a high degree of modularity into value
chain governance because the large scale and scope
of their operations create comprehensive bundles
of standardized value chain activities that can be
accessed by a variety of lead ﬁrms through modular networks.
Fresh Vegetables
A ﬁnal example of the role of global production
networks in promoting industrial upgrading involves the production of fresh vegetables in Kenya
and Zimbabwe for export to U.K. supermarkets.29
Africa has very few success stories in the realm of
export-oriented development, but some countries
of sub-Saharan Africa seem to have found a niche
in the fresh vegetables market. Several factors tie
this case to our previous examples. First, fresh vegetables are a buyer-driven value chain, albeit in the
agricultural sector. As with apparel, there is a high
level of concentration at the retail end of the chain.
The largest U.K. supermarkets and other food retailers control 70 to 90 percent of fresh produce
imports from Africa. These retailers have avoided
direct involvement in production; they just specialize in marketing and in the coordination of their
supply chains.
Second, a major stimulus for local upgrading in
Africa comes from U.K. retailers ratcheting up the
standards that exporters must meet. U.K. supermarkets have moved beyond compliance with product quality and legislative (or due diligence) requirements for how produce is grown, processed,
and transported. They now are focusing on broader
standards that exporters must meet, such as integrated crop management, environmental protection,
and human rights. In addition, retailers are beginning to use third-party auditors paid for by producers to ensure compliance with these standards.
Third, more stringent U.K. requirements have
led to a decline in the market share of smallholder
production and small export ﬁrms, which have
been excluded from the supermarket supply chain.
The horticulture industry in sub-Saharan Africa is
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dominated by a few large exporters that source
predominantly from large-scale production units.
In both Kenya and Zimbabwe, the top ﬁve exporters controlled over three-quarters of all fresh
vegetable exports in the late 1990s.30
Fourth, as in apparel and electronics, market
power in the horticultural chain has shifted from
those activities that lower production costs to
those that add value in the chain. In fresh vegetables, the latter include investing in postharvest facilities, such as cold storage; barcoding products
packed in trays to differentiate varieties, countries,
and suppliers; moving into high-value-added items
such as ready-prepared vegetables and salads; and
treating logistics as a core competence in the chain
in order to reduce the time between harvesting,
packing, and delivery. Pushing back these functions into Africa can reduce the cost for U.K. supermarkets because adding value to vegetables is
labor-intensive and African labor is relatively cheap,
but taken together these high-end services can become a new source of competitiveness and an opportunity to add value in Africa.

THE GLOBALIZATION BACKLASH: DILEMMAS OF
GOVERNANCE AND DEVELOPMENT
In recent decades, a strong antiglobalization
movement has emerged. As markets have gone
global, many people sense that globalization means
greater vulnerability to unfamiliar and unpredictable forces that can bring economic instability
and social dislocation, as well as a ﬂattening of culture in the face of well-ﬁnanced global marketing
machines and “brand bullies” (Rodrik 1997; Klein
2000; Ritzer 2000). The so-called Battle of Seattle, the massive protest against WTO trade talks in
late 1999, was triggered not only by a lack of accountability and transparency in the deliberations
of dominant global economic institutions like the
WTO and the IMF, but also by a sense of outrage
that corporate-sponsored international liberalization was moving full steam ahead, while the social
safety nets and adjustment assistance traditionally
provided by national governments were being removed. The historic compromise of “embedded
liberalism,” characterized by the New Deal in the
United States and social democracy in Europe,
whereby economic liberalization was rooted in social community, was being undone (Ruggie 2002a).
A major problem is that the purported beneﬁts
of globalization are distributed highly unequally.
The IMF’s managing director, Horst Köhler, has
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conceded that “the disparities between the world’s
richest and poorest nations are wider than ever.”31
Of the world’s 6 billion people, almost half (2.8
billion) live on less than two dollars a day, and a
ﬁfth (1.2 billion) live on less than one dollar a day,
with 44 percent of them living in South Asia. In
East Asia the number of people living on less than
one dollar a day fell from 420 million to 280 million between 1987 and 1998, largely because of
improvements in China. Yet the numbers of poor
people continue to rise in Latin America, South
Asia, and sub-Saharan Africa (World Bank 2001,
3). What forces might be able to ameliorate these
problems in both governance and development in
the global economy?
In the 1990s, there was a sharp escalation in social expectations about the role of corporations in
society, both in developed and developing nations
(Ruggie 2002b). One reason is that individual companies have made themselves, and in some cases
entire industries, targets by engaging in abusive or
exploitative behavior. As a result, trust in the corporate sector has been eroded. In addition, there is
a growing imbalance in global rule-making: on the
one hand, the rules favoring market expansion
have become stronger and more enforceable (such
as intellectual property rights for software and
pharmaceutical companies, or the restrictions on
local content provisions and export performance
requirements in the WTO); on the other hand,
rules that favor other valid social objectives, such as
human rights, labor standards, environmental sustainability, or poverty reduction, are lagging behind. These perceived problems and others have
provided the fuel for anticorporate campaigns
worldwide.
Government policy alone is inadequate to handle these grievances: they are transnational in scope,
and they deal with social demands in areas where
regulations are weak, ill deﬁned, or simply absent.
A variety of new “private governance” responses or
certiﬁcation institutions are emerging (Gerefﬁ,
Garcia-Johnson, and Sasser 2001), such as individual corporate codes of conduct; sectoral certiﬁcation schemes involving nongovernmental organizations (NGOs), ﬁrms, labor, and other industry
stakeholders; third-party auditing systems, such as
SA 8000 for labor standards or the Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) certiﬁcation for sustainable
forestry practices; and the United Nations’ Global
Compact, an initiative that encourages the private
sector to work with the United Nations, in partnership with international labor and civil society
organizations, to move toward “good practices” in
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human rights, labor standards, and environmental
sustainability in the global public domain. While
skeptics claim there is little evidence to show that
these codes have signiﬁcant impact on corporate
behavior (Hilowitz 1996; Seidman 2003), proponents generally argue that new systems of certiﬁcation, enforced either by global consumers or by institutional actors such as the United Nations, can
provide the basis for improved regulatory frameworks (Fung, O’Rourke, and Sabel 2001; Williams
2000).
Although there is enormous variation in the
character and purpose of different voluntary regulatory schemes—with some schemes created by activists in response to global concerns, and others
implemented by corporations as a preemptive effort to ward off activist pressure—certiﬁcation institutions have gained a foothold in both Europe
and North America. In the apparel industry, a variety of certiﬁcation and monitoring initiatives
were established in the latter half of the 1990s.
Clean Clothes Campaign (CCC), a consumer coalition
in Europe that aims to improve working conditions
in the worldwide garment industry
Social Accountability 8000 (or SA 8000), a code of
conduct veriﬁcation and factory certiﬁcation program launched in October 1997 by the New
York–based Council on Economic Priorities
Fair Labor Association (FLA), which includes major
brand merchandisers such as Nike, Reebok, and Liz
Claiborne
Worldwide Responsible Apparel Production (WRAP),
an industry-initiated certiﬁcation program designed
as an alternative to the FLA and representing the
large U.S. apparel manufacturers that produce for
the discount retail market
Workers Rights Consortium (WRC), developed by the
United Students Against Sweatshops in cooperation
with apparel unions, universities, and a number of
human rights, religious, and labor NGOs (see
Maquila Solidarity Network 2002)

In Mexico, the FLA and WRC collaborated in
settling a strike and gaining recognition for the
workers’ union in the Korean-owned Kukdong
factory, which made Nike and Reebok sweatshirts
for the lucrative U.S. collegiate apparel market
(Gerefﬁ, Garcia-Johnson, and Sasser 2001, 62–
64). In the coffee sector, the Fair Trade movement
has worked with small coffee growers in Costa
Rica and elsewhere to get above-market prices for
their organic and shade-grown coffees distributed
by Starbucks and other specialty retailers (Fitter
and Kaplinsky 2001; Ponte 2002).

Private governance in multistakeholder arrangements seeks to strengthen oversight in global supply chains by charting a course that goes beyond
conventional top-down regulation based on uniform standards, on the one hand, and reliance on
voluntary initiatives taken by corporations in response to social protest, on the other. Some argue
that a continuous improvement model based on
“ratcheting labor standards” upward would work
well in a highly competitive, brand-driven industry
such as apparel (Fung, O’Rourke, and Sabel 2001).
Others propose a “compliance plus” model that
pushes beyond the basic ﬂoor of minimum standards set by most codes, and seeks an “inside-out”
approach to ethical sourcing based on training and
empowerment initiatives that address the needs
and interests of factory-based stakeholders (Allen
2002). In either instance, sustainable and meaningful change requires a shift in organizational cultures and expectations regarding improvement of
social and environmental conditions.
Governance has become a central theoretical
issue in the global economy. Institutional paradigms and local or regional frameworks centered
on the nation-state are being superseded by approaches that emphasize transnational governance
structures, with an emphasis on power, networks,
and the uneven distribution of gains from globalization. Much still needs to be done in this area.
The inability of the neoliberal agenda to redress
the most serious development problems in the
world is leading to fresh thinking on the role of the
state and civil society institutions in developing nations (Wolfensohn 1998; IDB 1998, 2000; Garretón et al. 2003). Transnational corporations are
being pressured to comply with a broad range of
social objectives in multistakeholder institutions of
private governance that can have an impact on
public policies in the developed as well as the developing world. The challenge in research on the
global economy is to create theory and carry out
insightful empirical studies that provide tools to
understand the constantly changing reality we seek
to apprehend and change.

NOTES
I am grateful to Giovanni Arrighi, Fred Block, Frank
Dobbin, Mark Granovetter, Evelyne Huber, Larry King,
Victor Nee, Gay Seidman, Neil Smelser, and Richard Swedberg for their helpful comments on an earlier draft of this
chapter.
1. Another key actor in the contemporary global economy is the state. While the role of the state is an important as-
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pect in many of the institutional perspectives we will review,
a more comprehensive discussion of this topic can be found
in the chapter “The State and the Economy” by Fred Block
and Peter Evans (this volume).
2. Because the services component of GDP in industrial
countries has grown substantially relative to “merchandise”
trade like manufacturing, mining, and agriculture, the merchandise component of GDP is shrinking. Thus Feenstra
(1998, 33–35) uses the ratio of merchandise trade to merchandise value-added to measure the signiﬁcance of trade
for industrial economies between 1890 and 1990. He ﬁnds
that this ratio doubled for France, Germany, Italy, and Sweden between 1913 and 1990, and nearly tripled for the
United States.
3. Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development.
4. The maquiladora program in Mexico, initially called
the Border Industrialization Program, was created in 1965
after the United States terminated the bracero program,
whose main objective had been to bring in Mexican workers
to fulﬁll the demand for agricultural labor. The end of the
bracero program left thousands of unemployed farmworkers
in Mexican border cities, and the maquiladora program was
set up to alleviate the resultant unemployment and growing
poverty. The growth of the maquiladora program has been
spectacular, especially in the 1990s. In 1991, Mexico’s
maquiladora industry generated $15.8 billion in exports and
employed 466,000 Mexicans; by 2000, it had grown to
$79.5 billion in exports with nearly 1.3 million employees.
Around 15 percent of Mexico’s GDP corresponded to
maquiladora exports in 2001, and the main destination for
these products is the United States (Cañas and Coronado
2002).
5. These three motives for investing abroad subsequently
became popularized as distinct forms of foreign direct investment: resource-seeking FDI, market-seeking FDI, and
efﬁciency-seeking FDI (Beviglia Zampetti and Fredriksson
2003, 406).
6. The debt crisis hit all of Latin America very hard. The
high external debt burden required the allocation of 25 percent to 30 percent of the region’s foreign exchange proceeds
merely to cover interest payments, which prompted scholars
to refer to the 1980s as Latin America’s “lost development
decade” (Urquidi 1991).
7. The World Bank’s (1993) overview of the East Asian
development experience attributes the region’s sustained international competitiveness largely to the application of market-friendly policies, including stable macroeconomic management, high investments in human capital (especially
education), and openness to foreign trade and technology.
For a critique of this “Washington consensus” model, see
Gore 2000. For a detailed comparison of the import-substituting and export-oriented development strategies in Latin
America and East Asia, see Gerefﬁ and Wyman 1990.
8. UNCTAD’s World Investment Report, 2002 contains a
table of the largest 100 “economies” in the world in 2000,
using a value-added measure for ﬁrms that is conceptually
comparable to the GDP calculation used for countries.
There were 29 TNCs in the top 100 entities on this combined list of countries and nonﬁnancial companies. The
world’s largest TNC was ExxonMobil, with an estimated
$63 billion in value added in 2000; it ranked forty-ﬁfth on
the country-company list, making the company approximately equal in size to the economies of Chile or Pakistan
(UNCTAD 2002a, 90–91).
9. For OECD countries, falling tariffs were twice as im-
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portant as falling transport costs in explaining the growth of
trade relative to income between 1958 and 1988 (Feenstra
1998, 34).
10. The European Union is a case in point. Taken individually, European Union economies are very open, with an
average trade share of 28 percent in 1990, but more than 60
percent of their trade is with each other. Taken as a unit, the
European Union’s merchandise trade with the rest of the
world is only 9 percent of GDP, which is similar to that of
the United States (Krugman 1995, 340).
11. SITC refers to Standard International Trade Classiﬁcation, which is the United Nations’ system of trade categories. One-digit product groups, such as SITC 7, are the
most general. Components are reported at the level of
three-, four-, and ﬁve-digit product groups.
12. Feenstra’s focus on linkages between the integration
of trade and the disintegration of production in the current
trade-based era calls to mind a similar duality in Osvaldo
Sunkel’s classic article “Transnational Capitalism and National Disintegration in Latin America.” Writing 25 years
before Feenstra in a TNC-based world economy, Sunkel
(1973) argued that vertically integrated TNCs were generating international polarization as they used direct foreign
investment (rather than trade) to integrate the global economy and simultaneously disintegrate national and regional
economies. Thus, we have a curiously reversed image of
TNCs moving from being highly integrated to disintegrated
actors in the last quarter of the twentieth century, while the
economic context shifts from transnational capitalism (based
on closed domestic economies) in the 1970s to global value
chains (based on specialized economic activities in relatively
open economies) in the 1990s.
13. Actually, the disintegration of production through
outsourcing of speciﬁc activities by large corporations itself
leads to more trade, as intermediate inputs cross borders
several times during the manufacturing process. This is part
of the boundary problem in measuring international trade
noted by Krugman (1995).
14. Kogut (1985, 15) deﬁnes the value-added chain as
“the process by which technology is combined with material and labor inputs, and then processed inputs are assembled, marketed, and distributed. A single ﬁrm may consist of
only one link in this process, or it may be extensively vertically integrated.”
15. The main sources of a ﬁrm’s competitive advantage
that can be transferred globally are several economies that
exist along and between value-added chains: economies of
scale (related to an increase in market size); economies of
scope (related to an increase in product lines supporting the
ﬁxed costs of logistics, control, or downstream links of the
value-added chain); and learning (based on proprietary
knowledge or experience). “When these economies exist, industries are global in the sense that ﬁrms must compete in
world markets in order to survive” (Kogut 1985, 26).
16. A ﬁrm’s value chain is nested in a larger stream of activities Porter calls a “value system,” which include the separate value chains of suppliers, distributors, and retailers
(Porter 1990, 40–43).
17. There are two distinct dimensions in how a ﬁrm competes internationally: the conﬁguration of a ﬁrm’s activities
worldwide, which range from concentrated (performing an
activity, such as research and development, in one location
and serving the world from it) to dispersed (performing
every activity in each country); and the coordination of value
chain activities, which range from tight to loose structures
(Porter 1987, 34–38).
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18. Reich (1991) says that core corporations in the United States at the end of the twentieth century have moved
from high-volume production of standard commodities to
high-value activities that serve the unique needs of particular customers. This requires an organizational shift from vertical coordination (represented as pyramids of power, with
strong chief executives presiding over ever-widening layers
of managers, atop an even larger group of hourly workers)
to horizontal coordination (represented as webs of highvalue activities connected by networks of ﬁrms).
19. The GCC approach adopted what Dicken et al.
(2001, 93) call “a network methodology for understanding
the global economy.” The objective is “to identify the actors
in these networks, their power and capacities, and the ways
through which they exercise their power through association
with networks of relationships.”
20. One of the key ﬁndings of value chain studies is that
access to developed country markets has become increasingly dependent on participating in global production networks
led by ﬁrms based in developed countries. Therefore, how
value chains function is essential for understanding how
ﬁrms in developing countries can gain access to global
markets, what the beneﬁts from such access might be, and
how these beneﬁts might be increased. A GVC research
network has formed to study these issues (see http://www
.globalvaluechains.org).
21. Several international organizations have featured the
global production networks perspective in recent reports, including UNIDO (2002, chap. 6), UNCTAD (2002a, chap.
5; 2002b, chap. 3), the World Bank (2003, 55–66), and the
International Labor Organization’s program “Global Production and Local Jobs” (see the April 2003 issue of Global
Networks for several articles from this project).
22. These distinctions are not ironclad. Often they reﬂect
primary versus secondary research orientations. The scholars
who adopt an institutional perspective at the national level
can still look at the diversity of ﬁrm strategies within national contexts (e.g., Morgan, Kristensen, and Whitley 2001).
Similarly, those who use organizational perspectives to understand the evolution of ﬁrm strategies and interﬁrm networks within global industries may ground their generalizations in diverse institutional contexts at the regional,
national, and local levels of analysis (e.g., Bair and Gerefﬁ
2001; Gerefﬁ, Spener, and Bair 2002).
23. Guillén (2001) offers a very insightful sociological
perspective on the limits of convergence in his systematic
comparison of organizational change in Argentina, South
Korea, and Spain since 1950. Guillén uses a comparative institutional approach to show that “the emergence of a speciﬁc combination of organizational forms in a given country
enables it to be successful in the global economy at certain
activities but not others” (2001, 16).
24. Indeed, companies from the same national business
system may show contradictory patterns as they confront
global markets. A careful study of seven German transnational companies in three of Germany’s core industries—
Hoechst, Bayer, and BASF in the chemical/pharmaceutical
industries; Volkswagen, Mercedes-Benz, and BMW in the
automobile industry; and Siemens in electrical/electronic
engineering—reveals that strikingly different strategies exist
within and between these industries, resulting from a mixture of traditional German ways of doing business and bold
global moves (Lane 2001). This departs markedly from
Whitley’s classiﬁcation of ﬁrms in the German business system as “collaborative hierarchies.”
25. This analysis of industrial upgrading in apparel draws

mainly from Gerefﬁ (1999) and Gerefﬁ and Memodovic
(2003).
26. However, a number of OBM companies have returned to OEM because it capitalizes on East Asia’s core
competence in manufacturing expertise. Some East Asian
companies pursue a dual strategy of doing OBM for the domestic and other developing country markets, and OEM
production for the United States and other industrial country markets.
27. By contrast, the popular “ﬂying geese” model of
Asian development assumes that countries industrialize in a
clear follow-the-leader pattern (Akamatsu 1961), and no attention is paid to the kind of international production networks that may emerge between the lead economies and
their followers.
28. A prime example is sub-Saharan Africa, which, under
the African Growth of Opportunity Act of October 2000,
has been granted quota-free and duty-free access to the U.S.
market for products that meet speciﬁed rules of origin (see
http://www.agoa.gov).
29. See Dolan and Humphrey 2000 for the facts relevant
to this case.
30. The one exception to this high level of concentration
is organic produce, for which there is both a price premium
and a signiﬁcant unmet market demand in the United Kingdom because local production is very fragmented. Smaller
African exporters still have an opportunity to penetrate this
market because organics do not presently require the scale
and investment of more exotic forms of produce.
31. “Working for a Better Globalization,” remarks by
Horst Köhler at the Conference on Humanizing the Global
Economy, Washington, D.C., January 28, 2002. Cited in
Ruggie 2002a, 3.
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The Political and Economic Sociology
of International Economic Arrangements
Neil Fligstein

The governance (or some would say, the lack of
governance) of the global economy is one of the
key issues in the ﬁelds of international relations,
political economy, and comparative politics. So far,
little of the “new” economic sociology has taken
up this question. The purpose of this chapter is to
consider what positive agenda might be carved out
for economic sociology in helping to make sense of
the expansion and governance of the global economy. The sociology of markets provides us with a
theoretical understanding of the institutional underpinnings of markets and the dynamics by which
new markets are created. The globalization of markets can be reconceptualized as a process of market
integration whereby new markets emerge where
more localized markets previously existed. Once
these markets come into existence, there is a demand by market participants for more global governance, that is, more institutional underpinnings.
The issues at stake, property rights, governance
structures, and rules of exchange, are at the core of
the types of agreements that have been reached in
the World Trade Organization, the North American Free Trade Agreement, and the European
Union. In this way, economic sociology can provide for an important and interesting research
agenda that adds to the existing literature and
points to research areas that have so far been
underexploited.
Economic globalization is a somewhat vague
idea that refers to at least three related phenomena. First, there has been tremendous growth in
world trade in the past 50 years. In 1950, about 5
percent of the world GDP crossed national borders. By 2001, this ﬁgure had risen to 17 percent
(World Trade Organization 2002). World trade
grew 1,400 percent even as world economic output rose over 400 percent for the same period.
Second, there has been increased expansion and
integration of the world’s various ﬁnancial markets
as a cause and consequence of this increase in
trade. There is a huge and expanding world mar-

ket for currencies, equities, government bonds,
and other ﬁnancial instruments such as derivatives.
Fund managers move money across countries and
instruments with the push of a computer key. Finally, the world has witnessed tremendous economic development in Asia, in particular, Japan,
Korea, Thailand, Indonesia, the Philippines, and
most recently China and India. These countries’
economic development has been driven by production for the world market, particularly the U.S.
market.
Historically, trade relations were governed by
governments. Given the huge increase in trade that
has occurred, it is not surprising that policymakers
and scholars are concerned to understand how this
control has changed. A useful approach is to consider the governance of international markets as a
question of the role of positive and negative integration in creating international markets for goods
and services (Scharpf 1996). Many of the changes
in trade regulation around the world have involved
the tearing down of trade barriers erected by governments to promote national economic development. These barriers consist of tariffs on imported
goods, capital controls, rules governing the amount
of foreign goods allowed in the country (such as
quotas on imported steel), rules that make it hard
for foreign companies to do business without national partners, or rules that force foreign companies to change their products in order to meet local
standards.
The removal of these barriers without producing
new regulation to guide trade is termed negative
integration. Generally, free trade has produced
positive outcomes for most participants. But there
can be negative effects as well. Depending on the
economic mix, both countries can lose jobs, have
decreased economic security and increased income
inequality, face higher odds of ﬁnancial meltdowns,
and face negative environmental or health consequences (particularly in less developed countries).
There can also be disadvantages for ﬁrms in com-
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peting across national borders. Firms that try to
take advantage of new market openings can ﬁnd
themselves at the mercy of national governments
and local courts that make it difﬁcult to enforce
contracts. Firms that cannot compete with new entrants face bankruptcy and dissolution. These bad
effects of negative integration drive the international search for new mechanisms of governance.
Rules that guide trade across national boundaries
are termed positive integration when they specify
how exchange will be governed (Scharpf 1996).
An important insight provided by economic sociology is that the problems facing actors in international markets are very similar to the problems
facing actors in national markets. As Polanyi
(1944) noted long ago, as national markets integrate, they cause dislocation and disorganization.
Firms worry about how to organize, gain access to
capital, engage in competition, and exchange with
workers, customers, and suppliers. Workers ﬁnd
themselves being exploited by working long hours,
sometimes under unsafe and unhealthy conditions.
Consumers also worry about the safety and usefulness of products. As a result, in most national
economies governments intervene with rules and
laws to make markets operate and protect workers,
ﬁrms, and consumers (Fligstein 2001).
It is useful to consider the economic history of
the United States as a case in point. The state governments were larger and more powerful than the
federal government from 1789 to 1860. The state
governments, controlled by local economic elites,
tried to use their power to prevent out-of-state corporations from competing with local business interests. But the commerce clause of the U.S. Constitution implies that states could not prevent
corporations (or any other kind of economic actor)
from competing with local ﬁrms. The U.S. Supreme
Court consistently ruled against states that tried to
pass and enforce laws barring out-of-state ﬁrms,
and in favor of so-called foreign corporations
(Friedman 1973). The nineteenth century also
produced the limited liability joint stock corporation as the main vehicle to organize large capitalist
enterprise (Roy 1998). At the beginning of the
nineteenth century, incorporation required an act
of state legislatures. By the end of the century, incorporation could be done by anyone. Over the
100 years, the corporation as a legal form changed
from being a “creature of the state,” a circumstance
in which state legislatures appeared to have total
control over corporations, to an entity with the
same rights as individuals (Horwitz 1977). During
the period from 1870 to 1920, the issue of fair and

unfair forms of competition arose as a central focus
for government policy. The United States created
modern antitrust (or as it is sometimes called, competition) policy with the Sherman Act and the Federal Trade Commission. These laws and the organizations that enforced them came to govern
corporations through the extensive interaction of
ﬁrms, courts, and government. Finally, investor and
consumer protection was extended during the depression of the 1930s. The process by which these
legal vehicles evolved was contentious. There were
winners and losers along the way. These same issues
have been faced and resolved within all of the main
capitalist societies. While their solutions have reﬂected the unique politics of each society, they have
crafted rules that helped solve collective problems
of organizing markets.
The main difference between solutions to national problems and solutions to international
market problems, of course, is that in national
markets, there is a government to which ﬁrms,
workers, and other organized social actors can appeal. In international markets, the political arenas
are less well formed and there are great barriers to
cooperation across societies with different interests
and different legal and political institutions. There
is also the problem that most nation-states take the
issue of state sovereignty as quite important. This
creates a dilemma that is at the heart of making international economic agreements. It is relatively
easy for governments to produce negative integration. But to agree to positive rules of market integration, governments have to accept supranational
political arenas where rules are made and courts or
mediators will make binding decisions against national ﬁrms or governments. The United States is
the most vocal among nation-states in invoking
sovereignty to avoid international oversight. The
U.S. government’s ofﬁcial policy on most issues of
trade is that negative integration (i.e., the tearing
down of trade barriers) is good and that positive
integration, which might interfere with the sovereignty of the U.S. government, is bad. Still, even
the United States agreed to the WTO’s arbitration
process.
There are two main theoretical schools of
thought about how these processes of national and
international market integration should work. The
dominant view is the neoclassical theory of regulation that has by now come to be called “neoliberalism.” Economists generally think that regulation
of markets should be undertaken only after extensive market failure. For them, deregulation is a
form of negative integration. Tearing down market
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barriers will make ﬁrms compete harder and force
them to allocate their capital more efﬁciently.
Economists are always skeptical of regulation because of the possibility of rent seeking either on
the part of governments or a subset of ﬁrms (see
Noll 1989 and Peltzman 1989 for reviews). Governments will want to keep control over economic
actors and keep tax revenues high. The largest and
most powerful ﬁrms will push to have laws written
to protect them. Regulatory bodies are also more
subject to takeover by incumbent ﬁrms that will
make regulation work for them at the expense of
others. The long-term effect of regulation for either governments or ﬁrms will be to produce less
economic growth. So most economists favor negative integration projects and deregulation of industries because they push ﬁrms to compete directly on the price and quality of their goods.
The opposite point of view is that markets cannot function without formal and informal institutions (North 1990; Fligstein 2001; Vogel 1996;
Weiss 1998; Rodrik 1997; Dezalay and Garth 1996;
see the papers in Dezalay and Garth 2002a). Market actors need rules to guide their interactions
and exchanges, and without these rules, they may
fail to make investments. The issue is not whether
to have rules guiding economic exchange, but how
to create the right kind of rules to promote economic exchange and allow for the rule of law. For
institutionalists, the negative integration project is
only one step toward market building. It unleashes demands by market actors (ﬁrms, workers, consumers, and governments) for positive integration
to insure that markets function properly and that
their potentially negative effects are mitigated
(Fligstein and Stone-Sweet 2002).
This debate has played out in interesting ways in
discussions of globalization. For most of those
(and they are mainly economists) who dominate
the economic policymaking of the U.S. government, the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development, the World Bank, and the
International Monetary Fund, deregulation and
negative integration (particularly the reduction of
tariff barriers) are good things. National government interventions into capital, product, and labor
markets are bad things. The main recommendation by economic policymakers to governments
around the world is to deregulate markets and resist national appeals to do otherwise.
But it is here that the empirical literature shows
curious results. Instead of getting weaker or less
involved with their economies, governments have
actually increased their involvement even as they
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have embraced free trade (see the papers in Berger
and Dore 1996 and Crouch and Streeck 1997;
Weiss 1998; Vogel 1996; Smelser 1995). Rodrik
(1995) shows that as national economies have become more open to trade, governments have tended to spend more money to equalize the bad distributional effects of trade. Garrett (1998) has
shown that national political coalitions based on
center-left parties have preserved the ability of
governments to redistribute income and regulate
labor markets even as trade has increased.
Moreover, the literature shows positive integration projects often follow on the heels of negative
integration projects (for a partial review, see Berger 2000). So, for example, the European Union
has moved from fundamentally a negative integration project in the 1960s and 1970s to a more
positive integration project in the 1980s and
1990s (Fligstein and Stone-Sweet 2002). The
General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, the basic
framework for reducing tariffs around the world,
started out as a negative integration project. But
in the last round of trade negotiations, governments decided to form a more permanent organization, the World Trade Organization, and a dispute-settling mechanism to resolve trade disputes
under WTO rules. The various trade agreements
between the United States, Canada, and Mexico
that evolved over the twentieth century culminated in an extensive and ambitious agreement, the
North American Free Trade Agreement, that also
contains transnational mechanisms to enforce it.
Indeed, it will be argued that globalization via
negative integration will not produce an integrated world economy. The most integrated regional
economy is the European Union, and it is no surprise that it has the most extensive system of positive trade rules, a court that handles disputes, and
now, a single currency.
The increase in global governance over time is
what institutionalists of all varieties would predict.
But there has been a great deal of unevenness in
what sort of projects have been undertaken. It is
obvious that international trade agreements have
favored traders. It is here that economic sociology
may shed some light. Among the questions one
can pose are the following: Where does the demand for international governance come from?
What kind of governance do actors seek? How do
they enforce the rules they collectively create? Why
is it easier to get international agreements for producers, but much harder to get agreements for
other groups, such as labor and the environment?
Under what conditions are governments prepared
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to give up sovereignty in international economic
agreements?
This chapter ﬁrst considers the extant theoretical
background in political science, sociology, and
economics. Then it provides a critique of these
perspectives, focused primarily on what they leave
out. Next comes a consideration of how economic
sociology can help by offering a conception of
markets, their institutions, and their links to governments. A typology of international economic
arrangements is suggested. Then an extensive discussion of one case, the European Union, illustrates these various principles. Finally, some possible research agendas are proposed.

BACKGROUND
The literature on international economic agreements is dominated by research in political science
and economics, although sociologists have contributed in their work on political economy (Block
1977; Wood 1986), world systems (Wallerstein
1984; Arrighi 1994), neo-Marxist approaches
(Streeck and Schmitter 1991; Murphy 2000; Robinson 2001), and world culture (Meyer et al.
1997; Boli and Thomas 1998). The classic literature on international relations was dominated by
the realist school of thought. Here the world of
states was depicted as an anarchic realm where
power and interest dominated. Military might and
security were the central concerns of states. International agreements were seen as derivative from
the larger power dynamics of states and therefore
as inconsequential (Waltz 1979).
A number of schools of thought that have
evolved over the past 30 years have taken issue
with the realist point of view: neorealism or liberalism, political economy from an interest group
and a neo-Marxist perspective, constructivism, world
systems, and world culture. All begin with the idea
that international institutions produce constraints
on states and shape their subsequent behavior. In
this way, these arrangements have consequence for
the sovereignty claims of states. One of the core
features of modern states is their claim to control
everything that goes on within their borders. This
claim of absolute sovereignty is, of course, just a
claim, and the sovereignty that states actually have
depends on their capacity and politics (Krasner
1988). The interesting question that each of the
postrealist perspectives poses is why states enter
into international economic arrangements if they
may lose control over some aspect of sovereignty.

NEOREALISM
The neorealist perspective sticks with the idea
that states are unitary actors with interests (Keohane 1984; for a recent interesting updating of this
perspective see Koremenos, Lipson, and Snidal
2001). Instead of seeing an anarchic world where
military power dominates, neorealists view states as
willing to cooperate with other states when it
serves their interests. States are prepared to trade
off sovereignty if they can make arrangements that
have tangible beneﬁts. So, for example, states are
prepared to lower tariffs in an international agreement, thereby making it harder for subsequent
governments to raise those tariffs. This decrease in
sovereignty is acceptable because of the societal
gains from free trade. International organizations
are viewed in a similar light. States give power to
international organizations in order to attain joint
gains from cooperation. Moreover, the particular
institutional design of an international organization is thought to precisely reﬂect the willingness
of states to cede such sovereignty in order to capture gains. So some international organizations are
“talk shops,” while others have more bite. What
explains states’ willingness to participate in either is
the size of positive gain (Koremenis, Libson, and
Snidal 2001). Neorealism makes one strong prediction: states will not enter into binding agreements or set up international organizations unless
the beneﬁts outweigh the potential costs (in both
harm to national interests and declines in national
sovereignty). An international economic agreement requires states be willing to cede sovereignty
to an international governmental organization
(IGO). The unevenness of current international
systems of governance suggests that it is difﬁcult to
get states to make these kinds of agreements.
Scholars in this tradition have viewed the international arenas where trade agreements have been
hammered out and enforced as important to pushing governments toward freer trade. The General
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT), World
Trade Organization (WTO), European Union
(EC), North American Free Trade Agreement
(NAFTA), “Market of the South” (MERCOSUR),
Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN),
and APEC (Asian Paciﬁc Economic Cooperation)
all have reinforced cooperation between governments on issues of trade and seemed to push the
possibility of cooperation. The main mechanism by
which increases in cooperation over time occur is
positive feedback. Governments that participate
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get increased economic growth as free trade works
for their society. This makes them more likely to
open more markets. It is also the case that some international governmental organizations have been
less successful in pushing free trade (e.g., APEC
and ASEAN) and been more like “talk shops.” A
neorealist explanation of this pattern would focus
on the lack of payoff perceived by national governments.

POLITICAL ECONOMY
In the political economy perspective, states’ interests are less unitary and more subject to internal
and external political pressures (for recent reviews,
see Milner 1999 and Berger 2000). Its views are
related to the general model of regulation that
comes from economics. Economics starts out from
the position that free trade is always good because
of the theory of comparative advantage. Adherents
to this theory wonder why governments ever undertake protectionist measures. Political scientists
and sociologists generally start with the opposite
view: that various constituencies in society prevent
state actors from entering into free trade agreements centered on negative integration. Scholarly
attention has focused on which national interest
groups favor of trade and which oppose it.
In the case of international economic agreements, exporters (i.e. multinational corporations,
or as some call them, transnational corporations
[hereafter TNCs]) generally favor more open markets, and local producers who are totally dependent on the national market favor closed markets.
The relative size and weight of these groups in a
particular society affect the ability of governments
to enter into international economic agreements.
There are two basic variants of this thesis. One emphasizes that sectoral interests predominate, while
the other views class interests as pivotal. In the former approach, ﬁrms in particular sectors, like steel
and sugar, that have been negatively affected by
opening up boundaries to imports oppose participation by their governments in trade pacts. Similarly, those that would beneﬁt from exporting, like
airplane manufacturers and computer ﬁrms, favor
such pacts. Governments may pursue trade openings for their major exporters and protectionism
for those that might be hurt by open markets (for
empirical examples in this literature, see Irwin 1994,
1996; Frieden 1990).
Another approach focuses attention on capital
and labor, seeing ﬁrms and workers as pitted
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against one another. Capital would theoretically
prefer to have open product and capital markets so
it can seek out the highest possible returns. Labor
would prefer to keep capital captive. Since labor is
the least mobile of resource endowments, it is the
most likely to pressure governments to protect industry. Evidence exists to support this division of
interests (Rogowski 1989; Midford 1993; Scheve
and Slaughter 1998). One way to bring both theories together is to recognize that sector and factor interests could coincide. So, low-skill, laborintensive industries confronted with high and rising import penetration would mobilize both ﬁrms
and workers to support protection. There are research results that support this view (Baldwin
1986; Treﬂer 1993).
The political economy literature has also been
interested in why the past 20 years have witnessed
such a huge global expansion of world trade and of
world trade agreements. Theorists who begin with
the idea that a particular country has a trade
regime because of its mix of economic activities
have to consider how those activities have changed
in order to explain why governments have shifted
policies. A number of provocative arguments have
been made. One argument is that as trade barriers
have decreased (with the GATT and the European
Union), both capitalists and skilled workers view
exporting as an opportunity and therefore press
their governments for more trade agreements.
This produces a kind of “virtuous circle” for support of free trade (Frieden and Rogowski 1996).
This argument seems of greater relevance to more
developed than to less developed countries.
In the case of less developed countries, another
set of arguments has been made. Scholars argue
that governments have taken the relative failure
of import substitution strategies and the relative
success of the open Asian countries as impetus to
shift from trade protectionism to trade openness
(Krueger 1997; Rodrik 1994, 1995; Bates and
Krueger 1993). It turns out that there is little evidence to support this view. Most less developed
countries still have organized opposition to such
shifts in policy among both capital and labor. Their
governments often changed policies in the face of
substantial opposition.
A more promising line of research to explain the
interest in open trade among less developed countries looks at political factors. Some of these are
domestic, like the capacity of the local bureaucracy
to act autonomously from key interest groups and
the existence of democracy. Others are international. Here, scholars have emphasized the role of
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U.S. hegemony, the fall of communism, and the
push to economic liberalization by IGOs like the
Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development, the World Bank, and the International
Monetary Fund (Krasner 1976; Lake 1988; Gowa
1994; Russett 1985; Haggard 1995; Evans 1996,
1997). The international economic environment
has provided ideological and material support to
push free trade and ﬁnancial deregulation. The
epistemic community of international aid and economics organizations has pushed the view that the
path to economic growth is more market and less
regulation. Both carrots (i.e., trade access to developed countries and international investment)
and sticks (requirements from the IMF and the
World Bank to open markets in exchange for aid)
are used to open markets.

NEO-MARXIST AND WORLD SYSTEMS
APPROACHES
Several other related literatures, located mostly
in sociology, try to understand the link between international economic arrangements and global economic activity: neo-Marxist approaches and world
systems theory. Both of these schools of thought
view the dynamics of capitalism as driving world
economic integration and producing economic
governance on a world scale. Their main similarity
is to posit that the world system of states and the
world economy are mutually constituted. This
means that the dynamics of the economy (both national and international) will have direct effects on
the types of international governance that are possible. They differ in emphasizing different political
and economic forces in the construction of global
governance. Unlike political economy approaches
in political science, they assume that capitalism is a
system. Neo-Marxists and world systems theorists
view the forms of regulation that emerge less as a
product of bargaining processes and more as a
product of systemic imperatives.
One approach is to focus on how the United
States as the hegemonic economy and military
power has pushed its “liberal” agenda through its
design of and control over international organizations. Block (1977) documents the U.S. attempt
to produce an international ﬁnancial architecture
following World War II that would promote a free
trade agenda. But Block concludes that the IMF
and the World Bank (and by implication, the U.S.
government) were ultimately unsuccessful in this

effort. The ﬁnancial architecture could not contain
crises, and this inability produced the collapse of
the Bretton Woods system in 1973. Wood (1986)
shows that the U.S. government dictated policies
to developing countries and used the international
ﬁnancial system to force countries to pursue free
trade and deregulation. Some political scientists
have noted these processes. Helleiner (1994) considers the pressure on developing countries to pursue ﬁnancial liberalization during the 1980s. Recently, studies of the Asian ﬁnancial crisis of the
late 1990s have focused on the role of the IMF
and the World Bank in promoting ﬁnancial liberalization around the world. Most scholars agree that
this intervention set up the ﬁnancial meltdowns of
the late 1990s (Stiglitz 2002; see the papers in
Jackson 1999 and Pempel 1999).
While some neo-Marxists believe the international apparatus is fragile and generally not up to
the task of regulating the world economy, others
have viewed the forms of global governance in
more functionalist terms. World systems theory
starts with the premise that the world economy has
been evolving since at least 1450 (Wallerstein
1974). During this time, there have been waves of
economic growth that were presided over by
hegemonic powers, ﬁrst in Italy, then the Netherlands, then Great Britain, and ﬁnally, the United
States (Arrighi 1994, 6; Wallerstein 1984). World
systems theory argues that the rise and fall of these
hegemons follows an economic cycle that involves
expansion of the existing capitalist world system
under their direction, the maturing of that expansion, and an eventual decline. The old hegemon is
replaced by a new one with a new set of strategies
and tactics to dominate the world.
In the most current cycle, the hegemon is the
United States. The United States was able to assume this political role after World War II because
it was the largest economy and had the strongest
military apparatus. The United States produced a
world order that reﬂects its attempt to maintain
power. From the world system perspective, the
world division of labor between developed and developing societies is reinforced by this order, keeping the world safe for development by American
economic interests, primarily TNCs (see Arrighi
1994; McMichael 1996; Chase-Dunn 1998). From
this point of view, the IMF, World Bank, GATT,
and WTO are all outgrowths and representatives
of U.S. hegemony. The main current concern in
the world systems literature is that the United
States is in decline economically (Wallerstein 1984;
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Boswell and Chase-Dunn 2000; Arrighi 1994).
This implies that there will be a resurgence of conﬂict in the world system and that U.S.-inspired
IGOs will fall as the hegemon they support falls.
Another perspective on the global economy and
international governance is neo-Marxist in its orientation. Instead of locating the structure of the
world economy and polity in the interests of the
United States, this literature views the global system as an outgrowth of the emergence of a global
capitalist class. The strongest statement of this perspective is Robinson’s (1996, 2001). Robinson argues that the world economy has moved to become a global economy. This implies an emerging
worldwide capitalist class made up of the owners of
multinational corporations. These corporations are
now transnational; that is, they organize their activities on a worldwide scale in order to take advantage of differences in regulation and the price
of labor.
From Robinson’s perspective, this transnationalist capitalist class wants to undermine the power of
traditional states in order to force those states to
deregulate their markets, tear down tariff barriers,
and generally lower social protection of workers.
They also have set up a transnational state that
consists of the international organizations that enforce ﬁscal, monetary, and regulatory discipline on
countries around the world, such as the World
Bank, the IMF, the OECD, and the WTO. These
organizations help push forward a neoliberal state
at the national level and prevent international regulation of capital.
Robinson (2001) and Murphy (1994) argue
that a large number of international nongovernmental organizations (INGOs) have emerged to
help ﬁrms coordinate their production. Murphy
(1994) views these INGOs as creating a kind of international civil society that promotes the interests
of corporations. He shows that the growth of these
international organizations over the past 150 years
reﬂects the concerns of capital over labor. Most of
these organizations promote international trade by
guaranteeing the standardization of products.
Murphy argues that while other kinds of issues
have been put on the international agenda (i.e.,
health, safety, the environment, and to a lesser degree, labor standards), labor has lost the most in
the past 30 years. He believes that eventually
transnational interest groups, in the forms of
INGOs, can have inﬂuence over this emerging
polity. But he recognizes that this emergence is
fraught with difﬁculties.
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CONSTRUCTIVISM
Constructivism is an umbrella term for approaches emphasizing that the arenas of international agreements are social constructions and that
the interests and identities of states are endogenously determined in the process of making such
agreements (for recent reviews, see Finnemore
1996; Finnemore and Sikkink 2001; Jacobson
2000). This point of view encompasses a number
of positions. John Meyer and his colleagues (for a
review, see Boli and Thomas 1998) have undertaken a research program in what they call “world culture.” Other scholars have studied how international norms are formed in particular domains.
Still others have studied international law and international intergovernmental organizations (see
Dezalay and Garth 1996; and the papers in Dezalay and Garth 2002a). Finally, epistemic communities and NGOs are viewed as agents who have affected the evolution of various agreements. It is
useful to brieﬂy review these arguments.
The constructivists pick up where the neorealists
leave off. Neorealists believe that international organizations can help states cooperate by providing
arenas where governments can learn more about
each other and gain trust that collective agreements will be enforced (Keohane 1984; Yarbrough
and Yarbrough 1992). Constructivists believe that
under some circumstances, international organizations and the nongovernmental actors that populate the fringe of international politics can affect
the preferences, identities, and actions of states
(Finnemore and Sikkink 2001; Jacobson 2000).
“Constructivism focuses on the role of ideas, norms,
knowledge, culture, and argument in politics,
stressing in particular the role of collectively held
or ‘intersubjective’ ideas and understandings on
social life” (Finnemore and Sikkink 2001, 392). Its
theorists hold that human interaction is shaped
primarily by ideas, not just material interests; these
ideas are not reducible to individual interests, and
they shape the identity and interests of actors
(Ruggie 1998; Wendt 1999).
In the context of international relations, scholars
have spent a great deal of energy trying to demonstrate that such factors have independent causal effects on outcomes of interest. So, for example,
Katzenstein and colleagues tried to show the effectiveness of internationally held norms on security
issues like slavery, piracy, the trafﬁcking of women,
foreign aid, and the rules of war (see the papers on
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national security in Katzenstein 1996). Checkel
(1997, 1998) has focused on how particular international norms have been interpreted and used in
domestic politics of states.
The constructivist approach suggests a laundry
list of mechanisms by which ideas and norms
might be consequential for the organization of international activities like trade. One idea that has
come out of this literature is that of a norm entrepreneur; that is, a person, an organization, or even
a set of organizations that works to change some
aspect of international rules or laws. Klotz (1995)
and Thomas (2001) show how these activists work
within countries and across them. Keck and Sikkink (1998) and Risse, Ropp, and Sikkink (1999)
look at cases in which activist groups use the
media, symbolic politics, and issue framing to get
national governments to engage in international
negotiations.
Scholars have identiﬁed several kinds of organizations here: national nongovernmental organizations (NNGOs), international nongovernmental
organizations (INGOs), international governmental organizations, epistemic communities, transnational issue networks, and transnational social
movements (for reviews, see Tarrow 2001; Jacobson 2000). Scholars have shown that the coordination of efforts at the national and international levels can lead to more signiﬁcant outcomes. This
mechanism (the coordination of efforts) allows environmental and labor groups to have an effect on
international economic agreements. Many scholars
are convinced that “rational discourse” can have
pivotal effects in particular situations. It is, perhaps,
possible for Habermasian “communicative action”
to change minds and worldviews (Risse 2000).
Another constructivist interest is the spread of
formal laws and informal dispute-settling mechanisms across societies. Slaughter (2002) argues
that the proliferation of actors in the global economy has produced a proliferation of laws and jurisdictions. NGOs, TNCs, and IGOs have found
ways to create their own laws and settle their disputes in private courts or through mediation that
takes place outside the boundaries of nation-states.
Dezalay and Garth (1996) show that this has occurred in the world of international commercial arbitration, where courts in London and other places
have created an international law outside of the
jurisdiction of nation-states. Dezalay and Garth
(2002b) argue that the model for much of this jurisprudence is U.S. law, and that the driving force
for the spread of dispute mechanisms is U.S.-based
transnational corporations.

The main contribution in sociology to this constructivist position comes from the world culture
perspective usually associated with Meyer and his
collaborators. This school of thought is interested
in how the culture of modernity is created and
spread. Meyer and his collaborators characterize
world culture as a “relatively uniﬁed cultural system and a densely linked economy without a centralized political system” (Meyer and Hannan 1978,
298). Meyer argues that states and markets were
embedded in a larger common culture that emphasized the construction of actors as individuals,
rights, and laws and prescribed to states what it
took to embody modern forms (2000). Such forms
included constitutions, educational systems, and
speciﬁc practices like censuses.
Meyer, Boli, Thomas, and Ramirez (1997) consolidated this view. They argued that the main
agents of the propagation of modernity were IGOs,
NGOs, epistemic communities of experts, and activist networks. Meyer et al. showed empirically the
expansion of these groups in time, space, and function. They also argued that the world culture was
selling a standard model of actorhood and citizenship. Boli and Thomas (1998) expand on this thesis by analyzing data on the expansion of NGOs
from the nineteenth century on.

CRITIQUE
The preceding review of theories seems to imply
a cacophony of voices without much agreement.
But there are many stylized facts on which all perspectives agree. Over time, there has been an
expansion in the number and intensity of international economic agreements. This pattern is
roughly related to the growth of international
trade and the expansion of international ﬁnance
(although most scholars do not try to theorize the
dynamic character of this process). Governments,
transnational corporations, NGOs (both national
and international), and IGOs have all participated
in producing these agreements. They have also
helped construct international standards that are
informally adopted by transnational corporations.
They have participated in the creation of private
courts. Within countries, labor and businesses oriented toward the local market have tried to prevent these agreements or at least worked to get
their governments to put into place forms of social
protection in the face of free trade. Social movement NGOs focused on the environment, human
rights, and women’s rights have all pushed gov-
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ernments to sign agreements that address social
justice in the context of market-opening projects.
Many theories highlight the role of the United
States because it is the leading military and economic power and its banks and transnational corporations are among the main actors in world
trade. Most of the theories assume that the economic agreements that have been reached are
“functional”; that is, they serve the interests of
those who set them in place, reﬂecting current distributions of power within and across societies.
The major source of disagreement is that neoMarxism and world systems theory see the world
economic governance structures as a direct outcome of either the U.S. government or the needs
of TNCs, while political scientists and economists
generally see these agreements as the outcome of
bargaining processes. The result is that neo-Marxism
and world systems theory tend to view the lack of
extensive governance of the world economy as
beneﬁting the key actors, the U.S. government
and TNCs. Political scientists and economists are
likely to view the current level of governance as
possibly suboptimal and ineffective because governments, ﬁrms, and labor from different countries
can block forms of economic governance that
would increase trade and economic growth. NeoMarxism and world systems theory suggest that
the United States and TNCs get the system they
want. Other perspectives see existing arrangements
as suboptimal because potential gains cannot be
achieved for lack of governance.
It seems pretty obvious that there is a lack of
governance in the world economy. The endemic
crises of the ﬁnancial system, the degradation of
the environment, and the incidence of poverty and
war (Evans and Rausch 1999) suggest that we do
not have enough governance. Firms’ opportunities
to earn proﬁts are affected by bad politics and lack
of governance. With more and better national and
international global economic governance, the
possibilities for economic growth increase. The
lack of economic governance is harmful not just to
the interests of ﬁrms and the sovereignty of governments, but to the greater welfare of the citizens
of various societies.
Much of the current discussion omits important
elements. First, the degree to which changes in international trade drive agreements is not well speciﬁed. Second, almost no attention is given to what
is or is not contained in agreements. Third, it is
difﬁcult to develop a typology of such agreements
because what they are used for is not clear. Finally,
the dynamics of such agreements, once in place,
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are poorly understood. The political economy approach has put the idea of feedback between agreements and the likelihood of subsequent agreements
on the research agenda, but it needs more development. These are questions that the sociology of
markets and economic sociology are prepared to
help answer. Economic sociology gives us insight
into how these various approaches might be linked
and suggests research agendas that have been barely begun.
There is a kind of “chicken and egg” problem in
linking international economic agreements to domestic actors in various countries who might favor
them. If there are substantial trade barriers in a
particular sector or if one factor is able to block the
mobility of others (i.e., labor over capital), then actors who want a different trade regime have no opportunity to put that issue on the agenda. Indeed,
the status quo in a particular government tends to
stay in place. The real issue to explain is why trade
openings occur. Indeed, in a world where one
actor wanted protection everywhere where another wanted open trade, the possibility for new trade
deals does not exist. One of two things has to happen. One possibility is that my traders are in the
same business as your traders and both are arrogant enough to believe they will dominate. Another is that we have perfectly complementary traders,
so that my gain will be yours. This logic suggests
that the substance of trade agreements is a good
clue as to which groups are powerful across societies and why.
A related issue is the already existing degree of
market openness. We know that some products
and services (investment banking, automobiles,
petroleum) are widely traded across international
borders, while others are not (home mortgages,
retail trade). One would expect the existing level of
integration of markets to identify which market actors favor international agreements. To put the
matter another way, we do not have a deﬁnition of
a single world market for a product. In order to
make sense of which markets include actors who
demand for rules and which do not, it is important
to know which goods and services are highly traded across societies and which are not. Part of the
problem is that our theories begin with governments and national markets and then extrapolate
to international markets without governments. In
reality, some markets are more, and other markets
less, national. It is this difference (and changes in
integration) that drives expansion in trade regimes.
One reason to pay attention to the content of
trade agreements has already been mentioned (i.e.,
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which sectors are affected tells us who is interested
in such rules). But there is a deeper theoretical
problem. Most economic literature is about creating open markets, that is, markets without rules
governing who gets to be a producer and what is
produced and its price. This is what we have
termed negative integration. But such a focus takes
us away from interesting issues that all sorts of
trade agreements raise: that is, what are the institutional conditions necessary to produce an integrated market? One part of such an agreement
would be the ease of entry of actors. But that is
only one issue. Once trade begins on a routine
basis, producers face decisions and dilemmas in
order to make a real integrated market sustainable.
They must have rules of exchange that allow them
to write and enforce contracts, insure their products meet health and safety standards of whichever
country is involved, allow them to seek out ﬁnancing, and insure their products can work in any
country. Producers also want to enforce property
rights governing their investments, allowing them
to partner with locals and protecting intellectual
property. Finally, they want to avoid unfair competition. The existing literature says little about how
market-opening projects that provide positive market integration will look and the conditions under
which such rules will occur.
Finally, the problem of dynamics haunts most
social science arguments. We understand why an
existing order is likely to remain in place. After all,
rules are written to favor the most organized, who
have resources to ensure that if situations change,
new rules will help them adjust. It is much harder
to make sense of the direction of social change in
the world economy. There are more international
organizations and agreements today than 40 years
ago. A feedback mechanism whereby the existence
of agreements empowers actors, stimulating the
demand for more agreements, is the best explanation of changes that have occurred.

CONTRIBUTIONS OF THE SOCIOLOGY OF
MARKETS
The sociology of markets can be used to make
more sense of international economic agreements.
My basic view is that the sociology of markets conceives of a market as an organizational ﬁeld in
which a self-reproducing role structure of ﬁrms reﬂects a system of power (i.e., it contains a set of
challenger and incumbent ﬁrms) that operates
with a conception of control (i.e., collective un-

derstandings about what the actions of other market actors mean) (Fligstein 1996, 2001). Markets
depend on extensive societal infrastructure in order
to exist. They need stable states and currency, the
rule of law, functioning property rights, governance structures, and rules of exchange. Markets
depend greatly on states, courts, and rules. States,
too, can be conceived of as organizational ﬁelds
(Laumann and Knoke 1987). States develop regulatory capacity for particular issues and industries.
They produce laws and rules. They also produce
courts that enforce rules. Thus, the sociology of
markets proposes that to make markets, you need
participants (i.e., ﬁrms), rules, and usually, governments to create and enforce rules.
Four main conceptual understandings relevant
to understanding international economic agreements can be derived from the literature. First, the
theory provides an account of how markets come
into existence, stabilize, and are transformed. This
can be used as a way to understand if markets are
becoming globalized and how many such markets
exist. Second, the sociology of markets implies that
actors frequently seek out states to help them produce rules to guide their actions. It follows that
ﬁrms in more globalized markets desire international rules more than ﬁrms in markets protected
by national governments. If we know which markets are being globalized, we can predict the nature and direction of rules. Third, the sociology of
markets speciﬁes the social institutions that are
necessary to produce stable markets. It follows that
if global markets are to work, ﬁrms will push states
to make rules to create stable market interactions.
More extensive market integration projects require
more extensive rule making of the positive integration variety. The content of international economic agreements can be analyzed in terms of the types
of rules they produce (for an example, see Fligstein
and Mara-Drita 1996). Finally, these relationships
are about power. Firms prefer rules that they
themselves write and enforce. But barring that,
they probably prefer no rules (i.e., negative integration). States try to maintain sovereignty, and
the most powerful state, the United States is one
of the main obstacles to international agreements.
The ﬁrst step in developing a sociology of markets is to propose what rules and understandings
are necessary to make structured exchange (i.e.,
markets as ﬁelds) possible. Four types of rules or
institutions are relevant to producing social structures in markets: property rights, governance structures, rules of exchange, and conceptions of control. Property rights are rules that deﬁne who has
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claims on the proﬁts of ﬁrms (akin to what agency
theorists call “residual claims” on the free cash
ﬂow of ﬁrms [Jensen and Meckling 1976; Fama
1980]). This leaves open the issues of the different
legal forms that exist (i.e., corporations vs. partnerships); the relationship between shareholders
and employees, local communities, suppliers, and
customers; and the role of the state in directing investment, owning ﬁrms, and preventing owners
from harming workers. The holders of property
rights are entitled to dispose of property or earn
income from it. Patents and credentials are forms
of property rights that entitle their holder to earn
proﬁts by claiming to use a resource. The constitution of property rights is a continuous and contestable political process, not the outcome of an efﬁcient process (for a similar argument, see Roe
1994). Organized groups from business, labor,
government agencies, and political parties try to
affect the constitution of property rights.
Governance structures refer to the general rules
in a society that deﬁne relations of competition
and cooperation, and the organization of ﬁrms.
These rules deﬁne the legal and illegal forms of
ﬁrms’ control over competition. The rules can be
(1) laws or (2) informal institutional practices.
Laws, called antitrust, competition, or anticartel
laws, exist in most advanced industrial societies.
The passage, enforcement, and judicial interpretation of these laws is contested (Fligstein 1996),
and the content of such laws varies widely across
societies. Some societies allow extensive cooperation between competitors, particularly when foreign trade is involved, while others tend to reduce
the effects of barriers to entry and promote competition. Competition is regulated not just within
societies, but across societies. Countries have tariffs and trade barriers to help national industry
compete with foreign ﬁrms. These laws often beneﬁt particular sectors of the economy.
Rules of exchange deﬁne who can transact with
whom and under which conditions. Rules must be
established regarding weights, common standards,
shipping, billing, insurance, the exchange of money
(i.e., banks), and the enforcement of contracts.
Rules of exchange regulate health and safety standards of products and the standardization of products more generally. For example, pharmaceutical
products undergo extensive testing. Health and
safety standards help both buyers and sellers and
facilitate exchange between parties who may have
only ﬂeeting interactions.
Product standardization has become increasingly
important in the context of rules of exchange, par-
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ticularly in the telecommunications and computer
industries. National and international bodies agree
on standards for products across many industries.
Standard settings produce shared rules that guarantee that products will be compatible. This facilitates
exchange by making it more likely that products will
work as intended. Rules of exchange help stabilize
markets by insuring that exchanges occur under
rules that apply to everyone. If ﬁrms that ship their
goods across a particular society do not have rules
of exchange, exchanges will be haphazard at best.
Making these rules has become even more important for trade across societies. Many of the newest
international trade agreements, including the European Union’s Single Market Program and the last
round of GATT, focus on producing and harmonizing practices connected to rules of exchange.
Conceptions of control reﬂect market-speciﬁc
agreements between actors on principles of internal organization (i.e., forms of hierarchy), tactics
for competition or cooperation (i.e., strategies),
and the hierarchy or status ordering of ﬁrms in a
given market. A conception of control is a form of
“local knowledge” (Geertz 1983). Conceptions of
control are historical and cultural products, specific to a certain industry in a certain society. They are
cultural in that they form a set of understandings
and practices about how things work in a particular market. A stable market is a social ﬁeld with a
conception of control that deﬁnes the social relations between incumbent and challenger seller
ﬁrms whereby the incumbent ﬁrms reproduce
those relations on a period-to-period basis.
A set of rules under which stable markets can operate helps to structure exchange in particular product ﬁelds in a particular society. To move from
unstructured to structured exchange in a market
implies that actors have become aware of systematic problems in stabilizing exchange. Their awareness
stimulated them to search for social-organizational
solutions to their problems. But this awareness did
not come all at once. The emergence of the general social technologies that help actors to produce
and maintain modern markets depended on solving
the problems presented by property rights (i.e., who
owned what), governance structures (i.e., ways to
organize, including fair and unfair forms of competition), rules of exchange (i.e., making exchanges),
and conceptions of control (i.e., producing local
status hierarchies within markets to stabilize the situation of dominant players).
One way to partially understand modern governments is to view them as organized entities that
produce and enforce market (and other) rules.
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There was no necessity for this historical development. It is theoretically possible for ﬁrms to routinize exchange with one another without the beneﬁt of rules or governments. After all, most trade
before the eighteenth century took place in the absence of strong states and legal systems (Spruyt
1994). Before modernity, the problems posed by
unstable exchange were solved by private parties to
those exchanges.
There was a very practical reason for developing
more general rules for markets. North and Thomas
(1973) noted long ago that social institutions have
made entrepreneurs richer, their ﬁrms bigger and
more stable. But in spite of the fact that rules encouraged markets as ﬁelds, entrepreneurs, managers, and governments did not comprehend that
creating governmental capacity to make rules
would help create wealth. So, for example, Carruthers (1996) shows that the ﬁrst modern capital
market in England was organized along political
party lines. People traded only with those with
whom they agreed on politics. One of the purposes of the markets was to reward people in the party,
by giving them access to friendly pools of capital.
North, in his later work (1990), realized that
modern economic history cannot be read as the
gradual reduction of transaction costs for markets
by the production of rules that facilitate trade. Entrepreneurs and government ofﬁcials were entirely
unaware that their actions were producing positive
consequences. Their actions were not framed in
these terms; indeed, they were often framed in
terms that tended to beneﬁt the friends of the
rulers and cut out their enemies. Moreover, the
rulers of premodern European states had time horizons that were far too short to understand what
produced long-term economic growth. Most market institutions were the outcome of political struggles whereby one group of capitalists captured government and created rules to favor itself over
political opponents. This central insight is the basis
of the theory of market governance presented here.
As one problem was solved and one set of markets stabilized, another set of problems emerged.
The increasing scale of production, and the growth
of markets and the growing awareness of entrepreneurs and managers of their common problems
pushed the search for new common understandings and new rules.

GLOBALIZATION AND MARKET PROCESSES
These insights can be used to understand globalization. The only difference between a global

market and a local one is geographic spread. A
market is “globalized” if a small number of participants form an incumbent-challenger structure and
operate across countries with a common conception of control. It is an empirical question as to
how many world markets are truly global in this
sense. Moreover, it may be the case that some markets are partially globalized in that regions are
dominated by ﬁrms that know each other, but
some part of the world market is protected or
local. How many globalized markets are there?
Given that 83 percent of world economic activity
is national, it is safe to say that there are fewer than
many observers believe. Of course, many of these
markets are for important products like automobiles, chemicals, airframe manufacturers, computers,
software, pharmaceuticals, and business services
like accounting and consulting. Industries that are
partially global include telecommunications and
some ﬁnancial services like investment banking.
How can we tell if a market is being globalized?
Obviously as the share of the world market for the
product that crosses national borders increases and
as ﬁrms in different countries increasingly orient
their activities toward one another, a global market
is emerging. The process by which foreign ﬁrms
enter a stable national market begins when invaders arrive with a new conception of control.
When this happens, the market model predicts that
incumbents will respond (1) by reinforcing the old
conception of control, (2) by getting their governments to intervene to protect their local market,
(3) by co-opting invaders by forming alliances or
joining marketing or production arrangements. If
these efforts fail, the national market may be absorbed into the international market, with ﬁrms
adopting the new conception of control either by
employing the “new” methods for competition or
through merger.
Firms that are not exporting and are not threatened by exporters do not pressure their governments to regulate trade. Firms that are exporting
and are not threatened by other ﬁrms (i.e., ﬁrms
already in globalized markets under my deﬁnition)
are also unlikely to pressure their governments to
exclude foreign ﬁrms. Firms that are not exporting
but ﬁnd themselves under assault by invaders in
their home market try to get protectionist measures passed by their governments. Firms that are
exporting and feeling pressure from other exporters may pressure their governments to help
open up foreign markets, particularly those of their
main competitors. This set of responses implies
that governments will simultaneously pursue the
opening of some markets abroad while protecting
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Table 1. A Typology of International Economic Agreements with
Examples of Existing Agreements
Dominant Actors
in Negotiations

Enforcement of Rules
Hard Law

Soft Law

States

NAFTA, WTO,
IMF

ASEAN, OECD,
APEC

States plus
NGOs and ﬁrms

European Union

Basle Accords
for banking

Firms and NGOs

London Court of
International Arbitration

ISO 2000

some of their own markets at home. So, for example, the U.S. government supports the textile and
sugar industries domestically while it tries to force
the internal market in Japan open for cars and
other American products.
The European Union, the North American Free
Trade Agreement, and the recently completed
GATT treaty that founded the World Trade Organization can be analyzed according to whether or
not they address property rights, governance
structures, and rules of exchange. They can also be
broken down by sectors that do or do not involve
exporters, to see if rules apply more or less exclusively to those sectors (Fligstein and Mara-Drita
1996). These agreements have so far been mostly
concerned with rules of exchange that facilitate
more trade.
One arena in which agreements have not occurred is the creation of a world market for corporate control (Blair and Roe 1999). It is relatively
difﬁcult to engage in hostile takeovers in any society except the United States and Great Britain.
Most national elites have resisted the transfer of
property rights to the highest bidder because they
thereby would lose power. States remain players in
the creation of the global economy because their
elites depend on them to preserve their power and
guarantee entry to global markets. This is prima
facie evidence that a world capitalist class does not
exist. National economic elites have jealously hung
onto their local bases of power.

A TYPOLOGY OF INTERNATIONAL ECONOMIC
AGREEMENTS
The sociology of markets offers good suggestions as to the link between the creation of global
markets and the creation of international economic agreements. As producers come to compete with
each other on a global basis, they encounter prob-

lems in protecting property rights, issues of competition and cooperation, and the need for rules of
exchange that facilitate trade. The demand for
global market rules thus comes from global ﬁrms
trying to create and stabilize regional or worldwide
markets. Governments play two roles in this process.
They facilitate the opening of, and rule making in,
global markets by negotiating rules affecting market access and processes. But they can also protect
their internal market, or worry about rules that undermine their sovereignty. This forces ﬁrms to consider forms of governance alternative to statecreated supranational structures. If ﬁrms can create
private governance arrangements that work for
them, they avoid the costs associated with courts
and nation-states.
Table 1 encapsulates this argument.1 There are
two dimensions of international economic agreements: the parties to the agreement, and the kind
of rules and enforcement that come out of the
agreements. There are two main sorts of parties to
agreements: states and private organizations such
as NGOs, including corporations. Two kinds of
agreements can be reached: those that involve hard
laws that nations are supposed to incorporate into
their national law and those that involve agreements over general rules or principles.
An unexplored issue is the conditions under
which nongovernmental organizations, including
corporations, are allowed to enter into international trade agreements. Sometimes ﬁrms prefer
not to have governments involved in attempts to
establish general rules of trade. The London Court
of International Arbitration, for example, is a private court where ﬁrms and governments can litigate their contracts (Dezalay and Garth 1996;
Mattli 2001). In this instance, ﬁrms select a private
court precisely because they do not want to be
subject to the judgments of public courts. Many
international ﬁrms sign contracts specifying that
disagreements over fulﬁlling the terms of the con-
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tract will be settled by private arbitration. Private
courts develop their own case law, and their decisions are viewed as binding by the participants.
While private courts were never directly the focus of
international economic agreements, they form one
way in which corporations address possible contract
disputes. They are private international legal arenas
that produce “law” and binding outcomes.
Similarly, ﬁrms have a great deal of interest in
standards of different kinds. ISO 2000 (International Standards Organization) is an organization
that helps promote standard setting in technical
products. It also certiﬁes that ﬁrms have met those
standards in their products. This standard setting
can take on many issues. First, it can be concerned
with health and safety standards. It can insure that
products are compatible with existing technical requirements. Software, for example, is often certiﬁed to be able to run on particular operating systems. These are clear cases of soft law. The rules
created by ISO 2000 are not enforceable in national law. They only signal to potential buyers that
the technology has been certiﬁed to meet certain
agreed-upon standards. In both the ISO 2000 and
private courts cases, corporations have found
means of collective governance without state actors. Private courts help facilitate exchange by
guaranteeing to ﬁrms that contracts are enforced.
They rely mostly on enforcing rules of exchange.
ISO 2000 also promotes exchange by providing
buyers with information about the technical standards of particular products.
At the opposite end are formal international
economic agreements among states. NAFTA was
negotiated by the American, Mexican, and Canadian governments. While the agreement had extensive input from interested groups, such as
bankers, it was a treaty. The GATT and later the
WTO were negotiated by representatives of states.
Both agreements produced treaties that are hard
law. Signatory governments agree to give the provisions of the treaties the rule of law. Governments
also engage in creating agreements that do not
have the force of law. ASEAN and APEC are organizations that bring together leaders of Asian
and Paciﬁc Rim countries to discuss economic issues of mutual beneﬁt. Such organizations are
often “talk shops” where viewpoints are exchanged
with little implication for policy.
In a third category fall instances in which both
states and nonstate organizations are privy to negotiations. The cell in table 1 that contains hard
law as output and states and nonstate organizations as actors identiﬁes the way that most govern-

ments operate within their national jurisdiction.
The interests of both state and nonstate actors ﬁgure into economic policymaking. The output of
that policymaking is hard law enforceable in courts.
It is not surprising that the international economic agreement in this cell of the table is the European Union. The EU has pushed supranational
governance farther than any other international
agreement. It has set in place a permanent legislative function complete with lobbying groups, a
court, and a monetary system. This extensive political apparatus produces the most integrated
transnational market in the world.
There are also arenas of international economic
cooperation where states and nonstate organizations gather to produce soft law agreements. Perhaps the most important site for this kind of action
is the Basle Accords. The Basle Accords are both
an agreement and an organization that works to
provide rules governing international banking and
ﬁnance. Bank supervisors from around the world
meet to determine standards for such things as
capital reserve requirements. The goal is to establish international standards for banks that will help
guarantee their solvency and signal to potential investors that banks have met those standards. Frequently, governments make these standards part of
national rules. But the accords themselves do not
have the force of law. Instead, they are goals and
common rules that are meant to guide banks, investors, and governments. These kinds of standards do not just cover such issues as rules of exchange. They also govern property rights because
they specify how to evaluate the ﬁscal soundness of
banks and other ﬁnancial institutions.
This plethora of international economic agreements shows clearly the limits of thinking about
such agreements from either the narrow perspective of trade, or alternatively, the perspective of international relations theory in political science. It is
the sociology of markets that pushes us to consider what the relevant ﬁeld of international economic agreements consists of and what the underlying
dimensions of the structuring of that ﬁeld are. This
orientation means that those actors will need rules
to govern their interactions. They will need rules
to govern property rights and competition and cooperation, and need rules of exchange. These rules
can be hard or soft. They can be made with or
without governments.
There are two interesting questions on which to
speculate: how are we to understand when states
include nonstate actors in their negotiations (and
similarly, when do nonstate actors avoid states)?
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When do actors choose hard over soft law? It is
useful to envision a continuum of arenas that runs
from talk shops to agreements with both governments and nonstate organizations that produce
hard law. In table 1, ASEAN is one extreme, while
the EU is the other. The WTO and the London
Court of International Arbitration are closer to the
EU, and the Basle Accords and ISO 2000 closer to
ASEAN.
It is here that the existing literature on political
economy and international relations provides us
with hypotheses. The attaining of agreements rests
on the ability of disparate organizations (be they
states or nonstate organizations) to accept binding
results in order to further their interests at an acceptable cost. If some states or organizations will
inevitably lose by international agreements, we can
expect them to favor soft over hard agreements.
The constructionist view that existing agreements
and organizations can work to persuade either
governments or nonstate organizations to participate in new agreements seems plausible as well. To
the degree that such existing organizations can
convince other actors that going along with more
agreements (particularly of the hard law variety) is
in their interest, they will form. This is an important future avenue of research.
One can speculate that the main mechanism by
which agreements become more binding is through
a process of ratcheting up or imitation. If groups
ﬁnd that cooperation is of mutual beneﬁt, they
may be inclined to enter into new arrangements.
They may also ﬁnd that current agreements do not
produce enough or the right kind of collective
governance and act to improve them. As international economic arrangements appear to be effective in producing collective gains, they will be expanded. This appears to be the case with the
GATT, which morphed into the WTO and the
current round of trade negotiations (the so-called
Doha round). Successful negotiations may also
give other parties the idea of imitating such agreements. For example, the success of the EU inspired
Latin American countries to undertake the MERCOSUR agreement. NAFTA is currently being
touted as a model for a Free Trade Agreement for
the Americas (FTAA).

THE CASE OF THE EUROPEAN UNION
It is useful to apply insights from the sociology
of markets to a particular case, the European
Union. The underlying logic of the sociology of
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markets model can be stated simply. As problems
and new circumstances arise, ﬁrms and other market actors press governmental organizations, including legislators and courts, for rules to govern
markets. As these organizations respond to these
demands, new opportunities to expand markets
emerge. If market actors adapt their activities to
exploit new opportunities, they will, as a result,
push new demands. The feedback loop is completed, and the cycle begins anew.
The EU provides an extraordinary example of
this process. The EU is a unique polity. Some observers characterize it as an intergovernmental organization, an interstate “regime,” constituted by
a voluntary pooling of sovereignty (Keohane and
Hoffmann 1991). Others see it as a quasi-federal
statelike structure (Sbragia 1992), or as a “multilevel” polity (Marks et al. 1996). Wessels describes
the EU as a “fusionist” state, in which national
governments have fused some of their functions
(1997). Still other observers see it as a complex
blend of supranational and intergovernmental
modes of governance that varies across time and
policy arenas (Sandholtz and Stone Sweet 1998).
The Treaty of Rome, which initiated the European Union, provided a blueprint for a complex set
of organizations with jurisdiction over economic
exchange deﬁned very broadly. The issues on the
table have been primarily concerned trade and,
much less so, labor, the welfare state, and the environment (Streeck and Schmitter, 1991). Over
time, EU-regulated policy domains for these issues
have widened, but many have remained in the
purview of member states. The EU was built from
provisions, more or less vague and in need of concretizing, contained in the treaty. The EU has four
major organizations: the Council of Ministers,
the Commission, the European Court of Justice
(ECJ), and the European Parliament (EP). The
Council, made up of government ministers from
each country, votes on new rules for the whole of
Europe. Once a new piece of legislation has been
adopted, each nation-state is obligated to transpose it into national law. The member states maintain permanent representatives in Brussels, who are
in continuous contact with each other and with the
Commission; and heads of government meet semiannually to consider more ambitious initiatives and
to discuss the overall direction of the EC. The European Commission produces legislative proposals
for the Council and the EP to consider, either at its
own initiative or upon request from the latter. The
Commission was created to help states solve their
bargaining problems. It does so by producing pol-
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icy studies, proposing new measures, negotiating
draft legislation with social actors (organized interests), and shepherding bills through the Council
and the EP. New measures are usually not considered by the Council until extensive negotiations
with relevant lobby groups have already taken
place. The Commission is divided into directorates, each in charge of a competence delineated
by the Rome treaty. There are always a great number of proposals, large and small, ﬂoating around
the Commission, and much political activity
among people who work for the directorates and
lobbying groups (Mazey and Richardson 1993).
This complicated structure organizes multiple,
nested games in which various actors in the Commission build coalitions in support of divergent
agendas (Peters 1992).
The ECJ is the authoritative interpreter of EU
law. It enforces the treaties and secondary legislation pursuant to litigation brought by private organizations, individuals, and states. These decisions are binding on all parties involved, including
nation-states. In the 1960s, the Court established
the principle that EU rules supersede national law
when the two conﬂict. This is called the doctrine
of “supremacy.”2 The ECJ also decided that, under
certain conditions, EC law confers judicially enforceable rights and duties on all subjects of EU
law, including ﬁrms and individuals, rights that national law and courts are obliged to protect. This
is called the doctrine of “direct effect.”3 Taken together, these decisions transformed the Treaty of
Rome and the EU from an international organization to a vertically integrated, quasi-federal, ruleof-law polity (Stein 1981; Slaughter, Stone Sweet,
and Weiler 1998; Weiler 1990). The EP is directly
elected. It sets the budget and advises the Commission. Until the 1980s, its powers were mostly
advisory in nature. With the Single Act and the
Treaty of European Union, the EP accrued broad
agenda-setting powers and, under some conditions, veto authority in the legislative process.
Thus, after 1986, the Council of Ministers legislates with the EP, while the Commission retains its
powers of legislative initiative.
This complex mix of organizational competences, decision rules, and legislative procedures
can be confusing to participants and analysts. National governments often seek to maintain power
through their control of the Council, and through
the activities of their permanent representatives in
processes otherwise managed by the Commission. But with qualified majority voting and the
enhanced role of the EP, governments can find
themselves having to accept legislation they voted

against. Monitoring and controlling the Commission is a costly and difficult proposition, especially when it has an activist agenda. Finally, governments do not control the interpretation or
enforcement of EU law. The Commission or a
private party may attack them in court for noncompliance with EU rules, and it is usually the
case that national courts and the ECJ rule against
the governments (see Stone Sweet and Brunell
1998).
The institutionalization of the Rome Treaty has
been driven by the construction of feedback loops
and other connections between relatively autonomous ﬁelds in the EU. Three such ﬁelds are the
most important (Fligstein and Stone Sweet 2002):
between ﬁrms engaged in cross-border trade (seeking to expand markets); between litigants (seeking
to vindicate their rights under EU law), national
judges (seeking to effectively resolve disputes to
which EU law is material), and the ECJ; and between lobbying groups (seeking to inﬂuence EU
regulation) and EU ofﬁcials in Brussels. European
integration occurred in three periods.4 From 1958
to 1969, actors were engaged in building its main
organizations and ﬁguring out how to make the
Treaty of Rome work. The pivotal event during
this period was the Court’s “constitutionalization”
of the treaty through the doctrines of supremacy
and direct effect. During the second period, 1970–
85, the Commission and ECJ dismantled barriers
to intra-EU trade and other kinds of transnational
exchange (negative integration). At the same time,
the Commission and the Council replaced the disparate regulatory regimes at the national level with
harmonized regulatory frameworks (positive integration). Although the data (Fligstein and Stone
Sweet 2002) show that positive integration proceeded more steadily than is often appreciated,
many important harmonization projects stalled in
the Council, in part because more ambitious initiatives required the unanimous vote of national
ministers. The unanimity rule, a product of the
Luxembourg compromise in the 1960s, made
agreements difﬁcult to forge, at a time when the
cumulative impact of negative integration was to
raise the costs of intergovernmental deadlock for
an increasing number of social and economic actors who wanted wider and deeper integration.
This period ended with the passage of the Single
European Act, which altered the voting rules for
adopting legislation pertaining to the Single Market Program, from unanimity to qualiﬁed majority
voting in most cases. The ﬁnal period, from 1986
to the present, can be characterized as the most active from the perspective of institutionalizing Eu-
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ropean market and governance structures through
positive integration.
During all of these periods trade within the EU
expanded. It expanded most dramatically following the announcement of the completion of the
Single Market in 1985 (Fligstein and Stone Sweet
2002). In 1992, the EU agreed to form a monetary union, and in January 2002, most of the EU
member states adopted the euro as their currency.
National markets are now highly integrated in Europe, and exports are now critical to economic
growth. Almost half of world trade occurs within
the borders of the EU, making it virtually a single
economy. Transnational networks of producers
and public interest groups have oriented their activities toward Brussels. The EU’s political organizations govern by making, applying, and interpreting rules that are authoritative throughout the
territory of the EU. National courts routinely enforce European law, coordinating EU rules with
national rules, and national bureaucracies incorporate EU legislation into their procedures and practices. European law now includes competition policy, attempts to create a single system of property
rights, an integrated ﬁnancial system, and extensive
rules of exchange. European governments have facilitated integration, sometimes proactively, sometimes by being dragged along.

THE FUTURE OF GLOBAL GOVERNANCE: HOW
MUCH? WHAT KIND? WHY NOT MORE?
The European Union is an extreme case of international economic cooperation. Its very success
and its uniqueness suggest the limits of current
economic international arrangements. Existing arrangements tend to be piecemeal and focused on
particular ﬁrms or industrial sectors. They frequently lack strong enforcement mechanisms or
hard law. What general lessons can be learned from
the EU? Perhaps the most important is that governments have to be prepared to give up some sovereignty if they expect to produce extensive agreements that will lead to more market integration.
While national governments did not always agree
with the ECJ’s decisions, they eventually concluded that attaining agreements was more important
than maintaining either veto power or preventing
those agreements from overriding national law.
Marketing opening increased trade across Europe.
The largest producers were the winners in this
market-opening project. These producers convinced their national governments that pooling
sovereignty was a good thing. Not surprisingly, the
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EU subsequently proved to be a useful vehicle for
economic cooperation that produced rules to favor
traders, often the largest multinational producers.
It is useful to consider an analogous process in
the world today. The GATT lowered tariff barriers
around the world. This had the effect of increasing
world trade substantially. Nonstate actors, including multinational corporations, convinced their
governments that increased cooperation and the removal of nontariff trade barriers was a good idea.
They also convinced their governments that there
needed to be a procedure whereby trade disputes
involving the GATT and WTO rules could be arbitrated. This produced the dispute resolution mechanism of the WTO (described in Block and Evans,
this volume). The WTO dispute resolution mechanism is somewhere between court and mediator. A
ruling by the WTO that a trade violation has occurred implies only that the aggrieved parties
should negotiate a settlement. If a settlement is not
reached, then the WTO suggests that trade sanctions can be used to collect damages. The WTO
has no independent enforcement mechanism.
The evolution of the WTO has a limited similarity to the EU. The WTO, for example, has no ability to continuously engage in the creation of new
trading rules. Its dispute resolution mechanism allows only states to sue each other and does not
allow nonstate organizations to participate. These
limits mean that the creation and enforcement of
WTO rules is ﬁxed unless renegotiated. One can
predict if the nations who have signed onto the
WTO believe that additional trade has been useful
and if they feel pressure by ﬁrms to continue marketopening projects, then more market rules and
more extensive enforcement will be created.
The world economy is nowhere near a single
market. There are multiple currencies, limited
courts, an unintegrated system of property rights,
and no policy on international competition. There
are many mechanisms to facilitate exchange (like
standard settings and removal of tariff barriers).
One can argue that one of the main (although not
the only) impediments to a single market is the
U.S. government. In protecting the interests of the
largest economy and the military hegemon, U.S.
policymakers are not likely to tie themselves to international agreements that restrict their freedom.
The largest American corporations use the U.S.
political system to their advantage, and it is difﬁcult to see the conditions under which they might
get a better deal from an international trade organization. They are among the leaders in proposing private forms of governance that involve ﬁrms
in the making and enforcing of rules. By keeping
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negotiations like the Basle Accords, for instance,
outside of the public eye, they make results favorable to corporations more likely to appear in rule
making. In sum, the American government’s globalization project with its exclusive focus on negative integration is unlikely to result in a single
world market. This means that the potential economic gains to increased trade are limited.
Ironically, the institutionalist sociology of markets implies that if ﬁrms really want access to worldwide market opportunities, they need to get states
to help them make rules about positive integration.
There is evidence this has occurred both in the EU
and in the WTO. But these forces do not necessarily lead to a globalized form of governance that is
more “democratic.” Instead, large corporations can
be as satisﬁed with private forms of hard and soft
law. This keeps large governmental organizations
from interfering too readily in corporate affairs.
This restraint produces the mixed system of international economic agreements that we observe.
Most international economic agreements begin
and end with governments and nonstate actors
that primarily reﬂect the interests of corporations.
It is very difﬁcult for consumers, labor, or environmentalist groups to place their concerns on the
agendas of international economic talks. If corporations can move to systems of private governance
to settle contract disputes or produce common
rules of property rights, governance, or rules or exchange, then they make difﬁcult targets for anyone
else to rule over. If states protect their sovereignty
and view economic agreements as narrowly concerning issues of interest to exporters, then they
too will not be useful vehicles to press other interests. This leaves more local national interest groups
with their national governments as the main place
to express their grievances. National governments
continue to be the providers of environmental,
labor, health, safety, and consumer protections. As
constructivist research has shown, however, the
successes of interest groups depend on their organization, the existence of transnational activist
networks, and the pressure brought to bear at multiple points in the system (i.e., on national governments and in international arenas).

RESEARCH AGENDAS SUGGESTED BY THE
SOCIOLOGY OF MARKETS
The sociology of markets can offer conceptual
and theoretical tools that imply interesting and innovative research projects. The sociology of mar-

kets helps conceptualize markets and their links to
systems of governance. It provides conceptual
tools to ﬁgure out which markets are “globalized,”
how long they have been that way, and which markets are in the process of being globalized. It also
provides a framework for understanding where the
demand for global rules will emerge. Generally,
one expects global governance where markets
exist, and the push for new governance where market openings have occurred. Comprehensive analysis of markets and global governance is a largescale project that has yet to be undertaken.
A second group of projects suggested by this
perspective is to evaluate what types of governance
have actually emerged and why. Projects would address who participates in these discussions, why,
and whether they produce hard or soft law. It
would also be important to make sense of which
forces push actors toward one system or another.
Finally, it is important to assess the dynamics of
these kinds of arrangements.
Finally, a frontier issue is if and how labor, environmental, and consumer groups can become part
of discussions. In the EU, environmental and consumer groups have done fairly well in getting their
issues on the agenda. Labor has done less well and
remained more attached to national political parties (see the papers in Stone Sweet, Sandholtz, and
Fligstein 2001; Cichowski 1998). Such groups
have been vocal in telling their national governments that their issues need a place on the EU
agenda. By exploring this process in the EU, one
could get a better sense of whether such groups
can get a hearing at other organizations like the
WTO and the NAFTA. The NAFTA has labor and
environmental side agreements that provide the
opening for discussion of these issues (Evans
2002). Groups pushing these agreements succeeded by building a transnational political coalition,
focused on labor and the environment, in Canada,
the United States, and Mexico. These issues have
been put into play in subsequent trade negotiations involving the United States.

CONCLUSION
International economic agreements have proliferated in the past 40 years. They have brought together governments, nongovernmental organizations, and corporations. The agreements have
covered a large number of issues in a large part of
the world. The most extensive of these agreements
are regional, the EU and the NAFTA. This implies
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that international economic agreements are relatively hard to attain. Our review highlighted the
political factors that produce this pattern. National governments seek to preserve their sovereignty.
They also come under pressure from organized
groups that seek to protect their current advantages. Nonetheless, these agreements have grown
more extensive over time.
The sociology of markets has several important
concepts to add to discussions. It offers a way to
understand the structure of global markets. It also
offers insight into the important link between markets and governance. Its conceptual tools suggest
that there will be an increased demand for global
governance in industries or sectors where trade expands. Through a feedback process, as ﬁrms meet
in a more globalized market, they come to prefer
more extensive rules. The sociology of markets
also suggests why it is difﬁcult for labor, environment, and consumer groups to participate in discussions over international economic agreements.
Corporations can engage in the private production
of some forms of governance and avoid states entirely. Other groups have to pressure their governments to include them in international economic
arrangements. If corporations think these groups
will have too much inﬂuence, they may opt out of
negotiation altogether.
Finally, the sociology of markets suggests a
number of research projects that so far have been
underexploited. By using the sociology of markets,
we can learn much more about how globalized
markets are, the process by which they become so,
and the process of creating international forms of
governance. Much interesting work remains to be
done.

NOTES
I would like to thank Fred Block, Paula England, Wolfgang Streeck, and the editors, Neil Smelser and Richard
Swedberg, for comments on an earlier draft. I would also
like to acknowledge Christopher Chase-Dunn and Ron Jepperson, who alerted me to some literature I had neglected in
an earlier draft.
1. The ﬁgure does not include another dimension of interest: whether or not the agreement results in the creation
of a permanent organization. Most international economic
agreements tend to produce at least some organizational
residue in which discussions are ongoing. But some, such as
bilateral trade agreements or the meetings of the G-7 (heads
of the seven most developed economies in the world) do not
generate formal organizations.
2. First articulated in the Costa judgment (ECJ 1964).
3. First announced in the Van Gend en Loos judgment
(ECJ 1963).
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4. For different purposes and with somewhat different results, Weiler (1999, chap. 2) analyzes the EC as a sequence
of equilibria, stages that map onto our periodization
scheme.
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10 Post-Communist Economic Systems
Lawrence P. King and Iván Szelényi

In the first edition of this Handbook we wrote
a chapter under the title “The Socialist Economic
System.” This chapter can be read as a follow-up
to, or a new section of, the previous one since our
aim now is to describe the economic systems that
have emerged with the sudden collapse (as happened in Eastern Europe) or gradual erosion (as is
currently the case in East Asia) of the socialist economic system. The chapter in the ﬁrst edition was
about the emergence of a distinctive social structure and economy that accompanied development
under the Soviet model of total state ownership
and “rational redistribution,” whereby party bureaucrats setting a plan moved resources (especially capital and labor) around the economy (Kornai
1980). This produced a tendency toward a shortage economy, and the formation of a privileged
class of intellectuals (composed of bureaucrats,
technocrats, and humanistic intellectuals) that disproportionately beneﬁted from state redistribution
relative to workers (Konrád and Szelényi 1979).
The chapter in this second edition describes the
new systems that have emerged in the postCommunist world and the reform Communist systems of East Asia, which all have developed increasingly capitalist social structures based on the
growing dominance of private property and market
integration, above all in capital and labor markets.
Our analysis demonstrates the overwhelming
conditioning power of social structures—including
intraelite structures—in processes of economic
change.
The emergent post-Communist systems have
several features that distinguish them from capitalist systems we know from East Asia, from the
North Atlantic region, or from the old periphery
of the capitalist system before the fall of Communism. Whether the unique features identiﬁed below
are only transition phenomena, and eventually
post-Communist capitalisms will merge with the
rest of the capitalist world into one uniﬁed system,
remains to be seen. A growing literature has de-

tailed the persistent differences between capitalist
systems, most typically the differences between
East Asian “state-led” capitalism, Anglo-Saxon
“market-led” forms, and northern European “coordinated, negotiated or consensual” capitalisms
(see Thurow 1992; Hart 1992; Marquand 1997;
Coates 2000; Hall and Soskice 2001). It is reasonable to assume, therefore, that the rather different
trajectories former Communist societies take during the process of transition may be consequential
for the structure of their socioeconomic systems
once they are consolidated.
Whether the post-Communist world is converging toward a single form of capitalism under the
impact of strong forces of globalization, or the future is a multiplicity of capitalist socioeconomic organizations, is in itself an intriguing question.
Some observers (Fligstein 1996; Stark and Bruszt,
1998, 2001; Nee 1998; Eyal, Szelényi, and Townsley 1998, 2001; King 2001a, 2001b, 2002) have
suggested that the core of the classical concern of
comparative macrosociology, namely the cross-systemic comparison between capitalism and socialism, should be substituted by a “neoclassical”1 research program, which focuses on “comparative
capitalisms.” Michael Burawoy (2001a) challenged
this position, seeing capitalism as a unitary system.
Indeed, both from world system theory and neoclassical economics the multiplicity of capitalisms
makes little sense (ironically, these otherwise so
different approaches seem to converge when it
comes to the characteristics of contemporary capitalism). From this perspective, there is a single
logic of capitalism, since, as Burawoy puts it, capitalism “erases the past.” From this perspective,
path dependency in the transition to capitalism
may be real, but it is relatively unimportant and
will vanish with the consolidation of capitalism.
One also may wonder whether all former Communist states can be simply called “capitalist,” or
whether some or even all constitute a new form of
socioeconomic organization somewhere between
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capitalism and socialism. Some scholars, most
prominently David Stark (1992), insist that the
term transition is inaccurate. From this perspective, the reality of post-Communism is not that
capitalism is being built on the ruins of socialism.
Rather, a new system is emerging built with the
ruins of socialism, combining features of socialism
and capitalism. Stark argued that individual private
property has not been sufﬁciently formed in central Europe, creating a system dominated by what
he calls “recombinant property,” which is neither
private property nor state ownership, and which is
integrated by networks, as opposed to markets
(Stark 1996; Stark and Bruszt 1998). While the
evidence indicates that Stark was too hasty to pass
judgment (see Hanley, King, and Toth 2002), this
implies that there are limitations to the extent that
the new post-Communist economies are indeed
capitalist. Many observers (including Burawoy and
Krotov [1992]) have pointed out how poorly market institutions have developed in Russia, drawing
attention to the pervasive role of barter in economic exchange. Andrew Walder (1995) criticized
the market transition theory of Victor Nee (1989),
for not realizing that in China, redistribution,
rather than being replaced by markets, is decentralized to the local level. As a result, the continuity with the Communist economic system is much
stronger than market transition theory implies.
Nee himself slightly revised his 1989 market transition thesis by pointing out the “hybrid” character of Chinese economy (Nee 1992), although he
maintained that China was moving in the direction
of full capitalism.
Some, however, argue that none of the postCommunist systems approximate the “ideal type”
of modern rational capitalism (see Eyal, Szelényi,
and Townsley 1998; King 2002). In central Europe individual private property may not have been
formed to the extent we know it from the West
(Eyal and coauthors call it “capitalism without capitalists”). In Russia and some other post-Soviet
states the market institutions may be rather underdeveloped (Eyal and coauthors labeled this “capitalists without capitalism”). In China, given the
political monopoly of the Communist Party, and
lack of progress made in privatizing state and collectively owned industries, it may be problematic
to talk about capitalism at all. Rather, China may
have a “socialist mixed economy,” in which capitalism is primarily being built from “below.”
In this chapter we bracket these two issues.
While none of the former Communist systems offers a close approximation to the ideal type of cap-

italism, they certainly are on their way from socialist redistributive economies to market capitalist
systems. In all countries (arguably with the exception of North Korea) we see clear trends of the
formation of private property, the making of market institutions, and the emergence of stratiﬁcation
systems based on class. While we believe the postCommunist economies can be analyzed as examples of capitalism, we do not accept Burawoy’s
critique. While the Communist systems were undergoing convergence with each other, the postCommunist world is undergoing a clear divergence—both politically and economically (see
EBRD 1999). However, even if world system theory or neoclassical economics are right, and eventually capitalism will converge into one single system, the process of such convergence will last long
enough to make the study of diverse trajectories or
pathways from Communism to capitalism of sufﬁcient intellectual interest.
Instead of dealing with these two interesting,
but metatheoretical questions, this chapter will
focus on two sets of issues. First, we review the
unique features of the transition from Communism to capitalism; to what extent and in what
ways is this transition different from previous historical instances of transitions to market economies? Second, we will offer an attempt to develop
a comparative political economy of various forms
of post-Communist capitalism.2
In this analysis, we describe three ideal-typical
paths by which capitalism has emerged from Communism. In some countries capitalism emerged
“from below,” by the creation of a new, marketintegrated private (and “hybrid”) sector in the
shadow of the old socialist redistributive economy.
In this scenario, a new capitalist class emerges from
actors that emerged in the nonplanned sector of
the economy. China is the most obvious example.
In other countries, capitalism is created with a revolution “from above,” in a process where state
elites try to transform the old socialist redistributive economy into a market capitalist system by following the neoliberal economist’s “blueprint” (see
Stark 1992). In this path, the new capitalist class
emerges “from above” to the extent that neoliberal policy enables the nomenklatura (and its clients)
to transform itself into a grand bourgeoisie. This is
Russia’s path. Finally, there have been attempts to
make capitalism “from without.” In these systems
elites also try to follow the neoliberal blueprint
with a major exception; rather than allowing the
nomenklatura (or its clients) to privatize large
state-owned enterprises (SOEs), they rely on for-
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eign ownership and cooperation with multinationals. Hungary is the exemplar of this path.
These pathways produce different outcomes.
Those countries that followed “capitalism from
without” have created an economy where market
institutions are highly developed and economies
are well integrated into the world economy. We call
this system liberal capitalism. “Capitalism from
below” also creates market-integrated systems, but
they rely more on relatively small domestic capitalist (or “hybrid”) enterprises coexisting with a large
state-owned sector, which is increasingly marketdependent (and thus “state capitalist”). Because of
the existence of noncapitalist property forms integrated by markets (hybrid and state capitalist), we
call this hybrid capitalism. “Capitalism from above”
results in a patrimonial system. In such systems patron-client relationships pervade the economy: between the state and enterprises, as well as between
management and labor. In patrimonial systems, the
redistributive institutions are destroyed, to be replaced by economic activity deeply embedded in
reciprocity and networks in addition to market integration. Businesses cancel each other’s debts, use
local monies, and engage in barter.
We believe it is far from accidental that countries
built capitalism in these different ways. The path
taken can be explained by the divergent constellation of class forces and inter- and intraclass struggles (Eyal, Szelényi, and Townsley 1998; King
2001a, 2001b, 2002). The pattern of class conﬂict
and constellations are signiﬁcantly affected by historical and cultural heritages, as well as by differences in the level of economic development, the
geographic proximity to the core capitalist economies, and especially the timing of industrialization
and its articulation with the development of nationalism (see King 2001b). These factors can be
thought of as creating the opportunity structure in
which class formation, coalition building, and conﬂict take place.

UNIQUE FEATURES OF THE TRANSITION FROM
COMMUNISM TO CAPITALISM
Arguably, the transition from Communism to
capitalism is strikingly different from all previous
transitions to capitalism in two ways. It is the ﬁrst
case in history when capitalism emerged from a
system that did not know the institution of private
ownership and in which a class of private proprietors did not exist. It is also the ﬁrst instance in history when capitalism emerged from a noncapitalist
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economy where capital accumulation had already
taken place, and in which industrialization was
more or less completed.
Making Capitalism without Capitalists
Karl Marx was arguably quite correct when he
suggested that “within the wombs” of a decaying
mode of production, the “embryo” of the new
mode of production is already formed. While it can
be debated whether this proposition holds for all
transitions,3 it certainly seems to be true—prior to
the fall of Communism—for all instances of transition to capitalism. Indeed, in the classical case of
transition, the transition from feudalism to capitalism in Europe, private ownership emerges ﬁrst.
Feudal lords often gradually transform themselves
into private landlords, and a propertied bourgeois
class emerges (in England, of capitalist tenant
farmers), and market integration of the economy
gradually gains ground. Even the French revisionist historians, who challenge the Marxian thesis
that the French Revolution can be accurately understood as the struggle of the bourgeoisie against
the aristocracy, do not doubt that a propertied
bourgeoisie and the institution of private ownership existed well before the revolution.
Socialism, however, was conceived as a negation
of capitalism. Therefore, actually existing socialist
societies were great experiments in operating a socioeconomic system without the basic institution
of capitalism: private ownership. In all instances
the transition to socialism occurred in societies
that had eliminated some time ago the institution
of private property, and eliminated the class of the
propertied grand bourgeoisie as well. All major—
and often not only the major—means of production were nationalized. Former owners were sent
into reeducation camps, jailed, killed, sent into
exile, or in the best-case scenario tolerated at the
very margins of the society, stripped of their private
wealth. Even the middle and small bourgeoisie was
usually eliminated, or at least greatly constrained.
Few of the shopkeepers, merchants, and artisans
could continue their individual businesses. They
were forced to become state employees and work
in government-owned and -managed large operations, or they were forced to join so-called producers cooperatives. In most countries the same
thing happened even to the peasantry.
In terms of property and class relations, actually
existing socialism was indeed a radical negation of
any form of known capitalism. Markets were less
radically erased. After initial attempts to get rid of
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markets and monetary institutions, most socialist
economies did allow some room for the operation
of market mechanisms. As socialism progressed
from Stalinism to reform Communism, market
forces began to gain some ground. Market forces,
however, were typically limited to the sphere of
consumption and not the allocation of capital
goods. Preciously little or no price-regulating markets were allowed to operate. For example, the
“nonmarket trade of labor” was a widely known
phenomenon. Thus labor power did take the form
of a commodity, but its price was administratively
set and was sheltered in this way from the forces of
supply and demand. With rare exceptions socialist
economies were economies of “shortage” (Kornai
1980). This was observable in the nonmarket trade
for labor: unemployment was the exception, and
labor shortage was the rule.
Even in the most reform-oriented countries,
Hungary and Poland, and even until the very fall
of Communism, private ownership was limited to
consumer goods, and markets to the sphere of
consumption. There was no capitalist class in the
making, and no signs of accumulation of private
capital. This is not to say that there were no differences in terms of wealth across groups or classes of
the population. As reform progressed, the bureaucratic estate, or “caste,” began to “commodify” its
bureaucratic privileges (Manchin and Szelényi
1987). Real estate may have been the most important vehicle to accumulate some private wealth.
Members of the nomenklatura began to build privately owned housing—usually of modest, but occasionally of high quality—with government subsidies for themselves or for their children. One also
can ﬁnd evidence of other instances of such protoaccumulation of private capital: the purchase of
luxury cars, the collection of valuable artwork, the
opening of secret bank accounts in Western countries. Some “proper” capital accumulation also
took place in the “second economy” by the emergent new socialist petty bourgeoisie in some reform Communist countries (more in Hungary than
elsewhere). Finally, during the terminal illness of
state socialism some of the smartest members of
the nomenklatura tried to ﬁnd ways to transform
their “right to control” into individual private
property. In Hungary and Poland in 1988 a process
of “spontaneous” privatization got under way
(Voszka 1993; Hankiss 1990; Staniszkis 1991). In
Russia, during the perestroika period, the nomenklatura attempted to accumulate wealth by funneling state resources to the newly legalized cooperative sectors, especially new banks (often established

by Komsomol members [the future oligarchs] and
older Communist Party aparatchiks [see Hoffman
2002]). If the collapse of Communism had not occurred in 1989 and the system had continued
functioning for a few more decades, the nomenklatura may have undergone a transformation similar to the one experienced by the feudal aristocracy in western Europe.
But the fall of Communism came far too fast.
Most of the economy was not affected by spontaneous privatization. With very few exceptions the
reform Communist new petty bourgeoisie did not
have enough time and opportunity to accumulate
enough private ownership to become major players after the fall of Communism. The individual
wealth accumulated in consumer goods (or smuggled into Western bank accounts) typically also remained rather trivial and hardly was enough to
qualify its possessor as a new “grand bourgeoisie.”
Thus it is reasonable to claim that it was during the
transition from Communism to capitalism that
capitalism was made on the ruins (or with the
ruins) of a system that did not know the institution
of private ownership and in which no propertied
bourgeoisie existed.
But is this of any signiﬁcance? Does it matter
what the precapitalist class relations were for the
development of capitalism? Contra Burawoy and
neoclassical economic accounts, we believe it has a
major impact on the kinds of trajectories countries
take after the fall of Communism. Because of the
exceptional weakness of the bourgeoisie during
late state socialism, the early stages of post-Communist capitalism has to operate with some sort of
“substitute bourgeoisie.” We will argue in the second half of this chapter that what kind of substitute bourgeoisie becomes hegemonic has a major
impact on which of the three trajectories to capitalism post-Communist countries follow.
In countries that follow “capitalism from above”
the former Communist nomenklatura is likely to
be such a substitute bourgeoisie. This segment of
the post-Communist power elite allies with elements of the technocracy (ﬁrm managers) and to a
substantial degree uses its political ofﬁce to convert public goods into its individual private ownership. In regimes that pursue “capitalism from without” the trend toward such political capitalism is
weak. Civil society is relatively strong, and an alliance of technocrats and dissident intellectuals
blocks the nomenklatura in its bid to gain possession of the commanding heights of the economy.
Instead, the hegemonic role is played by foreign
investors, who rely on domestic expert-managers
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to run their local operations. In regimes that build
“capitalism from below,” the technocracy remains
hegemonic, but does not overthrow the political
bureaucracy. Thus the nomenklatura remains in
power. However, it must come to accommodate
and eventually share power with a group of emerging domestic capitalists (such as has occurred in
China, where the Communist Party recently welcomed capitalists into its ranks). At any rate, the
nomenklatura will eventually become “structurally
dependent” on the rate of investment of this class
of private capitalists.
Thus, the path traveled will determine the nature of the emergent capitalist systems (liberal, patrimonial, or hybrid), and thus their propensity for
economic growth (see King 2001a, 2001b, and
2002 for applications of this argument). How long
lasting this effect will be is difﬁcult to predict, but
more than a decade after the transition process
began, it seems to be quite consequential for the
way post-Communist capitalism operates.
Making Capitalism after Industrialization
The “historic mission” of capitalism was to separate the producers from the means of production,
accumulate capital, and launch and complete industrialization. Since actually existing socialism
was implemented only in countries that did not
complete capitalist development, socialism performed the same historic functions. Socialism, as
reinterpreted by Lenin, became an ideology of
modernization (Lane 1981). The task was to catch
up and overtake the capitalist world. As a result,
state socialism proved to be a strategy of accelerated industrialization and accumulation. At least in
its “classical epoch,” during the 1930s in Russia,
the late 1940s and early 1950s in Eastern Europe
and China, what distinguished socialism from capitalism most was its capacity to invest a larger proportion of GNP into the productive sphere compared to consumption. In addition, there was a
tendency to concentrate development more in the
secondary and less in the tertiary sector, and to
create monopolistic industrial structures, as these
priorities tendencies maximized what was redistributed, thereby facilitating control by the bureaucracy (Kornai 1992).
This massive industrialization and capital accumulation was accomplished by an incomplete, contradictory separation of the producers from the
means of subsistence and production. In one respect socialism went even further than capitalism.
While there were country-by-country variations, it
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almost completely eliminated self-employment and
universalized wage labor. At the same time, given
the economics of shortage, socialism could only
operate by allowing massive subsistence production (which occasionally resulted in massive starvation). There were other limits on the separation of
producers from the means of production, also resulting from the economics of shortage. Workers
could hardly be laid off, and, as a result, they had
certain property rights in the means of production
(because the full set of capitalist property rights—
the right to residual income, the right to transferability, and the right to control—are limited by the
de facto right that workers have to some income
from the ﬁrm, since they cannot practically be excluded from all beneﬁts even if they do nothing).
Therefore, the income of workers under socialism
could be understood as composed of wages, which
reﬂected the compensation for their wage labor,
and “rent,” which they collected as co-owners of
the means of production.
The transition from Communism to capitalism
therefore does not lead to industrialization and
capital accumulation. In fact, in some respects, exactly the opposite is happening: “capitalism from
above” and “capitalism from without” result in a
massive deindustrialization and substantial destruction of the previously accumulated capital,
thus in deaccumulation. In the latter path, however, foreign direct investment (FDI) leads to reindustrialization. Nonetheless, during the process of
transition the former Communist economies are
massively reconﬁgured as they are integrated into
the world economy.
Socialism also led to “overindustrialization”—
no capitalist country ever achieved as high a proportion of the labor force employed in manufacturing industry as typically found in socialist
economies. Since socialism was a strategy of accelerated economic growth, in particular during the
classical epoch, “department one” (heavy industry) grew faster than it ever did under the conditions of a market economy. Socialism turned out to
be “production for production’s sake” (Heller,
Fehér, and Markus 1983), with excessive concentration of production in mining and heavy industry. The fact that socialism fell when world manufacturing already suffered from excess capacity
contributed to the destruction of the productive
capacities of former socialist economies.
This is much less the case in China and Vietnam,
where the agrarian sector remained dominant
through the whole socialist epoch, though China
in particular also created a large heavy industrial
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capacity, which has proved dysfunctional as China is
integrated into the world economy. In East Asia, socialism did not ﬁnish the task of industrialization
and accumulation; therefore the transition to capitalism follows the more traditional pattern. Anywhere from 100 to 150 million people are underemployed in the Chinese countryside.4 As migrant
workers, they move ﬁrst to rural industry, but also
to urban industrial centers as a supply of cheap
labor, not unlike the rise of rural protoindustrialization and then the massive rural-urban migration in
early capitalist development. This is different from
the European post-Communist transition, where
the transition leads to a deurbanization and in some
cases reruralization and even repeasantization.
With the deindustrialization and deaccumulation cycle completed—by the year 2000 this
was achieved everywhere in Europe—the postCommunist capitalist economies have joined the
global capitalist system in different ways. For those
that followed “capitalism from without,” a substantial reindustrialization, primarily through foreign direct investment, is under way. Given the
high human capital resources, and low wage levels
and transportation costs in the region, high-tech
industries often move in to create new industrial
capacities oriented toward the international market
(see King 2001a, 2001b, 2002). The second half
of the 1990s for these regimes was an epoch of
growth, which occasionally was rather dynamic.
But much of this growth took place in the sector
that is owned by, or linked with, foreign capital,
and that is primarily export-oriented.5 It remains
to be seen whether recession or weak recovery in
the core countries will lead to an even sharper decline in these regimes, or whether they will now be
able to develop their domestic markets and compensate for the declining demands for their products on foreign markets by a growth in domestic
consumption.
While it is premature to describe the post-Communist “capitalism from without” as being trapped
in “dependent development” (Evans 1979), it is
clear that these countries are more dependent on
foreign investments than any of the “dependent”
Third World countries during the 1960s, when
dependency theory most accurately captured the
socioeconomic condition in Latin America or
Southeast Asia. Nevertheless, the Czech Republic,
Hungary, or Poland is not the replay of Brazil, Colombia, Malaysia, or Thailand during the 1960s.
The post-Communist liberal regimes are not only
rich in human capital and in close geographic
proximity to major capital and commodity markets

of the core of the capitalist system, but they are
also about to join the European Union. It remains
to be seen whether there will be convergence with
the core in the long run. It is not possible to tell
whether the fate of post-Communist liberal capitalism will be similar to the kind of partial convergence with the capitalist core experienced by
southern Europe, but it would not be surprising.
Regimes created by capitalism from above, however, follow a rather different trajectory. In these
countries foreign capital is far more modest, and
their development shows a closer resemblance to
what one would expect from “the development of
underdevelopment” (Frank 1969). These countries also experienced substantial deindustrialization and deaccumulation, but so far there are no
signs of a similar reindustrialization. There was a
massive resurgence of the subsistence economy (in
Russia or Romania for instance), and exportable
raw materials have become the most important
sector in the economy. Burawoy’s notions of nonproductive merchant capital (Burawoy and Krotov
1992) and “economic involution” (1996, 2001b)
capture these processes.
In brief, capitalism from without means that
post-Communist semiperipheral regimes may be
moving toward the core (though they may be
locked in their semiperipheral position—only the
future can tell), while capitalism from above seems
to be heading toward the periphery of the capitalist world system. Capitalism from below, because
its most important cases were in primarily agrarian
countries, has led to a move up in the world system, from the ranks of the superpoor to the poor,
with the future an open book.6

DIVERSE DESTINATIONS AFTER THE FALL OF
COMMUNISM
In the previous discussion we suggested that
post-Communist socioeconomic systems were moving along different trajectories. These trajectories
lead to three different destinations, or three big
families of post-Communist capitalism. These are
ideal types: concrete paths taken by various postCommunist countries always combine elements
from all three, and thus the emergent capitalist systems will combine elements of all three types as
well.
China and Vietnam are the best empirical examples of capitalism from below leading to hybrid
capitalism. Arguably Hungary was also along that
path between the mid-1970s and mid-1980s, and
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there were signs of similar development in Poland,
Estonia, and to a lesser extent in some other socialist countries of Europe. Capitalism from below
occurred only in countries where the Communist
Party was able to retain its political monopoly: the
power of the apparatus and the force of socialist
ideology remained strong enough to offer a lasting
defense of the public sector against privatization.
Under these circumstances capitalism is developing
in “new spaces” created next to the planned public sector. At some point the privatization of the
public sector inevitably comes on the agenda, as
happened in China in 1994. But it will happen
once a market-integrated private sector is already
quite established, and privatization will also likely
be rather gradual and occur through fair auctions
with the participation of many homegrown domestic capitalists. As a result, it will not result in
massive unemployment and deaccumulation.
Capitalism from below most naturally begins in
the agricultural sector. First, collective farms are either dismantled—as in China—or they are loosened up sufﬁciently to allow private farming activity by individual peasants, initially part time, and
eventually even full time, as happened in the later
stages of reform Communism in Hungary (Szelényi 1988). Capitalism from below may also coincide with an inﬂux of foreign capital. However,
since the public sector is defended, this did not
open the doors wide for giant multinationals, but
rather attracted smaller investors in the Chinese
case, or paved the road toward capitalism by creating a debt trap, as happened in Hungary or
Poland.
To what extent capitalism from below coincides
with “political capitalism” is debatable, and it is
one of the central contested issues in the so-called
market transition debate. In his seminal article Victor Nee (1989) insisted that capitalism from below
beneﬁts the “direct producers” and undermines
the power of redistributors, while others (e.g.,
Walder [1995], Rona-Tas [1994], and Staniskzis
[1991])7 insisted that cadres beneﬁt from the transition. We do not have the deﬁnite data to adjudicate between the competing claims. However, in
the context of capitalism from below, especially in
comparison with the other trajectories, Nee had a
good point. In China the central bureaucracy retains its political monopoly, and therefore has neither the motivation nor (in absence of mass privatization) the opportunity to convert public goods
into their individual private wealth. In the case of
capitalism from below, local apparatchiks may take
advantage of new rural industries, camouﬂaged
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often as “collective” ﬁrms, but in practice operating as private enterprises (so called red cap enterprises). Nevertheless, the space exists for noncadre
entrepreneurs to start businesses and be successful,
which is far from the case in strategies of capitalism
from above.
It is also likely that China has experienced a rise
in political capitalism as the private sector has
grown in importance. After the private economy
becomes so large that its reversal seems impossible,
it becomes increasingly rational for the nomenklatura to hedge its bets and get involved in the
private economy, often through their children
(thus the social category of HCC, high-cadre
children).
Capitalism from below resembles the “classical
road” to capitalism, the road we are familiar with
especially in the United States or in the other
“white colonies.” (This is very different, of course,
from the European “classical” transition, where
capitalism emerges both from below and from
above, by feudal relations turning into capitalist relations.) In capitalism from below a propertied
bourgeoisie is created rather gradually, and market
institutions are similarly established in a gradualist
way (see Barry Naughton’s analysis of “growing
out of the plan” [1995]). Given the existence of a
sizable public sector and the political domination
of the Communist Party with its anticapitalist ideology, capitalism from below is still a unique postCommunist way of creating capitalism. This eventually creates a hybrid capitalist system where small
and medium private (and mixed property) enterprises coexist with state-owned enterprises, which
also begin to behave like capitalist ﬁrms. This is not
just a socialist mixed economy, because the stateowned enterprises represent a form of state capitalism, as they are increasingly integrated by the
market and seek to maximize proﬁts.
Diametrically opposed to capitalism from below
is capitalism from above. This strategy opened up
rather unexpectedly when in 1988–91 European
Communist regimes “melted down.” Until the
mid-1980s no one seriously considered this a possibility. During this time, no scenario was developed for a way to turn an economy based exclusively on public ownership into a system of private
property. East European economists, speculating
about ways to escape the deepening economic crisis of state socialism, threw their hands up and said
jokingly, “We know how to make ﬁsh soup out of
ﬁsh (thus how to nationalize private property), but
we do not have the faintest idea how to make ﬁsh
from a ﬁsh soup (thus how to convert a socialist
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system into a liberal market economy).” The recipe
for this culinary miracle was discovered during the
second half of the 1980s, and it was called “shock
therapy” and “mass privatization.”8 The key idea
was that a modern capitalist economy could be
created with one bold move in which the public
sector is offered en masse for privatization. All
ﬁrms will be transferred to identiﬁable private
owners, without much worry about the price paid
for these ﬁrms. This strategy represented a coalition of elements of the Communist-era bureaucracy with elements of the technocracy, mostly enterprise directors.9
The creation of private property from above either took the form of voucher privatization schemes
where property was distributed to all citizens, or
ﬁrms were essentially given to their employees and
managers. In practice most countries implemented
a mass privatization based on both of these strategies (Liberman, Nestor, and Desai 1997). This was
of course possible only if the Communist Party was
ready to give up its power and the ideology of socialism could be delegitimated. Until mid-1988 or
early 1989 this sounded like an unrealistic scenario. However, as we know, socialism melted
down during the fall of 1989. Either a new elite
grabbed political power, or the old elite changed
its ideological colors over night. In both cases they
decided to build capitalism in exactly the same way
that socialism was built, by a blueprint, led from
above, by modernizing elites. This transformation
would again be led by a “vanguard” with privileged theoretical knowledge (this time neoclassical
economics instead of Marxist-Leninism). Sachs,
possibly the most inﬂuential neoliberal ideologue,
even entitled a very inﬂuential article in the Economist “What Is to Be Done” (1990), deliberately
invoking Lenin’s famous language. The message
was clear: there is nothing inherently wrong with
vanguardism; only the end of history changed.10
In capitalism from above, the emergent socioeconomic system has a distinctive patrimonial character. In patrimonial regimes “political capitalism”
reigns supreme. Communist apparatchiks manage
to exchange their political capital into private
property, frequently using management buyouts to
achieve these aims (see Freedland 2000; Klebnikov
2000). This creates a group of owners of giant corporations with no experience as capitalists, typically without international contacts, and with no capital for restructuring. This signiﬁcantly contributed
to a sharp drop in demand and the supply of key
investment inputs, resulting in generalized economic stagnation (see King 2002, 2003b for the

development of this argument linking mass privatization to enterprise failure).
Those regimes in which the technocracy and humanistic intellectuals form an alliance against the
party bureaucrats pursue capitalism from without,
ultimately creating a liberal capitalist system, which
relies on Western multinationals. It is “liberal” in
the sense that it is dominated by legal-rational authority. In these regimes privatization is a reasonably transparent process. Public ﬁrms are auctioned off at public auctions, or ownership is
transferred to workers or citizens via vouchers,
which are traded on the market place. There is limited political capitalism—former Communist apparatchiks are rarely able to manipulate the process
sufﬁciently to acquire massive private wealth. It
typically only happens in small or medium-sized
ﬁrms, and large corporations virtually never become the private property of individual Communist apparatchiks or even groups of former Communist apparatchiks.11
In the early stages of the transition the privatization of large enterprises creates a certain amount of
“quasi-private property” or “recombinant property” (Stark 1996). Under these circumstances governments retain substantial indirect control, mainly through the banking system (as long as banks
are not privatized and as long as they own substantial stocks in privatized ﬁrms). Evidence from
Hungary indicates that recombinant property was
never dominant (King 2001a, 32–34) and was a
transitory phenomenon limited to the very largest
enterprises in capital-intensive sectors (Hanley,
King, and Toth 2002).12 Over a relatively brief period of time, by the middle to late 1990s, ownership tended to shift into the hands of foreign investors. Market institutions are created in these
regimes fairly early in the game. Prices are deregulated, currency is made convertible, the banking
system is modernized and eventually some or most
of it privatized, capital imports are deregulated,
and so on. Under such circumstances, even if corporate management is able to acquire controlling
private ownership in ﬁrms, managers still have incentives to bring in foreign investors in order to attract capital for restructuring and secure access to
export markets.
Table 1 summarizes the overall argument relating class coalitions to the development of three
distinct types of capitalism. The remainder of this
chapter will explain this table, with examples from
Russia, China, and central Europe.
Exogenous and endogenous factors may help
explain why some countries followed a liberal, or
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Table 1. Varieties of Post-Communist Capitalism
Capitalism from
Without

Capitalism from
Above

Capitalism from
Below

Transitional political
strategy/elite struggle/
class and intradominant
class alliance

Technocracy defeats
bureaucracy and
struggles with former
dissidents for
hegemony

Bureaucracy retains
power, uses ofﬁce
to acquire private
property, allies with
technocracy

Technocracy hegemonic, allies with
domestic bourgeoisie,
but bureaucracy
retains political
power

Type of capitalism

Liberal systems
(Czech Republic,
Hungary, Poland)

Patrimonial systems
(Russia, Ukraine,
Rumania, Serbia
under Milošević)

Hybrid systems
(China, Vietnam)

Dominant class
formation

Multinationals, some
domestic capitalists

Patron-client ownership networks;
parasitic ﬁnancialindustrial groups

Domestic ownership
class; marketized
hybrid property forms

Extent of class
formation

Under way, but dual
structure, with patronclient relations

Dominant estate
structure, mainly
patron-client relations

Some class formation,
but great deal of
patron-client relations

Foreign capital

Dominant

Very limited

Supplementary,
smaller investors

Political capitalism

Little

Lot, dominant

Some

Domestic (petty, or
middle) bourgeoisie

Some

Little

Lot

Firm integration

Markets with low levels
of nonmarket
horizontal coordination (barter, debtswaps, arrears)

Markets and high levels
of nonmarket horizontal coordination
(barter, debt-swaps,
arrears)

Markets and central
plan (and the barter
associated with
planning)

Economic dynamism

Some

Little or none

A great deal

Leading sector

Manufacturing exports

Raw materials export

Manufacturing exports

Dynamic of
accumulation

FDI; importing capital;
export driven, some
technological upgrading; ﬁnancial
fragility

Political accumulation;
capital ﬂight;
technological
downgrading

State-led development
of SOEs, technological upgrading;
growth of new
private sector

Size of the state

Medium

Large

Large

State capacity/
formal bureaucracy

Modest/very

Little/almost none

Great/very

State-economy
interaction

State provides adequate
public goods (e.g.,
stock of human
capital); some personalistic enforcement of
laws; state implements
an industrial policy;
medium informal sector

State does not provide
adequate public goods
(e.g., stock of human
capital); extensive personalistic enforcement
of laws by patrons
to beneﬁt clients;
huge informal sector

State provides public
goods (e.g.,
infrastructure);
state implements
industrial policy;
small informal sector

Political institutions

Liberal democracy

Multiparty authoritarianism (unfree
and unfair elections
or “nonpolyarchy”)

Selective and partial
process of liberalization of totalitarian
regime
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patrimonial, path and why some managed to go a
long way by building capitalism from below. In
this chapter we will focus our attention on the endogenous factors, which are rooted in the class
structure, the dynamics of struggles among different factions of elites.
It would be foolish, however, to deny that exogenous factors are consequential. Most importantly, the level of economic development countries achieved prior to Communism and, to some
degree, were able to retain under Communism,
and the proximity of markets in core countries are
likely to play an important role. It cannot be accidental that only countries bordering the European
Union, and which were traditionally more developed, created liberal capitalism. One possible argument is that the more developed countries were
able to adopt neoliberal policies, since they could
afford to pay the rather high price of neoliberal
shock therapy. Less developed countries, however,
may have experimented with some shock, but they
had to suspend it before it could work since their
population could not tolerate more pain (hence
shock without therapy—see Gerber and Hout
1998; but see Murrell 1993; and King 2002,
2003b for a different interpretation of Russia’s
“neoliberalness.”) Thus, the argument could be
made that the better economic performance in
central Europe may have nothing to do with economic policies, or the path capitalist development
took there, but can be explained simply by the fact
that they were stronger economies and closer to
Western markets.
This exogenous explanation is not without
merit, but it has limits. First of all, during the socialist epoch the gap in the level of economic development among the socialist countries narrowed
and just began to grow again after the fall of Communism. And there are also curious exceptions to
such economic determinism. For instance, how
can one explain the unusual success of the Baltic
states, which were for half a century parts of the
Soviet Union. Sure, they were relatively better developed regions of the USSR; nevertheless they
were within the USSR, and during the 1990s they
comfortably outperformed the countries of the
Balkans. China is also an important exception to
economic determinism. What made it possible for
China to advance toward market institutions more
effectively than some of the patrimonial regimes of
Eastern Europe?
In addition to geography and prior level of development, let us add a possible cultural explanation to the different routes various societies took.

We do not know how far this analysis can be
pushed, but the reconﬁguration of post-Communist
states along religious lines certainly deserves attention. It may be just an artifact, or it may have
something to do with elective afﬁnities between
religion and modernization, but the three types of
capitalisms correspond to various great world religions. All liberal regimes are dominated by Western Christianity; patrimonial states are Orthodox
(or Islamic); while hybrid capitalism happened to
be in the Confucian and Taoist part of the world.
It is beyond our competence to assess how important this fact may be; we just have to note that an
afﬁnity between religion and type of modernization might exist.
We argue that the pattern of class conﬂict and
intraclass alliance (or interelite struggle) determines which path to capitalism is selected. This
does not have to be thought of as an explanation
alternative to geography, prior level of development, or culture. These factors affect the opportunity structure of the different segments of the class
structure. For example, the fact that a country is
closer to Western Europe and more culturally similar may make an alliance of technocrats and multinationals seem much more possible. At a microlevel, it is likely to result in networks linking
socialist managers with foreign managers. This
seems to have occurred in Hungary, and then
translated into an early lead in FDI resulting from
the formation of small joint ventures joining up
former socialist era managers with often small and
medium-sized enterprise actors in the core (e.g.
Germany, Austria) (see King and Varadi 2002;
King 2001a, 55–58).
The fact that a county industrialized prior to the
imposition of socialism means that its middle classes (its technocrats and cultural intellectuals) have
memories and a set of internalized myths about the
“nation” that weaken their enthusiasm for Communism (King 2001b; see Darden’s [2002] excellent study on nationalism in the former Soviet
Union). Thus, these exogenous factors are important most of all because they affect the pattern of
intra- and interclass conﬂict and alliance.
In the remainder of this chapter, we will discuss
the different paths to, as well as different resulting
types of, capitalism. It must be kept in mind that
these three paths are ideal types, and thus features
of the three resultant styles of capitalism are found
in all post-Communist countries. There are some
multinationals and modern capitalist markets in
Russia, while in Hungary, the archetype of capitalism from without, paternalism plays an important
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role not only in the political-cultural sphere, but
even in the economy. Barter is not unknown in the
central European economies, and some degree of
capitalism from below can be found in the Czech
Republic and Hungary as well. Indeed, in Poland
and Slovenia there were strong elements of this
path, because these countries severely delayed the
privatization of very large state-owned enterprises.
Thus, they created a space for more capitalism
from the ground up, even as they pursued capitalism from without through strategic foreign investment.13 Political capitalism (thus the use of political ofﬁce to acquire private wealth), which is a
central feature of patrimonial regimes, is far from
nonexistent in systems that build capitalism from
below, such as in China (as executions for corruption attest). Similarly, China has seen a great deal
of FDI (in fact, it has been the biggest recipient in
the world since the late 1990s, but its levels are still
modest on a per capita basis).
Capitalism from Above Leading to Patrimonial
Capitalism
In those countries that wound up with patrimonial systems, a fraction of the Communist political
apparatus was able to retain its power and defend
the privileges of its clients as well. While the momentum of technocratic reforms and intellectual
challenges in central Eastern Europe in the late
1960s might have been able to radically transform
the power structure if not for Soviet military
might, the bureaucratic estate in Russia was never
seriously challenged. Indeed, the collapse of Communism cannot be seen as a defeat of the Communist Party bureaucracy by outside forces. While
Russia had dissident intellectuals (such as Solzhenitsyn) who, as in central Europe, had a role to play
in delegitimizing the regime (see Shlapentokh
1990), they were not nearly as powerful as the
nomenklatura. That is, the key players in this transition were members of the political bureaucracy
itself (Linz and Stepan 1996; Garcelon 1997; and
the authoritative Reddaway and Glinski 2001).
The driving force of change was the party’s growing recognition that it could not compete economically and militarily with Western capitalism
(Szelényi and Szelényi 1995). Gorbachev should
be seen as a technocratic reformer who opened up
to intellectuals as ammunition against the Brezhnevera hardliners whom he viewed as standing in the
way of necessary reforms (see Shlapentokh 1990).
At the same time, the perestroika reforms that legalized individual proﬁtable activity and coopera-
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tives (in 1986 and 1987) created vast opportunities for elites in managerial and ministerial positions to proﬁt as middlemen—enabling them to
accumulate personal wealth (the most outstanding
journalistic account is Klebnikov’s The Godfather
of the Kremlin [2000]). This gave at least some
partocrats the ability to see a future for themselves
in a post-Communist world.
Gorbachev’s move was initially successful, as he
managed to replace much of the top Brezhnez-era
elite whom he saw as corrupt and inefﬁcient bureaucratic obstacles to reform (Hanley, Yershova,
and Anderson 1995, 647). However, these reforms started to get out of control as activists in
the Baltics and Armenia used glasnost to espouse
anti-Russian nationalism. Soon, the partocracy realized they could survive on the regional level,
drawing their attention away from the center, and
initiating the disintegration of the Soviet Union
(Helf and Hahn 1992; Linz and Stepan 1996).
In the Russian Federation, 1988 saw the emergence of “civil society” in the form of Democratic
Russia (DR). A full 80 percent of respondents in
one survey of DR’s Moscow activists were technocrats, or “specialists,” holders of technical and
professional degrees and skills (whereas 28 percent
of those employed in the Russian Republic ﬁt this
deﬁnition). While this movement mobilized the
real discontent and grievances of the intelligentsia,
it was nonetheless “launched from within the
highest echelons of the Soviet-Party state. This
movement against the party’s political monopoly
was part of, and contributed to, a struggle of technocratic reformers against party conservatives.
This essentially split the party internally, creating
two warring factions (the Democratic Platform
and the Russian Communist Party)” (Garcelon
1997, 39, 47, 49).
When Gorbachev tried to use limited elections
against party conservatives, his strategy backﬁred.
Yeltsin rose to prominence through his control
over the Moscow Association of Voters, which
provided leadership for the mass-based DR movement. The fact that this was a section of the Communist Party coming to power (and not a nonCommunist elite, as in Poland) is clear. A full 86
percent of DR’s deputies were party members, and
Yeltsin himself had been a member of the Politburo (Garcelon 1997, 64).
In June the Russian Supreme Soviet declared its
“sovereignty” from the USSR, and a dual-power
structure emerged. After the failed coup of 1991,
Yeltsin assumed full power over Russian territory.
DR, having always been a top-down product of a
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section of the bureaucratic estate, soon withered
into irrelevance. Yeltsin chose instead to align with
enterprise managers and implement shock therapy
from above. Indeed, a full 74 percent of Yeltsin’s
appointees were members of the nomenklatura
(Garcelon 1997, 70).
In January 1992, the radical transformation of
the Russian economy began. With the help of
a team of Western economists headed by Jeffrey
Sachs, “a radical reform package focusing on economic liberalization and privatization was adopted”
(EBRD 1996, 169; see Wedel 2001). Six months
of this shock therapy led to unprecedented hyperinﬂation and a fall in living standards. To shore up
support, Yeltin incorporated into his regime representatives of enterprise directors, such as Chernomyrdin, chairman of the board of Gazprom
(Russia’s giant natural gas monopoly), who was
made vice premier of the fuel and energy sector,
and later replaced Gaidar as prime minister when
the public outcry against shock therapy forced his
ouster (Reddaway and Glinski 2001). At the same
time that Chernomyrdin joined the government, a
privatization plan relying on a combination of citizen vouchers and giveaways to managers and employees was launched in June 1992. This was easily
the largest, most rapid transformation of ownership
in world history. “By July of 1994, 15,052 medium- and large-scale enterprises, employing more
than 80 per cent of the industrial workforce, had
been privatized” (EBRD 1996, 169). Thus, in Russia, a self-re-created bureaucratic estate, in coalition
with elements of the technocracy in charge of large
enterprises, unleashed capitalism from above via a
full dose of shock therapy.
In these systems, Communist ideology was of
course instantly abandoned, but the former Communist parties were not taken over by technocrats
and transformed into centrist or even right-wing
social democratic movements, as happened in the
liberal regimes. Instead the core of the political apparatus retained control over the successor parties
and turned the Communist ideology into nationalist, often xenophobic, ideology. Iliescu in Romania (at least during the early 1990s—less so after
his return to power) and Milošević in Serbia are
prime examples. The transformation was more
complex in Russia, where the successor party lost
political power, but Yeltsin followed policies that
were quite similar to those of Iliescu and
Milošević. In those countries where working-class
resistance, political or economic, did not weaken
the political apparatus, the technocratic and intellectual opposition could not smash the political

bureaucracy. Instead, it adapted a nationalistic,
xenophobic rhetoric and the practices of political
capitalism.
The Economic Institutions of Post-Communist
Patrimonial Capitalism
Because part of the “blueprint” for creating capitalism includes rapidly liberalizing prices, eliminating trade barriers, and drastically curtailing the
money supply (by reducing monetary emissions,
raising interest rates, and curtailing subsidies),
post-Communist ﬁrms confront a harsh new environment. Rapid price deregulation, given the monopolistic structure of Soviet-style economies,
leads to a jump in the price of inputs. The wholesale liberalization of imports creates an enormous
drop in aggregate demand for domestic producers,
as they must face global competition.14 With monetary emissions severely limited, government subsidies drastically curtailed, and credit dramatically
more expensive, most ﬁrms run into severe cash
ﬂow problems and a shortage of capital for restructuring and even day-to-day transactions. Similarly, there was also the devastation resulting from
the political destruction of the old Warsaw Pact
Council for Mutual Economic Aid (COMECON,
also called the Council of Mutual Economic Assistance, or the CMEA) trading system. For many
states, a vast majority of exports and imports were
from the COMECON, accounting for a huge
amount of economic activity. The breakdown of
this trading system therefore disrupted supply
chains and created a gigantic loss of markets.15
In addition to these shocks, many ﬁrms suffered
shocks associated with mass privatization (King
2002, 2003a). While the rapid privatization of
small and some medium-sized businesses is beneﬁcial because it provides a superior incentive structure for those in control of these enterprises, large
SOEs cannot be rapidly privatized without unacceptable costs. Most importantly, mass privatization means that the resulting private corporation
will not have an owner or owners with sufﬁcient
resources to restructure the company. Without any
capital to carry out desperately needed restructuring, and without the injection of any new managerial talent, many ﬁrms found themselves in untenable positions. Mass privatization also frequently
created outside owners, with very poor arrangements to monitor managers or even to monitor
other (typically inside) owners. This outcome was
virtually inevitable, as these economies lacked a
developed business information infrastructure or
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effective legal protection of shareholder rights,
which help “make markets” in advanced capitalist
systems.
The combination of these two conditions led to
massive amounts of asset stripping in the postCommunist economy, wreaking havoc on the
functioning of many ﬁrms.16 This is a paradox from
the neoliberal perspective—while involving the
state in the economy is allegedly a recipe for rentseeking behavior, not involving the state in the
transition creates an environment that encourages
corruption (see King 2001a, 2001b).
Only those ﬁrms with privileged access to raw
materials, or those that enjoy “natural protection”
as a result of prohibitive shipping costs (e.g., makers of furniture), are likely to be able to successfully restructure (King 2002, 2003a; for useful reviews of sectoral change in the Russian economy
see Vorobyov and Zhukov 2000 and Schroeder
1998). This creates what Gustafson (1999, 219)
calls a “barbell economy” to indicate the hollowing out of the manufacturing sector, leaving only a
signiﬁcant raw materials sector and a ﬁnancial services sector (the sphere of “merchant capital” [Burawoy and Krotov 1992] or ﬁnancial clientelism
[King 2001a]).
These structural challenges are exacerbated by
the habitus of former Communist ofﬁcials turned
private owners. They are likely to be less entrepreneurial, and more inclined to be paternalistic toward their business partners and employees (one
may also call this corruption if one wants to use
value-burdened labels). Communist apparatchiks
turned capitalists might ruin the emerging capitalist system just as much as they ruined socialism. In
regimes “from without,” the domestic expertmanagers carry a habitus as well, and are not immune to paternalism either. Such actors are used to
operating within the system of a paternalistic state
and are likely to continue their state-dependent,
deferential role. Paradoxically, multinational investors need these local experts exactly because
they are well networked and have local social and
political know-how. Nevertheless, with capitalism
from without, foreign owners call the shots, and
this, together with the existence of liberal press
and democratic parliamentary institutions that
guarantee some degree of transparency, limits paternalism (and corruption).
In regimes of capitalism from above, the combination of massive structural challenges facing enterprises led by “inappropriate” agents typically results in economic disaster. Asset stripping typically
becomes the most “rational” way to respond, fur-
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ther exacerbating the precarious position of most
ﬁrms (see King 2003a, 2003b).
In this situation, ﬁrms frequently cannot afford
to pay wages. This contributes to labor markets
remaining underdeveloped, and paternalism frequently characterizes the relationship between workers and managers. This retreat from labor markets
leads ﬁrms to aid workers in gaining access to the
means of subsistence. Workers typically must resort
to food grown on garden plots or collective potato farming to survive, and they are thus increasingly reunited with the means of their subsistence
(Burawoy and Krotov 1992; Southworth 2001;
King 2002). This means that the enterprise and
the household become increasingly merged. As
vertical patron-client relations grow in importance,
workers are also separated from each other, and
their “classness” decreases.
As ﬁrms entered into ﬁnancial crisis and technical bankruptcy, they frequently could not pay
taxes, which at any rate were drastically contracting
along with the economy.17 This loss of revenues,
when combined with the antistatist ideology of the
neoliberals, quickly led to a lack of state support
for the basic institutions that enable ﬁrms to successfully restructure by raising their quality and
changing their product line to compete on the
world market. An important instance of this occurs
when the state stops supporting the educational
institutions that turn out skilled manpower, leading to a crisis for many ﬁrms. Of particular importance is the production of experts with scientiﬁc
credentials by local polytechnic institutes. While
some of this is brain drain, case study data indicates
that much is also the result of a shortage of new
technicians (see McDermott 2002 for the Czech
Republic, and King 2002 for Russia). Furthermore, because the crisis of education also affects
primary educational institutions, the shortage of
skilled manpower will only intensify in the future
(UNDP 1999, 58).
As a result of widespread ﬁnancial crises, ﬁrms
up and down commodity chains are unable to get
the money or credit they need to continue production. Rather than go out of business, however,
managers reactivate old “horizontal” ties (or generate new ones) to managers at other ﬁrms that
functioned to compensate for the scarcity of inputs
in the shortage economy. These networks now
function to aid in production given the absence of
money and credit in the new capitalist economy.
These network ties allow the ﬁrms to withdraw
from the market through interenterprise arrears,
debt swaps, and barter (see Woodruff 1999 for an
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outstanding account of these processes in Russia).
Barter decreases the efﬁciency of transactions (because a middleman typically must be used), shields
ﬁrms from market pressures (because business
partners are selected on network ties, not price
considerations), and makes taxation highly problematic (because transactions can be concealed
from the state, and because in-kind taxes are easy
to overvalue when they are paid, and are difﬁcult
and expensive to collect anyway).
The loss of tax revenue from enterprise failure,
exacerbated by the rise of hard-to-tax barter, inevitably weakens the state. As the state is increasingly unable to meet its formal obligations, it begins to break down. Poorly paid (or unpaid) state
ofﬁcials are easily corrupted, and the bureaucratic
nature of the state decomposes. It becomes riddled
by reactivated (as well as new) patron-client ties
between government ofﬁcials and businessmen.
Private market success comes to depend to a high
degree on arbitrary political decisions and the exercise of private force. As the state both weakens
and loses its bureaucratic character, “maﬁas” rise
to fulﬁll some of the functions of the state—such
as contract enforcement (Varere 2001).
Over time, the politically constituted ownership
groups will spread throughout the economy—
swallowing up the shares of insider-dominated
ﬁrms that can be stripped of their assets in one way
or the other. Therefore, the compromise between
the bureaucratic estate and enterprise managers
will not result in equal gains for both segments of
the former elite in the long run. In Russia, the
eventual takeover of insider-owned ﬁrms by politically connected ﬁnancial groups, who then typically fail to make any investment in restructuring the
enterprise, is quite common.
Capitalism from above is also not conducive to
the development of domestic small business. Since
in both trajectories there was the massive privatization of the public sector, starting small and
growing bigger was very difﬁcult. The ensuing
economic collapse and state disintegration (which
includes an increase in the size of maﬁa groups to
ﬁll the void), and inability of banks to provide
loans to new enterprises mean that new enterprises face incredible odds (banks funnel money out of
the system; they do not turn savings into investments [see Popov 1999 for an insightful discussion
of the speciﬁcity of the Russian banking system in
comparative postcommunist perspective]).
Finally, the economic changes that result from
following the path of capitalism from above will
have inevitable political consequences. Speciﬁcally,

the existence of a large class of political capitalists
who owe their very ownership of property to particular patrons in political ofﬁce means that there
will be enormous pressure to erode the institutions
of democracy. For owners in Russia—unlike those
in Hungary or Poland—may lose their property
rights if their patron loses ofﬁce. Thus, what results are systems in which elections matter, but
they are neither particularly free nor fair.18
Capitalism from Without Leading to Liberal
Capitalism
On the whole classes were not particularly well
formed under state socialism. Socialist society can
be better described as a rank order, rather than a
class-stratiﬁed society. Nevertheless, classes were in
formation and in particular the strength of the
working class had far-reaching consequences for
how intraclass struggles among various factions of
the ruling elites unfolded. Arguably, in central Europe, in particular in Hungary and Poland, the
power monopoly of the political apparatus had
been challenged for quite some time by an emerging alliance between enlightened technocrats, usually operating within the Communist Party, and
critical intellectuals (Kennedy 1992).
This alliance was based on common interest. Politically, both wanted freedom from the bureaucratic estate. Economically, both believed they
could do just as well in a capitalist system by becoming professionals and selling their relatively
scarce labor power on the market or by becoming
entrepreneurs. A major factor in this notion was
the possibility of working for a large multinational
corporation.
The formation of the working class was most advanced in Poland, of course, where the collective
action of workers in 1980 almost brought down
the rule of the Communist political apparatus,
which was only saved by the military dictatorship
of Jaruzelski. In the summer of 1981, sudden price
hikes precipitated strikes throughout the country,
but particularly in the Baltic cities. In August, general strikes in Gdansk and Szczecin spread through
the country, ending with government recognition
of the right to form independent unions (Kramer
1995, 673). The working class entered into an alliance with a group of dissident intellectuals that
had defended worker strikes in 1976 (Kennedy
1987; Bernhard 1993). The workers and intellectuals picked up the support of disaffected technocrats and professionals (Kubic 1994; Kennedy
1992, 1987; Karabel 1993), culminating in the 10
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million–strong Solidarity Union (which was four
times larger than the Communist Party, and 10
times larger than the ofﬁcial trade unions [Ost
1990, 139–40]). From this movement an antiCommunist political counterelite was created, bent
on abolishing the nomenklatura and wresting control from the bureaucratic estate (Wasilewski and
Wnuk-Lipinski 1995, 674).
For the rest of 1981, Solidarity tried to negotiate the institutionalization of its power to determine and implement economic policy. Ultimately,
the government would not agree to share its economic power. Massive strikes continued throughout the year, precipitating Jaruzelski’s imposition
of martial law, during which he outlawed Solidarity and arrested many of its leaders (Ost 1990,
113–48). The threat of Soviet intervention was
crucial in this process.
In an effort to restore some legitimacy, Jaruzelski sought to drive a wedge between intellectuals
and workers, to make concessions to the church,
and even to open up to a small class of “socialist
entrepreneurs” as in Hungary (Kennedy 1992,
55–56; Ost 1990, 155; Korbonski 1999, 146).
While Solidarity was thereby weakened, Jaruzelski
never won any measure of legitimacy, and Poland
continued to undergo serious economic problems
and the buildup of international debt (partially to
bolster consumption, and partially to try to invest
its way out of the slump) (Korbonski 1999, 143).
Unable to garner support for his 1987 economic
plan, and with the additional blow of the new Polish pope (John Paul II) calling for the relegalization of Solidarity, the party teetered near collapse.
As a result of declining living standards, a new
round of strikes started in Gdansk and Kraków in
April 1988. In August, strikes started in Silesia and
began to spread northward. That same month,
Jaruzelski initiated roundtable meetings with the
opposition, which would lead, in short order, to
the decisive defeat of the government in semifree
elections, ending Communist rule.
Hungary followed a somewhat similar pattern.
While the Hungarian working class never engaged
in the kind of collective action taken by the Polish
working class, it was sufﬁciently a threat to the
Communist apparatus that it had to try to buy political peace by opening up the second economy to
workers and peasants. The resulting petty bourgeoisiﬁcation in Hungary played a substantial role
in eroding the ideological hegemony of the Communist bureaucracy and laid the groundwork for
the Hungarian technocratic-intellectual alliance to
defeat the bureaucracy (Rona-Tas 1997). In both
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countries the political apparatus was wiped out in
1989. It lost political power altogether, and therefore had neither the will nor the capacity to carry
out a project of political capitalism. It did, however,
have an ideology. The ideology of the victorious
technocratic-intellectual elite by 1989 was neoliberalism (see Eyal, Szelényi, and Townsley 1998; Eyal
2000). However, the technocratic-intellectual alliance did not last long. The intellectual elite turned
against the technocracy, which was now seen as part
of the former Communist establishment.
In 1990, in both Poland and Hungary the newly
formed Socialist Party suffered humiliating defeat.
The intellectuals themselves were split into liberal
and patriotic-Christian wings, and the last decade
of the century can be described as struggles among
these various political forces. Nevertheless, despite
the political differences among all of these intellectual and technocratic elites, they favored neoliberal policies, and in particular, cooperation with foreign investors. Hungary and Poland are in many
respects the purest types—the alliance of classes or
elites may have been somewhat different in the
other liberal regimes, but our key hypothesis is that
in all of these regimes the Communist bureaucracy was unseated by an alliance between reformminded technocrats with liberal and patrioticChristian intellectuals. This alliance received some
initial support from the working class, though for
the most part it was demobilized after the defeat of
the Communist bureaucracy.
In these regimes, neoliberalism served as the
ideological cement to the alliance of the technocracy and the political dissidents (the humanistic intellectuals). Its chief appeal was its radical antistatism (see Eyal 2000 for a more elaborate analysis of
the role of monetarism). However, because these
systems were functioning democracies, political
elites abandoned strict adherence to neolibreal
precepts (see Kolodko and Nuti 1997; Snadjer and
King 2002; King 2003b), especially ideas favoring
the quick “mass” privatization of the SOE sector.
First, direct sales to foreigners were prevalent
everywhere in central Europe. The Hungarians
privatized relatively rapidly via auctions, which frequently resulted in FDI. Slovakia, Slovenia, and
Poland delayed the privatization of many large
SOEs, choosing to ﬁrst restructure them and
then privatize them through competitive auctions
(often to multinationals [MNCs]).19 Only the Czech
Republic managed to implement a signiﬁcant mass
privatization program—which most analysts now
acknowledge led to major problems in governance.
Only the Czech Republic’s very high level of FDI
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has kept this country out of the patrimonial
camp.20

tively little political capitalism exists, resulting in
little pressure to manipulate elections.

The Economic Institutions of Post-Communist
Liberal Capitalism

Capitalism from Below Leading to Hybrid
Capitalism

To the extent that the central European cases
pursued the neoliberal transition strategy, and to
the extent that they were dependent on imports
from and exports to the former COMECON system (the economic counterpart to the Warsaw
Pact), they suffered deindustrialization just as in
the former Soviet Union. However, FDI partially
compensates for the problems created by shock
liberalization and stabilization, as it leads to reindustrialization. Multinationals provide capital and
technology, expertise, and access to world markets.
This allows more ﬁrms in non-resource-based
manufacturing to restructure to enable their survival on the market—and to export to Western Europe without massive technological downgrading
and occasionally with substantial upgrading (see
case studies in King 2001a, 2001b; King and Varadi 2002; King 2002). Taxes from these restructured
privatized ﬁrms, as well as continued revenues
from large SOEs and their domestic suppliers,
allow the economy to avoid the vicious circle of
declining state capacity and market withdrawal that
follows from “capitalism from above.” The presence of high levels of FDI also reduces the level of
nonmarket survival strategies like barter and interenterprise arrears, as well as reducing wage arrears.
The new private economy will be strengthened,
as large greenﬁelds and small joint ventures
emerge. Domestically owned small and mediumsized businesses, however, are likely to suffer in at
least the short and medium term because of foreign competition in consumer markets, and the replacement of industrial input producers with the
suppliers from elsewhere in the global empires of
MNCs. Basically, there will be capitalist growth,
but it will depend on the investment strategy of
particular MNCs, the lending decisions of foreignowned banks, and the ability to import industrial
inputs and capital from, and export manufactured
goods to, the core of the capitalist world economy.
Because there is capital account liberalization, and
because these economies are so sensitive to the
cost of currencies and external markets, they will
be “fragile”—or prone to devaluation (which partially restores the market for some domestic companies, even as it results in much less consumption
for those with savings or on ﬁxed incomes).
Finally, democracy is consolidated because rela-

Arguably, China followed most closely the script
described by Konrád and Szelényi (1979). In 1978
the political bureaucracy formed an alliance with the
technocratic intelligentsia, and in fact accepted the
leadership of the technocratically minded faction of
the party elite during the years of Teng Hsiao-ping.21
The rise of the technocracy can be traced to the
disastrous policies of the political/ideological hardline faction of the party during the Great Leap
Forward and Cultural Revolution. On the one
hand, these policy failures greatly undermined the
legitimacy of the political bureaucracy and forced
it to give leadership to the technocratic faction. On
the other hand, these disasters emboldened, if not
empowered, the dominated class, who had no
choice but to abandon central policies and experiment with reform on their own. Yang’s (1996) historical study shows that in regions more heavily affected by the Great Leap Forward, spontaneous
reforms started earlier and took more radical
forms. Another study (Zhou 1996) also shows that
many of the initial agricultural reform measures
were actually spontaneously taken by local peasants, without the government’s approval. The central government only sanctioned them as faits accomplis. Teng Hsiao-ping himself acknowledges
that the success of village township enterprises
(VTEs) is completely unexpected (Chen 1989).
The bureaucracy and technocracy keep each
other under control to the present day.22 The technocracy did not allow the political apparatus to implement a political capitalist scenario (it had little
incentive to do so anyway, since it was not deprived
of its political power or many of its economic privileges). The Communist bureaucracy, on the other
hand, put strict limits on how far the technocracy
could go in its attempts to ally with the intelligentsia and to pursue a liberal policy. This is seen
most clearly in the events of Tiananmen Square,
where the intelligentsia and workers were repressed; the former much less severely than the latter (see Walder and Xiaoxia 1993).
Workers and peasants could take advantage of
the resulting balance of power. Thus, Nee is probably correct to a large extent when he sees the
“direct producers” beneﬁting from transition in
China, while they proved to be the losers in the
two other systems.23
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It is in this sense that the path to capitalism was
from below. Economists (Jiang 2001; Naughton
1992, 1994) have found that China’s transition
ﬁrst started with the opening up of the large domestic markets, giving small ﬁrms an enormous
space to grow in the production of consumer
products, an area where SOEs were less concentrated. While many markets remain regulated and
the national consumer market is largely segregated, small local-based ﬁrms, supported by local governments, often gain advantages over large stateowned ﬁrms (and foreign ﬁrms for that matter) in
accessing local resources and materials.
The Economic Institutions of Hybrid Capitalism
Since Nee’s agenda-setting article in 1989, studies done by both sides of the market transition debate have consistently shown both substantial
numbers of noncadre entrepreneurs in rural China
and substantial positive returns to household incomes produced as a consequence (Nee 1989,
1996; Walder 2002).
However, a recent study by Walder and Zhao
(2002) of rural China shows that the emergence of
capitalism in China can be divided into two periods. During the ﬁrst full decade of economic reform (the 1980s), nonelites with nonagricultural
jobs were most likely to become private entrepreneurs. In the second decade, however, when public enterprises began to be privatized, public enterprise managers and relatives of cadres were more
likely to become new private entrepreneurs. Therefore, it seems plausible that there is a growing “political capitalism” problem.
Thus, China’s hybrid capitalist system still has a
great many patrimonial relationships that mirror
processes observed in Eastern Europe and the former Soviet Union. Steinfeld’s case study (1998)
shows that among many Chinese SOEs the exchange of products is often not accompanied by
monetary transaction, instead resulting in accumulation of unpaid intercorporate debts—known as
“triangular debts.” Other elements of Russia’s patrimonial system are present. Wank (1999) ﬁnds
that patron-client relationships also survived the
transition and became commodiﬁed—because private entrepreneurs still need to have resourceful
patrons in the bureaucracy to get deals done.24 Indeed, the worst inefﬁciencies of patrimonialism can
be identiﬁed. Ding (2000) reports on how offshore businesses have become a major channel for
the Chinese nomenklatura to turn state assets into
private wealth. Lin and Zhang (1999) study how
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subsidiaries to urban SOEs have been used as a vehicle to transfer state assets into private or corporate wealth.
Even if it is empirically true that cadres in China
beneﬁt more from the transition than noncadres,
the situation is still very different from the political
capitalism in Eastern Europe, where the apparatchiks simply directly sell off state assets and accumulate private wealth that is then channeled out
of the local economy. Thus far, cadres help their
children, but refrain from becoming capitalists
themselves. In China, because a thriving private
economy exists, political capitalists are likely to
reinvest pilfered funds in the domestic economy,
where their political connections can help them get
high returns. Moreover, private entrepreneurs thus
far have not entered into cadre positions (Walder
and Zhao 2002).
All these changes considered, we believe China’s
and Vietnam’s economic systems can best be described as hybrid capitalist systems. While China is
moving in the direction of a full-ﬂedged capitalist
system, it has not arrived there yet. Most crucially,
there is no clear dominance of private property.
For although the state has decentralized, the most
dynamic sector of the Chinese economy, the VTEs,
are still not privately owned, although they are
market dependent. These locally owned ﬁrms outperform SOEs, and between 1985 and 1996 they
increased from 14.6 percent of gross industrial
output to 27.8 percent, while SOEs fell from 65
percent to 28.5 percent (see Peng 2001). Nan Lin
(1995) proposes a “local market socialism” perspective to understand the hybrid nature of the
Chinese political economy. He claims that this perspective integrates socialism as the political axis,
market-oriented reform as the economic axis, and
locally embedded social networks as the social axis.
Similar to Walder (1995) and Oi (1999), he argues
that decentralization does not mean abandoning
the command system. Instead, the command system and newly emerged market mechanisms are
both incorporated and embedded in local sociocultural networks.25
However, there is no doubt that China is moving in the direction of capitalism. First, many VTEs
are “red caps”—in which local state ownership is
legal cover for what are really private businesses
(see Liu 1992; Nee and Su 1996). Moreover, privatization has ﬁnally started to make headway in
China, which up until the late 1990s mostly “grew
out of the plan” without actively dismantling state
ownership (Naughton 1995). The privatization of
state and collectively owned industries has been
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greatly accelerated in recent years. Lin and Zhu
(2001) use a 1998 national survey to show that by
that year private ownership in SOEs was already
quite substantial. Cao, Qian, and Weingast (1999)
study the accelerated privatization process since
1995 and argue that it is helped by the federalist
structure of the Chinese political economy: regions
with larger private economies are more likely to
privatize their SOEs (because the newly unemployed will be more likely to ﬁnd jobs). On the
other hand, many collectively owned enterprises are
also being aggressively privatized by their local governments. By 2002, the massive rural VTE sector,
which had employed more than 80 million people
at its zenith, underwent signiﬁcant privatization,
shrinking to half its former size (Walder and Zhao
2002, 5; Li and Rozelle [2000] also report empirical evidence of the privatization of VTEs).
Another factor pushing in the direction of capitalist property relations is the importance of foreign direct investment in China’s economy. While
per capita levels of FDI remain modest compared
to central Europe, as a percentage of total investment they are quite high, and absolute levels are
enormous. Of particular importance have been
Taiwanese and Hong Kong capital investments in
southern China, creating what Naughton calls the
second China Circle (1997, 7). This investment
has lead to explosive export growth, especially in
electronics.
Furthermore, the SOEs that do exist have become increasingly marketized. Guthrie (1997)
studies asset diversiﬁcation of Chinese SOEs and
ﬁnds that they respond to market instability and
exhibit increasingly market-oriented behaviors.
Keister (1998, 2001) shows that Chinese SOEs
adopt capitalist-like intercorporate structures—
business groups and interlocking directorates—
that have effects on ﬁrms’ performance similar to
that in capitalist economies. Nee (2001) shows that
from 1978 to 1991, the investment capital provided to SOEs came increasingly from non-centralstate sources (retained earnings, loans from stateowned banks, and foreign sources). Over this
period, the percentage provided by state redistributors fell from 62 percent to under 7 percent.26
Other studies (Groves et al. 1994; Huang and
Kalirajan 1998) have found that many SOEs are
subjected to market competition and are market
integrated. Furthermore, market integration leads
to improved performance: greater technical efﬁciency (Huang and Kalirajan 1998) and higher
productivity (Groves et al. 1994). Another study
(Groves et al. 1995) also ﬁnds that a managerial

labor market is emerging in the state sector and
that the allocation of managerial resources is increasingly governed by the market. Because these
ﬁrms remain state owned, but are increasingly
market integrated (must buy inputs and sell products on markets) and behave like capitalist ﬁrms,
we can call this type of property state capitalism.
The Chinese system is hybrid because it is still a
long way from becoming dominated by capitalist
private property. However, it is capitalist to the extent that markets have ﬂourished, and the private
economy continues to expand, while the SOEs decline but behave increasingly like capitalist ﬁrms
(see Nee 1992, 2001). By 1993, SOE employment
in urban areas declined from 75 percent to 60 percent, and in rural areas to around 30 percent (Cao,
Qian, and Weingast 1999). This should not be
taken to imply that China is particularly neoliberal
(see King 2003a). The Chinese transition has been
overseen by a strong state (see Nee 2000), which
continues to promote “national champions” from
the SOEs that constitute Chinese business groups
(see Keister 2000).27 More important for Chinese
growth, however, has been the state’s massive infrastructural investments, which provide support
for new private enterprise formation and growth.
These economic changes have political effects as
well. The Communist Party loses its ideological
commitment, replaced by a pragmatic approach
that emphasizes growth and increasing living standards. China looks less and less like a totalitarian
system, and more and more like a bureaucratic authoritarian regime—although it is still clearly totalitarian (because the Communist Party maintains its
political monopoly).

CONCLUSIONS
The transition to capitalism from Communism is
different from earlier transitions to capitalism. First,
capitalism was formed on the ruins of a society that
did not have even in embryonic form the institution of private property and therefore did not have
a propertied bourgeoisie. Second, socialism had
accomplished some of the “historic missions” of
capitalism: it completed the process of capital accumulation and industrialization and, though in contradictory ways, separated the producers from the
means of subsistence and production.
These features are consequential, though in different ways, for the nature of capitalism that
emerges from Communism. Post-Communist capitalisms constitute an “extended family” of capi-
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talisms. In some countries the alliance of the technocracy and intellectuals could smash the power of
the Communist political apparatus, preventing the
development of political capitalism and implementing a post-Communist liberal system that is
highly dependent on foreign direct investments
and foreign demand and is sensitive to currency
ﬂuctuations. In countries where the technocraticintellectual alliance and the working class were
weaker, the political apparatus retained its power,
abandoned the Communist ideology and substituted nationalism, and implemented political capitalism. Finally, in some countries the bureaucracy
and technocracy arrived at a balance of power, and
under these circumstances capitalism develops
from below: the technocracy delays the political
capitalism project of the political bureaucracy,
while the Communist political bureaucracy limits
the liberal reform attempts of the technocracy.

NOTES
1. It is “neoclassical” because it is concerned with the origin and functioning of capitalism, the questions that occupied the “founding fathers” of sociology (Marx, Weber, and
Durkheim) and is inspired by Weber’s emphasis on the multiplicities of capitalist forms. In this respect neoclassical sociology is the polar opposite of neoclassical economics, which
operates with the assumption of a uniﬁed capitalist system.
2. The transition from Communism to capitalism, from
socialist-redistributive economies to market-integrated systems, is largely uncharted territory. This chapter does not
offer a review of every important piece of research in these
areas, although it does make reference to many of the most
inﬂuential works. This chapter can therefore be complimented by a review of the publications of the World Bank
and the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development on the transition, most prominently the latter’s editions of the Transition Report, as well as its newsletter
(Transition Newsletter) put out jointly with the William
Davidson Institute at the University of Michigan Business
School. The latter also has hundreds of very useful working
papers, almost all using original data (see http://www.wdi
.bus.umich.edu). Of course, as social scientists we should
keep in mind the basic facts of the sociology of knowledge;
the EBRD is both a member bank of the World Bank and a
fairly substantial investor in the transition economies. In the
ofﬁcial publications of the World Bank and the EBRD,
much of the analysis is cast from a clearly discernable perspective: it is a ﬁnancial investor’s point of view (which, according to Nobel laureate Joseph Stiglitz [2002] among
many others [e.g., Gowan 1995], has a bias in favor of preserving the value of money and the repayment of loans over
other features of transition, such as the minimization of
poverty or unemployment). The excellent but far less numerous publications of the United Nations Development
Program (especially the Human Development Reports on
the former Soviet Union and East Europe) offer a very useful contrasting perspective. Similarly, social scientists should
be even more careful than usual in using post-Communist
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ofﬁcial statistics (see the very useful paper by Filer and
Hanousek [2001] for an extended discussion of reliability
and validity issues, as well as a compilation of country websites and a list of ﬁrm-level data sets).
Finally, for those wishing to use this chapter as a reference
to all of the economic sociology of post-Communist society,
there is a good deal that we do not address, such as comparative welfare institutions (Haney 2002), gender and
racial stratiﬁcation and poverty (Kligman and Szelényi 2002;
Fodor 2002), and patterns of consumption (Davis 2000). A
more comprehensive typology of post-Communist capitalism might well incorporate these dimensions.
3. Perry Anderson for instance—under some Weberian
inﬂuence—in Passages from Antiquity to Feudalism (1974)
considers the possibility that feudalism may not have been
born “within the wombs” of antiquity, but rather can be
best understood as some sort of merger of the Germanic
form with antiquity.
4. The key to the surplus relationship between the peasantry and the rational redistributers in the past until this day
is that they could not buy subsidized state grain but had to
grow their own. The system still disadvantages the rural
population by requiring them to pay higher taxes (the socalled agricultural tax) and provides subsidized health and
education systems to the urban population. Some say that
150 million are underemployed. Others estimate the number at only 100 million. In terms of possession of the land,
all rural people regardless of their jobs or degree of underemployment have lifelong claim to village land. The exact
size of their ﬁelds (and thus their expected grain deliveries
and taxes) was set by the size of the household 15 years ago.
The state’s policy is to have no redistributions for 30 years,
in order to encourage residents to use the land wisely. However, many places redistribute every two to three years to
keep up with changes in the household size of the villagers,
while other places do not. Already in 1984 the Communist
Party let rural residents sign long-term leases with nonvillagers for right to farm land (and take up tax and grain quotas); but even in this situation the ownership remains with
the village, and the villager is entitled to the return of his
land after the lease is up. We are not aware of any research
indicating how widespread these arrangements are, but to
the extent that it has caught on, it is probably in the wealthiest areas. China clearly will not allow a landless rural mass
to emerge. This is one of the impetuses for the VTE reforms, which diversiﬁed employment in rural areas; VTEs
did so successfully from 1985 to 1996, although since then
the picture is less rosy. Thus, virtually every rural resident is
guaranteed access to land, both as a place to build a house
(which is owned as private property) and as a place to till the
soil. Because farming is often so poorly remunerated, most
people want at least one member of the household in a nonfarm job, and the route to high incomes, not to mention
wealth, is outside farming (Deborah Davis personal communication 2003).
5. For an analysis of the developmental impact of FDI
using ﬁrm-level data in Hungary, see Toth 2001; King
2000; King and Varadi 2002. For the Czech Republic see
Djankov and Hoekman 2000; for Poland see Liberska 1997;
Kaminski and Smarzynska 2001; for China see Kinoshita
1999. While these studies describe foreign-owned ﬁrms as
more efﬁcient and dynamic than domestically owned ﬁrms,
they do point out that the spillover effects (the use of domestic suppliers) are less than anticipated. This means that
the beneﬁcial effects of FDI might not be truly long-lasting,
for ﬁrms might stop investing once they establish themselves
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as monopolists or oligopolists, and begin pumping surplus
out of the domestic economy by repatriating proﬁts. If they
are not contributing to the domestic economy by making
purchases from domestic ﬁrms, the developmental beneﬁt
will indeed be less than many anticipated. Furthermore, foreign-owned ﬁrms contribute to trade deﬁcits because of
their very high level of imports. Finally, studies have found
that in both Poland (Dyker and Kubielas 2000) and Hungary (Toth 2001) ﬁrms exporting to Western Europe have a
low level of technological upgrading, casting further doubt
on the transformative power of FDI. Clearly, the empirical
question on the role of FDI in the transition is far from
resolved—despite the correlation between high levels of
FDI and post-Communist performance. It is quite possible
that the effects of FDI are different in the various environments in different countries. Only longitudinal, crosscountry, ﬁrm-level surveys will shed light on the question of
origin of ownership and performance. Thus far, one of the
thorniest issues in the literature on ﬁrm performance and
property change is how to deal with endogeneity. That is,
how do we know whether foreign ﬁrms perform better because they are foreign owned, or are foreign owned because
they are better ﬁrms (the jewels of the industrial structure
are privatized by foreigners, and the inefﬁcient ﬁrms are left
for domestic owners). It is by no means an easy task to fully
control for this possibility. Selection bias issues are equally
relevant in evaluating other property forms, such as state
ownership.
6. Most agree that China’s continued success hinges on
the health of the banking sector, where state-owned banks
channel the very high savings rate of the population into the
SOE sector. If the Chinese population ever lost conﬁdence
in state-owned banks, a major crisis for the SOE sector
would follow.
7. Although Rona-Tas really speaks to another historical
context, to what we call here “capitalism from without.”
8. See Lipton and Sachs 1990 for possibly the most inﬂuential statement of this position. See also Murrell 1993;
Gowan 1995; King 2002, 2003b; and Stiglitz 2002 for a
discussion of this theory. See anthropologist Janine Wedel
2001 for an excellent discussion of the role of Western economic advisors in the post-Communist transition.
9. The only major exception is the Czech Republic,
where the technocracy and dissident intellectuals implemented a substantial mass privatization program. But even
this program covered a much smaller proportion of the
economy than in Russia, since it included a much larger portion of ﬁrms that were sold through direct sales to foreign
investors (FDI per capita was almost an order of magnitude
greater in the Czech Republic than in Russia). Mass privatization programs can also beneﬁt enterprise managers (a fraction of the technocracy) because it can fragment outside
owners, leaving control to enterprise insiders. In the Czech
case, mass privatization was also used by Vaclav Klaus, a
technocrat, to boost his political popularity (the citizen
vouchers bore his name). While the implementation of this
program boosted the Czech Republic’s claim to be the most
neoliberal post-Communist country in the ﬁrst half of the
1990s, it ironically blocked substantial amounts of FDI
(McDermott 2002), which only later grew to very high levels (surpassing the early leader Hungary in the late 1990s).
10. Of course, this time around the vanguard paid lip service to representative democracy. Sachs himself admitted
that the “ideal” democratic system was one in which the executive was elected and then allowed to act without constraints until the next election (see Rodrik 1996, 32 n. 30).

Sachs and other prominent neoliberals offered a political
economy that emphasized the dangers of “losers” and “winners” in “partial” reform systems reversing the transition or
locking in “incomplete” reforms. We believe this danger is
overemphasized, as suggested by reforms in China, Poland
(see King 2002), and elsewhere (see King 2003b for a 14country comparison that covers the vast majority of the
post-Communist population).
11. Elite survey data backs up this claim. According to
Szelényi and Szelényi (1995), more than twice as many former members of nomenklatura made it into the new economic elite in Russia than in Poland (629).
12. It seems more likely that what Stark labeled “recombinant property” in most cases was simply an attempt by the
state to break up huge horizontally and vertically integrated
industrial ﬁrms (such as steel and aluminum producers) so
that their individual pieces could be more easily privatized.
13. In these countries “capitalism from above” was
slowed by resistance from workers and other political groups
as well as the legacy of worker’s self-management (for Polish workers see Kramer 1995, 654; also see Ekiert 2001; for
Slovenia see Mencinger 1996; Gligorov 1995).
14. Theoretically, ﬁrms should be able to import these inputs. However, ﬁrms cannot instantly ﬁnd inputs, and may
not be able to afford them.
15. For a discussion of these points see Stiglitz 2002;
Amsden, Kochanowicz, and Taylor 1994; Gowan 1995,
1999; Andor and Summers 1998; Chussodovsky 1997; and
UNDP 1999.
16. In Russia, for example, capital ﬂight in all its forms
has averaged about $40 billion a year (Golovachev 2002).
17. In Russia, for example, receipts of the consolidated
state budget declined from 41 percent of GDP in 1990 to
only 26.8 percent in 1997, even though GDP was only
about 50 percent of its prior level (Vorobyov and Zhukov
2000, 5).
18. The most infamous example was the “loans for
shares” program, in which a handful of politically connected
businessmen gained control of Russia’s oil companies for a
small fraction of what they were worth, in exchange for ensuring Yeltsin’s 1996 reelection (see Wolosky 2000; Klebnikov 2000; Freedland 2000; Hoffman 2002; and the authoritative account in Reddaway and Glinski 2000).
19. In 1995 a small program covering some small and
medium enterprises was implemented. These ﬁrms constituted only about 10 percent of the productive capacity of
the SOE sector (Baltowski and Mickanwicz 2000).
20. And indeed, the Czech Republic has low state capacity and weak security of property rights compared to its liberal neighbors, despite its privileged starting point (King
2003a). There also seemed to be quite a bit of political capitalism around the Klaus administration.
21. A study (Li 2001) of the “fourth generation” of Chinese leaders—those who will succeed the current leadership
of Jiang Zemin—has conﬁrmed the technocratic background of this elite group. Most of these leaders have an educational background in technology and started their career
either as technocrat-managers in the state industrial sector
or as professionals.
22. Walder and associates have long studied the dual career paths and bifurcated elite structure in China (Li and
Walder 2001; Walder 1995; Walder, Li, and Treiman
2000). Basically the ﬁndings are (1) there are two distinctive paths into the Chinese elite: prestigious administrative
positions within the bureaucracy and professional positions;
(2) there is considerable circulation between the two (the
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study on the fourth-generation leaders [Li 2001] attests to
this too); and (3) the dual career paths create a bifurcated
elite structure.
23. For a useful review of the rather large body of stratiﬁcation literature in China, see Bian 2002.
24. Wank (1999) argues that Chinese cadres, rich in networked social capital, play a crucial functional role as the
brokers between private ﬁrms and the state, between the coexisting market and redistributive systems, and provide the
institutional infrastructure for markets and reduce transaction costs.
25. See Nee and Cao 1999 on the implications of a hybrid mixed economy for social stratiﬁcation.
26. The OECD (2000) provides some recent data on this
process. For instance, in 1999 the central government
made the decision to withdraw state control from small and
medium-sized SOEs. The number of industrial SOEs is expected to fall from the existing 75,000 to at most 1,000 or
2,000.
27. See Zhou 2001 for an analysis of the state-led process
of constructing a national grain market.
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11 Markets in Society
Richard Swedberg

Compared to economic theory, economic sociology has a very short tradition of studying the market, and one that is considerably less known.1 A
small number of attempts have been made to construct a theory of markets—by Max Weber, Harrison White, Neil Fligstein, Pierre Bourdieu, and a
few others—and these have neither been fully explored nor very much discussed by economic sociologists themselves. Much work remains to be
done before a reasonably complete theory has
come into being. In this chapter I will try to pull
the different pieces together and add some ideas
about the role of interests in markets.
One strength of economic sociology in the
analysis of markets is that sociologists are skillful at
uncovering the social structure of a phenomenon.
As I will discuss later in this chapter, sociologists
have suggested new ways of conceptualizing how
markets operate in social terms. But as the work on
a sociological theory of markets has advanced, new
problems have emerged. This is especially true for
the attempt to view the market exclusively in social
terms (“markets as social structures”). While it is
possible to ﬁnd references in this type of analysis to
resources and proﬁts, not enough attention is paid
to them. The key role of interests more generally
in the functioning of markets is rarely discussed or
theorized by sociologists.
While it represents a serious error not to deal
with interests in the sociological analysis of markets, including them can be done in different ways.
My own suggestion is that the following ﬁve
propositions are helpful in developing a sociology
of markets.
The market’s unique strength is that actors use it voluntarily, and they do so because it offers both parties the possibility of getting something better than
what they had before the exchange.
An actor’s degree of interest in a market depends on
her degree of dependence on it.
The kind of interest that an actor has in the market depends largely on whether she deﬁnes this interest as
economic, as political, and so on.

Economic power represents the likelihood that an
actor can make other actors voluntarily devote
their energies to some task, through the offer of
money (in contrast to other forms of power that
operate by authority or coercion).
The interest that political actors have in a market depends on the amount of resources that pass through
it and how dependent society as a whole is on the
market.

The usefulness of these propositions in illuminating how markets operate will be shown in the
next section, which presents important types of
markets that can be found throughout history.
This is followed by a presentation and discussion of
attempts by sociologists to construct a theory of
markets. Conclusions as well as some remarks on
the role of money and prices, from the perspective
of a sociology of markets, can be found in the last
part of the chapter. Readers interested in a detailed
account of the analysis of markets in economic theory, from Adam Smith till the twentieth century,
are referred to the chapter on markets in the ﬁrst
edition of the Handbook.2

THE STARTING POINT: REAL MARKETS IN
HISTORY
At this point in its attempt to develop a theory
of markets, economic sociology should as I see it,
take concrete markets as its point of departure—
how they work in real life and what their consequences are, for the economy as well as society at
large. This is not the only way to proceed, but it
will help break with the artiﬁciality that characterizes the concept of the market in economic theory
as well as in social science discourse in general. It
should also inspire novel conceptualizations of
markets, which are precisely what is needed today.
Much of the relevant material for these efforts will
naturally come from historians, who have produced a huge number of studies on markets. A
much-recommended introduction to this historical
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material can be found in volume 2 of Fernand
Braudel’s giant work Civilization and Capitalism,
Fifteenth–Eighteenth Century ([1979] 1985), one
of very few attempts to write a history of markets
and survey the existing literature.
In what follows I present general types of markets from different historical periods in order to indicate what issues, in my view, a sociology of markets should work with. I start with markets at the
dawn of history and then move on to markets for
merchants, national markets, and so on. In each
case, I try to show how different interests have
been involved in different social conﬁgurations—
and how these variations have resulted in markets
that operate in very different ways and have a very
different impact on society at large.
External Markets
Trade goes far back in human history, though it is
impossible to set a date for its original appearance
(Weber [1923] 1981; Curtin 1984; Clarke 1987).
People engaged in trade early in human history because resources, such as salt, minerals, and obsidian
(black volcanic glass that is ideal for making tools
with sharp edges), are unevenly distributed in nature. Communities that live on an ecological boundary have tended to trade with one another, say a nomadic tribe in a desert trading with a sedentary tribe
living in an adjacent area. This early trade was clearly local, not conducted across long distances.
According to Weber, the earliest type of market
also had a very distinct sociological structure. “In
the beginning commerce is an affair between ethnic groups; it does not take place between members of the same tribe or of the same community
but is in the oldest social communities an external
phenomenon, being directed only toward foreign
tribes” ([1923] 1981, 195). The fact that trade
could only be entered into with persons other than
those from one’s own local community in these
“external markets” (as I shall call them) is highly
signiﬁcant from a sociological point of view:
We ﬁnd everywhere a primitive, strictly integrated internal economy such that there is no question of any
freedom of economic action between members of the
same tribe or clan, associated with absolute freedom
of trade externally. Internal and external [economic]
ethics are distinguished, and in connection with the
latter there is complete ruthlessness in ﬁnancial procedure. (Weber [1923] 1981, 312–13)

The level of trust in these earliest markets may
have been low, but it is also possible that stable

norms for the conduct of exchange did develop—
we simply do not know (cf. Simmel [1907] 1978,
94–97; Benet [1957] 1971). The earliest form of
trade was barter; it took some time before money
came into being and was used as payment to people living outside of one’s own community (“external money” as opposed to “internal money”; cf.
Weber [1923] 1981, 237–39).
With respect to interests, it is likely that the
value of the items exchanged in external markets
was fairly insigniﬁcant and that society did not depend on this type of trade, either for survival or for
the generation of wealth. No group devoted itself
exclusively to trade, and trade was primarily engaged in because of use value, not proﬁt. As specialization grew, however, so did trade. Longer
distances were covered and the range of traded objects increased. Certain tribes began to specialize
in trade; riches were made; and groups of merchants began to emerge. As markets grew in wealth,
they also began to attract the interest of political
rulers. For a long time to come, however, rulers
would show disdain for the economic ethic of the
merchants and ﬁnd violence a much more honorable means to acquire wealth than haggling in the
market.
Internal Markets
As an example of the internal market I will use
the Athenian agora, one of the best-researched
markets in antiquity (e.g. Thompson and Wycherley 1972; Camp 1986). This market illustrates a
more general point, namely that markets soon
came to acquire a complex social structure and
needed political as well as legal regulation. Internal
markets, as opposed to external markets, are ﬁrst
and foremost characterized by the fact that they
are situated inside the community. Another deﬁning feature is that community members trade with
one another, not only with foreigners. This represents an important change in the economic ethic,
even if ﬁxed prices (which mean that foreigners
and members of the community are treated in the
same way) were still far away. Money was also used,
which facilitated trade and dramatically increased
the scope of items that could be traded.
All Greek city-states had an agora, or a central
public area where trade, politics, worshipping, and
socializing took place. The agora is often called the
living heart of the Greek city and essentially consisted of an open square, marked off from the rest
of the city through boundary stones. Typical
buildings included market booths, public build-
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ings, and a stoa, that is, an open colonnade that
could be used for different purposes. Temples and
religious statues could be found all over the area.
Some of the economic features of the agora come
out in the following description of the Greek
agora, by a British historian:
Marketing “when the agora was full,” i.e. in the
morning, must have been a noisy and nerve-racking
business, with much haggling. The ﬁshmongers has a
particularly bad reputation: according to the comic
poets they used the Greek equivalent of “Billingsgate”
[coarse language, so called after a famous ﬁsh market
in London], glared at their customers like Gorgons,
asked exorbitant prices with a take-it-or-leave-it air,
and faked rotten ﬁsh. Most cities had ofﬁcials called
agoranomoi to exercise control and ensure fair dealing. Athens had, in addition, corn-inspectors for a particularly vital trade and inspectors of weights and measures. We read in inscriptions of the agoranomoi
seeing that agora and streets are kept clean and tidy
and watching relations between employers and employed. (Wycherley 1976, 66)

Archaelogical evidence supplies a picture of the
Athenian agora around 400 b.c. (see, e.g., Camp
1986, 89). Commercial activities took place all
over the agora, in the temporary booths, at the tables (where money changers and bankers could be
found), and in the shops. The South Stoa at the
southern boundary appears to have been a commercial center. Next to it was the mint, where the
bronze coins of the city were produced. The political authorities, it should be noted, checked the
weights and the measures that were used in the
market as well as the quality of the coins. Inscriptions also describe what happened if someone used
false weights or coins of too low quality: the items
were destroyed or conﬁscated. Crimes, including
breaches of the market law, were handled by the
many courts in the agora.
The Athenian agora did not only hold buildings
that were directly or indirectly related to the economy. The Athenian senate, for example, and its executive committee used two of the buildings along
the western boundary (the bouleuterion and tholos). At the center of the agora was an area for the
spectators of various contests and similar amusements (the orchestra). In general the Athenians
enjoyed going to the agora, the way people today
take pleasure in going downtown or to a shopping
mall. Of the religious statues and shrines in the
agora, some were devoted to Hermes, the god of
the market.
Even if the citizens of Athens to some extent de-
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pended on the market for their economic survival,
they basically relied on farming. The impact of the
market on the relations within the community was
nonetheless visible, such as in the appearance of
wealthy merchants and bankers testiﬁed to. The
Athenian market also played an important role in
ﬁnancing the city-state and its foreign policy. The
merchants and bankers had mainly made their
money through trade, not through manufacture;
and the predominant economic ideal was still the
independent farm. The merchants and the haggling in the market were looked down on by many
citizens, including Aristotle, whose hostility to
moneymaking is well known. Hermes, according
to Greek mythology, not only protected the market but was also the patron god of the thieves (e.g.,
Brown 1947).
Markets for Merchants (the European Fair)
Internal markets were local markets in the sense
that they supplied people with items from their immediate surroundings. At a very early stage in history, however, long-distance trade appeared. The
Athenian agora, for example, got much of its economic vitality from contacts with other markets in
the Mediterranean. While the difference between
local trade and long-distance trade may seem
mainly to be one of geographic distance, their social structure was very different. Long-distance
trade could be extremely proﬁtable; hence the actors differed as well as the level of investment.
Once the merchant left his community, the risk for
attacks increased and special protection was needed. The interaction with foreign buyers and sellers
typically took place in an area under foreign rule,
which led to various complications. If the merchant decided to stay abroad, special living arrangements had to be made, which usually meant physical segregation from the native population.
Markets for long-distance trade, in brief, were
often organized as external markets.
One very special type of market that involved
long-distance trade was the fair, which played a
key role in Europe from the eleventh to the fourteenth centuries (e.g., Huvelin 1897; Verlinden
1963; Lopez 1976). The fair is often deﬁned as a
marketplace where merchants from a whole region
met at periodic intervals. Weber speciﬁes that “the
ﬁrst form of trade between merchant and merchant is met at the [European] fairs” ([1923]
1981, 220). The name fair, it can be added, comes
from feria, meaning “feast” or “holiday,” and is a
reminder that the merchants were not the only
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participants in this type of market; it was also open
to common people. Fairs constituted huge and festive occasions: “fairs meant noise, tumult, music,
popular rejoicing, the world turned upside down,
disorder and sometimes disturbances” (Braudel
[1979] 1985, 2:85).
Most of the European fairs were situated in the
area between Italy and Flanders, and they exchanged goods from the south, including spices
from Asia, against goods from the north, especially wool products from England and Flanders. The
fairs, especially the ones in Champagne, were also
extremely important money markets. A fair typically took place on the land of a feudal lord, in a
specially designated area where stalls were erected
and tents pitched. Fairs, in other words, are closer
to external than to internal markets. The lord
guaranteed the safe conduct of the merchants and
typically provided an escort for them, once they arrived on his land with their merchandise. For this
service a fee was charged, and fairs also presented
many other opportunities for the lord to make
money. He could mint new coins, grant the right
to gamble, and give permission to trade without
regard to the prohibition of usury. Inside the market area the international law of the merchants (the
lex mercatoria, or law merchant) was valid, and the
merchants also had their own court with elected
judges. Many ordinary people came to the fairs to
enjoy themselves, to drink, and to gamble. Order
was upheld by special guards.
The bill of exchange was perfected at the fairs.
Soon it could also be discounted and pass more
easily from hand to hand. Bills of exchange, it
should be emphasized, represented a form of credit especially tailored to the needs of merchants.
Similarly, the lex mercatoria consisted of legal rules
adopted to the needs of the merchants in their
business (Berman 1983). Of special importance
was the introduction of bona ﬁdes in the law merchant; that is, an item acquired in good faith could
not be reclaimed by the original owner. It has
often been noted that merchants lacked a coercive
apparatus to enforce their legal decisions. To compensate, they screened merchants, allowing to participate only those in good standing. If someone
broke the law, the judges’ main recourse was to destroy the credibility of the merchant. In recent
scholarship this is referred to as enforcing the rules
of the market with “the reputation mechanism”
(e.g. Milgrom, North, and Weingast 1990; cf.
Barzel 2002).
The most important of all the fairs were the ones
that took place from the twelfth to the fourteenth

centuries in the province of Champagne. Here the
merchants met in four small cities at six fairs that
each lasted 50 days. By far the most important
business was the trade in money and credit. While
other fairs typically covered a region, the fairs in
Champagne covered all of western Europe. Their
importance in ﬁnancial matters was enormous, and
they essentially operated as a clearinghouse for much
of Europe.
After the fourteenth century the fairs in Champagne and elsewhere started to decline, for a number of reasons. The expansion of trade in Europe
made permanent markets necessary. The Italians
had by now begun to sail straight to Flanders, and
this made them less dependent on the inland fairs.
The fairs in Champagne also were incorporated
into the kingdom of France and became heavily
taxed. Finally, a new type of market for merchants
had emerged at the end of the Middle Ages, taking
over some of the functions of the fair: the exchange (bourse). This institution differed on especially two points from the fair: it was continuous,
and the merchants did not bring their goods to it,
just samples.
The fair of the Middle Ages represents a much
more powerful type of market than the internal or
local market that we met in Athens. The reason for
this difference does not have to do with the dependence of ordinary people on the goods that
were traded at the fairs; common people still lived
mainly from agriculture, and what was sold at the
market were basically agricultural and artisanal
products. Manufacture, which would revolutionize
everyday life for ordinary people, had not yet become dominant. What gave the fairs a great deal of
power was the concentration of money that came
with the trade between merchants. By this time in
Western history, merchants had established themselves as a distinct group with their own identity
and also started to develop their own ﬁnancial instruments and their own commercial law. The feudal lords were well aware of this economic power
and tried to control and tap into it. One way to do
so was by imposing taxes and fees on the fairs; another was to borrow money from merchants and
bankers (e.g., Coser 1972). The constant need of
the feudal lords to ﬁnance wars against their neighboors made them directly dependent on merchants
and bankers.
National Markets
If one takes a quick look at the early history of
markets, one may sense that there is a natural pro-
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gression from small and simple markets to large
and complex ones, and that the key to this development is to be found in the activities of the merchants. A version of this view can be found in
The Wealth of Nations, where Adam Smith states
that there exists “a certain propensity in human nature . . . to truck, barter, and exchange one thing
for another” ([1776] 1976, 25). Another version
of this view can be found in the works of some
economists, who have argued that the development of markets is primarily due to economic causes, especially the activities of the merchants (e.g.
Sombart 1902–27; Hicks 1969). To create national markets was, however, anything but automatic;
it could only be done, as we soon shall see, with
the help of political actors, especially the state (e.g.
Braudel [1979] 1985, 1:277–385).
The development of huge markets faced enormous obstacles in Europe during the Middle Ages.
Travel along roads and rivers required constant
payment of tolls. In the 1400s there were, for example, more than 60 different customs along the
Rhine (Heckscher [1931] 1994, 1:57). To participate in a city market, nonresidents also had to pay
a fee. The city population forbade peasants to trade
anywhere but inside the city, at prices advantageous to the city. Guilds closely controlled who
was allowed to produce a large range of products.
The only huge markets that existed during this period—the fairs—did not challenge this situation so
much as adapt to it. They were not permanent,
and they often took place in the countryside, far
away from the cities.
One of the forces that helped to counter this
fragmentation and bring about national markets
were the mercantilist statesmen. The view that
mercantilism was nothing but a fetter on the economy and blocked all economic development was
popularized by Adam Smith in The Wealth of Nations. Historians, however, led by Gustav Schmoller, soon developed a different view. According to
Schmoller, mercantilism is to be understood as the
ruler’s means to counter medieval localism and
construct a modern state, including a national
economy.
What was at stake was the creation of real political
economies as uniﬁed organisms, the center of which
should be, not merely a state policy reaching out in all
directions, but rather the living heartbeat of uniﬁed
sentiment. Only he who thus conceives of mercantilism will understand it; in its innermost kernel it is
nothing but state making—not state making in a narrow sense, but state making and national-economy
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making at the same time; state making in the modern
sense, which creates out of the political community an
economic community, and so gives it a heightened
meaning. (Schmoller [1884] 1902, 50–51)

Today Schmoller’s argument is more or less accepted by historians. Alexander Gerschenkron, for
example, similarly notes in his critique of A Theory
of Economic History (Hicks 1969) that the author
exclusively addresses the role of the merchant in
the creation of markets, ignoring the fact that
“mercantilist statesmen from Colbert to Peter the
Great were ﬁrst of all the great uniﬁers . . . it was
at least just as much the policies of the state as the
activities of the merchants that laid the ground
both for subsequent great spurts of industrial development (metaphorically described as revolutions) and for the advent of laissez-faire policies”
(Gerschenkron 1971, 665).
The measures that mercantilist rulers carried out
to combat medieval localism can be exempliﬁed by
the case of France (Schmoller [1884] 1902; Heckscher [1931] 1994). Louis XI (1461–1483) fought
against local interests and tried to unify weights
and measures in his kingdom. In the early 1500s
freedom of trade in corn was introduced, and
Richelieu tried to launch a large national market
through various measures. It was during the administration of Colbert (1662–83), however, that
a concerted effort was made to bring about a uniform market within France. Colbert developed efﬁcient roads and canals; he reformed the river tolls;
and, most importantly, in 1664 he eliminated the
customs in about half of France.
But much more was needed to create national
markets than could be accomplished by the mercantilist rulers themselves. Through the great political revolutions in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries were introduced free trade as well
as freedom of movement and settlement, which
advanced the creation of national markets (Hintze
[1929] 1975). In the United States the second
revolution of 1787 and the Constitution helped to
bring about a uniﬁed American market. Interstate
trade, for example, was assigned to the jurisdiction
of Congress, not to the individual states. The
founders of the Constitution, many of whom were
big landowners and merchants, also advanced markets in other ways. Otto Hintze concludes that
“the great national markets . . . were brought
about not only by economic developments but
also by political actions intimately tied to the great
revolutions in England, America, and France”
([1929] 1975, 442).
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The establishment of true national markets
would not be complete until much later, when
means of communication such as the telegraph,
the telephone, and the railroads, could tie together even the most distant localities. In the United
States, for example, the modern national market
came into being around the turn of the last century (Chandler 1977). Nonetheless, the foundations
of the national markets were laid much earlier; and
to understand the evolution of this type of market
fully, it is essential to take political as well as economic interests into account. In the Middle Ages
local interests in the cities had the upper hand and
held the countryside in an iron grip. In Schmoller’s words: “what . . . we have before our eyes in
the Middle Ages are municipal and local economic centers whose whole economic life rests upon
this—that the various local interests have, for the
time, worked their way into agreement, that uniform feelings and ideas have risen out of common
local interests, and that the town authorities stand
forward to represent these feelings with a complete
array of protective measures” ([1884] 1902,
11–12).
No economic power could break the local interests’ hold on the economy; only political force
could accomplish this. The successful activities of
political powers in this situation does not, however,
mean that the actions of the mercantilist state were
invariably beneﬁcial to the creation of the national
market. Adam Smith has much to say on this point
and notes, for example, that the bureaucratic mentality of Colbert made it impossible for him to conceive of a truly free market (Smith [1776] 1976,
663–64). Part of the mercantilist project was to
create colonies, where independent economic development was effectively stiﬂed since manufacture
was allowed only in the home country.
Modern Mass Markets
The Industrial Revolution, which ﬁrst occurred
in England (circa 1760–1830), also initiated a new
and crucial stage in the history of markets. The Industrial Revolution is conventionally deﬁned in
terms of what happened to production: a series of
key inventions were made; the modern factory was
introduced; and new types of fuel, especially fossil
fuel, began to be used. All of these changes, however, occurred in a capitalist society, which means
that the role of markets in the economy was dramatically changed. According to a famous statement by the historian who popularized the term
Industrial Revolution, “the essence of the Indus-

trial Revolution is the substitution of competition
for the medieval regulations which had previously
controlled the production and distribution of
wealth” (Toynbee [1884] 1969, 58).
Another way of putting this would be to say that
from now on markets began to encompass most of
production and most of consumption. For this to
be possible, not only new production and consumption markets had to be developed but also
new ﬁnancial markets and new markets in distribution. In addition, all of these markets had to be coordinated. The Industrial Revolution, according to
Karl Polanyi in The Great Transformation, set off a
development in which the traditional economy was
replaced by a whole new type of economy:
A market economy is an economic system controlled,
regulated, and directed by markets alone; order in the
production and distribution of goods is entrusted to
this self-regulating mechanism. . . . Self-regulation implies that all production is for sale on the market and
that all incomes derive from such sales. Accordingly,
there are markets for all elements of industry, not only
for goods (including services) but also for labor, land,
and money. ([1944] 1957, 68–69)

Before the Industrial Revolution, markets were
typically deﬁned in terms of a speciﬁc place; a market took place in a clearly delineated area—say in a
special square in a city or on a designated piece of
land belonging to a lord. Now, however, markets
were no longer conﬁned to distinct areas but
spread out geographically, a change reﬂected in the
deﬁnitions of markets that we ﬁnd in the nineteenth century. According to Cournot, for example, “it is well understood that by market economists mean, not a certain place where purchases
and sales are carried on, but the entire territory of
which the parts are so united by the relations of
unrestricted commerce that prices there take the
same level throughout, with ease and rapidity”
(Cournot 1838 as cited in Marshall [1920] 1961,
1:325).
The “market economy” that now began to
emerge was centered on the modern mass market.
First of all there was the mass market in consumption, which soon was to provide the great majority of the population with what they needed in their
everyday lives. There also existed mass markets in
production, distribution, and ﬁnance. A prerequisite for the smooth functioning of all of these markets, Weber notes, was stability and order in society. Enormous amounts of capital were needed for
this type of economy to operate, and the capitalists
had to be able to count on a steady demand as well
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as predictable behavior by the state and the legal
system (Weber [1923] 1981, 161, 276–77).
At the center of this new system of markets was
the modern consumer market, usually traced to
England in the second half of the eighteenth century. Its full appearance, however, came roughly a
century later, as part of what Douglass North has
called “the second economic revolution” (1981,
171–86). The role of consumption in eighteenthcentury England has been much debated in recent
economic history (e.g. McKendrick 1982; Mokyr
1993; Brewer and Porter 1993). What has mainly
been discussed, however, is whether the Industrial Revolution was primarily caused by consumption (demand) or by technological and related factors (supply). A growing amount of empirical
material has become available through this debate,
and it is today possible to say something about
early mass consumption—what items were consumed, by which kind of people, and how these
goods were distributed. Information about the ﬁnancial side of this development—minor borrowing, credit, and the like—is considerably less
known.
A common means of distribution during this period was via single stores—an institution that has
its origin in eleventh-century cities (for the history
of the store, see Braudel [1979] 1985, 2:60–75).
By the eighteenth century the ﬁrst shop windows
of glass had been installed in London, to the
amazement of foreign visitors, and a crude form of
advertisement had come into being, which supplemented the information on shop signs and the traditional crying of goods. The two social groups
that sustained the emerging mass market were the
middle strata and the laboring poor; the rich preferred items made by hand and were in any case
too few to matter in this context (e.g., Fine and
Leopold 1990; Styles 1993). The laboring poor
bought such items as cotton gowns, breeches,
earthenware teapots, and watches. They also consumed an increasing amount of coal. The middle
strata bought household items such as clothes,
prints, cutlery, and window curtains. Ready-made
clothing was marginal, and the great majority of
clothes were still made by hand. The level of standardization was far from modern standards:
In a purely numerical sense, none the less, there was
in the eighteenth century a kind of mass market. Hundreds of thousands of humble consumers bought a
wide range of goods from distant producers with
some regularity. But caution needs to be exercised regarding the implications of a mass market in this lim-
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ited sense for product design and particularly product
differentiation. (Styles 1993, 540)

The ﬁrst real mass markets came into being in
the second half of the nineteenth century. This development took place more or less simultaneously
in several countries, including the United States.
The system of distribution also changed around
this time, and new economic institutions to handle
mass consumption emerged. Single stores, which
were supplied by wholesalers, from now on increasingly had to compete with chain stores and
department stores. It was during this time that
Macy’s was founded in New York and Bon Marché
in Paris—two of the world’s ﬁrst department stores
(Miller 1981). Advertising greatly advanced, and
brand names began to appear for the ﬁrst time
(e.g. Schudson 1984, 147–77). The shipping of
goods was much quicker than during the eighteenth century, mainly due to railroads and steamships. Customers started to travel quite far in order
to shop, using trams and later automobiles. In the
1910s Henry Ford installed a moving assembly
line in one of his Detroit factories; he also created
the ﬁrst truly standardized consumer item with the
Model T automobile. Ready-to-wear clothing began
to replace handmade clothing, a development set
off by the invention of the sewing machine in the
1850s. Finally, science was increasingly used in
production, leading to the creation of many new
products.
A novel type of ﬁrm emerged around the turn
of the last century—the so-called multidivisional
ﬁrm—which had the administrative capacity to
handle the production of enormous amounts of
goods. In many cases these giant corporations also
took care of the marketing of their goods since it
was difﬁcult to move huge amounts of merchandise through the existing system of distribution.
According to the main historian of the multidividional ﬁrm, Alfred Chandler, it was especially hard
to market machines that had been produced for
the mass market:
The mass marketing of new machines that were mass
produced through the fabricating and assembling of
interchangeable parts required a greater investment in
personnel to provide the specialized marketing services than in product-speciﬁc plant and equipment.
The mass distribution of sewing machines for households and for the production of apparel; typewriters,
cash registers, adding machines, mimeograph machines, and other ofﬁce equipment; harvesters, reapers
and other agricultural machines; and, after 1900, automobiles and the more complex electrical appliances
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all called for demonstration, after-sales service, and
consumer credit. As these machines had been only recently invented, few existing distributors had the necessary training and experience to provide the services,
or the ﬁnancial resources to provide extensive consumer credit. (Chandler 1984, 489–90)

Around 1900 modern mass markets had begun
to dominate the economy in the United States. As
part of this process, everyday life became increasingly dependent on the mass market. By 1790, for
example, 80 percent of all clothing in the United
States was made in the home, while a century later
90 percent was made outside the home (Boorstin
1974, 97–99). The number of people getting their
livelihood from agriculture also steadily declined
during the same time. This naturally changed the
food habits of people as well as the number of
items that had to be bought. The canning of food
and refrigerated railroad cars, for example, made it
possible to transport food from one part of the
country to another.
All of this naturally increased the dependence of
the average American on getting a wage, that is, on
an employer. The owners of the factories and their
managers were at the same time becoming more
powerful through their control of ever larger
amounts of capital. In this process they were
helped not only by the emergence of national markets but by the creation of new capital markets that
allowed enormous amounts of capital to be concentrated. In the late 1890s U.S. manufacturers increasingly started to use stock exchanges, and the
aggregate value of stocks and bonds had by 1903
jumped from one to seven billion dollars (Roy
1997, 4–5).
International Markets
Like national markets, international markets
have their own distinct social structure: a certain
type of actor, a certain type of social control and
regulation, and a certain type of ﬁnancial order
(Braudel [1979] 1985, vol. 2; Curtin 1984; Cameron 1993, 275ff.). They can also be the result of
conscious political design, just like national markets; the current international market is, for example, a case in point (Bourdieu 2001, 93–108; Fligstein 2001). The embryo of international trade can
be traced far back in time, more precisely to
Mesopotamia circa 3500 b.c., when surplus from
agriculture allowed a small part of the population
to devote itself to something other than farming.
The earliest forms of trade were local and long dis-

tance. The latter was often carried out with the
help of so-called trade diasporas, or networks of
traders who lived abroad and operated as brokers
between two communities (Curtin 1984, 1–3; cf.
Greif 1989).
From 500 b.c. to the time of Christ, longdistance trade typically took place within regions
such as the Hellenic world, India, or China. Soon,
however, the area widened, and from around 200
b.c. the Mediterranean was connected to China,
through trade on land as well as by sea. The earliest long-distance trade was in luxury goods, but
from the thirteenth century and onward the evolution of ship technology made long-distance trade
in bulk merchandise proﬁtable. A few centuries
later, the so-called maritime revolution took place,
helping Europeans to take over much of world
trade through their superior knowledge of the
world winds. The trade diasporas, which represented a peaceful form of trade, were now replaced
by trading posts, backed up by force. A very different type of international market had come into
being.
The Industrial Revolution led to an explosion in
international trade and strengthened European
domination. During 1780–1880 world trade increased by 20 times, and by the mid–nineteenth
century some people began to speak of the “world
market” (Marx and Engels [1848] 1978, 475;
Kuznets 1966, 306–7). Advances in weapons technology allowed the Europeans to strengthen their
hold on world trade, and the trading post system
was now replaced by direct territorial control,
made possible by new and superior means of communication. In the 1830s, for example, a letter
took ﬁve to eight months to reach London from
India, by sailing ship; in the 1850s it took 45 days,
by train and steamer; and in the 1870s a message
could be sent and received the same day, with the
help of the telegraph (Curtin 1984, 252). A free
trade ideology was formulated in England in the
early 1800s and quickly spread throughout Europe, even if protectionist sentiments still were
strong. “By the beginning of the twentieth century,” economic historian Rondo Cameron concludes, “it was possible to speak meaningfully of a
world economy, in which virtually every inhabited
portion participated at least minimally, though Europe was by far the most important” (1993, 275).
It is often noted that the world market that existed around the turn of the nineteenth century
did not ﬁnd its equal until after World War II. The
world economy started to disintegrate after World
War I for a number of reasons, leading to the cre-
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ation of different currency blocs as well as the introduction of autarchy by Nazi Germany (Hirschman [1945] 1980). The depression also slowed international trade. After World War II the United
States rebuilt world trade, with the help of such institutions as the International Monetary Fund, the
World Bank, and the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) (Block 1977; Shoup and
Minter 1977; Wood 1986). In the 1950s national
European currencies were strengthened and the
foundations laid for the European Union. By the
mid-1960s an international capital market had
begun to emerge, thanks to the so-called Euromarkets, and soon it had grown enormously in
size. The turnover in the global foreign exchange
market was $1.5 trillion per day in 1998 (up from
$36.4 billion in 1974; Knorr-Cetina and Brügger
2002, 905). According to some globalization theorists, the traditional world economy has been replaced by a fully integrated global economy
(Castells 1996, 92; for the traditional concept of
the world economy, see Braudel [1979] 1985,
3:21–22).
What is characteristic of a fully developed international market is, ﬁrst of all, that people in different countries are to a large extent dependent on
what happens in the economies of other countries.
This goes for consumer items—food, clothes, and
so on—as well as for their jobs and income. Already by the end of the nineteenth century, the exports of such countries as Great Britain, Germany,
and France amounted to between 15 and 20 percent of their total national income (Cameron
1993, 283). Transborder ownership grew rapidly
during the twentieth century and led to new forms
of economic and political dependencies. Local capitalist elites have been challenged and sometimes
replaced. The existence of a giant international
market in currencies has not only tied the value of
national currencies to forces outside individual
countries but also decreased the power of their
central banks to intervene. International corporations are also beginning to operate outside the jurisdiction of national governments.
Labor Markets
It is possible to create a typology of markets by
focusing on the kind of merchandise that is traded:
money, consumer goods, machines to be used in
production, and so on. This division has not been
done in this chapter, however, where the main
concern is rather with the different social conﬁgurations that markets have assumed throughout his-
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tory. Nonetheless, an exception needs to be made
for labor markets, which are a unique species. According to Robert Solow, everybody except mainstream economists believes that “there is something special about labor as a commodity and
therefore about the labor market too” (1990, 3).
Marx’s view of labor as different from other commodites is well known, including his attempt to
unlock the secrets of capitalism by analyzing the
values created by “this peculiar commodity”
([1867] 1906, 189). According to Marx in Capital, “the capitalist epoch . . . is characterized by
this, that labor power takes in the eyes of the laborer himself the form of a commodity which is his
property” (189).
Polanyi was as incensed as Marx by labor’s being
treated as a commodity to be bought and sold like
any other object. The Great Transformation is
ﬁlled with outrage over the attempt in nineteenthcentury England to turn labor into a commodity.
According to Polanyi, “labor is only another name
for a human activity which goes with life itself,
which in turn is not produced for sale but for entirely different reasons, nor can that activity be detached from the rest of life, be stored or mobilized” ([1944] 1957, 72).
The earliest labor markets appeared in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, when small groups
of men would gather at some public place in a village or a city and offer their services for sale
(Braudel [1979] 1985, 2:49–54; cf. Weber [1922]
1978, 679). Labor markets, however, did not advance in tandem with capitalism, since early capitalist production often took place in the homes of
peasants and craftsmen. From the Industrial Revolution and onward, however, practices changed
dramatically, and work was now transferred to the
factories, where it could be better organized (and
monitored) by the capitalists. The disorder and
poverty created by this change in production was
classically described by Engels in The Condition of
the Working Class in England (1845). It is during
this period as well that the concept of unemployment emerges. During the twentieth century it became common not only to hire people from outside the corporation, but also to promote those
who already worked there (internal labor markets).
Personnel departments began to emerge around
the turn of the twentieth century, at which time
categorization of workers into different occupations became common (Tilly and Tilly 1994).
In today’s society some types of work are
bought in labor markets, while others are not. Voluntary work, work in the household, and some of
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the activities that take place in the so-called informal economy are typically unpaid. Crafts and professions have labor markets with distinct features.
Professions, for example, control the number of
practitioners and often the price and quality of the
services that they offer. Buyers and sellers in ordinary labor markets typically locate each other with
the help of advertisements, placement agencies,
and personal connections. Networks play an important role in transmitting knowledge about vacancies (Granovetter 1995; see later in this chapter). A common career pattern in the United States
is that workers explore different jobs till their mid30s and then settle down. While some employers,
such as the military and the church, exclusively rely
on internal labor markets, most employers use both.
According to mainstream economics, it is the
productivity of the worker that decides her salary,
who gets hired and who gets promoted. Productivity, however, is notoriously hard to measure; and
it is clear that many other factors play a role, such
as seniority, ethnicity, gender, and whether one
works in an expanding or in a contracting ﬁrm
(e.g. Granovetter 1986, 1988; Farkas and England
1988; Berg and Kalleberg 2001). The number of
openings that exist in one part of the economy
may also be affected by the number of openings in
some other part, due to so-called vacancy chains,
that is, the fact that when someone gets a job, she
leaves a position that needs to be ﬁlled by someone
else, who in her turn leaves a job, and so on (White
1970; see also later in this chapter).
It is obvious that interests play a very special role
in labor markets. The average person in modern
society is totally dependent on his or her wage; and
a person’s status as well as personality are also
deeply inﬂuenced by what he or she does at work.
It is furthermore very difﬁcult to understand such
phenomena as unionization and strikes without
the concept of interest. Labor history is full of
events that testify to the strength with which employers and employees have defended and advanced their interests (see also the discussion of
free riding in Olson 1965 for a different approach
to an interest analysis of trade unions). Interest is
at the very heart of what makes labor markets so
different from all other markets, since what is sold
are the activities of human beings with interests of
their own. What is traded in labor markets also differs from inert objects through human subjectivity
and through links to other people. A person’s perception of what is fair pay may, for example, affect
her productivity, and so may her links to other
people.

Before leaving this discussion of various types of
markets, it may be useful to sum up what a historical typology of markets may teach us. The material presented here shows that the role of markets in
human communities has varied over time. Some
markets have been located in a speciﬁc place, while
others have covered a more diffuse area. The earliest markets were apparently situated at the margin
of a community, while later markets are to be
found at its very center. Whether located in a speciﬁc place or in a general area, markets require
order, kept through norms and laws, and quite a
bit of variation exists on this point as well. The act
of exchange has to be regulated through norms
and laws (for a discussion of the role of law in the
economy, see Swedberg 2003a; Edelman and Stryker, this volume).
What can be exchanged in different types of
markets has also varied throughout history. Labor
is, as I have discussed, a very special commodity
and demands a very special type of market. As for
nonhuman goods, these come in different kinds:
luxury goods, everyday items, mass-produced
items, and so on. Political authorities may encourage markets and help to construct them—but they
may also block them under certain circumstances
since markets can upset the status quo or otherwise
threaten political interests (Sachs 2000, 36). As to
the role of money, there are ﬁrst of all markets
where barter takes place and markets where money
is used. Money can be internal, external, local, national, or international, and a huge variety of credit instruments have gradually come into being. Interest, ﬁnally, highlights the importance of markets
to individuals, political authorities, and society at
large, by emphasizing the extent to which all of
them are dependent on markets to properly function. The dependence of all of these actors on the
market has increased signiﬁcantly through history—
and continues to grow even stronger. Interest also
helps to elucidate the economic power that accumulates through markets and the economic resources that different actors command.
Several other market types could be added to
the ones that have just been presented. A look at
what can be called electronic markets would, for
example, highlight the crucial role that communication and related technology have begun to play
in the modern economy (Knorr-Cetina and Bruegger 2002; DiMaggio and Cohen, forthcoming).
It would also be possible to argue that a change
in the mentality of people toward markets took
place in the 1500s and 1600s, along the lines described in The Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of
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Capitalism. Whether it would make sense to speak
of rational markets in a Weberian sense is arguable. Nonetheless, the general point—that a sociology of markets, at this stage of its development, would do well to start from empirical,
historical material as opposed to some preconceived model of the market—should by now be
clear. I would also argue that general insight into
what accounts for the diversity of markets can be
acquired by going through the historical literature
on markets. Indicating what economic sociology
can add to theoretical insights produced in this
manner is the task to which the rest of this chapter is devoted.

SOCIOLOGISTS ON MARKETS
The lack of communication between economists
and sociologists in the twentieth century led to
Schumpeter’s quip, that economists have created
their own “primitive sociology,” and sociologists
their own “primitive economics” (1954, 21). But
there is more to the story than this; and just as it is
possible to ﬁnd a multitude of valuable observations in the economics literature on the social dimension of markets, one can also ﬁnd interesting
attempts by sociologists to understand the general
operation of markets (for the former, see Swedberg
2003a). To this should be added that since the sociological literature on markets is so much smaller
than the economic literature, it is considerably easier to present and evaluate the contribution by
sociologists.
In what follows I have singled out the most important and useful attempts by sociologists to understand the workings of markets. These are
Weber’s approach, Harrison White’s W(y) model,
and what I call “markets as networks,” and “markets as parts of ﬁelds.” Other possible candidates
are the efforts by Parsons and Smelser in Economy
and Society to provide “starting-points for a systematic development of a sociology of markets,”
Karl Polanyi’s analysis of markets, and the attempt
to view markets from a cultural-sociological perspective (Parsons and Smelser 1956, 143–75; Polanyi [1944] 1957, [1947] 1971a, [1957] 1971b;
Zelizer 1979; Abolaﬁa 1996, 1998). All of these
approaches have contributed to the sociological
analysis of markets. Parsons and Smelser, for example, show very clearly that markets are part of
the larger social system, and so do the sociologists
who draw on a cultural approach. Karl Polanyi’s
argument that one should not use the modern the-
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ory of the market to analyze markets in precapitalist societies is also well taken (see the long and
heated debate in economic anthropology over the
status of economic analysis in early societies, as
summarized in Orlove 1986). There also exist
valuable studies that focus on some special aspect
of markets, without suggesting a full theory of
markets. There are, for example, analyses of the
role of status in markets and of the formation of
market identities (Abolaﬁa 1984, 1996; Callon
1998; Garcia 1986; Collins 1990; Lie 1997; Podolny 1992; Aspers 2001a, 2001b).
Weber on Markets
Of the early sociologists Weber was by far the
one most interested in markets, and especially during his last years he tried to develop a “sociology
of ‘the market’” ([1922] 1978, 81; see also Swedberg 2000). Also during his presociological period,
Weber paid quite a bit of attention to markets. As
a young scholar and professor of economics,
Weber, for example, wrote voluminously on the
stock exchange (1999, [1894–96] 2000; see Lestition 2000). From the writings that resulted, it is
clear that Weber was convinced that stock exchanges ﬁlled a crucial role in the modern capitalist machinery and that they could be organized in
different ways, depending on the attitude of the
state, how experienced the local businessmen were
in operating on stock exchanges, and so on. Weber
emphasized the legal and ethical dimension of the
dealings in the modern stock exchange but was
also fascinated by its political role–its role as “a
means to power” in the economic struggle between nations ([1894–96] 2000, 369).
This emphasis on struggle is also evident in
Weber’s lectures a few years later as a professor in
economics. In the 1890s Weber lectured on economic theory in Freiburg and Heidelberg and followed primarily Menger when it came to markets.
Weber, however, added his own distinct touch to
these lectures by emphasizing that “the price on
the market is a result of economic struggle (price
struggle)” ([1898] 1990, 45). The struggle over
prices, he explained, had two aspects that should
be separated. On the one hand, there is a “struggle of competition” between all those who are potentially interested in an exchange; and on the
other hand there is an “interest struggle” between
the two parties who end up by engaging in an exchange. Weber also argued that when “the empirical price,” as opposite to “the theoretical price,”
was to be determined in an analysis, several new
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factors had to be taken into account, such as the
actors’ lack of perfect information.
When Weber started to deﬁne himself as a sociologist about a decade later, he reworked his analysis of the market from the viewpoint of social action. Some results of this effort can be found in
The Protestant Ethic, with its emphasis on the creation of a rational attitude towards proﬁt making,
work, and the market more generally. Weber’s sociological theory of markets, however, came to its
fullest expression in Economy and Society, where
one of the key passages reads as follows:
A market may be said to exist wherever there is competition, even if only unilateral, for opportunities of
exchange among a plurality of potential parties. Their
physical assemblage in one place, as in the local market square, the fair (the “long distance market”), or
the exchange (the merchants’ market), only constitutes the most consistent kind of market formation. It
is, however, only this physical assemblage which allows the full emergence of the market’s most distinctive feature, viz. dickering. ([1922] 1978, 635)

As he had earlier done in his lectures on economic theory, Weber made a conceptual distinction between exchange and competition. Social action in the market begins, according to Weber,
with competition but ends up as exchange. In
phase 1, “the potential partners are guided in their
offers by the potential action of an indeterminate
large group of real or imaginary competitors rather
than by their own actions alone” ([1922] 1978,
636). Here, in other words, there is orientation to
others rather than direct social interaction. Phase
2, the ﬁnal phase, is structured differently; and
here the only actors involved are the two parties
who end up making the exchange (635). As Weber
saw it, exchange in the market was also exceptional in that it represented the most instrumental and
calculating type of social action possible between
two human beings. In this sense, he said, exchange
represents “the archetype of all rational social action” and constitutes, as such, “an abomination to
every system of fraternal ethics” (635, 637). While
classes thrive on markets, they represent a threat to
status groups.
In his sociology of markets, Weber also emphasized the element of struggle or conﬂict. He used
terms such as “market struggle,” and he spoke of
“the battle of man against man in the market”
([1922] 1978, 93, 108). Competition, for example, is deﬁned as “a ‘peaceful’ conﬂict . . . insofar
as it consists in a formally peaceful attempt to attain control over opportunities and advantages

which are also desired by others.” Exchange, on
the other hand, is deﬁned as “a compromise of interests on the part of the parties in the course of
which goods or other advantages are passed as reciprocal compensation” (38, 72).
Weber was furthermore very interested in the interaction between the market and the rest of society. Weber’s analysis on this point can be approached through his analysis of the role that
regulation (including legal regulation) plays. A market, Weber explains in Economy and Society, can either be free or regulated ([1922] 1978, 82–85). In
precapitalistic societies there typically exists quite a
bit of “traditional regulation” of the market. The
more rational a market is, however, the less it is
formally regulated. The highest degree of “market
freedom” or “market rationality” is reached in capitalistic society, where most irrational elements
have been eliminated. In order for the market to
be this rational and predictable, however, several
conditions have to be fulﬁlled, including the expropriation of the workers from the means of
production and the existence of calculable law
(161–62). Capitalist markets, in other words, are
the result of a long historical process. How Weber
envisioned the historical evolution of the market
can be gleaned from Economy and Society as well as
from General Economic History.
Harrison White on the Market: The W(y) Model
Since the mid-1980s sociologists have become
more interested in the market than they have ever
been before, and if one person deserves credit for
having helped to ignite this interest, it is Harrison
White (see especially 1981; for brief introductions
to White’s ideas on the market, see White and Eccles 1987; Aspers 2001b; Azarian 2003). White’s
research on markets, which began in the mid1970s, represents a bold attempt to create a totally new and a totally sociological theory of markets,
the so-called W(y) model. This theory has been
shaped by White’s deep dissatisfaction with neoclassical economics. Contemporary economics, according to White, has no interest in concrete markets and is mainly preoccupied with exchange
markets, as opposed to production markets (or
markets where the actors produce goods). As a result, White says, “there does not exist a neoclassical theory of the market—[only] a pure theory of
exchange” (1990, 3).
But even if White breaks with economists’ theory of the market, he has been deeply inﬂuenced by
a few select economists. He refers repeatedly to the
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analyses of Marshall and Chamberlain, and he
makes extensive use of Michael Spence’s theory
of signaling (e.g. White 1990; cf. Spence 1974).
Spence inﬂuences one of the key features of
White’s theory, namely the notion that markets
consist of social structures that are partly produced
and reproduced through signaling between the
participants. In a production market, ﬁrms constantly check what the other ﬁrms do and adjust
their actions accordingly.
White is mainly interested in production markets
because they constitute the backbone in an industrial economy. In a production market the actor is
either a buyer or a seller of a speciﬁc good, while
in an exchange market the actor is a buyer as well
as a seller. The stock exchange is the archetype of
an exchange market. Being a seller or a buyer versus a buyer and a seller has, according to White,
important consequences, both for the social structure of the market and the identities of the market
actors. The exchange market, for example, is much
closer to the neoclassical ideal of a market in which
demand and supply decide the price.
Production markets, on the other hand, typically
consist of about a dozen of ﬁrms that view each
other as constituting a market and are also perceived
as such by the buyers. The central mechanism in the
social construction of a market is its “market schedule,” operationalized by White as W(y), where W
stands for revenue and y for income. This schedule,
according to White, is considerably more realistic
than the economists’ demand-supply analysis. Businessmen know what it costs to produce something
and try to maximize their income by determining a
certain volume for their product. On the other
hand, they do not know how the consumers view
their product—all they know is what items sell in
which volumes and at which price. If businessmen
are correct in their calculations, they will be able to
locate a niche in the market for their products,
which their customers acknowledge by buying a
certain volume at a certain price. Depending on its
structure, a market can be one of the following four
types: “paradox,” “grind,” “crowded,” and “explosive.” The closest to a deﬁnition of a (production)
market that can be found in White’s work may well
be the following:
Markets are tangible cliques of producers watching
each other. Pressure from the buyer side creates a mirror in which the producers see themselves, not consumers. (1981, 543)

Having devoted several years exclusively to markets, White shifted to other concerns in the late
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1980s and early 1990s. In Identity and Control
(1992), for example, he presents a general theory
of action. Insofar as markets are concerned, this
work is primarily interesting in that his earlier research on markets is integrated into a larger theoretical whole. Production markets are seen as an
example of “interfaces,” deﬁned as a certain way of
achieving control in a “social molecule” (White
1992, 41–43). In the interface, the individual
identities of the actors (such as ﬁrms) come into
being through continuous production. But control can also be achieved in a different manner; in
the so-called arena it comes about via the creation
of a very different and more general type of identity that is essentially interchangeable. Exchange
markets are typical examples of what White here
terms “arena markets” (1992, 51–52).
In a recent work entitled Markets from Networks
White further develops his theory of production
markets and also broadens its scope. Instead of focusing exclusively on individual production markets, White attempts to see how they ﬁt into the
larger whole of an industrial economy. Three different “layers of action” are distinguished: “upstream,” “producers,” and “downstream” (White
2001). The upstream ﬁrms basically supply the input to producers whose output goes to the downstream ﬁrms. According to White, there also exists
a dynamic relationship between markets with
goods that can substitute for each other.
Markets as Networks
Using networks to analyze markets appears to be
more popular than any other perspective in current
economic sociology (see, e.g., the studies cited in
Smith-Doerr and Powell, this volume; Lie 1997).
The main reason for this may well be that analysis
of networks is a very ﬂexible method, which allows
the researcher to both keep close to the empirical
reality and to theorize freely. On the negative side,
the networks approach does not come with a theory of markets, but constitutes a general method
for tracing relationships. Why people engage in an
exchange, and under what circumstances a market
can be established, are not part of the theory but
something that has to be added—and rarely is.
Harrison White’s W(y) model, with its explicit
focus on terms of trade that decide whether a market can exist and under what conditions an actor
can become part of a market, can be used as a contrast to markets as networks. As indicated by its
title, White’s Markets from Networks includes a
network approach; this part of the analysis, how-
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ever, is secondary to the idea of terms of trade and
basically used to add to it.
Mark Granovetter’s Getting a Job (1974) may be
the most successful networks study of a market and
constitutes, more generally, an exemplary study in
economic sociology. It is innovative, meticulously
researched, and analytically sharp. Although Getting a Job was written in the 1970s, its author has
claimed it for “new economic sociology” with the
following motivation: “In retrospect, GAJ was one
of the ﬁrst exemplars of what I have called the ‘new
economic sociology,’ which differed from older
work in its attention to a core rather than a peripheral aspect of the economy, and in its willingness to challenge the adequacy of neoclassical
economic theory in one of its core domains” (Granovetter 1995, vii).
Getting a Job represents an attempt to analyze
the social mechanisms through which people ﬁnd
employment, and is based on a study of professional, technical, and managerial workers in Newton, a small suburb to Boston. A random sample
was taken; some 280 people ﬁlled in a questionnaire, and of them 100 were interviewed. The questions tried to establish the source of information
that led to new employment. Are economists correct in seeing the labor market as a place where information about jobs reaches all the participants?
Is the person who gets a new job best understood
as someone who engages in a job search, according
to utility-maximizing principles?
Granovetter’s conclusion is that “perfect labor
markets exist only in textbooks” and that the idea
of a rational job search does not capture what actually happens when people ﬁnd jobs (1974, 25).
Some people do indeed engage in a job search—
but this is not necessarily the key to getting a job.
For example, a sizable number of people apply for
a job only if they are approached by someone with
a concrete proposal (“quasi-searchers”; about 20
percent). Furthermore, those who actively look for
a job are not the ones who are likely to end up with
the best jobs. The job search theory of the economists misses one very important fact, namely that
“much labor-market information actually is transmitted as a byproduct of other social processes”
(52). What matters in many cases is contacts—so
much so, the author concludes, that “regardless of
competence or merit, those without the right contacts are penalized” (100).
What Granovetter’s research showed is the following: almost 56 percent of the respondents got
their jobs through contacts, 18.8 percent through
direct application, 18.8 percent through formal

means (half of this portion through advertisements), and the rest through miscellaneous means.
The economists’ assumption that information
about new jobs spreads evenly throughout the
labor market was clearly invalidated (39.1 percent
got information directly from the employer, 45.3
percent got it via one contact, 12.5 percent
through two contacts, and only 3.1 percent
through more than two contacts). Of special importance to Granovetter was also the fact that in
the great majority of the cases, the person who got
the job associated only “occasionally” or “rarely”
with the person who supplied the information
(27.8 percent “rarely,” 55.6 percent “occasionally,” and 16.7 percent “often”). This situation was
theorized by Granovetter in the following way:
people whom you know intimately (“strong ties”)
tend to share the same limited information and are
therefore rarely able to help you. But people you
know casually (“weak ties”), on the other hand,
have by deﬁnition access to much more distant and
varied information—and can therefore be of much
more help in ﬁnding a job (for a full presentation
of the strength-of-weak-ties thesis, see Granovetter
1973). People who stay very long in one job, Granovetter also noted, have much more difﬁculty in
ﬁnding a new job than those who change jobs
often.
Granovetter’s analysis of the labor market differs
quite a bit from that of his thesis adviser, Harrison
White, in Chains of Opportunity (1970). White’s
argument is that when someone gets a new job, an
opening is created that has to be ﬁlled—which results in a new vacancy, which also has to be ﬁlled,
and so on. When a person gets a new job, in brief,
a movement is set off that traverses the labor market and which the individual is unaware of. Tested
against Granovetter’s results in Getting a Job, it is
clear that White’s ideas about “vacancy chains” do
capture some of the dynamics in the labor market—but by no means all (in 44.9 percent of all
cases, the person who got a new job was replacing
a particular person; in 35.3 percent, on the other
hand, the position was totally new, and in 19.9
percent the job was new but of a type that had existed before).
It should also be mentioned that in 1995, when
Granovetter’s study was reissued, the author noted
that new evidence was now available that conﬁrmed his assessment from 1974 that ﬁnding a job
via information supplied in a network was widespread (one ﬁgure from the United States is 45
percent, one from Japan 70–75 percent; cf. Granovetter 1995, 139–41). He also noted that econ-
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omists during the last few decades have continued
to ignore this fact and stuck to their theory of the
job search.
Among the early network studies of markets one
by Wayne Baker deserves to be singled out. In his
doctoral dissertation, called “Markets as Networks”
(1981), Baker presented both a general theoretical
argument for a sociological theory of markets and
an empirical analysis. Economists, according to
Baker, have developed an implicit rather than an
explicit analysis of markets: “Since ‘market’ is typically assumed—not studied—most economic analyses implicitly characterize ‘market’ as a ‘featureless
plane’” (Baker 1981, 211). In reality, however,
markets are not homogenous but socially constructed in various ways. To analyze this structure
constitutes the main task for “a middle-range theory of ‘markets-as-networks’” (183).
How this can be done with the help of networks
analysis is clear from the empirical part of Baker’s
thesis, which has been published separately (1984;
see also Baker and Iyer 1992 for a mathematical
rendition). Using empirical material from a national securities market, Baker showed that at least
two different types of market networks could be
distinguished: a small, rather dense network and a
larger, more differentiated and looser one. On this
ground Baker argued that the standard economic
view of the market as an undifferentiated whole
was misleading.
But Baker also wanted to show that the social
structure of a market has an impact on the way that
the market operates; and to do this he looked at
volatility in option prices. He found that the fragmented, larger type of network caused much more
volatility than the smaller, more intense networks.
“Social structural patterns,” he concluded, “dramatically inﬂuenced the direction and the magnitude of price volatility” (1984, 803). Baker’s study
also contradicted the idea in mainstream economics that a huge number of actors results in a perfect
market.
A third important network study of the operation of markets can be found in Brian Uzzi’s “Social Structure and Competition in Interﬁrm Networks: The Paradox of Embeddedness” (1997; cf.
Uzzi 1996). Drawing on an ethnographic study of
some 20 ﬁrms in the apparel industry in New York,
the author found that the ﬁrms tended to divide
their market interactions into what they call “market relationships” and “close or special relationships” (Uzzi 1997, 41). The former more or less
matched the kind of relationships that can be
found in standard economic analysis, while the lat-
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ter were close to Granovetter’s notion of embeddedness. Market relationships tended to be more
common than close or special relationships, but
also to be considerably less important. Embedded
relationships were especially useful in the following
three cases: when trust was important, when ﬁnegrained information had to be passed to the other
party, and when certain types of joint problemsolving were on the agenda.
Uzzi interpreted his results in the following
manner. For a business to operate successfully, it
cannot exclusively rely on market ties (as the economists claim), or exclusively on embedded ties (as
some sociologists claim); it needs a mixture of the
two. The ideal is a balance between market ties and
embedded ties—an “integrated network.” Too
many market ties makes for an “underembedded
network,” and too many embedded ties for an
“overembedded network.” A ﬁrm with an overembedded network, for example, has difﬁculty in
picking up new information.
Uzzi’s interpretation of his ﬁndings, in terms of
interest analysis, is that the actors in his ﬁrms were
neither selﬁsh nor altruistic; they rather switched
forward and backward between self-interest and
cooperation. “[S]tringent assumptions about individuals being either innately self-interested or
cooperative are too simplistic, because the same individuals simultaneously acted ‘selﬁshly’ and cooperatively with different actors in their network”
(1997, 42). The author adds complexity to this
analysis by arguing that cooperative behavior can
sometimes be a way of satisfying interests that are
difﬁcult to satisfy in arm’s-length deals: “multiplex
links among actors enable assets and interests that
are not easily communicated across market ties to
enter negotiations” (50). This does not mean,
however, that the actor simply can switch from one
way of satisfying her interests to another, from
market ties to embedded ties. One of the cases
Uzzi discusses, in which the owner of a ﬁrm that
had decided to move his business to Asia nonetheless carried out his contractual obligations in New
York, clearly shows that embedded ties can acquire
a dynamic of their own in which self-interest is
held back.
Markets as Parts of Fields (Bourdieu and Others)
One theory of how markets behave that has not
received the discussion it deserves is that of Pierre
Bourdieu, most succinctly outlined in “Principles
of an Economic Anthropology” (2000, 233–70 and
chapter 4 of this volume; for an earlier version, see
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Bourdieu 1997). Bourdieu’s key idea is that economic life is largely the result of the encounter between actors with a special disposition (habitus) in
the economic ﬁeld; and that the market is deeply inﬂuenced by the nature of the ﬁeld. The economic
ﬁeld can be a ﬁrm, an industry, a country, or the
whole world. Its structure, if we use an industry as
our example, consists of the power relations between
the ﬁrms, which are maintained through capitals in
various combinations (ﬁnancial capital, technological
capital, social capital, and so on). There are dominant ﬁrms as well as dominated ﬁrms, and a constant
struggle goes on between them. What happens outside the ﬁeld also plays an important role in the
struggles within an industry; the state especially has
the power to inﬂuence what happens in a ﬁeld.
The market is conceptualized as part of a ﬁeld
and dominated by its dynamic. Prices, for example,
are determined by the structure of the ﬁeld, and
not the other way around. “The whole is not the
result of prices; it is the whole that decides the
prices” (Bourdieu 2000, 240). Mark Granovetter’s
and Harrison White’s theories of the market are
mistaken, according to Bourdieu, because they ignore the impact of the structure of the ﬁeld on the
market; they express an “interactionist vision,” as
opposed to a “structural vision.” Bourdieu’s own
view of the market is well captured by the following statement from “Principles of an Economic
Anthropology”:
What is called the market is the totality of relations of
exchange between competing agents, direct interactions that depend, as Simmel has it, on an “indirect
conﬂict,” or, in other words, on the socially constructed structure [of the ﬁeld] of the relations of
force to which the different agents engaged in the
ﬁeld contribute to varying degrees, through the modiﬁcations they manage to impose upon it, by drawing,
particularly, on the state power they are able to control and guide. (Bourdieu this volume, 81)

In “Principles of an Economic Anthropology”
Bourdieu refers to the work of Neil Fligstein, and
there exist signiﬁcant parallels between their views.
At one point in “Markets as Politics”—Fligstein’s
most important theoretical statement on markets—
the author says, for example, that “my view of markets is roughly consistent with the idea of organizational ﬁelds, in that a market consists of ﬁrms
who orient their actions toward one another”
(1996, 663; cf. Fligstein 2001, 67–78). Fligstein
also agrees with Bourdieu that the attempt to use
networks analysis to study markets is unsatisfactory since it exclusively focuses on social interaction.

Networks analysis fails to consider the role of politics, the view of the actors, and what characterizes
markets as social institutions.
In Fligstein’s view, markets are social situations
in which goods are exchanged for a price in
money; and these situations can only come into
being if three elements exist: “property rights,”
“governance structures,” and “rules of exchange.”
Property rights are deﬁned as social relations that
determine who is entitled to the proﬁt of a ﬁrm;
governance structures consist of rules for how to
organize a ﬁrm as well as competition and cooperation; and rules of exchange determine under what
conditions exchange can take place and who can
participate in it.
Like Bourdieu and Weber, Fligstein emphasizes
the role of struggles in the market. But Fligstein
adds to this analysis by proposing that what drive
individual ﬁrms and characterize modern production markets are “attempts to mitigate the effects
of competition with other ﬁrms” (1996, 657).
This search for stability represents the basic principle of Fligstein’s theory of markets (see also Fligstein, this volume). In “Markets as Politics” Fligstein suggests a number of propositions for
empirical veriﬁcation, all related to this principle.
He proposes, for example, that the state typically
tries to stabilize markets and eliminate competition—but also that its actions can inadvertently
bring about disorder (and restore competition).
When the largest ﬁrms in a ﬁeld fail to reproduce
themselves, a market crisis ensues, with interorganizational power struggles as a result. Existing
markets can also be transformed through exogenous factors, such as economic crises and invasions
by other ﬁrms.
The theories of Bourdieu and Fligstein may
seem somewhat schematic as described here; and it
should therefore be noted that these authors have
made empirical studies of concrete markets. Bourdieu has, for example, analyzed the markets for individual homes in France (Bourdieu 2000). In the
studies of both of these writers, the relevant ﬁeld is
presented in rich empirical detail, which makes
Bourdieu’s scheme come alive and show its potential as a tool to analyze markets. Fligstein has shown
the importance of looking at property rights, governance structures, and rules of exchange, by using
the Single Market of the European Union as a case
study (Fligstein and Mara-Drita 1996; Fligstein
and Stone Sweet 2001). How ﬁrms try to control
competition and how the state can shape the market also come out with great force in Fligstein’s
study of the evolution of the huge ﬁrm during the
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twentieth century in the United States (Fligstein
1990).

CONCLUDING REMARKS ON STRENGTHS AND
WEAKNESSES IN THE SOCIOLOGY OF MARKETS
This chapter starts out with the observation that
neither economists nor sociologists currently have
a satisfactory theory of markets, and that one way
of advancing the discussion is to bring in historical
material on markets. When one studies concrete
markets, it soon becomes clear that markets have
been structured in very different ways throughout
history. There are external as well as internal markets; national as well as international markets; and
markets for the elite as well as for the masses. Political authorities early in history began to keep an
eye on the markets in their territories, and the
modern state is deeply committed to keep the
economy going. The concept of interest, as it turns
out, can elucidate aspects of the structure and
functioning of markets.
Sociologists have studied markets since the early
1980s, and it is today possible to summarize what
has been accomplished and what still remains to be
done. The idea that social relations are crucial to
the existence of markets has, for example, been
amply proven. Networks analysis, in particular, is a
very useful tool in this context, even if Bourdieu
and Fligstein are correct in their argument that
studies of this type tend to ignore the role of the
state as well as structural forces in general. Sociologists such as Weber, Bourdieu, and Fligsetin have
paid attention to the concept of interest. By contrast, in the work of White and Granovetter, for example, the concept of interest is implicit rather
than explicit.
But sociologists have barely explored some aspects of markets. One of these has to do with the
popular or ideological view of markets, another
with how prices are set. Markets have had their ups
and downs in ofﬁcial economic ideologies ever
since Adam Smith’s attack on mercantilism in The
Wealth of Nations. A few sociological studies of
more recent economic ideologies, such neoliberalism, can also be found (e.g., Campbell and Pedersen 2001; Babb and Fourcade Gourinchas 2003).
Totally missing from the current sociological literature, however, are studies of representations of
markets in the media and in schoolbooks, and,
more generally, studies of what role they play in
the process of economic socialization in modern
capitalist society.
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Similarly, few sociological studies of how prices
are set exist. Here, however, there are some instructive exceptions. As to the classics, Weber
notes, for example, that the ﬁxed price was pioneered by the Baptists and the Quakers (Weber
[1920] 1946, 312; cf. Kent 1983). One can also
ﬁnd the evocative statement in Economy and Society that “money prices are the product of conﬂicts
of interest and of compromises; they thus result
from power constellations” (Weber [1922] 1978,
108). Weber adds that prices result from “struggle” and that prices “are instruments of calculations only as estimated quantiﬁcations of relative
chances in this struggle of interests” (108). One
contemporary attempt to draw on these ideas can
be found in a study of price setting in the American electrical utility industry in the nineteenth century (Yakubovich and Granovetter 2001). In this
study, Weber’s suggestion that prices are the result
of power constellations and struggle is ﬂeshed out
in an exemplary manner.
Granovetter has also used the embeddedness approach to analyze the “stickiness” of prices (e.g.,
Granovetter and Swedberg 2001, 13–14; see also
Uzzi and Lancaster 2004). Economic sociologists
have in addition begun to study price-ﬁxing, how
status affects price, and how prices are determined
in different types of auctions (e.g., Smith 1989;
Podolny 1992; Baker and Faulkner 1993). It has
furthermore been noted that for a long time a simple rule of thumb was used to determine prices in
the U.S. computer industry: three times the manufacturing cost (MacKenzie 1996, 53).
Finally, it seems that the current sociology of
money, which has made many interesting advances, nonetheless needs to be much more ﬁrmly
linked to the analysis of markets (cf. Dodd 1994;
Ingham 1998; Zelizer 1994, 2001). Money and
related ﬁnancial instruments—such as bills of exchange, shares, options, and so on—have emerged
in close connection to various markets. The step
from barter to exchange, with the help of money,
deeply affected the structure of markets, and so
have many other ﬁnancial innovations. The current
sociology of money, however, is much too focused
on money as such, and has little to say about the
relationship of money to markets. What needs to
be looked into, for example, is the way that new
forms of money have helped to create new markets
and how money itself has been transformed into
new forms, from primitive forms of credit to ever
new ﬁnancial instruments with varying degrees of
liquidity (see, e.g., Baker 1987; Stinchcombe and
Carruthers 1999). To express this last point an-
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other way, the sociology of money should not only
study the impact of (conventional) money on social relations, but also pay attention to money as a
dynamic and ever changing instrument used to acquire economic power. Money and markets, in
brief, belong together.
NOTES
1. This chapter is different from “Markets as Social Structures” (which appeared in the ﬁrst edition of The Handbook
of Economic Sociology) primarily in that it pays much more attention to the role of markets throughout history. It also argues that a sociological theory of markets needs to address
not only social structures but also interest. Finally, much less
space is devoted to economists’ theory of markets. For helpful comments I especially would like to thank Neil Smelser,
Alejandro Portes, and William Haller.
2. See Swedberg 1994; and for an updated version of this
account, see chapter 5 in Principles of Economic Sociology
(Swedberg 2003b).
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12 The Sociology of Labor Markets
and Trade Unions
Wolfgang Streeck

This chapter deals with the relationship between
trade unions and labor markets. It cannot even attempt to offer a comprehensive treatment of either
of the two. The ﬁrst section, “Labor Markets and
Trade Unions in Sociological Research and Theory,” takes stock of core concepts and research
traditions informing, or potentially informing, an
economic sociology perspective on the subject. It
is followed by a systematic discussion linking trade
unionism to the interaction of supply and demand
in different types of labor market, leading to a historically grounded typology of labor markets and
trade unions and to an exploration of the relationship between trade unions and politics on the one
hand and the economy on the other (“Labor Markets and Trade Unions: Between Economy and
Society”). Next comes a stylized historical account
of the coevolution of modern trade unions, labor
markets, and the welfare state in different advanced industrial countries. The chapter concludes
with informed speculation on the future of labor
markets and trade unions in the postindustrial era
(“The Rise and Decline of Trade Unions”).
Inevitably the chapter trespasses on the territories of a variety of disciplines. Economic sociology has pointed out the significance for the operation of labor markets of functionally diffuse,
noncontractual relations between individuals that
form extended networks of communication and
mutual obligation. It has also emphasized the
embeddedness in such networks of the functionally specific, contractual employment relations
created in labor markets. But it has conceded the
formal institutions that regulate labor markets
largely to economic efficiency theories (table 1).
Unions as collective actors do not appear much in
economic sociology either.1 Although rooted in
the same informal social structures that also underlie labor markets, they were left to political sociology and political science on the one hand and
to industrial relations on the other, depending on
whether they are considered in functionally dif-

fuse political or functionally specific economic
contexts.

LABOR MARKETS AND TRADE UNIONS IN
SOCIOLOGICAL RESEARCH AND THEORY
The Sociology of Labor Markets
While historical sociology has explored the rise
of free labor markets in the early modern period
(for a summary account see Tilly and Tilly 1994,
286–91), the mainstream of recent sociological research has focused on the structured allocation of
individuals to jobs of differential desirability (Berg
1981; Coleman 1991; Granovetter and Tilly 1988;
Tilly and Tilly 1994). In part this seems to have
been driven by political and civic concerns about
equality and equal opportunity, particularly in connection with the feminization of employment and
the rise of feminism and with, especially American,
controversies on social and economic discrimination by race or ethnicity. Much of the current sociological literature on labor markets overlaps with
the literature on social stratiﬁcation and uses similar empirical techniques (Kalleberg and Sørensen
1979; Sørensen 1977). It also borders with sociological research on status assignment in large hierarchical organizations (Clegg and Dunkerley 1980;
Baron and Bielby 1980).
Generally, sociological research and theory
maintain that the labor market is not really a market, in the sense of a universalistic, impersonal,
color- and gender-blind mechanism matching supply of, and demand for, labor.2 Economic theory is
assumed to maintain just this. It is also assumed to
claim that unless price formation is interfered with,
labor markets will not only clear—in the sense that
they establish an equilibrium price for labor at
which all who want to work are employed, and all
who want to employ someone ﬁnd someone willing to work for them—but that wages and access
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Table 1. Disciplines Studying Labor Markets and
Trade Unions, by Levels of Action and Types of
Social Relations
Type of Social Relation

Level of Action

Functionally
Diffuse
Noncontractual

Functionally
Speciﬁc
Contractual

Individual
action

Economic
sociology

(Labor)
Economics

Collective
action

Political
sociology,
political
science

Industrial
relations

to employment are, or could and indeed should be,
determined only by workers’ marginal productivity
and employers’ marginal costs. Sociologists generally endeavor to show that free labor markets are
impossible, and unregulated labor markets neither
free nor fair. Absent corrective intervention, the social stratiﬁcation generated by labor markets, or by
hierarchical work organizations, is likely to be at
odds with elementary requirements of social integration and political stability, if not social justice.
A central difference, then, between economists
and sociologists looking at labor markets is that
the former are principally concerned with efﬁciency—the optimal allocation of workers to jobs—
whereas the latter worry, if at all, more about fairness. For economists, the condition of efﬁciency is
satisﬁed if employment is affected only by those
characteristics of workers that are relevant to the
performance of the job in question. The result
may, however, not be considered fair by sociologists if the distribution of relevant worker characteristics can be shown to be determined by factors
like power, family and class, ethnic origin, and the
like. On the other hand, even if sociological research can establish that employment opportunities are affected by entirely irrelevant individual
properties, such as skin color for miners or bus
drivers, economists can still save their concept of
an efﬁcient free market by including discrimination
among the preferences ascribed to employers
(Becker 1957).
More generally still, economic sociologists have
argued that not only are labor markets not the sort
of markets that economists believe they are, but
they would not function if they were. Leading sociological work on labor markets emphasizes the
essential signiﬁcance for their operation of large
chains, or “networks,” of particularistic and per-
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sonal social relations, or “weak ties” (Granovetter
1973), that lie at the bottom of labor market transactions and precede, frame, constrain, and facilitate
the rational strategic behavior of market participants. In other words, while recognizing that individuals seeking employment or seeking to employ
others strive to maximize their utility, however
widely deﬁned, sociologists insist that they can do
so only in the context of, and mediated by, social
relations that require them to behave in line with
rules that are social rather than economic. This is
because it is only through social relations that potential employers and employees can acquire and
assess information on each other and on the jobs at
stake. The same applies to the indispensable establishment of trust, where transactions extend into a
future that is beyond the parties’ prediction or
where contracts must be premised on the continuing good faith of the other party.3
Even though networks of social relations underlie all labor market transactions, they are not and
cannot be set up for the purpose of making markets function. Rather, they are governed by a logic
of interaction and social integration that presupposes a set of shared normative understandings,
including at least residual acceptance of what
Gouldner (1961) called a “norm of reciprocity.”
Self-seeking rational individualism is respected to
the extent that it is normatively approved, and it is
likely to be strongly normatively approved in capitalist societies where it is socially legitimate for
market participants to look above all after themselves. At the same time, continuing informal relations among network participants, which are essential for the market to work, require that rational
individualism not be driven beyond a point where
all that an individual can reasonably assume of the
other is “opportunism with guile” (Williamson
1979, 1994). In fact, actors who acquire the reputation of being nothing but opportunistic are likely to be eventually excluded from the community
of those acting, and trading, in good faith. Agents
that others cannot trust are not asked for information, which means that they cannot get information from others in exchange (Blau 1964), and
they are unlikely to be hired if their reputation
predicts constant haggling over the terms of their
contract.
In sociological work on labor markets, social
networks have been drawn upon to explain, not
just how individuals get a job, but also why certain
jobs are regarded as “appropriate” for certain
groups and why some groups are over- or, for that
matter, underrepresented in certain occupations.4
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Here the logic of explanation usually involves a
historical starting point, for example, a more or
less accidental overrepresentation of a certain group
of immigrants in the workforce of a particular industry. Over time this crystallizes in a social pattern, as workers prefer to work with their relatives
and friends, personnel managers want to limit
search costs and to put informal social controls
among workers at the service of economic performance, and supervisors prefer workgroups to be
socially homogenous to simplify communication
and avoid ethnic conﬂict at the workplace. Once a
pattern of this sort has become established, it assumes the character of an informal institution from
which actors can deviate only with an effort and at
a cost. Such embedding of economic behavior and
“rational” economic decisions in ongoing social
relationships, with their speciﬁc dynamics of suspicion and trust, uncertainty, lack of formal enforceability, informal mutual reassurance, and the like, is
used to explain a wide range of phenomena, from
the fact that dentists are primarily women in Russia while they are primarily men in Germany, to
racial discrimination in multiethnic societies like
the United States.
Access to social networks is, almost by deﬁnition, far from egalitarian. Indeed the concept of
“social capital” (Bourdieu 2000) has been devised
to emphasize both the high market value and the
unequal distribution of informal social relations.
Sociological observations on the contribution of
social capital to labor market success and occupational attainment may issue in calls for political intervention, either to redistribute social capital or to
neutralize its impact. Examples of such intervention are afﬁrmative action programs or educational policies designed to disrupt existing patterns of
social relations and replace them with others that
are less exclusive and more universalistic. Sociologists do, of course, disagree not just about the
prospects of success of social engineering of this
sort, but also about its desirability.
Remarkably, although economic sociologists
have insisted on the essential signiﬁcance of social
relations for the operation of labor markets, formal
rules and institutions regulating such relations
have not been at the center of sociological inquiry.
Nor have corporate actors engaging in such regulation, such as trade unions. This must appear surprising, as labor law and collective bargaining obviously play a major role in the functioning of most
modern labor markets. While it is true that individuals rely on informal social ties to gather information on job opportunities or on the reputation

of others as employers and employees, the rights
and obligations involved in employment relationships are to a very large extent formally standardized and sanctioned by third parties, although in
some countries more than in others.
Standardization of expectations and transactions
through legitimate institutions cuts the information requirements of market participants and relieves them of the necessity to reinvent the wheel
every time they conclude a contract. Institutional
economists since John R. Commons have appreciated the importance of labor market institutions
for the lowering of what are now called “transaction costs” (Williamson 1979, 1994), as well as for
the ﬂexible adjustment over time of the terms of
employment contracts to changing contingencies.
Mostly, however, they have explained labor market
institutions and arrangements for the governance
of ongoing employment relationships in efﬁciencytheoretical terms, that is, in terms of the interests
of market participants in minimizing the costs of
their transactions.5 The sociological tradition suggests a different and, presumably, more realistic approach to institutions, one that emphasizes their
normative foundation and obligatory character, as
well as the fact that their evolution is governed by
a variety of social forces in addition to efﬁciency
considerations, such as the distribution of power in
society or, importantly, their own past.
To develop a more historically grounded, nonfunctionalist and noneconomistic theory of labor
market institutions, sociologists do well to start
from the same informal networks of weak ties that
they have identiﬁed as the social fabric supporting
transactions between individual labor market participants (Granovetter 1974). Not just markets
spring from networks (White 2002a) but also institutions and the corporate actors that enforce them
(what Weber calls Herrschaftsverbände).6 Institution building requires social networks supporting
the mobilization of resources for the enforcement
of speciﬁc patterns of action. Norm-enforcing organizations become legitimate institutions to the
extent that they can call upon the assistance of third
parties if necessary (Stinchcombe 1968). For whatever reason, the economic sociology of labor markets has been reluctant to move on to an analysis of
the dynamics of institution building and institutional change inside markets.7
The Sociology of Trade Unions
While there is an extensive sociological literature
on trade unions, it is not primarily in the context
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of a sociology of the economy that trade unionism
became an object of sociological inquiry. Trade
unions as corporate economic actors in the labor
market were studied, if at all, ﬁrst by economists
and later by the hybrid discipline of industrial relations that was in the 1960s gradually spun off by
economics when it turned increasingly formalistic.
Economic debates centered on the question of
whether unions were able to raise the price of labor
above its equilibrium market price and, if so, what
the likely consequences were for monetary stability, growth, employment, the distribution of income, and so forth. Early on the Austrian economist von Böhm-Bawerk in Macht oder ökonomisches
Gesetz ([1914] 1968) had argued that it was impossible for unions to beat the laws of the market.
Later, with the ﬁrm establishment of collective bargaining in the 1950s, economists looked at unions
as would-be monopolists in the labor market and
tried to account for the outcomes of their activities
by developing theories of monopolistic competition (Chamberlin 1950). For Keynes and his school,
unions contributed to making wages downwardly
rigid, which was basically welcome as it helped stabilize demand in periods of recession. However,
unions were also capable of obstructing government efforts to increase employment, deploying
their organized bargaining power to absorb additional aggregate demand by raising wages for employed workers, leading to higher prices instead of
expanding employment.
Largely disregarding unions as economic actors
in a strict sense, sociologists considered them primarily in the context of work on social mobilization and political organization, or collective action
in general, as well as on modernization, nation
building, the political-institutional representation
of societal cleavage structures in twentieth-century
democracies, and the institutionalization and paciﬁcation of the class conﬂict in industrial societies.
Unlike the economic sociology of labor markets,
the—mostly—political sociology of trade unions
was macrosociological in outlook, although in its
best manifestations it combined micro- and macrosociological perspectives. Emblematic in this respect is the work of Seymour Martin Lipset, in
which unions are treated as political organizations
of social groups in the modern nation-state, and in
particular as contributors to its democratization
and transformation into the democratic welfare
state of the post–World War II period.
Lipset’s work on trade unions explored the roots
of different forms of trade unionism, like craft and
industrial unions, in the social structures of com-
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munities of workers, such as the occupational communities of skilled craftsmen or the socially secluded territorial communities of mining villages and
company towns (Lipset 1960, 1983; Lipset and
Marks 2000). Lipset explained how different community structures gave rise to different organizational structures of trade unions as union organizers depended, at least initially, on the networks of
primary relations that organized the social lives of
their constituents. But unionism was also and
equally affected by the political and economic opportunity structures for trade unions, especially at
the time of their ﬁrst appearance. Of crucial importance in this respect were the timing of industrialization and democratization, and especially of
the introduction of the general franchise; the response of state and economic elites to unionization; and the presence of religious and ethnic divides in a country’s political community. Informal
group structures and institutional opportunity
structures, Lipset showed, interacted to account
for whether unions would become radical or moderate; the extent to which they would rely on collective bargaining or on political action; what sort
of welfare state they would favor; and whether
their behavior in relation to employers and the
state would be governed mainly by economic or by
political considerations.
Central to Lipset’s political sociology of trade
unionism was that it analyzed the role of organized
collective action in mediating between the social
structures of communities of workers on the one
hand and the evolution and, ideally, democratization of the modern state on the other. Lipset was
not, however, primarily interested in the impact of
unionization on the economy, and in fact the relationship between trade unionism and the evolution and functioning of free labor markets, unlike
liberal democracy, largely remained outside his
view. This was different in the work of T. H. Marshall, with its core notion of a historical sequence
of institutional development from civil rights to
political and social rights, the culmination of which
he believed to be the post–World War II welfare
state (Marshall 1964). Like Lipset, Marshall was a
political sociologist interested in a macrosociological theory of the modern state, not a political
economist or a sociologist concerned with the embeddedness of economic in social transactions.
Fundamental to his approach, however, was the assumption of an almost dialectical tension between
the free market of capitalism, including the free
labor market, and the various layers of citizenship
rights institutionalized in the modern state, which
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led him to develop a peculiar conception of trade
unions as collective actors crossing the boundary
between the polity and the economy and combining essential features of political and economic
action.
For Marshall, the recognition of trade unionism
in the process of democratization represented an
intermediate step between the institutionalization
of political and social rights. Unions organized to
demand social rights for workers to a living wage
and to dignity in the workplace, contributing to
the secular progression toward effective entitlement of all members of a political community to a
minimum level of subsistence. But rather than relying on political rights to democratic elections
and, subsequently, on direct state intervention in
the economy, unions, once they had won the right
to organize, pursued their goals in the civil sphere
of the marketplace by means of free and voluntary,
albeit collective, contracts. Marshall believed that
this should be much less threatening to capitalism
than state interventionism, as it respected the logic
of capitalism’s core institution, the market. Collective bargaining, therefore, although it was based
on collective action, Marshall conceived as rooted,
not in political citizenship, but in an economic
equivalent that he called “industrial citizenship,”
enabling workers to act collectively to gain social
rights, not in the polity but in the marketplace, and
not through state authority but through the elementary civil right to conclude contracts, transferred from individual workers to their organized
collectivity (1964, 94).
Marshall’s concept of collective bargaining as an
institution inserting political action in the economy and social rights in the labor market, and of
unions as political as well as economic actors transferring public citizenship into the private sphere of
market and contract, contains central elements of
an integrated sociological perspective on labor
markets and trade unions. The same holds true for
the hybrid discipline of industrial relations that
grew out of economics with Dunlop’s book, much
inspired by Talcott Parsons, Industrial Relations
Systems (Dunlop [1958] 1993). Originally industrial relations was above all a praxeology of how to
deal with trade unions and, especially, the strike,
propagated in the post–World War II period as a
scientiﬁc rationale for the universal introduction of
free collective bargaining as a means of domesticating the class conﬂict. In its more academic manifestations, industrial relations was inspired by institutional economists such as Commons (1924)
and the Webbs (1911), who had been sympathet-

ic to unions, not just as political actors in the context of liberal democracy, but also as economic actors in the labor market. Relations of employment,
according to Dunlop ([1958] 1993), required for
their smooth operation a “web of rules” laying
down rights and obligations of employer and employee. Its origin Dunlop located in interactions
between employers, workers (or organized workers), and the government—the “actors” of what he
called the “industrial relations system,” for which
Dunlop immodestly claimed the same systemic status as Parsons’s polity and economy. Clearly this
did not endear industrial relations as a discipline to
sociologists, who at the time were still fascinated
with the symmetry of fourfold tables and classiﬁcations, regardless of the overriding importance for
the functioning of a modern economy that Dunlop
attributed to norms and institutions. Nor did it
help that Dunlop insisted that industrial relations
were not identical with either politics or economics, while including elements of both, in an interesting parallel to T. H. Marshall.
The function of industrial relations, in Dunlop’s
view, was to generate two kinds of rules in particular: substantive rules governing the relations between employer and employee, and procedural
rules determining how substantive rules were
made. Substantive rules in contracts of employment laid down the terms of trade for the goods
exchanged between their parties—“a good day’s
work” for a “good day’s pay.” Among other things,
they stipulated how work effort was to be measured, monitored, and motivated, and valued the
kind of work being paid for in comparison to other
kinds of work. Partly such terms were ﬁxed, not by
the individuals immediately involved, but by the
government or by collective agreement negotiated
by trade unions on behalf of workers. Procedural
rules regulated the process of rule making, in particular the rights and obligations of the different
industrial relations actors, like the right to strike or
to lock out. The general assumption was that substantive rules regulating work and employment
would be more efﬁcient and legitimate if they were
made with the participation and, eventually, the
agreement of workers, rather than unilaterally by
employers or the state. This was modeled on the
American institution of free collective bargaining,
which had been a central pillar of the New Deal
and was widely considered at the time as a workable solution to problems of class conﬂict apparently untreatable in the ideology-ridden Old
World—a practice that could be empirically studied
and pragmatically improved with the help of scien-
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tiﬁc theory, to be peddled to Europe and Japan as
a cornerstone of democratic capitalism. That in
fact collective bargaining had originated in the
United Kingdom and had ﬁrst been systematically
analyzed as a kind of private societal rule-making
under the roof of a facilitating state by authors like
the Webbs and the German labor lawyer Hugo
Sinzheimer ([1916] 1976) was only rarely mentioned in the predominantly American literature of
the time.
As collective bargaining was being propagated
worldwide in the course of post–World War II social reconstruction, different national conditions
turned out to be differently receptive to its introduction, and later gave rise to differences in national industrial relations that invited comparative
analysis. Originally the comparative study of industrial relations had been premised on strong
assumptions on an eventual convergence of the
economic and political institutions of advanced industrial countries. Most eloquently and explicitly
these were expressed in the seminal book by Kerr
et al., Industrialism and Industrial Man (1960)—
a book written mostly by institutional economists
who represented the state of the art of modernization theory, at least as far as labor markets and
trade unions were concerned. Later, by the time of
the wave of labor unrest in the late 1960s and early
1970s, the accumulated research of the discipline
of industrial relations became relevant for a new
generation of sociologists prompted by contemporary events to take a new look at the old themes of
class and class conﬂict. Of course the more or less
“radical” sociology of the 1970s was and remained
strongly critical of the practical intentions behind
industrial relations—which it understood to be to
suspend the class conﬂict by embedding it in properly designed institutions. It also did not share industrial relations’ inherent belief in universal convergence to a paciﬁed, nonideological “industrial
society” taking the place of class-divided capitalism. But institutions did become central to a sociology that in subsequent years rediscovered trade
unions and labor markets, and the political economy in general, from the perspective of two central
questions: the extent to which institutions, in industrial relations or in politics, could make more
than a superﬁcial difference for the functioning of
a capitalist market economy, and whether national
politics had a capacity to choose between different
versions of industrial society or had to succumb to
constraints of technology and market, forcing all
countries in the end to become birds of the same—
American—feather.
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The 1970s saw a wave of studies on trade unions
in a borderland between a sociology trying to reclaim some of the classical themes of political economy, and a changing discipline of industrial relations, a ﬁeld being trespassed upon by a growing
number of sociologists and political scientists.8 The
rise in worker militancy and union membership
after 1968 (Crouch and Pizzorno 1978), everywhere except in the United States and highly unexpected after the literature of the 1960s on an impending “withering away of the strike” (Ross and
Hartmann 1960), led to new research on the causes of union growth (Visser 1990). Moreover, relating by cross-national comparison variables like
union strength, in membership as well as institutional position, to macroeconomic outcomes like
growth, inﬂation, and employment, the new literature empirically contested the view, subscribed
to by most economists, that strong unions necessarily meant weak economic performance. Other
studies explored, almost by necessity comparatively (Dobbin, this volume), the delicate negotiations
and “political exchanges” between governments,
unions, and employers—a subject that especially
interested political scientists, who began to consider the degree to which unions and industrial relations were organized in a “corporatist” manner as
an important property of a society’s political system (see infra). Simultaneously, Fordism and Taylorism became concepts, not just for a particular
stage in the expansion of mass markets or a specific organization of industrial work, but for the character of the totality of institutions governing labor
markets and employment and organizing the capitalist economy in the postwar period, as especially
in the French regulation school, which inﬂuenced
many sociologists studying trade unions and industrial relations (Boyer 1986). Ex negativo, the
two concepts ﬁgured prominently also in sociological work on Japan as a new industrial nation. In
particular the writings of Ronald Dore (1986,
1987) had a major impact on the new economic
sociology, with their analyses of the embeddedness
of Japanese labor markets and hierarchical workplace relations in informal networks of relational
contracting (see also Macauley 1963) and in a capital market regime that corresponded to and supported the speciﬁc Japanese pattern of industrial
relations and employment.
Since the 1970s the sociological study of trade
unions became more than ever linked to a historicalinstitutionalist analysis of collective employment
relations (for outstanding examples see Crouch
1993 and Thelen 1991). Trade unions are today
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the subject of a wide variety of subdisciplines more
or less close to a sociology of the economy. Sociologists, political scientists, and economists all discovered the politics of labor markets and employment
and prominently included trade unions and industrial relations among its central actors and institutions. When class-theoretical approaches lost
appeal and began to be contested by work on
cross-class alliances (see infra), different varieties
of trade unions, labor markets, and industrial relations systems came to be regarded as elements of
different “models of capitalism,” that is, different
and competing institutional forms of a capitalist
market economy with, supposedly, different comparative advantage and patterns of economic performance (Hall and Soskice 2001). Major themes
of this literature are the limits and conditions of
change in national systems of internally complementary economic institutions, and generally the
evolution of such systems under the impact of
common technological and economic challenges,
in particular those related to internationalization.
Once again, the core issue is convergence and divergence, and with it the general role of politics in
the organization of the economy.

LABOR MARKETS AND TRADE UNIONS:
BETWEEN ECONOMY AND SOCIETY
Labor markets pull together labor supply and
labor demand in contractual relations of employment (for a more extended deﬁnition see Tilly and
Tilly 1994, 286). Trade unions act on both labor
supply and labor demand, and they undertake to
regulate the relations of employment between the
two. Union action in all three dimensions is constrained as well as facilitated by the social and legal
order enforced by the state and interacts with the
state’s own interventions in the market economy
(Solow 1990; see ﬁg. 1).
The supply of free labor in a society—the quantity and quality of labor offered to employers at
Table 2.

State:
Government

Trade Union

Labor Supply:
Workers
Skills

Labor Demand:
Employers
Work Organization

Labor Market:
Employment
Relationship

Figure 1.
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market price—depends on the social structure, for
example, the relationship of households to the primary sector, on the distribution of income, on social norms governing preferences for income over
leisure, the role of women in society, the educational system, provisions for social welfare, as well
as on a wide range of other factors. Labor demand,
in turn, is affected, among other things, by the size
of product markets, available production technology, the organization of work—in particular prevailing patterns of horizontal division of labor and
vertical authority at the workplace—and government economic and social policy.
The central institution of the labor market is the
employment relationship, which in liberal societies
since the end of feudal servitude is constituted by
contract (Spencer [1873] 1961; Maine [1861]
1960). In a stylized account, with the progress of
industrial society from early industrialization to the
decades after World War II, the employment relationship as an institution has in most countries and
sectors become less like a contract of work and
more like a contract of employment (table 2). This
corresponds to a shift from integration to separation of conception and execution, from “craft administration” (Stinchcombe 1959) of work to
bureaucratic-hierarchical coordination, and from
market coordination to coordination by organizational incentives inside ﬁrms (Sørensen 1994). In a
contract of work, the employer pays a price for a

The Employment Relationship: Two Polar Types
Contract of Work

Contract of Employment

Labor supply:
structure of skills

Skilled: integration of
conception and execution

Deskilled: separation of
conception and execution

Labor demand:
organization of work

Project by project
craft administration

Ongoing, bureaucratic
administration

Labor contract

Sale of labor, price for
completed project

Sale of labor power,
wage for time available
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particular piece of work—a “job”—basically upon
its completion. How the work is executed is left to
its supplier, who essentially remains an independent subcontractor. After the work is done the relationship between the two sides ceases to exist;
both are free to enter into new work relations depending on the requirements of the next job. In a
contract of employment, by comparison, it is not a
particular work task that is contracted for, but the
availability of the worker to perform, within broad
limits, any task assigned by the employer (Simon
1951). Wages are paid, not prices, and execution is
separated from conception—which is in the hands
of the employer and his agents. Discretion over
what is done and how is transferred from worker
to employer. Instead of a temporary association for
the duration of a speciﬁc project, the employment
relationship becomes an ongoing and, within limits, functionally diffuse organizational relationship.
The person who was originally like an independent
small businessman is turned into a dependent
“wage earner.” In Marx’s terms, the sale of labor is
succeeded by the sale of “labor power,” placing a
person’s general capacity to create value at the disposal of its buyer.
The openness of the contract of employment is
one of two main entry gates of sociology into the
analysis of the labor market (the other being the
structuration of the labor supply; see below). Not
only the employment contract itself, but also its
performance depends on noncontractual conditions (Durkheim [1893] 1964). Formal stipulations
inevitably coexist with informal understandings,
and instrumental action is and must be embedded
in expressions of goodwill. Workers may shirk and
employers exploit, but they also may not. Inside
the organizational relationship that governs open
contractual performance, skills may become idiosyncratic, making it difﬁcult for workers to leave,
while workers may become indispensable, making
it difﬁcult for employers to dismiss—both inserting particularistic social into universalistic economic relations. Trade unions act both as agents of
explicit speciﬁcation of contractual obligations,
protecting workers from excessive demands on
their labor power and making contractual performance easier to observe, and as guardians of trust
in implicit and informal mutual commitments.
What has driven the transition from contracts of
work to contracts of employment has been and
continues to be much debated. It is clear that the
transition was not universal and involved both a
continuum, or spectrum, of intermediate forms
and the survival of older forms in particular labor
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market segments, industrial sectors, and countries.
Efﬁciency explanations emphasize the greater ﬂexibility of contracts with unspeciﬁed, or less speciﬁed, content; their greater potential for “rationalization,” that is, for reorganization of work to
reduce factor inputs; and generally their better ﬁt
with the factory system and with mass production
aimed at exploiting economies of scale by standardizing products and processes (Williamson,
Wachter, and Harris 1975). Theories of power and
exploitation, by comparison, regard the move from
contracts of work to contracts of employment as
the outcome of a power struggle. By “deskilling”
manual work, and “degrading” work in general,
employers take the management of production
away from the workers, and with it the value it creates. As the latter is appropriated by employers—or
allocated in part to a factory hierarchy of professional managers loyal to the employer—the rate of
exploitation increases (Braverman 1974).
With the contract of employment superseding
the contract of work, a voluntary relationship between two independent parties, in line with liberal
concepts of freedom and self-determination, blends
into a relationship of authority and control, albeit
contractually based.9 For both economists (Williamson, Wachter, and Harris 1975) and sociologists (Fox 1974), this transformation has posed an
enduring puzzle. What for radical critics, many of
them sociologists, was a subsumption of labor
under the double despotism of market and factory
(Burawoy 1983) led economists to model workers
as risk-averse, that is, preferring a steady stream of
income from a contract of employment to the uncertainties associated with managerial responsibilities and, in particular, with being paid out of the
residual. For many economists it is this stylized
“psychological” disposition that presumably makes
workers prefer being controlled by others over exercising control themselves.
Labor supply and demand interact in numerous
ways. Both are shaped by and affect a society’s status order. For example, educational systems anticipate the structure of labor demand, and employers try to get educational institutions and policies
to deliver them the labor supply they want. In addition, individuals investing in skills make bets as
to what skills may be demanded in the future. But
educational systems may also be expected to reproduce an existing social order or, to the contrary,
change it in the name of values such as equality of
opportunity or living conditions. To this extent
employers must make do with the labor supply
they get, and learn to accommodate it in their or-
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ganization of work and the structure of authority
at the workplace. For the Aix school of industrial
sociology, educational systems, themselves products of long political struggles in a society over social integration and collective identity, are a major
source of the “societal effect” that molds the organization of work in nationally distinctive ways
(Maurice, Sorge, and Warner 1980; Maurice, Sellier, and Silvestre 1986b).
Central to sociological analyses of the labor market is the insight—sporadically rediscovered by
mainstream economics (Williamson, Wachter, and
Harris 1975)—that labor is a commodity with very
special characteristics, and perhaps not really a
commodity at all (Polanyi 1944 speaks of labor as
of a “ﬁctitious commodity”). On the surface this is
indicated by its perverse, or backward-bending, supply function. Not only may the supply of labor decline as the price of labor increases, due to preferences for leisure over income in economic terms
or, in sociological terms, to worker traditionalism
in communities where work effort is determined
by ﬁxed needs, rather than needs expanding with
growing opportunities (Marx [1867] 1984; Weber
[1904] 1987). The supply of labor may also increase as wages decline, as a result of social or physical dependence of workers on a minimum level of
income: if wages fall, workers cannot opt for
leisure and wait for an improvement in relative
prices since in between they need to pay their bills.
At the bottom of this is the fact that labor as a
commodity cannot be detached from the social
and physical life of its seller. Another aspect of the
social, personal, and physical embeddedness of labor
is that its seller must be present in person while it
is being used by its buyer, and indeed must actively collaborate in its use. The site of such collaboration is the ﬁrm as a social organization designed to
extract labor from employed workers—which requires the workers’ goodwill and cannot normally
be done by despotic means alone (Burawoy 1983;
Sørensen 1994). In fact in more complex production processes—or in Marxist language, in an advanced capitalist “labor process”—employers need
some sort of legitimacy as wielders of authority
(Bendix [1956] 1974) to mobilize normative
commitment on the part of workers substituting
for impracticable direct controls.10
Moreover, labor is not a homogenous good, and
the labor of one person cannot always and easily be
replaced with that of another. This gives rise to a
subdivision of the labor market in more or less separate segments, forcing economists reluctantly to
give up the simplifying assumption of one big mar-

ket in which labor is competitively traded (Kerr
1954). In addition, as skill formation is tantamount to a process of socialization, differences in
skill tend to be reﬂected in social identities and in
social structures, that is, in divisions and relations
between and within social groups. Vice versa, to
the extent that differences between groups are
linked to different kinds of “human capital,”
groups may defend their identities by monopolizing access to particular labor markets, especially if
their human capital requires costly investment.
Moreover, skills may be speciﬁc, or idiosyncratic,
not just to social groups, but also to particular
work relations and workplaces, in which case they
are built up only in ongoing employment relationships. Due to their attachment to speciﬁc individuals and social relations, that is to say, the formation and utilization of skills takes place in much
more particularistic and much less universalistic
contexts than is captured by market models with
their emphasis on impersonal competition.
This, in turn, is just another way of saying that
the special characteristics of labor as a commodity
give rise to inevitable imperfections of labor markets as markets.11 Ultimately the perverse supply
function of labor—the fact that workers cannot
wait in times of declining real wages for the price
of labor to recover—raises the possibility of ruinous competition. In addition, to the extent that
the supply of labor is enmeshed in social structures
and identities, and thereby difﬁcult to convert on
short order, workers may be stuck with their human
capital, enabling employers to bid down their wage
by threatening them with unemployment. Again,
while employers can wait until workers accede to
their terms, workers cannot, or not as long. The
same may happen if workers have developed “idiosyncratic” skills that they can sell only to one particular employer, or group of employers; as a result
they may refrain from developing such skills altogether (Williamson 1988). While the many opportunities for opportunism offered by pure labor
markets to employers make such markets inefﬁcient from an economist’s viewpoint, they make
them unfair from the perspective of workers, due
to a fundamental imbalance in the power of the
two parties in the labor market. In the view of classical sociology, this asymmetry makes the free
labor contract free only in form and on paper and
turns it into a coercive, unequal contract unless
corrected by proper social institutions (Durkheim
[1893] 1964).
The formation of trade unions was a historical
response to the perceived unfairness of markets for
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labor or, in White’s terms, to the gap between
economic allocation in labor markets and social
valuation (White 2002b). Unions close this gap by
trying to shape allocation so that it conforms to
valuation, mobilizing collective action out of social
structures in which resides, not just information on
individuals’ economic utility, but also their commitment to social values. Political mobilization enables the sellers of labor to speak with one voice
rather than with many, in the same way as the employer speaks with one voice. Collective action
drawing on, representing, and defending the social
identities and structures of the society supplying
the labor, is to rectify the power imbalance inherent in fragmented competition between workers
vitally dependent on employment. Unlike individual workers, labor as a corporate actor has the
means to wait as long as the employer, and perhaps
longer, and negotiate terms of exchange compatible with social life beyond the market and the social values that govern it.
Trade unions organize to make free labor markets fair through institutional safeguards that make
them less like pure markets, especially by cartelization of the supply of labor. By limiting the reach of
market relations into the social life of workers,
unions contain the commodiﬁcation of labor and
thereby add to the imperfections of labor markets,
making them less ﬂexible by subjecting them to social regulation. At the same time, however, by suspending ruinous competition and creating institutions of contractual governance that protect
workers’ investment in skills, unions overcome inherent imperfections of labor markets and make
them work in the ﬁrst place. They can thus be seen,
and have been so seen, as agents of both suspension and perfection of labor markets, of decommodiﬁcation as well as commodiﬁcation of labor,
of fairness as well as of efﬁciency. This is what made
them suspicious to radical socialists like Marx, and
acceptable to bourgeois economists like Brentano
(1871–72). The double face of trade unions reﬂects
the fact that, due to the inseparable attachment of
labor to social actors, labor markets and work organizations can be more than minimally efﬁcient
only to the extent that they are governed by legitimate social institutions.12
In sum, far from being alien to free labor markets, unions—as agents of social regulation of contractual relations of employment—have from the
beginning been essential to their operation.
Unions embed labor markets in social institutions
and integrate them in a society’s “moral economy”
(Scott 1976): they make the market respect the
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connectedness of labor as a commodity to the
physical and social life of its sellers, and ensure that
the employment of labor remains compatible with
the social norms and obligations to which workers
are also subject. Unions promulgate social regulation of contractual relations in free labor markets
to make them sufﬁciently predictable for participating individuals to support stable social identities
and relations, and for individuals with stable identities and relations to participate in them. In this
way unions try to set limits to what Polanyi (1944)
calls the “satanic mill” of the market, preventing it
from destroying the social fabric on which it depends for its continuing operation.
Collective action in pursuit of fairness and security protects labor from complete commodiﬁcation
and society from the vagaries of the market, making labor markets both socially legitimate and less
than completely ﬂexible. To make labor markets
compatible with the moral economy of their members and their societies, different trade unions create different types of market rigidities. How much
ﬂexibility these leave, and must leave, for adjustment of ﬁrms and industries in a modern economy
is a matter of debate—one that ultimately reﬂects
the fundamental tension between the dynamism of
a capitalist economy and the need for stability of
social relations. Whereas economists tend to believe the best rigidities to be no rigidities, sociologists insist that there cannot be economic ﬂexibility without social rigidity, and distinguish if at all
between different sorts of more or less “ﬂexible
rigidities” (Dore 1986). Unions impose rigidities
on labor markets in basically three ways: by trying
to control the supply of labor, by trying to match
the demand for labor to its supply, and by enforcing standardized contractual conditions on workers and employers.
Labor Supply
Unions are cartels of sellers of labor, exempt in
all Western societies from even the strictest antitrust laws, in implicit recognition of the special
characteristics of labor as a commodity. Enabling
workers to speak with a collective voice, unions
replace individual with collective contracts and
thereby correct the imbalance of power that distorts individual bargains between workers and employers. Unions furthermore control the amount
of labor employers can extract from workers, by
setting and enforcing minimum wages and maximum hours. To do so, unions must be able temporarily to boycott employers by coercively cutting
off their labor supply. This, too, has come to be
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widely accepted, even in the law of the United
States, as a necessary and legitimate means to make
labor markets less unfair.
Another dimension in which unions intervene in
the supply of labor is skill formation. Here, diverse
and complex bargains have emerged in different
societies between organized labor on the one hand
and the state and employers on the other. In some
countries and industries, unions control industrial
training and command a capacity to limit access to
it, so as to drive up the price of skilled manual
labor. In part this follows the model of the liberal
professions. Elsewhere unions have to the contrary
urged employers and the state to promote training,
as a precondition for them to compress wage differentials; in such countries control over training is
shared, with more or less union involvement. Important cross-national differences exist with respect to the role of apprenticeship in relation to
public secondary and tertiary education, and to
the role of unions, employers, and the state in the
governance of apprenticeship (Crouch, Finegold,
and Sako 1995). Differences in national systems of
human capital formation are, in turn, related to
differences in industrial capabilities and comparative advantage, in patterns of social stratiﬁcation
and social mobility, in the life courses of individuals, in political power structures, and in prevailing
ideas about social justice, equality, freedom of
choice, individual achievement, and so on (Maurice, Sellier, and Silvestre 1986a).
Third, unions often try to institutionalize rules
of access to employment, based on a variety of criteria well beyond ability to do a job. Getting employers and the state to agree to limiting the pool
of applicants for a particular sort of jobs, or hiring
applicants only in a particular order, helps to eliminate cutthroat competition among workers. A wide
variety of institutions have been invented, like hiring halls—sometimes run by the unions themselves—or the seniority principle, to introduce into
otherwise chaotic or exploitative labor markets a
sort of order that workers can accept as fair. Rules
of access also protect workers’ investment in skills
where labor markets are “balkanized” (Kerr 1954)
by barriers of entry that allow employers to hire
only skilled workers for skilled jobs. In the literature, occupational labor markets, where access to
employment is limited to people who certiﬁably
belong to a particular skilled occupation, are distinguished from unskilled general labor markets,
where access is free, and from the internal labor
markets of large ﬁrms, where access to positions
above entry-level is conﬁned to those already em-

ployed, and where priority for employment is
given to “laid-off” former employees (for various
typologies see Doeringer and Piore 1971; Edwards, Reich, and Gordon 1979; Dunlop 1994;
Osterman 1984; Kerr 1954). Whereas occupational labor markets protect transportable skills that are
of use to more than one employer, internal labor
markets protect workplace-speciﬁc skills that are
built up on the job. Access rules may also be designed to protect the existence of the union as an
organization if employment, in either occupational or internal labor markets, is made conditional on
trade union membership (pre- or postentry closed
shop). To economists, even before the ﬁnal victory of neoclassical theory, institutionalized access
rules in segmented labor markets represent a threat
to both liberty and efﬁciency, even though it is
sometimes grudgingly recognized that they may
be a necessary condition for investment in skills, if
not for a minimum of security and stability in the
personal lives of workers (Kerr 1954).13
Fourth, unions can regulate the supply of labor
by limiting working time—the locus classicus
being Marx’s chapter in Capital on the “Working
Day” (Marx [1867] 1984)—and indirectly through
all sorts of public policies, especially on taxation,
pensions, and welfare beneﬁts. Depending on how
families are taxed, incentives for women to enter
the labor market vary between countries and over
time. By changing the mandatory age of retirement, governments may increase or reduce the
labor supply, with unions often pressing for the
latter especially in periods of high unemployment
(Ebbinghaus 2001). Welfare state intervention, in
the form of social assistance or unemployment beneﬁts, creates a ﬂoor under labor markets that determines the minimum wage workers must be offered
to be available for employment (the “reservation
wage”). Unions’ involvement in social policy, including the administration of public unemployment insurance and labor market policies, enables
them to lower the economic pressure on workers to
accept offers of employment that do not ﬁt their
skills or their economic needs, or that undercut
current minimum standards of employed workers.
Labor Demand
Unions intervene also on the demand side of the
labor market, trying to adjust demand to supply to
save their members from having to adjust the supply of their labor to rapidly and erratically changing demand. Unions as political actors exert pressure, electoral and other, on governments for an
economic policy that supports a high level of em-
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ployment. In the period after World War II, this
was to be accomplished primarily by Keynesian
methods of aggregate demand management. Unions
also sometimes support government programs to
make employers hire workers that they would otherwise not have hired, to create more equal opportunities for immigrants and groups like women,
disabled workers, or the long-term unemployed. At
micro level, various forms of employment protection, based in law or collective agreement, are to
shield workers from short-term market ﬂuctuations
and make their income more predictable. Again,
due to the social closure that inevitably comes with
collective organization, conﬂicts may arise between
workers that are employed and protected, and
workers seeking employment and willing to undercut existing employment conditions, even to a
point where competition becomes ruinous.
Also to inﬂuence labor demand, unions intervene in the organization of work. In internal labor
markets unions press for as many jobs as possible
to be so designed that they can be ﬁlled by applicants one level lower in the hierarchy and next in
the chain of promotion. By comparison, in occupational labor markets with lateral entry points,
unions representing workers with transportable
skills must see to it that these are matched by job
descriptions. This requires that the division of
labor is and remains similar in different workplaces, based on the training workers have received
and the sort of labor they are therefore able to supply. In the extreme cases of Anglo-American craft
unionism, this resulted in collective agreements
under which skilled jobs were to be done, not just
by skilled workers only, but in ways that matched
the skills they had—putting sometimes severe obstacles in the way of technological and organizational progress. Conﬂicts over “managerial prerogative” with respect to work organization and
technology tended to be particularly acrimonious
in countries like Britain where occupational skills
were narrow and fragmented, and where work was
monitored on the basis of speciﬁc tasks and allocated to distinct “job territories” deﬁned by “tools
of the trade” (Flanders 1970). By comparison,
identiﬁcation of job demands on the basis of worker skills seems less inﬂexible where monitoring is
by broad functions or procedures rather than tasks,
and work is allocated on the basis of qualiﬁcation
instead of job territory (Marsden 1999).14
The Employment Relationship
Trade unions were major contributors to the
transformation of employment from a spot market
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contract to an ongoing organizational relationship,
or from a contract of work to a contract of employment. This was so especially in the post–World
War II period, notwithstanding signiﬁcant rearguard struggles by some unions to defend craft autonomy and by some employers to defend hiring
and ﬁring “at will.” The institutionalization of the
modern “wage nexus,” as it eventually came to
pass in all industrialized countries, albeit with signiﬁcant national differences, established a sharp binary distinction between dependent employment
and independent self-employment, taking the
place of what had been a broad spectrum of contractual forms in between the two. It also involved
recognition of a broad zone of managerial discretion in exchange for various forms of protection of
workers from economic risk. This development
was supported in most countries by the evolution
of labor law as a subarea of contract law, spelling
out special rights and obligations of the parties to
an employment contract, and of the welfare state
and its rules of eligibility to social insurance, for
example, unemployment beneﬁts.
Trade unions above all pressed for standardization of employment contracts, to protect workers
from uncertainty, simplify collective regulation,
decouple the economic situation of workers from
that of their employing organization, and suspend
as much as possible competition between workers,
so as to enable them to act in solidarity. Standardization involved explicit and agreed deﬁnitions of
normal effort, normal hours, and normal pay, guaranteeing employers reliable performance of predictable routine tasks at an average level of effort.
Standardization was also associated with strict distinctions between work and nonwork, making
work effort easy to measure for employer and employee alike, as well as for the union as the guardian
of the wage-effort bargain. Generally unions tried
to make explicit and formalize as many of the implicit and informal elements of the contract of
employment as possible, so as to make employer
demands on workers predictable and worker performance easier to measure, leaving as little space
for employer judgment as possible.
All in all, unions introduced in the open employment contract elements of status rights for
workers and status obligations for employers (Tannenbaum 1964). Status elements that in the name
of “industrial justice” (Selznick 1969) entered into
the individual employment contract, regardless of
whether its parties would have elected them, included rights to employment protection, or at least
to notice before dismissal, to unionization and
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workplace representation, and to individual and
collective information, consultation and, in some
countries, shared decision-making (Streeck 1992).
To some extent, the introduction of public duties
in the private employment contract had an international dimension, as it was, from as early as 1918
on, propagated worldwide by the International
Labor Organization (ILO), a tripartite international organization older than the League of Nations or the United Nations.
The evolution of the open contract of dependent
employment was tantamount to its infusion with
institutional mechanisms of joint regulation (Dunlop [1958] 1993) of terms of exchange that can be
speciﬁed ex ante only at heavy losses of efﬁciency.
From the perspective of unions, joint regulation
represented a necessary complement to managerial
prerogative and was a precondition for fairness in
unspeciﬁed contracts. (Even in the United States,
nonunion settings for a long time followed the lead
of the unionized sector and mimicked its regulations, if not its institutions; Jacoby 1990.) Joint
regulation gave workers “voice” where “exit”
would be too risky or costly in terms of other, stickier social relations. It also increased predictability,
substituting for worker control over conception,
and made the operation of free labor markets and
open employment contracts compatible with standards of fairness, that is, with consideration of
other than economic needs and values of workers.
As the unionization of labor markets and the
standardization of the employment relationship
proceeded, questions were asked whether socially
regulated labor markets were ﬂexible enough to
adjust in time to changes in demand and technology. Some authors suspect that regulated employment in the “primary” labor market is possible
only when complemented by unregulated, nonstandard, and contingent employment in a “secondary,” nonunionized labor market, with “dualism” restoring the ﬂexibility that social regulation
had ended (Berger and Piore 1980). The implication is that in a market economy, reduction of economic uncertainty for some will inevitably increase
uncertainty for others in weaker market or political
positions, with the lines of division differing from
society to society. Today, those demanding liberalization of labor markets doubt that workers, especially those with advanced human capital, are necessarily at a disadvantage in relation to employers
and therefore stand to beneﬁt from collective regulation and standardization of employment conditions. Building on theories of labor market dualism
and segmentation, social protection of the em-

ployed is blamed in European welfare states for
long-term unemployment and the growing gap
between the employed and the unemployed. Advocates of liberalization support, together with destandardization and customization of employment
conditions, a reallocation of economic risk between employers and workers, with the latter assuming more responsibility for economic outcomes, not least in the form of more contingent
pay (Weitzmann 1984). By reintroducing elements
of self-employment into dependent employment,
this would blur the distinction between the two
that was one of the hallmarks of the social order of
industrial society.
A Typology of Trade Unions and Labor Markets
The ﬁrst modern trade unions were formed at a
time when employment was still governed mainly
by contracts of work (von Beyme 1977; Katznelson and Zolberg 1986; Kendall 1975). By the
middle of the nineteenth century craft unions had
in most countries superseded the early, often anarchic protest movements of the “working poor.”
They organized skilled workers that were hard to
distinguish from independent craftsmen, and operated much like cartels of small business ﬁrms. Craft
unions often unilaterally set prices for speciﬁed
jobs, rather than negotiating wages with employers. Like the guilds whose traditions they inherited, craft unions were socially and economically exclusive in that they tried to reserve market access to
workers they had themselves trained. Control over
training translated into control over work organization, where craft unions often succeeded in making employers organize production in ways that
ﬁtted their members’ skills (“job control”). Challenged by liberal free trade policies, craft unions
were eventually tolerated, especially where they remained politically indifferent or turned against
socialist radicalism. In Germany under Bismarck,
independent craftsmen were saved from “proletarianization” by protective legislation for small business, securing the government the unwavering
support of a strong Mittelstand.
In early industrializing countries with liberal
polities, such as Britain and the United States, craft
unions managed to establish themselves in the second half of the nineteenth century as organizations
of an aristocracy of labor. Industrialization and the
advance of the factory system proceeded only
slowly, and continuity with earlier guild traditions
remained strong. Early extension of the franchise,
in the United States even before the onset of in-
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dustrialization, enabled unions to gain organizing
rights by political pressure and through favorable
legislation exempting them from free trade rules
(Marks 1989). With ample opportunities to pursue
their economic interests through collective action
in the marketplace, and without ﬁrst having to defeat an authoritarian state to get legal recognition,
craft unions tended toward liberal politics and opposed socialist anticapitalism. Once established,
they resisted bureaucratization of work organization and defended the unity of conception and execution against deskilling. In this way they delayed
the advance of the modern factory and within it
preserved elements of craft organization, such as
the “gang system” under which employers contracted for speciﬁc jobs with a foreman who received a lump sum that he divided with his crew.
As the employment relationship began to assume
the form of a contract of employment, gang leaders turned into shop stewards organizing worker
resistance against management and insisting on
strict rules of job control to facilitate entry and exit
of their members in and from different places of
employment. Craft particularism also resulted in
demarcation of “job territories” and gave rise to
“restrictive practices” that well into the period
after World War II compelled employers to adjust
their technology and work organization to the
skills of their workers, rather than vice versa (see
Marsden 1999 on “employment systems”).
In countries with established craft unions, unskilled labor became organized on a large scale
only at the turn of the century, in a second wave of
unionization. General unions, sometimes also called
industrial unions, aimed at organizing all workers
in a workplace or industry; in fact, given the already
existing unions of the skilled, they mostly remained
organizations of unskilled laborers. Since these
could easily be exchanged for one another, they
commanded little market power and were unable
to exercise the same control over labor markets as
craft unions. Typically they depended for their organization on the assistance of progressive political
or religious movements, and for their operation on
mass strikes and supportive political intervention.
Often general unions were politically radical, like
the Industrial Workers of the World (the “Wobblies”), which in the United States came closest to
the anarcho-syndicalist unions of several European
countries at the time. In a hostile political environment, general unions with their lack of economic
clout were easy to suppress and, like the Wobblies,
often became targets of violent persecution.
As the factory system spread, general unions
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gained in importance even in countries where there
already was a union movement dominated by craft
unions. In the United States, the Congress of Industrial Organizations (CIO) organized factory
workers, miners, and longshoremen, sometimes
against craft resistance, and grew in strength during
the New Deal. Only reluctantly it was accepted by
the craft-based American Federation of Labor
(AFL), with which it later formed an uneasy alliance. Over time general unions in craft-dominated
environments adapted elements of the modus
operandi of their predecessors, resulting in job control practices—based on seniority rather than job
territory—and in internal labor markets and the
layoff system. In addition they undertook to
strengthen the political clout of labor, to compensate for their lack of economic power. In Britain, it
was mainly the general unions that were behind the
foundation of the Labour Party, while the older
craft unions were happy supporting the Liberals.
In late industrializing countries the advance of
the factory system was faster and often proceeded
under the guidance of authoritarian political
regimes. They refused unions a right to organize,
in the name of rapid modernization of their societies and anxious not to fall behind in international economic and military competition (Marks
1989). Guilds were abolished, and craft unions
had little time to get established. Union organizing rights had to be won politically, which presupposed extension of the suffrage. Unions developed
as part of a labor movement with a political and an
industrial wing, the former dominating the latter
at least until the achievement of democratization.
As the beginnings of unionization coincided with
the arrival of large factories, unions organized on a
class or industrial basis, encompassing workers of
all skills and trades and thereby redistributing and
equalizing bargaining power between stronger and
weaker sections of the workforce. Industrial unions
were also often associated with political parties, of
a socialist or Roman Catholic complexion. If they
were fragmented, they were so by political afﬁliation rather than by occupation, reﬂecting the dominant political and social cleavages of their countries (Ebbinghaus 1995; Rokkan 1968).
Early alliances of industrial unions with political
parties preﬁgured the various patterns of political
unionism that emerged after democratization and
laid the foundation for the evolving symbiosis of
modern trade unions with the modern nation-state
(Bartolini 2000; Streeck and Hassel 2003; Taylor
1989; Valenzuela 1992). Reﬂecting their origins as
well as their heterogeneous membership that in-
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cluded mass workers with little economic power,
industrial unions adhered to broader and more
universalistic deﬁnitions of worker interest that
could not be satisﬁed by industrial action alone.
Strategically combining action in the political and
industrial arenas, industrial unions were less than
craft unions attached to free collective bargaining
as the only mode of trade union activity. In addition they relied on favorable state intervention secured through political allies, not just for the protection of their organizations but also for a social
policy that generalized social progress beyond individual occupations or the membership of trade
unions.
At the workplace, industrial unions were willing
to compromise with a bureaucratic factory regime,
as long as they managed to circumscribe managerial prerogative by general rules in law or collective
agreement. As in the political arena, where they favored social policies that beneﬁted all citizens, industrial unions tried to equalize the pay and the
employment status of workers as much as possible.
Organizing across trades, they had little use for job
control; and organizing industry-wide across employers, they preferred centralized collective bargaining to make the economic situation of workers
as independent from that of their employer as possible. Rather than challenging the right of employers to reorganize work and introduce new technology, industrial unions defended the occupational
skills of their members through involvement in industrial training and public labor market policy,
and their workplace-speciﬁc skills by pressing for
legal employment protection.
Political-industrial unionism, with its preferences for the standardization of employment contracts and of the relationship between skill, effort,
and pay, turned out to be highly compatible with
the bureaucratic-hierarchical management of
“Fordist” work organizations. At the heart of what
might be called the Fordist compromise between
large mass production ﬁrms and broad-based industrial trade unions was the acceptance of negotiated
ﬂexibility by workers in exchange for standardization of employment and working conditions within
and across ﬁrms as well as over time, insulating
workers and their families from market ﬂuctuations
and giving them as much economic security as a free
labor market can sustain. Unlike craft and general
unions, industrial unions in Continental Europe
conceded to ﬁrms high internal ﬂexibility in the
deployment of labor, as long as it was compensated by external rigidity in the form of employment
security and by rights to information and consulta-

tion, and sometimes shared decision-making, enabling unions to inﬂuence employers’ management of labor (“industrial democracy”; Rogers and
Streeck 1995).
In countries where political democracy arrived
much after industrialization, as in Japan and other
Asian countries, unions organized, if at all, as enterprise unions. Like industrial unions, enterprise
unions organize all workers in a given workplace;
unlike them, their domain is conﬁned to one employer only. Historically, enterprise unions reﬂect
an early loss of craft independence and a capture of
skilled workers in internal labor markets, at a time
when unionization was still suppressed. Japanese
internal labor markets are based, not on the power
of unions, but on an agreement among large ﬁrms
to combat the ﬂuctuation of skilled labor by hiring
at entry level only. This made it de facto impossible for workers to quit, while making dismissal for
disciplinary reasons a severe sanction in the hands
of employers. In the period after World War II, the
bonding of workers to their employer was reinforced by a seniority wage system that pays young
workers below their productivity in exchange for
payment above productivity in their older years. To
protect workers against employer opportunism,
enterprise unions and large Japanese companies,
after intense conﬂicts, agreed on a largely informal
system of “lifetime employment.” This forms the
capstone of the integration of workers in the “enterprise community” of large Japanese ﬁrms, and
its vigorous defense constitutes the main raison
d’être of enterprise unions. Together enterprise
unionism, the seniority wage system, and lifetime
employment make for unique ﬂexibility of ﬁrms in
the internal deployment of labor, due to complete
detachment of the organization of work from occupational skills and an unlimited possibility for
managements to deploy broad general and high
workplace-speciﬁc skills in optimal combination
(Aoki 1988).
Enterprise unions derive their organizational security primarily from employer recognition. In Japan in
the 1950s and 1960s, ﬁrms that found their unions
too radical managed to replace them with more
compliant “second unions.” Reﬂecting the structure
of Japanese labor markets, enterprise unions have
only weak links across workplace boundaries, to political parties or union confederations. Most of the
functions performed in Europe by public policy and
the welfare state are in Japan internalized in the private welfare regimes of large ﬁrms, including large
parts of social security and, of course, employment
protection and labor market policy. Unions there-
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Types of Trade Unions, Labor Markets, Employment Relations, and Political Action
Skills

Union
Structure

Craft union Skilled,
Particularistic,
transportable,
fragmented
unionby trade
controlled
General
union

Unskilled

Industrial
union

All skills
Encompasspartly working, “classplace-speciﬁc,
based”
contested
control

Enterprise
union

All skills
workplacespeciﬁc,
employercontrolled

Work
Organization
Job control

Incompletely
Bureaucracy
encompassing job control and
seniority
Bureaucracy,
negotiated
ﬂexibility

Labor
Market

Union
Security

Political
Action

Preentry
closed shop

Voluntarism,
“free collective
bargaining”

Mainly external, At will
general

Postentry
closed shop

Limited,
due to
voluntaristic
tradition

Externaloccupational
and internal

Protected

Legal and
political
institutionalization

Political and
industrial
action in
different combinations,
tripartism

Lifetime

“Enterprise
Nonpolitical
community”

External,
occupational

“Enterprise
Bureaucracy,
Internal
community”
autonomous
working
groups

fore have little reason to get involved in the public
sphere. There is also little connection between union
activities at the workplace and the political activities
of national confederations, which have a postwar history of extreme instability. Mostly this was due to
their radical-leftist politics and the unending factional struggles to which the former gave rise, reﬂecting
both the marginal political status of union confederations and their lack of rapport with afﬁliated enterprise unions.
Unions in Politics
Different types of unions rely to different degrees and in different ways on the state for their organizational survival (“union security”) and for
political support in regulating labor supply, labor
demand, and the employment relationship (for
many others see Bean 1995; table 3). Craft unions
and, forced by circumstances, general unions in
craft-dominated environments adhere to a voluntaristic mode of action based on fragmented sectional organization and free collective bargaining.
Apart perhaps from political and legal guarantees
of the right to organize, voluntaristic unionism favors state abstention from the regulation of labor
markets and employment. Negotiated “fringe beneﬁts” are preferred over legislated welfare entitlements, not least since the latter are available also to
nonmembers. Lasting suspicion of a liberal state
unlikely to offer unions more than reluctant toler-

Employment
Job by job

ation makes state-free voluntary organization
backed by sectional market power appear the most
reliable basis for effective representation of workers. In the twentieth century, early dominance of
craft unionism typically issued in adversarial, fragmented, “pluralist” patterns of industrial relations,
with a tendency toward multiunionism and competitive bargaining. Adversarial industrial relations
combined with a minimalist liberal welfare state
(Esping-Andersen 1990) that left trade unions
with strong bargaining power space to negotiate
signiﬁcant additional beneﬁts for their members.
Industrial unionism, by comparison, goes together with broad and heterogeneous organization. Not beholden to a well-to-do labor aristocracy and typically aligned with progressive political
parties, industrial unions tended to be receptive to
egalitarian ideologies, which made them support
erga omnes extension of collective agreements and
universalistic social policies beneﬁting all members
of the working class and, indeed, the citizenry as a
whole. At the same time, regarding themselves and
wanting to be regarded as representatives, not just
of their members, but of all workers in their industry or society, political-industrial unions faced difﬁcult free-rider problems. This forced them to base
their organizational security in large part on legal
rights15 and political support, such as state facilitation of collective bargaining or corporatist participation in the administration of vocational training
or public social security funds.
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From early on, industrial unions had to deﬁne
and continuously redeﬁne a delicate balance between industrial and political action, collective bargaining and social policy, beneﬁts for their members and welfare state provisions for citizens, and
independent organizing capacities and state support. The result differed considerably between
countries and over time, although generally it
involved a “sharing of public spaces” between
unions and the state (Crouch 1993). In Scandinavia politically undivided industrial unions remained closely linked into an equally politically
uniﬁed socialist labor movement that managed to
establish lasting political hegemony over its bourgeois opposition. This issued in a combination of a
social-democratic, universalistic welfare state guaranteeing citizens a high “social wage,” with statefree but highly centralized and economically responsible collective bargaining, which was in turn
underpinned by an extensive active labor market
policy. Lasting control of the labor movement over
the power resources of the state enabled Swedish
unions to accomplish their objectives by means of
“democratic class struggle”—through elections and
government policies—and without much industrial conﬂict (Korpi 1983).
On the European Continent, by comparison,
unions were for a long time divided as the representation of the religious and political cleavages of
their time of origin in their organizational structures “froze” (Ebbinghaus and Visser 2000). In
addition, socialist movements split during World
War I and in the interwar period. Where political
divisions among unions survived, as in the countries of the Mediterranean, where late industrialization limited the opportunities for independent
collective bargaining, industrial relations tended to
become a vehicle of general political confrontation
and contestation, with union activities often subservient to the strategies and tactics of the parties
to which they were aligned. Due to conservative
political dominance, the emerging welfare states of
these countries also differed from the Scandinavian
type in that they supported the traditional family
system and were designed to preserve rather than
eliminate traditional status differentials.
Conservative welfare states formed also in countries like Germany and the Netherlands, where
strong Catholic inﬂuence coincided with lasting
divisions among unions along religious and political lines and stood in the way of political hegemony of social democratic parties. Still, after World
War II, as national economies and societies were
rebuilt and religious and political cleavages attenu-

ated, industrial relations became corporatist and cooperative. Trade unionism, just as in Sweden and,
with time, in Italy, became accepted as a central pillar of the emerging “coordinated market economy”
of the postwar settlement outside the AngloAmerican world. In Germany, the right to free collective bargaining became enshrined in the constitution, assigning a major role in economic policymaking to unions and employer associations in spite of
a basically conservative political environment.
Political-industrial unionism in its various
permutations was one of the foundations of the
“democratic corporatism” of the 1970s and 1980s
(Wilensky 2002): a labor-inclusive political regime
featuring parliamentary democracy, strong social
democratic parties, centralized trade unions and
employer associations, tripartite economic policymaking in a negotiated economy, and an extensive
social welfare state. From the perspective of pluralist democratic theory, centralized and monopolistic interest associations, including trade unions, as
they existed in a number of countries outside the
Anglo-American world, appeared to be an empirical anomaly in need of explanation and justiﬁcation. Gerhard Lehmbruch’s work on “liberal
corporatism” showed that corporatist interest representation was not only compatible with liberal
democracy but, like other nonmajoritarian provisions in democratic systems, helped societies
live with deeply rooted social and political cleavages (Lehmbruch 1974, 1977). Similarly, Philippe Schmitter’s work on “neocorporatism” emphasized the contribution of a highly organized
civil society to the governability of modern democracies (Schmitter 1974). Essentially, corporatist integration of trade unions in the political economies
of the time included participation in tripartite national policymaking, also referred to as “concertation” and dealing especially with incomes policies,
as well as in subnational parastate institutions of
functional self-government, such as labor market
policy boards or social insurance funds (for a general overview see Streeck and Kenworthy 2003).
Both represented different versions of compromise
between government policy and collective bargaining, and between political parties and trade unions.
In retrospect, the neocorporatism of the 1970s
and 1980s represented the high point of the inclusion of organized labor in the political and economic governance of the modern nation-state
(Goldthorpe 1984).
Finally, in Japan enterprise unions remained
nonpolitical, the ideological battles among their
national federations notwithstanding, and their or-
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ganizational security continued to depend on voluntary recognition by employers. In this they resembled American unions, just as the minimalist
welfare state of Japan resembled the liberal welfare
state of the United States. Industrial relations
were, however, cooperative rather than adversarial,
reﬂecting the community of fate between workers
and employers in strictly demarcated internal labor
markets. In addition, unlike Anglo-American countries Japan is a coordinated market economy that,
however, differs from Continental Europe and
Scandinavia in that coordination takes place largely through the state at the exclusion of unions. But
as enterprise unions are inseparably linked to lifetime employment, which remains the cornerstone
of social peace in Japan in the absence of a functioning external labor market and a more than
minimal public welfare state, Japanese unions seem
for the time being safely established in large ﬁrms
even without party-political or legal backing.
As Ebbinghaus shows after careful examination
of current typologies (2002a, 89), types of trade
unions and industrial relations are linked to different types of welfare states (“regimes of social
protection”) and different models of capitalism
(“regimes of production”), but only imperfectly.
Cooperative industrial relations are likely to occur
only in nonliberal coordinated market economies
(Japan, Scandinavia, Germany, and the Netherlands), but in some such economies, like France
and Italy, industrial relations are politically polarized and contested. Voluntaristic industrial relations emphasizing free collective bargaining and
state abstention exist only in liberal capitalism and
come together with liberal-residual welfare states
(Britain, Ireland, the United States). But in one
country, Japan, a liberal-residual welfare state coexists with cooperative industrial relations and a nonliberal production regime. Finally, cooperative industrial relations based on political-industrial trade
unions rather than enterprise unions, while always
combined with nonliberal production regimes, may
exist alongside either a conservative welfare state
where economic coordination takes place on a sectoral level (Germany, the Netherlands), or a universalistic welfare state where the economy is centrally
coordinated (Sweden, Denmark).
Unions in the Economy
There is a broad literature on the economic effects of trade unions. Generally unionization is regarded as ambivalent for economic performance.
Research and theory know positive and negative
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Table 4. A Schematic Presentation of the
Economic Effects of Trade Unions
Positive Effects
Micro level
Macro level

High trust,
productivity
Wage moderation,
stable growth

Negative
Effects
Low trust,
rigidity
Distributional
conﬂict,
disequilibrium

effects of union organization and action, at both
micro and macro level. In some accounts the positive effects cannot be had without the negative
ones, making the true effect of unionism highly
contingent on economic and social circumstances
(table 4).
As pointed out above, at the micro level of the
ﬁrm, formalization of rights and obligations limits
the ﬂexibility of open employment contracts. At
the same time, it is only through some form of regulation, joint or otherwise, that open contracts of
employment are compatible with workers having
trust in the employer—which in turn is a condition
of informal cooperation in pursuit of higher productivity. Of course low trust may also be a cause
of unionization, just as unionization may destroy
paternalistic understandings of mutual obligations
of employers and employees (Fox 1974). At macro
level, collective bargaining, to the extent that its
results differ from those that a free market would
generate, may cause inefﬁcient factor allocation, as
evidenced in inﬂation, unemployment, and low
growth. But a high price of labor may also force
employers to increase productivity, with collective
bargaining as in the Swedish model of the 1960s
and 1970s operating as a “productivity whip”
(Gourevitch et al. 1984). High and equal wages
may also serve as a “benevolent constraint,” making employers invest in skill and sophisticated quality products (Streeck 1991).
The economic literature offers two basic models
to understand the economic effects of trade
unions, Olson’s theory of collective action (1971)
and the exit-and-voice model suggested originally
by Freeman and Medoff (1984). The former has
been particularly attractive to sociologists and political scientists as it seems to make, not just the
economic effects of trade unions, but also the substantive interests represented by them contingent
on unions’ organizational form. The fundamental
distinction is between fragmented and encompassing organization, and the key factor is the strategic
capacity of collective actors to internalize the ex-
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ternal costs of what they do. The logic is the same
at the micro as at the macro level. At the former,
small unions of craft workers stand to lose more
from technological change diminishing their status
and diluting their skills than what would be their
share in the common gain from restructuring and
higher productivity. Encompassing industrial unions,
by comparison, would internalize the losses suffered by the majority as a result of “restrictive practices” beneﬁting a small minority. Their membership, being broadly based and heterogeneous,
would on average beneﬁt from higher productivity.
Basically the same holds for the national level,
where narrow unions, or interest groups in general, have an incentive to behave like “distributional
coalitions” at the expense of the common good.
Encompassing groups, by comparison, tend to
identify with the common good out of their own
self-interest (Olson 1982, 1983). For this reason
they will do what they can to promote stable
growth by, for example, not asking for excessive
wage increases making for inefﬁcient allocation
and lost growth. While for Olson encompassing
organization is only a second-best solution compared to free market allocation, his theory was
much welcomed by proponents of centralized
wage bargaining in a neocorporatist framework.16
Indeed there are, or were for some time, good reasons to argue that with centralized setting of a society-wide wage norm inﬂation is easier to contain
than with decentralized bargaining (Calmfors
1993; Calmfors and Drifﬁll 1988; Flanagan, Soskice, and Ulman 1983; Kenworthy 1996; Newell
and Symons 1987; Soskice 1990; Ulman and Flanagan 1971). Decentralized wage setting runs into
the same collective action problems as interest representation by craft unions on the supply side and
tends to become competitive and sectional, in the
way of a prisoner’s dilemma game. The advantages
of centralized wage bargaining seem to prevail
even in countries with an independent central bank
and seemed to last well into the 1990s (Streeck
and Hassel 2003).
Freeman and Medoff’s general model of the
economic effects of trade unions focuses on the
micro level and builds on Hirschmann’s distinction
between “voice” and exit” as two alternative expressions of dissatisfaction. Where there are no
unions, the only safe way for workers to express
discontent with management is by quitting. But
labor turnover is expensive as workplace-speciﬁc
human capital is lost and the costs of searching for
replacements are high. Freeman and Medoff show
empirically that in the United States, turnover is

lower in unionized ﬁrms, while productivity is
higher. To them this indicates that disgruntled workers in unionized workplaces can settle their grievances by speaking through their union, and that
settling such grievances increases worker satisfaction, resulting not just in lower turnover but also
in better work. The model emphasizes the importance of socially accepted channels of communication for mutual trust, and thus for extended
exchanges like the cooperation of workers to improving productivity. From here it is short way to
what one might call an economics of cooperation
(Kenworthy 1995; see also Leibenstein 1987). The
drawback is that, while unionized ﬁrms in which
workers have voice are more productive than
nonunionized ﬁrms, they are also less proﬁtable
due to the redistributive activities in which unions
also engage (Freeman and Medoff 1984). The
macroeconomic consequences are likely to be conditional on a wide variety of factors.
A ﬁnal model of unions’ economic effects may
be derived from John R. Commons’s insight in his
History of Labor in the United States (1919–35)
that unions can distort market allocation of wages
in line with collective norms of fairness only where
they organize all ﬁrms supplying a given product
market. Where this is not the case, the wage bargain comes under market pressure. So, one can
add, does the union, which may be constrained to
shift from a distributional and antagonistic to a cooperative stance, entering in a cross-class alliance
with the employers that it organizes against those
employers that are outside its jurisdiction. Such
collaboration may be either protectionist or productivistic. The Japanese ﬁrm, as a competitive
community of economic fate, is one example of
this, and others are unions in small countries or export-dependent sectors. In sites like these, the class
interests represented by unions become confounded with producer or sectoral interests shared with
employers, resulting in joint pursuit of higher productivity and competitiveness. In recent years, with
the economy becoming more international, this
seems to have become even more widespread than
in the past. Industrial cross-class alliances are similar to political cross-class alliances, for example in
the creation of the welfare state, as they have recently been discovered almost everywhere by a revisionist strand of social policy research. The attempt is to show that the modern welfare state is
not so much a distributive achievement of the
organized working class, as a joint construction,
mostly inspired by employers responding to the
natural imperfections of labor markets, to make
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national or sectoral economies more efﬁcient and
competitive (for an outstanding recent example see
Swenson 2002).

THE RISE AND DECLINE OF TRADE UNIONS
Unions emerged in conﬂict with economic liberalism and political authoritarianism, striving simultaneously for economic regulation and political
freedom. As a result they were originally treated as
conspiracies against free trade, the state, or both.
But as unions established themselves as effective
labor market cartels, they also became suppliers of
labor to those employers willing to deal with them,
and in this capacity slowly turned into “managers
of industrial discontent” (Flanders 1970). Similarly, while unions represented the interests of a class
often opposed to the advance of capitalism, their
toleration in the course of democratization contributed to transforming liberal into organized
capitalism, and was central to the institutionalization of compromise between capital and labor.
Early unions saw themselves as democratic organizations of self-help and self-government of workers independent from the feudal or bourgeois predemocratic state. Often they belonged to broader
social movements that included political parties,
consumer cooperatives, mutual assistance funds, educational associations, sports clubs, and the like
(Ebbinghaus 1995). While unions generally resented interference of the state and the law in their internal organization and activities, they differed
widely in structure and ideology. Syndicalist and anarcho-syndicalist unions, which in a number of
countries remained signiﬁcant well into the twentieth century, regarded themselves as constituent
units of a direct democracy of producers set to replace both capitalist employers and the bureaucratic
apparatus of the modern state. These traditions,
which were equally opposed to capitalism and to
parliamentary democracy and favored “direct action” over collective bargaining and political-electoral lobbying, culminated in the militant council
movements of World War I and the revolutions following it, in the Soviet Union and elsewhere.
Integration of unions in democratic capitalism,
and their recognition by governments and employers, was greatly advanced by the two world
wars. Economic mobilization and the governance
of the war economy required the collaboration of
union leaders, which in many countries came to be
co-opted into positions of quasi-public authority.
In addition, enlisted soldiers had to be promised a
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better life in a fairer society upon their return from
the battleﬁelds, and in defeated countries traditional elites were replaced in the aftermath of war
by liberal or socialist governments. Generally the
end of World War I brought political democratization and, precipitated by the threat of socialist revolution, widespread acceptance of collective bargaining. But the ﬁrst postwar settlement proved
fragile in countries like Germany, Japan, Italy, and
Spain, where unionism was soon suppressed by authoritarian regimes. Similarly, in the Soviet Union
workers’ councils were incorporated in the machinery of a repressive state, and unions were
turned into “transmission belts” from the state to
the working class. In the United States, by comparison, the New Deal extended union organizing
rights, while the Swedish Social Democratic government of the 1930s and the British war cabinet
of the 1940s began to develop the contours of the
labor-inclusive Keynesian welfare state of the second postwar settlement.
The golden age of capitalism after 1945 saw the
worldwide ascendance of a “mature” type of union
(Lester 1958), centralized at the level of the national state and representing the interests of union
members simultaneously through collective bargaining and political-electoral lobbying within the
conﬁnes of capitalism and parliamentary democracy. This development was part of the consolidation
of democratic capitalism and the nation-state in
the countries under American hegemony, where
legal recognition of unions and free collective bargaining, extensive social welfare provision, a sizable public sector, and politically guaranteed full
employment made possible the coexistence of
liberal democracy and a market economy. The normalization of unionism under “embedded liberalism” (Ruggie 1982) coincided with national regulation and standardization of the employment
relationship and the social status of wage earners,
which in turn corresponded to the advance of industrial mass-production. Legal and political regulation of labor markets, introduced to insulate employment and employment conditions as much as
possible from economic ﬂuctuations, reinforced
union power. The economic and political role of
unions appeared clearly deﬁned and securely established in a Fordist economy generating continuing
growth based on economies of scale and on steadily expanding mass consumption fueled by yearly
increases in real wages; organized on a sharp categoric distinction between a majority of dependent
wage earners and a minority of employers; and
gradually restructuring from small companies to
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ever larger factory organizations using advanced
mechanical technology.
The Disintegration of the Postwar Settlement
The crisis of trade unionism began with rising
inﬂation and, in many countries, increasing worker militancy in the late 1960s and early 1970s. It
proceeded in the 1980s, after the corporatist interlude in countries outside the United States, with a
shift from Keynesian to monetarist economic policies, deregulation and privatization, the opening
up of national markets to international competition, and generally the withdrawal of states from
the kind of economic intervention that had become established in most countries between 1945
and the early 1960s. Political change was accelerated by the demise of Communism in the late
1980s, which eliminated systemic opposition to
capitalism, making it less necessary for governments and employers in the West to make concessions to worker collectivism. National trajectories
differ, and so do the effects of the departure from
the postwar political economy on the status, the
activities, and the future of trade unions.
Everywhere the 1960s and 1970s revealed a
fundamental tension in the simultaneous commitment of postwar democratic capitalism to politically guaranteed full employment and an extensive welfare state on the one hand and free
collective bargaining on the other. As Keynesian
macroeconomic management in effect insured
unions against adverse employment consequences
of high wage settlements, labor market discipline
eroded and inflationary pressures accumulated,
giving rise to even higher wage claims especially
in environments with historically high rates of
economic growth. Moreover, during a wave of
unofficial strikes in 1968 and 1969 it became apparent that free collective bargaining under politically guaranteed full employment potentially undermined the unions themselves, whose leaders
were beginning to lose control over their members. By the early 1970s at the latest, governments throughout the OECD (Organization for
Economic Cooperation and Development) world
were looking for ways of restoring social discipline and economic stability.
The corporatist policies of the 1970s, which
were attempted even in the United Kingdom, were
to shore up the Keynesian political economy through
a renewed political compact between governments, unions, and, to some extent, employers.

After statutory wage and price controls had failed,
governments placed their hope on voluntary
agreements with union leaders, buying wage moderation in return for expanded social policies, improved organizational privileges, participation rights
at the workplace, legislated employment protection, government commitments to growth-promoting macroeconomic or industrial policies, and
so on. However, at the time of the second oil
shock at the latest, it had become apparent that the
concessions unions demanded for their cooperation in efforts to contain inﬂation were not only
expensive but often had—long term—inﬂationary
effects as well, not to mention the fact that union
members more often than not failed to honor the
commitments their leaders had made on their behalf (Streeck and Hassel 2003; Streeck and Kenworthy 2003).
The late 1970s saw a deadlock in the political
economy of democratic capitalism, which manifested itself in a coincidence of high inﬂation, low
growth, and rising unemployment. It was resolved
only when the electoral success of the U.K. government under Margaret Thatcher disproved the
fundamental orthodoxy of postwar liberalism: that
unemployment above a low level of 3 or 4 percent
not only meant sure electoral defeat of the government of the day, but was also bound to destabilize
liberal democracy, just as it had done in the interwar period. Keynesianism gave way as the leading
economic policy doctrine to a pervasive monetarism modeled on the policy of the independent
German central bank since 1974 and of the U.S.
Federal Reserve since 1979, the last year of the
Carter administration. Moreover, to revitalize the
capitalist political economy governments—at different paces, in different ways, and with different
proximate causes—departed further from the postwar bargain by accepting and promoting a deep
liberalization of national economies, including deregulation of product and factor markets, privatization of public enterprises, opening of domestic
markets for foreign competition, internationalization of capital markets, retreat from sectoral industrial policies, and consolidation of public budgets.
By the end of the century, Western economies
were signiﬁcantly more liberal than they had been
at the beginning of the crisis in the 1970s, in that
far more prices were now allowed to ﬂuctuate
freely and economic adjustment was sought, not
through government intervention, but through
ﬂexible responses of market participants to competitive pressures.
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Trade Unions in a Postindustrial Political
Economy
Today trade unions in all industrialized countries are struggling to defend their postwar positions of power and inﬂuence.17 Most unions are
losing members, and organizational density is declining widely (Ebbinghaus 2002b; Ebbinghaus
and Visser 2000; Visser 1992; Western 1995, 1997).
In countries like the United States and the United
Kingdom, hostile governments used the opportunity of economic restructuring in the 1980s to
withdraw institutional supports for collective bargaining and union organizing. Elsewhere the political and institutional context remained friendlier
to unions, and where this was the case, membership declined more slowly. Still, the adverse effects
of changing labor markets and social structures
made unions more dependent than ever for their
organizing capacity on favorable institutional conditions and politically guaranteed provisions of organizational security.18
Patterns of postindustrial transformation, and
possibly decay, of trade unions differ between
world regions, nations, sectors, and even localities.
Whether current differences amount to more than
diverse paths to deunionization, leading to eventual disappearance of organized worker collectivism
as an industrial and political force, must be considered an open question. Indications are that crossnational differences in rates of unionization have
recently been rising, resulting in an increase in diversity that may, however, just be temporary. Generally, there seems to a tendency toward generational and sectoral encapsulation of trade union
membership in a shrinking segment of the workforce and the economy (Ebbinghaus and Visser
2000; Ebbinghaus 2002b). Union members are
growing older on average, as density among younger
workers tends to be low and falling. With the decline
of the two main milieus supportive of unionization,
Fordist industry and the Keynesian public sector,
most workers are now employed in settings where
they have few contacts if any with union members.
The structure of union membership in most countries resembles the employment structure of the
1970s, conﬁning unions in a segment of the workforce that is in rapid demographic, if not economic,
decline.
Union retreat from the positions and policies of
the postwar settlement proceeds gradually in most
countries, with unions largely living off their postwar institutional power resources. While trade
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unions try to adjust to the constraints and opportunities of a changing social and economic context,
most governments refrain from direct attacks on
their rights and organizations, as unions may still
inﬂict considerable damage on hostile governments or, for that matter, employers. In fact many
governments continue to ﬁnd themselves constrained to seek accommodation with national
unions, for example with respect to wage bargaining, given that high unemployment still involves
electoral liabilities. Many employers also shy away
from direct confrontation, in consideration of their
vulnerability on more competitive product markets.
Some European governments in the 1990s managed to secure union wage restraint in support of
their countries’ accession to European monetary
union and its international stabilization regime
(Regini 2000).
Especially in the 1980s, when the transition
from Keynesianism to monetarism was still under
way, unions and employers in a number of Continental European welfare states managed to get
governments to make social insurance funds available to reduce unemployment by cutting the labor
supply, awarding redundant workers early retirement or disability pensions, or placing them in
labor market policy programs where they no longer
counted as unemployed (Ebbinghaus 2002a). In
such countries, labor supply management by means
of social policy began to take the place of aggregate demand management through ﬁscal and
monetary policy, just like the latter insuring unions
against negative employment effects of labor market rigidities and overshooting wage settlements
(Mares 2001). This was particularly likely where
unions, usually together with employers, shared in
the administration of social security and where
governments had to fear electoral retaliation for
cutbacks in welfare state spending.
Many of the social programs that later came to
underwrite labor shedding and early exit from
work had been introduced for different purposes
in the Keynesian years, often as side-payments for
union wage moderation. Over time they became
acquired social rights. In the post-Keynesian European welfare state, voter dissatisfaction with cutbacks in social spending, especially among pensioners and people of preretirement age, became
the equivalent of worker unrest in the Keynesian
era, partly shifting the power base of the unions
from those seeking work to those seeking retirement. State policies subsidizing a high-equality,
low-activity labor market-cum–social policy regime
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(Streeck 2001) are expensive and may with time
unbalance public budgets. Moreover, they may
give rise to distributional conﬂicts with taxpayers
and, where social policy is funded by payroll taxes,
further reduce employment by raising the nonwage labor costs of those remaining in work
(Ebbinghaus 2001).
The Postindustrial Transformation of Labor
Markets and Employment
Both labor supply and labor demand are changing in advanced countries, on their own and in reaction to one another. Current trends differ between countries and sectors, and exceptions from
generalizations must always be admitted. Still,
union control over the labor supply is weakening
throughout the developed industrial world, and
labor demand is more than ever in the postwar period driven by changing markets and technologies
rather than by union or government intervention.
Even where governments continue to defend the
labor market regime inherited from the industrial
era, including the position of trade unions, they
seem to be unable or unwilling to make labor supply and demand ﬁt that regime. As a result the capacity of the latter to govern employment relations
is vanishing.
Labor supply in the postindustrial age is shaped
by the educational revolution that began in the
1960s, which vastly increased the number of job
seekers with academic training. Improved access to
education also contributed to a secular rise in labor
market participation of women, which in addition
reﬂected changing social values and, later, economic pressure on households. Moreover, most
countries today experience an increase in immigration, which expands their supply of unskilled labor,
and welfare state reforms have lowered the reservation wage and increased the pressure especially
on the low-skilled to seek employment. Overall,
recent decades have seen a signiﬁcant growth of the
supply of labor to labor markets, sometimes as a result of deliberate public policies, accompanied by
rising polarization in the human capital endowment of labor market participants.
Trends in labor demand, in turn, include declining mass labor markets for, mostly male, manual
workers with low or intermediate skills who were
the main constituency of postwar trade unions. In
part this is because labor-intensive manual production can today be relocated to low-wage countries,
given modern information and communication
technology and low transportation costs. Employ-

ment growth has shifted to the private service sector, which employs both an underclass of, mostly
immigrant, unskilled workers and an upperclass
of highly specialized knowledge workers with advanced education. In both categories the share of
women is high. At the same time there is in most
countries stagnation and even decline in public
employment, due to the end of welfare state expansion. Employment is also declining in sheltered
sectors, as a result of the privatization of public services, especially but not exclusively in European
countries. Private manufacturing and the public
and sheltered sectors used to be union strongholds, whereas in the private service sector, unions
were historically weak.
Moreover, in response to both technological
change and a changed labor supply, demand for
advanced workplace-unspeciﬁc formal skills is rising. Work tends to be organized in smaller, more
autonomous units with lower hierarchies and less
hierarchical decision-making, like work teams and
small independent ﬁrms. Work units are more than
before exposed to market pressures and coordinate
their activities both within and across enterprise
boundaries more by contractual than by hierarchical means. There also is a tendency to organize
work in project groups put together at the beginning and disbanded upon the completion, of a collective task, with managerial responsibilities, for
example for job assignment and cost control,
largely integrated in direct production work (Cappelli et al. 1997).
Again with the necessary qualiﬁcations, interrelated changes in labor supply and demand seem to
affect the operation and the institutions of labor
markets in similar ways throughout the countries
of the post–World War II settlement. Common
tendencies include the following.
An increasing wage spread, with growing returns to
higher education, and generally a polarization of
labor markets between insiders with good market
opportunities who also tend to be covered by collective bargaining and protective social policies,
and mostly unskilled outsiders with little access to
formal employment and little support from unions
and from a welfare state designed to protect employed workers and their families (Alderson and
Nielsen 2002).
A declining willingness of employers to offer longterm or lifetime employment to others than a small
elite of core workers, accompanied by a decline in
employment security and in prospects of internal
advancement and promotion, and subsequently an
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increase in the signiﬁcance of external as compared
to internal labor markets (Abraham 1990).
More “atypical” employment, such as part-time work,
ﬁxed-term contracts in countries with strong employment protection, or employment with temporary work agencies, or casual employment (for the
United States see Kalleberg, Reskin, and Hudson
2000). In a reversal of the historical trend, there also
is a tendency to move from contracts of employment to contracts of work, often to evade social security taxes. Forms of atypical employment differ
between countries, but their common denominator
seems to be a general increase in the diversity of
contractual arrangements reﬂecting diversity of jobs,
human capital, and market conditions.
Growing informal employment due to immigration or,
in European welfare states with compressed wage
differentials and social security taxes that raise the
price of labor, high unemployment combined with
an increase in underground employment.
Generally with respect to role expectations, work ethos
and allocation of economic risk, a blurring of the
distinction between the status of wage earner and
that of self-employed entrepreneur or professional,
or between employee and employer. This is accompanied by an increase in self-employment in
many countries, a growing emphasis on entrepreneurialism, even within traditional employment relationships, and a shift of the costs of training from
employers. It also coincides with an increase in the
share of an employee’s income that depends on effort or results, of the individual or of the organization, or of both. The effect is higher variation of
income over time as well as between individuals.

While these tendencies are not equally strong
everywhere, and some may be at odds with others,
workforces in developed industrial countries are
more diverse today than they were 20 years ago;
polarization of the labor supply between growing
numbers of highly skilled and unskilled job seekers
proceeds; the value of increasingly diversiﬁed and
idiosyncratic human capital in a postindustrial
“knowledge society” is still rising; labor markets
have become more competitive; unemployment is
high, and informal employment at the lower end
of the labor market is growing. Moreover, as the
costs of underwriting stable employment and a
high reservation wage become excessive for cashstrapped welfare states exposed to international
markets, governments are adopting policies of labor
market ﬂexibility (Boyer 1988) and “activation”
rather than “decommodiﬁcation” of labor, making
it less possible for trade unions to rely on the wel-
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fare state for suspension of competition in labor
markets, and generally for protection of workers
from the ﬂuctuations of labor and product markets.
Where the old institutions still hold, with the
support of the state and legal order, less standardized types of employment beyond the categorical
distinction between wage earners and self-employed employers emerge outside of them. Within
work arrangements one ﬁnds a partial return of the
spectrum of employment relations that was suppressed at the height of industrialism; external
labor markets gain importance and become increasingly ﬂexible, while internal labor markets become less institutionalized and more like external
labor markets (Osterman 1994); and economic rewards are governed less by entitlement than by
market ﬂuctuations, less by status rights than by
contingent economic results, and more by individual effort or luck than by collective regulation.
Diversity or Convergence?
At ﬁrst glance, paradoxically but not dissimilarly
from other spheres of social life, the present period
of accelerating “globalization” may be one of growing diversity of labor markets and trade unions,
compared to the decades after World War II. Diversity seems likely to increase, particularly if labor
market institutions evolve along with national systems of capitalism in their search for comparative
advantage resulting from specialization (Berger and
Dore 1996; Crouch and Streeck 1997; Hall and
Soskice 2001). There is also likely to be more internal diversity within national systems, as these will
have to allow for more local or sectoral variation
and ﬂexibility (Katz and Darbishire 2000).
On the other hand, while especially in the former countries of democratic corporatism the institutional supports that unions won in the twentieth
century still exist, and may yet exist for some time
if only because of inertia, labor markets everywhere seem to have become less amenable to regulation by trade unions. In a nutshell, the numbers
are rising of those who have enough market power
to do without collective organization, as well as of
those who have too little market power to be capable of it. This seems to be producing a growing
gap between the position of unions in the political
and legal order and their position in the economy
and the labor market, resulting in a mismatch between societal institutions and local contractual
constructions, or between macro- and microinstitutional arrangements. While the former still emphasize standardization, speciﬁcation, and formal-
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ization, the latter may increasingly involve customized arrangements, diffuse understandings,
and informal agreements. Moreover, to the extent
that they concern easily replaceable workers with
little human capital, they are likely to undercut the
conditions that were customary in the more centrally regulated labor markets of the industrial era.
This is not to say that the labor markets of the
future will be unregulated. Labor remains an imperfect commodity and continues to require rules
enabling sellers of labor power to reconcile market
participation and social commitments, just as open
employment contracts will need formal and informal mechanisms of governance that facilitate their
ﬂexible and legitimate adjustment to changing
conditions. But as the division of labor becomes
ever more complex, and differences in human capital endowment and market position become more
difﬁcult for institutional intervention to override,
how much and what form of regulation a worker
will get may increasingly be determined by his or
her market position. Private government by collective intermediaries like trade unions may be
squeezed out by a liberalizing state from above and
an expanding market from below, clearing the way
for a new wave of commodiﬁcation of labor in
response to dynamically changing economic and
technological conditions. To the extent that freer
labor markets require new if not more rules,19 sophisticated civil law and regulatory law—for example on equal employment opportunities—may be
stepping in for the corporatist middlemen of the
industrial era. Not only would this allow for more
customized contracts, adapting the governance of
the employment relationship to a new economic
environment that puts a premium on individual
initiative and investment in human capital. It also
would eliminate the particularism of collective interest organizations that, in a more diverse and dynamic society, are unlikely again to be accepted as
representing general interests in social progress, in
favor of what seems to be increasingly regarded as
a universal individual right to enter the market and
compete.20

NOTES
I am grateful to Till Mueller-Schoell for competent research assistance, and to Britta Rehder for excellent advice
when it was much needed.
1. In the subject index of the ﬁrst edition of this handbook (Smelser and Swedberg 1994), one ﬁnds neither
unions nor trade unions nor labor unions.
2. The foundational statement continues to be Granovet-

ter 1992. On labor markets in economic sociology generally, see Swedberg in this volume.
3. For the treatment of markets in economic sociology—
as real social relations of competition and cooperation—see
Fligstein 1996; Leifer and White 1986; Swedberg 1994; and
White 1981, 2002a.
4. For excellent overviews see Tilly and Tilly 1994; Granovetter 1995.
5. In other words, construing what in Durkheimian language are the “noncontractual conditions of contract” as
originating in contractual agreement.
6. So does the law that shapes and is shaped by labor markets and employment relations. See Edelman and Stryker,
this volume.
7. But compare the economist Clark Kerr, who writes of
“institutional markets” characterized by “the substitution
of institutional rules for frictions as the principal delineator of
job market limits; of institutional and leadership comparisons
for physical movement as the main basis for the interrelatedness of wage markets; and of policies of unions, employers,
and government for the traditional action of market forces as
the more signiﬁcant source of wage movements. . . . Formal
rules, consciously selected, supplant informal practices determined by market conditions. Nor are policies solely developed by the private governments of industry and organized
labor, but also by public government,” etc. (1977, 42).
8. For an entirely arbitrary sample see the contributions
to Regini 1992.
9. Making the contract of employment a highly formalized case of a “relational contract” (on the concept see Macneil 1980).
10. In the language of institutional economics, this turns
the labor contract into a “partial gift exchange” (Akerlof
1986), to the extent that workers contribute their labor
“voluntarily.” Sociology has generated a huge literature on
the relationship between work organizations and trade
unions that cannot be summarized in a chapter on labor
markets and trade unions.
11. For an impressively radical incorporation of this fact
into economic theory see Solow 1991.
12. To the extent that employers are interested in efﬁcient labor markets and legitimate workplace authority, they
may also be interested in fairness. This is the ultimate reason
for the possibility of collective bargaining and of political
and industrial inclusion of organized labor in a capitalist political economy.
13. To sociologists, unions promoting institutionalized
labor market segmentation exhibit a double face, as agents
of both equality and inequality; of social inclusion as well as
social exclusion, or closure; and of universalism as well as
particularism. In the political literature on trade unions, this
is captured in distinctions like that between political unionism and business unionism.
14. In his book A Theory of Employment Systems, Marsden
(1999) offers a sophisticated efﬁciency-theoretical analysis
of work organization, i.e., of the division of labor and the
structure of authority and joint regulation at the point of
production. Work organization is treated as the result of an
interaction between different types of work skills and labor
markets, the need for both workers and employers to protect themselves against one another’s opportunism, and the
requirement of simple transaction rules that allow for efﬁcient monitoring. Marsden can show that dependent on the
national institutional context, this gives rise to different solutions that remain stable over time and are more or less uniformly adopted in their countries.

Labor Markets and Trade Unions
When the Taylorist organization of industrial work had
reached its zenith in the 1970s, unions in a number of countries raised demands for new forms of work organization involving job enlargement, team working, worker involvement, direct participation, etc. To some extent this recalled
past struggles over craft or bureaucratic control of the labor
process. Especially in Scandinavian countries, demands for
an improvement in the “quality of working life” were taken
up by governments—which hoped for a shift of union policies toward nonmonetary “qualitative” objectives—and employers dissatisﬁed with declining productivity and product
quality. In America, programs to improve the quality of
working life were ﬁrst put forward by management and were
regarded with suspicion by unions, who were afraid of losing control over the wage-effort bargain. The movement
dwindled away when rapid deindustrialization removed its
cause and the return of unemployment again changed the
priorities of workers, unions, and governments.
15. Ambivalent attitudes of trade unions toward the law
as a repressive as well as supportive force may be reconstructed in terms of an economic sociology of law and legal
practice, along the lines of the contribution of Edelman and
Stryker to this volume.
16. For a cogent sociological formulation of the politics
of union wage restraint see Pizzorno 1978, which emphasizes the conversion of (unrealistic) demands for redistribution into (realistic) demands for political compensations of
wage moderation. On the comparative empirics of corporatist wage moderation and political exchange see Cameron
1984 and Castles 1987, for many others.
17. While in transition countries they seem to ﬁnd it hard
to get established in the ﬁrst place (Bryant and Mokrzycki
1995).
18. The enormous literature on union density cannot be
reviewed here. The research referred to above agrees that
with time, institutional conditions have overall become
more important determinants of unionization than the informal networks of social relations in occupational communities that seem to have dominated in the early history of
trade unions. In other words, the determinants of union
membership seem to have shifted from a union’s “logic of
membership” to its “logic of inﬂuence,” i.e., the character
of its relations with the state and employers. Institutional
analyses have therefore superseded early econometric analyses that conceived of union membership as the result of individual decisions.
19. Paraphrasing the title of Steven Vogel’s book on
deregulation, Freer Markets, More Rules (1996).
20. This trajectory, of course, differs from that envisaged
by the growing literature in the United States and Britain on
a “revitalization” of trade unions as progressive-democratic
popular movements (for impressive examples see Levi 2002;
Voss and Sherman 2000). Unions have always attracted high
expectations of intellectuals, and sometimes they have lived
up to them. Intellectuals are also known for their belief in
faith-healing. Today, however, it is far from clear if unions
will still be able to fulﬁll their bread-and-butter functions in
the labor market, and how. It is even less clear if the regulation of labor markets and employment can still be related to
progressive politics in the centers of advanced postindustrial
capitalism. Maybe the unions of the industrial age, with their
combined economic and political roles, will dissolve in two
separate and unrelated institutional equivalents, labor law
and single-issue campaigns for social justice. If this were to
happen, sociologists would at least have the concepts to account for it.
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13 Banking and Financial Markets
Linda Brewster Stearns and Mark S. Mizruchi

The study of banking and ﬁnance is assumed by
many social scientists to be the purview of economists. In fact, however, there is a sociological tradition in these areas. Marx ([1894] 1967) and
Weber ([1922] 1978) both wrote important works
on the topic. Although ﬁnancial issues received little attention from sociologists for several decades
after Weber (see Smelser 1959, 358–77; Lieberson
1961 for exceptions), this neglect has been remedied signiﬁcantly in recent years. Since the mid1970s, sociologists have produced an increasing
stream of research on banking and ﬁnance. Our
goal in this chapter is to provide a survey and assessment of this work. Economic and sociological
views on these topics have similarities and are not
necessarily incompatible. In fact, we shall incorporate writings by economists at various points in our
review. There are three ways, however, in which
a sociological approach to banking and ﬁnance
differs from conventional economic approaches.
First, sociologists attempt to make explicit the
ways in which power inﬂuences both economic actions and the character of economic institutions.
Second, sociologists focus on the effects of social
networks on economic decision making. And
third, sociologists are interested in the role of culture in shaping economic behavior.1
Our focus in this chapter is on the relations between ﬁnancial institutions and their external environments. We begin with a discussion of sociological research on banking.2 Initially, much of this
research was framed by the question, “Who controls the corporation?” We review this debate as it
applies to banks and then discuss the changing role
of banks in corporate ﬁnancing. We then examine
the changing structure of the capital market and
other sources of ﬁnancing, such as institutional investors, venture capital, and the stock market. We
examine the regulation of capital markets and their
tendency toward speculation and crisis. Given the
signiﬁcant cross-national variations among ﬁnancial systems and the legal environments within
which they operate, our focus will be primarily on
the United States. We do, however, brieﬂy address

the structure of a few selected non-U.S. capital
markets and the changes occurring within those
markets. We conclude with an assessment of the
ﬁeld and some suggestions for future research.

BANKS AND CORPORATE CONTROL
Banks are the key institutions through which
money is stored, created,3 and distributed. Two
types of private banks have predominated in the
U.S. economy: commercial banks and savings and
loan associations.4 Prior to the 1980s, a clear division of labor existed among ﬁnancial institutions in
the United States (Stearns and Mizruchi 1993a).
Commercial banks accepted both demand deposits
(subject to check withdrawals) and time (savings)
deposits and were involved primarily in short-term
loans to businesses. In addition, commercial bank
trust departments, along with insurance companies, were the major administrators of private pension funds. Savings and loan associations and credit unions also held both time and demand deposits
and issued loans, with a focus on home mortgages.
Investment banks underwrote new corporate stock
and bond issues, acted as agents for the private
placement of bonds, and arranged corporate mergers and acquisitions. Life insurance companies,
because of the stable, long-term nature of their
funds, specialized in long-term lending.
American commercial banks arose after the American Revolution as businesses began to specialize
and international trade expanded (Chandler 1977,
28–31). The number of banks increased rapidly
after 1790, to more than 200 by 1815. Over the
next century, several key actions taken by the federal government prevented American banking
from developing into the kind of centralized system found in Germany and Japan. In 1832 President Andrew Jackson refused to support a bill to
recharter the Second Bank of the United States.
This bank was the “ﬁrst American national enterprise, coordinating the ﬂow of money across the
nation parallel to the ﬂow of trade” (Roe 1994,
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56). The National Bank Acts of 1863 and 1864
conﬁned national banks to a single location; it was
not until 1927 that these banks were allowed to establish branches within a city or town, and then
only if state law permitted. When President
Woodrow Wilson created the Federal Reserve System in 1913, he effectively took power away from
J. P. Morgan & Co., which had become the nation’s de facto central bank (Roe 1994, 40). In
1933, with passage of the Glass-Steagall Act, Congress barred commercial bank afﬁliates from owning and dealing in securities, thereby severing
commercial banking from investment banking.
Despite a relatively decentralized banking system, there have been periods in the United States
when banks were viewed as powerful. The most
prominent of these periods was in the late nineteenth century, when the United States witnessed
an enormous expansionary wave, coinciding with
the rise of the large corporation. During this period, roughly 1880–1920, nonﬁnancial enterprises
routinely found themselves short of cash, especially
when the frequent economic downturns occurred.
The depression of 1893 nearly bankrupted several
major railroads in the United States. Investment
bankers, especially J. P. Morgan, with privileged
access to foreign as well as domestic capital, provided the capital necessary to reestablish the railroads on a sound footing. The high demand for
capital together with its concentrated nature contributed to the power of ﬁnancial institutions
(Cochran and Miller [1942] 1961; Mizruchi 1982;
Chernow 1997).
Considerable scholarly disagreement exists on
the extent of bank power in the United States after
1920. Berle and Means ([1932] 1968) argued that
control of the ﬁrm had passed to hired managers.
Less affected by stockholder pressure (as result of
widespread stock dispersal), managers were able to
restrict dividends, thus increasing the amount of
cash available for reinvestment. The increasing
proﬁtability created by growing market power further contributed to the availability of cash, enabling ﬁrms to ﬁnance their operations with retained earnings.
For decades, however, the only systematic study
of corporations’ dependence on external ﬁnancing
was an article by economist John Lintner (1959).
Lintner found that from 1900 through 1953, nonﬁnancial corporations consistently met between 40
and 45 percent of their total current ﬁnancial
needs with external funds. In addition, although
large manufacturing ﬁrms relied primarily on internal funds in the 1920s, they increasingly drew on
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external funding over the next 30 years, suggesting
a continued dependence on ﬁnancial institutions.
A subsequent study by Stearns (1986) showed that
although U.S. corporations obtained approximately one-third of their total funds from external
sources between 1946 and 1965, they obtained almost half of their total funds from these sources
between 1965 and 1980. This suggested that the
power of banks ﬂuctuated over time: relatively low
during the post–World War II period, and greater
between 1965 and 1980 (1986, 66–70).
Critics countered such evidence by maintaining
that although corporations do borrow, their borrowing is primarily discretionary (Baran and Sweezy
1966, 15–16). Resolving this issue is a difﬁcult
task. In earlier work (Stearns and Mizruchi 1993a,
1993b; Mizruchi and Stearns 1994), we argued
that if borrowing is primarily nondiscretionary,
then ﬁrms with high levels of cash would tend to
borrow less than ﬁrms with low levels of cash, even
when the cost of capital is low. Consistent with this
suggestion, we found, in a study of 22 large U.S.
manufacturing ﬁrms between 1956 and 1983
(Mizruchi and Stearns 1994), that a ﬁrm’s retained
earnings were strongly negatively associated with
its level of borrowing.5
Another factor that might affect ﬁrms’ dependence on ﬁnancial institutions is the availability of
alternative forms of ﬁnancing (Stearns 1986). In a
study of ﬁrms’ relations with investment banks,
Baker (1990) showed that ﬁrms employed several
different investment banks as a way to minimize
their dependence on a single one. After 1980,
banks began to face heightened competition from
a number of sources. Corporations turned increasingly to alternative sources of ﬁnancing, the most
prominent of which was commercial paper (shortterm notes ﬂoated by ﬁrms in the public market).
By 1994 the value of outstanding commercial paper
in the United States equaled that of outstanding
debt to commercial banks. At the same time, the
proliferation of alternative sources of savings and
investment, including mutual, pension, and money
market funds, led individuals to reduce their deposits in commercial banks. These developments,
along with increasing competition from overseas
ﬁnancial institutions, suggest a signiﬁcant decline
between the early-1980s and the mid-1990s in the
ability of U.S. commercial banks to constrain nonﬁnancial corporations (Davis and Mizruchi 1999).
We discuss the effect of these changes in the following section.
In The Death of the Banker (1997) Ron Chernow
describes the decline during the mid–twentieth
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century of the Morgan and Warburg banking dynasties. He argues that “the banker’s true power in
any period depends upon his relative strength compared with that of the providers and consumers of
capital” (7). Changes in capital supply and demand
in the early 1980s led to a decline in the power of
commercial banks. However, given the historical
ﬂuctuation in the demand for capital, as well as the
ever-changing conditions of capital supply, it is conceivable that banks may regain their inﬂuence over
corporate decision making.

BANKING TODAY
What do today’s banks do? In a recent study
(Mizruchi and Stearns 2001), we gained access to
the corporate banking unit of a leading multinational commercial bank. Between 1997 and 1999
we conducted semistructured interviews with 105
bankers in the bank’s “global relationship banking”
unit. This unit is responsible for handling the approximately 1,400 multinational corporations that
the bank had targeted as its corporate customers.
The bankers whom we interviewed operate primarily as salespeople. They sell by responding to
clients’ requests as well as by creating demand
among these clients for the bank’s growing number
of products. These products include not only lending (lines of credit and project ﬁnance), but also
trading (derivatives and currency exchange), capital
market services (syndication and securitization), and
transaction services (cash management and custody).
Although many of the bankers’ transactions involved loans, the bank’s top management had instructed them to emphasize the bank’s other product lines because they promised higher return for
lower risk.6 Because of the low interest rate spreads
and the fact that the customers wanting bank loans
were often among the more ﬁnancially unstable,
the bank preferred to make its money from fees: either the large upfront fees made in capital market
services, the steady annuities earned via transaction
services, or the fees accompanying high-volume
trading transactions.
In The Bankers: The Next Generation (1997),
Martin Mayer notes that since the publication of
his earlier book, The Bankers (1974), “banking
[has] changed beyond recognition” (1997, 17).
“Almost nobody who has a job in a bank today
works as his7 predecessors worked as recently as
twenty years ago” (19). The transformation, Mayer
argues, is due primarily to changes in technology
and banking regulations.

With the elimination of interest rate controls by
Congress and regulators in the early 1980s, banks
could exploit a variety of techniques to raise capital. These sources became increasingly important
as consumer deposits became a smaller proportion
of the liabilities that funded bank loans. Without
this traditional source of funds, banks increasingly
became “takers” rather than “makers” of interest
rates. Simultaneously, the variety of funding options open to corporate borrowers increased. As a
result of these trends, interest rate spreads on business loans narrowed signiﬁcantly. Tight spreads in
turn decreased the proportion of bank earnings
obtained from business loans and encouraged
banks to securitize their loan portfolios—that is,
package them and sell them in the capital market.
Technology (data processing and retrieval) vastly reduced the cost of information. As Mayer notes
(1997, 20), “Bankers had always thought they
were being paid for their judgment, for taking risks
in lending money, but in fact most of their proﬁts
had come from exploiting a rich information advantage over people who were not bankers.” On
the negative side, technology made it possible for
nonbank corporations to compete successfully for
what had been banking business. On the positive
side, technology gave banks for the ﬁrst time economies of both scale and scope. Credit cards, home
mortgages, securities processing, foreign exchange,
and derivatives trading require elaborate and hugely expensive computer installations and telecommunications expertise. Once the installations are in
place, however, the next loan or transaction comes
virtually free of charge. In 1994, banks invested
$19 billion in technology (Mayer 1997, 26) and
by 1995 banks such as Bankers Trust, Morgan
Guaranty, Citicorp, and First Chicago derived more
than half their operating revenues from sources
other than lending (Mayer 1997, 28).
The onset of technological change, globalization, and regulatory change caused the structure
of the ﬁnancial services industry to implode via a
dramatic increase in merger activity. Changes in
state-level regulations, most notably the removal
of branching restrictions, encouraged regional
banks to combine to create superregionals. These
superregionals then combined to create national
banks. Size was seen by both the business community and government regulators as bringing with it
the ability to invest in technology and to “go global.” The undermining (via waivers authorized by
the Federal Reserve System) and eventual repeal in
1999 of the Glass-Steagall Act encouraged mergers that blurred the boundaries between commer-
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cial banking, insurance, and investment banking.
Supporters of these mergers argue that they provide cross-selling advantages and greater breadth
of product lines (Wasserstein 2000, 291–98),
while critics argue that such economies of scope
are seldom realized (Rhoades 2000).
The 1997 merger between Dean Witter, Discover & Co., and Morgan Stanley marked the beginning of a signiﬁcant shift in the nature and size
of banking deals (Wasserstein 2000, 294). In response, banks began to rapidly combine, creating
ﬁnancial organizations of unprecedented size. In a
period of less than four years, NationsBank merged
with BankAmerica, Fleet with BankBoston, Banc
One with First Chicago, Norwest with Wells
Fargo, Firstar with U.S. Bancorp, First Union with
Wachovia, Travelers with Citicorp, and Chase
Manhattan (itself the result a 1995 merger between Chemical Bank and Chase Manhattan) with
J. P. Morgan.
Although bank merging in the early 1990s was
primarily a U.S. phenomenon, non-U.S. ﬁnancial
institutions, concerned about being at a competitive
disadvantage, began to engage in mergers as well.
In 1997, the Union Bank of Switzerland merged
with Swiss Bank Corporation in preparation for the
coming of the euro, and in 1998, the Deutsche
Bank–Bankers Trust merger set the stage for an increase in cross-border merger activity. Japanese
banks, faced with widespread instability, also began
to combine in the 1990s in an effort to create more
competitive and stable ﬁnancial institutions.
The scope and rapidity of the changes in the
banking world have far outpaced social scientists’
ability to make sense of them. As a result, our prior
theories of the role of banks and relations between
ﬁnancial and nonﬁnancial corporations are badly in
need of revision. On one hand, the resource dependence (Pfeffer and Salancik 1978) and bank
hegemony (Mintz and Schwartz 1985) theories of
the 1970s and 1980s are useful in examining
whether the plethora of ﬁnancing options open to
nonﬁnancial ﬁrms is associated with the declining
power of banks. On the other hand, we have few
systematic sociological perspectives on the overhaul that the banking industry has experienced. It
will be interesting to see if the wave of megamergers that occurred during the 1990s ultimately results in a resurgence of bank power; or if, as banks
shift toward service-oriented activities, they increasingly resemble accounting and law ﬁrms—
losing their unique role in the business world as
the key arbiter in the allocation of capital.
Commercial banks are but one of several ﬁnan-
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cial intermediaries that operate in the U.S. capital
market. It is to this broader ﬁnancial market that
we turn next.

FINANCIAL MARKETS
The capital market is the primary center of ﬁnancial activity in the United States. This market
consists of three groups of actors: suppliers, ﬁnancial intermediaries, and users of capital. Individuals, corporations, and governments all may act as
both suppliers and consumers of capital. Suppliers
may provide capital directly to users or may operate through ﬁnancial intermediaries. These intermediaries consist of an enormous and growing
range of institutions, including Federal Reserve
banks, commercial banks, insurance companies, savings and loan associations, mutual savings banks,
credit unions, private pension funds, ﬁnance companies, real estate investment trusts, open-end investment mutuals, money market mutual funds,
federal ﬁnancial agencies and mortgage pools, and
state and local employee retirement funds. These
institutions distribute capital to users through investments in stocks, bonds, and loans. The interaction among suppliers, intermediaries, and users determines the supply, demand, and control over
capital resources.
In 1999, approximately 92 percent of all ﬁnancial assets in the U.S. capital market ﬂowed
through ﬁnancial institutions. Between 1989 and
1999, the ﬁnancial assets of these institutions nearly tripled. As table 1 shows, however, not all ﬁnancial institutions grew at the same pace. The table
suggests a continuation of the process of deconcentration within the capital market that occurred
between 1979 and 1989. Most of the older, more
established ﬁnancial intermediaries (commercial
banks, savings banks, life insurance companies, ﬁnance companies, the Federal Reserve Bank, and
credit unions) lost market shares during the 1990s.
The ﬁnancial intermediaries that gained market
shares between 1989 and 1999 handled either
pension funds or mutual funds. The one exception
to this trend was the growth in other ﬁnancial institutions, including real estate investment trusts,
security brokers and dealers, and funding corporations.8 In 1949, pension funds, mutual funds, and
other ﬁnancial institutions accounted for only 4
percent of all ﬁnancial assets (Stearns 1986). By
1989, their proportion had increased to over 30
percent, and in 1999 to over 50 percent.
As table 2 demonstrates, the total demand for
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Table 1.

Stearns and Mizruchi
Financial Assets for Selected Financial Intermediaries, 1989 and 1999 (in billions of dollars)
Amount

Sector
Commercial banksa
Savings banksb
Life insurance companies
Private pension funds
State/local pension funds
Mutual funds
Finance companies
Government lending
institutions
Money market mutual
funds
Other ﬁnancial
institutionsc
Federal Reserve Bank
Credit unions
Total

Distribution

Change %

1989

1999

1989

1999

$3,231.1
1,516.5
1,268.0
1,163.5
727.4
555.1
519.3

$5,980.3
1,151.4
3,067.9
4,645.4
2,226.8
4,538.5
1,003.0

29.9%
14.1
11.7
10.8
6.7
5.1
4.8

20.6%
4.0
10.6
16.0
7.7
15.6
3.4

1989–99
−9.3%
−10.1
−1.1
+5.2
+1.0
+10.5
−1.4

442.4

1,720.6

4.1

5.9

+1.8

428.1

1,578.8

4.0

5.4

+1.4

434.3
314.7
199.7

2,042.2
696.9
414.5

4.0
2.9
1.8

7.0
2.4
1.4

+3.0
−0.5
−0.4

$10,800.1

$29,066.3

100.0%

100.0%

Source: Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System 1990, 2002.
Note: Distribution totals do not equal 100 percent due to rounding.
a
Consists of U.S. chartered commercial banks, bank holding companies, foreign banking ofﬁces in U.S. and banks in
U.S.-afﬁliated areas.
b
Consists of S&L associations, mutual savings, and federal savings banks.
c
Consists of real estate investment trusts (REITs), security brokers and dealers, and funding corporations.

capital almost tripled between 1989 and 1999.
This increase occurred among all sectors of the
economy. Individuals, primarily through consumer
credit and home mortgages, increased their borrowing by 80.2 percent (from $4,330.7 billion to
$7,804 billion). The federal government increased
its demand for funds by 115 percent. And corporations borrowed more: bank loans increased by
69 percent, corporate bonds by 209 percent, and
open market paper by 142 percent. The 450 percent increase in corporate securities mirrors the
“bull market” of the 1990s. The increase represents an expansion in new stock issues (including
initial public offerings) as well as higher stock
prices in the secondary market (i.e., the resale of
already issued stock). In addition to domestic
sources, foreign suppliers played a role in meeting
the increased demands of government and corporations. The foreign sector increased its holdings
of U.S. government securities and corporate securities, bonds, and open market paper by 272 percent (from $995.7 billion in 1989 to $3,699.8 billion in 1999).
Institutional Investors
One of the most signiﬁcant developments in
American business during the past four decades

has been the rise of institutional investors. As the
corporate equity holdings of households and personal trusts decreased from 92.5 percent in 1945
to 44.2 percent in 1998, institutional holdings increased from 1.8 percent in 1945 to 41.5 percent
in 1998 (Hawley and Williams 2000). In 1985, institutional investors as a group owned 36.1 percent
of the largest 25 U.S. corporations. By 1997 their
share had grown to 48.7 percent. Although institutional investors encompass a number of groups,
including banks and insurance companies, pension
funds and mutual funds are the largest investors.
In 1945 pension funds held less than 1 percent of
the total equity in U.S. corporations. By 1970
pension fund holdings had increased to 9.2 percent and by 1998 to 24.8 percent. Mutual funds,
the second largest institutional investor, also grew
at a dramatic pace. Mutual funds held a 1.5 percent stake in total U.S. corporate equity in 1945,
5.2 percent in 1970, and 16.7 percent by 1998
(Hawley and Williams 2000).
Organizational researchers have become increasingly cognizant of the power of institutional investors to inﬂuence a variety of organizational
strategies. Useem (1993, 1996) and Davis and
Thompson (1994) argue that institutional shareholdings have forced large corporations to adopt
a shareholder-oriented conception of corporate
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Table 2. Total Capital Market Instruments Outstanding, 1989 and 1999 (in billions of dollars)
Amount
Instrument
U.S. government securities
State and local securities
Corporate and foreign bonds
Corporate securitiesa
Open market paper
Bank loans
Other loans
Mortgagesb
Consumer credit
Total

1989

Distribution
1999

Change %

1989

1999

1989–99
−5.7%
−1.8
+0.3
+22.3
−0.7
−2.1
−2.1
−8.3
−1.8

$3,512.4
821.2
1,502.6
4,382.1
579.2
820.3
821.1
3,540.1
790.6

$7,565.0
1,532.5
4,635.8
24,119.7
1,402.4
1,383.8
1,412.0
6,357.9
1,446.1

20.9%
4.9
9.0
26.1
3.5
4.9
4.9
21.1
4.7

15.2%
3.1
9.3
48.4
2.8
2.8
2.8
12.8
2.9

$16,769.6

$49,855.2

100.0%

100.0%

Source: Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System 1990, 2002.
Note: Distribution totals do not equal 100 percent due to rounding.
a
Includes corporate equities and mutual fund shares.
b
Includes home mortgages, multifamily residential mortgages, commercial mortgages, and farm mortgages.

strategy. Conglomerate acquisitions, for example,
are viewed as beneﬁting managers rather than
shareholders. Consistent with this view, Davis,
Diekmann, and Tinsley (1994) found that institutional ownership had a negative effect on the rate
of conglomerate acquisitions. Scholars and members of the business press have identiﬁed institutional investors as behind-the-scenes players in
dislodging incumbent CEOs at economically underperforming ﬁrms such as IBM, Westinghouse,
General Motors, and Sears, and promoting
breakups (such as ITT and AT&T) and mergers
(including Capital Cities/ABC with Walt Disney
Company, and Turner Broadcasting Systems with
Time Warner) when such actions are viewed as increasing shareholder value (Useem 1996; Hawley
and Williams 2000).
Even arenas traditionally viewed as controlled by
the board of directors, such as executive compensation, have come under the inﬂuence of institutional investors. Davis and Thompson (1994)
found that between 1990 and 1992, shareholders
(led by institutional investors) gained the right to
vote on golden parachute pay packages, to request
more detailed information on executive pay, and to
seek the creation of shareholder advisory committees and consultants. Useem (1996, 244) noted
that executives “have learned to appreciate that investors oppose ﬁxed compensation, favor variable
compensation, and are indifferent to amount—so
long as it varies with shareholder value.” As a result, companies have put more managers on contingent compensation and linked more of the contingency to expanding shareholder wealth. These
ﬁndings are particularly signiﬁcant when one con-

siders the near-unanimous opposition that corporate managers initially had to such reforms.
Useem and Gottlieb (1990) found that this
ownership-disciplined alignment was also responsible for changes in how top management managed.
Drawing on senior management interviews and
documents from six large publicly traded corporations and six small ﬁrms, Useem and Gottlieb
found that managers responded to the increased
pressure from institutional investors by decentralizing decision-making authority to operating business units, contracting headquarters’ management
and staff functions, expanding the use of performance-based compensation, and creating opportunities for internal ownership.
Contrary to the widely held belief that institutional stockholders are concerned primarily with
short-term performance at the expense of longterm investment, Jarrell, Lehn, and Marr (1985)
found a positive association between a ﬁrm’s level
of institutional ownership and its research and development expenditures. This ﬁnding gained further support from Baysinger, Kosnik, and Turk
(1991), who found that a concentration of equity
among institutional investors positively affected
corporate R&D spending. Moreover, Chaganti
and Damanpour (1991), in a study of 80 manufacturing ﬁrms in 40 industries during the mid1980s, found that ﬁrms with high institutional
shareholdings were disproportionately likely to
have low debt-to-equity ratios. Although the
causal ordering between ownership structure and
debt was unclear, ﬁrms with high levels of institutional stockholding were less likely to be heavily
indebted.
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Hawley and Williams (2000) argue that the increased role of institutional investors (what they
term “ﬁduciary capitalism”) has the potential to
change the nature of capitalism itself. As institutional investors increasingly become long-term and
permanent holders of a wide cross-section of corporate America, they are slowly becoming concerned not only with the long-term performance
of individual ﬁrms, but also with the performance
of the economy as a whole. Institutional investors
are also being increasingly called upon by their
constituents to vote proxies in support of a broad
assortment of social issues—including diversity, the
environment, human rights, plant closings, and executive compensation.
Venture Capital
Another important source of corporate funding
is venture capital. Venture capital (VC), in the
sense of investors funding new enterprises, has existed for as long as capitalism. Since the end of
World War II, it has been handled increasingly by
ﬁrms, which serve as brokers between investors
and midsize start-up companies.9 The ﬁrst VC ﬁrm,
American Research and Development, founded in
1946, was instrumental in the development of
Digital Equipment Corporation. The ﬂow of funding into VC ﬁrms increased dramatically during
the early 1980s following an amendment to the
“prudent man” rule in 1979, allowing pension
funds to invest in higher-risk assets (Gompers and
Lerner 1999). During the 1990s approximately 40
percent of venture capital came from private and
public pension funds, and an additional 15 percent
came from endowments (such as universities) and
foundations (Mandel 2000).
By the 1990s venture capital was the fastestgrowing element of the U.S. ﬁnancial system. In
1988 (the peak year during the 1980s), the
amount dispersed by venture capital ﬁrms to startups was just over $5 billion; by 2000 this ﬁgure
had grown to $91 billion.10 The annual rate of return on venture capital between 1979 and 1999
was about 16 percent, substantially higher than
other investments (Mandel 2000). By century’s
end, the industry consisted of several thousand
professionals working at about 500 ﬁrms concentrated in California, Massachusetts, and a handful
of other states (Gompers and Lerner 1999).
The use of venture capital raises a number of interesting issues involving corporate governance
and control. The general strategy for VC ﬁrms is to
acquire a share of the start-up’s equity in exchange

for the initial funds. VC ﬁrms’ goal is to take public the most successful ﬁrms in their portfolios.
Less successful ﬁrms are liquidated, sold to corporate acquirers, or else remain operational at a modest level of activity. Although historically only 20
to 35 percent of start-ups have been taken public,
these initial public offerings (IPOs) have accounted for the bulk of VC returns (Gompers and Lerner 1999).
Given its investment in the start-up, the VC ﬁrm
has a strong incentive to monitor the start-up’s activities. Mandel (2000, 29–30) notes, for example,
that VC ﬁrms “closely monitor the performance of
the start-up and step in if necessary. Most venture
investments are written with provisions that give
venture capitalists either control over the board of
the start-up or veto power over major operating
decisions. In the extreme case, venture capitalists
can replace the founder of a struggling company
with an outside CEO.” Despite these safeguards,
many VC ﬁrms have investments in 100 or more
companies, so the monitoring of individual ﬁrms
can be difﬁcult.
Economists have used agency theory to model
the ways in which VC ﬁrms monitor the start-ups
they ﬁnance. Gompers (1995), for example, argues
that start-ups that have the highest agency costs
for VC ﬁrms are those with intangible assets
(which make it difﬁcult for the VC ﬁrm to recover
its investment should the start-up fail), high asset
speciﬁcity (ﬁrms that require specialized knowledge are difﬁcult to monitor), and high market-tobook values (because ﬁrms in such industries may
be easily able to attract alternative investors). To
test these arguments, Gompers examined a strategy widely used by VC ﬁrms: the phenomenon of
“rounds,” or investment at various discrete stages.
VC ﬁrms use rounds as a means of continuously
reevaluating the start-ups in which they invest.
This approach provides signiﬁcant incentives for
compliance by the start-up, and thus serves as an
important monitoring device. Using a random
sample of 794 ﬁrms that received venture capital
between January 1961 and July 1992, Gompers
found that ﬁrms operating in industries with relatively few tangible assets and high R & D expenditures (characteristic of those with high asset speciﬁcity) experienced both more rounds and shorter
times between the rounds, indicating that they
were more closely monitored.11
Sociologists have also contributed to the VC literature. In an analysis of the fate of 4,064 ventures, Freeman (1999) examined the relation between the centrality of VC ﬁrms (in terms of their
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participation in a large number of ventures) and
the probability that the venture would result in the
start-up being acquired, failing, or moving to IPO
status. Freeman found that VC ﬁrm centrality was
positively associated with both being acquired and
issuing an IPO. The ﬁrst ﬁnding suggests that because of their involvement in a large number of
investments, central VC ﬁrms lose patience with
modestly performing ﬁrms, which renders the
ﬁrms’ entrepreneurs more likely to sell out when
the opportunity arises. The second ﬁnding suggests that start-up ﬁrms will beneﬁt from the advice and connections associated with having centrally located backers.
VC ﬁrms have traditionally invested in start-ups
located within the same geographic region (for a
study of the biotech industry see Powell et al.
2002). In recent years, these investments have
started to encompass a wider geographic area. In a
study of this phenomenon, Sorenson and Stuart
(2001) argue that a primary reason for this expansion has been the proliferation of investment syndicates among VC ﬁrms. Because the participants
in these syndicates often come from a range of
areas, their evolution provides a mechanism for the
erosion of geographic boundaries in the distribution of venture capital. Using a data set consisting
of investments by 1,025 VC ﬁrms in 7,590 targets
between 1986 and 1998, Sorenson and Stuart focused on whether the effects of geographic and industry proximity (in terms of previous investments
in a particular industry) on a VC ﬁrm investing in
a particular start-up are affected by the social relations among VC ﬁrms in the syndicate. The authors suggested that prior network ties among
syndicate members would mitigate the negative effects of both kinds of distance. Using three indicators of network ties—the existence of prior ties between a given VC ﬁrm and others in the syndicate,
the geographic distance between these tied VC
ﬁrms and the start-up, and the VC ﬁrm’s centrality in the syndication network—Sorenson and Stuart found support for both hypotheses. Consistent
with the authors’ argument, interﬁrm relations
played a role in reducing barriers to investment
across geographic regions.
Podolny (2001) used VC ﬁrms to address the
distinction between what he termed “egocentric”
and “altercentric” uncertainty. Egocentric uncertainty is a producer’s lack of information on the
market for its product, as in an automobile manufacturer that does not know how the public will respond to a new model. Altercentric uncertainty is
a lack of information that consumers have about
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the value of a product, as in a homeowner who
must select a roofer to replace the roof on her
house. Podolny argues that actors that occupy
“structural holes” (loosely connected personal networks; Burt 1992) will tend to move toward areas
of a market that are high in egocentric uncertainty, because structural holes help reduce this uncertainty. Having high status in an industry leads to
the opposite prediction, according to Podolny. Because the key advantage that status gives can only
be achieved if one has a clear sense of exactly where
the status will provide beneﬁts, high-status actors
gravitate toward market segments that have low
egocentric uncertainty. To study this tendency,
Podolny examined the rounds at which 387 VC
ﬁrms made investments, on the assumption that
the earlier the round, the greater the level of egocentric uncertainty. Consistent with his predictions, ﬁrms that occupied structural holes were
more likely to invest in earlier rounds, while those
with high status were more likely to invest in later
rounds.
Interestingly, the pattern of this work resembles
that of the older bank control literature. VC ﬁrms
are not banks, but they are one of the primary
providers of capital to start-up ﬁrms. This role gives
them both the potential and the requirement to
monitor, just as banks were stipulated to do in the
earlier work. The VC phenomenon actually provides a much purer manifestation of the principles
posited by the bank control theorists. In contrast
to large nonﬁnancial corporations, there is no ambiguity about the extent to which start-ups require
external capital: they are virtually completely dependent on it. Although the VC literature among
sociologists cited previously has focused on networks, it has been sensitive to the monitoring issue
as well, in fact, to a greater extent than those who
have studied interﬁrm networks in the past.
The Stock Market
In the 1990s the U.S. stock market grew at a
spectacular rate. Many analysts and laypersons justiﬁed the continuously rising stock prices as a consequence of a “new economy”—the growth of
high-technology industries and improvements in
productivity—and the resulting increased conﬁdence among investors. Investors had come to accept as “truisms” the arguments of academics and
ﬁnance professionals that stocks were the best
long-term investment and that stock prices reﬂected real value. In this section we take a closer look
at the efﬁcient market theory, a view that posits
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that stock prices reﬂect the true value of ﬁrms. We
pay particular attention to research ﬁndings by sociologists and organizational scholars that challenge the theory. We then address the extent to
which the claims made during the 1990s paralleled
those made during an earlier era—the 1920s.
Efﬁcient Market Theory
The concept of an efﬁcient market is
astonishingly simple and remarkably wellsupported by facts. Among these facts are the
rapid adjustment of security prices to public
announcements of information about ﬁrms as
well as the general inability of professionally
managed portfolios to beat simple market
indexes. Less than 30 years ago any
suggestion that security investment is a fair
game was generally regarded as bizarre. Today
it is not only widely accepted in business
schools, but it also permeates investment
practice and government policy toward the
security markets. (Brealey, Myers, and Marcus
2001, 362)

Efﬁcient market theory became popular through
the work of University of Chicago economist Eugene Fama and his colleagues in the late 1960s
(Fama 1970). The efﬁcient market hypothesis
comes in three different forms. The weak form
suggests that prices efﬁciently reﬂect all the information contained in the past series of stock prices.
It is therefore impossible to earn superior returns
simply by looking for patterns in stock prices. The
semistrong form suggests that prices reﬂect all
published information. This means it is impossible
to make consistently superior returns simply by
reading the newspaper, looking at the company’s
annual accounts, and other public information.
For this reason, analysts can do little to help an investor earn superior returns. The strong form of
the efﬁcient market hypothesis (the one most popular in the 1990s) suggests that stock prices effectively incorporate all available information: the
consequence of millions of investors competing for
an edge is that virtually no source of information
remains unexplored. As a result, the best an
investor can do is to assume that securities are fairly priced (Brealey, Myers, and Marcus 2001,
352–54).
Since the 1980s, however, economists have uncovered several deviations from efﬁcient market
behavior. Focusing on ﬁrms, researchers found
that corporate managers consistently made superior proﬁts when they dealt in their own company’s

stock (Seyhyun 1986), that small-ﬁrm stocks
outperformed large-ﬁrm stocks, even on a riskadjusted basis (Banz 1981), that ﬁrms with high
ratios of book value to market value outperformed
other ﬁrms (Fama and French 1992), and that
there was no signiﬁcant association between stock
prices and expected dividend payouts (Shiller
1981, 2000). Focusing on investors, research in
behavioral ﬁnance documented that prices reﬂected certain cognitive biases such as short-term underreaction and long-term overreaction to information (DeBondt and Thaler 1985; Jegadeesh and
Titman 1993).
Sociologists, too, have examined securities markets and prices. Baker (1984), in a study of trading
on the ﬂoor of the Chicago Stock Exchange,
found that the size, density, and fragmentation of
various communication networks affected the
volatility of prices, independent of the ordinary
market forces of supply and demand. Most ﬂoor
trading in securities markets occurs in face-to-face
interaction. Baker found that in large crowds, communication among traders was difﬁcult. This is
readily understandable in network analytic terms,
in which the number of possible dyadic relations
increases geometrically with the addition of each
member of the network. Consequently, the density of interaction within a group will tend to be a
decreasing negative function of its size. Because of
the difﬁculty of communication, the volatility of
prices was much greater in large groups than in
small groups. The extent to which trading approximated a “pure” market model was thus related to
the size of the group involved in trading. The
smaller the group, Baker found, the more stable
the prices and thus the more efﬁcient the operation of the market. In a subsequent work, Baker
and Iyer (1992) developed a mathematical model
that generalized this ﬁnding. The authors showed
that different network structures create different
levels of information ﬂow, which in turn affect
price volatility.
Hayward and Boeker (1998) examined the determinants of analysts’ ratings of securities, which
in turn have been found to inﬂuence stock prices
(Stickel 1992; Womack 1996). Hayward and Boeker were concerned with whether conﬂicts of interest between the corporate ﬁnance department and
the securities analysts within the research department of an investment bank affected the latter’s
ratings of the bank’s corporate clients’ equity securities. Because the corporate ﬁnance department’s
primary mandate is to serve and promote its
clients’ ﬁnancial interests, that department prefers
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high ratings. The job of securities analysts, on the
other hand, is to provide independent and objective advice to investors about the value and merits
of equity securities. The professional code of ethics
within the ﬁnancial community requires what analysts term a “Chinese wall”12 to exist between the
two groups. Hayward and Boeker argue that there
are cracks in the wall, with the rating behavior of
securities analysts reﬂecting the resource asymmetries and power differences between the two departments. Whereas securities analysts do not generate bank revenue directly, corporate ﬁnance
departments are major contributors to bank revenues and proﬁts. Examining over 8,000 ratings
for 70 companies from ﬁve U.S. industries between 1989 and 1993, Hayward and Boeker found
that securities analysts rate the securities of their
bank’s corporate ﬁnance clients more favorably
than other analysts rating the same securities.
These results indicate that the available information used in stock-purchasing decisions may be biased or inaccurate.
Zuckerman (1999) looked directly at the impact
securities analysts have on stock prices through
their role as “product critic.” Contrary to efﬁcient
market theory, Zuckerman states that the information available to investors is often insufﬁcient and
requires decoding. The cognitive limits on information processing along with the inherent unpredictability of the economic future make stock
evaluation an interpretive project. The fact that interpretations are social enterprises, carried out with
an eye to how others will view the same information, complicates matters even further. Such valuation problems give rise to the need for product
critics.
In the stock market, industries are the categories
by which corporate equity shares are classiﬁed, and
securities analysts, who specialize in particular industries, are the relevant product critics. Stocks not
certiﬁed by a product critic as being a member of
the critic’s industry incur an “illegitimacy discount.” The illegitimacy discount manifests itself
in a lower stock price. Securities analysts, by addressing a ﬁrm’s place within an industry, thus
confer a legitimacy that in turn impacts its stock
price.
Zuckerman hypothesizes that the greater the
coverage mismatch (the extent to which a ﬁrm that
does business in industry X is not covered by the
analysts who specialize in X) experienced by a ﬁrm,
the more likely the presence of an illegitimacy discount, as reﬂected in a lower stock price. Using
sales, assets, and earnings before income tax to
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measure the discrepancy between the imputed
value of a ﬁrm and its actual value, he found that
the stock price of an American ﬁrm was discounted to the extent that the securities analysts who
specialized in its industry did not cover the ﬁrm.
By ﬁnding that a securities analyst’s certiﬁcation of
a ﬁrm’s membership in an industry inﬂuences its
price, Zuckerman’s study raises a challenge to the
efﬁcient market theory, which assumes that the
relation between ﬁrm value and stock price is
straightforward, and uncontaminated by social and
political processes.
There are occasions in which rhetoric alone can
affect a ﬁrm’s stock price. Westphal and Zajac
(1998) examined the effect of ﬁrms’ announcements of long-term incentive plans (LTIPs) for
their CEOs on the ﬁrms’ stock prices. These plans
are attempts to build performance contingencies
into CEO compensation packages, a move most
observers would expect to increase the ﬁrm’s attractiveness to investors. Examining 408 large U.S.
corporations from 1982 through 1992, Westphal
and Zajac found that in more than 50 percent of
the cases in which LTIPs were announced, they
were ultimately not implemented. Among the authors’ concerns were two that are especially relevant to our discussion: ﬁrst, whether ﬁrms that announced but did not implement LTIPs still gained
an “excess” return in their stock price (beyond
their expected industry average), and second,
whether ﬁrms that used the rhetoric of agency theory in making their announcements received excess returns as well. Westphal and Zajac found that
regardless of whether a ﬁrm actually implemented
an LTIP, the announcement of a plan resulted in
excess returns to stock price, up to a period of one
year after the announcement. Of equal interest,
they found that regardless of whether ﬁrms actually implemented their announced LTIPs, only those
that used agency theory rhetoric in their proxy
statements received an excess return. These ﬁndings suggest that purely symbolic behaviors—in
this case announcements of plans that are not implemented and the use of rhetoric that resonates
with the views of investors—can have effects on
the stock price of ﬁrms.
Speculation and Crises
Recurrent speculative insanity and the
associated ﬁnancial deprivation and larger
devastation are, I am persuaded, inherent
in the system. Perhaps it is better that this
be recognized and accepted. (Galbraith
1994, viii)
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Although historians have documented cases of
speculation as far back as ancient Rome during the
republic of the second century B.C., speculation acquired an economic meaning only in the late eighteenth century (Chancellor 1999). Adam Smith
([1776] 1976) deﬁned the speculator as one interested in short-term opportunities for proﬁt. The
speculator’s investments were ﬂuid, whereas those
of the conventional businessperson were more or
less ﬁxed. Schumpeter (1939, 679) noted that
“the difference between a speculator and an investor can be deﬁned by the presence or absence of
the intent to ‘trade,’ i.e., realize proﬁts from ﬂuctuation in security prices.”
Because markets do not always work smoothly,
and are frequently known to go from boom to
bust, sociologists and economists have long been
interested in market speculation and crisis. In his
General Economic History ([1923] 1927), Weber
discussed the great speculative crises of the eighteenth century: John Law’s Mississippi scheme in
France and the South Sea bubble in England (for
detailed descriptions of these events see Mackay
[1841] 1932). Weber treated these events as “irrational” because neither project was capable of producing the returns necessary to sustain the investment. Nevertheless, Weber termed as “rational”
subsequent crises that occurred when investment
in production grew faster than consumption. According to Weber, it is these types of crises to
which Karl Marx referred when he predicted the
downfall of capitalism.
The stock market crash of 1929 and the Great
Depression that followed greatly increased economists’ interest in speculation and crises. The traditional monetarist account, put forth by Friedman
and Schwartz (1963), holds that the depression
was the result of Federal Reserve errors in the regulation of the money supply. The traditional Keynesian explanation holds that the depression was
the result of an exogenously determined decline of
investment opportunities or a prior unexplained
decline in consumption activity (Temin 1976).
Galbraith (1994, 24) argues that “[m]arkets in our
culture are a totem; [and] to them can be ascribed
no inherent aberrant tendency or fault.” For this
reason, economists often fail to study speculation
as a phenomenon sui generis. Because the market
is believed to be a neutral and accurate reﬂection
of external inﬂuences, economists prefer to locate
blame outside the market rather than acknowledge
that there might be any inherent and internal dynamic or error.
One of the most developed theories of specula-

tion and crisis was presented by Kindleberger
(1978). Drawing on Minsky (1972), Kindleberger
suggests that a crisis usually begins with a “displacement,” an exogenous shock to the macroeconomic system (1978, 15). Although the nature of
this displacement varies from one speculative
boom to another, it always brings new opportunities for proﬁt. As ﬁrms and households see others
making proﬁts from speculative purchases and resales, they follow suit. Increasing speculation leads
to “mania.” Kindleberger uses the word mania to
emphasize the irrationality involved in the process
(1978, 17). When insiders decide to “sell out”
(and thus take their proﬁts), there ensues an uneasy period of “ﬁnancial distress.” As distress persists, speculators realize that the market cannot go
higher and they attempt to withdraw. The race to
cash in one’s long-term ﬁnancial assets then turns
into a stampede; and panic, like speculation, feeds
on itself (20).
Abolaﬁa and Kilduff (1988) have applied Kindleberger’s model to the 1980 crisis in the silver
futures market. The unusually high level of inﬂation during 1979 led to a speculative bubble in the
price of silver. For several periods during 1979, inﬂation actually exceeded the cost of borrowing.
Following Kindleberger, Abolaﬁa and Kilduff describe the phases of the bubble, from the mania
stage, when prices increased rapidly, through the
distress stage, when participants began to question
whether the increase would continue indeﬁnitely,
through the panic stage, when investors began to
liquidate. Unlike Kindleberger, who focused on
the irrational, crowdlike behavior during crises,
Abolaﬁa and Kilduff focus on the strategic actions
of buyers, sellers, bankers, and government agencies. They show that market participants both create and are affected by the environment within
which trading takes place. The primary “protagonists” in this battle were the Hunt brothers, who
had been buying silver since the early 1970s but
who later switched to silver futures, which did not
require actual delivery of the silver but merely a
promise to pay at a later date. Abolaﬁa and Kilduff
show how, prodded by worried investors, the federal government stepped in to regulate the situation by tightening the money available for speculation and forcing the Hunt brothers to reduce their
holdings.
Another market crisis that has received scholarly
attention is the October 19, 1987, stock market
crash, popularly referred to as “Black Monday,” in
which the Dow Jones Industrial Average fell 23
percent in a single day. In terms of efﬁcient market
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theory, there was no obvious new information to
justify such a sharp decline. If stock prices reﬂect
ﬁrms’ real values, as the theory suggests, then it is
difﬁcult to explain how the real values of leading
U.S. corporations declined so sharply within such
a brief period.
Warner and Molotch (1993) culled the Wall
Street Journal, the New York Times, and the Los Angeles Times between October 16 and 23, 1987, to
examine the media’s explanation of the crash. Only
two of the 261 articles located by Warner and
Molotch related the market crash to investors’
knowledge of declining corporate proﬁts (a price
decline in response to relevant information as suggested by efﬁcient market theory). Instead, articles
dealing with the crash fell into one or more of the
following categories: (1) they examined the role of
interest rates, the money supply, and the budget
deﬁcit in undermining stockholders’ conﬁdence; (2)
they examined the social structure of the market,
that is, how the stock market is organized through
mechanisms such as government policy, investor
cliques, and trading technologies; or (3) they assumed that prices were embedded in the general
psychological, cultural, and social structural forces
that order human affairs, that is, that traders were
subject to group emotions and were inﬂuenced by
others’ status when making trading decisions. If, as
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Warner and Molotch argue, the press both reﬂects
and shapes popular perceptions, it is not surprising
that when the Presidential Task Force on Market
Mechanisms (1988) surveyed market participants’
assessment of the causes of the crash, the most
widely cited answer was “social factors.”
The dramatic rise in the U.S. stock market in the
1990s—and the subsequent crash—has renewed
interest in speculative bubbles. Most of the books
and articles published in the late 1990s were written to justify and celebrate the rising market (see,
for example, Dent 1998; Elias 1999; Orman
1997). A small group of authors, however, have
suggested that the rise in gambling institutions and
the increased frequency of actual gambling had
created a culture favorable to risk taking that encouraged investing in the stock market (Chernow
1997). Others have argued that the stock market
of the 1990s reﬂected a speculative bubble similar
to that of the 1920s (Chancellor 1999; Shiller
2000). Similarities between the 1920s and the
1990s include the fact that price/earnings ratios of
stocks were at historical highs in both periods (see
ﬁg. 1), the proﬁtability of U.S. corporations was
enhanced in both periods by the inability of labor
to push through real wage increases, both periods
witnessed the prevalence of arguments that stock
provided investment returns superior to those of

Figure 1. Changes in the price-earnings ratio, 1881–2000. Shiller, Robert J., Irrational Exuberance. © 2000
Robert J. Shiller, published by Princeton University Press. Reprinted by permission of Princeton University
Press.
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bonds, and both periods spawned claims that the
United States had entered a new form of capitalism
that rendered contractions a thing of the past.
The preceding suggests that speculative bubbles
are recurring events with underlying patterns. Several of their causes reside in changes in economic
and political institutions as well as the creation of
new cultural frames. Galbraith (1994) counsels that
in the aftermath of speculation excesses, the collective reality of it tends to be ignored. Although
many people and institutions were involved, participants tend to attribute error, gullibility, overindulgence, or dishonesty to single individuals or corporations, rather than to the participants in general.
The collective nature of speculative bubbles raises a number of interesting sociological questions.
Davis and Thompson (1994) and Fligstein (2001)
have compared market behavior to social movements. Along related lines, speculative bubbles may
resemble forms of collective behavior such as fads
and panics. Because the state plays a central role in
making and enforcing the laws that govern ﬁnancial
markets, what are the politics behind state actions?
How are the cultural frames that trigger the process
of speculative bubbles created (Collins 1981)? To
what extent are the participants in these events behaving rationally? To what extent do the winners
and losers fall along class or power lines? Is Galbraith correct that social scientists have failed to analyze the speculative behavior itself? If so, does this
omission contribute to history repeating itself?

MERGER WAVES: THE 1890S, 1920S, 1960S,
1980S, AND 1990S
Just as speculative bubbles have occurred in different historical periods, so have merger waves.
American history has witnessed ﬁve periods of
heightened merger activity: the turn of the twentieth century, the 1920s, the 1960s, the 1980s, and
the 1990s. Stearns and Allan (1996) have argued
that the ﬁrst four merger waves occurred when
changes in the political and economic environment
enabled once marginal actors to devise new methods to acquire ﬁrms. As these actors became increasingly successful, their innovations were mimicked throughout the business community. Stearns
and Allan suggest that the 1990s wave can also be
attributed to changes in the political and economic environment, but that the role of the marginal
actor may have been replaced by the institutionalization of the merger market. Key components involved in the institutionalization process were the

widespread adoption of the ﬁnance conception of
the ﬁrm (Fligstein 1990) and the large increase in
organizations and professionals involved in merger
activities in recent decades (Stearns 1995).
Stearns and Allan (1996) show that in the 1980s
key antitrust enforcement positions in the Reagan
administration were ﬁlled with individuals directly
identiﬁed with, or openly sympathetic to, Chicago
School economics. In the Chicago School approach, high market concentration is seen as having few negative consequences and mergers are
viewed as generally efﬁciency-enhancing. In addition to a supportive state, the deconcentration of
the capital market, along with the increase in foreign funds and the deregulation of savings and
loan (S&L) institutions, made new sources of capital available for mergers. In 1978, foreign funds,
S&Ls, and mutual funds held $103 billion, 10 percent of all corporate liabilities. By 1983, their
holdings increased threefold to $302 billion, accounting for 19 percent of all corporate liabilities.
Over the next six years the proportion continued
to increase. In 1989, foreign funds, S&Ls, and
mutual funds held $901 billion, 29 percent of all
corporate liabilities. Between 1984 and 1989, these
three groups thus provided the corporate sector
with an additional $600 billion, a sum greater than
the total capitalization of the 50 largest deals every
year during the merger wave (1984–89) or the
total capitalization for 50 percent of all mergers
occurring during the wave.
The ﬁrst actors to take advantage of these new
opportunities were not the established, most powerful ﬁnancial organizations, but marginal actors,
challengers to the status quo. The 1980s merger
movement had three sets of such challengers: a
cadre of corporate raiders such as T. Boone Pickens, Ron Perelman, and the Bass brothers; the
three men who engineered the leveraged buyout,
Jerome Kolberg, Henry Kravis, and George
Roberts (founders of the ﬁrm KKR); and most important, Michael Milken and the “second tier” investment bank for which he worked, Drexel Burnham Lambert. Although these “outsiders” came
from relatively wealthy families and attended elite
private universities, most were the sons or grandsons of immigrants. None worked for a Fortune
500 ﬁrm. And at a time when most CEOs were
Protestants from the North, these new players were
primarily Jews and/or southerners, in particular
Texas- or Oklahoma-based oilmen.
Because Wall Street was viewed as a tightly controlled network unfriendly to outsiders, the insurgent actors were forced to devise novel methods
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for tapping the newly available capital sources.
These innovations consisted of the leveraged buyout and junk bonds. A leveraged buyout occurs
when a small group of investors, usually including
the management, buy out a company’s public
shareholders by borrowing against the assets of the
target company. These buyers then repay the debt
either with cash from the acquired company or,
more often, by selling some of the company’s assets. Junk bonds are unsecured bonds whose payment of interest and repayment of principal are potentially in doubt. Because of their riskiness, their
interest rates are typically higher than those of investment grade bonds. Michael Milken singlehandedly created a junk bond market. Once established, this market provided the new actors with
the huge amounts of capital needed to bypass the
traditional lending network. Yago (1991) has suggested that junk bonds created access to capital for
small and medium-sized companies that had been
previously prohibited from participating in the
capital markets. In “a very real sense [this constituted] democratized capital” (9).
Sociologists and organizational theorists have
paid increasing attention to the social structural
and institutional inﬂuences on merger activity.
Fligstein and Brantley (1992) found no association
between bank interlocks and ownership and merger activity between 1969 and 1979. Contrary to
this ﬁnding, however, Palmer et al. (1995) found
that during the 1960s targeted ﬁrms that had
interlocks with commercial and investment banks
were more likely to be acquired in a friendly rather
than predatory fashion. In a subsequent analysis
based on the same period, Palmer and Barber
(2001) found, consistent with Stearns and Allan’s
argument, that CEOs of relatively low social status
were those most likely to pursue diversifying acquisitions.13 Haunschild (1993), in a study of 327
large and medium-sized U.S. ﬁrms between 1981
and 1990, found that ﬁrms were more likely to engage in acquisitions if one of their top managers sat
on the board of another ﬁrm that had engaged in
an acquisition during the prior three years. And in
a study of the 120 largest U.S. manufacturing
ﬁrms from 1979, Fligstein and Markowitz (1993)
found that the presence of bank ofﬁcers on ﬁrms’
boards increased the likelihood of a ﬁrm becoming
a merger target between 1979 and 1987.
These ﬁndings on the effects of interlocks on
mergers have not received unqualiﬁed support.
Davis and Stout (1992), in a study of Fortune 500
ﬁrms, found no association between bank interlocks and ownership and the risk of a takeover bid
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between 1983 and 1990. The divergent ﬁndings
on the role of ﬁnancial institutions in the Fligstein
and Markowitz and Davis and Stout studies may
be due to sample differences or the fact that private
investment banks were not included in the Davis
and Stout study. Stearns and Allan (1996) show
that these banks played the leading role in promoting mergers in the 1980s.

REGULATION OF CAPITAL MARKETS
One of the most controversial issues among
both economists and economic sociologists is the
role of state regulation of capital markets. Classical
and neoclassical economists have tended to be
skeptical of government regulation, but regulatory
policy is a major component of economic theory,
and even the most free market–oriented economists have acknowledged the need for at least a
minimal level of regulation. As Joseph Stiglitz
(1999, 38) has noted, “There are today few diehard
free-marketeers who advocate ‘free banking’—a ﬁnancial sector without prudential regulation.”
Economic sociologists, drawing on Polanyi ([1944]
1957), have tended to view regulation as not only
a necessary component of capitalist societies, but
one that actually facilitates the workings of markets.
The fact that some degree of regulation of capital markets is necessary does not mean that regulation is always beneﬁcial. In the 1980s and early
1990s, U.S. commercial banks encountered a series of difﬁculties, brought on by the rise of alternative sources of ﬁnancing (Davis and Mizruchi
1999) and increasing competition from foreign
banks (Calomiris 2000). U.S. banks found themselves increasingly shackled by state regulations
that restricted branching, and by federal regulations, most notably Glass-Steagall, that placed limits on their activities (see our previous discussion).
By the mid-1990s, however, most states had liberalized their branch banking laws, and GlassSteagall was repealed in 1999. These deregulations
led the way toward the creation of huge, nationwide banks that offered a range of services (Calomiris 2000, 334–38). The performance of major
U.S. banks improved accordingly.
It is possible that the improved performance of
U.S. banks during the 1990s was less a result of
deregulation than a simple consequence of the
strong overall economy. Even in cases in which it
appears to be an appropriate strategy, deregulation
can lead to unanticipated negative consequences.
In the early 1980s, savings and loan banks in the
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United States were experiencing a severe crisis because they were holding long-term low-interest
mortgages at far below current interest rates (itself
an artifact of regulation). In the hope of rescuing
S&Ls from this predicament, Congress passed the
Garn–St. Germain Act of 1982, which enabled
S&Ls to diversify into other forms of investment.
In their search for high returns, however, S&Ls increasingly invested in junk bonds and other highrisk instruments, which eventually led to more than
1,000 bank failures and a $200 billion taxpayerﬁnanced bailout.
Another study that illustrates the unanticipated
consequences of both regulation and deregulation
is Burk’s (1988) book-length treatment of attempts by the U.S. government to manage the
stock market. Burk argues that the Securities and
Exchange Commission was formed not simply as a
direct response to the crash of 1929, as is commonly assumed, but through a snowball effect that
resulted from a Senate investigation of the stock
market. Public disclosure requirements were designed to limit the close-knit, insider-dominated
trading that was pervasive prior to the crash. Once
in place, the SEC created a very different environment for stock trading that led to a series of unanticipated consequences. “It established new conﬁdence in the safety of stock investment, facilitated
the rise of institutional stock investing, and so
spurred a huge growth in market transactions and
competition among market participants” (Burk
1988, 137). By the late 1960s, however, the new
competition led to the undermining of the regulatory order, creating chaos in the market and resulting in the ﬁnancial ruin of many ﬁrms. Between
1969 and 1970 over 100 broker-dealers went
bankrupt or were forced into involuntary mergers.
Abolaﬁa (1996) argues that too little attention
has been paid to the nongovernmental systems of
regulation. Trading markets (stocks, bonds, and
futures) are also kept in check by informal modes
of control. At the individual level, boundaries of
appropriate behavior are deﬁned by trading ﬂoor
culture. Traders learn what strategies are acceptable and which ones are discouraged. Behavior is
modiﬁed through such informal means as yelling
at the miscreant publicly or freezing her or him out
of trades. At the transactional level, self-regulatory
associations have been created to restrain market
behavior. Abolaﬁa ﬁnds that these forms of control
are similar to governmental regulation in that they
tend to reﬂect the interests of the most powerful
actors, create their own contradictions, and fail to
prevent cycles of opportunism.

What these studies suggest is the simultaneous
need for, and yet the problems created by, the regulation of markets. As Burk’s study indicated, the
logical outcome of unrestricted market processes
was that those with more power hoarded information and took advantage of their privileges. This
situation created the need for regulation. Yet attempts at regulation created an entirely new set of
unanticipated problems, leading to calls for deregulation. Deregulation then led to a situation not
unlike the one that created the need for the SEC
in the ﬁrst place. Reﬂecting this, Abolaﬁa (1996)
suggests that “[R]egulation will never be ﬁnetuned and regulator action, even in the presence of
political consensus, will remain part science and
part craft” (181).
One can ask whether a regulatory system with
greater independence from ﬁnancial community
pressures would be more effective. On the other
hand, the organizational literature is rife with cases
in which even well-intentioned leaders become diverted by unanticipated obstacles. The sociologically signiﬁcant questions for research on the regulation of ﬁnancial markets involve how and by
whom regulation is initiated (including the cultural context in which this takes place), the types of
conﬂicts that arise, how are they resolved, and the
consequences, both anticipated and unanticipated,
of the regulation.
FINANCIAL MARKETS OUTSIDE THE
UNITED STATES
The ﬁnancial systems of industrialized nations
vary in a number of ways. Gerschenkron (1962)
and Zysman (1983) noted that historically, these ﬁnancial systems could be divided into two basic
types: capital market–based and credit-based. In
capital market–based systems, such as the United
States and the United Kingdom, security issues
(stocks and bonds) have been the primary source of
long-term funds, while bank lending has functioned primarily to provide short-term funds. In
credit-based systems, such as France, Germany, and
Japan, the stock and bond markets have not been
easily accessible to private borrowers. Banks have
served as the primary provider of long-term funds,
often owning or voting much of the stock of important companies. Gerschenkron (1962) argued
that credit-based systems were solutions to late development, while the capital market–based systems
were tied to an earlier industrial transformation.
In France (historically a credit-based ﬁnancial
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system), most external ﬁnancing of private companies has been arranged through borrowing from ﬁnancial institutions rather than through the independent sale of securities. The limited importance
of the securities market for corporate ﬁnance
meant that ﬁrms sought external funds in the form
of loans from banks. In France, the market for
these loans was maintained by government intervention, since the institutions that collect shortterm deposits did not always lend them to ﬁnal
users. Instead, these deposits ﬂowed to specialized
lending institutions, which controlled nearly a
third of the funds that the ﬁnancial system provided to the economy. The additional step from saver
to borrower allowed the government to stand between the savings and the investment institutions
and thus to inﬂuence the allocation of funds by selectively manipulating access, subsiding price, or
some technique of rediscounting. In 1979, the
Bank of France reported that 43 percent of all credits to the French economy were made with some
kind of privilege or subsidy and that 25 percent of
corporate lending was subsidized directly. These
ﬁgures reﬂected an extensive and intimate system
of ties among nonﬁnancial corporations, ﬁnancial
institutions, and the state (Zysman 1983, 112–
33). Beginning in the mid-1980s, however, following a series of deregulations (including the removal of subsidized credits), the relative use of
equity increased (Metais 2000). In 1985, the equity/total asset ratio for French manufacturers was
0.206 while the debt/total asset ratio was 0.736.
By 1993, the equity ﬁgure had increased to 0.356
while the debt ﬁgure had declined to 0.591 (Andrés-Alonso et al. 2000).
Japan and Germany have also historically had
credit-based ﬁnancial systems. In both countries,
corporations were dependent on banks rather than
securities markets. Banks acted as the primary intermediary between savers and private companies,
and external ﬁnancing came primarily from bank
loans. The stock market did not serve as a means
of raising new funds from the household sector.
Rather, in both countries, there was a high level of
equity holdings between banks and ﬁrms (Franks
and Mayer 1992; Gerlach 1992). In Japan, these
interﬁrm relations, which were the outcome of repeated past transactions, often served as substitutes
for price mechanisms in the distribution of funds
between banks and corporations.
Japan experienced a rapid expansion during the
1980s that led eventually to a collapse during the
1990s. In the late 1980s, the use of equity ﬁnancing increased precipitously, from about four mil-
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lion yen among all Japanese corporations in 1986,
to 26 trillion yen by 1989 (Gao 2001). The relative ratio of equity to assets versus debt to assets
also increased, but at a rate somewhat lower than
the increase in France. In 1985, the equity/total
asset ratio for Japanese manufacturers was 0.264
while the debt/total asset ratio was 0.678. By
1993, the equity ﬁgure had increased to 0.324
while the debt ﬁgure had declined to 0.634 (Andrés-Alonso et al. 2000). Although Japanese ﬁrms’
use of debt therefore increased signiﬁcantly during
the 1990s, it did so at a much lower rate than in
France. In France, the relative level of equity versus debt went from 28.0 percent in 1985 to 60.2
percent in 1993; in Japan, during the same period,
the relative level of equity versus debt went from
38.9 percent to 51.1 percent. Moreover, as Gao
(2001, chap. 6) notes, much of the new equity
went directly into the purchase of real estate rather
than toward upgrading manufacturing capability.
Gao suggests that the power of Japanese banks relative to nonﬁnancial corporations declined during
the downturn of the 1990s. Although these developments may indicate a trend in Japan away from
a pure credit-based system, it would be premature
to conclude that a qualitative break has occurred.14
Unlike France or Japan, the German government has tended to not intervene to affect the allocation of credit. Instead, banks historically were
the preeminent actors in the transformation and allocation of ﬁnancial resources to industry (Zysman
1983). This gave German banks power with respect to corporations because, in addition to their
legal right to own substantial stock in corporations
and to exercise proxy votes for other shareholders,
all routes to corporate external ﬁnance, including
loans, bonds, and equity, led back to the banks.
The German ﬁnancial system did experience changes
during the 1990s. Banks began to securitize their
loans (combining them into a single portfolio and
selling them as a security), rather than holding
them for the life of the agreement. This change,
along with the growing presence of investment/
pension funds as both owners and lenders, has increasingly transformed bank-ﬁrm relations from
embedded (albeit asymmetric) into “arm’s length”
ties (Windolf 2002). As in the Japanese case, even
these changes are not substantial enough as of this
writing to suggest that Germany is no longer accurately described as a credit-based system. In 1985,
the equity/total asset ratio for German manufacturers was 0.227 while the debt/total asset ratio
was 0.538. By 1992, the equity ﬁgure had barely
increased, to 0.240, while the debt ﬁgure had de-
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clined only slightly, to 0.502 (Andrés-Alonso et al.
2000).15
The ﬁnancial system in the United Kingdom differs from France, Japan, and Germany in that like
the United States, it is a capital market–based system. Most of the external ﬁnancing of private companies is arranged through the sale of stocks and
bonds. Similar to the United States, the securities
market, once the domain of individual investors, is
becoming increasingly dominated by institutions.
Between 1963 and 1985, the portion of U.K. equity held by individuals dropped from 54 to 31
percent, with a corresponding increase in the proportion of institutional stockholding. These institutional investors do not make loans, however.
Merchant banks arrange stock and bond offerings
and commercial banks provide corporations with
short-term ﬁnancing. Although several markets,
particularly the commercial bank market, are in effect oligopolies, power in one ﬁnancial market
does not necessarily translate into power in other
markets. Increased competition between types of
ﬁnancial institutions, and between British and foreign banks, prevents businesses from having to face
a single set of capital suppliers. Moreover, British
ﬁrms have ﬁnanced most of their expansion from
savings and the sale of equity, not from credit,
making them less dependent on long-term funding. As for the state, the British government does
not control channels of lending. As a result, the
British ﬁnancial system is characterized by a lack of
direct involvement between industry and ﬁnancial
institutions on one hand, and a lack of government
involvement in the affairs of ﬁnancial institutions
and in the allocation of industrial credit on the
other (Zysman 1983, 189–201). As we have noted,
the structure of a nation’s ﬁnancial system differs
based on whether it was an “early” or “late” developer. But Zysman argues that these systems,
once in place, continue to play a major role in
shaping contemporary national economies, primarily by affecting the ability of governments to
develop national industrial policies.16
Although the classiﬁcation of various industrialized nations into one of these two types was generally accepted into the early-1990s, some scholars
have suggested that the differences began to become blurred as the 1990s progressed (AndrésAlonso et al. 2000; Windolf 2002). The available
data, which run through the early 1990s, indicate
that there has been some movement of historical
credit-based systems toward the capital market–
based model. The extent of this movement remains
an open question, however. The average ratio of

market debt to total debt between 1985 and 1993
was 0.42 in Japan, 0.46 in Germany, and 0.48 in
France on one hand, and 0.61 in Britain and 0.74
in the United States on the other. These ﬁgures suggest that we should exercise caution before assuming that the credit versus capital market distinction
is no longer relevant. At the same time, the changes
that have occurred, as well as the indeterminacy of
trends during the last years of the twentieth century, indicate that the trajectory of these nations’ ﬁnancial systems deserves further attention.

THE GLOBALIZATION OF FINANCIAL MARKETS
A potentially critical issue in understanding national ﬁnancial markets is the increased globalization of the capital market during the late twentieth
century. There are a number of perspectives on this
issue, but a central debate has occurred over the
extent to which the globalization process has led
to a decline in the power of individual governments to regulate their own economies. Those
who make this argument tend to focus on the increased mobility of capital brought on by the
deregulation of national ﬁnancial markets in the
wake of the collapse of the Bretton Woods agreement in the early 1970s. The ease with which capital can be moved across national borders, they
suggest, has made it more difﬁcult for governments to maintain their social safety nets (Frieden
1991; Strange 1996; Cerny 1997). The prominent
role played by the International Monetary Fund
and the World Bank in dictating the policies of
developing countries as a condition for receiving
loans is viewed as rendering already weak states
even more vulnerable (see Stiglitz 2002 for a critique of IMF policies). The extent to which the
globalization of trade and ﬁnance is responsible for
these trends is an extremely controversial issue that
is well beyond the scope of this chapter.
That globalization is real is without question.
The level of cross-border economic activity increased twelvefold between 1953 and 1997, and
nearly tripled as a proportion of world GDP (Fligstein 2001, 196–97). This high level of international trade is not historically unique, however
(only in 1997 did it reach its level in 1914). Moreover, the process has not been a unidirectional
one. U.S. banks rapidly increased their foreign
operations in the 1960s and 1970s but then
contracted them during the 1980s and 1990s
(Mizruchi and Davis 2001). Nor does the currently high level of global economic activity by itself
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demonstrate that individual governments are powerless. More than 80 percent of world GDP still
occurs within national borders, and despite recent
increases in foreign ownership and employment, as
of the mid-1990s, more than 90 percent of corporate ownership and employment in the United
States, Germany, and Japan was in domestic hands
(Fligstein 2001, 209). What is important for our
purposes is that despite the clear signiﬁcance of
this issue and the considerable amount of attention
it has received, we still have made little headway on
resolving the debate. One possible reason is that
the nature of the world ﬁnancial system is such that
by the time a work appears in print, conditions
may have signiﬁcantly changed. In the mid-1970s,
for example, Japan began to liberalize its ﬁnancial
markets. In a sensitive historical analysis, Gao (2001)
argues that this liberalization was a contributing
factor to the Japanese economic crisis of the late
1990s. When the Japanese economy was experiencing rapid growth during the 1980s, few observers foresaw the severe crisis that subsequently
occurred. Similarly, many observers of the United
States during the recession of the early 1990s were
writing about the long-run decline of the American economy. Few of them foresaw the spectacular
economic boom of the late 1990s, just as few who
trumpeted the U.S. economy as entering a recession-proof stage predicted the stock market collapse that began in 2000. These examples indicate
why a historical perspective is so important in discussions of globalization, and ﬁnancial markets in
general. It is valuable, and necessary, to analyze the
contemporary workings of ﬁnancial phenomena.
We should do so with the understanding, however, that our analyses may be proven obsolete shortly after (or even before) they appear in print.

CONCLUSION: BANKING, FINANCIAL MARKETS,
AND SOCIETY
Banking and ﬁnance is now an important subarea
of economic sociology. The sizable number of recent studies reported in this chapter demonstrates
that sociologists can no longer be accused of ignoring these issues. Still, there is more to be done.
The banking industry changed dramatically in
the last decade of the twentieth century, and these
changes raise a number of important questions for
economic sociologists interested in how power
inﬂuences economic actions. First, what are the
consequences of having fewer and larger banks involved in a greater variety of businesses? Will the
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increased size of individual banks and the greater
concentration in the industry lead to a resurgence
of bank power, or, with the shift toward serviceoriented activities, will banks continue to relinquish their role as the key arbiter in the allocation
of capital?
Second, we have witnessed a deconcentration of
ﬁnancial assets in the U.S. capital market. Because
it remains a crucial resource, however, the unequal
distribution of capital will always have the potential
to create power differentials among social actors.
The spectacular boom and bust period in the
American economy at the turn of the twenty-ﬁrst
century offers new opportunities to study this potential. Start-up ﬁrms, for example, are virtually
completely dependent on the external funding they
receive from venture capitalists. As the bear market
of 2001–2 made it more difﬁcult to execute quick,
highly lucrative IPOs, did venture capitalists adopt
a strategy of exit, loyalty, or voice (Hirschman
1970)? What are the consequences of each of these
strategies on the amount of risk taking and innovation occurring among start-up ﬁrms?
Third, the ﬂuctuating stock market performance
experienced by many ﬁrms also enables sociologists to study the power of shareholders, in particular institutional investors. Some authors have
examined the power of institutional investors
to inﬂuence corporate management (see Useem
1996). In the 1990s, when stock prices soared,
many CEOs accepted the demands of institutional
investors to tie their compensation packages to
their ﬁrm’s stock price. Just as salaries and perks escalated during the bull market, we would expect
them to plummet in a bear market. Yet as a New
York Times article written during the bear market
of 2001–2 noted, “Companies divided into two
roughly equal-size groups. The ﬁrst half, which appears to believe in paying for performance, cut the
pay of the top executive for the ﬁrst time in years.
The other half, which seems to believe simply in
paying a lot, reacted to a year of recession and war
often by creating the impression they had reduced
pay without actually doing so” (Leonhardt 2002,
1). A systematic inquiry into the causes of such a
divide is an excellent research topic for economic
sociology.
Economic sociologists interested in culture
might examine the role that various theories themselves play in driving economic behavior. During
the 1990s bull market, efﬁcient market theory
played an important role in boosting stockholder
conﬁdence. As stock prices rose dramatically, many
investors chose to stay in the market, based on the
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argument that stock prices reﬂected ﬁrms’ true
value. There is evidence, however, that a ﬁrm’s
stock price can reﬂect factors other than its value.
As we saw earlier, Westphal and Zajac (1998)
showed that in some situations a ﬁrm’s rhetoric
was more inﬂuential than its actual behavior in setting its stock price. And, well before the Merrill
Lynch scandal made national headlines, Hayward
and Boeker (1998) had shown that a security analyst’s rating was in part determined by whether the
ﬁrm being rated was a client of its bank’s corporate
ﬁnance department. Given the large numbers of
individuals who have used the stock market to save
for their children’s education as well as their own
retirement, understanding what stock prices do or
do not represent becomes a vital question. Similarly, in light of the corporate scandals of the early
2000s, a better understanding of how cultural
norms operate in ﬁnancial markets might help us
predict when ethical lapses might occur.
We mentioned previously the similarities between the 1990s and the 1920s. The 2000s began
with a period of stock declines and scandals not
unlike those of the 1930s. As we noted, historically, many economists preferred to locate blame outside the market rather than study speculation as a
phenomenon internal to markets. Are periods of
“speculative insanity” inherent in the system, as
Galbraith (1994) suggests? If so, the broad perspectives within economic sociology that focus on
the cultural and political embeddedness of economic phenomena and the critical role of social
networks should be useful in developing a sociological account of speculative bubbles.
Finally, capitalist economies are mercurial—
often changing dramatically from decade to decade.
If we are to explain changes as well as recurring patterns, an important next step is to develop more
theoretically driven and historically sensitive analyses. One place to start might be to inquire as to
what are the motivations for banking systems to operate and under what conditions do they transform.
We want to end this chapter on an upbeat note.
Economic sociologists have made important contributions to the study of banking and ﬁnance over
the last decade. As the American and world economy once again enter a period of uncertainty, a sociological understanding of these topics will remain of critical importance.

NOTES
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Dobbin, Giovanni Dosi, Mark Granovetter, and Viviana
Zelizer for their comments and suggestions. We are especially indebted to Neil Smelser and Richard Swedberg for
their detailed comments on an earlier draft. Finally, we thank
the Russell Sage Foundation for supporting this project.
1. This chapter represents a substantial revision of the one
that appeared in the ﬁrst edition of the Handbook. We have
incorporated a number of recent sociological studies of
banking and ﬁnance. The sections on banks and corporate
control, ﬁnancial markets, institutional investors, merger
waves, regulation of capital markets, and globalization of ﬁnancial markets have been revised and updated. We have
added new sections on banking today, venture capital, and
the stock market. We deleted our previous discussion of
money. See Carruthers, “The Sociology of Money and
Credit,” this volume.
2. See Swedberg 1989 for an earlier review of the literature on banking.
3. For discussions of money creation, see Ritter and Silber 1974 or http://www.amosweb.com/cgi-bin/cls_dsp
.pl?crs=macro&fcd=lsn&lsn=19.
4. Our focus in this chapter is on private ﬁnancial institutions. All industrialized societies have central banks administered by the state. These central banks serve as creditors to
both private banks and the government and also play a
major role in regulating the nation’s money supply. See Siklos 2002 and Deane and Pringle 1999 for studies of central
banks in industrial countries, and Greider 1987 and Blinder
1999 for in-depth accounts of the U.S. Federal Reserve
Bank.
5. For two recent studies that deal with nonﬁnancial
ﬁrms’ dependence on banks, see Uzzi 1999 on mid-sized
U.S. ﬁrms and Keister 2001 on members of Chinese business groups.
6. Among the 194 deals for which we had complete information, 27.3 percent involved loans (to be held by the
bank), 22.7 percent involved capital market services, 16.5
percent involved transactional services, 16.0 percent involved securitized loans (to be sold off by the bank), and
14.4 percent involved trading. The remainder involved a
combination of products.
7. Banking is in fact a relatively “feminized” industry. As
Mayer notes, “Banking has a higher percentage of female ofﬁcers than any other industry” (1997, 19).
8. Funding companies consist of funding subsidiaries,
nonbank ﬁnancial companies, and custodial accounts for
reinvested collateral of securities lending operations (Board
of Governors of the Federal Reserve System 2002, 73).
9. Companies too small to attract venture capital often
depend on “angels” for ﬁnancing (Aldrich 1999). Angels are
generally former entrepreneurs who invest for a variety of
reasons, ranging from an interest in mentoring new ﬁrms to
making a high return on investments. In 2000 it was estimated that 50,000 companies in the United States received
approximately $40 billion in angel funding (National Commission on Entrepreneurship 2002).
10. Historically, the VC industry has experienced periods
of boom and bust (Gompers and Lerner 2001). In 2001 investments fell to $33 billion (“Market Perspective” 2002, 7).
11. Although the effect of industry market-to-book ratio
was not signiﬁcantly associated with the number or duration
of rounds, Gompers argues that his hypothesis is supported
because the industry market-to-book ratio is a positive predictor of the total amount of ﬁnancing the start-up received.
Gompers views the latter as an indicator of monitoring, suggesting that VC ﬁrms continue to invest in start-ups only because they have closely kept tabs on the ﬁrm’s progress. This
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view strikes us as assuming what needs to be demonstrated:
that investing equals monitoring. The collapse of the dotcom industry at the turn of the twenty-ﬁrst century suggests
that investors may not always be aware of the potential difﬁculties that their start-ups face. Careful monitoring would
therefore seem as likely to result in a withholding of funds as
it would in a disbursement of them.
12. The Chinese wall is a metaphor used within the investment community to describe a set of internal rules and
procedures that prevent one department from obtaining or
providing information prejudicial to the clients of another.
13. Palmer and Barber also provided quantitative support
for Stearns and Allan’s assertion that marginal social status is
a necessary but not sufﬁcient condition leading corporate
CEOs to pursue acquisitions. “Marginal status provides
CEOs with an interest in but not the capacity to complete
acquisitions. Social networks [membership in exclusive social clubs and positions on corporate boards] provide marginal members of the elite with the capacity to translate their
interests into action” (Palmer and Barber 2001, 105).
14. Further evidence in support of this suggestion comes
from the percentage of total debt accounted for by bank
lending. In France, this ﬁgure declined from 26.3 percent in
1985 to 16.2 percent in 1993. In Japan, the percentage remained virtually unchanged during this period: 41.8 percent
in 1985, 42.5 percent in 1993.
15. The percentage of total debt accounted for by bank
lending in Germany remained virtually unchanged during
the two periods. As in the Japanese case, the level actually
increased slightly, from 29.0 percent in 1985 to 30.7 percent in 1992.
16. Scott (1987) has shown that the different forms of
interﬁrm relations in Britain, France, and Germany can be
traced to their three distinct paths of historical development: the “entrepreneurial” system in Britain, in which development was generated primarily by small, family-owned
ﬁrms; the “holding” system in France, characterized by a
series of interest groups centered around speciﬁc family or
ﬁnancial interests; and the “hegemonic” system in Germany, based on alliances of large banks and commercial
ﬁrms by means of shared loan consortia, stockholding, and
director interlocks.
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14 Sociology of Work and Occupations
Andrew Abbott

Economic sociology is said to be “[a] sociological perspective applied to economic phenomena” (Smelser and Swedberg 1994, n. 1). But to
what extent is work an “economic phenomenon”? Of course, there are 135 million people in
the American paid labor force. But in addition,
nearly all American adults do housework on a
regular basis, and tens of millions of them take
care of children and other relatives. About half of
adult Americans do some charity work in a given
year, and nearly two-thirds do some home improvement. But other than the wage work, none
of this immense effort appears in national labor
statistics as “economic phenomena.”1 Sociologists
of work have usually followed this statistical focus
on paid work in the labor force, as I shall myself
in most of this chapter. However, I shall begin by
considering in broad outline the major problem
this focus sets aside: the shifting boundaries of
market work.

THE BOUNDARIES OF WORK
Marx taught us that the wage relationship is the
most consequential single social relationship in
modern society. Combined with kinship, it provides the wherewithal of survival to all but that tiny
handful of the population dependent on direct
state subsidy. And many of those subsidies derive
deﬁnition and even eligibility from the wage relationship—most obviously worker’s compensation
and unemployment insurance, but in many places
pensions and health insurance as well. But not all
work is wage work. We need to reimagine nonwage forms of work—volunteer, domestic, hobby,
and forced production—simply as other sectors of
production, beyond the wage economy. At present, we deﬁne “sectors” only in terms of the product division of labor, and only in terms of that portion of the product division of labor that produces
for the cash economy. Adopting this new image
would create two cross-cutting types of sectors, allowing us to pose much more generally the ques-

tion of what kinds of work are located where,
when, why, how, and by whom.2
Thinking about this new grid of sector/product
cells is important because among these “residual”
cells are some massive arenas of production. For
example, child day-care services are now an industry of about 44,000 taxable establishments and $8
billion (SA:771). If we directly impute the annualpayroll-per-employee ﬁgure for taxable day-care
establishments ($10,167) to the 34.6 million
(SA:56) family households in the United States (as
if each household contained one worker doing as
much child care per year as an average full-time
paid day-care worker—surely a conservative estimate), we would have a $350 billion payroll, about
11 percent of the total payroll of all waged industries (SA:545). In reality, the amount should be
much larger; national calculations put total unpaid
household labor at a little over half of total wage
income (Eisner 1989, 23–24). Students’ unpaid
“work” in school (valued by the opportunity cost
of not working full-time in the student years, Eisner 1989, 41–42) is worth another one-sixth. Or
again, the average volunteer works 3.5 hours per
week (SA:396). That comes to three or four weeks
of labor a year, from about half of the adult population. Although dwarfed by the ﬁgures for child
care, this too is a large output, estimated to be
about one-ﬁfth of the total current labor bill of the
nonproﬁt sector (Eisner 1989, 37, 184). Thus
even in the highly marketized United States the
cash economy interpenetrates with extensive and
equivalent unpaid activities.
Because the situation is more extreme in less
marketized economies, it is the economic anthropologists who have perforce taken the issue of
market boundaries most seriously. In the classical
anthropological literature, work comprised all
those things involved in “getting a living” (Herskovitz 1965). To be sure, the hazy interpenetration of “economic” and “noneconomic” endures
in modern societies, as the British sociological students of “means of livelihood” have shown (Gershuny 1983; Pahl 1984). But where these latter
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writers emphasized a move of productive work
from wage employment back into the family, the
economic anthropologists had more often emphasized the inseparable twining of what in the West
were seen as the antipodes of work and leisure, a
theme starting as early as Evans-Pritchard’s work
on the Nuer (1940) and epitomized in Sahlins’s
(1972, chap. 1) colorful labeling of the huntergatherer economy as “the original afﬂuent society.”
Economic anthropology was riven in the 1960s
and 1970s by a controversy between formalists
who wanted to apply standard economic theory
worldwide and substantivists who followed Polanyi
(1957), Sahlins (1972), and others in believing
that primitive societies had fundamentally different
economic logics. At the heart of this debate was
precisely the same issue that is today central to economic sociology, the nature and degree of the separation between economic practices and other aspects of social life. The substantivists (and most of
economic anthropology since) insisted on the embeddedness of productive activity in other systems
of social life.3 This concept of embeddedness was
taken to the limit by Marxist anthropologists who
argued for the absolute unity of production and reproduction in a “domestic community” where
production and distribution unfolded through the
exchange of labor, goods, and women between different age and lineage groups of men. When export capitalism arrived, it found this exchange
cycle an ideal supplier of reserve labor ﬂexibly
backstopped by a domestic production sector, a
pattern famously described by Meillassoux ([1975]
1981) for West African villages and later commonly delineated in new economies (e.g., Salaff 1981)
and developing cities (e.g., Cabanes 2000). In this
view, the “disembedding” of the market economy
was merely apparent, since it required for its sustenance a correlative domestic sector to meet the
labor demand peaks of good times while absorbing
the excess labor in bad times. In sum, for the economic anthropologists the question of the boundaries of the market has been a central question.
The great cross-sectional differences between
societies in levels and forms of marketization are of
course echoed in enormous change over time
within single societies. Folbre and Nelson (2000,
126) argue that as late as 1870, “40% of the entire
productive labor force (paid and unpaid, male and
female) was made up of full-time homemakers.”
By the end of the Second World War, the ﬁgure
was down to about 30 percent and by 2000 to
about 16 percent. Why did this happen? And why
did it happen to the kinds of work that it did? So-

cial work was volunteer work in 1880, but was
paid work by 1920. Friendly advice was a personal
commonplace (or freely available from clergy, doctors, and other notables) in 1880, but had become
a $4.2 billion psychotherapy industry a century
later (Olfson and Pincus 1994).
The move of child care, food preparation, homemaking, and distinterested advice into the market
sector should not blind us to the fact that perhaps
as many things have moved out of the market sector as have moved in. Much of housework was in
fact paid labor prior to the Second World War.
When paid domestic service declined precipitously
after the war, the work was left undone or demarketized. Also demarketized has been the local delivery of goods and services. Gone are milkmen,
diaper services, and doctors who make house calls.
Americans go to the supermarket and the doctor’s
ofﬁce and do not get paid for transporting themselves, any more than they are paid to bring home
their milk and diapers in cars whose gas they now
pump for themselves. Although national-level
delivery has undergone a renaissance because of
catalogue and Internet orders, local delivery—
230,000 workers in 1910—is gone completely.
Thus, the question of what work is where in the various work sectors—wage, domestic, hobby, volunteer, forced—is not at all a residual question, but
one of the central questions of economic sociology.4
The other great boundary of work is with leisure, now usually deﬁned as time for self-realization. Oddly enough, many theories assume that
people ultimately desire work for self-realization,
whether from an instinct to workmanship (Veblen)
or from an artisanal desire to produce a complete,
unalienated product (Proudhon, Marx). Seidman’s
(1991) study of the Popular Fronts in Paris and
Barcelona in the 1930s shows the dangers of
this assumption, for massive resistance to work
emerged under both bourgeois and worker-controlled regimes. But more important, Seidman’s
book points toward the tangled relation of work,
workers, and organized leisure that became of central historical importance in the 1920s and 1930s.
Analysis of the American case comes from Hunnicutt’s (1988, 1996) studies, with their focus on the
new ideology of “economic growth” and “leisure
through consumption” in the period 1920–40. A
central creation of this period was a consumption
society—that is, a society that expected nonwork
time to be ﬁlled by the purchase of enjoyment with
discretionary income, rather than to be used up in
what Keynes once facetiously called “psalms and
sweet music.”5
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The boundary between leisure and work is
hopelessly obscure. For leisure time is used not
only for consumption but also for that sector of
personal production called hobbies. Moreover, not
only do people undertake productive activities in
their leisure time, they also undertake large
amounts of “leisure” activity in their work time, as
Hochschild (1997) and many others have noted.
This issue—which we might call the dilution of
work—has been studied from many points of view:
in the “work discipline” literature, in the literature
on new forms of surveillance and resistance, in the
old “informal relations in bureaucracy” literature,
and even the literature on plant closings and their
social impact. All these make it clear that for a
broad variety of workers the separation of work
and social life considered by many theorists to be
the essential mark of modern economies is either
crumbling or nonexistent.6

THE LEXIS STRUCTURE OF WORK
I turn now to sociological studies of work in
their more usual sense of the examination of paid
labor in modern societies. For perhaps three
decades, the majority of sociological writing about
work in the United States has circled around two
topics: inequality among workers and the control
and organization of work (Abbott 1993). To the
general reader, the implicit message of this literature is that large social forces push small individuals around. Exogenous, “historical” things like
managerial ideologies, technological development,
market efﬁciency, legal and institutional changes,
and various forms of discrimination dictate the vicissitudes of individuals who are more or less solitarily seeking “unalienated work,” “satisfying careers,” or “returns to education.” Despite its veneer
of history, this literature is quite static. Since it assumes a dominant conﬁguration of work within
which individuals’ qualities have their effects, it
cannot explain change either in that conﬁguration
or in the larger forces that provide the causality
that ﬂows through it.
Most of this literature is also quite unsociological. In neoclassical economics (and large portions of sociology), workers are a statistical mass,
possessed individually of various qualities (gender, education, skill, and so on) that determine
their wage outcomes. Even institutionalists and
Marxists have sometimes been attracted to this
notion of workers as an unstructured mass, a
view implicit in their studies of capitalists’ disci-
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plining of random individuals into effective
workers.
Because of this individualistic slant, it is about
workers as an unconnected, categorized mass that
we know the most. The main body of empirical
writing about work in social science examines the
effect of individuals’ categorical properties on
wages and other individual outcomes.7 To be sure,
institutionalists and Marxists—unlike neoclassicals—have been attentive to many kinds of social
structures among individual workers, considering
workers’ agglomeration into both ephemeral social
movements and more durable solidarities like
unions and professions that face the ﬁrms and employers on the other side of the wage relationship.
But to things like employers’ associations and
trade associations there are no studied equivalents
on the worker side of the wage relationship, other
than solidarities by gender or sometimes by ethnicity/race. Yet there might in fact be many other
such solidarities in terms of individual qualities or
types of individual relations to production: by educational levels, say, or by age strata, or by preferences for certain sequences of types of work within the life course. For example, we do not usually
think of workers’ native languages as deﬁning social structures in production, yet the history of occupations as work more generally is littered with
examples where the language spoken has strongly
constrained or facilitated the distribution of workers into speciﬁc places in production.8
Such secondary social structures among workers
seem absent even from the best theoretical work.
Charles Tilly, for example, has developed a dynamic and eclectic framework that has the conspicuous
virtue of insisting that we historicize studies of
work.9 But much of his historicizing comes through
more detailed attention to the “larger forces”
taken for granted by the synchronic empirical literature on wages and inequality. The individual
worker remains curiously unhistorical.
Yet in practice not only do workers’ categorical
attributes deﬁne potentially important social structures within the labor force, workers’ life courses
provide much of the enduring historical structure
of the world of work. For example, the workers retiring in the period 2000–2005 are not just an arbitrary group who happen to be retiring. On the
contrary, they bring with them to the moment of
the retirement decision quite speciﬁc historical
baggage. Some of this baggage they can shed, like
their educational level; it is not particularly consequential that they are on average considerably less
educated than the currrent labor force. But some
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of their historical baggage is very consequential. It
matters very much that about half the male workers in this retiring cohort are veterans, with a variety of special beneﬁts available to them. It matters
very much that during their early work life the
union wage and beneﬁt premium was at peak values (peak values from which then-senior union
workers did very well) but that it then declined
rapidly at that point in their careers when they
should have been stockpiling retirement money.
The resources this cohort brings to retirement are
thus decisively shaped by their historical labor experience; their past is encoded into their present.
Because of this encoding, these 14 million people
(the retiring segment of the 55–64 cohort in the
American labor force, about 55 percent of them
men) provide an enormous reservoir of continuity,
of process and structure, underneath the changing
surfaces of the work world of the United States in
the last 40 years. That continuity comprises personal memory, common social and political experiences and attitudes, common patterns of material
resources, and a substantial amount of common
labor force experience. It also includes “common
differences,” in the sense of cohort-speciﬁc distributions of differences—in education, training, aspiration, residence, language, politics, and so on.
(The relative meaning of a college degree within
cohort has changed enormously, to take a simple
example.) Thus the continuity they provide is not
merely a matter of the historical demography of
labor, but also of the structural realities and possibilities that that historical demography creates.10
In short, we should not think of retirement in
some abstract sense, even if we historicize by allowing that sense to change epochally. Every cohort will bring to retirement a varying set of things
piled up by the history that they themselves have
made and endured. Moreover, since retirement at
any given moment involves several cohorts of potential retirees, even a period approach cannot capture the complexities that these various cohort segments bring to the totality of retirement at any
given moment.
More broadly, at any given moment events and
period changes are marking the experience of the
various cohorts currently in the labor force. Some
of these are long monotonic trends such as increasing formal education or the move of married
women into the labor force. Others are more local
and erratic events like ﬂuctuations in the unemployment rate. Still others are complex structural
and technological changes in the labor process. All
of these mark cohorts indelibly—with characteris-

tic work trajectories, with skill and experience sets,
with ﬁnancial resources, with occupational and
employment–speciﬁc advantage and disadvantage—and all of these marks are carried forward
into the future. Note, too, that the phenomena resulting from this vast historical demographic structure include indirect effects that arise from the juxtaposition of the different cohorts and cohort
segments. Such indirect effects are “structural,”
synchronic, in the sense that they arise in crosssectional situations at a given time. For example, in
many an occupation the wearied survivors of an
oversupplied generation sit at any given time quite
uncomfortably with the easy winners of an undersupplied one, as many of us who survived academic boom-and-bust over the last 30 years can attest.
All of these markings and indirect effects encoded into the labor force I shall place under the umbrella term of the labor opportunity structure. For
they do not constitute a ﬁxed thing, but rather a
set of possibilities and constraints within which
various actors must work in the present. The labor
opportunity structure is the invisible historical heritage correlative with the more easily seen historical heritage of work organizations—of unions and
occupations and professions on the one hand, and
of ﬁrms, cartels, and industrial relations on the
other. And indeed correlative as well with the lineal heritage that carries forward technology and the
division of labor. We see these other continuous
histories—of organized groups and of tasks—quite
well. But the labor opportunity structure is mostly
invisble to us.
It is essential to note that period events—the
“larger forces” of most models of work—are not
exogenous to this system of historical structures.
They are themselves enacted as part of it. For example, employers with new technical designs or
bureaucratic conceptions cannot hire speciﬁc kinds
of workers if those kinds of workers do not exist.
The labor opportunity structure at any given moment, that is, forces employers to respond to its
constraints. While employers may make do with
nonoptimal workers in the short run, in the long
run they must respond. They may transform the
labor process to make use of existing labor and skill
supply. They may force or facilitate migration or
move production to new labor markets. They may
support institutions to produce particular skills.
Note that all of these actions depend on still other
opportunity structures: of other workers available,
of technological developments to exploit, of geographical differences in labor opportunities, of institutional structures to adapt. Examples are famil-
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iar enough from the last century: European labor
imports after the Second World War, the pull of
women into the labor force for the “administrative
revolution” (Lowe 1987), offshoring in the 1980s,
and so on.
But the central fact is that there is no such thing
as a “larger historical force.” Actors must always
act within the constraints allowed by what is encoded into the historical present that confronts
them. Cohort segments and managerial revolutions
and technological change must all work through
the same moment of the present.11
In reporting the literatures on work, I hope to
bring this labor opportunity structure to visibility.
I begin with a review of period changes, not because I am retreating to a conception of them as
exogenous, but simply as a place to begin description. I then consider ﬁrst the general experience of
work (wages and beneﬁts, working conditions, satisfaction), and second the work life course, in both
cases sketching changes in these experiences across
periods in order to evoke the underlying cohort
experiences, about which we have very little direct
information. This general discussion of cohort experience then serves as a starting point for some
brief comments on how—within the context of the
labor opportunity structure and the other historical structures of the work world—workers have
made solidarities like occupations and professions,
and how they and the employers have together
created an organization of work.
Many of these areas are touched in other chapters, and I cover them very brieﬂy here: gender,
labor markets, education, immigration, industrial
relations. Also, I have tried throughout to draw on
empirical work from outside the United States as
well as within it. But my underlying argument
about the importance of labor’s historicality makes
general comparison difﬁcult. So, regrettably, my
emphasis will perforce be on the United States.

LABOR REGIMES
Both in the United States and in Europe, a
number of basic transitions deﬁne fairly clear periods in labor experience, what we might call labor
regimes. In the United States, the ﬁrst of these periods is the immigration era, lasting from about
1885 to the mid-1920s. In this era, the population
over age 20 was from 20 to 25 percent foreign
born, and immigration accounted for at least half
of annual labor force expansion. The later years of
this period saw (1) a fairly rapid aging of the labor
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force as immigration matured, (2) the explosion of
clerical work, and (3) the gradual decline of the
immense casual labor force that had built the railroads and other infrastructure of American capitalism. The second period is what might best be called
the transition era: the twenties with their stabilizing of employment relations, the thirties with their
catastrophic unemployment, their labor conﬂict,
and their creation of the welfare state, and the war
with its many effects, from sudden deep declines in
farmwork and domestic service to demand for
married women in the civilian labor force. The
third period comprises the glory years of postwar
growth from 1945 to 1975. It began with the reabsorption of 12 million veterans into a civilian
labor force of 54 million and the sudden extension
of home ownership from a long-stable 45 percent
of households to 60 percent in 15 short years.12
These were years of relative labor peace (and ultimately of high union wage premiums), rapid growth
of the service sector, and relatively stable employment over the individual life course. The fourth
period—from 1975 to the present—is that of neoliberalism. It is a period marked by the resumption
of large-scale legal and illegal immigration (actually these date from the 1960s), by legal and economic transformations that gutted the American
manufacturing sector, and by a reshaping of labor
and employment relations that left governments as
the only major unionized workplaces and that
seems to have lessened job stability and job
security.13
Across these general periods have drifted a number of more steady processes. Two are particularly
important. The ﬁrst is the steady march of married
women into the labor force, a march that began at
least as early as the depression and that has continued steadily since. Women’s age-speciﬁc labor
force participation rates (LFPRs) are now within
about 15 percent of the LFPRs of men of equivalent ages, which implies that this three-quarter-ofa-century transformation is nearing completion.
The second major trend is the related transition of
the economy toward the services. Contrary to general belief, manufacturing never dominated American employment as did agriculture and as do services. The move toward a service economy started
long before the late 1970s and 1980s with their
conspicuous globalization and offshoring of manufacturing. The farm sector’s share of the American labor force fell steadily about 5 percent per
decade from the turn of the century onward, and
services broadly deﬁned—professional workers,
managers, clerical and sales workers, domestic
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workers, and general services—absorbed nearly all
those losses after 1920. Of course, that absorption
reﬂects the ﬂow of married women into the labor
force (and the services), but even among men, the
manufacturing sector grazed 50 percent of the
labor force only brieﬂy, around 1960.
These trends of feminization and servicization
are shared throughout the developed economies.
But in Western Europe, the periodic structure of
labor history is somewhat different. The period
from the 1880s to the First World War—roughly
equivalent to America’s age of labor immigration—was in Europe a period of a gradual moves
toward welfare capitalism combined with a steady
crescendo of labor unrest. Rescued (in most
cases) from that unrest by the nationalistic carnage of the First World War, the European work
world spent the interwar period rebuilding its
decimated labor forces. Parliamentary labor parties emerged, welfare state coverage increased.
The various corporatist forces that in their extreme led to fascism transformed and strengthened many occupational organizations. Many of
the French professional ordres, for example, got
their present formation in the 1930s and under
Vichy, as the German apprenticeship system did
under Weimar and National Socialism (Krause
1996; Thelen and Kume 2001).
By contrast, the postwar period was Europe’s
great age of migrant labor, for the war destroyed
so much of the working age population that country after country eventually turned to guest workers. A surprising amount of corporatism survived
the wreckage of war, helping transform labor relations into the great tripartite system of government/labor/management that became the (occasional) envy of America in the 1980s. By the
1980s, however, much of Europe was facing dramatic unemployment as guest workers stayed on
and swelled native labor forces now replenished
from their postwar lows. Like the United States,
several of the major European nations retrenched
their welfare states and moved toward neoliberalism. At the same time, European labor systems retained a number of qualities absent in the United
States; large part-time farm sectors that cushioned
the vagaries of industrial employment, ﬂexible production zones like southwestern Germany and
northern Italy, fairly strong worker parties, and enduring, if sometimes retrenched, welfare states and
corporatist politics. If we had to periodize the
European case, then, the four periods would be
welfare capitalism and its failure, the corporatist

recovery, the migrant recovery, and ambivalent
neoliberalism.
As these periodizations make clear, most working lives in most modern economies have traversed at some point at least one major watershed
of labor regime; some have crossed two. Individuals last longer than do the social structures of the
work world. So it is to individuals, both by themselves and as cohort or intra- or cross-cohort
structures, that we must look for the deep historicality of the world of work, a historicality that has
consequences not only for them but also for the
system as a whole. For example, the high unemployment rates in Europe in the 1980s (at a time
of continuing immigration of foreign workers) are
now understood to have derived in part from an
unwillingness to take low-income, insecure jobs
on the part of workers who had previously experienced the rapid rises in wages, skill, and security
produced by the labor shortage in the postwar
glory years. What mattered was the order of
events and the encoding of that order into the
minds of the existing labor supply (cf. Stalker
1994, 52).

THE INDIVIDUAL EXPERIENCE OF WORK
I shall consider the literature on the individual’s
work experience under two basic headings, looking
ﬁrst at the immediate qualities of that experience—
wages, beneﬁts, and satisfaction—and second at the
life course organization of work, from labor force
entry to retirement. Recall that for the present argument, these various aspects of work matter less as
instantaneous or medium-run outcomes than as assets compounded over time. Wages, beneﬁts, and
satisfaction—the most studied topics in the literature—are of long-run importance only insofar as
they are carried forward, encoded, into the future,
by home ownership, long-running patterns of
alienation, and the like. To be sure, they may also
have an indirect long-run effect by providing in the
short run the stimulus or foundation for collective
action, a subject well studied by the new labor history and students of social movements. But in
themselves, as individual outcomes, they are not
historically important. Similarly, unemployment,
underemployment, turnover, and so on matter not
because they are the crucial descriptive contingencies of the work life course, but only insofar as they
succeed in encoding themselves in ways that produce later consequences, ﬁrst in the individual life
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course, but more important as a part of the larger
labor opportunity structure.
Immediate Qualities of Work
Real GNP in the United States grew about 2
percent per annum over the late migratory and
transition eras: a little slower in the 1910s and
1930s, a little faster in the 1920s. Real growth
took off during the war decade and averaged close
to 4 percent per annum through the glory years,
but in the neoliberal age it gradually slowed, falling
back to below 3 percent in the 1990s. Distributional ﬁgures tell us where this growth went. Median real household income was stagnant in the
1930s, but increased quite rapidly in the glory
years—about 20 to 25 percent or more per decade.
By contrast, it stagnated again in the neoliberal
era, rising only 12 percent in the 30 years 1970–
2000. The total income shares of the top 20 percent and top 5 percent of the income distribution
tell the same story; these fell steadily to the 1970s
and then rose steadily afterward. The top 5 percent
share declined more, troughed later, and has not
yet “recovered” as much, facts that indicate that
while the upper half of the income distribution has
retained nearly all of the quite considerable growth
since 1970, the proceeds have been shared somewhat more widely within the top sector of that
moiety.14
There are many complexities to these ﬁgures,
both causal and demographic (migration plays an
important role in the neoliberal era, for example).
But the general pattern—the whipsaw of the transition years, the strong absolute growth and relative equalization in the glory years, and the slower
growth and rapid inequalization in the neoliberal
years—has given each passing cohort burdens and
advantages to carry forward. For example, for several cohorts the income bonanza of the glory years
was converted with government assistance into
permanent wealth in the form of home ownership
(Jackson 1985). Owner-occupied households as a
percentage of all households had fallen from 48
percent in 1890 to 43 percent by 1940 (with a
brief peak in the 1920s). They rose to 54 percent
in 1950 and 62 percent in 1960, and then took 40
years to rise another 6 percent to 68 percent in
1999.15
All this means that any cohort living a substantial portion of its work life during the glory years
did well ﬁnancially, both absolutely and in terms
of relative equalization within cohort. Moreover,
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these privileges were etched in stone in various
ways—through home ownership and other wealth
conversion, as well as through creation and expansion of welfare programs (e.g., Medicare in 1964),
that seemed just and feasible to a society ﬂush with
resources. These cohorts’ future behavior—as job
changers, as retirees, as workers willing to risk
new occupations—reﬂected this encoded body of
resources.
About the encoding of such other immediate
qualities of work as satisfaction, we are less clear.
The concept of work satisfaction as currently used
(that is, as the answer to point-blank survey questions) dates from the 1930s, which brought together brand-new survey techniques and the
human relations school of management with its
concern for worker attitudes. It is however by no
means clear what a series of such answers means
over time, especially for a single individual, a fact
that has led many people who think about longrun patterns of satisfaction to look at behavioral
measures like turnover, strikes, and the like.
Turnover was more or less constant at about four
to ﬁve hires per 100 employees per month from
1920 to 1980. (We do not know much about
turnover after 1982 when the Bureau of Labor
Statistics gave up collecting it for want of funding.)
Strikes reached major peaks in the 1930s and again
in the 1950s and early 1970s, as did the percentage of workers involved in a strike. It is not clear
what this means in terms of worker satisfaction.
Strikes are also a measure of union strength, and
the United States reached its apogee of union
membership midway through the glory years.
Moreover, the union premium (the relative advantage of union members over others) rose throughout that period to its peak in the 1970s (Freeman
and Medoff 1984, chaps. 3, 4). So it is hard to
know whether to take strikes as measures of work
dissatisfaction or of worker strength.
A central difﬁculty with the work satisfaction
concept (as with most satisfaction concepts) is that
its time scale of reference is unclear. Originally conceived as a management tool, satisfaction measures
are generally tied to immediate concerns in the division of labor and assume a time horizon of weeks
or months. Longer duration concepts of satisfaction are quite nebulous and are generally assimilated to the equally nebulous concept of career.16
One important boundary between wage work
and the rest of experience is the temporal arrangement and extent of work. Workdays and the
workweeks fell fairly rapidly from the 12-hour day
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and 60-hour weeks of the late nineteenth century
to the eight-hour days and 40-hour weeks enshrined in legislation in the late 1930s, whence
they have not budged since, at least legally, despite some decline in practice due to sectoral
shifts. In Europe the day shortened a little earlier,
but 40-hour weeks generally postdate the war.
(The legal week long remained at 48 hours in
some European countries, although in practice
most of Europe has been around 40 hours for 30
years or more. Europeans have been more willing
than Americans to continue experimenting with
work time.)
As for the longer rhythm of seasonality, it is surprisingly persistent in modern economies even
though its roots in subsistence and part-time agriculture might have been expected to wither under
advanced capitalist agriculture with its fewer workers for longer durations. In America, the seasonal
farm labor force peaked in the early 1960s and has
fallen off since, although seasonality remains characteristic of the immigrant labor pool from Mexico (Fritsch 1984). The small size of European nations and their enduring small-farm sectors have
kept seasonality more inﬂuential there than in the
United States.17
It is not clear whether or how temporality encodes something into the labor opportunity structure. Certainly daily and weekly experience shape
time available for alternative activities decisively,
and in that sense the early decline in hours created
an openness in the labor opportunity structure
that might have had important consequences, were
the time used for moonlighting (never very widespread in America outside a narrow range of occupations) or for occupational organization and resistance. It seems, however, that the new nonwork
time mostly went into leisure, which reduced its
consequences for the future. Perhaps more important, however, is the demise of temporality as a political issue. Cohorts working in the immigrant and
transition periods in the United States hoped for
and indeed experienced a steady move toward
shorter hours, while those since have not. Indeed,
there are indications that work hours have grown
longer for certain parts of the labor force—particularly what are called in America “salaried” workers (as opposed to “hourly” workers), who are assumed to work “whatever hours are necessary.”18 It
seems most likely that the desire for declining
hours was a casualty of the new consumption society with its desire for growth, possession, and consumption-based leisure. Work hours have therefore
had few long-run encoded consequences.

Contingencies
Above the level of daily rewards and temporal
conditions of work stands the larger logic of a
work life course, through which these smaller temporal units are appended to a growing lifetime experience. This temporal trajectory of work unfolds
through a characteristic set of patterns. Entry into
the labor force is typically a long, gradual process
through a series of part-time jobs. The majority of
adults then spend about 30 to 40 years at work
until retirements begin in the ﬁfties. Throughout
the main work trajectory there intervene varying
contingencies: unemployment, underemployment,
part-time work (voluntary or involuntary), contingent employment, removal from the labor force
for parenting, and so on.
Until fairly recently, work typically ended for
men not with retirement but with death; 69 percent of those over 65 were in the labor force in
1900. Spreading mandatory retirement and social
support programs began in the 1930s to remove
those men from work, and the period since 1950
has seen a steady further drop to the current rate
of 16 percent participation for males over 65, a
drop maintained since the end of mandatory retirement by ﬁnancially coercive pension and social
security arrangements (Kotlikoff and Wise 1989).
Women over 65 have never worked in substantial
numbers in the United States. Table 1 gives agespeciﬁc LFPRs for men and women throughout
the twentieth century in the United States.
It is clear that the lifetime work period has been
steadily compressed through the twentieth century, although in the process its edges have become
quite fuzzy. The majority of the compression has
come at the end of the work cycle and reﬂects
the variety of factors conducing to retirement—
increasing wealth, better health, cheap leisure, and
pensions, the last often linked to retirement mandatory de jure or de facto (see Costa 1998, chap. 2).
Another important determinant is the disappearance of the farm sector, which under its traditional
mode of production had more uniform labor force
participation over the life course than any other employment sector.
Unfortunately, there is no real literature on
evolving patterns of completed careers. Early analysts of whole careers (Form and Miller 1949;
Wilensky 1960, 1961) noted the characteristic career pattern of an initial part-time period, followed
by a “testing” or “trial” period, and in turn followed by a more or less stable period. But we still
do not know, for any large sample at any point,
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Age-Speciﬁc Labor Force Participation Rates (All ﬁgures in percent)
1900

1920

1930

1940

1950

1960

1970

1980

1990

1999

35.7
79.6
90.8
93.2
93.3
83.3
30.6

56.1
83.3
96.4
96.9
94.3
83.0
26.8

60.5
85.9
95.2
95.5
91.2
72.1
19.0

55.7
84.4
94.1
94.3
90.7
67.8
16.3

52.9
81.9
93.3
92.8
88.8
67.9
16.9

Men
<20
20–24
25–34
35–44
45–54
55–64
>65

66.9
93.1
96.3
96.6
95.5
90.0
68.4

52.6
91.0

}
}

97.2
93.8
60.1

41.1
89.9
97.3
97.6
96.5
90.2
58.3

34.4
88.0
95.2
94.7
92.1
83.8
41.5

35.5
75.3
88.2
92.0
89.8
81.7
40.8

Women

<20
20–24
25–34
35–44
45–54
55–64
>65

1900

1920

1930

1940

1950

1960

1970

1980

1990

1999

28.2
30.8
19.9
15.6
14.7
13.2
9.1

28.4
38.1

22.8
42.4
27.8
22.6
20.4
16.1
8.0

18.7
45.1
32.9
26.9
22.1
16.4
5.9

22.2
42.7
31.7
34.9
32.8
23.4
7.8

23.9
44.9
35.3
42.6
46.7
35.0
10.3

44.0
57.7
45.0
51.1
54.4
43.0
9.7

52.9
68.9
65.5
65.5
59.9
41.3
8.1

51.6
71.3
73.5
76.4
71.2
45.2
8.6

51.0
73.2
76.4
77.2
76.7
51.5
8.9

}
}

22.4
17.1
8.0

much less over time, what is the distribution of
types of careers. This has been in large part for
want of methodological tools.19
I begin with education, thought by many to be
an essential resource for the labor force, and, of
course, extremely highly correlated with wages and
other rewards at the individual level. The large literature on education and work (see Mary Brinton’s chapter in this volume) does not generally
study education within the historical demographic
framework followed here. We are accustomed either to think of education as a kind of period
change—“the high schools expanded rapidly in the
1920s,” we say, as if this meant a sudden change in
education levels society-wide—or to enter education as one more variable in our equations, forgetting that over any medium-scale elapsed period
education’s main historical effects are uniformly
colinear with age because of period changes.
(Therefore our models measure only education’s
local, relative effects, not its more general, structural ones.) In fact, cohort education levels are set
in youth and change little after age 25, at least
prior to the expansion of community colleges in
the 1960s. They therefore constitute one of the essential constraints imposed by the labor opportunity structure.
To see this, it sufﬁces to think carefully about
the educational level of the labor force.20 The
1905–10 birth cohort was the ﬁrst cohort to show
a real leap in high school education, but they were

not securely in the labor force until the late 1920s.
Since median school completion rose about one
year per quinquennium, the 1920–25 birth cohort
was the ﬁrst one to enter the labor force with half
its members having completed high school, but
entered the labor force only in the early war years.
Viewed from the other end, the last “grade school”
cohort (median education below 9.0 years, the
1900–1905 cohort) did not hit retirement (65)
until around the late 1960s, well into the epoch of
“postindustrial society”! The impact of college has
been similarly delayed. Higher education exploded
after the war with the GI Bill and increasing
women’s education, an explosion continued by the
community college revolution of the 1960s and
1970s. We are accustomed to think of this development as revolutionizing the American workforce. But of course these students leavened the
labor force only gradually, and indeed the expansion was much slower than the high school one.
Forty years after the real takeoff of higher education around 1960, college completion even among
whites has just reached the level of a quarter of the
population over 25.
This excruciatingly slow educational upgrading
of the labor force of course provided one of the
great constraints on usable technology and shop
ﬂoor divisions of labor in manufacturing and service production. Obvious evidence for this is the
hijacking of the community colleges—which were
originally planned to bring liberal education to the
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masses—by a business community desperate for
workers trained in new skills (Brint and Karabel
1989). Nor is it surprising that by the 1980s, business was itself spending on internal training an
amount commensurate with the entire higher education budget of the United States (Eurich 1985;
see also the data on training in Parnes et al. 1970–
75, vol. 4).
After school comes the “school-to-work transition.” Recent studies of high school work make it
clear that this transition is largely a myth, although
we do not know for how long and for whom it has
been a myth. Sample data put about half of fulltime high school students in the labor force, with
an average workweek, for the eleventh and twelfth
graders, of about 20 hours (Mortimer and Shanahan 1994). Ninth and tenth graders work extensively in the informal economy—mowing lawns
and babysitting—positions they seem to desert as
soon as the law allows them to move to the formal
economy. It is not clear how far back this pattern
goes historically. Hollingshead (1949) seems to indicate that the working high school students in
Elmtown in the early 1940s were more likely to be
those of lower socioeconomic status, but overall
LFPRs fell for both men and women under 20
from 1900 to about 1940, whence they rose to
1980. (The close parallel of the two sets of rates
questions the usual interpretation, according to
which schooling drove the early decline and the return of service men to civilian life drove the later
rise.) Like most age-speciﬁc LFPRs, these have
moved toward gender equality, the young men
having fallen back since 1980 to 53 percent,
roughly equalling the women’s 51 percent.
An unknown but undoubtedly quite substantial
portion of teenage work takes place in the illegal
economy. Ethnographies of the drug trade make it
clear that the drug industry (both in retail sales
and in related work such as lookout, messenger,
etc.) actually employs a substantial fraction of ofﬁcially “unemployed” urban youth. We know relatively little about the total extent of this employment, which like most informal work is often
episodic and part-time, and would be difﬁcult to
conceptualize and measure even if we could survey
it more directly.21
At present, work during college seems close to
universal. Even at elite colleges, few students spend
four years without working during term. And the
recent emergence of summer recruiting internships creates yet another link smoothing the connection of education and work (a connection inﬁnitely smoother in Germany, for example, with its

highly structured apprenticeship system). The universality of college work probably reﬂects the expanded coverage of education (to people who have
to ﬁnance it by part-time work and debt) as much
as it does a change in the college experience per se.
In 1940 only about 5 percent of the population
over 25 had gone to college. Over half of a cohort
of eighteen-year-olds now begins college. In a way,
then, we can think of education as something that
has expanded into the life-period of work, rather
than vice versa.22
The various tracks that lead into full-time employment are thus mostly gradual transitions
through part-time work during schooling of various levels. The school-to-work transition—which
may have been a ﬁxture of prewar employment for
some of the labor force—is now almost completely a mirage. In terms of the labor force opportunity structure, there is here no story of encoded period effects, as there is with educational level.
Rather, there are some differences encoded into
the labor force: educational debt for some people
to carry forward but not others, employment
(hoped to be) relevant to future occupation in
some cases, but not in most, and so on. But the
main quality of this part of the labor force is precisely that it has no memory, that it encodes next
to nothing. For it is made up of workers who will
spend brief periods in generic occupations that do
not dictate workers’ futures nor give them much—
skills, debts, assets, connections, constraints—to
take forward. As of 1987, for example, the median
age of food counter, fountain, and related workers
was 18.8. Their cumulative (all spells added together) occupational duration was 1.5 years (sampled at a moment, so the expected total duration is
roughly twice that). For busboys and other food
service assistants, the ﬁgures were 20.3 and 1.7, for
short-order cooks, 20.9 and 2.5, for private household child-care workers, 21.9 and 2.7 (Carey 1988).
These are high-turnover occupations, for young
people who aim to make some money mostly for
consumption although sometimes for educational
expenses. Such occupations are without any real
implications. From employers’ point of view, the
“opportunity” provided by this part of the labor
force is precisely that its sense of the irrelevance of
the occupation for its future gives this area of
employment a spot market quality not found
elsewhere.23
There is to be sure one drastic form of transition
to work. For a very large number of American men
in the middle and late twentieth century, their ﬁrst
full-time, regular employment was with the mili-
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tary. In 1950, for example, veterans were nearly 40
percent of the 20–24 male cohort of the labor
force and nearly 80 percent of the 25–34 male cohort. For a huge portion of these, military service
had been their ﬁrst full-time work.24 Veteran status
is a central constituent of the labor opportunity
structure; during the glory years, the total veteran
proportion of the male labor force never went
much below 40 percent. The age composition of
this group changed slowly as the Second World
War veterans aged, but the draft for Vietnam recreated the pattern of young veterans and pushed the
total male labor force proportion of veterans to
around 50 percent. Even the steady move of married women into the labor force did not offset this
rise; the total veteran proportion of the labor force
held constant at around 30 percent until the late
1970s.
The impact of this encoded experience was
enormous. The stability of American labor regimes
in the glory years was founded on the veteranworker and indeed the veteran-boss. (The male
labor force is now only about 20 percent veterans,
the total labor force 12 percent veterans.) Accustomed to a large organization with a thick and
often irrational command hierarchy, the veterans
found themselves in quite familiar settings as civilian employees of giant organizations, under the
same kinds of bosses they had had in the service.
This massive memory, far more than the prescriptions of the human relations school of management, undergirded the successful move Edwards
(1979) notes toward bureaucratic control in the
American workplace. More recently, the disappearance of this reservoir of personal training and of
this mechanism for induction into the world of
large organizations has undoubtedly had major
consequences for U.S. workforce control since the
1980s.
Perhaps more important, millions of young
workers brought home the enlisted/ofﬁcer/enemy model that any enlisted man remembers (“we
hate our ofﬁcers but we hate the enemy [or the
Army in general] more”). Without thinking, they
probably made it their model for labor relations.
The surprising turn of American labor toward
bread-and-butter bargaining, away from the strongly confrontational labor tactics and grand demands
of the 1930s (Stepan-Norris and Zeitlin 2003)
probably owes much to this transposition. No longer was it “us versus them.” It was “us versus them
versus THEM.”25
A work life begun in the teens or twenties is interrupted by various contingencies. The simplest
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of these is job change, which most studies have deﬁned as change of employer (rather than of occupation or occupation within employer). The distribution of job turnovers in a typical lifetime is
unknown for many cohorts in the American labor
force. Labor turnover occurred at extraordinary
rates in the United States prior to the 1920s. The
ﬁrst serious ﬁgures (around 1920) put turnover
(the average of accessions and departures) at about
10 per 100 employees per month in the relatively
stable ﬁrms surveyed. Turnover fell to around half
that level by the mid-1920s, where it remained
until doubling again during the war years, then
falling back to an even lower ﬁgure (around four
per 100) from the 1950s until ﬁgures stopped
being kept in the Reagan era. The sudden decline
in turnover in the mid-1920s is undoubtedly related to the sudden ending of mass immigration in
that period. The great stability since is somewhat
puzzling.
Aggregate turnover ﬁgures are grossly misleading. In a deﬁnitive enterprise-based study, Brissenden and Frankel (1922) showed the now familiar (and still true) facts that unskilled workers, young
workers, and female workers all turn over much
faster than others and that the majority of turnover
comes from rapid churning of short-stay employees in a relatively small number of slots. Over half
the separating employees in their data—skilled or
unskilled—had served three months or less (1922,
132). Thus the 100 percent turnover ﬁgure commonly quoted for industrial employment in the
migratory period masks huge synchronic differences in employment stability. The surprise—both
then and now—is not how little stability there is in
the labor force, but how stability and turnover
exist side-by-side. Because turnover is highly duration-dependent, the distribution of work life
courses with various levels of turnovers and tenures
is highly skewed.
The depression and the Second World War of
course interrupted many job tenures, but it seems
almost certain that typical tenures grew longer in
the glory years. In a 1954 review of available work,
Parnes (1954, 69) concluded that about 20 percent of the labor force was continuously employed
by one employer during the 1940s, and that over
a third had only one employer, but perhaps did not
work continuously over the same period. These
ﬁgures were higher than the Brissenden and Frank
numbers on the 1910s, and later ﬁgures were
higher still, as table 2 shows.
Tenures ﬂattened (or fell) in the later glory
years, a fact that is clearer if one corrects for com-
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Turnover Figures
>10 Years
(in percent)

Median Current Tenure
(in years)
Male
White
Briss/Frank 1913–4
BLS 1951 (MLR Oct 1963)
BLS 1963 (MLR Oct 1963)
BLS 1973 (MLR Dec 1974)
BLS 1978 (MLR Dec 1979)

Female

Black

White

2.9
4.0
5.9
4.7
4.6

Male

Black

White

2.4
3.1
4.1
4.0
3.7

positional changes (chieﬂy the baby boom’s entry
to the high-turnover early work years). Although
comparison can be difﬁcult, a review of recent
analyses by Neumark (2000) suggests (continuing)
modest declines in job stability (turnover) and job
security (involuntary turnover) in the neoliberal
period. Most studies seem to indicate that this effect was stronger during the 1970s than the 1980s,
but that the 1990s brought some instability and
insecurity to higher status and older groups that
had not known it before. Like many other labor
statistics, the trends seem reversed for men and
women—the former looking a little worse off, the
latter perhaps a little better, the two converging.
Overall, then, there is a fairly simple periodic history: a fairly decisive stabilization in the 1920s, a
distinct lengthening of overall tenure by the Second World War and into the early glory years, and
a slow, very gradual decline since some time in the
late glory years.26
Turnover is not random in the life course. Hall’s
deﬁnitive 1982 paper rediscovered and deepened
the argument of the earlier whole career literature
that the early job history was ﬁlled with highturnover jobs (on average six by age 30) and that,
for a majority of the labor force in the glory years,
the later career was ﬁlled with one or two long-duration jobs. At a given point (in 1978), 28 percent
of the labor force was in jobs expected to last 20
years or more total and 43 percent in jobs expected to last 10 years or more total. Put another way,
40 percent of workers between 40 and 65 could
expect 20 years or more on the job currently
held.27
All of these studies sidestep the much thornier
problem of occupational and skill change. In a
much-cited study on a small sample in the early
glory years, Wilensky (1960) showed that many
workers who worked for a single employer for long
periods changed occupations (jobs) very often

2.3
3.0
2.8
2.6

Female

Black

White

14.9
1.7
2.9
3.3
3.6

21.4
35.3
30.7
28.8

Black
9.4

13.2
27.5
23.7
25.8

10.7
20.7
17.9
15.3

6.5
19.3
18.4
19.3

within that employer. Indeed, it was already known
that at least a third of workers change broad occupation group over a decade, much less speciﬁc occupation (Palmer 1954, 108). The problem of trajectories of change in occupation or in skills used
has been difﬁcult to investigate on an aggregate
basis. (We thus have little idea whether the current
vogue of “individual career growth” as an empirical practice and a human resources department
ideology is really anything new.)
From a life course point of view, the main question about turnover concerns the likelihood that
an individual will eventually secure one or more
long-tenure employments. But our concern here is
less with the life course organization of turnovers
in itself than with the more dynamically important
question of what that life course pattern means in
terms of the encoded labor opportunity structure.
Its main consequence is to increase the vulnerability of the labor force to demographic shocks. When
a massive generation like the baby boom hits the
narrow life course window for long tenures, there
may—changes in the labor process and employment relation set aside—be fewer “long tenure”
slots than can go around. For example, in 1999,
49 percent of the labor force was in the prime
long-tenure years, age 35–54; in 1970, the ﬁgure
had been 40.3 percent. Thus, recent cries of “declining job security” probably have compositional
origins.
A more dramatic contingency is unemployment.
We are fortunate to have a number of distinguished works on unemployment—of the concept
(Salais, Baverez, and Reynaud 1986), of unemployment relief as a policy (Harris 1972), and even
of unemployment as an experience (Keyssar 1986;
Burnett 1994). As with turnover, instantaneous
rates of unemployment are much better known
than is its total incidence over the life course.
American unemployment rates ﬂuctuate pretty
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steadily with business cycles. They have reached 7
percent to 10 percent at some point in nearly every
decade since 1890 and have gone below 3 percent
at some point in most decades. They are highly
skewed in terms of occupation (high among laborers and factory workers in the past few decades),
of race (black rates are typically twice those of
whites), of age (young workers, particularly those
under 20, are very likely to be unemployed), and
of education. The last is perhaps the most dramatic of these correlations; unemployment rates for
those who have not ﬁnished high school run four
or more times those of college graduates for most
demographic groups in the current U.S. labor
force.
From a life course point of view, the persistence
and recurrence of unemployment (like turnover)
in the work histories of particular individuals is an
important regularity, noted by a number of European scholars (e.g., Gallie and Paugam 2000).
Layte et al. (2000) use multiple and diverse evidence to show that this persistence most likely reﬂects individual qualities less than it does location
in a disadvantaged labor market or occupational
area. But unemployment seems to be broadly experienced; Paugam (2000, 92), with a sample that
while not nationally representative is close to national norms in most respects, ﬁnds that nearly 30
percent of French respondents have experienced
unemployment of at least three months at some
point in their careers.
Unemployment episodes in the United States
typically last nine weeks (median), although 10 to
15 percent last six months or more. (See Kaitz
1970 for a useful technical discussion.) The same
mathematical issues arise with unemployment as
with job tenure, and thus like job tenure, unemployment duration is longer than cross-sectional
data make it seem, in the sense that the majority of
months of unemployment that are experienced
come in the guise of long-duration unemployment, just as the majority of employment years
that individuals experience are in tenures longer
than turnover data and current spell-length would
lead one to expect (Akerlof and Main 1981). A
further problem is that an unknown but substantial number of unemployment episodes are actually ﬁlled with employment in the informal economy
and in domestic production of various kinds.
(These tend to disappear in ofﬁcial statistics, because in most countries such employment would
jeopardize unemployment beneﬁts.) It is a striking
fact that unemployment support regimes in Europe correlate closely with family patterns (Gallie
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and Paugam 2000). Countries with extensive family dependence—and relatively strong family production—tend to have minimal unemployment
beneﬁts, relying on the family production sector to
provide protection and nonmarket employment.
(This is Meillassoux [1975] 1981 all over again.)
Unemployment is thus a complex kind of event,
tied to “sectoral” change between wage, domestic,
and informal production as much as it is to the
conjunctures of the wage economy. However, it is
not clear what if any are the encoded implications
of unemployment experience for the labor opportunity structure. By contrast, the next work life
contingency—nonstandard employment relations—
has fairly clear implications.
Alongside full-time, full-year (FTFY) wage/salary
labor is a wide variety of alternative wage arrangements. As noted earlier, casual, high-turnover employment is both old and endemic in the
American labor force. Through the immigrant and
transition periods, hoboes were the core casual
labor force—itinerant, young, male workers working large construction projects in the summer and
labor-intensive harvests in the fall. The large-scale
hobo labor force shrank during the depression and
almost disappeared after the war.28
But while the old strongholds of casualism have
drastically declined, a variety of new non-FTFY
employment forms have emerged in the whitecollar labor force. “Contingent employment” is
work that has some formal time limit: a month, a
year, up to (in the case of assistant professors) six
years. (This is the French contrat à durée determinée [CDD].) It covers about 5 percent of the
American labor force. Part-time employment, deﬁned variously in various countries (Kalleberg
2000), usually means working less than about 80
percent of legally established full-time status, although, as I noted earlier, the actual “full-time”
workweek varies widely from sector to sector. The
U.S. labor force is about 20 percent part-time. Finally, alternative employment arrangements (AEAs)
refer to nonstandard legal relations between employer and employee; they include independent
contract relations (direct contracts for particular
services with limited beneﬁts), on-call work (work
available only when the employer needs it, e.g.,
substitute teaching), working for a temporary
agency, and subcontract employment (working for
a ﬁrm that subcontracts services to other ﬁrms).
AEAs involve about 8 to 10 percent of the American labor force. These various categories of course
overlap in various ways.29
Part-time work spread steadily in the labor force
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in the glory years (it was a little over 10 percent of
the labor force in 1950). In part, the growth has
reﬂected sectoral change; the service sector has
more part-time jobs. It also seems to have reﬂected life course factors. Part-time work is concentrated among women and men outside the prime
employment years. Part-time work is a little lower
in the European Union than in the United Sates,
although with much variation and although it has
been increasing rapidly in the past decade.
Most AEAs are life-stage phenomena, from the
point of view of the worker. Thus, independent
contractors tend to be white males who chose the
arrangement, often over 65, with lower contingency rates, higher salary and beneﬁt rates, and
longer job tenure in job than other AEAs. Independent contracting is obviously a method of
gradual retirement. By contrast, contract workers
are generally young men, working full-time, most
often in security or technology, with high wages
and fairly long tenure for AEA arrangements. A
total contrast are temporary agency workers, who
are more likely women (53 percent), with children
(30 percent have a preschooler), young (25 percent of them under 25), working in clerical and
machine operator positions (72 percent). Few (27
percent) prefer working this way, few are covered
by insurance (temporary agencies and their workers are often free riding on an employed spouse’s
beneﬁts), over half are contingent, and the median
tenure is very brief. Finally, on-call workers are
more of a sectoral or occupational phenomenon
than a life course one. On-call work is very high in
two traditional women’s professions (teaching and
nursing), as it is for men in transportation, construction, and unskilled labor.
Contingent work is far more common in Europe
than in the United States; the EU rate is about 12
percent (ﬁxed-term contracts as a percentage of all
employment contracts). A detailed French study
shows that temporary employment is directly related to an increase in “ﬂexibility” (more autonomous work decisions and less hierarchical orgaTable 3.

nization), but also to increasing temporal constraints, production speeds, and quality surveillance (Paugam 2000). A recent study of Japan
(Gill 2001, 201) also notes a distinct rise in timelimited employees—to 7.5 percent—which couples with self-employed without employees (9 percent), family workers without contracts (5.4
percent), and day laborers (1.8 percent) to locate
nearly a quarter of the Japanese labor force in various forms of nonstandard employment.
In sum, while deﬁnitions vary, forms of nonstandard employment are spreading quite rapidly in the
developed world and are in most cases concentrated among women, young people, untrained workers, and retirees. These modiﬁcations of the FTFY
model seem to reﬂect a massive change in the labor
opportunity structure—the entry (in some cases
reentry) into the labor force of individuals (married
women, women with children, high school and college students, individuals gradualizing their retirements) who have reasons for desiring or requiring
non-FTFY schedules.30 This effect can be most easily seen for women. As table 3 shows, the female
share of the labor force in the ﬁrst half of the twentieth century grew at the expense of boys and very
young men—the heart of the old casual labor force.
The backbone of the patriarchal labor force—men
in the breadwinner years—held absolutely steady at
half the total jobs in the labor force through 1950
(as did older men at 10–12 percent of the labor
force). As a total proportion of the labor force, the
male-breadwinner age group declined—sharply
but uniquely—during the glory years, recovering
slightly when the baby boom fully entered it
around 1990. Thus, it was the glory years that saw
the major expansion of that portion of the labor
force characteristically associated with non-FTFY
and more casual arrangements (Hall 1982 shows
that women’s typical tenures were shorter than
men’s), and not surprisingly part-time work expanded steadily in parallel.
The long-run implication has been that after the
glory years employers faced a labor force more of

Labor Force Share
1900

1920

1930

1940

1950

1960

1970

1980

1990

1999

Percentage of
LF Female

18.1

20.5

22.0

24.3

28.3

32.0

38.1

42.5

45.2

46.5

Percentage of
LF Male 25–54

49.5

50.9

50.1

49.3

47.4

44.9

38.9

36.3

38.5

38.2

8.1

10.5

12.0

14.6

18.0

20.4

22.0

26.1

29.8

33.4

Percentage LF
Female 25–54
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which is empirically associated with non-FTFY
work. Encoded into that labor force are more of
the advantages and disadvantages associated with
high-turnover work under unusual arrangements:
increased ﬂexibility and risk for both sides, reliance
on on-the-job training, and free riding on breadwinners (parents for children, spouses for adults)
for health and other beneﬁts, for stable income,
and so on. A correlative result is that the labor
force is now a higher percentage of the population
over 16 than ever before; the century-long increase
in this ﬁgure has been steady except for momentary hesitations in 1930 for the depression and in
1965 before the maturing of the baby boom.
Few people spend their work lives in one place.
Many—indeed most—geographical moves are dictated by the pushes and pulls of employment. Such
labor migration can be loosely divided into internal and international. Internal labor migration we
have already encountered in the casual and seasonal labor force. Migratory casual labor seems to be
a life stage phenomenon, far more common among
young men than any other group, but noncasual
job-induced migration is extremely general in the
population, probably dictating at least half of all
changes of residence. International labor migration is of course one of the deﬁning phenomena of
modern labor regimes, and is particularly central to
the history of the United States. The migrations
up to 1924 are of deﬁnitional importance, and
after a brief lull, the annual inﬂow has increased
(from near zero) almost monotonically since 1945.
During the one era when immigration doors were
ofﬁcially closed, the United States imported foreign labor formally under the bracero program
(1942–64) in whose peak year (1956) there were
445,000 braceros (of about two million farm laborers by census estimate).31
From the cohort/encoding point of view adopted here, it is important to note, ﬁrst, that much
labor migration is temporary. The United States, for
example, is estimated to have lost about one-third
of those who emigrated to it between 1900 and
1980. Second, international labor migration is generally youthful. While older people do migrate,
much of international labor migration is a temporary expedient of young people seeking high wages
(often 10 to 50 times those of the sending country),
without long-run plans. This is particularly true for
illegal migration, which is estimated to be about 20
percent of the total inﬂow to the United States.
Third, international labor migration, although common for skilled workers, is more generally a phenomenon of unskilled workers (Stalker 1994).
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The central implications of migration, particularly international migration, for the labor opportunity structure lie of course in its provision of a
safety valve, a reserve of workers ready to ﬁt into
places unﬁlled by home labor supply. This is true
regionally as well as internationally, although generally employers have preferred regional relocation
rather than cross-regional labor import. But the
extreme transiency of much of modern international migration makes it ideal in freeing employers from local constraints.
Work careers today close with retirement, sharp
or gradual. As noted earlier, workers of prior cohorts more likely left the labor force through
death.32 Retirement as a concept emerged in the
1930s, for which it was one basic strategy to reduce mass unemployment (along with part-time
work and shortening the workweek). Pension-supported retirement had the triple advantage of reducing unemployment, increasing overall worker
productivity (it was believed older workers were
inefﬁcient), and increasing aggregate demand by
putting money into hands that would spend it.
The 1950s saw the institutionalization of retirement in its modern American form and a rapid expansion of the beneﬁts and coverage of Social Security. Welcomed by big business as an investment
tool (Graebner 1980, 215ff.—funding pools that
backed pensions were investment capital accounts
for ﬁrms), private deﬁned–beneﬁt pension plans
spread from 15 percent of the labor force to over
40 percent by 1960. The mass leisure sector ballooned. All this meant that retirement emerged in
its modern cultural form (Grabener 1980, chap.
8), and cohorts retiring in the glory years enjoyed
opportunities unimagined in their youth.
With the neoliberal transition of the 1970s,
things changed. Although mandatory retirement
was struck down for various reasons, the decline in
the LFPR of older workers continued, driven by
pension policies almost as effective as mandatory
retirement itself. By the mid-1990s, however, longterm trends began to stall and reverse (Purcell
2000); pension coverage fell for men and women
55–64 and 65 and over, labor force participation
rates began to climb for all age brackets over 55,
and proportions of pensioners and of Social Security recipients working began to climb. After 1994,
there even emerged a small move back toward fulltime work among the elderly. Some of this may
have reﬂected a hot economy, but some may also
have reﬂected the changing provisions of Social Security and a stalling of income in the senior age
brackets.33
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From an encoding point of view, the importance
of retirement lies in its guaranteeing the youth of
the labor force. It stops the endless march of
salaries in terms of age and employer seniority. It
eradicates old distributions of education, training,
and occupation. Since the employees it eliminates
are generally long-tenure employees (who have
preferential access to it in an age of early retirement offers) it also has a large effect on organizational memory, for good or ill. (For example, there
are only a hundred or so people left in the United
States with the skills to maintain the electronic
switches that still handle most of the nation’s longdistance phone calls.) Note that often what retirement eradicates are events long past. To take an
occupational example, the baby boom drew thousands of extra people into teaching with the result
that teaching (elementary and secondary especially) is today an elderly profession, from which
about one-quarter of its members will disappear in
the next eight years. Not only will this create an
enormous present crisis, it will also induct another
oversized cohort to produce another such crisis 30
years hence.

OCCUPATIONS, PROFESSIONS, AND THE
ORGANIZATION OF WORK
The varying depths of life course experience at
any given time, encoded into cohorts and cohort
segments presently extant in the labor force, constitute the materials on which occupations are
built. By “occupations” here, I mean real social
things. When the census assigns people occupations, it merely locates them in a category of workers. In such an exercise occupations are just areas
of tasks in a division of labor. They are not social
entities with coherence and consequence.
Occupations have two other realities. Implicit
in my argument so far is the ﬁrst of these—the
idea that occupations are particular and enduring
groups of people. The various food service groups
mentioned a few pages ago are not in this sense
occupations. They are simply categories of work
through which young people ﬂow at a tremendous
rate—what we might call “turnover occupations.”
So a second conception of occupations involves
sustained membership by particular individuals.
Yet a third way of conceiving occupations is through
their institutions—associations, unions, friendly
societies, licensing boards, and so on.
Research areas are sharply differentiated by their
choice among these different concepts of occupa-

tion. For most quantitative analysis, occupation
means the (current) task, given by the SOC (Standard Occupational Classiﬁcation) codes and the
triple-digit census classiﬁcation. Such analysis makes
strong assumptions, especially about change in the
occupational system over time. The new labor
history, by contrast, has begun with occupations
as institutions (unions, family and employment
structures, repertoires of contention), although
often also amassing data on occupations as groups
of people at a given moment. The professions
literature—which has much more detailed individual data than does the new labor history with its
working-class focus—has generally insisted on all
three aspects of occupations combined, disdaining
those occupations unable to connect an enduring
group of people, a set of institutions, and a task
area.34
Any serious study of occupations must begin
with the question of how and when these three
strands of occupation-ness can be brought together. More important, it must also understand how
lineages—consistent social structures through
time—can be created within each strand. How can
or does a task area remain uniﬁed across time?
How does a group of people maintain a position in
the division of labor as they and the institutions
around them age? How do occupational structures
grow, develop, and die?
With respect to these questions, we know, ﬁrst,
a good deal about the history and current structure of task areas. For the professions we have
many detailed case summaries and the general theoretical analysis of Abbott (1988). For occupations
more generally we have the large literature of the
new labor history and a distinguished theoretical
literature on labor process. From the same sources,
we know, second, much about the organizational
structures of occupations themselves, particularly
about unionized occupations and the professions.
This was the heart of the sociology of work as it
descended from Everett Hughes and has been
many times reviewed. Most work about occupations is in fact about the organized structures of
occupations and the actions undertaken by those
structures and by current occupation members.35
But we know, third, next to nothing about the
historical demography of occupations. Even for
the well-studied professions few works track individuals through careers in any substantial numbers;
virtually all studies of professions, as of internal
labor markets, break careers into transitions and
analyze the transitions separately. And even where
they exist, little can be inferred from tenure distri-
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butions, which are largely determined by ﬂuctuations in occupational entry.36 The simple fact is that
we do not know the number and extent of demographically coherent occupations today or for any
era of the past since the rise of industrialization.37
If any occupations are full social entities—task,
people, and organization—it is the professions and
crafts. I focus here on the professions, which are
larger, more powerful, and growing; the crafts are
in demographic decline. A long-standing literature
(e.g., Ben-David 1963) has seen the professions as
a risk-averse upper-middle-class strategy for class
reproduction. Current patterns of occupational
choice among elite university graduates underscore
this importance, also evident in the political attitudes of professionals, which are liberal on social
questions and conservative on economic ones
(Brint 1994).
Demographically, members of the professions
remain in them longer than do members of other
occupations. In part, this is because professional
skills have high costs, both sunk (income forgone
during training) and ongoing (debt incurred for
training), and as a result individuals are reluctant
to leave. At the same time, the professions have expanded considerably as a proportion of the labor
force in the last century, much of that expansion
coming in teaching and nursing, mass professions
that together constitute nearly a third of the professional-technical sector, itself now nearly 20 percent of the labor force.
Ambitious young people choose their professions based on current educational availability (a
function of professional and state policy) and current rewards (a function of the current balance of
supply and demand). But this current balance of
supply and demand is a function of many things.
First, because of the length of professional training,
demographic decisions long past are encoded into
the current professional age structure, with crucial
consequences for later supply. Second, the professions themselves can constrain (e.g., British lawyers)
or facilitate (e.g., American lawyers) production of
new professionals. The professions also generate
new technologies and organizations of work that
may dramatically affect professional productivity
and hence demand. The state too shapes supply
and demand, particularly through control of professional education, a force that of course varies
with the centralization and power of the state (high
in France, low in Italy, for example). State power
can also have dramatic effects on professional autonomy. And for those professions—like engineering—dependent directly on commercial employ-
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ment, the private sector can play important roles,
partly in education, but more crucially in the size of
demand and extent of autonomy.
The almost inevitable result of these various
forces is a boom-and-bust cycle, which can be clearly seen in Krause’s survey (1996) of four professions in ﬁve countries. Since these cycles are short
relative to the professional life course, long-tenure
professionals can assume that their profession’s rewards and conditions of employment will change
one or more times over their work lifetimes. The
professions thus provide a particularly clear example of the kind of cohort-encoded labor force discussed earlier.
Organizationally, more and more American professionals have become salaried over the last 30 to
50 years. (We do not actually know how long this
trend has gone on.) Moreover, the organizations in
which such salaried professionals work have gotten
larger and more heteronomous. And a variety of
sources note the increase in new forms of accountability (on all these, see Leicht and Fennell 1997).
Although the roots of these developments lie in the
middle twentieth century or even earlier, the last 20
years have seen a rapid increase in them, paralleling
an increasing involvement of the state and commercial sector in professional life. Overall, these changes
are making American professionals more like continental ones, who have have from the beginning
most often been employees or functionaries.38
These transformations can stand for larger transformations in the labor process throughout the
labor force, since if any set of occupations can
dominate their work practices, it is the professions.
Transformations in the professions make a useful
transition into some brief closing comments about
the organization of work.
There is no space here for a serious discussion of
the set of forces commonly believed to determine
the division of labor on the shop ﬂoor, in the cubicle, or at the counter. The questions of work redesign, of ﬂexibility, of worker democracy, and of
the labor process more generally command independent space of their own. One important aim of
this chapter, however, has been to raise the possibility that this entire literature on work organization needs to more deeply consider the labor
opportunity structure as a determinant of the organization of production.39
We can see this determination by considering
the topic of skill. The subjects of skill and technique have exercised the sociology of work from its
earliest days, much of this work growing out of the
satisfaction literature produced by industrial en-
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gineering. The 1950s saw a large literature on
deskilling and automation, above all in France
(Friedmann 1946; Touraine 1955; Naville 1963),
where a mixed view was taken of the move to automated production. The downside of repetitive
work and of deskilling was noticed, but automation was also thought to raise levels of skill and to
create new relations betwen workers as processes
became more complex and interdependent. (Similar views were urged in the United States by
Blauner 1964.) The 1970s brought Braverman
(1974), Burawoy (1979), and the anglophone deskilling controversy.
In these various deskilling debates (Attewell 1990
gives an excellent summary), however, the concept
of skill was never treated in life course terms, but
only cross-sectionally. Writers who talked of reskilling pointed to training programs and one-step transitions. But just as the concept of career was
operationalized not in actual career data but in
point-outcome measures, transitions, and hazard
rates, no one actually has any idea how many skills a
typical worker has had in a lifetime, now or for any
point in the past (for ethnographic work on skills
over the career, see Harper 1987, 2001).
Moreover, the present-day skill distribution is a
crucial aspect of the labor opportunity structure, as
we have already seen in the earlier discussion of education. But this encoded skill distribution has
further structural implications. Consider the phenomenon of the occupational sorting of talent.
Suppose there are some generalizable individual
resources that are convertible into many different
particular occupational skills. (They can be genetic
or acquired—what matters is that they be generalized.) These are things like intelligence, “people
skills,” manual facility, and so on. Suppose also that
occupations follow some kind of prestige and reward hierarchy. A simple argument predicts that
workers will take their skills where they will be best
rewarded. This implies that in a labor force closed
to immigration, a randomly examined occupation
will contain a “representative” sample of skill resources only if there are constraints that lock into
particular occupations or occupational zones groups
(typically, ascriptive groups) that themselves contain representative samples of skills. If all individuals are free to choose their occupations, occupations low in prestige and rewards will be
systematically denuded of people with generalizable skills, since these workers will move elsewhere
to get returns to their resources.
The obvious example is women, an ascriptive
group within which generalizable skills take rough-

ly the same distribution as they do among men.
During the early years of the move of married
women into the labor force, job discrimination
kept women out of much of the high-rewarded
labor force. As a result, the glory years labor force
was full of extremely smart and well-educated secretaries, a group that largely disappeared from the
labor force once the great afﬁrmative action settlements of the 1970s made it much easier for such
women to become lawyers, executives, and doctors.
Could it be that one of the reasons the personal
computer took off in business and professional life,
indeed one of the reasons that professional workers began spending their highly paid time doing
most of (what would have been seen in the 1950s
as) their own secretarial work, was that there was
no longer any pool of talent to do that work at the
necessary quality for the wages offered? There
were some personal efﬁciency and technological
reasons for this shift, to be sure, but the necessary
cause of the sheer absence of potential clerical
workers of prior skill levels undoubtedly played a
major role in this as in many other aspects of the
reorganization of ofﬁce life.
Labor force–wide, this is undoubtedly a strong
effect. The opening of barriers to employment frees
individuals to move their talents where they wish,
with the curious result that inequality between occupations in terms of individual endowments increases; variance within becomes variance between.
More generally, we can posit a kind of Say’s law for
occupations: at any given time, the existing division
of labor can employ only those individuals who
exist in the labor force at that moment. Those individuals possess a certain mix of historically encoded attributes and assets—age, skills, gender, education, wealth, and so on—on the basis of which
the existing division of labor gets ﬁlled. Note that
this fact places absolute constraints on the algebraic relationships between certain variables—on returns to education, for example.
This implies further that the overall parameters
of the current mapping of individuals into positions are not a function of matters at the margin,
as is implicit in the neoclassical way of thinking
about sorting. Relations at the margin determine
only instantaneous, local change. The overall nature of the occupational mapping is a function of
the averages, (the marginals) which are, for the
most part, deeply encoded into the demographic
(broadly understood) structure of the labor force.
Note that we take this argument for granted in
studies of immigrant and imported labor, which
we routinely explain in terms of demand for labor-
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ers of types unavailable in the current offer of the
labor force. Commercial organizations unable to
ﬁnd what they want in the current labor force have
powerful incentives to look beyond it—either geographically or socially or both.
With these few hints of the implications of a
labor opportunity structure for understanding the
organizational world of work I must close. I hope
to have persuaded the reader that the sociology of
work can be renovated by rethinking our normal
strategies of analysis, which are overly reliant on a
historical-forces, effects-at-the-margin, individualoutcomes model. Even the life course model, important as that is (or should be) for the sociology
of work, does not go far enough. Only a general
analysis of historically encoded structures—which
after all include not only labor, but also technology, employment relations, occupations, ﬁrms, and
so on—can really enable us to escape the ways our
earlier analyses have precommitted us to certain
conclusions.
The sociology of work is an old and distinguished subﬁeld, both in the United States and in
Europe. In both places it has had strong periods
and weak ones. In both places it has, like the sociology of organizations in a parallel case, ﬂirted at
times with becoming a kind of of applied personnel studies for the commercial world. But its inner
heritage is the radical and critical question of how
exactly work is situated in human experience. The
problems of the sociology of work thus present a
forceful challenge to the enterprise of economic
sociology. In the ﬁrst instance, the question of the
boundaries of work requires economic sociology
to start thinking about the various “noneconomic”
sectors of work and about their interrelations with
wage work. In the second, economic sociology has
in the concept of a labor opportunity structure a
way of going beyond the structural and network/
embedding insights that have been its bread and
butter heretofore. A historical demography of
wage labor is a preliminary to any serious account
of the economy. As of the present moment, we
have not even begun it.

NOTES
I would like to thank Erin York for research assistance.
1. The ﬁgures on types of work are from the Statistical
Abstract of the United States, the 2000 issue, table 438 on p.
265 and table 637 on p. 396. All data from the Statistical
Abstract in this chapter come from this issue, and are in the
form “SA:pages” for brevity. Hence, in this case, SA:265,
367.
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2. Other than this brief mention, I have omitted consideration of the various types of forced production. For an example, see Hirata 1979.
3. Polanyi’s deﬁnition of market production was that it
was nonembedded production. The fascination with embeddedness in economic sociology is thus a fractal return of
Polanyi’s view, studying embeddedness, but only within the
(relatively) disembedded sector of wage production. See Abbott 2001, chap. 1.
4. Sex is another example, prostitution having seen a large
decline over the past century as the young single men who
were its main clientele have found free sex more available.
Still another is elevator operators, of whom there were
100,000 as recently as 1950. (The Bureau of Labor Statistics reports 2,700 in 1998.) The 1950 ﬁgure is from the
Historical Statistics of the United States, Bicentennial Edition
(Washington, D.C.: GPO, 1975), 144. All subsequent citations from the Historical Statistics are in the form HS:page,
in this case, HS:144. On family work systems, see also the
chapter of Light in this volume.
5. The best conceptual overview of leisure and work remains de Grazia 1964. On consumption, see the chapter of
Zelizer in this volume. The Keynes quote is Keynes [1931]
1963, 367. For want of space, I have removed here a discussion on the culture of work.
6. For the work discipline literature, see Edwards 1979.
On informal relations in formal organizations, see Roethlisberger and Dickson 1939 or any other classic of the human
relations school. Examples of resistance and organization
against plant change include Fantasia 1988; Jermier,
Knights, and Nord 1994; and Burawoy and Lukacs 1992.
Also interesting in this regard is Leidner 1993.
7. For an excellent review taking this individual approach,
see Mishel, Bernstein, and Schmitt 1999. James Coleman
defended sociological hyperindividualization by arguing that
society had become individualized and that our sociology
should be apposite for its time (Coleman 1993). This argument puts the ideological cart before the empirical horse; by
taking this hyperindividualized stand, social science participated in furthering the ideology of individualism. But as
usual Coleman saw the issue quite clearly.
8. For language examples, see Hareven 1982; Siu 1987;
and Lamphere, Stepick, and Grenier 1994. In dozens of current situations worldwide, ignorance of the local language is
a crucial element of forced labor structures.
9. Granovetter and Tilly 1988; Tilly and Tilly 1994,
1998. I have not tried in this chapter to update Tilly and
Tilly’s chapter from the preceding edition of this handbook.
I recommend it (and the book that followed) highly.
10. The “encoding” perspective adopted here differs
from a life course perspective. Life course perspectives consider individual outcomes unfolding over an individual’s life;
social forces matter insofar as they affect this unfolding. The
dependent variable is usually some general “outcome” in
personal experience, important in its own right. In the status attainment and human capital perspectives, outcomes are
always located at a point in time because the ultimate interest of these perspectives is deciding policy, which works at a
point. In the present view, by contrast, the life course itself
matters mainly because at any given time it determines important individual “asset” outcomes (things that pile up
over time, positive and negative), which, along with other
social states, constitute the determining forces of the present. The outcome of interest is the unfolding of the social
system of work, not of individual lives, which are important
only because they affect that system. And the conceptions of
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causality and outcome are processual, not point-focused. On
outcome concepts generally, see Abbott, forthcoming. An
interesting collection of papers on work and the life course
is Marshall et al. 2001.
11. The logic of how all these are tied together may make
certain of them appear to be “larger,” and it may be that that
logic does allow some of them to govern others. But those
facts should be taken as empirical possibilities, not a priori
assumptions.
12. These ﬁgures give the total number of owner-occupied
housing units divided by the total number of households.
HS:43, 646; SA:718.
13. The percentage of Americans over 20 that are foreign
born is back over 10 percent for the ﬁrst time since 1950;
the low came at about 6 percent around 1970 (HS:14ff.;
SA:47). The average age of men in the labor force was 33 in
1900 and rose steadily till 1970 (39.9) before dipping because of the baby boom. It is currently (1999) back up to
39. Women in the labor force used to be considerably
younger than men. Like the male mean, the female ﬁgure
fell to 1980 (34) and has risen since (to 39). The data for
the age-speciﬁc LFPRs (here and in table 1) from 1970 on
are from SA:405. For 1890–1940, Sixteenth Census, Population, vol. 3, pt. 1, p. 26. For 1950, Seventeenth Census,
vol. 4, Special Reports, Pt. 1B, p. 37. For 1960, Eighteenth
Census, vol. 2, PC(2)6A, table 2.
14. The exact details of these series vary, but the general
trends are clear. I have relied here on HS:225–26, 297, 301;
SA:466. In commenting on this paper, John Muellbauer
pointed out that a change in the mix of types of families may
be an important factor here.
15. For home ownership ﬁgures, see HS:43, 643, 646,
713. The real bonanza came for those holding mortgages
through the huge inﬂations of the neoliberal transition. The
real value of a ﬁxed mortgage payment fell 45 percent from
1975 to 1985 and almost 70 percent from 1965 to 1985.
The slow rise of overall homeownership since 1970 conceals
steady declines in age-speciﬁc home ownership rates; the rise
is compositional (Myers 1999).
16. Most satisfaction studies are psychological; see, e.g.,
Cranny, Smith, and Stone 1992. For a more sociological example, see Freeman and Rogers 1999. Most sociological
work on satisfaction assumes ex ante that satisfaction is a
downstream, short-run variable, with no autoregression or
other long-run pattern or cumulation. See the classic Parnes
et al., 1970–75, 1:150ff.
17. Sources on work time include Hunnicutt 1988,
1996; Cross 1988; Thoemmes 2000.
18. The relation between the legal and actual workweek
has always been loose. The legal standard exists to benchmark things like overtime and beneﬁts. On the recent
changes in work hours, see Coleman and Pencavel 1993. I
unfortunately lack the space to discuss ﬂextime and home
work.
19. The scattered data on whole careers from the 1930s
to the 1950s are discussed in Wilensky 1960, 553 n. 2. The
whole careers tradition ended with the turns ﬁrst to structural modeling of current achievement (in the 1960s) and
second to hazard rate study of particular shifts (in the
1980s). The major longitudinal studies (PSID, NLS) began
to produce career results in the 1980s and 1990s, but have
both coverage and completion problems. Methodologically,
the most likely technique for whole career data is sequence
analysis (Abbott and Tsay 2000). The best general review of
career studies is Rosenfeld 1992.
20. These education ﬁgures are all directly from HS:380;

SA 152, 157. I have throughout this discussion assumed
that education in labor force cohorts is the same as education in adult population cohorts.
21. On drug dealing, see MacCoun and Reuter 1992 and,
especially, Hagedorn 2002, who estimates that 10 percent of
youth in his research areas are involved in drug sales. MacCoun and Reuter were surprised to ﬁnd that most of drug
workers in their sample also had legitimate employment.
22. There is little evidence that higher education produces much of a net increase in cognitive functioning once
we control out selection effects; most college learning is actually maturation. The idea that increasing education means
ipso facto a more highly skilled labor force is thus an egregious error. See Pascarella and Terenzini 1991 for the best
general review of this topic.
23. A quick calculation based on LFPRs and Carey’s ﬁgures shows that these four occupations produce about onehalf of the 10 million person-years of work done by a oneyear cohort as it passes through the ages from 17 to 22.
Note that unlike the American labor force, the German
labor force has by this age had much of its future occupational structure encoded into it through apprenticeships
connected quite tightly to later occupations and employers
(see the essays in Culpepper and Finegold 1999).
24. These are estimated ﬁgures, using total numbers of
veterans, assuming 95 percent of them are men and that
their LFPRs are the same as their age peers.’ A slight deﬂation is probably necessary for full disability status. Note also
that a surprising amount of military vocational training was
used later in the civilian labor force. See Parnes et al. 1970–
75, 4:43–44.
25. Like many civilian organizations, the military itself
has changed in the neoliberal age into a leaner, meaner,
team-based organization from which much of the old “shitwork” and stultifying bureaucracy have been outsourced.
See Abbott 2002 and the sources cited therein.
26. Ten-year-plus employees still make up about 60 percent of employed men in their ﬁfties (Jaeger and Stevens
2000). Useful references on job tenure include Akerlof and
Main 1981 and Gregg and Wadsworth 1999 (on Britain,
where job tenure became a major political issue in the
1990s). Interestingly, tenure distributions do not vary widely between blacks and whites (Hall 1982).
27. Hall (1982) estimates cumulative jobs over a lifetime
to be about 10 for both men and women, extrapolating
from data for 1968–78. High youth turnover was a truism
of the early small-sample mobility literature, e.g., Davidson
and Anderson 1937 and Form and Miller 1949.
28. For rewarding accounts, see Wyckoff 1898 and the
unshakably classic Anderson 1923. Anderson 1940 chronicles the replacement of hoboes by temporary migrant workers in the depression.
29. Basic sources on part-time, contingent, and alternate
employment are Tilly 1996; Smith 1997; Kalleberg 2000;
and Carre et al. 2000.
30. The result of this (re)entry is, in most cases, that
wages, beneﬁts, working conditions, and other job qualities
are lower for those in these various ﬂexible arrangements.
Much of the literature concerns whether non-FTFY work
has been chosen or forced (qv. Tilly 1996), with the verdict
inclining to forced, at least since 1980. The same trends
have been noted in France (Paugam 2000, 76ff.). Nontheless, the invariant and very long duration (since 1900) crosssectional association between rates of part-time, temporary,
AEA, or contingent work on the one hand and gender,
young people, and so on on the other suggests that a sub-
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tantial sector of the economy operates on a male-breadwinner model consciously or unconsciously or perforce.
31. On the bracero program see Goldfarb 1981, 115ff.
The census calculation is my own. The classic source on the
demand theory of immigration is Piore 1979. On migratory workers see, e.g., Lamphere, Stepick, and Grenier 1994
and Waldinger 1986, 1996. A general review on reasons for
mobility in the glory years is Roseman 1983. For a recent
econometric study (with proxies rather than actual survey
responses), see Chun 1996. To save space, I have removed a
section on migration in Europe.
32. For general histories of retirement in the United
States, see Costa 1998 and Graebner 1980. Workers could
not expect ultimately to leave the labor force by retirement
rather than death until well after 1950. Calculations based
on Hauser’s labor force life tables (1954, 39) put the ratio
of deaths to retirements at 1.3 deaths for each 1 retirement
in 1947; the expected duration of retirement in 1947 was
about ﬁve years. Lower death rates and earlier retirement
rewrote these ﬁgures completely by the late 1970s.
33. Retirement in Europe has a slightly different history.
The LFPRs of Britain, France, and Germany at age 65 have
typically been from ﬁve to 20 percentage points below those
in the United States in all decades since 1900 (Costa 1998,
9), probably because European nations typically adopted national pension plans two to ﬁve decades before the United
States.
34. On census-type occupational classiﬁcations and their
problems see Conk 1980 and Desrosières and Thévenot
1988. Examples of the new labor history are Walkowitz
1978 and Licht 1983, which exemplify its excellent prosopography. An exemplarily detailed history of a profession is
Hufbauer 1982.
35. Weeden (2003) has recently shown that strategies of
occupational closure make strong predictions of wage rewards, providing a serious complement to individual-level
human-capital or skill accounts. But while occupational closure may have important effects, we do not in fact really
know in most cases whether there is anything demographically real there to be closed. And, in the case of many
unions, the closure strategies are not occupational but sectoral; Germany’s great union coalitions, for example, have
been industry-based. A perusal of the journals shows surprisingly little work on the structural and organizational realities of occupations in the last ﬁve years, with continuing
emphasis on inequalities and on changes in the organization
of work and employment. This may well be because organized or demographic occupations do not really exist, but
that is an empirical proposition—as yet unevaluated for either past or present.
36. For example, extremely high tenures generally signify
occupational death through nonrecruitment; barbers, farmers, and railroad conductors were the longest-tenure occupations in 1987. Unlike turnover occupations, which have a
task but no enduring personnel and no organization, these
are “workless occupations,” occupations with personnel and
in some cases organization, but no longer much of any task.
37. What occupational demography we do have (largely
of unions and professions) concerns organizational leadership. For ﬁne-grained studies of careers within structures,
see the chapters of Abbott, Gaertner, Rosenbaum, and Althauser and Kalleberg in Breiger 1990, as well as Stewman
1986, which reviews some of the mathematical demography
of organizations. Evans and Laumann (1983) estimated occupational retention in the professions, but their methods
used age-speciﬁc, not tenure-speciﬁc decrement rates, and
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so are probably untrustworthy. Rotolo and McPherson
(2001) analyze occupations competing in a demographic
space for members, but for them occupation members have
no historical continuity. Interestingly enough, we have the
same ignorance about unions; there is almost no information on turnover and tenure among rank-and-ﬁle union
members.
38. For a still-relevant analysis of the future of professions
and of institutionalized expertise in general, see Abbott
1991.
39. A good way into this literature is through the sources
given in note 9 above. As I noted earlier, I have not summarized it here because it is well summarized elsewhere. It
seemed more important to step back and view studies of
work through another lens.
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15 Culture and Consumption
Viviana Zelizer

Strange as it may now seem, during the 1960s
many American planners argued that shopping
malls could provide solutions to suburban sprawl
and urban anomie. Designer and developer Victor
Gruen led the chorus, building some of the country’s largest and best-publicized suburban shopping centers. Moreover, he wrote eloquently about
their virtues. Speaking especially of the Northland
and Eastland centers his company built in the Detroit metropolitan area, Gruen crowed that they
had created a new, intense kind of community:
I remember the surprised faces of my clients when we
drove out to a shopping center on a Sunday and found
the parking area full. The courts and malls, the lanes
and promenades were ﬁlled with milling crowds
dressed in their Sunday best, engaging in an activity
that was believed to be long forgotten: family groups
strolling leisurely, their youngsters in go-carts and
dogs on the leash; relaxed and admiring the ﬂowers
and trees, sculptures and murals, fountains and ponds,
and, incidentally, using the opportunity for windowshopping. To the joy of the merchants, this last resulted in strong business activity on the following
weekdays. (1964, 203)

Gruen went on to boast that civic organizations,
churches, hobby clubs, political rallies, art exhibitions, and theaters thrived in the new environment, even that “National minority groups
arranged for special musical and folk dancing
evenings” (1964, 203). Good planning, he concluded, could integrate retail activity with active
social life.
A third of a century down the suburban road,
political scientist turned prophet Robert Putnam
offered a grimmer judgment of the shopping mall.
“Rather than at the grocery store or ﬁve-and-dime
on Main Street, where faces were familiar,”
lamented Putnam,
today’s suburbanites shop in large, impersonal malls.
Although malls constitute America’s most distinctive
contemporary public space, they are carefully designed for one primary, private purpose—to direct

consumers to buy. Despite the aspirations of some developers, mall culture is not about overcoming isolation and connecting with others, but about privately
surﬁng from store to store—in the presence of others,
but not in their company. The suburban shopping experience does not consist of interaction with people
embedded in a common social network. (2000, 211)

The very innovations that Gruen thought were
renewing lost community, according to Putnam,
actually destroyed it. Increasingly, consumption
privatized and isolated Americans instead of providing occasions and means of sociability.
In a sophisticated and closely documented account, Lizabeth Cohen (2003) reports what actually went on within America’s transformed consumer marketplaces. Shopping centers did offer
their customers a whole range of community activities, including charity fairs, Weight Watchers meetings, and concerts. Moreover, looked at closely,
shopping turns out to have often been a joint
family activity; women, who were the principal
shoppers, frequently took their children and their
husbands along with them. Spurred by anxious
merchants, however, shopping malls became much
more exclusive than city streets. Legal restrictions
limited the range of political activities permitted
and the kinds of people who could enter the malls.
Finally, the malls catered to strongly segmented
populations.
When developers and store owners set out to make
the shopping center a more perfect downtown, they
aimed to exclude from this public space unwanted
urban groups such as vagrants, prostitutes, racial minorities, and poor people. Market segmentation became the guiding principle of this mix of commercial
and civic activity, as the shopping center sought perhaps contradictorily to legitimize itself as a true community center and to deﬁne that community in exclusionary socioeconomic and racial terms. (Cohen
1996, 1059)

Neither all-embracing communities nor habitats
of the Lonely Crowd, shopping centers represent-
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ed America as a whole: both connected and segmented, differentiated by gender, ethnicity, race,
and class, mingling commercial and sociable activity, entangling consumption in the strands of
meaningful social relations (see also Zukin 2003).
In principle, one might think that production,
distribution, and consumption would occupy welldeﬁned, tightly integrated, and roughly equal
spaces in the work of economic sociologists. Within sociology, however, a rough division of labor has
arisen: economic sociologists examine production
and distribution with no more than occasional gestures toward consumption, while specialists in culture, gender, family, inequality, and other ﬁelds
lavish attention on consumption almost without
regard to the questions—or answers—posed by
economic sociologists. Meanwhile (as the work of
historian Lizabeth Cohen suggests), nonsociologists have been making major contributions to the
study of consumption that have not regularly come
to economic sociologists’ attention.
The Handbook’s editors assigned me the analysis
of interactions between culture and consumption,
not the treatment of consumption as a whole. A
full survey of consumption would require a close
look at the interdependence among production,
distribution, and consumption—for example, how
producers promote purchase and use of newly designed goods and services. It would also entail
consideration of macroeconomic interactions among
prices, supply, and demand of consumer goods and
services. Instead, my analysis stresses the participation of consumers in economic life. In compensation for that narrowing of its focus, it takes an exceptionally broad view of consumption.
Although this chapter concentrates on intersections of culture and consumption, the unfortunate
existing division of labor between students of culture and specialists in economic processes warns
precisely against the dangers of considering the
two as separate spheres that only occasionally
bump into each other. Reiﬁcation of the boundary
between culture and consumption encourages
three incorrect and equally reductionist positions:
(1) consumption is “really” rational maximizing
behavior that acquires a carapace of culture after
the fact; (2) consumption is essentially expressive
behavior that does not conform at all to economic
rationality; (3) consumption divides between a
hard-nosed region of rational maximizing behavior
and a soft-hearted region of cultural expression. In
fact, all consumption (like all economic life) builds
on culture in the sense of shared understandings
and their representations. The secret to under-

standing consumption lies in careful observation
of how culture, social relations, and economic
processes interact.
With that aim in mind, let us take up in turn
1. Recent investigations of consumption outside of
sociology
2. Sociological studies of consumption, outside the
claimed territory of economic sociology
3. Consequent challenges to economic sociology

Following those three points, the chapter reviews
three different sites of consumption—households,
ethnic-racial communities, and retail settings—
where extensive research has recently occurred,
with an eye to better integration between economic sociology and empirical studies of consumption.

CONSUMPTION OUTSIDE OF SOCIOLOGY
One might have thought that consumption
would preoccupy economists, since it is the point
where individual lives most obviously integrate
into the economy at large. Through much of the
twentieth century economists did study consumption in the aggregate. Economists long collaborated with sociologists in surveys of consumer expenditures and behavior, a line of work
that significantly influenced market research.
Elihu Katz and Paul Lazarsfeld (1955), for example, applied the analysis of personal influence to
both political and consumption behavior. Furthermore, a few economists braved the trend by
giving the social determination of preferences a
central place in their analysis; in a review of the
topic, Juliet Schor (1998, 9) singles out Thorstein Veblen, James Duesenberry, John Kenneth
Galbraith, Fred Hirsch, Tibor Scitovsky, Richard
Easterlin, Amartya Sen, Clair Brown, and Robert
Frank as leaders in the economic analysis of consumption (for a detailed review of consumption
economics, see Frenzen, Hirsch, and Zerrillo 1994).
Nevertheless, economists have concentrated
mostly on production and distribution, commonly
throwing up their hands when it came to integrating change and variation in consumer preferences
directly into economic analysis. As Gary Becker
himself says:
The economist’s normal approach to analyzing consumption and leisure choices assumes that individuals
maximize utility with preferences that depend at any
moment only on the goods and services they consume
at that time. These preferences are assumed to be in-
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dependent of both past and future consumption, and
of the behavior of everyone else. This approach has
proved to be a valuable simpliﬁcation for addressing
many economic questions, but a large number of
choices in all societies depend very much on past experiences and social forces. (1996, 3–4)

Becker endogenizes preferences by retaining
economics’ cherished assumption of individual rational maximizing but incorporating two new aspects of human capital: personal capital, involving
past consumption and other experiences that shape
present and future preferences; and social capital,
involving other people’s past actions that shape the
same preferences. Thus Becker clings to the economist’s individual perspective but explicitly builds
in experiential and social inﬂuences on the individual. Other economists seek to repair the conventional account of consumption by replacing abstract deﬁnitions of rational maximization with
decision-making principles based on ﬁndings from
psychologically sophisticated observations and experiments (see, e.g., Thaler 1991, 1999; Aversi et
al. 1999). Both these “behavioral economists” and
Becker-style neoclassical economists, then, sense
that conventional economic accounts of consumption leave much unexplained. Similarly, psychologists in the lineage of Herbert Simon, Amos Tversky,
and Daniel Kahneman have mounted inﬂuential
critiques of neoclassical economics’ behavioral assumptions (see, e.g., Kahneman and Tversky 1982).
But they have not yet shifted the attention of most
economists away from production and distribution.
Consumption has attracted much more attention outside of economics. Indeed, for the past
quarter-century anthropologists, historians, cultural psychologists, marketing analysts, and cultural
studies specialists have revolutionized traditional
understandings of consumption. Rescuing consumption from the grip of social critics, budget experts, and marketers, scholars began asking, “Why
do people want goods?” The so-called cultural
turn swept away standard utilitarian and individualistic accounts of consumption as maximization.
It also challenged deeply entrenched moralistic
concerns about the corrupting effects of consumption by reframing the purchase and use of goods
and services as meaningful practices. Similarly, students of gender countered the trivialization of consumption typical of earlier social history and social
criticism. Where generations of home economists
had tried to assimilate kitchen and nursery into the
world of industrial efﬁciency, many feminists sought
to identify distinctive cultural traits of woman’s
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worlds, notably including the world of female
consumption.
Specialists in gender played a crucial part in renewing consumption studies. They made a double
contribution. First, they emphasized distinctions
between the consumption patterns of women and
men rather than taking consumption as a homogeneous expression of class or nationality. Second,
they often challenged understandings of consumption as mass behavior by stressing the creativity and
empowerment of female consumers. They did so
by carefully investigating diverse facets of consumption’s gendered practices, including interactions between saleswomen and customers in American department stores (Porter Benson 1986),
middle-class women shoplifters (Abelson 1989),
women’s sale and use of cosmetics (Peiss 1998,
2002), immigrant housewives’ expenditures (Ewen
1985), women shopping in London’s West End
(Rappoport 2000), Old Regime France seamstresses (Crowston 2001), and the American doll
industry (Formanek-Brunell 1993). (See also Andrews and Talbot 2000; de Grazia and Furlough
1996; Horowitz and Mohun 1998; Scanlon 2000;
and for male consumers Swiencicki 1999).
Meanwhile, anthropologists provided noneconomic or even antieconomic models of consumption. Marshall Sahlins’s Culture and Practical
Reason (1976) along with Mary Douglas and Baron
Isherwood’s World of Goods (1979) set the tone for
the new consumption studies, boldly appropriating
consumption into the domain of shared meanings.
Two complementary trends occurred in anthropology, history, cultural studies, and a few corners
of sociology: a shift of focus away from production
and producers to consumption and consumers, as
well as an increasing concentration on consumption as expressive behavior: the site of mentalities,
identities, and culture.
In her contribution to a three-volume set that
Craig Clunas (1999, 1497) called “a major monument in a turn toward the history of consumption and away from the history of production,”
Lorna Weatherill reports a characteristic study
of probate inventories from late-seventeenthand early-eighteenth-century England. Sampling
from eight localities, including the London area,
Weatherill reconstructs a wide range of household
goods, showing variation by locality, occupation,
social rank, and gender. She interprets the array of
furniture, looking glasses, pictures, books, clocks,
silver, and cooking utensils as expressing the special worldview of seventeenth- and eighteenthcentury ordinary people. For instance, detailed in-
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ventories of cooking gear, Weatherill suggests, underline the centrality of food to daily life at that
time.
More generally, Weatherill (1993, 211) declares
that “material goods themselves contain implicit
meanings and are therefore indicative of attitudes.
Through understanding the nonmaterial attributes
of goods it is possible to move to the meaning of
ownership in social and other terms.”
Scholars of consumption range widely, from
studying economic institutions such as department
stores, to analyses of commercialized leisure, taste
formation, food consumption, media advertising,
and household budgets (see, e.g., Miller 1981;
Rosenzweig 1983; Tiersten 2001; Mintz 1996;
Lears 1994; Horowitz 1985). Out of this variety
of studies emerged a continuing conversation on
the culture of consumption.1
In the 1990s, dissenting voices joined that conversation. Concerned that the “cultural turn” had
gone too far, detouring its practitioners from other,
crucial aspects of consumption processes, scholars
urged new agendas. “Today’s burgeoning cottage
industry of study devoted to ‘consumer culture,’”
noted historians Victoria de Grazia and Lizabeth
Cohen in 1999 (1), “draws its impulse . . . chieﬂy
[from] the problem of postmodernity and the ﬂuid
social and personal identities it appears to have instated.” Missing, according to de Grazia and
Cohen, was the political economy of inequality and
consumption, namely, its link to class relations
and class power.2 Missing as well, complained other
specialists, were links between consumption and
the production of goods (see, e.g., Crowston 2001;
Green 1997).
In A Consumers’ Republic: The Politics of Mass
Consumption in Postwar America (2003) Lizabeth
Cohen pushes forward the revised historical agenda, directly examining the political economy of
American consumption in the period following the
Second World War. Consumption, in her reading,
is not merely expressive behavior, but a site, cause,
and effect of major changes in American experience. In Cohen’s view, the government-backed
promotion of consumption during the 1930s as a
cushion and antidote for economic crisis sowed the
ground both for governmental intervention in
wartime consumption and for postwar policies
centered on consumption as foundation of a “consumer’s republic” (for a contrary view of consumption, see Cross 2000).
Cohen’s analysis demonstrates furthermore the
heavy involvement of women and African-Americans
in the politics of consumption. For example,
Cohen reports:

Throughout the North, and less visibly in the South,
the ten years between the war and the Montgomery
Bus Boycott of 1955 saw an explosion in black challenges to exclusion from public accommodations,
many of them sites of consumption and leisure, given
that much of public life transpired in commercial venues by the postwar era. By the time of Montgomery
and the lunch-counter sit-ins and boycotts of the early
1960s—usually credited with launching the modern
civil rights movement through disciplined consumer
action—and the passage of the federal Civil Rights Act
of 1964 barring discrimination in public accommodations nationwide, politicized black consumers had already spent years agitating at the grassroots for, literally, a place at the table. That attacking segregation in
public places became the focus of many local civil
rights struggles after the war, particularly in the North,
testiﬁed to the widespread appeal of the inclusive ideals
of the Consumers’ Republic. (2003, 166–67)

Thus, consumption reaches far beyond expressive behavior into the very constitution of American public politics (see also Frank 1994; Glickman
1997; Jacobs 1997).
At a smaller scale, but with no less effectiveness,
anthropologist Daniel Miller has been likewise investigating the place of consumption in the constitution and maintenance of signiﬁcant interpersonal
relations. Miller (1987) has led the way in challenging the view of consumption as a form of subjugation and exploitation, emphasizing instead the
creativity of consumers. In A Theory of Shopping
(1998), Miller proposes a relational approach to
consumption. Closely observing shopping practices of 76 households on and around Jay Road, a
North London street, Miller found consumers,
as he provocatively sums it up, “making love in
supermarkets.” Far from being “an expression of
individual subjectivity and identity,” shopping,
Miller argues, serves as “an expression of kinship
and other relationships” (35).
As Miller remarks, shopping can “best be understood as being about relationships and not
about individuals” (2001, 41; see also Miller et al.
1998). Activities Miller includes are housewives selecting goods that will enhance their inﬂuence over
the comportment of other household members,
courting couples representing the current state of
their relationship, and parents boosting the position of children within their peer groups. In a direct challenge to individualistic accounts of consumption, Miller provides evidence that sociability
and purchasing of goods support each other, while
isolation promotes withdrawal from consumption
(1998, 34; 1995, 24).

Culture and Consumption
Sociologists clearly have much to learn about
consumption from scholars outside their discipline; in particular, historians and anthropologists
have been proceeding quite independently to uncover the social implications and involvement of
consumption behavior.

SOCIOLOGICAL STUDIES OF CONSUMPTION
Beginning with nineteenth-century concerns
about the condition of the poor, from the ﬁrst days
of their discipline sociologists have dealt with consumption. They have, however, alternated between
treatment of consumption as a process bearing
heavily on the quality of life, and other interpretations of consumption as an expression of social position. Thorstein Veblen ([1899] 1953); George
Simmel ([1904] 1957), Robert and Helen Lynd
(1929), Theodore Caplow, Paul Lazarsfeld (1957),
David Riesman (1964), and David Caplowitz
(1967) wrote important works in one vein or another (for an early effort linking studies of social
stratiﬁcation and consumption, see Barber 1957;
for a programmatic statement not much followed,
see Smelser 1963, 92–98; for a recent review, see
Swedberg 2003, 241–58).
In recent decades, perhaps the most inﬂuential
synthesis came from sociologist Pierre Bourdieu.
Bourdieu combined an ambitious theoretical program with a remarkable range of concrete studies
of consumption practices, including photography
([1965] 1990) and housing markets (2000). Most
notably, Bourdieu’s Distinction (1984) introduced
the ideas of cultural and social capital into the analysis of consumption. Instead of treating consumption as a straightforward reﬂection of class culture,
Bourdieu represented occupants of different positions within ﬁelds of inequality as actively deploying
their capital to enhance their own positions.
British sociologists, likewise responding to earlier class analyses, used consumption studies to examine patterns of inequality and cultural change
within their own country. In these studies two currents emerged; one a post-Marxist effort to shift
the focus of economic studies from production to
consumption as a material experience, and the
other, a more postmodern effort to treat consumption as an expression of consciousness and culture
(see Campbell 1995; Slater 1997; for an attempt
to link consumption, production, and distribution,
see du Gay 1996).
Within North American sociology we ﬁnd extensive consumption studies, but they remain
remarkably fragmented, with various sociological
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specialists taking them up as part of other inquiries
(see, e.g., Gottdiener 2000). Various dimensions
of consumption have become mainly the province
of specialists in family, class, gender, childhood,
ethnicity, race, religion, community, the arts, and
popular culture. Such talented analysts as Daniel
Cook (2000), David Halle (1993), Gary Alan Fine
(1996), Chandra Mukerji (1983), Michael Schudson (1984), Robert Wuthnow (1996), and Sharon
Zukin (1991) have taken up topics varying from
the creation of the “toddler” as a merchandising
category, the purchase of art, the culture of restaurant work, circulation of mass consumer goods
(pictorial prints, maps, and calicoes) in ﬁfteenthand sixteenth-century western Europe, to the impact of advertising, how Americans talk about their
purchases, and Disney World as a “fantasy landscape.” Meanwhile, George Ritzer (1996) has single-handedly initiated a somewhat separate analysis
of what he calls “McDonaldization,” pursuing the
thesis that the spread of standardized fast food
franchises creates uniform practices and understandings at a world scale (for qualiﬁcations, see
Ritzer and Ovadia 2000; Ritzer 2003a, 2003b).
Thus, while there is a fair amount of consumption research in sociology, it remains segmented
both within sociology and in terms of connections
with consumption studies outside of sociology. For
example, within the American Sociological Association, as of 2004, separate formal clusters existed
for consumption, economic sociology, and the sociology of culture, drawing on vastly different constituencies and with little communication among
the three (Cook 1999; see also Ritzer 2000).
Launched in 2001, the Journal of Consumer
Culture (George Ritzer and Don Slater, editors)
promised to bring together multidisciplinary European and North American work but not to
bridge all other gaps. The prospectus for the new
journal stressed a two-pronged program: ﬁrst, the
study of consumption as mediation and reproduction of culture and social structure, including that
of class, second; consumer culture as a special feature of modernity and therefore a privileged prism
for its examination (Ritzer and Slater 2001).
What of economic sociology itself?
HOW CONSUMPTION STUDIES CHALLENGE
ECONOMIC SOCIOLOGY
Economic sociology’s most prominent reader,
The Sociology of Economic Life (2001), with 22 selections of what its two editors, Mark Granovetter
and Richard Swedberg, deﬁne as “the most inter-
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esting work done in modern economic sociology”
(19), barely touches on consumption. The closest
instances are a famous article by Clifford Geertz
(no economic sociologist) on bazaars, and an essay
by Paul Hirsch on fads and fashions, which looks
primarily at their production. Indeed, economic
sociology grew up concentrating on production
and distribution, rather than consumption.
The implicit intellectual strategy of economic
sociology reinforced this emphasis. Three somewhat different approaches have characterized the
ﬁeld; we might call them extension, context, and
alternative. They vary with respect to economics in
two regards: their proximity to standard economic
explanations, and their proximity to conventional
economic subject matters (for elaboration of this
argument see Zelizer 2001, 2002b).
Extension theorists apply relatively standard economic models to social phenomena economists
themselves have not treated widely or effectively,
for example household behavior, sporting competition, religious recruitment, and compliance with
states. A context approach identiﬁes features of social organization that work as facilitators or constraints on economic action. This position is intent
on revamping economists’ portrayals of individual
and collective decision-making, for example by specifying conditions other than short-term gain that
inﬂuence decisions. Advocates of context often
speak of the “embeddedness” of economic phenomena in social processes, and often refer to interpersonal networks when they do so (see, e.g.,
Granovetter 1985; Granovetter and Soong 1986).
Followers of this approach have focused on ﬁrms
and different kinds of markets.
In the alternative perspective, sociologists propose competing accounts of economic transactions. Rather than expanding the economic approach or complementing it, one prominent view
argues that in all areas of economic life people are
creating, maintaining, symbolizing, and transforming meaningful social relations (see, e.g., Tilly and
Tilly 1998; White 2002). As a result, the subject
matter certainly includes ﬁrms and markets but
also ranges over households, immigrant networks,
informal economies, welfare transfers, or organ
donations.
The ﬁrst two orientations largely follow economists’ own stress on production and distribution.
The third deals more extensively with consumption, but without working out a consistent, comprehensive line of explanation.
A further barrier to the systematic study of consumption results from a common misunderstand-

ing that cuts across the three different variants of
economic sociology. Analysts of economic processes share a powerful view of a world split into two
diametrically opposed spheres: a zone of markets
and rationality, another of sentiment and meaning.
In this Hostile-Worlds framework, production and
distribution belong to the “real” economy, while
consumption remains segregated into culture’s expressive domain. Any contact between the two, in
this view, produces contamination of one by the
other: penetration of the cultural realm by the rationality of production and distribution taints its
expressive and affectionate character, while the diffusion of sentiment into the world of economic
rationality generates inefﬁciency, cronyism, and
confusion.
Thus the Hostile-Worlds doctrine hinders analysis of interplay between the social relations of consumption and the processes of production and distribution. Some analysts have resolved this dualism
by turning to Nothing But reductionist alternatives: consumption becomes nothing but a special
case of economic rationality, a form of cultural expression, or an exercise of power. Thus, French sociologist Jean Baudrillard offers an extreme version
of cultural reductionism:
Consumer behavior, which appears to be focused and
directed at the object and at pleasure, in fact responds
to quite different objectives: the metaphoric or displaced expression of desire, and the production of a
code of social values through the use of differentiating signs. That which is determinant is not the function of individual interest within a corpus of objects,
but rather the speciﬁcally social functions of exchange, communication and distribution of values
within a corpus of signs. (1999, 47; see also Bauman
1998, 79–85)

Neither Hostile-Worlds tropes nor Nothing-But
simpliﬁcations will help us understand how consumption actually works. We need a different approach we might call Crossroads: identifying multiple forms of connections between complex social
processes and their economic components.
Reaching such an intersection, we ﬁnd two
major forms of analysis dealing with consumption
without crippling limitations. The ﬁrst has a long
pedigree in sociology. In the tradition of Veblen, it
treats consumption as positional effort—establishment of social location, boundaries, and hierarchies through the display of goods and services.
For example, Diana Crane casts a keen eye on class
differences in clothing among nineteenth-century
French men:
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Workers behaved as if they considered some type of
fashionable items, such as gloves, canes, top hats and
bowlers, as inappropriate for their own use. The reluctance to use these items cannot be explained by
their expense. Workers’ incomes were rising throughout the period. . . . Instead, the explanation may lie in
the fact that these items required a greater understanding of standards of middle-class etiquette than
other items. In this sense, these sartorial signs were effective in distinguishing between those who knew the
“rules” and were able to follow them and those who
did not. (2000, 62)

The second approach treats consumption as relational work—the creation, maintenance, negotiation, and alteration of interpersonal connections
through acquisition and use of goods and services.
Thus when Elizabeth Chin (2001) worked with
ten-year-old, low-income black children in New
Haven, she found that the children’s purchases recurrently served to afﬁrm relations with other
members of their households.
Economic sociologists have recently built social
relations ﬁrmly into the analysis of connections
among Australian hotel managers, negotiations
among New York City apparel manufacturers, purchases of consumer durables, consumption struggles in Chilean workers’ households, and rotating
savings and credit associations (see Ingram and
Roberts 2000; Uzzi 1997; DiMaggio and Louch
1998; Stillerman 2004; Biggart 2001. For more
general treatments of culture, social relations, and
consumption, see DiMaggio 1990, 1994).
Summing up that trend, Nicole Woolsey Biggart
and Richard P. Castanias (2001, 491–92) enumerate ﬁve characteristics of interplay between economic transactions and social relations:
1. Social relations should not be conﬂated with irrationality.
2. Social relations can facilitate exchange, not only act
as an impediment or friction.
3. Social relations can manage the risks associated
with exchange.
4. Actors can appropriate others’ social relations for
their own exploitation and gain.
5. While social relations may result from exchange,
social relations may be prior to economic activity
and be the very reason that the transaction takes
place between given parties.

This welcome trend has not gone far enough.
We must probe further into the negotiation of
meaning, the transformation of relations in the
course of economic interaction, and the social
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process of valuation itself. To do so, we need a
junction between research being done outside of
economic sociology and the work within the ﬁeld.
Our agenda, however, should not be to glue everything together, but to obtain a new theory of
consumption organized around meaningful, negotiated social relations. Historical evidence, ethnographic accounts, and marketing studies all can
help us clarify how precisely social relations operate in consumption.
That agenda will become more concrete as we
examine three major sites of consumption: households, ethnic-racial communities, and retail settings. In each case, we scrutinize consumption relations from three different angles: within the site,
across the site’s boundaries, and with respect with
variation and change in those sites. In each case,
the argument will have a negative and a positive
side. Negatively, it will reject the notions that consumption is a peripheral economic process, that it
resides in a separate world of sentiment, or that it
consists primarily in the acquisition rather than the
use of goods and services. Positively, it will show
the centrality of continuously negotiated and
meaningful interpersonal relations in a wide range
of consumption processes. Because consumption
of services often involves activation or creation of
interpersonal relations by deﬁnition, the following
discussion will concentrate on the less obvious
side: acquisition and use of goods.

HOUSEHOLDS AS SITES OF CONSUMPTION
In the case of the household, analysts long assumed it would remain, in Christopher Lasch’s
(1977) terms, a “haven in a heartless world,” protecting its members from the harshness of markets.
Instead, we ﬁnd households to be central sites of
production, distribution, and consumption. Researchers have amply established, furthermore, the
complex internal diversity within household units
and the incessant interplay between households
and extrahousehold economic activities.
Marjorie DeVault’s (1991) analysis of feeding
work traces the profoundly social character of
households’ most fundamental economic activities.
The largely invisible, unpaid labor of planning,
shopping, and preparing meals involves constant,
often contested, negotiations of family relationships. Drawing from her interviews of a diverse set
of 30 households in the Chicago area, DeVault reports women—who do most of the feeding work
within households—striving to match meals with
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expected deﬁnitions of husband-wife or motherchild relationships. For example, appropriate meals
for husbands involved enactment of deference to a
man’s preoccupations and responsibilities outside
the household. Meals, DeVault demonstrates, involved more than nutrition or economy: they routinely symbolized appropriately gendered ties.
Food acquisition and preparation, however, inform a whole set of social relations beyond gender.
DeVault provides a telling example of how Janice,
a nurse living with her husband and two adult children, manages simultaneously to preserve both
family cohesion and independence:
Meals are often family events, prepared and eaten at
home together. Janice or the children decide on the
spur of the moment whether or not to cook, and
“whoever is home sits down and eats it.” Janice’s
shopping is what makes this kind of independence possible: “What I do is provide enough food in the house
for anybody who wants to eat. And then whoever is
home, makes that meal, if they want it.” (1991, 63)

Each of her respondents, DeVault observes,
“[t]hrough day-to-day activities . . . produces a
version of ‘family’ in a particular local setting: adjusting, ﬁlling in, and repairing social relations to
produce—quite literally—this form of household
life” (1991, 91; for parallel observations on gay
and lesbian households, see Carrington 1999).
To be sure, as DeVault shows, not all household
relations of consumption generate harmony and
collaboration. Consider another well-documented
study. In his account of Philadelphia’s inner-city
poor African-American children Carl Nightingale
(1993) reports acute rancor and conﬂict between
parents and children in their negotiations over
consumption. Parents exasperated by their kids’
unreasonable and persistent demands for spending
money are pitted against children disappointed by
their parents’ inability to provide them with material goods. Contests over how to spend limited family monies, including income tax refunds or welfare
checks, Nightingale observes, severely strain household relations:
All the kids whose families I knew well lived through
similar incidents: yelling matches between Fahim and
his mother on how she spent her welfare check,
Theresa’s disgust when she found out she was not
going to get a dress because her mom’s boyfriend had
demanded some of the family’s monthly money for
crack, and Omar’s decision to leave his mother’s
house altogether because “I hate her. She always be
asking y’all [the Kids’ Club] for money. That’s going

to get around, and people’ll be talking.” Also he felt
that she never had enough money for his school
clothes. (1993, 159; see also Bourgois 1995)

Thus, consumption within households takes
place in a context of incessant negotiation, sometimes cooperative, other times full of conﬂict.
As DeVault’s and Nightingale’s studies illustrate,
negotiations over consumption within the household regularly involve the parties in economic relations that cross the household’s boundaries.
Consider the purchase of a home, a household’s
most signiﬁcant investment. In their detailed investigation of how French households acquire their
homes, Pierre Bourdieu’s (2000) research team
observed interactions and bargaining sessions between sellers and potential buyers in home shows,
recorded conversations between sellers and buyers,
and interviewed salespeople, merchandisers, and
builders (for changes in the Chinese housing market, see Davis 2002).
Based on those observations, Bourdieu stresses
the following points:
The purchase of a home engages interactions not only
between nominal buyer and seller, but among multiple parties: other household members, friends,
credit agencies, and builders.
In addition to these parties, the state always plays a
crucial part as guarantor, and sometimes as a direct
participant in the transaction.
For household members, the purchase of a home represents simultaneously a deep ﬁnancial commitment, a statement concerning the household’s social position, the creation of space for household
activities, and a series of commitments concerning
futures of the households’ members. As Bourdieu
summarizes: a home is a “consumer good, which,
because of its high cost, represents one of the most
difﬁcult economic decisions and one of the most
consequential in the entire domestic life-cycle”
(2000, 33).
When it comes to buyer-seller negotiations, bargaining
involves elements of manipulation along with personalization.
A triple negotiation takes place over the purchase of a
house: identiﬁcation of the suitable home, establishment of credit, and working out a story of what
the house will do for the buyer.
The path that led to a particular seller often passed
through the buyer’s friends and neighbors.

Bourdieu concludes that the housing market,
while profoundly structured by established political interests, legal limitations, ﬁnancial constraints,
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and its deep symbolic charge is, nevertheless, far
from being a static, prescripted set of exchanges.
Buyers and sellers’ negotiations create unanticipated, often surprising outcomes. Bourdieu observes
that a sale takes place
only through a series of interactions, all of them unforeseen and aleatory—for example a couple who
might have passed by, gone to another stand, or left
saying they would return, actually ﬁnd themselves signing a commitment. . . . Far from simply expressing the
logic of the economic relation, the interaction actually
creates that relation; it is always uncertain and its development is full of suspense and surprise. (2000, 210)

When Paul DiMaggio and Hugh Louch (1998)
undertook their own investigation of how Americans acquired consumer durables, including homes,
their ﬁndings pointed in the same direction as
Bourdieu’s. Analyzing a general survey of the
American population, they looked closely at reports of recent major purchases.
As they examined preexisting noncommercial
ties between buyers and sellers in consumer transactions involving the purchase of cars, homes, as
well as legal and home repair services, DiMaggio
and Louch found a remarkably high incidence of
what they call within-network exchanges. Contrary to the notion of an impersonal market, a substantial number of such transactions took place not
between strangers but among kin, friends, or acquaintances. Noting that this pattern applies primarily to risky one-shot transactions involving
high uncertainty about quality and performance,
DiMaggio and Louch conclude that consumers
will be more likely to rely on such noncommercial
ties when they are unsure about the outcome.
These close-up studies by DeVault, Bourdieu,
DiMaggio, and Louch give us a keen sense of the
importance of interpersonal ties in household consumption. They naturally provide little information, however, about larger-scale change and variation in the character of those ties. For that kind of
information we must turn to another style of research. Following the trails blazed by Susan Gal
and Gail Kligman (2000), Caroline Humphrey
(1995), Alena Ledeneva (1998), and Katherine
Verdery, Daphne Berdahl (1999) has used her sustained ethnography in Kella, an East German border village, to pursue a double comparison; between
East and West Germany under separate regimes,
and in East Germany before and after uniﬁcation.
Among other things, Berdahl shows that interpersonal and interhousehold networks played a
critical part in mutual aid under East Germany’s
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socialist regime. Household consumption was at
the very center of those exchanges. In conditions
of great scarcity, as they obtained food products,
clothing, and other household goods, Kella villagers depended less on available cash than on their
personal connections. As one woman explained to
Berdahl: “Money actually did help you: it helped
maintain the connections! But the connections
were most important” (1999, 120). In this informal economy, Berdahl reports “networks of friendships, acquaintances, and associates were created
and maintained through gift exchange, bribes, and
barter trade” (118). The type of transfer, furthermore, differed by the nature of the relationship
(see Rose-Ackerman 1998 and Zelizer 1998). While
gifts and barter took place among friends, kin, and
acquaintances, bribes were reserved for more distant connections:
Slipping the local grocery clerk an extra twenty marks
or a western chocolate bar meant that she would
probably set aside a few bananas or green peppers
under the counter whenever a shipment of these or
other coveted fruits and vegetables came in. A homemade wurst could guarantee being bumped to the top
of the waiting list of the driving school. (Berdahl
1999, 119)

After the fall of the Wall, Berdahl suggests, consumption practices and relations were transformed.
In the new market economy, as money became a
greater mediator of personal relationships, informal networks lost much of their importance in
providing access to consumer goods. However,
consumption did not lose its importance. The
character and quantity of goods and services—
especially visibly expensive ones—consumed by a
household, Berdahl argues, became an even greater
point of distinction among households.
The very richness of Berdahl’s ethnography raises the question of whether networks have actually
shriveled or instead, changed in character, as seems
more likely. In any case, Berdahl’s close observation provides a model for the examination of variation and change in household consumption.

CONSUMPTION IN ETHNIC AND RACIAL
COMMUNITIES
In history and the social sciences a great deal of
attention has gone into ethnic production, especially in the form of sweatshops, labor market segregation, and the informal economy. Ethnic consumption has received somewhat less attention.
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Any discussion of consumption in ethnic and racial
communities, however, plays out against two general debates; one, the relative merits of assimilation
versus multiculturalism, the second concerning
bases of ethnic and racial inequality (for convenience the remainder of this discussion will use ethnic communities to signal both race and national
origin). More speciﬁc debates surrounding ethnic
consumption pivot on the following issues: does
consumption trump ethnic solidarities by homogenizing tastes, or is consumption a means for asserting ethnic identities? Are all ethnic groups
equally competent consumers, or do some ethnic
populations require education? Does consumer
culture oppress and exploit relatively impoverished, powerless ethnic groups, or can consumption subvert domination?
To some extent market researchers avoid these
moral and political questions; they commonly seek
to explain or inﬂuence the purchases by members of
different demographic categories (see, e.g., Turow
1997; Schreiber 2001; Venkatesh 1995; Weiss
1988; for similar processes among gay and lesbian
consumers, see Badgett 2001). In history and the
social sciences, however, the discussion of consumption in ethnic communities rarely proceeds without
these pressing issues in the background.
Thus, energy and imagination pour into a wide
range of analyses concerning consumption in ethnic communities. As with households, this discussion will move from internal consumption practices to relations between ethnic communities and
other sites, then close with change and variation
among ethnic communities.
What is distinctive about ethnic communities?
They have two special characteristics: ﬁrst, their reinforcement through residential, labor market, and
linguistic segregation and second, the frequent
feeding of major segments of their population by
extensive migration streams. Segregation not only
sharpens the boundaries between insiders and outsiders, but also intensiﬁes communication within
the boundaries and establishes populations that
share a common fate. Shared migration streams
produce their own characteristic clusters of social
relations, their own cultural practices, and their
own lines of communication to fellow migrants
elsewhere as well as to their place of origin. As
Charles Tilly (1990, 84) puts it: “networks migrate; categories stay put; and networks create new
categories.”
All of these traits have strong implications for
the culture of consumption. Let us concentrate on
four salient ways in which this works within ethnic

communities: ﬁrst, members of the community
(for example, ﬁrst-generation migrants) often
maintain their community’s internal representation through consumption goods and practices;
second, consumption marks distinctions within the
ethnic community, for example young/old, male/
female, rich/poor, religious/nonreligious; third,
households use ethnic forms of consumption to
maintain their position within the community;
fourth, some members of the ethnic community—
ethnic entrepreneurs—specialize in retailing ethnic
merchandise representing their community.
Ewa Morawska’s classic study of Eastern European immigrants and their descendants in Johnstown, Pennsylvania, shows us all four sorts of
process at work. Johnstown’s Slovaks, Magyars,
Croatians, Serbs, Slovenes, Poles, Ukrainians, and
Rusyns had members who attempted to maintain
group identity and solidarity through consumption, marked their internal differences through
consumption, employed ethnic involvements to
meet their consumption needs, and hosted entrepreneurs who made their business the interfaces
among production, distribution, and consumption. In hard times, the third process provided
the means of survival. As Morawska puts it, Johnstown’s ethnic communities used their connections to seek or preserve the good life:
These options included the search, through kinship
and ethnic networks, for a better job: if possible, better-skilled, as there appeared in the mills more of the
mechanized tasks; if not, then more remunerative, either within the same or another Bethlehem department or with a different local manufacturer. They included, too, overtime work and moonlighting at night
and during weekends. They also involved increasing
the total family income by entering into the labor market all employable members of the household, keeping
boarders, renting out part of a newly purchased house,
reducing household expenditures through extensive
reliance on home production of food from gardens
and domestic animals, on women’s abilities to prepare
and preserve food and to sew and weave, and on men’s
old-country skills in carpentry, masonry, and other
household repairs. (1985, 185–86)

Thus consumption did not merely reproduce,
amuse, and satisfy members of Johnstown’s ethnic
communities. It helped them organize their social
lives.
Of course, the four consumption processes often
intersect. For instance, Kathy Peiss’s (1998) study
of the cosmetic industry in the United States provides clear indications of African-American entre-
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preneurship, gender distinctions within the AfricanAmerican community, as well as showing the significance of the beauty culture for maintaining black
solidarity. Peiss reports how, between the 1890s and
1920s, black women, along with immigrant and
working-class women, pioneered the cosmetic industry. Successful African-American female entrepreneurs, such as Madam C. J. Walker and Annie
Turnbo Malone, Peiss notes, “embedded the beauty trade in the daily life of black communities linked
by kin, neighbors, churches, and schools” (90). Indeed, the beauty business both depended and reinforced customers’ social connections:
Word of hair growers and shampoos made by AfricanAmerican women spread rapidly. Women convinced
each other to try these new products, buying boxes of
glossine and hair grower for relatives and friends,
practicing the art of hairdressing on each other. Like
many women, Elizabeth Clark placed an order with
Madam Walker “not for my self” but “for a friend of
mine.” For these businesses, word of mouth was the
ﬁnest form of advertising. (1998, 90)

The women’s connections went well beyond
mutual grooming. Some cosmetic entrepreneurs in
fact involved themselves, their agents, and their
customers in public politics. Madam Walker, for
instance, not only supported her agents’ participation in African-American community affairs but
encouraged their political activism. Walker herself,
Peiss notes, backed the politically militant National Equal Rights League and the International
League of Darker Peoples. As Peiss observes:
“commercial beauty culture was something much
more than an isolated act of consumption or vanity. In the hands of African-American women entrepreneurs, it became an economic and aesthetic
form that spoke to black women’s collective experiences and aspirations” (1998, 95).
Consumption also builds connections between
ethnic communities and the rest of the world. In
fact, ethnic entrepreneurs often specialize in mediating between their communities and producers,
distributors, or consumers outside. While doing a
splendid job of portraying the internal consumption practices of Mexican immigrants in earlytwentieth-century Los Angeles, George Sánchez
(1993) also shows such entrepreneurs at work.
Examining the lively Mexican music industry
during the 1920s, Sánchez reports ethnic middlemen’s crucial role in linking promising local musicians with American recording industries (for a pioneering statement on how cultural industries
operate see Hirsch 1972).
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For instance, Mauricio Calderón, a noted entrepreneur and owner of the music store Repertorio
Musical Mexicana,
recruited talented musicians by advertising in the
Spanish-language press, and kept an ear out for the
latest musical trends among the city’s performers and
audiences. Not only did Calderón make money by
serving as go-between between American companies
and the Mexican artists, but he also held a monopoly
on the area-wide distribution of these recordings
through his store. (Sánchez 1993, 182)

Within the community, Calderón likewise merchandised Mexican music; for example by giving
records away with purchases of a Victrola, or by
playing corridas—one of the most popular musical
styles—from a loudspeaker in front of his store: “a
small group of men regularly stood in front of the
store, listening intently and enjoying the music”
(Sánchez 1993, 182).
But that was not all. Mexican-American brokers
sustained a ﬂow of musicians into Los Angeles
from Mexico; they supplied music for Mexican
street festivals, weddings, and other ethnic celebrations. They also exported Mexican music to Anglo
festivities, as a reminder of the city’s Spanish past.
Pedro González, later a renowned musician, recalled playing at events sponsored by city ofﬁcials
and the ﬁre department.
What is more, between the 1920s and 1930s,
Spanish-language radio became a major link among
entrepreneurs, Mexican immigrants, and the Anglo
world. For example, Calderón and other Chicano
middlemen, reports Sánchez, “proﬁted handsomely as they negotiated with stations, paying them a
ﬂat rate during cheap broadcasting time, which
they then sold to businesses advertisements”
(Sánchez 1993, 183). Mexican immigrants tuned
into the radio shows during early morning hours as
they prepared for work, enjoying the music but
also receiving crucial job information.
Behind all this cultural activity lay the work of
Mexican-American entrepreneurs, who
served as conduits between the Mexican immigrant
population and the corporate world. These individuals were often the ﬁrst to recognize cultural changes
and spending patterns among the immigrant population. Individuals such as Mauricio Calderón and Pedro
J. González were able to promote Mexican music in
entirely new forms in Los Angeles because they had
daily contact with ordinary members of the Los Angeles Mexican community. Although they found tangible ﬁnancial rewards in their efforts, they also served
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an important role in redeﬁning Mexican culture in an
American urban environment. (Sánchez 1993, 187)

Thus, ethnic entrepreneurship fed on swelling
migration of Mexicans to Los Angeles, strengthening ties between Mexican and Californian cultures
(for a variety of ethnic entrepreneurs and marketers,
see Lamont and Molnár 2001; Nightingale 1993;
Pérez Firmat 1994; Portes and Stepick 1993;
Weems 1994).
Immigrant remittances similarly strengthen ties
between places of origin and destination (Roberts
and Morris 2003). Remittances show us, furthermore, that not all ethnic entrepreneurs stay ﬁxed
within their communities (on transnationalism see
Portes 2001; Portes, Haller, and Guarnizo 2002).
Sarah Mahler’s (1995, 142–44) study of undocumented Salvadoran immigrants in Long Island
clariﬁes their reliance on personal couriers for conveying goods and cash to and from their homeland. Personal couriers take their place among a
variety of media for transmitting back and forth
between El Salvador and Long Island: the U.S.
Postal Service, Western Union–style specialized remittance organizations, and local multipurpose
agencies. They carry not only money but gifts of
food and clothing, including “Corn Flakes, CD
players, soccer shoes . . . brand-new jeans and Tshirts” and even love notes for distant sweethearts”
(Moreno 2001, B1).
Goods and services ﬂow in both directions: Salvadoran residents supply their migrant relatives
with local medicines and food: “they might bring
a box stuffed with mom’s grilled chicken to a lonely son or a fresh pot of mango spread to a granddaughter” (Moreno 2001, B1). Some migrants,
Mahler (1995, 143) reports, “waited weeks to receive salves or pills from home instead of seeking
costly medical care and prescription drugs here.”
The Salvadoran remitters face a double relational problem: exchanging resources with distant family members, and establishing reliable ties with the
intermediaries. The viajeros (couriers) establish personal relations with both senders and receivers,
thus building the trustworthiness (conﬁanza) of
the connection. Couriers, observes Mahler (1995,
143), “seal their transactions with handshakes, not
receipts.” In earlier conditions of civil war, Salvadoran couriers ﬁlled in where ofﬁcial transactions had no power to operate.
In the Salvadoran case, senders and recipients
are connected by intermediaries. In other cases,
donors actually deliver money, goods, and services
themselves. For example, any ﬂight from New

York City to Central America or the Caribbean—
most dramatically on holidays—carries numerous
migrants who are returning to their place of origin
with household goods and other gifts. On their return trip, travelers usually have lighter baggage,
but have stocked up on their favorite homeland
products.
Peggy Levitt (2001a) describes how this transnational economy operates. In her close observation of ties between Miraﬂores, a Dominican Republic town, and the Boston, Massachusetts,
neighborhood of Jamaica Plains where many of
their relatives migrated, Levitt notes that “fashion,
food, and forms of speech, as well as appliances
and home decorating styles, attest to these strong
connections”:
In Miraﬂores, villagers often dress in T-shirts emblazoned with the names of businesses in Massachusetts,
although they do not know what these words or logos
mean. They proudly serve their visitors coffee with
Cremora and juice made from Tang. (2001a, 2)

Nonmigrant Dominicans, in turn, often provide
migrants with child care, supervise their local affairs, and treat them as “royal guests” during visits.
Forty-year-old Cecilia, with three siblings in Boston,
“wants to give something back to her brothers and
sisters, but she is exhausted when they leave”
(Levitt 2001a, 90). Levitt points out that narrowly economic interchange is only part of the remittance ﬂow; she calls attention to what she calls “social remittances,” the transfer of “ideas, behaviors,
identities, and social capital that ﬂow from host-to
sending-country communities” (54). Social and
material remittances, however, do not constitute
separate streams; in both cases people are fashioning and refashioning meaningful social relations, in
some cases with consumer goods, in others with
belief systems, social practices, or network connections. (On how remittance systems connect to bargaining within households, see Curran and Saguy
2001; Grasmuck and Pessar 1991.)
Collectively, remittances are consequential transfers, with large macroeconomic impact. For instance, in 1994, almost 40 percent of Miraﬂores’s
households reported that between 75 and 100 percent of their income came from remittances. Nearly 60 percent of those households reported receiving some monthly income from migrant relatives
(Levitt 2001b, 200). Ofﬁcial estimates of national
totals surely understate their true value. Nevertheless, for the Dominican Republic as a whole, the
1996 count was of $1.14 billion, while for Mexico, the ofﬁcial ﬁgure was $2 billion (Waller Meyers
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1998; see also de la Garza and Lindsay Lowell
2002; Pew Hispanic Center 2003).
Finally, while participants and observers of remittance systems often deplore the fact that a good
deal of expenditure goes into consumer display
rather than productive investment, Durand, Parrado, and Massey (1996) demonstrate that in fact
consumption creates large demand for both local
and national producers. Even what they call “migradollars” earned by immigrants, and spent for
food, drink, music, or ﬁreworks in apparently
“wasteful” local Mexican festivities, spur regional
production and income. Durand, Parrado, and
Massey estimate that, at the national level, the $2
billion migradollars generate $6.5 billion additional production in Mexico.
Holiday celebrations, in fact, provide an entrée
to the comparative analysis of ethnic consumption.
Consider this selection from the mid–nineteenth
century’s vast assortment of local civic holidays reported by Leigh Schmidt (1995, 33–34): New
York City’s republican Evacuation Day, Irish Catholics’ St. Patrick’s Day, Scots’ St. Andrew’s Day,
patrician Knickerbockers’ St. Nicholas’s Day, New
Englander’s Pilgrim Day, Charlestown’s Bunker
Hill Day. “Ethnic particularity, eclecticism, and localism,” Schmidt notes, “seemed to impede national observances at every turn” (33). Yet, by the
end of the century national holiday traditions had
been installed, largely propelled by the expansion
of a consumerist economy and culture. Merchants,
recognizing the commercial potential of holiday
celebrations, displayed, promoted, and in the
process nationalized both holiday observances and
material symbols, such as the mass-produced
greeting cards, Valentine Cupids and hearts, Santa
Clauses, or chocolate Easter bunnies. “The consumer culture,” Schmidt concludes, “more than
folk tradition, local custom, or religious community, increasingly provided the common forms and
materials for American celebrations” (297).
Yet, as with other consumer goods, people and
groups, even as they shared in the increasingly nationalized, standardized, consumer-oriented celebrations, found ways to simultaneously particularize their holidays. Mary Waters (1990) has shown
that contemporary Americans attach themselves to
symbolic ethnicity by means of holiday celebrations, foods, and other representations of their origins. This process was already well under way a
half-century ago. By the 1920s, for instance,
American Jews revitalized the languishing holiday
of Chanukah into what Jenna Joselit (1994, 229)
calls a “functional equivalent” to Christmas, shop-
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ping for and exchanging gifts (see also Heinze
1990). Even the Christmas Club savings concept
was adapted to Chanukah: “Save For Chanukah”
ads by the East River Savings Institution appeared
in Yiddish newspapers—although printed in Yiddish, the ads pictured a young couple standing
next to a Christmas tree (Joselit 1994, 234, and
personal communication). Once again, merchandisers picked up the cue, creating specialized products and connections for the Chanukah market.
Toy manufacturers, for instance, produced
Jewish-oriented novelties that ran the gamut from
pinwheels and board games . . . to cookie cutters
shaped like a Jewish star and oversized dreidels like
the four-foot-tall “Maccabee.” A creation of the DraDell Corporation of Bergen, New Jersey, this object
“expresses a true holiday spirit in the home . . . and is
a ﬁne addition to the Chanukah atmosphere” . . .
these objects reﬂected the needs of a new community
of Jewish consumers: children. (Joselit 1994, 80–81)

Christmas also changed. In earlier United States
history, as Karal Ann Marling (2000, 256–76)
points out, one of the most remarkable developments was the integration of African-Americans
into public representations of Christmas. By the
1960s, however, African-Americans fashioned their
own December holiday of Kwanzaa, drawing not
only from Christmas, but also from African harvest
festivals, Chanukah, and New Year’s Eve. Elizabeth Pleck sums up the holiday’s origins:
Kwanzaa was a nationalist—speciﬁcally, black nationalist—holiday and had a speciﬁc creator [Ron (Maudana) Karenga], who designed it as a celebration of
the African harvest, with the intention that American
blacks, in exile from their African homeland, would
continue traditions and celebrate their African heritage. (2000, 6)

Although Kwanzaa was intended to counter the
commercial orientation of dominant holidays, by
the early 1980s it had incorporated consumerism
in its practice; the production of videos and books,
Kwanzaa greeting cards and wrapping paper, cookbooks, along with Afrocentric clothes, artwork,
jewelry, and music (Schmidt 1995, 300–301; Austin
1996). Recent Indian immigrants likewise construct dual holiday celebrations; one study reports
Indian immigrant families celebrating Thanksgiving with turkey and stufﬁng combined with curries
and other Indian foods (Mehta and Belk 1991,
407). Armenian families, meanwhile, serve their
Thanksgiving turkey with rice pilaf, boreog, and
stuffed vine leaves (Bakalian 1993, 366: see also
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Gabaccia 1998; Halter 2000; Light and Gold
2000).
Clearly, across ethnic communities, culture, social relations, and consumption vary and change
together in dramatic fashion.

RETAIL SETTINGS FOR CONSUMPTION
Nor does culture disappear from retail settings.
On the contrary, a surprising degree of cultural
work goes on within and among retail establishments—places where consumers purchase goods
and services. In fact, people engage in three somewhat different types of relational activity in such
settings. They acquire goods and services for other
people, engage in sociable interactions with fellow
customers and retail personnel, and display group
memberships and differences from other people by
means of their purchases.
Our earlier discussion of shopping malls, however, indicated that observers have often interpreted the expansion of retail trade as promoting commodiﬁcation, thereby destroying earlier forms of
meaningful social connections. Bidding up Robert
Putnam, social critic Jeremy Rifkin (2000, 155),
for instance, declares shopping malls’ “central mission” to be “the commodiﬁcation of lived experiences in the form of the purchase of goods and entertainment.” Commodiﬁcation, in this account,
substitutes impersonal rationality for the rich, sentimental connections of earlier ages.
Yet, as we have already seen, people construct
and refashion meaningful social relations across a
wide variety of commercial settings. To be sure,
major changes in retailing did occur from the nineteenth to the twenty-ﬁrst centuries: a larger proportion of all goods and services arrive through
commercial transactions, the scale and geographic
concentration of retail establishments has increased,
and the direct sale and delivery of goods and services to households has declined (Cowan 1983).
Households, therefore, found themselves much
more heavily engaged in external shopping than
had once been true. At ﬁrst glance, moreover, a series of innovations in retailing, for example, the
one-price system, self-service, and the substitution
of credit cards for local account books, seemed to
replace personalized connections with impersonal
routines. In fact, within the retail setting, each of
these altered the terms of social interaction but
without eliminating personal contact between
merchant and customer. The effects of these multiple changes in retail practice, then, were never to

obliterate meaningful social relations, but to alter
their character and geography signiﬁcantly.
Paralleling the previous discussions, this section
will examine retail settings in three steps: ﬁrst, relations within retail establishments, then, relations
across boundaries, and, ﬁnally, change and variation.
For culturally informed social relations within
retail settings, consider restaurants. In their study
of food consumption outside the home in England
during the 1990s, Alan Warde and Lydia Martens
(2000, 108) discovered that, paradoxically, “eating
out is more convivial than eating at home” (see
also Illouz 1997, chap. 4). Using interviews and a
survey, they found that most of their 1,001 respondents ate out with family members. Other frequent dining companions were friends and romantic partners. In fact only 2 percent reported being
alone the last time they had eaten out. However,
eating out did make some difference, since the effort of preparing the meal did not fall on women,
as characteristically happens in households. Eating
outside of the home thus provides the opportunity for a more equal exchange around the table.
What is more, eating out might even generate
greater sociability than dining at home. As one respondent, Trisha, put it:
I think it’s easier, when you’re sat over a meal, to talk
about things. Probably if you’re sat with a take-away
you tend to be glued to the telly, whereas rather if
you’re just sat together over a meal you do tend to
have a better conversation really because you haven’t
as many distractions and things like that, it’s quite
nice. You know, it’s socialising involved especially with
your boyfriend. (Warde and Martens 2000, 205)

Yet one might think that any sort of social interaction vanishes in the world of fast foods. After all,
Edward Hopper’s emblematic painting of a diner,
Nighthawks, shows each customer and a counterman staring silently into private spaces. In the
modern equivalent of the diner, the fast food
palace, however, Robin Leidner (1993) observes a
steady ﬂow of social interaction between customers
and serving personnel. McDonald’s, of course,
represents the paradigm of an impersonal, routinized consumer world. Indeed, George Ritzer
(1996) has made McDonald’s the central symbol
of economic standardization in the world of consumption. Drawing on her ﬁeldwork at a McDonald’s franchise near Chicago, Leidner reports
extensive organizational scripting of work routines, ranging from food preparation to workerconsumer interaction. The Six Steps of Window
Service, for instance, closely guide workers’ behav-
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ior: “(1) greet the customer, (2) take the order, (3)
assemble the order, (4) present the order, (5) receive payment, and (6) thank the customer and ask
for repeat business” (Leidner 1993, 68) More signiﬁcantly, as Leidner shows, the rules standardized
“attitudes and demeanors as well as words and actions” (73).
However, anyone who enjoys ballroom dancing,
tennis, or chess knows that routinized interaction
need not be impersonal. There are two fallacies to
avoid: ﬁrst, the notion that standardization of interpersonal relations necessarily destroys human
contact; and second, the contrary view that all social interaction is intrinsically satisfying. As Leidner
discovered: “despite the speciﬁcity of the script and
the brevity of most encounters with customers, the
service interactions were not all alike and were not
necessarily devoid of personal involvement” (1993,
136). Workers enjoyed their albeit brief conversations or jokes with customers, occasionally providing some customers with extra services.
Regular customers, meanwhile, often established ongoing ties with workers. As Matthew told
Leidner:
What I like [is that] when you work window you get
to know every customer that come in here every day.
You get to remember their faces, you get to know
what they want . . . and all they have to [do is] just
show their faces, and you just grab the tray and set up
everything they need, ’cause they get everything the
same every day. (Leidner 1993, 141)

Personalized interactions, however, were not all
cordial. Partly because of the low status of their
jobs, workers were sometimes subjected to customers’ “rude, sarcastic, and insulting remarks”
(Leidner 1993, 132). In such cases, the interactive
script broke down: the worker “might withhold
smiles, risk a show of impatience or irritation with
a customer, or refuse to suggest additional purchases or to encourage return business” (135;
Katherine Newman [1999] reported similar interactions in New York’s Harlem). Furthermore,
some workers actually welcomed the protection
provided by routinized interactions. The point is
that whether friendly, hostile, or strictly limited,
the participants were engaging in negotiated, meaningful social interactions (for discussions of conﬂicts between blacks and shopkeepers, see Austin
1994; Lee 2002).
The custom of thinking about retail settings as
self-contained locations makes the thought of
cross-cutting ties hard to manage at ﬁrst. However,
if we consider a retail setting to be any location in
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which people purchase goods and services, this
immediately calls to mind, among others, supermarkets, shopping malls, department stores, country stores, video stores, garage sales, street fairs, junk
shops, pawnshops, thrift shops, restaurants, coffee
shops, airport shops, bookstores, newsstands, fashion outlets, automobile dealerships, art galleries,
movies, theaters, and mom-and-pop stores. In all of
these retail sites, relations of both consumers and
merchants to such groups as neighbors, friends,
households, police, protesters, looters, gangs, credit agencies, labor unions, courts, and so on, play a
signiﬁcant part in their operations.
Rather than focusing on the more obvious cases
of department stores or supermarkets, let us take
two challenging sites: pawnshops and direct-selling
organizations. In both cases, we observe the intersection of an active retail setting with webs of social relations that extend far beyond that site.
The pawnshop is a remarkable device, a sort of
bank that lends cash against the security of saleable
objects. Pawnbrokers must develop great skills in
judging other people and establishing trustworthy
relations with them. With the expansion of wage
labor and purchased commodities during the nineteenth century, the pawnshop became a crucial institution in working-class communities across the
Western world. In the United States, Lendor Calder
(1999, 43) notes, “a wide variety of people found
their way into pawnshops, including salesmen and
travelers with emergency needs for cash, and petty
shopkeepers in need of a quick loan to pay off
creditors.” Commonly pawned objects ranged from
items of clothing and jewelry, to musical instruments, bedding, guns, household furniture, and
more exceptionally cofﬁns, false teeth, and even
automobiles (44).
Among the wide range of customers, households often balanced short-run ﬂuctuations in
their budgets by pawning or redeeming household
objects. In her account of housewives’ economic
strategies among the London poor between 1870
and 1918, Ellen Ross reports women’s extensive
reliance on pawnshops to make ends meet: “COS
[Charity Organisation Society] caseworkers investigating the assets of households applying for aid
were invariably shown bundles of pawn tickets by
the women with whom they spoke. . . . Lent,
stolen, or honestly obtained pledge tickets were
transferred and traded in complex patterns among
groups of women” (1993, 82; see also Tebbutt
1983).
Women developed specialized bargaining skills,
knowing which shops gave better value to their
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pledges; so much so that thieves regularly relied on
women to serve as their intermediaries with pawnbrokers. While recounting his long life to Raphael
Samuel during the 1970s, retired East London
petty criminal, cabinetmaker, and furniture merchant Arthur Harding recalled a time before World
War I:
There was a woman in nearly every street of the East
End of London who got a living taking neighbours’
things to the pawn shop. The pawn-shop broker
would lend her more than he would an ordinary customer on the goods because he knew that she would
get ’em out again on Saturday—he trusted her. He
didn’t want to be lumbered up with a shop-load of
stuff that wasn’t going to be redeemed. He’d sooner
do business with her, than a person who fetched a load
of stuff in there and didn’t intend to redeem ’em.
(Samuel 1981, 90)

Indeed, women fashioned particularized relations with pawnbrokers’ clerks. Ross reports a son
describing his mother’s negotiating skills:
One went into a cubicle where the gent behind the
counter usually knew his customers. “How much?”
were his ﬁrst words. “Ten shillings,” says Mum.
“Seven,” said the gent behind the counter. “Oh
Christ,” says Mum. “Don’t be like that, Sid.” “All
right,” says Sid. “I’ll make it eight bob, but don’t forget it’s the last time I take this lot in.” (Ross 1993, 83)

Pawnshops still thrive in Western cities today.
With sharpening income inequality and partial
deregulation of banking, America’s pawnshops,
after a decline between 1930 and 1970, have
multiplied since the 1980s. From a low of 4,849
in 1985, they climbed to 14,000 over the next 15
years (Manning 2000, 203). That number produced the highest per capita concentration of
pawnshops in American history (Caskey 1994, 1).
According to John Caskey, the customers of
today’s American pawnshops have low or moderate incomes, and are drawn especially from the
African-American and Hispanic populations. Typical jobs include “an enlisted person in the military,
a nonunion factory worker, a nurse’s aid, a retail
sales clerk, or a general helper in an automobile
service station.” Caskey reports that usually, loans
cover such expenses as paying rent or a vacation,
buying Christmas presents, food, alcohol, illegal
drugs, lottery tickets, ﬁxing a car, or buying gasoline (69–70). Loan customers usually lack access to
credit cards and routine banking. Pawnshops thus
serve as their alternative banks.
On the average, direct selling involves a some-

what more prosperous segment of the population;
across the world, a wide variety of customers purchase goods not directly from stores, but from
friends, neighbors, and kin who bring the goods to
their home. Sometimes, rather than individual
door-to-door sales, direct selling involves the creation of special social settings within homes. As
Nicole Woolsey Biggart says in her classic study, direct-selling organizations counter the idea that efﬁciency depends on bureaucratized impersonality:
Executives in the direct selling industry understand,
just as do the leaders of many social movements, the
power of preexisting social relations and networks in
recruiting distributors and channeling their actions. . . .
In direct selling social bonds are not an encumbrance
but an instrument for soliciting and controlling a sales
force and for appealing to customers. (1989, 167; see
also Frenzen and Davis 1990)

Following up on Biggart’s leads, British scholar
Alison Clarke’s (1999) analysis of Tupperware illustrates the particular intersection of retail trade
with households. In the 1950s, Earl Tupper, inventor of the now emblematic airtight plastic containers, withdrew his products from retail outlets,
launching the “Tupperware party” marketing
strategy. Dealers went to a volunteer “hostess”
home, ﬁrst demonstrating, and then selling, their
products to a gathering of friends and neighbors.
For her efforts, the hostess received a Tupperware
gift product contingent on the amount of sales. At
the party, dealers recruited future hostesses, encouraging them as well to join up as commissionpaid dealers. In the process, homes became intensely social retail outlets, as well as recruiting
grounds for commercial operations. Tupper’s marketing strategy worked. By 1997, according to
Clarke, worldwide net sales were of $1.2 billion,
and about 118 million people had attended a Tupperware demonstration (2).
Direct-selling organizations changed over time
and varied signiﬁcantly in their organizational
strategies. Biggart stresses three axes of change and
variation: ﬁrst, the gender of salespeople, which
differentiated the kinds of networks they activated;
second, the degree of orientation within the organization to a single charismatic leader (e.g.,
Mary Kay Ash for Mary Kay cosmetics); ﬁnally, the
extent of bureaucratization and differentiation, for
example, the degree to which successful salespeople became full-time managers and recruiters.
Let us think of change and variation in retail settings at an international scale. Global fast food
chains and electronic commerce provide two cur-
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rent settings in which many observers have
thought that uniformity and impersonality were
locked into place. Despite Leidner’s demonstration of intensive social interaction within U.S. fast
food outlets, a number of critics have interpreted
the worldwide spread of McDonald’s and other
chains as the imposition of uniform impersonal
forms of consumption on alien cultures. Political
theorist Benjamin Barber (1995), for instance,
goes so far as to portray a cosmic struggle between
Jihad and McWorld, pitting the forces of religious
and ethnic fragmentation against the inexorable
economic homogenization of the world. Using
fast food as a symbol of a much broader world
conquest, Barber declares,
Music, video, theater, books, and theme parks—the
new churches of a commercial civilization in which
malls are the public squares and suburbs the neighborless neighborhoods—are all constructed as image
exports creating a common world taste around common logos, advertising slogans, stars, songs, brand
names, jingles, and trademarks. (1995, 17)

Looked at closely, however, despite common
top-down designs, fast food restaurants turn out to
vary dramatically in actual social process from one
locality to another. An international team of anthropologists has studied consumer behavior in
McDonald’s outlets across ﬁve East Asian cities.
Although they certainly see an impact on local cuisine and practices, they do not observe the homogenization that many critics have feared. On
the contrary, they identify a process of “localization,” integrating McDonald’s into different cultural settings (for various types of localization, see
also Appadurai 1990; Barron 1997; Caldwell
2004; Cohen 1990; Fantasia 1995; Goody 1998;
Howes 1996; Kuisel 1993; Lozada 2000; PatilloMcCoy 1999; Peiss 2002; Stephenson 1989;
Warde 2000; Yan 2000). Summing up, James L.
Watson says,
East Asian consumers have quietly, and in some cases
stubbornly, transformed their neighborhood McDonald’s into local institutions. . . . In Beijing, Seoul, and
Taipei, for instance, McDonald’s restaurants are treated as leisure centers, where people can retreat from
the stresses of urban life. In Hong Kong, middle
school students often sit in McDonald’s for hours,
studying, gossiping, and picking over snacks; for
them, the restaurants are the equivalent of youth
clubs. (1997, 6–7)

If fast food does not stamp out local culture,
what about electronic commerce? After all, at ﬁrst
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glance electronically mediated consumption appears to reduce social interaction to its barest minimum. At any particular site, all an observer sees is
a shopper and a computer interacting.
However, as in all our previous cases of culture
and consumption, we ﬁnd people creating, conﬁrming, and transforming their social relations as
they consume (on social relations in electronic
communication, see DiMaggio et al. 2001; Miller
and Slater 2000; Wellman and Haythornthwaite
2002). Take the case of Lands’ End—the leading
online apparel retail site. Malcolm Gladwell (1999)
found customer-service representatives routinely
engaged in online chats with customers. In one instance, an East Coast woman he calls Carol was
trying to decide on what color to pick for an attaché case:
Darcia [the rep] was partial to the dark olive. . . .
Carol was convinced, but she wanted the case monogrammed and there were eleven monogramming
styles on the Web-site page. “Can I have a personal
suggestion?” she wrote. “Sure,” Darcia typed back.
“Who is the case for?” “A conservative psychiatrist,”
Carol replied. Darcia suggested block initials, in black.
Carol agreed, and sent the order in herself on the Internet. “All right,” Darcia said, as she ended the chat.
“She feels better.” The exchange had taken twentythree minutes. (Gladwell 1999, 5–6)

“It’s a mistake,” concludes Gladwell, “to think
that E-commerce will entirely automate the retail
process. It just turns reps from order-takers into
sales advisers.” Indeed, Bill Bass, head of Lands’
End e-commerce, told Gladwell: “One of the big
fallacies when the Internet came along was that
you could get these huge savings by eliminating
customer-service costs . . . [but] people still have
questions, and what you are getting are much
higher-level questions. Like, ‘Can you help me
come up with a gift?’ And they take longer” (Gladwell 1999, 6).
Electronic commerce does not merely present
opportunities for sociability. Like other forms of
consumption, it also presents problems of trust.
When people purchase expensive or potentially
harmful goods and services on line, they regularly
seek reassurance through three social strategies
that apply broadly across the whole range of consumption: by repeated interaction with the supplier; by identifying reliable suppliers through
mutual ties to third parties; and by creation or consultation of monitoring agencies. All three rely on
or create more trustworthy cultural knowledge,
thus converting uncertainty into manageable risk.
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Looking at the giant electronic emporium eBay,
Peter Kollock (1999) ﬁnds that despite vast numbers of transactions and no central guarantees of
quality or delivery, the default rate for trades is
minimal. According to a 1997 eBay report, for instance, only 27 out of 2 million auctions that took
place between May and August 1997 appeared to
be fraudulent. Users prevent fraud by a series of
practical procedures: ﬁrst, they establish a veriﬁable
identity for each buyer and seller; second, they
post summaries of reports from previous trading
partners concerning the reliability of each trader;
third, groups of users create websites posting
advice (including information about frequent
traders) for the pursuit of trustworthy exchanges;
and fourth, some participants station themselves as
paid or voluntary advisers for less experienced
traders. As Kollock sums up: “at least for the core
users, this is not a market of atomized price-takers”
(118) It is a connected web of consumers creating
a distinctive set of cultural links and producing
trust by recognizable social strategies.
Similar ﬁndings emerge from Laura Sartori’s
(2002) large Italian study of Internet users from
1998 to 2001 (on electronic commerce in Australia see Singh 1999, in England, Pahl 1999). The
study as a whole included a household survey, an
online questionnaire, focus groups, and in-depth
interviews. Sartori sees electronic consumption as
actually increasing the autonomy and effectiveness
of consumers because it makes substantial amounts
of conﬁrmatory (or, for that matter, negative) evidence concerning products and traders available at
very low cost. More signiﬁcantly for our purposes,
Sartori identiﬁes signiﬁcant variations in they ways
people gather information for their purchases.
Scrutinizing online shopping, Sartori reports
that persons acquiring goods and services electronically most often ﬁrst entered the process with
the help of others they already knew, relied on
their existing networks to reduce uncertainties in
their purchases, but formed new social ties electronically in the process. Thus, Sartori’s respondents repeatedly emphasized the signiﬁcance of
kin, friends, and colleagues’ opinions when shopping online. As one 33-year-old woman explained:
I am not quite sure on what I base my decision. Surely on the advice of people at work or of friends. We
often discuss it with friends. It always happens, even
when I’m looking for the most stupid thing. (Sartori
2002, 139)

But respondents also regularly consulted their
new virtual connections in chat, newsgroups, or
discussion forums. A 25-year-old man reported:

It’s quite normal to exchange information about
products or sites, or else ask advice to someone online.
It’s even easier to check a site directly since if one is in
chat it means you are connected. Sometimes they ask
me: “I’m looking for something, can you help me?”
For instance it’s happened with cell phones. Someone
who’s looking for a new cell phone and asks who
knows a site. Then someone gives a name, someone
else a different one, and that way the conversation begins. (Sartori 2002, 138)

However, as Sartori says, the two sources of information are not mutually exclusive; in fact, online
acquaintances sometimes become friends. Sartori,
therefore, makes a negative and a positive contribution to our general discussion. Negatively, her
ﬁndings deny the ﬂattening of culture by electronic media. Positively, Sartori shows us once again
how creatively people adapt their social relations to
different media and forms of consumption.

CONCLUSIONS
Although cultural variation plays a signiﬁcant
part in consumption, it is a common mistake to
suppose that consumption forms a warm cultural
island in a frigid economic sea. Shared understandings and their representations—the components
of culture—undergird all of economic life, from
e-commerce to sweatshops. Another common
error portrays consumption as centering on acquisition of goods and services rather than on their
uses. A much clearer understanding of consumption practices comes from recognizing how meaningful social relations pervade economic processes,
including production, acquisition, and use of goods
and services. Combined, the two mistakes lead to
a third pervasive error: treatment of consumption
as primarily expressive behavior, whether it expresses social position, local culture, or individual
idiosyncrasy. Consumption, like production and
distribution, actually does crucial social work, not
only sustaining human lives and social institutions
but also shaping interpersonal relations.
These recurrent misunderstandings of consumption directly parallel confusions about money. Scholars, social critics, and ordinary people often assume
that monetizing goods, services, and social relations strips away their culturally grounded personal meanings: paid personal care, for example, necessarily lacks the intimacy and power of unpaid
care. Closely observed, however, intimate social relations turn out to incorporate monetary ﬂows
quite productively over a wide range of circum-
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stances. The confusion results from overestimating
the capacity of media—money, goods, or services—
to control human behavior and thereby underestimating the capacity of human beings to bend
media into means of pursuing their own social
lives.
Similarly, social critics frequently warn against two
different versions of consumerism: ﬁrst, acquisition
of standardized goods and services that crush individuality, spontaneity, and local culture, and, second,
a headlong rush to accumulate that leaves no time,
energy, or imagination to enjoy what you already
have. Some mass-produced goods do drive higherpriced, more varied, and superior goods out of markets. Some goods and services (hard drugs provide
obvious examples) damage their consumers. Some
people do engage in conspicuous consumption to
the detriment of their welfare. But our most careful
studies of consumption—inside and outside of sociology—challenge the idea that consumers in general
are increasingly leading impoverished lives as a consequence of growth in consumption.
Once again, confusion stems from assuming the
existence of two Hostile Worlds: a world of rationality, efﬁciency, and impersonality, on one side; a
world of self-expression, cultural richness, and intimacy, on the other—with contact between the two
worlds inevitably corrupting both of them. Nor will
any of the available Nothing-Buts—nothing but
economic calculation, nothing but culture, nothing
but power—resolve the dilemma. We have no choice
but to pave crossroads connecting continuously negotiated, meaning-drenched social relations with
the whole range of economic processes.

NOTES
I have adapted a few passages from Zelizer 1999, 2001,
and 2002a and 2002b. For information, research assistance,
advice, and criticism, I am grateful to Fred Block, Susan Gal,
Neil Smelser, Richard Swedberg, Charles Tilly, and Anna
Zajacova.
1. Landmark essays in consumer culture include Appadurai 1986; Brewer and Porter 1993; Bronner 1989; Fox and
Lears 1983; McKendrick, Brewer, and Plumb 1982. For an
excellent bibliographic essay on the history of consumption,
see Glickman 1999; for a critical review, see Agnew 2003.
2. For observations of interactions between organized
politics and consumption in Great Britain, see Hilton 2002.
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16 The Sociology of
Money and Credit
Bruce G. Carruthers

Who has gold has a treasure with which he gets what he
wants, imposes his will on the world, and even helps souls to
paradise. (Christopher Columbus)

Money characterizes modern economies, but
it has been of only intermittent concern to modern
sociology. The uneven distribution of money
across race, gender, or class has been of central
interest to sociologists studying inequality. But
money per se seldom preoccupies them. Money
functions as the pecuniary “ﬂip side” of market exchange: goods and services go from seller to buyer,
while money goes the other way and balances the
exchange. Individual transactions join into networks and circuits of exchange that engender parallel ﬂows of money. Money accompanies commodiﬁcation and the spread of markets. Under
capitalism, according to social theorists ranging
from Marx and Simmel to David Harvey, the cash
nexus has pervaded, subverted, and otherwise
transformed social relations. In short, money is an
agent of social change.
Credit operates less visibly, although it too pervades market exchange. Indeed, in many economies more transactions are conducted using credit
than cash. Credit involves “unbalanced” transactions, when goods and services go from seller to
buyer but no money ﬂows the other way. Instead,
the seller receives a promise to repay. Credit also
concerns intertemporal monetary transactions,
when a lender gives money to a borrower in exchange for a promise of future repayment. Since
credit involves making and accepting promises, it
obviously involves trust.
Here, I describe the connections between money
and credit and their roles in the governance of economic transactions and social relationships; I summarize the sociological literature on money and
extend it to consider credit, a topic that sociology
has mostly ignored. Money and credit have effects
that go far beyond the economy, and both are affected by noneconomic factors. As institutions,

they directly link to the economy, politics, law, inequality, culture, and other areas of sociological interest. Many of the relevant issues were addressed
ﬁrst by Max Weber and later by Talcott Parsons.
Since I intend to examine money and credit rather
than Weber or Parsons on these topics, I will not
summarize their arguments (Swedberg 1998; Parsons 1982). Nor shall I duplicate reviews of the sociology of money (Blomert 2001; Keister 2002),
except to note that the strategy of demonstrating
the embeddedness of economic institutions also
extends to money (Granovetter 1985). Recent
studies of money (Baker and Jimerson 1992; Carruthers and Babb 1996; Dodd 1994; Ingham
1999; Zelizer 1989, 1994, 1996) have all documented how social factors affect it.
I deﬁne money as generalized, immediate, and
transferable legitimate claims on value. Money is
important because it commands resources. It functions as a medium of exchange, and as store and
measure of value. But this deﬁnition needs qualiﬁcation. First, claims are general only within social
communities and spheres of activity. Claims that
operate in one place (cowrie shells in eighteenthcentury West Africa) do not necessarily work elsewhere (twenty-ﬁrst-century Evanston, Illinois).
Monetary claims exercised on some things of value
(shoes) do not work on others (love). Furthermore, money is not always perfectly divisible or
fungible. Finally, both claims and the values to
which they apply are socially constructed. What
constitutes value in one society may be valueless in
others. Monetary claims are conventional and depend on self-reinforcing and collective expectations (Orlean 1992): a person accepts arbitrary tokens as money because she believes that others will
accept them. Money therefore raises problems of
trust. Historically, sovereign governments have
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played a key role in the promulgation and enforcement of money claims.
Credit consists of nongeneralized, deferred, and
variably transferable legitimate claims on speciﬁc
value. The nongenerality of credit derives from its
dependence on one party’s obligation to another.
A particular creditor has a claim over a particular
debtor: Sam owes money to Esther rather than
being obliged in general. Sometimes these claims
can be transferred to third parties, but frequently
they cannot. As credit claims become more easily
transferable, however, they become more moneylike. Credit involves deferred claims and so is affected by uncertainty about the future. Sovereign
governments often specify the forms that credit
takes, and help enforce claims, but credit has many
times functioned beyond the purview of the state.
My deﬁnitions emphasize the difference between
money and credit, but intermediate forms exist. As
credit becomes more general, uniform, and transferable, it approximates money. No hard-and-fast
distinction separates the two kinds of claims. Nor
do money and credit exhaust all legitimate claims
on value recognized in a particular society. Some
people hold claims because of their position in a social network. For example, fathers may have claims
over sons (so-called “wealth in persons”).

MONEY
The use of money is highly uneven and differentiated. The perfect fungibility that modern money
possesses in principle becomes in practice domesticated and restrained. Like any social object that
transgresses boundaries, money is dangerous and
impure in Mary Douglas’s sense. The restrictions
laid upon money reﬂect not only cultural norms
about its meaning and appropriateness (Zelizer
1994), but also ordinary commercial and budgetary practices, and the fact that money ﬂows between and within political jurisdictions. Historically, of course, money was independent of market
exchange. In medieval Ireland, people used it to
satisfy social obligations and remedy wrongs, not
for market exchange (Gerriets 1985; Grierson
1977), and much exchange occurred without
money (Spufford 1988, 17–18).
The basis for money has shifted dramatically: in
the past, money involved precious commodities
like silver and gold, which anchored expectations
about money’s acceptability. As the bullionists expressed it after the U.S. Civil War, gold possessed
“intrinsic value” (Carruthers and Babb 1996). Re-

cently, however, money has become “dematerialized” and “virtual” (Evans and Schmalensee 1999,
25; Leyshon and Thrift 1997). Money is no longer
tied to specie but consists of electronic accounts or
pieces of paper. Thus, claims about “intrinsic worth”
have lost credibility (although gold-standard advocates still exist). Furthermore, the liberalization
and the integration of ﬁnancial markets have been
an important part of “globalization”: by historical
standards, international money ﬂows are now
voluminous and virtually instantaneous (Fligstein 2001, 209–13). These developments threaten the connection between money and political
sovereignty.
Money and credit have clearly evolved since
Marx pondered the “riddle of the money fetish,”
and this evolution is something economic sociologists have begun to consider. Several developments
sparked debate. Economic transitions in Eastern
and central Europe problematize the foundations
of effective monetary and credit systems. The vitality of the informal sector in many countries, and
the prevalence of nonmonetary exchange, challenge orthodox verities about the advantages of
money. And continued historical and comparative
scholarship has produced a wealth of new empirical ﬁndings.
Money Is What Money Does
The standard treatment of money emphasizes
three functions. Money is a means of exchange, a
store of value, and a unit of account (Stiglitz 1993,
880–83). Thus, money enables economies to escape the limits of barter, which depends on a
“double coincidence of needs”: person A has what
B wants, and vice versa. Money supports multilateral exchange. By facilitating advantageous exchanges, money beneﬁts all who participate in the
monetarized economy. Functional money also has
a sufﬁciently stable value that people will accept
and hold it for future use. As a unit of account,
money permits comparisons and evaluations; it
measures the relative worth of commodities
and services. Money commensurates alternatives and
promotes rational decision-making (Espeland and
Stevens 1998). Methods like cost-beneﬁt analysis
extend monetary measurement into public policy
decision-making. Ideally, money reduces transaction costs and facilitates self-interested exchanges,
allows people to accumulate value and make intertemporal trade-offs, and provides a common
denominator with which to compare alternatives.
Functionalist discussions of money rarely exam-
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ine how money came to perform these functions,
whether they are equally signiﬁcant, if functional
alternatives exist, and whether these functions exhaust money’s social signiﬁcance. Money does
these things, to be sure, but it is worthwhile considering its other uses. For most economists, money is so transparently advantageous that its existence
seems self-explanatory (Jones 1976). Furthermore, economists and sociologists alike have overdrawn the contrast between “modern” money and
“primitive” money, and embraced evolutionary arguments about the transition from one to the
other (Guyer 1995, 1).
Money and Meaning
In addition to its other functions, money is a
symbol that conveys information (Hart 2000, 17).
In particular, by restraining and channeling the
ﬂow of money, people use it as a bearer of social
meaning. Instead of interpreting restricted circulation as a sign that money has failed to perform, we
should recognize that such patterns reﬂect the creation of meaning. Money is a way to communicate
messages as well as command resources.
Zelizer (1989, 1994, 1996) documents how restrictions placed on money mark signiﬁcant social
boundaries (Baker and Jimerson 1992; Webley and
Lea 1993). She argues against the view that modern money “dissolves” social relations by showing
that social relations affect modern money. By conﬁning money to some realms, people afﬁrm cultural distinctions between private and public, male
and female, sacred and profane. Restricting money
means blocking certain transactions (Andre 1992)
and creating separate spheres of exchange (Bohannan 1959; Ferguson 1992). Exchange across spheres
is morally problematic, but the separation between
them creates differentials of value that entrepreneurs may exploit by spanning structural holes
(Barth 1967; Burt 1992). Thus, blocked exchanges and separate spheres are rarely static. This
dynamism affects how cultural distinctions get articulated in terms of money, and even alters the
distinctions themselves.
The differentiation of homogeneous money occurs in both “modern” and “traditional” societies.
People acknowledge separate scales of value, and
not just different values, by attaching prices to
some objects and rejecting prices for others (socalled priceless goods). Sometimes the meanings
are relatively idiosyncratic (a family heirloom), but
they may be recognized by an entire community
(religious artifacts, public symbols).
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Contrasting monetarized from nonmonetarized
is one way to elaborate meaningful differences.
Another is to construct distinctions within money
itself. Zelizer outlines the strategies people use to
separate money into qualitatively distinct categories. Some dollars are “honest” and “clean,”
while others are “dirty” (Verdery 1995). Monies
get earmarked by source (they derive from particular activities) or use (they fund speciﬁc expenditures). Household budgets are often structured
around earmarkings that distinguish among what
would otherwise be fungible monies. The classiﬁcation of money reﬂects household rules and
cultural norms about how to value household activities, and the priorities and obligations of household members. For example, people often treat
bonuses, gifts, windfalls, or tips differently than
regular wages. “Earned” money has a moral sobriety that unearned money frequently lacks, and
hence the latter more often funds whimsical expenditures. Or family members may receive specific monies for discretionary expenses (“pocket
money,” “pin money”). Historically, women’s
wages within the family were treated differently
from men’s (Zelizer 1994, 27). This multiplicity
makes modern money more “anthropological”
(Dupre 1995).
Money may be used as much to avoid particular
connotations as to signal them. Within intimate
romantic relationships, men and women frame
their expenditures on one another so that it is clear
that neither (but especially men) is “buying” sex
with money (Zelizer 2002). In contemporary United States, a man can spend large sums (dinner,
ﬂowers, etc.) in anticipation of sexual relations
with the woman he is dating. And the woman who
appreciates such lavish treatment may well consent
to sex. But both would reject any similarity with
prostitution, although the monetary value and
outcome may well be identical.1 More generally,
cash connotes a social distance and anonymity that
is inappropriate for certain interactions (Clark
1990, 33, 69; Prasad 1999).
Individuals and households are not the only
ones making distinctions. Organizational budgets
also involve earmarkings and categories. Budget
items possess varying degrees of liquidity, with the
most fungible resources put in the most liquid
budget category (Stinchcombe 2001, 126–27).
The separation of monies into different categories
reﬂects the political commitments and priorities of
organizations and their constituencies, and money
budgeted into different categories can no longer
be treated the same. State governments sometimes
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“launder” tax revenues from “unclean” sources by
using them to fund “clean” activities. Money from
“sin taxes” on tobacco and alcohol products supports particular ends, like public education, partly
because these revenues possess a problematic political meaning that must be managed.
In general, the meaning and use of money varies
with how it gets classiﬁed. Categorical distinctions
introduce differences into otherwise uniform and
homogeneous money. Such classiﬁcations and the
meanings they engender derive from how the
money ﬂows: where it comes from, and where it
goes (Carruthers and Espeland 1998).2 In moving
from place to place, money makes socially contiguous otherwise distinct activities and situations. Inconsistent and even contradictory cultural meanings become linked by money, and the resulting
cultural “spillover” poses semantic challenges for
those who use money. The activities that generate
money vary in their social acceptability, and this
colors the resulting cash ﬂow.
In addition to functioning as medium of exchange, store of value, and unit of account, money
proves also to be a surprisingly subtle vehicle for
the conveyance of meaning. Money works as both
an economic and a semiotic instrument, and these
two modalities conﬂict with each other. Money
functions better in the economy to the extent that
it is truly uniform and fungible. But in using
money to send messages, bolster status, and honor
important social values, people render it less fungible. This tension rarely achieves a deﬁnitive resolution either one way or the other.
Money and Metrology
As a unit of account, money becomes a measurement instrument. The connection between
money and quantity is so obvious that researchers
often overlook its social aspects (but see Crump
1978). As Marx noted, money represents “values
as magnitudes of the same denomination, qualitatively equal and quantitatively comparable. It thus
acts as a universal measure of value” (1976, 188).
With monetary valuation, qualitative differences
became quantitative differences (Cooley 1913).
Quantitative measurement involves attaching numbers to objects so that relations among the numbers reﬂect relations among the objects. Thus, if
we measure object A to be 10 on some scale, and
B to be 15, we can compare 10 with 15 and say
something about A and B (depending on the level
of measurement, since 15 ≠ 10, B is different from
A; since 15 > 10, B is more than A; since 15 −

10 = 5, B is 5 units larger). Quantitative measurement connotes objectivity and precision, and this
aura encompasses monetary valuation as well (Wise
1995, 1). A market price appears more “objective”
than other measures of value.
Market exchange involves attaching prices to
objects, and hence performing a kind of quantitative measurement (Mintz 1961). Thus, the spread
of markets has expanded quantiﬁcation (Porter
1995, 91), although the process is uneven and
pushed by other factors as well. Crosby (1997, 31)
notes the importance of religion in the quantiﬁcation of time, and Alder (1995) links the invention
of the metric system to nation building that sought
to develop the rationality of the French economy.
Hadden (1994, 114, 137, 160) argues that early
modern commerce helped to develop the mathematical models applied by scientists to the natural
world (see also Kaye 1998).
To have an impact, quantitative information
needs a receptive audience. Scholars have marked
the spread of numeracy in England and the United States (Hacking 1990; Thomas 1987; Cohen
1982), and ﬁnd that merchants were usually among
the most numerate. Overall levels of numeracy
were affected by historical accidents like the replacement of Roman by Arabic numerals (Menninger 1969, 287–94). The mathematical skills of
contemporary consumers demonstrate the situated
and practical aspects of math (Lave 1988). Ferreira
(1997) ﬁnds that as markets bring arithmetic into
the Brazilian frontier, they confront indigenous
notions of value and equivalence. Insufﬁciently
numerate audiences are likely to “glaze over” if
they face too much complex quantitative information, and rely on rules of thumb and other calculative heuristics.
Porter (1995) notes that numbers are a form of
communication used for control. Quantiﬁcation
thus concerns both intervention and description.
Numbers get deployed in the context of “mechanical objectivity:” rule-based decision-making that
supersedes personal judgment and minimizes discretion. With quantitative information, decisions
appear less “subjective” or “arbitrary.” Such an
appearance depends, of course, on the audience.
Porter argues that rules that appear highly constraining to outside audiences may be known to be
more ﬂexible to insiders. In the case of accounting
information, accountants are much less bound by
accounting rules than outsiders believed (although
recent scandals have disillusioned them). In general, however, reliance on monetary value expands
the use of quantitative information, and grants to
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decisions an image of truth and objectivity. Monetarization exposes local transactions to more distant economic inﬂuences by inserting them into
larger circuits of exchange.
Proximity to market exchange facilitates quantitative measurement. Conversely, multiple or unstandardized monies make quantitative assessments
more difﬁcult. As Woodruff points out (1999,
162), the Russian economy of the 1990s used several imperfectly convertible monies, which undercut the ability of Western consultants to value Russian ﬁrms. Furthermore, situations arise in which
market exchange is unavailable to gauge value. Valuation of assets in bankruptcy court, transfer pricing within a multidivisional ﬁrm, and cost-beneﬁt
analysis of public policy all pose difﬁcult measurement problems. Given conﬂicting interests and the
conventional nature of accounting rules, the potential for “creative interpretation” is high. However much accountancy seems a rule-governed exercise in the measurement of economic value, it is
not (Miller 1994). Accounting rules grant substantial and unavoidable ﬂexibility to accountants,
who can be remarkably creative about “massaging
the numbers” (Baskin and Miranti 1997, 228, 259).
Briloff (1972, 39) shows how different inventoryvaluation rules (LIFO vs. FIFO) can alter proﬁts.
Depending on when ﬁrms recognize income, they
can manipulate their income during a reporting
period (Briloff 1972, 163). Firms often “smooth”
income to make it seem more predictable (Baskin
and Miranti 1997, 191). U.S. accounting rules
contain fuzzy areas that were exploited during the
savings and loan crisis (Calavita, Pontell, and Tillman 1997, 57), and current ﬁnancial scandals
(Enron, WorldCom, etc.) show how easily corporations and their auditors can manipulate accounting information.
Opacity further increases with multiple systems
of accounting rules. Cost-accounting emerged in
the nineteenth century to measure transactions internal to large corporations (Chandler and Daems
1979; Yates 1989, 8–9). Today business schools
train students in cost, ﬁnancial, managerial, and international accounting (to name just a few). Each
involves different rules for producing quantitative
information. Furthermore, there are competing
systems of rules among capitalist countries. For instance, a transitional economy adopting Western
accounting standards can choose between at least
three alternatives: GAAP (generally accepted accounted principles), IAS (International Accounting Standards), and the accounting directives of
the European Union.
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The connection between monetary valuation
and quantitative measurement gives the former an
image as an objective, neutral, and precise mode of
valuation. Determining monetary value involves a
complex measurement process that unfolds within
a set of rules. Ideally, valuation resembles the “disinterested” mechanical objectivity discussed by
Porter, but in fact the rules are often too vague, incomplete, and numerous to prevent interest-driven
creative interpretations. Money involves a distinctly numerical form of valuation, in sharp contrast to
other modes of valuing (Anderson 1993, 10, 144–
45). In this regard, modern money is a singularly
reductive and one-dimensional form of valuation.
Money may not have dissolved social relations, but
in complex ways it has led to a proliferation of
quantitative measurement.
Money and Politics
The connections between money, law, and political sovereignty are strong and old, and underscore
the political uses of money. States and sovereigns
promulgate money for their own purposes, and the
other institutions or organizations creating money
(e.g., banks) are usually subject to government oversight and accountability. Indeed, money is a public
symbol of political sovereignty (Helleiner 1998;
McNamara 1998, 2).
Precisely because money commands resources, it
has been used for political control over regions,
economies, and populations. Many parts of subSaharan Africa had indigenous monetary systems
that colonial powers like Britain tried to supplant
(Lovejoy 1974; Hogendorn and Johnson 1986,
150). Such policies integrated colonies into the
colonizer’s economy as suppliers of labor and raw
materials, and as markets for ﬁnished goods. Colonial governments also imposed taxes payable only
in cash. These ﬁscal obligations forced indigenous
populations into the monetary economy in order
to earn the money necessary to pay hut and capitation taxes (Arhin 1976; Falola 1995; Shipton
1989). Thus, taxes generated wage laborers as well
as revenues.
Since prices set the market value of commodities
and services, price setting is a distributional process.
Prices create winners and losers by determining
how much sellers receive, and buyers pay, to accomplish a transaction. Even mutually consensual
exchanges can be more or less favorable to the parties involved. Given these distributional stakes,
price-setting methods vary in how explicitly “political” they seem to be. The biggest difference lies
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between market prices and administered prices.
The former appear apolitical, while the latter
(whether corporate transfer prices, or prices set by
central planners in a command economy) seem explicitly political. Indeed, the Soviet state had to
manage the fact that how it set prices transparently burdened its citizenry (Berliner 1950). It had no
“market forces” to provide political cover.
To the extent that standardized money reduces
transaction costs and enhances exchange, states
have a ﬁscal interest in its provision: more economic activity enlarges the tax base and increases
revenues (Levi 1989; Spruyt 1994, 161–63). A
ruler who monopolizes the supply of money also
enjoys the ﬁscal advantages of seigniorage. Historically, complete monopolies are rare (see Martin
1977; Timberlake 1981 on nineteenth-century
United States), but even when multiple monies
circulate, states can use the money supply to their
ﬁscal advantage. For example, during the U.S.
Civil War, the Union government went off the
gold standard and issued inconvertible paper money
(“greenbacks”) to meet its expenses (Bensel 1990;
14, 152, 162; Carruthers and Babb 1996, 1561–
64). At that time, most paper currency was issued
by private state-chartered banks (no Federal Reserve Banks existed before 1913), but the Union
government still manipulated the money supply to
its ﬁscal advantage. The National Banking Act of
1863 mandated the establishment of federally
chartered banks whose notes would be backed by
government bonds (Unger 1964, 15–18). To issue
notes (i.e., create money), these banks had to lend
to the government by purchasing its bonds. The
government taxed state-chartered bank notes to
encourage the incorporation of national banks
(James 1978, 25). Thus, the Northern government indirectly used privately issued money to ﬁnance its deﬁcit.
If the monetary system can increase state revenues and expenditures, it can also restrain public
policy. In this regard, the choice of monetary standard has often proven fateful. Around 1870, three
monetary standards existed: the gold standard (England, Brazil, Australia), the silver standard (Mexico, Asian countries, Holland, the German states),
and a bimetallic standard (United States, France,
Italy, Belgium). By 1880, most industrialized nations had embraced the gold standard, an arrangement that persisted until World War I. The transition to gold was contingent on war, domestic
politics, trade, and network externalities (Flandreau
1996). The gold standard operated like a monetary
rule: governments deﬁned the value of their curren-

cy in terms of gold, and maintained the convertibility of their currency at that price (Bordo 1995).
Trade imbalances between countries led to international ﬂows of gold that “automatically” affected
domestic money markets and interest rates in a way
that redressed the trade imbalance. The main goal
of central banks was to defend the national currency and maintain its convertibility (Bloomﬁeld 1959,
23). Under the gold standard, central bank policy
was not aimed at macroeconomic stability, economic growth, or the amelioration of unemployment.
Consequently, to embrace the gold standard was to
foreclose policy alternatives, including the more active and interventionist economic programs associated with Keynesianism deﬁcit spending.3
Although the gold standard is no longer viable,
the recent decision by European nations to form a
European Monetary System meant greater harmonization of monetary policy and consequently less
national autonomy. It is now much harder, if not
impossible, for member nations to pursue independent macroeconomic policy (McNamara 1998).
As with the gold standard, the choice of a monetary system has clear political consequences.
Most recently, monetary events in Russia illustrate the close connection between sovereignty,
public policy, and money. As Woodruff (1999) argues, the authorities in transitional Russia have
tried and failed to establish a monetary monopoly.
Barter is common, and private monies and quasi
monies circulate alongside government-issued money. A single, national currency was intended to help
create an integrated Russian nation (Woodruff
1999, 5), but the central government was unable
to suppress alternative monies (Woodruff 1999,
92). The other former Soviet republics issued their
own currencies, as testament to their political independence, which resulted in a proliferation of
currencies in the former Soviet Union (Johnson
2000, 91).
Money is a powerful but blunt political instrument. It is a building block of national markets and
helps to integrate communities into a single, interdependent, whole. Money affects the ﬁscal interests of the state, and although it supports policy,
the monetary system can also function as a constraint. Money also engages the symbolic interests
of states, as a visible and ubiquitous symbol of political sovereignty.
Making Money
Although public authorities are the most important creators of money, they do not monopolize it.

Money and Credit
There are often many kinds of money in use, not
just the ofﬁcial currency. In some cases, the
authority to create money has been delegated to
private parties whose money substitutes for or supplements ofﬁcial money (Hurst 1973, 77). Demand deposits, for example, function as money, although because they involve a claim on an owner’s
checking account, they vary from owner to owner
(Copeland 1981). Banks made money by issuing
their own banknotes, and they also increased the
money supply by making loans. Today, plastic
cards provide yet another means of payment
(Evans and Schmalensee 1999, 4). Some types of
credit come very close to money. Hoagland (2002,
160) mentions how uneven exchanges between
farmers and storekeepers in northern British Columbia were settled with the issuance of a note, by
the storekeeper, to cover the balance. Depending
on the storekeeper’s reputation, such notes circulated locally like money and were used by third
parties to settle their own transactions (see Sylla
1976).
Producing money follows a basic pattern. Most
critically, “minting work” (Carruthers and Stinchcombe 1999, 366) establishes the self-fulﬁlling expectations that allow money to function as such.
Users need to trust money, and that trust is built
around their beliefs about how other users view
money. These expectations depend upon the particular audience, and can be anchored in various
ways. For example, money creators facing users
who believed in the value of precious metal would
issue coins containing the relevant metal. Only
then could users expect others to accept the
money. Such audiences would probably reject
paper money or today’s immaterial variants. Unfortunately, anchoring monetary expectations to
precious metal makes money beholden to various
contingencies. Rome’s money supply, for example,
depended on the balance of trade with extraimperial regions, the productivity of mines, conquest,
and booty (Howgego 1992), and nineteenthcentury economies felt the monetary effects of silver and gold discoveries (Hurst 1973, 67). Today
the European Union does not worry about gold
convertibility, but its supporters have been careful
to make the euro look like money with respect to
form and iconography. Furthermore, the EU intends to ensure that not too many euros get printed so that users will not worry about inﬂation.
Audiences may be strongly predisposed to support particular kinds of money, and the standards
around which expectations get institutionalized
can be remarkably durable. Charlemagne devised
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the pound, worth 20 shillings and 240 pence. This
monetary unit, with its idiosyncratic divisibility,
survived from the eighth century to the twentieth,
and thanks to the British Empire spread around
the world (Miskimin 1967). Nevertheless, beliefs
about value, and the expectations they produce,
are not cast in stone. Much greenback-era political
rhetoric targeted the labile monetary expectations
of the American public (Carruthers and Babb
1996).
Governments create money using “legal tender”
status. By ﬁat, they can empower a particular money
token so that it satisﬁes legal debts, public and private (Hurst 1973, 44). Thus, a creditor cannot
legally enforce a debt if the debtor has repaid in
legal tender (David 1986). Of course, the power
to create legal tender has limits when debtors and
creditors use extralegal or informal means to conduct their transactions. Furthermore, the expectations of money users may conﬂict with a government’s wish to bestow value on ﬁat money.
Although the Union government made greenbacks legal tender, most British suppliers refused
them, insisting on payment in gold. The limits of
legal tender status were reﬂected in the gold price
of the greenback, as $100 worth of greenbacks fell
from $96.60 in February 1862 to $35.09 in July
1864 (Mitchell 1908, 6).
A ﬁnal issue concerns standardization. To be
perfectly fungible, all monetary units must be the
same, and their magnitude easy to measure. Complete standardization means that money units vary
only in quantity, not quality. In earlier eras, the
physical standardization of coins was the chief
problem to solve. Given minting technology, money
makers could produce coins within fairly well deﬁned tolerances. But coin-shaving was always a
problem as users tried surreptitiously to remove
marginal amounts of metal from each coin. And
issuers themselves sometimes adulterated the
coinage (a strategy that led to inﬂation). Thus, the
history of metallic money often consisted of slow
but steady degradation, punctuated by recoinages
in which money would be reminted.
Standardization works differently with paper
money. Antebellum U.S. banknotes differed not
because they conformed to different units (all were
dollar denominated) but because their real value
varied by issuer. A one-dollar bill issued by a solvent bank was worth more than a dollar issued by
an insolvent bank. And since regulatory standards
differed by state, what constituted “insolvency”
also varied across jurisdictions. Gorton (1996)
discusses how people managed nonstandardized
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money, but a better solution came with greater
standardization. The National Banking Act created
a more uniform currency by creating more uniform issuing banks (national banks all conformed
to the same regulations, see Hurst 1973, 64;
Sharkey 1959, 29). And the Federal Reserve System brought even greater uniformity to money.
Yet another mode of standardization occurs with
electronic money. To make payment cards effective, promoters had to build an elaborate organizational structure to coordinate high volumes of
information about issuing banks, and the credit
limits and expenditures of millions of individual
cardholders. This informational structure ensured
that merchants could treat a Visa card issued by
Citibank like a Visa issued by the First National
Bank of Skokie. In order to achieve such equivalence across thousands of issuers, and millions of
merchants and cardholders, card promoters had to
wrestle with critical network externalities (Evans
and Schmalensee 1999, 65, 149). For cardholders
to hold a particular card, they had to believe that
it would be accepted by many merchants. For merchants to accept a particular card, they had to believe that it would be used by many customers.
Since at ﬁrst there were neither cardholders nor accepting merchants, card promoters undertook a
kind of “expectational bootstrapping” to create
these self-fulﬁlling beliefs.
Money and Barter
Nonmarket exchange or special forms of valuation exclude money. But money may also simply be
unavailable for ordinary exchange. In such circumstances, people use barter or credit to accomplish
their exchanges. Standard economic treatments
argue that money is superior to barter (Banerjee
and Maskin 1996; Stiglitz 1993), and that primitive barter economies will perform better after the
invention of money. Yet scholars ﬁnd that money
and barter coexist (Barnes and Barnes 1989; Hendley 1999; Humphrey 1985), and no simple or inevitable shift occurs from barter to money.
Economic actors sometimes use barter as a form
of concealment. Money facilitates exchange, but it
also facilitates the measurement of exchange by
governments. The cash nexus is a convenient detection device for tax authorities, among other
things. Firms wishing to avoid taxation, or which
otherwise want to disguise their activities, can
barter. Individuals who wish to earn untaxed income will also undertake in-kind exchanges and in
effect join the informal economy (Nove 1989, 51).

Barter is common in contemporary Russia and
other transitional economies (Carlin et al. 2000;
Johnson 2000, 163). Some ﬁrms barter to avoid
taxation, or because they or their trading partners
are technically insolvent (Hendley 2001, 30; Johnson 2000, 107). Barter allows ﬁrms to evade the
legal constraints that insolvency imposes (e.g., the
right of creditors to seize a debtor’s bank accounts). Humphrey (1985) claims out that barter
works better in informationally rich environments,
where the two parties know a good deal about
each other.

CREDIT
No sharp line separates credit from money. Both
involve legitimate claims on value and both facilitate exchange. Furthermore, both raise trust issues, albeit in different ways. Where money does
not or cannot change hands, many use credit to accomplish their exchanges. Thus credit substitutes
for money, and functions as the great expeditor of
commerce (Inikori 1990). Historically, the money
supply typically could not cover all exchanges, and
so a substantial proportion of exchange occurred
using credit (Anderson 1970; Balleisen 2001, 28,
44; Hoppit 1987, 133–34; Earle 1989, 115;
McIntosh 1989; Nightingale 1990; Parker 1973,
9; Thorp 1991). Yet, as a topic, credit has been
largely neglected by sociologists (Wiley 1967 is an
exception).
Like money, credit commands resources, and so
uneven access to credit has similarly important
implications for social inequality (on mortgagelending discrimination, see Yinger 1995; Ladd
1998; Munnell et al. 1996). Control over credit
serves as a basis for economic and social power,
and this insight has motivated a substantial literature on the power and centrality of banks within
capitalist economies (Keister 2002).
Credit arises when one party lends money to another, or when one sells to another in exchange for
deferred payment (trade or consumer credit).
Credit involves intertemporal exchange, and most
simply one party completes its side of a transaction
at time 1, while the other meets its obligation at
time 2. Until time 2, the second party (the debtor)
is indebted to the ﬁrst (the creditor). The magnitude of the debt is simply the money-value of
whatever the creditor gave to the debtor at time 1.
To extend credit, the creditor must trust that
debtors will repay. Unlike money, the trust problem posed by credit is very speciﬁc. For money to
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function, transacting parties have to trust it: they
must believe that what they receive is authentic
money that will retain its purchasing power over
the short run. Money functions effectively when
people trust money as an institution. The creators
of money do a number of things to make money
trustworthy, but once that trust problem gets resolved, it is resolved generally. For credit to function, however, the creditor has to trust a speciﬁc
debtor at a particular point in time: will she repay
in a year’s time? Trust problems in credit cannot be
resolved globally since they arise out of speciﬁc
debtor-creditor pairings.
Heimer (2001) argues that trust involves two
features: vulnerability and uncertainty. Person A is
vulnerable to the actions of B, but is not sure what
B will do. Can A trust B? If A lends money to B, A
trusts B to repay the loan. A is vulnerable to B depending on the loan size, and because repayment
occurs in the future, A cannot be certain what B
will do. The effects of these information asymmetries on credit markets have been analyzed in the
economics of information (Stiglitz 2000). People
manage trust situations by reducing their vulnerability or their uncertainty, or both. They try to
make the trustworthiness of the other person less
relevant to their own interests (reduce their exposure), or they learn more about what that person
will do.
Both strategies ﬁgure prominently in credit, and
can be pursued individually, collectively, or institutionally (Guinnane 2001). For example, with reliable commercial law, lenders may obtain collateral
for their loans, and have the right to seize assets if
the borrower defaults. Attaching collateral reduces
the creditor’s losses, and makes the creditor less
vulnerable. Creditors also acquire information before making a loan, in order to distinguish between
trustworthy and untrustworthy borrowers. In gathering information, creditors focus on both the ability and willingness of the debtor to repay.
Credit is as old as money (Cohen 1992; Lopez
and Raymond 1990), and although the problems
of vulnerability and uncertainty have plagued creditors for millennia, the solutions vary. Credit depends upon a number of factors: the debtor, the
creditor, the formal contractual and informal social
relationships between them, intermediaries, thirdparty networks, and the commercial-legal framework. These factors sometimes covary systematically. For example, problematic contract law may
force creditors to rely on other means to secure repayment. A creditor making loans in a country
with an unreliable legal system typically uses infor-
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mal social ties, or intermediaries, to assess and enhance the trustworthiness of the debtor.
Debtors
In deciding whether a debtor can be trusted,
creditors focus on the qualities that affect the capacity and willingness of the debtor to repay. Historically, information about these features was hard
to obtain, but the focus was more on willingness
than capacity. Would a particular debtor repay a
loan if he or she could? Did the debtor keep his or
her promises? In the eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries, the issue was construed almost entirely
in terms of the debtor’s reputation (Defoe [1726]
1987; Earling 1890; Grassby 1995, 299–300;
Hilkey 1997; Hoppit 1987, 164; Prendergast 1906,
93), and character remains an important consideration for lenders’ decision making (Newburgh
1991). The problem of trust had been translated
into the question of personal moral ﬁber, and the
problem for creditors was how to detect the outwards signs of good character. Assessing character
inevitably mixed pop-psychology, stereotypical attribution, and outright discrimination. And given
the importance of perceptions, debtors found
themselves of necessity conforming to the stereotypical signals of good character (Burley 1987;
Lynd and Lynd 1929, 47).
Creditors also had to worry about the capacity
of the debtor. Was the debtor solvent? Would the
debtor’s cash ﬂow cover the loan? Such questions
were for many centuries extremely hard to answer,
largely because of the absence of reliable ﬁnancial
information (Olegario 1998, 177). Even debtors
themselves had a hard time calculating the profitability of their own operations (Carruthers and
Espeland 1991). But the development of accounting standards, the imposition of regulatory and disclosure requirements, and the emergence of credit
rating all made it easier for creditors to learn about
debtor ﬁnances (Balleisen 2001, 146–51; Cantor
and Packer 1995; Kerwer 2001; Leyshon and
Thrift 1999; Madison 1974; Pixley 1999; Santiso
1999; Treacy 1998). This informational infrastructure has transformed what creditors could know
about debtors.4 As recent U.S. ﬁnancial scandals
have demonstrated (e.g., Enron, WorldCom,
Qwest), however, no regulatory framework, expert
rating apparatus, or set of accounting rules is proof
against subversion and creative misinterpretation.
How debtors intend to use the loan affects their
willingness and ability to repay. Since trade or consumer credit underwrites speciﬁc purchases, it is
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clear what the money is for. In other situations,
money that generates cash ﬂow (e.g., investing in
a factory) is more likely to produce a solvent
debtor than money used for consumption. Banks
view ﬁrms with good business plans more favorably than those without. For individual debtors,
the different meanings of money come into play
and affect a debtor’s sense of obligation. Someone
who borrows for a frivolous purpose, like gambling, may not feel as encumbered by the debt as
someone who borrowed to pay for his or her
daughter’s wedding.
The ability to assess a debtor’s capacity and willingness to pay was affected by the shift from individuals to organizations. Consumer ﬁnance involves individuals, but business ﬁnance has been
transformed by the rise of large corporations (Perrow 2002). Firms have “legal personality” (the
right to own property, enter into contracts, etc.),
but they do not have psychological personalities,
that is, predispositions to keep promises. Thus, assessing a corporate debtor’s willingness to repay is
problematic, and creditors cannot simply examine
a ﬁrm’s “moral ﬁber.” Lenders can, however, evaluate the personal character of top management
(Standard and Poor’s 2000, 19–22). The ability of
creditors to assess capacity to pay has certainly
been enhanced by the fact that publicly traded
ﬁrms are subject to various ﬁling and disclosure requirements. These regulations, and the information they generate, vary across jurisdictions, but
they have created a considerable amount of public
information (Sylla and Smith 1995). The case of
sovereign debtors poses a particular set of problems for creditors, not the least of which is that
enforcing loan agreements can be problematic
(Eaton 1993). Despite this complication (or perhaps because of it), public borrowing has been a
driving force behind the development of many ﬁnancial institutions and instruments (Carruthers
1996; Weir 1989).
Creditors
Credit depends upon who extends credit and for
what purpose. Some creditors must lend, but
choose whom to lend to. In the colonial United
States, for example, retailers had to extend credit
to customers in order to make a sale (Rosen 1997,
41). Given the scarcity of money, to insist on cash
would have guaranteed almost no sales at all! Customer credit remained important for mass retailers
like Marshall Field’s (Twyman 1954, 7, 129), and
the institutionalization of installment lending was
one of the great ﬁnancial innovations of the con-

sumer economy (Gelpi and Julien-Labruyère 2000;
Lynn 1957; Olney 1999). Today, extending credit to customers continues to play an important part
in sales. Sellers try to avoid the uncreditworthy,
but a ﬁrm overeager to sell may be too optimistic
in evaluating the creditworthiness of potential
customers.
Philanthropic lenders have a different set of
goals. James (1948) discusses how English charitable endowments made loans to help the “needy”
rather than to generate income. Charitable institutions were often founded to compete with other,
less scrupulous lenders. In the eleventh century,
monasteries and other religious houses were important sources of funds (Jordan 1993, 29, 62, 64;
Little 1978, 15). The monti di pietà of Renaissance
Italy helped to protect the poor from usurers
(Parker 1973, 12). Many of the savings banks
founded in nineteenth-century United States had
charitable purposes (Alter, Goldin, and Rotella
1994), and similar institutions (e.g., credit cooperatives and remedial loan societies) were established
in the early twentieth century (Ham and Robinson
1923). Philanthropic lenders are less concerned
about earnings, and more concerned that borrowers truly deserved assistance.
Philanthropic lending is perhaps the most obvious case where noneconomic goals shape credit,
but noneconomic motivations matter more generally. Muldrew (1998) argues that a “moral economy” prevailed in the local credit markets of early
modern England. Credit represented an opportunity to demonstrate neighborly values, and so to
privilege proﬁt was culturally inappropriate (Davis
2000). In the same period, two rules of exchange
applied in western Massachusetts. For local credit
transactions, members of the community tempered
their proﬁt seeking with a communitarian sensibility that stressed cooperation and informality. For
long-distance trade, people adhered to relatively
formal, confrontational, and self-interested logics
(Clark 1990, 27, 30–31, 35–37; see Breen 1985,
93; Konig 1979, 82, 84).
Lending also occurs for political reasons: to reward followers, build networks, or create supportive constituencies. Creditors pursing political goals
do not worry about uncertainty or vulnerability in
the same way. In czarist Russia, policymakers tried
to establish rural credit cooperatives to help build
an independent, politically conservative peasantry
(Baker 1977). The attempt failed, but the goals
were clearly both political and economic. According to Flam (1985), mortgage lenders used their
loans in the real estate market to break the power
of silk-mill workers in early-twentieth-century
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New Jersey. In the postemancipation South, landlords employed credit to secure control over a
nominally free black workforce. New lien laws
granted landlords as creditors draconian powers
over their sharecropping tenants (Woodman 1995,
39, 65, 114). Elites in the Bahamas were similarly
able to use the credit system to control the workforce (Johnson 1986).5 And Jordan observes that
ecclesiastical institutions in colonial Mexico made
mortgage loans to cultivate local elites (Jordan
1993, 61–62).
Formal Debtor-Creditor Relations
A loan contract between a debtor and creditor
offers some reassurance that the debt will be repaid:
if the debtor defaults, the creditor can use the law
to secure repayment. Obviously, the effectiveness of
contracts depends on a predictable legal system
(Weber 1978, 1095; 1981, 276–77). Following
the development of commercial law, the efﬁcacy
and the complexity of loan contracts have evolved,
tracing out a gradual but never complete “formalization” of credit (Winn 1994). An eighteenthcentury merchant could obtain a loan with a simple
IOU, and in the 1830s the ﬁrst railroads sold
bonds using a three-page bond indenture (Rodgers
1965, 552–55). By the end of the nineteenth century, however, U.S. railway bond indentures were
300 pages long.
Loan contracts follow well-deﬁned forms, some
of considerable antiquity. A modern mortgage, for
example, gives a lender contingent property rights
over an asset of the debtor, and in the event of default the lender may activate those rights. Collateral reduces the creditor’s vulnerability and bolsters
the debtor’s willingness to repay. In Europe, mortgage contracts go back at least to the twelfth century (Barton 1967; Berman 1982), although they
differed from modern mortgages in that the lender
held the collateral until the loan was repaid.6 As
mortgages evolved, the type of property securing
the loan shifted from realty to personalty (“chattel
mortgages”), and more recently to property that
the debtor will possess in the future (“ﬂoating
charges”; see Reeder 1973).7 Another ancient contractual form was the commenda, a combination
loan and partnership (Weber 1981). In the early
Middle Ages, these funded long-distance trade and
laid out the rights and obligations of the two parties (the commendator and tractator; see Pryor
1977; Udovitch 1962).8
Other elements of modern loan contracts address vulnerability and uncertainty, and so try
to remedy the problem of trust. “Restrictive” or
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“protective” covenants constrain what the borrower can do in order to increase the likelihood of repayment, and they often require the provision of
information to lenders. For instance, some covenants restrict the debtor’s investments or total
indebtedness, while others provide for ﬁnancial
statements, and a periodic statement of compliance
(Calomiris and Ramirez 1996; Smith and Warner
1979). Other covenants restrain the fungibility of
money through a kind of earmarking. These “attach strings” to the loan to ensure that money is
used only for purposes approved by the lender. In
addition, lenders can specify terms (loan size, duration, interest rate, etc.) to set their vulnerability
in proportion to the uncertainty they face (more
risk means higher interest rates).9
As Anglo-American legal systems have developed, credit transactions have become increasingly
governed by formal contracts. In colonial New
York, for example, people increasingly turned to
the courts to collect debts, and so civil litigation
rates increased (Rosen 1997, 83, 85). Mann (1987,
27–28) ﬁnds that in Connecticut, formal written
debt instruments gradually displaced informal
book debt. Of course, informal lending continued,
but as the legal framework developed, debtors and
creditors de-emphasized informal means for enforcing debts. Scholars observing the importance
of informal relationships in contemporary Russia
attribute this to the underdevelopment of the legal
system (Kali 2001, 211). Even when commercial
law on the books seems adequate, its implementation may leave much to be desired.
Legal evolution has also produced negotiability,
a critical feature that makes debts more like money.
In traditional common law, a debt could not be
transferred to third parties (Carruthers 1996, 127–
31; Cook 1916). Only the original creditor could
enforce the claim. Thus, aside from asserting the
claim, a creditor could do little with a debt. Negotiability means, however, that the original creditor
can transfer the debt to a third party, and use the
claim to satisfy obligations to others (Freyer 1982;
Weinberg 1982). This allows a debt to function
like money. Negotiability transforms the enduring
relationship directly linking debtor and creditor
into a much more impersonal relationship that
conjoins two social roles (Mann 1987, 37).
Informal Debtor-Creditor Relations
Developed commercial laws help manage the
trust problems that afﬂict credit, but these are a
historical rarity. Much lending in the past occurred
when laws were unsophisticated or unreliable, and
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even today considerable informal lending occurs.
Social relationships between debtors and creditors
can sustain rich ﬂows of credible, detailed information and support informal sanctions or social obligations to help enforce agreements (Hoffman,
Postel-Vinay, and Rosenthal 2000, 65–66; Ottati
1994; Udry 1994; Uzzi 1999). In transition economies, social ties enhance trust and trustworthiness, and so facilitate credit (Keister 2001; Treisman 1995). Social networks also inﬂuence the goals
of debtors and creditors.
Extensive evidence documents the impact of social relationships on credit. Early modern merchants needed credit, whether as working or ﬁxed
capital. Sometimes they obtained trade credit by
simply delaying payment to their suppliers, but
otherwise merchants looked to their family or
friends for money (Brettell 1999; Earle 1989, 108,
110; Grassby 1995, 84–85; Hancock 1995, 242–
43). Marriage often injected new capital into the
ﬁrm (Hunt 1996, 23).
For some scholars, the connection between
credit and social relations illustrates a more general pattern where social relations constitute resources
to achieve economic ends (e.g., Greif 1993; Landa
1994). Relationships between bankers and small
business owners, for example, solve information
problems (Berger and Udell 1995). By this “rational embeddedness” argument, market actors exploit their social ties. Padgett’s (2001) analysis of
Florentine banking at ﬁrst appears to document
this pattern, but he rejects instrumentalist interpretations and shows how a succession of social
forms were imposed on, and constituted within,
the organization of banks and banking careers. He
claims that different social forms and networks
brought different “logics of identity” to the operation of banks. Rather than argue that bankers rationally “exploited” their family, guild, or political
connections, Padgett recognizes that these networks induced particular identities that activated
the interests that market actors pursued.
Some credit institutions are built directly out of
informal social relationships (Anthony 1997; Neiﬁeld 1931). Rotating credit associations use ethnicity, friendship, or some other social tie, to pool
and mobilize capital. Today, they are found around
the globe (Biggart 2001; Falola 1993; Light and
Bonacich 1988, 243–72; Sterling 1995), commonly among groups with limited access to formal
ﬁnancial institutions. Similarly, the Grameen Bank
and other microcredit institutions create credit by
putting borrowers into groups, where they can
keep each other “honest.” Loans are made to indi-

viduals, but if any single person defaults, the entire
group is denied credit (Pitt and Khandker 1998).
Lamoreaux’s study of nineteenth-century New
England banks demonstrates the importance of social networks. Bank loans were typically made to
bank directors, their friends and family, or to someone with a direct tie to the bank (Lamoreaux 1994,
4, 15). “Insider lending” was widespread, and understood to be normal. Lamoreaux suggests that
one advantage of “nepotistic” lending was that
loans could be enforced by social as well as legal
sanctions (Lamoreaux 1994, 26). Only at the end
of the century did banks establish separate credit
departments, charged with the task of assessing the
creditworthiness of noninsider borrowers (see also
Beveridge 1985; Wright 1999).
Third-Party Networks
Credit depends on the direct ties between debtor
and creditor, but also on the connections they both
have to third parties. Creditors sometimes deem
debtors more creditworthy depending on the kinds
of networks to which they belong. Relationships inducing obligations to or from debtors draw them
into social networks that constrain what they do. A
debtor who enjoys the support of others is more
likely to be a good risk (Balleisen 2001, 73). Thus,
someone with a wealthy family that can guarantee a
loan will be more creditworthy. As well, a debtor
whose networks induce obligations to others may
also be a better risk. Married men were traditionally deemed more creditworthy than single men because their family obligations rendered them more
responsible (Earling 1890, 83–84). If a debtor’s
third-party obligations compete with the claims of
the creditor, however, then debtors will be considered less creditworthy. Creditors want to know if a
debtor owes money to anyone else.
A creditor’s third-party ties also matter. Creditors
are often embedded in their own network of ﬁnancial obligations, and so their willingness to lend is affected by their ability to borrow. Consider a retailer
who borrows from suppliers and lends to customers.
If suppliers pressure for repayment, the retailer will
have to scale back its own credit operations. When
one party tightens credit, the effects reverberate
throughout the network (negotiable instruments
can moderate these effects since they allow creditors
to use the debts owed them to repay their own
debts). Creditors may also form syndicates to share
the risks involved with a particular loan.
One debtor’s situation may be inﬂuenced by a
creditor’s other debtors. If a particular debt is part
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of a portfolio of loans, then whether the loan is
made and how it is managed depend on the overall portfolio. Consider a modern home mortgage.
In deciding whether to make a particular loan, a
lender evaluates the idiosyncratic value of a home.
The lender also assesses the borrower’s current and
future ﬁnances. This decision requires detailed information about both the borrower and the house
that will secure the loan. A less informationally intensive strategy involves grouping similar mortgages into portfolios, estimating overall loan performance, default rates, and so forth, and then
using them to set interest rates. Rather than assess
individual loans, the lender performs actuarial calculations across a group of loans and simply builds
the likelihood of default into the interest rate. Public agencies like the Federal National Mortgage Association (Fannie Mae) have helped to standardize
mortgages, and made it easier to put them into
homogeneous pools (Jensen 1972). The development of securitized home mortgages embodies
this portfolio strategy (Carruthers and Stinchcombe 1999; Kendall 1996).
Mutual third-parties can function as intermediaries (Moulton 1920). They connect debtors with
creditors, and in effect span structural holes in the
credit market. They help resolve the information
problems that creditors face, and sometimes provide formal or informal guarantees about borrower performance. In the nineteenth century, western
farm mortgages were often originated by local mortgage companies that sold the loans to eastern investors (Brewer 1976; Snowden 1995). The local
company acted as a mortgage matchmaker. In
early modern France, intermediaries played a critical part in Parisian credit markets (Hoffman, Postel-Vinay, and Rosenthal 2000). The role of the
notaries evolved from that of clerks transcribing
loan documents to ﬁnanciers linking lenders to
borrowers. Notaries inserted themselves between
the other two parties, undercutting direct ties between lenders and borrowers and intermediating
between them (Hoffman, Postel-Vinay, and Rosenthal 2000, 114). In Burt’s (1992) terminology,
the notaries created a structural hole and then
bridged it. Their actions increased the ﬂow of
funds across social boundaries (gender, class, and
neighborhood) as debtors and creditors relied less
on their own homophilous social ties.
Legal Framework
Debtors and creditors use contracts to regulate
speciﬁc transactions, but these transactions are
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governed more generally by bankruptcy and insolvency laws. Such laws determine what happens
when a debtor becomes insolvent. Each creditor
has a claim on the debtor, and bankruptcy law simultaneously reconciles multiple claims within an
encompassing framework. The problem is that insolvent debtors cannot meet all their obligations
(Jackson 1986). The losses must be shared among
the claimants, and so bankruptcy becomes a distributional process. Bankruptcy generally leads to either liquidation or reorganization (Carruthers and
Halliday 1998, 35–42, 252–66). In the case of liquidation, bankruptcy law ranks creditors, recognizing that some have stronger claims than others
(e.g., secured creditors enjoy higher priority than
unsecured creditors). The threat of insolvency
often sets off a “rush to the assets,” as creditors
grab what they can. Bankruptcy law forestalls the
rush and provides for a systematic distribution of
assets. Those with the highest priority are paid
ﬁrst, and claims are satisﬁed in order until all the
assets are exhausted. The lowest-ranked claimants
often receive nothing. In the case of corporate reorganization, bankruptcy law provides a venue in
which to register claims and negotiate a ﬁnancial
and operational restructuring of the ﬁrm. Unprofitable divisions may be sold off, wages reduced,
debt swapped for equity, and so on. Bankruptcy
law determines the bargaining rules, shaping how
much bargaining power each party enjoys in the
negotiations.
Centuries ago, bankruptcy law was little more
than a coercive mechanism for throwing debtors
into prison (Coleman 1965). As bankruptcy laws
developed, however, they distinguished between
individual and corporate debtors. Individual bankruptcy usually involves a procedure in which the
debtor hands her assets to a court-appointed administrator or trustee, who distributes them to the
creditors. The debtor enjoys a “fresh start,” with
all prior debts discharged (Sullivan, Warren, and
Westbrook 2000, 5, 12, 170). Sometimes, certain
classes of property are exempt from the proceedings, and insolvent debtors are allowed to maintain
possession. Additionally, some debts are nondischargeable. In the United States, for example,
child support payments cannot be discharged by a
bankrupt debtor.
Bankruptcy laws now differentiate corporate liquidations from reorganizations, and procedurally
favor one over the other. People are not indifferent
between the two: managers, employees, and shareholders prefer reorganizations, while secured creditors prefer liquidations. Secured creditors enjoy a
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high priority, and so in a liquidation they get most
of their money back. Shareholders almost always
receive nothing, and managers and workers simply
lose their jobs. By contrast, a reorganization is like
an asymmetric gamble. If successful, the ﬁrm survives, creditors are repaid, employees keep their
jobs, and shareholder value grows. But if the ﬁrm
fails again, the managers, workers, and shareholders all suffer, and in addition the secured creditors
lose. A reorganization can beneﬁt managers, workers, and shareholders, but it can only hurt the secured creditors. Laws vary in their emphasis on the
two alternatives: “debtor friendly” laws encourage
reorganizations, while “creditor friendly” laws emphasize liquidation. Legal reform can shift the balance from one to the other (Carruthers, Babb, and
Halliday 2001, 105–8; Skeel 2001).
Bankruptcy law applies only in situations of ﬁnancial distress, but it casts a long shadow over
lending. In particular, creditors worry about their
vulnerability in legal environments that are too
“debtor friendly.” Economists argue that creditors’
rights have an important effect on investment and
growth (La Porta et al. 1998; Levine 1998). Indeed, many of the reforms imposed by the IMF on
Indonesia, Thailand, and South Korea after the
1997 Asian ﬁnancial crisis were motivated by the
conviction that foreign creditors would not invest
in those countries unless bankruptcy systems were
made more “creditor friendly” (Eichengreen 1999,
28, 33). Nor could these economies adequately restructure without effective laws.
Real credit processes combine these factors together: the creditor’s goals, the debtor’s goals,
character and ﬁnancial standing, formal-contractual
and informal-social relationships between debtor
and creditor, the third-party ties of both, and the
overall legal framework. Running through all factors are the problems of vulnerability and uncertainty. Each situation involves a particular conﬁguration, so that which factors dominate, and how
they interact, varies considerably.

MONEY AND CREDIT
Money and credit facilitate market exchange and
function as substitutes. Where money is absent,
people turn to credit, and as credit develops, people depend less on money. Changes in the value of
money directly affect credit: inﬂation hurts creditors and beneﬁts debtors, while deﬂation has the
opposite effect. Priest (2001) points out that debt
litigation in colonial New England peaked during

monetary crises as debtors and creditors responded to inﬂation or deﬂation.
One important parallel between money and
credit concerns the role of government. Public authorities have long created and maintained money,
and the state’s role reﬂects a legitimate public interest. Even when the creation of money devolves
to private actors like banks, they are almost always
subject to public oversight. The involvement of the
state injects politics and sovereign interests into the
monetary system. Political conﬂict may occur over
the deﬁnition of money, as in the case of postbellum America, or gold-standard countries versus
silver-standard countries (Breckenridge 1995). Sovereigns sometimes devalue the currency.
Although credit is not so closely linked to sovereignty, public ﬁnance has been a driving force in
the creation of credit instruments and institutions
(Roseveare 1991). Furthermore, even before the
rise of nation-states, credit was socially regulated.
Following an Aristotelean theory of money, the
medieval church prohibited usury as a sin (Kaye
1998, 79–80). This prohibition did not apply to all
credit transactions (annuities were exempted), but
even so lenders found ways to circumvent it (Helmholz 1986). Similar proscriptions (and circumventions) occurred in other societies (e.g., Sharma
1965), prompting Weber and others to consider
more general explanations of usury (Weber 1981,
267–71; 1978, 583–89; Nelson 1969). The prohibition relaxed over time, ﬁrst becoming secularized,
and then proscribing interest above a certain level.
Most usury laws were eventually repealed, but some
still remain (Holmes 1892; Calder 1999, 114).
Governments actively shape credit, sometimes as
part of an overall development strategy in which
government decides which industries receive capital (e.g., South Korean “policy loans”; see Woo
1991). Their ability to dictate investment ﬂows
depends on the structure of the ﬁnancial system:
state intervention is easier in bank-dominated than
market-dominated systems (Loriaux 1991; Zysman 1983). As part of its redistributive agrarian
reforms, Nicaragua’s Sandinista government directed credit to small and medium-size farmers
(Jonakin and Enriquez 1999).
In most instances, public regulation of credit is
less ambitious. After the Civil War, insurance companies became the biggest nonbank ﬁnancial institutions. Although they mobilized large pools of
capital, insurance companies were prohibited from
making risky investments. New York insurance
companies could not hold out-of-state mortgages
(Haeger 1979; Keller 1963, 127). Few states al-
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lowed insurance companies to invest in corporate
securities, a restriction that was later relaxed so
they could purchase “investment grade” securities
(as deﬁned by rating agencies). Savings banks and
state banks operated under similar restrictions (Van
Fenstermaker 1965, 15–17, 49). Early on, the
New York City Mutual Savings Bank could only
buy New York State or federal government bonds,
making it virtually a captive lender to the state.
Gradually, these restrictions were lifted to permit
investment in New York canal bonds, other state
bonds, mortgages, and eventually call loans (Olmstead 1976).
Governments can also inﬂuence credit indirectly.
For a mortgage to work, creditors must be able to
seize the underlying real estate if the debtor defaults. Unless the creditor can take possession, the
loan is effectively unsecured. In the late nineteenth
century, many British investors put their money into
U.S. farm mortgages. When farmers defaulted,
lenders seized their land. The prospect of British
ownership of American farmland offended nationalist sensibilities, and so many states restricted foreign
ownership of land (Clements 1955). These discriminatory laws discouraged British investment in farm
mortgages by undermining the ability of foreigners
to exercise their property rights as mortgagees.10
A different kind of discrimination operated in
federal housing policy. The underwriting, lending,
and insurance standards institutionalized by the
FHA (Federal Housing Administration) and HOLC
(Home Owners Loan Corporation) have played a
substantial role in encouraging investment in suburban, middle-class, single-family dwellings and
discouraging investment in multiunit dwellings in
poor urban areas (Jackson 1985; Massey and Denton 1993; Squires and O’Connor 2001). In effect,
these standards deterred lending in minority
neighborhoods.
Even when government does not intervene to
encourage or block particular ﬂows of credit, it
may still prudentially regulate debtor-creditor exchanges. Many U.S. states passed small-loan laws
to ameliorate the situation of small borrowers
(Nugent 1934; Phelps 1951). The Russell Sage
Foundation promoted a model small-loan law and
urged passage on state legislatures (Robinson and
Nugent 1935). In subsequent years, similar laws
have passed at the state and federal levels to shift
credit markets away from caveat emptor. Laws regulating retail installment lending had a similar political motivation (Mors 1950). Prudential measures often function to make some market actors
more trustworthy and others less vulnerable.
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A second parallel between money and credit
concerns fungibility (the homogeneity and interchangeability of modern money). Every genuine
$100 bill has the same purchasing power, and all
are equally capable of satisfying a $100 debt. A
person who borrows a car is supposed to return
the same vehicle, but a person who borrows $100
does not have to repay the exact same bill. Money
is fungible, but cars are not. Fungibility gives money
the generalized purchasing power that makes it so
useful, but this can also be a problem. Fungibility
means that the money given to Sam by his mother
to pay for a haircut can be surreptitiously diverted
to purchase candy.
From Zelizer, we know that users often inscribe
into fungible money a set of distinctions that render it heterogenous. Money is classiﬁed (budgetarily, normatively, or cognitively) into different categories, and these disrupt the fungibility of money.
Monetary distinctions reﬂect larger cultural distinctions and organizational commitments. The
strength of these boundaries and the vigilance with
which they must be maintained (e.g., sharp distinctions between “clean” and “dirty” money, or
between monies earmarked for different budget
items) derive from the underlying fungibility of
modern money. Modern money is not special
money, so people have to make it special.
In similar fashion, creditors often try to make
their loans less fungible. Through loan contracts,
indenture covenants, and other legal devices they
turn generalized money (which could purchase
anything) into special money (which can only buy
one thing). These provisions also constrain debtors
to make them more likely to repay. When loans
come with “strings attached,” these “strings” make
money less fungible. Lenders, like mothers, do not
want to see fungible money diverted from its intended purpose. Although modern money is fungible, those who use money restrain, domesticate,
and differentiate it so as to negate this very feature.
The ongoing tension between fungibility in law
and speciﬁcity in practice suggests that the development of money and credit will reach no ultimate
steady state or equilibrium. Both will continue to
be standardized and individualized at the same
time.
A third parallel concerns trust. Both money and
credit pose and resolve issues of trust. The stakes
for credit are most obvious: to lend, creditors must
trust that debtors will repay. The problem for creditors is always speciﬁc: will this particular debtor
repay within the agreed time? Trust is not a general attitude, nor an immutable characteristic: it is al-
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ways situational (Heimer and Staffen 1998, 258).
But creditors rarely face this problem alone, for an
elaborate system of formal institutions, professional expertise, and informal relationships has developed that provides creditors with information,
simpliﬁes the credit problem, and ameliorates creditor vulnerability. The balance between formal and
informal systems varies from one context to the
next. Indeed, the contrast between American and
Russian credit card institutions is what makes Guseva and Rona-Tas’s (2001) comparative study so
interesting. Sometimes creditors depend on embedded relationships, and sometimes they use impersonal institutions. The shift from one to the
other displaced and transformed trust problems
but did not make them disappear.
Consider a customer who wants to buy on credit. The seller could use his personal relationship
with the customer, or the customer’s reputation,
to decide if the customer is trustworthy enough.
But suppose that the customer is a complete
stranger. The seller could insist on a formal contract and consult a credit-rating agency. But recourse to formal institutions does not make the
trust problem disappear. In fact, the problem has
only been shifted. Instead of wondering whether
to trust the debtor, the seller must decide whether
to trust the law and credit-raters. And how one
evaluates legal institutions and suppliers of ﬁnancial information differs from how one evaluates an
individual customer.
Another possibility is for the seller to insist on
cash. With a COD transaction, the seller need not
worry about customer creditworthiness, the reliability of the courts, or the accuracy of credit raters.
Has the issue of trust disappeared? No, for now the
question is whether the seller trusts money, which
depends on collective, self-reinforcing beliefs about
others’ trust of money. Network externalities make
the creation of such beliefs, and establishment of
trust, a complex rhetorical and institutional process.
A ﬁnal point of comparison between money and
credit returns to negotiability. Money is a freely
transferable claim on value. By contrast, debt claims
are harder and sometimes impossible to transfer.
The more negotiable and hence transferable debt is,
the more it functions like money. Although this
term possesses a particular legal meaning (see Holden 1955, 25), and although its evolution marks one
of the more abstruse chapters in legal history, the
emergence of negotiability constitutes a fundamental transformation in relations of obligation.
Consider three couples who socialize at each
other’s houses, trying to balance over time the

number of invitations each couple extends to the
others. Suppose couple A has been to couple B’s
house more than vice versa and so “owes” them a
dinner. In addition, couple C “owes” an invitation
to couple A. Two social obligations exist, from A
to B, and from C to A. In American culture, these
obligations are nontransferable. One cannot imagine couple A satisfying their obligation to B by giving them couple C’s obligation, in other words, by
arranging for C to host B. These obligations are
personal and cannot be assigned to others.
In traditional common law, debts were like social obligations. As “choses in action,” they were
not legally transferable. The rights a creditor possessed over a particular debtor could not be given,
sold, or otherwise alienated (Holden 1955, 13,
17; Johnson 1963, 20). And yet it was extremely
useful to be able to satisfy obligations to one’s
creditors by using obligations to oneself. The incentive to transfer debts was greatest among
merchants, and a kind of de facto transferability
emerged ﬁrst within commercial practice, then
within the law merchant, and ﬁnally within the
common law (Kerridge 1988, 41, 71). In England, the doctrine of negotiability was worked
out and applied to ﬁnancial instruments at the end
of the seventeenth century (Holden 1955, 30). In
the United States, further developments occurred
during the nineteenth century (Banner 1998,
235–36; Horwitz 1977, 212–26), and later as
states adopted a uniform Negotiable Instruments
Law.
Negotiability entailed a shift away from direct,
concrete relationships between speciﬁc individuals
and toward abstract relationships between economic roles. With a negotiable instrument, the debtor
owes whoever holds the instrument, not the person
who originally loaned the money. Negotiability dislodges debts from the debtor-creditor dyads that
create them, and gives them mobility. A single
promissory note can satisfy multiple obligations,
and as it circulates, it links transactions and traders
into a network. Of course, direct relationships still
matter, as Uzzi (1999) and Petersen and Rajan
(1994) attest. But negotiability made credit markets more anonymous and interconnected.
A negotiable instrument acts like money except
that its value depends on a particular debtor. A
complex institutional apparatus can be deployed to
estimate and ensure the creditworthiness of the
debtor, and debts can be standardized to some extent, but the value of a particular debt eventually
boils down to whether the particular debtor repays. Variably creditworthy debtors, and variable
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estimates of creditworthiness, introduce heterogeneity into negotiable instruments. Thus, they do
not operate like uniform, standardized money.
They function like special monies, not because of
the imposition of earmarkings or cultural meanings, but rather because they vary with the encumbered debtor.

CONCLUSION
Knowing that social factors affect money and
credit is a start, but economic sociology must now
determine how and why these effects occur. Sociologists can make good analytic use of crossnational and historical variations in money and
credit. The experience of transitional economies,
the contrast between formal and informal economies, historical evidence from both developed and
developing regions, and patterns of ﬁnancial innovation in developed economies all illuminate the
social dynamics of money and credit.
A number of research questions seem especially
fruitful. One concerns the relationship between
money, credit, and inequality. Differential access to
money and credit means differential ability to command resources, and hence power differences. But
many forms of money and credit exist, each associated with different kinds of inequality and producing overall effects that are not yet fully understood.
This results in variable and shifting patterns of inequality rather than a monolithic domination of
the disadvantaged by the advantaged. And continuous ﬁnancial innovation will ensure new patterns
of inequality in the future.
The importance of social relationships between
debtors and creditors is a robust ﬁnding. Yet sociologists have only begun to understand this result.
Why do relationships matter? Do they make creditors more trusting, debtors more trustworthy, or
both? Which relationships matter most, and how
does their strength affect credit? And how do relationships affect the cultural framing of transactions
(whether money is a gift, investment, or show of
support; see Miller 1986)? It is also important to
put dyadic relationships into the context of networks. Indirect and third-party ties may have important effects in credit markets.
Although informal social relationships remain
important, formal ﬁnancial institutions have developed enormously. An entire apparatus produces
quantitative information about creditworthiness.
Credit raters now operate around the globe, and
can sink corporate security prices with a single rat-
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ing downgrade. Credit agencies also determine
whether individuals can borrow. For an industry
that produces transparent information, their own
activities are surprisingly opaque. Very little is known
about the internal protocols and capacities of credit-raters (Stuart 2000), and we need to understand
much more about the production and use of such
“rationalized” information.
The relationship between formal and informal
sectors seems especially complex in the case of
money and credit. Sociologists have long appreciated the difference between the two, but no one has
worked out the implications for credit. Most simply, formal and informal are substitutes, performing
similar functions in different ways (e.g., informal
credit and formal money both facilitate exchange).
Or they may operate as nested constraints, in which
formal arrangements set a range of possibilities
within which informal factors unfold. Negotiability
sanctions an entire class of legal transactions, but
how people use negotiable instruments depends on
other considerations. Sometimes the constraints go
the other way, as when informal practices motivate
change in formal procedures precisely because the
two are decoupled.
Monetary innovation puts formal regulatory institutions like central banks, ﬁnancial regulators,
and deposit insurers into a situation of always
playing catch-up. The result is not so much regulatory failure as an uneven and unstable articulation between ﬁnancial markets and formal
governance. The coevolution of national and international markets and institutions is well worth
studying, especially given the emergence of global
ﬁnancial markets.
In researching money and credit, sociologists
confront basic institutions of the modern economy, a major axis of power and inequality, an issue
of ongoing political relevance, and a locus of
meaning and signiﬁcation. These topics have been
a concern since the founding of sociology, but they
show no signs of being exhausted.
NOTES
Thanks are due to Wendy Espeland, Ivan Light, Neil
Smelser, Richard Swedberg, and members of the Economic
Sociology Seminar at Northwestern for helpful comments,
to Sung Kim for his research assistance, and as always thanks
to the Lochinvar Society.
1. Such connotations are not universal. In contemporary
Ghana people routinely acknowledge romantic relationships
using money (Hart 2000, 210).
2. See also Padgett’s (2001, 234–35) discussion of
“translation rules.”
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3. Ingham outlines the politics of Britain’s return to the
gold standard in 1925 (Ingham 1984, 37).
4. It also institutionalized bias within the credit system.
On discrimination against immigrant Jewish businesses, see
Olegario 1999.
5. Debtors can also politicize credit. During the Civil
War, both North and South pressured their banks to lend to
the government. Such loans raised money for the state, but
they also created a constituency with a ﬁnancial interest in
the regime’s survival (Bodenhorn 2000, 231; Bensel 1990,
14, 163).
6. Simpson (1986, 141) argues that the pledging of land
in England dates to the Anglo-Saxon era.
7. One form of credit used humans to collateralize loans
(Lovejoy and Richardson 1999).
8. On the history of common-law debt contracts, see
Baker 1979, 266–71.
9. The uniformity of terms within industries, and the variability between them, suggests that they are determined as
much by social convention as by economic rationality
(Fafchamps 1997; Foster 1935).
10. Similarly, social norms in rural Ireland prevented land
from serving as collateral, and hence undermined rural credit cooperatives (Guinnane 1994).
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17 Networks and Economic Life
Laurel Smith-Doerr and Walter W. Powell

Sociologists and anthropologists have long
been concerned with how individuals are linked to
one another and how these bonds of afﬁliation
serve as both a lubricant for getting things done
and a glue that provides order and meaning to social life. The attention to networks of association,
which began in earnest in the 1970s, provided welcome texture and dynamism to portraits of social
life. This work stood in stark contrast to the reigning approaches in the social sciences. In contrast to
deterministic cultural (oversocialized) accounts,
network analysis afforded room for human agency,
and in contrast to individualist, atomized (undersocialized) approaches, networks emphasized structure and constraint (Granovetter 1985). Network
studies offered a middle ground, a third way, even
if no one was quite sure whether networks were a
metaphor, a method, or a theory (Barnes 1979).
But the sociologists and anthropologists who initially studied networks to attend to the structural
aspects of society (Mitchell 1969) did not pay sustained attention to economic activity, even though
some industrial sociologists (Roy 1954; Dalton
1959) had long stressed the role of informal networks as an antidote to formal organization practices and structures.
Over the past two decades, however, there has
been an enormous upsurge of interest in the role of
networks in the economy. This sea change has occurred in the worlds of both practice and theory.
Across the social sciences, from anthropology to
sociology to political science to economics, there is
research on the role of networks in shaping such diverse phenomena as migration, entrepreneurship,
the viability of communities, and international
trade. In the world of business, an appreciation for
the role of both informal and organized networks
has grown markedly. The late Bennett Harrison
(1994) nicely summarized this trend with his quip:
“Networking among companies is now in fashion
all over the world.” Networks provide three broad
categories of beneﬁts: access, timeliness, and referrals (Burt 1992). Ties can facilitate access to parties

that provide information or resources. Linkages
that generate access in an expeditious manner afford advantage over those that lack comparable
connections. Referrals offer the opportunity to bypass formal, impersonal channels. Thus, the cumulative effects of networks on economic outcomes
can be considerable indeed.
Much of the literature on networks emphasizes
that they are most salient in a domain between the
ﬂexibility of markets and the visible hand of organizational authority (Powell 1990). Networks provide order to disconnected parts of organizations
and markets (Burt 2000). The challenge for research on networks is to explain their emergence,
activation, and durability. Networks, as Mark
Granovetter (1985, 491) emphasized, “penetrate
irregularly and in different degrees.” Thus some
individuals are better placed than others, some
groups are more isolated, some formal organizations have more informal cliques, and some communities have more associational life. There is wide
variability in the presence of linkages across multiple levels, and in when these connections are mobilized. We know a good deal more about the effects of networks than we know about the factors
that generate, sustain, and reproduce them.1
The empirical terrain covered in the economic
sociology literature ranges widely, including the
following analyses of how networks inﬂuence economic activity.
1. Networks represent informal relationships in
the workplace and labor market that shape workrelated outcomes. Social ties and economic exchange can be deeply interwoven, such that purposive activity becomes “entangled” with friendship,
reputation, and trust.
2. Networks are formal exchanges, either in the form
of asset pooling or resource provision, between
two or more parties that entail ongoing interaction
in order to derive value from the exchange. These
more formal network relationships may be forged
out of mutual need, but can also lead to interde-
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pendence and repeated interactions that reduce the
need for formal control.
3. Networks are a relational form of governance in
which authority is broadly dispersed; such arrangements are more commonly associated with settings
where both markets and environments change frequently and there is a premium on adaptability.
Much of the literature has celebrated this ﬂexibility, but it is important to recognize that this form
of organizing can be found in an entrepreneurial
ﬁrm, a terrorist cell, an organization with extensive
use of cross-functional groups, an international
company with many cross-border alliances, or an
illegal drug cartel. The ﬂexibility of networks can
be tapped for good or detriment.

Studies of these diverse forms of economic activity commonly share several key assumptions.
First, the analytical focus is more on the nature of
the relationships than on attributes of the actors.
Second, attention is directed to location within the
larger context in which information and resources
ﬂow. Finally, there are increasing returns to “investments” in relationships and position, which
can produce rapid mobilization, cumulative advantage, or “lock-in.” Our goal in this chapter is to
survey the rapidly expanding empirical literature
on networks and economic life, while emphasizing
the conceptual and theoretical advances that this
research draws on. To serve this dual aim, we
begin ﬁrst with a brief overview of key analytical
tools used in network research.

A CONCEPTUAL TOOLKIT
In the ﬁrst edition of this handbook we argued
that two branches of the network literature on economic activity—one more focused on methods, a
second more concerned with governance—had developed rather separately (Powell and Smith-Doerr
1994). One branch utilized increasingly sophisticated tools to analyze networks of social actors,
building on diverse theoretical perspectives, ranging from neo-Marxist to rational choice. A second
literature, more united in its theoretical orientation but less so in its data and methods, employed
a network metaphor to characterize a form of economic organization in which organizations have
ﬂatter job hierarchies, permeable boundaries, and
numerous connections to other organizations.2
While this division of academic labor still persists,
the manner in which network ties are conceptual-

ized can provide a common language that bridges
multiple lines of research.
Network analysts use concepts of location, or
nodes, and the relations among these positions—
termed ties, connections, or links—to argue that
the pattern of relationships shapes the behavior of
the occupant of a post, as well as inﬂuences others
(Marsden and Friedkin 1993). As Knoke (1990, 9)
tells us, “A position’s power—its ability to produce
intended effects on the attitudes and behaviors of
other actors—emerges from its prominence in networks where valued information and scarce resources are transferred from one actor to another.”
Practically, a variety of images depicting the relational structure of networks provides scholars with
a toolkit of concepts to draw upon in both empirical and theoretical work.
The idea of a network invokes the image of connectedness between either individuals or organizations. The work of Georg Simmel provides the classic foundation in social theory for network analysis.
Simmel argued for the importance of group composition to understanding fundamental aspects of
social life. For example, he contended that the differential roles of laborers and employers in the
economy were explained by group size. Employers
lack the sense of solidarity that workers have because of “the smaller number of employers as compared to the number of workers; the larger the
number of a given kind are involved, the more readily a general concept is formed” (Simmel [1922]
1955, 176). In addition to group size, Simmel
pointed out the importance of the position of an individual actor within a group. He developed the
idea of tertius gaudens, or the third who beneﬁts
(Simmel 1950). In a triad, a third person can play
off the other two against each other, beneﬁting
from their conﬂict, for example, if the two are buyers and the tertius is the seller. Merton (1957) elaborated Simmel’s idea in his discussion of role-set
theory, positing that there may be a downside to
having multiple associates calling upon an individual’s different roles at the same time (think of someone who is both a parent and an employee). One
strategy that a tertius can use when two others issue
conﬂicting demands is to make that role conﬂict
known to the other parties; thus recognition of incompatible demands may provide room for autonomy. Burt (1992) has also built on Simmel’s idea of
tertius gaudens in his discussion of how a third who
connects two others who are previously unknown
to each other bridges a structural hole.
The striking visual impact of network analysis

Networks
accounts for some of its popularity. As Scott
(2000, 10) observes, we now have difﬁculty imagining that Simmel wrote of “webs of afﬁliation”
before Moreno (1934) had devised the familiar
nodes and lines of the sociogram in the 1930s.
Today we have sophisticated mathematical operations coded into software (e.g., UCINET, KrackPlot, Inﬂow, P-Star, Pajek) to analyze and depict
features of relationships parsimoniously. While
complex algorithms are necessary to analyze largescale networks, the simple images of connection
that underlie network measurement provide a key
to understanding how various measures reﬂect
substantively different conﬁgurations of social relationships. Take, for example, the contacts between
a potential employee and an employer. If the employer is the friend of a friend, we can describe the
relationship in terms of path length—two degrees
of separation. Put colloquially, the job seeker is
two handshakes away from an interview. We could
also portray the relationship between a potential
employee and employers in terms of the strength
of their ties. Perhaps a job seeker is the best friend
of one potential employer and a distant acquaintance of another. A strong tie binds the job seeker
in the former relationship, while a weak tie provides the linkage to the latter. One might say the
job seeker is either a handshake or a hug away from
an interview. The measures of path length and tie
strength can be combined to assess how many
strong or weak ties separate a given individual from
another in a network. These tools do not, however, explain whether an individual provided a bridge
linking two disconnected networks. This example
illustrates how the choice of a particular tool (or
tools) facilitates predictions that can be made
about network relationships.
We introduce and illustrate 11 key network concepts that we have culled from the literature. In
ﬁgure 1, the dots, or nodes, represent social actors—for example, individuals, groups, or organizations. The lines in the ﬁgures represent ties, or
social relationships between the actors.
The ﬁrst row of ﬁgure 1 depicts the simple distinction between a group and a network. A group
has some form of social boundary indicating who
is in the group and who is not (illustrated by the
ellipse around three dots). In contrast, a network
is a set of actors, with speciﬁc types of connections
to one another. For example, an industry consists
of a group of companies, who may all be members
of an industry trade association and listed in various industry publications. The industry afﬁliation
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network, however, would describe alliances between ﬁrms, interlocking directorates, or supplychain relations among buyers and sellers. While
data on the relationships among group members
may be more difﬁcult to gather than membership
data, they can provide insight into how the actions
of one member affect another member. The second row of ﬁgure 1 shows a basic sociometric conﬁguration, as conceived by Moreno (1934). The
node in the center of the ﬁgure is the “star” of the
network. Zucker, Darby, and Brewer (1998) have
employed Moreno’s language of network stars to
analyze the scientist-entrepreneurs who combined
academic and commercial science to start some of
the ﬁrst-generation biotechnology ﬁrms.
The idea of structural equivalence, developed by
Harrison White, occurs when two actors occupy
similar positions in a social system by having structurally comparable network ties (White, Boorman,
and Breiger 1974; Lorrain and White 1971). The
ﬁgure in the third row of ﬁgure 1 shows a simple
representation of structural equivalence in networks. In the ﬁgure, the circular nodes are equivalent in that each possesses a tie to a square, a
triangle, and a ﬂattened circle. Consider two
American universities, each with active ties to different corporate benefactors, student loan providers, and state governments. The universities are
structurally equivalent, that is, they occupy a similar position by having the same kinds of relationships, even though their ties are not to the same
organizational partners.
The idea of the strength of weak ties has become
a foundational element of network research,
thanks in large part to Mark Granovetter’s (1973,
1974, 1995) pioneering work on the job search
process. The fourth row of ﬁgure 1 represents strong
and weak ties between nodes, the weaker connection demonstrated with a dashed line. One study
that has looked at both kinds of relationships is
Wellman and colleagues’ (1996) analysis of the use
of the Internet in the workplace. They found that
computer-supported weak ties were more helpful
than strong ones for gaining access to useful information. Similarly, in another study of a large organization, Constant, Kiesler, and Sproull (1996)
found that workers with diverse online weak ties
received better technical advice.
Structural holes are the natural borders in social
space. The ﬁfth row of ﬁgure 1 depicts a bridge
across a structural hole in network space. The two
triangular networks are not connected to each
other, except through the bridging node at the
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Metaphor/Measure

Relevant Authors

1. Web of group
affilitation, groups
versus networks

Simmel
[1922] 1955

2. Sociograms,
sociometric stars

Moreno 1934

3. Structural equivalence

White, Boorman,
and Breiger 1974;
Burt 1992

4. Strength of ties, weak
versus strong

Granovetter 1973

5. Bridges, structural
holes, tertius gaudens

Burt 1992

6. Degrees of separation,
path length

Milgram 1967

7. Interlock centrality,
sphere of influence

Mizruchi 1996

Visual Representation

Third Board of Directors

Competitor Board 1

8. Local versus global
network, closeness
centrality

Freeman 1979

9. Exchange, centrality
versus power (A is
central, but B has
power because both
C and D depend on B)

Bonacich 1987;
Cook 1977

Competitor Board 2

A
B
C
D

10. Density

Barnes 1979;
Marsden 1993

11. Small-worlds

Watts and
Strogatz
1998, 441

Regular

p=0

Small-World

Increasing Randomness

center of the ﬁgure. Managers who can create interdivisional networks in large organizations provide bridges across structural holes, combining information from disparate groups that would not
otherwise communicate (Burt 1992). Research

Random

p=1

Figure 1. Social network conceptual toolkit.
Note: Figure courtesy of
Nature, vol. 363.

shows that managers located in such positions
move more rapidly up the corporate ladder. Row 6
demonstrates the popular concept of “six degrees
of separation.” On the basis of his studies of the
passage of correspondence among strangers, Mil-
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gram (1967) offered the provocative idea that U.S.
citizens are connected by six degrees of separation
or less. As the ﬁgure shows, between the node on
the far left and the far right node, there are six
lines, or degrees, and ﬁve other actors. Cultural industries often constitute small worlds, as new entrants rarely work with other novices, but instead
afﬁliate with veterans. In response to the uncertainty about the audience for new ﬁlms, Hollywood ﬁlmmakers often use the same artists on ﬁlm
after ﬁlm (Faulkner and Anderson 1987). Watts
and Strogatz (1998) have shown that, on average,
the network of ﬁlm actors is linked by fewer than
four degrees of separation.
The linkages between corporate executives and
business policies are often scrutinized in research on
interlocking directorates (Mizruchi 1996). In the
ﬁgure in row 7, the circles represent membership on
corporate boards of directors. While the 1914 Clayton Act prohibits competing U.S. corporations
from sharing members of their boards, companies
can legally pursue interlocking directorates if each
has an executive on a third board. In the 1960s, top
managers joined exclusive social clubs in addition to
seating outside members on their boards as a means
to orchestrate acquisitions of other corporations
(Palmer and Barber 2001). Here, a simple interlock
between board 1 and board 2 through common
membership on board 3 is illustrated.
While direct network ties frequently shape economic outcomes, research has also demonstrated
that second-order ties, or the afﬁliations of partners, are consequential as well (Freeman 1979).
The two networks depicted in the ﬁgure in row 8
demonstrate how local and global centrality differ.
Consider the node in the center of the network to
the left. The four connections represent direct degree centrality. If the network is expanded, as in
the graph to the right, we see the centrality of this
node in the overall network. In this case, centrality is weighted by the number of alters connected
to the actor’s partners. Shah’s (2000) study of an
electronics ﬁrm found that an employee’s centrality in the overall network increased when the company laid off a structurally equivalent coworker.
Although downsizing may have caused the individual’s number of direct ties to decrease, survivors
often became more central in information ﬂows in
the overall network.
Centrality, however, does not always correlate
with power and inﬂuence (Bonacich 1987). Row 9
of the ﬁgure illustrates how centrality differs from
power in an exchange network. In this network,
lines denote a zero-sum exchange—so that if B
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deals with C, it cannot deal with A. Point A is the
most central in the network, but not the most
powerful. Exchange theory deﬁnes power as the
degree of dependency on others or a focal actor
(Emerson 1962; Cook 1977). The ﬁgure shows
that while A has four potential exchange partners,
none is dependent solely on A. The B position occupies the most powerful location in the network
because it monopolizes both C’s and D’s trade for
a substitutable resource (Yamaguchi 1996). Haveman and Nonnemaker (2000) found that a savings
and loan ﬁrm’s social structural position in markets
determines its pattern of competition and growth.
Savings and loans with more local, single-market
contact do not grow as quickly as ﬁrms with multimarket contacts. Savings and loans that compete
in multiple domains tend to temper their rivalry to
avoid future reprisals for cutthroat behavior. While
these multimarket ﬁrms gain centrality by having
more exchange partners, they also increase their
dependence on rivals for mutual forbearance in
markets. As Haveman and Nonnemaker show, the
growth of multimarket ﬁrms eventually slows, as
their various dependencies eventually constrain
their expansion and result in less market power.
The ﬁgures in row 10 depict density, a measure
that captures structural properties of the network
as a whole rather than of an individual node (Barnes
1979; Marsden 1993). A network that is maximally connected is dense—in the ﬁgure the network of
four nodes on the left has higher density than the
one on the right. Biggart’s (2001) analysis of rotating credit associations demonstrates that stable
communities with denser social relationships provide a necessary context for successful peer group
lending. The last row of the ﬁgure draws from
Watts and Strogatz’s (1998, 441) analyses of network topology, which show that it takes but a few
small changes to tip from a random association
conﬁguration to a small world of closely connected actors. News travels quickly in small worlds, but
they are also highly vulnerable to attack and perturbation; thus the removal of several highly connected hubs can destabilize an entire network (Albert, Jeong, and Barabási 2000; Barabási 2002).
This toolkit of images portraying different network conﬁgurations reveals how variation across
networks can be conceptualized. These patterned
differences in the shape of networks have potent
effects on economic outcomes. Consider, for example, Mizruchi and Stearns’s (2001) study of the
effects of networks on bank decision-making. They
analyze bankers’ networks in terms of their tie
strength and density. Bankers consult closely linked
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colleagues in order to feel more certain about their
ﬁnancial information, but this strategy does not
lead to the successful closure of deals. Close ties do
not result in sufﬁciently candid or fresh assessments of information, but rather reinforce existing
opinions. Now consider a comparable study to
Mizruchi and Stearns’s analysis of decision-making
networks, but focused on the exchange power of
bankers. An assessment of how a banker utilizes
colleagues for information or support to facilitate
rapid promotion might ﬁnd that close ties are critical for sponsorship. Thus, having a diverse intellectual toolkit affords the opportunity to understand the varied effects of different types of
network conﬁgurations on economic outcomes.3
Progress is needed, however, in developing new
tools, particularly measures that capture the kinds
of information that pass through networks, as well
as more macro-level measures of the cohesiveness
of large networks (but see White and Harary 2001;
Moody and White 2003). Measures that provide
an account of network durability and experience
would be useful, too. The sociology of the family,
for example, has developed the study of the life
course as a fruitful line of research incorporating
chronology as a central feature. Studying the life
course of economic relationships would allow the
development of measures that capture the quality
of ties, which could provide purchase across a
range of organizational contexts. Longitudinal
empirical studies that map regular patterns or
phases in economic relationships can suggest when
networks either become calciﬁed or generate novelty, and predict the deepening or demise of ties
(Powell et al. 2005). We turn now to a discussion
of some of the factors that foster the development
of networks.

THE FORMATION OF NETWORKS
The toolkit of network measures offers wide
purchase, providing sociologists with “radiological” tools to examine the structure of social relations. Viewed from a structural perspective,
networks are present in a broad range of circumstances, from markets to formal organizations.
Structural analysis, however, elides the crucial
questions of what factors contribute to the formation of networks, and why some networks prove
beneﬁcial and others do not. To tackle these questions, we need to explore the relationship between
formal and informal organization, and develop a
more general deﬁnition of networks as a form of

exchange or organization. We can then build on
these ideas to explore the conditions that facilitate
the formation of networks, and, in turn, analyze
these networks with our array of measures.
Formal and Informal Foundations
Much of the writing in the economics and sociology of organization concerns the formal structure of authority, the incentive systems that ostensibly motivate employees, and the job ladders that
employees climb throughout their careers. That
there is considerable activity outside the formal
channels of authority is obvious to anyone who has
spent any time in organizations, but curiously there
is little theory to guide us in understanding informal organization. The interplay between formal
and informal structures—the chain of authority
represented in the organization chart versus the
soft underbelly of friendship cliques and tacit
workplace norms—is not well understood.
In the much discussed Hawthorne study, Roethlisberger and Dickson (1939, 457) argued that
“employees had their own rules and their own logic
which, more frequently than not, were opposed to
those which were imposed on them.” In contrast,
Burawoy (1979), in his ethnography of a piecework
machine shop, argued that the myriad games and
rule bending taking place on the shop ﬂoor were
neither independent of, nor in opposition to, the
interests of management. Research on communication networks, done in the early 1950s (Bavelas
1950; Leavitt 1951; Guetzkow and Simon 1955),
suggested that hierarchical patterns inevitably
emerged out of informal channels of communication. Hall (1991, 116) made a more general claim
that cliques, coalitions, or other forms of informal
organization “obviously begin from the established
organizational order and then become variations
from that order.” Empirical support for Hall’s
claim can be found in studies like Stevenson and
Bartunek’s (1996), in which informal interactions
among small groups of teachers in a K–12 school
did not lead the groups to agree, while teachers
in similar structural positions—the grades they
taught—did concur on the organizational order.
Krackhardt and Porter (1985) illustrate the reverse
effect, showing how friendship networks inﬂuence
job satisfaction and employee retention. Mintzberg
(1979) offered a more dynamic view, arguing that
the formal structure and informal relations are interdependent, with the formal shaping the informal, while the informal conditions what works in
the formal, and may even reﬂect its future shape.

Networks
When the camera is directed at formal aspects of
organizations, networks appear as the informal
connective tissue between the formal structures.
Thus, most work on intraorganizational networks
focuses on informal relationships. (See Krackhardt
and Brass 1994; and Raider and Krackhardt 2002
for useful reviews.) When the lens shifts to relationships among organizations, attention is directed much more at formal ties that connect organizations. (Note that there are two categories that
are often neglected—formal internal networks and
informal external networks.) The external linkages
that connect organizations take many forms: subcontracting relationships, research consortia, strategic alliances, joint ventures, and a wide array of activities that fall under the rubric of relational
contracts. Podolny and Page (1998, 59) offer a
useful deﬁnition that cuts across these diverse
forms of external linkage: a network form of organization is “any collection of actors that pursue
repeated, enduring exchange relations with one
another.” These exchanges are not guided by a
common central authority that can dictate the direction of the relationship or resolve disputes.
Under what circumstances are these more formal relational linkages likely to arise? What conditions promote the dominance of lateral as opposed
to hierarchical relations inside organizations? And
when do markets function less like the stylized spot
market of isolated participants and more like a relationship of give and take, where participants exercise voice rather than exit (Hirschman 1970)?
These are difﬁcult questions, not well addressed by
the literature. In an early formulation of an answer,
Powell (1990, 323) observed that the origins of
networks are highly contingent: “In some cases,
the formation of networks anticipates the need for
this particular form of exchange; in other situations, there is a slow pattern of development which
ultimately justiﬁes the form; and in other cases,
networks are a response to the demand for a mode
of exchange that resolves exigencies that other
forms are ill-equipped to handle.” A full examination of the formation question would require a
chapter-length treatment of its own. Here we attend to several key factors that are most relevant to
economic outcomes, including the type of work
performed and the wider context in which work is
carried out.
Project-Based Work
A core insight of contingency theory is that the
nature of the task that needs to be executed or the
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problem that demands resolution has a strong effect on the form of organization (Stinchcombe
1990). Many kinds of work tend to be projectbased, rather than involve the continuous production of a good or service. These temporary projects
involve products that are relatively unique; hence
the work process depends to a considerable degree
on intuition and skill (Stinchcombe 1959; Perrow
1967). Organizations in craft-based industries have
long eschewed formal organizational arrangements, opting instead for more ﬂexible, short-term
relationships. Industries such as construction (Stinchcombe 1959; Eccles 1981), book publishing (Coser, Kadushin, and Powell 1982), architecture (Blau
1984), women’s clothing (Uzzi 1996), the diamond trade (Ben-Porath 1980), music (Faulkner
1983), and the ﬁlm industry (Faulkner and Anderson 1987) rely, to a considerable extent, on stable
and enduring personal networks based on loyalties
and friendships cemented over time. In these settings, formal collaboration commonly emerges out
of preexisting informal relationships. As a consequence, these forms of repeated exchange are
much more than a series of bilateral relationships,
but are entangled with the concerns of friendship,
status, and reputation.
Information Access
Connections are also vital in high-velocity environments, but the forces fostering linkages are less
driven by loyalty and association and more by a
need to stay informed. In fast-paced ﬁelds, where
knowledge is developing rapidly, the sources of expertise are widely dispersed, and there is uncertainty about the best approach to a problem, organizations forge connections to other parties to
access relevant expertise. Access to centers of knowledge production is essential when knowledge is developing at an unprecedented pace. Moreover,
much sophisticated technical knowledge is tacit
in character—an indissoluble mixture of design,
process, and expertise; thus it is not effectively
transferred by licensing or purchase. Under conditions of uncertainty, ﬁrms seek out partners with
technological complementarities. Collaboration can
shorten the time it takes to bring new ideas to market, while access to a broad network of cooperative
R & D provides companies with a rich portfolio of
diverse information sources. Moreover, rather than
simply enhancing the transfer of information between two or more parties, the relationship becomes an opportunity for novel syntheses that diverge from the stock of knowledge previously held
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by the individual parties (Powell, Koput, and
Smith-Doerr 1996; Stuart and Podolny 1999). In
such circumstances, networks can become the
locus of innovation.
Organizations involved in collaborative ventures
often struggle to construct a framework in which
they can learn from partners without becoming
unduly dependent upon them. Formal strategic alliances may lack the relational glue that projectbased networks possess; hence they must rely on
contractual mechanisms to curb potential opportunism. At the outset of an alliance, monitoring
may be formally negotiated, with prearranged
progress reports and milestone dates. Many commentators stress the fragility of such relationships
(Doz and Hamel 1998); indeed there is considerable turnover in high-tech alliance partnerships
(Hagedoorn 2002). But a focus on impermanence
misreads both the focus of alliances and their
evolving dynamics. As a rule, strategic alliances
are short-term agreements designed for speciﬁc
purposes—to produce a prototype, to establish a
joint venture, or to enter a new market. In such
settings, trust is not readily established; fear or uncertainty must be overcome before information
can be shared. But once a strategic alliance is successfully pursued, further cooperation with the
same partner is easier should the need arise. Moreover, participants develop reputations as either reliable or unreliable partners, sending signals that
either attract or repel possible collaborators. The
process is iterative—the level of cooperation increases with each agreement among common partners; at the same time, individual participants become more skilled at learning through alliances. As
parties learn to rely on one another and develop
reputations for effective collaboration, the amount
of contractual detail that unites the parties is reduced (Lerner and Merges 1998). Various forms
of monitoring are lessened, and control rights,
such as an equity stake, are utilized less frequently
by participants that are centrally located in an industry network (Lerner, Shane, and Tsai 2003;
Robinson and Stuart 2002).
In one case, project-based networks, informal
personal ties lead to repeat contracting, while in
networks generated by a response to uncertainty,
successful repeat contracting leads to less formal
controls and a more informal basis of peer monitoring. In both circumstances, groups of collaborators become involved in multiple forms of cooperation and competition. We argue that these new
patterns of afﬁliation, with shifting rival alliances

competing and recombining on a project-byproject basis, lead to new interpretations of the
nature of competition. First, recognize how profoundly a competitive relationship is altered when
two parties compete on one project, but collaborate on another. The goal of competition cannot
be to vanquish your opponent lest you harm your
collaborator on a different project.4 Second, consider how the identity of the organization has
changed: no longer a coherent totality, but a bundle of complex projects. Judging the likelihood of
success also requires knowledge of the capabilities
of a ﬁrm’s partners. Finally, a reputation for successful cooperation has become a valued asset.
The ﬁnancial markets have learned how to evaluate the value of networks. In ﬁelds such as
biotechnology and information technology, the
industry business press, as well as the ﬁnancial
community, routinely assesses the quality of a
ﬁrm’s networks.
Regional Agglomeration
Perhaps the most extensive use of interorganizational linkages is found in spatially concentrated
regions, sometimes referred to as industrial districts (Marshall 1920; Becattini 1978). The region
dubbed the third Italy is often regarded as an exemplar of ﬂexible, decentralized production. Networks of loosely linked, but spatially clustered,
ﬁrms create a distinctive “industrial atmosphere”
where the “secrets of industry are in the air” (Marshall 1920). The modus operandi of the industrial
districts rests on a logic very different from that
found in the vertically integrated, mass-production
firm. Firms are commonly grouped in speciﬁc zones
according to their products: knitwear in Modena;
bicycles, motorcycles, and shoes in Bologna; foodprocessing machinery in Parma; and woodworking
machine tools in Capri (Brusco 1982). Within the
region, ﬁrms specializing in a product congregate
in a speciﬁc area, serving to link industry and region closely. Work is carried out through extensive,
collaborative subcontracting agreements. Only a
portion of the ﬁrms market ﬁnal products; the others execute operations commissioned by a group of
ﬁrms that initiate production. The owners of small
ﬁrms typically prefer subcontracting to expansion
or integration (Lazerson 1988). Though closely
related and highly cooperative, the ﬁrms remain
independent.
Saxenian (1994) contends that Silicon Valley
evinces many of the same characteristics as the Eu-
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ropean industrial districts. She suggests that it represents an industrial order that promotes collective
learning among specialist producers of related
technologies. In this decentralized system, dense
social networks and open labor markets encourage
entrepreneurship and the ongoing mobilization of
resources. Companies compete intensely, but they
simultaneously learn about changing markets and
technologies through informal communications,
collaborative projects, and common ties to research associations and universities.
The logic of the industrial districts is selfreinforcing. The more distinctive each ﬁrm is, the
more it depends on the success of other ﬁrms’
skills or products to complement its own. Repetitive contracting, embedded in local social relationships, encourages reciprocity. Monitoring is facilitated by social ties and constant contact. Indeed,
trust-based governance seems easy to sustain when
it is spatially clustered. Proximity, as is found in
north-central Italy or Silicon Valley, seems to be
both too strong and too weak an explanation for
trust. Too strong in that the apparent advantages
of the industrial districts seem insurmountable:
How could models of production that are not as
spatially concentrated generate comparable levels
of trust? But too weak in that other regions that
combine similar skills and advantages cannot reproduce comparable norms of reciprocity and information exchange. The simple fact of proximity
among companies provides insufﬁcient purchase
on their mode of organizing. The vibrancy of the
districts is not due to their geography alone, but to
their social practices. To understand why districts
have formed in particular locales, an analysis of the
institutional infrastructure that enables economic
growth is necessary.
Studies of Silicon Valley stress the unusual combination of extensive university-industry relations,
initially fueled by Stanford University’s Engineering School (Sturgeon 2000; Leslie 2000; Gibbons
2000), the creation and expansion of venture capital to fund start-up companies (Kenney and Florida 2000; Hellman 2000), and law ﬁrms that
stressed negotiation and dispute resolution over
litigation (Suchman 2000). As this region developed, professional service ﬁrms, such as consultants (McKenna 2000), accountants (Atwell 2000),
and executive search ﬁrms (Friel 2000) helped sustain an ecosystem (Bahrami and Evans 2000) with
highly ﬂuid labor markets (Angel 2000) and high
rates of formation and recombination of ﬁrms
(Kenney and Von Burg 2000). Herrigel’s (1996)
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analysis of Baden-Württemberg in southwestern
Germany also points to the wide availability of critical support services—excellent technical colleges
and vocational training institutes, small banks willing to loan funds to local small businesses, specialized industry research programs—that encourage
cooperative relations that attenuate the cutthroat
aspects of competition. In the Third Italy, decentralized production also depends upon a combination of familial, legislative, political, and historical
factors. The bonds of extended kinship create economic relations based on cooperation and aid the
search for new employees through family and
friendship networks (Lazerson 1988).
Thus, while the particular configurations of institutions may differ across regions, the common
elements that give rise to the formation of districts appear to be a host of supportive intermediary organizations that promote and support risktaking, while curbing some of the destructive
aspects of intense competition by sharing risk
(Kenney 2000). These supportive institutions serve
as both conduits of resources and as monitoring
agents that guide and structure interfirm collaboration. In such settings, competition fosters knowledge creation, while “news” circulates rapidly, as
participants are connected to one another through
multiple pathways. As valuable knowledge percolates through networks, participants attend to
their partners with more intensity. The enhanced
flow of ideas and skills then becomes an attraction, rendering the regional economy more appealing to be a part of, and more vibrant than
other locales where the generation of novelty
occurs less frequently (Powell 1990; Brown and
Duguid 2000).
There are many other circumstances that foster
networks. Smaller organizations seem to rely on
external forms of support more than larger organizations, while resource-constrained ﬁrms turn to
networks more readily than established, successful
organizations (Baker 1990; Larson 1992). Historical contingency and founding date loom large as
well. Firms established during a period when relational contracting is widely used more readily avail
themselves of external linkages than do large vertically integrated ﬁrms founded during an earlier era
when companies strove to be self-sufﬁcient (Powell 2001). Table 1 summarizes key elements of the
research literature on the formation of networks.
We now turn from our sketch of factors that account for the origins of networks to an assessment
of the performance consequences of networks.
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Table 1.

Formation of Networks

Enabling Condition

Key Ideas

Relevant Authors

Formal structure

Formal structure shapes
informal coalitions.

Hall 1991; Stevenson and
Bartunek 1996

Informal linkages

Informal relations serve as
lubricant for economic
exchange.

Larson 1992; Gulati and
Garguilo 1999

Task-related contingencies

Tasks requiring
coordination, sharing of
information often lead to
collaborative ties.

Eccles 1981; Uzzi 1996

Geographic propinquity

Regional agglomeration
creates spillovers; the
“secrets of industry are in
the air.”

Beccattini 1978;
Kenney 2000

Institutional infrastructure

Historical, political, cultural
context differentially affects
capacity for collaboration.

Putnam 1993;
Herrigel 1996;
Powell 2001

THE CONSEQUENCES OF CONNECTIVITY
The consequences that accrue from one’s position in a network may be positive or negative, and
the goals that networks serve may be put to socially beneﬁcial or harmful uses. Research initially focused much more on positive effects of networks,
stressing their advantages over other forms of governance, such as markets or hierarchies, in terms of
speed and reliability of communication. At the
core of networks, however, are questions about
differential access; hence the advantages that ensue
from a favorable position in a network may beneﬁt
some parties while limiting others. More recently
attention has focused on the ubiquity of networks
and the extent to which both legal and illegal
economic activity may be orchestrated through
networks. The growing presence of international
terrorism is a powerful reminder that cells of operatives organized as a decomposable network can
create widespread destruction (Arquilla and Ronfeldt 2001).
We review the literature on the consequences of
membership and position in networks, attending
ﬁrst to issues of performance. We then turn to distributional concerns, and assess what is known
about the preferential advantages and disadvantages of networks. We conclude with a discussion
of the diffusion of ideas through networks, examining both the utility of networks for accessing
novel or obsolescent information and when networks “recycle” stale information.

Performance Issues
Labor market opportunities have been a rich terrain for network analysts. In a now classic study of
professional men seeking work in the Boston area
in the 1970s, Granovetter (1973, 1995) found
that weak ties (i.e., someone with whom you are
acquainted but travels in different social circles,
such as a classmate from college) lead to jobs more
readily than did strong ties among friends and family. Acquaintances are valuable in ﬁnding employment because they provide nonredundant information that strong ties do not. Close friends and
family members have access to the same contacts
and information, whereas weak ties more often
supply new contacts and information. On the
other hand, strong ties may be more motivated to
help when one is in great need for a job. More
generally, most job seekers ﬁnd work through personal connections rather than formal channels
(Granovetter 1995). Subsequent surveys report
wide replication of Granovetter’s ﬁndings. A majority of job seekers secure work through information gathered through their social network ties not
only in the United States (Marsden and Campbell
1990), but also in the United Kingdom (Fevre
1989), the Netherlands (Boxman, DeGraaf, and
Flap 1991), Mexico (Rogers and Kincaid 1981),
and China (Bian 1997). Lin (1999) provides a
comprehensive review of this growing literature.
Employing organizations also beneﬁt from hiring through networks. Employers have a strong
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motivation not to hire strangers; they prefer dependable employees who have been vouched for
by others. Job offers made to acquaintances of current employees are more likely to be accepted, and
those hired through these channels are less likely
to quit (Licht 1992; Blau and Robins 1990). Fernandez, Castilla, and Moore (2000) counted the
signiﬁcant economic returns that accrued to a
phone center by hiring through referrals for a job
with a high rate of turnover. By saving on the costs
of screening applicants, the credit card phone center realized a 67 percent return rate on its investment in referral bonuses.
Besides getting a job, interpersonal networks afford individuals other career advantages. Burt
(2000) argues that those who bridge unconnected
groups through network ties receive more positive
work evaluations, faster promotion, and greater
compensation. Having a tie to a mentor with control over the fate of the organization is particularly helpful (Podolny and Baron 1997). Entrepreneurs often rely on networks to start businesses.
Especially in ethnic communities, connections provide start-ups with both social and ﬁnancial capital
(Aldrich and Waldinger 1990).5 Formerly wealthy
Cubans who came to Miami in the 1960s with
scant resources traded on their preimmigrant social
ties, especially connections to bank loan ofﬁcers
who knew of their trustworthiness in Cuba, to obtain the ﬁnancial capital to start businesses (Portes
and Sensenbrenner 1993). Jewish immigrants
from Eastern Europe at the turn of the nineteenth
century also shared support and know-how for entrepreneurship that took them from vaudeville
troupes to the creation of Hollywood movie studios (Jones 2001). Korean immigrants to Southern California in the 1970s formed rotating credit
associations, pooling their limited ﬁnancial capital
so that each participant, in turn, had the means to
start a small business (Light and Bonacich 1988).
Network ties are a critical avenue through which
individuals advance their careers—getting a job, a
raise, or start-up capital.
At the organizational level, the performance of
ﬁrms can beneﬁt from network ties in the form of
access to information and resources, more rapid
product development, and enhanced innovation.
Much research has suggested that close interaction
among divergent organizations can produce novel
recombinations of information leading to greater
innovation and learning (Cohen and Levinthal
1990; Powell 1990; March 1991; McEvily and
Zaheer 1999; Stuart and Podolny 1999; Ahuja
2000). For example, the biotechnology industry is
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rife with a wide variety of interorganizational collaborations, and the ﬁrms more centrally located in
the industry networks are more scientiﬁcally capable and the ﬁrst to introduce new medicines (Powell et al. 1996; Stuart, Hoang, and Hybels 1999;
Baum, Calabrese, and Silverman 2000).
Interorganizational networks can also contribute to greater productivity in manufacturing, as
well as facilitate the introduction of new production methods. In north-central Italy, small familyrun artisanal ﬁrms generate output out of proportion to the scale of their operations. The
decentralized production of knitwear permits small
putting-out ﬁrms to specialize in machinery and
skills that can be constantly reset after short production runs, as fashions change. Long-term relationships between manufacturers and artisanal producers have resulted in a viable strategy of making
fashionable clothing at a competitive price (Lazerson 1995). Variants on this theme of rapid mobilization, such as the well-known “just in time”
strategy employed by Japanese manufacturers, are
also based on close, long-term ties to subcontractors. Japanese lead ﬁrms rely on extensive interaction with suppliers in lieu of haggling for the lowest bid or conﬂicts over faulty parts. Repeated
exchange permits a manufacturer to call up a longtime subcontractor and negotiate for better terms
on prices should the market change, or request replacement parts, trusting that mistakes will be corrected quickly (Dore 1983). Such give-and-take
relationships enhance both speed and quality.
Connections to other organizations can also improve the likelihood of a ﬁrm’s survival and ability
to garner ﬁnancing. Pennings and Lee (1999)
demonstrate that professional service ﬁrms, such as
accounting companies, with close ties to client sectors are less likely to dissolve. Pena’s (2002) study
of start-up ﬁrms revealed the importance of relational capital as well as intellectual capital to the
survival of new ventures. In New Zealand, pastoral
networks of farmers and agents led to the development of trust and successful lending to those farms
that were part of the network (Ville and Fleming
2000).
Much of the literature has stressed the positive
contribution of networks to economic performance. Less attention has been devoted to the
ways in which networks may hinder performance
or retard progress. Surely not all networks function
in a similar manner; moreover, there may well be
decreasing returns to connectivity. An important
line of research has begun to analyze network
portfolios, or the mix of different types of ties, and
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their relationship to performance. Uzzi (1997)
found that in New York’s garment industry, manufacturers with the best economic performance
had networks that were neither overembedded in
too many strong ties, nor underembedded in too
many arm’s-length contracts. A mix of strong
bonds of trust with some jobbers and short-term
contracts with others proved most useful. Uzzi and
Gillespie (1999) also found that ﬁrms with a mix
of strong and weak ties were able to obtain more
advantageous terms from banks granting smallbusiness loans. In a study of the impact of university patents, as measured by citations, Owen-Smith
and Powell (2003) found that research universities
lacking ties to commercial partners had less consequential patents, while universities with diverse relations with multiple partners had more highimpact patents. But when universities had very close
ties to a small handful of commercial ﬁrms, they
ran the risk of “capture,” where their research efforts became more wedded to an applied agenda,
and, consequently, their patents had less impact.
Position in a network both empowers and constrains action. A prevalence of strong ties may result
in information gathering being limited to local
sources. Much attention has been directed at the
success of high-tech regional economies, and these
technology hotbeds in the United States are often
held up as models for attracting the best and
brightest in the world (Florida 2002). Yet the positive effects of geographic agglomeration can be
tempered when access is restricted. Sorenson and
Audia (2000) report that in footwear production in
the United States, spatial concentration tends to reinforce the status quo, as knowledge sharing leads
to conformity. In her study of the closely knit Swiss
watch industry, Glasmeier (1991) found that the
densely distributed mode of production limited
ﬁrms’ ability to adapt new quartz technology. She
argued that the decentralized network’s biggest
ﬂaw was its inability to respond to the technological challenge posed by Japanese watchmakers.
Local search can result in mixed performance
outcomes for individuals as well as organizations.
Lee (1987) found that among employees laid off
from the aerospace industry, those job searchers
with low-density networks had a longer wait between jobs, but lost less income in their next position. The employees who had more dense networks were able to ﬁnd jobs quickly, but on
average lost signiﬁcant income in changing jobs.
Local search provided information that led to
quick results, but meant that search for higherpaying jobs was curtailed. A similar process of fast

results with a less than optimal outcome was found
in the job market studied by Morris (1987) in a
Welsh steel mill town. Men were hired off the
books through their pub-centered, close network
of strong ties. Those workers who were not part of
these community networks were unable to ﬁnd
short-term contract work, and waited for longer
periods to be hired through formal channels. The
lads who were hired through the pub networks,
however, had no insurance protection against accidents, being paid off the books. In this case, strong
local networks resulted in more work but under
more hazardous conditions.
The structure of network ties can also shape the
nature of conﬂict in organizations. Morrill’s (1995)
study of corporate executives found that the emotional intensity and frequency of conﬂict was
greater in a toy-making corporation with high informal network density because there was confusion about who held formal authority. Executives
handled conﬂict through staged “battles” at meetings that were governed through informal norms
of conﬂict resolution. At the more formal accounting ﬁrm that Morrill studied, senior executives settled conﬂicts more routinely through hierarchical
ﬁat.
There are, obviously, trade-offs across different
forms of governance. Consider the case of ﬁsh
markets. The strong ties that exist in some regions
between ﬁshing boat operators and those who buy
their catches result in a dampened market where
the forces of supply and demand are muted, and
prices are volatile for consumers. On the other
hand, where markets with arm’s-length contracts
between buyers and sellers exist, overﬁshing often
results (Bestor 2001; Rauch 2001). Vertical integration of the process is not the answer either, as
stability in ﬁsh supply and prices is best achieved
only in the frozen-ﬁsh market. Whether organized
by networks, markets, or hierarchies, there are associated drawbacks—price setting, depletion of
natural resources, and low quality, respectively.
Networks can also have a dark side. Dalton’s
(1959) classic studies of four midwestern ﬁrms in
the 1950s portrayed organizations rife with cliques
and rival coalitions: between staff and line and between those defending their turf and those trying
to usurp it. His accounts of rivalry and revenge
have parallels with studies of the organization of
criminal activity. Densely knit networks are common in circumstances of danger and uncertainty.
Such conditions facilitate both intense trust and
bitter rivalry. Colombian drug cartels, for instance,
were founded on relationships that developed be-
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tween Medellín shipping partners in the goldmining industry (Rubio 1997). The Italian Maﬁa
is perhaps the most well known example of how
networks can produce honor among thieves. Connections among maﬁosi provide the protection that
they sell to others. Gambetta (1993, 15) quotes a
Sicilian cattle rancher who describes how he vends
meat with Maﬁa protection: “When the butcher
comes to me to buy an animal, he knows that I
want to cheat him. But I know he wants to cheat
me. Thus we need, say, Peppe [that is, a third
party] to make us agree. And we both pay Peppe a
percentage of the deal.” But when Sicilians willingly pay protection, the price includes a society
governed by violence rather than law.
Baker and Faulkner (1993) provide a rare analysis of how networks facilitate criminal activity among
U.S. corporations. In the 1950s companies in the
heavy electrical equipment industry colluded to ﬁx
prices on turbines, switchgear, and transformers.
The collusive networks concealed their communication from outsiders with ingenious methods like
the “phases of the moon”—a precalculated format
for ensuring that the selected company had the
low bid on a switchgear job. The colluders were,
however, eventually caught. Baker and Faulkner
showed that an executive’s degree centrality predicted their fate in court. There is little beneﬁt to
holding a central network position, it turns out,
when centrality means that more people can identify you to federal prosecutors.
Not all negative effects of networks are illegal;
some are simply detrimental for performance.
Long-term associations can lead to stagnation.
When groups become too tightly knit and information passes only among a select few, networks
can become competency traps. Organizations may
develop routines around relationships and rules
that have worked in the past, but exclude new
ideas (Levitt and March 1988). Information that
travels back and forth among the same participants
can lead to lock-in, groupthink, and redundancy.
Powell (1985, 202–7) showed how the ossiﬁcation
of editors’ network eventually led to a decline in
the quality of a publishing house’s list. Grabher
(1993) described how cognitive lock-in contributed to the decline of steelmaking in the tightly knit, homogeneous region of the Ruhr in Germany. Thus, the ties that bind can also become the
ties that blind. Moreover, there are costs of trying
to break out of strong afﬁliations. Portes and
Sensenbrenner (1993) argue that individuals too
tied into ethnic community networks can face
leveling constraints. Ethnic businesspeople may be
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threatened with ostracism from the community if
they become too economically successful.
Distributional Issues
Whether the information, relational capital, and
other resources made available through network
connections are beneﬁcial or not depends largely on
one’s position. Within networks, ties help people get
a job, start ethnic enterprises, move upward in organizations, and generally have more options. But
which people or organizations garner the greatest returns? When access to the resources that aid economic performance is contingent upon selective association, there are winners and losers. Burt (1992,
2000) argues that different types of network connectivity matter for managerial careers. He ﬁnds that
managers in dense networks characterized by closure
wait longer to be promoted and receive smaller
bonuses. In contrast, managers who serve as bridges
between disconnected networks are rewarded more
generously and are on the promotion fast track.
These results are conditioned by race and gender,
however. Both female and minority managers, as
well as white male managers in structurally similar
“minority” positions, are not rewarded by bridging
ties in the same fashion. Burt’s (1998) study of managers’ networks found that women were promoted
faster if they borrowed from the social capital of
mentors in the organization, while men were better
off building independent networks.
Female and minority managers ﬁnd that they
need to utilize different strategies of sponsorship,
relying more on strong ties and mentors (Ibarra
1992, 1995). Typically, exclusion from dominant
pathways results in less access to valued resources.
But constraint has been turned into opportunity in
the formation of alternative sponsorship networks
by women and ethnic minorities. Discrimination
against ethnic minorities can be a force that creates
an “us versus them” sentiment that can generate a
strong basis for trust among immigrants who invest in each other’s small businesses (Portes and
Sensenbrenner 1993). Portes, Haller, and Guarnizo’s (2002) study of immigrant entrepreneurship
shows the effects of different tie conﬁgurations for
Latino businesspeople. Immigrants with mostly
local ties in the United States were more likely to
start domestic businesses, and less likely to start
ventures that operated transnationally. Connections to their cultures of origin allowed Latinos to
extend their businesses across borders. Strong local
ties, however, seem to limit the scope of entrepreneurs, as well as job seekers.
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When networks reinforce the perception that
people can only trust those who are “one of us,”
access, power and resources remain concentrated
(Marsden 1993). In Russia, calculating who will
repay credit cards is shrouded in uncertainty, thus
relatively few people have such cards (Guseva and
Rona-Tas 2001). Bank managers prefer to rely on
their personal networks—no distance further than
friends of friends—to decide when to issue credit
cards. Although Guseva and Rona-Tas ﬁnd that
employment in an organization with connections
to the issuing bank will also provide access to credit, the Russian system creates greater stratiﬁcation
in credit access than the U.S. system, which is reliant on centralized and routinized credit checks.
Kadushin’s (1995) study of the French ﬁnancial
elite, which combined quantitative and qualitative
data on friendship and interlock ties, shows how
close-tie networks generated through common social background and educational experiences, result in an exceptionally homogeneous upper class.
In France, friendship cliques account for common
board membership and create a strong system of
closed reproduction. In contrast, the U.S. corporate elite is rather open to new entrants, and interlocks are guided more by strategic considerations.
An important contribution of research on the
distributional consequences is the insight that
there is wide variability in the nature of networks
and in membership in them. Common stereotypes
about “old-boy” networks are tempered when
faced with empirical evidence of the ubiquity of
networks. The critical attributes are not simply
race, class, and gender, but differential access to,
and rates of formation of, networks. For example,
Renzulli, Aldrich, and Moody (2000) found that
having a personal network characterized mainly by
kinship and other homogeneous ties was more
detrimental to entrepreneurs starting a small business than being female. Smith-Doerr’s (2004) research reveals that female life science Ph.D.’s employed in biotech ﬁrms—organizations enmeshed
in multiple interorganizational networks—are nearly
eight times more likely to move up into positions
of authority than female scientists working in more
hierarchically governed settings such as the academy and large pharmaceutical companies. These
studies indicate that the relationship between gender inequality and networks is more complex than
gender composition studies frequently imply. Often, studies of the race and gender composition of
occupations assume that homosocial reproduction
(bosses hiring and promoting from within their
own social circles, see Kanter 1977) must be oc-

curring in organizations, without looking at the
structure of individual and organizational network
ties (see Smith 2002 for a review).
Diffusion
New ideas spread more rapidly through interpersonal ties than through most other kinds of
communication channels, save for the mass media.
The earliest studies of the diffusion of innovations
through networks looked at the adoption of technological innovations. Rural sociologists found that
Midwestern farmers who were more connected
were the ﬁrst to adopt new seed and pesticide technologies in the 1940s and 1950s (Ryan and Gross
1943; Rogers 1958). Coleman, Katz, and Menzel
(1966) showed that the doctors who were ﬁrst to
prescribe tetracycline were those who were most
central in friendship networks. Doctors isolated
from friendship networks adopted much more
slowly. This classic study has triggered much subsequent debate and attention. Burt (1987) and
Strang and Tuma (1993) reanalyzed the original
data and took issue with Coleman and colleagues’
ﬁndings, pointing out that the structural equivalence of physicians—having the same kinds of ties—
was a better predictor of their propensity to innovate than their direct ties. A more recent reanalysis
(Van den Bulte and Lilien 2001) stresses that receptivity to advertising determined adoption. Nevertheless, in these subsequent reanalyses, position
in the network structure remains key in determining access to information that lead to adoption of
the new technology.
Communication networks play a critical role in
the spread of models of business strategy and
structure (see Davis, this volume). But the transfer
of knowledge, as well as fads and fashions, is a
complex process involving multiple, overlapping,
yet analytically separable channels of communication. Important knowledge often ﬂows through
professional networks. Linkages of this kind have
grown and become more formalized as professional and trade associations promulgate standards
about appropriate professional behavior. Universities, training institutes, professional journals, and
the business press also transmit information about
current best practices. One key network of communication, then, is the professional or trade network. A second channel of communication is the
pattern of interorganizational relations in which an
organization is involved, including suppliers, key
customers, members of relevant regulatory agencies, and the like. The interorganizational network
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is a critical source of news about administrative and
technological innovations. Much of the behavior
of organizations is also shaped by the activities of
other organizations that are considered to be exemplars. Firms are not only embedded in an intricate network of relations with other organizations,
they also attend to the actions of highly visible or
prestigious organizations within their ﬁeld. Early
adopters of new practices are likely to be situated
at the intersection of multiple networks, with links
to diverse informational sources that expose them
more quickly to new ideas and to critical evaluations of their merits. Research has documented
that human resource management policies (Baron,
Dobbin, and Jennings 1986), promotion and review procedures in law ﬁrms (Tolbert 1988) and
ﬁnancial reporting methods in law ﬁrms (Mezias
1990) all diffuse rapidly through interorganizational networks. Taken together, the information
available through professional, resource, and status
networks shapes the deﬁnition of what kinds of behavior are appropriate and sets standards that organizations seek to match.
The literature on interlocking directorates provides ample evidence that the diffusion of managerial ideas is shaped by social position. Useem
(1984) showed that directors use interlocks to get
information that enables them to scan their business environment. Davis (1991) found that ﬁrms
were more likely to employ poison pills as a takeover defense when they shared directors with ﬁrms
that were prior adopters. Davis and Greve’s (1997)
analysis of executive responses to hostile takeovers
suggests that corporate interlocks afford more
rapid diffusion of strategies than does geographic
proximity. Further, information from similar corporate interlock partners seems to inﬂuence organizational behavior more than information from
dissimilar partners (Haunschild and Beckman
1998). Shared boards of directors also inﬂuence
the decision to change stock market listings. Rao,
Davis, and Ward (2000) discovered that ﬁrms leaving the NASDAQ for the NYSE had strong prior
ties to members of the New York Stock Exchange.
These ties reinforced the view that a company’s
corporate identity did not match its NASDAQ afﬁliation. The opposite also obtained, companies
that stayed on the NASDAQ had strong ties to
core members of that exchange, and developed the
perception that a NASDAQ listing matched their
corporate identity.
A key feature of diffusion processes is that network position affects the social construction of
identity and meaning (Strang and Soule 1998). In
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the development of new technologies in R & D
laboratories, for example, the social networks of
project members affect the interpretation of success. Smith-Doerr, Manev, and Rizova (2004) ﬁnd
that project managers who are more central in organizational advice networks have more ﬂexible interpretations of the meaning of success than those
less connected or central only in technical advice
networks.
Recent research on diffusion processes emphasizes both the sender and receiver of signals
(Strang and Tuma 1993; Strang and Soule 1998).
Drawing on epidemiological research, attention
has been directed to differential rates of susceptibility to external inﬂuences. For example, younger
ﬁrms may be especially attentive to the opinions of
other organizations, particularly if they rely on
them for key resources. And the diffusion of common practices is likely to occur more rapidly in the
period before standardization sets in (Swedberg
1997). We know less, however, about the circumstances under which diffusion slows, as either organizations build immunity to network-wide practices or decreasing returns to connectivity occur.
Table 2 summarizes our review of the key effects of
networks on performance outcomes, equality issues, and diffusion processes.
In sum, the impact of networks upon economic
performance is profound, but also highly contingent upon context. No general theory has emerged
that covers all situations, nor is there a single
mechanism comparable to the price signal that regulates behavior. Networks are the relational structure of social and economic life. The institutional
context in which network ties are formed and governed largely shapes the distribution of access to
network resources. When that access is more
broadly distributed and resources and information
can be obtained through multiple pathways, connections can lead to entrepreneurial activities, opportunity, and learning. But when network access
is restrictive and produces social closure, connections can lead to widening gaps between the haves
and have-nots.
LIMITATIONS AND PROSPECTS
Any ﬁeld of research that garners attention and
generates a productive line of scholarship is bound
to attract critics, and network analysis of the economy is no exception. We brieﬂy sketch three of the
main criticisms of network studies, as well as responses to them.
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Table 2. Consequences of Networks in Economic Life
Issue

Detrimental or
Mixed Outcomes

Beneﬁcial Outcomes

Relevant Authors

Economic
performance

Individuals utilize
networks to obtain
jobs, promotions,
start businesses;
organizations hire
with lower turnover,
innovate more, produce
with speed and quality,
and garner ﬁnancing.

Granovetter 1974;
Burt 2000;
Fernandez, Castilla,
Moore 2000; and
Powell, Koput, and
Smith-Doerr 1996;
Dore 1983;
Baum, Calabrese,
and Silverman
2000

Networks can generate
local search, leading to
lock-in and competency
traps; collusion,
price setting and ﬁxing;
small cells of multiply
linked agents use
networks to attack
hierarchical organizations
(drug cartels, terrorist
networks).

Grabher 1993;
Glasmeier 1991;
Baker and
Faulkner 1993;
Arquilla and
Ronfeldt 2001

Resource
distribution

Exclusion from larger
economy because of
discrimination can
lead to ethnic entrepreneurship; when
entrepreneurial
organizations rely on
networks, women
have more access
than in hierarchical
organizations.

Portes and Haller,
this volume;
Light, this volume; Aldrich,
this volume;
Smith-Doerr
2004

Restricted access, social
closure, exclusivity, all
exacerbate unequal
distribution of
resources.

Kanter 1977;
Ibarra 1992;
Kadushin 1995

Diffusion of
ideas

Centrality in network
leads to more rapid
transmission of information and faster
adoption of new
technologies (be
they beneﬁcial or
harmful); more
effective transfer of
tacit knowledge.

Davis, this volume;
Rogers 1995;
Strang and Soule
1998

Corporate interlocks
afford elites more
power to coordinate
the economy; elite
networks promote
strategies for
garnering greater
inﬂuence.

Mizruchi 1996;
Useem 1984;
Palmer and
Barber 2001

A persistent criticism of network analysis is its
tendency to focus on the structure of relationships
and neglect the content of ties (Goodwin and
Emirbayer 1994). An overemphasis on the structure of linkages can lead to treating all ties as comparable, without regard to their content or context. Stinchcombe (1989, 1990), in his discussion
of research on interlocking directorates, has voiced
this criticism most forcefully:
One has to build a dynamic and causal theory of a
structure into the analysis of the links. We need to
know what ﬂows across the links, who decides on
those ﬂows in the light of what interests, and what
collective or corporate action ﬂows from the organization of links, in order to make sense of intercorporate relations. (Stinchcombe 1990, 381)

There have been several responses to concerns
about the sterility of structural analyses of networks. Researchers are pursuing quantitative analyses of large data sets analyzing the duration and
depth of relationships. The length of a relationship

Relevant Authors

is an indirect measure of quality, but it does suggest that the parties to a relationship remain committed to one another in some fashion. Longitudinal studies of network connections capture the
length of relationships and the extent to which
partners share relationships with other actors at
speciﬁc points in time, offering considerable insight into which participants are central in a ﬁeld
(Powell et al. 2005). The depth of ties can be assessed by measures of how consequential a tie is to
one party in contrast to the other. A focus on differing levels or stages of investment in a relationship, and the consequences of different types of
uncertainty for disparate actors, offers purchase on
how the content of relationships is perceived differently by participants (Podolny 2001).
Much remains to be done to integrate quantitative and qualitative studies of networks. More
process-oriented, case-based approaches provide
rich accounts of why ties are created, how they are
maintained, what resources ﬂow across these linkages, and with what consequences. Two lines of re-
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search, prominent in Europe, focus more directly
on the content of relationships. The markets-asnetworks approach, developed largely by Swedish
researchers, attends to the interdependence of
companies in business markets, and analyzes how
these interconnections are managed (Hägg and Johanson 1983; Håkansson 1987; Håkansson and
Snehota 1989; Axelson and Easton 1992; Ford et
al. 1998). The virtue of this interaction-focused
approach is in showing how a relationship between
two companies evolves over time, and may assume
an identity of its own, independent of the characteristics and resources of the participants. The limitation of such detailed cases is that they have been,
almost necessarily, limited to dyadic relationships,
or to a single focal organization. More recent work,
however, looks at a large production network and
its frictions and interdependencies. Håkansson and
Walusziewski’s (2002) study of the technological
changes in the pulp and paper industry, initiated by
important customers and environmental groups,
and the ramiﬁcations of these new more environmental-friendly techniques for forest and chemical
companies and equipment companies, is one example of how an entire circuit of production and consumption can be analyzed through network lenses.
Callon (1986, 1995, 1998), Latour (1987, 1988),
and others (Law and Hassard 1998) have developed an approach dubbed actor-network theory to
explain when particular deﬁnitions or conﬁgurations of science and technology triumph over alternative conceptions. Actor-network theory is rather
unique in including artifacts and technologies, as
well as people and organizations, in its conception
of network actors. In a masterful study of Pasteur’s
design for his sterilization process, Latour (1988)
shows how Pasteur “enrolled” members of the European hygiene movement into his cause. In so
doing, Pasteur gave his rivals a reason—ﬁghting
microbes—for having hospitals scrubbed and full of
fresh air. Callon’s (1986) study of how ﬁshermen
and scientists became allies in preserving and “domesticating” the scallops of St. Brieuc Bay provides
another example of network enrollment.
The actor-network approach stresses the process
of translation, in which problems are redeﬁned,
supporters mobilized, and ideas and practices
transformed in the process of interpretation. Rather than treat ideas or technologies as impervious to
the context in which they are imported, this approach recognizes that knowledge and artifacts are
interpreted, and utilized in divergent ways in different settings. The advantages of this approach
are the attention to conﬂict and rivalry, both with-
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in and across networks. Drawing on a broader science studies perspective, Knorr Cetina and Bruegger (2002) argue that network researchers have
thus far utilized a rather simplistic view of knowledge. They employ a more phenomenological approach to economic sociology to analyze new,
computer mediated forms of interaction in global
trading markets. Knorr Cetina and Bruegger apply
the actor network approach to theorize how the
computers become a focal node in the structure of
markets.
A second common criticism of network studies
is their static character. Obviously, the charge that
most network studies are cross-sectional (Burt
2000) applies primarily to North American quantitative research, and not to the markets-asnetworks approach or actor-network theory, both
of which look at the evolution of speciﬁc networks
over time. The challenge is aimed more at scholars
who are analyzing larger network structures, but
do not take on the daunting task of collecting longitudinal data (McPherson, Smith-Lovin, and Cook
2001). Still, some progress has been made, both in
analyzing the dynamics of dyads (Lincoln, Gerlach,
and Ahmadjian 1996; Gulati and Garguilo 1999;
Stuart 1998) and the evolution of entire networks.
Padgett’s (2001) analysis of early Renaissance Florence draws on two centuries of data to analyze the
coevolution of economics, politics, and family structure. He traces four regimes of career-organization
mapping: family, guild, social class, and clientage.
In each transition, perturbation in one network
(e.g., politics) rebounded into another (e.g., banking), triggering unanticipated cleavages in the latter network. In turn, the actors in the ﬁrst network
clamored to save their status and preserve the old
order by reconﬁguring their positions. The innovations of the Renaissance, in Padgett’s analysis,
were not generated by Florentine efforts to produce novelty. Just the opposite occurred; Florentines were motivated to conserve their positions,
but these attempts generated waves of unanticipated changes, which took place through turbulent
cross-network rewirings of careers and organizations (Padgett and Ansell 1993).
Powell and colleagues’ (2005) research does not
span as long a time period as Padgett’s, focusing
on the emergence of the ﬁeld of biotechnology in
the 1980s and 1990s. Still, they observe a transition as profoundly transformative in its domain as
that observed by Padgett in early medieval banking. In their analysis of interorganizational collaborations among small and large ﬁrms, research
universities, government institutes, and venture
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capitalists, they show how the roles of elite universities and smaller science-based ﬁrms assumed
prominence. The growing involvement of universities in the commercialization of knowledge has
altered the rules of competition among universities, remade academic careers and identities, and
inﬂuenced economic growth and the ﬁscal health
of communities where universities are located
(Powell and Owen-Smith 1998; Owen-Smith
2003). One of the advantages of detailed timeseries data on network evolution is the ability to
show how organizational ﬁelds create tracks of career and biography sequences, and how the reproduction of networks sustains these sequences. Most
social science presumes goal-oriented actors, without investigating how actors acquire these identities
and goals. Longitudinal network studies can shed
light on the emergence of goals and identities.
A third line of critique of network research is
that such studies focus on relationships at the expense of larger concerns with politics and institutions. Boltanski and Chiapello (1999) argue that
network theory is a neoliberal project, suited to a
U.S. culture that stresses ﬂexibility, impermanence,
and choice. Fligstein (2001) contends that network studies are “myopic” and that consequential
action occurs within political and cultural institutions. We ﬁnd these comments hard to square with
the multi-level nature of network analysis. A starting point of network research is recognition that
individuals and organizations are engaged in several domains of exchange. Following Simmel’s core
insight ([1922] 1955), networks are webs of crosscutting afﬁliations; they are not segregated or layered into distinct spheres of the polity, economy,
or family. Thus network research is fundamentally
about differential capacities for action, based on
the ability to mobilize connections from different
domains of economic and social life. This architectural vision, sometimes referred to as heterarchy
(Stark 2001), affords insight into cross-realm inﬂuences as well as misalignments. In our view, the
analysis of cross-network linkages and rewirings is
central to understanding large-scale systemic transformations. Far from being divorced from the
study of political institutions and culture, networks
are the constitutive elements that sustain, rupture,
and transform social and economic institutions.
NOTES
We are grateful to Richard Swedberg, Neil Smelser, Jason
Owen-Smith, Kelley Porter, Kaisa Snellman, and the Organizations reading group at Boston University for very helpful comments on our initial drafts of the chapter.

1. There is a burgeoning literature in both physics and sociology on network topology and dynamics (Watts and Strogatz 1998, Albert and Barabási 2002; Owen-Smith et al.
2002). Thus far however, economic outcomes are not the
primary focus of this work.
2. Castells (2000) provides an encyclopedic overview of
this terrain in which networks become the heart of connectivity in the economy. Large organizations are internally
decomposed as networks, while small and medium-sized organizations are connected through networks. These afﬁliations are activated in the context of projects, and reconﬁgure as projects are completed (Grabher 2002). At the core
of these networks is the transfer, sharing, and recombination
of information.
3. The above discussion and table 1 introduce only a
handful of the many measures available to network researchers. See Knoke and Kuklinski 1982; Wasserman and
Faust 1994; Anderson, Wasserman, and Crouch 1999; Scott
2000; and de Nooy, Mrvar, and Batagelj 2003 for more detailed surveys of the tools of network analysis.
4. Wolfgang Streeck suggested to us that this feature of
network competition can give rise to claims of collusion or
cartel-like behavior. To be sure, networks entail a degree of
social closure and restricted access. Just how closed and restrictive, and thus anti-competitive, is an empirical question.
See the chapter by Granovetter (this volume) for a discussion of how the degree of closure among business groups either retards or enhances performance.
5. See chapters in this volume by Portes and Haller,
Light, and Aldrich for further elaboration on informal, ethnic, entrepreneurial networks.
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18 The Informal Economy
Alejandro Portes and William Haller

The set of activities that comprise the informal
economy is vast and offers a unique instance of how
social forces affect the organization of economic
transactions. We describe in the following sections
the history of the concept, its changing deﬁnitions,
and the attempts made to measure it empirically.
However, our main aim in this chapter is to highlight the paradoxical character of informal economic activity and the way in which social structures decisively affect its onset and development.
The phenomenon of the informal economy is
both deceivingly simple and extraordinarily complex, trivial in its everyday manifestations and
capable of subverting the economic and political
order of nations. We encounter it in our daily life
in such simple activities as buying a cheap watch or
a book from a street vendor, arranging for a handyman to do repair work at our home for cash, or hiring an immigrant woman to care for the children
and clean the house while we are away. Such apparently trivial encounters may be dismissed as unworthy of attention until we realize that, in the aggregate, they cumulate into the billions of dollars
of unreported income and that the humble vendor
or cleaning woman represents the end point of
complex subcontracting, labor recruitment, and
labor transportation chains.
We do not commonly realize that the clothing
we wear, the restaurant meals we eat, and even
the laptop computer we regularly use may have
something to do with the informal economy. In
fact they do, and the intricate ways in which informal labor and goods enter into production and
distribution chains underlie both the lower cost
of the final products and their ready availability.
To take the mystery away from these assertions,
we will simply mention the facts underlying them:
(a) The garment industry that produces the
clothing items we buy and use is commonly anchored, at the other end of the production chain,
by unregulated or poorly regulated sweatshops
and home workers sewing, stitching, and packing
for a piece rate and with no social benefits (Fernández-Kelly and Garcia 1989; Gereffi 1999); (b)

the “back of the house” staff that does much of
the cleaning and food preparation in many restaurants is composed of immigrants, frequently recently arrived and undocumented, who are paid
in cash and are not covered by labor contracts
(Chavez 1988); (c) the computer industry that
produces our laptops is known for subcontracting
assembly of circuit boards and other components
to small, often unregulated shops and even home
workers; these subcontractors are paid a piece rate
in an updated version of the “putting out” system. Lozano, who studied these practices in Silicon Valley, concludes that
the computer industry requires a reliable supply of
basic components that can be delivered quickly.
Many small and medium-sized firms compete effectively as subcontract vendors with operations overseas. One of my respondents works for such a subcontractor out of her garage, putting together the
most labor intensive portion of an assembly. . . .
Rush jobs, custom work, confidential projects—
managers describe them as rare events. . . . But when
all these rare events are aggregated, we find that
every day another “entrepreneur” . . . joins the ranks
of the self-employed. (1989, 54, 59)

The examples could be multiplied. However,
our purpose is not to describe the vast range of
informal enterprises covered in the literature, but
to explore how these activities interact with existing social structures and the policies and enforcement practices of national states. It is in these interactions that the paradoxical character of the
informal economy emerges clearly and where its
lessons for both economic and sociological theories of market behavior are shown most compellingly. After examining alternative definitions
and measurement approaches, we focus on these
dynamics centered on four paradoxes: the social
underpinnings of the informal economy; its ambiguous relationships with state regulation; its
elusiveness; and its functionality for the economic and political institutions that it supposedly undermines.1
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DEFINITIONS
Origins of the Concept
The concept of informal economy was born in
the Third World, out of a series of studies on urban
labor markets in Africa. Keith Hart, the economic
anthropologist who coined the term, saw it as a way
of giving expression to “the gap between my experience there and anything my English education
had taught me before” (1990, 158). In his view,
the empirical observations about popular entrepreneurship in Accra and other African capitals were at
odds with received wisdom from “the western discourse on economic development” (1990, 158).
In his report to the International Labour Ofﬁce
(ILO), Hart postulated a dualist model of income
opportunities of the urban labor force, based largely on the distinction between wage employment
and self-employment. The concept of informality
was applied to the self-employed. Hart emphasized
the notable dynamics and diversity of these activities that, in his view, went well beyond “shoeshine
boys and sellers of matches” (1973, 68). This dynamic characterization of the informal sector was
subsequently lost as the concept became institutionalized within the ILO bureaucracy, which essentially redeﬁned informality as synonymous with
poverty. The informal economy was taken to refer
to an “urban way of doing things” characterized
by (1) low entry barriers in terms of skill, capital,
and organization; (2) family ownership of enterprises; (3) small scale of operation; (4) laborintensive production with outdated technology;
and (5) unregulated and competitive markets
(Sethuraman 1981; Klein and Tokman 1988).
Additional characteristics derived from this deﬁnition included low levels of productivity and a low
capacity for accumulation (Tokman 1982). In later
publications of the ILO’s Regional Employment
Programme for Latin America (PREALC), employment in the informal sector was consistently
termed underemployment and assumed to affect
workers who could not gain entry into the modern
economy (PREALC 1985; Garcia 1991; Klein and
Tokman 1988). This characterization of informality as an excluded sector in less developed economies has been enshrined in numerous ILO, PREALC, and World Bank studies of urban poverty
and labor markets (Sethuraman 1981; Gerry 1978;
Perez-Sainz 1992).
This negative characterization of the informal
sector has been challenged by other students of the
subject who see it in the opposite light. From this

alternative stance, informal activities are a sign of
the popular entrepreneurial dynamism, described
by Hart (1990, 158) as “people taking back in
their own hands some of the economic power that
centralized agents sought to deny them.” The Peruvian economist Hernando de Soto reformulated
Hart’s original theme and gave it renewed impulse. In The Other Path (1989), de Soto deﬁnes
informality as the popular response to the rigid
“mercantilist” states dominant in Peru and other
Latin American countries that survive by granting
the privilege of legal participation in the economy
to a small elite. Hence, unlike its portrayal by ILO
and PREALC as a survival mechanism in response
to insufﬁcient modern job creation, informal enterprise represents the irruption of real market
forces in an economy straitjacketed by state regulation (Portes and Schaufﬂer 1993).
Contemporary Deﬁnitions
The strong normative component attached to
these competing analyses of the informal sector in
the Third World is not entirely absent in the industrialized countries, but research there has attempted to arrive at a more precise and less tendentious
deﬁnition. There appears to be growing consensus
among researchers in the advanced world that the
proper scope of the term informal sector encompasses “those actions of economic agents that fail to
adhere to the established institutional rules or are
denied their protection” (Feige 1990, 990). Or, alternatively, it includes “all income-earning activities
that are not regulated by the state in social environments where similar activities are regulated”
(Castells and Portes 1989, 12). These deﬁnitions
do not advance an a priori judgment of whether
such activities are good or bad, leaving the matter
to empirical investigation. In this sense, they seem
heuristically superior to those used in the Third
World, which anticipate from the start the conclusions to be reached. However, even neutral deﬁnitions are hampered by the very breadth of the subject matter they try to encompass. Writing from the
perspective of the new institutional economics,
Feige proposes a useful taxonomy as a way of specifying the relevant universe further. His classiﬁcation is based on the institutional rules that go unobserved by a particular economic activity. Under
the umbrella term underground economy, he distinguishes four subforms:
1. The illegal economy encompasses the production
and distribution of legally prohibited goods and
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services. This includes such activities as drug trafﬁcking, prostitution, and illegal gambling.
2. The unreported economy consists of actions that
“circumvent or evade established ﬁscal rules as
codiﬁed in the tax code” (Feige 1990, 991). The
amount of income that should be reported to the
tax authorities but is not represents a summary
measure of this form.
3. The unrecorded economy encompasses activities
that circumvent reporting requirements of government statistical agencies. Its summary measure is
the amount of income that should be recorded in
national accounting systems but is not.
4. The informal economy comprises economic actions that bypass the costs of, and are excluded
from the protection of, laws and administrative
rules covering “property relationships, commercial
licensing, labor contracts, torts, ﬁnancial credit,
and social security systems” (Feige 1990, 992).

Of course, there is much overlap between these
various forms since activities termed informal are
also, for the most part, unrecorded and unreported. The most important conceptual distinction is
that between informal and illegal activities, since
each possesses distinct characteristics that set them
apart from the other. Sociologists recognize that
“legal” and “criminal,” like “normal” and “abnormal,” are socially deﬁned categories subject to
change. However, illegal enterprise involves the
production and commercialization of goods that
are deﬁned in a particular place and time as illicit,
while informal enterprise deals, for the most part,
with licit goods.
Castells and Portes (1989) clariﬁed this distinction in the diagram reproduced as ﬁgure 1. The
basic difference between formal and informal does
not hinge on the character of the ﬁnal product, but
on the manner in which it is produced and exchanged. Thus, articles of clothing, restaurant
food, or computer circuit boards—all perfectly licit
goods—may have their origins in legally regulated
production arrangements or in those that bypass
ofﬁcial rules. By explicitly distinguishing these
three categories—formal, informal, and illegal activities—we can explore their mutual relationships
systematically, a task that becomes difﬁcult when
illegal and informal are confused. Blanes Jimenez
(1989), for example, analyzed the pervasive effects
of the Bolivian drug economy on that country’s
formal and informal sectors. Similar interrelationships were studied in the former Soviet Union and
its Eastern European satellites by Stark (1989) and
Grossman (1989).
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Figure 1. Types of economic activities and their interrelationships. A. State interference, competition from
large ﬁrms, sources of capital and technology. B.
Cheaper consumer goods and industrial inputs, ﬂexible
reserves of labor. C. State interference and disruption,
supplies of certain controlled goods. D. Corruption,
“gatekeeper’s rents” for selected state ofﬁcials. E. Capital, demand for goods, new income-earning opportunities. F. Cheaper goods, ﬂexible reserves of labor.
Source: Castells and Portes 1989, 14.

A Functional Typology
These studies plus a number of others have
given rise to a functional classiﬁcation of informal
activities according to their goals. Such activities—
always deﬁned as those taking place outside the
pale of state regulation—may aim, ﬁrst, at the survival of the individual or household through direct
subsistence production or through simple sale of
goods and services in the market. Second, they
may be oriented toward increasing managerial ﬂexibility and decreasing labor costs of formal sector
ﬁrms through off-the-books hiring and subcontracting of informal entrepreneurs. Third, they
may be organized for capital accumulation by small
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ﬁrms through mobilization of their solidary relationships, greater ﬂexibility, and lower costs. These
three types are labeled informal economies of respectively survival, dependent exploitation, and
growth (Portes, Castells, and Benton 1989). The
self-construction of shelter and the proliferation of
street vending in cities of the Third World are
commonly cited as examples of the ﬁrst type
(Roberts 1989a; Cross 1998). The relationships
between underground immigrant subcontractors,
jobbers, and large ﬁrms in the U.S. apparel industry provide an example of the second (Waldinger
1986; Sassen 1989; Schoepﬂe and Perez-Lopez
1992). The highly successful networks of artisan
microproducers in central Italy represent an instance of the third (Sabel 1986, 1989; Capecchi
1989).
In practice, the three types are not mutually exclusive, either in terms of their coexistence in the
same urban settings or in the intentions of participants. Thus, the same work that represents survival
for an informal laborer may be appropriated as
ﬂexibility by the formal ﬁrm that hires him or her.
Similarly, informal subcontractors linked in subordinate relations with larger ﬁrms may amass sufﬁcient capital and cooperative ties to launch themselves into an autonomous path of growth. The
three types are distinguished less by the motivation
of actors than by the successively more complex
levels of social organization that they require.
Hence, while survival strategies of informal vendors in Third World cities are by no means simple,
they are in a plane different altogether from the
complex coordination required by an entire community of producers to achieve sustained growth
(Benton 1989; Sabel 1994; Brusco 1982).
A ﬁnal deﬁnition of informality, pioneered by
Gershuny, Pahl, and other British sociologists,
links the concept with the self-provisioning of goods
and services by households in developed economies (Gershuny 1978, 1985; Pahl 1980; Pahl and
Wallace 1985). Such activities as home repair or
vegetable gardening represent direct subsistence
production, except that they are not carried out by
impoverished actors, but by middle-income households seeking to maximize the efﬁcient allocation
of time. Self-provisioning represents a kind of activity different from those labeled informal since it
neither contravenes state regulation nor involves
active market participation. Indeed, the principal
aim of self-provisioning is to withdraw certain
areas of household consumption from dependence
on marketed goods and services. This set of activities studied by English researchers falls, more

properly, under the category of direct subsistence
production.

THE SOCIAL DYNAMICS OF INFORMALITY
The Paradox of Embeddedness
Because of the absence of state regulation, informal transactions are commonly portrayed as the
play of pure market forces. Indeed, celebratory accounts of the informal economy often deﬁne it as
the irruption of the “true market” in an otherwise
straitjacketed economy stiﬂed by state regulation
(de Soto 1989). Based on his African experience,
Hart (1990, 158) called it the “untamed market”
and declared that such liberating practices are becoming global in scope. On the eve of Communism’s demise in Eastern Europe, a number of analysts argued that the free market forces unleashed
by the informal or “second” economy in these
countries were a key solvent that undermined the
political legitimacy of state socialism and would
lead to its ultimate implosion (Grossman 1989;
Borocz 1989; Gabor 1988; Rev 1986).
The substantive problem is, however, that the
absence of state regulation in informal exchange
opens the door for violations of normative expectations and widespread fraud. The question arises:
In the absence of supervisory agents, who is to
control unscrupulous producers, purveyors of adulterated goods, and defaulters on loans? Isolated
arm’s-length transactions may still occur among
strangers, such as the quick sale of a contraband
good, but the activities that require greater resources and a longer time perspective are subject
to every kind of uncertainty and peril. The problem manifests itself even at the level of short-term
face-to-face transactions. The immigrant laborers
who are commonly seen standing on street corners
waiting for work in New York, Miami, Los Angeles, and other cities exemplify the dilemma (Stepick 1989; Millman 1992; Cornelius 1998). They
are commonly picked up by contractors who hire
them for days or even weeks only to defraud them
at the end by paying them lower wages than originally promised. In the absence of a contract and a
secure legal status in the country, how are these
immigrants to seek redress?
It is worth noticing the signiﬁcant difference in
this respect between practices deﬁned as illegal or
as informal. Illegal enterprise that provides illicit
goods or services on a recurrent basis is always accompanied by some means of enforcing agree-
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ments, usually by force. This is the role played by
the pimp in prostitution, the bouncer in underground night spots, and the professional enforcer
in Sicilian crime families (Gambetta 1993). Here
the illegal economy is closer to the formal in the
sense that both possess established systems of redress and enforcement, be they through the police
and the courts or through specialized enforcement
personnel. In contrast, many of the practices deﬁned as informal are devoid of such protection.
The garment subcontractor who delivers one hundred shirts to an informal middleman on the
promise of future payment is entirely at the mercy
of that promise. Similarly, the immigrant worker
who is hired informally by a labor contractor has
no means of enforcing his claim to the stipulated
wage.
The ﬁrst paradox of the informal economy is that
the more it approaches the model of the “true market,” the more it is dependent on social ties for its effective functioning. The dynamics that Granovetter
(1985, 1993) labeled “the problem of embeddedness” are nowhere clearer than in transactions
where the only recourse against malfeasance is mutual trust by virtue of common membership in
some overarching social structure. Trust in informal exchanges is generated both by shared identities and feelings and by the expectation that fraudulent actions will be penalized by the exclusion of
the violator from key social networks and from future transactions. To the extent that economic resources ﬂow through such transactions, the socially enforced penalty of exclusion can become more
threatening, and hence effective, than other types
of sanctions.
The Central Italian Informal Economy
Examples of this paradox abound in the literature. The famed Italian industrial district in the
central region of Emilia-Romagna is composed of
small, highly dynamic ﬁrms many of which started
as informal enterprises and continue to use informally produced inputs and labor. According to
Capecchi, relationships of complicity rather than of
exploitation or pure competition characterize the
daily interactions between employers and workers
and among owners of ﬁrms. Small enterprises in
textiles, ceramics, metallurgy, and others seek to
respond quickly to market demand, specializing in
particular market niches, cooperating with each
other in meeting sudden surges in demand, and resisting outside manipulations to undercut prices.
Workers are hired informally, but are paid reliably
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and are treated as apprentices who eventually may
be able to set up their own ﬁrms:
[M]any small ﬁrms concentrated on performing certain manufacturing operations or on producing certain manufacturing operations or on producing
certain parts of the machine. . . . Thus a subsystem of
enterprises gradually evolved in which there was no
leading ﬁrm. The factory that produced the ﬁnal good
did not necessarily constitute the center of the system
because its role was often only that of assembling various parts produced by other ﬁrms. (Capecchi 1989,
200–201)

This system of egalitarian ﬂexible specialization,
explicitly opposed to the regulatory dictates emanating from the central government in Rome, is
anchored in tightly bound community networks
identiﬁed by a common political culture. EmiliaRomagna is the core of the Italian “red belt” that
witnessed militant organized opposition to the
Fascist regime and, subsequently, to the designs of
Christian Democratic governments to industrialize
the nation on the basis of mass-producing companies concentrated in Turin and other northern Italian cities. Instead, the Communist regional government of Emilia-Romagna encouraged and
sponsored skilled workers and artisans to develop
their own ﬁrms as an alternative to deskilling and
mass migration north. The successful small ﬁrms
thus created were not isolated instances, but
became embedded in an overarching normative
framework. This framework promoted solidarity
grounded on a common history and political outlook and ostracized those behaving as “true” market competitors. Such a normative structure allowed the industrial system as a whole to compete
effectively in export markets (Brusco 1982; Sabel
1986, 1994).
Williamson (1975, 1994) has emphasized the
counterpoint between hierarchies and markets as
alternative forms of conducting business and maximizing efﬁciency. As is well known, hierarchical
transactions are those conducted under the command structure of the ﬁrm; market exchange involves arm’s-length contact between impersonal
proﬁt maximizers. The operation of the informal
economy is characterized by the general absence of
both of these forms of exchange and their substitution by socially monitored transactions. Lacking
any hierarchical system or any legal means to sanction contractual irregularities, the success of informal enterprise is predicated entirely on this third
form of regulation. Powell (1990, 317) labels it
the network form of economic organization and
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describes its operation as involving “scant separation of formal business roles and personal roles.
One’s standing in one arena often determines
one’s place in the other. As a result, there is little
need for hierarchical oversight, because the desire
for continued participation successfully discourages opportunism.”
Informality under Socialist Regimes
By deﬁnition, informal economic activities bypass existing laws and the regulatory agencies of the
state. It follows that the more pervasive the enforcement of state rules and the greater the penalties for violation, the more socially embedded informal transactions must be. This is so because
their success in highly repressive situations depends
not only on preventing malfeasance by partners but
on avoiding detection by the authorities. Secrecy in
these situations demands a high level of mutual
trust, and the only way trust can be created is
through the existence of tight social networks.
The operation of the Jewish informal economy
in the former Soviet Republic of Georgia represents a good example of this situation. The system
centered on the clandestine production and distribution of consumer goods. Production took place
in state-owned factories and with state-provided
raw materials in direct violation of ofﬁcial rules.
Heavy prison sentences awaited those caught. Despite this threat, the system ﬂourished and functioned smoothly for years (Lomnitz 1988, 51). It
required securing low ofﬁcial production targets
and a high wastage allowance to accommodate
clandestine production. Bookkeeping was systematically altered. Production lines, for example,
were declared “in maintenance” at times of peak
unofﬁcial production. Substandard parts and inputs were used to fulﬁll the ofﬁcial quota in order
to increase the supply of parts going into clandestine goods.
Georgian Jews could sustain this complex informal system only through the operation of strong
networks cemented on a common culture and historical experience. Altman (1983, 4–6), who studied the system, observed, “Trust is a fundamental
requirement in the operation of the second economy. . . . A man’s word has to be his bond.” In case
of trouble with the authorities, such as police raids
and inﬁltration by state agents, the network bailed
out threatened members and obliterated incriminating evidence (Lomnitz 1988, 52). The high
level of mutual trust required to overcome totalitarian repression was reinforced by periodic rites of

solidarity that included lavish feasts in which other
network members were entertained, often at great
expense (Altman 1983).
High levels of state repression and external
threat clearly strengthen solidarity bonds among
those involved in informal activities. Bounded solidarity among network members—symbolized and
strengthened by the rites just described—represents
an added element supporting clandestine transactions and preventing breaches of secrecy (Lomnitz
1988). Nevertheless, it is not a spontaneous feeling of solidarity, but the enforcement capacity of
the community that constitutes the ultimate guarantee against violations.
Recent reports from Cuba—the last formally socialist regime in the west—conﬁrm these observations. Despite the threat of heavy ﬁnes and prison
terms and the omnipresence of the state, the
Cuban informal economy has ﬂourished, comprising, according to a recent estimate, up to 40 percent of the national domestic product in 2000
(Roque 2002; Henken 2002). There are clandestine factories making and repairing motors for
water pumps and refrigerators, manufacturing soft
drinks and beer, and producing cigars for export.
Home construction and, especially, home repairs
are increasingly informalized. In all instances, inputs for production, construction, and repairs come
from thefts of state property.
While short-term transactions involving black
market goods do not require any particular social
bond, entire clandestine factories and marketing
enterprises are invariably undergirded by family
and other ties between implicated state personnel,
middlemen or bisneros (from “businessman”), and
ﬁnal consumers. As in Soviet Georgia, those bonds
are indispensable for generating enforceable trust,
which, in turn, makes possible extensive and sustained informal enterprise:
Legally, it is impossible to own a small enterprise in
Cuba. Yet there is a great variety of clandestine enterprises with a notable capacity of innovation and accumulation. . . . When one enters the exclusive zone of
Maramar in Havana, vendors call in a low voice “microwave,” “air conditioner,” “bedroom set,” “parabolic antenna” . . . a great variety of products forbidden to Cubans. Where do they get them? Without
doubt from state supplies, but there are also clandestine networks departing from the special export processing zones. Here we ﬁnd everything: theft, corruption, speculation, delivery of products by foreign ﬁrms
to their Cuban workers for sale in the black markets.
(Roque 2002, 10–11)
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THE ROLE OF THE STATE
The Paradox of State Control
As an example of what he calls the “predatory
state” in the Third World, Evans (1989) describes
the case of Zaire. Under the long regime of Mobutu Sese Seko, the Zairian state degenerated into a
collection of ﬁefdoms—ofﬁces freely bought and
sold—that thrived on the collection of “gatekeepers’ rents” from ﬁrms and from the population at
large. The situation is one in which state ofﬁcials
squeeze resources from civil society “without any
more regard for the welfare of the citizenry than a
predator has for the welfare of its prey” (Evans
1989, 582). Evans notes that this is an extreme example, buttressing the critique by public choice
theorists about the nefarious consequence of state
interference in the economy. For public choice advocates, all states sooner or later become predatory (Buchanan, Tollison, and Tullock 1980).
The logical corollary of this position, and more
broadly that advanced by neoutilitarian theorists, is
the complete removal of state interference from
the market as inimical to its development. This position ﬁnds an enthusiastic Third World echo in the
critique of the mercantilist state advanced by de
Soto and his followers. There is, however, another
perspective from which the behavior of rapacious
state ofﬁcials may be described. More than predators, these ofﬁcials can be deﬁned as de facto employees of outside entrepreneurs who hire their
services in order to obtain privileged access to
scarce government resources—be they contracts or
the nonobservance of regulations. The more state
ofﬁcials are willing to bend the rules for a price,
the more the situation approaches that of a free
market in which goods and services—in this case
those purveyed by the state—are sold to the highest bidder (Moya-Pons 1992).
This marketization of the state does not represent the triumph of the informal economy so much
as the elimination of the distinction between the
two sectors. Where the state does not regulate anything because it is at the mercy of market forces,
there is no formal economy. Hence, the formal/
informal distinction loses meaning since all economic activities approach the character of those labeled informal. This triumph of the “invisible
hand” does not lead to capitalist development, as
would be anticipated from public choice theory
and from de Soto’s critique of the mercantilist
state; the opposite is actually the case. In the absence of a stable legal framework and credible en-
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forcement of contracts, long-term productive investment becomes impossible. Under these conditions, entrepreneurship consists of the opportunistic appropriation of rents through purchase of state
privileges rather than of any long-term planning
for proﬁt. Since there is no outside arbiter of market competition, the rules become uncertain, frustrating systematic capitalist planning and the development of a modern bourgeoisie.
Man’s natural propensity to “truck, barter, and
exchange one thing for another,” the Smithian dictum so dear to neoclassical theorists, does not in
fact furnish a basis for economic development on a
national scale. Someone must stand outside the
competitive fray, making sure that property rules
are enforced and contracts observed. Otherwise no
grounds exist for predictable exchange among a
myriad of anonymous actors, as it occurs in real
markets. More than 40 years ago, Polanyi ([1944]
1957) argued that “natural propensities” did not
create markets. Instead, “the road to the free market was opened and kept open by an enormous increase in continuous, centrally organized, and controlled interventionism” (140).
It is the intervention of the state in economic life
that creates a “formal space” of predictable and
enforceable transactions where modern capitalism
can ﬂourish. There is, however, a ﬂip side to this
situation well captured by Richard Adams’s (1975,
69) epigram that “the more we organize society,
the more resistant it becomes to our ability to
organize it.” A naive evolutionary view of the informal economy would depict it as dominant during an early era of weak regulation, while gradually becoming marginal and even insigniﬁcant as all
facets of economic activity fall under state control.
In fact, largely the opposite is the case. Since informal activities are deﬁned precisely by their bypassing and escaping such controls, it follows that
the greater the scope and reach of attempted state
regulations, the more varied the opportunities to
bypass them.
Lomnitz (1988, 54) states the point succinctly:
“Order creates disorder. The formal economy creates its own informality.” The paradox of state control is that ofﬁcial efforts to obliterate unregulated
activities through the proliferation of rules and controls often expand the very conditions that give rise to
these activities. The point is graphically portrayed
in ﬁgure 2. Under conditions of limited state control, most economic activity is self-regulated but
not informal since it does not contravene any ofﬁcial rule. As rules expand, opportunities to bypass
them increase concomitantly until, at the limit, the
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Figure 2. The paradox of state control: regulation
and the informal economy

entire economy is subject to the possibility of rule
violation for proﬁt. To illustrate the point with a
case familiar to most readers, tax havens and taxavoiding schemes would not exist if there were no
taxation system. The more intrusive the latter, the
greater the incentive and the broader the opportunities to seek redress through concealment and
through various transfer ploys (Ghersi 1997; Leonard 1998).
State Capacities and Intent
The complex relationship between the state and
the informal economy does not end here, however. Figure 2 makes clear that state regulation can
create informality or, put differently, that the informal economy would not exist without a universe of formal, controlled activities. Yet empirical
evidence indicates that the scope of the informal
economy varies greatly among states with comparable formal regulations and, within nation-states,
among different regions and localities. For example, the economies of northern European nations
are highly regulated, but this has not produced a
parallel bourgeoning informal sector, as could be
predicted from ﬁgure 2 (Reenoy 1984; Dallago
1990; Leonard 1998). Similarly, rising unemployment in the old industrial cities of the U.S. Northeast did not lead to a massive informal economy
organized by members of the old displaced working class. While these workers commonly engaged
in casual income-earning and self-provisioning activities, the construction of complex chains of informal industrial subcontracting was beyond their

reach. In the United States, these chains remained
conﬁned, for the most part, to immigrant enclaves
(Waldinger 1985, 1986; Sassen 1989; Guarnizo
1994; Zhou 1992).
In the light of this and other evidence, Adams’s
and Lomnitz’s hypothesis, summarized in ﬁgure 2,
can be reformulated as predicting that the expansion of state regulation enhances the opportunities
for engaging in irregular activities, but does not
determine their actual size or form. The actual implementation of these opportunities depends on
two other factors: (a) the state’s regulatory capacity; and (b) the social structure and cultural resources of the population subject to these regulations. It is obvious that the capacity of ofﬁcial
agencies to enforce the rules that they promulgate
affects the extent to which informal opportunities
can be implemented and the forms that they can
take. It is less obvious that state strength is, in principle, independent of the set of rules that it seeks
to enforce. Put differently, states with comparable
regulatory capacities may assign to themselves very
different “loads” of attempted control of private
economic activity. The point is presented in ﬁgure
3, which distinguishes among several ideal-typical
situations.
States with little enforcement capacity may be
conscious of that fact and leave civil society to its
own devices. This leads to a “frontier” economy
where observance of commitments and regulation
of economic exchanges depend on private force or
traditional normative structures. Alternatively, a
weak state may seek to transform this frontier
economy into a more law-abiding one by promulgating a limited set of rules. This would lead naturally to a partition between an “enclave” of formal
capitalism and legal enforcement of contracts and
a largely self-regulated economy on the outside.
This situation is typical of many Third World nations, where the formal enclave is usually limited to
the capital city and its environs (Macharia 1997;
Perez-Sainz 1992).
Zaire under Mobutu (as described by Evans) or
the Peruvian mercantilist state (as portrayed by de
Soto) can be regarded as instances of a third situation where extensive paper regulations of the economy coexist with an inept and weak state. This is
the situation that favors the rise of a predatory pattern in which only a small elite beneﬁts from state
protection and resources, either controlling directly by manipulating the application of rules to the
exclusion of others, or controlling indirectly,
through bribed ofﬁcials (Cross 1998; Bromley
1994).
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Strong states oscillate, in turn, between a circumspect approach to regulation of the private
economy and an attempt to supplant or control its
every aspect. The ﬁrst type represents the laissezfaire state so dear to liberal theorists: markets operate with limited, but reliable, supervision, and
the state orients its considerable resources toward
other pursuits. The opposite extreme devolves into
totalitarianism, as exempliﬁed by the nations of the
defunct Soviet bloc. In these situations, the state
seeks to subsume civil society, provoking both
widespread resistance to the rules and multiple opportunities for their violation. In between are
those governments that seek an activist, but partial
regulatory role for the sake of a more equitable
distribution of wealth. The welfare states of Western Europe fall into this last type (Western 1998).
The Role of Civil Society
Variations in the scope of ofﬁcial regulations and
states’ differential capacity to police them interact
with the characteristics of the population subject
to these rules. It stands to reason that societies
vary in their receptivity or resistance to ofﬁcial regulation and in their ability to organize underground forms of enterprise. The same variation exists among groups and communities within a speciﬁc
nation-state. A population that is socialized into
regular waged employment as the normal form of
work, that channels demands through unions and
other formal associations, and that weathers economic downturns through state-provided welfare
and unemployment beneﬁts is unlikely to organize
an underground economy and is far more inclined
to denounce those who engage in such activities
(Roberts 1989b).
This is the case in Germany, which offers the
most generous unemployment beneﬁts in Western
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Europe, but has also legislated tough sentences for
those engaging in off-the-books economic activities while receiving those beneﬁts (Leonard 1998).
The policy is reported to receive strong support
from public opinion, which regards such “side”
employment as free riding on law-abiding and taxpaying citizens. The British working class during
the period of Thatcherist economic adjustment
in the 1980s offers a parallel example. Despite
double-digit rates of unemployment, declining
wages, and widespread dissatisfaction with state
policies, widespread informalization failed to emerge
in Britain. Instead, those displaced from full-time
formal work turned to part-time legal employment
and to self-provisioning (Standing 1989).
In his study of 730 working-class and middleclass households in the island of Sheppey, Pahl
found, for example, that 55 percent engaged in
self-provisioning for a variety of goods and services
but only 4 percent performed the same tasks for
informal wages outside the home (Pahl and Wallace 1985, 212–13). Roberts (1989b, 1991) argues that a large informal economy failed to materialize in Britain despite increasingly precarious
employment conditions because of the individualistic character of the welfare system, which fragments community solidarity, and to a workingclass tradition that supports state control of the
economy. In this context, independent efforts at
informal entrepreneurship are more likely to be denounced as violations of the law than supported by
neighbors and fellow workers.
At the opposite end, networked communities
accustomed to relying on their own devices for
survival and suspicious of ofﬁcial intervention are
more likely to view the organization of informal
enterprise as a normal part of life and involvement
in the underground economy as a justiﬁable form
of resistance. Such communities are capable of sustaining regular economic transactions in “frontier”
situations where little ofﬁcial regulation exists (see
ﬁg. 2). This is the case of stateless or nearly stateless nations where tribal and clan solidarities occupy the place of ofﬁcial regulation. Somalia, a stateless country with a functioning private economy,
offers a case in point (Lacey 2002). Such a self-reliant community confronts state efforts to expand
and strengthen the formal sector with an awesome
adversary: no matter how strong the state apparatus is, a densely networked civil society is capable
of derailing and resisting ofﬁcial authority at every
turn. The Emilian story of resistance to the dictates of the central Italian state offers another example, in an altogether different context, of the
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potential effects of such networks (Capecchi
1989).
It is thus necessary to supplement the typology
of state regulation in ﬁgure 3 with one that incorporates the characteristics of the population subject to it. This modiﬁed ideal typology is presented in ﬁgure 4. The resulting sixfold classiﬁcation
highlights the point that an individualistic, atomized
society “works” well only in tandem with states
able to enforce limited regulation of market activity and to respond effectively to economic downturns through universalistic welfare programs. The
advanced democracies of Western Europe approximate this type. In the limiting case of little state
control over an atomized population, the situation
would revert to a Hobbesian generalized war. At
the opposite extreme of complete atomization
coupled with a powerful state, we would have the
basis for totalitarianism, as society lies defenseless
before ofﬁcial power. The Soviet Union in the heyday of Stalinism approximated this type (Nove 1969;
Grossman 1989).
It is difﬁcult, however, to identify empirical instances of either extreme type because, in the absence of effective state regulation that meets basic
needs of the population, the latter tends to selforganize on the basis of whatever grounds for social solidarity and normative enforcement can be
found. In “frontier” situations, Hobbesian wars
are commonly prevented by the emergence of unofﬁcial hierarchies grounded on tradition and able
to enforce minimum order. In the totalitarian case,
the initially unchecked government power becomes increasingly contested by sectors of civil society that ﬁnd grounds for solidarity and ways to
bypass the omnipresent rules. The end stage of this
confrontation commonly features a state economy
weakened, in multiple ways, by its inability to
stamp out popular initiatives, while simultaneously
dependent on them. This is what happened in the
former Soviet Union and its East European satellites, where the “second” economy undermined
and eventually replaced the state as the true pivot
of economic activity (Rev 1986; Treml 1985; Stark
1989). The current situation in Cuba, as described
by local independent economists, seems to be approaching this point (Perez Roque 2002).
A logical corollary of this analysis is that the high
point of formal regulation of the economy and
ability to neutralize recalcitrant sectors is achieved
in the midrange of limited oversight of private enterprise by a competent state apparatus. Attempts
to go beyond this limit inevitably trigger resistance, reducing the very scope of control that pro-
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liferating rules seek to achieve. Figure 5 highlights
the complementary point that densely networked
communities are more difﬁcult to subdue at
any level of state regulation. This helps explain
why organized informal subcontracting and other
forms of informal enterprise in Western democracies are commonly rooted in tightly knit ethnic enclaves (Sassen 1989; Zhou 1992; Zhou and Bankston 1995). It also explains why the most effective
challenges to Soviet totalitarianism were mounted
by groups who, like the Georgian Jews, could rely
on solidary networks and a cultural basis for norm
enforcement.
To summarize, the basic paradox of state control
is that increased ofﬁcial regulation of economic activity does not necessarily reduce the informal economy, but may expand it by creating opportunities
for proﬁtable violation of the rules. However, the
extent to which these opportunities are implemented varies with the scope of attempted ofﬁcial
control, the effectiveness of the state apparatus,
and the countervailing power of society to resist or
bypass ofﬁcial rules. A corollary of this conclusion
is that efforts by strong states to stamp out all
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traces of nonregulated economic activity seldom
succeed, as they consistently activate latent sources
of solidarity among the population, leading to
consequences opposite to those intended.

MEASURING THE UNMEASURABLE
The Labor Market Approach
By deﬁnition, informal activities violate the law,
and thus participants seek to conceal them. This
makes it impossible to arrive at precise and reliable
estimates of the extent of these activities or the
number of people involved. The capacity of society to confront the state is nowhere clearer than in
its ability to mislead taxmen, inspectors, and statisticians as to what is really taking place on the
ground. This capacity gives rise to a third paradox
that we will examine later in this section.
In the absence of precise measures of the informal economy, a variety of approximations have
been devised. They fall into four main categories:
(a) the labor market approach; (b) the small-ﬁrm
approach; (c) the household consumption approach;
(d) the macroeconomic discrepancy approach.
Labor market approximations estimate the percentage of the total or economically active population (EAP) that works informally on the basis of
speciﬁc employment categories identiﬁed in censuses or nationally representative surveys. The assumption is that certain categories of people are
more prone to conceal all or some of their incomeearning activities from taxing and recording authorities. The self-employed are foremost among
these groups.
Presumably, as Molefsky points out (1981, 25),
“the self-employed have greater opportunities to
hide income and participate in the underground
economy than other workers.” Indeed, a study by
the U.S. Internal Revenue Service, cited by this
author, found that 47 percent of workers classiﬁed
as independent contractors did not report any of
their earnings for tax purposes (Molefsky 1981,
25). A similar rationale has led the International
Labour Ofﬁce (ILO) and its regional afﬁliates,
such as the Regional Employment Program for
Latin America (PREALC) to categorize the selfemployed, minus professionals and technicians, as
part of the informal sector.
A second suspect category is the unemployed
because of the possibility that they may be working
“on the side” while receiving beneﬁts. This rationale is not plausible in Third World countries where
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unemployment beneﬁts are nonexistent, but it is
quite applicable in advanced countries. For the
United States, economist Peter Gutmann stated ﬂatly that “the U.S. unemployment rate, on which so
much government policy depends, is substantially
overstated” (1979, 22). He went on to estimate
that the overcount of the unemployed was approximately 1.5 percent or approximately one million
workers in 1980. In Gutmann’s view, reinforced by
later authors, about one in ﬁve of the ofﬁcially unemployed is really a disguised informal worker or
entrepreneur (Leonard 1998).
In a ﬁeld study in Cleveland, MacDonald (1994)
found that working while claiming beneﬁts was “a
way of life” among the poor, justiﬁed as a necessary strategy to make ends meet. Informal employment was provided by subcontractors who paid
low wages for work that was often irregular. A similar pattern has been uncovered in a number of European countries. In Italy, the national statistical
agency, ISTAT, estimated an irregular labor force
in the construction industry numbering half a million workers in the early 1990s. These workers
combine spells of unemployment, funded by state
beneﬁts, with periods of formal or informal employment. A common pattern is for construction
ﬁrms to hire workers on the books for the minimum number of weeks legally required for beneﬁts
and then to dismiss them and rehire them informally through subcontractors. Similar ﬁndings
have been reported in Greece and in Northern Ireland (Mingione 1990; Leonard 1994, 1998).
A fourth category is the occupationally inactive.
The rationale is that those not working and not
looking for work are more likely to engage in underground income-earning activities, at least on a
part-time basis. Gutmann used the recorded decline in male labor force participation between
1951 and 1976 and again between 1970 and 1990
to hypothesize that many of these dropouts had
actually moved to the underground economy
(Gutmann 1978; Greenﬁeld 1993). This hypothesis is open to challenge on a number of counts, including the fact that the largest and only signiﬁcant
declines took place among male workers aged 55
or older. Clearly, other factors such as ill health,
disability, or retirement can play a major role in accounting for these ﬁgures. In other age categories,
male labor force participation rates ﬂuctuated erratically while, among females, they increased consistently and sizably for all age groups, except the
oldest (Greenﬁeld 1993, 80–81). These inconsistencies have led to the dismissal of labor force nonparticipation as a reliable indicator of informality.
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Table 1.

Estimates of the Informal Economy Based on Selected Employment Categories, 1980–98
Employment Category

Countrya

Year

Workers in
Microenterprisesb %

Argentina

1980
1998

10.1
15.7

32.2
19.6

3.9
4.8

46.2
40.1

Brazil

1980
1997

10.7
9.7

19.3
25.8

7.5
8.6

37.5
44.1

Costa Rica

1981
1998

10.0
10.6

16.7
15.4

5.5
4.8

32.2
30.8

Mexico

1984
1998

e

14.9

24.7
20.5

2.6
4.1

39.5

1979
1998

6.4

17.3
18.2

6.1
6.6

31.2

Uruguay

1981
1998

8.8
10.6

17.7
19.9

7.5
7.2

34.0
37.7

Venezuela

1981
1994

20.2
9.2

18.0
27.4

6.1
4.0

44.3
40.6

United States

1980
2000

4.0
3.6

4.5
4.0

0.9
0.5

9.4
8.1

California

1980
2000

4.0
3.3

4.5
4.3

0.8
1.0

9.3
8.6

Florida

1980
2000

4.5
4.0

4.5
3.5

0.6
0.5

9.6
8.0

New York

1980
2000

3.9
4.0

2.5
2.9

0.9
0.7

7.3
7.6

Panama

e

Own Account
Workersc

Domestic
Servants

Total %d

e

e

Source: Economic Commission for Latin America and the Caribbean (ECLAC) 2000, tables 6, 11; U.S. Bureau of the
Census 1980, 2000a; 2000b.
a
For all Latin American countries estimates are available only for the urban economically active population.
b
As percent of the civilian economically active population aged 15 to 64.
c
Salaried and unpaid family workers in ﬁrms employing less than 5 workers.
d
Self-employed individuals minus professionals and technicians.
e
No data available for this category of workers.

The ILO adds other occupational categories to
the informal sector based primarily on data from
less developed countries but with applications to
wealthier nations as well. Domestic servants and
unpaid family workers are thus classiﬁed as informal. So are workers in microenterprises that employ up to ﬁve workers on the rationale that these
enterprises are either off the books or, if registered,
commonly fail to observe legal rules in their hiring
practices (Perez-Sainz 1992; Klein and Tokman
2000). Based on these employment categories, as
recorded in national household surveys, UN agencies can provide estimates of the informal labor
force for most countries. Table 1 presents these estimates for selected Latin American countries and
their evolution during the last two decades ending
in 2000. For comparative purposes, ﬁgures for the

United States and for three major states are also
presented.
The 1980s and 1990s are generally regarded as
a period of severe economic adjustment in Latin
America following the regional debt-induced crisis
in the wake of the Mexican default of 1982 (Klein
and Tokman 2000; Portes 1997). Despite major
economic policy changes during this period, the
proportion of the economically active population
(EAP) estimated to be informally employed barely
budged. The ﬁgure ﬂuctuated between 30 and 45
percent of the EAP across countries, and changes
during these years were small and did not follow a
consistent pattern. The corresponding ﬁgures for
the United States are much lower, representing
less than 10 percent of the adult civilian population. Even this small proportion declined margin-
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ally during the last decades. To see if there were
signiﬁcant regional variations in these estimates,
we examined the series for California, Florida, and
New York—states where rising informal activities
associated with mass immigration have been reported (Sassen 1989; Lozano 1989). As shown in
table 1, the state-level series follow closely the national pattern and provide no evidence of a significant rise in informal employment anywhere.2 According to these ﬁgures, informal employment
represents a phenomenon of limited signiﬁcance in
the United States involving less than one decile of
its labor force.
The Small-Firm and Household Consumption
Approaches
A second, related method is based on the evolution of the number and proportion of “very small
enterprises” (VSEs) as an indicator of change in informal activities. VSEs are deﬁned as those employing fewer than 10 workers. This approach has
been applied in the United States in lieu of labor
market data. The assumption is that, in advanced
countries, most activities deﬁned as informal occur
in smaller enterprises because of their lesser visibility, greater ﬂexibility, and greater opportunities to
escape state controls. Larger ﬁrms are assumed to
be more vulnerable to state regulation and more
risk-averse to potential penalties. Hence, they are
less likely to engage in informal activities directly,
although they can subcontract work to smaller
ﬁrms that do (Portes and Sassen 1987; Sassen and
Smith 1992).
The idea for this approach came from interviews
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with ofﬁcials of the Wage and Hour Division of the
U.S. Department of Labor, the agency charged
with enforcing minimum wage, overtime, and other
protective codes for American workers. The interviews indicated widespread violations of the labor
codes among garment, electronics, and construction subcontractors as well as in all kinds of personal and household services, especially in large
metropolitan areas. Most of the enterprises involved were small, employing fewer than 10 workers (Fernández-Kelly and Garcia 1989; Sassen and
Smith 1992). A separate study by the General Accounting Ofﬁce identiﬁed the restaurant, apparel,
and meat-processing industries—all sectors where
small ﬁrms predominate—as having the greatest
incidence of “sweatshop practices.” Included in
this category were failure to keep records of wages
and work hours, wages below the legal minimum
or without overtime pay, employment of minors,
ﬁre hazards, and other unsafe work conditions
(General Accounting Ofﬁce 1989).
As an indicator of the extent of informality, the
evolution of VSEs is subject to two contrary biases. First, not all small ﬁrms engage in informal
practices, which leads to an overestimate; second,
fully informal VSEs escape all government recordkeeping, which leads to underestimation. The extent to which these biases neutralize each other is
not known. In this situation, the statistical series
are best interpreted as a rough estimate of the evolution of the informal sector on the basis of those
recorded ﬁrms that most closely approximate it.
Table 2 presents the proportion of VSEs and
their employees in the country as a whole during
the period 1965–99. Also included is the propor-

Table 2. Number of Units and Employment in Very Small Establishments (VSEs) in the United States,
1965–99
United States

Year
1965
1970
1975
1980
1985
1990
1995
1999

California

Florida

Firms
(%)

Employees
(%)

Firms
(%)

Employees
(%)

San Diego
County
Firms
(%)

76.0
(3.5)
70.6
77.2
74.1
75.9
74.2
74.3
73.6
(7.1)

14.1
(47.7)
11.9
16.3
15.2
15.8
15.0
14.7
14.0
(110.7)

75.1
(0.34)
71.0
77.0
73.5
75.3
73.4
74.1
72.9
(0.78)

14.7
(4.5)
12.4
17.0
15.2
15.2
14.4
14.6
13.5
(12.3)

76.9
(0.12)
71.2
78.4
74.9
76.2
73.6
74.9
72.9
(0.07)

New York
Dade
County
Firms
(%)

Firms
(%)

Employees
(%)

75.2
(1.3)
70.5
77.8
75.7
77.7
76.6
77.3
77.3
(0.42)

17.4

70.8

14.1
20.0
18.7
18.7
18.0
17.1
15.5
(5.9)

66.7
77.1
74.4
78.6
78.4
79.3
79.6
(0.07)

Firms
(%)

Employees
(%)

75.2
(0.38)
71.8
78.9
76.5
77.9
76.9
77.6
77.1
(0.49)

13.1
(5.4)
11.2
15.5
14.8
14.8
14.5
14.8
14.6
(7.1)

Queens
County
Firms
(%)
77.0
74.8
80.2
78.5
79.7
79.7
81.0
80.6
(0.04)

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1965–2000.
Note: VSEs are deﬁned as establishments employing fewer than 10 workers. Figures in parentheses are absolute numbers,
in millions.
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tion of these units and their employees in the states
of New York, Florida, and California and of establishments in the counties of Queens, New York;
Dade, Florida; and San Diego, California. As mentioned previously, these are the sites of recent studies that describe the growth of informal activities
primarily associated with a rapid rise in immigration. Number of employees broken down by size
and class of establishment is not available for counties in the census data.
About three-fourths of U.S. establishments
counted by the census were VSEs in 1965, and
they absorbed approximately one-seventh of the
economically active population. By 1985, the ﬁgures were almost exactly the same, although the
variations along the way are instructive. Between
1965 and 1970, there was a 6 percent decline in
the proportion of VSEs and a 2 percent drop in the
proportion of the labor force employed by them.
The reversal of this trend between 1970 and 1975
is an artifact of the small size-class of establishment
reported by the census—from fewer than eight to
fewer than 10 employees. Thereafter and until
1980, there was again a gradual decline, but, in
that year, the trend reversed once more with the
proportion of VSEs in 1985 reaching the same
level as in 1965. After 1985, there has been a new
slow decline in the relative number of VSEs and
the proportion of the labor force employed by
them.
State ﬁgures follow a similar pattern except that,
by 1985, VSEs were more common in Florida and
New York than in the country as a whole. Thereafter, the ﬁgures declined in California, where the
relative number of VSEs dropped below the national average by 1989, while in Florida and New
York it remained signiﬁcantly above. The three
county series show a similar evolution, but, in each
instance, the proportion of VSEs was larger than in
the respective state in 1985 and in the cases of
Dade (Miami) and Queens (New York) much higher than the national average. Thereafter, the county and state ﬁgures converged for California, while
Queens County and Dade County continued to
report consistently larger proportions of VSEs
than their respective states and the nation. This result is in line with ethnographic studies that report
a high incidence of small ﬁrms and informal activities in these urban areas (Sassen 1989; Stepick
1989; Guarnizo, Sanchez, and Roach 1999). Contrary to the labor market approach, we do ﬁnd signiﬁcant regional variations in the presence of the
ﬁrms most closely associated with the informal
economy.

The third approach, the household consumption method, is based on the recognition that direct survey measures of informal employment are
difﬁcult to obtain in developed countries. For this
reason, James Smith and his associates (Smith
1987; McCrohan, Smith, and Adams 1991) developed an ingenious method based on the consumption of informally provided goods and services by
American households. The studies were based on
national probability surveys conducted by the Survey Research Center of the University of Michigan
in 1981, 1985, and 1986. Informal activity was deﬁned as market transactions that should be recorded or taxed but were not. Respondents were asked
to report the amounts spent over the preceding
year on goods and services acquired off the books
or on the side. On the basis of these results, the authors estimated that U.S. households spent a maximum of $72.4 billion in informal purchases, representing 14.6 percent of all expenditures (formal
and informal) in 1985. The study also reported
that fully 83 percent of all American households
made use of at least one type of informal supplier.
Home repairs and improvements topped the list in
terms of dollars spent followed by food purchases,
child care, other personal and domestic services,
and auto repairs (McCrohan, Smith, and Adams
1991, 37).
This method has the merit of relying on direct
and statistically representative survey measures and
hence yielding an authoritative estimate of household consumption. As an indicator of the scope of
informality in the national economy, it suffers the
fatal ﬂaw of neglecting informally produced inputs
for larger ﬁrms and irregular labor practices within
them. In other words, the entire universe of informal subcontracting in the apparel, electronics, furniture, construction, and many other industries as
well as off-the-books employment by formal enterprises is precluded by a measurement approach focused exclusively on ﬁnal household consumption.
This method shares with the VSEs approach the
key assumption that informality is found predominantly in the smallest economic units. However, in
both cases, there is considerable slippage between
what actually happens and what the numbers can
tell us.
Macroeconomic Estimates
The fourth strategy, the macroeconomic discrepancy method, attempts to measure the magnitude of the total underground economy as a proportion of the gross national product (GNP). This
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method is based on the existence of at least two
different but comparable measures of some aspect
of a national economy. Discrepancies between
these measurements are then attributed to underground activities. For example, gaps in the income
and expenditure side of national accounts can be
used to estimate the size of unreported income to
the extent that individuals can be assumed to be
less likely to misrepresent their expenditures than
to misrepresent their incomes (Feige 1990). These
methods have been more popular in the advanced
countries, where government record-keeping and
national accounts are better developed and where
the probability of obtaining valid reports on individual participation in underground activities
through survey questions is low. The more elaborate of these estimating methods, based on the
ratio of currency in circulation to demand deposits,
was pioneered by Gutmann (1977, 1979) and subsequently modiﬁed by Feige (1979) and Tanzi
(1980, 1983). Their “currency ratio” approach is
based on the assumption that informal transactions
are conducted mostly in cash in order to avoid detection by ﬁscal authorities.
The approach consists of arriving at an estimate
of the currency in circulation required by the operation of legal activities and subtracting this ﬁgure
from the actual monetary mass. The difference,
multiplied by the velocity of money, provides an
estimate of the magnitude of the underground
economy. The ratio of that ﬁgure to the observed
GNP then gives the proportion of the national
economy represented by subterranean activities.
The method depends on the identiﬁcation of a
base period in which the underground economy
was assumed to be insigniﬁcant. The ratio of currency in circulation to the reference ﬁgures (demand deposits for Gutmann; GNP for Feige; M2
for Tanzi) is established for this period and then
extrapolated to the present. The difference between this estimate and the actual ratio provides
the basis for calculating the magnitude of underground activities. Using this approach, Feige
(1990, 997) reported that the U.S. underground
economy as a proportion of total reported adjusted gross income (AGI) rose from 0 in 1940 (the
base year) to 20 percent in 1945, declined subsequently to about 6 percent in 1960, increased rapidly to reach 24 percent in 1983, and then declined again to about 18 percent in 1986. Despite
the differences in measurement procedures, this
evolution corresponds fairly well, during the period 1965–89, with that based on the relative number of VSEs, reported in table 2.
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More recently, Feige (1997) noted that earlier
calculations had been grossly distorted by the failure to take into account currency that left the
United States to serve as a deposit of value or a
means of exchange in other countries. According
to his calculations, up to 80 percent of U.S. currency is unaccounted for, and much of it is held
abroad. After a series of complex calculations, Feige
concludes that unreported income in the United
States was approximately $700 billion in 1991 and
not the over $1 trillion estimated with unadjusted
models. Even after this adjustment, the size of the
unreported economy reached again 25 percent of
reported AGI in 1990–91 (Feige 1997, 201).
Macroeconomic methods for estimating the size
of the underground economy through unreported
income have been increasingly used by economists
in other countries. In Canada, for example, various
researchers utilizing these methods arrived at ﬁgures ranging from 2.8 percent of GDP in 1981
(reported by Statistics Canada) to 14.1 percent
(reported by Mirus using Tanzi’s approach). Ten
years later, Gutmann’s method, as applied by
Karoleff, Mirus, and Smith (1993), yielded an estimate of 21.6 percent of GDP, but the ﬁgure from
Statistics Canada remained at 2.7 percent (Smith
1997, table 3).
The macroeconomic procedures have serious
weaknesses that have been noted by a number of
analysts (Feige 1990; Portes and Sassen 1987).
First, the assumption that informal transactions
take place mostly in cash is questionable in settings
where bank checks and other instruments can be
used with little fear of detection by the authorities.
Second, the assumption that informal activities did
not exist in some arbitrarily designated period is
also subject to question. Third, and most important, these estimates do not differentiate between
illegal and informal activities. As seen above, informal activities involve goods and services that are
otherwise licit, but whose production or distribution bypasses ofﬁcial channels. Hence, the huge estimates of the subterranean economy sometimes
reached through these methods can be due to the
presence of a large criminal underground whose
operation and character are quite different from
those of the informal economy proper.
Finally, estimates based on these macroeconomic methods vary widely according to the assumptions and ﬁgures employed. Porter and Bayer
(1984) replicated the methods used by Gutmann,
Feige, and Tanzi to obtain estimates of the absolute and relative size of the U.S. underground
economy between 1950 and 1980. Their results
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Table 3. Estimates of the U.S. Underground Economy according to Macroeconomic Discrepancy
Methods
Guttmann

Tanzi

Feige

Year

Billions $

% of GNP

Billions $

% of GNP

Billions $

% of GNP

1950
1955
1960
1965
1970
1975
1979
1980

15.9
14.7
17.3
31.6
62.4
150.8
317.8
372.8

5.6
3.7
3.4
4.6
6.3
9.7
13.1
14.2

14.5
12.8
20.7
26.3
45.6
77.0
130.7
159.9

5.1
3.2
4.1
3.8
4.6
5.0
5.4
6.1

27.6
1.7
−3.4
9.6
101.0
467.3
628.4
1,095.6

9.6
0.4
−0.7
1.4
10.2
30.2
26.0
41.6

Source: Porter and Bayer 1984, 178.

are reproduced in table 3. The three sets of estimates vary widely. In 1980, for example, Gutmann’s method (as applied by Porter and Bayer)
yielded an estimate of the underground economy
of 14 percent of the GNP; Tanzi’s approach reduced the ﬁgure to 6 percent, while Feige’s
method increased it to 42 percent. Similar discrepancies are found in estimates for other countries
such as Canada, Great Britain (Burton 1997), Germany (Enste and Schneider 1998), and Mexico
(CEESP 1987).
The Measurement Paradox
The limitations of all existing methods of measurement stem from the nature of the phenomenon they attempt to gauge, which is elusive by definition. However, the extent to which informal
activities are concealed is not uniform. There are
levels of concealment depending on the character
of state regulation and the effectiveness of its enforcement. In settings where the informal economy is widespread and semiopen, as in many Third
World countries and several Eastern European nations, it is possible to arrive at reliable estimates of
its size on the basis of direct surveys. Lax enforcement and the generalized character of these activities make informal owners and workers less apprehensive about answering questions about their
work. In Latin America several surveys have produced acceptable estimates of the size of the labor
force employed by the informal sector in several
metropolitan areas (Carbonetto, Hoyle, and
Tueros 1985; Lanzetta de Pardo and Murillo Castano 1989; Roberts 1992).
When state regulation is both highly effective
and extensive, as in many industrialized countries,
the situation changes. In these instances, informal
activities are better concealed and, as we have seen,

generally embedded in tighter social networks.
Hence, no matter how well organized the ofﬁcial
record-keeping apparatus is, it is likely to miss a
signiﬁcant amount of informal activity. In the
United States, for instance, analysts have long discounted the possibility of measuring the informal
or underground economy through direct survey
questions and hence are forced to rely on the approximate methods described earlier. Despite the
progressive weakening of the Wage and Hour Division and other enforcement agencies since the
Reagan administration in the 1980s, informal
workers and entrepreneurs are still reluctant to talk
about their work (Fernández-Kelly and Garcia
1989). The measurement alternatives, from household consumption patterns to macroeconomic discrepancy ratios, have yielded estimates too feeble
to guide either theory or policy.
The third paradox of the informal economy is that
the more credible the state enforcement apparatus is,
the more likely its record-keeping mechanisms will
miss the actual extent of the informal economy and,
hence, the feebler the basis for developing policies to
address it. If Feige’s estimates are taken at face
value, an entire quarter of all economic activity in
the United States took place outside the pale of
state regulation in the early 1990s. Since the government knows little about the character and scope
of these practices, it proceeds as if, in effect, they
did not exist. The assumption can lead to serious
policy consequences:
To the extent that national accounting systems are
based on data sources primarily collected from the
formal sector, a large and growing informal economy
will play havoc with perceptions of development based
on ofﬁcial statistics, and consequently with policy decisions based exclusively on information provided by
ofﬁcial sources. (Feige 1990, 993)
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This statement must be qualiﬁed, however, by
the previous discussion concerning the extent of
state enforcement and the character of the civil society subject to it. As shown in ﬁgures 4 and 5, the
informal economy is likely to be weakest when limited regulation of economic activity by a competent state apparatus is coupled with a population
accustomed to regular waged employment and to
legal avenues for demand-making and redress of
grievances. In these situations, working “on the
side” or “off the books” is likely to meet with disapproval, leading to a situation in which society itself, and not only the state, becomes an enforcer of
legal rules. Informal enterprise in these contexts is
limited to fringe sectors, and the bulk of the “unreported economy” is probably accounted for by
criminal, not informal, activities.
At the other extreme, the capacity of civil society to resist complete absorption by an authoritarian state is nowhere clearer than in its withdrawal of
information from state record-keeping agencies.
The best example of the third paradox is provided
by the now-defunct Eastern European command
economies. There, state policies aimed at controlling every aspect of economic activity required vast
amounts of information in order to function properly. However, the same policies gave rise to a vast
underground economy whose existence depended
precisely on escaping ofﬁcial detection. The result
was that the information on which state managers
had to rely became progressively illusory and the
subsequent policies unrealistic (Burawoy and Lukács
1985; Stark 1989; Rev 1986). Firms and state
agencies in the “ﬁrst” economy became trapped in
a make-believe world, feeding each other’s misperceptions and operating at an ever-growing distance
from the real world. The outcome is well known.

CONCLUSION: THE CHANGING BOUNDARIES OF
INFORMALITY
Reprise
In this chapter, we have reviewed various deﬁnitions of the informal economy, distinguished it
from criminal and underground activities, and explored some of its peculiar characteristics. From
the deﬁnition of the phenomenon used in the
analysis, it is clear that the elements composing the
informal sector vary across countries and over
time. The relationship between the state and civil
society deﬁnes the character of informality, and this
relationship is in constant ﬂux. The changing geom-
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etry of formal/informal economic activities follows
the contours delineated by past history and the nature of state authority. There is thus no great mystery in the diversity of formal-informal interactions
reported in the literature. Every concrete situation
has in common the existence of economic practices
that violate or bypass state regulation, but what
these are varies according to state-society relations.
Hence, what is informal and persecuted in one setting may be perfectly legal in another; the same
activity may shift its location across the formalinformal divide over time. Lastly, the very notion
of informality may become irrelevant in cases
where the state abdicates its regulatory role.
The informal economy may be characterized as
a constructed response by civil society to unwanted state interference. The universal character of the
phenomenon reﬂects the considerable capacity of
resistance in most societies to the exercise of state
power. An activity can be made illegal without disappearing; entire economic sectors may be legislated out of existence yet still ﬂourish underground.
The universality of the informal economy is conﬁrmed by a burgeoning research literature that
describes its characteristics and consequences in
settings as diverse as Canada, California, the Netherlands, Mexico, Jordan, and South Africa (Smith
1997; Lozano 1989; Lomnitz 1977, 1988; Doan
1992; McKeever 1998).
This literature also illustrates the diverse functionality of informal activities for the actors involved. While a good portion of this literature,
coming from economics, views the phenomenon
as tax evasion (Spiro 1997), detailed ﬁeld studies
take a more nuanced view. It is obvious that informal enterprise is “functional” for those so employed
in terms of providing a minimum means of survival. It is equally obvious that the formal ﬁrms
that subcontract production and marketing to informal entrepreneurs or who hire workers off the
books beneﬁt from the higher ﬂexibility and lower
costs thus obtained. It is less evident, however,
that the informal economy can also have positive
consequences for the very actor whose existence
and logic it challenges.
A Final Paradox
The fourth paradox of the informal economy is
that it commonly yields a series of positive effects for
the state, the very institution charged with it suppression. This paradox also adopts different forms
depending on national context. In less developed
countries, where protective labor legislation often
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runs way ahead of the capacity of the formal economy to provide full employment, informal enterprise has a double function. First, it employs and
provides incomes to a large segment of the population that otherwise would be deprived on any
means of subsistence. The “cushion” provided by
the informal economy can make all the difference
between relative tranquility and political upheavals
in these nations (Meagher 1995; Cheng and Gerefﬁ 1994; Diaz 1993).
Second, the goods and services provided by informal producers lower the costs of consumption
for formal workers and the costs of production and
distribution for formal ﬁrms, thus contributing to
their viability (Portes and Walton 1981). The low
wages received by formal sector employees in
Third World nations are partially compensated for
by the greater acquisitive power of these wages
through informally produced goods and services.
In turn, large ﬁrms can compensate for costly tax
and labor codes by restricting the size of their formally employed labor force and subcontracting the
rest to informal entrepreneurs. Through these
mechanisms, the informal economy contributes to
the political stability and economic viability of
poorer nations. These realities help explain why informal activities are commonly tolerated by many
governments, in contradiction to their lawenforcement duties (Cross 2000; Kempe 1993;
Birbeck 1978).
In the advanced countries, the cushioning function of informality is also present, especially in relation to marginal segments of the population. When
for political or economic reasons, unemployment
and other state-provided beneﬁts are meager, recipients compensate by ﬁnding additional sources of
income, commonly through informal employment.
This gives rise to the situation reported by MacDonald (1994) in Cincinnati, where combining
welfare with off-the-books casual jobs becomes a
“way of life” for minority workers in the inner city.
While such arrangements are regularly condemned
by the media and by government ofﬁcials, conveniently forgotten is the fact that these casual jobs
make possible the perpetuation of a low-cost social
welfare system bearing little relation to the actual
cost of living (Uehara 1990; Fernández-Kelly
1995; Edin and Lein 1997).
Informality can also provide a protective environment for ﬂedgling, but innovative, forms of entrepreneurship. The Italian case again offers the
best example. Though the government in Rome
took a dim view of what was taking place in Emilia Romagna, the informal networks of cooperation

and solidarity among Emilian artisans eventually
gave rise to a system of ﬂexible specialization that
became a world model (Capecchi 1989). This is
not the sole example of this “incubator” function,
as the experiences of Silicon Valley ﬁrms, started in
owners’ garages and basements, attest (Lozano
1989). For ﬂedgling but viable entrepreneurial
ventures, the informal economy can operate as a
protective environment sparing them from burdensome and costly regulations that can prematurely sink them or compromise their growth. As
ﬁrms mature, they enter the formal economy, contributing to its growth. This is what happened in
central Italy, in Silicon Valley, and elsewhere.
The various functions of the informal economy
may help explain why governments in both advanced and less developed countries often adopt an
ambiguous attitude toward these activities, tolerating their existence at least on a temporary basis.
Too much tolerance would compromise the credibility of the rule of law and the willingness of formal ﬁrms and taxpayers to continue shouldering
their obligations. On the other hand, too repressive a stance would do away with the “cushion”
provided by informal activities or, what is worse,
drive them further underground, depriving authorities of any information or control on them.
The systematic withdrawal of information from
government agents has proven by far the most effective tool in the hands of civil society to resist authoritarian rule.
The complex relationships between the state and
the informal economy and the multiple forms
adopted by the latter rule out an approach to this
phenomenon based on a simple tax-evasion perspective. The analytic stance to study these phenomena must be as nuanced and ﬂexible as they
have proven to be, combining the use of aggregate
statistics and large surveys with careful ﬁrsthand investigation. Only in this manner can we approach
with some success the elusive world of informality
and learn from its complex character.
NOTES
This is a revised version of a chapter published in ﬁrst edition of the Handbook of Economic Sociology. We are indebted
to Miguel Angel Centeno, Patricia Fernández-Kelly, Viviana
Zelizer, and Saskia Sassen for ideas and comments on the
earlier version. The chapter is our sole responsibility.
1. The ﬁrst version of this chapter, published in the ﬁrst
edition of this Handbook, discussed the ﬁrst three paradoxes, but omitted the fourth. We examine it in the concluding
section. The analysis of the second paradox has also been
substantially modiﬁed from its earlier treatment, which we
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now feel was incomplete. The review of various estimation
approaches to measure the informal economy in the United
States and other countries has been expanded, with new ﬁgures provided.
2. Figures presented in table 3 are not strictly comparable
because the series for Latin America are limited to urban
areas. The bias introduced by this limitation is conservative
since it reduces the magnitude of the observed differences
between the United States and Latin America. The reason is
that the proportion of the rural labor force employed informally is higher than in urban areas in all countries of the
region.
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Mark Granovetter

INTRODUCTION: THE PROBLEM OF “BUSINESS
GROUPS”
“Business groups” are sets of legally separate
ﬁrms bound together in persistent formal and/or
informal ways. The level of binding is intermediate
between, and should be contrasted to, two extremes that are not business groups: sets of ﬁrms
linked merely by short-term strategic alliances, and
those legally consolidated into a single entity. Because business groups dominate the economies of
many emerging and developed countries, they are
worth considerable attention.1
Understanding business groups is a special case of
a central problem of modern sociology: what determines the scope of relationships in which individuals and larger social units engage. Microsociology
has much to say about this, but typically considers
individuals in groups that lack formal structures,
persistent identity, and written rules of interaction
that may be codiﬁed by laws regulating and requiring involvement with political authorities.
Organization theory, developed speciﬁcally to
address the issues that such formal structures
imply, conﬁned its analysis to single units until the
1960s, when theorists ﬁrst objected to analyzing
organizations without reference to their environments. Among the environments then scrutinized
for impact were those constituted by consumers,
government, the general public, and especially
other organizations. Subsequently, analysts drew
on population ecology and treated organizations
as competitors for resources in niches that could
not bear unlimited occupancy (see Hannan and
Freeman 1989). But organization theorists were
slower to see organizations as forming larger social
entities, networks of cooperating units. The spectacular success during the 1980s of Japan and
South Korea, however, forced attention to the fact
that the identity of individual ﬁrms in these countries was less signiﬁcant than, and subordinated to,
that of larger groups of organizations with which

they were connected. The new interest in the chaebol of Korea and the keiretsu of Japan raised to
prominence the importance of “business groups”
in modern capitalist economies. But such groups
hardly originated in this period; instead, the economies of many countries had been dominated by
such well-deﬁned collections of ﬁrms for decades
and in some cases a century or more.
That theory was slow to address this reality
should not surprise. In economics, there was little
sustained attention even to the question of why
such an entity as a “ﬁrm” should exist at all until
Ronald Coase wrote his pathbreaking 1937 paper
“The Nature of the Firm.” It was clear to Coase,
and indeed to any casual observer, that isolated
individuals hardly mattered in the production of
goods and services compared to individuals organized into social units called “ﬁrms.” Yet the classical economic theory of production treated ﬁrms
as no more than individual actors. Our recognition
here of the central role of business groups in relation to ﬁrms elevates Coase’s insight on the relation of ﬁrms to individuals to a higher level of
analysis.2
My treatment of business groups in this chapter
is more inclusive than some valuable recent accounts that limit their focus to “diversiﬁed business groups,” which comprise ﬁrms in a wide variety of industries “under the general guidance of a
single entrepreneur” (Guillén 2001, 60; cf. Ghemawat and Khanna 1998, 35). Conﬁning our attention to these would exclude important cases
such as Japan, Taiwan, and others, where diversiﬁcation and coordination among group ﬁrms are
variable and often limited. But my deﬁnition is not
endlessly inclusive: because it speciﬁes that the formal and informal ways in which a collection of
ﬁrms is bound together must be “persistent,” networks of ﬁrms with shifting ties, and without clear-
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ly persistent subsets, should not be considered
“business groups.” Thus, sets of ﬁrms in industrial
districts, connected to one another by a dense network of ties, may or may not be classed as groups,
depending on whether clearly identiﬁable cliques
of ﬁrms persist over time.
My deﬁnitional requirement that group ﬁrms be
legally independent is useful but arbitrary. Some
multidivisional ﬁrms are technically legally integrated, yet individual division managers may be
more autonomous than those in business groups
whose ﬁrms are legally separate. Despite legal separation, one or more central individuals, often a
family, may own a controlling interest in every
group ﬁrm, directly, or indirectly through holding
companies and pyramids, thus making component
ﬁrms’ legal independence virtually meaningless.
Adding to confusion, the term conglomerate is
used loosely in the literature for both kinds of collections of units, and at times interchangeably with
business group.
A reasonable operational criterion for distinguishing which conglomerates should not be treated as business groups is suggested by Harry Strachan: exclude cases where a “common parent owns
the subsidiaries but generally few operational or
personal ties exist among the sister subsidiaries . . .
[since] within business groups . . . there are generally personal and operational ties among all the
ﬁrms” (1976, 20). Most American conglomerates
ﬁt the ﬁrst description, as component companies
are acquired and divested mainly on ﬁnancial
grounds. Such a set is likely to be reshufﬂed as ﬁnancial outcomes dictate, rather than stable and
closely related over time, rotating personnel back
and forth, and sharing resources, brand names,
and a single identity. I therefore do not treat conglomerates like Tyco or Berkshire Hathaway as
business groups.
But some cases still resist easy classiﬁcation by
this criterion. Some conglomerates are mixtures of
divisions and subsidiaries,3 such as General Electric. Companies previously organized as multidivisional ﬁrms may reorganize their divisions as subsidiaries for ﬁnancial reasons, such as tax advantage
(see Prechel 2000). Such “families” of ﬁrms may
continue to operate in many ways as they did when
the subsidiaries were divisions, to the extent this is
not forbidden by law. And there are groups of
ﬁrms controlled by American families that look
substantially like business groups in other countries, but whose public proﬁle is very low. For example, the Pritzker family of Chicago (see Weber
and Woellert 2001; Kilman, Brinkley, and Bulkeley

2002) controls a variety of interests, including the
Marmon group—more than 60 legally separate
companies tied together, as indicated on the group’s
web site (www.marmon.com): “While the member
companies operate independently, a small professional organization in Chicago, Illinois—The Marmon Group, Inc.—manages and invests the member companies’ ﬁnancial resources and advises them
on accounting, tax, ﬁnance, legal, regulatory, real
estate and other matters.” There are many such
family-dominated groups and multisubsidiary ﬁrms
in the United States (see the Dun and Bradstreet
directory America’s Corporate Families), and what
is most striking is their absence from public or
scholarly discussion, perhaps because of the dominant image of American companies as individual
enterprises. In this absence, it is hard to form a clear
impression of their overall role in the American
economy (but see Bethel and Liebeskind 1998, 50
for some limited data on the prevalence of large
U.S. ﬁrms that have domestic subsidiaries).
Because of these deﬁnitional ambiguities, there
are collections of ﬁrms whose status as business
groups is arguable. Ultimately we would want a
more reﬁned way to classify collections of ﬁrms
that are linked to one another than whether or not
they should be called “business groups,” and such
a classiﬁcation should consider several dimensions
of how ﬁrms in such collections relate to one another. Nevertheless, for many purposes it is reasonably clear whether a set of ﬁrms is a business
group as deﬁned here, and it is useful to develop
arguments about such groups; therefore in the remainder of this chapter I abstract away from the
ambiguities.
Because component ﬁrms are legally separate,
business groups can be invisible. This is one reason
they were largely ignored in theories of economic
organization until recent years.4 Countries vary
dramatically in the extent to which groups have
name recognition, but it is very rare for the groups
to have clear legal status. (One exception is Chile;
see Khanna and Palepu 1999a, 272n.) Chung
points out that corporate law worldwide is highly
focused on the idea of the corporation as an autonomous unit, and rarely recognizes the reality of
complex network relationships within groups of corporations. This focus makes regulation of groups
difﬁcult, ad hoc, and often ineffectual (Chung
2000, chap. 5; Maman 2003; also see Teubner
1990; Antunes 1994; Dine 2000).
Inhabiting a legal limbo does not reduce business groups’ economic clout. To give just a few examples, at the end of the 1980s, the top 20 groups
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in India accounted for more than two-thirds of private sector industrial assets (Ghemawat and Khanna 1998, 42); the top 100 groups in Taiwan produced 45 percent of the 1996 GNP (Chung 2001,
722); and by the mid-1990s, “business groups had
already come to dominate the Chinese economy”
(Keister 2000, 9), despite not having existed until
the 1980s. Collin (1998, 726) reports that the two
largest groups in Sweden controlled corporations
that in 1995 represented about 52 percent of the
Stockholm stock exchange’s capitalization. And
the 10 largest national private groups in Mexico
include 127 of the country’s 500 biggest companies (Garrido 1994, 166).

WHY BUSINESS GROUPS? EXPLAINING THE
ORGANIZATIONAL FORM
I ask ﬁrst why ﬁrms adopt the organizational
form of the business group rather than some other
form, and what explains the many variations in the
way business groups are constructed. In subsequent sections I inquire as to the efﬁciency and
consequences of the business group form, and
then consider the future of business groups in the
modern economy.
The Emergence of Business Groups: General
Arguments
Some general discussions of business groups
suggest that actors may choose from among a variety of organizational forms in order to get goods
and services produced. Thus we might consider
the business group an organizational form “competing” with the forms of separate individual ﬁrms,
multinational enterprises, and state-owned ﬁrms,
as in Guillén (2001). What the balance of such
forms might be in a given situation has been addressed by organizational ecology (Ruef 2000),
transaction cost economics (Williamson 1985),
and the “new sociological institutionalism” (e.g.,
Scott 1995). As Ruef notes, however, despite
“considerable theoretical interest in form emergence, these major organizational paradigms have
yet to produce a generalizable explanatory model”
(2000, 659). This is in part because the requirements for such a model are daunting: the emergence of forms “is best understood in the context
of a concrete system of interrelationships between
organizational suppliers, consumers, regulators and
intermediaries operating in an institutional arena”
(Ruef 2000, 660). Ruef develops such an analysis
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with rich data for American health care organizations. No such comprehensive analysis is in view
for generalized business organization forms, and it
is unclear whether the data for such an analysis
could be acquired, or even clearly deﬁned. This
high standard of analysis, however, is useful to
keep in mind as we assess the validity of what has
been argued.
I classify arguments about the emergence of organizational forms according to the level of analysis emphasized. Some focus on the rational action
of individuals or organizations trying to produce
the best results. In the case of business groups,
what such theories look like should depend on
whether a group emerges out of a single ﬁrm that
acquires or spins off multiple related and subordinate ﬁrms, or coalesces from a set of previously independent ﬁrms without a clear central ﬁrm that
organizes the group. These two ways that groups
can emerge are ends of a continuum, but it is convenient to think of them as separate ideal types. In
the latter case, typical of some Latin American
groups (see, e.g., Strachan 1976), one would need
to consider what beneﬁts individual ﬁrms derive
from alliance. But virtually all recent literature
conﬁnes itself to the special case where groups
emerge from the diversiﬁcation activity of a single
ﬁrm.
Standard economics and organization theory
long ignored why ﬁrms grow, including diversiﬁcation. This silence was broken by Penrose’s inﬂuential 1959 work, which conceptualized the ﬁrm as a
“collection of physical and human resources” that
needed to be managed to extract maximum beneﬁt, and originated what has come to be known as
the “resource-based” view of the ﬁrm. Growth,
she argued, results from rational effort to exploit
underutilized resources. Penrose broached a theme
that became common in later discussions of the
evolution of ﬁrms and their structure, that unrelated diversiﬁcation is unlikely to persist over long periods because it does not make optimum use of the
ﬁrm’s existing resources. No ﬁrm, she suggests,
can “acquire every likely ﬁrm in sight . . . ; it must
choose . . . those enterprises which seem most likely to complement or supplement its existing activities” (1995, 129); and while there are conglomerate ﬁrms whose acquisitions do not focus on any
particular ﬁeld, they are unlikely to be proﬁtable or
even survive over long periods. “Sooner or later
such ‘ﬁrms’ either break up or settle down to the
exploitation of selected ﬁelds. The force responsible is that of competition” (1995, 131).5
Bethel and Liebeskind (1998) consider why di-
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versiﬁed ﬁrms might choose to operate as “corporate groups,” making some lines of business legally
separate subsidiaries rather than divisions. Their argument goes beyond Penrose’s emphasis on competition, to the importance of corporate law, including a desire for “reduction or avoidance of the
costs of product liability and other types of tort liability” (1998, 50), tax advantages (cf. also Prechel
2000 and Chung 2000, chap. 5), and the ability of
large shareholders to leverage their control through
pyramids. They add to these a stylized model in
which under certain well-deﬁned circumstances,
corporate groups “can economize on transaction
costs, relative to a simple corporation” (1998, 50)
by resolving conﬂicts of interest between ﬁxed and
residual claimants to a ﬁrm’s proﬁts.
Economists working in an evolutionary tradition
considered broader aspects of ﬁrms’ environments
than competition and the legal system. Teece et al.,
for example, assessed how a variety of factors in
ﬁrms’ environments affects the likelihood of survival for unrelated diversiﬁcation (1994; see also
Lowe, Boerner, and Teece 2001). They suggest
that with low path dependency, slow learning, and
weak selection, conglomerates with few intracorporate transactions may persist, but that as selection
tightens, “such as during recessions, we expect that
the most egregious examples of this form will get
weeded out. Conglomerates are thus a transitional
form” (24). On the other hand, in situations of
rapid learning, colliding technological trajectories,
and tight selection, network ﬁrms may arise, in
which ﬁrms become “enveloped in a dense skein of
intercorporate relationships involving partial equity
holdings and joint ventures,” and such network
ﬁrms may persist (24). Guillén (2001) focuses on
the impact of government economic policies on organizational form. In particular, he argues that diversiﬁed business groups have an advantage and can
effectively proﬁt in circumstances where government policy is asymmetric between whether it allows outward and inward ﬂows of capital and goods
to and from its country. In his view, organizational
form is determined by strategic actors whose possibilities are shaped by a nation’s institutional traditions and constraints, insofar as these determine
policies on ﬁnance and trade.
All of these arguments posit ﬁrms rationally trying to maximize economic results, and focus in a
bottom-up way on strategic actors coping with
their particular environment. The environment appears as a constraining background factor, rather
than a major focus of analysis. A different argument, made since the beginning of serious discus-

sion of business groups, is that groups result from
the need to compensate for market failures. This
gives more emphasis to the level of entire economic systems, and less to that of strategic actors.
Leff suggested, for example, that the “group pattern of industrial organization is readily understood as a microeconomic response to well-known
conditions of market failure in the less developed
countries” (1978, 666), especially imperfect markets in capital and intermediate products. Khanna
and Rivkin (2001) broaden this account by arguing that groups may ﬁll a number of “voids left by
the missing institutions that normally underpin the
efﬁcient functioning of product, capital and labor
markets” (46–47), such as labor market intermediaries, business schools, well-functioning judicial institutions, venture capitalists, ﬁnancial analysts, mutual funds, and a vigorous ﬁnancial press (cf. Khanna
and Palepu 1999a). Groups ﬁll these voids, they
argue, because it is proﬁtable to do so, and that the
effort is sustained so long as it is beneﬁcial for the
overall economy.
One troublesome ﬁnding in relation to these assertions is that it is very variable, as I detail below,
whether groups and group ﬁrms are indeed more
proﬁtable than other organizational forms. Khanna
and Rivkin address this variation by suggesting that
inability to proﬁt from group membership indicates
“poorly developed selection environments, where
weak organizational forms are not weeded out”
(2001, 47). This comment, however, must raise the
question of whether functionalist explanations for
the persistence of the business group form are falsiﬁable. There are two issues in the logic of such an
argument. The ﬁrst is how one might show that an
organizational form such as the business group arises as a “response” to market failure. This ostensibly
historical statement may in fact result from telling
an “adaptive story” (Gould and Lewontin 1979)
about what environmental problems business groups
solve. But it could be that groups do not emerge to
solve problems, but rather because of special skills
and abilities of entrepreneurs, families, and alliances
to mobilize resources. The visible groups at any
moment are those that survived, in part because
they developed capabilities superior to nongroup
ﬁrms. It is then tempting to interpret this in crosssection as a response to some imputed market “failures.” Without detailed historical evidence that
groups were a response to such failure, this imputation is problematic.
A second issue is how to validate the implicit assumption that there exists an ideal state in which
individual ﬁrms would not need to afﬁliate with
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one another because the missing institutional functions that groups serve would be managed by intermediaries that emerge from the market. Having
arisen from market processes, these would be as efﬁcient as possible. Thus, once economies reach this
ideal state, the need for business groups disappears
and they will disintegrate. (See, e.g., Khanna and
Palepu 1999b, 126.) To be persuasive, such an argument would require detailed institutional analysis comparing the costs and effectiveness of economic functions performed inside versus outside
of business groups. The idea that product, labor,
and capital market intermediation can be performed at lower cost outside groups assumes that
market discipline forces nongroup intermediaries
to operate at minimum cost. In fact, however, this
is highly problematic even in advanced economies.
Such institutions as business schools, the ﬁnancial
press, venture capital, and mutual funds operate in
highly constrained environments, and are supported and shaped by a wide variety of institutional
forces many of which are not subject to market
discipline, and which may impose their own costs
on the economy as externalities difﬁcult to bring
into account. On the other hand, the same functions when performed within business groups are
themselves under pressure for efﬁcient operation
from the market competition groups impose on
one another. Therefore it is by no means self-evident without detailed study of particular cases that
the evolution of market institutions should undercut the value added by groups. I address this question in more detail below under the topics of the
success and future of business groups.
Finally, Feenstra and Hamilton (forthcoming)
consider all these accounts only partially persuasive, because they slight analysis of the particular
economic tasks ﬁrms are trying to execute, and
how these change over time. Focusing especially
on manufacturing, they suggest that a crucial question is how upstream-downstream relations among
ﬁrms that involve intermediate goods can best be
managed. They suggest that different institutional
and structural features of nations, combined with
changes in global demand, may create conditions
in which business groups dominate some sectors of
the economy, but in quite different ways across
countries.
These widely varying accounts of how the business group form originates result in part from the
actual enormous variations among business groups
around the world. To treat this variation as representing a single “organizational form” may be misleading and a source of theoretical confusion.
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Thus, a more feasible task in our present state of
knowledge might be to make arguments that try to
account for these variations. Before doing so, I
pause to outline the main dimensions of variation.
Variations in the Form of Business Groups
Business groups vary along six dimensions:6
1. Source of solidarity. Many business groups
have some sense of identity based on common social bonds among component ﬁrms and their personnel, often involving association with a single
family. Though mid-twentieth-century modernization theory argued that economic development required the detachment of family and kinship from
business, detailed empirical analysis such as that
of La Porta, Lopez-de-Silanes, and Shleifer 1999
shows that families still control most ﬁrms around
the world, including those in the advanced economies.7 Both family-run groups and others may
achieve solidarity in part because key members derive from the same ethnic, religious, or regional
origin.
2. Extent of “moral economy.” Groups may but
need not be coherent social systems in which participants have a strong sense of moral obligation to
other members and a well-deﬁned conception of
what is proper behavior. Such conceptions are almost invariably accompanied by a strong sense of
group identity, which confers a normative and extraeconomic meaning on economic action.
3. Structure of ownership. Groups vary from
those that are essentially owned by a single family—
very common, though this ownership may be
masked by indirect control through holding companies and pyramids—to those composed of independent ﬁrms that have allied with one another.
These latter alliances are enduring, rather than
strategic, and at times involve substantial crossshareholding among component ﬁrms.
4. Structure of authority. Groups vary from
those quite loosely coordinated, with no real central authority, such as some large Japanese keiretsu
(see Gerlach 1992), to those ruled with an iron
hand by a single group chairman, typical of Korean chaebol, especially in the 1960s and 1970s. Centralized ownership may be the vehicle for centralized control, but the correlation is far from
perfect.8 For example, Chang’s sophisticated network analysis shows that in Korea, strong central
control is supported by patterns of shareholding
that concentrate ownership in a single family,
across large numbers of group ﬁrms (1999); but
a similar analysis by Chung (2004) for Taiwan,
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shows that while shareholding is similarly structured,
control is more loosely coordinated, and a “set of
core leaders . . . occupy duplicate leadership positions in various group ﬁrms” (Chung 2000, 76).
I note that nearly all of the extant literature on
business groups assumes the special case of highly
centralized ownership and authority.
5. The role of ﬁnancial institutions. Since the
provision of capital to group ﬁrms is a central issue
everywhere, many but not all business groups include among their member ﬁrms one or more
banks or nonbank ﬁnancial institutions (such as insurance companies). There is great variation in the
power position of such ﬁnancial ﬁrms within and
beyond the groups. In some groups, they dominate to such an extent that analysts refer to them
as “ﬁnancial groups” (e.g., Kurgan–Van Hentenryk 1997), and may even pose a serious competitor to the state for national sovereignty (see Makler and Ness 2002, especially 7–8). In others, they
are clearly subordinate to the head ofﬁce, and perhaps to the state as well (cf. the cases of China,
Keister 2000, 88, 97; and of Korea from the 1960s
to the 1990s, Kim 1997). Johnson notes that although Russian groups are known as “ﬁnancialindustrial groups” (FIGs), the main banks in some
of them were clearly subordinate to industrial ﬁrms
with which they allied (2000; chap. 5). In many
family-run groups, the situation may not be much
different from early-nineteenth-century New England, where banks were not independent actors,
but rather the “ﬁnancial arms of the extended kinship groups that dominated the economy” (Lamoreaux 1986, 659; see also Lamoreaux 1994).
6. Relation of groups to the state. Business
groups’ autonomy in relation to the state runs the
gamut. Some groups evolve largely independent
from government sponsorship and at times in clear
opposition to political elites and mandates (cf.
Camp 1989 for Mexico). In other cases, groups
are assembled by the state from state-owned ﬁrms
(Keister 2000 for China and Johnson 2000, 159,
for Russia) or by leading political actors who use
the state apparatus for their own business purposes
(Indonesia under Suharto, see Robison 1986; or
Nicaragua under Somoza, see Strachan 1976).
Where groups are independent, the state may still
dominate them, as in 1960s and 1970s Korea. But
as Kim (1997) notes, the more effective states are
in creating successful business groups, the more
likely are the groups to become independent
power centers that ultimately resist state control,
and become at least coequal actors.

National Institutions, Isomorphism, and
Business Group Form
The theories of business group origins reviewed
previously (in “The Emergence of Business
Groups: General Arguments”), which stress bottom-up rational action of a single founder, may
have difﬁculty illuminating the dimensions I have
listed, beyond those of ownership and authority.
Top-down interpretations of groups as responses
to market failures suggest that groups’ distribution
across these dimensions should derive from the set
of institutions missing in their countries. Poorly
developed capital markets should lead to a dominant focus on ﬁnance and capital allocation. Lack
of education and training for managers should
prompt groups to internalize educational functions and put substantial energy into developing
employee skills. A nation’s institutions would then
impact business group form insofar as they determined which economic functions markets cannot
fulﬁll.
This implies that some organizational form always arises to handle essential tasks that markets
fail to manage. Though we may doubt such inevitability, the argument does help us identify
which functions business groups have economic
incentives to tackle, which is important to know.
This does little, however, to explain the axes of solidarity, the nature of ownership and authority, the
existence of normative consensus, or the group’s
relation to the state.
Many scholars argue that to understand these
requires careful attention to legal, political, and
normative structures that make some business
forms far more plausible and likely than others.
This argument doubts that all organizational forms
will eventually be driven by market competition
toward some common model that optimizes returns to ﬁrms and owners by solving “agency”
problems. Dobbin refers to “industrial logics” that
vary by country and derive principally from their
political systems (1994). In their study of the auto
industry, Biggart and Guillén propose that each
country has a prevailing “institutional logic,” and
that business practices that diverge from it will not
be easily comprehensible to the relevant actors
(1999, 726). Whitley refers to national “business
systems” that vary in the “degree and mode of authoritative coordination of economic activities, and
in the organization of, and interconnections between, owners, managers, experts and other employees” (1999, 33). Hollingsworth and Boyer
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speak of “social systems of production”—the way
a country’s economic institutions combine with its
politics and with “customs and traditions as well as
norms, moral principles, rules, laws and recipes for
action” (1997, 2).
Such theorists argue that institutions have more
causal force than individuals’ strategic action.
Thus, Hollingsworth and Boyer comment that
whereas the “neoclassical paradigm assumes that
individuals are sovereign, we argue that individual
action is inﬂuenced by the hold that institutions
have on decision making” (1997, 3). Hall and Soskice occupy a middle ground by acknowledging
the importance of “varieties of capitalism,” but arguing that institutions do not fully determine the
contours of the economy; rather there are multiple
equilibria in which the strategic action of actors
and ﬁrms can make a major difference. Though
game-theoretic in spirit, their argument acknowledges that what “leads the actors to a speciﬁc equilibrium is a set of shared understandings about
what other actors are likely to do, often rooted in
a sense of what it is appropriate to do in such circumstances. . . . [This is] an entry point in the
analysis for history and culture” (2001, 13).9
Hall and Soskice argue that national economies
fall broadly into two categories: liberal market
economies (LMEs) and coordinated market economies (CMEs). In the former (e.g., the United
States), coordination and agency problems are resolved through markets, and such economies
“usually lack the close-knit corporate networks capable of providing investors with inside information about the progress of companies that allows
them to supply ﬁnance less dependent on quarterly balance sheets and publicly available information” (2001, 29). In CMEs, companies are more
likely to have access to ﬁnance that does not depend on such current data. This “patient capital”
allows ﬁrms to retain skilled workers in downturns
and make long-term investments. Investors assess
performance through “network monitoring”: dense
networks across ﬁrms based in part on extensive
cross-holdings. This argument implies that business groups will be less prevalent in LMEs than in
CMEs, which the empirical data support.
I now focus more closely on institutional elements that affect the capacity and likelihood for
corporate actors to coordinate with one another in
ways that might favor the emergence of business
groups. High on any such list would be “company” or “corporate” law that prescribes the bounds
of permissible collaboration and regulates owner-
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ship concentration. Collaboration and common
ownership are conceptually separate, but empirically related. Independent ﬁrms may collaborate
without common ownership. But one typical reason why they do collaborate is that individuals,
families, or ﬁnancial institutions hold substantial
ownership in the separate companies and coordinate the ﬁrms’ activities in an attempt to improve
their own ﬁnancial or social situations.
If corporate law strongly shapes organizational
form, what shapes corporate law? Law and economics scholars usually argue that it evolves so as to
resolve economic problems and maximize overall
wealth (cf. Posner 1998). Agency theory proposes
that the role of corporate law is to establish governance of corporations in such a way as to align
managers’ incentives with those of owners. In this
view, market forces help shape corporate law so that
managers are disciplined and discouraged from
seeking their own advancement at the expense of
shareholders. This implies that some statutes are
superior to others and that as countries advance,
they will increasingly adopt similar legislation.
This view dates especially from the 1980s, when
the phrase corporate governance ﬁrst came into
vogue (Blair 2001). It is widely accepted in law
and economics, debated within more general economics, and greeted with some skepticism outside
these circles. One general line of argument that
leads in a different direction is the “new institutionalism” in the sociological theory of organizations (e.g., DiMaggio and Powell 1983; Powell
and DiMaggio 1991), which proposes that “structural change in organizations seems less and less
driven by competition or by the need for efﬁciency. Instead . . . forms of organizational change
occur as the result of processes that make organizations more similar without necessarily making
them more efﬁcient” (DiMaggio and Powell 1983,
147). One such source is what they call “coercive
isomorphism,” including the state and its laws.
Consistent with this view is Roe’s inﬂuential argument (1994) that corporate law varies by country in ways that primarily reﬂect political processes.
Arguing that law about the economy derives from
noneconomic sources tilts against convergence assumptions. In theory, idealized markets operate
the same everywhere, so that if law were endogenous to market process, any well-functioning market would eventually produce the same efﬁcient
legal structures. But if law about the economy is
shaped by politics, this is far less plausible, requiring the assumption that political structures will
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also converge everywhere—a proposal sometimes
made (e.g., Fukuyama 1992), but belied by the
events of recent years.
Though not directly addressing the issue of
business groups, Roe inquires why the shareholding of American ﬁrms is more dispersed than in
most other major economies. I note that this dispersed shareholding is inconsistent with the form
of business groups, typically characterized by highly centralized shareholding or by extensive crossholdings among group ﬁrms, or by both. Roe
notes that while American ﬁrms typically coordinate through merger, such as vertical integration,
there is an alternative: institutions like banks or
mutual funds could hold big blocks of stock in
ﬁrms as well as in their customers and suppliers,
and these ﬁrms could then remain separate and be
coordinated by the large shareholders. Instead of
one ﬁrm being a division of the other, “each would
be partially owned by an overlapping group of ﬁnancial institutions. Neither would be a controlled
subsidiary, but there would be connections, information, exchange, and . . . a mediator to settle . . .
disputes” (1994, 14).
But Roe asserts that American politics deliberately fragmented ownership. It “preferred BerleMeans corporations [i.e., with strong managers
and weak owners] to the alternative of concentrated institutional ownership, which it precluded”
(1994, 22). The reason is not economic, but political and ideological: Since the founding of the
republic, American public opinion has mistrusted
large private accumulations of power. Moreover,
relevant legislation was more readily passed in a
federal political system that allowed localized interests more leverage in Congress than would be
available in a more centralized system. Sanders
(1986) makes a similar point in her account of how
regional rivalries in the late nineteenth century
produced antitrust legislation (see also Fligstein
1990). Correspondingly, managers threatened by
takeovers in the 1980s—the “discipline” that agency
theory recommends—persuaded legislatures in most
states to enact antitakeover legislation, supported
by labor and the general public, which resented the
costs of corporate disruptions to their careers and
communities (Roe 1994, chap. 10; see also Davis
and Thompson 1994). Roe concludes that ﬁrms in
“nations that have tolerated large pools of private
economic power evolved differently than did ﬁrms
in nations that have repeatedly fragmented ﬁnancial institutions, their portfolios, and their ability
to network blocks of stock. The ﬁrm is not isolated. . . . it operates not just in an economic envi-

ronment but in a political environment as well”
(1994, 285–86).
Chung (2000) points out that although legislation is important in determining organizational
form, it is important to carefully examine the feedback from organizations to legislation. Taiwanese
company law established important tax advantages
for the business group form, which helps explain
its initial establishment. Further legislation was the
result of a continuous struggle among different
political and economic interests, and was deeply
inﬂuenced by business interests themselves once
the business group form was dominant (Chung
2000, chaps. 2, 5; 2001). In countries where the
form of business groups was not originally strongly affected by legislation, its maintenance is subsequently facilitated by revisions in corporate law
and regulatory procedures on which the groups
themselves actively lobby (as is well documented
for Korea; see Kim 1997; Chang 2003). The case
of Germany from the 1980s on illustrates that
complex controversies that work themselves out
through court decisions can produce a body of de
facto administrative law (here called Konzernrecht)
that is not easily traced in any deterministic way to
national institutions, but may still open the way for
strategic actors to use the new rules, as suggested
by Hall and Soskice (2001). In particular, German
industry participants created a new form called the
“management holding,” closely resembling a business group, in which a parent company conﬁnes itself to strategy and ﬁnance, and owns operational
subsidiaries that are legally separate. Part of the
reason for this was for the parent ﬁrm to avoid
legal liability for mistakes of the subsidiary ﬁrms,
given the doctrines of responsibility that had
evolved in German law. This form spread rapidly,
in part through imitation, and has been credited
with reviving the fortunes of major German industries such as machine tools (Grifﬁn 1997, chap. 5;
Herrigel 1999).
There are situations where the coercive aspect of
isomorphism is even more palpable than that of
legislation, as when the leaders of South Korean
chaebol were all arrested shortly after General Park
Chung Hee’s 1961 coup, and released only on
condition of cooperating with the general’s plan to
revitalize the Korean economy. This plan focused
the lion’s share of resources on a few large business
groups, and led to growth that astounded the
world in the 1960s and 1970s (see, e.g., Jones and
Sakong 1980). Even the details of how chaebol
would invest were determined by state policy. Expansion by debt rather than proﬁt maximization
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followed from negative real interest rates and the
likelihood of bailouts in case of failure. And the
high debt-to-equity ratio made it especially easy
for families to control a large number of ﬁrms with
relatively small outlay of capital. Diversiﬁcation
was sensible since state-mandated target sectors
changed rapidly enough to make it imprudent not
to have a ﬁnger in every pie (Chang 1999). (Note
that although this account is standard, Feenstra
and Hamilton [forthcoming], strongly dispute the
centrality of the Korean state in producing business group [chaebol] domination of the economy,
asserting that this outcome resulted from a combination of national institutions and global patterns
of product demand, and would have occurred even
in the absence of strong state action, albeit at a
slower pace.)
In Japan, from the 1930s on, the business
groups known as zaibatsu were forced by the state
to adopt more centralized governance, and nonzaibatsu ﬁrms were pushed in this direction as
well, to serve increasing military needs (Lincoln
and Gerlach 2002, chap. 6). Thus, the dense web
of connections that Allied occupation forces
sought to break up after the Second World War,
often attributed to Japanese cultural sources, were
in part the product of government ﬁat.
Even when political forces do not explicitly prescribe an organizational form, they may bear indirect responsibility for it. Highly centralized political
structures, such as that of General Park in Korea,
Juan Perón in Argentina, or August Pinochet in
Chile, create a situation in which the central political ﬁgure prefers to deal only with a few leading
businessmen. Even if it is not technically required,
business groups then ﬁnd it expedient to become
highly centralized themselves so as to be able to
negotiate effectively with the corresponding centralized interlocutors in the state.
DiMaggio and Powell (1983, 152) argued that
norms and ideas held by inﬂuential social groups
may impact organizational form. Their main example was professionals, whose networks “span organizations and across which new models diffuse
rapidly” (1983, 152). A different type of pressure
toward uniformity in organizational form is what I
would call cross-institutional isomorphism, in which
business organizations take on a form similar to
that of nonbusiness institutions with which they
are involved. Chang (1999) argues, for example,
that Korean family structure is distinctive even
within Asia, and that the form of the chaebol derives clearly from the norms and traditions that
surround families. Biggart (1991) suggests that
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the Korean feudal tradition impacts the conduct of
business groups. Feenstra and Hamilton (forthcoming) stress the long Korean tradition of primogeniture in inheritance, and patrimonialism in
politics, in which systems of control over slaves,
tenants, and other political dependents were organized as extensions of family authority. This made
an economy organized through large ﬁrms centrally controlled by a single family a path of least cultural resistance. Makler (2001, 5664) makes a similar argument for Brazil, in discussing the relation
of the central government to leading regional families and their banks.
Very general sets of cultural ideas and preferences can also cross over to impact the form of
economic institutions, especially through political
action. One example already discussed is Roe’s assertion of the centrality to American political life of
pervasive suspicion of large private accumulations
of power. Another has to do with the way governments in developing countries deal with multinational corporations (MNCs). As Guillén (2001)
and others have argued, what goods and investment capital governments allow MNCs to import
makes a difference in what space is available for
business groups, and whether those groups are autonomous or work closely with large foreign ﬁrms
and investors. Such government decisions are affected by the attitude of important interest groups
in the economy. Guillén notes, for example, that
Spanish labor has been positive on globalization
and multinationals since the 1960s, thus allowing
governments to bring MNCs in as partners—
which, he argues, combined with export orientation, has made it difﬁcult for business groups to
persist (2001, 147–54); Argentine labor, by contrast, has been persistently anti-MNC, which has
often affected government policy and at times led
to dominance of the economy by business groups
(2001, 133–40).
Feelings of national pride that result from political history may strongly impact policy. When General Park drafted chaebol leaders into his 1961
scheme for economic development, it would have
been theoretically plausible for him to partner instead with multinational corporations that already
had the capital and know-how that had to be
painstakingly assembled by the chaebol. But as
E.M. Kim notes, given Korean political sensitivities
after a half-century of Japanese colonial domination, it would have been “politically suicidal” for
even a military strong man to bring in large foreign
investors in such a dominant position (1997, 119).
The ideology of political elites may inﬂuence
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their economic policies, which in turn facilitate or
block the formation of business groups. Comparing South Korea and Israel, Maman notes that in
both cases, during the 1960s and 1970s, state
elites enacted policies that were either directly (as
in Korea) or indirectly (as in Israel) friendly to
group formation, because they “held a developmental ideology, did not count on market forces
for economic development, and had a desire to
greater economic and military self-sufﬁciency”
(2002, 738). But quite opposite ideologies, such
as neoliberalism among elites, may also create fertile conditions for group formation. Thus, Garrido
reports that privatization, carried out by the substantial sale of state industrial assets in Mexico in
the late 1980s and early 1990s, ended up as a
“great act of business re-engineering guided by the
State, whose strategy was aimed at strengthening
the big national private groups as actors in the new
economic model, by transferring to them its share
of economic power” (1994, 167). Goldstein and
Schneider (forthcoming) similarly observe that
state-directed privatization presented unparalleled
opportunities for business interests to expand or
create entirely new conglomerate groups in Brazil,
Chile, Argentina, and Mexico, among others (cf.
also Makler 2000).
Finally, we should not underestimate the impact
of cross-national mimetic isomorphism. Once models are well known, they may lead to imitation. Korean chaebol mimicked Japanese business group
forms in the 1950s because the zaibatsu were still
familiar from the period of Japanese colonial domination; later, in the 1980s, Japanese multinationals invested large amounts in Korea, and Korean
ﬁrms had to reorganize to match their own functions with those in corresponding Japanese companies (Kim 1997, 84–89). Imitation can be quite
self-conscious; thus, Keister reports that reformers
in China “studied the keiretsu and the chaebol for
many years and, in the mid-1980s, began building
a Chinese version of these conglomerates” (2000,
9). Aside from imitating success, reformers also
were attracted by the prestige of creating forms
that looked like these well-known models (Keister
2000, 74–75). Similarly, Johnson indicates that in
supporting FIGs (ﬁnancial-industrial groups) during the 1990s, the Russian government invoked
the “example of South Korean and Japanese conglomerates” (2000, 161). And imitation may result from conceptions of business organization carried by migrants across national borders. Thus,
many of the early Israeli entrepreneurs and managers who constructed groups were from Germany

and central or eastern Europe, where the “German
model of capitalism, including organizing business
in the form of konzernen [conglomerate business
groups] was dominant before the rise of Communism” (Maman 2002, 740).

FACTORS AFFECTING BUSINESS GROUP
PERFORMANCE
One main reason to analyze organizational
forms is to understand their consequences. Thus it
is worth asking whether the business group form is
successful and efﬁcient compared to alternate ways
of organizing the economy. In this section, I ﬁrst
summarize some ﬁndings on business group performance, and then discuss two important determinants of such performance: the extent of common identity among ﬁrms in a business group, and
the network overlap between business groups and
other institutional sectors.
Performance: Innovation and Proﬁtability in
Business Groups
Among the many possible measures of how well
business groups perform, I select two of great importance: the ability of business groups to create
innovations, and the extent of groups’ proﬁtability. In both cases, one must compare the performance of groups to that of stand-alone ﬁrms.
Regarding innovation, there are few studies that
directly compare groups to ﬁrms, but an interesting clue is provided by the distinction drawn
by Hall and Soskice between “incremental” and
“radical” innovation. By “incremental” they mean
“continuous but small-scale improvements to existing product lines and production processes,”
and by “radical,” “substantial shifts in product
lines, the development of entirely new goods, or
major changes to the production process” (2001,
38–39).
They do not analyze the relative strength of organizational forms in these different types of innovation, but instead broadly generalize that economies characterized largely by market coordination
(“liberal market economies”) are weak in incremental but strong in radical innovation, with the
opposite being true for economies where nonmarket coordination is strong (“coordinated market
economies”). The logic is that in the latter case,
employment is secure and close interﬁrm collaboration “encourages clients and suppliers to suggest
incremental improvements to products or produc-
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tion processes” (Hall and Soskice 2001, 39). The
dense network of intercorporate linkages is associated with a system of corporate governance that insulates ﬁrms against hostile takeovers, and thus
reduces sensitivity to immediate proﬁts. This encourages “corporate strategies based on product
differentiation rather than intense product competition,” and a “reputation for risk-taking or cutthroat competition is rarely an asset in such networks” (40). By contrast, in liberal market
economies, the stress on current proﬁts implicit in
the market for corporate control reduces employment security and thus discourages employees
from cooperating in attempts to innovate. Instead,
they cultivate their own career and general skills
above loyalty to company; moreover, contract and
antitrust law discourages collaboration between
ﬁrms on incremental innovation. However, the
ﬂuid labor market and the ability of ﬁrms “seeking
access to new or radically different technologies to
do so by acquiring other companies with relative
ease” encourage radical innovation (2001, 40).
Though couched at the level of entire national
economies, all these considerations map easily onto
the distinction between business groups and standalone ﬁrms, and imply that groups will excel at incremental innovation but separate ﬁrms at radical
innovation. A similar argument seems implicit in
the work of Amsden and Hikino (1994), who propose that one great advantage of diversiﬁed business groups in emerging economies late in the
twentieth century was their superior ability to execute technology transfer from more industrially
advanced nations. Though they do not distinguish
between incremental and radical innovation, the
kind of transfer they discuss seems to be incremental, as it does not involve creating entirely new
products or diverging dramatically from existing
ones.
If high technology innovation counts as “radical,” it does appear that this has emerged mainly
from liberal market economies, such as that of the
United States, with other more coordinated market economies specializing in incremental improvements to the new models. It also seems clear,
however, that even if a liberal market economy is a
necessary condition for radical innovation, it is not
sufﬁcient, as such innovation rarely occurs. Saxenian’s well-known arguments about divergences between regions in the United States in their capacity for radical innovation suggest that even within a
“liberal market economy” with stand-alone ﬁrms,
some sectors or regions may not produce the relevant conditions (Saxenian 1994). And this sug-
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gests that it may be hazardous to extrapolate from
arguments about the innovative potential of organizational forms to that of entire economies, because countries may vary widely internally in the
distribution of forms and even of types of coordination (cf. Locke 1995 on Italy; Herrigel 1996 on
Germany; and the rapidly growing literature on
the mixed economy of China).
Further insight may come from an argument on
a different plane from those on entire economies,
but which may point to a similar conclusion: David
Stark’s emphasis on the importance for dramatic
innovation of a diverse population of ﬁrms whose
networks can be easily shifted and recombined, in
industries where it is important to avoid adaptation
at the expense of adaptability (2001, 72–74). If
this is correct, then the stable identity of the ﬁrms
that compose a business group, which is part of the
way I have deﬁned such groups, may hinder innovations that require ﬁrms to rapidly shift the composition of interﬁrm alliances from which they derive technological insight.
Proﬁtability has been studied more systematically than innovation. Khanna and Rivkin (2001) analyzed 14 emerging economies where groups are
signiﬁcant: Argentina, Brazil, Chile, India, Indonesia, Israel, Mexico, Peru, the Philippines, South
Africa, Korea, Taiwan, Thailand, and Turkey. They
found that business group “afﬁliates perform better than nonafﬁliates in six countries and worse
than nonafﬁliates in three, with no difference in
proﬁtability levels in the remaining ﬁve countries”
(2001, 46). Though consultants often advise governments to rein in the diversiﬁcation of business
groups in favor of greater focus, they report that in
11 of the 14 countries there is no evidence of a diversiﬁcation discount, and “if anything, there is
often evidence of a diversiﬁcation premium” (2001,
47). Thus they suggest that “owners and managers
of business groups should be wary of strategy advice from advisors whose knowledge base originates in advanced economies” (47).10
Proﬁtability varies across nations because groups
have sources of both performance strength and
weakness in their structures, and which dominates
often depends on circumstances outside their control, including government policy, political change,
international ﬁnancial markets, and noneconomic
social institutions. For Korea, Chang (2003, chap.
3) notes that the extensive group-level sharing of
resources, such as brands, technology, and personnel, and also group-level organizational structure
help ﬁrms learn from one another’s experience and
enhance proﬁtability. But these synergies can be
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eroded in several ways. First, as more afﬁliates become listed companies, minority shareholders object to resource ﬂow out of their company with no
immediate return. (Major shareholders do not object since they are typically composed of the family that controls other companies in the group.)
Perhaps more signiﬁcant, especially in the crisis of
the late 1990s, the “value creation that occurred at
the individual [group ﬁrm] level through resource
sharing was often totally wasted in some other part
of the group due to ill-conceived strategies or to
cross-subsidization of poorly performing afﬁliates”
(2003, 107). The same centralized structures that
led to useful synergies between afﬁliates increasingly became a liability from the 1980s on, due to
bad decisions. The problem arose because once the
state backed off of bailouts and strong control of
strategy, the groups did not have a functioning
governance system to perform due diligence on
major decisions (Chang 2003, chap. 3).
This should remind us that groups are more
than the sum of their ﬁrms. Because they are internally socially structured, it is misleading to measure average proﬁtability of ﬁrms within a group,
as each may play a different role and thus achieve
correspondingly different ﬁnancial results. Chang,
for example, referring to the fact that single families typically dominate even the largest of the Korean chaebol, calls these organizations “privately
owned social structures.” His blockmodel analysis
of 1989 equity ownership ties among ﬁrms within
the top 49 groups shows that group ﬁrms are
arranged in a “nested hierarchy”: that is, there is
asymmetry in sending and receiving equity ties
across blocks (1999, 136–40).11 Portfolio management is “targeted at maintaining family control
rather than the returns they can expect from the
investment” (1999, 148). If proﬁt maximization
were the goal, we would expect to see higher ROA
(return on assets) for ﬁrms higher up in the structural hierarchy, but in fact the opposite is the case.
Those ﬁrms are not free to invest for highest yield,
but instead must play their network role and invest
in appropriate chaebol subsidiaries. Thus, the
higher a ﬁrm is in the network of directed ties, the
greater its opportunity cost. This means that other
things equal, ROA is negatively correlated with
position in the hierarchy (1999, 149). On the
other hand, when growth is the dependent variable, a measure of “control efﬁciency” that “captures the degree of control ampliﬁcation through
crossholdings” does have predictive value across
groups (169–79).
Thus, a focus on family control may compete

with short-term proﬁt maximization. Even in the
absence of a controlling family, individual ﬁrms’
proﬁt maximization may be subordinated to group
welfare when group identity is strong. Japan presents a striking example. It has long perplexed analysts that companies afﬁliated with the six largest
intermarket (i.e., cross-industry) keiretsu are less
proﬁtable and show lower rates of sales growth
than unafﬁliated ﬁrms. Lincoln and Gerlach (2002,
chap. 5) reproduce this common ﬁnding in their
analysis of Japan’s 200 largest manufacturing
ﬁrms. But they point out that this is misleading,
since the typical OLS (ordinary least squares) speciﬁcation of the outcome does not take a ﬁrm’s own
past performance into account in assessing the impact of keiretsu membership They stress especially
whether a ﬁrm has been in serious trouble, not
merely experiencing stagnant earnings, but actually losing money, which harms a ﬁrm’s reputation
and that of its main bank and close partners. Going
into the red is more likely than weak performance
to provoke a rescue response from other group
members. Using such measures, they ﬁnd that
group membership has quite a different impact on
different ﬁrms: it helps weak ﬁrms, hurts strong
ones, and leaves middling performers alone.
Economists often interpret mutual assistance
and bailouts within Japanese groups as a rational
insurance scheme, in which strong performers pay
a “premium” by helping weak ﬁrms, so that they
will receive help in case of future problems. But
since there is little evidence that ﬁrms think about
bailouts in this way, or indeed that strong ﬁrms
ever collect on such insurance “investments,” this
seems more an expression of faith in rational action
than a falsiﬁable argument. Lincoln and Gerlach
suggest instead that strong ﬁrms could not take
advantage of weaker group members because they
would be sanctioned by other group ﬁrms for “deviating from the norms of the community by extracting rents from business partners” (2002,
5–25). They go on to say that the rational mutual
insurance argument assumes a “degree of individual self-interest seeking unconstrained by social
commitments and normative rules that is scarce in
Japan. The network structures within which Japanese economic action is embedded allow corporations limited degrees of freedom to chart their own
course, to freely pick and choose alliances . . . on
the basis of unilateral calculations of advantage”
(2002, 5–75).
Thus, in both Korea and Japan, it is misleading
to measure the average performance of group
ﬁrms because the social structure of the group
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makes it inappropriate to consider an individual
ﬁrm’s performance without accounting for the role
it plays in relation to other group ﬁrms. The extent
to which a ﬁrm’s performance is closely tied to that
of others in the group rather than being decoupled
in ways that justify separate analysis depends signiﬁcantly on the strength of overall group identity.
Such identity is a factor in determining behavior
and performance that is difﬁcult if not impossible
to explain from a purely economic viewpoint.
Sources of Business Group Identity
Family domination of groups provides one common source of identity. We have no detailed catalogue of family involvement that would allow us to
classify business groups worldwide as to which are
family dominated. But the results of La Porta,
Lopez-de-Silanes, and Shleifer (1999) on large and
medium-sized publicly traded ﬁrms in the 27 richest countries—where most analysts previously would
have been especially skeptical that family control of
large and medium-sized ﬁrms persisted—are intriguing. They ﬁnd that only a couple of countries—
especially the United States and the United Kingdom—have many widely held ﬁrms, and where,
more typically, there is controlling ownership, it is
“surprising that by far the dominant form . . . is
not that by banks or other corporations, but rather
by families” (1999, 496). Their results
leave us with a very different picture . . . than that
suggested by Berle and Means. Widely held ﬁrms appear to be relatively uncommon. . . . In contrast, family control is very common. Families often have control rights over ﬁrms signiﬁcantly in excess of their
cash ﬂow rights, particularly through pyramids, and
typically manage the ﬁrms they control. . . . Family
control appears to be . . . typically unchallenged by
other equity holders. (1999, 502, 505)

Since ﬁrms in poorer and less developed economies are quite likely to be even more familydominated than in the richer ones in this study, it
is not hard to conclude that families dominate
most ﬁrms worldwide. Extending our chain of circumstantial inference, it would follow that the typical business group would also be family dominated. Where detailed studies are available, this is
clearly the case, as for Korea, India, Chile, and others. It was also true in Japan until the occupation
forces removed zaibatsu families from control of
their groups, in an (as it happened, fruitless) attempt to break up business groups and implement
a more Americanized market system. Khanna and
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Palepu’s study of Chilean and Indian groups indicates that most groups in the two countries are
“strongly afﬁliated with a single family” (1999a,
279) and that only one of the 18 groups in their
two-country sample has no family afﬁliation (280n).
They comment that it makes sense for families to
“invest” in group identity because the family “creates a system of social norms that reduces intragroup
transaction costs by encouraging information dissemination among group ﬁrms, reducing the possibility of contractual disputes, and providing a lowcost mechanism for dispute resolution” (1999a,
280). While this is unexceptionable, it distracts
from the interesting and key question of how families are able to achieve and maintain control over
long periods, which is by no means automatic.
In fact, the extent to which this can be managed
is extremely variable. Within nations, some families
do this much better than others. Families are not
always a fount of dispassionate, rational behavior.
Consider cases such as the Hyundai group, once
Korea’s largest chaebol, which rapidly disintegrated
after the death of founder Chung Ju Yung in 2001,
because his six living sons could not restrain the
feuds kept within bounds during their father’s lifetime (cf., e.g., Kirk 2001). And not just family disputes, but also the perils of demography may threaten persistent family control. Lindgren (2002)
shows that for the Swedish Wallenberg family,
which dominates Sweden’s largest business group,
over the course of the twentieth century, there
were a number of points when the principle of
passing control down through the male line very
nearly came undone, due to lack of a suitable heir.
Entire countries may have kinship structures and
contexts that make it hard for families to manage
large business empires. For example, the Kenyan
businessmen studied by Marris and Somerset “seldom ﬁnd a way to assimilate kinship successfully
within a hierarchy of managerial authority,” which
puts them at a massive disadvantage in relation to
Asian, especially Indian businesses, which are built
along kinship lines (1971, 35). This results in part
because the Asians, “as a minority excluded from
agriculture by colonial policy, could bring much
stronger sanctions to bear in their business relationships. A man who cheated his family or caste
could be ostracized from commercial employment
and had few other sources of livelihood to turn to”
(1971, 45). In this early period of Kenyan development, however, business was a peripheral activity for Africans, and relatives who did not perform
competently or honestly could not be easily controlled by others in the family since they could re-
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turn to farming with little trouble. Similarly, overseas Chinese in Southeast Asia typically are far
more efﬁcient than native populations in creating
kin-based business groups, for reasons that may
have to do with differences in the kinship system
between China and other Southeast Asian cultures
(see Granovetter 1995b for a more detailed argument), as well as their limited options outside of
business in these countries.
The sense of identity that families bring to business groups may be ampliﬁed by additional sources
of solidarity. Business groups in India, for example,
are typically led by ethnically homogeneous individuals. The Tata group, long among the top few,
has historically been closely associated with the
small Parsee minority, and the large Birla group
with the Marwaris.12 India provides mind-boggling
caste/ethnic/religious group variation as raw material for constructing business group solidarities.
But even countries that are more ethnically homogeneous, such as Korea, allow for extrafamilial solidarities through recruitment of compatriots from
the same college, high school, and home region, as
is common in the chaebol.
Operational practices in business groups may
also contribute to a sense of group identity. Frequent rotation of personnel across group afﬁliates
reduces managers’ identiﬁcation with any individual ﬁrm and increases it with the group as a whole.
One consequence is that the more intragroup mobility managers experience, the more homogeneous they become in their view and practices.
This facilitates resource sharing, but may reduce
resistance when the leading family proposes disastrous business decisions (cf. S. Chang 2003, chap.
3, for the Korean case). We may contrast this with
some multidivisional ﬁrms in which managers have
strong divisional identities from long tenures, so
that central managers must take their views into
account for overall planning in order to achieve
good outcomes (as in the case of General Motors,
analyzed by Freeland 2001). In Japan, ﬁrms in a
group that are members of the Presidents’ Council
(shacho-kai) have a much stronger sense of themselves as group members than other ﬁrms, from
their frequent meetings. They constitute a “selfconscious clique of ﬁrms whose reciprocal commitments stem from long association and strong
collective identity.” Indeed, such companies are
“automatically eligible for bailouts or other adjustments to raise or lower proﬁtability. Noncouncil
ﬁrms are subject to such adjustments only if they
have extensive dealings with the group” (Lincoln
and Gerlach 2002, 5–45, 46).
Generally speaking, other things equal, the older

a business group, the stronger its internal identity.
The reasons for this may include all those discussed
earlier, as well as others that are harder to pin
down, but relate to the accretion of tradition. Thus
in their ﬁnding about how Japanese groups offer
assistance to their own troubled afﬁliates, Lincoln
and Gerlach note that of the six major postwar intermarket groups, such intervention is more likely
among the groups with longer histories than
among the newer city bank–centered groups that
emerged only after the war. And where interventions do occur in the newer groups, they appear to
be economically targeted, compared to companies
from much older groups like Sumitomo and Mitsubishi, which are “all around busybodies” and intervene even if they are not the main lender or
stockholder in a company (2002, 5–44), which
would entail more clear economic incentives.
Network Overlap between Business Groups and
Other Institutional Sectors
The argument thus far about how efﬁcient business groups are has focused on their own internal
functioning. But how well economic actors succeed in their endeavors often depends on how
much their networks overlap with those in other
institutional sectors. The simplest example of this
has already been broached: the extensive overlap of
business with kinship systems around the world.
The goals of families can conﬂict with proﬁt maximization for the groups and ﬁrms they dominate.
At times the clash is entirely ﬁnancial, as when families shift resources around business groups at the
expense of minority shareholders in order to enrich
themselves. Such families are still maximizing profits. But families often want more than wealth from
their business activities: they also want to enhance
their social status. For example, Ghemawat and
Khanna note that in India, “as in many other Asian
societies, there seems to be a stigma associated
with restructuring” (1998, 55). The Tata family,
long the dominant force in India’s leading business
group, enjoys exalted social status based in part on
its reputation as an enlightened employer. Thus,
when Tata Steel felt compelled in 1999 to lay off
35,000 workers, the “sackings so offended Tata
Culture that the company agreed to pay the workers’ salaries until the age of 60” (Ellis 2002).13
Or, for Japan, Takeda notes that zaibatsu shareholders between the two world wars
did not demand a high dividend rate. . . . Family
members were neither allowed to sell their own equity nor to become independent from the family busi-
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ness. The ultimate obligation of family members was
to take their family business which had been inherited
from their parents’ generation, to develop it and pass
it on to their children’s generation. . . . in Mitsui’s
case [then and now one of the largest groups] in order
to avoid the loss of family assets and to keep the reputation of the family business, the Family Constitution . . . prescribed to the family members to avoid extravagance. (1999, 94)

From a purely economic viewpoint, such tendencies are frictions that derail economic rationality. But a clearer understanding of how business
groups function requires a broader view. Especially since families dominate business groups in most
countries, our analytical understanding of how
they operate has to consider in a single framework
their economic as well as their noneconomic goals.
In the case of zaibatsu families, or the Tatas in
India (and their group, the Parsees), one would
like to know, for example, where they stand in the
overall social status structure of their country, and
how their economic and noneconomic goals intersect. Such an analysis would be useful for most of
the leading business groups, but would require a
kind of sociological-cum-economic analysis that is
rarely attempted. Each discipline follows its comparative advantage and stresses especially the set of
motives that its theories illuminate. The absence of
a uniﬁed social science that allows economic and
noneconomic motives to be understood jointly, as
they operate in real actors, makes it especially difﬁcult for us to comprehend the development of
business group strategy.
The extent to which families and business groups
are involved in politics is also important but relatively neglected. While virtually all analysts agree
that regulation of groups by the state strongly
shapes their structures and strategies, state and
business are often treated as separate actors. Yet
few doubt that the way business and the state inﬂuence one another is mediated by the personal
networks that link the two sectors. Evans coined
the term embedded autonomy to describe the characteristics requisite for a state to inﬂuence the
economy positively—meaning a professionalized
bureaucracy largely autonomous from business but
with social ties linking to business leaders that are
the channels through which inﬂuence may be exercised (Evans 1995).
But the network overlap between the state and
business has not been studied in careful detail.
There are some tantalizing clues. For Japan, Taira
and Wada (1987) described a “todai-yakkai-zaikai
complex”—the overlapping networks of graduates
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of leading universities, leading families, and top
executives—and how these ties facilitate contacts
among government and business leaders, who are
quite accustomed to interacting in nonbusiness
spheres. They go so far as to say that the resulting
networks “render the formal structural distinction
of government and business almost meaningless in
Japan” (1987, 264). It is in part because of this
dense network that government can regulate with
a relatively light hand and yet have an impact beyond what could be expected from visible formal
mandates. This disjunction between the formal
and the informal is one reason why there is so
much controversy over how powerful the Japanese
regulatory system is—one’s conclusion depends on
whether one focuses on formal actions or actual
outcomes. A well-known practice that reinforces
network overlap is the colorfully named amakudari—“descent from heaven”—the movement of
retired government ofﬁcials to positions in industry from which they activate their social networks
in the state bureaucracy to help coordinate statebusiness interactions. Though amakudari is a
widely understood pattern, no detailed study of it
and the webs it creates across sectors has yet been
accomplished.14
Where governments or inﬂuential political organizations themselves own or run business groups,
we can expect to see this affect their views on
regulation. Chung reports that the Kuomintang
(KMT)—the party of Chiang Kai-shek, which
dominated Taiwan in single-party rule from 1949
to the democratization of the 1980s—was also itself a major business interest, controlling 168 corporations in 1996. He refers to it as a “de facto
business group” that, if ranked among the top 100
groups in Taiwan in 1998 would be twenty-fourth.
In part because the party depended heavily on
these businesses to support its political campaign,
it actively supported limits on government regulation (Chung 2000, chap. 5).
A pioneering attempt to measure the overlap
among business, politics, and kinship is Zeitlin and
Ratcliff’s 1988 study of Chile in the 1960s, which
develops the idea of a “kinecon,” a “complex social unit in which economic interests and kinship
bonds are inextricably intertwined”—a set of “primary, secondary and other relatives among the ofﬁcers, directors, and principal shareowners, whose
combined individual and indirect (institutional)
shareholdings constitute the dominant proprietary
interest in the corporation” (55). Carefully tracing
kinship ties at an unprecedented level of detail,
they show that families not only control most of
the major corporations through complex pyra-
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mids, but that supposed divisions among industrial and agrarian landowning classes are bridged by a
dense web of kinship ties, and that leading members of these families are prominent in the state apparatus as well (1988, chap. 5).
Korea is another case where kinship ties between
business and the state have attracted considerable
attention. It is also a case that illustrates how
changes in network overlap can affect economic
outcomes. As Kim (1997) points out, during the
administration of Syngman Rhee (1948–60), the
overlap was very direct: many members of Rhee’s
Liberal Party were founders, owners, or large stockholders of the chaebol (1997, 113). In this classic
“rent-seeking” situation, the state became the captive of special interests, and heavily subsidized
them, in part possible because of the large infusions of foreign aid from the West following the
Korean War. The military coup of General Park
Chung Hee in 1961 completely changed this situation. The class and family backgrounds of the new
regime were quite different from those of previous
elites, and many, including Park himself, were from
peasant families. E.M. Kim comments that this
new “distance allowed the state to be autonomous
from the interests of the landed and industrial
classes” (1997, 112). Park’s dramatic gesture of arresting major chaebol presidents for corruption just
12 days after the coup was facilitated by the littlenoticed fact that these business leaders were not
well organized to resist—few “formal organizations among businesses existed at the time” (1997,
118). It would be interesting to speculate why the
business class was fragmented in this period, and
whether this had to do with regional or other rivalries that divided leaders. This new social autonomy of the state from business allowed it to adopt
ﬁrm policies and demand strong economic performance from the business groups.
But as the economy grew and the state apparatus became more institutionalized, we should perhaps not be surprised to learn that the “number of
marriages between the offspring of state ofﬁcials
and business leaders increased leading to blurred
class distinction between the two groups” (Kim
1997, 173). The Korean popular press took a special interest in such alliances, with particular attention to the marriage in 1992 of the president’s
daughter to the son of the chairman of a major
chaebol, one of many such cross-sector marriages
noted by Darlin (1992). Indeed, Cumings (1997,
329) estimates that in the 1990s, about one-third
of fathers-in-law of chaebol owners were highranking government ofﬁcials. This was one among

several factors that reduced the independent power
of the state vis-à-vis the chaebol in the 1980s (Kim
1997, chap. 6).
The problem in analyses of business-political network overlap, however, is that—especially in relatively small countries like South Korea and Chile—
it is hard to know what the null hypothesis is for
how many prominent people should be related to
one another—the baseline against which we should
be impressed by the number of parents, children,
spouses, aunts, uncles, and cousins who are represented in the ownership and control of major corporations and linkages to the state. Moreover,
showing that many leading co-owners are related to
one another or to political ﬁgures, or are themselves
in politics, does not in itself prove that action has
been either coordinated or effective. Guillén notes,
for example, that business groups “have loomed
large in Argentine politics. . . . Cabinet ministers
and other top political appointees have frequently
been recruited among the managerial ranks of the
largest groups. . . . The Argentine business groups,
though, have not always succeeded in inﬂuencing
policymaking in their favor” (2001, 83).
Thus, we have only scratched the surface of research on this important topic of network overlap
among institutional sectors. In the early twentyﬁrst century, when methods for analyzing and visualizing social networks have achieved remarkable
advances, in tandem with dramatic increases in
computing power on our desktops, the possibility
of collecting and mapping data on network overlap
in a sophisticated way is real for the ﬁrst time. Such
an effort must be accompanied, however, by better
conceptualization and measurement of the consequences of the network patterns we ﬁnd, including
measures of how well different organizational
forms achieve their diverse goals.
ANACHRONISM OR AVATAR? THE FUTURE OF
BUSINESS GROUPS
One’s view of where the organizational form of
business groups comes from, and how successful it
is, will strongly affect judgment about whether
groups are an anachronism that arises for lack of a
better and more efﬁcient form of organization—
such as that provided by a “well-functioning” market, or an avatar of modern organizational forms,
which have developed new ways to mobilize resources across disparate social sectors so as to focus
on unprecedented new and complex tasks (cf.
White 1992; Burt 1992; Granovetter 2002). Dur-
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ing the 1970s and 1980s, when the economies of
Japan and Korea were considerably more robust
and successful than those of the West, the business
press, and leading academics (e.g., Vogel 1979),
argued that patterns of complex cooperation
found in these systems could proﬁtably supplant the
(imagined to be) more common Western pattern
of widely held autonomous ﬁrms that answered
only to shareholding owners. When the economic
situations reversed in the 1990s, most opinions
swung to the other extreme, accounting in part for
the often disastrous advice offered to countries
emerging from state socialism. In 2003, after several years of weak economic growth and swirling
scandals in the United States, previously thought
the strongest fortress of shareholder value and accounting transparency, this view is harder to support; thus, no single model now commands universal attention or approval.
Progress requires recognizing that to assess organizational forms from their most recent results is
not viable as a theoretical stance nor as a long-term
strategy. It makes more sense to look closely at
how business groups have responded to changes in
the economies they inhabit, and at how we understand their capacities and the way they change over
time.
The view that business groups arise in response
to missing institutions implies that if those institutions should emerge, groups will lose their competitive advantage and selection pressures will fragment and dissolve them in favor of individual ﬁrms.
Thus, Khanna and Palepu urge governments not
to try dismantling business groups, but rather to
build up market institutions. “The dismantling of
business groups will, we believe, follow naturally
once those institutions are in place” (1999b, 126).
Similarly, Chang suggests that because the Korean
“chaebols are creatures of market imperfections
and government intervention . . . as these forces
diminish, chaebols will decline in the long run”
(2003, 238).
But as Keynes remarked, “in the long run we are
all dead.”15 In the short to medium run, which we
are constrained to inhabit, the picture is murkier.
Chang himself goes on to note that chaebol and
“business groups in other countries will not . . .
disband overnight. It takes time to build institutions and for the effects of competition to be felt”
(2003, 239). Consider Khanna and Palepu’s study
of how business groups in Chile and India responded to major policy shocks brought on by privatization and deregulation. Despite the shocks,
the large groups in both countries did not reduce
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their activities or narrow their focus. Instead, and
belying the “traditional view that liberalization is
likely to reduce the role of the largest and the most
diversiﬁed business groups in the economy,” they
strengthened their internal structures and processes in ways that “will enable them to increase their
role as intermediaries in domestic product, labor
and capital markets, and in international markets
for capital and technology,” and furthermore,
“their actions are associated with performance improvements” (1999a, 274) and with an increase of
group identity. Khanna and Palepu attribute this
outcome to the fact that deregulation alone does
not build institutions, so that when the government exits functions it had previously performed,
and new institutional intermediaries do not immediately arise, the groups see opportunities to increase their own intermediation.
There is in fact considerable evidence that since
the mid–twentieth century, business groups have
typically deﬁed predictions of their imminent demise, surviving both conscious attempts by political authorities to break them up and the impact
of ﬁnancial crises. In Japan, American occupation
forces meant to dissolve the powerful zaibatsu
complexes—family-owned business groups that
dominated much of Japan’s industrial production
through the Second World War. By banning the
holding companies through which families exercised control, purging families of any role in their
former business empires, and directly dissolving
the largest zaibatsu groups, they imagined that
they could engineer a competitive economy made
up of many small ﬁrms (Hirschmeier and Yui
1981, chap. 4). But despite having been beheaded
and dissolved, three and perhaps four of the largest
groups reassembled themselves in the postwar period and resumed a position of economic dominance. Planners had dramatically underestimated
the extent to which the dense web of ties connecting ﬁrms within these groups, and the resulting
sense of group identity and patterns of customary
cooperation, could persist and regenerate even
without direction from family owners.
For Chile, Khanna and Rivkin (2000) note that
the stock market returns of companies within groups
covary more than equity interlocks alone can explain, which suggests that investors assume that
nonequity ties, including kinship, link such ﬁrms.
They note that this matters a great deal in countries like Korea or South Africa where governments
attempt to dismantle groups by unbundling formal
ownership ties. They suggest that these ties are just
the tip of the iceberg, and that governments
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may have to sever many bonds other than direct equity interlocks in order to break up established groups.
Indeed, many of the bonds that appear to be at least
somewhat relevant can hardly be legislated. . . . It may
require a substantial and sustained effort to replace directors, eliminate owner overlap, install new managers, and alter personal relations. (2000, 35)

In Southeast Asia, economic crisis has severely
tested the business group form. The currency
shocks of 1997 severely disrupted many Asian
economies, and in some of the most seriously affected countries, such as Korea, the International
Monetary Fund demanded strong reforms as a
condition for bailout loans. The Korean government enacted many of these, aiming to weaken the
large groups, reduce their scope, and narrow their
focus. They also meant to increase transparency in
intragroup transactions, and to ban transactions
that had previously supported risky investments,
such as mutual loan guarantees among group companies, and excessive cross-holdings (see the excellent account in S. Chang 2003). As a result of the
crisis, half of the 30 largest groups in 1997 were
reduced in size or liquidated.
But in 2003, what is most remarkable is this
story’s surprise ending. The Korean economy has
substantially recovered and is enjoying economic
growth, at a level unimaginable in the darkest
hours of the 1997 crisis. Yet this new growth has
occurred despite the failure of most reform efforts.
Though, as noted, many chaebol failed (which would
not have been permitted during the period of
strong state support in the 1960s and 1970s), the
failures were among groups already weak and severely overextended; by contrast, in four of the ﬁve
largest groups, the number of member ﬁrms has
actually increased. Thus, E.M. Kim and D. Chang
note that “it is difﬁcult to conclude that the corporate restructuring measures succeeded in reducing the inﬂuence of the largest chaebol in the South
Korean economy, which was arguably one of the
not-so-hidden agendas of the corporate sector restructuring” (2002, 32).
D. Chang argues that one reason the reforms
failed is that they treated the chaebol as if they were
collections of individual ﬁrms; but in fact they responded to the crisis as network units. Repeating
the blockmodel analysis he had done for ownership ties in 1989 for 1998 data, Chang found that
the hierarchical organization of ties within chaebol
remained solid; because they wanted to retain control of their chaebol, families did not redeploy their
investments to more proﬁtable locations. But the

nested hierarchy of the earlier period was reﬁned
by the most successful groups, in such a way as to
increase the leverage available from relatively small
holdings; and the more successful chaebol are especially those that did so. Chang (2000) refers to this
as a “network survival strategy.”
In Japan the economy was under pressure for a
longer period. The stunning growth of the 1980s
ended in 1991, leading most commentators to call
the 1980s a “bubble.” Japan then entered an economic downturn that persists to the present time.
Lincoln and Gerlach carried out a blockmodel
analysis of the 259 largest ﬁrms in the Japanese
economy as of 1980, without making any prior assumptions about keiretsu membership, to see if the
data reduction reproduced what are usually considered keiretsu groupings. In the most comprehensive such analysis ever attempted, they considered four types of interﬁrm ties: lending, trade,
shareholding, and director dispatch. The business
press has generally asserted that in the economic
crisis of the 1990s, Japanese ﬁrms have been jettisoning the excess baggage of keiretsu ties and obligations, in order to move toward a more efﬁcient
free market economy. But the Lincoln-Gerlach
analysis shows something quite different: it was in
fact during the 1980s bubble that group ties frayed
substantially. During the 1990s, the three groups
that had emerged anew after the Second World
War (Sanwa, DKB, and Fuyo) did not regain their
earlier cohesion, and showed some decline. To some
extent we can see these three groups merging into
one, so there would now be four major intermarket groups (Lincoln and Gerlach 2002, 6–20). But
the older groups with strong zaibatsu roots, Mitsui, Mitsubishi, and Sumitomo, clearly strengthened during this crisis period. Lincoln and Gerlach
suggest what they call a “countercyclical change”:
network forms expand and contract inversely with
business conditions. During a boom period, the
mutual support that group ﬁrms offer one another
is relatively less important, as the rising tide lifts all
boats. During a crisis, groups that can manage to
do so return to their group identities for the vital
support that ﬂows from them (Lincoln and Gerlach 2002, chap. 3).
It is likely no accident that in both Korea and
Japan, the groups that were most resilient were the
oldest ones with the strongest sense of group identity. The oldest Korean groups, Samsung and LG,
seem especially stable. And in India, the Tata group,
with nineteenth-century roots, shows few signs of
breakup despite the fragility of some newer business houses. The ties of sentiment and identity that
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infuse such groups both lower transaction costs
across group ﬁrms and produce noneconomic motivations among participants for the groups’ success. For this reason, we might imagine that countries in economic crisis where groups are of quite
recent origin—as in the formerly state socialist
countries of Russia and eastern europe—might see
groups dissolve much more readily than countries
where groups and their families and other participants have long history and tradition to draw
upon.
Thus, the argument that emerging market institutions will make groups unnecessary in the long
run must confront their apparent resilience in the
face of crisis and direct frontal attack by governments. This is not to say that groups might never
become superﬂuous and fade away. What we need,
however, to understand this more clearly, is a better-developed theoretical argument about the origins of institutions that mediate between individuals and larger economic structures in the capital,
product, labor, and other markets. If business
groups already proﬁt from intermediation and add
value to their economies by doing so, it seems likely that they will resist attempts to build new mediating institutions that would undercut their functions, and that this resistance may succeed.
New institutional intermediaries that replace business group activity do not emerge magically or instantaneously from free market interactions, but
rather in a political context. They must be built by
institutional entrepreneurs who have the ability to
mobilize resources. In countries that business groups
already dominate, the ﬁnancial and political space
for such entrepreneurs to operate in outside of
groups is signiﬁcantly narrowed. Without strong
pressures from external, global-level actors such as
the International Monetary Fund, it is not clear
from what sector or with what resources local actors could manage this feat. To persuade supporters that this would be a good use of resources, such
entrepreneurs would need to demonstrate that the
new institutions would be proﬁtable and also improve economic and social outcomes for large segments of the population. Such demonstration is
most likely to occur in a political arena, including
new legislation that might be ﬁercely contested (cf.
Chung 2000, chap. 5 for the case of Taiwan). Resulting compromises are quite likely to preserve
important functions that business groups already
serve. Predictions for any given country about the
future of its business groups therefore should depend heavily on the balance of political forces
among major stakeholders in the economy, includ-
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ing not only business, but also consumers, labor,
and the state bureaucracy. Strategic actors in all sectors will draw on economic resources, but also on
social networks and reservoirs of identity and sentiment, in staking their claims. As in so many social
science conundrums, progress in understanding the
future of organizational forms depends on our ability to develop a more uniﬁed social science with
better arguments that privilege neither the political,
the economic, nor the social aspects of action, but
instead seek to understand how all these intersect in
real actors and institutions.

NOTES
For their immensely helpful comments on earlier drafts, I
am grateful to Neil Smelser, Richard Swedberg, Chi-nien
Chung, Giovanni Dosi, Neil Fligstein, Gary Hamilton,
Harry Makler, Daniel Maman, Kiyoteru Tsutsui, Valery
Yakubovich, and Harrison White.
1. The present chapter complements rather than replaces
my 1994 Handbook chapter “Business Groups,” so the reader may also want to consult the earlier version. At the time
of the ﬁrst edition, the topic was little discussed. But it has
since risen to considerable prominence, and here I attempt
to bring some order to the recent outpouring of literature.
2. For further discussion of Coase’s arguments and how
they relate to business groups, see Granovetter 1995a.
3. A “subsidiary” is a corporation whose stock is majority owned by another, “parent” corporation.
4. The history, causes, and scope of this invisibility are
discussed in Granovetter 1995a, 97–100.
5. But see Penrose’s discussion of “combines,” collections of ﬁrms acquired by a single entrepreneur and loosely
integrated under a holding company ([1959] 1995, 186–
89). This form ﬁts her general discussion only with difﬁculty, and she discusses it in a section entitled “Empire-Building
and Merger,” as an example of the effect of “abnormally expansive behavior” (186). She recognizes that such ﬁrms may
persist and even become proﬁtable and dominant, noting
that the activities of such an entrepreneur are “closer to
those of the ‘ﬁnancier’ than to those of the ‘industrialist’ and
that creates special difﬁculties for the unambiguous deﬁnition of the industrial ﬁrm” (189).
6. These are the same six that I discussed in greater detail
in Granovetter 1994, 461–70.
7. There is no way of determining from the LaPorta et al.
data what proportion of family-dominated ﬁrms fall within
business groups, but it is clearly substantial or dominant in
many countries.
8. See related comments in Granovetter 1994, 464–66,
470.
9. Note that both Hollingsworth and Boyer (1997) and
Hall and Soskice (2001) make these comments in introducing edited volumes in which many other authors then develop speciﬁc analyses within the general framework they
propose.
10. For a much more detailed account of the advantages
of group ﬁrms in India see Khanna and Palepu 2000.
11. As is typical in sociometric analysis, asymmetry is used
as a measure of hierarchy. In this case, a ﬁrm or block that
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sends equity ties to another but receives none back is considered higher, as the equity tie reﬂects ownership and possibly control.
To simplify exposition, I refer to “blocks” in Chang’s
analysis. Because he uses a role-equivalence algorithm to reduce the data, he refers instead to “role-sets.” See Chang
1999, 115n, and the detailed discussion in Wasserman and
Faust 1994, chaps. 10–12.
12. See Timberg 1978 for a useful discussion of how
complex the “Marwari” category is.
13. More detail on the House of Tata can be found in
Khanna, Palepu, and Wu 1998.
14. But see the promising leads in Taira and Wada 1987,
285–88.
15. This famous quip comes from chapter 3 of his Tract
on Monetary Reform (1924), where he argues that the “long
run is a misleading guide to current affairs. In the long run
we are all dead. Economists set themselves too easy, too useless a task if in tempestuous seasons they can only tell us that
when the storm is long past the ocean is ﬂat again.”
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20 Entrepreneurship
Howard E. Aldrich

Sociologists have made major contributions toward understanding the conditions under which
new organizations are created, as well as proposing
which social locations are most likely to spawn
their creators. Beginning with Weber’s (1930) analysis of ascetic Protestantism’s contributions to
the entrepreneurial spirit, sociologists have offered
cultural- and societal-level interpretations of entrepreneurial phenomena. Over the past several
decades, with the emergence of entrepreneurship
as an academic ﬁeld, sociological analyses of entrepreneurship have become multifaceted. Today,
sociologists conduct multilevel investigations, ranging from the personal networks of individual entrepreneurs to an entire society’s transition from
socialism to capitalism.
Sociological concern for entrepreneurship can
be linked with at least three broad themes in recent theory and research. First, entrepreneurs can
both reproduce and challenge the existing social
order. Stinchcombe (1965) argued that people
construct organizations that are culturally embedded and historically speciﬁc, reﬂecting societal
conditions at a particular historical conjuncture.
Thus, in societies characterized by tendencies toward social inequality in the distribution of income, wealth, political power, and other valued
resources, we might expect to see such inequality
reproduced within the founding process of new
economic organizations.1
Second, entrepreneurship ensures the reproduction of existing organizational populations and
lays a foundation for the creation of new populations. Organizational ecologists have mainly focused on dynamics within existing populations,
noting that most founding attempts reproduce existing organizational forms and comprise incremental rather than novel additions to the organizational landscape (Carroll and Hannan 2000). By
contrast, evolutionary theorists have focused on
the generation of new populations, analyzing the
conditions under which new forms of organizations carve out niches for themselves (Aldrich and
Fiol 1994). Whether a new business simply copies

an existing form or strikes off into novel territory
depends upon the extent to which its founding
members possesses diverse outlooks and skills, as
well as on the sociopolitical context in which it is
created.
Third, entrepreneurship affects levels of stratiﬁcation and inequality in a society by shaping the
life chances of founders and their employees. Organizational foundings and disbandings generate a
great deal of employment volatility through job
creation and destruction. For example, between
1992 and 1996, about 48 million jobs were created or destroyed in the United States through
ﬁrms’ foundings, disbandings, and mergers and
acquisitions. Of the 11.2 million net new jobs,
about 70 percent were created by new organizations (Birch 1997). Figures from other industrialized nations are similar. For example, in Japan, between 1996 and 1999 about 40 million jobs were
created or destroyed (Kodera 2002). At any given
time, we observe only a surviving fraction of a
much larger pool of start-ups begun but abandoned by nascent entrepreneurs (Katz and Gartner 1988). Failure to appreciate the level of turnover and turbulence in business populations has
blinded social scientists to the organizational fermentation simmering just below the surface in
modern capitalist societies.
Sociologists, of course, are not the only scholars
interested in entrepreneurs and entrepreneurship.
Economists, beginning with Schumpeter, have offered their own analyses, and psychologists, historians, anthropologists, political scientists, and others have had a keen interest in entrepreneurship.
For example, political scientists have used the label
entrepreneur as a term for individuals who change
the direction and ﬂow of politics (Schneider and
Teske 1992). Anthropologists studying the economic adaptation of immigrants to their host society have viewed “entrepreneurship” as a response
to blocked opportunities (Wong 1998). Entrepreneurial concepts and explanatory principles have
thus found their way into entrepreneurship research by scholars in many disciplines.
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Plan of This Chapter

A Brief History

I begin by reviewing the growth of entrepreneurship as an academic ﬁeld, noting its heterogeneous interdisciplinary nature, and its struggle for
legitimacy in the academic world.2 I then examine
what authors appear to mean when they use the
term entrepreneur, beginning with the classic contribution of Joseph A. Schumpeter. I note that at
least four different perspectives are involved in disputes over the deﬁnition of entrepreneur and entrepreneurship.3 Of the many deﬁnitions, the one I
have found most useful is of entrepreneurship as
the creation of new organizations, and I will label
the people who create organizations as entrepreneurs. Relying on this deﬁnition, I have chosen
several issues to review.
I review research on the process of founding a
business, focusing on entrepreneurs and ﬁrms as
units of analysis. I assess research concerning nascent entrepreneurs, social networks and opportunities, founding teams, and the ﬁnancial resources
raised by start-ups. Then I turn to the population
level of analysis, focusing ﬁrst on the contributions
of organizational ecology and then on research and
theorizing concerning the growth of new industries. I conclude with issues that might interest us
in the future. For additional reviews and information on these issues, readers should consult several
recent review articles, anthologies, and edited collections (Sexton and Landstrom 2000; Shane
2002; Swedberg 2000b; Thornton 1999).4

As Abbott (1993, 187–88) observed, understanding an academic ﬁeld requires we situate it
“historically and disciplinarily.” Entrepreneurship,
as a ﬁeld of study, has faced numerous barriers to
its acceptance, as Cooper (2003) noted. Just as
“industrial sociology” gradually moved into the
applied setting of business schools after World War
II (Abbott 1993), so too did the study of entrepreneurship. Within business schools, the study of
entrepreneurship arose from the practice-oriented
ﬁeld of small-business studies. Although a few
courses on entrepreneurship were offered as early
as 1947 at the Harvard Business School and in
1953 at New York University, the courses focused
on small-business management rather than entrepreneurship theory. A conference on entrepreneurship held at Purdue University in 1970 seemed to
catalyze interest among entrepreneurship scholars
in pursuing collective action. Following that conference, a small group began lobbying the Academy of Management and succeeded in creating an
entrepreneurship interest group. It took them
until 1987, however, to achieve full status as a division of the academy. Many other conferences
were held throughout the 1970s, and attempts
were made to create professional associations of
entrepreneurship scholars.6 Most of them did not
succeed, in part because researchers identiﬁed
more strongly with their academic disciplines than
with the ﬁeld of entrepreneurship studies.
Lack of scholarly publishing venues constituted
another major hurdle for entrepreneurship research. No major journals for entrepreneurship existed until the 1980s, and the one potentially
prestigious outlet, a journal begun at Harvard in
1949 called Explorations in Entrepreneurial History, later changed its name to Explorations in Economic History. With little disciplinary interest in
entrepreneurship research, and no major journals
focused on the subject, few scholars from prestigious universities with international reputations
were attracted to the ﬁeld. Research questions
were not usually theoretically based, study designs
were often weak, and publications consisted primarily of case studies and problem-focused analyses. As Swedberg (2000a) implied, discipline-based
scholars, particularly economists, often wrote on
the topic of entrepreneurship, or described research ﬁndings with implications for entrepreneurship, but did not identify with the ﬁeld of entrepreneurial studies.

THE GROWTH OF ENTREPRENEURSHIP AS AN
ACADEMIC FIELD
Enthusiastic advocates proposed a new ﬁeld of
entrepreneurship studies in the early 1970s. Since
then, it has attracted a heterogeneous group of researchers and practice-oriented academics, generating a great deal of vitality in the resulting debates, but also raising questions in some circles
about its academic legitimacy.5 Considering all
published articles and books, sociologists have
been minor players in the ﬁeld’s evolution, except
for those trained in organization theory who have
taken up positions in business school departments
of management and strategy. Nonetheless, entrepreneurship scholars today use many concepts
ﬁrst developed by sociologists, leading to a growing sociological presence within entrepreneurship
studies.

Entrepreneurship
In their continuing struggle to earn greater
academic legitimacy, numerous professional associations and universities have created journals
specializing in entrepreneurship. The American
Journal of Small Business, started in 1975, changed
its name to Entrepreneurship Theory and Practice
in 1988. In 1985, Ian MacMillan started the Journal of Business Venturing, which has remained the
most respected of all the entrepreneurship journals. Four other specialized journals have been
created since 1988: Family Business Review, SmallBusiness Economics, Small Business Strategy, and
Entrepreneurship and Regional Development. In
addition, entrepreneurship scholars in finance,
working with commercial publishers, have created several finance-oriented journals, such as Venture Capital.
Another major development in the institutionalization of entrepreneurship as an academic ﬁeld
began with the initiation of entrepreneurship conferences. Babson College initiated its annual Entrepreneurship Research Conference in 1981, and
since then, that conference has served as the intellectual heart of entrepreneurship research for business school researchers. Discipline-based scholars,
however, have been notable by their absence, and
very few sociologists have participated. Another attempt to create an intellectual touchstone for the
emerging ﬁeld was the organization of “state of
the art conferences” to produce handbooks and
readers on entrepreneurship. A small group of
chaired professors led that effort, with the ﬁrst
event held in 1980. As of 2002, various teams of
editors had produced six volumes of edited papers
(e.g., Sexton, Kent, and Vesper 1982; Sexton and
Smilor 1986).
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The Field Today
As the proliferation of conferences and journals
in entrepreneurship studies indicates, interest in
entrepreneurship as an academic ﬁeld accelerated
in the 1980s. Growth was spurred in part by political interest in Birch’s (1979) work on new and
small ﬁrms’ role in the job generation process and
subsequent debate over his interpretation (Davis,
Haltiwanger, and Schuh 1996; Harrison 1994).
Birch’s work attracted the attention of politicians
around the world, and he was called upon to consult with presidents and prime ministers in North
America, Europe, and Asia.7 A booming economy,
explosive growth in the stock market, and dot-com
mania heightened popular and academic interest in
entrepreneurship in the 1990s. In table 1, I present some indicators of the ﬁeld’s contemporary
popular and academic state (Katz 2003).
Books and magazines published for practitioners
constituted a lucrative market for publishers throughout the 1990s. Although many of them did not
survive the stock market crash of April 2000, 17
periodicals oriented toward entrepreneurship were
still being published as of August 2002. My search
of Amazon.com turned up over 7,000 books that
have entrepreneurship as one of their keywords,
and 49 books had start-up in the title. For a time,
entrepreneurs enjoyed iconic status in America,
with well-known entrepreneurs such as Bill Gates,
Larry Ellison, and Steve Jobs featured on the cover
of popular magazines and newspapers. A similar
phenomenon occurred in Europe. For example, a
cover story in the Swedish paper Aftonbladet featured a photo of black-clad Jonas Birgersson,
twenty-something founder of the dot-com compa-

Table 1. Indicators of the Institutionalization of Entrepreneurship in 2002
As a popular ﬁeld
Periodicals published for practitioners
Books on Amazon.com with entrepreneurship as a keyword
Books with start-up in the title
As an academic ﬁeld
Entrepreneurship centers in North America
Colleges with majors in entrepreneurship or small business
Endowed professorships in entrepreneurship
Average endowment of professorships created in 1998–99
Entrepreneurship journals published for academics
Annual research reviews published
Books in the Library of Congress, in any language,
on entrepreneurs or entrepreneurship

17
7,120
49
93
223
271
$2.16 million
48
3
1,853
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ny Framfab, alongside Bill Gates and Bill Clinton
(Rönn 2000). Accounting fraud and ﬁnancial manipulations somewhat dimmed the luster of entrepreneurship after the summer of 2002, and popular articles began to appear, complaining of the
egomania and arrogance of founders and CEOs
(Walker 2002).
Enthusiastic academic interest is apparent in the
indicators shown in table 1. The number of centers
devoted to entrepreneurship grew to 93 in 2002,
with many funded by entrepreneurial families. The
number of endowed chairs in entrepreneurship
grew so quickly in the 1990s that many were left
empty for several years, and others only ﬁlled when
scholars were recruited from other ﬁelds.8 Entrepreneurship researchers can now choose from
many publication outlets, including 48 Englishlanguage journals and a number of annual review
series. Commercial as well as academic publishers,
such as Stanford University Press, have begun edited series on entrepreneurship topics (Schoonhoven and Romanelli 2001). Several foundations
fund university chairs in entrepreneurship, as well
as academic research, such as the Coleman and the
Ewing Marion Kauffmann Foundations.
Relatively few sociologists have been directly involved in the ﬁeld’s growth. One indication of a
discipline’s interest in the subject area can be
found in the frequency with which the term entrepreneur appears in the text of journal articles.
Using JSTOR, I found 1,055 articles published
between 1980 and 2002 in 46 business journals
that used the term entrepreneur at least once.9 For
the 13 major sociology journals covered by JSTOR,
there were 168 articles using the term. For the
three senior journals—the American Sociological
Review, the American Journal of Sociology, and Social Forces—there were 96 mentions, but a closer
look revealed only 27 percent actually dealt with
the phenomenon of business creation.
As an academic field, entrepreneurship is now
firmly entrenched in the undergraduate and MBA
curricula of most American business schools, although not at the doctoral level. Only two business schools have doctoral programs specifically
dedicated to entrepreneurship, but dozens of
others allow students to specialize in the field.
With regard to tenure and promotion decisions,
however, committees routinely downgrade entrepreneurship articles not published in the leading disciplinary journals. Adjunct and part-time
faculty teach many, if not most, entrepreneurship
courses. Within sociology, many scholars interested in organization and management issues

have moved to business schools, rather than sociology departments. Many of them study the
creation of new businesses, but typically from
an ecological or institutional perspective, rather
than from the perspective of classic entrepreneurship theory.

SCHUMPETER, SOCIOLOGY, AND USES OF THE
TERM ENTREPRENEUR
Examining how scholars actually use the term reveals a great deal about their theoretical assumptions and conceptual biases. I began with the earliest coherent statement by a scholar with sociological
aspirations: Joseph Schumpeter (1883–1950). Although he was trained as an economist, he also
wrote as a social theorist (Schumpeter 1942).
Schumpeter’s major statements concerning entrepreneurship appeared in two places. The ﬁrst was in
chapter 2 of his book on economic development
(Schumpeter 1912), and the second was in a chapter he prepared in 1928 for an economics handbook
(Schumpeter 2003). His chapter on entrepreneurship in the economic development book has become widely known, but his fully developed statement, in the handbook, has not, probably because it
was not published in English until very recently.
Swedberg (2000a) referred to it in his summary of
Schumpeter’s contributions, and Becker and Knudsen (2003) have now translated it into English and
written a commentary on it. Subsequent work on
entrepreneurship has borrowed a great deal from
Schumpeter, but the ﬁeld has also forgotten much
of what he proposed. Here I note a few central
points.
First, in the ﬁrst edition of his chapter on entrepreneurship for his theory book, Schumpeter
(1912) had proposed a rather heroic conception of
entrepreneurs and their activities. He posited that
some people had a capacity for being entrepreneurial, and others simply did not. He attributed
almost superhuman powers of leadership to entrepreneurs. Conversely, by the time of his handbook
chapter, he focused his attention more strongly on
the entrepreneurial function, and not the person
carrying it out. In 1912, he had noted that entrepreneurship involved the creation of a “new combination” of already existing materials and forces,
but in his handbook chapter he focused on the activities carried out by entrepreneurs, rather than
their personal characteristics. As Becker and Knudsen (2003) implied, this depersonalized conception
made entrepreneurship a much more contingent
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activity. Entrepreneurship scholars rediscovered
this conception in the 1980s (Gartner 1988).
Second, Schumpeter argued that entrepreneurship must be placed in its social and historical context. Swedberg noted that, according to
Schumpeter, “No one is an entrepreneur forever,
only when he or she is actually doing the innovative activity” (Swedberg 2000a, 18). Schumpeter
also pointed to several types of entrepreneurial
behaviors, including introducing new goods and
production methods, opening new markets, and
obtaining new sources of raw materials. In this
depersonalized view, the collective activity of
many people acting within a particular historical
epoch is the key, not the actions of particular
individuals.
Third, Becker and Knudsen (2003) argued that
Schumpeter ﬂirted with Darwinian ideas of selection in his handbook chapter. The evolutionary
principle of selection is implicit in his rejection of
theories of economic stages that were prevalent in
economic theorizing of his time, especially in historicist accounts of economic development. He
emphasized competitive struggle and the fundamental persistence of core features of economic organization, even as economies were continually
undergoing change. Unfortunately, although he
turned toward more sociological thinking in the
1940s, he never followed up on these thoughts in
his published work. We can only speculate what
the future of entrepreneurial studies might have
been, had he developed into a full-ﬂedged evolutionary theorist. A tantalizing hint of this possibility has turned up in a recently discovered essay,
heretofore unpublished, in which Schumpeter faTable 2.
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vorably reviewed the work of both Darwin and
Mendel (Schumpeter 1932).
Schumpeter Sidelined?
Today, few academic researchers studying entrepreneurship refer to Schumpeter, and fewer still actually use his ideas to study the creation of new enterprises. To illustrate the extent to which authors
credit Schumpeter’s ideas in their work, I used
JSTOR to examine the joint occurrence of the
words Schumpeter and entrepreneur in several
groups of journals. Table 2 shows the results.
First, over the period from 1980 to 2002, 134
articles in 46 business journals jointly mentioned
Schumpeter and entrepreneur. All together, 1,055
articles mentioned entrepreneur at least once, with
the majority in economics journals. Second, within the ﬁve top organization theory journals, there
were 274 mentions of entrepreneur, but only 14
percent involved co-occurrences of the two terms.
More than half of the articles concerned “entrepreneurial management,” rather than the creation
of new economic entities. Only nine of the papers
actually dealt with the creation of new ﬁrms. Third,
within the top three sociology journals, Schumpeter was mentioned in 72 articles in a wide variety of contexts. Entrepreneur, by itself, was mentioned 94 times. Only 10 percent of these involved
the joint occurrence of Schumpeter and entrepreneur. Of these, only two were about new ﬁrms. By
contrast, over this same period in the same journals, Max Weber was jointly mentioned with the
term entrepreneur 29 times, although again only
two mentions concerned new ﬁrms.

Schumpeter Sidelined? Uses of His Work from 1980 to 2002

All business journals covered by JSTOR (N = 46)
Number of articles jointly mentioning Schumpeter and entrepreneur: 134
Number in economics journals: 97
Number in all other journals: 37
Five top organization theory journals covered by JSTOR (Administrative Science Quarterly, Academy of
Management Review, Academy of Management Journal, Strategic Management Journal, Organization
Science)
Number of articles directly mentioning Schumpeter and entrepreneur: 37
Number on start-ups, new ﬁrms, and foundings: 9
Number on entrepreneurial management: 20
Number other uses: 8
Three top sociology journals covered by JSTOR (American Sociological Review, American Journal of
Sociology, Social Forces)
Number of articles mentioning Schumpeter: 72
Number mentioning Schumpeter and entrepreneur: 9
Number on start-ups, new ﬁrms, and foundings: 2
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Neither authors writing for organization theory
journals nor those writing for sociology journals
about entrepreneurs make much use of Schumpeter’s work. Even when Schumpeter is mentioned
in an article that also mentions entrepreneurs, it is
more likely to be about “entrepreneurial management” than it is about new ﬁrms. Perhaps this is
because his concepts have become part of a takenfor-granted understanding in the ﬁeld, at least
among sociologists and economists. For example,
in a recent article explicitly examining the dynamics of new industry emergence, Schumpeter’s name
was never mentioned, even though the phrase
“creative destruction” was used (Louçà and Mendonça 2002). Alternatively, perhaps Schumpeter’s
revised conception of entrepreneurship still focused too strongly on individuals’ actions, from
the viewpoint of sociologists.
Disputes over the Deﬁnition of Entrepreneurship
Entrepreneur and entrepreneurship constitute still
somewhat contested terms, especially outside of
the community of scholars who regularly publish
in entrepreneurship journals (Gartner 1985). Debates over the meaning of the terms became a regular feature of conference presentations and journal articles in the 1970s, as the ﬁeld struggled for
academic legitimacy. Some of the debates reﬂected
the ﬁeld’s attempt to distinguish the ﬁeld of “entrepreneurship” from the ﬁeld of “small business
studies,” which had been the traditional home of
people studying business start-ups. The debate also
reﬂected disciplinary disputes over units and levels
Table 3.

of analysis, time frame, methods, and theoretical
perspective, as Gartner (2001) noted in his comprehensive review. Articles offering conceptual
schemes, taxonomies, and typologies to deﬁne entrepreneur appeared regularly after the Babson
College entrepreneurship conferences began in the
1980s and additional entrepreneurship journals
were founded.
Four competing perspectives highlight the themes
in this debate, as shown in table 3. First, some
scholars argued that high-capitalization and highgrowth businesses were the proper focus of entrepreneurship studies. They distinguished such
businesses from so-called lifestyle or traditional
businesses, which were seen as founded by people
who were content with low growth and low returns to their enterprises (Carland et al. 1984).
Second, based on their reading of Schumpeter,
others argued that entrepreneurship was about innovative activity and the process by which innovations led to new products and new markets. For
example, business strategy authors often use the
term entrepreneurial in referring to managers and
executives who take innovative action in established ﬁrms, associating it with corporate venturing, intrapreneurship, and similar neologisms. Kanter (1983, 395) noted, “On the association of
innovation with internal entrepreneurs, it is common among experts on R&D . . . to use the term
‘entrepreneur’ to describe the people behind an innovation, those who pick up an idea and drive it
toward support and use within an organization.”
In a later book, Kanter (1989, 313–19) repeated
this argument, writing of “entrepreneurial careers”

Competing Interpretations of the Term Entrepreneur

Interpretation

Problems Posed

High growth and high capitalization

Selection bias: growth is an outcome; high
capitalization does not guarantee high
growth, e.g. Carland et al. 1984

Innovation and innovativeness

Selection bias: difﬁcult to classify acts as
innovative a priori; does not distinguish
ﬁeld of entrepreneurship from general ﬁeld
of business management, e.g. Schumpeter
1912; Kanter 1983

Opportunity recognition

Turns entrepreneurship into a problem
within cognitive psychology, e.g. Shane
and Venkataraman 2000

Creation of new organizations

Difﬁcult to determine when new social
entities emerge: focus on boundaries,
intentions, exchange, and resources,
e.g. Katz and Gartner 1988
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that involve being innovative with well-established
companies. She also noted, however, that the
ideal-typical entrepreneur was still someone who
started his or her own business as an autonomous
entity.
Third, following Kirzner (1997), some scholars
argued that “opportunity recognition” was at the
heart of entrepreneurship and entrepreneurial activities. From this perspective, the amount of initial
resources was not an issue, but rather the ability of
some individuals to detect potentially valuable opportunities that others overlooked. This view accords with the outlook of investors and business
strategy theorists, who often talk of the importance
of future considerations, such as prospective market size, in funding ventures. Stevenson and Gumpert (1985), for example, deﬁned entrepreneurship as the pursuit of opportunities without regard
to resources controlled. Shane and Venkataraman
(2000, 220) published a manifesto for entrepreneurship researchers, arguing that “Although recognition of entrepreneurial opportunities is a subjective process, the opportunities themselves are
objective phenomena that are not known to all
parties at all times.”
Some economists have been concerned with the
seemingly irrational nature of some entrepreneurs’
perceptions of opportunities and subsequent decisions to enter self-employment, given the poor
returns to their human capital obtained by most
self-employed people. Research on investment behavior (Thaler 1994), as well as data on the true
economic returns to self-employment and business
ownership, raises questions about simple economic models of entrepreneurship. People seem to disregard cost-beneﬁt calculations when they become
entrepreneurs. In contrast, sociologists have been
more concerned with the social context in which
entry occurs and the mobility opportunities presented by such entry.10
Fourth, some entrepreneurship researchers urged
their colleagues to focus on what it was that entrepreneurs were trying to do, which is to found a
new organization. For example, in his review of
the literature on the alleged traits of entrepreneurs,
Gartner (1988) argued that entrepreneurship
should be studied by focusing on the behaviors
and activities of people trying to create businesses,
rather than on their psychological states and personality characteristics. In her review of the sociological literature on entrepreneurship, Thornton
(1999, 20) adopted a similar position: “I deﬁne
entrepreneurship as the creation of new organizations . . . which occurs as a context-dependent, so-
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cial and economic process.” From this perspective,
entrepreneurs are people who create new social entities. This view ﬁts the conventional use of the
term entrepreneur, referring to those who take the
risk of founding an organization, regardless of its
size.
Problems with several of these perspectives became apparent as entrepreneurial studies evolved
from mostly policy-oriented writing and case studies toward a more empirically oriented research
ﬁeld. First, conﬁning studies of entrepreneurship
and entrepreneurial ventures to high-growth companies introduces a strong selection bias into
research. Growth is an outcome of an uncertain
process, and research has shown that it is difﬁcult
to predict which ﬁrms will grow (Aldrich 1999,
168–69). For example, PC Connection began with
$8,000 in a small town in rural New Hampshire in
1982, and despite its humble beginnings, grew to
sales of about $300 million by 1995 (Chura
1995). Regardless of their intentions, many innovative and opportunity seeking entrepreneurs create short-lived ventures. Even highly capitalized
ﬁrms run into problems they cannot overcome, as
the Internet dot-com bust in 2000 demonstrated.
Similarly, in spite of their best efforts, venture capital ﬁrms have done poorly at picking high-growth
ﬁrms from among their clients (Gorman and Sahlman 1989). Understanding which activities lead to
successful start-up and growth, in varying environments, requires that researchers cast as wide a net
as possible, beginning with even very modest and
unlikely start-up efforts.
Second, using degree of innovativeness as a criterion for picking entrepreneurs and entrepreneurial ventures to study also introduces selection bias
into research. Innovation is typically a classiﬁcation
of activities as new to a particular set of users and
a particular environment, and is thus relative to existing conditions (Rogers 1995). A priori, it is difﬁcult to classify which acts are innovative and
which are not, until they have been introduced and
others’ reactions gauged. Moreover, as the above
quote from Kanter illustrates, using “innovativeness” as the criterion for picking individuals and
ﬁrms to study would seem to rule out entrepreneurship as a specialized ﬁeld of study. The literature on innovation and management is huge, and
covering that literature would take us into the territory of occupations and careers, as well as business strategy.11
Third, as with the concept of “innovation,” the
“opportunity recognition” perspective is potentially applicable to many endeavors. It does not dis-
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tinguish the study of entrepreneurship from other
ﬁelds, until we add the qualiﬁcation that the opportunities in question should lead to the formation of new businesses. In practice, opportunity
recognition scholars work with the implicit assumption that the domain of potential opportunities studied includes those that could lead to
business start-ups (Fiet 2002). The opportunity
recognition approach seems to give priority to psychology as the discipline best suited to study the
cognitive capabilities enabling individuals to recognize potential opportunities.
Fourth, treating entrepreneurship as the creation of new organizations requires that investigators identify when new social entities begin. As
goal-directed, boundary-maintaining activity systems, organizations become new social entities that
have a taken-for-granted presence in a society (Aldrich 1999). Katz and Gartner (1988) noted that
the boundary between preorganization and organization is ambiguous, and suggested four criteria
for identifying when an organization comes into
existence: intentionality, perhaps as reﬂected in
stated goals; mobilization of necessary resources;
coalescence of boundaries, such as through formal
registration and naming of the entity; and the exchange of resources with outsiders.
Over the past decade, several teams of researchers have used this scheme to study the emergence of new organizations, with the largest being
the Panel Study of Entrepreneurial Dynamics, or
PSED. The PSED is a nationally representative
sample of 830 people in the process of starting a
business, called nascent entrepreneurs, and a comparison sample of 431 nonentrepreneurs. It includes
three waves of data, begun in 1999.12 Their investigations show that researchers must accept some
degree of imprecision and ambiguity in deciding
when entrepreneurs have truly “created” an organization. Working within this perspective, researchers do not sharply delimit the concepts of
“self-employment” from “creating an organization,”
or make someone’s status as an entrepreneur dependent on whether he or she employs others. Sociologically, an “organization” exists to the extent
that a socially recognized bounded entity exists
that is engaged in exchanges with its environment.13 In their chapter “The Informal Economy”
in this Handbook, Portes and Haller have followed
a similarly inclusive strategy.
In the remainder of this chapter, I focus on the
study of entrepreneurship as the creation of new
organizations, and I will label the people who create organizations as “entrepreneurs,” in keeping

with the way sociological research on entrepreneurship is characteristically framed. Entrepreneurship researchers often draw on several perspectives
in framing their research problems, and therefore
all four views of the ﬁeld have a following. Disputes still occasionally occur, but mainly among
people new to the ﬁeld. Practicing researchers now
simply go about their business and assume that
their audience will understand their intended
meaning.

EMERGENCE: THE PROCESS OF
ORGANIZATIONAL FOUNDING
Over the past several decades, researchers have
turned their attention to the process by which new
businesses emerge. By studying the founding
process, rather than established ﬁrms, investigators
have shed light on the social contexts that spawn
entrepreneurs. I turn now to a closer examination
of these ﬁndings. Key points are summarized in
table 4.
Nascent Entrepreneurs
The concept of nascent entrepreneur captures
the ﬂavor of a chaotic and disorderly businessfounding process. A nascent entrepreneur is deﬁned as someone who initiates serious activities
that are intended to culminate in a viable business
start-up (Reynolds and White 1997). Operationally, people are called nascent entrepreneurs if they
are currently giving “serious thought to the new
business” and are also engaged in at least one of
many possible entrepreneurial activities. For example, they may have looked for facilities or equipment, or written a business plan. In Reynolds and
White’s research (1997), the median number of
start-up activities reported was 7.0, and the average was 6.7.
Three characteristics of these activities show the
complexity of the business-founding process. First,
many different combinations of activities have been
uncovered, and the activities do not form a scale of
any kind (Carter, Gartner, and Reynolds 1996).
Second, the activities occur in many different orders, and nascent entrepreneurs follow no ﬁxed sequence of activities. Third, follow-up studies have
found a lengthy gestation period before intensive
activities begin. For example, a follow-up study of
a Wisconsin sample found that, on the average,
about 15 months elapsed between the time people
began to give “serious thought” to a business and
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Nascent entrepreneur: deﬁnition

Person who initiates serious activities
intended to culminate in a business start-up

Previous work experience and its effect
on entrepreneurs

Generates opportunities
Provides relevant experience
Creates transferable knowledge

Social networks

Diverse networks create favorable
social locations for entrepreneurship
Brokers can bridge structural holes
for entrepreneurs

Founding team composition

High level of homophily by sex, ethnicity,
and occupation

Financial resources

Most ﬁrms begin small,
without outside funds
Venture capital funding and
IPOs are rare events

their ﬁrst attempt to actually construct a business
(Reynolds and White 1997). The range was
considerable—some actually engaged in behaviors
before giving serious thought to the business, and
some waited years before acting, a result conﬁrmed
in the PSED (Carter et al. 2002).
Using the criterion of two or more activities, 3.9
percent of adults were classiﬁed as nascent entrepreneurs in a nationally representative sample of
the United States in 1993 (Reynolds and White
1997). About half of the nascent entrepreneurs
made the transition to an operating business, with
the average founder taking a little less than a year
to achieve ﬂedgling status. Another nationally representative study, conducted in 1997, arrived at
comparable estimates, after allowing for slight differences in deﬁnitions (Dennis 1997). A study
conducted in 1999–2000, at the height of the Internet boom, reported that slightly over 6 percent
of the adult population were nascent entrepreneurs
(Reynolds 1999). Extrapolating from these results,
millions of adults participate each year in entrepreneurial behavior in the United States. Perhaps as
many as 7 million people take part in such activities, involving as many as 3.3 million start-up
attempts.
Entrepreneurship and the Life Course
Most entrepreneurs are in their late 30s or early
40s when they make their ﬁrst founding attempt.
By that point, they have accumulated enough work
experience to believe that they can recognize potential business opportunities. A few have also
accumulated considerable ﬁnancial resources, al-

though lack of resources does not appear to deter
people. Where they have worked, however, does
make a difference. Nascent entrepreneurs often
capitalize on knowledge gained and contacts made
in their previous jobs. However, relying on previous experiences also constrains their search for opportunities and limits the scope of the strategies
they consider (Boeker 1988; Freeman 1983; Romanelli 1989). Labor market theories of human
capital stress the investment employees have made
in their ﬁrm- and industry-speciﬁc knowledge
(Becker 1993). Nascent entrepreneurs only realize
the full value of such investments if they capitalize
on them by pursuing similar activities, because such
knowledge may be less useful in other contexts.
Previous work experience affects potential
founders in three ways. First, ideas about opportunities emerge from existing networks of ties within
organizations and with outsiders. Certain work
settings provide their incumbents with many opportunities to generate foundings (Romanelli 1989).
For example, founders of innovative new hightechnology ventures in Silicon Valley who were
formerly employed in well-connected ﬁrms were
more successful at raising outside funding than
other founders (Burton, Sorenson, and Beckman
2002). Second, owners tend to set up businesses in
product or service lines similar to those in which
they previously worked, serving a number of the
same customers (Cooper 1986). For example, in
his study of Swedish entrepreneurs, Johannisson
(1988) found that over half of the recently founded ﬁrms were supplying their former employer or
their former employer’s customers. Third, workers
in occupational subcommunities develop practices,
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values, vocabularies, and identities that they can
transfer to other contexts (Van Maanen and Barley
1984). For example, former police ofﬁcers often
found detective and home security agencies.
Social Networks and Opportunities
Some social locations provide substantial entrepreneurial advantages to their incumbents (Aldrich
and Zimmer 1986; Thornton and Flynn 2003).
Not all members of a society are in positions where
they can readily respond to organizing opportunities. Various individuals and groups are either
blocked from favorable locations or lack connections that would enable them to exploit such locations. Regardless of their personal networking
abilities, nascent entrepreneurs who occupy impoverished social locations may ﬁnd themselves cut
off from emerging opportunities and essential
resources.
Portes, Haller, and Guarnizo (2002) noted that
a new form of entrepreneurship, “transnational,”
has arisen because some immigrants engage in economic activities that straddle national borders. As
Saxenian (2001) pointed out, ethnic immigrants in
the United States today are found not only in their
traditional niche of small shopkeepers, but also in
Silicon Valley, as high-technology entrepreneurs.
Her study of highly skilled scientists and engineers
from India and China showed that they built “longdistance social and economic network connections
to their home countries that further enhanced entrepreneurial opportunities within Silicon Valley”
(Saxenian 2001, 69).
In the search for entrepreneurial opportunities,
people need access to information and other resources. Multiple diverse contacts are important,
regardless of their strength (Burt 1992). Diversity
is enhanced by ties to persons of differing social locations and characteristics, along a variety of dimensions, such as sex, age, occupation, industry,
and ethnicity. Such contacts increase access to a
wider circle of information about potential markets, new business locations, innovations, sources
of capital, and potential investors.
Diversity can be increased if nascent entrepreneurs move through a wide range of sectors. Social
ties can become bridges between sectors where a
nascent entrepreneur currently has no direct ties.
Diversity also depends on the number of structural holes in a nascent entrepreneur’s network.
Structural holes exist when persons linked to entrepreneurs are not themselves connected to one another (White, Boorman, and Breiger 1976). For

example, a nascent entrepreneur may have direct
ties to a banker and an accountant, neither of whom
knows the other.
From a strategic viewpoint, a network made up
of homogenous ties is of limited value to a nascent
entrepreneur (Granovetter 1974). In homogeneous networks, information known to one person
rapidly diffuses to others, who interpret it in similar ways. Ties to more than one person with similar characteristics or in similar social locations are
redundant and thus of questionable value in providing new information. For this reason, Burt
(1992) argued that the strength of ties is less important than whether they are nonredundant with
other ties. However, strong ties may be very
important when entrepreneurs put together their
founding teams.
From a structural point of view, positions well
connected to others but not constrained by them
are the most advantageous for nascent entrepreneurs (Burt 1992). Well-organized sectors and those
dominated by a few powerful actors pose the most
severe constraints on entrepreneurial action. Few
nascent entrepreneurs are powerful enough to create structural holes in the social landscape, which
requires breaking up organized coalitions and reducing their power. Nonetheless, nascent entrepreneurs who recognize their situation can take
steps to improve their network position (Aldrich,
Elam, and Reese 1996; Lazerson and Lorenzoni
1996). Successful entrepreneurs are not necessarily those who create holes, but rather those who
know how to use the holes they ﬁnd.
Nascent entrepreneurs not already in advantageous locations, or not directly tied to others who
can assist them, are not completely blocked. They
may have no direct ties to the people or resources
they need, but they can establish indirect connections via brokers. In social network terms, brokers
are people who facilitate links between persons
who are not directly connected. Studies of the job
search process have found that people obtain better jobs by using high-status intermediaries in their
search (Lin, Ensel, and Vaughn 1981; Marsden
and Hurlbert 1988). High-status people—with
more social resources, power, or prestige than
others—can play important roles in linking nascent
entrepreneurs to resources and opportunities
(Renzulli and Aldrich 2002). They can screen contacts for nascent entrepreneurs and get information to them in timely fashion. For example, venture capitalists often play broker roles because they
bring together technical experts, management consultants, and ﬁnancial planners to supplement an
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entrepreneur’s limited knowledge and experience
(Steier and Greenwood 1995).
Founding Team Composition
About half of all efforts to found a new business
involve teams of two or more people, with the rest
being solo efforts (Reynolds and White 1997;
Ruef, Aldrich, and Carter 2003). In a few knowledge-intensive industries, founding teams of four
or ﬁve persons are common. For example, in the
semiconductor industry, founding team size has
ranged from one to seven people, with an average
of three persons involved (Eisenhardt and Schoonhoven 1990). Cooper’s (1986) review of 10 studies of high-technology start-ups showed that the
median percentage of founders with two or more
full-time partners was 70 percent. Teach, Tarpley,
and Schwartz (1986) obtained similar results in
their study of microcomputer software ﬁrms. In
France, Mustar (1998, 221) found that solo entrepreneurs started very few of the high-tech ﬁrms in
biotechnology, artiﬁcial intelligence, and information technology.14
Using a nationally representative sample of organizational founding teams, Ruef, Aldrich, and
Carter (2003) tested for the operation of ﬁve
mechanisms affecting the composition of entrepreneurial groups. They found especially strong support for one mechanism that inﬂuences group
composition: homophily with respect to both ascriptive and achieved characteristics. Men and
women were both disproportionately likely to form
same-sex teams, compared to their underlying distribution in the population of nascent entrepreneurs. They also found a pronounced tendency for
coethnics to join together, rather than forming
teams across ethnic lines, and also for occupational homophily. They found mixed support for two
other mechanisms—network and ecological constraint. The network constraint imposed by strong
ties, such as romantic relationships and family ties,
was quite pronounced, but weak ties, measured by
whether people were acquainted through business
relations, were not important. They suggested that
ecological constraint contributes to the disproportionate isolation of numerical minorities, such as
women and blue-collar workers, in the population
of entrepreneurs.
Financial Resources
Most founders begin their new ventures without
much capital. Every ﬁve years, the Bureau of the
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Census conducts a special survey to ascertain the
amount of original capital owners needed to start
or acquire their businesses (Bureau of the Census
1997).15 In results from the 1992 survey, two
points stand out. First, the majority of owners required less than $5,000 to start their businesses—
54 percent of the nonminority men and 64 percent
of the women (118). Minority owners started with
even less. Second, only a small percentage required
more than $100,000: about 5 percent of the men
and 4 percent of the women. Less than half of
1 percent of either group required a million dollars or more. (In absolute terms, around 51,000
men and 24,000 women required that amount.)
Even among the nonminority men whose ﬁrms
had one million dollars or more in sales at the time
of the survey, only 23.5 percent had begun with
more than one million dollars or more in capitalization. Studies in Germany have found higher
capitalization requirements, perhaps because of
tighter government rules and regulations (Albach
1983).
Founders in some sectors, of course, require
a great deal of capital. For example, the hightechnology ﬁrms in Silicon Valley identiﬁed by the
Stanford Project on Emerging Companies (SPEC)
found that the average ﬁrm required about $2.5
million in start-up funds (Burton 1995). The 172
ﬁrms in the SPEC sample were founded no earlier
than 1984 and had 10 employees or more by
1994. Investments in them ranged from $10,000
to $30,000,000. As fast-growth ﬁrms in the hightechnology sector, they represent an extreme position in capital requirements.16
Informal Sources of Capital
Most businesses start small because of the terms
on which resources are available to them. Founders
are often unsure of the market for what they offer
and thus must begin with an exploratory probing
of the market. Owners generally do not borrow
capital to start their businesses, either because they
do not need it or because of the unacceptable
terms that outsiders offer. The 1992 Characteristics of Business Owners survey found that 68 percent of the nonminority men and 72 percent of the
women owned businesses either did not need or
did not borrow any capital at start-up (Bureau of
the Census 1997).
Rather than borrowing, nascent entrepreneurs
normally draw upon their own savings and personal assets in constructing their organizations. Few
have accumulated sufﬁcient resources to give
themselves a cushion in their early days. Although
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some economists have argued that liquidity constraints—lack of funds—inhibit people from attempting to start businesses, research does not
support that argument. Dunn and Holz-Eakin
(1996), in a nationally representative longitudinal
survey study, found that level of personal assets did
not predict which respondents would enter selfemployment. Kim, Aldrich, and Keister (2003),
using data from the Panel Study of Entrepreneurial Dynamics, found that personal net wealth was
not associated with being a nascent entrepreneur.
Very few founders receive any capital from
their parents or other family members. Even
when parental wealth is potentially available, it
does not seem to make a difference in which people actually try to start businesses (Aldrich, Renzulli, and Langton 1998). Few women or nonminority men obtain funding from their families,
according to the CBO (Bureau of the Census
1997, 134): about 5 percent of the women and
men borrowed from family members. Friends
also played a minor role. Building up debt on a
personal credit card was just as likely as borrowing from friends.
Business angels are afﬂuent individuals who invest in business start-ups. They have amassed their
wealth through inheritance, savings, or the sale of
a business. Many became wealthy when a ﬁrm they
founded or worked for was sold through an initial
public offering (IPO) or was acquired by a larger
ﬁrm. Rather than investing their wealth in the
stock market or with investment ﬁrms, they look
for opportunities to invest directly in new ventures. They not only help fund a new business but
also provide expert advice and assistance to nascent
entrepreneurs during the founding process. Business angels base their ﬁnancing decisions on intuition and personal relationships with others involved, using their personal networks and brokers
to ﬁnd investment opportunities.
Observers have estimated that wealthy individuals provide the funding for many more start-ups
than banks or venture capital ﬁrms. Business angels
prefer investing in early stage ventures because
they seek active involvement in the business and
accept lower rates of return on their investments
than venture capitalists. For example, in the United Kingdom, van Osnabrugge (1998) estimated
that business angels had invested almost four times
as much capital in early stage entrepreneurial ﬁrms
as venture capitalists. Because business angels invest small amounts in each ﬁrm, van Osnabrugge
calculated that they probably had invested in as
many as 30 to 40 times more new businesses than
venture capitalists.

Formal Sources of Capital
Banks and other lending institutions are reluctant to lend money to start-ups, except on terms
that many nascent entrepreneurs ﬁnd oppressive.
Banks base their loan policies on their loss experience with previous loans in the same class, and
thus their managers realize the high risks involved
in start-ups (De Meza and Southey 1996). Because
of the high failure rates of start-ups, bankers demand extensive collateral and high interest rates
from borrowers. Unlike most business angels,
bankers conduct extensive due diligence on nascent entrepreneurs, involving background checks
on the founders and a thorough assessment of the
venture’s ﬁnancial prospects.
Banks face the classic problems identiﬁed by transaction cost economics and agency theory: moral
hazard and adverse selection (Eisenhardt 1989).
Borrowers pose a moral hazard to banks because
they have strong incentives to conceal their shortcomings and overstate their competencies. The
problem of adverse selection for lenders arises because the applicant pool for bank loans tends to
contain the weaker ventures. New ventures strong
enough to obtain ﬁnancial commitments from private sources do not need bank funding and so do
not apply for loans. Bank managers have difﬁculty
evaluating the abilities of nascent entrepreneurs,
who have every motive to hide their deﬁciencies and
trumpet their strengths. Banks must therefore offer
terms to cover applicants who will, on the average,
not do very well.
Venture capitalists show little interest in small
new ﬁrms, except for a small number who specialize in seed capital (Gifford 1997). Start-ups have
no track record on which to raise equity from public offerings, and until they build a record, they
must rely on other funding sources. Studies show
that formal sources are just not very important in
explaining founding rates, even for technologybased organizations (Hart and Denison 1987).17
Venture capital ﬁrms have had no discernible effect
on the overall start-up rate in the United States:
between 1982 and 1997, they never funded more
than 2,800 companies a year (Richtel 1998). Investments increased in the late 1990s, but fell
again after April 2001. The amount of venture
capital invested in young ﬁrms has ﬂuctuated wildly over the past few decades. Total venture capital
investments rose from less than $5 billion in the
early 1990s to $107 billion in 2000, but then
dropped back to $41.7 billion in 2001 (PricewaterhouseCoopers 2003). Through the third quarter of 2002, venture capital investment had fallen
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to $17 billion. For more information on the venture capital industry, see the chapter by Stearns and
Mizruchi in this Handbook.
Founders have two external routes for realizing
the wealth represented by the successful growth of
their ﬁrms. First, founders of high-growth ﬁrms
can take their ﬁrms public, through an IPO. Second, they can sell out to a larger ﬁrm. Both exit
options are relatively rare, compared to the startup rate. The frequency of cashing out through taking ﬁrms public has been rather low. In 1997,
there were 537 IPOs, but their number fell steadily over the next 5 years, and in 2001, only 88 ﬁrms
had an IPO. An IPO is not a guarantee of longevity. Of the 3,186 ﬁrms that went public in the
1980s and had their company listed on a stock exchange, only 58 percent were still listed by the end
of 1989 (Welbourne and Andrews 1996).
The other route to realizing substantial wealth involves being acquired by a larger ﬁrm, but that exit
has also been difﬁcult to achieve. Founders who
pursue that dream face long odds. For example, between 1983 and 1992, the number of announced
acquisitions of privately owned companies only averaged a little over 1,000 per year (Merrill Lynch
1994). Instead of being acquired by a larger ﬁrm,
most businesses whose owners wish to exit are sold
to other owners, often through a business broker.
Business brokers specialize in ﬁnding buyers for
ﬁrms whose owners wish to realize the value of their
business, retire, or enter another line of work.
Dominating all other statistics on new organizations is one inescapable fact: the bulk of new ventures begin small. If they need funding, they obtain
it from their own savings, rather than outside
sources. Using their own funds allows them to remain autonomous. However, they also start smaller and are thus more vulnerable to competitive
pressures than organizations with outside funding.
Initial endowments are critical to organizational
survival, and thus organizations that begin with few
resources face a high risk of early disbanding (Baum
and Oliver 1996; Fichman and Levinthal 1991). In
contrast, well-funded founders gain an advantage
that carries them through the difﬁcult early months
and years of a founding (Levinthal 1991). For example, Brüderl and Preisendörfer (1998) found
that the likelihood of disbanding among businesses
was strongly affected by their initial size.
Issues Raised by Research on Emergence
Of the many issues raised in the literature on
emergence, two are of particular interest to sociologists: why women not only own a disproportion-
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ately small share of all businesses but also why they
are less likely to become nascent entrepreneurs,
and the extent to which cultural capital seems to
make a difference in which entrepreneurs mobilize
the resources they need.
Gender
Studies in Wisconsin and in a nationwide sample
showed that, in 1993, women were about 60 percent as likely as men to be nascent entrepreneurs
(Reynolds and White 1997). The PSED 1999–
2000 nationally representative study found that
men were slightly more than twice as likely to
become nascent entrepreneurs as women (Kim,
Aldrich, and Keister 2003). Women’s businesses
still tend to be smaller and concentrated in the retail and service sectors (Baker, Aldrich, and Liou
1997; Brush 1992). Founding rates for womenowned businesses in western Europe are also substantially lower than the rates for men-owned businesses (ENSR 1993). Observing similarly low rates
of entrepreneurship among women in Israel, a team
of investigators attributed the low rates of business
ownership to women’s restricted access to government and business contacts, limiting their abilities
to “obtain information and resources necessary for
business creation and growth” (Lerner, Brush, and
Hisrich 1997, 320).
The historical underrepresentation of women in
ownership is clearly linked to their exclusion from
men’s business discussion networks (Carter 1994).
If women do not occupy key posts in banks, investment ﬁrms, and other ﬁnancially signiﬁcant positions, then men are unlikely to encounter them in
daily business relations (Rytina and Morgan 1982).
The female labor force participation rate in the
United States, deﬁned as the percentage of women
over 16 who are employed or looking for work,
began to increase in the late 1940s, and now
stands at about 60 percent, compared to about 75
percent for men. In the past, a lower participation
rate plus occupational sex segregation kept women
out of many high-paying jobs (Rosenfeld 1992).
As employment opportunities improved for women
over the past several decades, women have founded businesses at a much higher rate than in earlier
generations, raising the likelihood that men’s business discussion networks will change. Women’s
share of sole proprietorships, for example, grew
from less than 5 percent in 1970 to over 33 percent in the mid-1990s (Department of Commerce
1996).
Men’s inclusion of mostly other men in their
networks reﬂects the societal distribution of power
and ownership positions, as well as the tendency of
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people of the same sex to choose others like themselves (Kanter 1977; McPherson, Smith-Lovin,
and Cook 2001). For example, research in the
1980s and 1990s in the United States, Canada,
Italy, Northern Ireland, Japan, Sweden, and Norway found that men business owners almost never
included women in their strong tie circles (Aldrich,
Reese, and Dubini 1989; Aldrich and Sakano 1998).
Such gender homogeneity within men’s strong-tie
circles creates a substantial barrier to the free ﬂow
of information to women (Renzulli, Aldrich, and
Moody 2000). However, women’s strong-tie networks usually contain quite a few men, and thus
there are points of gender overlap. Nonetheless, a
sizable gender gap remains in start-up rates in
most developed nations, and the gap is not accounted for by income, wealth, or standard demographic and human capital factors (Kim, Aldrich,
and Keister 2003). Exploring why this gap exists
requires comparative cross-national research.

Issue framing can enable entrepreneurs to create
new schemata with powerful psychological effects
(Gartner, Bird, and Starr 1992).18 For example, in
describing leaders’ relations with their followers,
Czarniawska-Joerges (1989, 7) noted a leader’s
“capacity to offer a convincing interpretation of reality, an attractive vision of the possible future, and
a prescription on how to reach that vision.”
Founders who can behave as if the activity were a
reality—producing and directing great theater, as
it were—may convince others of the tangible reality of the new activity. Skillful founders can use
strong ties and network brokers to certify their reliability and reputation, as well as drawing on their
own social skills for securing cooperation based on
interpersonal relations (Baron 1998).

Cultural Capital
The rhetoric of “leadership” and “charisma” in
the classical entrepreneurship literature implied a
more hierarchical structure to ﬂedgling organizations than they actually possess. It also underemphasized the socially constructed nature of emergent organizations (Calâs 1993). In the founding
process, founders’ intentions interact with those of
others in the situation, especially those contributing resources, such as other founders, family, friends,
and potential employees. Given the small size and
precarious status of ﬂedgling organizations, few
founders can afford unilateral actions. Although
they must occasionally pursue strategic actions that
split their opponents and prevent them from cooperating (Burt 1992), they more often seek ways
of eliciting cooperation.
Jóhannesson (2002) argued that an entrepreneur’s ability to obtain the cooperation of others depends, in part, on his or her cultural capital. Bourdieu (1986) wrote that cultural capital is enriched
through investments made by families in children,
and by individuals themselves. Cultural capital enhances entrepreneurs’ skills in framing issues and
communicating goals to others in a way that draws
them into a project. Jóhannesson described an Icelandic entrepreneur who, through education and
training, gained skill as a storyteller and communicator and was seen by others as a dependable ﬁgure.
Such cultural capital is valuable to nascent entrepreneurs because they need strategies for encouraging
other people’s beliefs in their competence and trustworthiness, such as through issue framing.

Organizational ecology has made two related
contributions to research on entrepreneurship.
First, rather than focusing on individual entrepreneurs and organizations, ecologists study organizations as members of populations. Second, rather
than examining single events, ecologists study rates
of events within organizational populations. They
posit that populations change because of differential founding and mortality rates, not because organizations live forever by adapting to each change
as it occurs. For example, Haveman and Rao (1997,
1646) showed that the primary engine of organizational evolution in the early thrift industry in
California was the founding of new thrift organizations and the “death of old ones (selection)—
not the restructuring of existing organizations
(adaptation).”
The founding of new organizations thus constitutes a critical event for organizational ecologists
(Baum and Singh 1994). By replacing disbanding
organizations, and organizations that exit from a
population through mergers, acquisitions, and other
routes, foundings preserve a population’s viability
and enable it to grow. Instead of focusing on the
traits of entrepreneurs, which deﬂect attention
away from the volatile nature of organizational
populations, ecologists “emphasize contextual causes that produce variations in organizational founding and failure rates over time by inﬂuencing
opportunity structures that confront potential organizational founders and resource constraints that
face existing organizations” (Baum and Amburgey
2002, 305).

POPULATIONS AS UNITS OF ANALYSIS IN THE
STUDY OF ENTREPRENEURSHIP
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Density Dependence and Founding Rates
Density dependence refers to the dependence
of founding and disbanding rates on the size of
the population itself. Hannan (1986) developed a
model in which the size of an organizational population reﬂects two underlying processes: legitimation and competition. Increasing organizational
density at the beginning of a new organizational
form raises cognitive and sociopolitical legitimacy,
facilitating an increase in foundings. Later, at higher levels of density, factors inhibiting foundings
become dominant, heightening competition for
resources. Considered jointly, these two processes
create a nonmonotonic, inverse-U-shaped pattern
between organizational density and founding rates.
Many studies have conﬁrmed such a pattern (Carroll and Hannan 2000). However, as Carroll and
Hannan (2000, 228) noted, “the theory of densitydependent legitimation and competition has not
escaped criticism.”
In addition to Hannan’s argument regarding
growing legitimacy as an explanation for density’s
effects, several alternative interpretations have been
proposed. First, legitimacy might be an issue mainly for new populations, not established ones. Second, density might actually be a proxy for the effects of other forces, in addition to the processes of
legitimation. Processes associated with rising density include the growth of organizational knowledge and opportunities for nascent entrepreneurs
to learn effective routines and competencies, and
the growth of extensive social networks. Ecologists
are well aware of criticisms of the model. Regardless of which interpretations ultimately withstand
criticism, the fundamental empirical generalization
linking density and founding rates is robust across
various populations, industries, and nations (Carroll and Hannan 2000, 228–32).
Resource Partitioning and Foundings
Ecologists make a distinction between specialist
and generalist organizational forms, based on the
width of the niche occupied by organizations. Organizations sacriﬁce a degree of competitive edge
when they spread their ﬁtness over a broad rather
than a narrow niche. Specialists concentrate their
ﬁtness in a narrow band, whereas generalists spread
their ﬁtness over a wider range of their environments. Generalists’ broad appeal to multiple market segments potentially leaves open many small,
specialized niches, depending upon a market’s
level of concentration. In concentrated markets,
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generalists and specialists compete for the same resources, giving an edge to the generalists. As concentration increases, generalists engage in ﬁerce
competition for the center of the market, whereas
specialists exploit peripheral niches and avoid direct competition with generalists, thus creating a
condition of resource partitioning.
The high disbanding rate of generalist organizations in concentrated markets releases resources
that nascent entrepreneurs can acquire. Because
most new organizations are specialists when founded, resource availability increases the founding rate
of specialists. For example, in the American wine
industry between 1941 and 1990, Swaminathan
(1995) found strong evidence that increasing concentration raised the founding rate of specialists.
The pattern was also found in a study of small specialty brewers in the United States, as specialty
brewery foundings and microbrewery foundings
increased with concentration in the brewing industry (Carroll and Swaminathan 2000). Carroll and
Swaminathan (2000, 721–22) noted that prediction has also been conﬁrmed for foundings of
newspapers, telephone companies, banks, and nine
other industries.
The conceptual and methodological tools provided by ecologists have led many researchers to
reframe classical issues in entrepreneurship, such as
the importance of spatial location and geographic
clustering. For example, Sorenson and Audia (2000,
426) argued that “dense local concentrations of
structurally equivalent organizations increase the
pool of potential entrepreneurs in a region, thereby increasing founding rates.” Their analysis was
explicitly formulated in terms of founding rates,
rather than the traits of founders, and their statistical model took account of local and nonlocal organizational density. Similarly, in his study of
Tokyo banking from 1894 to 1936, Greve (2002,
871) showed that “the attractiveness of areas to organizations depends largely on how early the local
density becomes high enough to spur local legitimation processes.” Thus, by focusing on the population level of analysis and studying founding
rates, rather than individual entrepreneurs, population ecology has deepened our understanding of
the contextual factors affecting entrepreneurship.
ENTREPRENEURSHIP AND THE CREATION OF
NEW INDUSTRIES
Although Schumpeter raised the possibility that
entrepreneurs could use their resources to create
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entirely new industries, for many years entrepreneurship researchers did not distinguish between
new ﬁrms in established versus emerging industries. By contrast, industrial economists expressed
great interest in new industries, focusing on the
role that technological innovation and market demands played in the growth of business populations (Klepper and Graddy 1990). Indeed, Louçà
and Mendonça (2002) explicitly rejected Chandler’s “continuity hypothesis,” which claimed that
some large ﬁrms enjoyed uninterrupted dominance of core industries throughout the twentieth
century. Instead, they argued that their ﬁndings
were consistent with “a pattern of dramatic changes
in the dominant techno-economic paradigm, opening windows of opportunity for diversiﬁcation and
for the entry of new ﬁrms with the emergence of
new sectors” (818).
Although not often thought of as an entrepreneurship researcher, Stinchcombe (1965) offered a
comprehensive sociological approach to the study
of entrepreneurship that was unparalleled in its
scope and number of testable propositions. Ideas
from his work are still ﬁnding their way into the
sociological study of organizations, and in particular, into studies of organizational creation and new
organizational forms. For example, Stinchcombe
coined the phrase liability of newness to refer to the
difﬁcult early days facing young organizations.19
Organizations Are Imprinted by Social
Structure
One of Stinchcombe’s major contributions to
entrepreneurial studies was his observation that
“organizational forms and types have a history”
(1965, 153) and that the historical period within
which organizations are founded sometimes
makes a lasting impact on forms. Certain forms,
once established, remain viable with their original
form intact for a considerable length of time,
whereas others change rapidly (Aldrich 1979,
197–218). The changing role of the state, the development of a market-oriented economy, and
other forces affecting the distribution of resources
account for the major waves of differing organizational forms. Within a given historical epoch,
Stinchcombe argued that three factors are especially useful in explaining the emergence of new forms:
technological innovations and social structural support for new technical developments, entrepreneurs’ access to power and wealth, and the changing structure of labor markets.
Stinchcombe (1965, 168) summarized his analy-

sis by noting, “Organizations which are founded at
a particular time must construct their social systems with the social resources available.” Nascent
entrepreneurs, especially those adopting a new form,
must overcome many obstacles to survival as they
seek a niche for their businesses. Workforce characteristics, such as levels of skill and literacy, affect
the type of control and communications structures
that new ﬁrms can adopt. Market characteristics,
such as barriers to entry and the level of concentration in an industry, also affect new ﬁrms’ viability by making access to required resources more
difﬁcult. Legal constraints, whether governmentally or privately enforced, severely limit entry or restrict it only to those businesses complying with
the practices of existing organizations (Suchman,
Steward, and Westfall 2001).
Institutional Factors Affecting
New Industries
Stinchcombe’s ideas concerning new industries
were given renewed vitality within sociology by organizational ecology’s emphasis on the population
level of analysis. Interest in the genesis of new populations in the 1980s (Hannan and Freeman 1986)
generated a model that synthesized neoinstitutional and ecological concepts. Drawing upon Parsons’s (1956) insight that access to resources by
organizations depends upon their societal legitimacy, Meyer and Rowan (1977, 345) argued that
the “building blocks for organizations come to be
littered around the societal landscape; it takes only
a little entrepreneurial energy to assemble them
into a structure. And because these building blocks
are considered proper, adequate, rational, and necessary, organizations must incorporate them to
avoid illegitimacy.” Table 5 summarizes the main
points in this section.
Although he agreed that organizations depend
upon social legitimacy, Hannan implicitly disagreed
with the claim that organization building required
little entrepreneurial energy. Instead, with his students (Hannan and Carroll 1992; Ranger-Moore,
Banaszak-Holl, and Hannan 1991), he argued that
population growth depended upon achieving cognitive and sociopolitical political legitimacy, requiring a considerable expenditure of effort.20 Building
on these notions, and incorporating concepts from
the neoinstitutional school in sociology, Aldrich
and Fiol (1994) and others have theorized about
the conditions facing entrepreneurs who create the
ﬁrst ﬁrms within a nascent industry, using a multilevel evolutionary model.
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Table 5. Entrepreneurship and New Industries
Stinchcombe’s contribution

Organizations are imprinted by social
structure—reﬂect societal conditions at a
particular historical conjuncture

Institutional factors affecting
new industries

Learning: development of new knowledge
Cognitive legitimacy: acceptance of
a new venture as a taken-for-granted
feature of the environment
Sociopolitical legitimacy:
acceptance by key stakeholders
of a new venture as appropriate
and right (moral and
regulatory acceptance)

Levels of action

Organizational
Collective: population and community

Learning and Legitimacy as Problems
Two problems confront nascent entrepreneurs
in new industries, the ﬁrst involving learning and
the second involving legitimacy. First, entrepreneurs must discover or create effective routines
and competencies under conditions of ignorance
and uncertainty. Second, new organizations must
establish ties with an environment that might not
understand or acknowledge their existence. Entrepreneurs who design, copy, or stumble onto
strategies to deal with these problems, at the individual and collective levels, increase their chances
of surviving selection pressures.
With regard to learning, some of the knowledge
used in new populations exists in the form of scientiﬁc laws and regularities that can be discovered
by organizational experimentation. For example,
in technology-based industries, applied research
and development activities focus on turning basic
scientiﬁc knowledge into commercial products or
services (Murmann and Tushman 2001). Other
knowledge must be enacted through an arbitrary
but creative recombination of existing knowledge. For example, fads and fashions in cultural
industries—music, theater, the arts, and so forth—
spring from new ways of looking at existing knowledge. Beneﬁcial knowledge may even exist already
in the form of well-understood and legitimated
models that can simply be copied.
With regard to legitimacy, Aldrich and Fiol
(1994), building on Hannan and Carroll (1992),
suggested a two-part typology of cognitive and sociopolitical legitimacy. Cognitive legitimacy refers
to the acceptance of a new kind of venture as a
taken-for-granted feature of the environment. The
highest form of cognitive legitimacy exists when a

new product, process, or service is accepted as part
of the sociocultural and organizational landscape.
When an activity becomes so familiar and well
known that people take it for granted, new entrants to an industry are likely to copy an existing
organizational form, rather than experiment with a
new one.
Sociopolitical legitimacy refers to the acceptance
by key stakeholders, the public, key opinion leaders, and government ofﬁcials of a new venture as
appropriate and right. It has two components:
moral acceptance, referring to conformity with cultural norms and values, and regulatory acceptance,
referring to conformity with governmental rules
and regulations. Indicators of conformity to moral
norms and values include the absence of attacks by
religious and civic leaders on the new form, and
heightened public prestige of its leaders. Indicators
of conformity to governmental rules and regulations include laws passed to oversee an industry,
and the granting of government subsidies.
Aldrich and Fiol (1994) argued that the process
of learning and building legitimacy begins at the
organizational level and ultimately involves three
other levels of analysis: within populations, between
populations, and the entire community of populations. Founders can pursue strategies individually,
but very little will be accomplished without collaboration with other founders. As I review each of
the two major legitimacy problems and how entrepreneurs respond, I examine actions at each of the
four levels.
Learning and Cognitive Legitimacy
Cognitive issues, involving the lack of organizational knowledge and low levels of legitimacy,
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rather than sociopolitical issues, constitute the immediate dilemma facing founders of entirely new
activities. The fundamental rules of organizing are
widely diffused in all societies, and thus nascent
entrepreneurs start by taking such culturally deﬁned building blocks for granted. If founders of
ventures in new populations were simply trying to
reproduce the most common forms in familiar
populations, they would ﬁnd knowledge widely
available. However, given their origins in new and
untested organizational knowledge, pioneering
new ventures face critical problems of cognitive legitimacy. Without clear guidelines for assessing
performance in an emerging industry, a new venture’s stakeholders have difﬁculty weighing risk/
reward trade-offs.
Entrepreneurs can take advantage of the inherent ambiguity in interpreting new behaviors by
skillfully framing and editing their behaviors and
intentions vis-à-vis the trusting parties, as I noted
earlier in discussing entrepreneurs’ cultural capital.
Pettigrew (1979, 574) argued that entrepreneurs
not only create the rational and tangible aspects of
organizations, but also “symbols, ideologies, languages, beliefs, rituals, and myths, aspects of the
more cultural and expressive components of organizational life.” Founders can emphasize those aspects of their ventures and their own backgrounds
that evoke identities that others will understand
as risk-oriented but responsible. Biggart (1989)
noted that people in direct-selling organizations
take on new identities as “entrepreneurs” and “independent business owners” that enhance their
sense of self-worth and give them occupational
prestige in their communities.
Some problems regarding learning and systematizing new knowledge generate attempts at collective action by entrepreneurs. Under the right
circumstances, founders can imitate other entrepreneurs who have developed effective routines
and competencies (Miner and Haunschild 1995).
Convergence on a dominant design then eases the
way for new entrants. Movement toward convergence is facilitated if entrepreneurs obtain collective agreement on standards and designs so that
the population becomes a taken-for-granted reality
by its constituents. A substantial literature in industrial economics and business strategy has examined the conditions under which dominant designs
emerge within new industries (Dosi 1988; Teece
1986).
Learning and legitimacy are both facilitated by
population-level collective action. Cognitive legitimacy is more likely if a critical mass of founders

discovers a way to unite and build a reputation of
their new industry as a visible and taken-for-granted
entrant into the larger community. Business interest associations and political action groups that
organize across industry boundaries facilitate population-level learning and cognitive legitimacy. Initial collaborations between organizations usually
begin informally, in networks of interﬁrm relations, but later they develop into more formalized
strategic alliances, consortia, and trade associations
(Powell 1990).
Sociopolitical Legitimacy
Entrepreneurs in new populations also face the
problem of sociopolitical legitimacy. Founders
must ﬁnd ways of adapting to existing norms and
laws or changing them. In the process, they may
have to fend off attacks from religious and civic
leaders, and ﬁnd ways of raising the public image
of the population. Through strategic social action,
entrepreneurs attempt to construct new meanings
that may eventually alter community norms and
values and lead to new rules and regulations.
In their communities, new organizational forms
that are ﬁrmly embedded in local networks of trust
begin with a reservoir of moral legitimacy. For example, in the early twentieth century, the emerging population of credit unions in the United
States beneﬁted from network ties among early
members that diffused information to potential
new members (Barron 1995, 148–49). A related
form, mutual savings and loan associations, began
as “friendly societies” in Pennsylvania, in the
1830s (Haveman and Rao 1997). Founded on
networks of interpersonal trust, they drew their
members from local ethnic neighborhoods and
were staffed by ofﬁcials drawn from the membership. With the goal of enabling members to build
their own homes, their structures were simple and
ofﬁcials’ actions easily monitored.
At the organizational level, few founders face
serious moral legitimacy issues in established capitalist societies, because entrepreneurs have a
presumptive right to create new ventures. Nonetheless, new organizational forms occasionally
provoke public resentment or even condemnation.21 For example, the life insurance industry in
America was initially condemned as a vulgar commercialization of the sacredness of life (Zelizer
1978). The first newspaper editor in the United
States was jailed (Delacroix and Carroll 1983),
and many forms of interbusiness alliances were
ruled illegal in the nineteenth century (Staber
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and Aldrich 1983). In the past several decades in
the United States, the toxic waste disposal industry, the nuclear power industry, biotechnology,
on-line pornography, and family-planning clinics
have been attacked as immoral and a threat to
certain cherished values.
Cross-national differences in cultural norms and
values mean that some activities are morally suspect
in one society but not another. For example, the
emerging biotechnology industry in Germany has
faced more severe sociopolitical legitimacy problems than its American counterpart. In the 1990s,
the German public opposed biotechnology so vigorously that German companies had to go abroad,
to the United States or Japan, to test their products. In addition to federal regulatory barriers, local
elected ofﬁcials in Germany were hostile to biotechnology laboratories in their communities. Environmentalists, such as the politically powerful
Green movement, spearheaded public opposition
to genetic technology research and production.
By themselves, individual founders can do little
to overcome the moral deﬁciencies attributed to
them. Collective action constitutes the foundation
of sociopolitical strategies for population-level action, typically involving the formation of other
types of organizations. Gaining moral legitimacy
for a new population involves altering or ﬁtting
into existing norms and values, something individual organizations lack the resources to accomplish.
Similarly, winning legal and regulatory acceptance
generally requires campaign contributions, political
action committees, lobbying, and other costly activities beyond the reach of individual organizations. Thus, interorganizational action has the
greatest impact on sociopolitical issues early in a
new industry’s growth. Collective action through
trade associations, industry councils, and other
groups allows a population to speak with one voice.
Sociological analysis of the genesis of new populations has thus placed the study of entrepreneurship in the context of other research on culture
and social structure, invigorating the sociology of
entrepreneurship and showing its relevance to
other important issues in social research. Analysts
are using a multilevel model to understand strategic social actions for generating and sustaining new
organizational knowledge and legitimacy. Stinchcombe’s initial insights into the precarious conditions confronting new organizations stand out
when analysts examine entirely new populations of
organizations. By emphasizing the collective action problems posed for entrepreneurs in new populations, the approach I have reviewed gets away
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from the classical approach, which viewed entrepreneurs as heroic and isolated individuals.

PROMISING QUESTIONS FOR FURTHER
RESEARCH ON ENTREPRENEURSHIP
Among the many new lines of inquiry begun by
entrepreneurship scholars, I will mention a few interesting possibilities: why do most start-ups simply reproduce existing organizational forms, why
does the start-up rate vary so widely across industrialized societies, and to what extent does the
start-up process reproduce existing patterns of social and economic inequality?
First, although the popular press portrays the
typical entrepreneur as someone like Bill Gates of
Microsoft, in fact the overwhelming majority of
entrepreneurs start small “reproducer” organizations. Reproducer organizations are deﬁned as those
organizations started in an established industry
that are only minimally, if at all, different from existing organizations in the population. Compared
to the number of reproducer ﬁrms, the number of
entrepreneurs creating innovative new ﬁrms that
could potentially open up new niches or even entirely new industries is very small. What forces
channel new ventures in that direction of reproducing existing organizational forms? An institutional explanation points to the extent to which
knowledge of organizations as a social form is
deeply embedded in the cultures of industrial societies, leading nascent entrepreneurs to take for
granted certain fundamental rules of organizing.
The institutional-ecological synthesis concerning
the growth of new industries emphasizes legitimacy deﬁcits as the crucial barrier facing new forms.
Opportunity recognition theorists point to cognitive failures, whereas those inclined toward technological explanations emphasize the failure of
laws designed to protect intellectual property
rights and a consequent failure to invest in research
and development (Rogers 1986). Few investigators have studied the genesis of new industries,
however, and so the power of the alternative explanations has not yet been tested.
Second, organizations are the dominant, takenfor-granted tools of collective action in industrialized societies. As products of particular cultural
and social structural conditions, strategies of collective action differ across societies, as do rates of
business founding. Including individuals who are
trying to start a new ﬁrm or who own or manage
an active business less than 42 months old, the rate
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of total entrepreneurial activity varies from less
than 5 percent in Belgium to approximately 18
percent in Mexico (Reynolds et al. 2001). Across
the 29 countries included in the Global Entrepreneurship Monitor (GEM) Report, 16 European
nations plus Israel form a rather homogeneous
group, with substantial differences between them
and three Latin American countries. Sociological
analyses could shed light on the social structural
and institutional sources of such cross-national
variations in rates.
For example, because the GEM project used a
standardized method for collecting information
across nations, it can be used to investigate associations between personal wealth accumulation and
levels of entrepreneurial activity, such as the informal ﬁnancial capital provided by business angels.
Treated as a proportion of the population aged 18
and older, the prevalence rate of informal investors
ranged from less than 1 percent in Brazil to slightly over 6 percent in New Zealand. When aggregated across all 29 countries in the study, the level of
funding provided by informal investors amounted
to about 1.1 percent of the countries’ combined
gross domestic products. In all the countries studied, informal investors accounted for more funding
of business start-ups and growing businesses than
did professional venture capital ﬁrms. What structural and institutional factors enable individuals to
accumulate enough wealth to become business angels, and to what extent do social networks affect
in whom they invest?
Third, entrepreneurship can have a major impact
on social and economic inequality in societies. For
entrepreneurs, creating a new business contains
the potential for upward social mobility (Bates
1997; Nee and Sanders 1985). Many business owners employ family members in their business ventures, and some pass on the wealth gained from
them to their families, either during their lives or
as part of an inheritance (Keister and Moller
2000). Entrepreneurs who successfully accumulate
ﬁnancial assets can invest in their children’s human
capital, and they may be able to expand their children’s social capital and occupational opportunities (Nee and Sanders 1996). For employees, organizational foundings and disbandings can disrupt
careers and destroy accumulated savings, or create
opportunities for advancement and facilitate the
acquisition of additional human capital (Carroll
and Mosakowski 1987; Haveman and Cohen
1994). Social relations established in workplaces or
through other commercial contacts may shape

people’s choices of with whom to afﬁliate as they
consider joining a new business team.

CONCLUSION
Entrepreneurship has become institutionalized
as an academic ﬁeld, as indicated by the growing
number of journals, conferences, endowed chairs,
institutes, and centers. During the boom days of
the 1990s, resources poured into business schools
in support of entrepreneurial initiatives, increasing
the number of scholars interested in research on
entrepreneurship. The volume of research thus emanating from business schools substantially eclipsed
that from sociology departments, although sociologists have made their presence felt in organizational behavior and strategy departments of business schools. More important than the numbers of
sociologists working in entrepreneurship has been
the impact of sociological ways of thinking about
entrepreneurial issues.
I have reviewed a few signiﬁcant sociological
contributions to entrepreneurship research, especially Stinchcombe’s (1965) pioneering essay on
the social structural and institutional conditions favoring organizational foundings. Organizational
sociology’s growing emphasis on organizations as
units of analysis, rather than on the behavior inside
organizations, has spurred interest in the issue of
organizational emergence. Organizational ecology’s
focus on populations, rather than single organizations, has sparked interest in founding rates and
the conditions under which such rates grow or decline. Advances in the sampling of rare populations
have led to several national studies, such as the
panel study on entrepreneur dynamics (PSED),
that have allowed researchers to track entrepreneurial emergence, rather than just entrepreneurial
successes.
I noted earlier that new organizations could both
reproduce and challenge the existing social order,
and that speciﬁc historical conditions affects the
kinds of organizations people construct. Within
the United States, the composition of entrepreneurial founding teams is strongly conditioned by
the level of societal sex, ethnic, and occupational
homophily. If emerging businesses beneﬁt from
strong, in-group-based ties among their members,
then homophily should have a positive effect on
survival. If, however, such ties reduce a team’s ability to respond to unforeseen or radically changing
circumstances, then homophily may be a handicap.

Entrepreneurship
In either case, the new business’s fate rests on the
larger social context in which it is embedded. Sociological analysis of entrepreneurship has many
such lessons to teach us.

NOTES
Thanks to Andy Abbott, Amy Davis, Bill Gartner,
Stephen Lippmann, Linda Renzulli, Martin Ruef, Neil
Smelser, Richard Swedberg, and Pat Thornton.
1. Stinchcombe’s essay covered economic and noneconomic organizations. In this chapter, I will focus on economic organizations only: businesses, trade associations, consortia,
and other primarily economically oriented organizations.
2. In another paper, I have reviewed similarities and differences in North American and European approaches to
the study of entrepreneurship (Aldrich 2000). I noted four
similarities: on both continents, research on entrepreneurship and research on organizations have developed in partial
isolation from one another, resulting in entrepreneurship researchers duplicating some of the same disputes that earlier
characterized organization theory; a strong normative and
prescriptive orientation underlies research; entrepreneurship
research has historically focused more on description than
on hypothesis testing, although signs of change are apparent; and researchers have focused mainly on established organizations, rather than the founding process. I also noted
three differences: scholars on the two continents differ in
the extent to which they build their models on the assumption that their ﬁndings are universal as opposed to nationspeciﬁc, and in the extent to which researchers rely on qualitative ﬁeldwork methods, as opposed to other designs; and
there is a sizable difference in the level of government and
foundation support for entrepreneurship research between
North America and Europe.
3. In reviewing the history of entrepreneurship scholarship, I have been mindful of two extremes in historical studies of science (Knudsen 2003). On the one hand, the “internalist” tradition stresses the evolution of ideas themselves,
treating them as cultural products in their own right
(Collingwood 1956). On the other hand, the “externalist”
tradition stresses the role of social relations and group dynamics in sustaining and perpetuating ideas (Bloor 1976).
My implicit argument is that community dynamics have
probably triumphed over ideas in the evolution of the ﬁeld.
4. In the ﬁrst edition of this Handbook, Alberto Martinelli
(1994) covered slightly different ground, and interested
readers might want to consult his chapter. He reviewed the
classic interpretations of entrepreneurship, and then discussed major theories of entrepreneurship, focusing on
questions such as whether entrepreneurs possess distinctive
social and psychological traits, what cultural and structural
conditions produce them, and how entrepreneurs actually
behave. He covered entrepreneurial management, which I
do not consider in this chapter. He also examined “the business class” as a collective actor, a topic covered by Mark Granovetter in his chapter for this edition.
5. For example, when entrepreneurship faculty come up
for tenure in business schools, senior faculty with strong disciplinary roots often question why entrepreneurship scholars
have not published in the leading journals of a speciﬁc social
science discipline.
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6. Several business school faculty at Ohio State University organized an effort in 2002 to found an Academy of Entrepreneurship Scholars.
7. Birch’s consulting ﬁrm, Cognetics, Inc., is based in
Boston and produces policy-oriented accounts of regional
differences in entrepreneurship and business growth rates
that are closely followed in the business press. Birch himself,
in recent years, has become deeply interested in building
world-class sailboats.
8. Highly ranked business schools have found few entrepreneurship scholars to their liking, and so they have asked
well-trained researchers in other ﬁelds, such as marketing
and business strategy, to retool and become “entrepreneurship” professors.
9. JSTOR is an electronic database of leading academic
journals, including established journals in anthropology,
economics, general science, history, literature, philosophy,
political science, and sociology. These journals are almost
entirely in English. I use information from JSTOR to illustrate my argument at several points. Not all journals are covered through 2002 in JSTOR, e.g., coverage of the American Sociological Review ends in 1996. However, the number
of journal-years covered is sufﬁciently broad for my purposes, as I am not testing hypotheses but instead seeking to illustrate important trends.
10. For example, Hamilton (2000) showed that, on average, self-employed persons would have been better off economically as employees, and a more comprehensive study
extended his results (Moskowitz and Vissing-Jorgensen
2002). Cognitive heuristics and decision biases clearly play a
role in decisions to start ﬁrms (Dosi and Lovallo 1997).
11. Rogers’s (1995) massive review of the innovation literature should give pause to anyone contemplating equating
“entrepreneurial” with “innovativeness.”
12. Further details are available on the Institute for Social
Research website at http://projects.isr.umich.edu/psed.
13. For example, regardless of its size, technology, or
growth rate, PC Connection was an organization in 1982,
when it landed its ﬁrst contract and was included in various
credit-reporting agencies’ databases (Chura 1995). Or, as a
famous cartoon in the New Yorker magazine put it more
prosaically, “On the Internet, no one knows you’re a dog.”
14. In the Stanford Project on Emerging Companies
(SPEC), researchers deliberately chose a sample of 73 young
high-technology ﬁrms in Silicon Valley so as to limit possible “sources of variation in founders’ models” (Burton
2001, 15). Even within the restrictive conditions of Silicon
Valley, where a few dominant organizing models prevailed,
founding models still varied by the founders’ strategic focus
and a founding team’s characteristics, such as their level of
industry experience.
15. The information is only for surviving ﬁrms, and excludes start-ups that disbanded before they could be surveyed. Thus, it undoubtedly overestimates the amount of
capital with which businesses begin.
16. The extreme difference between capitalization requirements for Silicon Valley high-technology start-ups and
the typical start-up in the United States illustrates the dilemma facing entrepreneurship researchers. For much of the
past decade, researchers mesmerized by high-tech fast-growth
start-ups focused on venture capitalists and initial public offerings, which constituted a tiny fraction of all start-ups.
They ignored the much bigger story that was unfolding,
concerning an increase in “normal” start-ups by people who
were investing little or none of their own funds.
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17. For an exception, see Delacroix and Solt 1988.
18. Issue frames are important not only because of their
psychological consequences, but also because of their value
as legitimating and motivating symbols. Perceptions and
evaluations of risk are highly subjective. The framing of an
issue, rather than its actual content, often determines
whether people see it as a foolish risk, especially in the absence of objective standards (Tversky and Kahneman 1981).
19. Between 1965 and 2002, the speciﬁc phrase liability
of newness appeared in 114 articles published in the business
journals. Organizational ecologists have made particularly
heavy use of that concept. Ecologists now agree that much
of what appears to be a negative-duration dependence of age
on survival actually results from substantial heterogeneity
across start-ups. Start-ups differ widely in their capitalization, business model, organizational form, and other characteristics relevant to survival. In the ﬁrst few years, much of
this diversity is weeded out by selection forces (Carroll and
Hannan 2000, 3–4).
20. Subsequently, Carroll and Hannan (2000) have emphasized cognitive over sociopolitical legitimacy, for theoretical and methodological reasons.
21. Populations that succeed in creating a strong organization to represent their interests may use their position to
block the way for alternative organizational forms. Populations that not only solicit favorable treatment from the state
but also cloak themselves in moral legitimacy are especially
blessed. For example, funeral home owners in the United
States enjoyed great success for many years in controlling
state regulation of the industry (Torres 1988). Locally
owned homes controlled most state boards regulating the
industry by playing on the twin themes of local control of
business and respect for the sacredness of their practices.
They successfully blocked alternatives to their services, such
as chain-owned funeral homes.
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21 Firms and Environments
Gerald F. Davis

From its origin as a distinct domain in the
1950s through the late 1980s, organization theory focused primarily on elaborating and testing
theories about organizations as discrete social units.
In the foundational text for modern organization
theory, March and Simon (1958, 4) deﬁned organizations as “assemblages of interacting human
beings [that are] the largest [groups] in our society that have anything resembling a central coordinative system. . . . [This] marks off the individual
organization as a sociological unit comparable in
signiﬁcance to the individual organism in biology.”
In this high-modernist conception,1 organizations
were goal-oriented, boundary-maintaining systems
that contained their members (Aldrich 1999, 2).
Organizations were born, they grew, and sometimes they died. Populations of them, distinguished by their common morphology, waxed and
waned at different times, as new industries arose
and old ones died out. Moreover, in some places
(notably the United States) organizations had expanded their domains to encapsulate ever more of
the lives of their constituents. “[T]he appearance
of large organizations in the United States makes
organizations the key phenomenon of our time,
and thus politics, social class, economics, technology, religion, the family, and even social psychology take on the character of dependent variables. . . . organizations are the key to society
because large organizations have absorbed society.
They have vacuumed up a good part of what we
have always thought of as society, and made organizations, once a part of society, into a surrogate
of society” (Perrow 1991, 725–26). Explaining organizational dynamics was thus tantamount to explaining contemporary social structure.
Theories about organizations proliferated into a
set of distinct paradigms that highlighted different
aspects of organizations: what shaped their internal
structures, where they placed their boundaries,
how they gained and used power, how they responded to external assessments, why they were
born and died. In his masterful 1967 synthesis Organizations in Action, James D. Thompson argued

that organization structure and action are largely
the result of efforts to balance off the need for rational planning with the requirements imposed
by an unpredictable outside world, for instance
by sealing off a technical core from the external environment. Subsequent theorists elaborated on
themes raised by Thompson. Much of the environmental uncertainty an organization faces comes
from the fact that its exchange relations with other
organizations create power and dependence relations; thus, resource dependence theorists asked,
“What tactics and structures are used to reduce or
co-opt the power of outside actors on which the
organization is dependent?” (Pfeffer and Salancik
1978). Transaction cost theorists highlighted the
factors that make relations with particular buyers
and suppliers particularly valuable for the creation
of products and services. The animating question
of this approach was, “Where do organizations
place their boundaries, that is, which activities
are done inside the ﬁrm, and which are left to
outsiders?”—also known as the make-or-buy problem (Williamson 1975).
Organizational ecologists argued that many of
the processes that organizations use to create stability thereby make them rigid and unreactive to
signiﬁcant change. Thus, to address the question,
“Why are there so many kinds of organizations?”
ecologists focused not on (relatively rare) changes
in structure but the births and deaths of organizations with particular structures (Hannan and Freeman 1977). New institutional theorists asserted
that in many domains organization structures reﬂected pressures to conform to the expectations of
outside evaluators, such as government agencies
and professional bodies. These structures, moreover, were often decoupled from the actual work
that went on in the technical core. From this perspective, the most compelling question was, “What
processes generate the spread of conformity and
standardization in organizational practices and
structures?” (Meyer and Rowan 1977; DiMaggio
and Powell 1983). And in ﬁnancial economics, an
entirely separate approach evolved to explain the
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survival and proliferation of large public corporations by examining the institutional mechanisms
that make possible the separation of ownership and
control (Jensen and Meckling 1976).
For several years, research in organization theory followed the path of normal science laid out by
these paradigms (see Davis and Powell 1992 for an
extensive review). Students of transaction costs
studied make-or-buy decisions across various industries, documenting that ﬁrms often brought
specialized suppliers in-house but purchased unspecialized inputs on the open market. Resource
dependence scholars found that the structure of
interorganizational ties, such as shared directors
across industries, often mapped onto power/dependence relations. Ecologists found regularities
in the patterns of organizational birth and death in
industry after industry. Institutionalists documented contagion in managerial practices in both public and private sectors.
Yet the normal science approach to theory development and testing has been largely abandoned
in empirical work in organization theory since the
late 1980s. Thompson’s core question—“How can
organizations be structured to achieve rationality
in an uncertain world?”—has given way to a newer
set of questions: What organizational processes underlay the shape of China’s transition from state
socialism? Why do industrial districts thrive in
some locations and not others? How do previously protected sectors, such as health care and education, adjust to the advent of market pressures?
How does law inﬂuence the structure and operations of corporations around the world, and how
do business elites get the law they want? This chapter focuses on these and other questions, drawing
in particular on sociologically oriented organizational research published since 1990. I ﬁnd that
organization theories have not been abandoned;
rather, they are used as essentially a toolkit of
mechanisms from which middle-range explanations can be constructed in the service of problemdriven research.
Why has organization theory changed from a
paradigmatic endeavor to a problem-driven one? A
little archaeology of knowledge suggests an answer. It is somewhat remarkable that a single fouryear period saw the major foundational statements
of transaction cost economics (Williamson 1975),
the agency theory of the ﬁrm (Jensen and Meckling 1976), organizational ecology (Hannan and
Freeman 1977), the new institutional theory of organizations (Meyer and Rowan 1977), and resource dependence theory (Pfeffer and Salancik
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1978). Drawing on a common pool of social
mechanisms, each of these approaches staked out a
niche in an ecology of assumptions, often deﬁning
itself in terms of its contrasts to the others. Transaction cost reasoning emphasized that pressure
from product markets drove decision makers in organizations to adapt cost-minimizing structures
from among the (cognitively) available options; to
fail to do so was to be slated for extinction at the
hands of lower-cost rivals. Resource dependence
argued that there was much adaptation, but in
contrast to transaction cost thinking it was aimed
at reducing dependency even if this came at the expense of proﬁtability; selection was not seriously
contemplated.
Ecologists countered both approaches by arguing that adaptation was rare and often fatal, and
(like transaction cost analysis) highlighted competition and selection as dominant inﬂuences on the
demography of the organizational landscape. Institutionalists saw adaptation as routine, but often
merely a facade; organizations often persisted for
long periods in spite of strategies and structures
adapted for the sake of outside evaluators, or simply because they were widespread. And agency theorists argued that one particular type of outside
evaluator—ﬁnancial markets—had a predominant
inﬂuence over how public corporations were organized and how they evolved within their institutional surround.
These approaches largely covered the mosaic of
possibilities for distinct theories of organizations.
They differed in what they saw as the most important thing to be explained about organizations,
but—like chefs shopping for fresh ingredients at a
small market—generally drew from the same set of
mechanisms for constructing explanations: imitation, diffusion through networks, prevalence-based
legitimation, selection, and so on (see Hedstrom
and Swedberg 1998).
But while the niche space for new theories of organization may have been ﬁlled by 1980, the objects of explanation themselves changed. To a great
extent, the major paradigms reﬂected the stylized
facts of their location and era, the corporate economy of the United States in the mid-1970s. Firms
had increased in size and scope over the prior
decades, and it appeared that this would continue
indeﬁnitely, as corporate assets grew concentrated
in the hands of a relative handful of ﬁrms. At the
same time, corporate ownership had grown increasingly dispersed among atomized shareholders, leaving corporate managers the undisputed
masters of their domain (Useem 1984). These
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managers were free to pursue the types of strategies
described in resource dependence theory, growing
and diversifying their ﬁrms to increase their power
(Fligstein 1990). Bureaucratic processes associated
with growth had rendered these large ﬁrms relatively inert, as emphasized by ecologists: “Corporate America’s sluggish response to oil crises, Japanese competition, and other changes had much to
do with its conglomerate tangles of the 1960s”
(“Mad Mergers” 1992, 18).
The trends of increasing corporate size, scope,
integration, and ownership dispersion prevalent
when the major organizational paradigms were
created ended fairly abruptly during the 1980s, as
the institutional structure of the U.S. economy underwent a substantial shift. More than one-quarter
of the largest manufacturers in 1980 received
takeover bids in the subsequent decade, frequently
resulting in the ﬁrm’s being split into its component parts, thereby leaving the typical corporation
far more industrially focused in 1990 than it was in
1980 (Davis, Diekmann, and Tinsley 1994). White
(2001, 24) found that “Aggregate concentration
in the U.S.—the fraction of private-sector economic activity accounted for by the largest X companies in the U.S.—declined during the 1980s,
and declined further in the early 1990s and then
increased by the late 1990s only to the levels of the
late 1980s or early 1990s. Overall, aggregate concentration . . . has declined since the early 1980s,
despite the substantial merger wave of the 1980s
and the far greater merger wave of the 1990s.”
The few hundred behemoths in the right tail of the
size distribution were hardly representative of the
4.3 million corporations in the United States in
1994, and nearly 40 percent of employees worked
for ﬁrms with fewer than 100 employees (Aldrich
1999, 10–11). The disaggregation of diversiﬁed
giants into focused components has been accompanied by a proliferation of network forms of production reconnecting the parts, partly reﬂected in
the vast increase in the number of corporate alliances during the 1980s and 1990s (Gulati 1995).
At the same time, corporate ownership passed
from the hands of individual investors to money
managers acting on their behalf: pension funds and
mutual funds greatly increased their share of corporate ownership and with it their ability to inﬂuence how their portfolio ﬁrms were structured and
run. By 2001, the parent of the Fidelity mutual
funds alone owned 10 percent or more of nearly
one in 10 large U.S. corporations (Davis and Yoo
2002).
The image of organizations as basic units of so-

cial structure analogous to individual organisms
was increasingly belied by boundary-breaching
forms of production (Piore and Sabel 1984). In
many contexts—particularly in high-technology
and cultural production industries—seeking to distinguish separate organizations was like trying to
separate out distinct lumps in a bowl of oatmeal.
Unlike the production of Model T cars, the production of movies, skyscrapers, jets, and women’s
better wear was accomplished by shifting congeries
of persons, ﬁrms, roles, and brands (or other identities). Boundaries around industries similarly became difﬁcult to locate, as deregulation and new
technologies encouraged permeability. Telecommunications, information technology, computers,
software, and media blurred into an amorphous
metaindustry; insurance, commercial banking, and
investment banking morphed into “ﬁnancial services.” New industries drew on models and personnel from old while engaging in distinctly new
forms of activity (e.g., in biotech and web design).
And even determining whether a company was
engaged in “manufacturing” or “service” proved
increasingly difﬁcult: manufacturers attentive to
labor costs increasingly contracted out the actual
production of branded goods from PCs (e.g.,
Hewlett-Packard) to hot dogs (Sara Lee) in favor
of the higher value-added activities of design and
marketing; industrial conglomerate GE came to
derive most of its proﬁts from ﬁnancial services as
it grew into the largest lender and leaser in the
United States. The postindustrial economy glimpsed
in the 1970s had reached a mature stage.
The blurring of boundaries at the organizational and industry levels was mirrored at the national
level, as global trade achieved a level lost since the
First World War and international ﬁnancial ﬂows
reached $1.5 trillion per day. The spread of capital
accompanied the spread of neoliberal ideology and
a particular ﬁnancial-market-based theory of national economic development. The number of nations with stock exchanges nearly doubled after
1980, and portfolio investment ﬂooded these markets during the 1990s, creating pressures for indigenous companies seeking capital to adopt the
structures favored by institutional investors in the
United States and Europe. Determining the nationality of a corporation became as problematic as
determining its industry. For example, in 2001
Tommy Hilﬁger Corporation was headquartered
in Hong Kong, incorporated in the British Virgin
Islands, listed on the New York Stock Exchange,
owned primarily by international institutional investors, held its annual meeting in Barbados,
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sourced production to manufacturers in Mexico
and Asia, licensed its name to producers globally,
and retailed its “classic American clothing” in Europe and North America. Enron had over 3,500
separately incorporated subsidiaries, many in offshore tax havens such as the Cayman Islands,
seemingly designed to bafﬂe investors and outside
analysts. Locating the boundaries, industry, or nationality for such organizations, typologizing their
structures, or even deﬁning dates of birth had become considerable challenges.
Finally, research outside North America demonstrated just how idiosyncratic the large U.S. corporations that were the object of the 1970s-vintage
organization theory were. In spite of the convincing theoretical rationale for the efﬁciency beneﬁts
of the large, vertically integrated ﬁrm (e.g., Chandler 1977), industrial districts consisting of shifting
sets of small specialist ﬁrms persisted and thrived as
functional alternatives to the “one big ﬁrm” (Piore
and Sabel 1984). Around the world, sovereign and
autonomous organizations appeared rare, while
long-standing networks and business groups were
both common and inﬂuential—to understand a
given large corporation in most industrial nations
required knowing its group membership (Granovetter 1994). Even the very idea of a “ﬁrm” as a
basic unit turned out to be quite problematic in
some East Asian contexts (Biggart 1992). And
when large corporations did exist, they nearly always had a dominant outside owner—either a family or a governmental entity (Davis and Useem
2002). In short, sociological theories about ﬁrms
and environments increasingly described a world of
large, vertically integrated, relatively autonomous
corporations that no longer existed.
From some perspectives, this could be seen as
a paradigm failure. The notion of cumulative research on organizations would seem like a vain
endeavor in this context. Organization theorists
failed to construct a model scientiﬁc community
with boundary control and supporting institutions, with the notable exception of organizational
ecologists (Pfeffer 1993). Studies were rarely susceptible to the sort of metaanalysis common in labbased studies in psychology, and topics ﬂowed
more from events in the world than from the internal development of theory. Aldrich (2001, 118–
19) points out the problems with such outcomedriven explanations, where researchers begin with
endings and work their way backwards to an account for why it happened—like Kipling’s just-so
stories.
Yet studies continued to be published at a pro-
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liﬁc pace. Researchers have largely abandoned the
paradigm-driven “normal science” approach in
favor of phenomenon-driven work. The community of scholars has come to look more like Greenwich Village than the normal-science Brasilia.
“Making sense of transitions” has become both a
driver and a focus of research, as many of the papers reviewed here attest. In a sense, Perrow was
right when he argued that organizations had become the independent variable to explain politics,
social class, economics, technology, religion, and
other social outcomes. He was right, however, not
because organizations have “absorbed” society,
but because organizational mechanisms often produce societal outcomes of interest.
Consider how social stratiﬁcation occurs. Federal legislation creates a particular deﬁnition of
nondiscriminatory employment practices, and thus
inﬂuences the career prospects of nonwhite workers, because of the diffusion process by which ﬁrms
establish a formal personnel function (Sutton et al.
1994). Japanese ﬁrms abandon the traditional practice of lifetime employment in waves, restructuring
the mobility system of the nation, because they are
less likely to be singled out for opprobrium when
“everybody else is doing it” (Ahmadjian and
Robinson 2001). Deregulation of ﬁnancial services
inﬂuences the careers of individuals through the
vital rates of organizations (Haveman and Cohen
1994). In each case, organizational processes of
the sort described in older organizational theories
are the cogs and wheels of larger explanations:
diffusion through networks mediates between
governmental policy and the career trajectories of
nonwhite minorities; social learning and mimesis
translate economic pressures into the loss of traditional institutions for employment security; organizational births and deaths following regulatory
shifts drive the job changes of ﬁnancial managers.
In addition to breaking out of the normal science mold, contemporary research on ﬁrms and
environments is distinguished by two other features. First, the preferred unit of analysis is often
implicitly or explicitly the ﬁeld rather than the organization. Bourdieu deﬁnes a ﬁeld as “A space in
which a game takes place, a ﬁeld of objective relations between individuals or institutions who are
competing for the same stake,” and later as “a network, or a conﬁguration, of objective relations between positions” (Bourdieu and Wacquant 1992,
97). Fields have rules or logics, patterns of relations, and actors that may be human, organizational, or “other.” The point of studying ﬁelds
rather than (populations of) organizations is that
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one does not presume the relevant actors (organizations, industries, persons) occupying positions in
advance. In health care, for instance, the composition of the ﬁeld in the United States changed from
relatively straightforward just after World War II
(community hospitals and physicians in private
practice, who were usually members of the American Medical Association) to Byzantine by the 1990s
(hospitals, freestanding clinics, HMOs, health “networks,” partnerships, and dozens of specialized
professional associations, among others; Scott et al.
2000). Hollywood ﬁlms, once made by vertically
integrated studios, came to be created by shifting
networks of persons with particular roles (actors,
directors) and organizations performing narrowed
tasks (Baker and Faulkner 1991). By examining the
ﬁeld over time without presuming that it will be
populated by organizations, analysts gain a more
subtle and accurate understanding.
Second, there was increasing recognition that
ﬁndings about business organizations are intrinsically tied to particular places and times. That is, the
naive scientism that underlay the notion of a “general theory of organizations” largely gave way to
an approach emphasizing context and periodization (see Aldrich 1999, chap. 8). Studies using
identical sampling frames and variables turned up
divergent results. For example, an animating question in agency theory is, “Why do corporations get
taken over through hostile bids?” In the 1960s,
the answer was, “Because they had low stock market valuations and their boards were not wellconnected” (Palmer et al. 1995). In the 1980s, the
answer was, “Because they had low stock market
valuations brought about by over-diversiﬁcation”;
their boards’ social connections had no impact
(Davis, Diekmann, and Tinsley 1994). And in the
1990s, it was, “Because they operated in industries
where deregulation prompted consolidation among
rivals” (such as defense); neither market valuation, connections, nor industrial diversification
made takeover more likely (Davis and Robbins,
forthcoming).
Because of inherent limitations of space and
comprehensiveness, this chapter takes a relatively
circumscribed view of the contemporary economic sociology of organizations. I focus here speciﬁcally on recent (primarily since 1990) sociological
research on ﬁrms and environments. Excellent reviews that trace the study of organizations over extended periods are readily available (e.g., Scott
2003; Aldrich 1999). For a review of paradigmbased research on organizations through 1990, see
Davis and Powell 1992. There are, of course, vast

expanses of research on ﬁrms and environments in
the ﬁelds of corporate strategy, economics, ﬁnance,
accounting, law, and elsewhere, each with their
own paradigms and problematics. My aim here is
to focus on the works likely to be of greatest interest to those that would accept the label economic
sociologist.
The chapter has three parts. The ﬁrst section examines issues of strategy, structure, and performance: Why do organizations adopt the strategies
and structures they do? How do insiders and outsiders assess their performance? The work here
reﬂects traditions following from the behavioral
theory of the ﬁrm (Cyert and March 1963),
Stinchcombe’s (1965) analysis of the impact of social structure on organizational founding, persistence, and mortality, and Thompson’s (1967)
analysis of the sources of structure. The second
section examines ﬁelds, states, and institutions.
While some of the motivating questions arise out
of the new institutionalism (particularly DiMaggio
and Powell 1983; and Fligstein 1990), subsequent
work has not been particularly bound by these antecedents. Finally, the third section discusses research on network forms and network dynamics,
an area drawing on both network methodology
and research on elites (e.g., Mills 1956).

STRATEGY, STRUCTURE, AND FIRM
PERFORMANCE
The Sociological Approach to Corporate Strategy
Research on corporate strategy has traditionally
sought to answer the question, “Why do some
ﬁrms perform better than others?” The general answer has three parts: some industries have structures that lend themselves more readily to monopolies than others; managers of ﬁrms can implement
strategies that make their ﬁrm more monopolylike, such as through their choice of industry segment; and ﬁrms can adopt organization designs in
discriminating ways to ﬁt their industry and strategy (Thompson 1967). The traditional approach to
research in this area is to examine the performance
consequences of different industries, different strategies, and different structures, and to study the
process by which ﬁrms move toward performanceenhancing combinations of strategy and structure.
Organizational sociologists have long since lost interest in this plain-vanilla approach (so much the
worse for organizational sociology, according to
Donaldson [1995]) and instead have focused on
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the antecedents of strategy and structure rather
than their performance consequences. Why do ﬁrms
choose the strategies and structures that they do?
What counts as performance? Addressing these
questions has generated a sociological approach to
strategy and structure, emphasizing the effects of
public policy, cognitive models, and social processes over the inﬂuence of industry structure per se.
Choices of Strategy and Structure
Effects of Public Policy and Founding Conditions
Since Stinchcombe (1965) published his analysis
of social structure and organizations, organization
theorists have found evidence for the ongoing inﬂuence on strategy and structure of the prevailing
social conditions at the time an organization was
founded. In particular, state policies inﬂuence decisions about whether to open or close a business,
what markets are entered or avoided, what structures and employment practices ﬁrms adopt, and
how ﬁrms compete. State policies favoring cartels
increased founding rates of Massachusetts railroads, while antitrust policies depressed them
(Dobbin and Dowd 1997). State-level regulations
mediated U.S. federal energy policy, thus generating cross-state variation in the creation of independent power producers (Russo 2001). Conversely,
business failure rates varied across the states in the
1970s and early 1980s according to state ﬁscal and
labor policies and the power of local labor organizations (Grant 1995). (Aldrich, this volume, reviews research on birth rates.)
State policy itself reﬂects the broader national
culture: Dobbin (1994) accounts for variation
among the industrial policies that characterize
France, the United States, and the United Kingdom by arguing that cultural paradigms for generating political order were transferred to the project
of generating order in the economic realm. This is
why the United States has decentralized industries
organized around the idea of natural selection,
whereas France traditionally had a more centrally
ordered system dominated by state-owned ﬁrms.
He ﬁnds that once this pattern was set for railroads—
the ﬁrst modern, national industry—the basic template was adopted across later industrial contexts.
Once in place, national paradigms inﬂuence the
subsequent reception and implementation of organizational innovations. Casper and Hancke (1999)
found that the introduction of standardized systems of quality management had divergent impacts
in the French and German auto industries: ISO
9000 reinforced a Taylorist hierarchical system in
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France but supported the autonomy of skilled
craftspeople in Germany. Rademakers (1998) found
that producers in the Indonesian jamu (herbal
medicine) industry, some of which are owned by
ethnic Chinese families and some by ethnic Indonesians, followed characteristic Chinese family
business patterns adapted to the indigenous economic institutions. Moreover, ﬁrms with owners of
both types also maintained paternalistic relations
with buyers and suppliers, reﬂecting a characteristically Javanese form of household relationship that
entails both obedience and obligation. And Biggart and Guillén (1999) ﬁnd enduring differences
in the structure and developmental paths of the
auto industries in Argentina, South Korea, Spain,
and Taiwan that trace back to culturally speciﬁc
patterns of family ownership. Small family ﬁrms
thrive in Spain and Taiwan, and both produce auto
components, whereas Korean chaebol conglomerates mass-produce branded autos for export, suggesting that initial conditions critically inﬂuence
possible paths of national economic development
and industrial organization.
The American approach to antitrust had a predominant inﬂuence on the form that U.S. corporate capitalism came to have. In a sweeping study
of the evolution of large U.S. ﬁrms in the ﬁrst
eight decades of the twentieth century, Fligstein
(1990) found that changes in antitrust policy reverberated across the economy by their inﬂuence
on how ﬁrms created strategies and structures.
Firms choose strategies in large part to stabilize
their environments and achieve greater certainty,
an echo of Thompson’s (1967) argument. Yet stability for ﬁrms often means oligopoly or monopoly
for consumers. Thus, the federal government has
at different points enacted policies that ruled out
some strategies in wide use (e.g., merger among
large competitors), an exogenous shock that
prompted ﬁrms to experiment with alternatives.
When an innovator happens on a strategy that
achieves stability and growth, other ﬁrms emulate
it—often prompting yet another regulatory response, which in turn leads to another round of
innovation. Horizontal integration (acquiring competitors) was succeeded by vertical integration (acquiring suppliers and distribution channels), which
was succeeded by product-related diversiﬁcation
(acquiring ﬁrms that made related products),
which was succeeded by conglomeration (acquiring ﬁrms in unrelated industries, creating the
“portfolio ﬁrm”).
While Fligstein’s account takes the American
federal government as a relatively exogenous force
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that intermittently drops in to constrain the strategies available to ﬁrms, Perrow (2002) provides a
prehistory of how states shaped economic activity
before there were large businesses on any signiﬁcant scale. Like Dobbin, Perrow sees railroads as
the ﬁrst large-scale national industry and as the
prototype for subsequent genres of regulation, but
attributes the form of regulation that emerged in
the United States less to national culture and more
to the actions of powerful elites shaping the exercise of state power. The relatively weak national
state and relatively stronger state and local governments (compared to Western Europe) opened up
avenues for corruption that were exploited by
wealthy elites to build vast, privately controlled
business organizations. By the time the Progressive
movement arose to limit the power of big business
through a strengthened national state at the turn
of the twentieth century, big business had already
taken hold and laid the tracks for subsequent corporate evolution. (The theme of elite inﬂuence on
law and the state is taken up in more detail in a
subsequent section.)
In the postwar period, Western European corporations followed a trajectory broadly similar to
the United States in terms of strategies and structures while maintaining characteristic national patterns of ownership and corporate governance. According to Mayer and Whittington (1999, 951),
“Regardless of country, by the early 1990s, the
typical large industrial ﬁrm in Western Europe was
diversiﬁed and divisionalized. France, Germany
and the United Kingdom now all follow the Harvard model discovered two or three decades ago by
Chandler (1962) and Rumelt (1974) in the United States,” which represented a substantial shift
from the early 1960s. Davies, Rondi, and Sembenell (2001) further ﬁnd that with the greater
economic integration of the European Union since
the mid-1980s, European manufacturers rapidly
become more multinational, while their industrial
diversiﬁcation declined slightly.
At the organizational level, strategies that come
to dominate a ﬁeld beneﬁt individuals with backgrounds in particular functional areas of the corporation, who become solutions to organizational
problems through the toolkit that their “conception of control” provides. Leaders with a manufacturing background predominate in a ﬁeld where
vertical integration is the dominant strategy; those
with a marketing background are advantaged
when related diversiﬁcation is popular; and ﬁnance
executives gain favor when conglomeration is per-

ceived as the route to organizational success (Fligstein 1990). Dobbin and Dowd (2000) amend this
account by pointing to the role of powerful extraindustry actors in shaping the types of corporate
strategies adopted by Massachusetts railroads in response to antitrust: after cartels were banned by an
1897 Supreme Court decision, ﬁnanciers with
strong vested interests promoted the adoption of a
model of consolidation to replace the forbidden
strategy of cartelization. Moreover, choices made
by a ﬁrm’s leader at its founding have ongoing inﬂuences both on the ﬁrm’s employment practices
(Baron, Hannan, and Burton 1999) and in how
the ﬁrms respond to policy changes. U.S. banks,
for instance, responded differently to enforcement
of the Community Redevelopment Act depending
on the strategy they had in place at the outset
(Fox-Wolfgramm, Boal, and Hunt 1998). Surprisingly, sometimes even epochal shifts at the level of
the state do not substantially alter the trajectories
set by ﬁrms early on: domestically owned Hungarian enterprises looked much the same before and
after the collapse of state socialism in terms of their
products and organizational structures (Whitley
and Czaban 1998).
In addition to their direct inﬂuence on the
strategies pursued by corporate executives, changes
in state policy can create second-order effects by
loosing other forces. During the 1980s, U.S. policy eliminated most barriers to hostile takeovers,
enabling “raiders” to buy conglomerates with the
intention of splitting them up and selling the parts
to their industry rivals (Davis, Diekmann, and
Tinsley 1994). Thus, in contrast to prior antitrust
policies that encouraged the voluntary adoption of
some strategies (e.g., conglomeration) by eliminating preferred alternatives, policy in the 1980s had
its effect by making it proﬁtable for outsiders to
reverse the strategies of incumbents (Stearns and
Allen 1996). State inﬂuence is not limited to domestic businesses: in a fascinating study of the inﬂuence of alcohol prohibition laws on beer makers,
Wade, Swaminathan, and Saxon (1998) ﬁnd that
state-level prohibition enhanced both the founding and survival rates of breweries in neighboring
states (up to a point), suggesting that citizens of
“dry” states crossed the border to neighboring
states to drink, to the beneﬁt of local brewers.
Performance Assessment
Other than changes in state policy, why do ﬁrms
change course? A robust basic model comes out of
the behavioral theory of the ﬁrm (Cyert and March
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1963): decision makers in ﬁrms assess the ﬁrm’s
performance relative to an aspiration level, which is
in turn a function of the ﬁrm’s own prior performance and the performance of its peers or competitors. Firms search for alternatives to the extent
that performance fails to meet aspirations. Thus,
among airlines, good past performance generated
organizational inertia, while operating in diverse
markets discouraged it (Miller and Chen 1994). In
contrast, when radio broadcasters fell short of aspiration levels, they were more likely to undertake
risky changes, such as altering their formats (Greve
1998). Further, the effects of change on subsequent performance varied according to what precipitated the change. Broadcasters that performed
poorly prior to changing format were likely to do
better after the change—above and beyond the expected regression to the mean—while better performers were actually likely to do worse after changing formats (Greve 1999). There is also evidence
that aspiration levels, like structures, reﬂect the
preferences of founders: whether or not a venture
is closed in the face of poor performance depends
on thresholds set by its entrepreneur-owner (Gimeno et al. 1997).
If ﬁrms—like people—assess their performance
relative to their peers, then how do they know
who their peers are? In a study of the Scottish
knitwear industry, Porac et al. (1995) examined
this question by mapping the cognitive models of
industry participants. As one might expect from
White’s (1981) discussion of industry boundaries,
who counts as a rival depends on who is observable and whether they share certain attributes—
location, styles of product, size, and so on. Although Scottish knit goods may compete with
products from Italy and China on store shelves,
perceived rivals were those closer at hand. Choice
of peers also depends on the audience, according
to another study (Porac, Wade, and Pollock
1999): when a change in U.S. policy required
ﬁrms to publish comparisons of their performance
with that of a set of peers to provide a context for
executive compensation, ﬁrms were given discretion over their choice of peer group. Of course the
choices were strategic, with industries being deﬁned broadly when the ﬁrm had performed poorly or its primary industry had done well, and narrowly otherwise. Alternatively, industry niches in
knowledge-based industries such as semiconductors can be deﬁned by the technological arena laid
out by patents—ﬁrms can be arrayed in a conceptual space created by patent “neighborhoods”
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linked by cocitations (Podolny, Stuart, and Hannan 1996).
Social Inﬂuences on the Adoption of Strategies
and Structures
The inﬂuence of “peers” and other alters is not
limited to a ﬁrm’s assessment of its performance,
but extends to basic choices of structure and strategy, such as entry into new markets. Semiconductor ﬁrms that recruited experienced managers from
their rivals were subsequently more likely to enter
into similar product markets as the executives’ old
employers (Boeker 1997). In both the computer
and branded foods industries, ties of top executives
within their industry pushed toward conformity
to industry norms, while ties outside the industry
facilitated deviance (Geletkanycz and Hambrick
1997). Similarly, ﬁrms that listed shares on Nasdaq
were more likely to react to the defections of their
interlock partners to the New York Stock Exchange by also defecting to the extent that they
were well connected to NYSE ﬁrms, while ties to
other Nasdaq ﬁrms encouraged Nasdaq ﬁrms to
stay (Rao, Davis, and Ward 2000).
Social inﬂuences travel through multiple channels, by both direct contact and observation at a
distance. Shared directors, for instance, inﬂuenced
large ﬁrms’ propensities to make acquisitions in
the late 1980s (Haunschild 1993) and adopt the
multidivisional structure in the mid-1960s (Palmer,
Jennings, and Zhou 1993). The choice of Japanese
auto suppliers to establish their ﬁrst plant in the
United States or Canada in the 1980s was conditioned on location decisions of (actual or potential) buyers and by suppliers (Martin, Swaminathan,
and Mitchell 1998). And Japanese multinationals
chose the location of new overseas plants in part
based on the paths blazed by other Japanese multinationals before them (Henisz and Delios 2001).
Conversely, the decision to relocate a plant out of
a company’s home in New York state looked different to “core” and peripheral ﬁrms: core ﬁrms
could migrate for cost savings, while peripheral
ﬁrms were held back by social and other ties to
their particular locale (Romo and Schwartz 1995).
Firms learn about the appropriateness of certain
strategies by observing competitors as well as by
direct contact with alters. Both organizational
characteristics such as size, and observing others
enter a market (especially successful others) inﬂuenced the likelihood that savings and loan organizations (S&Ls) in California expanded into new
markets traditionally served by commercial banks,
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such as nonresidential mortgages and mortgagebacked securities (Haveman 1993). Contact across
multiple markets (that is, operating branches in
many of the same counties as one’s rivals) also inﬂuenced the strategic choices of S&Ls (Haveman
and Nonnemaker 2000). Similarly, nursing home
chains in Ontario chose the locations of acquisition
targets based on their own prior experiences and
by imitating the choices of competitors (Baum, Li,
and Usher 2000). In an uncertain world, choices
of strategy and structure turn out to be decisively
shaped by ﬁrms’ social environment—the choices
made by buyers, suppliers, rivals, and peers.
Audience Effects
In the behavioral theory of the ﬁrm, organizations assessed their performance relative to peers
and their own prior performance. But as Thompson (1967, chap. 7) pointed out, organizations are
often assessed by external constituencies using different and sometimes incompatible yardsticks, and
organizations are most alert to the criteria emphasized by the most visible and powerful stakeholders. In the United States, ﬁnancial markets achieved
the position of “most powerful stakeholders” during the 1980s, and a vibrant literature grew around
analyzing how the criterion of “shareholder value”
came to inﬂuence how corporations were run. The
capacity of audiences to impose standards changes
with political and institutional conditions: prior to
regulatory changes sought by institutional investors,
shareholders of U.S. corporations were forbidden
from engaging in collective action involving more
than four owners, which (given the dispersion of
shareholdings) signiﬁcantly reduced their power
with respect to management (Davis and Thompson 1994). Firms that failed to live up to the standards of ﬁnancial investors were frequently undervalued (Zuckerman 1999), taken over (Davis and
Stout 1992), or subject to visible pressures from
institutional investors and analysts (Useem 1996).
The responses of ﬁrms followed the well-worn
paths suggested by prior work on organizations:
compliance and decoupling. Firms operating in diverse industries spun off parts when those parts did
not ﬁt the market’s conception of the ﬁrm (Zuckerman 2000). When investors attempted to change
how they were run, ﬁrms set up “investor relations” ofﬁces with little operational inﬂuence (Rao
and Sivamakur 1999). And managers adopted tokens of compliance, such as announcing stock buyback plans that markets favored (but often without
actually implementing them; Westphal and Zajac
2001) or justifying their compensation plans in

terms of shareholder value (Zajac and Westphal
1995). The ensuing scandal of corporate governance suggests that the Potemkin village approach
may not be a sufﬁcient way to run a corporation,
however. (See Davis and Useem 2002 for an extensive review of work in this area.)

FIELDS, STATES, AND INSTITUTIONAL CHANGE
The Concept of Field
The advent of the new institutionalism in the
study of organizations pushed toward a recognition of the “ﬁeld” as an appropriate unit of analysis for making sense of organizational and societal
processes. DiMaggio and Powell (1983, 148) deﬁned an organizational ﬁeld as “those organizations that, in the aggregate, constitute a recognized
area of institutional life: key suppliers, resource and
product consumers, regulatory agencies, and other
organizations that produce similar services or
products.” But subsequent work highlighted the
fact that a ﬁeld need not be composed exclusively
of organizations, and that it is best to remain agnostic about the types of actors comprising it
rather than assuming a ﬁeld will be like an urn
ﬁlled with balls called organizations (e.g., Scott et
al. 2000 on the health care sector). Rather, following Bourdieu, it is useful to see a ﬁeld as a place for
a game characterized by objective relations among
actors, which may be persons, organizations, or
other institutions. In Hollywood, for instance,
some of the most important actors are, in fact, actors and not ﬁrms (Baker and Faulkner 1991).
The study of ﬁelds gained a substantial infusion
of order with Scott’s 1995 book Institutions and
Organizations. Two signiﬁcant contributions of
this book were its parsing of the construct of institution and its framework for studying multilevel
institutional change processes. “Institutions consist of cognitive, normative, and regulative structures and activities that provide stability and meaning of social behavior. Institutions are transported
by various carriers—culture, structures, and routines—and they operate at multiple levels of jurisdiction” (Scott 1995, 33). Thus, institutions have
three “pillars”: a regulative pillar focused on formal and informal rules that constrain and regularize behavior; a normative pillar focused on values
and norms that prescribe and evaluate action; and
a cognitive pillar focused on common frames of
meaning and interpretation that deﬁne situations
in which action is taken. Legitimacy is then deﬁned
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as alignment with one of the institutional pillars.
The multilevel framework conceives institutional
layers in which actors are embedded in governance
structures (organizations and ﬁelds), which are in
turn embedded in societal institutions that provide
models and menus for action. “Societal institutions
provide a context within which more speciﬁc institutional ﬁelds and forms exist, shaping them as
both agent and environment. Organizational ﬁelds
operate at intermediate levels, providing institutional structures within which speciﬁc organizations operate. And organizations provide institutional contexts within which particular actors are
located and take action” (Scott 1995, 141). Institutional change in this approach can be top-down
or bottom-up, and studies of ﬁeld transitions typically highlight one form or another.
Origins and Transitions of Fields
Where Do Fields Come From?
Fields rarely emerge without precedent but are
created when technological or ﬁnancial shifts create pressures for existing arrangements. Thus, the
answer to the question “Where do ﬁelds come
from?” is “Other ﬁelds.” Health care experienced
a transformative shift in the post–World War II era,
in a story well told by Scott and colleagues (2000).
For decades, the ﬁeld was characterized by professional dominance, with physicians and their guild
(the American Medical Association) effectively governing entry, training, and work conditions for the
practice of medicine and resisting the encroachment of organizations beyond the nonproﬁt community hospital. It is not obvious on the face of it
why the ﬁeld of “health care” should or should not
include barbers and manicurists, cosmetic surgeons, chiropractors, psychiatrists, midwives, drug
and alcohol abuse treatment counselors, acupuncturists, or other professionals oriented toward
human well-being. Under the era of professional
dominance, however, boundary control by the AMA
ensured a particular strict deﬁnition of “health care
provider.” The rise of medical specialties and specialist organizations to rival the AMA after World
War II and the expansion of medical education set
the stage for fragmentation. The creation of Medicare (federal health insurance for the elderly) and
Medicaid (state insurance for the poor), and the
emergence of a large number of regulatory bodies,
created governmental counterweights to the AMA,
and a number of new types of organizations proliferated alongside traditional community hospitals
after 1965, such as home health agencies and renal
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disease centers. Finally, during the early 1980s
deregulation and formalized cost-beneﬁt analysis
by insurers and others created opportunities for
novel for-proﬁt business, and the HMO—combining the functions of insurance and provision of
health care services—came to be the predominant
type, displacing non-proﬁt community hospitals
and freestanding physicians. Both the conﬁguration of the ﬁeld and the types of actors predominating in it underwent a dramatic transformation.
The emergence of ﬁelds often involves institutional mimicry or pilferage, in which templates for
organized action in one domain are transferred
and adapted to a new one. This is particularly useful in ﬁelds in which legitimacy cannot be taken for
granted. Clemens (1993) describes this process for
women’s movements at the turn of the twentieth
century, drawing on the notion of organizational
repertoires in institutional theory to make sense of
social movement organizations. Similarly, consumer
watchdog organizations drew on culturally prevalent organizational forms to legitimate their activity in what was at the time an entirely new ﬁeld
(Rao 1998). Mimicry also shapes collective-level
institutions. Ingram and Inman (1996) document
the construction of competing institutional umbrellas by groups of rival hotels on the U.S. and
Canadian sides of Niagara Falls, and argue that the
creation of these institutions by competing ﬁrms
was actually helped by the existence of a rival ﬁeld
across the border. Once created, organizations in a
ﬁeld and their institutional surround evolve together, as suggested by Fligstein’s (1990) study of
federal antitrust policy and the prevalence of organizational forms. Haveman and Rao (1997) argue
for a similar coevolutionary story in examining the
early savings and loan industry in California. Different types of S&Ls embodied different “theories
of moral sentiments”: early members of the industry were oriented toward cultivating virtues of prudence, discipline, and citizenship via home ownership, but how this was accomplished varied by
organizational type (or “plan”). Haveman and Rao
link the changing theories embodied in the different plans to demographic and political shifts in the
state. They ﬁnd that shifts in the predominant
“theory of thrift” were manifested in the deaths of
S&Ls carrying the old theory and the births of
S&Ls carrying the new theory, thus transforming
the demographic proﬁle of thrifts in the state.
Markets, Legitimacy, and Change in Fields
Across a range of research domains, studies of
ﬁelds ﬁnd that market pressures are often the root
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of the most signiﬁcant ﬁeld-level change. To quote
the old political economist, “All that is solid melts
into air, all that is sacred is profaned.” From a
scholarly perspective, the classic liberal arts college
is one of the most sacred places, and the business
school perhaps the most profane. Yet when the
baby boom generation in the United States exited
its college years, liberal arts colleges were faced
with a smaller group of “education consumers”
who preferred more practical education. A few colleges, particularly the high-status selective schools
in the East, held ﬁrm to their ancient identity, but
the vast majority of colleges ended up offering
professional and vocational training—particular a
business curriculum—while those that failed to
change to meet consumer demands were likely to
fail (Kraatz and Zajac 1996). Similarly, rural hospitals facing competitive pressures such as those described in the previous section often adapted by
changing forms radically, into nursing homes, drug
treatment facilities, or outpatient clinics (D’Aunno,
Succi, and Alexander 2000). Even ideologically
driven organizations such as kibbutzim in Israel,
organized around socialist-Zionist principles that
forbade the hiring of outside labor, nonetheless
succumbed in the face of pressures from banks and
markets (Simons and Ingram 1997). Organizations turn out not to be as inert as we previously
thought, and the constraints imposed by legitimacy concerns may not always be binding.
There appears to be a common dynamic to how
markets trump legitimacy (cf. Schumpeter 1934).
Stearns and Allen (1996) ﬁnd that merger waves in
the United States during the twentieth century followed a similar trajectory in which marginal players ﬁnd an innovative but often illegitimate means
of making money, which is then emulated by core
players who thus bring legitimacy to the practice.
During the 1960s, for example, acquirers were
often of marginal status with respect to the dominant corporate elite of the time (Palmer and Barber 2001), while ﬁrms with well-connected managers were less likely to be targets than their
disconnected peers (Palmer et al. 1995). By the
1980s, takeovers were allowed and even encouraged by federal policy, and well-connected ﬁrms
were both the acquirers and the targets (Davis and
Stout 1992; Haunschild 1993).
Once a practice proves proﬁtable, whole ﬁelds
can change their shape through the entry of newcomers and the restructuring of incumbents. Moreover, appropriate practice becomes codiﬁed in a
new logic of appropriateness, reﬂected in both
rhetoric and practice. The appropriate way to run

a large corporation changed from the “portfolio
model” of the 1970s, which supported unrelated
diversiﬁcation, to a “core competence” model of
the 1980s, which promoted operating in a single
focused industry (Davis, Diekmann, and Tinsley
1994). When college publishers were primarily privately owned family businesses, they followed an
“editorial logic” in which publishing was a profession built on personal ties between authors and editors, while after conglomerates began acquiring
publishers in the 1970s and turning them into profit centers, they became mere businesses following a
“market logic”; these logics were reﬂected in the
process by which top executives were replaced during the two periods (Thornton and Ocasio 1999).
While the advent of markets may act as a solvent
for legitimacy, the absence of markets can have a
similar effect. As part of the transition from state
socialism, Russia and the Czech Republic implemented plans of mass privatization intended to
allocate shares in state-owned enterprises to the
public. The theory was that having publicly traded
companies would be an apt step in the path toward
advanced industrial capitalism. But because the ﬁnancial markets on which shares might trade
lacked sufﬁcient institutional infrastructure, the allocation of ownership rights ended up being channeled largely through illegal or politically motivated means (Kogut and Spicer 2002). In other
words, markets may trump legitimacy, but politics
trumps markets.
It is important to note that those running large
enterprises around the world are not simply dupes
of prevailing logics, and that they can be quite
cagey when carrying out actions likely to be perceived as illegitimate. The institution of lifetime
employment among core ﬁrms in Japan had become quite entrenched by the 1990s, supported
by years of growth in which implicit guarantees of
long-term employment were readily honored by
growing ﬁrms. A lengthy economic slump undermined the economic rationale for lifetime employment and made it costly to sustain. Yet ﬁrms that
shrunk their employment rolls were exposed to
opprobrium in the press and tarnished reputations
among potential employees. Firms responded by
following a “safety in numbers” approach, abandoning lifetime employment en masse so that speciﬁc ﬁrms were less likely to be sanctioned individually (Ahmadjian and Robinson 2001).
How Changes Become Settlements
Once a ﬁeld has been restructured, either due to
state actions or market pressures, the next step is
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for a new set of practices to become a settlement—
the way things are done around here. For the
movie industry, the rise of the blockbuster in the
early 1970s prompted a change in the organization
of the ﬁeld, and in particular in the conﬁguration
of the roles of producer, director, and screenwriter.
Prior to 1972, ﬁrms with a combination of a fulltime producer and a combined director-screenwriter had poor ﬁnancial performance. But 1972’s
The Godfather, which used this conﬁguration, became the ﬁrst blockbuster, and other ﬁlmmakers
imitated this combination, which (after 1972) provided on average the best ﬁnancial performance
(Baker and Faulkner 1991). Thus, this combination became legitimate, widely imitated, and successful in Hollywood.
In addition to the appearance of successful models, settlements require a framework to make them
comprehensible and to provide a basis for shared
understandings, such as norms of exchange. Mary
Douglas (1986) argues that analogies provide a robust basis for making conventions seem “natural”
by providing a comprehensible parallel for social
arrangements. The early radio industry, with signals sent out over invisible airwaves, provided a
puzzle for governments seeking a basis for regulation. Was it most like a public utility such as the
post ofﬁce, or a “magazine of the air”? Eventually,
radio came to be seen as analogous to public waterways, providing a transferable set of understandings for the appropriate role of governments
and private parties (Leblebici et al. 1991). Fieldlevel organizations can also facilitate certain solutions by making them visible and legitimate. Nearly
all colleges and universities had recycling programs
in place by the early 1990s, but while most simply
added recycling to the responsibilities of an existing maintenance department, others created a new
position for a full-time recycling coordinator, often
staffed by an activist. These latter tended to be the
schools with stronger ties to the Student Environmental Action Coalition, a national social movement organization that advocated the professional
stafﬁng model (Lounsbury 2001).
Once an order has been established, a number of
processes can make the order self-reproducing
(Stinchcombe 1968; White 1981). Podolny (1993,
1994) ﬁnds that investment banks tend to afﬁliate
with others of similar status when doing deals and
that their status position both enables and constrains the types of business they can do. Highstatus investment banks, paradoxically, have cost
advantages: they do not need to advertise as much,
they do not need to devote as much effort to con-
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vincing buyers of their claims, they can acquire
capital more cheaply, and they can pay their employees less. Why, then, do the high-status banks
not grow to dominate the market? Because their
status (and associated cost advantages) would be
compromised by doing the kinds of business lowstatus banks do. (This is the same reason Nordstrom’s does not sell bologna at its food counter,
as Jim Baron once put it.) Thus, status constrains
the kinds of business banks can do and the kinds of
other banks they can consort with, generating a
self-sustaining status order (Podolny 1993, 1994).
States and Organizational Fields
Firms as Interpreters and Shapers of Law
One of the most important contributions of organizational sociology in the past decade has been
work unpacking the impact of law on the structure
and practices of the corporate sector. (See the
chapter by Edelman and Stryker, this volume.)
One might ingenuously expect that governments
create laws with particular mandates for ﬁrms, and
ﬁrms obediently follow them. But in practice laws
are often quite ambiguous, and what counts as
compliance is ill-speciﬁed. Moreover, managers
typically seek to minimize encroachment on their
prerogatives. Response to new laws thus entails organizations experimenting with alternative forms
of compliance that, once they prove sufﬁcient,
spread throughout the ﬁeld and become institutionalized (Edelman 1992). After the enactment of
the Civil Rights Act of 1964, private employers
with 15 or more employees were prohibited from
discriminating on the basis of race, sex, religion, or
national origin—a signiﬁcant incursion into the
employment practices of ﬁrms, but with no bright
line test for compliance. Some employers responded by establishing “equal employment opportunity
policies” and “afﬁrmative action ofﬁces” as visible
tokens of compliance; once these proved adequate,
they diffused widely among employers, even as
legal pressures for EEO waned during the 1980s
(Edelman 1992). They had become part of the
standard package for what employers did. Moreover, the impact of EEO legislation extended to
employment practices associated with internal labor
markets—particularly formal job descriptions, performance evaluations, and salary classiﬁcations—
which rapidly spread through associations of personnel professionals after the Civil Rights Act
(Dobbin et al. 1993).
Two things happen to seal these solutions in
place. First, courts may validate particular struc-
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tures and practices generated by experimenting organizations, recognizing them as sufﬁcient for
compliance and thus institutionalizing them (Edelman, Uggen, and Erlanger 1999). Second, the origins of certain employment practices as grudging
responses to legal mandates are often lost, and a
new Whiggish history emerges among business
managers in which the practices were the spontaneous and economically sensible creation of the
businesses themselves (Dobbin and Sutton 1998).
Moreover, once these new structures were in
place, they had more far-reaching consequences.
The establishment of personnel, beneﬁts, and EEO
ofﬁces created constituencies within ﬁrms for the
promotion of policies advocated by their professional networks (Sutton et al. 1994; Sutton and
Dobbin 1996). Firms with beneﬁts ofﬁces were
more likely to create formal maternity leave policies, consistent with the types of policies advocated in their professional journals (Kelly and Dobbin
1999). Thus, although ﬁrms may create formal
structures with the intention of decoupling them
from the “real” operations of the organization,
these structures have the effect of linking ﬁrms to
professional communities attuned to changes in
federal policy and establishing a class of professionals that in turn promotes further organizational changes.
Firms as Sources of Law
Fields of ﬁrms connected by professional networks generate responses to laws and regulations
once these are enacted, but they are also actively
engaged in shaping law in the ﬁrst place. A perennial debate in political sociology concerns whether
business elites are uniﬁed by a common class interest that they are able to press on state actors (the
elite theory view) or whether what divides them is
even greater, creating a powerful-but-fractious
business class (the pluralist view). Mizruchi (1992)
argued that this question is best framed not as a dichotomy but as a variable: under what conditions
are business executives able to act in a uniﬁed fashion when seeking to inﬂuence state policy? Drawing on resource dependence and network approaches, he documents that the extent to which
businesses contributed money to the same portfolio of political candidates, or sent representatives to
testify before Congress on the same side of issues,
was contingent on the extent to which the businesses were well connected generally and tied to
the same ﬁnancial institutions in particular: “The
number of ties that ﬁrms shared with the same ﬁnancial institutions . . . was the most consistently
signiﬁcant predictor of similar political behavior

across different measures of the variable” (Mizruchi 1992, 243). Well-organized business elites
were particularly inﬂuential up until the early part
of the Reagan administration (roughly 1981), but
business unity at the national level seemed to break
down after that (Akard 1992). Ironically, although
Reagan was clearly the preferred presidential candidate of business executives, his lenient policies
with respect to takeovers rendered these executives
more susceptible to unemployment than they had
been in decades (Davis and Stout 1992). Thwarted at the federal level, however, business executives
did manage to get protective laws passed by nearly
all U.S. state legislatures, and the better organized
they were (i.e., the more densely their corporate
boards were connected within a state), the faster
the legislature was to pass the laws that they wanted (Vogus and Davis, forthcoming).
Changes in Field Composition: Diffusion and
Institutionalization
One of the most persistent ﬁndings in organizational research in the 1990s has been that corporate managers are followers of fads and fashions
when it comes to strategies and structures. Business cycles set a context for which types of management approaches are advocated by fad entrepreneurs: a caring, employee-centered approach
when unemployment is low, and a more efﬁciencyoriented approach when unemployment is high
(Abrahamson and Fairchild 1999). Once a practice
is coded as a solution to an organizational problem
(e.g., scientiﬁc management as a solution to inefﬁcient work practices; corporate culture as a solution to unmotivated workers), it often diffuses
through a network-based process. Diffusion offers
a very general mechanism for organizational
change at the aggregate level, conditioned by the
characteristics of ﬁelds (e.g., the network structure
of the ﬁeld, the perceived legitimacy of the practice, the ease of observability of adoption, and so
on; see Rogers 1995).
Interorganizational contagion processes have
been documented across a wide range of contexts,
including why denominations began to ordain
women (Chaves 1996); why coal miners in the
French Third Republic went on strike (Conell and
Cohn 1995); why ﬁrms adopted poison pill takeover defenses and golden parachutes in the 1980s
(Davis and Greve 1997); why corporations in Minneapolis–St. Paul gave to certain charities (Galaskiewicz and Burt 1991); why radio stations
adopted (Greve 1995) and abandoned (Greve
1996) programming formats; and why U.S. ﬁrms
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made acquisitions (Haunschild 1993), paid the
prices they did (Haunschild 1994), and retained
particular investment banks when they made acquisitions (Haunschild and Miner 1997). Across
these varied situations, diffusion among organizations follows a set of regularities familiar from the
more general diffusion of innovation literature,
with the difference being that organizational innovations are often difﬁcult to undo. When the multidivisional form spreads from ﬁrm to ﬁrm through
shared directors (Palmer, Jennings, and Zhou
1993), the aggregate result is that it is normal and
expected that corporations will have a multidivisional structure.
Consequences of Diffusion
Although diffusion has been widely studied, its
consequences have been much less examined. The
standard diffusion study treats the innovation as a
dichotomy: an actor either does or does not adopt,
say, a golden parachute. But most innovations in
organizations are more like a continuum: there are
casual symbolic adopters, fanatical converts, and
everything in between. Total Quality Management
(TQM), for instance, was a wildly popular business
trend during the 1990s, and most large ﬁrms
would report that they had “adopted” quality. But
TQM consists of a large number of linked practices, from statistical process control to particular
compensation policies, and ﬁrms varied widely in
how and to what extent they adopted TQM. An
excellent study of hospitals found that the organizations implemented a different portfolio of TQM
practices depending on whether they were early
adopters (typically adopting to gain in efﬁciency)
or later adopters (often adopting in order to appear legitimate to outside stakeholders; Westphal,
Gulati, and Shortell 1997). This is an area of research with great potential that has yet to be
plumbed.

NETWORKS IN AND AROUND ORGANIZATIONS
Network forms of production within and among
organizations gained great prominence during the
late 1980s and 1990s, and parallel methodological
advances meant that network analysis gained a substantial foothold in the study of ﬁrms and environments. Indeed, there was some ambiguity as the
term network organization came to take on a number of divergent meanings. Baker (1992, 398) deﬁned a network organization as “a social network
that is integrated across formal boundaries. Interpersonal ties are formed without respect to formal
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groups or categories.” That is, the relevant nodes
in the network were persons within an organization, and the criterion was met if formal boundaries (of departments, for instance) were not a constraint on the formation of work-related ties. In
contrast, Miles and Snow (1992, 53) deﬁned network organizations as “clusters of ﬁrms or specialist units coordinated by market mechanisms instead of chains of command.” Nodes in this case
were ﬁrms, and ties were alliances or long-term exchange relations (governed by implicit or explicit
contracts) among ﬁrms. Given the focus of this
chapter, we will lean toward the latter deﬁnition
and examine interﬁrm ties: interlocks (ties created
through shared directors on the corporation’s
board), alliances, investment ties, and ties through
common ownership by a third party. Levels of
analysis run from the ﬁrm (or ﬁrmlike network) to
the dyad to the business group to the overall network structure of the economy. (See Smith-Doerr
and Powell, this volume, for a more extensive discussion of interorganizational networks.)
Network Forms of Organization
The dichotomy between “make” and “buy” that
deﬁned the transaction cost agenda began to break
down with Granovetter’s (1985) theoretical critique, Piore and Sabel’s (1984) revival of the study
of industrial districts, and Powell’s (1990) delineation of the range of alternative relational types
between these two poles. (See Williamson’s chapter in the previous edition of this Handbook for his
response.) The language of networks, and the analytical tools provided by social network analysis,
proved to be an apt way to describe production
processes outside of vertically integrated ﬁrms.
The study of industrial districts, largely dormant in
Anglo-American circles since Alfred Marshall, became a growth industry thanks to new tools and
concepts from network analysis. Becattini (1990,
39) deﬁned an industrial district as “a socioterritorial entity which is characterized by the active presence of both a community of people and a
population of ﬁrms in one naturally and historically bounded area.” Deﬁned in this way, industrial
districts turned out to be quite common, and they
were often more effective producers than vertically integrated ﬁrms. Network forms of production
long thought extinct were found, on further examination, to be thriving. Lazerson (1995) found
that the Modena knitwear industry maintained an
updated version of the “putting-out” system that
had predated the modern factory. Moreover, this
system of household microﬁrms was economically
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quite sustainable when placed in a supportive institutional environment, in contrast to the usual expectations of transaction cost analysts.
Once network forms were identiﬁed, the next
step was to typologize them and track their performance: as with traditional organizational designs,
some network forms work better than others for
some purposes. Paniccia (1998) argued that much
of the recent enthusiasm for industrial districts
came from the fact that a handful of case studies of
successful instances, such as Silicon Valley and certain northern Italian districts, had inappropriately
been taken to be typical, and thus prototypes of a
superior model of production. But a 40-year comparison of 24 small and medium-sized enterprise
districts in Italy showed that few of them matched
the ideal type industrial district; they did not always have superior performance; and social ties
among participants did not rule out deceit, opportunism, or free riding. Paniccia’s (1998) study
shows that industrial districts are not a panacea.
Other researchers have also worked toward coming up with typologies and performance comparisons across network systems. Thus, network forms
of mental health services vary in their effectiveness
in terms of client outcomes (Provan and Milward
1995), and interﬁrm networks in the U.S. wood
products–manufacturing industry faced multiple
hurdles to demonstrate their legitimacy (Human
and Provan 2000). Sturgeon (2002) coined the
term modular production network to describe the
evolving system in the electronics industry in which
lead ﬁrms design, market, and service end products
under their own name, while contracting out production to globally dispersed “box stuffers” with
the capacity to mass-produce a wide range of electronics products (such as computers and cell phones)
with relatively low labor costs. And Windeler and
Sydow (2001) ﬁnd that the industrial organization
of television production in Germany has followed
a similar path as the U.S. ﬁlm industry, in which
vertically integrated studios morphed into a virtual
Hollywood industrial district. By the same token,
television programs in Germany are now made by
relatively short-term networks organized by producers and comprised of independent directors,
authors, actors, and freelance crew members recruited for speciﬁc projects.
Formation and Dissolution of Network Ties
Studies of ties among dyads are analogous to
ecological studies of foundings and mortality, and
draw on similar methodological tools. Rather than

the births and deaths of organizations, however,
network researchers study the births and deaths of
relationships between ﬁrms.
Formation of Ties
Interﬁrm alliances increased enormously in prevalence after the 1970s, and they have now become
an accepted part of doing business around the
globe. Findings at the ﬁrm level on the propensity
of pairs to form dyads paralleled analogous social
psychological research on persons: ﬁrms were
more likely to form alliances with other ﬁrms they
had allied with before than with “strangers” (Gulati 1995), and pairs of ﬁrms were more likely to
ally when they had a third partner in common
(Gulati and Gargiulo 1999); thus, network structures have an endogenous dynamic that shapes the
structure of the larger overall network. Networks
beget other networks across a variety of tie types in
biotechnology, reﬂecting the industry’s base on
knowledge and innovation rather than production
(Powell, Koput, and Smith-Doerr 1996). Semiconductor ﬁrms with widely cited patents, and
those in segments with high rates of patents, were
more prone to forming alliances than ﬁrms with
few or poorly cited patents (Stuart 1998). At a
dyadic level, ties involving high-growth ﬁrms show
the prospects for using mechanisms of social control, as opposed to contractual control (Larson
1992). Finally, interﬁrm ties (such as alliances and
shared directors) are sensibly considered as one
path among many for ﬁrms to achieve certain ends;
thus, if interlocks are a monitoring or information
device, then it makes sense that ﬁrms that have alternative channels for such information or monitoring (e.g., membership by their managers in the
same elite social clubs) would form ties for different reasons than ﬁrms without access to these
functional substitutes (Kono et al. 1998).
Dissolution of Ties
While much work has been done in recent years
on why ﬁrms create ties, far less work has examined
why these ties lapse. Levinthal and Fichman
(1988) found that ﬁrms had an initial “honeymoon period” with their auditor, in which they
were unlikely to switch to another accounting
ﬁrm, but that there was a rapid rise subsequently
in the risk of dissolution, followed by a steady
decline—similar to the so-called seven-year itch in
marriages, but on a faster scale. Baker, Faulkner,
and Fisher (1998) examined the ties between ﬁrms
and their advertising agencies, ﬁnding that the
propensity of clients to ﬁre ad agencies also fol-
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lowed an inverse-U curve, but peaking much later
(at 11 years). Personal ties from client to agency
tended to protect the relationship, as did the status
and centrality of the agency and the size of the
client. And Palmer (1983) studied the reconstitution of interlock ties “accidentally” broken when a
director serving on two boards died or retired,
concluding that their rare reconstitution argued
against such ties serving a signiﬁcant corporate
function. The causes of the dissolution of ties is another underresearched domain that deserves further work.
Impact of Ties on Firm Performance and Action
Performance
Networks can have two types of effects on ﬁrm
performance. The ﬁrst follows from the standard
deﬁnition of social capital as “The ability of actors
to secure beneﬁts by virtue of membership in social networks or other social structures” (Portes
1998, 2). Network ties are conduits for resources.
But networks can be “prisms” as well as “pipes,”
with connections having their effect through the
status they confer (Podolny 2001). The bestdeveloped account of networks as “pipes” is Burt’s
(1992) theory of structural holes. Structural holes
are gaps in social structure; an actor has a network
rich in structural holes to the extent that his or her
contacts belong to network clusters that are disconnected from each other—this disconnection is
the “hole.” This form of social capital provides opportunities to use ﬁnancial and human capital productively by giving advantages in access (receiving
valuable information and knowing who can use it),
timing (being apprised of information before competitors get it), and referrals (getting one’s name
mentioned at the right time in the right places).
Summarizing Burt (1992), a network rich in structural holes has contacts established in the right
places where useful information is likely to be
aired, providing a reliable ﬂow of information to
and from these places, thus creating power to broker transactions among disconnected clusters. Although the theory has a great deal of support at
the individual level (see Burt 2000 for a summary),
support has been more mixed at the ﬁrm level.
Burt (1992, chap. 3) ﬁnds that margins are higher
in industries characterized by structural holes
(roughly the extent to which a producer’s industry
is concentrated and its buyers and suppliers are dispersed). But Ahuja (2000) ﬁnds that ties increase
ﬁrms’ rates of innovation (as indicated by patents)
in the international chemical industry, but does
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not ﬁnd such effects for structural holes—if anything, they had a negative impact. The translation
from industry-level to ﬁrm-level effects is rather
subtle, and suitable ﬁrm-level data turn out to be
rather difﬁcult to come by.
A major exception to this is the work of Brian
Uzzi on the New York garment industry. The dominant union for garment workers has historically
kept track of ﬁrm-level transactions for compliance
purposes, allowing Uzzi to map out the exchange
network at the level of the ﬁrm rather than the industry. Both social and economic networks are rife
in this industry, as buyers and suppliers are often
family members, neighbors, or long-term exchange partners. Uzzi’s results suggest that there is
an optimal level of embeddedness (i.e., a ﬁrm’s
portfolio of relations among buyers and suppliers):
having a large number of arm’s-length ties is hazardous for a ﬁrm’s survival prospects, but so is
overreliance on a single customer. Rather, the best
case is a combination of embedded ties (largevolume exchanges, perhaps underlain by social
connections) and arm’s-length transactions to
hedge one’s bets (Uzzi 1996, 1997).
Ties among businesses can also act as a signal of
quality to third parties, above and beyond their inﬂuence on exchanges. Particularly under conditions of uncertainty, when evaluation of “true”
quality is difﬁcult ex ante, outside evaluators often
rely on a ﬁrm’s afﬁliations to assess its status (Podolny 1993). Endorsements through afﬁliations
with high-status actors have documented beneﬁts
in investment banking (Podolny 1993), wine making (Benjamin and Podolny 1999), and biotechnology (Stuart, Hoang, and Hybels 1999). Importantly, the effect of high-status afﬁliations is not
merely perceptual, as it affects ﬁrms’ cost structures and choices about product quality, as well as
their ability to woo investors. In a postindustrial
economy, perceived facts are real in their economic consequences.
Diffusion and Social Inﬂuence
Diffusion through networks is one of the beststudied topics in the sociology of organizations of
the past 15 years (see Hedstrom and Swedberg
1998 on this and other mechanisms). Strang and
Soule (1998) provide an excellent review of diffusion in social movements and organizations. Focusing speciﬁcally on network effects, researchers
have found that U.S. corporations were more likely to adopt the highly controversial poison pill
takeover defense when they shared directors with
prior adopters—experienced directors could ex-
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plain the costs and beneﬁts and potential political
fallout from adoption (Davis 1991). Their opinions were particularly impactful when the other
ﬁrms on whose boards they served were similar to
the potential adopter (e.g., similar industry or
size). Firms were also likely to adopt contentious
golden parachute contracts when other ﬁrms headquartered in the same locale had previously done
so and thus legitimated it according to the local
standard (Davis and Greve 1997). Ties to prior
adopters made ﬁrms more prone to adopting the
multidivisional form in the 1960s (Palmer, Jennings, and Zhou 1993), and well-connected corporate leaders made more acquisitions during the
1960s than their disconnected colleagues (Palmer
and Barber 2001). Firms listed on the Nasdaq
stock market in the mid-1980s were more likely to
relist on the New York Stock Exchange when the
ﬁrms they were tied to through shared directors
had done so, but the strength of this effect depended on ties to Nasdaq versus NYSE ﬁrms (Rao,
Davis, and Ward 2000). Serving on the board of
an acquirer prompted ﬁrm executives of large ﬁrms
to make acquisitions themselves (Haunschild
1993), particularly when the prior acquirer was
similar to the potential acquirer. This effect is most
likely due to informational rather than purely normative inﬂuences, as access to alternative information sources (such as when the CEO is a member
of a business association with other large ﬁrms)
generally reduced the impact of board ties (Haunschild and Beckman 1998). Having a banker on the
board increased borrowing by ﬁrms from the mid1950s to the early 1980s (Mizruchi and Stearns
1994; see the chapter by Stearns and Mizruchi in
this volume for further discussion of the causes and
consequences of ﬁrm-bank ties). And corporate
ties to philanthropic leaders inﬂuenced the magnitude of charitable giving in the Twin Cities in the
late 1970s and the late 1980s (Galaskiewicz 1997).
Across a broad range of board-level decisions, it is
evident that the social networks in which directors
are embedded have strong inﬂuence on corporate
actions.
Business Groups as Networks
The 1990s saw a much greater attention to business groups around the world. As Granovetter
pointed out in the prior edition of this handbook,
business groups are the norm in most industrial
economies. These may take the form of familybased ownership groups or simply a set of afﬁliat-

ed companies. Unlike the types of networks described in the U.S. case, however, such groups are
often quite exclusive in their ties, with member
ﬁrms avoiding exchange with ﬁrms that are members of competing groups. Japan has two types of
business group. Vertical networks are organized
hierarchically around banks, while horizontal networks of cross-shareholding, interlocking directorates, and preferential exchange link large, established ﬁrms into relatively homophilous groups
(Lincoln, Gerlach, and Takahashi 1992; Gerlach
1992). Keiretsu membership is consequential for
performance, but the effects are quite complex:
keiretsu members have lower performance on average, but over time the impact of group membership is in effect to speed regression to the mean, as
low performers that are group members improve
more rapidly than nonmembers, while high performers decline more rapidly than nonmembers
(Lincoln, Gerlach, and Ahmadjian 1996).
Based on the evident success of the Japanese
model and its Korean adaptation for rapid economic development (see Evans 1995), China has
consciously emulated the business group model
since the early 1980s. Unlike the case of Japan,
however, group membership still had a positive
performance beneﬁt during the late 1980s, particularly in nonhierarchical groups (Keister 1998).
The impact of within-group ties became even more
important over time, according to data from the
1990s, and ﬁrm managers continued to express a
preference for exchange with fellow group members (those they had done business with before)
even when “cheaper” alternatives were available
(Keister 2001).
The differences in performance among business
groups between Japan and China may reﬂect their
stage of economic development, as a frequently
observed tendency is for groups to break down
over time. Chilean business networks partially unraveled after the national push for privatization and
the increasing prevalence of exchange-traded ﬁrms
(Khanna and Palepu 2000). Kock and Guillén
(2001) argue that this may represent a predictable
trajectory, as entrepreneurs in the early stages of
economic growth in late-developing nations can
reap the greatest rewards as network builders connecting foreign technologies to local markets. This
networking skill is broadly applicable across industries, and thus such entrepreneurs tend to build diversiﬁed business groups that are proﬁtable early
on but that eventually become unwieldy. Thus, diversiﬁed business groups tied by ownership links
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may predominate in early stages of economic development but disperse at later stages. Even such
unraveling still leaves certain network properties in
place, however. Networks among German corporations formed by having a major owner in common continued to form a “small world” (in which
companies are clustered in network “neighborhoods” but still connected by short paths to most
other ﬁrms) during the mid-1990s, even after substantial changes in patterns of bank ownership and
corporate governance. Firms connected by short
common-ownership paths were also more likely to
merge than ﬁrms connected by long paths (Kogut
and Walker 2001). Ironically, and in precise contrast to Germany, U.S. corporate ownership became vastly more concentrated during the 1990s
due to the growth and consolidation of a handful
of ﬁnancial service ﬁrms, and at decade’s end 60
percent of large corporations were tied into a single network component based on common owners
(Davis and Yoo 2003).
Aggregate Structures of Networks
The aggregate structure of an economy, like that
of an organization or an industrial district, can be
represented in network terms. In building their
theory of ﬁnancial hegemony, Mintz and Schwartz
(1985) documented the overlaps between ﬁnancial
ﬂows and ties among boards of directors, ﬁnding
that ﬁnancial institutions—particularly money center commercial banks—persistently held the most
central positions. While this situation held for
decades in the United States, it began to change in
the 1980s as credit-worthy corporate borrowers
increasingly moved toward market-based sources
of ﬁnancing; this in turn was reﬂected in the declining centrality of commercial banks in the overall intercorporate network (Davis and Mizruchi
1999). Yet in spite of major aggregate changes in
banking, corporate governance, and the nature of
the economy in the United States, corporate elites
continued to be connected to each other through
very few “degrees of separation,” and the diameter
of the corporate network remained quite stable in
spite of the hollowing out of its core (Davis, Yoo,
and Baker 2003). The German corporate ownership network proved similarly resilient in the face
of globalization (Kogut and Walker 2001), indicating that a little bit of structure goes a long way
in social networks (Watts 1999). As methodological tools, computing power, and cross-national
data become more readily available, we may look
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forward to seeing more work of this sort with both
historical and cross-national comparisons.
Networks in Economic Transitions
A taste of this future style of work appeared in a
handful of excellent research articles documenting
changes in ﬁrms and environments in the transition
from socialism. Stark (1996) argued that ﬁrms responded to the new types of uncertainty arising in
transition in Hungary by diversifying their assets
and blurring their boundaries. Guthrie (1997)
similarly found that Chinese ﬁrms in Shanghai responded to economic instability and administrative
instability caused by reform by diversifying into
fast-growth ventures in the service sector. Nee
(1992) argued that China’s transition should not
be conceived as a linear process leading to a standard form of capitalism, but pointed to a lengthy,
path-dependent, coevolutionary process in which
collectives and state-owned ﬁrms would morph
into hybrid forms ranging from nonmarketized
ﬁrms to marketized ﬁrms to private ﬁrms. And
Boisot and Child (1996) extend this notion to
argue that China is developing a distinct form of
“network capitalism” that is institutionally different from prior forms of capitalism. Network-based
analyses of economic transitions should be one of
the most fruitful areas of future work, applicable to
a wide range of research topics at the industry and
economy-wide level.

CONCLUSION
The years since 1990 have been an eventful period for the study of business organizations, marked
by vast economic and political transitions. European economic integration, the breakdown of state
socialism in Eastern Europe, China’s transition to
a hybrid form of capitalism, and the apotheosis of
“shareholder value” in the corporate sector of the
United States have all altered the face of national
capitalisms. Financial markets spread and grew
around the world, along with a neoliberal ideology about the proper route to economic growth.
Transnational corporations elaborated production
chains that spanned the globe, while new indigenous industries took root. Underlying the shifts in
forms of ﬁnance and production were advances in
information and communication technologies that
substantially expanded the range of possible organizational structures and repertoires. While the
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hype around the “new economy” was undoubtedly overdone, there was also real and fundamental
change in the world of organizations.
These changes were reﬂected in the research reviewed in this chapter. In the late 1980s, it was
straightforward to write a survey of ﬁrms and environments organized around discrete organizational theories (Davis and Powell 1992). This is no
longer true. Economic transitions posed challenges for theories rooted in the experience of
American corporations of the 1960s and 1970s.
Economic activity in the world was no longer adequately captured by the old paradigms, which contemplated a world of states containing bounded
organizations that in turn contained members.
One might view this situation as a failure to build
a research program on organizations qua organizations—yet organizational research proliferated.
Rather, the work surveyed here displays an eclectic
approach to theory rather than the prosecution of
a ﬁxed theoretical agenda.
In some sense, this makes the sociology of organizations more consistent with general trends in
sociology as a discipline. Indeed, many researchers
that would have been labeled organizational theorists now refer to themselves as economic sociologists. In practice, this has meant that the characteristic kinds of problems studied are not limited
to those that ﬂowed naturally from theories of organization, such as, “When should a ﬁrm make or
buy an input?” or, “How does age affect organizational death rates?” Rather, researchers took on
topics of broader sociological signiﬁcance that
could not be answered from within a particular organizational paradigm: How does national culture
inﬂuence the shape of organizational ﬁelds? How
do networks among corporations shape their response to legal changes? What happens when markets intrude on formerly “noneconomic” realms of
organizational life? It was problems in the world
more than problems of theory that drove most of
the research described here.
The value of problem-driven research, of course,
depends on what the “problem” is. Critics have argued that since its migration from social science
departments to business schools, the study of organizations has been increasingly captured by business deﬁnitions of worthy problems (e.g., Stern
and Barley 1996). Mayer Zald writes, “Organizational studies could be a powerful applied discipline if the scientiﬁc base of the ﬁeld was strong.
Since it is not, organizational studies follows the
ratings, responding not only to academic fads, but
to the whims and foibles of academic hucksters and

the problem deﬁnitions of corporate executives”
(1993, 514). But problem-driven research need
not be mere hucksterism or current events: consider The Eighteenth Brumaire of Louis Bonaparte
or The Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of Capitalism. The tension is perhaps between aspirations to
grand theory, on the one hand, and to making
sense of the intersection of biography and history
in social structure on the other (Mills 1959). In
times of social change, social research might do
better in the middle range. One could try to unite
the diverse threads of organization theory with an
overarching framework: Aldrich (1999) suggests
that evolutionary theorizing can subsume much of
the ﬁeld, and makes a heroic effort to bring a vast
amount of work under a big tent organized around
variation, selection, and retention. But as Gould
(1997, 50) writes, “If we want a biological metaphor for cultural change, we should probably
invoke infection rather than evolution.” To the
extent that organizational change is cultural change,
then perhaps we should use a broader set of
tools.
Eclecticism in problem-driven work can easily
devolve into dilettantism. Yet many of the studies
we have considered provide a model of how to use
organization theory as a toolkit to be drawn on for
elements of explanation. A pragmatic approach uses
theory to answer questions better, rather than as
dogma. Thus, when explaining widespread change
in the mix of organizations, voluntary change in
response to student preferences provides an explanation for why liberal arts colleges turned into
trade schools (Kraatz and Zajac 1996); organizational births and deaths in the face of political and
demographic shifts accounts for changing forms of
S&Ls in California (Haveman and Rao 1997); and
legal changes enabling hostile bust-up takeovers,
followed by changed growth norms, led to the decline of the conglomerate in the United States
(Davis, Diekmann, and Tinsley 1994). Mass adaptation, births and deaths, and coercive change are
all bits of “sometimes-true theory” that can be
drawn on to make sense of events in the world. If
the next two decades are like the last two, we can
expect to see still more theoretical eclecticism in
the economic sociology of organizations in response to social change in the broader world.
NOTES
I thank Chris Marquis, Mark Mizruchi, Woody Powell,
Neil Smelser, Richard Swedberg, and Mayer Zald for their
comments. I am especially indebted to Howard Aldrich for
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his extensive dissection of prior drafts and for his constructive disagreements with my Whiggish interpretations.
1. James Scott describes the ideology of “high modernism” in his book Seeing Like a State (1997). The core
idea is that clearly bounded and centrally administered territorial states could improve the human condition using scientiﬁc principles of rational bureaucratic control.
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22 The State and the Economy
Fred Block and Peter Evans

Recent work in economic sociology and related
ﬁelds has challenged the familiar terms for analyzing the relationship between state and economy
that have dominated much of the social science literature since Adam Smith ([1776] 1976).1 Contemporary scholarship rejects the assumption, traditionally shared by both advocates and critics of
market allocation, that state and market are distinct and opposing modes of organizing economic
activity (Block 1994; Evans 1995; Fligstein 2001).
In this chapter, we intend to extend and develop
this alternative perspective and also demonstrate its
value in recasting established debates. We will
make our case by focusing on three speciﬁc substantive arenas—developing and transitional societies, advanced industrial welfare states, and supranational economic governance.
Our perspective can be brieﬂy summarized in
three general propositions. First, state and economy are not analytically autonomous realms but are
mutually constituting spheres of activity. Second,
both states and economies are embedded in societies that have speciﬁc institutional structures, and
this embeddedness plays a critical role in both economic and political outcomes. Third, this embedding is dynamic; it is often reshaped by institutional innovations that reshape the ways that states and
economies intersect. In the next part of the chapter, we will explain these propositions and then introduce the substantive sections to follow.

A DIFFERENT CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK
For too long, debates on the relationship between economy and state have centered on a single question—how large or small a role should the
state play in the economy? Implicit in that question
is the dubious assumption that the state and economy are separate analytic spheres that can function
autonomously. Against this assumption, we insist
that the state and the economy should be seen as
mutually constituting spheres of activity—neither
of which can function without the other (see also

Migdal 2001). One side of this mutual dependence is not controversial; states obviously depend
on the economy for the ﬂows of revenue that ﬁnance state activity (Tilly 1990). This dependence
helps explain why purely predatory forms of government rule are relatively rare; even the greediest
rulers tend to learn that without placing limits on
their predation, production will contract because
people need some assurance that they will be able
to retain some of the fruits of their labors (Levi
1988).
The reciprocal case for mutual dependence is
more contested. The economy’s dependence on
the state tends to be ﬂatly denied by free market
theorists who argue that market economies function best with minimal government “interference”
(Friedman and Friedman 1980; Hayek [1944]
1976). Economic sociologists have challenged this
claim by arguing that even the most marketoriented economies depend on legal and political
structures.2 Weber ([1922] 1978) argued that the
unique form of “rational capitalism” that became
dominant in Western Europe depended heavily on
the effectiveness of laws of property and contract
designed to ensure that proﬁts were generated primarily through productive activity rather than
through parasitical extractions (see Swedberg 1998).
This lesson was recently relearned when the application of “shock therapy” to facilitate a rapid transition to capitalism in Russia produced not rational capitalism, but an explosion of criminality
because the legal and political structures were too
weak to channel entrepreneurial activity into productive channels (Woodruff 1999; King 2003).
Karl Polanyi ([1944] 2001) deepened Weber’s
argument by showing that market economies rely
on three critical inputs that cannot be supplied
through market activity alone. He used the term
ﬁctitious commodity to characterize land, labor, and
money because economic theorists must pretend
that these items were produced for sale on the
market in the same way as other goods (Block
2001). However, labor is simply the activity of
human beings, land is nature divided into parcels,
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and the money that circulates in national economies almost always relies on the “full faith and
credit” of one or another government. In all of
these cases, the necessary activity of regulating the
supply of these ﬁctitious commodities falls to government and encompasses different initiatives.
Regulating the supply of money, for example, includes the creation of a viable currency, the activity of central bankers, and oversight over banks and
other ﬁnancial institutions that shape the supply
of credit. Adjusting the supply of labor includes
policies that inﬂuence the in-migration and outmigration of people, education and technology
policies, and social welfare policies designed to provide resources to households and individuals without sufﬁcient employment income. Finally, managing the supply of land encompasses environmental
planning, transportation policies, farm policies, and
other land use planning. To be sure, there is no assurance that government will manage these ﬁctitious commodities wisely; the point is rather that
there is no clear alternative to government action.
The idea of the mutual constitution of state and
economy is often expressed in the shorthand that
economies are embedded within social and political structures. Our intention here is to deepen the
embeddedness argument by clarifying in what the
economy is actually embedded. Our argument is
that market economies are embedded within a
civil society that is both structured by, and in turn
helps to structure, the state.3
Civil society, in our view, encompasses both the
variety of nongovernmental associational activities
from trade associations and fraternal organizations
to trade unions, protest movements, political parties, and the “public sphere” in which citizens
form their political preferences (Ehrenberg 1999;
Habermas 1989; Keane 1988, 1998). There is considerable variation across societies both in the density of associational life and in the particular ways
in which civil societies are structured (Putnam
1993, 2000). But civil societies are deeply penetrated by law and other governmental practices;
both the structures and the responsibilities of trade
unions or trade associations are signiﬁcantly
shaped by legal rules and institutionalized patterns
of interaction with government ofﬁcials. Yet, ideally, civil societies retain sufﬁcient autonomy from
the state to place signiﬁcant limits and constraints
on the exercise of governmental authority. As
many theorists have insisted, the viability of democratic institutions rests ultimately on the capacity
for political mobilization by citizens in civil society
(Ehrenberg 1999; Keane 1988).

The substance of civil society is the activity of
real human beings with associational ties forged
out of kinship, neighborhood, ethnicity, religion,
class, and other identities. These individuals are simultaneously economic actors and political actors.
In both realms, they rely on normative understandings that are ultimately grounded in the interactional order. Norms of reciprocity, for example,
facilitate both economic exchanges and political
transactions in which citizens provide votes and
politicians promise to pursue policies that meet
their needs. A dense civil society that encompasses
both associational ties and normative understandings plays a central role in the effective functioning
of both economy and state (Evans 1997b).
At the same time, our view rejects the idea that
strengthening civil society and producing more
“social capital” is sufﬁcient to solve society’s problems (Smith and Kulynych 2002). We see the dynamism of civil society as a necessary but not sufﬁcient condition for solving economic and political
problems. For one thing, new policy ideas and
proposals have to be created, disseminated, and legitimated. While this is more likely to occur in a
society with a vigorous public sphere, there is
nothing automatic about the process. Entrenched
ideas can effectively preempt the policy space and
preclude the development of new ideas. Moreover,
economic or political elites often resist changing
existing practices even in the face of considerable
pressures from civil society. Hence, strategies that
simply strengthen civil society can fall far short of
meaningful social changes.
The triangular approach helps to overcome
modes of thinking that attribute developmental
successes or failures within particular societies to
the operation of a single principle—for example,
the scope given to market forces or the degree of
state strength. It suggests instead that both developmental successes and failures should be understood in terms of the synergy or lack of synergy
among civil society, economy, and the state. It implies multiple institutional routes to a successful
economy and to effective governance (Block 1990).
This approach also makes sense of the research
ﬁndings of the growing body of literature that has
analyzed the “varieties of capitalism”—the systematic variations in institutional practices among different contemporary market-oriented societies
(Crouch and Streeck 1997; Hall and Soskice
2001b; Hollingsworth and Boyer 1997; Kitschelt
et al. 1999; Orrù, Biggart, and Hamilton 1997).
That these societies differ in labor relations, in the
organization of the ﬁnancial system, in the struc-
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ture of corporations, and in systems for generating
innovations is not the result of a purely economic
or a purely statist logic; the differences are the result of the complex historical interplay among
state, economy, and civil society.
There is no guarantee that such interplay will
move automatically from one well-functioning
“variety of capitalism” to another. Societies can
suffer extended periods of institutional crisis in
which any new initiatives are blocked by stalemate
of competing social forces, and they can also experiment with policy directions that are ultimately
abandoned because they lead nowhere (Polanyi
[1944] 2001). There can be both positive and
negative consequences of any speciﬁc form of embeddedness. The speciﬁc ways in which the economy is embedded in civil society and the speciﬁc institutional connections between civil society and
the state can produce both dysfunctional and functional outcomes. It would also be misleading to
portray embeddedness as static; something akin to
the heavy hand of tradition limiting the options
available to individuals. To be sure, the concept is
intended to highlight the fact that individual economic action is always structured by certain understandings and institutional arrangements. But
these understandings and arrangements are dynamic in market societies; there are considerable
incentives for innovations and for the construction
of new institutions to change the way that economic action is embedded.
Polanyi ([1944] 2001) sought to characterize
this dynamism by arguing that market societies
are continually being reshaped by two conﬂicting
movements—the ﬁrst is the movement for laissezfaire—to expand the scope of markets and the second is the movement for social protection to limit
the scope of market forces. The movement for
laissez-faire often demands the expansion and enforcement of the property rights of wealth holders,
while the opposing movement frequently centers
on securing social rights. Polanyi suggests that
both of these movements operate through institutional innovations. The New Poor Law in England
in 1834 was a triumph of the movement for laissezfaire; it sought to institutionalize a “free labor market” by eliminating outdoor relief and establishing
the poorhouse as the only alternative to paid employment (Block and Somers 2003). Polanyi’s critical insight was that even those who insist that all
they want is to allow markets to work depend
upon state power and institutional structures to
achieve their ends. Shortly after the New Poor
Law, the other movement passed the Factory Acts
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that placed limits on the length of the working day
and established a system of factory inspectors. In
short, both movements changed the way that labor
markets were embedded, and both altered the interface between civil society and the state.
Polanyi’s double-movement framework is open
to a variety of criticisms. It probably overstates the
strength of the movement for laissez-faire within
some of the non-Anglo-Saxon “varieties of capitalism,” and the idea of expanding the scope of the
market is problematic because all market arrangements require certain restrictions on who is allowed to do business and what can be bought or
sold.4 Nevertheless, Polanyi’s formulation is still
extremely useful in conveying that there are several different dynamics at play to change the ways
that economic activities are embedded.
The key point is that embeddedness changes
through institutional innovations. Sometimes this
occurs largely on the terrain of civil society; through
the creation of new associations or institutions intended to organize or coordinate economic activity (Fligstein 1990). But even in these cases, if the
new forms are to endure, they have to be supported and legitimated by the state. Other times, the
initiative comes through the state or by way of cooperation between actors in the state and actors in
civil society (Evans 1995). But all of these innovations tend to reconﬁgure the state-economy relationship. Rather than seeing economic success as
rooted in a particular conﬁguration of states and
markets, we emphasize the importance of this capacity for institutional reconﬁguration to explain
why some societies have been more successful than
others in solving their political-economic problems
(Evans 1995, 1997b; Sabel 1994).
In sum, our perspective offers a way to escape the
familiar and often sterile debate between adherents
of the “free market” on the one side and advocates
of strengthening government regulation and public
provision on the other. It directs attention instead
to the qualitative issues of how and for what ends
markets and states should be combined and what
structures and practices in civil society will sustain a
productive synergy of states and markets.
Three Substantive Areas
Our three propositions are of obvious relevance
to the case of developing and transitional economies. The great success stories, including the extraordinary gains made by developmental states in
East Asia—particularly Japan, South Korea, and
Taiwan—cannot be explained either by “reliance
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on free markets” or “state-sponsored accumulation” (Evans 1995; Wade 1990). The developmental state must itself be understood as an institutional innovation whose success is explained by
the intricate relationships connecting state, economy, and civil society. But recently, development
and transition scholars have increasingly focused
on the more numerous cases of failure, since over
the last 25 years, many countries have experienced
disappointing growth rates and signiﬁcant reductions in the provision of essential public goods.
But here as well, the most promising prospects for
improvement center on institutional innovations
that engage civil society in the reconstruction of
economic governance.
The contemporary dilemmas of advanced industrial societies demand a similar kind of analysis.
Here, the argument has centered on the welfare
state with market liberals insisting that the overdeveloped systems of public provision in Western Europe have caused the slower growth and higher
unemployment rates experienced by much of Europe as compared to the United States over the
past 20 years. On the other side, defenders of the
welfare state have insisted that generous public
provision has been a critical part of a “Rhenish”
variety of capitalism that has produced higher standards of living than the American model (Albert
1993). Yet at the current moment, the debate has
reached an impasse. On the one side, a growing
body of empirical work has failed to substantiate
the claim that European economic performance
has suffered because of generous welfare state provision (Huber and Stephens 2001; Lindert 2004;
Swank 2002; Wilensky 2002; see also Huber and
Stephens in this volume). On the other, it is also
obvious that some of the most generous European
welfare states have been and will be forced to retrench because current beneﬁts levels are simply
unsustainable (Huber and Stephens 2001). Our
perspective focuses attention not on the quantitative issue of welfare state expansion or contraction,
but on institutional innovations that modify the
forms of public provision as societies struggle to
redeﬁne the goals of the welfare state.
Finally, at the global level of analysis, the necessity of institutional innovation is increasingly obvious, as is the importance of analyzing the novel
linkages among state, civil societies, and economies that shape the possibilities for effective
global economic governance. The East Asian economic crisis of 1997–98 offered a glimpse of the
fragility of current forms of supranational economic governance and exposed the potential for fail-

ures of catastrophic proportions (Soros 2002;
Stiglitz 2002). Moreover, we think these dangers
are intensiﬁed by a current of opinion that espouses a contemporary variant of “market utopianism”—
the belief that global market self-regulation can be
the basis for a viable world economy. Avoiding
a return to “depression economics” (Krugman
1999) depends on the ability of states and civil societies to shape new forms of global governance.
While one can speak of a global civil society only as
an emergent tendency, the bifurcation between the
World Economic Forum and the World Social
Forum—implied in their names—suggests the diversity of social forces that are attentive to these issues. Both of these organizations—in very different ways—represent efforts to escape market
utopianism and construct new forms of governance. By deﬁnition, all of these efforts to construct global governance regimes are efforts at institutional innovation. But they come into direct
conﬂict with the logic of global neoliberalism that
imposes a kind of “institutional monocropping”
that severely constrains the possibilities for innovation both within and across societies.
DEVELOPING AND TRANSITIONAL SOCIETIES
Development transforms political, economic,
and social structures, creating new bases for productivity, ideally enabling people to “lead lives they
have reason to value” (Sen 1999).5 Deﬁned in this
way, “development” is the archetypal problem for
theories of state and economy. That development
is ﬁrst and foremost about institutional transformation rather than simply growth or the accumulation of capital is now accepted canon (cf. Rodrik
et al. 2002; Evans 2002). Douglass North’s (1981)
pioneering analysis of development among the
original industrializers exempliﬁes the “institutional turn.” In North’s view of the expansion of markets, the state’s role in the provision of norms and
laws deﬁning and protecting property rights is central. By emphasizing the importance of informal
social norms in fostering (or impeding) development, he also makes it clear that markets cannot be
disembedded from society.
Like North, Polanyi and Gerschenkron exemplify an institutional perspective on the dynamics of
development in the European context. For Polanyi
([1944] 2001, 146), “The road to the free market
[in England] was opened and kept open by an
enormous increase in continuous, centrally organized and controlled interventionism.” In short,
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the construction of the “free market” was an institutional innovation that required the active
involvement of the state. Gerschenkron (1962)
extended the argument, showing that English institutional innovations were insufﬁcient for “late
developers” such as Germany and Russia. Lacking
individual capitalists able to assume risks at the
scale required by modern technology, these countries depended on the state not just to construct
markets but to serve as investment banker and to
bear entrepreneurial risks.
In the period after World War II, even the rich
nations of the North appeared to recognize that
additional institutional innovation would be required to spread development to the South. Development became an ideologically explicit “project” (see McMichael 2000) because the nations of
Asia, Africa, and Latin America faced substantial
obstacles. The competitive gap between their
economies and those of the industrialized North
was larger than the one that European latecomers
had faced. Their politically dominant local elites
were wedded to agrarian structures that preserved
privilege at the expense of productivity, and there
was no reason to expect that more entrepreneurial
elites would emerge “naturally.”
If manufacturing was going to take its place
along side agriculture, local manufacturers needed
public investments in energy production and transportation and protection from rich country imports. Private investors also faced a collective action problem. Investment in manufacturing would
make more sense if other local entrepreneurs were
making complementary investments that would
provide needed inputs; otherwise, investment
seemed quixotic. Albert Hirschman (1958) provided an elegant vision of the sort of institutional
innovation that could shift prevailing social perceptions of economic opportunity. For Hirschman
(1958, 35), eliciting entrepreneurship in the simple sense of “the perception of investment opportunities and transformation into actual investments” was the key problem. The state could help
induce private capitalists to play their role not only
by supplying infrastructure but by building conﬁdence among individual entrepreneurs that their
initiatives were part of a general, mutually reinforcing set of investment decisions.
“Hirschmanian” institutional strategies worked
during the ﬁfties and sixties, for “third world”
countries as different as India and Brazil, stimulating the emergence of local industrial elites and resulting in impressive rates of economic growth.
Nonetheless, by the end of the 1970s, develop-
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ment strategies in Africa, Latin America, and South
Asia were faltering. Despite impressive industrialization (Arrighi, Silver, and Brewer 2003), imports
grew faster than exports, creating balance of payments problems. At the same time, state expenditures outran revenues, creating ﬁscal problems and
massive external debt. Industrial transformation
was clearly insufﬁcient to give most of the citizens
of the South the full possibility of “leading lives
they had reason to value.”
One of the reasons that the “development project” of the ﬁfties and sixties failed to deliver was
that its success required benign, capable state policymakers able to disentangle collective goals from
the particular interests of elite private actors. Once
the development project began to falter, this premise was quickly questioned. The ties that bound
state actors to local elites and civil society appeared
to be a perverse “antimarket” form of embeddedness rather than a means of generating entrepreneurship. State policies protecting local entrepreneurs from foreign competition led industrialists to
focus on the unproductive quest for political favor
rather than on competitiveness (Krueger 1974). At
the same time, the development project was characterized as victimizing those who lacked strong
connections to the state—most dramatically the
peasantry (Bates 1981). At the extreme, predatory
states like Mobutu’s Zaire were aggregations of
self-interested elites grabbing society’s surplus for
their own beneﬁt without providing the collective
goods necessary for growth or social protection.
There was much merit to the critique, but the
simplistic policy conclusion that some drew from
it—that a return to laissez-faire was the solution—
was clearly wrong. As the ﬁrst generation of “development projects” were falling into disarray, new
models of institutional innovation, equally removed
from the utopian notion of disembedded markets,
were appearing elsewhere. Following Japan’s footsteps, Korea, Taiwan, and Singapore were dramatically shifting their position in the world economic
hierarchy, challenging Northern industrial supremacy with growth rates six times those of the Industrial Revolution. Even more impressive, the new
model went beyond accumulation. Public investments propelled rapid rises in education levels and
improvements in public health.
This new set of “developmental states” also involved tight connections between economy, state,
and certain segments of civil society, but, as before,
success required institutional innovation. While
these innovations unquestionably depended on a
unique conﬂuence of local cultural and social struc-
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tural features inserted into a particular geopolitical
context, analytical features of broad relevance
could also be extracted. Starting with Johnson’s
(1982) analysis of Japan, a massive literature, extending from institutionally oriented political economy (see, for example, Akyüz 1999; Amsden
1989; Chang 1994; Wade 1990) to mainstream
development economics (see Meier and Rauch
2000, chap. 9) and the international policy community (see World Bank 1997), generated a surprising degree of consensus as to what made the
model work.
The “East Asian miracles” engaged intensively
with global markets while connecting state and
civil society in the form of “embedded autonomy,”
the paradoxical ability to maintain autonomy from
private elites while simultaneously developing close
ties to them (Evans 1995). As in the earlier developmental project, state investment in essential
modern infrastructure was combined with subsidies and selective protection against external competition. The big difference, as Amsden (1989)
emphasizes, was the ability of the state to make its
support contingent on local elites creating internationally competitive industrial capacity.
The possibility of being connected to, but still
independent of, private economic elites depended
in turn on the presence of capable, coherent state
bureaucracies built on meritocratic recruitment and
public service careers offering long-term rewards
commensurate with those available in the private
sector. These basic state characteristics predict
more rapid economic growth, not just in East Asia,
but across a broad range of developing countries
(Evans and Rauch 1999).
None of this is to say that East Asia had discovered a formula that ensured a productive, dynamic
relationship among economy, state, and civil society. As the ﬁnancial crises of 1997–98 revealed,
these developmental states can no more afford to
rest on their institutional laurels than their predecessors could. To be sure, gains from the institutional innovations embodied in the “embedded
autonomy” model still persist. Korea, Singapore,
and Taiwan still continue to outperform all but a
few countries in the global South (or, for that matter, in the North). What these East Asian cases
offer is a double lesson. On the one hand, they
show the magnitude of the gains that can ﬂow
from ﬁnding more effective ways of connecting
state, economy, and civil society. At the same time,
they make it clear that, unless the triangular relationship is periodically reinvented, even the most
successful developmental performance will deterio-

rate over time. The challenge for analysts is trying
to identify the next set of innovations, as, for example, in O’Riain’s (2004) work on the “developmental network state.”
“Transitional” Cases
Turning from developing to transitional countries, one might expect a very different set of ﬁndings and conclusions. Whereas relative insulation
from global markets was one of the primary deﬁning features of the state socialist countries that are
now called “transitional,” the states and social
structures of the global South are the product of
centuries of integration into the capitalist world
economy. The extent to which the experience of
transitional countries reinforces conclusions drawn
from the developing cases is, therefore, striking.
Russia, one of the two most important “transitional” cases, demonstrates the pitfalls of trying to
implant markets without thinking carefully about
how they will connect with existing states and social structures. Terriﬁed that the Soviet party-state
would somehow survive, Russian “reformers” and
their Western patrons tried to impose the formalities of Western market rules as quickly and thoroughly as possible. The results did not just disappoint from the point of view of preserving social
protection. They also failed to deliver productivityenhancing economic transformation and produced
perverse effects in terms of effective legal norms
and social order (cf. King 2002; King and Szelényi,
this volume).
China and Vietnam supply contrasting cases suggesting that constructing innovative institutional
hybrids based on local social structures makes for a
more effective transition. Increased participation
in global markets and internal shifts to market
economies have been combined with caution in
opening up capital markets, stubborn preservation
of prior state structures, and efforts to avoid the
complete erosion of socialist civil society. The result is a distinctly hybrid triangular relationship
that has produced (after some hiatus in the case of
Vietnam) rapid rates of growth.
China and Vietnam show that market disciplines
and incentives can be a source of new dynamism in
systems that had been dominated by an overbearing state apparatus. But it is critical that the old
state apparatus continue to supply enough discipline over market actors to prevent the emergence
of a Maﬁa-style, predatory capitalism as in Russia.
Nee (2000, 64) emphasizes the “crucial role of the
state in establishing a market economy” in the
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Chinese case. Indeed, one could argue that these
two Asian transitional successes represent a variation on the earlier success of the capitalist “Asian
tigers,” which were also examples of adding increased engagement with international markets to
previously overbearing state apparatuses, while
ﬁrmly preserving the state’s role.6
The comparison of the world’s two largest
countries—China and India—underlines the extent to which developing and transitional countries
yield common lessons. In both cases, size and relatively robust (if not agile) state apparatuses have
allowed partial adaptation to global market liberalism and improved their economic performance as
a result. At the same time, these countries have escaped, at least up to now, the fate of “would-be
overconformers” such as Argentina among the developing countries and Russia among the transitional ones.
China and India are certainly not models that are
easily copied or that are without pitfalls. The success of China’s new romance with markets has depended in part on having inherited the advantages
of a very egalitarian income distribution and exceptional provision—relative to its income level—of
collective goods. How long the fruits of this inheritance will persist is unclear. Growing disparities
between urban and rural areas and between the
southeast coast and the interior of the country cannot help but create equally serious social tensions.
Combined with the diminishing legitimacy of the
ruling party and the normative confusion introduced by trying to maintain “capitalist Leninism,”
the sustainability of China’s current trajectory cannot be assumed. The case of India is similar. Prior
to the current move toward market liberalism, the
cumbersome and confusing, but surprisingly effective, carapace of India’s secular democracy managed to sustain political stability for half a century.
The anxieties, uncertainties, and increased inequality inherent in the risky and less protective contemporary relations between state and economy may
be as much of a threat to India’s political system as
increasing social disparities are to China’s. Certainly, the dramatic recent examples of communal violence and the increasingly sectarian tone of political
debate in India suggest that further reinvention
must be on the agenda.
The Politics of Institutional Innovation
If developmental success requires continual reinvention of the triangular relationship connecting
state, economy, and civil society, it is both an insti-
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tutional problem and a political problem. Despite
the fact that democracy is one of the central pillars
of current global ideology, current models of economic governance in the global South do not lend
themselves to building more effective connections
between civil society and the state. The political
model being purveyed globally combines the assumption that global markets are the best source
of political discipline for proﬂigate states with the
oddly “statist” assumption that external “statelike”
institutions of global governance, rooted in the societies and power structures of the industrial
North, will be the most effective agents of institutional change in the countries of the South.
The results have been efforts to impose “cookie
cutter” versions of advanced country institutions.
This “institutional monocropping” (Evans 2002)
ignores the basic logic of embeddedness. It does
produce occasional “honeymoons” during which
the enthusiasm of rich-country investors generates
a brief spurt of ﬁnancial ﬂows, but there is little evidence that this works as a strategy of growth, to
say nothing of a strategy of development. Again,
Argentina offers a particularly dramatic case. Neither the economic discipline imposed by a complete opening to competition from foreign goods
and investors, nor the “credible commitment” by
the state to maintain the value of the currency, sufﬁced to convince private local or global elites to
make investments that would expand local productive activities.
What is the alternative? Since we have already
seen that the developmental state is a political tool
of diminishing effectiveness, is there a possibility
that civil society could bolster the inadequate disciplinary capacity of markets and states? More specifically, is the idea of some kind of bottom-up “democratic discipline” a utopian prospect? Despite the
rhetorical hegemony of electoral democracy, the
state of democratic institutions at the national level
is discouraging. Since policy autonomy is limited,
electoral success hardly guarantees success in forging new policies or in reconﬁguring the triangular
relation of state, economy, and civil society. Growing popular disengagement from the electoral
process is a natural result. If one believes that the
solutions are “more market,” this political disengagement is not a problem. In fact, market liberals
are suspicious that democratic politics will lead to
populist pandering that diverts resources to unproductive welfare expenditures or outright corruption. If, however, we start from the assumption that
engagement with civil society is central to both the
effective functioning of the state and to develop-
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mental success (cf. Migdal, Kohli, and Shue 1994;
Evans 1997b), then the anemic character of contemporary democracy is a real problem.
Yet there are some promising experiments at the
local level. At least two disparate cases, the state
of Kerala in India and the city of Porto Alegre
in Brazil, have gained attention for successfully implanting deliberative democratic institutions.
These institutions in turn have worked effectively
to discipline state elites, reducing corruption and
increasing the effectiveness of service delivery (see
Heller 2001; Fung and Wright 2003; Baiocchi
2003). Unfortunately, there is no evidence that
these innovations can be extended to have analogous effects on private elites, and it is not clear
how they might be “scaled-up” to provide more
general solutions to the “discipline” problem.
Nonetheless, they remain hopeful exemplars in a
panorama where institutional imagination seems to
have atrophied. It would, indeed, be ironic if, in an
era of globalization, the local ended up being the
locus of needed institutional innovation.
Overall, developing and transitional cases underline the proposition that taking embeddedness seriously means rejecting simple “high modernist”
formulas for the organization of states and markets
(Scott 1998). The disappointing results of the current wave of institutional monocropping suggests
that formulaic impositions on the global South are
likely to undermine already precarious levels of social protection without producing any compensating acceleration of growth rates. In contrast, there
are numerous examples in which innovative institutional changes at the national level in the global
South have restructured the relationship of state,
economy, and civil society in ways that have accelerated development. Early post–World War II “developmental states” worked for a time. East Asian
developmental states worked better and longer.
The odd hybrid capitalism of China and Vietnam
has also produced impressive results. None of
these institutional forms is a lasting solution. They
must all be seen as temporary platforms on which
to construct the next set of innovations.
This vision of institutional innovation raises an
obvious question. Does it apply only to the global
South and transitional countries, or is it a general
frame? Our contention is that it applies equally
well to the advanced industrial North, even
though societal goals are deﬁned less in terms of
“development” and more in terms of preserving
and expanding the quality of life associated with
the “welfare state.”

WELFARE STATES
In developed societies, debates over the welfare
state closely parallel arguments over the optimal
development strategy for developing and transitional societies. On the one side, market liberals insist that state provision of welfare interferes with
the effective functioning of markets (McKenzie
and Lee 1991; Friedman 1999). On the other,
proponents of welfare state development generally
focus on the negative social and political outcomes
when societies depend on market processes alone
to allocate income (Kuttner 1996; Piven and Cloward 1997). But for more than a century of this debate, both critics and advocates of welfare state
provision have shared the underlying premise that
states and markets are analytically separate realms
each with its own autonomous logic. In the 1970s,
this shared dualism produced some convergence in
the arguments of market liberals and left-wing defenders of the welfare state. Market theorists argued that an “excess of democracy” had led politicians to expand welfare state spending beyond
sustainable levels requiring signiﬁcant cutbacks to
restore the economy’s health (Bacon and Eltis
1976; OECD 1977). Analysts on the left argued
that the conﬂicting logics of legitimation and accumulation had produced an unsustainable expansion in public provision that necessitated either severe retrenchment or a deﬁnitive break with the
logic of capitalism (Habermas 1975; O’Connor
1973).
But these formulations produced wildly inaccurate predictions. Western European nations have
long spent far more than the United States on welfare state provision, and there have been few signs
that the gap is narrowing (Huber and Stephens
2001). For a while, it was possible for analysts to
argue that the Europeans were using a variety of
protectionist measures to insulate their economies
from the efﬁciency-reducing consequences of high
welfare state spending. But during the 1980s and
1990s, processes of “globalization” eroded some
of Europe’s key protectionist measures. In theory,
as investors within Europe were freed from controls that restricted their ability to send capital
abroad and as trade barriers were reduced, those
nations with large and expensive welfare commitments would start paying a more visible price for
their inefﬁcient choices. Facing ﬂoods of imported
goods from more dynamic economies and steady
outﬂows of investment capital in search of higher
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rates of return, these societies would be forced to
reign in welfare spending to increase economic efﬁciency (Scharpf [1991] was a pioneer in anticipating the strains that globalization would place
on European welfare states). However, a series of
studies has found that the very large gaps in
welfare spending between the United States and
Western Europe persisted into the second half of
the 1990s (Huber and Stephens 2001; Wilensky
2002). One study designed to test the speciﬁc
impact of globalization concludes that “the preceding analysis offers little evidence for the conventional view that rises in capital mobility are systematically related to retrenchments, rollbacks and
neoliberal structuring of the contemporary welfare
state” (Swank 2002, 117). Furthermore, there is
little support for the claim that welfare state generosity depresses rates of economic growth (Lindert 2004).
These ﬁndings highlight the need for an analysis
of welfare state spending that begins not from a
state-economy dualism, but from the recognition
that state and economy are mutually constituting.
In such a view, welfare state spending is not treated simply as a cost that is imposed on the economy, but as a key input into core economic processes (Block 1987a). Recent work in the “varieties
of capitalism” literature has begun to ﬁll out this
argument. Germany and Sweden are examples
of societies that have focused their manufacturing economies on diversiﬁed quality production
(DQP)—sophisticated products that require high
levels of employee skill and commitment. It follows that high levels of welfare state spending for
pensions, for unemployment, and for training and
retraining programs are a critical ingredient in the
labor-management cooperation that is necessary
for DQP (Esteven-Abe, Iversen, and Soskice 2001;
Hall and Soskice 2001a; Soskice 1999; Streeck
1992, 1997). These cases stand in stark contrast to
less generous welfare states, such as the United
States and the United Kingdom, where DQP plays
a far less important economic role. But even in the
less generous welfare states, public provision plays
a critical role in the effective functioning of the
economy. For example, outlays on public old-age
pensions can be understood as a form of productive investment because reducing economic insecurity for the elderly has positive consequences for
prime age workers. It simultaneously reduces the
economic burden of caring for their aging parents
and provides a palpable feeling of security about
their own futures. Both of these effects probably
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help sustain higher levels of cooperation between
employees and management (Block 1990, 82–85).
But if welfare states provide key economic inputs,
then the welfare state conversation should not be
restricted—as it often has been—to the richest developed societies. One would expect to ﬁnd strong
pressures for expanded public provision in developing societies, and this is, in fact, the case. Successful
late industrializers such as Taiwan and South Korea
have been expanding their welfare states, albeit not
always following European or North American
models (Aspalter 2001; Tang 2000). And there is a
growing debate about how poorer developing nations can do more to stabilize income among the
poorest population groups, as it has become more
apparent that this income instability is itself an obstacle to development (Lustig 2001). The irony is
that the “stabilization” policies imposed on developing nations by the World Bank and the International Monetary Fund are responsible for some of
the greatest income shocks experienced by households in the developing world (Lustig 2001). As we
will touch on later, this is another important reason
why the current structures of global governance are
now the subject of ﬁerce contestation.
Explaining Welfare State Development
Moving beyond the dualist analysis of welfare
states also requires rethinking the conditions under
which welfare states developed. Both critics and
defenders of the welfare state often invoke a class
power explanation in which welfare state provision
is seen as a victory of the organized working-class
movement—either directly when carried out by
social democratic parties or indirectly, when implemented by parties struggling to contain the inﬂuence of working-class movements (Korpi 1983).
Telling this history without recognizing the central
role of working-class movements would be deeply
mistaken (Hicks 1999), but recent work has begun
to complicate the story considerably. One complexity is to recognize that while the initiative for
welfare state development has usually come from
working-class movements or political leaders, business interests—both directly and indirectly—have
often played active roles in shaping the particular
institutional forms of welfare state provision
(Mares 2001; Swenson 1997, 2002). Another complexity is to recognize the ongoing processes of adjustment and adaptation through which successive
political administrations modify the design and organization of particular welfare state programs.
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Often this works through party alternation; when
the party that had been in opposition comes into
power, it might repeal some elements of its opponent’s welfare state initiatives and retain others—
producing over time a kind of evolutionary selection mechanism (Glyn 2001; Pierson 1996).
Both of these complexities are consistent with
placing civil society at the center of the analysis of
welfare states. It is not one group—labor—but the
array of different groups in civil society—including
labor, business, and other interest groups—that has
produced varying arrays of public provision in different societies. But it is also in the public sphere
that societies make judgments about which welfare
state programs are working, which require redesign
or repeal, and which are the best ways to ﬁnance
welfare provision. It is probably through such debates within the public sphere, for example, that
most European societies have opted to fund their
expensive welfare states in ways that do not place a
heavy tax burden on business interests. But it has
also been through ongoing consultations among
peak organizations of business and labor that business groups have come to understand some of the
productive consequences of welfare state programs.
Hence, it is within a particular civil society that diverse groups come to perceive their own particular
interests. The consequences can be intense social
polarization over welfare state spending as well as
effective and durable class compromises.
Welfare state institutions are also a paradigmatic
case of the dynamic process by which the boundary between civil society and the state is constantly being renegotiated. For example, a common
type of unemployment insurance—the Ghent
system—that gives responsibility for the administration of funds to trade unions has been an important element in achieving high rates of union
density in certain countries (Swenson 2002). More
generally, speciﬁc welfare state programs often help
to construct political constituencies that then serve
as major defenders of the same programs in electoral contests. At the same time, welfare state
programs—from the earliest public health initiative
in Western Europe—can also be seen as part of the
process by which states seek to inﬂuence and control the behavior of citizens (Foucault 1977; Scott
1998). Most recently, theorists of the “new paternalism” have recycled a very old theme—the desirability of states structuring assistance in ways that
would wean recipients away from bad habits such
as sexual promiscuity and lack of work discipline
(Mead 1986; Block and Somers 2003). In short,
virtually every new welfare state program produces

new institutional connections between state and
civil society.
Recognizing the economic functions of welfare
state spending and the embeddedness of welfare
regimes within civil societies makes it seem highly
unlikely that Western Europe will soon shift to the
U.S. model of far more limited welfare state spending. However, it is also a mistake to ignore the signiﬁcant indicators of stress within contemporary
welfare states. Some of these stresses have already
been addressed through incremental retrenchment
efforts designed to contain costs, particularly for
pension programs. In other countries, particularly
Germany, strains on the pension system are already
serious, and major reforms will be necessary to put
the system of old-age pensions on a sustainable
basis (Hinrichs 2001; Huber and Stephens, this
volume). But beyond these immediate economic
pressures, there lie deeper problems. The European welfare states were consolidated in the 1940s,
1950s, and 1960s when the industrial working
class was still growing and married women were
working primarily in the home at domestic tasks.
When these trends were reversed in the decades
that followed, the tension between the existing
forms of the welfare state and social needs
increased (Block 1990; Esping-Andersen 1999).
Three of these tensions are particularly important.
First, the “industrial” welfare state started from a
basic homogenization of social life; programs were
based on the idea that people move through the
life course in basically similar patterns. Postindustrial developments, however, tend to produce a
pluralization of social life (Offe 1996) with greater
unevenness in work careers and increasingly complex patterns of family life. Second, the contraction
of industrial jobs combined with obstacles to the
growth of the service sector have led to substantially higher unemployment rates in much of Europe and the expansion of marginal and temporary
employment. This has created new dangers of a
marginalized population—often young—at risk for
social exclusion (Esping-Andersen 1999; Rosanvallon 2000). Third, even some of the most advanced European welfare states have been slow to
develop the range of services and supports needed
to support the movement of women into paid
labor. Esping-Andersen (1999) has argued that
this neglect has been a factor in declining European birth rates that will ultimately place more
strain on welfare state ﬁnancing.7
These changes have also weakened some of the
established normative supports for the welfare
state. The pluralization of both work trajectories
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and forms of family life has undermined the appeal
of universal programs that provide a single set of
beneﬁts to all recipients. While some view these
strains as indicators of the impending death of the
European welfare state, they can also be seen as
challenges that will produce a renewal of welfare
state policies.
Possibilities for Institutional Innovation
While our argument here is necessarily tentative
and speculative, we want to suggest that the last
years of the twentieth century and the early years
of the twenty-ﬁrst century might ultimately be recognized as beginning a major new epoch in welfare
state history.8 This new epoch is suggested through
the emergence of new normative foundations for
welfare state spending, the appearance of new policies, and a process of institutional innovation. To
be sure, this remains a terrain of struggle; some of
the innovations and new ideas have been embraced
both by market liberals who are hostile to the welfare state and by theorists and politicians who favor
one or another “third way” between market liberalism and social democracy (Giddens 1994, 2000).
Hence, the situation continues to be in ﬂux; these
innovations could foreshadow a renewal of the
welfare state as well as a deeper crisis.
One of the new normative justiﬁcations is an
emphasis on “social inclusion.” The concept focuses attention on those individuals and households whose lack of access to key resources makes
it difﬁcult to function as full members of society.
Since a just society must pursue policies to facilitate social inclusion, the key policy issue becomes
how to distribute resources to minimize social exclusion. This rhetoric has made inroads even in the
United States; in his 2000 presidential campaign,
George W. Bush made extensive use of the Children’s Defense Fund’s slogan—“Leave no child
behind” to convey his message of “compassionate
conservatism.”9
Another new normative justiﬁcation has emerged
out of feminist concerns with the “ethic of care”
(Tronto 1993). The argument is that the quality of
care of dependent populations such as children,
the elderly, and the inﬁrm is a crucial social indicator. With the shrinking of the traditional housewife
role, societies experience a growing “care deﬁcit”
(Hochschild 1997). Since neither the market nor
bureaucracies are reliable mechanisms to produce
quality care, new arrangements are necessary to reduce this deﬁcit (Jenson and Sineau 2001; Meyer
2000).
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These normative arguments are being widely debated, and they have generated new policy initiatives that could preﬁgure welfare state renewal. On
the issue of social exclusion, France has transformed its system of family allowances that had its
origins in right-wing and Catholic doctrines. Some
of the child allowance funding is now used to ﬁnance a guaranteed minimum income program designed to combat social exclusion among the
youthful unemployed (Levy 1999). This is part of
a more general move toward substituting incometested beneﬁts that place far less strain on government budgets than universal beneﬁts. Advocates of
income-testing programs argue that they can redistribute income without producing the stigma or
degradation that was historically associated with
means-tested programs. This logic of income testing is further developed in beneﬁt programs that
are integrated into the tax systems such as the
Earned Income Tax Credit in the United States or
the Canadian Old Age Security and Child Tax
Beneﬁts (Myles and Pierson 1997). These are variants of the negative income tax where recipients
who fall below a certain income level receive a government transfer—a negative tax payment.
Some analysts have followed this idea to its logical
conclusion and have argued that the future of the
welfare state lies in the provision of an Unconditional Basic Income (UBI) to all citizens (Standing
2002; Suplicy 2002; Van Parijs 1992). By providing
everyone with a subsistence income, governments
would eliminate the need for a wide variety of speciﬁc insurance programs designed to protect individuals and households from such contingencies as unemployment, family dissolution, and disability. While
UBI is still extremely controversial, the debates
around it have produced new visions of how the welfare state might evolve.
On the care issue, the focus of new policies is on
developing debureaucratized forms of service delivery (Block 1987b, 29–33; see also Rothstein 1996)
either by creating new and more decentralized
public agencies or by using state funds to encourage the expansion of nongovernmental organizations. These latter initiatives are distinct from the
privatization schemes advocated by market liberals
who want to extract the government from responsibility for providing services. The difference lies in
the recognition that continuous government budgetary commitments will be necessary to assure quality care for those with only limited incomes.
One of the most interesting of the initiatives has
been the development of the “social economy” in
the province of Quebec over the past 15 years
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(Levesque and Ninacs 2000; Mendell 2002; on
community development initiatives in the United
States, see Simon 2001). This is a broad effort to
strengthen economic development through new
institutions including social funds that support investment by cooperatives, nonproﬁts, and small
businesses. Most relevant to the current discussion
is that activists have mobilized in support of service
delivery through employee cooperatives and other
nonproﬁt agencies in a period of intense budgetary
pressures on the provincial government. As a result, child care and home health assistance are increasingly being provided through new forms of
collaboration between the public sector and networks of newly created employee cooperatives.
From these kinds of examples, one can extrapolate
a vision of the welfare state based on a new division
of labor between government and a revitalized civil
society (Castells and Himanen 2002; Unger 1998;
Archibugi 2000).
To be sure, in the ﬁrst years of the twenty-ﬁrst
century, these possible signs of welfare state
renewal have not been the main focus of media or
scholarly attention. The big story—almost everywhere—continues to focus on the powerful economic pressures to limit welfare state expenditures
and a growing public disillusionment with the
ability of politics and government to make signiﬁcant changes. But if our emphases on the productiveness of welfare state spending and the
long-term capacity of civil societies to produce institutional innovations are even partly correct,
then it is important to take seriously scenarios of
welfare state renewal—as unlikely as they may
seem in the short term.

SUPRANATIONAL INSTITUTIONS AND GLOBAL
GOVERNANCE
In the contemporary “post-Westphalian” world,
analysis of the interaction of state and economy
can no longer be conﬁned to the level of the nation-state. Nor can the analysis of the associational
structures of civil society be conﬁned to the national level. Just as markets must be analyzed at
both global and national levels, governance is now
embodied in “statelike” institutions, not just at the
national (and subnational) levels, but at the supranational level as well. Likewise, the social groups
and organizations that make “civil society” a political actor operate transnationally as well as nationally. A multilevel perspective on state and economy
complicates the analysis, but contemporary dilem-

mas cannot be comprehended without such a
perspective.
The multilevel dynamics of state and economy
play themselves out in different ways in different
regions of the world. In the South, global markets
and global governance looked like institutional impositions controlled by others long before crossborder ties were described as “globalization.” The
states of the North have a different relation to the
global political economy. In addition to their economic and political-military power as individual
states, they exercise a disproportionate share of
control over global governance institutions. The
intricate ties binding Northern state apparatuses to
the private elites that run global corporations further accentuate the different ways in which North
and South confront the multilevel dynamics of the
global economy.10
Despite the complexity and variation, the themes
that have been central to our analysis of both rich
and poor countries reemerge again in a multilevel
analysis as useful general lenses of the triangular relation among state, economy, and civil society. It is
sometimes argued that national markets are always
embedded, but that global markets really are beyond institutional control. But this is a mischaracterization; the emergence of global markets has
been fundamentally dependent on the creation of
an impressive array of new global governance institutions. Markets do not just “spring up” at the
transnational level any more than they did at the
national level. They depend on an intricate array of
political and legal innovations. To be sure, global
governance institutions are even more likely than
national ones to be biased and inadequate, and
even more difﬁcult to connect to civil society in
ways that are effective.
The dilemmas of the Polanyian “double movement” play themselves out most dramatically at the
global level (cf. Silver and Arrighi 2003), as do the
dynamics of institutional innovation. Possibilities
for institutional innovation depend on interaction
among local, national, and global levels. The
process of construction of new global institutions
exempliﬁes (for better or worse) the process of institutional innovation. In their current form, the
most powerful of the global institutions are an increasingly important impediment to institutional
innovation at the national level. At the same time,
renovated global governance institutions could be
a potentially powerful stimulant to institutional innovation at other levels. It is hardly surprising that
global governance institutions have become targets of transnational mobilization by such a variety
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of civil society groups (Evans 2000; Khagram,
Riker, and Sikkink 2002).
Nation-States and Global Governance
A multilevel analysis should still start with the
nation-state. Far from being “irrelevant” or
“eclipsed,” state institutions at the national level
continue to play a key role in the operation of
global markets, even as those same institutions are
being transformed by the global markets that they
helped create. While the global market liberal
regime may inadvertently end up fatally weakening
the nation-state, this is not its political agenda (cf.
Sassen 1998). Constructing markets and securing
the property rights of global corporate actors still
requires enhancing certain kinds of governance capacity at the national as well as at the global level.
The dependence of global corporations on their
home states (Wade 1996) ranges from the most
general tasks, like protecting the value of the
currencies in which their major assets are held, to
concrete mercantilist tasks like extracting legal
concessions from other countries in which these
corporations invest. The key assets of these corporations are often intangible,11 which increases their
need for state support in securing returns from
their property (Arrow 1962). Even a powerful
home state apparatus is not likely to sufﬁce; willing
and able state apparatuses in those countries where
they market their goods are also necessary (Evans
1997a).
Nor is there any logical reason to expect that
opening markets to international competition will
reduce the necessity for domestic regulation. As his
pithy title—Freer Markets, More Rules—indicates,
Steven Vogel’s (1996) analysis of the consequences
of increased openness in advanced industrial countries suggests the opposite. Vogel shows that the
process of increasing the exposure of national industries such as telecommunications and banking
to greater international competition actually involves more elaborate rules that ultimately are enforced by national regulatory institutions.
The crucial role of state capacity at the national
level is perhaps clearest in the preeminent globalized economic arena—ﬁnance. One of the lessons
of the Asian ﬁnancial crisis was how great a danger
inadequately regulated domestic ﬁnancial markets
could pose for international investors. Korea, for
example, prompted by both the desire to conform
to prevailing global norms and the increasingly international orientation of its own local elites, relinquished controls over international ﬁnancial ﬂows
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before constructing appropriate mechanisms for
regulating national ﬁnancial markets, with catastrophic results. Analysts of global ﬁnancial markets, such as Barry Eichengreen (1998, 8), drew
the obvious conclusion from the East Asian ﬁnancial crisis “as in other forms of ﬁnancial regulation,
it is smart to err in the direction of caution—to be
absolutely sure that the necessary preconditions
are in place before opening the capital account.”
Even if the national regulatory capacities on
which the survival of global markets depends are
successfully preserved, national capacities to offer
social and environmental protections and collective goods such as health and education could still
be destroyed. For private elites and, even more, for
their political allies managing the apparatus of the
nation-state, the supposed power of global markets
is the perfect excuse. Confronted with demands
for social protection, taxing the returns on capital,
or preserving basic workplace rights, politicians
and state ofﬁcials can say, with absolute sincerity,
“My hands are tied by global market liberalism.”
It is hardly surprising that contemporary global
governance institutions “tie the hands” of national political actors trying to respond to demands for
social protection while facilitating the ability of
those same national political actors to service the
needs of transnational corporate actors. Corporate
elites, powerful actors in civil society as well as in
markets, were effectively shaping the construction
of global governance institutions while other
groups, trade unions for example, were still fully
occupied by battles at the national level. Yet the
current relationship between global governance
and civil society should not be taken as foreordained and unchangeable.
Global Governance Institutions
Immediately after World War II, it seemed that
the construction of global public institutions
would mean an extension of the democratic, social
rights state that was being reconstructed in Europe
and prevailed in an attenuated form in the United
States. The United Nations “system” of international organizations with its initial emphasis on universal human rights was the most conspicuous example, but there was also a signiﬁcant attempt to
incorporate social rights into global economic governance as well.
The Havana Charter, approved in 1948 by 53
nations from both North and South to set up an
“International Trade Organization,” captured the
prevailing views toward global economic gover-
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nance. Rather than simply a device for removing
barriers to the ﬂow of goods and capital, the ITO
would have had a real governance role. For example, a preparatory paper by eventual Nobel laureate Jan Timbergen made the argument that access
to markets should be contingent on effective social
protection:
The community of countries adhering to a fullemployment policy should have the right to restrict
their imports from those other countries that have not
followed an adequate employment policy. In order to
avoid . . . deliberate nationalist trade restrictions, its
supervision should be placed in the hands of an international agency, perhaps the International Trade Organization. (Quoted in Levinson 2002, 22)

While this kind of vision was never represented
organizationally in the system of global economic
governance, it did become embodied diffusely in
the post–World War II international system that
Ruggie (1982) called “embedded liberalism,”
helping to create the almost 25-year-long “golden
age of capitalism.”
The ITO was stillborn primarily because of opposition from the American corporate elite. The
surviving institutions of global economic governance were the “Bretton Woods twins”—the World
Bank (International Bank for Reconstruction and
Development) and the International Monetary
Fund. “The Bank” and the “The Fund” were intended in principle to provide collective goods:
grants and low-cost loans for public infrastructure
and development projects in the case of the Bank
and assistance to counterbalance the volatility of
global ﬂuctuations in currency values in the case of
the Fund. The price of U.S. (and other rich-country) support for this provision of collective goods
was, however, a set of thoroughly undemocratic
rules for the governance of the two organizations
themselves (Evans and Finnemore 2001).
Over time, the roles of the Bank and the Fund
have shifted to focus on lending and the enforcement of “conditionality” in the global South
rather than reconstruction and exchange rate stability among the countries of the industrialized
North. The Fund especially has come to look more
and more like an apparatus for protecting the ﬁnancial assets of Northern creditors and administering the enforcement of their preferred economic policies, rather than providing the countries of
the South with insulation from the volatility (and
occasional irrationality) of global ﬁnancial markets.
Consequently, the undemocratic character of their
governance has become more oppressive. If the

Bretton Woods twins have long appeared coercively intrusive from the point of view of the South,
the World Trade Organization and multilateral
agreements like the WTO and North American
Free Trade Agreement are beginning to look the
same way in the North. Barenberg and Evans
(2002, 28) summarize the impact of NAFTA’s
Chapter 11 on U.S. governance as follows:
[T]he substantive rules of the NAFTA model embody to an astonishing degree the “restorationist”
program . . . to bring back the pre–New Deal economic constitution under which property holders’
common-law rights are strictly protected against
regulation in the name of public welfare—a constitution designed originally to block the advent of the
modern regulatory state and, today, to roll back the
regulatory state.

The central issue is whether the current focus on
market access and global protection of property
rights will continue to dominate the agendas of
global governance institutions. Even more grimly,
the current weaknesses of these institutions raise
the specter of a failure of global governance in
which volatile global markets generate the kind of
chaos and devastation that partially destroyed the
global economy in the ﬁrst half of the twentieth
century. But is it possible that the trajectory of
governance at the global level could be pushed
to replicate the trajectory of governance at the
level of the nation-state, as it occurred in the industrialized countries from the nineteenth to the
mid–twentieth century, complementing protection
of property rights with protection of social rights?
In our perspective, the answer depends on the triangular relation connecting states, markets, and
civil society, and most importantly on the kind of
agency that civil society is able to exercise.
Countervailing Tendencies
Given the forcefulness of the current movement
back to a nineteenth-century priority on expanding
markets and protecting property rights, it would
be puzzling if there were no evidence of a
Polanyian “double movement” today. While global social movements do not yet have the power and
momentum that enabled social movements in
nineteenth and twentieth centuries to reshape the
character of the state at the national level, they are
persistent and proliferating. Likewise, just as the
early-nineteenth-century nation-state contained
the germ of a more democratic construction of
economic policy, so the early-twenty-ﬁrst-century
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institutions of global economic governance contain possibilities for democratic control.
The original elements of post–World War II
global governance, however beleaguered they may
be, have not evaporated. Hampered by lack of
power and resources, the various organizations
that comprise the UN system nonetheless continue to serve as organizational focal points for normative change and the organization of transnational civil society. Whether it is facilitating the
enthusiasm for environmental change in Rio in
1992, or helping to generate a “normative cascade” (Finnemore and Sikkink 1998) around issues of women’s rights through a series of global
women’s conferences, the UN system continues to
serve as a catalyst for normative change.
Even with respect to the core organizations of
global economic governance, the picture is not
quite as bleak as it at ﬁrst appears. Despite the undemocratic character of the Bank, the Fund, and
(in practice) the WTO, they may still be a signiﬁcant improvement over the traditional “anarchy”
of the interstate system, especially as the United
States, unconstrained by rival superpowers, slips
into a “might makes right” mode of global dominance. For the weak, institutionalization (even biased institutionalization) is generally an improvement over individual confrontations with the strong.
For Costa Rica, being able to take its disputes to a
WTO arbitration panel, however small its chances
of winning, is still likely to be an improvement on
having to confront the United States behind
closed doors in bilateral negotiations.
This point becomes even more interesting when
one examines the internal governance at the Bank,
the Fund, and the WTO. The executive board,
which is the Fund’s working governance body,
usually makes decisions by consensus, and consensus must include the 11 (out of 24) executive directors who represent the countries of the South.
So far the South has been unable to muster the political will to overcome the obviously formidable
collective action problems necessary to take advantage of this structure, but the possibility remains.
At the same time, the Bank has shown itself vulnerable to pressure from NGOs and social movements, shifting its positions on environmental issues
and the importance of building in “participation”
of those who are affected by projects (see Fox and
Brown 1998; Keck and Sikkink 1998; Narayan
1994). In the WTO, the formal rules give each
member state an equal vote. The fact that decisions
are made in practice by “consensus” allows an informal oligarchy of rich countries (led by the United
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States) to shape agendas and outcomes, but the
countries of the South have occasionally managed to
overcome their daunting collective action problems
to block the rich country oligarchy or force compromise (e.g., in the selection of the current directorgeneral, in Seattle in 1999, and in Doha in 2001).
These possibilities for “democratization” should
not be exaggerated. They would lead, at best, toward a “Westphalian democracy,” empowering the
representatives of national elites, not communities
or individuals. To move beyond Westphalian democracy, a broader range of actors must gain access to global governance institutions. But this is
precisely what a broad segment of the multistranded, transnational “global justice movement” is trying to do (cf. Khagram, Riker, and Sikkink 2002).
Creative new organizational forms like ATTAC
(Association for the Taxation of Financial Transactions for the Aid of Citizens) (see Ancelovici 2002)
have helped redeﬁne the relationship between
“civil society” and “globalization.” Old organizational forms like trade unions are trying to reinvent
themselves as transnational alliances (Anner 2002).
Groups whose interests in redeﬁning the way the
economy works grow out of the efforts to overturn “micro” level injustices ﬁnd themselves embedded in transnational networks (Keck and Sikkink
1998; Thayer 2000).
The basic challenge facing the current “multilevel” system of economic governance can be simply restated. Can it succeed in delivering globally
what the nation-state succeeded in delivering in
the industrial North during the mid-twentiethcentury “golden age of capitalism,” namely complementing property rights with a wide range of
social rights, thereby combining economic growth
with general improvements in welfare? Success will
depend on a complementary combination of astute exploitation of the opportunities for “Westphalian” democratization already contained within
existing global institutions and effective political
action on the part of oppositional social movements at both global and national levels. Most of
all, success will depend on multiple forms of institutional innovation: reconstructing existing global
governance institutions, inventing new organizational vehicles for transnational mobilization, and
ﬁnding better ways to stimulate “norm cascades.”

CONCLUSION
State and economy are not analytically separable
spheres that can function autonomously from each
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other. Consequently, centering debate around the
question, “Which is better, more state or more
market?” is a theoretically sterile approach. We gain
both analytic leverage and the capacity to conceptualize effective politics and policies by reframing
the discussion around the insight that institutional
structures are required both to contain and to expand markets and that these structures are built
through the interaction of state and civil society.
Our approach began with the insight that market economies, even the most ideologically laissezfaire market economies, remain always embedded
in civil society, a concrete set of social relationships,
cultural understandings, and institutional and organizational forms that shape the possibilities for
economic action. Civil society is structured by state
institutions, including legal rules and the organizational practices of government, but civil societies
also shape state action and state structures. We then
traced the triangular relationship among state, economy, and civil society in three very different contexts: the developing and transitional societies of the
global South, the welfare states of the rich countries
of the global North, and the multilevel relationships
that constitute the contemporary global political
economy. In each of these contexts, moving beyond
the question of “more state or more market” has
helped us to clarify the insights of recent scholarship
and shed light on central policy debates.
The current literature on developing and transitional countries shows that trying to generate sustained growth on the basis of externally imposed
systems of economic incentives produces disappointing results. At the same time, “more state” is
no panacea. Development has always required active involvement of the state, but the states have
also been deeply implicated in decay and stagnation. Success depends, not on ﬁnding some magical balance between market and state, but on constructing institutions that enable the productive
interaction of state structures, market actors, and
civil society. Developmental “success stories” in
different regions and time periods have been built
on institutional innovations that reconstruct relations between state and civil society. From Gerschenkron’s analysis of nineteenth-century European latecomers to twenty-ﬁrst-century hybrids
like China and Vietnam, successful innovations
embed market rules in civil society and deploy the
legal and organizational capacities of the state in
ways that build the potential for economic and social transformation.
This perspective has implications for two key
substantive debates over development strategy.

First, it suggests that seeing the divide in development strategies in terms of “accumulation versus
social protection” is as misguided as seeing it as
“states versus markets.” A single-minded focus on
what are supposedly “accumulation-oriented” policies will be self-defeating if it undermines the way
in which markets are embedded in civil society or
the ability of the state to supply the legal and institutional framework that both markets and civil society require. Indeed, this was the problem in dramatic neoliberal failures like Russia and Argentina.
Despite being seen by the citizenry as “legitimate”
in the sense of being the only “reasonable” alternative, even as they move to the brink of failure,
market liberal strategies still do not work because
the ability of markets to produce development is
intrinsically dependent on being connected to civil
society and state structures.
Second, this perspective makes it possible to reframe the “democracy and capitalist development”
debate. Older views in which democracy (even deﬁned narrowly as the selection of political elites) is
suspected of “antiaccumulation” populist pandering are too jaundiced. A more indeterminate view,
such as that offered by Przeworski and his collaborators (2000), ﬁts better. To be sure, democratic
politics may fail to facilitate interaction between
states and civil society consistent with effective
markets, and authoritarian regimes may sometimes
succeed in developing systematic, economically effective, ties to civil society. Nonetheless, democratic institutions that enable civil society to connect
effectively to the administrative apparatus of the
state are more likely to produce development than
arbitrary rule by elites with highly selective and
idiosyncratic connections to the rest of society.
The economic impact of political regimes must be
judged by the ways in which they mold the structure of the triangular relationship among state,
economy, and civil society.
When our analysis turns from developing and
transitional countries to the rich, Northern welfare
states at the other pole of the contemporary global political economy, the analytical lessons are surprisingly parallel. Once again, “how much state
versus how much market” is not the question.
Likewise, it is a mistake to frame the debate in
terms of “trade-offs” between welfare provision
and economic growth. The claim that the development of welfare institutions necessarily undercuts growth lacks empirical support. On the other
hand, the necessity for institutional innovations to
sustain both growth and welfare outcomes is as
clear in rich countries as in poor ones.
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Our review of the literature suggests that welfare
spending must be recognized as a key input into
the effective functioning of national economies,
and that conﬂicts and debates within civil societies—
including the mobilization of labor and business—
play a central role in adjusting and readjusting the
ways that welfare state programs are ﬁnanced and
organized. We also recognize that in the current
period, the European welfare states are undergoing
increasing strain both as a result of budgetary pressures and a mismatch between some of the historic
beneﬁciaries of welfare spending and current social
needs. But rather than imagine large-scale welfare
state retrenchment and convergence on the AngloAmerican model of much less generous welfare
spending, we suggested a number of indicators of
potential reconstruction of advanced welfare states.
One direction for this reconstruction would build
on the Quebecois “social economy” with public
sector subsidies for the provision of “caring” services through employee cooperatives nurtured and
supported within civil society.
Examining the multilevel complexities of the
global political economy further vindicates our emphasis on analyzing states and economies as mutually constitutive. The past 60 years have witnessed
the construction of statelike governance institutions aimed at trying to manage an increasingly integrated global economy. Here, as well, we have
seen that both efforts to expand the scope of markets globally and initiatives to place limits and restraints on global market forces require the construction of global institutions. Not surprisingly,
the speciﬁc forms in which supranational governance is embodied are the target of increasing mobilization within an emergent global civil society
that extends from the corporate citadels of the
World Economic Forum to the popular insurgencies of the World Social Forum.
Looking at the supranational level makes it clear
that institutional innovations at different levels are
interdependent in a variety of ways. Arguments that
globalization has eclipsed the nation-state notwithstanding, national politics, and especially the
politics of the world’s only remaining superpower,
are a powerful impediment to institutional innovations at the global level. Just as in national societies, the exertion of raw political power can produce political stalemates that prevent institutional
renovation at the global level. At the same time,
the relationship between global and national political institutions is partially symbiotic. Global governance institutions depend on the complementary capacities of national governments, and a host
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of global organizations, public and private, have
sprung up to aid the regulatory efforts of nationstates. What is worrisome, however, is that the
“rules of the game” currently enforced by global
governance institutions can represent a powerful
constraint against institutional innovations at the
national level, with a particularly powerful impact
on the poor countries of the South, as in the case of
what we have called “institutional monocropping.”
Interdependencies among different levels of
governance imply potential for a virtuous cycle of
multilevel institutional innovation as well. Changes
in global governance could open up space for institutional innovations at the national level that
could accelerate development in poor countries
and encourage new welfare state initiatives in rich
ones. Innovations at the national level that deepen
democracy and economic vitality would, in turn,
expand the local roots of transnational constituencies working toward further institutional renewal
at the global level, allowing the cycle to repeat
itself.
Virtuous circles of institutional innovation are
possibilities, not predictions. Nonetheless, for the
ﬁrst time in human history, the basic institutional
arrangements that govern global society are the
subject of debates that include participants from
every corner of the globe and every social status.
The existence of this debate is, in itself, a source of
hope that the future will hold more fruitful forms
for the triangular linkage of state, economy, and
civil society.

NOTES
We would like to thank the editors, Antonio Barros de
Castro, and Frank Dobbin for their comments on an earlier
draft and Sarah Staveteig for her impeccable research assistance. The order of the authors’ names is alphabetical.
1. This essay builds on and seeks to go beyond the analysis in Fred Block, “The Roles of the State in the Economy,”
that appeared in the ﬁrst edition of The Handbook of Economic Sociology. Readers are directed to that discussion for a
more extensive critique of conventional perspectives on the
state and the economy.
2. Even in economics, some recent work on the role of
the state in deﬁning property rights has become more respectful toward the state’s economic functions. See, particularly, Barzel 2002.
3. In developing this argument, we have been inﬂuenced
by the formulations of Burawoy 2003. We are also following
Zukin and DiMaggio (1990) in conceptualizing embeddedness as having multiple dimensions—it is simultaneously social, legal, political, and cognitive. See also Krippner 2001 for
a valuable critique of the use of the embeddedness concept.
4. Most regulatory initiatives simultaneously eliminate
some market opportunities and create new ones. For exam-
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ple, social insurance schemes simultaneously reduce the
labor market participation by those eligible for assistance—
what Esping-Andersen (1990) has termed “decommodiﬁcation” of labor, but they simultaneously create marketing opportunities for those who can now sell more to those with
beneﬁt income.
5. This section draws substantially on Evans 2001.
6. The contrast between the agonies of Russia and transitional success stories in Hungary, Poland, and the Czech Republic reinforces the proposition that locally constructed
hybridity produces better results than institutional
monocropping (cf. Stark and Bruszt 1998).
7. The strains come from smaller cohorts entering the
workforce needed to ﬁnance the retirement of larger cohorts. These strains could be offset by higher rates of immigration, but increased immigration creates other political
tensions.
8. For a contrasting argument for the existence of a new
epoch, see Rosanvallon 2000.
9. As the U.S. example suggests, increased discussion of
social inclusion hardly means that problems of social exclusion are being effectively ameliorated.
10. Even among the different regions of the North the
dynamics are different. As Fligstein and Mérand (2002)
note, supranational governance and transnational markets
look more like “Europeanization” than “globalization”
when viewed from Europe.
11. E.g., ideas or images, whether logical structures of
bits like Windows or the formula for Coca-Cola, or cultural
representations like Mickey Mouse and “Air” Jordan.
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23 A Sociological Approach to
Law and the Economy
Lauren B. Edelman and Robin Stryker

Ironically, law is “all over,” yet marginal in economic sociology. Despite law’s centrality to classical
sociological understandings of the economy (see
Smelser and Swedberg, this volume), law is not
often a sustained object of inquiry in its own right
for “new” economic sociologists. In addition, there
has been scant attention to systematizing and critically examining the way economic sociologists have
treated law or law’s role in sociological explanations
for economic behavior and institutions. We agree
with Swedberg (2002, 2) that there is need to develop a “general sociological analysis of the role
that law plays in economic life.”
We work toward this goal by combining ideas in
economic sociology with sociological perspectives
more directly addressing connections among law,
politics, and culture. We develop a conceptual framework for examining interrelationships between law
and the economy, so that an “economic sociology
of law” becomes an integral part of a more general economic sociology. This in turn will enable
economic sociologists to capture more fully the social character and situatedness of economic action,
and thus to offer a compelling alternative to economists’ accounts.
Our key premise is that both law and the economy are deeply embedded in social action and organization and linked through political and institutional mechanisms. Both sets of mechanisms
underscore the centrality of power. In addition, because legal and economic concepts, rules and routines, and institutions are mutually or reciprocally
constructed and reconstructed over time through
political and institutional mechanisms, it does not
make sense to treat law as only an “independent”
variable or only a “dependent” variable with respect
to the economy. Rather, an economic sociology of
law should theorize and research how law, politics,
and culture—and their interplay—shape the nature
of, and causal relationships among, “economic variables” and “legal variables” themselves.
The theoretical framework we suggest is less an

“economic sociology of law” (Swedberg 2002)
than it is a sociology of law and the economy. Whereas the former term would suggest that we were
using existing economic sociology perspectives to explain the role of law in society, the latter term implies theorizing and empirically investigating the
multiple social mechanisms or processes through
which legal and economic action and institutions
become part of an interconnected causal dynamic.
Our sociological model stands in stark contrast
to the current dominant paradigm for understanding the relation of law to the economy: postCoasean “law and economics” (Mercuro 1989;
Cooter and Ulen 2000; Posner 1987, 1998). An
offshoot of neoclassical economics, post-Coasean
law and economics assumes that individuals are rational actors who seek to maximize their preferences. Law and economics scholarship generally
treats preferences as ﬁxed and as exogenous; the
social (and indeed, legal) origins of preferences are
outside the economic model.1
In virtually all economic accounts, moreover,
the individual is the fundamental unit of economic behavior. Aggregate constructs such as “society”
are dismissed in favor of understandings of aggregation as no more than the sum of the individual
parts. The interaction of rational individuals, each
maximizing his or her own self-interest, tends toward an “equilibrium” or steady state that will not
change in the absence of outside forces. Markets
tend toward the steady state of “efﬁciency,” an
equilibrium state that maximizes the preferences of
the participating actors.2 A “market” is the aggregate result of individuals maximizing their preferences; there is nothing “social” or “cultural” or
“political” about markets.
From a law and economics perspective, government regulation is unnecessary and counterproductive in perfectly competitive markets, but it is
justiﬁed by various market failures. These include
monopoly, information asymmetries together with
strategic behavior, “free-rider problems” (where a
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good is available to the public without cost so that
there is little incentive for private support), and
“externalities” (or costs incurred by parties not directly involved). In these cases, the market “fails”
to provide efﬁcient outcomes, and regulation may
be used as a remedy for market inefﬁciencies.
Law and economics scholarship offers a theoretically informed set of principles for identifying how
law can promote efﬁciency in policy arenas ranging
from the economic realm (e.g., property and antitrust law) to areas generally thought to be outside
economics (e.g., criminal law). The seminal principle underlying the ﬁeld is the Coase theorem, which
states that “when parties are free to bargain costlessly they will succeed in reaching efﬁcient outcomes regardless of the initial allocations of legal
rights” (Donahue 1988, 906). But law and economics scholars recognize (as did Coase) that bargaining almost always involves “transaction costs”;
parties to a dispute, for example, incur costs when
they hire lawyers or consultants, when they travel to
negotiation sites or miss work, or when they must
expend resources to discover information.
Employing the notion of transaction costs, law
and economics scholars analyze how, and under
what circumstances, legal rules can be used to restore allocative efﬁciency where transaction costs
produce inefﬁcient outcomes. Normative law and
economics offers advice to policymakers on what
types of legal rules are efﬁcient under various circumstances, whereas positive law and economics
seeks to explain common-law trends in terms of efﬁciency principles. The “new institutional economics” uses similar principles to show how transaction costs can explain the relative efﬁciency of
markets and bureaucratic governance (Williamson
1975, 1979).
Law and economics scholarship is important for
our purposes primarily because it attends to the relationship between legal and economic orders. In
contrast, sociological thinking about law tends to
theorize the relation of law to social structure,
norms, and culture, de-emphasizing connections
between law and the economy. From a sociological
perspective, a major problem with post-Coasean
law and economics is that its search for parsimonious models renders irrelevant the social, political, and legal construction of efﬁciency. The questions of how law and culture shape individual
preferences and constrain individual “choice” are
“outside the box” for most law and economists.3
Yet these questions must be central for a sociology
of law and the economy, which seeks to elucidate
causes and consequences of the unequal resource
distributions across social strata. To the extent that

culture or politics shapes individuals’ economic expectations or visions of justice, preferences must be
understood as endogenous—determined within the
analytic model of law and the economy rather than
outside of it. Sociological studies of inequality suggest, for example, that extant wage patterns lead
women to expect lower wages than do men for the
same work, that workplace stratiﬁcation and workfamily concerns condition women to “prefer”
lower-status and lower-paid jobs, and that the
prevalence of racial discrimination and poverty can
make it difﬁcult for minorities to imagine (and
therefore to “prefer”) the same housing or credit
or contract terms that whites might prefer (see,
e.g., Schultz 1990). In short, preferences are a
product of social background, cultural expectations, and experience. Political actions, public policy, legal rights, and social norms affect experience
and thus preferences, as politics, culture, and law
both produce and limit realms of active, economic
choice.
By treating individual preferences as exogenous
and their collective maximization as resourceefﬁcient, law and economics tends to treat efﬁciency as a neutral (and hence, fair) criterion. As law
and economics scholarship increasingly permeates
the judiciary and the legal academy, ideas about
justice are progressively infused with this logic of
efﬁciency. But by bracketing out the question of
the social construction of preferences, law and economics’ concepts of efﬁciency tend to favor the
status quo. A sociology of law and the economy
offers an important corrective to law and economics, by identifying conditions under which maximizing individual preferences perpetuates the very
injustices that legal rights seek to restructure.
By introducing the legal and cultural construction of preferences and the social embeddedness of
economic action, a sociology of law and the economy will necessarily be less elegant than postCoasean law and economics. Many questions about
the law’s value and impact that have clear answers
through economic analyses will have murky answers or no deﬁnitive answer when addressed
through a sociological lens. But what is lost in parsimony will be gained in accuracy because life—
even economic life—is complex.
While our model of a sociology of law and the
economy differs markedly from post-Coasean law
and economics, it draws inspiration and important
orienting principles from classical sociological theory, especially Weber, and from early-twentiethcentury institutional economics (sometimes called
Progressive Era law and economics—see, e.g.,
Hovencamp 1990).4 In addition, our model draws

Law and Economy
on extant work in economic sociology, and research in political economy, political sociology, sociology of law, and legal history. Putting concepts
and insights of these approaches together, we can
highlight and correct underdeveloped aspects of
new economic sociology. We also sketch a research
agenda for examining the social mechanisms linking legal and economic behavior and institutions.
To present our sociological model of law and the
economy, we ﬁrst discuss the nature of law. In contrast to the notion of law as formally enacted edicts
that characterize both economic sociology and
scholarship in law and economics, we argue that
law should be understood as a broad set of norms,
customs, schema, and symbols. These include, but
are not restricted to, formal rules. We further
argue that, given this broader conception of law,
the appropriate unit of analysis is the “legal ﬁeld,”
or the social realm surrounding legal institutions.
Second, we suggest that law and the economy be
understood as overlapping social ﬁelds that are
mutually constituted through two processes: institutional meaning-making processes and political
power-mobilization processes (Edelman 1964;
Stryker 1980; Edelman 1992; Stryker 1994). Third,
we draw on Edelman and Suchman’s (1997) typology of legal environments both to provide a
systematic review of extant research on the intersection of law and the economy and to further elucidate how institutional and political processes link
law and the economy. We conclude by providing a
summary of our theoretical model and discussing
its implications for future research both in economic sociology and in law and economics. Because of space limitations, we conﬁne our discussion to the role of law in the development and
dynamics of capitalist political economies. We encourage readers intrigued by our conceptual framework to treat Stryker (2003) as a companion piece,
especially in its extended concrete examples of cultural and political processes through which labor and
employment statutes, executive orders, regulations,
and court decisions have shaped the U.S. economy.

THE NATURE OF LAW
Economic sociologists tend to equate law with
formal rules (particularly statutes) promulgated by
state actors, including legislatures and courts. They
generally portray legal rules as among determinants of economic growth and development, and
also of the reach, organization, institutional logic
(including models of competition and conceptions
of control), and even the existence of markets (Flig-
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stein 1990, 2001; Fligstein and Stone Sweet 2002;
Dobbin 1994; Dobbin and Dowd 2000; Evans
1995; Evans and Rauch 1999; Carruthers, Babb,
and Halliday 2001; Spicer 2002; Schneiberg 2002).
Law is relevant to the economy primarily because it facilitates and promotes particular kinds of
economic interactions and organization, and because it provides an incentive structure in which
ﬁrms’ rational strategizing occurs. By altering perceived costs and beneﬁts of taking one route over
another, law can help favor development of some
economic strategies while eliminating others (Fligstein 1990, 2001). For example, law speciﬁes
property rights; facilitates commerce (guiding economic exchange through contract doctrine as well
as banking, ﬁnance, and credit laws); stipulates
standards for trade and competition (through various regulatory regimes and antitrust law); and
protects consumers, employees, and others (through
employment, product, environment, and health
and safety laws). In addition, a political economy
organized according to the “rule of law” provides
the stability and predictability needed for a fullblown capitalist economy.
The vision of law in extant economic sociology
captures and elaborates some of the key themes emphasized by classical sociologists such as Durkheim
and especially Weber, when they theorized the relationship between legal change and economic
modernity (see Stryker 2003 for details). But because extant economic sociology associates law with
state-promulgated formal rules and because law is
generally treated as an exogenous, determinative,
and coercive force, economic sociologists miss the
full power of law to “make a world” (White 1985).
We suggest that a sociology of law and the economy must adopt a more sociological conception of
law—one that goes beyond law as public edict to
recognize the cultural and political elements of
law. Just as economic sociologists theorize markets
as embedded within a broader social and political
realm (Smelser and Swedberg, this volume), we
suggest that law should be understood as intricately interwoven with social forces. We draw on the
sociology of law to propose some basic, empirically grounded assumptions about the nature of law.
Law as Legality
The sociology of law rejects the legal formalism
(or the focus solely on formal codes and judicial
decisions) that tends to be found in traditional jurisprudence and much contemporary legal scholarship. Instead, sociologists of law emphasize a much
broader idea of law, including not just codiﬁed
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rules but also social behaviors that mobilize and
enact law and ritual and the symbolic (or meaningmaking) elements of law. In addition, sociologists
of law emphasize the ambiguous boundaries between formal rules and social norms, the role of
social context in ﬁxing law’s form and impact, and
the interplay between legal language and broader
cultural language and ways of thinking. Thus
reconceptualized, law includes both state-promulgated formal rules and law-related ideas, ideals,
principles, and rituals that permeate society.
Law is not just formalized doctrine; it is legality
(cf. Ewick and Silbey 1998; Selznick 1969). The
idea of legality suggests that formal legal “rules on
the books,” for example, statutes, directives, executive orders, and judicial opinions, are important,
but cannot be understood fully apart from their
social context. Two key elements of that social
context are the law in action, which refers to the
behavior of law, legal actors, and legal institutions;
and legal consciousness, which refers to how law is
experienced and understood by individuals in and
through their legal experiences.
Research on law in action suggests that a narrow
focus on formal law misses a great deal. The vast
majority of legal action takes place far from the
courtroom and with only the most tangential (if
any) reference to formal law. Much economic exchange occurs in the absence of formal contracts,
and few disputes that arise within contractual relationships are resolved by courts, or even with the
involvement of lawyers (Macaulay 1963; Lempert
and Sanders 1986). Local norms matter more than
does formal law in guiding grievants toward solutions (Ellickson 1986, Engel 1998; Merry 1979).
In fact, only a miniscule proportion of persons
who believe that they have been wronged take any
legal action. Most resort instead to informal nonlegal methods of dispute resolution such as selfhelp, gossip, violence, or other forms of retribution, third-party conciliation by ministers or other
nonlegal personnel, consultation with government
agencies, or (as is most often the case) doing nothing (Mnookin and Kornhauser 1979; Erlanger,
Chambliss, and Melli 1997; Bumiller 1987, 1988;
Miller and Sarat 1980; Saks 1992). In many cases,
persons who have legal rights do not even recognize that they have suffered a legal injury (Felstiner, Abel, and Sarat 1980).
Conversely, judges, lawyers, magistrates, clerks,
cops, mediators, and other legal system actors play
a role in bringing society into the law. They act as
gatekeepers and ﬁlters, using their discretion and
invoking their biases and misconceptions in ways

that greatly inﬂuence how and when law matters
(Friedman 1975, 1984; Frohmann 1997; Resnik
1982; Adamany and Grossman 1983; Gibson 1981;
Heinz and Laumann 1977; Sarat and Felstiner
1995; Nelson 1988; Suchman and Cahill 1996;
Harcourt 2001).
Research on legal consciousness focuses on the
symbolic elements of law, and on the meaning of
law to individuals (Sarat 1990; Silbey 2001; Ewick
and Silbey 1998; Kostiner 2003; Nielsen 2000;
Sarat 1990; Engel 1998; Merry 1986; Levine and
Mellema 2001). This work emphasizes the multiple
(and sometimes contradictory) meanings of law.
The formal legal ideal of an autonomous and just
(in Weber’s terms “formal rational”) legal order coexists in legal consciousness with alternative visions
of law. People can simultaneously see the law (as
well as lawyers and legal institutions) as just and as
oppressive, as a tool to be used and as a formidable
enemy (Sarat 1990; Ewick and Silbey 1998). How
people envision the law in turn affects whether and
how people mobilize legal tools at their disposal
(Fuller, Edelman, and Matusik 2000).
Legal consciousness is important not just as a set
of rules but as a cultural resource. Not withstanding the deﬁnition of law and rights by legislatures,
or their interpretation by courts, the language of
law and legal rights operates as a general cultural
resource and does signiﬁcant cognitive work. Law
helps to deﬁne moral boundaries and is, in turn,
often the terrain on which moral boundaries are
contested (Gusﬁeld 1966). The symbolism of law,
moreover, helps to constitute social discourse. To
characterize a demand as a “right” rather than as a
“need” tends to confer legitimacy on the demand
and to deﬁne the claimant as a rights-bearer. To articulate a grievance as a violation of law frames not
only the claim but the debate that takes place
around that claim (Silbey and Sarat 1989; Milner
1989; Minow 1987; McCann 1998).
Following work in the sociology of law, then, we
suggest that a sociology of law and the economy
understand law as legality. The notion of law as legality provides a richer toolkit for conceptualizing
both how legal schemas shape economic schemas
(including ideas of rationality and efﬁciency), values and interests, behavior and institutions, and
conversely, how law is responsive to all these aspects of the economy.
The Legal Field as Unit of Analysis
Drawing on our understanding of law as legality, we suggest that the appropriate unit of analysis
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for the study of law is the legal ﬁeld. Centered on
legal institutions and actors, legal ﬁelds also include the much broader set of legal ideals and
norms, rituals and symbols, social behaviors that
mobilize and enact the law, and patterns of social
thought related to legal ideals (Bourdieu 1987;
Edelman, Fuller, and Mara-Drita 2001; Edelman
2002). Professional understandings of law, managerial rhetoric about law, symbolic representations
of law, and negotiations in the shadow of law are
important elements of legal ﬁelds.
The idea of the legal ﬁeld is analogous—and complementary to—new institutionalist ideas about
economic (or organizational) ﬁelds. As elaborated
in neoinstitutional organization theory, economic
ﬁelds include producers of particular products or services, in interaction with their key suppliers, consumers, and state regulators (DiMaggio and Powell
1983; Powell and DiMaggio 1991; Fligstein 2001).
Economic ﬁelds are centered on economic actors
and organizations, but they also include prevailing
ideas about efﬁciency and rationality, ideas about the
value of work and workers, prevalent technologies,
and scientiﬁc knowledge (Stryker 2003).
By focusing on legal and economic ﬁelds as the
primary units of analysis, our sociology of law and
the economy can portray the social embeddedness
of both law and markets. Further, this conceptualization allows us to focus our analysis on the intersection of legal and economic ﬁelds as the key
site for reciprocal construction and reconstruction
of legal and economic actors, institutions, and
consciousness.
The intersection of legal and economic ﬁelds
provides rich terrain for cross-fertilization. It is in
this social space that legal procedures, norms, and
concepts work together to shape economic actors
and institutions, and that economic structures,
norms, and rituals shape the law. Just as law shapes
the economy, the everyday conﬂicts of the workplace—and organizational solutions to those
conﬂicts—are raw materials that legislators, regulators, and judges use to construct the law. Formal
law, including statutes and judicial decisions, depends on what conﬂicts are brought into the public arena and how those conﬂicts are framed.

A POLITICAL-INSTITUTIONAL PERSPECTIVE ON
THE INTERSECTION OF LAW AND THE ECONOMY
Building on the broad conception of law as legality that we presented in the previous section, we
now turn to our sociological framework for under-
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standing law and the economy. We suggest that
two distinct but interrelated social processes are at
work in linking law and the economy: institutional processes that involve the production and widespread acceptance of particular constructions of
law and compliance, and political processes that
help to shape which constructions of law are produced and become institutionalized and who beneﬁts from those constructions. We discuss these
processes (and review the literature that supports
them) in this section.5
We will show that institutional and political
processes operate to embed markets deeply within
legal frameworks and to infuse law with economic
logic so that the development of legal and economic ﬁelds are linked. Through institutional and
political processes, law shapes all things economic,
including understandings of rationality, efﬁciency,
and even what constitutes an economic actor.
Conversely, law and legal institutions are constituted and reconstituted by economic institutions and
actors.
Our perspective suggests that both market rationality and law are “socially constructed” or
given meaning through social interaction. In contrast to post-Coasean law and economics, which
treats preferences as exogenous, we suggest that
preferences are shaped not just by formal legal policy but by the law in action and legal consciousness
that deﬁnes that policy. And in contrast to economic sociology, which treats law as exogenous,
our perspective will show how the meaning and
enactment of law take form within economic ﬁelds.
Institutional Processes of Social Change
Neoinstitutional organization theory highlights
an evolutionary vision of change, in which models
of rationality are socially constructed, diffused, and
“institutionalized” over time within organizational
ﬁelds (Meyer and Rowan 1977; DiMaggio and
Powell 1983; Meyer and Scott 1983; Powell and
DiMaggio 1991).6 Within these ﬁelds, organizations tend to incorporate institutionalized models
less because of strategic, cost-beneﬁt calculations
and more because certain actions, forms, or rituals
come to be understood as proper and natural.
Different versions of neoinstitutional theory emphasize different mechanisms by which institutionalized models spread throughout organizational
ﬁelds. DiMaggio and Powell (1983) identify three
mechanisms of institutionalization: mimetic isomorphism (organizations imitate the apparently rational structures of other organizations); norma-
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tive isomorphism (professionals advocate particular
structures); and coercive isomorphism (rules, usually issued by the state, mandate particular structures). Suchman and Edelman (1996) distinguish
cognitive institutional models (in which organizations incorporate structures because they are so
taken-for-granted as to appear natural, proper, and
rational) from normative institutional models (in
which organizations more actively seek to respond
to cultural norms) and behavioral institutional
models (which are agnostic as to the causal mechanism but focus on the diffusion of models).
Institutional processes have proved quite useful
to explain the legalization of organizational life
over time (Edelman 1990, 1992; Sutton et al.
1994; Dobbin and Sutton 1998; Edelman and
Petterson 1999; Edelman, Uggen, and Erlanger
1999; Heimer 1999). In her research on compliance with equal employment law, Edelman (1990,
1992) argues that organizations are highly responsive to their legal environments or the law-related
aspects of organizational ﬁelds. Legal environments
include formal law and its associated sanctions; informal practices and norms regarding the use,
nonuse, and circumvention of law; ideas about the
meaning of law and compliance with law, and the
broad set of principles, ideas, rituals, and norms
that may evolve out of law (Edelman and Suchman
1997; Cahill 2001). Organizations most vulnerable to public scrutiny respond early to change in
their legal environments by elaborating formal
structures to mimic elements of the public legal
order, such as formal due process mechanisms that
mimic courts, special compliance ofﬁces that mimic
administrative agencies, and rules that mimic legislation. Over time, these structures become institutionalized symbols of compliance, and other organizations become increasingly likely to adopt
them (Edelman 1992).
Friedland and Alford (1991) provided the key
insight that ﬁelds are imbued with “institutional
logics.” While logics become institutionalized in
one ﬁeld, they may ﬂow into and inﬂuence other
ﬁelds. This insight may be extended to show the
interplay between legal and economic ﬁelds. As
laws and legal principles are constructed, interpreted, and institutionalized by economic actors
(managers, employers, compliance ofﬁcers, legal
counsel), the law tends both to inﬂuence ideas of
rationality and to become infused by managerial
and capitalist logic. Edelman and her colleagues
(Edelman, Uggen, and Erlanger 1999; Edelman,
Fuller, and Mara-Drita 2001; Edelman 2002), for
example, suggest that over time, managerial logic

and strategies of compliance, such as the construction of employee due process grievance procedures
within the ﬁrm, tend to receive the formal imprimatur of law. This, in turn, reafﬁrms the legitimacy of such managerial ideas and effectively changes
the meaning and requirements of formal law.
Two lines of work, one in sociology of law, the
other in political sociology, extend the notion of
institutional logics by suggesting that new ideas
form at the intersection of ﬁelds with differing logics (Edelman 2002; Edelman, Uggen, and Erlanger 1999; Clemens and Cook 1999; Stryker
2000a, 2002). Speciﬁcally elaborating the idea of
overlap between legal and organizational ﬁelds,
Edelman argues that law is endogenous, or constructed within the social ﬁelds that it seeks to regulate. In this view, legal ideas and forms of compliance are constructed and institutionalized within
organizational ﬁelds. But because the logics of organizational and legal ﬁelds overlap, courts tend to
accept—sometimes unwittingly—institutionalized
ideas of legality that developed within organizational ﬁelds. Change in legal institutions, then, is
part of an interrelated, continuous social change
system in which law’s content, mobilization, and
reach are simultaneously products and sources of
economic behavior.
Consistent with ideas of law as legality and
symbols, legal power resides not only in the overt
exercise of law but also in the form of cultural
hegemony—in subtle understandings of rights, responsibilities, and rational action. Beliefs and practices that are highly institutionalized are a very potent form of power, acquiring mythical status as
rational or proper or fair, with the result that they
go unchallenged and become nonissues. For example, it is widely thought to be rational and fair
for employers to pay employees “market wages,”
or the wage that an employee could (at least in theory) receive from other employers. Employees,
employers, and even courts commonly accept this
rationale without recognizing that institutionalized ideas about paying employees their “market
value” may systematically disadvantage female or
minority workers (Nelson and Bridges 1999; England 1993; Edelman 2002).
Political Processes of Social Change
Whereas neoinstitutional theories emphasize
concepts of institution and institutionalization that
imply cognitive and normative taken-for-grantedness as a primary mechanism of change and stabilization in legal ﬁelds, political theories emphasize
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overt conﬂict and contestation (see Stryker 2000a,
2002). Political approaches view legal change less
as a result of nonconﬂictual diffusion of ideas,
norms, and ideals and more as a result of diverse
types of manifest conﬂict over and involving legal
schema.
Following Weber, economic sociologists generally
have a “power-oriented concept of economic action” (Swedberg and Granovetter 1992, 8). Likewise, explicitly political approaches to market structuration are prominent in economic sociology
(Fligstein 2001). In parallel fashion, albeit in somewhat different ways, both sociologists of law and political sociologists draw on Marx and Weber to suggest that law is linked to the economy through
processes involving both overt resource mobilization
and the exercise of covert power.
The general tenets of Marx’s historical materialism relegate “bourgeois” law—along with the rest
of the democratic state—to reﬂecting and reinforcing the domination of capital. But Marx’s (1967)
analysis of the nineteenth-century Factory Acts in
Capital evidences a more nuanced appreciation for
law as an object of class conﬂict. In that work,
Marx argues that the Factory Acts, which limited
the length of the working day in Britain, were an
outgrowth of sustained working-class organization
and struggle.
Sociologists of law tend to emphasize the role of
law as ideological superstructure (Stone 1985).
Sociologists of law point out that formal-rational
law differs from overt politics in that it depends for
its legitimacy on the liberal legal notion that its
rule application is apolitical. Legal liberalism maintains that, although legal disputes are a form of
institutionalized conﬂict, legal principles applied to
resolve them are generally and universally applicable, and autonomous from partisan political interests, social classes, formal politics, or other aspects
of society (Sarat 1998). In contrast, neo-Marxist
work in the sociology of law suggests that the liberal legal ideal is, in fact, a hegemonic ideology
masking political-economic power while simultaneously legitimating that power. Neo-Marxist scholars suggest that both form and content of the law
consistently favor interests of the dominant class or
dominant elites, even while celebrating ideals such
as equal protection and due process for all (Balbus
1977; Genovese 1976; Spitzer 1983; Collins
1982; Stone 1985; Chambliss 1964; Klare 1998;
Freeman 1990).
Sociolegal scholarship on rights is similarly skeptical about the justice- and equality-enhancing impact of rights. Scheingold (1974) identiﬁes the
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“myth of rights” inherent in liberal legal ideology,
suggesting that rights are valuable only to the
extent that they are politically mobilized (cf.
McCann 1994; Rosenberg 1991). Critical legal
scholars point to the instability and political manipulability of rights (Tushnet 1984; Aron 1989).
Feminist legal scholars suggest that rights embody
male norms and therefore tend to harm women
(Olsen 1984; MacKinnon 1989). And critical race
scholars appreciate the ideological aspects of
rights, but contend that rights may be socially empowering for minorities even when they are hard
to mobilize in court (Williams 1991; Minow 1987).
Scholars focusing on law in action analyze legal
institutions as arenas for resource mobilization and
conﬂict. In a classic essay, Marc Galanter (1974)
suggests that the structure of adversary litigation
gives substantial advantages to parties that have
greater organizational and economic resources.
Numerous studies since then have documented a
variety of advantages for “haves” over “have-nots”
in civil litigation (Bumiller 1988; Yeager 1990;
Nielsen 2000; Yngvesson 1988; Albiston 1999;
Edelman and Suchman 1999).
While much sociology of law emphasizes the inherent tendency of law to favor the power elite,
political sociologists emphasize the contests and
power struggles themselves. Building on Weber’s
(1978) deﬁnition of power as the capacity to realize one’s will even against resistance in overt conﬂict, political sociologists suggest that both the
form and content of law are actively constructed
and mobilized as power-resources. Stryker (2000a,
2003), for example, portrays law as both a resource for and a result of political conﬂict; she invokes a broad deﬁnition of politics as the mobilization and countermobilization of resources in
interest-based, value-based, and cognitively based
conﬂicts, whether these are played out in the formal political sphere or elsewhere. Pedriana and
Stryker (1997) show, however, that law’s resource
value does not ﬂow automatically from formal
statutes. Because its resource value at any given
time results from a prior politics of law interpretation and enforcement, law is a “moving target”
(Pedriana and Stryker, 2004).
Law is mobilized not just by dominant classes
and class segments, but also by subordinate classes
and class segments, diverse race, gender, ethnic, or
religious groups, myriad non-class-based social
movements and groups, and diverse professional
and technical experts, to help enhance economic
well-being, income and wealth, social status and
prestige, self-esteem and dignity, and authority, au-
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tonomy, and power (Sabatier 1975; Lempert and
Sanders 1986, Yeager 1990; Stryker 1994; Saguy
2003). A standard assumption is that law is limited
in its capacity for restraining market logic and economic power (Stryker 1989; Yeager 1990).7 However, under some conditions, law can also serve as
a force for enhancing equality and justice in capitalist political economies (Sabatier 1975; Pedriana
and Stryker 1997, 2004; Stryker 2003).
Political sociology, then, reiterates the theme in
critical sociology of law that legal power operates
covertly, by creating political “nonissues” as well as
issues (see Lukes 1974). Law as politics involves
stabilizing and transforming both concrete legal
rules and broader visions of legality. Like current
writings in the sociology of law, current research in
political sociology emphasizes that visions of a
neutral, apolitical legally legitimate capitalism, contain conﬂict in institutionalized forms, and channel
it away from revolutionary rupture toward reform.
Paradoxically then, when “have-nots” succeed in
mobilizing legal discourse and procedures for concrete social, political, or economic gains, they help
validate the idea of law as autonomous from economic elites. In turn, this helps elites prevent more
radical redistributions of economic wealth and
power.
The political mobilization and countermobilization of law are also evident in historical accounts.
For example, Tomlins (1985, 1993) and Forbath
(1991a, 1991b) show that changing concepts of
property and criminal conspiracy in common law
and changes in statutory antitrust law shaped the
interests and strategies, cognitions, values and collective identity of the American labor movement.
Legal power both overt and covert is involved in
their accounts of why the American labor movement abandoned class-based radical politics and
legislative reform for “economic voluntarism” and
business unionism. For example, in ﬁghting court
injunctions against labor collective action, union
leaders mobilized “recessive, radical strains and
possibilities” in the rhetoric of private rights that
pervaded constitutional law (Forbath 1991a, 135).
At the same time, union leaders reinforced the
economic and legal power of this constitutional
rights discourse, “ratify[ing] many of industry’s
asymmetries of power” (Forbath 1991a, 135). In
comparative view, legal differences, including an
absence of judicial review and divergent legal procedures and substantive law even in common-law
Britain (otherwise more similar to the United
States than were the code law nations of Continental Europe) helped ensure enduring differences

of ideology and of collective identity, as well as of
strategy and structure, between labor movements
in the United States and Europe (Rogers 1990;
Forbath 1991b; Voss 1993).
Historical and comparative scholarship on labor
movements highlights the complexity inherent in
law’s political nature. Because overt mobilization
of law on behalf of subordinate economic actors
occurs within a broader political-economic environment in which formal-legal discourse and legal
culture reinforce the ideological hegemony of capital, law is a resource for equality and justice, but
only within limits leaving private ownership, market logic, and the economic power asymmetries
between capital and labor intact (Stryker 2003).8
In sum, just as political approaches in economic
sociology conceptualize economic action as conﬂictual and political (Fligstein 2001), we suggest
that likewise, law is conﬂictual, political, and deeply
implicated in the stabilization and transformation
of power, including economic power and control
(Stryker 2003). The ﬁnancial, technical, and organizational resources accompanying economic power
do provide economic “haves” with systematic advantages in “realizing their will” in formally egalitarian legal processes. But because legal principles
operate as resources in complex and contradictory
ways, law in capitalist political economies also provides openings for “have-nots.”
An Institutional and Political Approach
To understand the interplay of law and the economy in today’s globalized, multilevel, and highly
institutionally differentiated political economy, we
combine the ideas of institutionalization and of
politics in legal ﬁelds. Following Stryker (2000a,
2002, 2003), we suggest that neoinstitutional theories of organization be modiﬁed to emphasize
both institutional conditions under which takenfor-grantedness is likely to prevail and institutional conditions in which taken-for-grantedness is
likely to be fragile, such that latent conﬂicts of
meaning, values, and interests evolve into manifest
conﬂicts.
Clearly, both institutional and political forces
help to forge the intersection of law and the economy. Institutional processes may lead to widespread acceptance of certain forms of corporate
compliance and constructions of legal rules affecting industries and organizations. But political contestation and power are critical factors in determining which legal principles and structures, forms
of compliance, and constructions of rules come to
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dominate the economic world. To understand the
interplay of law and the economy in today’s differentiated and globalized political economy thus requires us to combine the ideas of institutionalization and of politics in legal ﬁelds. We must analyze
how legal and economic ideas and ideals, norms
and values, interests and power, behavior and institutions are mutually endogenous. To analyze endogeneity, we should examine the role of conﬂict
and contestation—as well as their circumscription
and limitation—in particular historical contexts.

THE INTERSECTION OF LAW

AND THE

ECONOMY

In this section, we review the extant theoretical
and empirical work in light of the political-institutional framework on law and the economy that we
outlined in the previous section. We draw on the
extant literature to further elucidate how institutional meaning-attribution and political powermobilization processes combine, so that legality
shapes almost every aspect of economic life, and
economic actors and institutions shape legality. No
one piece of research explicitly examines all aspects
of how law and the economy interrelate through
the political and institutional processes we have
speciﬁed. However, our political-institutional framework helps us systematize contributions and clarify
gaps in the empirical research.
Our framework presumes that legal constructs,
principles, and institutions shape the organizational forms and identities of economic actors, and
they shape central elements of capitalist economic
ﬁelds, such as valuation, exchange, and strategies
of competition and cooperation. They do so both
because legal constructs and institutions are incorporated into the logic and assumptions of economic activity, and because they serve as—or to
help construct—cultural resources that economic
actors can mobilize. In turn, as legal actors reframe
economic conﬂicts in legal language so that they
can adjudicate them, law necessarily incorporates
some of the assumptions, language, and institutional logic of economic ﬁelds. Just as a capitalist
economy is endogenous to law, law is endogenous
to the economy. Law is shaped within economic
ﬁelds by the very actors whose interactions the law
seeks to constitute, facilitate, and regulate. Although
framed in terms of recent developments in organizational and political sociology and the sociology
of law, our framework is quite consistent with Max
Weber’s (1978) vision of how the rationalization
of law—itself achieved through power struggles
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among social groups—facilitated, promoted, legitimated, and reinforced economic rationalization.
We draw on Edelman and Suchman’s (1997) typology of legal environments to show how extant
research ﬁts into our political-institutional framework and to help identify areas for future research.
Edelman and Suchman suggest that legal environments operate as facilitative tools allowing organizations to structure their relations with competitors, customers, and suppliers; as regulatory edicts
actively imposing societal authority on various aspects of economic life; and as constitutive constructs
subtly inﬂuencing ideas about efﬁcient organizational form and structure. In each of these forms,
legal environments operate as portals through
which legality constructs and is constructed by the
economy.
Facilitative, regulatory, and constitutive legal environments should be understood as ideal types
analytically distinguishing among diverse ways in
which law matters to actors in economic ﬁelds.
While we organize the literature in terms of these
types, it is important to note that research often
implicitly addresses two or all three of these types
as well as the linkage between them. Far from representing intellectual sloppiness, the insight that
each type of legal environment is likely to shape
the others through a combination of institutional
and political processes (so that any concrete empirical situation involves more than one of the
types) is an essential feature of our theoretical
framework.
The Facilitative Legal Environment
The facilitative legal environment includes passive procedural vehicles and forums that organizations may mobilize to resolve disputes, to structure
their relations with other organizations, to govern
their employees, to inﬂuence the behavior of regulatory agencies, and to gather information. When
the facilitative environment is mobilized, it becomes implicated in overt political processes, as
economic actors draw on legal constructs, procedures, and techniques as resources in the production, distribution, exchange, and consumption of
goods and services, and to enhance their competitive position. At the same time, institutional
processes play a role in the attribution of meaning
to, and diffusion of, facilitative legal environments.
The role of the facilitative legal environment can
be seen in Weber’s (1978) comparative studies of
law and the rise of capitalism. Weber showed that
such legal tools as agency, negotiability, and the
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idea of the juristic or legal person facilitated development of capitalist economic action and institutions that had a very high degree of predictability,
calculability, and systematization. For example,
agency is the idea that one person (an agent) represents another (the principal) with the other’s
consent. Negotiable instruments include checks,
banknotes, and other representations of unconditional promises to pay. Without these ideas and
tools, commerce would be more difﬁcult and less
predictable. Without the idea of the legal person, a
complex business organization could not be a legitimate party to a contract, because it would not
be possible to know the standing of a business ﬁrm
or its parts (see Trevino 1996 for an especially accessible discussion of Weber’s ideas).
Further development and empirical instantiation
of Weber’s arguments may be found in contemporary work emphasizing the enabling aspects of corporation law (Sklar 1988; Roy 1990; Hurst 1970,
1982). Hurst (1970) highlights the key role of
limited liability in promoting shareholder investment and economic growth in the early history of
the United States, when commercial banks and
business loans were not available to entrepreneurs.
Differences in legal schema pertaining to the status
of land (with the United States accepting land as a
fully ﬂedged tradable commodity) helped set divergent paths for U.S. and British economic development (Hurst 1982). Fligstein (2001) and
Waarden (2002) emphasize law’s role in stabilizing
markets by reducing uncertainty, coordinating competition, and facilitating economic survival and
growth. Fligstein (1990), and Carruthers, Babb,
and Halliday (2001) highlight the role of law as a
tool for additional economic resource acquisition
or for managing debt.
Horowitz (1977) argues that in the pre–Civil
War period, courts and judges adopted a new, “instrumental” view of the common law. In contrast
to their eighteenth-century counterparts, who interpreted common-law rules with reference to fairness among private litigants, nineteenth-century
judges interpreted these rules according to a different standard: how a given decision would affect
American commerce. This fundamental shift made
common law a powerful force for American economic development. Far from merely responding
to “new or special economic or technological pressure,” innovative reconceptualization of the role of
common law often preceded economic innovation
(Horowitz 1977, 3).
Sklar (1988) provides an account of the reciprocal relationship between speciﬁc legal and eco-

nomic changes in the late-nineteenth- and early
twentieth-century United States. Sklar (1988) highlights the many contradictions and inconsistencies
in legal doctrine, noting for example, that from
1897 to about 1911–14, changes in property law
established both legal and intellectual grounds for
the corporate reorganization of property, while
antitrust law still worked to inhibit this very same
economic reorganization.
A key tool in the management of competition
and conﬂict, the facilitative legal environment also
comes into play in businesses’ use of civil litigation
(Cheit 1991; Galanter and Rogers 1991) and in
the concomitant rise in the number and status of
both in-house counsel and independent corporate
law ﬁrms (Galanter and Rogers 1991). The increase in litigation itself results in increased insurance use (Cheit 1991); elevated bankruptcy rates
(Delaney 1989); and less willingness to undertake
high-risk innovation (Cheit 1991).
Organizations also engage the facilitative environment when they seek legal constraints on the
market or the regulation of competitive industries.
Industries use law strategically to secure direct
government subsidies and rules that limit entry
into the industry, that hinder competitors or otherwise provide an advantage against competitors,
and that allow the management of competition
(Stigler 1971; Gable 1953; Pfeffer 1974; Zhou
1993). Industries and organizations also seek favorable rule-making outcomes from administrative
agencies (Posner 1974; Clune 1983; Hawkins
1984; Blumrosen 1993).
Often, alignments between industries and regulators come about over time through meaningattribution and power-mobilization processes of
law enforcement that we outlined previously. In
the case of property insurance, for example, rate
regulation was enacted over industry opposition
but produced institutions and political settlement
that protected insurance companies and agents
from price competition (Schneiberg 1999; Schneiberg and Bartley 2001). In an important article on
enforcing environmental laws, Sabatier (1975) emphasized that monitoring and active political mobilization by citizens’ groups help counteract ordinary technical, ﬁnancial, and access advantages of
powerful ﬁrms and industries.
While our discussion so far has focused on formal legal procedures, the facilitative legal environment also provides an arena in which institutionalized norms and rituals develop around legal
processes, often becoming more inﬂuential than
formal law itself. Macaulay’s (1963) seminal study
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of contract disputes showed that businessmen preferred to handle exchange relationships informally
and to resolve disputes according to the norms of
the business community rather than through lawsuits. Business culture is central to Macaulay’s analysis, but businessmen themselves see informal dispute resolution as more efﬁcient than litigation.
More recent work shows a rise in the use of alternative dispute resolution techniques such as mediation and arbitration to handle interbusiness disputes (Lande 1998; Morrill 1995) as well as a
dramatic rise in the use of internal grievance procedures and various informal dispute resolution
techniques for handling intraorganizational conﬂict (Edelman et al. 1993; Edelman and Cahill
1998; Edelman, Uggen, and Erlanger 1999; Edelman and Suchman 1999). Other work focuses on
differences in disputing norms across organizations
(Cahill 2001) and nations (Gibson and Caldiera
1996; Kagan and Axelrad 2000; Kagan 2001;
Cahill 2001). This work suggests that when negotiation occurs in the “shadow of the law” (Mnookin
and Kornhauser 1979), bargaining forms and outcomes are determined by a combination of expectations about what would happen if the dispute
were negotiated in court and by institutionalized
norms about economic behavior that depend on
history, culture, and power (Commons 1924;
Lempert and Sanders 1986).
In sum, the literature on the facilitative environment reveals both institutional and political processes at work. While the facilitative environment
provides an arena in which certain types of transactions, relationships, and governance structures
come to be taken-for-granted forms of economic
exchange, it is also an arena of political struggle
and the reproduction of power (Dezalay and Garth
1996). Legal procedures that facilitate economic
activity for some actors often constrain the economic activity of other actors. Legal constraints on
certain types of economic relationships render
some industries more powerful than others, enhance the power and prestige of some professions,
and alter the balance of power between labor and
management. For example, the same legal principles in U.S. property and contract law that facilitated large-scale industrial organization and growth
simultaneously constrained unionization and
working-class collective action (Commons 1924;
Tomlins 1993; Forbath 1991a).
Thus, facilitative legal environments provide a
venue for the institutionalization of forms of economic exchange, association, and competition and
for the reproduction of economic inequality and
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power. Our political-institutional perspective on
law and the economy suggests that questions of
what the law facilitates and for whom should be important guides to empirical research.
The Regulatory Legal Environment
The regulatory legal environment consists of
substantive rules that impose societal authority on
various aspects of organizational life. Antitrust,
health and safety, environmental, and labor and
employment statutes and directives all regulate
organizations. Enforcement agencies such as the
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, National
Labor Relations Board, and Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission issue myriad administrative regulations, standards, and adjudicative rulings and guidelines, and courts issue substantive
decisions articulating common-law principles and
interpreting constitutions, treaties, statutes, directives, and administrative regulations. The regulatory environment also includes informal norms that
have lawlike functions, for example, norms about
diversity or consistent treatment of employees.
Both institutional and political processes operate
in the regulatory context. Economic actors incorporate and respond to the normative ideals of their
regulatory environments, just as legal actors incorporate and respond to the normative ideals that
evolve in economic ﬁelds. Meanwhile, regulatory
environments are sites for overt contestation over
normative rules, as well as for mobilizing these
rules as resources.
The politics of mobilization and countermobilization are particular salient in the context of
regulation (see Stryker 2000b; Kagan and Axelrad
2000). Regulatory “capture” is said to occur when
organizational power leads regulators to overlook
or even to facilitate legally questionable practices
of regulated organizations (Blumrosen 1965, 1993;
Wirt 1970; Ackerman et al. 1974; Conklin 1977;
Diver 1980; Clune 1983; Vaughan 1983; Hawkins
1984; but see Levine 1981; Horwitz 1986; Luchansky and Gerber 1993). Industry exercises signiﬁcant power over regulators because of cash ﬂow
to political candidates who then appoint regulators
and also because public agencies tend to rely on industry for expertise, information, and personnel to
staff their agencies (Bardach 1989; Breyer 1982;
Makkai and Braithwaite 1992; Yeager 1990).
Political processes are also evident in research
showing how the consistent mobilization of social
movement pressures on behalf of economically
disadvantaged groups can help combat regulatory
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capture (Sabatier 1975; Pedriana and Stryker
1997, 2004). Stryker (1989) and Pedriana and
Stryker (2004) showed that, in contexts of relentless social movement pressures from below, the
National Labor Relations Board, the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, and ultimately the Supreme Court interpreted and applied new
statutory principles of labor or employment law in
ways that, at least for a time, expanded employment and other workplace beneﬁts for labor, minorities, and women. Capture is less likely when
regulatory agencies actively organize the information acquisition and monitoring capacities of citizen groups (Sabatier 1975), when the federal government intervenes on behalf of women and
minorities (Burstein 1991), and when employees
can mobilize cultural resources to inﬂuence management (Scully and Segal 2002).
Research highlighting political processes emphasizes that legal rules may produce unintended economic results (see, e.g., Sklar 1988; Roe 1994;
Fligstein 2001). For example, Dobbin and Dowd
(2000) show how a Supreme Court decision unexpectedly upholding central provisions of the Interstate Commerce and Sherman Acts set off a
chain of interest-based adaptation that had profound, though not readily predictable, results. The
Court ruling made collusion among competitors
illegal without mandating an alternative, so the
Court undermined cartels without providing a business replacement. A politics of mobilization and
countermobilization of alternative business competition principles ensued, and ﬁnance capitalists
prevailed, giving them disproportionate inﬂuence
on subsequent economic development.
Institutional approaches to the regulatory environment suggest that regulation also affects
economic ﬁelds through more subtle institutional
processes that do not hinge on such overt conﬂict.
Because much law regulating organizations is ambiguous, the meaning of compliance tends to be
collectively constructed by organizations over time.
Organizations respond to ambiguous legal norms
by creating “symbolic structures” such as afﬁrmative action ofﬁces or discrimination grievance procedures that visibly demonstrate a commitment to
legal ideals. Over time, those structures tend to acquire an institutionalized status as “rational” forms
of compliance (Edelman 1992). The regulatory
environment takes form gradually through organizational mimicry, the diffusion of professional
norms, and the normative inﬂuence of state rules.
In general, private organizations that are closer to
the public sector—either through administrative or

contractual linkages—tend to incorporate institutionalized ideas earlier than organizations further
from the public sector (Edelman 1990, 1992; Sutton et al. 1994; Dobbin et al. 1993; Dobbin and
Sutton 1998; Edelman, Uggen, and Erlanger
1999; Heimer 1999; Kelly and Dobbin 1998).
Although institutional processes lead to a diffusion of legalized symbolic structures, those structures may become vehicles for the transformation
of legal ideals. Professionals who manage legal requirements and handle law-related complaints
tend to recast legal norms in ways that infuse law
with managerial logic (Edelman, Erlanger, and
Lande 1993; Edelman, Abraham, and Erlanger
1992; Edelman, Fuller, and Mara-Drita 2001).
Furthermore, as these “managerialized” understandings of law become widely accepted, they appear increasingly rational and gain legitimacy in
the eyes of judges and juries. Courts tend to reconceptualize law in a way that subtly incorporates
organizationally constructed forms of compliance,
rendering the law “endogenous” to organizational
ﬁelds (Edelman, Uggen, and Erlanger 1999; Edelman 2002).
There is debate within the literature about
whether organizations experience their regulatory
environment primarily as a set of externally imposed constraints altering their cost-beneﬁt calculi,
or as a set of normative ideals and institutionalized
models of compliance. Economists, including law
and economics scholars, generally favor the ﬁrst
approach, while sociologists of law generally favor
the second. Economic and political sociologists are
divided.
Work by economists investigating the impact of
civil rights law on the employment of women and
minorities suggests that regional and historical differences in laws and their enforcement promoted
region- and time-speciﬁc incentive structures for
employment by race and gender (Donahue and
Heckman 1991; Smith and Welch 1984; Leonard
1984, 1986). Scholars who view organizations primarily as rational actors in their response to law
suggest that organizations will calculate the relative value of compliance and noncompliance and
alter their behavior accordingly (Diver 1980; Paternoster and Simpson 1996; Braithewaite and
Makkai 1991; Genn 1993).
However, sanctions associated with noncompliance often are insufﬁcient to deter illegal behavior
because the risk of legal judgments or administrative ﬁnes often seems minimal compared to marketrelated risks such as product failure. That is, legal
sanctions usually are too small and slow to affect ra-
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tional organizational planning (Stone 1975; Jowell
1975). Moreover, decentralization tends to obscure
the locus of negligence in organizations and to foster interdepartmental competition that subordinates legal compliance to market performance.
In short, rational choice deterrence models give
a misleading picture of compliance. This does not,
however, negate the idea of economic interestbased adaptation to regulatory environments.
Rather, as we have tried to show, perceived strategic adaptations are socially constructed through
the very institutional and political processes that
we previously have outlined. For example, Edelman, Uggen, and Erlanger (1999) show that when
personnel professionals began to advocate internal
due process grievance procedures as devices to insulate organizations from external lawsuits, these
procedures did not, in fact, decrease external lawsuits. Yet, over time, courts acknowledged and incorporated these procedures as evidence of compliance, so that what had been entirely “rational
myth” began to confer economic cost savings.
In addition to Dobbin and Dowd’s (2000) research showing how late-nineteenth-century constitutional law helped promote new models of business competition, mid-twentieth-century changes
in antitrust legislation and—even earlier—in Justice Department enforcement strategies promoted
new concepts of business control (Fligstein 1990).
In general, antitrust laws in the United States and
Europe shaped ﬁrms and markets in both intended
and unintended ways (Jacoby 1985; Roy 1990;
Fligstein 2001). Much scholarship documents the
impact of labor law on unionization and strikes
and analyzes cross-national variation in regulatory
regimes (Rubin, Grifﬁn, and Wallace 1983; Isaac
and Grifﬁn 1989; Ebbinghaus and Visser 1999;
McCammon 1990; Kagan and Axelrad 2000).
Streeck (this volume) shows that laws involving
pension provision and ﬁnancing, unemployment
insurance, and social assistance have affected employment, wages, and unionization. Deregulation
of capital ﬂows appears to intensify the relationship
between methods of social security ﬁnancing and
unemployment rates (Scharpf and Schmidt 2000).
Stryker and Eliason (2003) suggest that crossnational variation in laws pertaining to day-care
provision and labor market ﬂexibility contributes
to variation in female labor force participation
across Europe.
The empirical patterns detailed by all these authors are consistent with an assumption that economic actors’ perceptions of their interests, and
the costs and beneﬁts of alternative lines of action,
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do play some role in law-economy connections.
However, because economic sociologists ordinarily view law as exogenous to economic ﬁelds, there
has been little recognition of how what is perceived to be economically and legally strategic is
mutually constituted through interrelated institutional and political processes. Fligstein’s The Architecture of Markets (2001, 84) exempliﬁes the
view of law as exogenous:
The transformation of existing markets results from
exogenous forces: invasion, economic crisis or political intervention by states. . . . I propose an exogenous
theory of market transformation that views the basic
cause of changes in market structure as resulting from
forces outside the control of producers, due to shifts
in demand, invasion by other ﬁrms, or actions of the
state [including law].9

In sum, research on the regulatory environment
shows that both overt political processes and more
subtle institutional processes shape the form and
impact of regulation on the economy and infuse
economic interests into the law. Extant work on institutional processes has focused on the United
States. Thus, it is important that economic sociologists researching other parts of the world examine
empirically how institutional processes interact with
the political processes that have—to date—been
emphasized in research on regulation in Europe
(e.g., Weiler 1990; Majone 1994; Vogel 1996).
Similarly, in contrast to the portrait of law as exogenous that is found in much economic sociology, some recent research suggests that regulation
often follows and reﬂects business practices and institutions that were themselves responses to the
regulatory environment. Thus, researchers would
do well to abandon models of law as exogenous inﬂuence in favor of an explicitly dynamic view that
examines the reciprocal reshaping of legal and economic actors and institutions. Fligstein’s research
with Stone Sweet (2002) on the interrelated dynamics of law and markets in the European Community is exemplary in this regard, although it focuses almost exclusively on political mechanisms
of institutionalization. The authors show that contests between the European Court of Justice and
national legal regimes affected trade patterns, which
in turn spurred more litigation. More litigation
both further expanded cross-border trade and promoted EC-level legislation and lobbying, which
then increased trade still further. Another excellent
example of an endogenous approach to regulation
is Schneiberg’s (forthcoming) nuanced analysis of
how state policies and market failures altered polit-
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ical alignments and institutional arrangements in
the American property insurance industry, allowing new groups to mobilize legal resources to reshape policy and markets.
Future research should treat the endogeneity of
law and the relative role of political and institutional processes as empirical questions. It is likely that
under certain conditions, law acts as an exogenous
shock and under other conditions is simultaneously
constitutive of and constituted by economic forces
within intersecting legal and economic ﬁelds. It is
also likely that in some situations law operates primarily as a set of incentives and disincentives and in
others as a set of normative ideals.
The Constitutive Legal Environment
The constitutive legal environment consists of
concepts, deﬁnitional categories, labels, and ideas
that play a subtle and often invisible role in how
economic actors, including but not restricted to
organizations, come into existence, organize their
activities and relationships, and arrange their governance. Rather than providing procedural tools or
substantive rules—as do facilitative and regulatory
legal environments—the constitutive legal environment provides cognitive possibilities and values
that inﬂuence the structure, form, and strategies of
organizations.
For example, law generates understandings of
what is and is not a corporation, of who is and who
is not an employee, and of what constitutes a binding agreement between employer and employee or
between organizations. Similarly, law helps deﬁne
“economic” categories of competition, cooperation, and exchange, as well as such fundamental
constructs as economic fairness, efﬁciency, rationality, and value. Legal labels such as corporate person,
employee, union, property, mutual fund, security,
and bankruptcy help to deﬁne which interactions
and activities are legitimate and which are not.
Further, many conceptual dichotomies that are
central to the economy, such as employer/employee, public/private, procedure/substance, capital/
labor, labor market/domestic labor, exempt/nonexempt, full time/part time, and permanent/contingent, derive meaning and impact in part from
the constitutive legal environment. Similarly, the
constitutive environment confers meaning on labormarket related concepts such as “labor pool,” “applicant,” “qualiﬁed,” and “merit.”
Legal categorizations deﬁne opportunities and
limits for economic actors to take formal-political
roles, deﬁning rules of the game for fund-raising

and lobbying. Similarly, legal constructs such as
“standing to sue,” “limited liability,” “corporate
veil,” “sovereign immunity,” and “federal question” deﬁne which economic disputes may be resolved within the legal system and which are outside the purview of law.
The constitutive legal environment is also a key
factor in legitimating and institutionalizing various
organizational institutions, so that organizational
routines for hiring, ﬁring, and promotion, or practices and policies regarding leave, dress, language,
or accent appear natural and normal. Constitutive
legal environments, moreover, shape abstract economic thinking about the nature of markets, of
capitalism, and of how economy and polity are distinct, differentiated realms (cf. Krippner 2001).
For example, Majone (1994) points out that a key
impact of the European Court of Justice and the
recent creation of “American-style” regulatory
agencies to police newly privatized industries in
Europe was that, for the ﬁrst time, the concept of
regulation had a meaning in Europe similar to its
meaning in the United States.
The constitutive legal environment, then, is the
arena of meaning-making with regard to both law
and the economy. Consistent with our politicalinstitutional framework, material manifestations of
normative and cognitive frames are socially constructed through both institutional processes and
political processes. A number of studies that have
already been discussed in connection with the facilitative and regulatory legal environments also
address the constitutive environment.
Among such research are studies on employee
governance structures and logics (e.g., Edelman
1992; Sutton et al. 1994), conceptions of control
and models of competition in ﬁrms, markets, and
economic ﬁelds (Roy 1990; Fligstein 1990, 2001;
Dobbin and Dowd 2000), and the collective identity and behavior of the U.S. labor movement
(Forbath 1991a; Tomlins 1985, 1993). Also included are studies of such new organizational
forms and actors in the economy as corporations
and their boards of directors (Commons 1924;
Hurst 1970, 1982), multinationals and conglomerates (Fligstein 2001), investment funds and capital markets in post-Communist Russia (Spicer
2002), ﬁnancial markets in the United States (Roe
1994), cooperative and mutual organizational
forms in the United States (Schneiberg 2002), and
trading areas and monetary unions (Majone 1994;
Fligstein and Mara-Drita 1996; Scharpf 1999;
Fligstein and Stone Sweet 2002). Some of these
studies emphasize the causal signiﬁcance of institu-
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tional processes (e.g., Edelman 1990, 1992; Edelman, Uggen, and Erlanger 1999; Dobbin and Sutton 1998; Sutton et al. 1994); others of these
studies emphasize the causal signiﬁcance of political processes (e.g., Fligstein 1990, 2001; Fligstein
and Mara-Drita 1996; Fligstein and Stone Sweet
2002; Spicer 2002; Schneiberg 2002; Dobbin and
Dowd 2000; Scharpf 1999).
Research on the constitutive legal environment
also has addressed ways in which contract law delineates symbols and rituals for forming binding
agreements (Suchman 1995); how property law
shapes ideas about organizations’ control over resources and ideas (Campbell and Lindberg 1990);
and how bankruptcy law affects organizations’ priorities with respect to their various stakeholders
(Delaney 1989). Other studies show that law generates particular organizational features, such as afﬁrmative action policies (Edelman and Petterson
1999) or the “poison pill” takeover defense (Powell 1993; Davis 1991). Yet other research suggests
that law codiﬁes ground rules for entire organizational forms. For example, law helped to construct
the modern limited-liability corporation (Coleman
1974, 1990; Seavoy 1982; Roy 1990; Creighton
1990; Klein and Majewski 1992) and to shape the
boundaries between, and forms of, private ﬁrms,
public agencies, collective enterprises, and nonproﬁt organizations (Nee 1992; Hansmann 1996;
Campbell and Lindberg 1990).
There is much empirical research showing that
the rise of the regulatory state and cross-national
differences in its form and content are bound up
with the creation of new occupational categories
in the economy. Edelman (1992), Edelman, Uggen, and Erlanger (1999) and Edelman, Fuller,
and Mara-Drita (2001) show that the post-1964
American regulatory state gave rise to the professional roles of diversity trainer and affirmative action officer. Similarly, Jacoby (1985), Sutton et
al. (1994), Dobbin and Sutton (1998), and
Baron, Dobbin, and Jennings (1986), highlight
how legal changes both before and especially after
World War II influenced growth of the personnel
profession in the United States. Stryker (1994)
emphasizes how “technocratization” of law in
regulatory states created new occupational roles,
such as the professional expert witness, for scientists. Halliday (1987) shows that changing capacities of the American state influenced the collective identity of the American legal profession over
time. Finally, Rueschemeyer (1986) highlights
differences in state structures in the United
States, Germany, Britain, and Japan that resulted
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in cross-national variation in these countries’ legal
professions.
At the most fundamental level, the constitutive
legal environment profoundly shapes social norms
about human agency, responsibility, and accountability (Lempert and Sanders 1986). Likewise, it
shapes concepts of economic rationality and efﬁciency, offering basic logics that seep into the culture and infrastructure of social interaction within
organizations. In a now classic article, Meyer and
Rowan (1977) emphasized that both modern organizations and modern law embrace a logic of
legal rationality, or the importance of general and
distinctively legal rules. Legal rationality is not entirely the product of formal law; formal-legal and
organizational actors interact in ways that reinforce
the logic of legal rationality in both law and the
economy, generating lawlike ideas of industrial citizenship (Selznick 1969) and fairness (Edelman
1990).
As we discussed in prior sections, research by
Edelman and her colleagues (e.g., Edelman 1992;
Edelman, Uggen, and Erlanger 1999) elucidates
institutional mechanisms through which constitutive legal environments work. Edelman (Edelman,
Uggen, and Erlanger 1999; Edelman, Fuller, and
Mara-Drita, 2001) describe reciprocal meaning-attribution processes through which economic and
formal-legal actors interact to make their world.
Managers and professionals in organizations construct the meaning of compliance, and courts incorporate these interpretations into the meaning of
formal law. In all this research, endogeneity of law
works by infusing into the law evolving ideas of justice, legality, and rationality in the economic realm.
Edelman, Uggen, and Erlanger (1999) show
that ideas about good-faith efforts at compliance
and rational organizational governance that were
devised by organizations in response to the overt
politics of the civil rights movement and attendant
civil rights legislation in the 1960s were uncritically accepted as rational and just by courts in the
1980s. And Edelman, Fuller, and Mara-Drita
(2001) show that ideas about civil rights were
transformed in the context of managerial rhetoric
about diversity. Similarly, courts tend to accept
ideas about “rational” economic behavior that
originate in economic ﬁelds, thus legitimating organizational practices such as word-of-mouth hiring, accent and language requirements, dress codes,
internal labor market procedures, and marketbased pay rates (Edelman 2002; Edelman, Uggen,
and Erlanger 1999; Nelson and Bridges 1999).
Research on the constitutive environment, then,
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suggests that because of the overlap between economic and legal ﬁelds, ideas about the rationality
of economic institutions that develop within economic ﬁelds ﬂow easily into legal ﬁelds. Thus when
employers cite the “efﬁciency” of particular practices, courts tend to accept that logic as legitimate
and to overlook the role of these practices in perpetuating disadvantage for groups that the law
views as requiring extra protection. For example,
word-of-mouth hiring often severely disadvantages
racial minorities (Kirschenman and Neckerman
1991), historical race and gender stereotypes are
perpetuated through apparently neutral internal
labor market job categorizations (Baron 1991),
and internal grievance procedures may legitimate
discriminatory practices (Edelman, Erlanger, and
Lande 1993).
While much of the work of the constitutive environment occurs through subtle institutional
processes, overt politics also play a role as organizations and lawyers seek to construct their legal
environments through litigation and lobbying—
often devising new conceptual categories or manipulating legal symbols for political advantage
(Powell 1993; Suchman 1995). For example, employers successfully defended Title VII discrimination claims based on comparable worth principles,
by mobilizing taken-for-granted market logics to
argue against their own responsibility and legal liability (England 1993). Similarly, employers successfully mobilized such logics in equal pay litigation, diminishing the resource value of equal pay
legislation for American women (Nelson and
Bridges 1999). Yeager (1990) shows that takenfor-granted notions of the worthiness of private
business activity led regulators to treat environmental crime as less deserving of moral disapprobation than street crime, and thus to weaken environmental enforcement.
In short, political and institutional processes operate in tandem to produce meanings that are
shared across legal and economic ﬁelds.10 Research
on the constitutive environment highlights “the
limits of law.” While court adjudication is a realm
for overt resource mobilization, as is the contestation and negotiation between regulatory agencies
and regulated parties, taken-for-granted assumptions shape how these conﬂicts are framed and may
limit the impact of regulation. More generally, research suggests that the constitutive legal environment plays a critical role in shaping facilitative and
regulatory legal environments. The cross-fertilization of ideas at the intersection of legal and economic ﬁelds provides fodder for new ways of em-

ploying law in economic transactions and new ways
of responding to or circumventing regulation.
Further research on the constitutive environment should explore the interplay between overt
political contestation of meanings and more covert
institutional diffusion of meanings. It may be that
we should expect an overt politics of law to dominate in periods of economic or political crisis, while
institutional processes dominate during periods of
more routine response to law. At the same time,
both theoretical and empirical work show that
overt politics are not banished in “more routine”
settings, but rather contained within substantive
and procedural limits (Stryker 1994, 1996).
Research should also examine cross-national differences in the meanings attributed to legal constructs. Legal concepts may be expressed in superﬁcially similar language, yet have a long history of
diverse meanings across contexts. For example, the
meaning of employment in Britain simply denotes
an occupation undertaken for remuneration and
subordinate to an employer. It does not imply any
rights of protection whereas the French emploi
(employment) does invoke norms of protection
(Clarke, Gijsel, and Janssen 2000).

CONCLUSION
The framework that we have developed in this
chapter offers a sociological approach to the interplay of law and the economy. It builds on classical
social theory—in particular the work of Max
Weber—and on the broader notion of law as legality that is central to the sociology of law. The central tenet of our approach is the endogeneity of
both law and the economy: legality derives meaning from and sustains economic structures, action,
and power, while economic structures, action, and
power draw on and reconstitute legality. The reciprocal construction and reconstruction of law
and the economy occurs at the intersection of legal
and economic ﬁelds, which are social realms that
are centered upon legal and economic institutions,
respectively. We identify two processes that promote this endogeneity: institutional processes that
involve taken-for-granted meanings, and political
contests and power struggles that involve overt
conﬂict. The two are interrelated in multiple ways:
for example, institutionalized rituals and taken-forgranted routines shape interests and coalitions and
help to deﬁne the boundaries of disputes; actors
mobilize institutionalized rituals and models as
symbolic resources for political struggles; political
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shifts may disrupt institutionalized patterns and
allow new institutional processes to arise. The interaction of institutional and political processes
helps to explain both stability and change in legal
and economic ﬁelds.
To review extant knowledge about the interplay
of law and the economy, we used Edelman and
Suchman’s (1997) typology of legal environments.
The three facets of legal environments that we discussed represent different aspects of intersection
between legal and economic ﬁelds and further illuminate how legality and market logics may be mutually constitutive through institutional and political processes.
The facilitative legal environment is the realm of
procedure. Here law provides a set of tools, norms,
and routines that shapes the form of economic action. And conversely, economic strategies and political interests shape the range of legal tools that
are available and conventions about how and
under what conditions these tools are used. The facilitative legal environment is simultaneously a set
of institutionalized conventions that shape the use
of law and a set of resources that may be mobilized
in power struggles over market share, occupational boundaries, the use of technology, conditions of
labor, and many other elements of economic life.
The regulatory legal environment is the realm of
normative social control. Here law operates both
as a set of incentives and disincentives and as a set
of normative ideals that shape the behavior of ﬁrms.
In contrast to accounts that see regulation as an
exogenous force to which organizations respond,
our model suggests that the norms embodied by
the regulatory environment are responsive to the
everyday problems and institutionalized rituals of
economic life and that they are often the subject of
battles between industries, labor and management,
and other economic constituencies. Political lobbying, regulatory capture, structural networks, and
social movements render the regulatory legal environment as much the product as the producer of
economic life.
The constitutive legal environment is the realm
of meaning-making, symbols, and culture. Institutional processes within the constitutive legal environment powerfully bind the logics of legal and
economic ﬁelds as legal language and constructs
shape the form and basis of capitalism and capitalist logics shape legal conceptions of fairness, efﬁciency, rationality, and business necessity. But
political processes are also operative as opposing
forces contest the meaning of law and justice.
In all three types of legal environments, we em-
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phasized both the overt and covert exercise of
power. We showed how the interplay of these two
forms of power contributed to the complex and
sometimes contradictory nature of the role that law
plays in overlapping legal and economic ﬁelds. Capitalist political economies are characterized both by
opportunities for enhanced justice and by the “limits of law.” The openings that law provides to increase the well-being of disadvantaged economic
actors are circumscribed in ways that keep fundamental asymmetries of economic power intact.
While the three facets of legal environments are
presented as analytically distinct ideal types, any
empirical situation (say, ﬁrms responding to antitrust law or unions responding to labor law) is likely to involve multiple facets at once. More important, the three types of legal environments affect
each other through interrelated institutional and
political processes. Changes in the constitutive
legal environment affect the legal tools available
through the facilitative environment and the meaning of rules in the regulatory environment, and the
reverse is true as well. Regulation is itself a facilitative tool in some contexts as industries seek to control competition through rate regulation or tariffs
or antitrust maneuvers. And the facilitative environment shapes the constitutive and regulatory environments, as the creative use of legal procedures
often generates new symbols, meanings, norms,
principles, and substantive rules.
The political-institutional model we propose has
signiﬁcant implications for economic sociology.
First and foremost, our model suggests that the insights of economic sociology on the social embeddedness of markets must be extended to law. While
law may operate under some circumstances as an
exogenous shock to economic ﬁelds, law and legality are more often both produced by and a
product of economic constructions. Most obviously, economic actors lobby and litigate for particular
legal rules and administrative interpretations of
rules. Somewhat less obviously, judicial constructions of law necessarily reﬂect conceptions of rationality, efﬁciency, fairness, and compliance that
are tested, contested, institutionalized, and sometimes fractured within economic ﬁelds. Lawyers,
judges, personnel professionals, employers, and employees act as conduits of institutionalized ideas
and as contestants in political battles to shape the
meaning of law in overlapping legal and economic
ﬁelds. It is therefore critical that economic sociology treat law not as a force outside of the socially
embedded economy but rather as a force within,
and a product of, that economy. Ordinarily, legal
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and economic ﬁelds will be mutually endogenous,
through a reciprocal, causal dynamic that is, at
once, institutional and political.
Our model also stands as a sociological alternative to law and economics scholarship. We incorporate the notion from economic sociology that
markets should be understood not as the interaction of individual preference-maximizing rational
actors but rather as social ﬁelds in which ideas
about rationality are collectively deﬁned and institutionalized. But by also incorporating a broader
notion of law as legality manifested in institutionalized social ﬁelds overlapping with economic
ﬁelds, we challenge the idea that “economic rationality” can be understood apart from its lawrelated social construction.
Law both incorporates and reinforces economic
understandings of rational action, and of the preferences that economic models usually treat as exogenous. Rather than providing a context within which
actors make “rational choices,” law tends to reify
ideas of rationality that predominate in economic
ﬁelds. To the extent that institutionalized ideas in
economic ﬁelds bolster the power of capitalists over
workers or support organizational practices that discriminate against minorities and women, law tends
to legitimate those power relations. Extraordinary
conditions, such as economic crises and depressions,
and massive crises of political legitimacy coupled
with sustained social movement pressure from
below, loosen the taken-for-grantedness of prior
economic routines. This creates somewhat larger
openings for the disadvantaged to inﬂuence institutionalization in intersecting legal and economic
ﬁelds. Short of such extraordinary conditions, law in
capitalist political economies tends to legitimate and
reify the status and power hierarchies that are played
out in economic life.

NOTES
1. Preferences, moreover, are often understood as “revealed” through an individual’s choices. Thus the actions
that individuals take are assumed to reveal their preferences
irrespective of social constraints that may shape individual
actions, rendering the revealed preference theory tautological (Gould 1992). Choices that appear to deviate from rationality, moreover, tend to be explained as involving the
maximization of a different dimension or are attributed to
lack of information.
2. Economists deﬁne Pareto efﬁciency as the condition
where no person can be made better (according to his own
preferences) without another person being made worse off.
A variant, Kaldor-Hicks efﬁciency, holds that some persons
could be made better off if they would at least in theory be

willing to compensate those who are made worse off (Cooter and Ulen 2000).
3. Recently, some law and economics scholars have begun
to elaborate neoclassical economic theory to posit endogenous preferences (Dau-Schmidt 1990; Sunstein 1993). Although these accounts come considerably closer to recognizing the social embeddedness of economic action, they
generally recognize the role of law but not of culture in
shaping preferences, and they retain the assumption of preference-maximizing rational actors.
4. Building on the Progressive Era tradition, Rose-Ackerman’s (1988, 343) “reformist law and economics” takes
issue with dominant strands of contemporary law and economics. While operating within the basic paradigm of economic theory and retaining methodological individualism,
Rose-Ackerman does not presume the primacy of existing
property rights distributions or the superiority of common
law to legislation.
5. There are multiple strands of institutional theory in
sociology, and each conceptualizes institutions and institutional processes somewhat differently (see Scott 2003;
Stryker 2003). Those who emphasize how state institutions shape the relationship between politics and policies
sometimes call themselves political or historical institutionalists. Neoinstitutionalists of organization have been
criticized for insufficiently attending to political conflicts,
but some have emphasized such conflicts (see Powell and
DiMaggio 1991; Stryker 2000a). To enhance the analytic
clarity and utility of our framework, we provide particular conceptualizations of “institutional” and “political”
processes, highlighting the two as distinct social (and
causal) mechanisms. However, because broader traditions
labeled institutional and political intersect, some of the literature we cite can be appropriated fairly by either or both
traditions.
6. Prior to the 1970s, most work in organization theory
focused on organizations as the key unit of analysis and conceptualized organizations as rational and goal-oriented. Consistent with much thinking in economics, scholars sought to
understand how organizations could most efﬁciently respond
to their technological needs, hire and manage labor, and manage competition (Blau and Scott 1962; Thompson 1967;
Pfeffer and Salancik 1978; see Scott 2003 for a review).
7. Debating issues such as the “relative autonomy of the
state,” neo-Marxist political sociology in the 1960s and
1970s provided a foundational set of concepts and social
mechanisms to specify possibilities and limits of progressive
social reform in democratic capitalism (e.g., Miliband 1969;
Poulantzas 1973; Offe 1975; Therborn 1978; Block 1987).
Causal mechanisms often were divided into those considered “instrumental” and those considered “structural.” The
former operated through overt resource mobilization,
whereas the latter operated covertly, including through capital’s ideological hegemony. Structural mechanisms also depended on the fact that capitalist states were excluded from
private economic production, but depended on capital accumulation in the private economy for their capacity and legitimacy in governing.
8. For a more complete summary of this argument, including extended elaboration of examples, see Stryker 2003.
The legal history literature makes much the same points
about the constitutive power of law as do sociologists of law
who emphasize law as legality.
9. Fligstein (2001) recognizes that law as a dependent
variable varies according to the balance of power among diverse political-economic actors. But his 2001 book does not
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recognize that legal and economic forms, norms, and ﬁelds
are intricately intertwined in an endogenous system.
10. Interestingly, post-Coasean law and economics scholarship implicitly incorporates elements of the constitutive
environment without appreciating its full implications. For
example, law and economics scholars note that law may affect the relative appeal of “constituting” market contracts as
opposed to hierarchical organization through its impact on
bargaining costs or “transaction costs” (Williamson 1975,
1981, 1985, 1991; Posner 1972; Masten 1990). Likewise,
law in many ways constitutes the market and the economy
by establishing property rights and other rules that affect the
power balance among economic actors (Campbell and Lindberg 1990). Yet law and economics scholars do not recognize the social construction of economic rationality and of
economic efﬁciency. The social construction of efﬁciency is
a clear implication of our explicit development of the ideas
of the constitutive legal environment and the mutual endogeneity of law and the economy.
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24 Welfare States and the Economy
Evelyne Huber and John D. Stephens

The literature on welfare states or, more modestly, systems of social protection, has expanded
rapidly over the past few decades. Since the publication of the ﬁrst edition of this handbook, major
progress has been made in three research areas: the
relationship between welfare states and production
regimes, gendered determinants and outcomes of
welfare state regimes, and the distributive outcomes of welfare states. Esping-Andersen ended
his chapter in the ﬁrst edition with a call for an embedded approach to the study of welfare states, for
a relational analysis of the welfare state–economy
nexus. Two developments have contributed to the
advancement of such an approach: progress in research on production regimes in advanced industrial societies, and the dramatic impact of economic transformations on the systems of social
protection in former Communist countries and in
Latin America. Progress in research on the gender
dimension of the welfare state–economy nexus has
been spurred by changes in demographic structures, particularly falling fertility rates and the decline of the traditional male breadwinner family
that had been at the center of many welfare state
programs. Finally, progress in research on distributive outcomes has been heavily driven by the
greater availability of reliable and comparable data
and new statistical techniques, speciﬁcally the Luxembourg Income Study and techniques for the
analysis of unbalanced panel data.
Of course, the progress made in the 1990s was
possible because researchers could build on knowledge accumulated by previous studies of welfare
states, spanning a quarter-century. These earlier
studies had taken the form of quantitative analyses
on the one hand and case studies or comparative
analyses of a small number of cases on the other
hand. The former had begun with a focus on the
determinants of welfare state expenditures (Wilensky 1975; Stephens 1979; Korpi 1983) and gradually added measures of speciﬁc beneﬁts and public
employment (Myles 1984; Pampel and Williamson
1989). The latter progressed from comparing welfare states in two or three countries or individual

welfare state programs in a larger number of countries to studying conﬁgurations of programs or
welfare state regimes in the universe of advanced
industrial democracies (Esping-Andersen 1990).

THEORIES OF WELFARE STATE FORMATION AND
RETRENCHMENT
Theories of welfare state formation can be
grouped into three categories, according to the
emphasis they put on clusters of causal variables:
the logic of industrialism, state-centric, and political class struggle approaches.1 The authors proposing the logic of industrialism approach argued that
industrialization and urbanization broke up traditional systems of social protection through the family and local communities and required the state to
take on the responsibility for the welfare of industrial workers. At the same time, the growing afﬂuence resulting from advances in industrialization
made resources available to the state to perform
these functions. Thus, both the growth and crossnational differences in welfare state effort could be
explained by industrialization and its demographic
and social organizational consequences (Wilensky
1975; Pampel and Williamson 1989). A related inﬂuential point of view held that economic openness caused vulnerability of workers to external
shocks and thus led governments to build extensive systems of social protection (Cameron 1978).
Since small countries generally had a higher degree
of economic openness, welfare states grew particularly generous there (Katzenstein 1985).
The state-centric approach is internally quite diverse, with some authors focusing on the initiatives
of state bureaucrats who were assumed to have a
high degree of autonomy (Heclo 1974), and others on state capacity, state structure, and policy
legacies (Skocpol 1988; Weir, Orloff, and Skocpol
1988; Immergut 1992; Orloff 1993a; Amenta
1998; Maioni 1998). In this perspective, crossnational differences in the development of comprehensive welfare state programs are a result of
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differential state capacity, the degree of power dispersion and the consequent availability of veto
points, and the structure of welfare state programs
set at their origin, before the period of expansion.
The political class struggle approach—also known
as power resources approach (Korpi 1980, 1983)—
is based on the premise that state policy is heavily
shaped by the distribution of power in civil society
and in government. The balance of power between
organized labor and left-wing parties on the one
hand, and capital and center and right-wing parties
on the other hand accounts for the extent of government correction of market outcomes through
the welfare state (Stephens 1979; Castles 1982;
Hicks and Swank 1984; Myles 1984; EspingAndersen 1985, 1990; Korpi 1989). The focus on
incumbency produced early on the insight that
Christian democracy is also associated with generous welfare states but with a less progressive
proﬁle than welfare states built under left or social
democratic auspices (Stephens 1979; Wilensky
1981).
There is some theoretical overlap among these
perspectives. The political class struggle perspective emphasizes density and centralization of labor
organization, and centralization of collective bargaining, along with strength of prolabor parties as
indicators of left or labor power. Density and centralization of labor organization, or labor strength,
is also seen as a cause of corporatism, that is, institutionalized tripartite consultation between capital, labor, and the government on essential policy
issues (Stephens 1979; Western 1991). Corporatism, then, has been treated as an institutional variable that, once established, becomes a cause of
welfare state expansion in its own right (Hicks 1999;
Swank 2002; Wilensky 2002). Since these dimensions of left/labor power are so closely related, it is
impossible to adjudicate the competing theoretical
claims on statistical grounds. Comparative historical evidence indicates that incumbency of left parties is crucial for welfare state development (Huber
and Stephens 2001a).
Quantitative studies have found that variables
emphasized in all three theoretical schools are statistically signiﬁcant predictors of welfare state effort (Huber, Ragin, and Stephens 1993; Hicks
1999; Swank 2002). Demographic variables matter because, at any given level of entitlements, a
larger number of old people or the unemployed
drives up expenditures. Level of GDP per capita, as
a measure of economic development, tends not to
explain much variation in welfare state effort
among advanced industrial democracies, but if the
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comparison encompasses developing countries, then
its importance increases. The provision of multiple
veto points in the constitutional structure, that is,
dispersion of power through presidentialism,
strong bicameralism, federalism, and popular referenda, is one of the most consistent and important
obstacles to expansion of welfare state effort
(Huber and Stephens 2001a). Finally, the strength
of organized labor and length of incumbency of
left-wing or Christian democratic parties is associated in a highly consistent and signiﬁcant manner
with various dimensions of welfare state effort.
Focusing on dimensions of welfare state effort,
or on social rights directly, rather than simply on
aggregate welfare state spending, was the key to
Esping-Andersen’s (1990) seminal contribution of
the concept of welfare state regimes. He built on
other, in part common, efforts to measure social
rights and explain their determinants (Myles 1984;
Korpi 1989), and he identiﬁed different dimensions or characteristics of the way in which welfare
states provide social rights. He argued that these
dimensions or characteristics were linked in systematic patterns and clustered around three types,
a social democratic or institutional type, a conservative or “corporativistic” type, and a liberal or
residual type. With some modiﬁcations, speciﬁcally the renaming of the conservative as Christian
democratic type and the addition of a fourth wage
earner welfare state regime (Castles and Mitchell
1993) and sometimes a ﬁfth southern European
regime (Leibfried 1992; Ferrera 1996), this typology has shaped most subsequent research.
Social democratic welfare state regimes are characterized by universalism in coverage and in the
nature of beneﬁts, by rights to a large array of beneﬁts based on citizenship or (more recently) residence, and by public provision of a large array of
services. Christian democratic welfare states are
characterized by universalism in coverage but (at
least historically) with different beneﬁts under different programs, by rights to beneﬁts based on employment categories, and by public ﬁnancing of
privately provided services. Liberal welfare states
are characterized by partial or residual coverage
with different beneﬁts, by rights to most beneﬁts
based on need and thus means testing, and by the
scarcity of publicly provided or ﬁnanced social services. These regime types correspond to value
commitments and particular views on the desirable
relationship between state, market, community,
and family. The social democratic type reﬂects the
values of solidarity and equality, and the view that
the state is charged with counteracting market
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forces to realize these values. The Christian democratic type reﬂects the Catholic doctrine of harmony and subsidiarity, where the state is charged with
keeping people out of poverty but not changing
the social order, and with performing only the
functions that are not performed well by the family or civil society (van Kersbergen 1995). The liberal type reﬂects the values of individual responsibility and efﬁciency, and the view that the state
should primarily rely on market forces and work
with these forces to prevent destitution and provide essential social services. The groups of countries corresponding to the three regime types are
the Nordic countries, the continental European
countries, and the Anglo-American countries, respectively. In reality, of course, several countries
have somewhat mixed welfare state characteristics,
reﬂecting the inﬂuence of different political forces
involved in their formation.
The main theoretical contribution from a feminist perspective was to draw attention to the fact
that these welfare state typologies were essentially
built on the assumption of standard citizens, with
low, average, or high earnings, and that this assumption ﬁt predominantly males. Gender did not
ﬁgure as a dimension in the original conceptualization of welfare state regimes, and it was obviously
crucial to understanding gender-speciﬁc impacts of
these regimes (Orloff 1993b). A number of studies
have investigated the extent to which regime types
are useful in explaining systematic differences in
outcomes for women (Lewis 1992; Hobson 1994;
Orloff 1997; Sainsbury 1999), and though there is
no real consensus, considerable evidence supports
the usefulness of the regime approach. Numerous
studies have also investigated the role of women’s
mobilization and pressures for welfare state expansion, or what Hernes (1987) called women-friendly
policies (Jenson and Mahon 1993; Lewis 1994;
Hill and Tigges 1995; Stetson and Mazur 1995;
Hobson and Lindholm 1997; Bergquist 1998;
O’Connor, Orloff, and Shaver 1999). Most of their
ﬁndings are compatible with a power resources approach, but power based on gender mobilization,
not on class. Generally, progress in policies promoting gender equity was the result of women organizing inside and outside of political parties, in
independent women’s movements, and of fostering
a commitment to the goal of gender equity within
incumbent left-wing parties.
Whether the traditional theories of welfare state
formation are also useful for an analysis of the period of welfare state retrenchment or defense, which
began in the 1980s, is a contested issue. Pierson

(1994, 1996) has argued for a “new politics of the
welfare state,” and indeed quantitative studies have
shown that the magnitude of partisan effects decreased greatly (Stephens, Huber, and Ray 1999).
In the context of slower economic growth than in
the ﬁrst three decades after World War II, higher
unemployment, comprehensive and mature welfare state programs and consequent high expenditures, both the Left and the Right have been constrained in their reform efforts. The Right has been
constrained in efforts to cut welfare state entitlements signiﬁcantly, because the entitlements that
affect large numbers of people are widely popular.
The Left has been constrained in efforts to expand
entitlements because raising taxes has not been
popular and deﬁcit ﬁnancing out of the question.
Still, in qualitative studies differences between governments of different color remain visible; rightwing governments have been more likely to push
an agenda of welfare state austerity and tax cuts,
whereas left-wing governments have been more intent on protecting entitlements (Huber and Stephens 2001a). Demographic and state structure
variables have remained important as well, but
have tended to work in the opposite direction from
the one during the period of welfare state expansion. Whereas multiple veto points had slowed
down expansion, now they have slowed down retrenchment (Bonoli and Mach 2000). Whereas
episodes of high unemployment had given the impetus for improvements in unemployment insurance, now sustained levels of higher unemployment
have given the impetus for cuts in entitlements.
Among the developing areas of the world, Latin
America has seen the strongest thrust toward
welfare state development. By 1980 the most advanced countries had systems of social protection
that could be called welfare states.2 The volume of
literature on the formation of welfare states in
Latin America is small, and a theoretical debate is
largely absent. A number of studies describe the
evolution of systems of social protection, but they
tend to focus on economic and organizational aspects and neglect to ask why systems were formed
in a certain way (Mesa-Lago 1978, 1989; Raczynski 1994). The picture that emerges from these
studies is one of highly fragmented and often inegalitarian systems, where entitlements were based
on the insurance principle and differed greatly between occupational categories. The main programs
were old-age and disability pensions and health
care insurance, and in some countries family allowances. These systems resembled the Christian
democratic type characteristic of continental Eu-
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rope, but were much less generous and more inegalitarian and restricted in coverage. Coverage depended on employment in the formal sector, and
the rural and informal sectors were very large in
most of these countries, with the result that in the
vast majority of countries less than 60 percent of
the population had coverage as of 1980.
Most studies of social policy formation emphasize preemptive, or paternalistic, action on the part
of the state to incorporate the most important occupational groups and gain their political support
(Mesa-Lago 1978; Malloy 1979; Spalding 1978).
Another perspective emphasizes diffusion of models of social insurance from more advanced countries via international organizations, particularly
the International Labor Ofﬁce (ILO) (Collier and
Messik 1975). However, there was clearly differential adoption of these models, and this variation
needs to be explained. Even under authoritarian
rule, the strength and political importance of pressure groups mattered, and thus to understand the
expansion of social protection to a large part of the
population, the mobilization capacity of organized
labor and its importance as a support base of governments have to be taken into account (Dion
2002). Coverage expanded most during periods of
strong growth of import substitution industrialization (ISI) behind high tariff walls and with strong
government intervention in capital markets to support industrialization. These were periods of growth
of the industrial labor force and often also of labor
movements. Labor organization and mobilization
is most likely to grow under democratic regimes,
speciﬁcally in the presence of strong reformist parties, and under authoritarian leaders who deliberately promote labor organization.3 Indeed, of the
ﬁve Latin American countries (not counting Cuba)
with most extensive coverage of social security,
that is, above 60 percent of the population as of
1980, three had the longest democratic experiences and comparatively strong reformist parties
(Uruguay, Chile, Costa Rica), and two had historical episodes of leaders attempting to build organized labor into a power base (Perón in Argentina,
Vargas in Brazil). Compared to Europe, then, the
much lower size and generosity of Latin American
systems of social protection can be attributed to a
combination of lower levels of industrialization,
the scarcity of democratic periods, and the weaker
position of reformist parties and organized labor.4
Theoretical accounts of retrenchment of systems
of social protection in Latin America, which has
been much more dramatic than in advanced industrial democracies, have emphasized the debt crisis
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and consequent economic transformations as common causes. They have explained differences between countries in the extent and nature of social
policy reforms with the extent of liberalization of
markets for goods and capital, power concentration in the hands of the executive versus fragmentation of political institutions and power, the inﬂuence of international ﬁnancial institutions (IFIs),
speciﬁcally the International Monetary Fund, the
World Bank, and the Inter-American Development
Bank, the ﬁnancial pressures on the established systems, policy legacies, and the balance of power between proponents (large capital interests, technocrats, executives) and opponents (organized labor,
pensioners, the political Left) of reforms, with emphasis on these different factors varying by author
(Weyland 2002; Huber 1996, forthcoming; Kay
1998; Madrid 2002; Dion 2002).
A ﬁnal theoretical perspective to be considered is
the economic one. This literature does not really
address theoretical questions of the causes of welfare state formation and of cross-national differences in welfare state design. The classical liberal
and neoliberal perspectives take a normative position, that market allocation should not be distorted by state intervention, and they claim that there
is a fundamental trade-off between equity and efﬁciency (Okun 1975). In particular, they argue that
state intervention and redistribution distort incentives and thus efﬁciency of resource allocation
(Lindbeck 1994). Less dogmatic economists distinguish between the goals of welfare states, which
they attribute to the realm of politics or norms,
and the means by which these goals are to be
achieved, which they regard as a technical question
and the proper ﬁeld of study for economics (Barr
1998). There is considerable research on the effects, as disincentives to work, of generous social
safety nets in the case of sickness and unemployment, but the ﬁndings are often ambiguous and
weak (Atkinson and Mogensen 1993; Atkinson
and Mickelwright 1991).

WELFARE STATES, PRODUCTION REGIMES, AND
GLOBALIZATION
As we have mentioned, by the early 1990s, a
number of authors had noted that there was strong
afﬁnity and perhaps a causal relationship between
corporatism, often indexed by the degree of bargaining centralization, and welfare state generosity.
Esping-Andersen (1990) and Kolberg and EspingAndersen (1992) drew attention to other links be-
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tween labor market arrangements and welfare state
types: high levels of public social service employment and of female labor force participation in the
social democratic welfare states, high levels of private service employment in liberal welfare states,
low levels of service employment and female employment in Christian democratic welfare states,
and high levels of early retirement in Christian
democratic welfare states. In the course of the
1990s, a new line of thinking, the varieties of capitalism approach, emerged that stressed other dimensions of variation among advanced capitalist
economies (e.g., Soskice 1990, 1999; Albert 1991,
Hollingsworth, Schmitter, and Streek 1994; Hollingsworth and Boyer 1997).
The most inﬂuential typology has been that of
Soskice (1999; Hall and Soskice 2001). Soskice
shifts from the focus on unions and union confederations characteristic of the corporatism literature
to a focus on employers and ﬁrms and their capacity to coordinate their actions. In his view, employer organization takes three distinctive forms:
coordination at the industry or subindustry level in
Germany and in most northern European economies (industry-coordinated market economies;
CMEs); coordination among groups of companies
across industries in Japan and Korea (group coordinated market economies); or absence of coordination in the deregulated systems of the AngloAmerican countries (liberal market economies;
LMEs). In coordinated economies, employers are
able to organize collectively in training their labor
force, sharing technology, providing export marketing services and advice for R & D and for product innovation, setting product standards, and bargaining with employees. The capacity for collective
action on the part of employers shapes stable patterns of economic governance encompassing a
country’s ﬁnancial system, its vocational training,
and its system of industrial relations. In liberal
market economies, in contrast to both types of coordinated economy, training for lower-level workers is not undertaken by private business and is
generally ineffective. Bank-industry ties are weak,
and industries have to rely on competitive markets
to raise capital.
It is obvious that theses types of production
regimes are associated with Esping-Andersen’s
types of welfare state regimes. Moreover, it is arguable that there is at least a “mutually enabling
ﬁt” between the welfare state and production
regimes types (Huber and Stephens 2001a, chap.
4): Speciﬁcally, wage levels and beneﬁt levels have
to ﬁt, and labor market and social policies have to

be in accord such as not to create perverse incentives. In addition, the type of production for the
world market has to ﬁt with the qualiﬁcation of the
labor force and with wage and beneﬁt levels. In
CMEs, business-labor-government coordination
in R & D, training, and wage setting makes it possible to engage in high-quality production and
thus to sustain high wages and a high social wage.
Recent work suggests an even tighter ﬁt between
welfare state and production regimes. Iversen and
Soskice (2001) argue that the industry- and ﬁrmspeciﬁc nature of many of the skills acquired in vocational education systems characteristic of CMEs
results in higher support for social spending as
workers with these skills are vulnerable to longer
spells of unemployment and to loss of income if
forced to move between jobs with different skill
requirements (also see Estevez-Abe, Iversen, and
Soskice 2001). In their view, employers as well as
workers have an interest in such social spending
because it insures that workers will in fact invest in
acquisition of the speciﬁc skills that the employers
require. Swenson (2002) also argues that the varying interests of cross-class coalitions of employers
and workers account for differences in social policy. He argues that in Sweden employers and workers both supported the expansion of social insurance because social insurance removes private
employer beneﬁts from wage competition.
This recent work would appear to sharply conﬂict with power resources theory, which is widely
perceived by comparative welfare states specialists
(e.g., see Orloff 1993b; Myles and Quadagno
2002) to be the currently dominant explanation of
welfare state development. This is a dispute that is
unlikely to be resolved by statistical analysis because of the strong intercorrelations between the
potential causal factors. The centralization of employer confederations, the centralization of union
confederations, union density, long-term patterns
of partisan government, the extent of vocational
education, and various measures of welfare state effort are moderately to strongly correlated to each
other, and the multiple correlations of two or three
of these indicators with another of them are invariably extremely high.
The resolution of this debate will have to await
the kind of careful comparative historical work that
has been done on the development of the welfare
state but that has not been done on the development of production regimes. Thelen’s (2004) work
on the development of vocational training in Germany, Britain, Japan, and the United States is
probably indicative of the kind of answers such
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analyses will reveal. For example, she ﬁnds that the
German employers initially introduced the system
with the intention of dividing the nascent working-class movement, but that over the course of
the past hundred-odd years the system has been
progressively transformed by shifting coalitions of
labor market and political forces.5 The functional
ﬁt one observes by taking a single cut in time is,
she argues, quite misleading. It is our hunch that
the early organization of employers will ﬁgure as
an important factor in the development of coordinated market economies, as employer organization
as of 1914 identiﬁes post–World War II CMEs
quite well (Crouch 1993, 112; also see Hicks
1999, chap. 5). In dialectical fashion, employer organization seems to have stimulated union organization and centralization, which in turn increased
the political strength of the Left at a later period of
time (Stephens 1979; Kjellberg 1983). In the
postwar period, left party power facilitated union
organization and vice versa (Western 1997; Wallerstein 1989), and these two factors in turn propelled welfare state expansion. This kind of causal
account squares much better with the historical
record of consistent right-wing (the parties representing employer interests) opposition to tax increases for welfare state ﬁnancing than accounts
stressing employer-worker coalitions in support of
the welfare state.
It is important not to exaggerate the ﬁt between
welfare state and production regime. Above all,
CMEs are equally compatible with social democratic or Christian democratic welfare states, and
these two welfare state types have distinctive characteristics that have a major impact on their future
viability. As we have noted in passing above, the
social democratic welfare states are characterized
by very high levels of public health, education, and
welfare (HEW) employment. This high level of
public HEW employment is both a result and
cause of the high levels of women’s labor force participation. The growth of women’s labor force participation beginning in the 1960s stimulated demands by women for the expansion of day care and
other social services that, along with social democratic governance, helped fuel the growth of public social service sector employment. These public
social service jobs were ﬁlled very disproportionately by women, so this in turn stimulated a further
expansion of women’s labor force participation.
The continental Christian democratic welfare
states followed a quite different trajectory. Foreign
labor was imported in large numbers, arguably due
to a combination of Christian democratic empha-
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sis on the traditional male breadwinner family and
weaker union inﬂuence on labor recruitment policies. Moreover, in these countries, union contracts
cover a large proportion of the labor force, which
prevented a rapid expansion of a low-wage service
sector, a source of employment for women in liberal welfare states (Esping-Andersen 1990). As a
result, women’s labor force participation was the
lowest in the continental Christian democratic welfare states, of the three welfare state types.
A related difference between social democratic
and Christian democratic welfare states is the much
greater emphasis on active labor market measures
as a response to unemployment in the social democratic welfare states. By contrast, as mentioned
above, the Christian democratic welfare states have
tended to resort to labor supply reduction measures, such as early retirement and easy access to
disability pensions, in response to rising unemployment after 1973. Together these policy differences have resulted in much higher levels of labor
force participation of both men and women in social democratic welfare states.
Australia and New Zealand are generally classiﬁed as liberal market economies and liberal welfare
states in the varieties of capitalism and welfare state
literatures, which is a correct characterization of
the contemporary political economies of these countries. However, prior to the reform process initiated in the early eighties, these countries had distinctive systems of social protection, as Castles
(1985) has argued. In the nineteenth century, these
countries’ economies were dominated by exports
from the pastoral sector, later to be supplemented
by mineral exports in the Australian case. The industrial sector developed behind high tariff barriers;
thus these political economies were ISI economies
similar to Latin America. In the early twentieth
century, the labor movements of these countries,
which were very powerful by international standards, secured systems of compulsory arbitration
that delivered high “male breadwinner” wages and
later beneﬁts such as sick pay, which in other advanced capitalist countries were delivered by the
welfare states. Thus, these two countries resembled Latin America, as formal sector urban workers
received comparatively high wages and beneﬁts
due to protective tariffs, with the important difference that the informal sector was quite small compared to Latin America.
Production regimes in Latin America were characterized by extensive state intervention in all areas
of economic life up to the 1980s. As a result of the
depression, governments in the more advanced
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Latin American countries had become convinced
that they needed to promote domestic industrialization. They did so through high protective tariffs, subsidized credit from state development
banks, preferential allocation of foreign exchange,
and other kinds of incentives. Of course, ISI required signiﬁcant imports of capital goods and
other industrial inputs, which were ﬁnanced by raw
material exports. There were differences in the
timing of ISI and in the extent of state involvement, but virtually all countries followed this
model by the late 1960s. The social security systems for disability and old-age pensions and for
health care developed in tandem with ISI, as governments also became heavily involved in regulating labor relations and saw social security as a tool
to foster labor compliance. Financing depended
heavily on employer contributions, which were tolerable because they could be passed on to consumers in these highly protected markets. However, only in Uruguay did the percentage of the labor
force in industry surpass 30 percent by 1980; in
seven more countries the percentage was between
20 and 30 percent, and in the rest even lower
(World Bank 1982). Since most of agriculture and
the entire large informal part of the service sector
were without coverage, this is a good gauge of the
restricted reach of social protection.
In the last two decades, almost all advanced welfare states have experienced at least some retrenchment, reversing the trend of the previous three
decades, which was one of unprecedented welfare
state growth in all of these countries. Many journalists and political observers and some academics,
particularly economists, have attributed this retrenchment to “globalization,” the increasing economic openness of the national economies and integration of the world economy. In this view, the
emergence of a single global market and global
competition has reduced the political latitude for
action of national states and imposed neoliberal
policies on all governments. Proponents contend
that as markets for goods, capital, and, more recently, labor have become more open, all countries
have been exposed to more competition, and the
liabilities of state economic intervention and deviation from market-oriented “best practices” have
become more apparent because these raise the cost
of production. As capital markets have become
more open and capital controls increasingly unworkable, capital in these countries moves elsewhere in search of lower production costs. Thus,
governments must respond and reduce state intervention to stem the outﬂow of capital. There is

also a social democratic version of the globalization thesis, essentially an extension of the argument on the structural dependence of the state on
capital. In this view, the opening of international
capital markets beginning in the 1970s and accelerating in the 1980s and 1990s greatly increased
the power of capital to do “regime shopping” and
thus to force national states to retreat from effective interventionist policies and generous, egalitarian welfare state policies.
There is very little empirical evidence to support
the neoliberal version of the globalization thesis
(Garrett 1998; Swank 2002). The generous welfare states of northern Europe were developed in
economies that were always very open to trade and
very dependent on exports. Thus, for example, in
the midnineties, at the very moment when the
German and Swedish governments were cutting
welfare state beneﬁts, albeit modestly, the German
and Swedish export sectors were turning in outstanding performances. The absence of any relationship between exposed sector employment performance and the level of taxes and social security
contributions also argues against the thesis that
generous welfare states makes export industries
uncompetitive (Scharpf 2000, 78).
On the other hand, there is some evidence in
favor of the social democratic version of the globalization thesis. To identify the causes of retrenchment, we draw on case studies of 12 countries
(Huber and Stephens 2001a, chap. 7; Stephens,
Huber, and Ray 1999) as well as studies of additional countries in Scharpf and Schmidt 2000, thus
covering all but a few of the advanced industrial
democracies. These country studies indicate two different dynamics: ideologically driven cuts, which
occurred in only a few cases, and unemploymentdriven cuts, which were pervasive. The question
then becomes, what caused the increases in unemployment?6 As Glyn (1995) points out, it was not
the low level of job creation, since employment
growth after 1973 was as rapid as before. Rather,
rising labor force participation due to the entry of
women into the labor force is one proximate cause
of the increase in unemployment. As mentioned
previously, the inability of the Christian democratic welfare states to absorb this increase either
through an expansion of low-wage private service
employment as in the liberal welfare states or
through the expansion of public services as in the
social democratic welfare states is one reason why
the unemployment problem in these countries has
been particularly severe. The other proximate
cause is the lower levels of growth in the post-
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1973 period. This in turn can be linked in part to
lower levels of investment, which in turn can be
linked in part to lower levels of savings, to lower
levels of proﬁt, and to higher interest rates.
It is on this point that we ﬁnd some support for
the social democratic globalization thesis on the
negative impact of ﬁnancial market deregulation.
Real interest rates increased from 1.4 percent in
the sixties to 5.6 percent in the early nineties
(OECD 1995, 108). The deregulation of international and domestic ﬁnancial markets is partly responsible for this increase in interest rates.7 As a result of the elimination of controls on capital ﬂows
between countries, governments cannot control
both the interest rate and exchange rate. If a government decides to pursue a stable exchange rate,
it must accept the interest rate that is determined
by international ﬁnancial markets. As a result of
decontrol of domestic ﬁnancial markets (which was
in many cases stimulated by international ﬁnancial
deregulation), government’s ability to privilege
business investors over other borrowers also became more limited. Countries that relied on ﬁnancial control to target business investment were
particularly hard hit as businesses moved from a
situation in which real interest rates offered to
them via government subsidies, tax concessions,
and regulations were actually negative to a situation in which they had to pay the rates set by international markets. External ﬁnancial decontrol
also limits a government’s ability to employ ﬁscal
stimulation as a tool, as ﬁscal deﬁcits are considered risky by ﬁnancial markets and either require a
risk premium on interest rates or put downward
pressure on foreign exchange reserves. Thus, at least
a portion of the increase in unemployment can be
linked to globalization in the form of deregulated
capital markets.
There were only a few cases of large-scale ideologically driven cuts. The most dramatic were
Thatcher in Britain, the National (conservative)
government in New Zealand, and the Reagan administration in the United States. In the case of the
Reagan administration the cuts were focused on
cash and in-kind beneﬁts to the poor, a small but
highly vulnerable minority, while Social Security
was preserved by a large increase in the contributions. In any case, the United States cannot have
been said to have made a “system shift” if only because it already had the least generous welfare state
of any advanced industrial democracy. Only in
Britain and New Zealand could one speak of an actual system shift from welfare state regimes that
used to provide basic income security to welfare
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state regimes that are essentially residualist, relying
heavily on means testing. We argue that the exceptional nature of these two cases can be traced to
their political systems, which concentrate power
(unicameral or very weakly bicameral parliamentary governments in unitary political systems) and
make it possible to rule without a majority of popular support (single-member districts and plurality
elections that allow parties with a minority of votes
to enjoy large parliamentary majorities). Thus, in
both cases, the conservative governments were
able to pass legislation that was deeply unpopular.
In contrast to welfare states in advanced industrial societies, globalization had a dramatic impact
on systems of social protection in Latin America.
Globalization was a major contributor to the debt
crisis that spurred a transformation of the economies, a process largely guided by the international
ﬁnancial institutions, and economic transformation
in turn required reforms of the traditional social
security systems. The ISI model began to run into
balance-of-payments problems in the 1950s. It was
given a new lease on life in the 1970s because of
the easy availability of cheap loans on the expanding international capital markets. However, these
markets imposed rapidly rising interest rates in the
early 1980s, at the same time as commodity prices
fell. When the big international banks reacted to
solvency problems of some major debtors with a
complete stop of new lending, Latin America was
plunged into the debt crisis (Dornbusch 1989).
This crisis gave great leverage to the IFIs and the
American Treasury, and these institutions pushed
for a radical liberalization of the Latin American
economies. They were inﬂuential not only through
their imposition of conditionality on debt renegotiations (Stallings and Kaufman 1989; Kahler 1989),
but also because of another aspect of globalization,
the spread of educational circuits that brought talented Latin Americans to graduate schools in economics in the United States, where they absorbed
the hegemonic neoliberal view of the world. Many
of the leading government ofﬁcials shared such
backgrounds with ofﬁcials in the IFIs, and many
had worked for some time in the IFIs as well. This
facilitated the formation of networks involving
technocrats in the IFIS and national governments,
where reform ideas were discussed over long periods of time and the neoliberal solutions were advocated (Teichman 2001).
At ﬁrst, governments and IFIs were preoccupied
with economic stabilization and structural adjustment, but by the late 1980s, when the costs of the
crisis and the austerity and adjustment measures
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became clear, they developed an acute concern
with the political sustainability of reforms and thus
“adjustment with a human face.” The economic
austerity programs entailed devaluation, reduction
of public expenditures, wage freezes, and restrictive monetary policies. Together with the structural adjustment policies, they fundamentally transformed the Latin American production regimes.
The main points of the structural adjustment agenda were liberalization of markets for goods and
capital, privatization of state enterprises, and deregulation of all kinds of economic activity. On average, the countries in the region pushed ahead
rapidly with trade liberalization and ﬁnancial liberalization; less in privatization, and mixed in general deregulation. The average tariff rate was lowered
from 49 percent in the mid-1980s to 11 percent in
1999, and nontariff restrictions were reduced from
covering 38 percent of imports in the prereform
period to 6 percent of imports in the mid-1990s
(Lora 2001). Though these tariff levels remain higher than in advanced industrial countries, the lowering had a dramatic impact on many Latin American economies, particularly where it was done in a
very short period of time. Many enterprises went
bankrupt, which meant that many formal sector
jobs were lost. Liberalization of capital markets
stimulated signiﬁcant inﬂows of capital in the early
1990s, but also rendered the economies vulnerable
to rapid changes in investor conﬁdence and thus
renewed balance-of-payments crises.
Social expenditures had decreased as part of the
austerity programs. Unemployment had increased
greatly due to austerity-induced recession and liberalization of imports. The combination of high
inﬂation and high unemployment had played havoc
with the ﬁnancial base of the social security systems, and employers rebelled against high social
security contributions in the new open economic
environment.8 The reforms pushed by the IFIs included privatization of the pension systems and
large parts of the health care systems, decentralization of social services, and targeting of public expenditures on the poor, particularly through demand-driven social emergency funds. The degree
to which countries followed these prescriptions,
though, varied greatly, more so than in the economic reforms proper.
Chile implemented these reforms earlier and to
a greater extent than any other country under the
military dictatorship. Power was highly concentrated in the hands of Pinochet, and opposition
was dealt with ruthlessly. The neoliberal project
was attractive to the military not only for econom-

ic but also for political reasons, because it would
atomize civil society and remove the state as a target for collective action (Garretón 1989). In addition to slashing tariffs and ﬁnancial regulation and
privatizing a large number of state-controlled enterprises, the government fully privatized the pension system and transformed a large part of the
public into a private health insurance and delivery
system. The reduced public expenditures were targeted on preventive and nutritional programs and
a temporary employment program for the poor
(Raczynski 1994). In the wake of the high economic growth rates—and thus high rates of return
on the individual private pension accounts—
achieved in Chile from the mid-1980s to the mid1990s, the Chilean model became the poster child
for neoliberals and was held up as a model to emulate for other Latin American countries.
No other country carried out reforms quite as
rapidly and comprehensively as Chile. Argentina
under Menem moved very rapidly on economic reforms and on a plan to privatize social security, but
opposition was strong enough to force concessions
on keeping a public basic tier and leaving a large
part of the health insurance system under the control of the unions. Altogether, nine Latin American countries have implemented and a tenth has
legislated full or partial privatization of their pension system. In ﬁve cases, privatization was total
and the public system was closed down; in ﬁve
cases it was partial and the private system remained
a supplementary or a parallel option (Muller 2002).
Reforms in health care have been more heterogeneous, though in general the private sector has expanded its role, sometimes by design and sometimes by default as a result of serious underfunding
of the public system. In the 1980s, there was virtually no investment in public health care facilities,
and wages for public health care professionals declined precipitously. In the 1990s, most countries
raised their social expenditures, so that they increased from 10.4 percent of GDP to 13.1 percent
(CEPAL 2002), slightly above the level of 1980.
Growth in the various categories of social expenditure, that is, education, health care and nutrition,
social security, and housing and sanitation was
roughly similar, with social security continuing to
absorb the bulk of social expenditure, at 4.8 percent
of GDP in 1998–99, followed by education with
3.9 percent and health care and nutrition with 2.9
percent (CEPAL 2002, 26). Clearly, these levels of
expenditure remain far below what would be needed for a concerted and successful attack on poverty
and improvement of the human capital base.

Welfare States
In order to raise expenditures signiﬁcantly, tax
collection systems would need to be improved.
Latin America as a whole is clearly undertaxed,
with an average tax burden of 14 percent of GDP
in the ﬁrst half of the 1990s, compared to 17 percent of GDP in a group of East and Southeast
Asian countries (IADB 1996, 128). Tax reform
has been part of structural adjustment, but it has
emphasized lowering marginal tax rates for individuals and corporations and raising the valueadded tax. Tax collection rates are still very poor.
Direct taxes amount to about 25 percent of tax
revenue only, and of this amount some 60–80 percent come from corporate tax payments, while
only 10–15 percent come from private individuals
(CEPAL 1998, 72). Interestingly, the situation in
the English-speaking Caribbean is very different,
with an average tax burden in the ﬁrst half of the
1990s of 27–28 percent of GDP, essentially double the rate of Latin America, and direct taxation
accounting for 40 percent of tax revenue (CEPAL
1998, 66–72). This contrast suggests that the fundamental reasons for the poor tax collection performance in Latin America are political, rather
than related to low levels of economic development and technological capacity.

DEMOGRAPHY, GENDER, AND WELFARE STATES
In contrast to the dominant view in the political
debate that paints globalization as an inexorable
force undermining the bases of the welfare state
everywhere, the strongest current in the academic
debate squares with our arguments about the limited impact of globalization on welfare states in advanced industrial societies. Instead, this current
identiﬁes domestic pressures, speciﬁcally changing
demographics and changes in lifestyles and labor
markets, as major factors that demand adaptation
of welfare state structures now and will do so even
more urgently in the future (Esping-Andersen 1999;
essays in Pierson 2001). The most obvious of these
pressures is the growing share of the aged in the
population. The growth in life expectancy has meant
a higher share of pensioners and thus greater ﬁnancial pressures on the pension and the health
care systems. In the social democratic and the liberal welfare states, increasing female labor force
participation counterbalanced the growth of the
aged population and actually improved the ratio
between the economically active and the total dependent population, old and young, from 1960 to
1989. In the Christian democratic welfare states,
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however, where female labor force participation
has remained lower, this ratio has remained at a
signiﬁcantly lower level (Huber and Stephens 2001a,
238–39). As mentioned above, in Christian democratic welfare states the growing unemployment
pressures in the 1980s and 1990s were in part
handled through early retirement and generous
disability pensions, which in combination with the
low female labor force participation led to a real
and perceived crisis of inactivity.
The real crisis for Christian democratic welfare
states, though, is ahead. Whereas in 1960 the average fertility rate in Western Europe stood at 2.6,
by the 1990s it had fallen to 1.5; in Italy and Spain
it had fallen to 1.3 and in Germany to 1.4, in contrast to Sweden with 2.1 (Esping-Andersen 1999,
68). The social democratic welfare states provide a
signiﬁcant array of family services and thus make it
possible for women to combine paid work with
raising a family. Liberal welfare states do not provide these services, but their unregulated labor
markets have generated a considerable private market for day care, though with a lower end of questionable quality. Christian democratic welfare states
do not provide these services, and their comparatively high ﬂoor of wages and payroll taxes prevent
the emergence of a signiﬁcant private market in
family services, which essentially forces women to
choose family or career. The response of an increasing number of women has been to opt for a
career. The societal-level consequences are falling
fertility rates and future dependency ratios with
possibly disastrous implications for welfare states.
Allowing higher rates of immigration, for which
there is great external demand, would be a solution to this problem, but the strength of internal
anti-immigrant sentiment makes this a politically
highly controversial solution.
Rising female labor force participation and rising
divorce rates have also contributed to a greater
share of single parent households. Single parent
households, in turn, are more likely to be poor
than households with both parents, thus putting
greater demands on the welfare state. This situation calls for a change in the organization of welfare state programs, away from the traditional male
breadwinner model whose dependents are protected through his employment-based entitlements, to
a structure of entitlements for individuals based on
citizenship or residency and their responsibilities.
Still other developments have rendered welfare
state structures designed in the 1960s and 1970s
and based on the assumption of a typical male industrial worker with lifelong employment and a
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wife and children obsolete. The shift from employment growth in manufacturing to services has
brought more frequent interruptions in jobs and
the need for additional training, that is, a greater
likelihood of interruption of gainful employment.
In this situation, job-based entitlements both for
workers and their dependents are not an effective
safety net (Esping-Andersen et al. 2002). What
these pressures call for is adaptation of welfare state
designs, not retrenchment per se. However, given
the macroeconomic context, these adaptations can
be at best cost neutral. The adaptations have the
greatest potential to sustain generous welfare states
if they are aimed at improving the human capital
base and raising overall activity levels.
In Latin America the domestic pressures are
somewhat different. In the more advanced countries, an aging population has increased pressures
on the pension systems and on curative health care.
In many cases, these pressures were dealt with by
adjusting the retirement age upward from 60, or
even lower, to 62 or 65, and by restricting pension
entitlements based on length of service. The proportion of female-headed households varies greatly between countries and across social classes, being
higher among the lower classes and in the Caribbean, where it ranged mostly between 30 percent
and 40 percent in the period 1985–97 (CEPAL
1997). In the more advanced countries, it has not
changed much since 1980, ranging from 17 percent to 25 percent (CEPAL 1997). Lack of data
prevents a more systematic historical view, but the
anthropological literature suggests that femaleheaded households have a long tradition among
the lower classes and particularly in the Caribbean.
Given that these heads of households typically
work in the informal sector, they and their children
have long been excluded from employment-based
pension and health care entitlements.
The problems of restricted coverage of systems
of social protection in Latin America have been
aggravated by the economic transformations discussed above. Thus, the challenge for these systems remains a widening of coverage and an introduction of unemployment insurance. The key
change needed is also a transition from entitlements for a breadwinner and dependents based
on employment to entitlements for individuals
based on citizenship and responsibilities for dependents. Given the macroeconomic situation of
these countries, the level of benefits obviously has
to be very basic. However, as we will argue
below, such basic benefits are essential for a

strengthening of the human capital base and thus
economic development.

OUTCOMES OF WELFARE STATES FOR HUMAN
WELFARE
There are several ways to look at the outcomes
of welfare states with regard to human welfare. Arguably the most fundamental outcome is poverty
reduction. Whereas advocates of social democratic,
Christian democratic, and liberal welfare state
regimes disagree on other goals, particularly the
goal of reducing inequality, they do agree on the
goal of reducing poverty—at least among the “deserving poor” who because of adverse circumstances cannot keep themselves out of poverty
(Goodin et al. 1999). Thus, the question is which
welfare state regime performs best on this indicator. A second relevant outcome is reduction of inequality. As Esping-Andersen pointed out in his
contribution to the last edition of this handbook,
there is a lot of conceptual confusion with regard
to equality and equity as orienting principles of
welfare state construction. Only social democrats
embrace the principle of equality outright, but advocates of all political persuasions use the concept
of equity to legitimize welfare state programs with
very different distributional implications. A third
important outcome concerns gender equity, another contested concept. Proponents of shared
and equal gender roles advocate equity in the sense
of welfare state structures that facilitate the combination of career and family for both men and
women. Proponents of separate gender roles advocate equity in the sense of welfare state structures
that recognize and reward women’s responsibility
for care of family members and entitle women to
beneﬁts of their own on this basis, rather than
treating them as dependents of their husbands.
Due to the availability of Luxembourg Income
Study (LIS) data, it is possible to look at before-taxand-transfer income of individuals and households
and after-tax-and-transfer income separately. It is
also possible to look at speciﬁc age and gender categories. Finally, there are by now several waves of
LIS data, which make it possible to go beyond the
traditional cross-sectional research designs and use a
design with unbalanced pooled cross-sections and
time series. Researchers have found that the overall
amount of welfare state spending is a good predictor of poverty reduction (Kenworthy 1999; Smeeding, Rainwater, and Burtless 2000). As table 1
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Table 1. Pre- and Post-tax-and-transfer Poverty Rates among the Working-Age Population (advanced
industrial democracies)
Year of
LIS
Survey

Pre-taxand-transfer
Poverty

Post-taxand-transfer
Poverty

Social democratic welfare states
Sweden
Norway
Denmark
Finland
Mean

1995
1995
1992
1995

21.8
15.6
19.0
17.6
18.5

4.0
4.3
4.4
3.6
4.1

Christian democratic welfare states
Austria
Belgium
Netherlands
Germany
France
Italy
Switzerland
Mean

1987
1992
1994
1994
1994
1995
1992

n.a.
15.4
18.2
14.7
23.6
25.4
13.2
18.4

4.8
3.8
6.8
7.6
7.8
16.2
11.0
8.3

Liberal welfare states
Canada
Ireland
United Kingdom
United States
Mean

1994
1987
1979
1997

19.4
26.7
24.8
18.1
22.3

11.2
13.4
11.9
15.5
13.0

“Wage earner” welfare states
Australia
Grand Mean

1994

19.3
19.5

9.4
8.7

Source: Luxembourg Income Study, authors’ own calculations.
Note: Cell entries are percentage of the population aged 25–59 with income less than 50 percent of the median.

demonstrates, poverty levels are highest and poverty reduction is lowest in liberal welfare states, where
spending is lowest. This is so despite the fact that
many programs are means tested and thus directed
at the poor. These means-tested programs are simply not generous enough to combat poverty effectively. Poverty levels are lowest and poverty reduction highest in social democratic welfare states, even
when pensioners are excluded from the calculations
(Moller et al. 2003). Excluding pensioners is important because in countries with comprehensive
and generous public pension systems large percentages of pensioners have no other income and thus
are poor according to before-tax-and-transfer income (Mäkkinen 1999). The Christian democratic
welfare states are between the other two types; most
of them start with higher poverty levels than social
democratic welfare states, comparable to poverty
levels in liberal welfare states, but they reduce
poverty more effectively than liberal welfare states
and thus end up with lower poverty levels, though

still higher than in social democratic welfare states.9
Since Christian democratic welfare states spend similar overall amounts to social democratic welfare
states, their lower effectiveness in reducing poverty
stems from a less progressive structure of the tax
and transfer system than in social democratic welfare
states.
The difference in the distributive proﬁle of the
Christian democratic and social democratic welfare
states is largely governed by the differential commitment of their political promoters to the goal of
redistribution and equality. Social democratic commitments have historically been shaped by their
deep anchoring in labor movements, whereas
Christian democratic commitments reﬂect their
cross-class social base, held together by religious
appeals (van Kersbergen 1995). The former have
promoted values of equality, the latter of harmony
and conciliation of interests. Long-term incumbency of these political forces has indeed resulted
in welfare states with a distinctively different struc-
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ture. Countries with social democratic welfare
states start out with a more equal income distribution than countries with Christian democratic welfare states, and the difference increases after taxes
and transfers are taken into account.10 The tax and
transfer systems of social democratic welfare states
redistribute income to a greater extent than those
of Christian democratic welfare states and thus reduce the Gini index of income inequality to a
greater extent (Bradley et al. 2003). If social services were included in the measurements, the difference would be even more pronounced. Social
democratic welfare states provide a wider array of
free or subsidized services, entitlement to which is
based on citizenship or residence and thus universally available. By analyzing data for the working
age population only, these recent studies based on
LIS data have conclusively refuted the critique that
welfare states are at best redistributive across the
life-cycle but not across income classes. By demonstrating the importance of social democratic incumbency, they have also provided strong support
for the power resources theoretical tradition
(Bradley et al. 2003).
Countries with liberal welfare states start out
and end up with the highest levels of income inequality, as their welfare states are too small to effect much redistribution, despite the widespread
use of targeting of beneﬁts. On the face of it, the
heavy reliance on earnings-related beneﬁts in Christian democratic welfare states would lead one to
expect less redistribution on average there than in
liberal welfare states. Korpi and Palme (1998) call
this the paradox of redistribution. The paradox can
be explained with the fact that the generous public schemes in Christian democratic welfare states
crowd out private alternatives, which are invariably
even more inegalitarian than earnings-related public schemes (Kangas and Palme 1993).
Given the different notions of gender equity,
many analysts prefer the concept of “womenfriendly” policies (Hernes 1987), which accommodates policies from support for mother’s employment
to pension credits for child rearing. Interestingly,
looking at individual policies separately, there is
often no clear clustering according to welfare state
regimes. In particular, the Christian democratic
welfare states are very heterogeneous with regard
to services and transfers that affect women differently from men (Sainsbury 1999). However, if one
looks at the big picture, such as a number of policies summarized by one index of support for
mother’s employment (Gornick, Meyers, and Ross
1998), or actual outcomes like the proportion of

single mothers in poverty (Huber et al. 2001), one
does ﬁnd a consistent pattern. The social democratic welfare states as a group perform best, with
Norway being a laggard; the liberal welfare states
perform worst; the Christian democratic welfare
states are in the middle, with France and Belgium
coming close to the social democratic model in
their support for mothers’ employment (Gornick,
Meyers, and Ross 1998). In women’s labor market
participation and women’s share of total earnings,
again the social democratic regimes perform best,
with Norway lagging a bit, but here the Christian
democratic welfare state regimes are at the bottom
and the liberal regimes in the middle (Sainsbury
1999). In the level of poverty among single mothers, a good indicator of the crucial gender equity
dimension of women’s capacity to form autonomous
households (Orloff 1993b), social democratic welfare state regimes effect the greatest reduction
from pre- to post-tax-and-transfer poverty and thus
produce roughly three times lower poverty levels
than Christian democratic welfare states and ﬁve
times lower levels than liberal welfare state regimes
(Huber et al. 2001). What is behind these ﬁndings
is support for equality of gender roles and thus
women’s integration into the labor market in social democratic parties, support for separate gender
roles and women’s responsibility for family care
combined with a commitment to keeping women
and children out of poverty in Christian democratic parties, and little support for welfare state services and transfers in secular center and right-wing
parties.
Critics of the welfare state might argue that its
achievements in reducing poverty and inequality
do little more than repair the damage done to
pre-tax-and-transfer poverty by generous income
support systems that serve as work disincentives.
We have already pointed to the weak and inconsistent results of research on work disincentives
(Atkinson and Mogensen 1993). Here we can
add the evidence from the LIS-based studies on
pre-tax-and-transfer household income. Countries
with social democratic welfare state regimes have
the lowest pre-tax-and-transfer levels of poverty
and inequality among the working age population
and poverty among single mothers. The difference
between countries with Christian democratic and
with liberal welfare state regimes is less clear, as the
Christian democratic category is quite heterogeneous, but the former perform somewhat better
on average on inequality and single mothers in
poverty, and are about comparable on poverty
among the working age population (Moller et al.
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2003; Bradley et al. 2003; Huber et al. 2001). In
other words, there is no evidence that generous
welfare states are associated with higher levels of
pre-tax-and-transfer poverty and inequality. Moreover, a direct statistical test of the effect of welfare
state generosity on pre-tax-and-transfer inequality
showed no such effect (Bradley et al. 2003). We
will take up the question of a possible indirect effect via unemployment below.
For Latin America, the literature on welfare state
outcomes is again rather scarce. The poor quality
of data is a major obstacle; there simply are no reliable data on social expenditures for the pre-1980
period, and even for the past two decades the comparability of the data is poor (Cominetti 1994).
Moreover, reliable and comparable data on poverty levels are a rather scarce commodity, not to speak
of income distribution. This should not be surprising, if we keep in mind that the LIS data, which are
the ﬁrst truly comparable data for advanced industrial democracies, have only been collected over
the past three decades and are only available for
one time point for some of them. Latin American
case studies for the pre-1980 period suggest that
the pension part of social security systems was
highly inegalitarian because of the highly unequal
beneﬁts received by different occupational groups,
the restricted coverage of pension systems, and
the fact that the uninsured paid part of the cost
through general taxes and through higher prices
resulting from employers passing on the cost of
their social security contributions to consumers
(Borzutzky 1983, 98–113; Mesa-Lago 1989,
130). The health care part of social security tended to be more progressive, and the most progressive kinds of social expenditures were public health
expenditures.
For the 1990s, CEPAL (2002) comes to a largely similar assessment: Social security expenditures,
which continue to absorb the largest part of social
expenditures, have a less redistributive impact than
expenditures on primary and secondary education
and on health and nutrition, because they provide
relatively greater beneﬁts to middle- and upperincome groups. In a study of eight countries,
CEPAL found that on average lower-income strata receive transfers and free or subsidized services,
including social security, equivalent to 43 percent
of total household income, compared to 13 percent and 7 percent for the fourth and ﬁfth income
quintiles. Nevertheless, in some of these countries
the actual amount of the transfers to the richest
stratum was twice as much as that going to the
poorest stratum (CEPAL 2002, 28). If social secu-
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rity is excluded, households in the lowest quintile,
with 4.8 percent of total before-tax-and-transfer
income, receive 28 percent of total social expenditure, whereas the highest quintile, with 51 percent
of pre-tax-and-transfer income, receives 12 percent
of total expenditure (CEPAL 2002, 27).
After having reduced social expenditures signiﬁcantly in the 1980s, most countries raised them
again in the 1990s in both absolute terms and as a
percentage of GDP. On average, social expenditure
rose from 10.4 percent of GDP in 1990 to 13.1
percent in 1999 (CEPAL 2002, 23). This increase,
however, even combined with economic growth,
was not nearly sufﬁcient to lower poverty effectively and undo the damage done in the 1980s.
Poverty did decrease from 48.3 percent of the
population in 1990 to 43.8 percent in 1999, but
this ﬁgure remained above the 40.5 percent of the
population who had been poor in 1980. In absolute terms, the number of poor people increased
by 11 million in the 1990s (CEPAL 2002, 14–15).
Progress in reducing inequality was nil; Latin
America remains the region with the most unequal
income distribution. Inequality had increased in
most countries in the 1980s, and in some countries
it continued to increase in the 1990s. It is worth
pointing out here that the two countries that performed clearly best in protecting the lowest levels
of inequality were Uruguay and Costa Rica
(CEPAL 2002, 18). These two countries spent the
highest percentage of GDP on social expenditures,
along with Argentina and Brazil, but in contrast to
Argentina and Brazil, they had built up more solidaristic social security systems and health care systems, with larger coverage, before the 1980s, and
then reformed them only slowly and cautiously.
GROWTH AND EMPLOYMENT OUTCOMES OF
WELFARE STATE REGIMES
The impact of the welfare state on growth and
employment is contested terrain both politically
and academically. Indeed, it would be no exaggeration to say that this is the central issue separating
the Left and the Right in advanced industrial democracies, with the Right contending that increasing
social spending (and taxes) retards economic growth
and employment growth and thus results in welfare losses, while the Left argues that increasing
spending does not affect growth and employment
and may even have positive effects on them. Neoclassical economists argue that intervening in markets will create inefﬁciency and lower economic
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performance; there is a “big trade-off” between
“equality and efﬁciency” (Okun 1975; also see
Bacon and Eltis 1976; Lindbeck 1981). Even new
growth theorists who argue that economic institutions and government policies can theoretically
have a positive effect on growth are generally hostile to high taxation and social welfare spending.
For instance, new growth theorists hypothesize
that inequality retards growth because “in an unequal society, with many poor agents relative to the
average, the majority will then vote for high taxation, which . . . will discourage investment and
therefore growth” (Alesina and Perotti 1997, 27).
Welfare state detractors point to negative work
incentives created by high taxes that reduce the return on additional hours of work, and generous
beneﬁt levels that discourage from seeking work or
returning to work. High taxes also crowd out productive investment, in their view. Supporters of
generous welfare states counter that spending on
health and education, active labor market policy,
and policies that enable combining work and family, such as parental leave and day care, improve
human capital and increase labor supply. It can also
be argued that skill levels at the bottom are in part
a direct product of welfare state redistribution, as
average skill levels at the ﬁfth, twenty-ﬁfth, and
ﬁftieth percentile of the skill level as measured by
the OECD/HRDC (1997) literacy study are very
highly negatively correlated with post-tax-andtransfer inequality and not very highly correlated
with public educational expenditure, public and private educational expenditure, or secondary school
completion rates (Huber and Stephens 2001b). As
to the microincentives question, Atkinson and Mogensen’s (1993) comprehensive survey of research
on Denmark, Sweden, Germany, and Britain on the
impact of taxes and social policy on work incentives
ﬁnds some evidence for both sides in this debate but
notes that in most cases the effects were quite small.
Given the centrality of the debate on welfare
state generosity and economic growth to contemporary politics, it is surprising that there is not a
rich quantitative literature and that, as Saunders
(1986) points out, the few early studies were
plagued by underspeciﬁcation, in part because of
the small number of cases in the cross-sectional designs in these studies. Castles and Dowrick’s
(1990) pooled time series analysis of growth over
four time periods from 1950 to 1985 stands out as
the single most comprehensive attempt to test the
hypothesis that welfare spending has a negative
(positive) effect on medium-term growth (also see
Korpi 1985).11 Their results “rule virtually out of

court any interpretation that argues for a statistically signiﬁcant negative relationship between the
level of government revenues or the components
of government expenditure and medium-term
growth” (200–201). On the other hand, they do
ﬁnd some support for a positive relationship between transfers and growth, but it is weak.
Castles and Dowrick’s study was published the
same year as Esping-Andersen’s study and does not
reﬂect the shift in the welfare state literature from
the study of variations in welfare state generosity
to the study of welfare state regimes. However, the
literature on social democratic corporatism and
growth is highly relevant here because of the previously mentioned high correlation between corporatism and the welfare state and production
regime types. The seminal Lange and Garrett
(1985) piece spawned a series of articles (Garrett
and Lange 1986; Jackman 1987, 1989; Hicks
1988; Hicks and Patterson 1989; Alvarez, Garrett,
and Lange 1991; Beck et al. 1993; Grier 1997;
Garrett 1998; also see Schmidt 1983; Cameron
1984; Wilensky 2002), culminating in Scruggs’s
(2001) contribution, which summarizes, improves
on, and updates the previous contributions to this
debate. Scruggs improves on previous contributions by using the Summers and Heston (1991)
measure of per capita growth measured at purchasing power parities and by including variables
measuring alternative causes of growth, such as initial level of economic development (Hicks 1988;
Barro and Lee 1994), ﬁrm-level cooperation (Hicks
and Kenworthy 1998), and consensual democratic
institutions (Crepaz 1996). He conﬁrms the central hypothesis of Lange and Garrett (1985) that
strong and centralized union confederations combined with left government yield better growth
than the inconsistent regimes of left government
and no corporatism or corporatism and right government. However, he contests the implication
that most of the social democratic corporatism advocates draw, that social democratic corporatism
performs better than the other consistent regime,
liberal market capitalism (no corporatism and right
government). He ﬁnds that social democratic corporatist regimes performed no better than the liberal market capitalist regimes in the 1974–84 period and worse in the 1985–95 period.
How does one reconcile Scruggs’s ﬁndings with
those of Castles and Dowrick? One might conclude that social democratic corporatism and generous welfare states have become an economic
liability in the post-1985 era of globalization.
However, it is likely that Scruggs’s results for
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1985–95 are heavily driven by the economic crises
in Finland and Sweden. The very strong economic performance of these two economies in the late
1990s and early 2000s indicates that economic
mismanagement and cyclical features and not institutional arrangements were responsible for these
crises. OECD data for 1995–2002 indicate that
one could not replicate the ﬁnding for this period.
It is our conclusion that there is no evidence that
one of the welfare state and production regimes
performs better than the others with regard to
economic growth. This is also the conclusion of
Hall and Soskice (2001, 21). They argue that the
differential institutional structures of CMEs and
LMEs result in comparative institutional advantages in producing different products: “the institutional frameworks of liberal market economies provide companies with better capacities for radical
innovation, while those of coordinated market
economies provide superior capacities for incremental innovation” (41). They contend that
globalization should sharpen these differences, resulting in further divergence rather than the convergence predicted by neoliberals.
With regard to unemployment, the social democratic corporatism literature usually but not invariably (e.g., see Beck et al. 1993) showed a positive effect of corporatism on unemployment. The
shift to an analysis by regime type and a focus on
employment rather than unemployment yields a
much clearer picture (e.g., see Esping-Andersen
1990, 1999; Scharpf 2000; Huber and Stephens
2001a). The shift to a focus on the total level of
employment, usually measured as the employed
population as a percentage of those aged 15 to 64,
was motivated by the fact that many Christian
democratic welfare states had resorted to placing
able-bodied workers below retirement age in early
pension schemes or disability schemes in order to
reduce unemployment, thus hiding the true unemployment level. Because of its policies facilitating combining work and family, the related high
level of public sector employment, and active labor
market policies, the social democratic regime clearly outperformed the other two regimes in overall
employment levels. The high levels of wage dispersion characteristic of liberal welfare states have facilitated the development of a large low-wage private service sector in these countries, resulting in
employment levels higher than the Christian democratic welfare states but lower than the social
democratic welfare states. The OECD ﬁgures for
unemployment in 2001 show a similar pattern,
with the social democratic welfare states (5.4 per-
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cent) and liberal welfare states (5.5 percent) performing better than the Christian democratic welfare states (6.8 percent).
Our positive assessment of the employment performance of the social democratic welfare states is
at variance with the evaluation of the OECD Jobs
Study, which touts the liberal model as the one
best way and recommends that European countries increase wage dispersion, roll back welfare
state beneﬁts, especially for the unemployed, reduce employment protection, and cut taxes to facilitate the expansion of low-wage employment.
Our view is supported by Bradley’s (2001) comprehensive test of the OECD diagnosis. In a pooled
time series analysis with employment levels as the
dependent variable, Bradley ﬁnds that wage dispersion, welfare state generosity, and employment
protection laws are not related to employment levels. Total taxes, active labor market policies, high
short-term unemployment beneﬁts, and bargaining centralization are positively related to employment levels, while payroll taxes and high long-term
unemployment beneﬁts are negatively related to
employment levels. This ﬁts very well with our
outline of the performance of the regime types
(also see Scharpf 2000), as these positive features
are all characteristics of social democratic welfare
states, while the negative features are characteristics of Christian democratic welfare states.
ADVANCES IN WELFARE STATE RESEARCH AND
FUTURE DIRECTIONS
To summarize our discussion of progress in welfare state research, we can begin by pointing out
that in terms of theoretical approaches, recent
studies of welfare state formation tend to be synthetic. The main emphasis is on power distributions, but institutional factors are treated as essential explanatory factors as well. Considerations of
power distribution include not only labor movements in the form of unions and left parties, but
also political parties based on religious appeals
with their own distinctive welfare state project.
Moreover, gender is added to class and religion
as a possible basis for organization and political
mobilization in support of speciﬁc welfare state
programs. Comparative research on gender mobilization is hampered by data problems, though.
Whereas there are by now excellent data on unionization, there are only very spotty, survey-based
data on membership in women’s groups, or on female membership in political parties.
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A further theoretical advance is the use of welfare state regimes as essential analytical category.
The conceptualization of regimes is based on constellations of social rights, or welfare state entitlements, given by the structure of the respective welfare states. Empirically, there has been considerable
progress in measuring social rights (Korpi 1989;
Esping-Andersen 1990), but these measurements
are mainly tapping rights to transfers. Given the
importance of social services and the great differences in the extent to which welfare states take
responsibility for ﬁnancing or delivering them,
progress in developing good measures of rights to
free or subsidized social services will be an essential
contribution to welfare state research. They will
also help us better to understand the gender-speciﬁc impact of different welfare state regimes.
Connecting welfare state regimes in a systematic way with production regimes has been another
step forward in welfare state research. This connection is best seen as a mutually supportive or enabling one, not as a necessary correspondence. Indeed, it is important to emphasize that welfare
state regimes can be adapted to changes in production regimes while protecting their essential
features. The closest link between production and
welfare state regimes is in the countries with reliance on high tariff protection and state intervention in other areas to promote ISI. There, a turn
away from this production regime made certain
features of the welfare state regime unviable.
There has been considerable research on the impact of globalization on welfare state regimes. This
research has found few if any direct effects on welfare state regimes in advanced industrial societies,
but it has found some indirect effects via higher
levels of unemployment, particularly in coordinated market economies where globalization deprived
governments of some policy tools they had used to
stimulate investment and employment. Qualitative
research has added to this a shift in power relations
in favor of capital and thus greater ability to pressure governments and labor movements for concessions on tax ﬁnancing of welfare state provisions. Nevertheless, the general picture is one of
remarkable resilience of welfare state regimes in
advanced industrial societies. There have been cutbacks almost everywhere, and some of considerable magnitude, but one could really only talk of
regime shifts in two cases, Britain and New Zealand.
In contrast, the impact of globalization on countries with ISI production regimes, Australia and
New Zealand and the Latin America countries, was

quite dramatic. They had to restructure their systems of social protection, and in most cases this
restructuration was governed by a neoliberal blueprint pushed by the international ﬁnancial institutions. But even in these cases, the examples of Australia, Uruguay, and Costa Rica demonstrate that it
is possible to adapt in a way that preserves more
generous and solidaristic welfare state regimes than
the neoliberal model prescribes. Comparative research on cases of countries that have been undergoing a transition from ISI to more open economies is scarce and is badly needed to elucidate the
determinants of modes of adaptation that preserve
or construct effective systems of social protection.
Notwithstanding the general picture of resilience of welfare state regimes in advanced industrial societies in the face of globalization, research has
identiﬁed serious pressures from other sources that
have the potential to escalate in the future. The
most serious of these pressures are demographic,
speciﬁcally the increase in life expectancy and consequent growth of the elderly proportion of the
population. In countries with Christian democratic welfare states, particularly in southern Europe,
this problem is aggravated by declining fertility
rates. Research is needed to identify solutions to
this dilemma, that is, paths toward increasing female labor force participation rates while simultaneously facilitating the combination of paid work
with family care obligations. Other pressures on
established welfare state models, such as labor markets with more frequent interruptions of careers
and changing household structures, are not as dramatic but still call for research on creative adaptations of income support programs.
Given these pressures and the reliance by Christian democratic welfare state regimes on reduction
of labor supply to deal with unemployment, there
is considerable convergence toward the view that
this regime type is the one confronting the most
serious challenges. The turnaround in the Nordic
countries after the crisis of the early 1990s, combined with overall low dependency ratios, suggests
that the social democratic welfare state regime is a
sustainable model. The liberal welfare state regime
also appears sustainable, though it entails serious
social costs in terms of high poverty and inequality. It is the Christian democratic welfare state
regime, with its low overall labor force participation rate, unfavorable demographic trends, and
great reliance on payroll taxes for welfare state ﬁnancing that is in danger of becoming unsustainable. How to restructure that system and how to
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make the solutions politically palatable is a major
research area for the near future.
A further area of major progress in welfare state
research concerns outcomes for human welfare.
The availability of comparable data over time for
advanced industrial democracies has made it possible to demonstrate the differential effectiveness of
welfare state regimes in reducing poverty and inequality. All three of them reduce both poverty and
inequality, but social democratic welfare state
regimes achieve consistently the best results and the
liberal welfare state regimes the worst, with Christian democratic welfare state regimes in the middle.
The difference between the social democratic and
the Christian democratic welfare state regimes lies
in the progressive structure of the tax and transfer
systems; the difference between the Christian democratic and the liberal welfare state regimes lies in
overall generosity. The liberal welfare states simply
do not devote enough resources to combating
poverty to achieve the same results as the Christian
democratic welfare state regimes, regimes that are
similarly oriented toward poverty reduction only
and not toward reduction of inequality per se. Low
spending on their systems of social protection, of
course, constrained by low tax burdens, is what
keeps the great majority of Latin American countries from combating poverty effectively.
In the literature on welfare states and growth
and employment, we noted a surprising scarcity of
tests of the growth relationship. The most comprehensive of the studies that have been done did
not ﬁnd any negative effects of government revenue or components of government expenditure
on medium-term economic growth. Nor did researchers ﬁnd any conclusive evidence that a particular combination of welfare state and production regimes performed better than another in
economic growth. However, with regard to employment there is evidence that social democratic
welfare state regimes and labor market policies performed better than both liberal and Christian democratic welfare state regimes. Moreover, the social
democratic are the most redistributive welfare state
regimes, and lower levels of inequality are closely
associated with higher skill levels at the lower end
of the skills distribution. This reinforces the overall assessment that the social democratic welfare
state regimes do not only have the best consequences for human welfare in terms of poverty and
inequality but are also economically sustainable because of their investment in human capital and in
labor mobilization.
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NOTES
1. For a recent review of political theories of the welfare
state see Myles and Quadagno 2002.
2. In Asia, Japan belongs to the set of advanced industrial countries, but lagged behind in welfare state development. A large part of the social safety net was based on employment in large corporations, which included some 25–30
percent of the workforce, and on redistribution of beneﬁts
through the family. Despite the establishment of national
pension and health insurance programs in the 1960s and a
push for welfare state expansion in the 1970s, public social
expenditures remained low compared to those of other advanced industrial societies. In the East Asian newly industrialized countries, serious efforts to establish national welfare
state programs began only in the 1970s (Korea) or in the
1980s (Taiwan) (Goodman and Peng 1996; Pempel 2002).
In other East Asian countries, public welfare state efforts
came similarly late and remained low (Haggard and Kaufman 2002).
3. We choose the term “reformist” to include all left-ofcenter parties, ranging from mildly social democratic to radical left.
4. Haggard and Kaufman (2002) emphasize primarily
regime type and secondarily strength of left-of-center parties, but discount strength of labor movements in their
analysis of welfare state expansion in Latin America.
5. For a general exposition of the analytical strategy she
pursues, see Thelen (2003).
6. The following few paragraphs summarize our arguments in Huber and Stephens (2001a, chap. 7).
7. Another part of the reason is competition from nonOECD countries for investment funds (Rowthorn 1995)
and the world wide debt buildup in the wake of the two oil
shocks.
8. Kaufman and Segura-Ubiergo (2001), in a pooled
cross-section and time series analysis of changes in social expenditure in Latin America, found a statistically signiﬁcant
negative effect of trade opening; in other words, the faster a
country opened its economy, the more likely it was to lower
social expenditure.
9. Pre-tax-and-transfer poverty levels are largely a result
of labor market variables, speciﬁcally the size of industrial
employment and the level of unemployment (Moller et al.
2003).
10. The differences in before tax and transfer inequality are
accounted for by levels of unemployment, proportion of single mother families, and union density (Bradley et al. 2003).
11. The hypothesis is properly tested on medium term
growth which eliminates business cycle effects. Friedland
and Sanders (1985) ﬁnd little support for the neo-liberal
view even on short term growth.
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25 Education and the Economy
Mary C. Brinton

It has now been over 25 years since Bowles and
Gintis published their classic Schooling in Capitalist America (1976). In proposing that the relationship between education and the capitalist economy
is best understood through the lens of Marxist
analysis, the book engendered a series of far-reaching commentaries and debates. While Bowles and
Gintis’s conception of a “correspondence principle” that links social relationships in schools to social relationships in the capitalist workplace may not
have been fully embraced by any but the most
ardent Marxists, their analysis nevertheless demonstrated the fundamental importance of understanding the relationship between schools and
workplaces—between education and the economy.
Most importantly, their work raised crucial questions about how the intersection of the educational system and employer behaviors affects the reproduction of social class inequalities.
Contemporary economic sociologists might take
note, for research on the education-economy interface has not played a prominent role in the reinvigorated American economic sociology of the past
15 years. It is not immediately clear why this
should be the case, but a number of reasons may
be at work. As other chapters in this volume (e.g.,
Zelizer; England and Folbre) note, the new economic sociology has focused heavily on studies of
private for-proﬁt enterprise, especially in the ﬁnancial sector of advanced industrial economies. Educational institutions do not easily fall under this
rubric. Moreover, two groups of sociologists whose
work bears strongly on issues concerning the education-economy link—educational sociologists and
social stratiﬁcation researchers—are rarely identiﬁed (or self-identiﬁed) as economic sociologists.
Whether this is due more to the organization of
the sociological discipline in the United States across
an abundance of substantive specialties or to differences in scholars’ intellectual proclivities across
the areas of education, inequality, and economy,
this chapter will argue that the richness of the
questions raised by the education-economy interface merit their inclusion in the collective research

agenda of American economic sociology. Moreover, along with Morris and Western (1999), I
will argue that if sociologists do not take up the
intellectual challenges of analyzing how the institutions of capitalist economies are related to labor
market inequalities among social groups, we may
soon cede this terrain to economists and to political scientists.
We can conceptualize two principal intersections
between education and the economy: the reciprocal effects between economic change and the expansion of schooling, especially at the level of secondary education (the macro-level intersection),
and the translation of individuals’ education into
outcomes in the labor market (the intersection of
education and the economy at the micro level).
There are of course many other areas that fall
under the rubric of “education and the economy,”
including the politics of public education spending, the ways that educational systems develop in
response to national politics and to international
educational models, the role of education in enhancing not just individuals’ human capital but
also their cultural and social capital, and many additional areas that are generally considered part of
the sociology of education subﬁeld itself. Rather
than attempting broad coverage of the varied
themes that could be considered to fall under the
umbrella of “education and the economy,” this
chapter will focus on a particular conceptualization
of the education-economy link. This choice is
based on the fact that many single themes receive
chapter-length treatment in the Handbook of the
Sociology of Education, a very useful resource, and
that in the ﬁrst edition of the Handbook of Economic Sociology, Rubinson and Browne focused
mainly on the macro-level connection between the
economy and education, reviewing the main theories and bodies of empirical evidence on the effect
of education on economic growth and conversely,
the effect of the economy on educational expansion (1994). The present chapter will follow this
by turning to the micro-level intersection—the
way that individuals’ education is rewarded in the
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labor market—and will do so in a comparativeinstitutional context.
While education and stratiﬁcation researchers in
sociology have devoted intensive efforts to documenting inequalities among social groups in educational attainment and in the labor market rewards
to that attainment, much less attention has been directed to the social-institutional underpinnings of
inequality patterns—those features of educational
systems and of labor markets that structure inequality among social groups. In the case of gender
inequality, for example, this is partly a natural result
of American stratiﬁcation researchers’ predominant
emphasis on the United States rather than on comparisons among postindustrial societies.1 The concentration on one national case renders consideration of the institutions underlying patterns of
inequality quite difﬁcult, as many such institutions
are in effect “held constant” (see also Allmendinger
1989; Blau and Kahn 1996b; Kalleberg 1988;
Müller and Shavit 1998). Yet the study of institutions—their origins, their stasis or transformation,
and their effects on individual lives—is an important motivating force behind much of the sociological enterprise, especially economic sociology.
The present chapter is divided into two parts.
The ﬁrst half reviews recent comparative work in
the social sciences (not restricted to sociology) that
bears on how the educational and economic institutions of capitalism affect patterns of inequality. I
attempt to provide an overview of the varied theoretical attempts by sociologists, political scientists,
and economists to link inequality patterns to the
institutional variation across capitalist economies.
As will be discussed, these attempts typically focus
either on the structure of the educational system or
on speciﬁc labor market institutions (e.g., collective bargaining arrangements, unionization, or types
of labor markets). These foci differ according to
academic discipline and to disciplinary subﬁeld, resulting in a sometimes confusing mélange of research articles and books.
In the second half of the chapter I suggest a conceptualization of the education-economy interface
based on the institutional arrangements in the educational and the economic spheres that are responsible for two processes: (1) individuals’ human
capital or skill development, and (2) the recruitment of individuals into jobs. I then explore the
possible relationship between different types of
education-economy regimes and the degree of inequality across social groups, drawing upon empirical work from the social sciences—particularly sociology and labor economics.
In proposing that economic sociologists study

how the linkage between the educational system
and the workplace affects individuals, I locate human
capital development and recruitment processes in
the larger context of the institutions of advanced
capitalism. While modern nation-states designate
the formal educational system as the main locus of
human capital development, education takes place
in other sites as well, especially the workplace.
Human capital development can thus be problematized as involving a division of labor between
the educational and economic spheres (schools
and ﬁrms).2 The division of labor for human capital development becomes institutionalized in every
society, and the pattern of this institutionalization
generates implications for patterns of inequality.
Given that labor recruitment processes also take
place within the context of existing educational
and economic institutions, they too may differ in
important ways across capitalist economies. The
analysis of recruitment processes involves looking
at how individuals are recruited into their ﬁrst fulltime job after (or during) completion of education
as well as how individuals are recruited from one
job (or from the state of unemployment) into another; that is, we need to consider mechanisms operating in the school-work transition and those operating in moves of individuals across employers or
firms. In societies with very loosely coupled schools
and ﬁrms, these processes may be similar to each
other. Societies with close school-work linkages, on
the other hand, will have mechanisms of moving
youth into jobs that may be signiﬁcantly different
from the mechanisms governing interﬁrm mobility
at later career stages. What are the implications of
both sets of mechanisms for patterns of inequality?
An ever-growing comparative literature on the
school-work transition in industrial societies has
provided rich descriptive information on variation in
the institutions undergirding school-work processes
(Shavit and Müller 1998; Rosenbaum and Kariya
1989; Ryan 2001), but the possible implications for
inequality patterns remain largely unexplored.
Given the scope of the questions raised in considering how the structure of educational and economic systems affects inequality patterns via the
mechanisms of skill development and labor recruitment, I further limit the scope of this chapter
in two ways.
First, I focus primarily on how training and
human capital development are institutionally embedded and only secondarily on how recruitment
processes are similarly embedded. Granovetter’s
landmark work on job search in the United States
has spawned a rich sociological literature on jobsearch and recruitment processes. That literature is
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too large to consider here; moreover, only a portion of it is relevant to the present purpose of
thinking through how recruitment processes are
institutionally embedded.3
Second, I restrict the discussion of inequality to
two types: the wage gap by skill/education and by
gender. Both are empirically important and both
vary considerably across capitalist economies with
varied institutional conﬁgurations in education and
the economy. American sociologists have on the
one hand largely ceded the study of the skill/education wage gap to their neighbors in other social
science disciplines (especially labor economics) and
on the other hand have focused a great deal of attention on the gender wage gap, albeit mainly
within the United States. There is a big opening
for economic sociologists’ expertise in institutional analysis to inform the comparative study of both
types of inequality.
In arguing that economic sociologists turn their
attention to the institutional patterning of the
education-economy interface and its relationship
to inequality, I end up following not so much the
lead of Marx (via Bowles and Gintis) but rather
Weber, as I wish to make the case that we are well
equipped to approach the subject using two tools of
the Weberian approach: comparative institutional
analysis and ideal types (see Hamilton’s chapter in
the ﬁrst edition of this handbook, 1994; also see
Dobbin, chapter 2 in the present handbook). In the
second half of the chapter I use three ideal-typical
cases—the United States, Germany, and Japan—to
explore how the education-economy interface
structures training and human capital development
and thereby affects inequality across social groups.
These capitalist societies differ very considerably in
the division of responsibility between the formal educational system and ﬁrms in individuals’ skill development and placement into speciﬁc jobs. As
such, they demonstrate that capitalist societies have
speciﬁc institutional arrangements that are intimately related to the historical path of development in
state-education-economy relationships. The origins
of these institutional variations, as well as their implications for inequality, are important and neglected subjects for analysis by economic sociologists.

THE EDUCATION-ECONOMY INTERFACE:
COMPARATIVE ANALYSES
Scholarship on the institutional context governing human capital development as well as inequality is widely scattered across the disciplines of
sociology, political science, and economics, and
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cross-references are unusually sparse. This ﬁrst half
of the chapter reviews key pieces in each ﬁeld.
Sociological Perspectives
Within economic sociology, Fligstein has recently argued for the importance of understanding
the emergence of distinct employment systems—
deﬁned as the rules that structure careers—in different capitalist economies (2001).4 Employment
systems specify the nature of the relationship between workers and employers and how control
over training, compensation systems, and other aspects of employment is shared among different parties. Fligstein uses the United States, Japan, France,
and Germany to illustrate variants of the three
ideal-typical employment systems he identiﬁes: professionalism, managerialism, and vocationalism.
While skill development and recruitment are a
part of what Fligstein discusses under the rubric of
employment systems, they are not his central focus,
nor is inequality. Rather, his principal concern is to
conceptualize an employment system and to explore how variance in employment systems is produced by the interaction among groups vying for
control over the rules of employment. These groups
include employers, workers, the state, professionals
and their associations, and educators.
Fligstein’s exploration of how the educational
system and the organization of the ﬁrm in advanced
capitalist economies interact to produce distinctive
types of employment trajectories for individuals is
similar to Baron and Bielby’s now-classic call to
“bring the ﬁrms back in” (1980) in terms of reorienting us to the study of institutions and organizations. Morris and Western also argue for such a reorientation in their analysis of research on widening
wage inequalities in the United States (1999). They
note American sociologists’ preoccupation with the
allocation of positions rather than with the structure of positions and with the institutions that create and maintain that structure (see also chap. 12
by Streeck in the current handbook). This theme is
echoed in various places in the stratiﬁcation literature, such as in the study of job mobility. More
than a decade ago Rosenfeld suggested, “What we
need is not a proliferation of ‘structural’ variables to
include in models of job shifts, but a better understanding of the dimensions and mechanisms that
deﬁne ‘opportunity structures’” (1992, 57). This is
representative of many sociologists’ call for greater
attention to the mechanisms underlying stratiﬁcation and inequality.
Although individuals move between the worlds
of education and work, some repeatedly across the
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ﬁrst half of their life cycle, when American stratiﬁcation researchers pay attention to institutions,
they tend to divide into those who specialize in the
study of educational institutions and those who
specialize on workplace institutions and labor markets.5 This segmentation between scholars interested in education and scholars interested in employment is of course not an absolute one. Studies of
intragenerational mobility have paid considerable
attention to how features of the educational system
structure career mobility; see for example the
comparative studies of Blossfeld (1987), DiPrete
et al. (1997), Haller et al. (1985), and König and
Müller (1986). But in general the sociology of education literature and the labor markets literature
have moved forward without a great deal of theoretical cross-fertilization regarding the mechanisms
producing stratiﬁcation. Moreover, the educational stratiﬁcation literature has been dominated by
American sociologists’ abiding interest in intergenerational status or class mobility, while the labor
markets literature has been driven largely by the
focus on cross-sectional wage inequalities between
individuals of varying ascriptive characteristics (especially race and gender). In short, separate and
voluminous stratiﬁcation literatures have developed side by side, with each focusing on a different set of institutions and a different dependent
variable or way of measuring labor market outcomes. And while each literature has at times approached the issue of how institutional variation
across capitalist economies arose and what its implications are for the structure of positions (in the
educational system or in the labor market), both
literatures have ultimately paid much more attention to who is selected into different positions, as
Morris and Western (1999) and Streeck (in this
volume) have noted.
Sociology of Education
Educational sociologists have generally considered occupational attainment to be the principal
dimension of social stratiﬁcation in advanced capitalist societies (Kerckhoff 2001). The effects of educational attainment on individual labor market
outcomes have thus largely been studied in terms
of occupational status attainment. The most ambitious comparative research agendas linking educational institutions to inequality outcomes are those
represented by Allmendinger (1989), Kerckhoff
(1995, 2000, 2001), and Shavit and Müller (1998).
All have emphasized the considerable variation in
educational systems across advanced industrial societies and the likely implications of this for indi-

viduals’ labor market outcomes. In Allmendinger’s
words, “Educational opportunities, and the specific structures of educational systems, are as consequential for mobility in labor markets as are the attributes of the individuals who make careers in
those markets.” She continues, “I attempt to show
that educational systems deﬁne occupational opportunities for individuals at entry into the labor market, and that these systems have long-term implications for how people are matched to jobs”
(1989, 232).
Three dimensions of educational systems that
have been particularly emphasized by sociologists
of education are standardization, stratiﬁcation, and
vocational speciﬁcity (Kerckhoff 2000, 2001).
Standardization refers to the degree of centralized
decision-making over programs and curricular content, and stratiﬁcation refers to the degree of students’ separation into different kinds of educational programs (as opposed to following a uniﬁed
comprehensive curriculum throughout their schooling). Vocational speciﬁcity signiﬁes the degree to
which educational systems offer training geared to
particular occupations.
Both Allmendinger and Kerckhoff followed a
strategy of examining variation in educational systems in the United States and several European societies, and generating hypotheses about how this
variation contributed to labor market outcomes
(measured as labor force participation and as occupational status). Ishida’s three-country (United
States, Japan, Great Britain) study of intergenerational mobility considered the effects of education
and family background on ﬁrst and subsequent occupational status (1993), paying close attention to
the institutional differences in educational systems.
His study was unusual in its inclusion of current
income as an additional labor market outcome.
Shavit and Müller’s study of the transition from
school to work in 13 countries represents the broadest comparative-institutional analysis to date on
how educational qualiﬁcations affect occupational
attainment (1998). In collaboration with several
research teams, they studied the effect of educational attainment on the occupational prestige of
individuals’ ﬁrst jobs and on individuals’ probability of entering the labor force in skilled versus unskilled jobs in the 13 national settings. As Müller
and Shavit note at the outset, “Countries differ in
the way they organize education and channel each
new generation through their diverse educational
systems. Countries also differ in labour-market institutions.” They stress in particular their concern
with “varying institutional characteristics of educa-
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tional systems and their effects on occupational
outcomes” (1998, v). This passage represents nicely the theoretical accord paid by educational sociologists to variation in both educational and labor
market institutions, and their subsequent empirical concentration on the ﬁrst source of institutional variation—the effects of educational institutions—
on individual-level outcomes.
All of the institutionally oriented educational sociologists discussed so far pay considerable homage
to Maurice, Sellier, and Silvestre’s The Social Foundations of Industrial Power: A Comparison of France
and Germany (1986) as a landmark comparative
study. Maurice, Sellier, and Silvestre develop a theoretical framework for the study of the links between educational qualiﬁcations and labor-market
outcomes, based on how employers use workers’
qualiﬁcations in the ﬁrm. Their attempt in many
ways presages the “varieties of capitalism” literature in political science that I will discuss shortly.
They use the contrasting cases of France and Germany to show that countries utilize different methods of developing workers’ skills, and argue that
this is based on the way that the educational system and the workplace work together. After making point-by-point comparisons in workplace organization, inequality between white-collar and
blue-collar workers, skill training, and labormanagement relations, they move to a more abstract level of analysis and argue that the relationships among these categories of analysis should
congeal into “broader, permanent social trends”
(1986, 155–56). In a wonderful turn of phrase,
they refer to differences between France and Germany in “the logic that governs the social determination of qualiﬁcation” (1986, 166). In France
the “organizational domain” is central, whereas in
Germany it is the “qualiﬁcation or professional domain” that is crucial in determining worker mobility and rewards. As will be explored in greater
depth in the three cases (United States, Germany,
and Japan) utilized illustratively in the second half
of this chapter, some countries have an educationeconomy interface that gives pride of place to standardized vocational qualiﬁcations acquired in school
and in school-ﬁrm partnerships (Germany), whereas others follow a model in which the majority of
workers enter the labor force with highly general
educational credentials (U.S. and Japan) and ﬁrms
independently assume the responsibility of providing training to workers (Japan and, to a lesser extent, the United States).
While not the central theme of their empirical
work, wage inequality between workers was also
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examined by Maurice, Sellier, and Silvestre. They
found that wage determination principles differ
signiﬁcantly in France and Germany, in ways that
correspond to the importance of organizational afﬁliation versus qualiﬁcations:
the importance attached in Germany to professional
autonomy within fairly uniform strata of the work
force (and to controlling worker movements within
the organization) tends to make constant expansion of
the job spectrum (and thus constant increase in the
ratio of highest to lowest wages . . .) less inevitable
than it is in France. By contrast the fact that the stability of the French system results from worker mobility within the ﬁrm tends to widen the gap between the
highest and lowest wages. (1986, 171)

Their empirical analysis demonstrates that wage inequalities among industrial workers are greater in
France than in Germany no matter how workers
are categorized by the analyst—skilled versus unskilled, nonmanual versus manual, ofﬁce versus
production, supervisory versus nonsupervisory.
In their concluding chapter Maurice, Sellier, and
Silvestre return to their broad comparative aim of
showing the interdependencies among institutions
that structure the employment relationship, arguing that the differences they observe in France and
Germany “form a pattern that can be related to
fundamental features of advanced capitalist societies and economies. Making this relation explicit
is the fundamental goal of comparative social
analysis” (1986, 195).6 In sum, the comparative
work of Maurice and his colleagues, based on extensive ﬁeldwork and surveys in two very different
capitalist economies, was a signiﬁcant departure
from research that looked at only one side of the
education-economy interface—either the effect of
the educational system on individual worker outcomes, or the rewards attached to education under
different labor market structures.
Since Maurice, Sellier, and Silvestre’s classic study,
American educational sociologists’ research on comparative educational systems and individual labor
market outcomes has produced a signiﬁcant body
of information about the contours of institutional
variation in education across advanced industrial
societies, especially those in Europe and North
America. The broad conclusions of the literature
include a set of generalizations about how standardization, stratiﬁcation, and vocational speciﬁcity affect the occupational status of individuals or
their prospects for intergenerational status mobility (see Müller and Shavit 1998 for a review). But
educational sociologists have not necessarily taken
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up the gauntlet thrown down by the classic FranceGermany comparison to develop an integrated theory of how educational systems and employment
systems are linked, and how this linkage affects inequality patterns. As Kerckhoff stressed throughout his body of comparative-institutional work on
social mobility, the institutional arrangements of
education and work are interrelated, and together
they organize stratiﬁcation processes; as Maurice et
al. showed, this applies not only to the attainment
of occupational status and social mobility but also
to wage differences among groups of workers, the
point taken up in the second half of this chapter.
Labor Market Segmentation
The sociological literature on labor market inequality has developed orthogonally to the literature on the structure of educational systems and
inequality. This is ironic given the shared emphasis
of the two literatures on institutions and structure.
Labor market theorists in economics and sociology developed a structuralist critique of the neoclassical paradigm in the late 1970s and 1980s that
emphasized the segmentation of the labor market.
Doeringer and Piore’s work on internal labor
markets (1971) is usually referred to as the early
harbinger of these studies, which proceeded in sociology along two lines: theoretical attempts to develop a labor market typology that could capture
the relevant differentiation among labor markets,
and empirical attempts to link the structure of
labor markets to the wages of individuals, especially by race and gender. It is not necessary to attempt to summarize here these two voluminous
literatures, as excellent summaries exist elsewhere
(see, for example, Althauser 1989; Rosenfeld 1992).
Instead I will note some of the characteristics of
the sociological labor markets literature that have
perhaps made it less informative than it might be
for our understanding of the relationships between
the education-economy interface and patterns of
inequality.
First, education in the form of on-the-job training played an important role both in Doeringer
and Piore’s work and in many of the subsequent
attempts to construct labor market typologies,
with ﬁrm-speciﬁc training being an important identifying characteristic of the prototypical ﬁrminternal labor market. But the relationship between the organization of training systems in ﬁrms
to national educational systems was rarely mentioned; as in the sociology of education literature,
the education-economy link was undertheorized.
This may be partly attributable to the fact that the

labor market segmentation literature mainly grew
up in the American context and did not proceed to
develop in a fundamentally comparative direction.
There was, therefore, no natural theoretical possibility for conceptualizing the relationship between
skill development in ﬁrms and in the educational
system.
Second, when labor market segmentation theory was applied to other countries, it tended to be
just that: the application of a labor market typology derived in the American context to another national case. These one-country studies by and large
focused on a subset of the issues American researchers had investigated in the United States: the
extent to which a given form of labor market segmentation characterized an economy, and how it
affected the mobility of workers across jobs. For
example, Blossfeld and Mayer (1988) looked at
labor market segmentation in Germany and concluded that barriers to mobility across sectors are
more structured by the importance of qualiﬁcations than by ﬁrm size and ﬁrm-internal versus external recruitment practices. (This nicely parallels
Maurice, Sellier, and Silvestre’s more qualitative
analysis.) Similarly, many scholars have commented that the segmentation of labor markets in Japan
represents a quintessential “dualism” (between the
large-ﬁrm or primary sector and the small-ﬁrm,
secondary sector); within the large-ﬁrm sector,
Japanese ﬁrm-internal labor markets constitute virtually a textbook version of internal labor markets
(Brown et al. 1997; Kalleberg and Lincoln 1988;
Sakamoto and Chen 1993; Spilerman and Ishida
1996).
The labor market literature, then, is nearly silent
on the issue of how labor market structuration is
related to patterns of inequality across capitalist
economies. Moreover, as Morris and Western note,
neither labor market sociologists nor other stratiﬁcation researchers have picked up on the empirical
importance of the greatly widened wage gap by
skill/education in the United States versus other
countries in the past two decades. A result is that
some important theoretical opportunities have
been forgone. Sociologists have made surprisingly
few attempts to make generalizations about how
the nature of the wage determination process, as
embodied in labor market structures, affects either
the gender wage gap or the education wage gap.
On the gender wage gap, most stratiﬁcation researchers would likely agree with a statement such
as, “Economies that have many ﬁrms with internal
labor markets tend to exhibit high gender inequality.” But oddly, it is virtually impossible to ﬁnd
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such statements in the literature.7 In their study of
the gender wage gap in four countries, Rosenfeld
and Kalleberg remarked that “systematic crossnational statistical analyses of the earnings gap are
rare” (1990, 70). Unfortunately, this statement is
still surprisingly accurate, even though most sociologists would agree with the conclusion reached
even earlier by Treiman and Roos and cited by
Rosenfeld and Kalleberg: income determination
processes seem to indicate “deeply entrenched institutional arrangements that limit women’s opportunities and achievements” (Rosenfeld and Kalleberg 1990, 70).
Why have stratiﬁcation researchers neglected the
“big picture” of labor market structures’ effect on
the gender wage gap? Part of the answer lies undoubtedly in the fact that micro-level data on wage
determination are hard to come by for many countries. But as I discuss below, this has not deterred
labor economists from producing comparative research on the wage gap by gender as well as by education. Labor economics at the beginning of the
twenty-ﬁrst century boasted a much larger comparative literature than social stratiﬁcation research on
the role of institutions in exacerbating or compressing wage gaps. Many of these analyses have been
carried out with aggregate data, so perhaps sociologists’ preoccupation with individual-level data partly explains the collective reticence. Another reason
may be the preoccupation of gender stratiﬁcation
researchers since the 1980s with occupational sex
segregation and its contribution to the gender wage
gap. This preoccupation may be misplaced in comparative studies of gender inequality, as occupational sex segregation is not necessarily predictive of
cross-national variation in the gender earnings gap
(Brinton 1993; Brinton and Ngo 1993; see also
OECD 2002, table 2.17; and Rosenfeld and Kalleberg 1990). Focusing instead on the gender wage
gap and on the institutional arrangements that appear to widen it—such as internal labor markets—
may be a much more fruitful strategy.8
Sociological labor market researchers’ neglect to
study the institutional determinants of the skill gap
in wages in industrial societies is also rather remarkable given the empirical importance of this
gap and the dubious distinction of the United
States in exhibiting wide wage differentials compared to all of its industrial counterparts save the
United Kingdom. As with gender inequality, a
major issue here is the set of choices American researchers have made vis-à-vis dependent variables:
just as sociology of education researchers have
concentrated on occupational status and intergen-
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erational mobility, labor market researchers have
concentrated on mobility across sectoral boundaries. The latter have largely conducted research in
the context of one economy at a time.
Political scientists and economists have produced bodies of research on the relationship between capitalist institutions and inequality that are
highly relevant for economic sociologists interested in the education-economy link. I turn ﬁrst to
the political science literature, with which many
economic sociologists may be less familiar than the
labor economics literature.
The Welfare State and “Varieties of Capitalism”
As reviewed by Huber and Stephens in chapter
24 of this handbook, Esping-Andersen conceptualized three ideal-typical welfare regimes in his
seminal 1990 volume The Three Worlds of Welfare
Capitalism—the social democratic, conservative,
and liberal—based on the types and sources of
social protection provided to citizens (EspingAndersen 1990). His typology spawned a very extensive literature, some of which looks at the distributive implications of different welfare-state
regimes. Gender inequality is one such distributive
implication (Gornick, Meyers, and Ross 1998; Orloff 1993), as is the poverty rate (see Huber and
Stephens, especially their table 1, in this volume).
Save a few related efforts such as Chang’s development of a typology of “occupational sex segregation regimes” (2000), the mainstream social stratiﬁcation and labor markets literature in sociology
continues to show almost no relationship to the
burgeoning welfare-state literature in political science and sociology. But the recent “varieties of
capitalism” scholarship, located in the welfare state
tradition in political science, is particularly relevant
to theorizing how the education-economy interface affects stratiﬁcation outcomes.
Proponents of the varieties of capitalism approach share the concern of other welfare state
theorists with how the provision of social protection (e.g. employment, unemployment, and wage
protection) varies across advanced industrial democracies. Their main focus is on production regimes
and their complementarity with social policies
(Estevez-Abe, Iversen, and Soskice 2001; Hall and
Soskice 2001; Hollingsworth and Boyer 1997).
Production regimes are conceptualized as the institutional conﬁgurations that lead to an economy’s particular set of product strategies for the international market. An important part of such
strategies is the development and maintenance of
labor force skills. For instance, economies that de-
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velop high-quality products for niche markets require workers that are highly skilled in speciﬁc industries. Alternatively, economies that specialize in
mass-produced goods require a labor force with
basic literacy but fewer industry- or ﬁrm-speciﬁc
skills. In recognizing such distinctions, varieties of
capitalism scholars bring employers’ interests in
workers’ skill formation and protection into the
picture in a more central way than does the welfare-state literature. This theoretical turn toward
the middle range (organizational and employer interests) is strikingly similar to what Fligstein does
in his analysis of employment systems.
In work that is particularly relevant for stratiﬁcation researchers and economic sociologists interested in the education-economy link, Estevez-Abe,
Iversen, and Soskice (2001) seek to demonstrate
the complementarity between systems of social
protection and skill development regimes on the
one hand, and the resulting implications for wage
inequality on the other. Their argument is that different systems of social protection affect individuals’ (employers’ as well as workers’) incentives to
invest in particular types of skills. They identify
three types of skill-formation regimes, and these
correspond respectively to Fligstein’s professional,
managerial, and vocational models of employment
systems: regimes that emphasize general skills,
ﬁrm-speciﬁc skills, or industry-speciﬁc skills. Unlike Fligstein, Estevez-Abe, Iversen, and Soskice’s
goal is not to explain the origins of these regimes
or systems. Rather, their aim is to explore the implications of these regimes for wage inequality
across social groups. As they state, “Some skill
equilibria—sustained by different systems of social
protection—produce more inequalities based on
the academic background of workers, while others
produce more inequalities based on gender” (2001,
147). Categorizing skills as general, industryspeciﬁc, or ﬁrm-speciﬁc, Estevez-Abe argues that
skill regimes that concentrate on ﬁrm-speciﬁc skills
are the most disadvantageous to women (2002).
This is because women have less incentive to invest
in these skills if they anticipate breaks in employment due to family responsibilities, and employers
likewise have less incentive to invest in women
than in men, as the latter can be assumed to have
more continuous work histories. This argument effectively moves in the direction of comparative inquiry into the relationship between skill-formation
regimes and gender inequality.
Labor Economics
Finally, a quite orthogonal literature that speaks
to the education-economy interface and its impli-

cations for inequality is in labor economics. A standard complaint in much of the economic sociology literature is that American economists do not
pay sufﬁcient attention to institutional contexts.
For the case of comparative gender inequality, this
is a point well taken. Like sociologists, labor economists have devoted many more pages to gender
inequality in the United States than to the standing of the United States relative to other industrial countries (but see the recent landmark comparative work of Blau and Kahn 1996a, 1996b, 2002).
Pride of place is usually given to individual earnings equations and especially to the role of women’s
differential human capital across countries in contributing to the gender gap in earnings. Because
analyses of the gender wage gap must necessarily
pay attention to the relative educational composition of the male and female labor force and the relative propensities for some groups of women to
exhibit discontinuous work histories, attention
has also been paid to labor market policies that
make it easier or harder for women to combine
family and work life. The indirect effect of wagesetting institutions on the gender wage gap has
also been given considerable attention (Blau and
Kahn 1996b). But how training is orchestrated between schools and ﬁrms has not surfaced as a central institutional factor in economists’ analyses of
gender wage inequality.
In their analysis of the recent increase in earnings inequality by skill level, however, leading
American labor economists have devoted considerable attention to labor market institutions in the
past 15 years. Wage inequality between high- and
low-skilled workers increased sharply in two industrial democracies in the 1980s: the United States
and the United Kingdom. These two stood apart
from other OECD economies, which showed varying education-wage trajectories (Blau and Kahn
1996a, 2002; Card and DiNardo 2002; Freeman
and Katz 1995; Gottschalk and Joyce 1998;
Gottschalk and Smeeding 1997; Juhn, Murphy,
and Pierce 1993; Katz and Autor 1999). Labor
economists have devoted considerable research effort to documenting the cross-country trends and
to exploring the reasons why the returns to education increased so dramatically in the United States
and United Kingdom. Under the direction of
Richard Freeman, the National Bureau of Economic Research (NBER) initiated a Comparative
Labor Markets series that has produced a number
of edited volumes examining the contours of wage
inequality across advanced industrial economies.
NBER-afﬁliated economists produce such a steady
stream of papers on wage inequality that it is hard
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to keep up with their collective output. While
these studies are predictably impressive in quantitative sophistication, they are also impressive in
their comparative breadth. Even more striking
from a sociological viewpoint, many of the papers
pay considerable attention to labor market institutions and policy.9
The labor economics literature has produced
broad agreement over the facts of increased wage
inequality by skill level, as well as a dominant orthodoxy about some of the major causes. Chief
among these are two: (1) in the United States and
the United Kingdom, the demand for skilled labor
in the past two decades outpaced the increase in
supply, thereby pushing up skilled wages; and (2)
the wage-compression effect of wage-setting institutions in continental European countries played a
key role in forestalling large increases in the skill
gap in pay in those countries. The latter explanation is an institutional one, centered on how variance in wage-setting institutions across advanced
industrial economies affects wage dispersion across
less- and more-skilled workers. The labor economics literature thus shares with the political science
literature an emphasis on the importance of wagesetting institutions in exacerbating or dampening
wage inequality. Labor economists focus heavily on
the fact that the U.S. labor force has a low unionization rate relative to most other industrial countries and that collective bargaining in the United
States is decentralized. Local unions play a greater
role than broader wage-setting institutions in the
United States, and there is a prevalence of singleﬁrm agreements (Blau and Kahn 2002; Freeman
1994).10 For these reasons, labor economists are in
broad agreement that the United States represents
an extreme in terms of the absence of coordinated
labor market institutions and regulation.
Nevertheless, there seems to be general agreement among labor economists that changes in the
relative supply of skills and the wage-compression
effects of labor market institutions in many European countries do not fully explain the variation in
wage inequality trends across countries. A third
explanation involves the effect of technology adoption on the demand for highly skilled workers.11
The role of technology in explaining international
comparisons has been a subject of intense debate
(Autor, Katz, and Krueger 1998; Bound and
Johnson 1992; Card and DiNardo 2002; Juhn,
Murphy, and Pierce 1993; Krueger 1993; Murphy
and Welch 1993). DiPrete and McManus (1996)
offer an excellent critique of labor economists’
strong focus on the effects of technology on wages.
More importantly, they point out that when the
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economic literature turns to institutional explanations the emphasis is rather single-mindedly on
unions and wage-setting institutions.
From the viewpoint of this chapter, there are
two additional theoretically intriguing institutional
possibilities in the labor economics literature. The
ﬁrst concerns the interaction between technology
adoption and a country’s existing skill bias. Acemoglu (2002) argues that the relative demand for
skilled labor (irrespective of supply) simply did not
increase as much in continental Europe as in the
United States. He develops a theoretical framework wherein changes in employers’ relative skill
demands depend partly on the perceived substitutability of skilled and unskilled labor. In most
continental European economies, employers pay
higher wages to unskilled workers than they would
in the absence of labor market institutions that
raise the “ﬂoor” (minimum wage). Given that employers are already paying relatively high wages to
their unskilled workers, they have an incentive to
increase the productivity of these workers. “Put
differently, the labor market institutions that push
the wages of these workers up make their employers the residual claimant of the increase in productivity due to technology adoption, encouraging
the adoption of technologies complementary to
unskilled workers in Europe” (2002, 7–8). Because of this, there may have been a smaller increase in the demand for skilled workers in Europe
than in the United States in the past two decades.12
Acemoglu’s theoretical framework is intriguing
in that he posits an interaction between technology adoption and the existing relative wages in the
economy; employers’ use of technology is at least
in part endogenously driven by the socially and politically determined wage structure. In contrast to
the argument in some of the labor economics literature that a compressed wage structure reduces
employer investments in human capital, Acemoglu
and Pischke suggest that such a wage structure
may instead encourage employers to provide general training to workers, including the less skilled.
They write, “we expect that European and Japanese labor market institutions may increase one of
the components of investment in human capital,
ﬁrm-sponsored general training, and possibly even
contribute to total human capital accumulation”
(1999, 542). I return to this comparative prediction in the second half of the chapter.
A fourth explanation for how some countries
were able to maintain fairly low wage inequality
throughout the 1980s and early 1990s involves the
use of training strategies (Freeman and Katz
1995). This appears to be the most underexplored
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of the institutional explanations in the labor economics literature, far surpassed by the focus on
wage-setting institutions. At the end of their review of comparative wage inequality trends in the
mid-1990s, Freeman and Katz note the following:
Germany and Japan appeared fairly successful through
much of the 1980s in maintaining the earnings and
employment of non-college-educated workers. German institutions constrain wage setting, but they also
offer apprenticeships and further training opportunities
that try to make supply consistent with wage policies.
The Japanese have succeeded with basic education
and much informal ﬁrm-based training. . . . international differences in recent labor market experiences
strongly suggest that policies to buffer the earnings of
the less educated by institutional wage setting work
best when accompanied by institutions that augment
those workers’ skills as well. (1995, 20–21; emphasis
added)

The suggestion that training policies may augment wage-setting institutions’ compression of the
skill wage gap is connected with the varieties of
capitalism literature that discuss skill formation
regimes. It does not appear that these two groups
of scholars—labor economists versus political scientists developing the varieties of capitalism
approach—are engaged in sustained dialogue with
each other, but from the viewpoint of economic
sociologists there is an interesting synergy here. It
is also worth noting that these two sets of scholars
are highly sensitive to the range of institutional alternatives in contemporary capitalism. This is of
course a central assumption in economic sociology.13 But as I have argued, it has not necessarily
been an assumption shared by stratiﬁcation researchers in sociology, especially those working in

the status-attainment tradition and concentrating
on intergenerational mobility.
This part of the chapter has reviewed literature
in four areas—two subdisciplines of sociology (sociology of education and sociology of labor markets), political science, and labor economics—to
identify the dominant conceptualizations of institutions as they relate to inequality patterns. While
a few scholars have attempted to conceptualize the
education-economy link as it bears on inequality,
these attempts have been scattered and there has
been little cross-fertilization on the theoretical front,
especially across disciplinary boundaries. The dominant mode has been for researchers to choose
features of either the educational system or the
economy and theorize about the implications for
inequality. Each subﬁeld or discipline has also privileged certain outcomes or dependent variables
over others. Table 1 summarizes the institutions
that each discipline or subdiscipline emphasizes
and the inequality outcomes to which it pays the
greatest attention.14
In the remainder of the chapter I explore a formulation of the education-economy link that can
be termed an economy’s human capital development system, and I suggest that it may have potential explanatory power for inequality patterns. I do
not mean to argue that this is a panacea for the cacophony of partial conceptualizations of the education-economy interface. But I do argue that economic sociologists have a comparative advantage
(to make an unfortunate pun) in doing comparative-institutional analysis of how societies organize
in tandem their educational systems and labor markets. Among the ﬁelds surveyed in this chapter, the
ones that come closest to doing this are labor economics and the varieties of capitalism approach in

Table 1. Analysis of Institutions and Inequality, by Discipline
Discipline or
Subdisciplinary group

Institutions Used as
Independent Variables

Dependent Variables

Sociology of education
researchers

Characteristics of
educational systems

Occupational status; skilled vs.
unskilled work; intergenerational
social mobility

Labor market sociologists

Types of labor markets

Wage inequality by race and gender;
job mobility; occupational sex segregation

Welfare-state and
“varieties of capitalism”
researchers

Wage-setting
institutions; “production
regimes” and “skill
development regimes”

Distribution of income inequality;
gender wage inequality

Labor economists

Wage-setting
institutions; unions

Distribution of income inequality;
gender wage inequality

Education and Economy
political science. But both underemphasize the importance of how the educational system operates in
conjunction with workplace training systems; they
concentrate instead on training in the workplace.
To demonstrate some of the cross-national variance that exists in the conﬁguration of institutions
governing human capital development, I use the
cases of the United States, Germany, and Japan.
The institutional conﬁgurations in these countries
were produced by very different historical circumstances surrounding the development of the “modern” educational system and employment relations
during industrialization. I suggest that the resulting human capital development systems have implications for cross-national variation in the education (skill) wage gap and the gender wage gap.
This approach takes variation in the institutional
arrangements of capitalism as a natural outcome of
different historical trajectories initiated in the
course of industrialization.
I restrict the ensuing theoretical and empirical exploration to two types of inequality: (1) the education wage gap,15 and (2) the gender wage gap.16 To
reiterate brieﬂy why these and not others: First, I
have shown that the dependent variables used in the
analysis of inequality vary tremendously across disciplines. These disciplinary interests can be bridged by
a focus on how different educational attainments as
well as gender translate into wages in comparative
settings. Second, skill/education and gender inequality show considerable variation across national
cases that vary institutionally (in their educationeconomy linkages), making exploration of the possible relationship to institutional conﬁgurations an
important one. Third, both the education wage gap
and the gender wage gap changed substantially in
magnitude—and in opposite directions—in the
United States during the last few decades of the
twentieth century. Wage differentials by education
widened markedly in the late-twentieth-century
United States, whereas the gender wage gap
changed in the opposite direction, narrowing more
since 1980 than in any other period in the century.
Particularly in the case of the education wage gap,
the United States (along with Great Britain) represents an important deviation from the trajectory of
change in other OECD countries.

HUMAN CAPITAL DEVELOPMENT SYSTEMS AND
INEQUALITY
The United States, Germany, and Japan demonstrate radically different systems for educating,
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training, and recruiting workers. This is due to the
very different types of education-economy interfaces that developed historically and have persisted
in the three countries. Following terminology I developed in earlier work on gender stratiﬁcation
(1988, 1993), I suggest that it makes sense to think
of countries exhibiting different human capital development systems. These systems are deﬁned by
how the division of labor for human capital development is shared across institutions. This division
of labor may have implications for the degree of
gender inequality in an economy because it affects
who is responsible for human capital development
decisions and how the timing of these decisions is
distributed across the life cycle. For the purposes of
this chapter, the most important characteristics of a
human capital development system are the relative
role played by employers versus schools, and the
way that recruitment into work is structured. The
human capital development systems epitomized by
the United States, Germany, and Japan demonstrate varied implications for gender wage inequality and for the education wage gap as well.
Table 2 presents the three ideal-typical institutional arrangements governing skill development
that are represented by the United States, Germany, and Japan; alongside these are the resultant
dominant forms of human capital in each economy. As developed by Becker, human capital theory
distinguishes between general and speciﬁc skills
(1993). The worker invests in and reaps the return
from general skills, which are portable across employers. Worker’s speciﬁc skills, on the other hand,
are also invested in by the employer and are particularly useful to him or her. I suggest that the
United States, Germany, and Japan represent a
continuum in terms of employer involvement in
skill development. The United States shows considerable variation across employers in terms of the
degree to which they train their own workers; German employers invest in worker training through
their participation in apprenticeship programs that
have a high level of standardization through occupational certiﬁcation; and Japanese employers invest individually in worker skills and use compensation rules that highly reward length of tenure.
The German case therefore represents a concentration on a type of skill that is occupation-speciﬁc
rather than general or ﬁrm-speciﬁc. The returns to
occupational skills are shared more collectively
across employers than is the case with ﬁrm-speciﬁc
skills, as occupational certiﬁcation standards confer
a degree of interﬁrm portability. Firm-speciﬁc
skills, represented by the Japanese case, are the
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Table 2.

Comparative Human Capital Development Systems and Inequality

Country

Dominant Site of
Human Capital
Development

United States

School

General

Positive
(widening)

Negative
(narrowing)

Germany

School plus ﬁrm

General plus
occupation-speciﬁc

Negative
(narrowing)

Positive (widening), through
occupational sex
segregation

Japan

School plus ﬁrm

General plus
ﬁrm-speciﬁc

Negative
(narrowing)

Positive (widening), through
ﬁrm-internal labor
markets

Dominant Form of
Human Capital

least portable among general, occupational, and
ﬁrm-speciﬁc skills.
It can be hypothesized that human capital development systems that involve employers as central
actors in human capital investment decisions will
tend to produce contradictory effects on educational wage inequality and gender wage inequality.
Employer-directed training (as in Japan and Germany) will tend to narrow the wage differential between high- and low-skilled workers compared to
the differential produced under human capital development systems where workers receive most of
their training in the educational system (the United States). Conversely, employer-directed training
will tend to widen the wage differential between
men and women compared to what it would be in
a system where educational credentials have greater
importance than employer-based training. This is
because a human capital development system in
which employers are important actors will have a
wage determination process that tends to disadvantage women and recruitment patterns that also
tend to distinguish between male and female applicants either through selection into internal labor
markets (Japan) or through sex-stereotyping in occupational training (Germany). Based on this, we
would predict that the United States, Germany,
and Japan are on a continuum in terms of the eduTable 3.

Effect on
Education
Wage Gap

Effect on Gender
Wage Gap

cation wage gap, with the United States an extreme
case of a large education or skill differential and
Germany and Japan as cases that have much smaller wage differentials based on skill. In contrast,
Japan will be the outlier in demonstrating severe
gender wage inequality, with Germany and the
United States exhibiting less. These predictions are
included in table 2.
Table 3 shows the concomitant recruitment patterns that go along with the dominant type of skill
development in each economy. The lack of employer involvement in training is connected in the
United States to a highly unstructured recruitment
process, with personal connections being the most
common job search method.17 I postulate that the
absence of systematic recruitment processes, particularly from school to work, is highly disadvantageous to less-educated workers and contributes to
the discrepancy in wages between those workers
and their highly educated counterparts. The gender effects are neutral to the extent that women are
in networks that facilitate their job search (Petersen, Saporta, and Seidel 2000).
The United States: General Human Capital
The United States stands out in its marked lack
of a systematic approach to workforce training. As

Recruitment Mechanisms and Inequality

Country

Dominant Recruitment
Mechanisms

Effect on Education
Wage Gap

Effect on Gender
Wage Gap

United States

Personal networks

Positive (widening)

Neutral

Germany

School-ﬁrm partnerships
(through apprenticeships)

Negative (narrowing)

Positive (widening)

Japan

School-ﬁrm implicit
recruitment contracts

Negative (narrowing)

Positive (widening)

Education and Economy
stated starkly by Crouch, Finegold, and Sako,
“The most obvious characteristic of skill creation
in the USA is the absence of any generalizable system. . . . Indeed, the very concept of the improvement of workforce skills as a national project is difﬁcult to envisage in the USA, where it is not clear
that there can be national projects for what are essentially seen as matters for individual persons and
individual companies, with possibly some contribution from local or state governments” (1999,
205).
The main locus of human capital development
in the United States is the school, and the majority of American students receive general as opposed
to vocationally speciﬁc training through the high
school level. The United States made an early
commitment to mass secondary education and, to
a considerable degree, higher education as well. It
led the rest of the world in the extension of secondary school education to “ordinary citizens” in
the ﬁrst half of the twentieth century, in contrast to
most European countries, where secondary education was reserved for those who would continue
on to college (Goldin and Katz 2001). Between
1900 and 1960 the rate of high school enrollment
in the United States increased from just over 10
percent to nearly 90 percent, and the graduation
rate increased from about 7 percent to 70 percent
(Goldin 1999).
Analysts of American educational expansion have
emphasized its “demand-driven” character (Walters
2000). Educational consumers in the United States
could inﬂuence the supply of schooling in part because there were thousands of ﬁscally independent
school districts that could make their own decisions
about school funding, in contrast to the centralized
ﬁscal situation in many European countries (Goldin
and Katz 2001). The extension of the vote was also
very important, as it gave citizens the ability to
pressure the state to provide educational opportunities (Walters 2000).18
Compared to Germany and Japan, American
employers’ role in shaping how schools interfaced
with the economy was minor and continues to be
so. Unlike the situation in Germany, where collective bodies establish the guidelines for occupational skills, employer associations in the United States
have historically been weak and have not assumed
the role of helping to organize training and certiﬁcation programs or set skill requirements for different jobs (Freeman 1994; Kerckhoff and Bell
1998). Geographical mobility, extensive employment opportunities for apprentices, and relatively
weak unions have all been cited as reasons why ap-
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prenticeship training did not ﬂourish in the United States (Lynch 1993).
The imparting of general skills at the secondary
school level in the United States carries over to
four-year bachelor’s programs (Mortimer and
Krüger 2000). American youth who pursue postbaccalaureate professional degrees enter the labor
market with a much greater degree of occupationspeciﬁc preparation than their counterparts who
leave school at the university or secondary level,
but this currently accounts for less than 8 percent
of the population of 30–34-year-olds (National
Center for Education Statistics 2002).19
In sum, human capital development in the United States is marked by the development of general
skills through high school and to a great extent
through postsecondary institutions, and occupational (professional) development for the small
minority of students who go on to postgraduate
education in professional schools. A relatively undifferentiated curriculum leaves American employers with few signals to rely upon when they hire
new graduates, save the quantity of education (number of years) a student has received and the presumed “quality” of that education, indexed especially in the case of university by the academic rank
of the school (see for example Frank 1998).20
Given the emphasis on general skill acquisition
and the American meritocratic ideology that anyone can go to college if he or she tries, vocational
education courses have consistently been viewed as
“second best” in American high schools. Shavit
and Müller have pointed out that academic discussions of vocational education in the United States
have rarely considered its possible role in keeping
some high school or postsecondary graduates from
ending up in the lowest-paying jobs; instead, debate has centered on the tracking function played
by vocational education (Shavit and Müller 2000).
Opponents of vocational education argue that
lower-class students are overrepresented and that it
therefore reinforces the intergenerational transmission of status, diverting these youth from postsecondary education and higher occupational attainment. But this begs the question of how vocational
education graduates do in the labor market relative
to their counterparts who do not proceed on to
postsecondary education, namely those who complete secondary school and enter the labor market
or those who drop out of school (Bishop 1989;
Rosenbaum 1996).
Recent attempts to compare American high
school and postsecondary graduates who have speciﬁc vocational training to their counterparts with
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a general high school diploma, an associates’ degree, or a bachelors’ degree provide evidence that
some types of vocational education are indeed
valuable in the U.S. labor market, at least in graduates’ early careers. Arum and Hout show that
there are early positive occupational status and
wage returns to those vocational high school programs in the United States with fairly speciﬁc content (1998). Females who follow a business or commercial curriculum in high school garner higher
initial wages and status than their counterparts
who enter the labor market with a general high
school education. Likewise, some vocational programs lead to a ﬁrst job with higher occupational
status for both men and women than the general
high school track. These results lead Arum and
Hout to conclude that despite the importance of
higher education in the United States for entry
into white-collar jobs, “A differentiated vocational
high-school curriculum, however, affects occupational outcomes for those that have not been singled out as the most likely candidates for the mental labours of the upper white-collar stratum. . . .
To the extent that this curriculum specializes in
areas that are valued by employers, these programmes provide an alternative route to higher
wages” (1998, 507–8).21 These ﬁndings are complemented by Kerckhoff and Bell’s research on the
value of speciﬁc credentials obtained in postsecondary education (1996).
Employer-Provided Training in the United States
Once American students leave school, through
what means do they receive further training? A
substantial proportion of youth cycle in and out of
the labor force and school during the ﬁrst 10 years
of their worklife, thereby seeking additional skills
from formal educational institutions even after
they have entered their ﬁrst full-time job (Arum
and Hout 1998). Systematic evidence on the incidence of employer-based training in the United
States is sparse (Knoke and Kalleberg 1994), but
OECD estimates indicate that formal workplace
training is considerably less prevalent in the United States than in Japan and a number of European
countries. In their work on this issue, Acemoglu
and Pischke cite OECD ﬁgures indicating that formal employer-provided training is provided to 72
percent of young workers in Germany and 67 percent of new hires in Japan, whereas 10 percent of
U.S. workers receive formal training over the
course of their ﬁrst seven years in the labor market
(Acemoglu and Pischke 1999, 542).22 Lynch also
points out that most employer-provided formal

training in the United States is given to college
graduates, especially those employed in the ﬁnance, insurance, and real estate industries. The recipients of employer-based training are concentrated in professional, technical, and managerial jobs
(Lynch 1992a, 1992b). American employers are
sometimes criticized for investing little in either
the recruitment or training of non–college graduates in particular, and very few large American corporations hire new high school graduates into jobs
with career potential (Rosenbaum 2001).
Implications for the Education Wage Gap
How might the institutional division of labor for
human capital development in the United States
be related to the large wage gap between low- and
high-skilled workers? The United States began the
1980s with a larger skill wage gap than most industrial countries. Freeman and Katz (1995) report a ﬁgure of 1.23 for the log of the ratio of
wages received by workers in the top decile versus
those in the bottom decile (the 90-10 ratio), compared to ﬁgures of just 0.78 in Germany and 0.95
in Japan. In the ensuing decade the United States
and United Kingdom experienced the greatest increases in wage inequality, with the U.S. ﬁgure rising to 1.40 by 1990. Meanwhile, Germany experienced no noticeable change in wage differentials,
and the wage gap in Japan increased only slightly.
Are these patterns linked to institutional arrangements, particularly the division of labor between
schools and workplaces for human capital development and the presence or absence of school-work
mechanisms, especially for the less educated (high
school graduates)? The most marked aspect of the
skill wage gap in the United States is that it is particularly large at the bottom of the wage distribution; the 50-10 wage gap (ratio of workers’ wages
in the ﬁftieth percentile of the distribution relative
to workers in the tenth percentile) is nearly twice
as large as in other countries, whereas the 90-50
gap is only slightly larger in the United States. Blau
and Kahn calculate that about 40 percent of the
difference in the 50-10 differential between the
United States and other countries is attributable to
productivity-related worker characteristics (Blau
and Kahn 2002). This is before international differences in wage-setting institutions are taken into
consideration.
This raises the question of whether institutional
explanations of the education wage gap across
countries should rest so heavily on wage compression via institutionalized wage-setting, the overriding explanation offered by political scientists and
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labor economists. In a recent comparison of the
wage distribution in Germany and the United
States, Freeman and Schettkat (2000) ask whether
low-skilled workers are paid higher relative wages
in Germany because they beneﬁt from institutionalized wage-setting policies that raise the minimum wage level or because they are more skilled.
This in essence is a contest between two competing explanations for the lower wage gap in Germany: wage compression or skill compression.
They ﬁnd that German workers do exhibit less
variation in skill levels and that this supplements
wage-setting institutions in the explanation of the
concentration in the earnings distribution.23 This
supports my assertion here that it is important to
consider not just wage-bargaining institutions, but
also how the skill development system affects the
wage distribution across workers. Estevez-Abe,
Iversen, and Soskice (2001) provide an illuminating counterpoint in their demonstration that
almost 70 percent of the variation in earnings inequality across 17 OECD countries can be explained by the form of countries’ wage-bargaining
and skill systems taken together.
It seems clear that the absence of a national system of occupational training in the United States
or of a systematic way of matching new graduates
with employers poses the greatest disadvantage to
the least educated. American youth are on their
own in developing and demonstrating occupational proclivities in their early jobs, and this experience results in labor market “ﬂoundering” for considerable numbers of youth during their early
twenties. The disorderliness of the United States
school-work transition has set off a lively debate in
sociology and economics as to whether early fulltime but transitory job experiences are a waste of
time or, on the other hand, contribute to longterm human capital development and an upward
earnings trajectory; a similar debate surrounds the
issue of youth working part-time while in school
(Gardecki and Neumark 1997; Mortimer and
Krüger 2000; Neumark 1998; Ruhm 1995). Some
who criticize the absence of a systematic schoolwork transition in the United States also claim that
it results in an overall loss in aggregate human capital, as workers in their early twenties who could be
receiving systematic training are instead wandering
around in the labor market trying to ﬁnd their
place (Hamilton 1990).
The lack of regularized communication between
businesses and high schools in the United States is
also important because it means that employers do
not directly communicate to students what types
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of skills are required on the job. A considerable
body of evidence suggests that American employers do not base their hiring decisions on students’
performance in school (Bishop 1989; Rosenbaum
2001; Rosenbaum and Kariya 1991). In an extensive school-work research agenda, Rosenbaum in
particular has argued that this makes it very difﬁcult for American high school students to see the
connection between school performance and their
future worklife (Rosenbaum 1990, 1996, 2001;
Rosenbaum and Kariya 1989).
In sum, the large wage gap by education in the
United States seems highly consistent with the features of the American human capital development
system: an emphasis in the educational system on
general skill development for all, a corresponding
employer emphasis on quantity of education (in
the absence of signals by which to differentiate applicants’ occupational proclivities), a comparatively low rate of employer-based training (especially
for less-skilled workers), and a disorderly schoolwork trajectory with no institutionalized jobmatching mechanisms for less-skilled workers.
Implications for the Gender Wage Gap
The implications of the type of human capital
development system exhibited by the United States
may be quite different for gender wage inequality
than for education wage inequality. Given that so
much human capital investment is based on individual initiative, that training is non–occupationally
speciﬁc, and that the educational system is structured in such a way that individuals can leave the
workforce and return for advanced schooling or
professional degrees, Americans arguably face a
relatively ﬂexible institutional environment. When
the site of human capital development is instead
primarily the school-employer nexus, as in the
German occupational training system, or the ﬁrm,
as in the Japanese ﬁrm-based training system, preexisting gender inequalities may be more easily reproduced. The mechanisms are different in the
case of occupational skill-based systems (Germany)
versus ﬁrm-speciﬁc skill-based systems (Japan), but
the implications for gender inequality may be quite
similar.
As with the education wage gap, one can choose
either to analyze the static cross-country differentials in the gender wage gap or the trajectory of
change over time. In static terms, the United States
does not exhibit one of the lowest gender wage
gaps among industrial nations (Blau and Kahn
1996b, 2002). Blau and Kahn (1996b) argue that
the lower gender wage gaps in a number of Euro-
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pean countries are associated with compressed
wage structures. This suggests a positive relationship between the gender wage gap and the skill
wage gap, which is opposite to the prediction I
suggested earlier. Their logic is based on the fact
that women tend to be disproportionately concentrated in low-paying jobs; raising the wage ﬂoor
therefore should especially beneﬁt women. While
this is theoretically appealing, it does not necessarily hold across countries. When adjustments are
made for the effect of wage structure, the gender
wage gap does decline in the United States and the
United Kingdom, the two countries with the most
unequal wage distribution across skill levels. But it
increases in a number of other countries including
the Netherlands and Austria, and remains nearly
the same in Germany (OECD 2002).24
It is important to note that Blau and Kahn focus
on the presence of collective bargaining agreements
as the institutional reason for a compressed wage
structure; these raise wages at the bottom of the distribution for union workers and sometimes extend
to nonunion workers as well. But as I have discussed
in this chapter, a human capital development system
that is more oriented to imparting skills to lesseducated workers may be another institutional
mechanism inﬂuencing lower wage inequality.
Therefore, it is worth exploring how the sources of
wage compression affect gender inequality.
If one source of this compression is employerorganized training, this may exacerbate rather than
lessen gender wage inequality. There are two principal mechanisms through which this may occur:
vocational training that tends to reproduce existing
occupational sex-stereotyping (the German case),
and ﬁrm-speciﬁc training that employers tend to
reserve for men, in the expectation that women
have less continuous work histories and less commitment to the ﬁrm (the Japanese case). In the latter instance, female workers may experience considerable discouragement as they observe that
more on-the-job training is given to men, and this
may prompt married women to exit the labor force
in higher numbers than they would otherwise
(Ogasawara 1998).25 Even in the United States,
where rates of employer-provided formal training
are much lower than in Japan, women are signiﬁcantly less likely to receive such training or to participate in apprenticeships. When they are provided
company-based training, the duration is considerably shorter than the training periods for men (Altonji and Spletzer 1992; Barron, Black, and Loewenstein 1987; Lynch 1993).
In terms of the cross-sectional gender wage gap,

the distinction among the United States, Germany,
and Japan is clearest between the ﬁrst two countries and Japan. The female-male median weekly
earnings ratio for full-time workers in Japan in the
late 1990s was just 63.6 percent; the comparable
ﬁgures in the United States and Germany were
76.3 percent and 75.5 percent respectively (Blau
and Kahn 2002).
The issue of selectivity into the labor force is of
course very substantial in the case of women, and
has important implications for the wage gap.
There is not enough space to discuss this here, but
it bears noting that American women demonstrate
very different work patterns by marital and childbearing status than women in Germany and Japan.
The proportion of women who exit the labor force
at the time of childbirth is lowest in the United
States (16 percent), compared to 25 percent in
Germany (OECD 2002) and an astounding 75
percent in Japan, a ﬁgure that has not changed in
the past two decades (Japan Institute of Labour
2003). An additional 21 percent of working women
in Germany reduce their working hours upon the
birth of a child, compared to 10 percent of American working women (OECD 2002). Overall, German and Japanese working women are much more
likely to participate in the labor force part-time
than American women. Nineteen percent of American female labor force participants are part-time
workers, compared to 34 percent of German
women and 39 percent of Japanese women (OECD
2002, table 2.1).
But the most striking feature of the gender pay
gap in the United States is that it declined dramatically in the past 20 years after having been relatively stable for most of the twentieth century. This
decline outpaced that in other OECD countries by
a wide margin. The United States showed a percentage change of 22 between 1979 and 1998,
compared to a ﬁgure of 8 percent for Japan and 5
percent for Germany over the same period (Blau
and Kahn 2002).
Blau and Kahn argue that the narrowed U.S.
gap indicates that American women have been
“swimming upstream” against the simultaneous
widening of the wage gap by skill over the same
period (1997). In a decomposition of the narrowed gender wage gap in the 1980s, they show
that increases in full-time labor force experience
and changes in occupational afﬁliation accounted
for about three-quarters of the increase in women’s relative wages, followed by a small boost from
women’s increased educational attainment. They
argue that it is fortunate that women did experi-
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ence increases in human capital and changes in their
occupational locations, as the rewards to skill were
increasing at the same time and women would have
been increasingly left behind had they not been able
to make these gains (1997, forthcoming).
Although American women’s years of education
did not increase dramatically during this period,
their chosen ﬁelds of study demonstrated signiﬁcant change. Gender segregation in ﬁeld of study
at college dropped dramatically between 1965 and
1985 and continued to decline in the late 1980s.
There was also a decline in segregation by ﬁeld for
master’s degrees in the 1980s (Jacobs 1995).
Women’s participation in professional degree programs such as law, business, and medicine also increased substantially, affording them credentials
that were largely portable across employers.
American women’s wage gains since 1970 coincided with the ﬁrst major decline in occupational
sex segregation in the twentieth century (England
and Folbre, chapter 27 in this handbook; Jacobs
1989). The fact that changes in occupational afﬁliation and workforce experience account for so
much of the narrowed gender pay gap may be related to women’s increased entry into previously
male-dominated majors and into professional
schools. In this regard it is well worth considering
how the shape of the human capital development
system in the United States and the permeability of
the boundaries of training systems (generally located in the educational system) may have sped
women’s wage progress. In short, women in particular may beneﬁt from systems that in principle
allow people to return to school to obtain educational credentials—particularly professional degrees—that employers value, in contrast to systems
where there are strong age barriers to training. As
I show below, Japan provides a strong contrast to
the United States. Japanese universities have traditionally had age barriers to entry. Moreover, there
has been no institutional equivalent to American
law schools, and attempts to create business
schools in Japan have met with mixed success.
Human Capital Development in Germany:
General and Occupationally Speciﬁc
Germany and the “modiﬁed apprenticeship countries” (Austria, Denmark, Germany, Luxembourg,
and Switzerland) represent a radical departure
from the tendency of the American educational
system to produce individuals with high levels
of general human capital and little occupationspeciﬁc capital. Following four years of primary
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school, students are tracked into lower secondary
school (Hauptschule), middle secondary school
(Realschule), or upper secondary school (Gymnasium). All of these constitute general studies, but
students who continue their education after Hauptschule or Realschule participate in Germany’s famed
“dual system” that combines part-time vocational
school and apprenticeship with an employer (Blossfeld 1993; Mortimer and Krüger 2000; Witte and
Kalleberg 1995). The certiﬁcates awarded upon
completion of vocational training correspond to
about 400 ofﬁcially recognized occupations, the majority of which require apprenticeship experience.
In an international comparison of the types of
training youth receive, Crouch, Finegold, and
Sako (1999) report that nearly 80 percent of German secondary school students compared to just
over 25 percent of Japanese students were enrolled
in vocational or technical education rather than
general education. (It is not possible to calculate
an exactly comparable ﬁgure for the United States,
since many students take a few vocational courses
in the process of obtaining their general high
school diploma.) Of the 80 percent in Germany,
more than two-thirds of students were in the dual
system, and the remainder participated in schoolbased vocational training. Not surprisingly, Germany ranked ﬁrst in providing qualiﬁcations to 18year-olds and the United States and Japan ranked
at the bottom. (A distinct minority of Japanese
students choose the vocational high school track.)
Conversely, the United States and Japan ranked
ﬁrst and third respectively in the proportions of
18-year-olds who had access to general as opposed
to vocational higher education, and Germany
ranked twelfth out of the 14 countries in the study.
The German dual system stems from a very different history of employer involvement in education than in either the United States or Japan. Thelen and Kume provide a comparative view of how
training systems developed in Germany and Japan
(1999). In the early industrial period, the German
government instituted policies that allowed the
highly organized and progressive artisanal sector to
coordinate skill formation and certiﬁcation. Unions
later joined to maintain the quality rather than the
supply of skills, unlike in Britain. The result was
a collective solution to the problem of training
skilled laborers. Individual employers beneﬁted from
providing apprenticeships and paying low wages
during the training period, and since workers’ skills
were occupationally rather than ﬁrm-speciﬁc, employers also beneﬁted from being able to hire experienced workers from other ﬁrms.
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The contrast is great between the American
system of general (and, for a minority of youth,
professional) human capital development and the
German system that combines general and occupation-speciﬁc human capital development for a majority of youth. Although German ﬁrms provide
training, it is unusual for workers to go beyond the
occupational level for which formal education
qualiﬁes them (Mortimer and Krüger 2000). Moreover, the high level of standardization in apprenticeship programs and the existence of national
certiﬁcation for occupational skills means that employers recognize the credentials workers have obtained while working as apprentices for other ﬁrms
(Witte and Kalleberg 1995). Credentials are, in
short, portable.
Consistent with Maurice, Sellier, and Silvestre’s
argument about “qualiﬁcation space” in Germany,
Blossfeld and Mayer found in their research on job
mobility that only 16 percent of all job transitions
“are mediated through the institutional structure
of an internal labor market” (1988, 138). Hannan,
Schömann, and Blossfeld (1990) found German
labor markets to correspond poorly to sociological
labor market theorists’ textbook version of a privileged primary sector characterized by internal labor
markets where workers experience wage growth
versus a secondary sector characterized by wage
stagnation. As they reported, “Male and female
workers in sectors that can reasonably be characterized as having internal labor markets did not experience higher than average wage growth within
jobs. This challenges the core assumption of theories of labor market segmentation. . . . There are
many important differences in employment relations between the FRG [Federal Republic of Germany] and the U.S. over the period studied. Perhaps theories of labor market segmentation have
implicitly assumed structures that are unique to
the U.S. and that do not hold in other industrialized, capitalist economies” (1990, 709–10). Moreover, Hannan and colleagues found no statistically
signiﬁcant relation between men’s and women’s
ﬁrst-job earnings and either ﬁrm size or job skill
level.
The school-work transition for the approximately 70 percent of youth who do apprenticeships is
also markedly different from the transition to work
for American non–college graduates. In contrast to
the radical disconnect American youth often perceive between what happens in school and in one’s
later worklife, German youth are purportedly motivated to achieve in school in order to enter a de-

sirable apprenticeship (Lynch 1993; Mortimer and
Krüger 2000).
Implications for the Education Wage Gap
Wage differentials by level of education in Germany are consistently reported to be much lower
than in the United States. The difference is especially marked in the lower half of the income distribution; the 50-10 wage differential in Germany
is less than half that in the United States (Blau and
Kahn 1996a). In a comparison of the wage determination process in 13 European countries, the
wage penalty for completing less than upper secondary education was low in Germany relative to
other countries (OECD 2002).
In terms of change across time in the skill wage
gap, Hannan et al. found that the relative advantage
of higher education for ﬁrst-job earnings declined
sharply for both men and women between cohorts
who entered the labor market between 1950 and
1975 (1990). Acemoglu (2002) and Freeman and
Katz (1995) also report that in contrast to the United States, the wage gap by skill remained relatively
stable in Germany over the past 15 years.
Implications for the Gender Wage Gap
The traditional sociological focus on occupations rather than wages, contrary to labor economics, has led researchers to describe the German
employment relations system in occupational closure terms. The institution of apprenticeship sets
up entry barriers to occupations, whereas promotion into skilled positions in the United States is
based more on general educational credentials and
on work experience in a speciﬁc enterprise (Haller
et al. 1985). It is intriguing to surmise that occupational closure may have contradictory effects on
the skill wage gap and the gender wage gap, helping to maintain a relatively low gap in the former
case and a wider one in the latter. As discussed in
the preceding section on the United States, the
gender wage gap is no smaller in Germany than the
United States, and the rate of labor force participation among married women is considerably
lower in Germany, demonstrating less overall labor
force attachment on the part of women. The “occupational space” of Germany, operating through
the mechanism of occupational closure, may lead
to the maintenance of a sizable wage gap through
occupational sex segregation. I will discuss below
the radical difference between this mechanism and
those in the human capital environment of Japan,
where the male-female wage gap is even larger.
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Witte and Kalleberg report extreme sex segregation in the most common 16 apprenticeship ﬁelds
in Germany (1995). In ﬁve of the 16 areas, women
comprised over 70 percent of all apprentices, and
in another seven areas, women comprised less than
10 percent. This presages a relatively high degree
of occupational sex segregation in the labor force
(Anker 1998; Blossfeld 1987; Witte and Kalleberg
1995). Similarly, Hannan, Schömann, and Blossfeld suggest that occupational sex segregation
seems to account for more of the difference in
German men’s and women’s wages than differences in the amount of education per se; women’s
concentration in the professional service sector (including health and education) in particular disadvantages them in wage terms (1990). As mentioned earlier, they found virtually no support for
the idea that ﬁrm-internal labor markets are crucial
for wage determination in Germany and that
women’s exclusion from such markets is a mechanism contributing to the gender wage gap. In contrast to the United States, there is little evidence
that occupational sex segregation has declined in
recent years in Germany (OECD 2002).
Human Capital Development in Japan: General
and Firm-Speciﬁc
Japan has a markedly different type of human
capital development system than either the United
States or Germany, and a radically different institutional conﬁguration governing the school-work
transition as well. If Germany represents the quintessential “occupational space,” then Japan on the
other hand represents the quintessential “organizational space.”26 Japanese high school and university graduates typically construct their goals not in
terms of the occupation in which they wish to be
employed but in terms of the company for which
they wish to work. The ﬁxation on workplace
rather than occupation arose out of historical circumstances that gave pride of place to the ﬁrm
rather than to the occupation as a central determinant of workers’ identity as well as work rewards.
Central to this phenomenon is the way that Japanese employers shaped the wage determination
process during industrialization; this privileged job
tenure is an important basis for compensation. The
strategies of Japanese employers were related to
the qualiﬁcations of labor supplied by the nascent
national educational system and to the role of the
state in shaping employer-employee relations.
Research on the origins of the Japanese employ-
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ment system is extensive. Following Abegglen’s assertion that the postwar Japanese employment system could be traced to “traditional” employment
practices of the nineteenth century (1958), the
origins of the system during and after the World
War I period became an object of debate in the
1960s and 1970s among Japanese scholars and foreign specialists on Japanese economy and society.
The debate was polarized between scholars who,
following Abegglen, argued for the historicalcultural roots of Japanese manufacturing ﬁrms’
stress on “lifetime employment,” seniority wages,
and a pseudofamilial work atmosphere, and those
scholars who claimed that the origins of the Japanese employment system could be traced almost
entirely to reasons of economic efﬁciency (cf. Taira
1962; Sumiya 1966). Cole (1971) summarized
these viewpoints nicely, situating the development
of the permanent employment system in the context of employers’ skillful deployment of traditional cultural symbols in their attempt to bind skilled
workers to the ﬁrm. He draws attention to the full
constellation of social actors involved in the creation of the employment system and to the historically based power relations among them, stressing
the centrality of employers in the fashioning of
what was to become the prototypical Japanese employment relationship.
Cole’s early article viewed Japan through a comparative lens with Germany, and this has been followed in more recent work by Thelen and Kume
on the historical origins of training systems. They
characterize skill formation regimes based on “solidarism” among employers versus “segmentalism,”27 and point out that “the very different interaction between the state, artisans, industry, and
labor pushed Japan towards a ‘segmentalist’ rather
than ‘solidaristic’ approach to skill formation”
(1999, 51) Literacy rates in Japan at the beginning
of the twentieth century were very high by international standards, but the technical skills needed
in the country’s emerging heavy industries were
not well represented in the human capital stock of
artisans. Unlike Germany, the Japanese government of the late nineteenth century chose not to
encourage the modernization of the artisan sector
through means such as the standardization of apprenticeships. Facing a shortage of skilled labor,
employers in the early twentieth century of necessity were in the position of having to train new recruits and then attempt to keep them from being
bid away by competing ﬁrms. This spurred the development of training and compensation systems
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that were the early seeds of Japan’s so-called “permanent employment system.” As Crawcour notes:
With unskilled labor and the raw material for skilled
labor—that is to say, school and college leavers—in
abundant supply, the strategy of employing only
young unskilled workers and internalizing training
within the ﬁrm could produce a situation in which the
supply of skilled labor could be controlled by the employment and training policies of the ﬁrm itself. The
evolution of the main features of the Japanese employment system—wages related to length of service,
lifetime employment, welfare based on employment
and suppression of organized labor except for purposes of harmony within the ﬁrm as a community—can
be understood largely as the process by which employers sought to bring this situation about. . . . The
key innovation was a system of wages under which
payments were related to length of service to the ﬁrm
rather than to skill. (1978, 233–34)

Japanese ﬁrms’ competition for workers and
their collective strategies to dampen such competition are a good example of the “search-induced
monopsony” analyzed by Acemoglu and Pischke
(1999): In an environment where it is costly for a
worker to change employers, the ﬁrm has a degree
of monopsony power and can capture part of the
output from the worker’s higher productivity. The
costs workers face in trying to change employers
are the risk of unemployment and the risk that they
will not experience a wage increase by moving to a
new employer. In these situations (especially when
exit rates from unemployment are low), there may
be more ﬁrm-sponsored formal training programs.
While Acemoglu and Pischke’s analysis does not
refer to historical examples, it is an apt characterization of the evolution of the interwoven institutions in prewar Japan that later came to be known
as the distinctive Japanese employment system.
In the aftermath of World War II the impetus for
Japanese ﬁrms to extend implicit promises of stable
employment to workers came more strongly from
workers themselves. Employment stability was a
major demand of postwar labor unions, and internal labor markets became the normative employment model for ﬁrms large enough to develop
them. On-the-job training is prevalent in Japanese
ﬁrms. Consistent with Acemoglu and Pischke’s
analytical framework linking employer-provided
training to workers’ risks of not being able to become re-employed once they enter unemployment, the monthly exit rate from unemployment
in Japan is half that in the United States (22 vs. 48
percent; Acemoglu and Pischke 1999).

Japanese employers’ pattern of recruiting workers with general human capital directly from school
has continued throughout the postindustrial period in surprisingly robust form. The Japanese educational system prior to World War II was relatively stratiﬁed and bore a greater resemblance to
European systems than to the American. Compulsory education ran for six years, after which students were separated into tracks; only a small minority of students eventually attended university.
The post–World War II reforms undertaken by the
U.S. occupation simpliﬁed the system along the
“6-3-3” American model, making six years of primary education and three years of junior high
school compulsory for all students (Rohlen 1983).
This system has remained in place for the past 50
years, although secondary schooling has nearly assumed the status of de facto compulsory education, with more than 90 percent of Japanese students completing it (a rate that exceeds that of the
United States).
Signiﬁcant stratiﬁcation occurs at two points in
Japanese students’ careers: during ninth grade and
during the senior year in high school. Ninth-grade
students take practice high school entrance exams
and receive intensive in-school counseling regarding which high school in their district to apply to
(LeTendre 1996). Public high schools, attended
by the majority of students, are ﬁnely ranked according to the minimum admissible score on regional standardized tests given to ninth graders.
Students who do not score highly on practice
exams end up in one of the lowest-ranked general
high schools in their school district (Brinton
1998). A vocational education alternative also exists for students who are unlikely to make it into a
highly ranked high school—every prefecture has
several public vocational high schools, most of
which offer either industrial or commercial training.28 The second sorting point in Japanese students’ educational trajectories occurs at the completion of high school. A minority of graduates
enter the labor force; most aim instead for some
form of postsecondary education. Chief among
the latter are four-year universities and two-year
junior colleges.29 A third alternative, senmon gakkô
(specialized two-year training schools), saw considerable growth in the past 20 years and has
become a popular postsecondary alternative for
those students who want further education but
cannot pass the entrance exam for a reasonably
prestigious university or junior college (Slater
2002). The content of the vocational training offered by senmon gakkô is not regulated by the gov-
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ernment, and its utility is highly variable across
schools.
The Japanese educational system bears considerable surface similarity to the American. Both countries have an educational system with a 6-3-3 structure, a societal norm of high school attendance, a
preponderance of students who graduate from
high school with general rather than occupationally speciﬁc human capital, and a relatively high proportion of students who receive postsecondary
education (between 50 and 60 percent in each
country), again of a highly general rather than vocationally speciﬁc nature. Compared to the German and American educational systems, Japan
stands closer to the German in terms of instructional standardization, in-between the German
and American in terms of the degree to which students are stratiﬁed across curricula as they move
through the system, and much more similar to the
American in terms of the lack of vocational speciﬁcity in education.
But despite considerable surface similarity between the American and Japanese educational systems, the interface between the educational system
and the workplace is very different in Japan in two
ways: (1) the institutionalized nature of the schoolwork transition process, (2) the extent to which
educational training continues in the workplace, as
implemented by individual employers. These, I
argue, have signiﬁcant ramiﬁcations for the skill
wage gap and the gender wage gap.
Implications for the Education Wage Gap
Unlike the United States and similar to Germany, the Japanese transition from school to work
is a very discrete process.30 The orderly sequencing
from full-time education to full-time labor force
participation has undergone change along with the
turbulence of the Japanese economy since the early
1990s, and it is possible that the diversiﬁcation of
early life course transitions will evidence itself
in Japanese data on very recent cohorts. But this
would break from the strong normative sequencing apparent in the experiences of prior cohorts.31
University graduates move into work organizations through networks that are more universitybased and less personalistic than in the United
States. The linkages between prestigious Japanese
universities and large ﬁrms bear some resemblance
to those between professional schools and ﬁrms in
the United States, such as the recruiting relationships between prestigious business and law schools
and high-proﬁle ﬁrms (Brinton and Kariya 1998).
At the high school level, schools and employers are
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linked together not through apprenticeship arrangements as in the German case but rather through
the legal encouragement of recruitment relationships resembling implicit contracts (Brinton 2000;
Rosenbaum and Kariya 1989). Japanese high school
graduates’ entry into the labor market is effected
largely through employers’ direct contact with the
schools from which they wish to recruit, followed
by schools’ recommendation of one student per
job opening. Prior to the onset of serious economic recession in 1992, the system of matching
high school graduates to jobs appears to have resulted in little of the labor market “ﬂoundering”
experienced by many high school graduates in the
United States (Genda and Kurosawa 2001; Rosenbaum and Kariya 1989; Ryan 2001).
Japanese high school graduates fortunate
enough to have attended a high school with many
employer contacts are likely to be able to enter a
company that puts them on a track parallel to university graduates (viz. white-collar workers) in
terms of the provision of on-the-job training, seniority wages, and job security (Dore and Sako
1998). If German labor markets correspond poorly to the speciﬁcations of segmented labor market
theory as developed in the United States, Japan
corresponds very well. Wages are closely related to
ﬁrm size and to progression through ﬁrm-internal
labor markets in large ﬁrms (Brown et al. 1997;
Kalleberg and Lincoln 1988; Spilerman and Ishida
1996). Occupational category is a poor predictor
of both workers’ self-identiﬁcation and their market rewards. In studying earnings inequality in
American and Japanese manufacturing ﬁrms, Kalleberg and Lincoln stated starkly, “We have clear
and consistent evidence that attributes of jobs play
a greater role in the determination of earnings in
our American than in our Japanese sample” (1988,
S142).
Firm-internal labor markets and the so-called
permanent employment system developed ﬁrst in
heavy industries, and from the beginning involved
male manufacturing workers. The later development of ﬁrm-based unions meant that full-time
blue- and white-collar employees negotiated wage
increases together. Koike has aptly described the
similarity of age-earnings trajectories between male
white-collar and blue-collar workers in Japan as
“the white-collarization of blue-collar workers” in
large ﬁrms, and has demonstrated the similarity between the age-wage proﬁle for male blue-collar
workers in such ﬁrms in Japan and white-collar
workers in a number of European countries (Koike
1994; Koike and Inoki 1990). The education or
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skill wage gap is considerably smaller in Japan than
in the United States (Brown et al. 1997; Freeman
and Katz 1995; Ishida 1993; Katz and Ravenga
1989; Koike 1994; Nakata and Mosk 1987; Spilerman and Ishida 1996). Furthermore, the gap between high school graduates’ lifetime earnings and
those of university graduates declined in the 1960–
80 period and rose very slightly in the 1980s
(Nakata and Mosk 1987), while the gap in the
United States rose sharply.
Implications for the Gender Wage Gap
Japan exhibits perhaps the clearest case of how
compensation systems rooted in ﬁrm-internal labor
markets disadvantage women. I have written extensively on this elsewhere (1993, 2001) and so
will only brieﬂy summarize the arguments here.
In comparisons of wage determination across
countries, researchers have consistently found that
a high premium is attached to job tenure in Japan
(Brown et al. 1997; Hashimoto and Raisian 1985;
Kalleberg and Lincoln 1988; Spilerman and Ishida
1996). Cross-sectional data on male employees’
average length of stay in a ﬁrm verify that Japanese
men tend to exhibit longer spells with one employer than men in Germany or the United States.
The respective ﬁgures are 11.3, 9.7, and 7.4. years.
Likewise, the proportion of male employees who
have spent less than one year in their current ﬁrm
is over three times as high in the United States (26
percent) as in Japan (7.6 percent). The corresponding ﬁgure in Germany stands in between, at 16.1
percent (Crouch, Finegold, and Sako 1999).
Japanese employers’ investment in on-the-job
training and their commitment to seniority wages
is heavily skewed toward male workers. Women are
as likely as men to enter large ﬁrms upon graduation, but they are much less likely to receive
on-the-job training (Brinton 1989, 1991, 1993).
Across the life cycle, Japanese women are much
more likely than men to move into the classic “secondary” small-ﬁrm sector of the economy (Brinton 1989; Brinton, Ngo, and Shibuya 1991). Employers’ practice of prodding women to quit the
ﬁrm upon marriage, often with the enticement of
a “retirement payment,” has been formally illegal
since the enactment of an Equal Opportunity Employment Law in 1986. But the practice persists.
This reinforces a vicious cycle wherein employers
assume that women have low work commitment
and accordingly place them in dead-end jobs outside of internal labor markets. When many women
subsequently exit these dead-end jobs upon marriage or childbirth, employers’ self-fulﬁlling prophecy is realized. Large companies’ creation of a dual-

track system for women in the late 1980s, consisting of the conventional dead-end track and a
management track, has largely backﬁred since the
Japanese economy went into recession in the early
1990s: many young women choose the dead-end
track in hopes of increasing their chances to get
hired at all. The Japan Institute of Labour recently reported that just 2 percent of all management
positions in large ﬁrms are held by women (Ministry of Health, Labour, and Welfare 2001).
In sum, Japan represents a dramatic counterpoint to the United States in its human capital development system and inequality patterns. General
human capital development through educational
institutions is heavily complemented by on-the-job
training for those workers in whom employers
choose to invest. The recipients of on-the-job training and internal labor market placement are not
nearly as differentiated by skill level as in the United States, and have entered the workplace through
a process that is highly coordinated between schools
and ﬁrms. The beneﬁciaries of this human capital
development system are strongly differentiated by
gender rather than prior education or skill level.
Men are heavily privileged because employers perceive that they can more safely assume that men’s
length of service (and hence the employers’ own
returns to productivity-enhancing skill investments) will be substantial. The result of this form
of human capital development system is a narrow
skill wage gap and a wide gender wage gap.
CONCLUSION: THE COMPARATIVEINSTITUTIONAL ANALYSIS OF EDUCATIONECONOMY LINKAGES AND ECONOMIC
INEQUALITY
In this chapter I have argued for the idea that
economic sociologists could proﬁtably set as one
of their research agendas the theoretical articulation of how education-economy linkages structure
and reproduce patterns of inequality across postindustrial societies. I have conceptualized two education-economy linkages as theoretically fruitful to
examine: the division of labor between schools and
ﬁrms for individuals’ human capital development,
and the recruitment mechanisms structuring individuals’ movement out of school and into the workplace as well as those structuring movement across
jobs. Economic sociologists have based much of
their claim to originality on the careful analysis of
how institutional arrangements form the context
within which individual economic behaviors take
place. Given these strengths, the extension of eco-
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nomic sociological inquiry into the study of comparative inequality regimes based on varied educationeconomy linkages would seem very promising.
Much of the theoretical and empirical work to
date on the relationship between institutional arrangements and inequality patterns across industrial societies has been done outside of sociology.
The neighboring disciplines of political science and
labor economics have focused considerable attention on cross-national variation in wage compression across skill boundaries. In closing I would
suggest that economic sociologists can proﬁtably
draw on the extensive empirical work by labor
economists and the theoretical exploration of wagesetting arrangements by both labor economists
and proponents of the varieties of capitalism approach. Building upon the theoretical formulations of educational and stratiﬁcation researchers,
economic sociologists can fashion a comparative
research agenda designed to further specify how
skill and gender wage gaps are inﬂuenced by the
varied institutional arrangements of capitalism.
Many of these institutional arrangements stand
precisely at the intersection of education and the
economy.
NOTES
I am grateful to Mary Mosley for her general assistance in
the preparation of the ﬁrst draft of this chapter, and to Carolyn Wong for bibliographical help.
1. For exceptions in sociology, see Chang 2000; Rosenfeld and Kalleberg 1990; and Wright, Baxter, and Birkelund
1995.
2. See Brinton 1988, 1993 for a related discussion, relevant to gender inequality.
3. See Brinton and Kariya 1998 for a consideration of the
social embeddedness of recruitment processes.
4. Also see Dobbin’s chapter 2 in this handbook for a review of comparative-historical studies of management systems and industrial relations.
5. This is reiﬁed in the organization of sections in the
American Sociological Association. The Education and the
Organizations, Occupations, and Work sections are both
relatively large in terms of membership and oddly, there is
no Social Stratiﬁcation section in the ASA that would bridge
the spheres of education and work. The recent creation of a
section on Labor and Labor Movements has drawn together scholars interested in labor politics and processes.
6. What then is the causal connection between the system
of wage determination and the structure of the educational
system? Müller and Shavit suggest that Maurice and colleagues’ work shows that employers adapt their training and
recruitment policies to the educational system. I would
modify this by suggesting that the direction of the relationship may be historically contingent, dependent on the relative timing in any particular country of the development of
the educational system on the one hand and employers’ recruitment and training strategies on the other.
7. DiPrete and Soule (1988) found that women were less
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likely than men to be promoted from lower- to upper-tier
jobs in the U.S. federal bureaucracy; several other studies
looked at men’s and women’s promotions in internal labor
markets in speciﬁc ﬁrms. Spilerman and Ishida (1996) excluded women from their study of career advancement in a
large Japanese ﬁnancial ﬁrm. Only 1 percent of managerial
employees were women, whereas all of the clerical workers
were female; there was no mobility between the clerical and
managerial ranks.
8. See Brinton 1988, 1993, 2001 for a development of
this line of argumentation.
9. Witness Freeman’s statement in the introductory chapter of his Working under Different Rules: “In Economics I,
the invisible hand of market forces sets wages, prices, and
quantities, aided perhaps by a Wizard of Oz ‘auctioneer’
who calibrates prices and wages until all markets clear. In
real labor markets, however, matters are more complicated
and interesting. Every country has its own labor market
institutions—unions, management, organizations, government agencies—and rules that help determine outcomes”
(1994, 14–15).
10. But there is also sensitivity in the literature to the fact
that strong unions and centralized wage-bargaining do not
necessarily go hand in hand, making it necessary to consider them separately.
11. Increased international trade, varying across countries, has also been investigated as a source of differential
change in the demand for skilled workers. See reviews in
Acemoglu 2002 and in Katz and Autor 1999.
12. Acemoglu further points out that under this scenario,
job creation would be less desirable and unemployment
would increase across skill levels, and that this is consistent
with European trends and with the contrast between the
United States and continental Europe.
13. As Dobbin notes in his chapter in this handbook, an
important issue for economic sociologists is to explain the
diversity of economic systems that operate effectively. He
notes, “The question of what kinds of economic behavior
patterns are actually extinguished by their inefﬁciency is an
important one, but it is remarkable how many different behavior patterns are not extinguished, or have not yet been”
(Dobbin, xx).
14. Both political scientists and economists also consider
poverty rates cross-nationally. This is beyond the scope of
this chapter as I have formulated it. A considerable amount
of empirical research has been done using the Luxembourg
Income Study, although there are some important exceptions (such as Japan) in the coverage of the data sets (see
Gottschalk and Smeeding 1997).
15. Issues of ethnic inequality are also embedded in
analysis of the ﬁrst type of inequality to the extent that signiﬁcant educational differences persist across ethnic groups.
16. I originally intended to include social class reproduction as a third type of inequality that may be linked to national institutional variation in the education-economy linkage. However, the literature on social class reproduction is
vast and involves a number of issues that go beyond the
boundaries of a chapter on education and the economy. Of
particular importance for intergenerational class inheritance,
of course, is the issue of who gets educated. This is logically prior to the issue of how different amounts of education
translate into labor market returns and how this process may
differ by ascriptive characteristics (gender and ethnicity). It
is this latter issue that I focus on here—how the translation
of education into labor market rewards for different groups
may depend in part on the institutional arrangements governing human capital development and recruitment.
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17. As initiated by Granovetter’s classic study (1995), the
job search literature has consistently documented the important role played by social ties in American workers’ job
searches. More recent literature speciﬁcally on the schoolwork transition reiterates the ﬁnding that social ties are important at this stage as well, given the lack of formal institutions structuring the school-work process in the United
States (Rosenbaum et al. 1990; Rosenbaum 2001).
18. It may be no accident that human capital theory, with
its highly individualistic conception of how skill development takes place, had its birthplace in the United States.
The lack of organized apprenticeship programs or systematic employer investments in training means that a great deal
of human capital development occurs before individuals
enter the workplace on a full-time basis. This leaves much
decision-making control over human capital investments
squarely in the hands of youth and their families. The degree
of status transmission across generations is high in the United States; contrary to the implications of Turner’s classic depiction of the United States as a “contest mobility” regime
(1960), American intergenerational class inheritance is as
high as in many other advanced industrial economies (Ishida 1993).
19. At the professional level, of course, professional associations have played a major role in the construction of certiﬁcation standards (Abbott 1988).
20. At the secondary education level, Kirschenman and
Neckerman show that many Chicago employers use the high
school name or even the fact that the job applicant graduated from one of the city’s public high schools as an indication
that he or she is unqualiﬁed (1991).
21. In stating this, they suggest that there is a way in
which vocational programs in secondary schools and nonuniversity postsecondary educational institutions may reduce
intergenerational status reproduction, as the students in
these programs are disproportionately from disadvantaged
backgrounds but reap the beneﬁts of employer-valued educational training. This area will undoubtedly continue to be
one of heated debate within the sociology of education.
22. Loewenstein and Spletzer report a higher ﬁgure for
the proportion of new workers who receive informal training by U.S. employers (1999), but Acemoglu and Pischke
(1999) note that even the higher ﬁgure is still only about
one-half the ﬁgure for formal training by German and Japanese employers.
23. The widely cited International Adult Literacy Survey
found American workers to be more concentrated in the extremes of the verbal and quantitative skill distributions than
German workers, who were bunched in the middle (National Center for Education Statistics and Statistics Canada
1995; see also Freeman and Schettkat 2000). Unfortunately Japan was not included in the study. As is well known, international comparisons of students’ performance in mathematics and science consistently rank Japan at or near the top
of the distribution (National Center for Education Statistics
2002). It is principally the variance in the distribution with
which we are concerned here; studies have reported low
variance in the Japanese scores.
24. This is based on OECD statistics published in 2002.
Blau and Kahn (1996b) report the same results for Germany
and Austria; the Netherlands is not in their sample.
25. The Korean labor market bears some resemblance to
the Japanese, although ﬁrm-internal labor markets are less
widespread. Notably, Japan and Korea are the only two
OECD countries where the labor force participation rates of
married women with tertiary education are similar to or

lower than those of women with less education (Brinton
2001).
26. Japan frequently falls out of comparative research for
a number of reasons. One is certainly the language barrier,
which is formidable. A second reason is that micro-level data
are extremely hard to obtain in Japan (see Brinton 2003, for
a review of the reasons). A third is that Japan has not participated in a number of the collaborative efforts to obtain
comparable data sets across countries; the Luxembourg Income Study is a case in point.
27. They cite an unpublished piece by Peter Swenson as
the source of this terminology (“Employers Unite: Labor
Market Control and the Welfare State in Sweden and the
U.S.,” 1996).
28. A smaller number of vocational high schools specialize in training for agriculture, ﬁsheries, home economics,
and nursing.
29. Both expanded their enrollments exponentially in the
post–World War II period, with junior college becoming almost entirely a female track and remaining so.
30. While a sizable proportion of each year’s entering cohort at the nation’s most prestigious universities are students who “sat out” for a year in order to retake the university entrance exam in order to gain admission to their
top-choice school (Ono 1999), these students are not ones
who, as in the United States, took a year off to experience
the world of work and to think over their future occupational choices. Rather, they are primarily male students who
wish to enter prestigious universities, nearly always with the
purpose of gaining the credential necessary to subsequently enter one of Japan’s large ﬁrms offering the promise of
stable employment.
31. To date the Social Stratiﬁcation and Mobility Survey,
conducted every 10 years in Japan since 1955, has always collected work history information that begins after completion
of formal schooling. Unlike the United States, data analysis
problems based on individuals’ subsequent return to schooling
and reentry to the labor force have been so trivial as to occasion little debate over whether to reword the survey questions.
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26 New Directions in the Study
of Religion and Economic Life
Robert Wuthnow

A generation ago, studies of the relationships
between religion and economic life were often
framed within a view of modern society that emphasized institutional differentiation and secularization. As a result, studies of economic behavior
seldom paid attention to religion, and studies of
religion seldom dealt with economic activities
(Beckford 1985). In recent years, more borrowing
across subdisciplinary lines is evident. Studies of
religion incorporate insights from economic sociology about economic preferences, markets, and
organizational structure, while research in economic sociology sometimes draws on ideas about
ritual and ceremony, symbolism, testimonials, ethnic and religious communities, and sacralization.
Beyond these mutual inﬂuences, there has been a
more important shift in thinking about the nature
of religion itself. The new directions resulting from
this shift converge in signiﬁcant ways with current
thinking in economic sociology (Swedberg 1991).1
Theories of modernization suggested that religion would become increasingly differentiated
from other institutions, including the political and
economic spheres. These theories also argued that
religion was becoming privatized, leaving behavior
that truly mattered in the larger society free of religious inﬂuences. These arguments, as well as increasing specialization within the social sciences
themselves, often made it possible to ignore the
role of religion. Even on topics in which religious
considerations might have been evident, such as
immigration (Portes 1998; Portes and Rumbaut
1990), lower-income African American neighborhoods (Wilson 1980), and trust (Coleman 1990),
these considerations were often neglected.
Mutual inﬂuences between studies of religion
and economic sociology have grown in response
to the neoinstitutional approach to organizations
(Powell and DiMaggio 1991) and emphasis on the
social embeddedness of economic transactions
(Granovetter 1990). These inﬂuences are evident
in such work as Chaves’s (1997) study of organi-

zational innovation among religious denominations in decisions concerning the ordination of
women, Becker’s (1999) study of conﬂict in congregations, and Finke and Stark’s (1992) study of
denominational growth and decline. In economic
sociology and related subdisciplines, some interest
in religion or concepts from scholarship on religion is evident in discussions of the ceremonial aspects of formal organizations (Meyer and Rowan
1991), trust (Fukuyama 1995; Seligman 1997),
and social capital (Putnam 2000). Some convergence between studies of religion and economic
sociology can be seen in Etzioni’s (1988) and Selznick’s (1994) treatments of the moral dimensions
of economic life. Other studies have examined the
economic aspects of religious organizations themselves, especially ﬁnances and fund-raising (Ronsvale and Ronsvale 1996; Hoge 1996; and Vallet
and Zech 1995), and some attention has been paid
to the commercialization of religion (Moore 1994).
There has, however, been a more general reorientation of scholarship on religion, including studies that bear directly on economic life. This reorientation works within the framework of questions
raised by the founding ﬁgures in sociology, especially questions about the conditions under which
religion and economic life bear afﬁnities with each
other or conﬂict with each other. Long-standing
questions about religion accommodating to economic conditions or serving as modes of resistance
also remain. Recent work has not so much abandoned these questions as responded to earlier answers that posed additional problems. New directions in the study of religion and economic life
emphasize culture, social practices, agency, constructedness, and embeddedness in many of the
same ways that economic sociology does (DiMaggio 1994). Rather than being regarded as a separate institution or as a set of ideas, religion is viewed
as “lived religion” (Hall 1997) or as “practice”
(McDannell 2001). It therefore has economic dimensions and is part of the fabric of communities,
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social relationships, power arrangements, and
policy deliberations in which economic behavior is
embedded.

THE CLASSICAL LEGACY
Understanding the recent shifts in orientation is
best done in comparison with emphases evident in
classical work and studies following in those traditions. The relationships between religion and economic life were emphasized especially by Karl
Marx and Max Weber, and to a considerable degree by Émile Durkheim. Their contributions have
been examined on many occasions and have been
increasingly regarded as open-ended, complex,
and multivalent (Calhoun 1996; O’Toole 2001).
A brief review will thus be helpful (see also Wuthnow 1994b; Fenn 2001; O’Toole 2001; and Giddens 1975).
Although Marx and Engels ([1846] 1947,
1967) wrote extensively about religion, their work
on this topic is scattered and for this reason is best
understood within the framework of their larger
contributions to the study of capitalism. In their
view religion is a form of ideology or consciousness
that composes part of the societal superstructure
that is in turn shaped by the mode of production
and relations of production that form the societal
infrastructure. In causal language, religion is thus a
dependent variable the shape and content of which
are determined by a set of economic conditions.
There are of course ways in which religion and
other forms of ideology act back upon economic
conditions (such as reinforcing passivity or encouraging dissent), but these relations are not as powerful within the larger Marxian understanding of
society as the internal dynamics of capitalism itself.
Thus, Marx and Engels argue that the shift from
agrarian to industrialized societies under capitalism
is accompanied by a split between the bourgeoisie
who own the means of production and the proletariat who provide labor but do not participate fully
in the fruits of their labor because proﬁts are appropriated by the bourgeoisie. Religion reﬂects this
division between bourgeoisie and proletariat. For
the bourgeoisie, religion provides legitimation for
its power and privilege by emphasizing individualism and the just rewards of entrepreneurialism. For
the proletariat, religion becomes in Marx and Engels’s famous phrase an “opium of the masses,”
masking the true source of their oppression through
beliefs about the divine nature of inequality and anticipation of rewards in the life to come.

Weber’s most important contribution to thinking about religion and economic life is his discussion of the role played by the Protestant ethic
in the rise of rational bourgeois capitalism. For
Weber, capitalism was encouraged by a wide range
of developments, including technological advances
that made industrialization possible, separation of
business from households, and rational methods of
bookkeeping. These, however, were in his view insufﬁcient to explain the rise of capitalism because
people still required motivation to save, plan, and
work hard in worldly pursuits. The Protestant
ethic provided such motivation, Weber claimed. It
did so inadvertently by teaching that only God’s
foreordained “elect” would receive eternal salvation, but emphasizing that God’s inscrutability
made it impossible for the elect to be certain of salvation. Faced with such uncertainty, Puritans argued that hard work, service, sobriety, and moral
discipline were ways of obeying God and that the
material success deriving from this kind of behavior could be taken as a sign of God’s favor. In subsequent work, Weber compared the world’s major
religious traditions, showing that each sought to
provide a cosmological framework in which life ultimately made sense. All such traditions ran into
the problem of evil or theodicy (how a good God
or supreme being could permit evil) and thus developed explanations for evil that implied modes of
possible salvation. Protestantism and other forms
of what Weber termed inner-worldly asceticism
were conducive to rational economic behavior,
while other religions diverted attention more to
mysticism or otherworldly expectations.
Durkheim’s Elementary Forms of the Religious
Life ([1915] 1995) was not as directly concerned
with the relationships between religion and economic life as the work of Marx or Weber. But the
Elementary Forms can be viewed as the culmination of Durkheim’s long quest to understand the
changing bases of social solidarity under conditions of industrialization. In his early work on the
division of labor in society, Durkheim described a
shift from what he termed mechanical solidarity,
based on homogeneity, to organic solidarity, based
on heterogeneity. In complex societies, economic
development required an increasing division of labor
or occupational specialization that in turn required
people to interact because of economic interdependence. Durkheim was concerned, however,
that economic exchange alone could not provide a
sufﬁcient basis for social cohesion. For this reason,
he considered ways of supplementing economic
transactions, including occupational and profes-
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sional organizations, public education, and representative government. He eventually settled on
religion as an important way of reinforcing social
cohesion because of its capacity for symbolically
representing the whole collectivity (the gods, he
argued, reﬂected the collectivity), drawing people
together in rituals, and reinforcing social classiﬁcation schemes demarcating the sacred and the profane. Durkheim nevertheless envisioned religion
becoming increasingly focused around what he
called the cult of the individual as societies became
more economically differentiated.
Marx’s discussion of the formative inﬂuences of
bourgeoisie and proletariat class relations on religion, along with some of Weber’s remarks about
status groups serving as carriers for religious ideologies, resulted in a long line of scholarship focusing on the relationships between social class
and religion (Estus and Overington 1970). Scholars theorized that social class inﬂuenced religion in
at least two ways. First, social class affected people
psychologically, encouraging those with fewer economic opportunities to look more fervently toward the spiritual realm as a kind of substitute for
material achievement, and perhaps encouraging
the economically privileged to abandon religion altogether. Second, social class exposed people to
different subcultures and provided their religious
organizations with different amounts of economic
wherewithal. For instance, working-class people
might join or form sectarian organizations whose
patterns of worship required little in the way of
professional clergy or elaborate buildings and whose
codes of conduct encouraged simple living that
might result in upward social mobility.
Weber’s work on the relationship of Protestantism to the rise of capitalism generated at least
three distinct lines of investigation. First, historians
and sociologists have examined more closely the
speciﬁc linkages between religion and economic
behavior in early modern Europe with the aim of
seeing whether or not other factors could better
account for the rise of capitalism and whether
other aspects of Protestant teaching should be emphasized. Second, scholars have compared the economic achievements of Protestants and Catholics
to see whether Weber’s arguments still hold or
have been superseded. And third, scholars have
sought to apply Weber’s arguments to other cases,
such as the Middle Ages or early modern Japan, or
to related topics, such as law and political protest.
Durkheim’s contributions have resulted in fewer
studies concerned speciﬁcally with religion and
economic life but have generated scholarship on
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related topics. For example, studies of so-called
mass society considered the expansion of commercial markets and the mass media and suggested
that Durkheim might be right about religion becoming focused more on the individual. Other
studies have combined insights from Durkheim
and Tocqueville to suggest that market expansion
necessarily increases self-interest that in turn needs
to be checked by the kinds of associations and religious rituals that interested Durkheim.
As scholarship became more abundant in these
various areas of investigation, observations started
to be made about the relationships between religion and economic life that ran counter to classical
assumptions or that could not easily be addressed
within these earlier frameworks. Investigations of
the relationships between social class and religion,
for instance, suggested that working-class people
were neither as alienated nor as passive as previous
arguments had suggested. It became evident, too,
that certain kinds of religion, such as fundamentalism, did not ﬁt expected patterns. Fundamentalists
were often middle-class people whose adherence
to religious orthodoxy could not be explained in
terms of economic marginalization. Studies also
suggested that resistance to economic injustice was
not limited to large-scale political insurrections.
Researchers began to question whether some forms
of religion might actually be empowering the economically disadvantaged (Scott 1977; Ranajit and
Scott 1999). Thinking also began to focus more
on passive or quiet resistance of the kind that might
take place among women’s groups in religious
organizations (Higginbotham 1993) or through
civic training programs (Verba, Schlozman, and
Brady 1995). More broadly, this reorientation in
thinking about resistance may have been furthered
by the collapse of the Soviet Union, which may
have caused some scholars to assume that resistance to oppression created by capitalism would
have to come from the inside, as it were, rather
than from a completely different form of economy
organized around socialism or communism. It was
more likely reinforced by the rise of so-called Western Marxism or cultural Marxism (Anderson
1976), which focused more attention on the ways
in which power and possibilities for resisting power
were built into language, discourse, and social
interaction.
Scholarship rooted in Weber’s work on Protestantism and capitalism also started to turn in new
directions. Research focusing on elective afﬁnities
between religious beliefs and certain economic
conditions, or on internalized motives connecting
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the two, gave way to studies that sought to pin
down more concretely the social settings in which
such afﬁnities and motives might take root. For
instance, Zaret (1985) examined how Protestant
teachings shifted to put more emphasis on thisworldly achievements, showing that the power relationships among front-line parish clergy, lay
parishioners, and higher religious ofﬁcials needed
to be considered. Similarly, Gorski (1993) examined Dutch Calvinist conventicles, showing that
Calvinist discipline was not simply a function of
beliefs but was enacted and enforced in the smallgroup meetings of which these conventicles were
composed. Scholars also turned Weberian questions about the process of rationalization in new
directions. For instance, Dobbin (1994) examined
how different ideas of rationality were constructed
in European policy debates, and Biernacki (1995)
combined Weberian and Durkheimian insights to
suggest that industrial ﬁrms developed rituals that
became encoded in the uses of space and time to
reinforce certain understandings of rationality.
The Durkheimian legacy was rich with insights
about symbolism, ritual, culture, and classiﬁcation.
Consequently, research following this tradition shifted increasingly toward examining speciﬁc settings
in which rituals and beliefs sacralized social
arrangements and toward paying greater attention
to Durkheim’s idea of religious experience as a kind
of social sensory system (Nielsen 1999, 2001).
Douglas (1966) and Foucault (1977), among others, showed that the human body and rituals pertaining to it (including eating and dress) dramatized certain regularities in the economic and
political system. Douglas (1986) also examined
formal organizations, applying insights from studies of religion and ritual to suggest that these organizations “think” in the sense of making some
assumptions more plausible than others. Durkheim’s
interest in community encouraged other scholars
to look more closely at the symbolic boundaries
deﬁning race and ethnicity, at public discourse that
may undermine a sense of community (Bellah et al.
1985), at the dramatization of collective memory,
and at public rituals.
Broader attempts to generalize about modernization also raised questions about the relationships
between religion and economic conditions. Modernization theory suggested that economic relations
would increasingly become the same everywhere,
governed by universal considerations of rationality
and market exchange. Yet studies of the spread of
these modernizing tendencies suggested that they
came about through imitative processes that some-

times consisted of ritualistic performance and display, like religious behavior, rather than being driven by economic principles. Other studies suggested
that ethnic and religious communities channeled
modernizing processes in different directions and
were sometimes powerful, if ambivalent, forces of
resistance to these processes. Muslim banking practices (Saeed 1996), Jewish and Muslim antimodernizing movements in the Middle East (Heilman
1992; Euben 1999), and Pentecostal movements
in Latin America (Garrard-Burnett and Stoll 1993)
served as examples. Phrases such as “selective modernization” and “controlled acculturation” (Antoun 2001) pointed to the importance of looking
more closely at local contexts and at processes of
resistance and negotiation.

NEW APPROACHES AND ASSUMPTIONS
The scholarly emphases that have emerged over
roughly the past two decades contrast sharply with
the concepts and assumptions set forth by the classical theorists and in much of the work that followed directly in this lineage. These contrasts are
summarized in table 1. The recent work has not
developed in speciﬁc opposition to the earlier
work. It is better understood as a variety of efforts,
largely through empirical investigations, to work
out some of the questions that the earlier work left
unanswered, while remaining indebted to that
work for the ways it had framed many of these
questions. For instance, recent studies have grappled with the fact that religion seems not to have
diminished in importance to the extent that the
earlier writers assumed, but these studies have still
been interested in how religion is inﬂuenced by
such processes as urbanization and societal complexity. The recent work has also been inﬂuenced
by dissatisfaction with the positivist assumptions
that guided some of the earlier work and has been
less interested in deﬁning and defending disciplinary boundaries. Studies of religion have been particularly eclectic, as the examples discussed in this
chapter will illustrate. They represent contributions by scholars in a variety of disciplines and programs, including sociology, anthropology, religious studies, history, and American studies.
Scope of Inquiry
Studies produced by the classical theorists and
by scholars following them (which I will refer to
simply as old) contrast with more recent (new) approaches in the degree to which they emphasize
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Comparison of Old and New Perspectives
Old

New

Scope of inquiry

Acontextual, macroscopic,
causal generalizations

Contextual, microscopic,
acausal interaction

Object of study

Patterns, classiﬁcation
schemes, taxonomies

Processes, contingencies

Explanatory emphasis

Structure, constraint

Agency, empowerment

Locus of power

Ascribed or given, systems
of stratiﬁcation

Negotiated, resistance

View of culture

Values, beliefs, ideas,
teachings

Discourse, social practices,
production, enactment

Institutional logics

Differentiated, formal,
reiﬁed, gendered

Transgressive, constructed

Religion

Declining importance,
secularization

Continuing presence

Economic action

Rationalized models and
markets, autonomous
preferences

Socially embedded

Preferred methods

Quantitative,
comparative-historical

Qualitative, ethnographic

contextualizing their conclusions. The earlier work
privileged the search for acontextual patterns that
could be viewed as generalizations or even laws
about human society. While this was more true for
some of the classical theorists than others (Marx,
say, more than Weber), their work was generally
concerned with large social phenomena and developments covering considerable territory and time
(such as capitalism or the West). Subsequent work
often focused more narrowly on, say, a single organization or community, but was oriented toward
establishing generalizations (for instance, about religious sects or about social mobility). Recent studies have been less optimistic about ﬁnding useful
generalizations. These investigations are more likely to emphasize the distinctive characteristics of
speciﬁc cases or events. While they do not abandon
interest in generalizations, they often emphasize
contingencies or cases that run counter to previous
generalizations.
Object of Study
The old lines of investigation paid a great deal of
attention to patterns, causal relationships, typologies, and taxonomies. Broad distinctions became
common: traditional versus modern, rational versus nonrational, sacred versus profane, to name a
few. The new approaches focus more on processes.
Processes are concerned with near-term change

rather than long-term developments; they emphasize doing, making, assembling, planning, mobilizing, and creating. The search for patterns went
hand in hand with the idea that broad acontextual
generalizations could be found. Once scholars
became less convinced about ﬁnding such generalizations, their interest turned toward describing
processes. Patterns deal more with the lay of the
land, so to speak, while processes are concerned
with what people do and say. The old view might
be typiﬁed by Marx’s description of differences between proletariat and bourgeoisie; the new, by a
study that examined how working-class people
come together, perhaps through a religious network, to form an opposition movement.
Explanatory Emphasis
While studies continue to emphasize the interaction between social structure and human agency,
there has been a notable tilt away from the former
and toward the latter. The earlier work was interested in showing how people are constrained by
the social structures surrounding them. Studies of
working-class churches, for instance, would have
emphasized how beliefs and practices were dictated by the stratiﬁcation system. The newer studies
have been interested in seeming departures from
such determining factors. They have been more
likely to emphasize individuals’ and groups’ capac-
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ity to make decisions and mobilize despite the constraints with which they are faced. A focus on
agency is illustrated in studies of religious movements, cultural production, and managerial practice. Whereas structure implies unwitting acceptance, agency suggests that structures supply
resources and that actors create strategies.
Locus of Power
In the older view, power was generally built into
the system, as it were. It was ascribed by the system of social relationships and by institutions, such
as the state, that held formal authority. Power differentials in gender relations or class relations were
taken for granted as being relatively ﬁxed, even
though they were acknowledged to be exploitative
or unjust. Studies of revolutions, collective behavior, and social movements played an important
role in shifting attention to possibilities for challenging ascribed power arrangements. Recent work
has gone a step further. It has emphasized the role
of culture, language, and personal interaction in
maintaining power; thus, by localizing power, it
has also been able to suggest that power can be negotiated. Resistance has become a topic of increasing interest. Resistance involves constructing new
myths, neutralizing the legitimacy of dominant
ideas, and subverting the power of dominant
groups.
View of Culture
The older view emphasized beliefs and values,
ideas, doctrines, and formal teachings. Culture included religion and religious teachings reﬂected
economic conditions, as Marx and to some extent
Durkheim argued, or became internalized as motives for action that inﬂuenced economic behavior,
as Weber emphasized. In the older view, culture
was often conceived of as a schema of means and
ends, or norms and values capable of guiding goaloriented behavior. The newer view stresses discourse, cultural toolkits, the symbolic resources
through which people make sense of their lives, the
dynamic interaction among producers and consumers of culture, and such cultural objects as
texts, rituals, and public performances. Many of
these emphases are captured in the concept of social practices. Practices are strings of behavior
woven together around habits and rules and embedded in traditions and social settings that reinforce their meaningfulness (Turner 1994; MacIntyre 1984). Economic action is harder to separate
from culture in the newer view. Advertising, for example, is both cultural and economic; sermons are

cultural but may also be part of the fund-raising
campaigns of religious organizations.
Institutional Logics
Institutions were regarded in the older view as
formal systems of norms and values that became
increasingly differentiated in modern societies. Religion was differentiated from the economy, and
thus one could examine relationships between the
two. Scholars assumed that the distinguishing features of religion and the economy were inherent in
the nature of action within each system. They also
wrote inadvertently in ways that differentiated the
two; for example, describing economic behavior in
masculine terms as rational and public; religious
faith in feminine terms as irrational and private.
The newer view downplays predeﬁned boundaries
separating institutions. While agreeing that there
may be different logics in different institutions, it
suggests that these logics are socially and culturally constructed. It also emphasizes the transgressive
nature of social action: logics from one institution
may penetrate another institution (not simply become isomorphic with them through impersonal
processes). For example, market logics may be seen
in religious settings, and religious rituals may be
orchestrated in ways that sacralize economic space.
Religion
The earlier view emphasized secularization as the
key to understanding religion’s relationship to the
economy. Modern economies were thought to
function increasingly in terms of secular considerations and thus to marginalize the values espoused
by religious people. Studies of religion were concerned with its decline, while studies of economic
life were able to ignore religion. The newer view
emphasizes the continuing presence of religion in
societies characterized by very different kinds of
economic relationships. Religion varies and changes
qualitatively, but remains a powerful force that
must be considered in studying economic behavior.
Religion is also understood to be more than a set of
ideas and organizations devoted exclusively to otherworldly concerns; religion is a complex of practices that is intertwined with everyday life (and thus
with work and consumption), and these practices
have economic dimensions and implications (such
as spiritual practices that result in heavily funded
health and counseling programs).
Economic Action
The economic sphere in the older view was composed of rationalized systems of exchange and thus
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was understandable in terms of formalized relationships among entrepreneurs and workers, markets, and consumer preferences. The older view
held that the economic sphere became increasingly differentiated from other activities, and this autonomy necessitated treating it as if it operated
according to its own laws. The newer view emphasizes the social embeddedness of economic action.
Exchange takes place among people who interact
in noneconomic as well as economic ways. It involves trust and requires that people make sense of
their behavior.
Preferred Method
The search for broad generalizations in the older
view led scholars to engage in metaempirical theoretical speculation and to privilege comparative
and historical research. Increasingly, scholars also
relied on advanced statistical analysis of quantitative data in hopes of establishing generalizations.
While continuing to make use of comparative, historical, and quantitative data, the newer studies have
made greater use of ethnographic research and indepth interviews. Scholars consider qualitative data
valuable for understanding the processes, meanings, and complex relationships that may not be illuminated by quantitative data.
While these broad shifts in orientation can be
seen in a number of studies, they are not universal.
Recent contributions to understanding religion and
economic life are seldom framed as studies speciﬁcally or exclusively about the relationships between
religion and economic behavior. Instead, we must
look to a variety of studies to see how scholars currently understand the complex, intertwined social
practices that have both religious and economic dimensions. We can see how these practices are being
examined by considering recent scholarship in the
following areas: ethnoreligious communities, fundamentalism, faith-based organizations, religion
and markets, working life, and policy domains.

ETHNORELIGIOUS COMMUNITIES
I will deﬁne ethnoreligious communities as subpopulations of larger societies that are bounded by
ethnic traditions and distinctive religious customs.
Ethnoreligious communities have been interesting
sites for research because of questions about their
persistence and functioning in relation to immigration and assimilation. Studies of such communities
generally recognize that the religious and ethnic
practices through which people seek and maintain
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identities have implications for the conduct of economic life.
One of the more inﬂuential studies of an ethnoreligious community is Robert Orsi’s (1985)
Madonna of 115th Street, an ethnographic history
of Italian Harlem from 1880 to 1950. During this
period, Italian Harlem underwent dramatic economic and social change, initially as a result of rapid
immigration and population growth and later in
response to a sagging economy, changing labor
market, and new opportunities for employment
and housing in the suburbs of New York City. Orsi
contends that the social identity of Italian Harlem
and the solidarity of its social networks remained
remarkably stable despite these dramatic changes.
To explain why, he examines the rituals and symbolic practices of the community. Most important
of these is the festa that is held every year on July
16. The festa is an all-day event at Our Lady of
Mount Carmel on 115th Street that draws the entire community together. Women prepare food
and prepare their homes for overnight guests days
in advance. After a solemn high mass, the great
Mount Carmel parade begins, with thousands of
marchers, several bands, and numerous brightly
decorated ﬂoats and banners. The community then
spends the evening in the streets, at the church,
and in homes, consuming ethnic food, listening to
music, dancing, and socializing.
The festa makes public and emotionally reinforces both the solidarity that holds the community together and the internal demarcations that give
it identity. The parade winds through the various
neighborhoods and precincts of which Italian
Harlem is composed, symbolically tying them together as it progresses. The marchers themselves
are organized in groups that reﬂect the community’s ranks and social division: prominent members
of the community, such as physicians and lawyers,
toward the front; lower-income people and penitents, some walking barefoot, at the rear; priests
separated from laypeople; men and boys walking
separately from women and girls. The gendered division of labor is further exempliﬁed in the cooking and family rituals, while family loyalty is often
demonstrated by the presence of adult children
who have moved to the suburbs.
Underlying the festa is what Orsi calls the
domus, which he says “is the religion of Italian
Americans” (77). A domus-centered society attaches fundamental loyalty to the family and with it,
the domestic space in which the family lives, the
gendered work rules that govern that space, and
the extended network of kin relations that link
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home and community. Loyalty to the domus involves eating together, which in turn prohibits
transgression of family schedules by work or entertainment. It involves deﬁning money as “family
money,” rather than individual money, which
means that working members of the household
contribute to a common pool and that “pin money”
(Zelizer 1994) is to be spent on household purchases rather than for personal pleasure. Children
are taught to respect their parents and to believe
that such respect is a distinctive trait of Italian
Americans. Blood ties are considered sacred, and
one of the worst forms of punishment is expulsion
from the domus. Individual households are linked
through complex kin and godparentage (comari
and compari) relationships.
But the domus system necessarily experienced
strains as the community underwent economic and
social change. First-generation immigrants often
expressed fear that the entire social order was in
danger of collapse and thus sought to impose a
kind of “authoritarian purity” (108) to prevent
this from happening. Offspring felt suffocated by
unrelenting demands for family loyalty and selfsacriﬁce. Anger welled up and rivalries developed
between competing families and conceptions of
status. Dating and marriage became contested issues between generations. Youth gangs developed
among young men, and opportunities for freedom, education, and careers for young women
were severely restricted.
These strains were not simply resolved, not by
the festa and not by people silently slipping away
from the community (although many did). The religious and family practices of which the domus
was composed instead provided resources with
which resistance could be waged. Women especially gained power in this way, seizing control of
many of the church’s functions, drawing lines that
circumscribed the inﬂuence of (male) clergy, and
demanding allegiance from husbands and sons in
the name of ethnic principles. The Madonna symbolized the special authority of women, but also
served as an occasion for prayer, expressing anger,
seeking forgiveness, and securing comfort. In
commemorating the Madonna, the festa provided
both a brief respite from the usual burdens and a
ﬁgure that commended continuing self-sacriﬁce.
The Madonna of 115th Street was written as a
contribution to American religious history, rather
than economic sociology, but is rich with implications for the latter. Shades of Marxian concerns
about oppression, resistance, and false conscious-

ness are evident, as are Durkheimian themes of ritual solidarity, moral community, and division of
labor, and Orsi’s discussion of the domus is reminiscent of Weber’s treatment of substantive rationality. The analysis is similar to that of historical and
anthropological studies of village life. It demonstrates that economic relations are embedded in
deeply valued social relationships. In the case of
Italian Harlem, demands for a more highly educated, professional, and occupationally specialized
labor force eventually did much to undermine the
stability of the community, as did changing patterns of racial and ethnic housing. Yet the strength
of community ties was also evident in the number
of Italian Americans who stayed in the neighborhood, passed up opportunities to take higherpaying jobs elsewhere, and continued to interact
regularly with neighbors and relatives. The study
does not opt for one-sided answers to questions
about resistance and accommodation, but suggests
that both happened and that their simultaneity accounts for some of the power of the festa. The
study also illustrates the shift away from separating
religion from economic life, emphasizing the intermingling of the two in popular religion and the
domus. It conceives of religion, not as an internalized set of beliefs and values guiding individual actors, but as social practices that unfold in everyday
life and on ritual occasions (Orsi 1997).
Marie Grifﬁth’s God’s Daughters (1997) illustrates how the kind of analysis evident in Orsi’s
study can be extended beyond a geographically deﬁned community. Grifﬁth’s book examines a social
movement composed of evangelical and Pentecostal women in the United States known as
Women’s Aglow. Founded in the early 1970s, the
Women’s Aglow Fellowship coincided with the
women’s liberation movement and over the next
two decades developed in concert with women’s
inclusion in the paid labor force to become the
largest interdenominational women’s mission organization in the United States. Women’s Aglow
espoused a conservative theological orientation that
encouraged submissiveness within the home
among women and discouraged their participation
in the labor force. Yet its members adapted to
changing economic circumstances and, Grifﬁth argues, found ways to resist the strict rules and codes
of the movement itself. How was this possible?
Like Orsi, Grifﬁth emphasizes the role of ritual
and the religious practices accompanying it. The
central ritual for Women’s Aglow members was the
collective prayer service that took place during
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weekly meetings of local chapters, many of which
ranged from 10 to 20 members. Through praying
about their concerns, hearing others pray, telling
their personal stories, and studying biblical examples, the women learned a model of “healing and
transformation” (17) that empowered them. The
stories they told and heard became templates for
their own self-identity. Consequently, they came to
believe that they could change and often did
change. They stood up to abusive husbands, tried
harder to be good mothers, went back to school,
took jobs, switched churches, and made friends.
The prayer groups provided a safe, supportive
space in which to imagine being different and the
stories furthered the process of imagination.
Grifﬁth’s study does not suggest that prayer
groups necessarily lead to upward socioeconomic
mobility. In many cases, “transformation” meant
adjusting emotionally to a bad situation, rather
than deciding to escape that situation. Her study,
however, illustrates one way in which people in
groups may create ideas that reinforce new selfconcepts that in turn open new possibilities for
economic behavior. It suggests that economic and
religious ideas may not be understandable in terms
of inherent afﬁnities. Instead, religious convictions
become the occasion for social interaction that results in unanticipated consequences. Her study
strongly asserts the importance of agency, not simply as a form of willed behavior, but as a manifestation of personal resources (especially a strong
self-concept) that become mobilized in religious
settings.
Whereas Orsi and Grifﬁth include economic behavior as only one of many social aspects of the
groups they studied, Prema Kurien’s Kaleidoscopic
Ethnicity (2002) is more directly concerned with
the relationships between religion and economic
behavior. Kurien examined differences in temporary migration patterns to Persian Gulf countries,
remittance use, and migration-induced social
change by comparing three communities in the Indian province of Kerala: Mappila Muslims, Ezhava
Hindus, and Syrian Christians. Kurien’s comparison
of these ethnoreligious communities was prompted by discovering in early phases of her ﬁeldwork
that patterns of migration and their effects on
sending communities could not be understood in
terms of the degree of traditionalism or modernization in these communities. Instead, she found
that ethnic and religious differences channeled behavior in signiﬁcantly different ways. The Muslim
village had a high degree of group solidarity and
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family structure that was patrilineal, patrilocal, and
patriarchal. With high fertility rates and low education levels among women, coupled with strong
religious sentiments among both men and women,
nearly all the migrants to the Middle East from the
village were men, many of whom went with the
help of relatives, illegally, or under the guise of
making religious pilgrimages. Their remittances
ﬂowed to a wide circle of people in the village,
were used for religious purposes, and resulted in
caste cleavages being eroded. The Hindu village
had lower group solidarity, more competition and
conﬂict among groups in the village, matrilocal
households, smaller families, and greater equality
between men and women. Migrants from the village were predominately male, and they paid professional agents to ﬁnd them jobs. Their remittances
supported elaborate religious rituals involving gift
giving among a relatively small circle of family and
friends, all of which altered members’ position in the
caste system but did not fundamentally change the
system. The Christian community was more individualistic, had nuclear families that were patrilocal, but
also had more egalitarian gender relationships,
which included later marriages and more younger
women in white-collar occupations. Migrants from
the Christian community were recruited directly by
Middle Eastern companies and included men and
women in approximately equal numbers. Remittances were largely retained by the nuclear family
and used for savings or dowries; the effect of this
pattern was to reinforce the existing caste system.
Kurien’s study clearly suggests the importance
of taking account of the social relationships in
which economic behavior is embedded. She rejects
arguments that reduce religion to a set of worldviews or that simply point to everything being connected to everything else. In trying to sort out
what matters in her three case studies, she emphasizes that religious and ethnic traditions were longstanding customs that deeply inﬂuenced the social
structure of each village. These inﬂuences were especially evident in deﬁning group boundaries and
the status distinctions accompanying these boundaries. Kin networks and gender differences proved
to be especially important in understanding the
further effects of migration. These networks and
differences were relatively stable, but were also reinforced by religious festivals that, in turn, determined to some extent how money would be spent
and how honor or shame would be bestowed. Refracted through these social relationships, the patterns of who migrated, how they found employ-
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ment, what they did with their earnings, and how
these earnings subsequently inﬂuenced social statuses differed dramatically from village to village
(see also Kearney 1986).

FUNDAMENTALISM
Studies of fundamentalism are at ﬁrst glance an
odd place to look for interesting relationships between religion and economic life; yet several considerations have made them attractive: fundamentalism appears to violate assumptions about the
decline of religion in modern societies, it may provide opportunities to examine the effects of economic disprivilege on religious beliefs, it may somehow constitute a form of resistance to modern
secular society, and it may at least be organized in
relatively well-bounded communities that make it
attractive as a location for ethnographic research.
While earlier studies posited a rather straightforward relationship between economic disadvantage
and attraction to fundamentalism as a form of otherworldly solace, research conducted more recently has emphasized more complex relationships.
Nancy Ammerman’s Bible Believers (1987) was
one of a number of studies of fundamentalism conducted in the 1980s as a result of interest sparked
by the rise to political prominence of the Reverend
Jerry Falwell’s Moral Majority movement and a
more general reawakening of political activity
among American fundamentalists and evangelicals.
Ammerman rejected arguments by Hunter (1983)
and others who viewed fundamentalism as a belief
system embraced by people who remained outside
the mainstream of modern economic and cultural
inﬂuences. She suggested that twentieth-century
fundamentalism was more aptly characterized as a
religion composed of people who actively rejected
these modern inﬂuences. Through ethnographic
research, she examined how fundamentalist beliefs
and practices played off exposure to modernity.
The people she studied held regular jobs, usually in
lower-middle-class occupations, interacted regularly with nonfundamentalists, and sent their children
to public schools. Yet they maintained an alternative “plausibility structure” (Berger 1966) that
helped them reject the values and lifestyles of their
neighbors and coworkers. This plausibility structure consisted of a clearly articulated set of religious beliefs oriented around the literal truth of
the Bible, extensive interaction with other members of their congregation, and high regard for
their pastor, who served as a strong authority ﬁg-

ure. In return, they acquired a sense of ultimate
meaning in life that exceeded the gratiﬁcations they
received from their work. Ammerman observed
that the group imposed strict gender distinctions
on members, calling on women to be submissive
and perform nearly all household work, yet (like
Grifﬁth) she discovered that the church was also a
source of empowerment for these women, particularly through church work and prayer circles that
gave them opportunities to redeﬁne themselves.
Ammerman’s study provides an interesting look
at what it may take for people to develop and
maintain alternative values from those associated
with the market economy. Fundamentalists at the
church she studied did this partially and on a
piecemeal basis. Unlike members of communes
who may retreat from the larger economy by developing their own means of livelihood and pooling assets, Ammerman’s fundamentalists remained
involved in the larger economy. They nevertheless
contributed amply of time and money to the
church, and sometimes made decisions that lowered their children’s chances for upward mobility.
The contribution of studies such as Ammerman’s is partly to demonstrate that traditional religion and modern economic behavior relate in
more complex ways than earlier scholarship may
have recognized. Lynn Davidman’s Tradition in a
Rootless World (1991) offers a further contribution
of this kind. Davidman conducted participant observation and in-depth interviews among two
communities of Jewish women who had chosen to
become Orthodox. Nearly all the women were
from middle- or upper-middle-class backgrounds,
had earned college educations or graduate degrees,
and in many cases had already begun successful careers in professional-level jobs. Yet they became
discontent, dropped out of these careers or career
paths, took lower-paying or menial jobs, and became intensely devoted to Orthodox practices.
Davidman was interested in learning what had
caused them to drop out and how they made sense
of their decision to do so.
She found that dropping out was usually the result of a personal or family crisis, such as a divorce
or separation, a romantic relationship ending, an
illness, or a death in the family. These crises precipitated deeper questions about meaning in life,
which the women said could not be addressed satisfactorily through ordinary careers or consumer
behavior. Religion offered them a sense of focus
and a source of comfort they had been unable to
ﬁnd elsewhere. Davidman suggests that it was the
interaction with other women and feeling of root-
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edness in a tradition that mattered most, rather
than religious beliefs (many were unsure of God’s
existence). The women nevertheless had to undergo a process of resocialization to become comfortable with their new identities. This process, Davidman says, consisted of focusing increasing attention
on private life, substituting religious involvement
and more traditional roles as mothers and wives for
the earlier family relationships that had gone awry.
Interestingly, then, dropping out of mainstream
economic life worked better at reconstructing their
private lives than it did at providing an alternative
way of being engaged in public life.
While Ammerman and Davidman add complexity to previous understandings of the tensions between fundamentalism and economic activities by
emphasizing the role of gender, a different approach to these tensions is evident in Susan Harding’s Book of Jerry Falwell (2000). Harding conducted ethnographic research at Falwell’s Thomas
Road Baptist Church in Lynchburg, Virginia, in
the early 1980s and then turned to examining the
wider fundamentalist movement through its sermons, television programs, books, and other publications. Her research pays closer attention to the
content and rhetorical style of these materials than
most other studies of fundamentalism do (see also
Witten 1993). She concludes that there is power in
the words themselves, and not just in the social
processes involved in fundamentalist communities.
She shows, for example, how an interview with a
fundamentalist pastor who used the occasion for
proselytization drew her in, established a verbal relationship between herself and the pastor’s story of
himself, and then supplied language that she discovered herself using later to describe her own
emotions. Harding emphasizes two ways in which
fundamentalist discourse bears on economic behavior. One is a tight, internally consistent set of stories that provides an alternative explanation for
world events, including the trajectory of history.
Thus, it becomes possible for fundamentalists to
believe that history is moving toward ﬁnal judgment at the hands of God, rather than only experiencing a series of business cycles, and to view an
urban setting like New York City as a place of evil
rather than evidence of progress. The other is to incorporate advanced thinking about economics and
technology into their own ministries. Through an
examination of television ministries, for instance,
she shows how makeup, camera angles, and styles
of speech effectively mimic those of secular television programs while offering a different message.
The signiﬁcance of studies such as this for
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broader inquiries in economic sociology lies in at
least three areas. First, fundamentalists (and evangelicals, who are somewhat closer in beliefs and
lifestyles to those of other Americans) make up a
large minority of the American population (not to
mention in other parts of the world), which means
that studies of general economic patterns may
need to take these communities into account. Second, the tensions and processes of resistance and
accommodation identiﬁed in studies of fundamentalism may be similar to those in other settings,
such as communes, ethnic groups, families, or even
occupational groups (such as some helping professions) in which relationships with broader market
structures are negotiated. And third, these studies
suggest some of the ways in which socialization
and resocialization occurs—which may resemble
processes in high-involvement work settings, such
as hospitals, military units, ﬁre companies, and
graduate programs.
FAITH-BASED ORGANIZATIONS
The study of faith-based organizations has been
motivated by concerns quite different from studies of fundamentalism. Whereas fundamentalist
congregations may have only an implicit connection with economic behavior, faith-based organizations bear directly and explicitly on such behavior. Faith-based organizations in the United States
are broadly of two kinds: those that engage in service activities and those that focus on community
organizing.
The discussion of faith-based service organizations has been prompted by shifts in public policy,
particularly the Charitable Choice provision included in welfare reform legislation in 1996 and
Bush administration efforts to expand faith-based
initiatives in 2001. While much of this discussion
lies outside the present chapter and has been considered elsewhere (Cadge and Wuthnow 2003;
Wuthnow 2004), several studies have examined
faith-based organizations in ways that contribute
to new understandings of the relationships between religion and economic life.
Jerome Baggett’s (2001) study of Habitat for
Humanity situates this religiously initiated nonproﬁt service organization within a larger discussion of the voluntary sector, which he (following
others) contrasts with the for-proﬁt or market sector and the governmental sector. Noting that both
Weber and Tocqueville mention the importance of
religious teachings about charity to the historic
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formation of this sector, Badgett argues that religious parachurch organizations make up an important and growing part of the voluntary sector. Why
this is the case and what accounts for the success of
some organizations, such as Habitat for Humanity,
is the question Baggett seeks to answer. He rejects
functionalist economistic theories (Weisbrod 1988)
that attribute the existence of nonproﬁt organizations simply to their ability to fulﬁll economic
goals not suited to for-proﬁt organizations. He instead emphasizes Habitat’s religious vision, which
gave it legitimacy among church leaders who supported it and helped recruit volunteers; its critique
of government and the market, which gives it a
distinct niche to ﬁll; and its three-tier organizational structure, which imitates businesses and government agencies. More than these, though, he argues that Habitat succeeds by providing tangible
ways in which both volunteers and recipients feel
empowered. This sense of empowerment also comes
about symbolically because volunteers and recipients feel they have extended themselves in bridging class boundaries. Baggett suggests, however,
that Habitat is subject to constant pressures from
the marketplace: “The market reaches into this institution when the organizational decisions that
were freely made at its founding are constrained
toward greater commercialization, and when professionalization curtails . . . grassroots participation” (178).
Diane Winston’s (1999) study of the Salvation
Army tackles questions similar to those of Baggett,
but moves further from conventional treatments of
the market and its tensions with religious organizations. Tracing the Army’s history from its arrival
in New York in 1880 through the 1950s, when it
was poised to emerge as the nation’s largest faithbased nonproﬁt service organization, Winston argues that the Army’s success runs counter to earlier scholars’ assumptions about the incompatibility
of religion with urban commercial society. The
Army succeeded, she suggests, by developing new
practices that were suited to this environment:
street revivals and open air meetings that took advantage of New York’s high population density, its
network of soup kitchens and rescue homes for indigent immigrants, fund-raising kettles and bell
ringers stationed near department stores, brass
bands and colorful garb that attracted journalists,
and programs that imitated theater productions.
In the process, the Army did not simply become
secular, but “sought to saturate the secular with
the sacred” (4). It did so by deliberately transgressing boundaries previously separating com-

mercial life from religion. Salvationist parades became ﬂamboyant incursions into commercial territory, women dressed in military uniforms jarred
Gilded Age sensibilities, and minstrel shows and
vaudeville with religious themes blurred boundaries between piety and entertainment.
As a contribution to economic sociology, Winston’s study is most provocative in its emphasis on
the ways in which inventive social practices rearrange social categories. A religious organization
like the Salvation Army, she contends, should not
be regarded simply as a dependent variable that
was more inﬂuenced by commercial culture than
the reverse. Rather, she wants us to see that social
change comes about through effective leadership
(agency) that not only mobilizes resources but also
uses these resources to challenge preconceived
ideas about the arrangement of social life. In the
case of the Salvation Army, this challenge came
about not so much through talk as through performance. Public events, clothing, buildings, and
even food became ways of enacting new meanings
and relationships. Urban religion was born, and in
the process the commercial arena also gained a
kind of sanctity it had not known before. Winston’s study is thus an example of how recent work
that focuses on social practices rather than ideas
and beliefs blurs the boundaries between religion
and economic activity.
Studies of faith-based community organizing
pose a different set of questions that focus more
squarely on ways in which religion comes into opposition with economic arrangements. Following
the Alinsky model of community organizing developed in the 1950s and 1960s, faith-based community organizing in the United States has enlisted
between one and two million volunteers in recent
decades. Through regional networks of churches,
volunteers undergo training to work with labor
unions, stage protest demonstrations, and engage
in political action aimed at achieving economic justice for the poor. While studies of these organizations are usually framed in terms of religion and
politics (Hart 2001) or religion and race (Wood
2002), they also raise interesting questions about
religion and economic behavior.
Mark Warren’s (2001) study of the Industrial
Areas Foundation Texas Network argues that
faith-based community organizing is a potentially
important way of opposing economic exploitation
in contemporary society. The problem, Warren
suggests, is that economic inequality not only dries
up economic resources in low-income communities but also reduces the likelihood that low-
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income families will have social networks and community organizations through which to mobilize
their political interests. He ﬁnds that in Texas,
churches remain one of the few community organizations in low-income communities. Churches’
ideology favors helping the poor, and church
structures sometimes span racial and social class
lines. Yet churches often focus only on personal
piety rather than political mobilization. IAF leadership and training played a key role in helping
these churches mobilize.
Paul Lichterman (2005) also tackles the question of how religious groups move from focusing
on personal piety to taking a more active role in
their communities and thus opposing economic
inequality. Through an examination of two interfaith coalitions in Wisconsin, he suggests that being
interested in helping the needy is not enough. Religious groups that engage in service and advocacy
can do so with little sense of what Lichterman calls
social membership; that is, participating as a group
with other groups on behalf of some larger collectivity. Moving to this level of social awareness, he
suggests, depends less on organization or doctrine
and more on interactive processes that transform
individuals and group identities.
Warren and Lichterman contribute to our understanding of economic sociology by reminding
us that religion interacts with economic life
through political means. In their studies, churches
occupy a private or nonpolitical space in most
cases, and church members function as isolated
individuals—patterns consistent with views of how
economic modernization marginalizes religion.
Taking a more active stance in opposition to economic inequality and injustice, therefore, requires
churches to develop a political voice. Doing so is
likely to require outside expertise, training, and
leadership, overcoming what Warren refers to as
utopian preferences for participatory democracy,
and moving toward Lichterman’s idea of social
membership.

RELIGION AND MARKETS
A variety of studies have focused in new ways on
the intersection between religion and markets.
Recognizing that markets are a form of economic
organization that spills into other realms of life,
the authors of these studies have emphasized how
religion adapts to these inﬂuences. Some studies
extend current thinking about markets by suggesting that not-for-proﬁt enterprises like religious or-
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ganizations compete for customers much like forproﬁt ﬁrms do, and thus develop forms that resemble markets. Other studies take up the idea of
market niches and show that niches develop not
only through market competition but through the
symbolic strategies of religious organizations and
through contingent rearrangements of economic
and political factors. Yet another line of investigation has examined the marketization of religious
practices themselves.
One strand of research has drawn loosely on the
idea of market competition to explain the persistence of religion in the United States and relative
growth or decline among particular religious
groups. This research emphasizes the fact that the
United States is characterized by religious pluralism and suggests that pluralism results in a kind of
competitive market, similar to markets in the economic sphere, which encourages entrepreneurship
and leads to overall religious vitality (Warner 1993).
In The Churching of America, 1776–1990, Roger
Finke and Rodney Stark (1992) examine the rising
proportion of Americans who claimed church
membership during the nineteenth century and
compare the relatively high rates of growth during
this period among Baptists and Methodists with
lower growth among Episcopalians and Presbyterians. They also examine various other Protestant
sects and Catholics and discuss the decline of mainline Protestant denominations in the last third of
the twentieth century. Their key analytic device is
what they call religious economies. In the United
States, they argue, religion is unregulated (unlike
in European countries where state churches limit
free expression of religion), and thus the relative
size of denominations is a function of the choices
of individuals. That being the case, religion can be
viewed as a kind of market in which religious organizations compete for members. More speciﬁcally, the fate of religious ﬁrms is a function of their
organizational structures, their sales representatives, their products, and their marketing techniques. Thus, the relatively high growth rates of
Baptists and Methodists in the nineteenth century
can be understood as a function of a less restrictive
denominational polity, a more aggressive strategy
of evangelization and church planting, and a theology that provided people with more persuasive
reasons to join (see also Stark and Finke 2000).
A similar argument has been put forth by Iannaccone (1994) in an examination of growth and
decline among Protestant denominations in the
1970s and 1980s. He ﬁnds that members of “extremist sects” are more likely than members of
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mainline denominations to devote more time and
money to their churches, socialize more with fellow church members, and be less involved in secular organizations. He argues that these ﬁndings can
be explained by an application of rational choice
theory that emphasizes the value of doctrinal and
behavioral strictness for discouraging members
from being free riders.
Critics (Chaves 1995; Chaves and Cann 1992)
argue that hypotheses drawn from rational choice
theory are sometimes difﬁcult to disprove or that
its applications are limited to a relatively narrow
range of religious activities (such as denominational choice). Economic sociologists also stress that
differences in independent variables (such as
“strictness”) still have to be explained and usually
require paying attention to cultural factors and
institutional arrangements. A study that illustrates
the value of bringing in considerations of this kind
is Christian Smith’s American Evangelicalism
(1998). Like Iannaccone, Smith is interested in accounting for the growth and high levels of religious commitment among conservative Protestants. But through a national survey and in-depth
interviews, Smith shows that strictness provides an
inadequate explanation. Self-identiﬁed evangelicals
are more active than self-identiﬁed fundamentalists, despite not being as strict, and these evangelicals are scattered among a number of different denominations. Drawing on Fischer’s (1975) concept
of subcultures, Smith suggests that self-identiﬁed
evangelicals have developed an identity as an embattled subculture. They maintain this identity
through beliefs and activities that pit themselves
against worldliness in the wider culture and against
what they perceive as relativism in liberal churches.
Within this subculture, they are actually quite diverse and in many ways similar to other Americans,
but public pronouncements and a few hot-button
issues (such as abortion) maintain their symbolic
separation from the wider culture. This subculture,
Smith suggests, deﬁnes a niche for them in the
larger religious market that encourages participation and growth. Smith’s study, therefore, illustrates how religious leaders actively create and
maintain a market niche for themselves and their
followers, rather than being governed by market
forces that only bear on the choices of isolated
individuals.
Another adaptation of niche theory is illustrated
by my study of the comparative success or failure
of social movements associated with the Protestant
Reformation, Enlightenment, and rise of socialism
in Western Europe between the sixteenth and early

twentieth centuries (Wuthnow 1989). In this study,
economic conditions emerged as important factors
in the growth of religious and other ideological
movements, but not straightforwardly through
market expansion or industrialization. Instead, economic conditions inﬂuenced the relative position
of status groups, and this inﬂuence created space
for movements that capitalized on the changing
circumstances. I developed arguments about the
ways in which niches emerge for social movements
by piecing together ideas about the population
ecology and institutional environments of organizations with ideas about state building and the political economy of world systems. I suggested that
shifts in the conﬁguration of economic resources
lead to changes in institutional arrangements, especially conﬂicts and stalemates between rising and
decline elites. Under these conditions, a social
space emerges in which social movements can develop. Once a space of this kind emerges, multiple
social movements usually occur, which can be
analyzed in terms of a three-phase process of production, selection, and institutionalization. The economic environment does not dictate which movements are successful, but movement leaders do
attempt to articulate appeals that make sense of
changing economic conditions. New ideas are produced by these social movements, not as simple reﬂections of social conditions but as creative constructions of social horizons, discursive ﬁelds that
set the parameters for (often polarized) public debates, and ﬁgural actors or textualized versions of
movement leaders, heroes, and martyrs. Through
comparisons of the economic, social, political, religious, and intellectual histories of European countries and regions during the three periods under
consideration, I was able to show how the political
economy of niche formation helped to account for
variations in the rise of the Reformation, Enlightenment, and socialist movements.
Another set of studies has examined the relationships between recent changes in the quality of
American religion and developments in markets
and related activities, such as consumerism. Drawing on Leers (1981), Berger (1963, 1999), and others, this research suggests that insights about markets may be useful for understanding the ways in
which people regard their religious commitments
and put them into practice. Some of this work emphasizes the ﬂuidity and apparent shallowness of
religious commitments, contrasting these commitments with ones of an earlier era that supposedly
demonstrated more stability and a more uniﬁed
sense of self or character (Hunter 2001). These de-
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pictions associate superﬁciality with broader cultural changes brought about by mass-marketed
goods and advertising. They sometimes also link
religious superﬁciality to self-interest and an emphasis on personal feelings, which are said to be reinforced by market capitalism (Bellah et al. 1985).
Some researchers, however, argue that religion has
merely adapted to the commercial culture, changing form but not necessarily being weakened or
strengthened in the process (Schmidt 1995).
In Spiritual Marketplace (1999), Wade Clark
Roof attempts to make sense of a wide variety of
late-twentieth-century religious developments by
viewing them as if they had taken place, as it were,
in a giant supermarket. Building on previous work
that described a “new voluntarism” (Roof and
McKinney 1987) in American religion and a “generation of seekers” (Roof 1993), Roof emphasizes
that choice, religious switching, and eclecticism
became more common than in the past among
people who came of age in the 1960s. Unlike Iannaconne, he is less interested in explaining the particular denominational choices people make (recognizing that these are only some of the ways in
which choice affects religion) and more interested
in understanding the phenomenon of the spiritual
marketplace itself. He suggests that the spiritual
marketplace can be understood in terms of the social world, producers, the audience, and cultural
objects. Globalization, which brings non-Western
religions to Americans’ attention, is an example of
a change in the social world. In examining producers, he emphasizes authors, publishing houses,
bookstores, and television, all of which have
emerged alongside more conventional sources of
religious information. The audience, he says, is
characterized by self-reﬂexivity, by which he means
awareness of having to make choices, and by anxieties from living in a world of abundant choices.
Cultural products that appeal to this kind of consumer include ones that appeal to personal spirituality rather than organized religion, that mix spirituality with health and therapy, and that offer new
understandings of gender, sexuality, or ethnicity.
Roof suggests that the spiritual marketplace is
redrawing the map of American religion, for instance, separating those with more dogmatic or
traditional beliefs from self-styled spiritual seekers.
He also associates the new contours of spirituality
with possible consequences for the economic sphere,
such as people feeling dissatisﬁed with work and
money or taking longer to decide on meaningful
careers.
Examining some of these same aspects of the
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spiritual marketplace, my research on American religion has sought to understand changes in the
economic sphere in conjunction with changes in
other social institutions and then to examine the
effects of these changes on religion and spirituality.
In The Restructuring of American Religion (1988),
I extended an earlier argument about the relationship between transitions in international economic
arrangements and social movements (Wuthnow
1987) to examine ways in which shifts from an industrial to a service economy, uncertainties about
the rules governing international trade, educational
upgrading, realignments among elites, and accompanying opportunities for moral experimentation
destabilized adherence to traditional denominational and ethnic communities and resulted in new
schisms that cut across many of these communities. While this work treated economic factors
largely as causal variables, it sought to move away
from arguments about direct inﬂuences of modernization or commercialization to ones emphasizing social uncertainties brought about by a kind of
shifting of gears in economic arrangements. In
After Heaven (1998a), I turned from public religion to questions about personal spirituality, arguing that a spirituality of dwelling that had become
prominent during the 1950s as a result of the Cold
War and an emphasis on homes and child rearing
was gradually replaced by a spirituality of seeking
that drew inspiration from the afﬂuence, social
mobility, and social movements of the late 1960s
and 1970s, and that remained strong despite political movements in the 1980s that tried to impose
moral discipline. In a related work (Wuthnow
1998b) I examined changes in family arrangements,
economic organization, politics, and communities,
suggesting that expanding markets and technological changes in the capacity to exchange information had resulted in porous institutions that permitted goods, people, and information to ﬂow
across institutional boundaries with greater frequency and ease; under these conditions, religious
loyalties also became more ﬂuid. These arguments
emphasized how economic conditions inﬂuence
religious practices, but tried to suggest that this inﬂuence was mediated by families, neighborhoods,
the mass media, social movements, and religious
organizations.
While studies of the relationships between religion and markets have been a rich area of investigation, it is clear that scholars disagree on which
aspects of markets to emphasize and how exactly
to demonstrate their effects on religious behavior.
Most studies, however, appear to take for granted
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that causal inﬂuences ﬂow more obviously from
economic arrangements to religion than the reverse. That being the case, studies nevertheless
dismiss straightforward or one-to-one correspondences between economic conditions and religion,
arguing instead that religious movements, entrepreneurs, political agencies, and individuals all play
an active role in constructing religious meanings.

WORKING LIFE
Changes in working conditions and the labor
force, such as the rise of a professional-managerial
class, longer working hours, expansion of the service economy and nonproﬁt sector, and inclusion
of women in the paid labor force, have prompted
a number of studies that attempt to relate religion
to these changes. As studies of fundamentalists
suggest, some of this research has been concerned
especially with apparent conﬂicts between traditional religion and women’s inclusion in the labor
force. Other research has examined the effects of
religious commitment on decisions about the balance between work and family life or on work satisfaction and attitudes toward money. Much of this
research draws inspiration from classical theory,
such as Weber’s discussion of Protestant teachings
about vocation and divine calling, or considers
churches and synagogues as places where values
are shaped. However, some of the new assumptions about religion that I discussed earlier are also
evident in this literature.
In a U.S. study of the relationships among moral
understandings, religion, work, and money (Wuthnow 1994a, 1996), I suggested that it might be
helpful to move past economic explanations that
attribute work to workers’ desire for money and
thus to view work differently from a simple form of
utility maximization. I argued that evidence from a
wide variety of studies indicates that people do not
work only for money but work in order to give
what I termed a legitimate account of themselves—
to friends and family, coworkers, and themselves.
Through in-depth interviews I showed that people
do have readily available accounts of why they
work, why they work where they do, and what
they like and dislike about their work. These accounts connected people’s work with their sense of
self-identity. However, they were also heavily inﬂuenced by the workplace itself, leading people to
adopt what I called a “workplace self” that was
often disconnected from other values and other aspects of their selves. For instance, people in large

corporations sometimes spoke of their workplaces
as if they were “mom and pop” or family stores
and emphasized the “ladder” they were climbing
instead of how their work might be furthering the
good of society or their own fulﬁllment. Similarly,
people constructed accounts about their money
and their purchases, but these accounts were more
private than the accounts people gave about their
work; indeed, there was a noticeable taboo against
talking about money. In the absence of public discussions about money, people tended to construct
their accounts largely from advertisements that encouraged them to do comparison shopping rather
than think about relationships between goods and
larger values. I also examined historical changes in
the ways people talked about work and money,
similarities and differences between working-class
and middle-class Americans and between new immigrants and native-born Americans, and suggested how a small minority of Americans have tried to
reintegrate their thinking about work with broader considerations from religion, art, literature, and
politics. The study suggested that places of employment and economic ways of framing discussions of
money do have a powerful inﬂuence in people’s
lives, but sought to show that these inﬂuences come
about through cultural practices that mask the degree of choice people actually have. In short, people
feel that they are exercising choice but fail to see
how the range of choices they consider is limited.
Michele Lamont’s (2000) study of working men
in the United States and France is also concerned
with the ways in which people come to understand
their work and themselves. The black and white
working men she interviewed in the suburbs of
New York and Paris were keenly aware that they
were employed in low-status occupations. Thus,
Lamont was interested in how these men were able
to diminish the importance of people in higherstatus occupations and make claims about their
own worth. She found that black and white workers alike emphasized hard work, personal integrity,
and traditional morality as ways of compensating
for low socioeconomic status. Religious belief and
involvement was especially important in reinforcing their claims about adherence to traditional
morality. Being part of a church, for instance, provided these men with talking points to use in arguing that they really were more moral than others who presumably did not attend church. Black
workers were more likely than white workers to
draw on religious language and within this language to emphasize religious scripts about caring
and family loyalty rather than individual morality.
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Lamont’s study points to the importance in economic sociology of considering the status differentials involved in all economic transactions and to
examine how people may neutralize or minimize
these differentials. Work is embedded in the larger
set of activities and scripts through which people
acquire feelings of self-worth. People may emphasize the money they earn as an indication of worth
or the cultural tastes that this money supports (as
she found in a previous study of professional men;
Lamont 1992). Status claims may also emphasize
the sheer fact of working hard and doing hard
work or activities that may be only peripherally associated with their work, such as hobbies or religion. These sources of self-worth are not matters
strictly of private assessment but are part of the social worlds in which people live. They create what
Lamont calls a “world in moral order” (17)—a
sense that the world is structured or ordered in
ways that place a person on the side of good rather
than evil.
Research has also contributed to understandings
of the conditions under which people may opt out
of work oriented toward maximizing economic interests in favor of altruistic pursuits. In The Heart
of Altruism (1996), Kristen Monroe investigates
the outlooks of people during World War II who
risked their lives to rescue potential victims of the
Holocaust. She argues that psychobiological and
economistic explanations that account for such
heroic acts in terms of self-interest are unconvincing. She shows instead that rescuers had through
family experiences, education, and other socializing experiences developed an overriding sense of
common humanity. Thus, they were unable to pass
opportunities to rescue humans whose lives were
in danger. In Acts of Compassion (1991), I examined the seeming contradiction between the United States being a culture driven by economic selfinterest and expressive individualism (Bellah et al.
1985) and its high and apparently rising levels of
voluntary caring for the needy. Through in-depth
interviews and a national survey, I showed that individualists and caregivers were often the same people, rather than two competing segments of the
population. The in-depth interviews revealed that
people reconcile these two sides of themselves by
developing heteroglossic stories about their motives for being altruistic. Heteroglossia permits
them to have multiple motives and to register selfinterest while also denying it. Nonproﬁt organizations also help to reconcile altruism with individualism by circumscribing the roles caregivers are
expected to play. In Learning to Care (1995), I
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further examined the process by which people may
decide to enter caregiving careers. Through a national study of teenagers, I discovered that community service programs create opportunities for
young people to move past idealistic understandings of caring that were common in their families
and to develop role-speciﬁc views of caring that relate both to their self-identity and their familial values. These community service projects train young
people in the kinds of role expectations they will
need as they enter careers, but encourage them
to channel these expectations toward caregiving
careers. Rebecca Allahyari, in Visions of Charity
(2000), presents a similar idea through her ethnographic study of adult volunteers in service organizations. She demonstrates that volunteers construct moral selves that link their emotions with
moral rhetoric that in turn redeﬁnes their sense of
self-worth.
Research on working lives underscores what
economic sociology has also asserted about work
and money, namely, that their meanings are worthy of examination (Zelizer 1994). These meanings may be reduced to economic preferences for
purposes of modeling economic behavior. But if
we wish to achieve a more complete understanding
of human life, we need to take into consideration
the meaning-making capacity of our species. People construct accounts of their work and money.
These accounts are often shaped by the workplace
and marketplace in ways that reinforce commitment and derail people from thinking about other
pursuits. However, some studies also point to the
ways in which behavior that cannot easily be understood in terms of economic calculation, such as
altruism, is chosen and regarded as legitimate.
POLICY DOMAINS
Apart from the personal pursuits that characterize individuals in their religious congregations or
at work, religion and economic life frequently
come together in debates about public policy. Examples include discussions of debt relief for economically disadvantaged countries, which have been
put forward by religious organizations, movements nurtured in religious settings that sought to
overcome racial discrimination and promote equal
economic opportunities, and efforts to halt wars or
human rights violations that were deemed by religious groups to be worthwhile even though they
may have contradicted arguments rooted in economic self-interest. Although the relationships be-
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tween religion and economic policy occur at a different level of social organization, studies suggest
that some of the same thinking about religious
practices and cultural constructions applies.
An important example of work bringing religion
together with policy concerns is Melani McAlister’s (2001) study of American attitudes toward
the Middle East during the last half of the twentieth century. McAlister argues that U.S. policies toward the Middle East were shaped by U.S. oil interests and perceptions of the Middle East as a
holy land. Her study is thus concerned with pivotal
episodes in which these two sources of American
attitudes—the economic and the religious—came
together. She examines “biblical epics,” such as
Ben Hur, Quo Vadis, The Ten Commandments, and
other ﬁlms, in the 1950s; the Middle East in African
American cultural politics during the era of the
civil rights movement; the oil crisis of the 1970s;
U.S. relationships with Israel in the 1970s; the
Iranian revolution and its aftermath in the 1980s;
and the Gulf War and its aftermath in the 1990s.
She analyzes a wide variety of materials, including
ﬁlms, popular magazines, newspaper articles, television news, museum exhibits, religious ﬁction, and
sermons. She concludes that U.S. imperial power
in the Middle East has been refracted through new
lenses that have permitted Americans to make sense
of their interests in the Middle East, to see continuity with long-standing images of the region, and
to adjust these images to ﬁt new understandings of
themselves.
McAlister’s study is situated explicitly in relation
to Edward Said’s (1979) inﬂuential treatise on
Orientalism, which in turn serves as a link to Max
Weber and modernization theory in sociology.
Said argued that a long tradition of European and
American scholarship, which developed in the
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries and ranged
from literature and history to the social sciences,
depicted the world in a way that privileged and legitimated economic and geopolitical power. In these
depictions, the world was divided in two unequal
halves, Occident and Orient. One was economically developed, superior; the other, underdeveloped,
subordinate; both were described monolithically,
and the two stood in a symbiotic relationship, the
identity of each depending on the other. Weber’s
characterization of Western religion as more rational and more conducive to modernization than
Eastern religions is an example of the kind of work
Said criticized. McAlister identiﬁes two problems
with Said’s analysis that in her view render it unsatisfactory for understanding American percep-

tions of the Middle East in the postcolonial period.
First, his argument that East and West were each
viewed as homogeneous entities does not ﬁt Americans’ actual and perceived emphasis on internal diversity. Second, his argument that the West has
consistently been depicted in masculine terms while
the East has been described in feminine terms
needs to be reconsidered in light of shifting understandings of gender in the United States.
McAlister shows that American attitudes toward
the Middle East adjusted and became more complex during the second half of the twentieth century in conjunction with changing understandings
of race, gender, and religion. During the civil rights
movement, for example, African American leaders
drew on biblical themes of exodus that envisioned
continuity with the Holy Land as paradise and
symbol of freedom, while growing numbers of
African American Muslims sought to distance themselves from oppressive Christianity by identifying
with the Muslim Middle East. In the 1970s, the
popularity of the Treasures of Tutankhamun exhibit prompted new discussions of the Middle East
that, taking place in the aftermath of the 1973 oil
embargo, reinforced a rhetoric of imperial stewardship over resources in the Middle East. Racial
themes continued in new discussions of whether
the ancient Egyptians were black or white. During
the same period, American support for Israel came
to be understood within a new framework. Israel
became “less a symbol of religious and cultural afﬁliation for Americans (as it had been in many ways
in the years immediately following the Holocaust
and the founding of the state) and more an emblem for a conservative argument about the legacies of Vietnam. In that logic, Israel, unlike the
United States, seemed to many to be a nation that
was not afraid to ﬁght—and win” (42).
Themes of adaptation and reinterpretation also
figure prominently in McAlister’s analysis of the
Iranian hostage crisis and the Gulf War. In the
former, a language of threat and containment developed around an emerging interest in antiterrorism and was accentuated by a reversal of Said’s
masculine-feminine dichotomy in which American hostages and their families were portrayed
with images of domesticity and femininity to construct an “aggrieved space” distinguished by suffering. Portrayals of the Gulf War incorporated
America’s new sense of its own racial and ethnic
diversity by creating images of “military multiculturalism” that depicted the armed forces as a microcosm of the larger society. McAlister anticipates some of the consternation that emerged
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after the September 11, 2001, attacks on New
York and Washington by suggesting that the Gulf
War understandings of multiculturalism worked
by presenting the Middle East as an outsider and
thus excluding consideration of the presence of
Arab Americans and other Muslims in the United
States.
McAlister integrates these various case studies by
borrowing Michael Shapiro’s (1994) concept of
moral geographies. Each of the various themes that
emerges in her analysis constitutes a moral geography or set of “cultural and political practices that
work together to mark not only states but also regions, cultural groupings, and ethnic or racial territories” (McAlister 2001, 4). Highlighting these
moral geographies is a way of disclosing the silent
ethical assertions that guide thinking about a part
of the world. In this conception, understandings of
the Middle East are not simply frameworks or arguments, but practices that embody public discussion, images, emotion, and behavior. Such practices are often internally contradictory, McAlister
says, but on the whole they provide an important
cultural underpinning for U.S. national expansion
in the Middle East.
The contribution of McAlister’s work to economic sociology lies in showing that a foreign policy, such as U.S. policy toward the Middle East, is
guided not only by straightforward economic interests, but by an embedding of these interests in
cultural frameworks that often carry religious connotations. While her argument might be interpreted simply as one of religion legitimating economic
interests, the real contribution of her work is to
show how strands of economic and religious
reasoning are actually woven together. Her model
provides an answer to questions about why economic interests are so robust, even in the face of
changing cultural understandings and criticism.
Imperial power is not easily diagnosed or criticized
because of its capacity to surround itself with these
complex threads of meaning. Resistance rooted in
new understandings of racial and gender identity
was absorbed into American attitudes toward the
Middle East, criticizing earlier notions of American
power, but at the same time transforming the
United States into a postcolonial power intent on
defending its interests. Her work suggests the importance of examining pivotal moments in which
public debate emerged around policy issues and of
focusing not only on speciﬁc policies themselves
but on the collateral images from ﬁlm, religion,
and other sources that frame attitudes toward policies. Understanding these pivotal events requires
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paying attention to the producers of culture, such
as ﬁlmmakers and religious leaders, and looking at
interaction among these producers, rather than focusing only on a single source, such as religion or
ﬁlm.
John Evans (2002) illustrates a different approach
to the relationships between religion and economic policies in his study of bioethics. Although
human genetic engineering (HGE) may be less
obviously a matter of economic policy than U.S. relations to the Middle East, the technology underlying HGE and its implications for business are indications of its relevance. Evans observes that in the
1960s theologians were among the ﬁrst to raise
ethical questions about HGE and did so in reference to broad considerations about human nature.
Between the early 1960s and mid 1990s, though,
public debates about HGE policy came increasingly to be dominated by professional bioethicists who
focused on more practical issues, such as feasibility,
cost, risk reduction, and byproducts. The shift can,
in one sense, be viewed as a straightforward process
of rationalization (including secularization) of the
kind Weber described (from a consideration of ends
to a focus on adjusting ends to ﬁt means). Evans argues, however, that this shift from what he terms
substantive rationality to formal rationality did
not come about automatically. Rather, it occurred
through a series of discussions that resulted in increasing intervention by government agencies. Between the late 1950s and early 1970s, theologians
and scientists mostly debated the issue in substantive terms having to do with broad arguments
about ends. During the late 1970s and early 1980s,
scientists advocated the creation of government advisory commissions. These commissions asked for a
formally rational type of argumentation that, in
turn, resulted in the emergence of a new profession
called bioethics. As professional bioethicists came
increasingly into the picture, they challenged arguments about broad human ends as being too vague,
but gradually institutionalized their own conceptions of ends, which included beneﬁcence and autonomy. With growing interest in HGE within the
research community, autonomy increasingly replaced beneﬁcence.
Evans’s study, then, falls squarely within the Weberian tradition of asking questions about potential conﬂict and accommodation between religious
values and economic interests. More so than
McAlister’s, his argument focuses on explaining a
series of speciﬁc policy outcomes (decisions to authorize stem cell research, for example). His study
illustrates the importance, as economic sociologists
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also urge, of situating economic decisions in institutional contexts. When economic decisions become matters of public debate, government is likely to be invited to arbitrate, but its intervention
may alter both the terms of debate and the set of
participants who are invited to the table. Other
studies that point to similar conclusions (although
not necessarily with reference to religion) include
Steensland’s (2002) investigation of moral claims
in debates about public welfare policy during the
Nixon and Carter administrations, Espeland’s
(1998) study of water policies in the Southwest,
and Moody and Thévenot’s (2000) discussion of
environmental policies in California and France.

FUTURE DIRECTIONS
The institutionalization of economic sociology
as a subdiscipline appears to have (perhaps ironically) been accompanied by a wider variety of
scholarship that does not claim this label but contributes in its own way toward greater understanding of economic behavior, including the role of religion in this behavior. Future work will probably
be guided to some extent by two opposing tendencies: an elevation of disciplinary walls aimed at
deﬁning what counts as economic sociology and
what does not, and growth in scholarship that
draws eclectically from a variety of disciplines and
subdisciplines.
I have tried to suggest that recent studies of religion and economic life stand loosely in the tradition deﬁned by Marx, Weber, Durkheim, and other
earlier contributors to the social sciences. But
scholarly inquiries develop both by tracing lineage
to earlier work and by rejecting that work (Zald
1995). Some of the present diversity is a reﬂection
of the fact that scholars have disagreed about the
importance of various interpretations of the classics
from virtually the start. I do not propose, therefore, that the studies discussed here represent anything like a new paradigm. Rather, there are certain common tendencies in some of this work and,
at the same time, serious points of disagreement.
The common tendencies include paying close
attention to what can broadly be considered culture, now conceived less as mental or internalized
ideas and values and more as enacted practices of
ideological and ritual production, discourse, and
symbolization. Economic behavior is understood
to be guided less by internalized preferences and
more by active interpretation and negotiation that
takes place within ﬁelds of symbolic messages and

imagery. The common tendencies also include focusing on interactive processes involving economic resources, interest groups, power arrangements,
media, gender roles, and religious institutions, rather
than assuming that the relationships between economic conditions and religious behavior can be
understood in terms of the social psychology of individual actors (Swidler and Arditi 1994). The
points of disagreement concern which of these various factors to emphasize, whether rational choice
models are helpful or unhelpful, and how much
to think about religion’s relative autonomy from
economic conditions or its dependence on these
conditions.
One conclusion that can scarcely be ignored is
that much of the recent work seems to have abandoned claiming to being scientiﬁc. Particularities
replace the quest for universals and description
takes precedence over causal analysis. This makes it
difﬁcult to say whether or not the recent work
represents progress or not. But it is equally clear
that recent scholarship continues to be a rigorous
search for veriﬁable evidence and that it is organized around central questions that bear the marks
of earlier studies. In this sense, recent studies contribute to our understanding of religion and economic life by ﬁlling in gaps, addressing puzzling
empirical regularities, and illustrating the complexity of human behavior.
We should not minimize the importance of
studies emphasizing the messiness of economic
transactions and preferences. Economics has advanced by bracketing much of this messiness in
order to discover aspects of social interaction that
can be understood in terms of simple models. Economic sociology reminds us that these models are
simpliﬁcations of real life. Studies of religion cannot be interpreted as showing that economic life is
rational while religious belief is irrational. Rather,
these studies show that both religious and economic practices depend on assumptions that in
turn are inﬂuenced by the communities in which
people live and the circumstances in which they
work.
Having established that social life is messy,
scholars now face the more difﬁcult task of reimposing some order on that messiness. Thus far, the
quest for such reordering has taken place within
the context of multiple analytic languages and
competing perspectives. This will probably continue. But there may also be a desire among the next
generation of scholars for greater closure and consensus. Paying closer attention to frequently used
concepts, such as markets, rationality, and resis-
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tance, and emphasizing the inﬂuences of power,
gender relationships, inequality, and the cultural
construction of meaning, may be fruitful ﬁrst steps.
The greatest empirical challenge will be pushing
research beyond relatively accessible sites to those
that have been more shielded from public view.
Churches are relatively accessible, for instance,
whereas corporate boardrooms are less so. Interviews can ask individuals about religion’s inﬂuences
on their private lives, but it is more difﬁcult to learn
how the lending policies of major banks may be inﬂuenced by noneconomic criteria such as religious
or moral values. Studies of remittances appear especially promising; yet it will be hard for researchers to
gain access to informal economies that may govern
remittances through ethnic or religious loyalties.
One ﬁnal observation is that economic sociology and sociology of religion have often been guided by scholars’ desire to establish their subdisciplines as legitimate enterprises. This desire has led
to a certain amount of understandable and useful
disciplinary posturing. What has remained evident,
though, are some of the normative concerns that
animated the earliest work in these ﬁelds—concerns
about inequality, injustice, power, resistance, representation, meaning, and fulﬁllment, to name a
few. If these concerns continue, then future scholarship will stand proudly in the lineage initiated by
the founders of our ﬁeld.
NOTE
1. In the chapter I wrote for the ﬁrst edition of this handbook (Wuthnow 1994b), I focused on the contributions of
classical economics and of the Weberian, Marxian, and
Durkheimian traditions to the discussion of religion and
economic life and discussed theoretical elaborations of those
traditions, chieﬂy with respect to questions of religion and
ethical restraint, theories of action, the relationships between means and ends, rationality, the calling and work,
stewardship and money, and the poor and economic justice;
the present chapter is completely new and reﬂects both the
substantial research that has been devoted to the relationships between religion and economic life in the past few
years and my own rethinking about the dominant orientation of this research.
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27 Gender and Economic Sociology
Paula England and Nancy Folbre

This chapter concerns the role of gender in the
economy, how the conceptual tools of economic
sociology help us understand gender in the economy, and how gender studies provide a lens from
which to reconsider the boundaries and claims of
economic sociology. We start with a discussion of
what topics economic sociology covers, arguing
that subtle gender bias may have caused us to
focus on formal organizations and exclude household behavior and much of even the paid care sector from economic sociology. If we take a broader view of the “economy,” it includes households,
the organizations in which people work for pay
and from which they purchase goods and services, and the markets in which any of these are
embedded. We then discuss the conceptual toolkit usually associated with economic sociology: (1)
social networks, (2) culture, norms, and institutions, and (3) critiques of neoclassical economics.
We appreciate these tools, but express disappointment that economic sociologists have not taken a
more integrative view. We prefer to integrate
what is valuable from the rational choice perspective of economists’ analysis of market phenomena
with considerations of networks and institutions,
rather than rejecting the economic view whole
cloth. We are equally disappointed that economists have taken so little interest in sociologists’
insights. We apply our integrative view of economic sociology to explaining gender differentiation and inequality in paid employment and the
household. We consider occupational sex segregation and the sex gap in pay. In the household,
we consider couples’ division of labor, power dynamics, and exits from marriages. We also consider the “care sector” that cross-cuts the family,
paid employment, and the state. We focus on employment and household activities because most
gender patterns are rooted in these two venues;
most of us spend most of our time on the job and
at home.

GENDER AND THE SUBJECT MATTER OF
ECONOMIC SOCIOLOGY
What is the subject matter of economic sociology? For the most part the boundaries of economic
sociology have been set de facto rather than with
programmatic statements. De facto, the post-1980
iteration of the subﬁeld has come largely from sociologists studying formal organizations, mostly in
the private sector. These sociologists, such as Granovetter (1985), Burt (1982), White (1981), and
Powell and DiMaggio (1991), have disagreed with
both the orthodox economic theory of the ﬁrm
and the newer “neoclassical institutionalism.” The
latter includes the transaction cost economics of
Oliver Williamson (1985) and theories of implicit
contracts and efﬁciency wages (discussed in England 1992, chap. 2). The longer tradition of economic sociology, described in Smelser and Swedberg’s (1994) introduction to the earlier edition of
this handbook, also de facto took “the economy”
to be largely the activities of owners, managers,
and workers of businesses as they hire workers,
carry out their jobs, produce goods and services,
and sell them to other businesses or consumers.
This is made more explicit by Fligstein (2002),
who says that economic sociology is about market
behavior. These topical boundaries are quite consistent with how economists have traditionally deﬁned the arena they study (although they have included consumer behavior more than economic
sociologists typically have).
This topical delineation of the ﬁeld of economic
sociology has not gone unchallenged. Indeed,
Milkman and Townsley’s chapter on “Gender and
the Economy”1 in the previous (1994) edition of
this handbook begins this way:
Economic life is organized around gender in all
known human societies. Despite this fact, conventional economic analysis [by which the authors refer to
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writings of economists] characteristically excludes
women and their activities from serious research and
inquiry. . . . The challenge is to integrate the insights
of the new gender-centered scholarship into the
broader sociological critique [of economic views] emphasizing the social and cultural embeddedness of
economic categories that is now being developed. . . .
Although cultural and social constructions of gender,
as well as psychological processes, sexual dynamics,
and social re-production [by which the authors refer
to the rearing and socialization of children] more
broadly, are critical to broader economic processes,
they have been ignored or treated as epiphenomenal
in conventional economic analysis. When they are
considered at all, these “noneconomic” practices and
processes are often constructed as “intersecting” or as
lying “adjacent” to the economy proper. (600)

Milkman and Townsley subsequently remark,
Economic sociology as a ﬁeld has yet to be truly sensitized to the gender dimension of economic life. The
recent ﬂurry of attention to the Polanyian concept of
embeddedness, which has striking gender implications, has yet to persuade most sociologists of the
economy to seriously integrate gender concerns into
their analyses. Gender-centered research, although
plentiful, remains essentially ghettoized and ignored
by the mainstream. (614)

Zelizer (2002) argues that economic sociology
and economics still have a narrow view, and suggests that gender bias may produce the exclusion
of the household from the boundaries of economic sociology.
We argue here for a broader view of economic
sociology. In the introduction to the previous
edition of this handbook, Smelser and Swedberg
(1994) argue for a broad deﬁnition of the ﬁeld:
“the application of the frames of reference, variables, and explanatory models of sociology to that
complex of activities concerned with the production, distribution, exchange, and consumption of
scarce goods and services” (3). Clearly that deﬁnition would include production in the household—
the making of meals, cleaning of houses, and delivering by parents of child care and educational
services to children. The fact that these are usually
services rather than goods is no reason not to include them, since an increasing proportion of the
paid economy is services. The broader deﬁnition
would include the large distributive ﬂows of resources (money and time) that pass between spouses, extended family members living apart, adult
children and their parents, and parents and chil-

dren. Yet these matters were little discussed in the
previous edition of the handbook except in the
chapter on gender mentioned above. The chapters
in the book were largely about what goes on in
ﬁrms or the markets in which ﬁrms participate, except in a ﬁnal section titled “Intersections of the
Economy,” where the relationship of “the economy” and education, gender, religion, leisure, the
state, and the environment were considered. Even
Portes’s (1994) entry on the informal economy
excluded housework and child rearing in the home
from both the formal and informal economy. This
was presumably due to his deﬁnition of the informal economy as activity outside established institutional rules. (No norms are broken when women
take care of their families at home.) Thus, de facto,
what is relevant to business seems to be relevant to
economic sociology.
Contestation of what “the economy” or “economics” is comes from within economics as well.
Feminist economist Julie Nelson (1993) begins
an essay entitled “The Study of Choice or the Study
of Provisioning? Gender and the Deﬁnition of
Economics,” in the inﬂuential anthology Beyond
Economic Man (Ferber and Nelson 1993), this
way:
So what is economics? . . . Does economics include
any study having to do with the creation and distribution of the “necessaries and conveniences of life,” as
Adam Smith said in 1776? Or is it about goods and
services only to the extent that they enter into a
process of exchange? Or is the core of economics to
be found in mathematical models of individual choice,
which sometimes leads to hypothetical exchange?
There is no doubt that while room exists around the
fringes for other sorts of studies, the last deﬁnition of
economics is the one that is currently dominant in the
most highly regarded research and in the core of
graduate study.

Nelson’s complaint is about limiting the conceptual apparatus as severely as neoclassical economists do, a complaint shared by most economic sociologists. However, she points out that, because
economics has been deﬁned around a paradigm of
rational choice with highly deductive formal models, economists, when deciding to deﬁne the ﬁeld
by topic or by whether this choice-theoretic model
can be applied, generally opt for the latter. Perhaps
this is why the “new home economics” of Gary
Becker (1991) and others has gained a respectable
place within economics. (See England and Budig
1998 for an overview.) One sense in which Becker
is a good feminist is that he recognizes women’s

Gender and Economy
work in the household as work, as “production,”
even as part of the economy, despite the relatively
narrow set of conceptual tools that he applies. Unfortunately, de facto, economic sociology has even
narrower topical boundaries than economics!
We redress the narrow topical boundaries of
economic sociology by including discussion of the
household, and by considering employment-family linkages. We also discuss how gender structures
the more traditionally deﬁned economy. In our
concluding remarks we consider what it would
mean to the rest of economic sociology to be informed by the knowledge gained in the systematic
study of gender.

THE CONCEPTUAL TOOLKIT OF ECONOMIC
SOCIOLOGY
In broad brushstrokes, we see three major conceptual tools in economic sociology as practiced
today.
1. Social networks (or social capital). Economic
actors are embedded in concrete social networks.
These network relations affect the information they
have, the norms to which they become committed,
and the persons to whom they feel loyalty and obligation. To the extent that one’s network position
and connections are exogenous to one’s economic
behavior, networks have a causal effect on economic outcomes (Granovetter 1985, 2002; Coleman 1988; White 1981, 2002; Powell and SmithDoerr 1996; Burt 2002; for applications to gender,
see Smith-Lovin and McPherson 1993; Ibarra and
Smith-Lovin 1997; Ibarra 2001).
2. Culture, social norms, and institutions. We use
the terms culture and social norms interchangeably
here. By culture, we simply mean ideas derived from
the social environment (whether the whole society
or a subgroup of which one is a part). These may
be conscious or subconscious (tacit), they may be
logically consistent or inconsistent, and they make
take the form of values (what we ought to do), beliefs about the world, or strategies of action that
are taken for granted. Anthropologists and sociologists see these ideas as important determinants of
economic behavior (Zelizer 2002; DiMaggio
1994; Swidler 1985). When culture takes the form
of tacit or explicit prescriptions of practices, it involves social norms. Sometimes culture or norms
are ossiﬁed into “institutions” with the weight of
the law or organizational rules behind them (Powell and DiMaggio 1991; Edelman 1992; North
1991). Sometimes sociologists use the word insti-
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tution to denote this greater ossiﬁcation into law
or formal rules, as well as the greater biting power
behind rules on which states and organizations
base punishments or rewards. Other times the word
institution is used to refer to parts of culture or
norms—taken-for-granted assumptions that prescribe certain practices or make them seem like the
only option.2
3. Self-interested rational choice is also a key part
of life in families and paid work. The rational
choice theoretical perspective has been expunged
to an excessive degree from economic sociology in
an overreaction to the hegemony of neoclassical
economics. Rational choice theory is gaining adherents in most social science disciplines. When
amended by a recognition of bounded rationality,
endogenous preferences, and the role of emotions,
it provides one useful lens on behavior. (For integrative uses of the theory, see Frank 2000; England and Farkas 1986; Folbre 1994b; England
and Folbre 2003; Hodgson 1994).
Below we apply these tools to explaining gendered patterns in the economy, construed broadly.
A limitation of our review is its focus largely on the
contemporary period, and on literature on the
United States.

OCCUPATIONAL SEX SEGREGATION
As women have entered paid employment, most
have gone into predominantly female occupations
(Reskin and Roos 1990; Reskin 1993). (For international comparisons, see Anker 1998.) The labor
market has been extensively sex segregated, with
men predominating in upper management, the most
prestigious professions, blue-collar crafts, certain
kinds of manufacturing work, transportation, and
constructions. Women have numerically dominated professions such as nursing, teaching, and librarianship. Nonprofessional but white-collar occupations of clerical and (noncommission) retail
sales work have been largely done by women, as
have manufacturing jobs in nondurable-goods industries (e.g. electronics, garments), and domestic
work and child care. After small decreases earlier in
the century, occupational sex segregation in the
United States began to decline seriously after 1970
(Jacobs 1989; Reskin and Roos 1990).
Table 1 shows the trend in segregation from
1970 to 2000. The statistic used to measure
segregation is the index of dissimilarity, D, which,
roughly speaking, tells us what percentage of men
or women would have to change occupations in
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Table 1. Trends in Occupational Sex Segregation
in the United States Measured by the Weighted and
Size-Standardized Index of Dissimilarity

Year

Index of
Dissimilarity

Size-Standardized
Index of
Dissimilarity

1970a
1980
1990
2000

68
60
56
52

68
60
60
58

Source: Jacobs 1989, 2001, 2003. Underlying data from
U.S. Census of Population, except 1990 and 2000, which
are from Current Population Survey.
Note: Some caution should be applied in interpreting the
change from 1980 to 1990 since the index tends to produce
values a few points higher when calculated on the CPS, with
its smaller n in each occupation, than on the census.
a
Uses 1980 occupational classiﬁcation.

order for the proportion of male and female in
each occupation to match that of employed people
as a whole.3 For example, if employed persons are
45 percent female, then D would be 0 only if every
occupation were 45 percent female; deviations from
this ﬁgure in either direction push D up. If occupations were entirely segregated, D would be 100.
D is calculated such that it is self-weighting; occupations employing more people count more than
smaller ones. This is appropriate if we want to
know how segregated the job experience of the average person is. Using detailed Census Bureau occupational categories, table 1 shows continuous
declines in D, such that in 1970 more than twothirds of men or women would have had to change
occupations, but by 2000, just over half would
have to change occupations to achieve integration.
More integration has occurred in managerial and
professional white-collar areas than in other jobs
(Jacobs 2003). The size-standardized index, which
weights all occupations equally, paints a different
picture after 1980 (it is identical to D in showing
decline from 68 to 60 from 1970 to 1980). After
1980, decline in the size-standardized index is trivial. The two series together tell us that the reduction in D since 1980 has arisen entirely because of
disproportionate growth in occupations that were
already more integrated (or more decline in the
size of more segregated occupations). On net, individual occupations have not integrated since
1980.
Debates about what causes and perpetuates segregation often hinge on how much is explained on
the supply versus the demand side of labor markets. Demand-side explanations are of two types:
either (1) that employers engage in discrimination

in the sense of (conscious or unconscious) disparate treatment of similarly qualiﬁed men and
women in hiring and placement, or (2) that they
use criteria for selection that have an unintended
but disparate impact by sex. As the courts have interpreted Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964,
the major federal legislation dealing with hiring
discrimination by race or sex, using a screening device (e.g., a given score on a test, an educational
credential, or experience requirement) resulting in
a disparate impact by race or sex is illegal if
employers cannot show that the screening device
leads to hiring workers better qualiﬁed for the job.
However, if employers can show that the screening
device generally yields workers that do the job better, there is no legal discrimination despite the adverse effects on women. (This is referred to as the
business necessity defense.) Both of these demandside factors, both differential treatment and the use
of criteria with disparate impacts, undoubtedly
contribute to segregation (Reskin and Roos 1990;
Reskin 1998), although it seems quite likely that
disparate treatment discrimination has diminished
in the last three decades due to cultural shifts and
some enforcement of antidiscrimination law (Edelman 1992). It is less clear that policies having a
disparate impact have shifted, but it is also unclear
if courts would ﬁnd many of them discriminatory
under current legal precedents. There is also evidence for supply-side contributions to segregation,
different occupational aspirations and choices of
men and women, as we will see below. As important as putting the issue this way—discrimination
versus worker choice—is in lawsuits where the
issue is whether employers are guilty of discrimination and will have to change their ways and compensate victims, we think it equally important analytically to consider how each of the three major
perspectives of economic sociology sheds light on
segregation.
Networks
A key claim of Smith-Lovin and McPherson’s
(1993) version of network theory is that informal
networks tend toward homophily in socially salient
characteristics. Homophily by gender in early ties
to playmates leads boys and girls to move into sexdifferentiated network locations early in life. These
network connections encourage later network ties
to be sex differentiated. These sex-differentiated
network locations, both affecting and affected by
women’s child-rearing responsibilities, push women into more kin-related and men into more occu-
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pationally relevant networks. Even when job information is exchanged in female networks, it is likely to be about female-typical courses, majors, interests, and occupations. In a strong version of the
structuralist network view, gender differences in
dispositions are not deeply internalized in early
life, but rather, men and women’s behavior is a situational response to their current set of network
ties. That is, while behavior may be guided by individuals’ preferences or information, these factors
come from networks, and thus can change quickly
if networks change.
How much of this network view of segregation is
supported by evidence? What has been documented is the strongly gender-segregated nature of children’s play groups, and the fact that later networks
are less strongly but still somewhat sex segregated,
and that this is more true of young parents.
Women’s networks have a higher proportion of kin
in them. Women belong to fewer and smaller voluntary organizations. A number of these network
differences disappear under controls for employment, occupation, and other social locational variables, suggesting that these social locations affect
networks (or vice versa). When women ﬁnd jobs
through male contacts, the jobs are more likely to
be of high status. (See Smith-Lovin and McPherson 1993 for citations on these empirical points.)
But largely because of lack of ideal network data,
the propositions about causal links between networks and segregated occupations have received
little testing. Burt (2002) provides some evidence
from corporate data that strong, multiplex ties (for
example, those involving friendship as well as business discussion) beneﬁt professional or managerial
women more than “weak” ties, whereas the opposite is true for men. He interprets this result to
mean that low-status individuals (women) need
strong ties to get past the suspicion of their incompetence or untrustworthiness. (See Ibarra
2001 for discussion.)
There is evidence about the segregative effects
of employers’ use of workers’ networks as a hiring
strategy. Reskin and McBrier (2000) use a national sample of organizations to show that, net of
controls for the composition of the labor supply,
open recruitment methods are associated with
women holding a greater share of management
jobs, while recruitment through informal networks
increases men’s share. Formalizing personnel practices also reduces men’s share, presumably because
it lessens ascription in hiring or job assignments.
Hiring by networks is an example of a practice by
employers that may be undertaken simply to save
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time and money, rather than because of a discriminatory animus, but which may have an important
disparate impact by sex.
Culture, Social Norms, Institutions
Cultural arguments about segregation usually
take the form of “socialization” arguments. The
simplest version is that the process of cultural transmission creates different preferences, interests, and
aspirations in males and females. These differences
then lead to training for, and applying for, different jobs. There is some evidence in favor of this
pattern; males and females aspire to very different
jobs from very early ages and choose different
courses of study in school, although differences
have diminished (Marini and Brinton 1984; Marini and Fan 1997). Early occupational aspirations
have a (weak) effect on the sex composition of the
occupation attained (Okamoto and England 1999).
It is unclear from this evidence whether preferences consistent with broader cultural norms are
internalized deeply or whether they respond ﬂexibly to changes in individuals’ social networks or
structural positions. Jacobs (1989, 1999, 2001)
has argued that early socialization is clearly not the
whole story, pointing to the instability of many individuals’ job aspirations and choices as they move
through the life cycle. That is, correlations between
the sex composition of the job aspired to or held at
two points in time, while positive, are surprisingly
small. Jacobs argues that, given this instability,
some social forces must keep pushing women back
into female, and male back into male, spheres;
early socialization is insufﬁciently strong.
Jacobs’s (1989) view, minimizing the role of socialization, has been the popular view among sociologists of gender. (For others taking this view, see
Epstein 1988; Aries 1996; Ridgeway and SmithLovin 1999; Reskin and Roos 1990; Bielby and
Bielby 2002). Why have socialization or cultural
views been so unpopular among sociologists of
gender? In part it is a fear that socialization seems
to “blame the victim” and can be used against attempts to get employers to stop discriminating. (It
seems to be saying that women want what they
get.) These fears have practical merit, but have
little to say about the accuracy of the view. Theoretical turf wars between psychologists and sociological social psychologists, or between network
theorists reacting against Parsons’s emphasis on internalized norms may also have contributed. These
reactions too are somewhat extrascientiﬁc. However, social psychologists’ research on what they call
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“fundamental attribution error,” referring to the
tendency of people to explain behavior by characteristics of the person rather than the situation,
even when the latter is the operative cause (Aries
1996, 19–20, 193), does provide one scientiﬁc reason to think that, without constant reminders the
other way, most people revert to explanations that
exaggerate the role of internalized preferences and
skills while forgetting about the shaping role of social pressures and other constraints and incentives
in the context in which the individual operates.
But we should not throw out the baby (culture
and socialization) with the bathwater (views that
emphasize internalized states to the exclusion of
immediate social context). Browne and England
(1997) argued that, in fact, virtually every theory
explicitly or implicitly assumes some preference or
belief to be internalized and “carried on the person” across situations. This, of course, does not
necessarily imply complete unchangeability across
situations. Take, for example, the application of
ethnomethodology to gender, the “doing gender”
framework. Its proponents claim to eschew deep
internalization, and emphasize that gender is something we actively do, not something socialized in
once and for all (West and Zimmerman 1987;
West and Fenstermaker 1993). In this view, women
wear women’s clothes, care for their families, and
choose womanly jobs not so much because they
believe in the “rightness” of the choices, or out of
fear of reprisals (as would be emphasized in a rational choice view of norms), but because, if they
do not, their actions will simply not make any
sense to others. That each of us is held accountable
is an external constraint, but the norms people are
holding each other accountable for are assumed to
be internalized. They are not preferences for one’s
own behavior, but beliefs about what self and others are expected to do to make sense. Thus this
view does assume that something is internalized.
Moreover, most of the evidence offered for the
“doing gender” view seems to us to be equally
consistent with a notion of internalized (though
not entirely unchangeable) values or practices.
Beliefs consistent with gender-related cultural
norms affect the behavior of decision makers who
control hiring as well as workers selecting jobs.
Norms about the appropriate sex for jobs may contribute powerfully to segregation. For example,
consider the possibility that employers believe that
it is important that child care workers be women
(for example, they fear that any men who would
want to do such work are sexually predatory). Or

they may assume that men are better at construction work and thus prefer men for these jobs. Or
some employers may think that it is simply unseemly to have women negotiating contracts at
out-of-town hotels. Such beliefs would undoubtedly affect hiring in these jobs. These are all examples of culture affecting segregation. In addition,
workers may hold such gendered beliefs. This may
lead to some degree of harassment of women in
men’s jobs. (One might think that it would also
lead to harassment of men in women’s jobs, but
Williams’s [1995] and Budig’s [2002] work shows
that men get paid more than women and rise to
the top in “women’s jobs.”) Informal interview evidence of discrimination and harassment abounds
(Reskin and Roos 1990), although we really have
embarrassingly little direct evidence of what portion of segregation this explains, how this has
changed, or whether norms or some more moneyrelated motive of employers animates their segregative actions.
Institutional rules, formal and informal, used in
hiring may be a demand-side factor in segregation.
The hiring and placement criteria that have a disparate impact by sex are good examples of institutional rules that perpetuate segregation; as discussed
above, they are sometimes legal and sometimes not
(Burstein and Pitchford 1990; Williams and Segal
2003). Reskin (2002) calls the use of screening criteria that have a disparate impact “structural discrimination,” whether or not they are relevant to
productivity on average (i.e., whether or not our
legal system would consider them illegal discrimination). The fact that screening criteria for many
jobs were developed when few women were employed makes it likely that they may be harder for
women to meet. Indeed, Acker (1990) has argued
that most expectations developed around an assumption of a male worker who had a woman at
home taking care of domestic matters. In that
sense, she argues that occupations and organizations are “gendered” in constitutive assumptions.
Some feminist legal scholars make a similar argument, labeling demands that make it more difﬁcult
for those with parenting responsibilities to succeed
as forms of discrimination (Williams 2001; Williams and Segal 2003).
In sum, we have less evidence than we would
want to adjudicate the role of culture. There is a
long tradition of survey questions on gender-role
attitude and occupational aspiration, so we know a
good deal about the aspirations that individuals
hold. But how much these reﬂect broader cultural
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norms that affect occupational choices is not well
understood.
Rational Choice Explanations
Economists have attempted to explain occupational outcomes with human capital theory. While
human capital models of earnings focus on years of
education, this has never been the emphasis in explaining gender inequality, since, in the United
States, men and women obtain similar amounts of
education (although the male distribution has a
higher variance). Indeed, in recent cohorts, a higher proportion of women than men has gone to and
graduated from college in the United States and
most of Europe (Eurostat 2002; DiPrete and Buchmann 2003). In the case of gender, human capital
theorists have tried to explain why men and women getting the same amount of education would
choose different ﬁelds. At ﬁrst glance, it is hard to
imagine any money-related motive that would lead
women to choose “female” occupations, since they
pay less. Polachek (1981, 1984) argued, however,
that women may be optimizing lifetime earnings.
He argued that differences in men’s and women’s
initial plans for continuity of employment will lead
to different job choices. Since more women than
men plan breaks for homemaking, they may choose
jobs that have low depreciation of human capital
during years away from the job, and thus a lower
drop in wage when one returns from a stint of
home time. Polachek provided evidence for this
thesis using broad occupational categories, but
subsequent research using more detailed categories has not found higher wage drops for time
out of employment in traditionally male than female jobs (England 1982, 1984). A related argument, derived from human capital theory, is that
jobs offering formal or informal on-the-job training will, ceteris paribus, have lower starting wages
(i.e., employers charge employees for some of their
training costs) but steeper wage trajectories with
seniority. If this is true, those who plan to drop out
of employment for child rearing would be more
likely to choose jobs with higher starting wages
but less steep wage trajectories since doing so
would optimize income if they planned to drop
out soon. But if this is what is generating segregation, we should ﬁnd higher starting wages in female jobs (net of educational requirements). In
fact, however, starting wages are lower in predominantly female jobs, net of other factors (England,
Reid, and Kilbourne 1996).
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Economists do not emphasize discrimination
because neoclassical theory implies that discrimination should erode in competitive markets. Indeed,
they believe the employer pays a price for discrimination. The idea is that if one group of employers
will not hire women assembly line workers, for example, then women will have to offer themselves at
a lower wage to be hired (which they might do if
their other alternatives are even lower). In this
case, it is the employers who will hire women who
beneﬁt from the lower wages. This disadvantages
the discriminators in product or capital markets. As
discriminators come to hold less market share,
maybe even go out of business, the remaining
nondiscriminators can no longer can get away with
paying women a lower wage when the discriminators are gone. This is seen as a long-term process,
and there is little evidence for whether it actually
occurs. (See discussions of this economic argument
in England 1992, chap. 2; and Sunstein 1991.)
There are two types of segregation-encouraging
actions of employers that neoclassical economists
have considered. The ﬁrst is policies that have a
disparate impact by sex but get more productive
workers. They would not see such policies as discrimination at all, since they deﬁne discrimination
in terms of treating equally productive workers differently (contra Reskin 2002).
The second demand-side view accepted in the
“new information economics” is statistical discrimination. Suppose that recognizable groups (by race,
sex, or language) differ in average productivity,
and that net of the kinds of human capital that employers can cheaply screen, such as education and
experience, women are less productive, on average.
(Some versions of the theory focus on group differences in variances rather than means. See England 1992, chap. 2 for discussion.) The idea is
that it is expensive to measure individual productivity before hire, so employers use averages formed
by informal or formal data-gathering to make predictions about individuals. They might then treat
men more favorably. In economists’ thinking, this
differential treatment would create roughly the degree of pay gap between men and women that is
commensurate with the average productivity gap.
However, individuals atypical for their sex will have
job assignments or pay out of whack with their capabilities (Aigner and Cain 1977). Economists are
less sure that this type of discrimination will erode
in competitive markets, as it may be proﬁt-maximizing for employers, absent legal enforcement
against it. Again, we have little clear evidence of
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how much of the discrimination observed is of this
sort. (See Bielby and Baron 1986 for one sociological attempt to sort out this issue.)

THE SEX GAP IN PAY: THE PAY
WORK”

FOR

“WOMEN’S

Trends in pay among full-time year-round workers are shown in table 2. Segregation started declining in the 1970s and the pay gap began to decline in
the 1980s. The ratio of (median) women’s to men’s
pay hovered around 0.60 for decades preceding
1980. Then within a decade it rose rapidly from 0.60
to 0.72. However, in the 1990s the ratio moved
only from 0.72 to 0.73. Here, as with segregation,
there is some indication that progress is stalling out.
In a proximate sense, the sex gap in pay is
explained largely by two factors, women’s childrearing responsibilities, which creates an experience gap, and the segregation of women into lowerpaying jobs. The best studies examining the role of
the experience gap use panel data that follow the
same people for many years and thus afford good
measures of their employment history. Using such
data from the Panel Study of Income Dynamics,
Wellington (1994) found that experience, seniority, and related measures of labor supply explained
37 percent of the sex gap in pay in 1976 (similar to
what Corcoran and Duncan reported in 1979).
These same factors explained a slightly larger proportion (42 percent) of the smaller pay gap that
existed in 1985, suggesting some diminution of
differential treatment discrimination. Women’s employment has become more continuous (Goldin
1990), and this accounts for some of the decrease
in the sex gap in pay (Smith and Ward 1984;
O’Neill and Polachek 1993; Wellington 1993).
Most economists explain these ﬁndings using
human capital theory. Their assumption is that
work experience entails learning and thus increased
productivity, and it is the increased productivity
that explains the higher pay. In fact, even when
economists relax assumptions that pay tracks productivity over time, they invoke efﬁciency explanations of pay systems that reward experience. For example, they argue that paying less during training
and more than productivity later in the career motivates workers to stay long enough to repay training, but their overpayment later in the life cycle
may motivate employers to try to get rid of older
workers, sometimes through golden parachute offers (Lazear 1990). One could also interpret returns to experience from an institutional model,

Table 2. Trends in the Ratio of U.S. Women’s to
Men’s Median Annual Earnings for Full-Time
Year-Round Workers, 1960–2000
Year

Ratio

1960
1965
1970
1975
1980
1985
1990
1995
2000

0.61
0.60
0.59
0.59
0.60
0.65
0.72
0.71
0.73

Source: Institute for Women’s Policy Research website,
2001. Underlying data from Current Population Surveys.

however; paying by seniority and experience is a reﬂection of a value premise that has been institutionalized in organizations and endures irrespective
of whether it relates to productivity. We have little
evidence on which interpretation is more accurate.
Sex differences in experience result from the assignment of child rearing in the home to women.
While biology undoubtedly affects this (women
birth and breast-feed), norms also have a powerful
role. Sex-segregated networks may encourage women’s domestic and men’s employment interests as
well. Once a couple starts a gender-specialized pattern, small initial differences encourage later difference based on incentives for family income maximization (Becker 1991). Here too we really know
little about the relative contribution of these factors. It is clear that early socialization is not the
whole story; if it were, it would be hard to understand how fast women’s employment and desegregation increased in the 1970s among women
brought up in the traditional 1950s.
Whatever the causes of segregation, it is linked
to the pay gap because predominantly female jobs
pay less, on average, than predominantly male
jobs. If we get detailed enough job categories, relatively little of the pay gap is within jobs (Petersen
and Morgan 1995), although the within-job differentials are probably largest in the highest-paying
ﬁelds. But why do women’s jobs pay less? It is mysterious at ﬁrst glance because women’s jobs cover
the full range of educational requirements, and require about as much cognitive skill as men’s, on
average; women are not concentrated in menial
jobs. Part of the reason for the higher pay of predominantly male jobs is that more of them involve
authority over coworkers (England 1992; Wright,
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Baxter, and Gunn 1995). In addition, women’s
occupations are concentrated in lower-paying (particularly service sector) industries and ﬁrms, and in
the public sector (England 1992; Johnson and
Solon 1986; Tam 1997; MacPherson and Hirsch
1995). Even within broad industry groupings,
women are concentrated in lower-paying ﬁrms
(Carrington and Troske 1993; Groshen 1991).
Two explanations for the lower pay of occupations with a high percentage of female workers are
favored by economists using rational choice principles. The ﬁrst is “compensating differentials.” The
idea is that the full pay of a job consists of both pecuniary (wage) and nonpecuniary compensation,
the latter being the (dis)utility experienced from
doing the work itself. Jobs with more comfortable,
less hazardous working conditions can be ﬁlled
with lower wages, ceteris paribus. The idea is that
perhaps women care more about nonpecuniary rewards (such as avoiding physical danger, or having
mother-friendly work conditions) than men, while
men focus more on maximizing earnings. Most attempts to test this view have failed to ﬁnd that it
explains much of the lower pay of women’s jobs
(Jacobs and Steinberg 1990; England 1992; Kilbourne et al. 1994; Glass 1990; Glass and Camarigg 1992). The idea seems on ﬁrst glance consistent with the ﬁnding that mothers earn less than
nonmothers, even after controlling for part-time
work status, experience, and seniority (Waldfogel
1997, 1998; Lundberg and Rose 2000; Budig and
England 2001). But neither Glass (1990) nor Glass
and Camarigg (1992) found women’s jobs to have
more mother-friendly characteristics. Similarly,
Budig and England (2001) could not ﬁnd any job
characteristics except part-time status that reduced
the motherhood wage penalty much.
A second economic explanation for the lower
pay in female jobs is crowding. Bergmann (1974,
1986) argues that women’s jobs pay less because
they are “crowded.” In this view, women seeking
to enter male occupations face sex discrimination
in hiring, leading to a supply of applicants for traditionally female jobs that is larger than it would be
in the absence of hiring discrimination, as women
denied entrance to male jobs crowd the female
jobs. This “excess” supply lowers wages in female
jobs. While this account is plausible, it is very difﬁcult to test directly.
Evidence that female jobs pay less than comparably skilled male jobs is also consistent with the
devaluation thesis, a sociological cultural-institutional argument. The devaluation thesis explains
the lower pay in women’s jobs by the sort of wage
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disparity at issue in the debate about comparable
worth, against which U.S. law provides little protection. The claim is that jobs ﬁlled mostly by
women pay less than they would if the same jobs
were ﬁlled mostly by men (Steinberg 2001). At
ﬁrst glance, this is easy to confuse with the more
familiar kind of discrimination that occurs when an
employer does not provide equal pay for equal
work, so that men and women in the same job
with the same seniority performing the same work
equally well are not paid the same. This would be
a violation of the 1963 Equal Pay Act, as well as of
Title VII of the Civil Rights Act. Comparable
worth involves a distinct issue because it refers to
comparisons between the pay in different jobs,
jobs that differ in that they entail at least some distinct tasks. The allegation of discrimination is
based on the claim that the difference between the
pay of the two jobs results from gender bias in
wage setting rather than from other factors about
the jobs.
The evidence for the devaluation view is the
ﬁnding that the sex composition of an occupation
or job exerts a net effect on its wage level. Such effects of sex composition, net of the factors discussed above, have led some researchers to conclude that employers set lower wages (relative to
job demands) when jobs are ﬁlled largely by women. One type of study takes the U.S. Census’s detailed occupational categories as units of analysis,
and researchers use national data to assess the effect on wages of different percentages of female
workers, after controlling for education and skill
requirements. Studies generally ﬁnd that both men
and women earn less when in a more “female” occupation (England et al. 1988; England 1992; Parcel 1989; England, Thompson, and Aman 2001).
(Filer 1989 failed to ﬁnd this penalty.) Other studies use individuals or person-years (with personﬁxed effects) as units and occupational or job sex
composition as contextual variables. Such studies
ﬁnd a net negative effect on both men’s and
women’s wages of the percentage female in their
occupation (Johnson and Solon 1986; Sorensen
1994; England et al. 1988; Kilbourne et al. 1994;
Tomaskovic-Devey 1993; MacPherson and Hirsch
1995). (See Tam 1997, 2000; and England,
Hermsen, and Cotter 2000 for debate.) Studies of
a single employer also generally ﬁnd that female
jobs pay less, relative to male jobs, than would be
expected based on measures of job skill and demands (Steinberg et al. 1986; Acker 1989; Orazem and Mattila 1989; Baron and Newman 1989;
Nelson and Bridges 1999).
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The mechanism adduced for these effects by sociologists is generally cultural and institutional.
Cultural ideas deprecate work done by women,
and cultural beliefs lead to cognitive errors in
which decision makers underestimate the contribution of female jobs to organizational goals, including the goal of increasing proﬁts through increasing productivity. Once wage scales are set up,
the disparities are perpetuated by organizational
inertia in the form of using past wages within the
organization to set present wages, or the use of
market surveys of wages in other ﬁrms to set jobs’
pay levels. That is, wage scales get “institutionalized.” But, while the evidence of the penalty for
working in female jobs is quite strong, there is really no direct evidence on the mechanism producing it. Economists think it impossible for such disparities to stand if there were not hiring barriers.
In their view, unless women were kept out of male
jobs, they would not stay in underpaid female jobs.
If they did, it would be “revealed preference” evidence that women must want the jobs more than
they want the extra income, in which case economists see it as a case of compensating differentials.
One example of the devaluation of women’s
work is the devaluation of care work—such as child
care, teaching, health care service provision, counseling, and so forth (Cancian and Oliker 2000;
Folbre and Nelson 2000). Care work pays less than
other work requiring the same amount of skill, effort, and risk (England and Folbre 1999; England,
Budig, and Folbre 2002). One cultural explanation of the devaluation of care sees it as part of
the more general devaluation of women’s work;
cultural schema see women’s care as the air we
breathe—priceless, but invisible, to be taken for
granted, thus not really valued. Although gendered devaluation is undoubtedly one cause of the
low pay of care work (relative to its skill demands),
there must be other explanations as well because
analyses show care work to be paid even less than
other female jobs (net of education and so forth)
(England, Budig, and Folbre 2002). Moreover,
while most organizations have both male and female jobs, care work is often in organizations
where care is the entire mission of the organization. Thus, the opportunity of employers to pay
noncare workers more than care workers doing
similarly skilled work in the same organization is
limited. Accordingly, to get the whole story we
must look for explanations of the “care penalty”
other than devaluation.
Care work is often motivated at least in part by
real care, an intrinsic or altruistic motivation. We

certainly hope for this when we choose a caregiver
for a child, parent, or ourselves. Economists tend
to assume that the wage “penalty” is not really a
penalty but a balancing of the pecuniary rewards
with the intrinsic rewards (as in the doctrine of
compensating differentials discussed above).
Another possible explanation for the low pay of
care work is that it is difﬁcult to get all the indirect
beneﬁciaries of care work to pay care providers,
because care work creates positive externalities or
public goods (England and Folbre 1999, 2000,
2003). In rational choice theory, “public goods”
are deﬁned (in part) in terms of the practical impossibility of keeping those who do not pay from
receiving beneﬁts from the good. This is called
nonexcludability. Some jobs pay well because they
involve providing a valuable good or service to
someone who will be kept from getting the fruits
of the work if s/he does not pay. Nonpayers are
“excludable.” Caring labor deviates from this ideal
type of “excludability” in that there is no way for
the care provider to collect from many of the beneﬁciaries via market processes. Care providers contribute to the development of human capabilities
that are of value not only to the client, but to all
those who interact with him or her. How could the
teacher collect from the future employer or spouse
of the student who later beneﬁts from her labors?
The work of caring is unusual in the extent to
which beneﬁts are spread beyond direct recipients
of the service. This diffusion makes it easy for others to free ride, enjoying the beneﬁts of care without paying the costs, making the work pay less
than it would without this feature (England,
Thompson, and Aman 2001; England and Folbre
1999).
Care work may also pay badly because the “customers” that most need it often cannot afford to
pay much. Children, the sick, the disabled, and the
elderly are cases in point. Unless a third party, typically a family member, the state, or a nonproﬁt,
subsidizes the caring labor, it will be badly paid,
unpaid, or go undone. The fate of those who need
care as well as of those who do the work is affected by the afﬂuence of third parties as well as their
altruism toward caregivers and recipients.
The low pay of care work may also be because
the quality of care services is especially difﬁcult to
measure. Information problems loom large. Sometimes, the person receiving the service (e.g., children, the elderly with impaired capacities) is not
competent to judge its quality. Employers of care
workers can sometimes monitor physical abuse and
technical incompetence. But more subtle emotion-
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al aspects of care, such as warmth, nurturance,
reassurance, and the sense of “being cared for” are
very difﬁcult to monitor. Furthermore, care skills
have a signiﬁcant person-speciﬁc component. Thirdparty payers of education and health care (insurance or the state) often limit the ability to shop
around, so even if consumers can monitor quality,
they may not be able to use the information. Given
the fact that the quality of care is hard to assess, we
might ask why care workers are not among those
who generally receive an “efﬁciency wage.” In
such models (discussed without reference to care
work in Akerlof 1982; Stiglitz 1987; Bulow and
Summers 1986; England 1992, chap. 2), higher
wage costs can be counterbalanced by higher effort, which in turn leads to higher output per
worker. The idea is that paying above market-clearing wages may elicit effort more cost-effectively
than surveillance. One reason this may not operate
for care work is that the efﬁciency-wage strategy
hinges on the assumption that average output per
worker can be measured, even if individual effort
cannot. As for quality, consumers will pay more if
they can be sure their product is of higher quality.
In the case of care services, however, “outputs” as
well as “inputs” are difﬁcult to measure (though it
is important not to exaggerate the point and say
that no assessments of quality can be made). Given
these issues, it seems that care work is unlikely to
pay well without government funding—whether
subsidizing private sector wages or making care
workers well-paid government employees. Where
we see the gender bias of culture entering is in the
collective willingness to do this with the military,
but not with care work, despite the fact that each
provides a public good. In fact, this is a special case
of a more general theme emphasized by scholars
writing on gender and the welfare state: that the
construction of what makes a citizen with rights to
governmental assistance is based on a male model
that valorizes paid work or military service. Thus,
for example, old-age pensions are based on having
been a breadwinner or soldier and go mostly to
men (or women based on their marital tie to such
men). In most nations, but particularly in the
United States, these are more generous than payments to single mothers who are raising their children at home—raising children does not confer
the same rights and privileges as breadwinning or
being a soldier. This same bias may limit the services such as child care governments are willing to
provide, as well as how much they are willing to
pay the largely female care workers who provide
such services. While the same gender biases are
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present in most modern systems, public support
for child rearing is much more generous in Europe
than the United States, and more generous in
Nordic than in other European countries. (On gender and social welfare programs, which are largely
beyond our scope here, see O’Connor, Orloff, and
Shaver 1999; Sainsbury 2000; Folbre 1994b).

THE GENDER DIVISION OF LABOR, POWER, AND
EXIT IN COUPLES
Families meet their material and emotional needs
through employment that earns money to buy
things for the household, through household work
(providing meals and a serviceable and pleasant
house), and through care work that tends and socializes children and provides physical and emotional care for all family members. If we divide this
set of needs into two parts, household work and
employment, the task is to explain the gender “segregation” or division of labor in these two areas.
We also consider how the division of labor affects
or is affected by power relations within couples.
Rising women’s employment is ubiquitous in
modern nations (Van der Lippe and Van Dijk
2001). Economists attribute the increase to rising
wages that increased the opportunity cost of being
a homemaker (Bergmann 1986). Another factor is
the disproportionate employment growth in the
service occupations that had always hired mostly
women (Oppenheimer 1970). That latter explanation presumes norms about the appropriate gender
for speciﬁc jobs, and perhaps gendered networks
bringing women in, echoing our earlier discussions
of segregation. Sociologists often talk about women’s increased employment as if it were motivated
by the increased need for two paychecks—that is,
by a decline in men’s real wages. It is true that, adjusted for inﬂation, men’s wages in the United
States are lower today than they were in the early
1970s (Bernhardt et al. 2001), and at any one time
women with higher-earning husbands are more
likely to be employed, net of their own earning
power. But a woman’s own earning power has always affected employment as well. Women with
higher education are more likely to be employed
than less educated women, despite the fact that
they are more likely to be married and tend to be
married to men with higher earnings (Juhn and
Murphy 1997). Thus, for any given woman, these
two factors tend to cut against each other. Cohen
and Bianchi (1999) have shown that, over time,
the effect of husbands’ income has decreased and
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Table 3. Change between 1978 and 1998 in Indicators of Involvement
in Paid Work for All Women and Married Women with Children under Six
1978

1998

Percentage employed the week
previous to survey
All women
Wives with child under six

56
38

71
58

27
53

Percentage employed full-time
the week previous to survey
All women
Wives with child under six

38
21

51
35

34
67

1002
583

1415
1094

41
88

Annual hours of paid work
the previous year
All women
Wives with child under six

% Change

Source: Adapted and calculated from Casper and Bianchi 2002, table 10.1, p. 290.
Underlying data are from U.S. Government Current Population Surveys.

the effect of women’s own education has increased.
This is inconsistent with the notion that declining
male wages are the main reason for women’s increased employment. Overall, the evidence is more
consistent with a view in which economic incentives increased women’s employment, and once a
large share of wives were employed, the increased
living standards their paychecks afford made other
couples want two incomes to “keep up with the
Joneses.” The latter is an example of how social
norms and network processes may affect employment behavior.
Table 3 shows trends in women’s employment.
In 1978, 56 percent of U.S. women were employed for pay; by 1998 this ﬁgure was up to 71
percent. The proportion of women working full
time (at least 35 hours/week) was 38 percent in
1978, moving to 51 percent in 1998. Wives with
children under six were less likely to be employed
and often worked part time. However, in percentage terms, they showed larger increases, moving
from 38 percent to 58 percent employed, and
from 21 percent to 35 percent employed full time.
If we look at annual hours of paid employment,
which reﬂects both weeks per year and hours per
week, table 3 shows a 41 percent increase for all
women and an 88 percent increase for wives with
children under six.
What about change in household work, and
total work when paid and unpaid is combined?
Table 4 contains computations from two data sets
containing time diary information from probability samples of Americans, the ﬁrst in 1965 and
the second in 1998 (Bianchi, Robinson, and Sayer

2001; see also Bianchi et al. 2000). Respondents
are asked to recount what they did every period of
the previous day. For each time segment, they list
their primary activity, and whether they were doing
a second activity simultaneously (e.g., one might
be cooking dinner while watching television or
cleaning while watching a child). Using the primary activities, table 4 shows that in 1965, sex
differentiation was extreme. Men averaged 46
hours per week in market work, while women averaged only 15 (because most women were not
employed). Women did 41 hours per week of unpaid work, while men did only 11. If we total paid
and market work, despite their strong gender division of labor, women and men worked a similar
number of hours in total. In fact, men worked one
hour more per week.
By 1998 things had changed substantially.
Women had doubled their hours of market work
from an average of 15 to 30 hours per week. They
had reduced their household work across the period by about 12 hours. This reﬂects declining fertility, the increase in employment, and the use of
child care during job hours. But since the increase
in employment was more than the decrease in
unpaid work, women’s total work hours had increased by three hours! Men increased their unpaid
work by a substantial seven hours, but their increase was less than women’s decrease in housework, or than women’s increase in paid work. Men
also decreased their market work by eight hours.
Other data suggest that this reduction is not due
to a reduction of hours for the typical employed
man (which Jacobs and Gerson 1998 show to have
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Table 4. Average Hours per Week Spent in Unpaid and Market Work by U.S. Men and Women in 1965
and 1998
Unpaid Work
Women
Men
Difference
(women − men)

Total Work
(Unpaid + Market)

Market Work

1965

1998

Increase

1965

1998

Increase

1965

1998

41
11
30

29
18
11

−12
7
−19

15
46
−31

30
38
−8

15
8
23

56
57
−1

59
56
3

Increase
3
−1
4

Source: Adapted and computed from Sayer 2001, tables 6.2 and 6.3.
Notes: Nonmarket work includes housework, child care, and shopping. Market work includes time in paid employment
and travel to work. Respondents were aged 18–65 in both surveys.

been fairly constant for men in recent decades),
but rather due to an increased proportion of men
out of the labor force as more men stay in school
longer, retire earlier, or are discouraged workers at
the bottom of the class structure who stop trying
to ﬁnd jobs eventually. Overall, men reduced their
average workload an hour. One net effect of all
these changes was that the total workweek, including paid and unpaid work, was three hours longer
for women than men by 1998, whereas it had been
one hour shorter in 1965. A 1989 book by Arlie
Hochschild had the evocative title The Second Shift.
The imagery was that things have changed from
men having one job for pay and women one job at
home to men working one but women working
two shifts (one at work and one at home). Table 4
shows that this is an exaggeration, since the average woman still works fewer hours in the market
than men, and men have picked up some household work. But the metaphor captured something
correct in diagnosing a trend toward women’s
total work burden increasing relative to men’s.
Changes were not symmetrical.
How do we explain the gender division of labor
between market and household work? The network perspective emphasizes how kin-centered
networks might encourage women to feel more responsibility for household work. Of course, it is
also likely that kin-centered networks are a consequence of the cultural construction of women as
responsible for child care. Most of the literature on
household work has centered on debating among
three other perspectives, two of which come from
the rational choice camp, and one of which is
about culture, including the social forces to “do
gender.”
Among economists, the dominant view is that of
Gary Becker (1991), who emphasizes that household decisions are made rationally with an eye to ef-

ﬁciency in production for the entire family. Becker
ignores conﬂicts of interest between husbands and
wives. Rather, he assumes considerable altruism in
the family and a single family utility function. Family members cooperate to produce utility for all.
This is done in part through purchasing goods and
services with earnings from market work, and in
part through household production. Becker argues
that specialization is efﬁcient in the family just as it
is in the factory. In his view, men generally do more
market and women more household work because
women are better at child rearing. He attributes
this largely to biology (e.g., women’s advantage in
breast-feeding) and the efﬁciency of having women
do household tasks easily combined with child rearing. (Becker hints at a role for socialization, but
even here assumes that parents would not genderdifferentiate socialization unless it was training children for what they are biologically destined to be
more efﬁcient in.) When couples specialize on this
basis early in the marriage, this generates differences in experience-based human capital and earnings, which creates an even greater incentive for
male specialization in market work later in the life
cycle. Becker acknowledges, but does not emphasize, that discrimination in labor markets may also
create an economic incentive for couples’ specialization. While the efﬁciency perspective predicts a
gender-based division of labor, it also predicts differences between couples in the degree of this specialization. The higher one partner’s potential wage
rate, the greater the gain to the family of that partner doing market work, and thus the more market
work and less household work s/he will do. Thus,
as womens’ wage relative to that of their husbands’
increases, their hours of market work should go up
and their hours of household work should go down
to allow allocating more time to market work. A
similar prediction comes from the “time availabili-
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ty” perspective of some sociologists, arguing that
decisions about hours of market work affect how
much time is left for household work (for reviews
see Shelton 1992). Thus, the efﬁciency perspective
predicts that each spouse’s wage will negatively affect his or her household work, whether wage and
housework are measured absolutely and or relative
to the other partner. (For reviews and critique of
Becker’s view, see England and Budig 1998; Pollak
2003.)
Bargaining/exchange models are a second rational choice view. They explicitly take into account
differences in bargaining power between spouses,
assume that most people would prefer to do less
housework, and use information on earnings or
other resources to predict power and thereby freedom from doing housework. The general idea is
that money talks; a partner with higher earnings is
more likely to get his or her way in a disagreement, not only on the issue of who is doing the
housework. If these models are correct, then they
imply that, whatever the efﬁciency advantages of a
traditional gender division of labor, it clearly disadvantages women in decision-making power, and
more generally in the distribution of resources,
material and otherwise, in marriage. This is a possibility Becker ignores. From a feminist point of
view, it is important to have a theory that does not
obscure this disadvantage to women of traditional
arrangements.
From within economics, this bargaining view
has been developed in recent decades with formal
game-theoretic models of the family (Manser and
Brown 1980; McElroy and Horney 1981; McElroy 1990; Chiappori 1992; Lundberg and Pollak
1993, 1996). Many of these models were not developed as part of a program of gender scholarship
but lead to some of the same insights developed in
less formal but more substantive terms by gender
scholars (England and Farkas 1986, chap. 3; Sen
1990; England and Kilbourne 1990; Folbre 1994b,
1997; Agarwal 1997; Kabeer 2001; Katz 1997;
England 2000a, 2000b). Both groups characterize
their conclusions as inconsistent with Becker.
Why might bringing money or other resources
into the household give one power? Economists’
bargaining models (drawing from game theory)
use the concept of “threat points” (Lundberg and
Pollak 1996). “Divorce threat point” (also called
“external threat point”) models emphasize that
bargaining within marriage is conducted in the
shadow of the possibility of divorce. An individual’s threat point is what s/he has to fall back on if
the marriage dissolves. This is inﬂuenced by one’s

own earnings, position in the market for a new
partner, life skills, and preferences that affect one’s
enjoyment of being single. Utility outside marriage
is also inﬂuenced by how much gender discrimination there is in the labor market, the amount of
child support payments the state makes absent parents pay and how strongly this payment is enforced, as well as state payments to single individuals or parents. McElroy (1990) calls these factors
“extrahousehold environmental parameters,” while
Folbre (1997) calls them “gender-speciﬁc environmental parameters.”
Consider a couple, A and B. The better off A
would be if the marriage dissolved, the better the
deal B needs to provide to A to make it worthwhile
for A to stay in the marriage. Individuals make
concessions to their partners to keep their marriages intact if they would be worse off without the
spouse than in the marriage even after having
made the necessary concessions. Even within the
range where both are better off within than outside the marriage, the two spouses’ relative threat
points are seen to affect in whose interest the
“deal” is struck, according to the Nash bargaining
model. If both spouses act this way, it follows that
the better A’s alternatives outside (relative to inside) the marriage, or the worse B’s outside alternatives, the better a bargain A (and worse B) can
strike in the marriage. Resources that one could
withdraw from one’s partner or retain for oneself if
the marriage dissolved are those that increase bargaining power.
Lundberg and Pollak (1993, 1996) also discuss
“internal threat point models.” Here the issue
is what one spouse can withhold from the other
without leaving the marriage, and what that leaves
the other to fall back on within the marriage. In
such models, money that comes into the household through partner A gives A power because
s/he could possibly fail to share some or all of the
income, even without divorce or separation. Here
too, earnings should lead to some power, because
they are a resource one shares or could withhold.
But in this model the relevance of earnings to bargaining power does not hinge on their portability
if one leaves the relationship as it does in the divorce threat model.
The threat point models discussed above resonate theoretically with derivations from sociological exchange theory. (For an overview of exchange
theory see Molm and Cook 1995; Cook 1987. For
applications to marital power, see Heer 1963;
Scanzoni 1979; England and Farkas 1986; Molm
and Cook 1995, 220.) The power-dependence tra-
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dition of exchange theory states that if A is more
dependent on B, A will give more and receive less
in the exchange. In this tradition, A is seen as more
independent, or less dependent, to the extent that
s/he has access to more resources, including from
potential exchange partners other than B. The reasoning in exchange theory about why dependence
lowers one’s rewards has a similar logic to that of
either internal or external threat point models. A
can make a more credible threat to stop exchanging with B if A has other exchange partners from
whom s/he can get (more) resources in trade for
what s/he has to offer. Exchange theory says this
will increase what B gives A in exchange. Exchange
theory is general enough that it encompasses the
logic of both internal and external threat point
models.
Resources not only allow one to get one’s way
in a relationship, but they allow one to leave the
relationship if desired. Thus, the exchange or bargaining perspective implies that spouses with more
resources are likely either to negotiate a good deal
for themselves in the relationship or to leave. This
view has distinct predictions about who is likely to
initiate divorce. Since earnings are an example of a
resource shared with a spouse within marriage but
portable out of the marriage if it ends, the prediction is that men’s earnings increase men’s bargaining power within marriage as well as men’s
propensity to initiate divorce if unhappy, and
women’s earnings will increase women’s power in
marriage as well as their propensity to initiate divorce if unhappy. The effect of women’s employment on initiating divorce has been called the
“women’s independence” effect (Ruggles 1997;
Schoen et al. 2002), and is seen by many as part of
the explanation for increases in divorce throughout the century.
There is some evidence to support the bargaining view of marriage. Recent studies show that
where women have more access to and control
over economic resources (relative to men), more is
spent on children (Thomas 1990; Alderman et al.
1995; Lundberg, Pollak, and Wales 1997). Research on divorce has been mixed in its support for
the notion that the same things encouraging a
stronger bargaining position also allow exit. Divorce has been found more likely when men’s
earnings are lower (Hoffman and Duncan 1995;
South and Lloyd 1995) or declining (Weiss and
Willis 1997). Findings on the effects of women’s
earnings are less consistent. Some studies ﬁnd that
women’s earnings are positively related to divorce
(Heckert, Nowak, and Snyder 1998; Hiedemann,
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Suhomlinova, and O’Rand 1998; Moore and Waite
1981; Ono 1998; Ross and Sawhill 1975; Spitze
and South 1985), especially when men’s earnings
are lower (Heckert, Nowak, and Snyder 1998;
Ono 1998), but others ﬁnd no effect of women’s
earnings (Greenstein 1995; Hoffman and Duncan
1995; Mott and Moore 1979; Sayer and Bianchi
2000; South and Lloyd 1995; Tzeng and Mare
1995), and a few suggest that women’s earnings,
like men’s, stabilize marriage (Hoffman and Duncan 1995; and for changes in earnings, Weiss and
Willis 1997). While the century-long increase in
both divorce and women’s employment seems
consistent with the exchange/bargaining view, the
fact that divorce has not increased since 1980 despite ongoing increases in women’s real earnings
seems inconsistent with the view.
How do bargaining models apply to predicting
housework? They reach the same conclusion as the
efﬁciency view that relative wages will affect relative contributions to housework, but deploy an entirely different logic. The idea is that the partner
with higher earning power is able to bargain to do
less household work, and through this to do less
total work (paid and unpaid) and to have more
leisure. Whereas in a Beckerian world, the family
has a single utility function and cooperates to allocate each partner’s time efﬁciently in the service of
this unitary utility function, in a bargaining world,
partners are not entirely altruistic, and where they
have a conﬂict of interest, resources affect whose
interests prevail. Thus, if you earn more, you can
get your partner to do the housework you do not
like doing, while you enjoy leisure, and this is true
even if the two of you work the same hours of market work. To see the difference between the logic
of the efﬁciency and bargaining views, consider a
couple in which each partner already works 40
hours of market work per week. They are deciding
how each partner will spend the next few hours, in
market work, household work, or leisure. In the
efﬁciency view, the person with the higher wage is
less likely to spend the next few hours in either
housework or leisure because the opportunity cost
(i.e., the gain foregone) of using the hours in
leisure or housework is greater. (At least this is true
if we hold constant productivity in household
work and taste for leisure.) Thus, in Becker’s view,
one’s wage rate reduces one’s housework through
its effect on the optimal hours of market work.
There is nothing in the Beckerian view to dictate
that the partners with the higher wage will get
more leisure from their freedom from household
work. Indeed, they are likely to take less leisure,
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because from the point of view of the couple’s single utility function, “purchasing” leisure for the
higher-wage partner is more expensive than for the
lower-wage partner. Now consider this same couple, with each partner having each worked 40
hours of market work this week, deciding how to
spend the next few hours in the world described by
bargaining theory. Let us assume that most people
would prefer to have more leisure and do less
housework. If bringing money into the household
increases one’s bargaining power, then the partner
with higher earnings will do less housework and
get more leisure in the next few hours. This will be
true even in couples with equal hours of market
work, or, more generally, it should hold net of
hours of market work. Several sociological studies
have found effects of relative earnings on the division of housework (Ross 1987; Presser 1994; Brines
1994; Greenstein 2000; Bittman et al. 2003; Evertsson 2004). Some do not control adequately for the
number of hours of market work done by both
spouses, and thus could be indicative of either bargaining or specialization. Using Australian and
U.S. data, Bittman et al. 2003 control for market
hours and ﬁnd women do less when they have
higher relative earnings, at least in the range between equal earnings and men providing most of
the earnings.
The more “gendered” perspective in this literature is an argument about cultural norms or “doing
gender”; gender often trumps, even when bargaining or efﬁciency perspectives would predict otherwise. Consistent with this expectation, women do
more and men less household work than can be explained by either an efﬁciency or bargaining perspective, and these perspectives explain only a small
share of the variance in which men and women do
more (Berk 1985; Shelton 1992). Some studies
(reviewed in Greensteen 2000) ﬁnd that traditional gender beliefs lead men to do more and women
to do less household work. As discussed above,
women have reduced household work much more
than men have increased it. But child care is still
largely women’s responsibility. Despite egalitarian
trends in attitudes, Americans and Australians have
moved more strongly toward believing in women’s
equal rights to jobs and pay than in believing that
children are not hurt by women’s employment
(Badgett, Davidson, and Folbre 2002; Bittman
and Pixley 1997). This suggests a special resistance
to having men replace women in parenting. Studies predicting men’s and women’s hours of household work separately ﬁnd a much higher proportion of variance explained for women than men,

irrespective of what variables are put in the model
(e.g., Brines 1994; Greenstein 2000). Where studies do ﬁnd factors that affect men’s housework,
these often do not ﬁt either efﬁciency or bargaining perspectives. For example, Hochschild (1989)
found that among couples where women earned
more than men, women nonetheless did the majority of household work. Brines (1994) and Greenstein (2000) found that men’s hours of housework
are increased by the share of income provided by
women up to the point where women contribute
equally, as bargaining or efﬁciency theories would
predict, but beyond this, men reduce their housework contributions as women’s share of income
provision increases. The “doing gender” interpretation is that women’s employment is now acceptable, but men are supposed to be the main breadwinners, and not to earn less than their wives. The
more men are in this situation, unable to display
male gender, Brines argues that they are unwilling
to do housework or their wives disinclined to push
them to do what would “feminize” them even
more. However, Gupta (1999) and Bittman et al.
(2003) replicated Brines and show that removing
3–4 percent of men who are most economically
dependent makes the curvilinearity of the effect of
relative income disappear; thus this appears to
happen only among extremely low income men. In
general, in the United States, the shape of distributions seems consistent with bargaining theory,
but there is a large residual of women’s excess
housework not explained. In Australia, however, in
the range between equal income provision and
women providing all the income, women’s housework actually increases (Bittman et al. 2003).
Evertsson (2004) ﬁnds this for the United States as
well.

CONCLUSION
The three major perspectives of economic sociology emphasize (1) networks, (2) rational choice,
and (3) cultural (social) norms, sometimes embedded in institutions. Each is useful for understanding gender. Indeed, often empirical patterns are
consistent with at least two of the perspectives. For
example, returns to experience, which disadvantage women because of their time in child rearing,
may be instituted by employers because experienced workers are more productive, or because
turnover is expensive, especially where employers
invest in training, as economists say. Or this may be
an institutionalized norm having a disparate im-
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pact against women despite no link to productivity. Or take statistical discrimination: it may be engaged in to get better workers, despite its illegality
and unfairness to those members of groups with
lower average qualiﬁcations on unobservables who,
as individuals, are high outliers in their group. This
is the rational choice story. But patterns of ethnic
or gender segregation might also be explained by
beliefs in gender differences that have the sign
right but exaggerate the magnitude, or by worker
network recruitment, or by entirely erroneous
racist or sexist cultural beliefs. All are consistent
with ﬁnding an effect of ascriptive characteristics
net of observable qualiﬁcations. Sorting out the
explanatory power of these three perspectives is a
formidable challenge in research on gender and
other topics. In the case of networks, a major impediment is lack of adequate data sets that include
network measures that are longitudinal (to allow
better causal modeling). In the case of culture, the
challenge is to measure values or beliefs independent of the behaviors they are to explain. Often rational choice explanations that feature material interests are more testable with existing data; here
the impediment is less a lack of data than the tendency of economists to take their paradigm so for
granted that they are not interested in testing predictions against competing claims from perspectives outside the rational choice paradigm.
What lessons does the study of gender have for
the rest of economic sociology? Often scholars
studying women’s spheres of activity ﬁnd many
ways that standard assumptions and tools do not ﬁt
well. Looking closely at these may illuminate places
where models are in tension with reality on other
topics as well, but the lack of ﬁt is not quite so obvious on more conventional topics. Let us close
with two examples.
Women typically do the work of care, whether it
is paid or unpaid. The emerging study of care work
shows it to ﬁt many standard assumptions badly,
and to challenge many dichotomies. The work
seems to produce externalities and public goods,
and even economists admit that such factors “muck
up” their usual assumptions that markets achieve
efﬁciency. The work is often done for a mix of pecuniary and intrinsic motives; and the intrinsic motive in question, altruism, is at odds with the usual
“selﬁshness” assumption of actors in markets. Care
workers develop emotional connections with the
consumers of their services. These intrinsic motives
make it hard to predict how they will negotiate
self-interestedly for wages, but sometimes they do.
Our reaction to such self-interested negotiation is
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sometimes that it violates norms that some things
should be done only “for love.” But, while all these
things may be more true of care work, the quintessential “women’s work,” than of other work,
are they not partly true of most work? Don’t many
kinds of work produce positive or negative externalities? Don’t many jobs attract workers with the
appropriate intrinsic motives, and develop those
motives as “endogenous tastes” as the work is done?
Are not workers in many jobs often connected
emotionally to coworkers and clients or customers?
Thus, the ways that care work challenges the economic model may apply more broadly (Folbre and
Nelson 2000; England and Folbre 2003). Economic sociologists who position themselves “contra economics” will probably applaud this conclusion. But is it not true of economic sociology as
well as of neoclassical economics that scholars tend
to exclude from study—as “not economic”—precisely those areas of human activity where love,
emotional connection, altruism, and norm-based
commitment are involved? Economic sociologists
talk a lot about networks and institutions, but they
too have shied away from considerations of emotional commitments and connections.4
The study of gender takes us into realms such as
the family where emotional ties and norm-based
commitments are taken for granted (though not
always observed). If we take seriously the admonition of gender scholars to acknowledge that the
household is part of the economy, then the following question emerges: What determines which
spheres of human activity are characterized by
long-term commitments and which are more characterized by each party self-interestedly treating
others as in textbook market or exchange models?
Economists have a strong tendency, even when
they become “institutionalists,” to answer that
norms and institutions evolve because they are efﬁcient. Indeed, Becker has argued that it is efﬁcient to have altruism govern the family economy
and self-interest govern the market economy. Economic sociologists, focusing on markets, have
rightly seen it a ridiculous claim that efﬁciency always reigns. We agree, but think economic sociologists should not simply ignore questions about
efﬁciency. Moreover, because they ignore the household, economic sociologists seldom give much
thought to whether it is equally ridiculous to think
that altruism reigns in the family. If we avoid dichotomizing views, it leads to two deep and important questions that we challenge future generations of economists and economic sociologists to
consider, across boundaries of families and formal
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organizations: What mix of commitment and marketlike incentives produces efﬁcient outcomes? What
are the distributional effects of these two principles
in various contexts?

NOTES
1. The reader will beneﬁt by consulting the Milkman and
Townsley (1994) chapter, which includes more historical
material than this chapter. We focus on empirical studies of
gender in labor markets and families from the last 20 years
of study by American sociologists and economics, and on
debates between sociologists’ and economists’ perspectives
on these topics.
2. Some critics of this chapter have urged us to be clearer about the distinctions between culture, norms, and institutions. But consideration of their advice has convinced us
that sociologists do not use these terms consistently. What
one calls culture, another calls norms, and yet another calls
institutions. Some believe internalized preferences should be
called norms, while others reserve the term norms for standards involving sanctions. Some reserve the term institution
for explicit ofﬁcial rules that allocate punishments and rewards, while others use the term to include taken-for-granted assumptions about how things should be done.
3. More precisely, D is a ratio in which the numerator is
the proportion of women (men) who would have to change
occupations from the current distribution in order to integrate occupations, and the denominator is the number of
moves women (or men) would have to make to integrate occupations if, instead of the current distribution, occupations
were maximally segregated such that all occupations were
entirely of one sex or the other. Occupations are considered
to be integrated when women’s (men’s) proportion of each
occupation is the same as women’s (men’s) proportion of
the labor force as a whole.
4. We ourselves have been accused of being overly economistic in our exclusion of discussions of sexuality and emotion in this paper, and we acknowledge the merit of the critique while begging lack of space.
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28 The Ethnic Economy
Ivan Light

Max Weber ([1927] 1981, sec. 6C) brieﬂy addressed the sociology of “alien traders” in comparative economic development. He thus founded
what later became known as middleman minority
theory (Bonacich 1973). Middleman minorities
specialize in trade and commerce in which they
have centuries of historical experience. From this
experience they have evolved special expertise in
commercial entrepreneurship. Examples include
the Jews of Europe, Armenians, Gypsies, overseas
Chinese, Sikhs in East Africa, the Hausa of Nigeria,
and Marwaris and Parsees in India.1 This substantial literature, reviewed in the ﬁrst edition of this
Handbook, generally proposes a three-cornered
conﬂict in which colonial elites covertly support
alien merchants because of their proﬁtability, but
abandon them to outrages and murder when merchant-customer conﬂicts bubble over into rioting
and mayhem. On these sanguinary occasions, the
deluded masses vent their economic frustration
upon alien merchants. Rather than blaming the
economic system, the real source of their frustration, natives blame the merchants who mediate
their access to goods. Middleman minority theory
is a scapegoat theory. Simple as is the underlying
theoretical idea, middleman minority theory has
enormously clariﬁed the commonalties that underlie some of the ugliest hatreds in human history,
rendering them amenable to sociological analysis.
Recently Chirot and Reid (1997; also Schmidt
2000, 354–55) have extended and continued this
tradition with their comparison of Jews in Europe
and Chinese in Southeast Asia, both of them classic
mercantile minorities, and both subject to violent
and enduring hatreds as a result. Similarly, Min
(1996; and also Yoon 1997, 174–228) drew successfully upon middleman minority theory to explain anti-Korean agitation and rioting in New
York City and Los Angeles in the 1990s. Returning
to the classic three-cornered model, Min depicted
immigrant Korean merchants as “caught in the
middle” in a racial conﬂict of blacks and whites.2
The ethnic economy literature descends from
middleman minority theory, a subject it continues

to include. However, ethnic economy literature
now more broadly addresses the economic independence of immigrants and ethnic minorities in
general, not just of middleman minorities (Light
and Bonacich 1991, xii–xiii).3 This expansion releases the subject from narrow concentration upon
historical trading minorities, and opens discussion
of the entire range of immigrant and ethnic minority strategies for economic self-help and self-defense. Economic independence represents a ubiquitous self-defense of immigrants and ethnic
minorities who confront exclusion or disadvantage
in labor markets. Ethnic economies permit immigrants and ethnic minorities to reduce disadvantage and exclusion, negotiating the terms of their
participation in the general labor market from a
position of greater strength. Unable to ﬁnd work
in the general labor market, or unwilling to accept
the work that the general labor market offers, or
just reluctant to mix with foreigners, immigrants
and ethnic minorities have the option of employment or self-employment in the ethnic economy of
their group. Although ethnic and immigrant groups
differ in how much they avail themselves of this defense (Logan and Alba 1999, 179; Light and Gold
2000, 34; Collins 2003), none lacks an ethnic
economy.4
The ﬁrst Handbook of Economic Sociology deﬁned
an ethnic economy as “the ethnic self-employed
and employers, their unpaid family workers, and
their co-ethnic employees” (Light and Karageorgis
1994, 648).5 A decade later, this deﬁnition of ethnic economy has become the ethnic ownership
economy, itself only a coequal component of an ethnic economy, not the whole of it. As currently understood, an ethnic economy consists of two sectors:
the ethnic-controlled economy and the ethnic
ownership economy.6 An ethnic ownership economy
is still deﬁned by business ownership.7 In contrast,
an ethnic-controlled economy requires ethnic control, not ownership. Ethnic-controlled economies
exist where and to the extent that coethnic employees
“exert signiﬁcant and enduring” market power
over the workplace, usually because of their num-
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bers, clustering, and organization, but also, where
appropriate, because of external political or economic power (Light and Gold 2000, 23). An ethnic-dominated craft union is a ﬁne example.
Unions inﬂuence the hiring and pay policies of
businesses they do not own, exerting their inﬂuence for the beneﬁt of members. When a union
sets the pay scale, or even inﬂuences the pay scale,
it usurps authority ostensibly monopolized by
owners. Although control deﬁnes the boundary of
the concept, control is uncommon; inﬂuence is common. Immigrants rely upon social networks for job
access to the mainstream; networks breed clustering, and clustering breeds inﬂuence (Sanders, Nee,
and Sernau 2002, 306).8 Even when industries or
trades are saturated, ethnic inﬂuence raises depressed wages and secures privileged hiring access
to coethnics (Model 1997, 454; Rogerson 1999).
Job capture arises when ethnic minority or immigrant employees are able to tilt the odds of employment in their trade, industry, or workplace in
favor of coethnics (D. Kim 1999). Absolute job capture occurs when, thanks to coethnic control, only
coethnics are hired. Much more commonly, relative job capture occurs when, thanks to various
constraints, employers hire coethnics appreciably
above levels normally expected in a meritocratic
marketplace. Originating in the political realm,
government afﬁrmative action policies promote
relative job capture, thus strengthening ethniccontrolled economies in trades, industries, and
workplaces.
The new distinction between ethnic ownership
economy and ethnic-controlled economy parallels
the classic distinction between ownership and control of corporations. Just as, for many purposes, it
makes little difference that stockholders own the
corporations that managements control, so it sometimes makes little difference who owns enterprises
if and to the extent that coethnic employees control them (Waldinger 1995). Indeed, control is
better than ownership insofar as employees thereby obtain some beneﬁts of ownership (setting pay
scales, making hiring decisions) without the ﬁnancial risks of ownership. As the directors of Enron,
WorldCom, and Global Crossing taught us, managers can enrich themselves at the expense of owners. Blue-collar ethnic minority and immigrant employees also materially beneﬁt at the expense of the
owners when they can inﬂuence pay scales or hiring. Ethnonationalism is not a necessary cause of
ethnic clustering in occupations, nor of ethnic control expressed in ethnocentric hiring policies. After
all, if hiring is restricted to friends, relatives, and
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neighbors of current employees, which is the usual
product of ethnic control, the unintended result
will be relative job capture by the predominant
ethnic group just because friends, relatives, and
neighbors are normally coethnics. Additionally, a
control base in a trade or industry supports and
promotes the self-employment of coethnics, who
usually originated as employees in the same industry (Mata and Pendakur 1999, 397).
Both the ethnic ownership economy and the
ethnic-controlled economy have formal, informal,
and illegal subsectors (Tienda and Raijman 2000,
292–96; Perberdy and Rogerson 2003). These sectors are conceptually different (Quassoli 1999,
225). The formal sector consists of ﬁrms that pay
taxes and enjoy ofﬁcial enumeration. If coethnic
employees control these ﬁrms without owning
them, the employees work in the formal subsector
of the ethnic-controlled economy. If coethnics
own these ﬁrms, then both the owners and their
coethnic employees work in the formal subsector
of the ethnic ownership economy, still the heartland of the existing literature. The informal sector
(see the chapter on this topic by Portes and Haller,
this volume) contains ﬁrms that, producing legal
commodities, produce them without paying taxes
or obtaining licenses (Bourgeois 1995). The key
issue is the existence of ﬁrms in the informal economy rather than, as Neef (2002) supposes, the inability of governments to regulate those ﬁrms. If
the existence of informal sectors is not recognized,
analysis will be restricted to the formal sector, a
grave distortion. Wilson (1996; also Rifkin 1996)
falls into this error. Tracking adverse employment
trends in the general labor market, Wilson declared
that African Americans’ work had just “disappeared,”9 ignoring their work in the informal
economy. Unless they analyze the ethnic economy
in relationship to the general labor market, tracking movements back and forth across the border,
as did Nee, Sanders, and Sernau (1994; also Yoon
1997, 133), labor market analysts misunderstand
labor.
Firms are the basic units of the informal economy as well as of the formal economy. An unemployed warehouseman who starts a business has
moved his economic activity from the category of
labor to that of capital. In point of fact, the rate of
immigrant self-employment is higher in the informal sector than in the formal sector, and both rates
increase drastically when multiple job-holding is
considered.10 When immigrants and ethnic minorities own ﬁrms in the informal sector, the informal
subsector houses that portion of their ethnic own-
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Table 1.
Sector
Subsector

Light
Ethnic Economy: Sectors and Subsectors
Ethnic Ownership Economy
Formal (1)

Informal (2)

Ethnic-Controlled Economy

Illegal (3)

Formal (4)

Informal (5)

Illegal (6)

Examples
1. Owners of dry-cleaning retail store, their unpaid family workers, and their coethnic employees
2. Owners of unlicensed garment factory, their unpaid family workers, and their coethnic employees
3. Owners of bookmaking business, their unpaid family workers, and their coethnic employees
4. Coethnic employees who control the dry-cleaning business that employs them
5. Coethnic employees who control off-the-books garment factory in which they work
6. Coethnic employees who control the illegal lottery that employs them

ership economy. When coethnic employees control
informal ﬁrms without actually owning them, then
the informal ﬁrm lies in the ethnic-controlled economy.11 The illegal subsector consists of ﬁrms that
manufacture or distribute proscribed commodities
to willing buyers, especially drugs, gambling, and
prostitution, but also bogus immigration documents, pornography, and pirated videos.12 As before, coethnic ownership of illegal ﬁrms falls into
the ethnic ownership economy, whereas coethnic
employee control falls into the ethnic-controlled
economy (table 1).13
All coethnics working in either the ethnic ownership economy or the ethnic-controlled economy
belong to the ethnic economy of their group.14
The size of ethnic economies vis-à-vis the employment mainstream varies historically and among
ethnocultural groups (Shrover 2001; Light 1972).
Among some groups, most coethnics ﬁnd employment in the ethnic economy; among others, few
do (Boyd 2000, 2001a). Nonetheless, the absolute
and relative sizes of ethnic economies are of great
importance to the economic prospects of immigrants and ethnic minorities. As matters stand,
however, only the ethnic ownership economies of
the formal subsector can be estimated from ofﬁcial
data sources. Ethnic-controlled economies and
ethnic ownership economies in the informal subsector and the illegal subsector are inaccessible
from ofﬁcial sources, and must be estimated from
social science research. Accordingly, just improving
and debating the adequacy of size estimates is a
continuing methodological concern of research
in ethnic economies (Sik 1998, 5–8, 59–68; Cross
1998, 9–10).
As one result, researchers have developed quantitative methods that permit them to estimate the
size of ethnic economies from public data sources
(Hum 1997; Logan and Alba 1999; Logan et al.
2000; Wilson, 2003). These methodologies permit analysts to estimate the size of ethnic econo-

mies of a multiplicity of ethnoracial groups in multiple locations, whereas previous methodology relied upon case studies of one group in a single location. Still the most accurate method, one-group,
one-place studies do not yield the broad generalizations scholars often want. Estimates indicate
that ethnic economies are surprisingly large. Ethnic economies employed one-quarter of immigrants in Germany in 1992 (Guerrero 2000, 117).
Reviewing the American literature, Light and Gold
(2000, 34) found that just the formal subsector’s
ethnic ownership economies contained 11 percent
of the labor force of all foreign-born persons in
1990.15 Constituent groups had grossly different
self-employment rates. Among Hispanics, the percentage was 9.9 percent; among African Americans, 5.6 percent; among Asians, 19.2 percent; and
among Koreans more than 50 percent. Light and
Gold (2000, 52) estimated that 10 percent of the
average American ethnic group’s workers found
employment in the informal sector of the ethnic
ownership economy; using somewhat different
deﬁnitions, Wilson (2003) reported that 14 percent of the American labor force worked in ethnic
niches, but 31 percent of non-European ethnic
groups did so.16 Speciﬁc groups fall above and
below this average, which also varies from city to
city and country to country (Langlois and Razin
1995, 587). In the most comprehensive and serious effort to measure informal sector self-employment using a case study, Tienda and Raijman
found that 38 percent of Mexican immigrant
households in Chicago worked in the informal
economy.17
A large and even historical literature attempts to
measure the size of ethnic niches, which are now
usually deﬁned as industrial or occupational clusters
of coethnics in excess of 150 percent of their expected number (Boyd 2001b, 89; Logan and Alba
1999; Wilson 2003).18 Since clustering implies control, measures of ethnic niches crudely estimate the
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extent of ethnic-controlled economies in the formal subsector.19 Clustering varies widely from
group to group, city to city, and decade to decade.
Its causes are not always the same (Talwar 2001,
121). Among African Americans, the public sector
represents the main ethnic niche (Boyd 1993).
About 20 percent of the average ethnoracial group
works in ethnic-controlled economies (Light and
Gold 2000, 52). Adding this 20 percent to the 20
percent who worked in the ethnic ownership economy’s formal or informal subsectors, plus 1 percent
estimated to work in the illegal economy, exclusive
of incarcerated persons, Light and Gold (2000, 52)
estimated that 41 percent of the American labor
force worked in ethnic economies.20

SINGLE AND DOUBLE DISADVANTAGE
Immigrant and ethnic minority workers often
turn to self-employment because of disadvantage
(Martiniello and Jamin 2000, 63; Raes 2000, 34;
Tienda and Raijman 2000, 300; Di Natale et al.
1999; Phizaclea and Ram 1996). Other circumstances being equal, disadvantage increases selfemployment in the informal as well as in the formal sector (Bean and Spener 1999, 14).21 Racial,
ethnic, and religious discrimination is a major
cause of disadvantage, but lack of language skill
and unaccredited human capital are as important.
Disadvantage is not a simple concept. Current
thinking distinguishes labor market disadvantage
from resource disadvantage. Both affect ethnic
economies, but they do so independently. Labor
market disadvantage occurs when workers cannot
obtain wage or salary employment that reaches the
prevailing market return on their productivity
(Light and Rosenstein 1995, 153–55). The most
extreme labor market disadvantage is long-term
unemployment, which one expects to last forever.
All forms of labor market disadvantage give employees an unusually powerful incentive to undertake self-employment. In extreme cases, self-employment offers the only possible income for
employees who have given up all hope of ever ﬁnding a wage job; in less extreme cases, disadvantaged employees hope that self-employment might
improve their economic or social situation.
Groups experience resource disadvantage when,
as a result of some current or past historical experience, such as slavery or peonage, members enter
the labor market with fewer resources than others.
Resources include all attributes that improve the
productivity of employees, notably human capital,
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but also a positive work ethic, good health, contact
networks, self-esteem, and so on. Even if resourcedisadvantaged employees earn the expected wage,
their wages will be low because they are unproductive. In this case, they experience only one disadvantage, resource disadvantage. Their problem
is low resources, not lower than expected pay given
their low productivity. They are singly disadvantaged. However, when labor force disadvantage
and resource disadvantage combine, both affecting
the same group, those doubly disadvantaged are
low-wage, low-productivity employees. Because
subject to discrimination and unproductive, the
doubly disadvantaged lack the resources to support self-employment in the formal sector. As a result, their multiple disadvantages impel them into
the ethnic economy’s informal sector, where slender resources sufﬁce. In the informal sector, they
generally earn little. On the other hand, when immigrants or ethnic minorities have strong resources
of human, social, cultural, and ﬁnancial capital,
and when they sustain only labor force disadvantage, the disadvantaged immigrants and ethnic minorities have resources that empower their self-employment. They need not tolerate abuse in the
general labor market; hence, self-employment offers them some right of economic appeal against
the judgment of the labor market.
This resource constraint version of disadvantage
theory explains anomalies that arise from the highly unequal rates of self-employment among disadvantaged ethnonational and ethnoreligious groups
(Light and Gold 2000, 34; Fairlie and Meyer
1996). Since this debate has raged for a century, its
resolution represents progress.22 The basic conundrum has been to explain unequal rates of self-employment among the disadvantaged. If disadvantage
causes self-employment, why do disadvantaged
blacks, Mexicans, and Central Americans display
low self-employment rates, whereas disadvantaged
Asians display high self-employment rates? (Yoon
1997, 37; see Light and Gold 2000, 34, 66, 208–
9). In response, resource constraint theory proposes that doubly disadvantaged groups have the
expected motive to undertake self-employment,
but they lack essential resources. As a result, their
self-employment develops in the informal sector
rather than in the formal sector (Conley 1999, 21;
Duneier 1999).23 Conversely, well-educated immigrants have the resources to undertake self-employment in the formal sector when disadvantaged
in the labor market.
Admittedly, when successful in the informal sector, immigrant and ethnic minority ﬁrms occasion-
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ally upgrade into the formal sector (Raijman and
Tienda 1999; Robert and Bukodi 2000, 151). In
these cases, business owners who were initially doubly disadvantaged obtained new resources through
informal sector self-employment. These acquired
resources (money, contacts, experience) then fuel
the transition from informal to formal sector business ownership. This upgrade epitomizes the
American Dream of rags-to-riches (Wyllie 1954).
True, if the frequency of life history transitions
from informal to formal sector were high, we would
find no association between ethnoracial origins
and informal or formal sector entrepreneurship.
Starting in the informal sector would not reduce
anyone’s likelihood of winding up in the formal
sector. Since very powerful associations do exist,
with the doubly disadvantaged entrepreneurs occupying the informal sector while the labor market
disadvantaged occupy the formal sector, we conclude that double disadvantage is infrequently
overcome by entrepreneurial success in the ethnic
economy’s informal sector.
This conclusion does not justify dismissing the
American Dream as ﬁction. After all, the transition
from informal sector business ownership to formal
sector business ownership (and also from the illegal sector to the formal sector), although infrequently accomplished, is accomplished frequently
enough to impact the social structure of immigrant
and ethnic minority communities. First, doubly disadvantaged adults past the school-leaving age have
no way to access the middle class other than entrepreneurship. For poorly educated adults, business
ownership in the informal and illegal sectors of the
ethnic economy permits more lifetime mobility
into the middle class than do all other avenues of
mobility together.24 Second, doubly disadvantaged
adults substitute street wisdom for formal education. The informal economy rewards this form of
human capital. Third, business owners provide the
stratum from which immigrant and ethnic minorities have always recruited political and social leadership (Bodnar 1985, 117–42; Guerrero 2000,
117). For these structural reasons, organized crime
and petty entrepreneurship still create what Daniel
Bell (1960, 115–36) once called a “queer ladder of
social mobility.”

INCOME AND WEALTH
How lucrative is ethnic self-employment? This
subject continues to attract interest in the United
States—but not in Europe (Barrett, Jones, and

McEvoy 1996). Cultural inﬂuences are probably at
work. In the United States, the debate reawakens
the nation’s historic preoccupation with self-made
men (Wyllie 1954), a cultural legacy that Europe
does not share.25 Rags-to-riches enters the ethnic
economy debate because of the claim, initially
made by Portes and Bach (1985) and subsequently by Portes and Zhou (1996; 1998, table 2) that
the formal subsector of the ethnic enclave economy generated higher education-adjusted earnings
than did the wage-earning mainstream. If so, the
more coethnics became self-employed, the higher
would be the average income of their group. Moreover, to the extent that ethnic enclave economies
actually enjoy an earnings advantage, ethnic economies would impede assimilation, which is driven
by surrender of ethnicity in exchange for higher
earnings (Werbner 2001, 677; Bankston and Zhou
1996, 39). That is, if people earned more in ethnic
economies, then ethnic economies would be more
economically advantageous than integration into
the mainstream, the terminus ad quem of assimilation theory. The recent development of ethnic
suburbs in North American cities, where the unassimilated enjoy home ownership, awakens the same
debate (Logan, Alba, and Zhang 2002, 300, 320).
For the most part, research since 1994 has continued to compare the education-adjusted earnings
of coethnics in ethnic enclave economies and ethnic ownership economies with those in the employment mainstream (Spener and Bean 1999).
New results reach the same inconclusive results reviewed in the preceding Handbook. These results
sometimes show the self-employed earning more
than equally qualiﬁed coethnic wage earners and
sometimes show them lagging. There is variation
by ethnic group, by gender, by industry, and by locality (Li 1994; Devine 1994; Light and Roach
1996; Yoon 1997, 136; Logan and Alba 1999,
192).26 The share of self-employed professionals
also tends to drive up average earnings of the selfemployed in general (Bradley 2003). In an important methodological contribution, Portes and
Zhou (1996) showed that speciﬁcation of earnings
equations affected the results obtained. When outliers were suppressed or incomes entered in relative, rather than absolute form, analysts minimized
the economic advantageousness of self-employment,
and vice versa. The safest overall conclusion is that
in many important and signiﬁcant cases the selfemployed report more income than comparably
educated coethnic wage earners of the mainstream
economy. On the other hand, the educationadjusted earnings advantage of self-employment is
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not invariant. The self-employed earn less than
comparably educated wage earners as often as they
earn more. To this extent the ideal of economic integration retains plausibility. On average, across all
ethnic groups in all locations, the self-employed
and their coethnic equivalents in the mainstream’s
wage and salary sector probably earn about the
same annual education-adjusted incomes. The trouble is, a mean glosses over particular groups in particular localities; yet these localities are precisely
the source whence ﬂow the real empirical consequences of interest.
Attacks on ethnic ownership have been more
successful when they focused on the claim, initially made by Portes and his associates, that not only
the self-employed but even their coethnic employees earned higher education-adjusted incomes
than did their coethnic equivalents in mainstream
wage and salary employment. Small business ﬁrms
tend overwhelmingly to hire coethnics (Romney
1999). Research has found that coethnic employees of ethnic business ﬁrms occasionally earn as
much as their equivalents in the mainstream, as
they did in Portes’s Miami data. However, that result does not generally obtain. On the contrary,
coethnic employees within ethnic ownership economies generally earn lower education-adjusted incomes than do coethnic equivalents in the mainstream economy. On average, the ethnic ownership
economy’s coethnic employees earn about 80 percent of what their coethnic equivalents earn in the
mainstream.27
Recent attention to wealth rather than to income raises new questions about the economic advantages of business ownership.28 In general, the
self-employed have 10 to 14 times more wealth
than do employees. This wealth accumulates as the
owners’ equity share of their business. As owners
increase their equity share, the owners’ wealth
grows even when their income does not. When
they sell their business, the owners will ﬁnally tap
this wealth. Even if business owners receive the
same income as do coethnic employees in the
mainstream, the owners’ real economic welfare
might be superior because of their superior wealth.
However, their real advantage is smaller than this
estimate indicates because of employees’ pension
beneﬁts. If owners sell their business to fund their
retirement, then their business assets must be evaluated against employees’ pension rights. Owners
have wealth stored in the business; employees have
pensions. In fact, however, in terms of household
gross assets, employees’ pension beneﬁts were only
half the size of business assets in 1995, suggesting
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that the wealth advantage of the self-employed
more than compensated the pension beneﬁts of
employees (Keister 2000, 69, 123).

EXPLOITATION AND GENDER
About two-thirds of personnel in ethnic ownership economies are owners or unpaid family members, not employees. Therefore, the welfare of
employees is of less general importance than the
welfare of the self-employed and their family members. Moreover, even lower than prevailing wages
in ethnic ownership economies do not justify the
charge of labor exploitation frequently leveled
against ethnic business owners (Gold 1994, 217;
Loucky et al. 1994; Gilbertson 1995, 668; Wong
1998, 74; Hillmann 1999, 269; Timm 2000,
374). In its Marxist sense, exploitation depends
upon the ratio of wages to proﬁts.29 In the Marxist
sense, exploitation cannot occur where there is no
proﬁt. The proﬁt of a business does not include the
owner’s labor charge (Barrett, Jones, and McEvoy
1996, 788). Small ethnic minority and immigrant
businesses are usually unproﬁtable.30 After taking
out return on invested capital, Bates (1997, 249)
found that when owners were college graduates,
Asian American business owners earned $6.00 per
hour of labor in their business; African American
owners earned $6.41 an hour. Owners without
college education earned only $3.00 per hour of
their own labor.31 These earnings approximate the
current minimum wage. Even when small ﬁrms are
proﬁtable, they are often the least proﬁtable ﬁrms
in their industry. In the garment-manufacturing
industry of Los Angeles, where virtually all contractors are foreign born (Light, Bernard, and Kim
1999; Light and Ojeda 2001), Bonacich and Appelbaum (2000, 2) showed that the top of the
food chain, garment retailers and manufacturers,
obtained more than half of the industry’s gross
revenues. Contractors received 15 percent, and
production workers divided just 6 percent of the
industry’s gross. If exploitation exists in the garment industry, immigrant contractors are not the
principal beneﬁciaries.
Unproﬁtable ﬁrms cannot exploit their coethnic
employees no matter how poorly their employees
are paid!32 All too often, the low wages of ethnic
economy employees are a condition of their employment in that their employer’s ﬁrm only exists
because it pays low wages. Ethnic economies soak
up the unemployment the mainstream leaves. The
same considerations apply to the alleged exploita-
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tion of unpaid family workers, especially the wives
of owners.33 Embodying social capital, families
normally enjoy internal relationships of trust, solidarity, and moral community that greatly facilitate
concerted economic action (Sanders and Nee 1996,
237). Nonetheless, it is widely maintained (Hiebert 2003; Struder 2001) that husbands gain more
from family ﬁrms than do wives or children. Husbands and fathers may gain economically at the expense of wives and children if they compel them to
work in the family ﬁrm even when they have better earning chances elsewhere or if the fathers and
husbands usurp the income. Should this happen, it
would not amount to exploitation in the Marxist
sense. Moreover, there is no convincing evidence
that either of these conditions obtains very often.
First, apropos wives, the only evidence offered observes that marriage increases men’s self-employment rates.34 From this fact, authors infer that ethnic minority and immigrant patriarchs appropriate
the unpaid labor of children and wives in order to
operate a business that beneﬁts the patriarch more
than the others (Struder 2001). However, except
for African Americans, both men and women have
higher self-employment rates when married or
even previously married than when single (Devine
1994, table 4; Sanders and Nee 1996, 240). Marriage increases women’s self-employment rates
more than men’s.35 Marriage does not uniquely
beneﬁt the entrepreneurship of men. Indeed, selfemployed women work more hours weekly than
do women who co-own business ﬁrms with their
husbands.36 As for children, if they had been exploited, they should complain when they reach
adulthood, but they do not. On the contrary,
when adult children are asked about their experience as unpaid child labor in their parents’ family
business, they acknowledge long hours of unpaid
toil. However, perceiving this toil as a condition of
the ﬁrm’s survival, the adult children do not call it
exploitation. They say that helping out “was the
least we could do” to repay their parents’ self-sacriﬁce and hard work (Song 1999, 76).
The exceptional African American case is instructive. Unlike other ethnoracial groups, marriage
does not increase African American self-employment, male or female. However, African American
self-employment rates are low, and their nuclear
families small and unstable. Arguably, small and
unstable African American families do not provide
a base for self-employment. If so, one might infer
that ethnic self-employment requires patriarchs
who can subordinate their wife and children, but
African American men cannot accomplish this sub-

ordination (Green and Pryde 1997, 74–75). In
this case, the low self-employment rates of African
Americans would reﬂect the relative weakness of
patriarchy in that population.37 Alternatively, one
might propose that the African Americans’ lack of
family-centric social capital disarms the advantages
that family ﬁrms normally enjoy, rendering married
African Americans no more effective entrepreneurs
than single ones (Sanders and Nee 1996). This
judgment implies that marriage partners cannot
trust one another, nor can they control their children. The social penalty is lack of the usual family
resources for self-employment; hence, poverty. Although these explanations appear antagonistic, and
neither can be accepted right now, both reduce to
the failure of normative integration in African
American families: patriarchy does not work, but no
other norms have arisen to integrate families, thus
salvaging their social capital for the family ﬁrm.
Owners exploit workers, not co-owners. Therefore, when wives are co-owners with husbands of
“mom and pop” businesses, Pop cannot exploit
Mom, although he can cheat her. Such cases are
not uncommon.38 If husband co-owners coerce
wife co-owners into working as co-owners in the
family ﬁrm, even when wives have superior wageearning opportunities elsewhere, the problem is
ultimately a patriarchal culture that legitimates or
even requires feminine sacriﬁces rather than a
structural characteristic of the family ﬁrm as such.
If co-owning wives cannot obtain their share of the
business income, even when they have equal legal
right to it, the legal structure is not the source of
female subordination. Even when husbands are
sole owners of ethnic ﬁrms, rather than co-owners
with wives, husband-owners cannot exploit their
unpaid wives or children in the absence of proﬁt.
More likely, a husband-owner’s struggling ﬁrm exists only because he has access to unpaid family
labor (Hillmann 2000, 429). Similar arguments
apply to immigrant women who work for lowerthan-prevailing wages in ethnic economies. In many
cases, immigrant husbands restrict their wives to
ethnic economy jobs in the belief that these jobs
fall within the moral compass of the traditional
community. Therefore, jobs in the ethnic economy
are decent, safe, and conservative of religio-ethnic
values. Under these circumstances, immigrant
women earn less than they otherwise could, but it
is their husband who compels them to stay in a
low-wage environment. In general, when they seek
work, women rely on interpersonal ties more than
do men (Sanders, Nee, and Sernau 2002, 306–7).
Finally, immigrant and ethnic minority women
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often prefer to work in ethnic economy jobs. Immigrant women commonly report that noneconomic advantages of ethnic economies outweigh
the low wages they receive in them.39 They like the
proximity of their job to their home, the native
language work environment, and the coethnic networks that form in the workplace. The right to
mind one’s children at work is more commonly
available in the ethnic economy than in the general labor market.

SAVING AND CREDIT
Although banks deliver service effectively to the
mainstream, they have long failed to deliver savings and credit outside the mainstream (see the article by Stearns and Mizruchi, this volume). Banks
neglect and have always neglected low-income customers, small business, inner cities, slums, immigrants, and nonwhites (Uzzi 1999, 495; Tseng and
Zhou 2001, 245). Since ethnic ownership economies locate in exactly these niches, ethnic ownership economies operate in credit-starved environments. This neglectful coincidence constrains the
entrepreneurship of the resource disadvantaged,
causing their ethnic economies to grow more slowly than they otherwise would have, thereby driving
up unemployment rates (Immergluck and Mullen
1998, 1). Hoping to rectify this situation, the U.S.
Congress passed the Community Reinvestment
Act in 1977. CRA requires banks to report to bank
regulators the number of loans they have made in
poor neighborhoods (Squires 1994, 67–71). Despite the CRA, the ﬁnancial situation of American
inner cities has worsened in the last two decades.
When, following Reagan-era deregulation (1980–
88), banks reduced their service presence in American inner cities, the already inadequate level of
ﬁnancial service in these areas deteriorated even
further, and is now worse than it was before deregulation (Squires and O’Conner 1997). Banks
closed branches in inner cities, which were already
underserved. In the wake of the departing bank
branches, check-cashing outlets and pawn shops
have proliferated.40 Excluding racketeer-sponsored
lotteries (Light 1977), check-cashing outlets and
pawnshops are now the ﬁnancial agencies most
available to inner-city residents (Hudson 1997).
Check-cashing outlets charge customers 3 percent
of face value just to cash a paycheck or a welfare
check. Neither pawnshops nor check-cashing outlets offer savings accounts. Therefore, in inner
cities, ﬁnancial management is more expensive and
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less convenient than elsewhere, reminding us that
the poor still “pay more” (Caplovitz 1963).
The banking industry denies responsibility for
this wretched state of affairs. In its view, cost constraints doom the poor, slums, and immigrants to
inferior banking service. The bankers’ case rests on
four arguments. First, small loans are unproﬁtable.
It costs banks as much to issue a loan of $1,000 as
to issue a loan of $100,000, but their earnings are
only one-hundredth as large. Second, unemployed, immigrant, ethnic minority, and low-income borrowers are rarely creditworthy (see the
chapter by Carruthers, this volume). To be creditworthy, borrowers require steady jobs, assets to
pledge, and a personal history of repaying prior
loans. Distressed borrowers typically lack one or
more of these prerequisites. Third, banks are not
charities. They have obligations to stockholders,
depositors, and regulators such that they cannot
lend money to individuals unlikely to repay. Fourth,
banks have every institutional reason to lend wherever a proﬁt is likely, and major banks actually own
many check-cashing outlets, proof of their devotion
to inner-city neighborhoods. For these reasons, the
banking industry declares itself not responsible for
the inferior service it offers the poor, immigrants,
small business, and ethnic minorities.
This plausible rebuttal has not, however,
stopped the movement for banking reform. A series of studies, initiated by sociologists, has found
evidence that credit markets were segregated by
race such that ethnic minorities received less conventional funding than whites net of creditworthiness (Immergluck and Mullen 1998; Immergluck
1999; Light and Gold 2000, 217). These results
conﬁrm the independent contribution of social discrimination to loan denials, weakening the bankers’
defense, but they do not demolish the defense.
Taken together, strictly economic and cost-relevant
factors, such as creditworthiness, have proven more
important than race in determining loan policies. If
creditworthiness is already the main determinant of
lending, and the additional contribution of race is
minor, then the elimination of racially motivated
denials will have a minor impact upon lending. Of
course, this consideration does not derail the movement for banking reform, which has plausible
grounds for expecting that institutional and legal
changes in the banking industry will inject more
capital into low-income and minority neighborhoods. There is every legal and practical reason to
drive racial discrimination out of banking.
Nonetheless, the current debate about banking
reform returns the ethnic economy literature to its
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starting point (Light 1972, chaps. 2, 3): the reliance of ethnic ownership economies upon internal ﬁnancing. Banks have never ﬁnanced small
business in the past, nor offered adequate savings
facilities to the needy, and there is scant likelihood
that banking reform will compel them to do so in
the future. Under the circumstances, immigrant
and ethnic minorities still must have or must build
internal resources for saving and lending. Without
such resources, the growth of ethnic ownership
economies will be stunted.41 Family and friends
provide 70 to 80 percent of small business start-up
loans in ethnic minority and immigrant communities (Bond and Townsend 1996; Yoo 1999, chap.
6). Beyond family and friends, ethnic minority and
immigrant communities turn to the rotating savings and credit association. The locus classicus of
ethnic ﬁnancial resource is the rotating savings and
credit association (ROSCA), whose supportive
role in Asian American ethnic economies before
World War II drew initial attention to the ethnic
economy (Light 1972, 27–44). ROSCA is the
generic name for a popular ﬁnancial system found
in many countries of Asia, Latin America, and Africa.
Members of a ROSCA, usually numbering 10 to
30, come together monthly or weekly to make a
contribution to a common fund, which is lent in
turn to each member until all members have received the fund (Sterling 1995). At that point, the
club is disbanded, and a new one formed, usually
with substantial continuity of membership. Early
recipients of ROSCA funds are borrowers, who
may pay interest to the fund; later recipients are
savers, who may receive interest (Light and Gold
2000, 218–21).
ROSCAs are not a historical relic (Ardener
1995, 2). That once-popular belief has been discarded.42 On the contrary, ROSCAs are thriving in
the Third World and in immigrant communities
within developed countries. West Indian, Hispanic, and Asian immigrant groups in Britain and in
the United States and abroad continue to utilize
ROSCAs now as in the past (Light, Im, and Deng
1990; Johnson 1995; Sterling 1995; Srinivasan
1995).43 In some cases, ROSCAs convey large
sums of money, even millions of dollars; in most
cases, ROSCAs convey ten thousand dollars or less.
Business owners are overrepresented in ROSCAs,
but they are by no means the only members. Although most celebrated for their role in debt ﬁnancing of business start-ups (Bates 1997, 122),
the very task banks reject, ROSCAs also reduce
business owners’ cash ﬂow problems and stimulate
consumer saving. Most participants in ROSCAs

are savers, not business owners (D. Kim 1999). As
immigration has increased, American courts have
regulated ROSCAs in response to complaints (Cao
1999). As an unfortunate result, ROSCAs now
face legal barriers put in place by uninformed
judges who confuse ROSCAs with illegal lotteries.
ROSCA participants successfully lend money to
people in their circle, including those who are not
also family or personal friends. Lacking equivalent
social capital, bankers cannot do the same. Therefore, ROSCAs have a structural advantage, and can
service communities where banks see only markets.44 The dependence of ROSCAs upon social
capital is extreme, solidly documented, and well
understood (Biggart 2001). Indeed, modern reference to social capital’s economic utility (but not
the words social capital) ﬁrst appeared in the ethnic economy literature, which discussed ROSCAs
in precisely this connection (Light 1972, chap. 2).
A common mistake is to suppose that ROSCAs
only require social capital to function. In fact,
ROSCAs cannot be utilized by groups (such as Europeans) that lack cultural familiarity with this institution. ROSCAs require cultural capital as well
as social capital. Billionaires of social capital, the
Amish in Pennsylvania believe in lending money to
coreligionists, and abundantly do so.45 But, lacking
a cultural tradition of rotating credit associations,
the Amish do not disperse loans through ROSCAs.
Microcredit agencies have proliferated in the
Third World since 1980, and are now developing in
the United States, where limited evidence suggests
some success in opening microbusiness opportunities to the disadvantaged.46 Invented in Bangladesh
by Mohammed Yunus (1999), founder of the Grameen Bank, microcredit agencies offer credit to impoverished people who not only lack knowledge of
ROSCAs, but even lack social capital. In this sense,
microcredit is more versatile than ROSCAs. Microcredit agencies organize impoverished people,
mostly women, into “solidarity groups” of ﬁve.
Borrowers lack jobs, human capital, and collateral.47
Borrowers receive small loans, which they are required to invest in a microbusiness such as chair
caning. Loans are not made for consumption. Proceeds of the microbusiness repay the loans. When
each borrower has repaid her loan, plus interest,
then all her solidarity group members may receive
another, larger loan in a second loan cycle. If even
one member does not repay, then none may receive
a larger loan (Servon 1998, 125). In this way, the
microcredit agency ﬁrst creates social capital in solidarity groups, then exploits it to assure repayment.
Mother of all microcredit agencies, the Grameen
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Bank of Bangladesh reports repayment rates of 98
percent or higher from impoverished borrowers.
Interest paid by the borrowers supports the bank,
creating in microcredit a self-sustaining institution
that turns beggars into business owners.

NORTH AMERICAN CRITICS OF INTERACTIONISM
The ﬁrst edition of this Handbook declared interactionism a “dominant movement of thought”
in ethnic economy literature. Although this conclusion is still true, research has importantly changed
interactionism since the ﬁrst edition. Interactionism taught that immigrant and ethnic minority
business depend upon the ﬁt between what groups
can supply and locales demand (Razin and Langlois 1996, 705). Interactionism predicts, for example, that Chinese will operate more restaurants
in New York, whose non-Chinese inhabitants like
Chinese food, than in Akron, where Chinese food
is less popular. The older textbook view had claimed
that self-employment depended upon the supply
side as well as upon the demand side (Light and
Rosenstein 1995, 73).48 However, interactionism
went beyond that older view, explaining not only
that supply and demand both contributed to selfemployment, but also the exact manner in which
they contributed (Waldinger, Aldrich, and Ward
1990, 33) The older textbook view did not afford
this reﬁnement. Finally, interactionism critiqued
what was widely perceived as overemphasis in the literature upon cultural causality to the neglect of opportunity conditions (Kloosterman and Rath 2003).
However, the honeymoon over, interactionism
encountered empirical and conceptual criticism in
the last decade. The ﬁrst criticism was methodological. In order to demonstrate that interaction
of supply and demand explains self-employment,
interaction theory requires data that permit simultaneous variation on the demand side and on the
supply side. The empirical literature then available
actually offered very few research designs that met
this methodological requirement (Light and Rosenstein 1995, 75–79). The prevailing research design, exploring one group in one locality, did not
allow the bilateral variation necessary to prove interactionism. Interactionism lacked supporting evidence. A second objection was substantive. When
ﬁnally tested against research designs that did permit simultaneous variation on the supply side and
on the demand side, interactionism failed. Interactionism expects the local interaction of supply and
demand to explain all the intergroup, interlocality
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variation in self-employment rates. That is, the local
self-employment rate of any ethnoracial group
should be obtained from the self-employment rates
of various metropolitan areas interacted with group
characteristics. If so, the main effects of demand
and supply should have no direct inﬂuence on selfemployment rates net of the interactions.
When this test was applied to a data set consisting of four ethnoracial categories in 272 metropolitan areas of the United States, the main effects
overpowered the interaction effects (Light and
Rosenstein 1995, 140). That is, the direct effects
of demand and supply, especially supply, explained
more intermetropolitan variation in self-employment rates and ranks than did the interaction
terms. The authors distinguished speciﬁc and general resources. Speciﬁc resources were monopolized by speciﬁc groups as, for example, Chinese
monopolize the skills required in cooking Chinese
food. General resources are common to all groups,
so they are not monopolized by any. Literacy, numeracy, and business acumen are general ethnic resources. Money is a general class resource. This
conceptual distinction modiﬁed interactionist theory, which had wrongly assumed that all ethnic
resources were speciﬁc. However, direct effects of
group characteristics suggested the existence of
general ethnic resources that did not narrowly link
groups to this or that local opportunity structure,
as interactionists had expected, but tended instead
to promote group self-employment in any and all
localities. Groups with high self-employment rates
in one locality tended to have them in all (Light
and Rosenstein 1995, table 3.8; Razin and Langlois 1996, 708). Incompatible with interactionism, this result is compatible with middleman minority theory, according to which their generalized
or ethnic business acumen permits middleman minorities to prosper in any demand environment.49
Nonetheless, distinguishing general and speciﬁc
resources salvages interactionism by explaining
why supply/demand interactions based on generalized resources show up statistically as main effects, not interactions.

EUROPEAN CRITICISM OF INTERACTIONISM
A third and quite different criticism of interaction theory came from European researchers. In
the last two decades, European societies have witnessed the growth of ethnic minority and immigrant self-employment, which now equals or,
in some cases, surpasses the self-employment rate
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among native-born white citizens (Kloosterman
and Rath 2003; Razin and Scheinberg 2001, 272;
Barrett, Jones, and McEvoy 2001, 244; Echikson
2000; Farina 2000, 19; Martiniello and Jamin
2000, 48–63; Mung 1994; Hillmann 1999, 271–
73; Barrett, Jones, and McEvoy 1996, 783; Beltran 2000; Kloosterman, van der Leun, and Rath
1999, 253; Pairault 1995).50 To interpret this
change, European scholars turned initially to American models; but American models did not always
ﬁt European conditions (Engelen 2001; Kloosterman 2000).51 Compelled to cast about for alternative explanations, Dutch researchers contributed
an important theoretical corrective to interactionist theory (Kloosterman, van der Leun, and Rath
1999; Rath 2002a).52 Dutch researchers had watched ethnic economies develop in societies whose
regulatory regimes were more obtrusive than in
the United States (Boissevain 1997, 313).53 As a
result, the Dutch researchers noticed regulatory issues that had escaped American researchers whose
vision included government assistance to small
business, but not government regulation of small
business (Min and Bozorgmehr 2003).54 European
societies are strong state, weak market societies,
just the opposite of the United States.55 Political
regulation of ethnic ownership economies is much
more apparent in Europe than in the United States
(Kloosterman 2000).56 Public regulation affects immigrant and ethnic minority entrepreneurship in
three basic ways. First, public regulation inﬂuences
the number and characteristics of immigrants as
well as their legal right to self-employment. European societies do not offer fast-track entrepreneur
visas as do the United States, Canada, and Australia (Tseng 2000a; Froschauer 2001; Marger
2002).57 They have not, until very recently, offered
fast-track visas to high-technology employees, who
often become entrepreneurs. As a result, European
societies have arguably not attracted so rich a mixture of entrepreneurial resources as have the United States, Canada, and Australia. Moreover, unlike
the United States, Canada, and Australia, immigrants to many European societies do not immediately enjoy immediate legal access to self-employment (Mung and Lacroix 2003; Haberfellner
2003). Usually self-employment is permitted only
to immigrants who have lived in a European country for four to six years, if even then.58 Ethnic economies took longer to develop in Europe because
immigrants had to live in Europe longer before
legally qualiﬁed to start businesses. Second, public
regulation inﬂuences the legal requirements that
govern access to self-employment. European states

require the self-employed to undertake formal apprenticeships, to pass examinations of vocational
proﬁciency, to satisfy authorities that their projected enterprise is in the public interest, and, once in
business, to undergo detailed regulation of labor
standards, wages and hours, social security payments, and product quality. Third, European welfare states treat the unemployed more generously
than does the American neoliberal state. Unemployment beneﬁts are higher in Europe, beneﬁt eligibility broader, and beneﬁt receipt extended in
time. Therefore, unemployed immigrants in Europe do not face the same incentives for selfemployment that immigrants in America confront
(Freeman and Oegelman 2000, 118–22).
That said, just as in the United States, Canada,
and Australia, immigrants in Europe increasingly
conclude that self-employment offers the best
long-term solution to their economic disadvantage
and cultural marginality. Therefore, since regulatory regimes ration access to self-employment, hopeful immigrant entrepreneurs struggle for the legal
right to undertake self-employment, and, once
self-employed, struggle against regulation. In most
cases immigrant entrepreneurs seek freedom from
regulation, but also, it must be acknowledged,
where regulation serves their interest, they demand regulation (Ram et al. 2002; Freeman and
Oegelman 2000).59 The immigrants’ struggle with
regulators does not require mass political activity.
Rather, immigrant entrepreneurs in Europe just
ignore rules, regulations, and laws, and then try to
escape punishment (Kloosterman, van der Leun,
and Rath 1999, 258).60 Thus, some immigrants
not legally authorized to undertake self-employment do it anyway. These entrepreneurs build ethnic ownership economies in the informal sector.
Immigrants who fail vocational proﬁciency tests
practice their trades anyway. Required to use expensive ingredients, immigrant bakers clandestinely substitute cheap ingredients. Required to pay
social security contributions, immigrant entrepreneurs keep fraudulent books. Needless to say, the
immigrant entrepreneurs of Europe are not malevolent; rather, the combination of straitened resources, labor market disadvantage, and market
competition compels them to subvert laws and
regulations in order to make an adequate living or
even just to survive.61
Jan Rath (2002a) and colleagues undertook a
coordinated international study of comparative industrial regulation in the garment industry. This
study coordinated research on the garment industry in Paris, London, the West Midlands, Amster-
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dam, New York, Miami, and Los Angeles. In each
of these metropolitan areas, immigrant entrepreneurs controlled the garment-manufacturing industry in which immigrant workers provided the
labor supply. The survival of the garment industry
depended everywhere upon massive evasion of
laws regulating hours of labor, wages, sanitary conditions, industrial homework, taxation, health care,
and social contributions. In each of these cities,
garment factory owners did not pay employees for
all the hours they worked, nor did they maintain
legally required sanitary and safety conditions in
their plants. The immigrant entrepreneurs also imposed illegal homework, evaded income taxation,
and did not make legally mandated social security
contributions.62 Although frequently subject to
journalistic exposes, garment sweatshops rarely attracted serious intervention by authorities, who
tolerated industrial lawlessness. Bribery was sometimes involved, but a policy of toleration was probably more important. To keep the immigrants’
jobs in town, police and politicians tolerated garment manufacturers’ violations of industrial regulations. They considered toleration a liberal and
proimmigrant policy.
Amsterdam provides the decisive case (Raes et
al. 2002). Probably because the Netherlands is
among the most corporatist of Europe’s corporatist economies, Amsterdam authorities ﬁnally enforced the industrial code that governed garment
manufacturing. Amsterdam’s police raided garment factories and seized their books. Police ﬁned
and shut down entrepreneurs who were out of
compliance with law. Within three years, law enforcement had closed 90 percent of Amsterdam’s
garment factories (Rekers and van Kempen 2000,
66). Many garment ﬁrms relocated to Poland, where
cheaper labor and lower labor standards provided a
haven. Nonetheless, back in Amsterdam, strict law
enforcement had stripped the city’s immigrant entrepreneurs of their garment-manufacturing ﬁrms
and their immigrant employees of their low-wage
jobs. Therefore, successful law enforcement left Amsterdam with additional unemployed immigrants,
leaving open the possibility that strict enforcement
of industrial regulations had not been in the city’s
economic interest, much less the immigrants’.
Since unreconstructed interactionism had ignored regulation, the Dutch research on international garment factories called attention to an important gap in theory. The Dutch concept of
mixed embeddedness welds interactionist theory to
an opportunity structure that now has a regulatory component as well as a demand side (Klooster-
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man, van der Leun, and Rath 1999, 257; Rath
2002a). Reconstructed interactionism holds that
ethnic economies depend upon the ﬁt between
what groups can supply and are permitted to supply, not between consumer demand and what
groups can supply. Bringing the state into the
process, this revised interactionist formulation corrects the economism of Waldinger, Aldrich, and
Ward (1990) without demolishing interactionism
as such. In comparison, the American critique
strengthens cultural causality against interactionism’s challenge. However, even the American critique is technically compatible with interactionism
inasmuch as resources still interact with demand to
determine outcomes.63 As a result, one may conclude that, a decade later, interactionism still rules
the ethnic economy literature, but it is a more sophisticated interactionism that now includes regulation as well as generalized ethnic resources.

GLOBALIZATION
Looking now forward to new frontiers of research, an already substantial and still growing
body of research addresses ethnic business in the
context of globalization, a master trend of the last
two decades and presumably of the next as well.
Arguably, globalization moves the interactionist
context to a higher level, now asking about the ﬁt
between ethnic economies and a global opportunity structure with local nodes. Answers are emerging. Globalization encourages ethnic minority and
immigrant business in several ways (Collins 1998,
1:26). On the demand side, globalization everywhere expands consumers’ taste repertoires, encouraging ethnic businesses that supply culturally
exotic and specialized products and services (Collins
et al. 1995, 101; Bhachu 2003, 142). Promoting
the interdependence of economies, globalization
increases the advantageousness of the biculturalism
and bilingualism that immigrant entrepreneurs
typically enjoy (Light 2001; Collins 1998, 2:399).
Globalization also increases the income share of
the more afﬂuent, thus creating effective demand
for cosmopolitan goods that ethnics and immigrants provide. Growing consumer acceptance of,
and effective demand for, foreign products strengthens ethnic minority and immigrant business. The
popularity of the Turkish donar kebab in Germany
offers one illustration; the popularity of Chinese
acupuncture offers a second. German consumers
now eat Turkish food and consult Chinese doctors
where, a generation ago, they did neither (Wilpert
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2003; Hillmann and Rudolph 1997; Rudolph and
Hillman 1998; Gabaccia 1998, 120). In turn, enhanced and irrepressible consumer demand for
ethnic goods and services has compelled regulatory regimes to modify laws that formerly hobbled
ethnic business. European ﬁnancial circles increasingly recognize the economic attraction of internal
tourism to ethnic communities (Tait 2001; Rath
2002b). In California, the “Doctor of Oriental
Medicine” license authorizes Asian doctors to
practice medicine, a profession that once lawfully
excluded non-Western medical traditions from any
market access (Hui, Yu, and Zylowska, 2002). The
promotion of tourism in ethnic and immigrant
neighborhoods has also compelled European authorities to rethink regulations governing housing
of foreign populations.
On the supply side, four changes are already
strengthening ethnic ownership economies, and
are likely to continue to do so in the next decade.
First, microcredit is now a policy tool (Anthony
1997; Yunus 1999). Now a favorite instrument of
governments, microcredit programs cost-effectively turn the unemployed into business owners. Microcredit agencies have already expanded ethnic
minority business ownership in the United States,
especially among the most disadvantaged (Painter
and Tang 2001). Microcredit agencies reach disadvantaged persons otherwise least able to access
business development assistance. Second, hightechnology immigrants and entrepreneurship visa
programs inject foreign-born workers who have
resources to start businesses in the formal sector.
In 1990, one-quarter of Silicon Valley entrepreneurs were foreign born (Saxenian 2000a, 2000b;
Shin 2000). Their number included the founders
of Yahoo and Hotmail. In hope of attracting highly skilled workers, Britain and Germany have introduced visas comparable to the American H1B
visa.64 Third, immigration is increasingly transnational. Transnsnationalism creates electronically
coordinated ethnic diasporas that produce many
times more entrepreneurs per thousand immigrants than did past migrations (Portes, Haller,
and Guarnizo, 2002, 285). Transnational immigrant entrepreneurs promote and expand American and Canadian merchandise exports, but do not
increase imports (Light 2001).65 Transnational entrepreneurs also build bigger businesses than do
nontransnational immigrants. Fourth, global development, promotion, and distribution of real
property in major cities has greatly increased ethnic business in localities. International capital fol-

lows ethnic social networks into localities when
seeking overseas real estate investments (Light
2002; Tseng 1994, 2000b). Immigrant real property developers serve as point men for international banks (Tseng and Zhou 2001).
Of these trends, microcredit, transnationalism,
export promotion, high-technology immigrants,
entrepreneurship visas, and international real estate development, all are aspects of globalization
(Wong 1997). Because of globalization, what
were formerly local ethnic economies are increasingly integrated into global production and distribution chains (Portes, Haller, and Guarnizo 2002;
Pecoud 2000, 442). Once the ethnic mom-andpop store on the corner sold local products to
non-coethnics. Now the immigrant-owned store
often peddles goods that passed along a global
supply chain of coethnics before ﬁnally coming to
rest on its shelves (Chan and Ong 1995, 527).
Many of these goods are not culturally marked
(Tseng 1995; Zhou 1996, 1998; Leung 2002).
Thus, international networks of Chinese and
South Asians manufacture, transport, and distribute computer software and hardware. These international business networks are ethnic in composition, but there is nothing ethnic about their
products.66 In this key industry, Silicon Valley’s
immigrant entrepreneurs exploit social capital that
connects them with Asia. Similarly, Chinese and
Korean banks inject capital into American real estate markets in support of immigrant property developers, whose competitive advantage importantly resides in their exclusive access to Asian venture
capital and overseas marketing capabilities. In the
past, like other minority business, African American real estate developers operated only at the
local level (Walker 1998, 196–200). Now, a local
ethnic or immigrant realtor’s storefront ofﬁce is
often a terminus in a global network that connects
storefront and diaspora (Li 1998; Teixeira 1997;
Tseng 1997). An ethnic diaspora is a small business analog to a transnational corporation. Just
like the corporation, a diaspora’s ethnic network
operates branch ofﬁces in many countries, and can
shift production or distribution among the many
lands in which it operates. In English-speaking
countries, which are unusually monolingual, bilingual and bicultural immigrant businesses support
exports whose marketing depends on foreign language skills and cultural knowledge (Gould 1994;
Wong 1998, 85–95; Light 2001). The growth of
international commerce has also created opportunities for bicultural immigrants to ﬁnd employ-
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ment in marketing departments of transnational
corporations.
Political backlash might damage ethnic economies in the next decade. In 2000–2001, immigrant-owned Chinese business came brieﬂy under
McCarthyite attack in the United States on
grounds of national security (Piller 2002).67 In Europe, political attacks on immigration and on terrorists have intensiﬁed suspicion of immigrant
business. However, even if political backlash
against immigrants should intensify, as seems likely, then blocked opportunities for employment
and mobility would encourage more ethnic business as foreign-born workers turn to self-employment in desperation. Indeed, the gathering political backlash against immigration has already
strengthened the immigrant-smuggling business,
which depends upon closed borders for its livelihood. Immigrant smuggling is an illegal and globalized ethnic business (Kyle and Koslowski 2001).
Immigrant smugglers help their customers illegally to enter exclusive countries and to stay in them
illegally once there (Barnes 2000). Smugglers operate through international ethnic networks that
connect the smugglers with one another as well as
with potential customers in their homeland or in
their diaspora (International Organization for Migration 2002). Immigrant smugglers obtain coethnic customers exclusively via network referrals,
a recruitment process that inescapably builds ethnicity into the smuggling business (Chin 1999,
36).68 Smugglers collect a fee from customers,
whom they transport illegally (Witkin 1997). Since
their business requires the smugglers to move customers along a series of temporary stops toward
their target, the smugglers require international
networks that enjoy strong social capital. This requirement strengthens the ethnic homogeneity of
the smuggling networks. As the smuggling industry has matured, it has increased its capacity, moving more people than ever, and reﬁning its methods in response to strengthened law enforcement.
Most importantly, industrial maturation of the
smuggling industry has permitted lower prices for
consumers, rendering it cheaper than ever to buy
illegal access to a host society (Orrenius 1998,
12–14). Even the provision of forged and stolen
immigration documents has become an ethnic
business, simultaneously supporting the smugglers,
and promoting illegal immigration. Finally, international prostitution, sex tourism, and narcotic drug
rings also operate as ethnic businesses because they
must rely upon ethnic social capital for security
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(Salt and Stein 1997; Chin 1999, 35; Staring 2000;
Friman 2001).

CONTROVERSIES AND CRITICISMS
More than most areas of social science, ethnic
economy research has awakened passionate debate,
some of it ideological. It was not just that ethnic
economy research treated entrepreneurship as
“causally signiﬁcant” in Wilken’s (1979, 4–6)
sense, thus bringing ethnic economy research into
collision with both Marxists and neoclassical economists, who dispute and dismiss the independent
importance of entrepreneurship.69 Ethnic economy
research also made early and extensive use of the
concepts of social capital and cultural capital. Indeed, the now voluminous literature of ethnic
economies still offers the most abundant empirical
documentation of these concepts of any area in social science. Therefore, scientiﬁc resistance to these
concepts appropriately targeted the ethnic economy literature, which is useless if these concepts are
useless. Recognizing only human and ﬁnancial
capital, conservative economists ﬂatly refused to
recognize any economic role for cultural or social
capital (Bates 1997, 21).70 However, this ultraconservative position is impossible to sustain now
(Pecoud 2000, 455). First, human capital is often
but not invariably associated with increased probability of self-employment (Le 2000), a result incompatible with the conservatives’ reduction of selfemployment to human capital. Second, although
the contribution of culture to self-employment can
be minimized, given the weight of evidence, it simply cannot be excluded (Silverman 1999a; Teixeira
1998; Der-Martirosian 1996; Kraybill and Nolt
1995; Metcalf, Modood, and Virdee 1997; Mavratsas 1995). Third, neoclassical economists now
generally try to build social capital and cultural
capital into their models rather than to deny their
existence (Lentz and Laband 1990; Glasser 2001;
Ghatak and Guinnane 1999; Collins 1998, 1:80;
Rauch 2001). Indeed, Watson, Keasey, and Becker
(2000; also Morris 2001) persuasively restate the
case for ethnic economies from a business school
perspective whose standard vocabulary expands to
encompass ethnic resources very well.
Given the legacy of Max Weber, social scientists
rarely disputed the existence of social capital and
cultural capital. Among social scientists, other criticisms have been central. One view claims that ethnic economy research essentializes and reiﬁes cul-
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ture as unchangeable timeless endowments (Timm
2000, 364). There is some truth to this complaint.
In order to observe cultural change, any subject
needs historical studies. Ethnic economy research
has been overwhelmingly short-term and cross-sectional.71 Reliance upon this methodology has tended to obscure cultural change. However, the solution is more historical studies. Another criticism
complains that ethnic economy research wrongly
describes as ethnicity what is really just a census or
government category. Certainly there is a problem
here too, but research into internal ethnicity has explored the existence of ethnic economies within
ethnic economies (Halter 1995; Light et al. 1994),
sensitizing researchers to the error of ascribing real
characteristics to census categories. Thus, talk of
Asian business in North America overlooks the
multiplicity of Asian groups (Chinese, Korean, Filipino, Vietnamese, Cambodian) as well as the internal distinctions within nationality groups: Chinese from Hong Kong are independent of Chinese
from Taiwan. The solution would be multilocal
ﬁeld studies that respect real ethnic boundaries; the
methodological problem is the ready availability of
census data that does not respect ethnic boundaries, but is cheap and quantiﬁable.
However, the major argument has always revolved around resources. Do immigrant and ethnic
minorities really have resources, or are they powerless? In Belgium what Pang (2003) identiﬁes as the
“paradigm of minorization” denies altogether that
immigrants or ethnic minorities have resources,
can exert agency, or can achieve upward mobility.
Minorities are helpless. This widely held view,
called political correctness in the United States
(Cummings 2001; Bhachu 2003), can be dismissed because incompatible with abundant research results that prove the contrary. A much more
sophisticated and continuing debate concerns how
much emphasis to place upon social capital and
cultural capital (Levenstein 1995; Min and Bozorgmehr 2000; Hiebert 2000; Rath and Kloosterman 2000; Vermeulen 2001). The persistent distinction between class and ethnic resources (both
of which include social and cultural capital) continues to focus this debate, the subtlety of which
has immeasurably increased since the ﬁrst edition
of this Handbook appeared.72 Instead of arguing
whether ethnic or class resources do everything, as
was once the practice, current researchers posit a
balance of ethnic and class resources that tilts in
one direction or another in response to changing
circumstances (Pessar 2000, 390; Wright and Ellis
2000; Kaplan 1997; Razin and Scheinberg 2001;

Friman 2001, 330; Collins 2003). Thus, longterm critics of the cultural approach Barrett, Jones,
and McEvoy (2003) now concede that ethnic resources are useful “up to a point” but insist that
passage beyond that point requires class resources.
Again, Marger (2001) proposes that immigrants
who have abundant human capital will rely on it;
only those lacking human capital turn to ethnic social capital. Again, class resources promote breakout, the escape into mass markets, but ethnic resources are essential to start-up (Drori and Lerner
2002; Walton-Roberts and Hiebert 1997; Jones,
Barrett, and McEvoy 2000, 43; Engelen 2001; Peters 1999, 180). In terms of social capital, strong
ties are essential for borrowing money, but weak
ties maximize information retrieval (Bager and
Razaei 2000, table 4.4; Yoo 2000; Flap, Kumcu,
and Bulder 2000, 154). The examples illustrate
the subtle, second-generation research issues now
under discussion. Strong ties and start-ups depend
upon ethnic background, but information retrieval
and breakout require class resources. A mixture of
class and ethnic resources may be the best overall
endowment, but, of course, neither start-up nor
breakout is an overall process. Both happen at discrete moments in time—so it matters which resources are available when.
Ironically, the very success of ethnic economy
research has created a new and telling scientiﬁc
criticism. When mainstream capitalism was conceptualized as individualized actors operating at
arm’s length, which was still the orthodoxy until
the mid-1990s, ethnic economies were treated like
primitive survivals in which culture, norms, solidarity, networks, and trust still mattered (Flap,
Kumcu, and Bulder 2000). The ethnic economy
literature then demonstrated the surprising advantages that accrued to ethnic and immigrant groups
as a result of these very atavisms (Levitt 1995,
128–33). This empirical demonstration was and
still remains the empirical stock in trade of the ethnic economy literature, which has always insisted
that trust and solidarity are essential resources of
entrepreneurship. Times have changed, and younger
scholars never understood that this view was once
heretical. Now the concept of social capital has
been exported to business schools (Woolcock 1998,
2001; Sorenson and Audia 2000), whose professors declare that all entrepreneurs, not just immigrant entrepreneurs, rely on social networks (Johannisson 2000; Burt 2000). Hence, the formerly
sharp boundary between the ethnic economy,
where social capital mattered, and the mainstream
economy, where it did not, has blurred. “What dis-
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tinguishes ethnic entrepreneurship from other
forms of entrepreneurship?” is a question ever
more frequently encountered (Bond and Townsend 1996, 24; Ram and Smallbone 2002, 243;
Rath 2000, 5; Barrett, Jones, and McEvoy 1996,
804; Pecoud 2000, 456). For these reasons, the
paucity of research comparing immigrant groups
with nonimmigrants has become a bigger and
more embarrassing limitation now than when
Aldrich, Cater, Jones, and McEvoy (1981) ﬁrst detected the problem.
Economic sociology needs to learn whether, to
what extent, and how the ethnic or immigrant entrepreneurs differ from nonimmigrant entrepreneurs; happily, something useful can already be
said about that subject. First, all ethnoracial and
ethnonational groups utilize networks in business,
native as well as immigrant, but all users do not deploy identical social networks (Ram 1996; Drakopoulou and Patra 2002). We are increasingly discussing kinds of social network, not simply the
existence of social networks. Intergroup differences in network form and extent now represent a
research frontier. Second, immigrants “tend to differ in the bundle of resources (human, ﬁnancial,
social, and cultural capital) at their disposal when
compared to their indigenous counterparts” (Kloosterman and Rath 2001, 191). Mapping and measuring intergroup differences in modal resource
packages will be essential in the next decade, but
we know already that differences exist. Third, in
pluralistic, multiethnic societies, nonimmigrant entrepreneurs and immigrant/ethnic minority entrepreneurs operate out of social networks with minimal overlap. Bonding social capital is ubiquitous
within the blocs; bridging capital is scarce. This
structure results in a sense of social separation in
the economic realm.73 Finally, ethnic entrepreneurs
and mainstream entrepreneurs often have different
cultural norms.74 Thus, native-born white Americans disapprove of mixing family and business.
However, immigrant Hindustanis celebrate this
practice (Vermeulen 2001, 38). Again, the role of
women in business varies greatly among cultural
groups. British Moslems restrict women’s business; British Hindus expand it (Metcalf, Modood,
and Virdee 1997). For all these reasons, the ethnic
economy exists now as a distinct sphere of business
activity even though nonimmigrant entrepreneurs
also have norms and make use of social networks.
The examination of points of divergence and similarity between mainstream and ethnic networks,
norms, and structures will be a central research
focus in the next decade.
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Now turning to the ideological side of the
debate, left-wing critics accuse ethnic economy research of promoting a political agenda of cryptocapitalism; right-wing critics complain that the
masses are incapable of entrepreneurship (Panayiotopoulos 1997; Bates 1997). Never tired of waiting for the revolution, left critics want ethnic capitalism replaced before it has exhausted its utility.
However much detested by left-wing intellectuals,
immigrant-owned business is overwhelmingly
popular among immigrants.75 Proclaiming the economic incompetence of the masses, right-wing
critics return to the great man theory of entrepreneurship. Only these great entrepreneurs will save
the incompetent masses, who should forego independent economic action on their own account. In
the middle of the debate, a centrist, policy-oriented criticism complains that ethnic economy research offers politicians the option of promoting
minority self-employment instead of combating
racism. For this reason, Barrett, Jones, and McEvoy
(1996, 803) caution against “the customary uncritical acceptance of entrepreneurship as a prescriptive remedy, a kind of policy Prozac for those
disadvantaged by racism.” Here critics address
ways in which laissez-faire ideologues could abuse
scientiﬁc results to frame obnoxious social policies,
implying that research should be discontinued in
order to prevent this possibility. However, if so,
why stop with ethnic business? Why not preemptively discontinue any scientiﬁc research that politicians might abuse? This remedy amounts to the
suppression of research, as all research results can
be abused by someone.
The rest of the ideological criticism is simply
misguided. Ethnic economy research does not
equate “success” with entrepreneurship, as Werbner (1999) complains. On the contrary, the ﬁndings of ethnic economy research, reviewed at
length above, have undermined the simplistic
equation of success with self-employment that
many social scientists thoughtlessly imbibed from
Anglo-American culture (including, in this respect,
African American culture; Woodard 1998. Ethnic
economy research does not oppose ethnic or
immigrant integration, acculturation, and assimilation into the mainstream just because ethnic
business owners often do oppose them (Silverman
1999a, 1999b). However objectionable ethnic
business owners may be, and they have few fans in
social science, they will not go away if scholars ignore them. Attacks on the morality of ethnic economies leave the realm of social science altogether
(Bonacich 1993).76 Even if the moral complaints
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were fully justiﬁed, which they are not, moral denunciation is not social science. Finally, one might
ask why the world would be improved if only
white, native-born citizens owned business enterprises, which would be the case except for ethnic
economies.
NOTES
The author thanks the Hansewissenschaftskolleg for support that made time available to complete this review.
1. See the special issue of the Asian and Paciﬁc Migration
Journal (vol. 10, 2001) “The Chinese Ethnic Economy.”
This issue offers a tour de force on overseas Chinese business.
2. On this subject, see also Light, Har-Chvi, and Kan
1994; Light and Rosenstein 1995, 195–201; Yeung 1999;
K. Kim 1999; Lee 2000, 2002).
3. Broader than Hillman’s (2000, 419) deﬁnition because
it includes ethnic minorities, but otherwise identical: “Alles
was von Ausländern als Selbstständigkeit betrieben wird.”
4. “Thus even after controlling for group differences in
individual variables typically used to estimate earnings equations, there are enormous differences in self-employment
rates across ethnic/racial groups in the United States” (Fairlie and Meyer 1996, 771).
5. This review of literature assumes that readers have familiarity with the 1994 review.
6. One must differentiate an ethnic ownership economy
from an ethnic enclave economy. The terms are not synonyms, although they are often carelessly treated as if they
were. An ethnic enclave economy is an ethnic ownership
economy that is geographically clustered around a high-density residential core (Light et al. 1994; Werbner 2001). Ethnic enclave economies are a special case of an ethnic ownership economy. Of hundreds of ethnic ownership economies,
only 14 were also ethnic enclave economies (Logan, Alba,
and McNulty 1994).
7. The deﬁnition of business ownership is more complicated than it seems. The U.S. Census offers two tests: declared self-employment, and self-employment income. Members of the ﬁrst group say they are self-employed; the second
group has obtained income from self-employment. The
overlap between these two categories is only 60 percent
(Light and Rosenstein 1995, 44). Many persons are self-employed in addition to wage employment (Li 2001).
8. True, clustering also saturates labor markets, thus driving down wages. However, at that point it becomes the task
of employee organization to raise wages (cf. Catanzarite and
Aguilera 2002, 101).
9. At one point, Wilson (1996, 74) acknowledges that
work did not really disappear because many jobless are
“nonetheless involved in informal kinds of work.” He makes
no effort to follow up this observation.
10. “The pervasiveness of self-employment is appreciably
greater if multiple job holding is considered” (Tienda and
Raijman 2000, 300).
11. The ﬁrm’s owners and their coethnic employees
would fall into another group’s ethnic ownership economy.
The same ﬁrm could appear in group A’s ethnic-controlled
economy and group B’s ethnic ownership economy.
12. An older terminology calls this sector organized
crime. For research in this area, see Passas 1995.
13. This taxonomy classiﬁes all the possible cases, thus
putting boundaries around the concept of ethnic economy,

but categories 5 and 6 are empirically less common than the
others. Stepick (1998, 48) documents wage labor in the informal economy of Miami.
14. In principle, majority ethnic groups have ethnic economies, but the existing empirical literature ignores this case.
Since the existing empirical literature addresses only immigrant and minority ethnic groups, this restriction governs
this review of literature too.
15. “46 percent of all employees in Australia were employed in small enterprises. If we add to this ﬁgure the unpaid family workers, the employers and self-employed business owners-managers, then just under two-thirds (63
percent) of the total Australian workforce are part of the
small business sector. This is a little over the median for all
seven countries” (Collins et al. 1995, 112).
16. Sik (1998, 77) estimates that 11 percent of aggregate
household expenditures entered the informal economy of
Hungary in 1997.
17. “To work in the informal market is the prevalent
mode of economic incorporation for immigrants in Portugal” (Baganha 2000, 99).
18. An extreme but illustrative case: immigrants from
India own half the motels in the United States, and, of these
owners, 70 percent bear the family name Patel. See Varadarajan 1999.
19. “Ethnic niches emerge when a group is able to colonize a particular sector of employment in such a way that
members have privileged access to new job openings, while
restricting that of outsiders” (Portes 1998, 13).
20. Fairlie (1999, 8) concludes that about 2.4 percent of
young Americans sold narcotics at least once in 1980. Another 13 percent sold hashish.
21. “Haitians become full-time informal sector entrepreneurs usually when they have no choice, when they lose or
cannot obtain wage-labor employment. These activities are
survival strategies that provide an income close to the poverty threshold” (Stepick 1998, 45).
22. “The most thoughtful criticism [of self-help doctrine]
came from Lester F. Ward, a liberal sociologist. Writing for
the Forum in 1886, when the worship of success was at its
peak, Ward called attention to the fact that self-help advisers
completely ignored the operation of the social factors in the
achievement of success” (Wyllie 1954, 142).
23. If this were not true, then one could not explain why
the great disadvantages of African Americans, which, Oliver
and Shapiro (1998, 45) plead, created less-than-average selfemployment in the formal sector while creating more-thanaverage self-employment in the informal sector.
24. Doubly disadvantaged adults lack educational credentials, so the relevant comparison is with comparable
adults who have passed the school-leaving age.
25. Asked to explain their business success, entrepreneurs
usually attribute it to superior morality on their part (Wyllie
1954, 65; Chan and Chiang 1994, viii; Woodard 1998).
26. On gender, see Hillmann 1999; Dallalfar 1994.
27. Most ethnic economy employees obtain jobs and
therewith income that they would not have obtained had
they relied only upon the mainstream labor market. Employment at low wages is better than unemployment, the
mainstream’s offer. In that sense, the ethnic economy is an
economic resource for its employees even though its wages
are below those of the mainstream.
28. The same is true of poverty, which is much worse in
the absence of social capital. “A family’s ability to borrow
$500 had as much [reduction] effect on hardship as multiplying its current income by a factor of three” (Mayer and
Jencks 1988, 108–9).
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29. Marx deﬁned the exploitation ratio as P/(P + W)
where P is proﬁt and W is wages.
30. But Asian immigrant entrepreneurs in Britain express
more satisfaction with income and proﬁts than do white
British entrepreneurs (Barrett, Jones, and McEvoy 1996,
797).
31. They earned average incomes because they worked
more hours per year than employees.
32. Paying the same low wages, but earning proﬁts, the
fast food industry does exploit its teenage workers (Schlosser
2002, 73).
33. “The exploitation of female kinship labour is even
considered by some authors to be a building stone for the
development of the entrepreneurship of ethnic minorities in
Britain” (Hillmann 1999, 269).
34. “In point of fact, successful moneymakers were married men more often than not. Almost 97 percent of the millionaires of the nineteenth century were married, and 94
percent of those of the twentieth century. In each of these
eras, wealthy men ranked well above the average for adult
males in the matter of taking vows” (Wyllie 1954, 31).
35. But marriage increases women’s self-employment rate
4.5-fold, whereas it increases men’s self-employment rate
only 2.6-fold.
36. A Spanish study found that, in terms of total hours
worked weekly, including household labor, women codirectors of family businesses worked about 10 percent more
than women family workers or self-employed women (Actis,
Pareda, and de Prada 2001, 630–32).
37. “By drawing on their internal solidarity and common
self-interests, immigrant families utilize fungible social capital that enhances the probability of achieving business-ownership” (Sanders and Nee 1996, 236–37).
38. In rural Bangladesh, even when women receive the
business loans, their male relatives often obtain control over
them (Goetz and Gupta 1996).
39. “Immigrant Chinese women with little English and
few job skills often ﬁnd working in Chinatown a better option despite low wages. . . . In Chinatown, jobs are easier to
ﬁnd, working hours are more ﬂexible, employers are more
tolerant to children’s presence, and private child-care . . . is
more accessible and affordable. At work women are able to
socialize with other coethnic women” (Zhou 2001b, 149).
40. John R. Wilke, “Back-Door Loans: Some Banks’
Money Flows into Poor Areas—and Causes Anguish,” Wall
Street Journal, October 21, 1991, A1; Caskey 1994, 93;
Sassen 1997; James F. Peltz, “Rights Group Finds Mortgage
Lending Bias,” Los Angeles Times, December 24, 1997, D1.
41. “My key substantive conclusion is that social structure stratiﬁes market outcomes by inﬂuencing both who gets
credit and what that credit costs” (Uzzi 1999, 502).
42. “[A]s we progress in our understanding of the sociology of the economy, we will ﬁnd a surprisingly large role
for the supposedly archaic categories of ethnicity and kinship; the idea that these are superseded in the economy of
the modern world by efﬁcient and impersonal institutions is
a wishful vestige of Enlightenment idealism that careful
analysis does not sustain” (Granovetter 1995, 157).
43. “Within the family name associations, there were once
informal credit clubs called ‘hui’ that operated on a voluntary
basis. . . . This kind of informal credit arrangement is no
longer practiced by the family name associations for it is
rather risky and is not enforceable by law. Credit unions and
banks are now the institutions new immigrants use for loans.
One association, the Lee Family Association, has its own
credit union for members” (Wong 1998, 22–23).
44. The Arabic Hawala system, also utilizing social capi-
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tal, has become the vehicle by which Islamicist terrorists
transmit funds internationally (Godefroy 2002).
45. “The church encourages members to make mutual
aid their ﬁrst priority. Successful business owners are expected to extend low-interest loans to fellow members. Most
make funds equally available to prospective farmers and beginning entrepreneurs” (Kraybill and Nolt 1995, 156). See
also Solely, Ainlay, and Siemens 1995.
46. In a major study, 72 percent of poor microentrepreneurs experienced income gains in the ﬁve years after startup. Fifty-three percent of poor entrepreneurs had household
gains large enough to move them out of poverty. See Clark
and Kays 1999, vii.
47. “At Women’s Initiative, intangible assets such as
trustworthiness, integrity, and dedication substitute for the
hard assets such as collateral that determine creditworthiness
in banks” (Servon 1998, 122).
48. Smelser (1976, 126) writes that “like all markets, the
market for entrepreneurial services has a demand and a supply side.”
49. Razin and Langlois (1996, 708) report similar results
in Canada: “Our data clearly show that country of birth,
combined with ethnicity, is a major factor inﬂuencing the
propensity to become self employed, whereas the metropolitan area has a secondary inﬂuence.”
50. Europeans have their own measurement problems.
European statistics do not make it possible to distinguish
immigrants from foreign nationals temporarily sojourning
abroad (Leung 2002, 279).
51. “The United States is unique in its willingness to
admit vast numbers of unskilled settlers, legal and illegal,
and acquiesce in the development of an extensive system of
low-end subcontracting” (Freeman and Oegelman 2000,
117).
52. The venerable theory of ethnic succession also fell.
Criticizing Waldinger’s (1996) succession model of ethnic
business, Rath (2003; 2000, 10) observed that Europe, unlike North America, had no prior waves of immigrants
whose occupational or industrial egress could suck lowerranking newcomers into their vacated niches. Looking back
into the nineteenth century, Shrover (2001, 295–96) even
ﬁnds that historical niches vacated by immigrants in the
Netherlands simply disappeared when the immigrants left
them because there was no replacement labor available.
53. North American literature did observe and comment
on entrepreneurs’ rule-breaking in the informal sector of the
ethnic economy. See Duneier 1999.
54. “Much of the American literature on immigrant and
ethnic entrepreneurship takes regulation for granted, assuming that regulation is not relevant in liberal welfare states
such as the United States” (Rath 2002a, 17).
55. In order to avoid too gross an international generalization, it is better to follow Freeman and Oegelman (2000,
118), who divided European societies into three tiers, each
deﬁned by the extent of integration into national policymaking. In the top tier are the Netherlands, Austria, Sweden, and Norway; in the middle tier are Germany, Denmark,
Belgium, Switzerland, and Finland; in the lowest tier, most
similar to the United States is Great Britain.
56. But regulation is not absent in the United States either: “in New York, a person found vending without a license will lose her or his wares as well as face substantial ﬁnes
and court fees” (Austin 1994, 2129).
57. The United States’ E-5 visa allows foreigners investing
at least $500,000 and creating or preserving 10 U.S. jobs to
receive immigrant visas. Several consulting ﬁrms were established in the 1990s to help foreigners to receive green cards
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by putting up only $100,000 of their own money and borrowing the rest. The INS in 1998 declared that such investments do not qualify a foreigner for an immigrant visa, and
stopped issuing investor visas unless applicants put the full
$500,000 at risk. Migration News 9, no. 3 (2002).
58. For example, in Germany, “the right to self-employment for foreigners from outside of the EU depends upon
the nature of their residence permit.” It takes eight years of
legal residency to obtain the Aufenthaltsberechtigung, which
eliminates all legal restrictions on self-employment—except
one must still consult the Chamber of Commerce and Industry, which will decide whether one’s proposed venture
“is considered harmful or not to the overall economy.” If
the Chamber approves, one still has to obtain approval from
the Handwerksrolle, which requires proof of occupational
competence (Wilpert 2003).
59. Unable to obtain a dentistry license in California, Armando began clandestinely to treat patients in his home,
which carries no external identiﬁcation as a dental clinic.
“Armando’s patients are almost all Mexican immigrants who
cannot afford to go to a regular dental clinic” (Zlolniski
1994, 2329).
60. For an empirical study of small business compliance
with minimum wage legislation in Britain, see Ram et al.
2001.
61. Risk taking and innovation have long deﬁned entrepreneurship. Why should successful law violation not be understood as a form of risk taking an innovation? Strictly from
a business point of view, cheating the state and the public
can be an efﬁcient business strategy, as Enron and WorldCom have recently reminded the world. Disadvantaged entrepreneurs have an added incentive to violate laws at the
risk of imprisonment as well as ﬁnancial loss. For example, if
they can evade taxes and escape punishment, entrepreneurs
obtain a business advantage over competitors who paid.
Similarly, if they can dump industrial wastes in vacant lots
and avoid punishment, entrepreneurs obtain advantage over
competitors who, complying with regulation, pay for
haulage and sanitary disposal of industrial wastes. When they
cannot escape regulation, entrepreneurs can negotiate their
compliance with enforcement agents, possibly obtaining for
themselves individually, or for their entire class, privileges
that, strictly speaking, the law does not permit.
62. “Despite the whole body of employment, health and
safety regulations, illegal practices are still common at some
of Britain’s small clothing enterprises. Poor working conditions are a feature of many ﬁrms in the West Midlands clothing industry, and the West Midlands Low Pay Unit found
clothing ﬁrms operating from ‘Disused factories, old warehouses, back street rooms above shops and people’s front
rooms.’ People are working in cramped conditions, with
inadequate lighting, ventilation and sanitation facilities.
Health and safety aspects were unsatisfactory, there were no
emergency ﬁre procedures and the exit doors were blocked”
(Ram, Jerraud, and Husband 2001, 82).
63. But some resources are general, and thus capable of
promoting enterprise in any opportunity environment.
64. “A global immigration market whose nation states
competed with each other to attract potential business immigrants emerged in the 1980s” (Tseng 1999, 49). Visit
Germany’s recruitment website in English: www.arbeitsamt
.de/zav/services/greencard/starte.html.
65. “Immigrants strengthen U.S. international ﬁnance
and trade relationships with their home countries or regions.
These are often nations with which the United States has
had little commerce and in which cultural values and busi-

ness practices differ greatly from those in the United States”
(Franklin, Romine, and Zwanzig 1998, 182).
66. “Of all the 128 people interviewed in the three surveys, there was none for whom their ethnicity was completely irrelevant to their economic activities” (Lever-Tracy,
Ip, and Tracy 1999, 101).
67. In the United States, political attacks on Chinese
business are increasing. “In the wake of allegations that the
Chinese may have stolen nuclear secrets from U.S. labs,
China’s critics in Washington have called for stepped-up
scrutiny of the ethnic Chinese business and scientiﬁc community and tougher controls on U.S. high-tech exports.
The trigger for these efforts was a report on Chinese espionage earlier this year by Rep. Christopher Cox (R-Newport
Beach), alleging that as many as 3,000 Chinese state-owned
ﬁrms operating in the U.S. might be engaging in covert activities” (Iritani 1999, n.p.).
68. Smugglers “naturally gravitated to their ancestral province of Fujian where they speak the same dialects and often
have relatives. Thus it was only natural for Taiwanese smugglers to gravitate to Fuzhou and its environs to establish contacts and recruit clients” (Zhang and Gaylord 1996, 5).
69. “Viewing entrepreneurship as automatic, the Neoclassical and Marxian perspectives also reduce entrepreneurial decision making to the level of a trivial endeavor. It is implicitly assumed that all entrepreneurs operate the same way,
regardless of the entrepreneurial role, the industry, sector,
economic activity, organizational size, level of development,
or the nation, region and locality where the entrepreneurial
action is undertaken. This supposition is further reinforced
in the Neoclassical construct by optimization assumptions
that require perfect knowledge of the context, and ignore
individual tolerance in overcoming difﬁculties, and differences in individual satisfaction with the outcomes obtained”
(Suarez-Villa 1989, 13).
70. See also the debate between Timothy Bates and Salome Raheim in Journal of Developmental Entrepreneurship
1 (1996): 1–29.
71. Exceptions include Light 1972; Levenstein 1995;
Walker 1998; and Robert Boyd’s many publications.
72. On the distinction between ethnic and class resources, see Light and Gold 2000, 83–130.
73. Pieterse (2003) is right about the tendency of ethnic
economy literature to stress bonding over bridging social
capital, but he overlooks the huge disparity in frequency of
these two forms of social capital and the unavoidable competitive implication of this disparity.
74. The Amish believe one should lend money to a family member who is starting a business; Americans think business and family should be kept separate. Cf. Kraybill and
Knolt 1995; Lee 2000.
75. Eighty-two percent of immigrants in Italy supported
“enterprise building as a way to put the immigrants’ intellectual and professional skills to good use” (Di Natale et al.
1999, 134).
76. “By putting moral and political debates aside, they
are in fact adopting a moral standpoint that is implicit rather
than explicit” (Pecoud 2000, 445).
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29 Technology and the Economy
Giovanni Dosi, Luigi Orsenigo, and Mauro Sylos Labini

In this chapter we address general properties of
technological change and its coevolutionary patterns with the economic and social contexts in
which it occurs.
Of course it would be a futile enterprise to attempt to survey in a single chapter all the facets of
the relationships between the “modern Prometheus” (as David Landes puts it) of technological
innovation, on the one hand, and economic development, on the other. Rather, we conﬁne ourselves
to aspects of such relationships with straightforward bearings on the social embeddedness—to use
Granovetter’s (1985) fortunate expression—of the
process of generation of “useful knowledge” and
its economic exploitation.
We undertake such an exercise from an evolutionary economics perspective: diverse discussions
of such a broadly deﬁned research program may be
found in Nelson and Winter (1982), Hodgson
(1993), Metcalfe (1998), Dosi and Winter (2002),
Nelson and Winter (2002), and Coriat and Dosi
(1998). For our purposes here, let us just emphasize the overlap between “evolutionary” and a few
“socioeconomic” interpretations of the fabrics and
changes of both technological knowledge and economic structures. In brief, they all share microfoundations grounded on heterogeneous agents,
multiple manifestations of “bounded rationality”
diverse learning patterns, and diverse behavioral
regularities (much more on that in Dosi, Marengo,
and Fagiolo 1996). At the same time, social embeddedness entails also the long-lasting inﬂuences
of socioeconomic factors upon the rates and directions of accumulation of technological knowledge.
In this respect intricate puzzles concern “what
ultimately determines what”: for example, is resource accumulation what primarily fosters the exploration of novel innovative opportunities, or,
conversely, does innovation drive capital accumulation? Do new technological opportunities emerge
mainly from some extraeconomic domain (“pure
science”), or are they primarily driven by economic incentives? Or are they crucially molded by
social interests and politics? Should one assume

that the institutions—however deﬁned—supporting technical change are sufﬁciently adaptive to adjust to whatever economic inducement emerges
from market interactions; or, conversely, are they
inertial enough to shape the rates and directions of
innovation and diffusion?
A ﬁrst issue that we shall address in the following concerns the identiﬁcation of possible invariances in the patterns of technological search and
knowledge accumulation, together with discrete
differences across sectors and industries.
Relatedly, second, a general question regards what
one may call the degrees of plasticity of technological
changes vis-à-vis economic and social drivers as distinct from the inner momentum that technologyspeciﬁc opportunities happen to provide. Pushing it
to caricatural extremes, what are the constraints to
what “money can buy”? And, conversely, are there
hard boundaries imposed by natural law to what social dynamics may “negotiate”?
In any case, third, we shall argue that the revealed economic impact of technological innovation crucially depends upon some sorts of
combinatorics, entailing “matching”/“mismatching” patterns between (a) the opportunities and
constraints offered in any given period by the
major available technologies; (b) the structures and
behaviors of business ﬁrms; and (c) the characteristics of broader institutions governing, for example,
markets in labor, ﬁnance, and product.
Our discussion will begin with a brief overview
of some fundamental “stylized facts,” that is, relatively robust historical regularities at different levels of observation—from the very micro to broad
societal ones—that motivate interest in the relationships between technological and economic
change and also highlight some interpretative puzzles. Next, we will offer our interpretation of the
structure and dynamics of technological knowledge and tackle a few related debates, including
those impinging on the degrees of embodiment of
technological knowledge within business organization; the role of “information” as distinct from
“knowledge” stricto sensu; and the importance of
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incentives such as appropriability, on the one hand,
and various other social processes, on the other, in
driving the rates and directions of technological innovation. The last part of the chapter addresses
more explicitly “macro” issues regarding some
conjectural properties of the mentioned “combinatorics” between technology, economic structure,
and institutions.
References in the following to arcane debates
among economists of different breeds will be kept
to a minimum, with the inevitable downside of a
bias toward the speciﬁc authors’ interpretative perspective. But fruitful interactions with economic
sociology may be enhanced.

SOME STYLIZED FACTS ON TECHNOLOGY AND
ECONOMIC DYNAMICS
Let us begin by presenting some broad historical regularities concerning technological change,
the patterns of economic organization, and economic growth.
Technical Change, Economic Growth, and
International Trade
Since the Industrial Revolution a highly skewed
international distribution of innovative activities
has emerged, starting from rather homogeneous
conditions in Europe, China, and the Arab world
(Cipolla 1965).
Table 1 provides a highly impressionistic but revealing picture of the international distribution of
innovations from 1750. Although there is probably Anglo-American bias in the data, a similar pattern is revealed by long-term patenting activities
(see Dosi, Pavitt, and Soete 1990):1 Innovation appears to be highly concentrated in a small group of
industrialized countries (see also table 2 on patenting). The club of major innovators has been quite
Table 1.
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small over the whole period of around two centuries and half with both restricted entry (with
Japan as the only major entrant in the twentieth
century) and a secular pace of change in relative
rankings.
At the same time, since the Industrial Revolution
one observes the explosion of diverging income
patterns, starting from quite similar preindustrial
per capita levels. Bairoch (1981, 5) presents estimates showing that before the Industrial Revolution the income gap between the poorest and the
richest countries was certainly smaller than the
ratio 1 to 2 and probably on the order of only 1 to
1.5. Conversely, the dominant tendency after the
Industrial Revolution is one with fast increasing
differentiation among countries and overall divergence (see Bairoch 1981, 7–8, for evidence). Even
in the post–World War II period, commonly regarded as an era of growing uniformity, the hypothesis of global convergence (that is, convergence of the whole population of countries toward
increasingly similar income levels) does not ﬁnd
support from the evidence (DeLong 1988; Easterly et al. 1992; Verspagen 1991; Soete and Verspagen 1993; Durlauf and Johnson 1992; Quah
1996; Pritchett 1997). Rather, one ﬁnds some—
although not overwhelming—evidence of local
convergence, that is, within subsets of countries
grouped according to some initial characteristics
such as income levels (Durlauf and Johnson 1992)
or geographical locations. Still, across-groups differences in growth appear to be striking high.
A delicate but crucial issue concerns the relation
between patterns of technical change and patterns
of economic growth. Of course, technological
learning involves many more elements than simply
inventive discovery and patenting: equally important activities are imitation, reverse engineering,
adoption of capital-embodied innovations, learning by doing, and learning by using (Freeman
1982; Dosi 1988; Pavitt 1999). Moreover, tech-

Major Inventions, Discoveries, and Innovations by Country (percentage of total)

1750–75
1776–1800
1801–25
1826–50
1851–75
1876–1900
1901–25
1926–50

Total

Britain

France

Germany

United States

Others

30
68
95
129
163
204
139
113

46.7
42.6
44.2
28.7
17.8
14.2
13.7
11.5

16.7
32.4
22.1
22.5
20.9
17.2
9.4
0.9

3.3
5.9
10.5
17.8
23.9
19.1
15.1
12.4

10.0
13.2
12.6
22.5
25.2
37.7
52.5
61.9

23.3
5.9
10.5
8.5
12.3
11.8
9.4
13.3

Source: Dosi, Pavitt, and Soete 1990.
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Table 2. Patents Granted in the United States by Country of Origin, 1883–1999 (as a percentage of all
foreign patenting)

Australia
Austria
Belgium
Canada
Denmark
France
Germany
Italy
Japan
Netherlands
Norway
Sweden
Switzerland
United Kingdom
Eastern Europea
NICs
Others

1883

1900

1929

1958

1973

1986

1990

1995

1999

1,11
2,62
1,59
19,94
0,56
14,22
18,67
0,24
0,16
0,24
0,32
0,95
1,75
34,55
0,40
0,4
3,28

2,33
3,36
1,35
10,54
0,46
9,79
30,72
0,92
0,03
0,75
0,49
1,32
2,27
30,52
1,49
1,12
2,54

1,96
2,47
1,3
10,25
0,71
9,76
32,36
1,19
1,4
1,57
0,71
3,19
4,46
22,23
1,62
1,03
3,07

0,6
1,12
1,14
7,99
0,74
10,36
25,6
3,02
1,93
5,71
0,61
4,64
8,8
23,45
0,55
1,31
2,43

0,92
1,02
1,23
6,2
0,7
9,38
24,25
3,39
22,1
3,03
0,42
3,4
5,79
12,56
2,53
1,36
1,72

1,14
1,09
0,74
4,01
0,56
7,22
20,8
3,05
40,35
2,2
0,25
2,7
3,7
7,37
1,13
1,5
2,19

1,01
0,91
0,73
4,33
0,37
6,67
17,72
2,93
45,43
2,23
0,26
1,79
2,99
6,49
0,35
3,19
2,61

1,00
0,74
0,87
4,61
0,44
6,18
14,45
2,36
47,64
1,75
0,28
1,76
2,31
5,42
0,26
7,33
2,59

1,02
0,69
0,93
4,64
0,70
5,49
13,42
2,14
44,70
1,79
0,32
2,01
1,84
5,13
0,29
12,09
2,79

Sources: Elaboration on Dosi, Pavitt, and Soete 1990 and National Science Board 2000.
a
Including Russia.

nological change often goes together with organizational innovation. Still, it is important to notice
the existence of signiﬁcant links between innovative
activities (measured in a rather narrow sense, i.e., in
terms of patenting and R & D activities) and GDP
per capita (for the time being we shall avoid any detailed argument on the direction of causality).
As discussed in Dosi, Freeman, and Fabiani 1994,
evidence concerning OECD countries appears to
suggest that the relationship between innovative
activities and levels of GDP has become closer over
time, and is highly signiﬁcant after World War II.
Moreover, innovative dynamism, expressed by the
growth of patenting by foreign ﬁrms and individuals in the United States, always appears positively
correlated with per capita GDP growth. The link is
particularly robust between 1913 and 1970. (Conversely a sign that the regime of international
growth might have changed in the 1970s is that in
this period the relation gets weaker and loses statistical signiﬁcance.)
In general, at least since World War II, the rates
of growth of GDP appear to depend on (a) domestic innovative activities, (b) the rates of investment in capital equipment, and (c) international
technological diffusion (Fagerberg 1988; DeLong
and Summers 1991; Meliciani 2001).
In turn, capability of innovating and quickly
adopting new technologies are strongly correlated
with successful trade performance (Dosi, Pavitt,
and Soete 1990).

Moreover, although technological diffusion is
taking place at a rather high rate, at least among
OECD countries, important speciﬁcities in “national systems of innovation” persist related to the
characteristics of the scientiﬁc and technical infrastructure, local user-producer relationships, and
other institutional and policy features of each country (Lundvall 1988, 1992; Nelson 1993; Archibugi,
Howells, and Michie 1999).
Firms, Industrial Structures, and Dynamics
In contemporary economies, business ﬁrms are a
fundamental locus of technological accumulation.
This is revealed also by the (high and growing)
shares of the total domestic research and development they undertake (see ﬁgure 1 on U.S. evidence). However, the directions and the rates at
which they learn vary considerably, depending on
the sectors in which they operate and, relatedly, on
the technologies they access (Pavitt 1984; Levin,
Cohen, and Mowery 1985; Dosi 1988; Freeman
1994; Freeman and Soete 1997).
In any case, neither the secularly growing importance of innovative research internalized within
ﬁrms, nor the more recent ability of the latter to
utilize “artiﬁcial” exploration and design technologies—from CAD to simulation models—has
eliminated the intrinsic uncertainty associated with
the innovation process. Trials and errors, unpredictable failures, and unexpected successes contin-
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Figure 1. National R & D performance, by type of
performer, 1953–1998. Source: National Science Board
2000.

ue to be a general feature of technological innovation in contemporary economies.
And so continue to be the persistence of systematic differences across ﬁrms, even within the
same lines of activities, in innovative abilities, production efﬁciencies, proﬁtabilities: that is, what in
a shorthand are called elsewhere (Dosi 1988) asymmetries across ﬁrms. For evidence, see, among many
others, Davis, Haltiwanger, and Schuh 1996; Baily,
Hulten, and Campbell 1992; Baldwin 1995; and
the special issue of Industrial and Corporate
Change, 1997, volume 6(1). A striking illustration
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of a much wider phenomenon is the dispersion of
labor productivities even within the same sectors of
activity and under roughly the same relative prices.
See ﬁgure 2 for evidence from Italy to that effect.
Industrial structures and industrial change present a few remarkable regularities, too, shared by
most industrialized countries. Variables like capital
intensity, advertising expenditures, R & D and patent intensities, concentration, proﬁtability, and
ﬁrms’ entry, exit, and survival rates differ remarkably across sectors while presenting high crosscountry similarities. Moreover, speciﬁc industries
display rather similar characteristics, in terms of industrial dynamics in different countries. Finally,
both industrial structures and dynamics appear to
be profoundly shaped by the nature of the technologies upon which individual industries draw
(Pavitt 1984; Dosi 1988; Dosi et al. 1995; Breschi,
Malerba, and Orsenigo 2000; Marsili 2001 and
the evidence cited therein).
How does one interpret the bulk of the foregoing evidence? For example, why does technological
learning appear, at least at a ﬁrst look, to be both a
driver of economic growth and also a factor of divergence across countries and even across ﬁrms?
More generally, how does one link any story primarily focused upon the dynamics of knowledge
with another one wherein the primary actors are
business ﬁrms, products, markets, and so on, and
with yet another one primarily featuring nonmarket institutions?
In order to begin to address these questions, let
us try to characterize the nature of technology and
technological innovation, as we see it.

KNOWLEDGE, TECHNOLOGY, AND INNOVATION:
SOME BASIC FEATURES
Technological Paradigms and Trajectories
A variety of concepts have been put forward
over the last couple of decades to deﬁne the nature
of innovative activities:2 technological regimes, paradigms, trajectories, salients, guideposts, dominant
design, and so on. The names are not so important
(although some standardization could make the
diffusion of ideas easier!). More crucially, these
concepts are highly overlapping in that they try to
capture a few common features of the procedures
and direction of technical change. Let us consider
some of them.
The notion of technological paradigm that shall
be for the time being our yardstick is based on a
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Figure 2. Kernel estimation of the empirical density
of mean normalized labor productivities in four sectors
of the Italian manufacturing industry: (a) metals, (b)
textiles, (c) machine tools, (d) pharmaceuticals. Note
that such distributions imply quite big productivity differences. So, for example, the ratio of the top to the
bottom decile is 1.7 in metals, 1.7 in textiles, 1.6 in
machine tools, and 2.3 in pharmaceuticals. Source:
Bottazzi et al. 2003.

view of technology grounded on the following
three fundamental ideas.
First, it suggests that any satisfactory description
of “what is technology” and how it changes must
also embody the representation of the speciﬁc
forms of knowledge on which a particular activity
is based, and cannot be reduced to a set of welldeﬁned blueprints. It primarily concerns problemsolving activities involving—to varying degrees—also
tacit forms of knowledge embodied in individuals
and organizational procedures.
Second, paradigms entail speciﬁc heuristic and visions on “how to do things” and how to improve
them, often shared by the community of practitioners in each particular activity (engineers, ﬁrms,
technical society, etc.), that is, they entail collectively shared cognitive frames (Constant 1980).
Third, paradigms often also deﬁne basic templates of artifacts and systems, which over time are
progressively modiﬁed and improved. These basic
artifacts can also be described in terms of some
fundamental technological and economic characteristics. For example, in the case of an airplane,
their basic attributes are described not only and
obviously in terms of inputs and production costs,
but also on the basis of some salient technological
features such as wing-load, takeoff weight, speed,
distance it can cover, and so forth. What is interesting here is that technical progress seems to display patterns and invariances in terms of these
product characteristics. Similar examples of technological invariances can be found, for example, in
semiconductors, agricultural equipment, automobiles, and a few other microtechnological studies
(Sahal 1981; Grupp 1992; Saviotti 1996). Hence
the notion of technological trajectories associated
with the progressive realization of the innovative
opportunities underlying each paradigm—which
can in principle be measured in terms of the
changes in the fundamental techno-economic characteristics of artifacts and production processes.3
The core ideas involved in this notion of trajectories are the following.
First, each particular body of knowledge (each
paradigm) shapes and constrains the rates and direction of technical change, in a ﬁrst rough approximation, irrespectively of market inducements.
Second, technical change is partly driven by repeated attempts to cope with technological imbalances that change itself creates.4 Third, as a consequence, one should be able to observe regularities
and invariances in the pattern of technical change
that hold under different market conditions (e.g.,
under different relative prices) and whose disrup-
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Table 3. Moore’s Law: The Trend in the Number
of Transistors per Chip over Time

Microprocessor

Year

Transistors
(8000S)

4004
8008
8080
8086
80286
Intel 386
Intel 486
Pentium
Pentium Pro
Pentium II
Pentium III

1971
1972
1974
1978
1982
1985
1989
1993
1995
1997
1999

2.3
3.5
6
29
134
275
1,200
3,100
5,500
7,500
9,500

Clock
Speed
(MHz)
0.1
0.2
2
10
12
16
25
60
200
300
600

Source: National Science Board 2000.

tion is mainly correlated with radical changes in
knowledge bases (in paradigms).5
Moore’s law (so called)—the steady exponential
increase in transistors per chip and clock speed in
microprocessors—is just the most famous example
among many others (table 3).
Moreover, a rather general property, by now
widely acknowledged in the innovation literature,
is that learning is local and cumulative. “Locality”
means that the exploration and development of
new techniques and product architectures is likely
to occur in the neighborhood of the techniques
and architectures already in use (Atkinson and
Stiglitz 1969; David 1975; Antonelli 1995). “Cumulativeness” stands for the property that current
technological developments often build upon past
experiences of production and innovation, proceed
via sequences of speciﬁc problem-solving junctures
(Vincenti 1990), and in a few circumstances also
lead to microeconomic serial correlations in successes and failures. This is what Paul David, citing
Robert Merton (1968, 3) citing the New Testament, calls the “Matthew Effect”: “For unto every
one that hath shall be given, and he shall have
abundance: but from him that hath not shall be
taken away even that which he hath” (Matt. 25:29).
Note that “cumulativeness” at micro-level provides robust support for those interﬁrm asymmetries mentioned earlier, while industry-wide,
regionwide, and countrywide factors of cumulativeness in learning dynamics are good candidates
to the explanation of why industries, region, and
countries tend to systematically differ in both technological and economic performances.
The robustness of notions such as technological
trajectories is of course a primarily empirical ques-
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tion. Come as it may, fundamental issues regard
the carriers, the ﬁne-grained processes, and the
driving factors underlying the observed patterns of
technological change.
Our discussion so far has primarily focused upon
some general features of technological knowledge
and its revealed techno-economic outcomes (we
shall come back to some further properties of knowledge accumulation as such). However, a good deal
of “economically useful” technological knowledge
is nowadays mastered by business ﬁrms, which even
undertake in some countries—such as the United
States, Nordic European countries, Germany, and a
few others—a small but not negligible portion of
the effects aimed at more speculative understandings of physical, chemical, and biological properties
of our world (i.e., they also undertake “basic science”).6 How does all that relate with the structure
and behaviors of ﬁrms themselves?
Knowledge, Routines, and Capabilities in
Business Organizations
Possibly one of the most exciting, far from over,
intellectual enterprises developed over the last
decade has involved the interbreeding between the
evolutionary economics research program (largely
evolutionary inspired), technological innovation
studies, and an emerging competence- or capabilitybased theory of the ﬁrm. The roots rest in the pioneering organizational studies by Herbert Simon,
James March, and colleagues (Simon 1969; March
and Simon 1993; Cyert and March 1992; March
1988) and in the equally pioneering explorations
of the nature and economic implications of organizational routines by Nelson and Winter (1982)
(with the follow-ups such as those discussed in
Cohen et al. 1996; Teece, Pisano, and Schuen
1997; Dosi, Nelson, and Winter 2000; Dosi, Coriat, and Pavitt 2000; the special issue of Industrial and Corporate Change, 2000, edited by Mie
Augier and James March; Montgomery 1995; and
Foss and Mahnke 2000). It is familiar enough to
most readers that business ﬁrms “know how to do
certain things”—things like building automobiles
and computers—and know how to do them with
different efﬁcacies and revealed performances. In
turn, as one discusses in Dosi, Nelson, and Winter
2000 and Dosi, Coriat, and Pavitt 2000, what
does “organizational knowledge” mean? What are
the mechanisms that govern how it is acquired,
maintained, and sometimes lost? As we suggest in
the just cited works, organizational knowledge is
in fact a fundamental link between the social pool
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of knowledge, skills, and discovery opportunities,
on the one hand, and the rates, direction, and economic effectiveness of their exploration, development, and exploitation on the other.
Distinctive organizational competences and capabilities7 bear their importance also in that they
persistently shape the destiny of individual ﬁrms—
in terms of, for example, proﬁtability, growth,
probability of survival—and, at least equally important, their distribution across ﬁrms shapes the
patterns of change of broader aggregates such as
particular sectors or whole countries.
“Competences” and “capabilities” build on ensembles of organizational routines. In turn, the latter (1) as thoroughly argued by Nelson and Winter (1982), embody a good part of the memory of
the problem-solving repertoires of any one organization; (2) entail complementary mechanisms of
governance for potentially conﬂicting interests (for
a more detailed discussion see Dosi and Coriat
1998), and, (3) might well involve also some “metaroutines,” apt to painstakingly assess and possibly
challenge and modify “lower level” organizational
practices (R & D activities, often recurrent exercises of “strategic adjustment,” are good cases to the
point).
In this view, routines and other recurrent organizational practices may be interpreted as a set of
problem-solving procedures in turn composed of
elementary physical acts (such as moving a drawing
from an ofﬁce to another or doing an operation on
a machine tool) and elementary cognitive acts
(such as doing a certain calculation).
As one argues in Dosi, Hobday, Marengo, and
Prencipe 2002, it is helpful to think of complex
problem-solving activities as problems of design:
the design of elaborate artifacts and the design of
the processes and organizational structures required to produce them. These processes require
the design of complex sequences of moves, rules,
behaviors, and search heuristics typically involving
multiple actors. In turn the patterns of knowledge
decomposition contribute to shape (but are far
from identical to) the division of labor within and
across organization (more in Marengo et al. 2000;
Teece et al. 1994; Dosi, Hobday, and Marengo
2000).
The general conjecture of many evolutionary
economists is indeed that by opening up, together,
the “technological black box” and the “organizational black box,” one is likely to ﬁnd robust mappings between the patterns in the collective distributions of technological knowledge and the

properties of organizational structures and behaviors. We shall come back below to some historical
examples. Here, in any case, notice a major domain
of interaction between (evolutionary) economics,
organization theory, and economic sociology—
largely waiting to be explored.
The “Anatomy” of Regimes of Knowledge
Accumulation and Their Sectoral Dimensions
Another largely unexplored ﬁeld of inquiry is
the exploration of technology-speciﬁc patterns of
knowledge accumulation—of which an early largely cited prototype is Pavitt 1984—attempting to
study the diversity of innovation patterns across industrial sectors and identify taxonomies of technological regimes. Such regimes are based on industryspeciﬁc properties of search for technological
improvements and on speciﬁc natures and sources
of knowledge bases. In line with taxonomic exercise such as Pavitt 1984, Patel and Pavitt 1997,
Breschi, Malerba, and Orsenigo 2000, and Marsili
2001, the inquiry builds on three basic conjectures, namely that, ﬁrst, notwithstanding the importance of countrywide institutional factors, the
properties of innovation processes are, to a signiﬁcant extent, invariant across countries and speciﬁc
to technologies or industrial sectors; second, some
general properties of innovation processes shared
by populations of ﬁrms might be identiﬁed independently of a variety of idiosyncratic behaviors
identiﬁable at ﬁrm level; and third, diverse regimes
entail different technological entry barriers, stemming from diverse modes of access to novel opportunities by entrants as opposed to (cumulatively
learning) incumbents (see Marsili 2001 for detailed comparative evidence). Again, it could well
be at this junction between industrial economics,
economic sociology, and the sociology of knowledge that one might fruitfully address a few of the
apparent puzzles, brieﬂy mentioned above, concerning the determinants of observed industrial
structures and their changes.
Information and Knowledge in Technology and
Innovation
That there is more to technology and innovation than sheer “information” is not likely to be
big news to social scientists and practitioners alike.
However, one can go a long way by rigorously
exploring the economic properties of information
as such (and in any case technological activities
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involve a rich information content). Building on
the pioneering works of Arrow (1962), Nelson
(1962), Akerlof (1984), Greenwald and Stiglitz
(1986), Radner (1992), Aoki (1990) among a few
other distinguished authors, it is easy nowadays to
acknowledge some fundamental economic speciﬁcities of “information” as such.
For example, in many respects similar to that of
a “public good”—in many economists’ jargon—
the use of information is
Nonrival (the fact that one uses it does not prevent the
others from using it too)
Nonexcludable (were it not for institutional provisions such as patent-based monopoly rights of
exploitation)

Moreover, its generation is subject to
Sunk, up-front, costs of production and basically zero
cost of reproduction (in an illustrative caricature,
the “cost of production” of Pythagoras’s theorem
was fully borne by Pythagoras himself, while we
can inﬁnitely reuse it at our will; nearer to our concerns, the same applies to, e.g., software)
If anything, increasing returns to its use, in the sense
that the more we use it, the easier it is, and, dynamically, the higher is the likelihood of learning
and producing ourselves “better,” “novel,” in some
sense “innovative” further pieces of information

As already mentioned, far-reaching conclusions
can be reached just by seriously exploring the economic implications of different distributions and
processes of generation of information. Consider,
for example, the pathbreaking works by Masahiko
Aoki on the properties of different distributions of
information in the comparison between archetypical “Japanese” and “American” ﬁrms (Aoki 1990
and 2001).8 Another example is the painstaking investigation of the conditions for the existence of
“markets for technologies” (Arora, Fosfuri, and
Gambardella 2001).
More generally, note that the very properties of
information mentioned above most often entail
phenomena of market failures (as marginal prices
are of no guidance to efﬁcient market allocation
and equilibria might even fail to exist): see Stiglitz
1994 for a through discussion with far-reaching interpretative and political implications.
Having said that, further insights may be gained
by distinguishing between sheer information and
knowledge. As is discussed at greater length in
Dosi, Marengo, and Fagiolo 1996, the former entails well-stated and codiﬁed propositions about (a)
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states of the world (e.g., “It is raining”), (b) property of nature (e.g., “A causes B”), (c) identities of
other agents (“I know Mr. X and he is a crook”),
and (d) explicit algorithm on how to do things.9
Conversely, knowledge, in the deﬁnition we propose here, includes (a) cognitive categories; (b)
codes of interpretation of the information itself; (c)
tacit skills; and (d) search and problem-solving
heuristics irreducible to well-deﬁned algorithms.
So, for example, the few hundred pages of
demonstration of the last Fermat theorem would
come under the heading of “information.” Granted that, only some dozen mathematicians in the
world will have the adequate “knowledge” to understand and evaluate it. On the other hand, a
chimpanzee facing those same pages of information might just feel like eating them, and the vast
majority of human beings would fall somewhere in
between these two extremes. Similarly a manual on
how to produce microprocessors is “information,”
while knowledge concerns the preexisting ability
of the reader to understand and implement the instruction contained therein.
Moreover, in this deﬁnition, knowledge includes
tacit and rather automatic skills like operating a
particular machine or correctly driving a car to
overtake another one (without stopping ﬁrst in
order to solve the appropriate system of differential equations!).
And, ﬁnally it includes “visions” and ill-deﬁned
rules of search, like those involved in most activities of scientiﬁc discovery and in technological and
organizational innovation (e.g., proving a new
theorem, designing a new kind of car, ﬁguring out
the behavioral pattern of a new kind of crook that
appeared on the ﬁnancial market).
In this deﬁnition, knowledge is to varying degrees tacit (Polanyi 1966; Nelson and Winter
1982), at the very least in the sense that the agent
itself, and even a very sophisticated observer,
would ﬁnd it very hard to explicitly state the sequence of procedures by which information is
coded, behavioral patterns are formed, problems
are solved, and so on. Note also that even in scientiﬁc activities tacit knowledge plays an important
role: as recognized by sociologists like Collins
(1974) and Callon (1995), the “knowledge” used
and diffused cannot be reduced to fully explicit
codiﬁed statements (i.e., information) but involves
personal interactions, observation, and practical
experience in speciﬁc contexts.
On the ground of these distinctions, one may
look again at the puzzles implied by the empirical
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evidence discussed earlier and ask, with Pavitt,
questions such as these:
If knowledge is costless to transmit and re-use why
can’t foreigners—who have not paid for research—
beneﬁt from it (the free rider problem)? If the cost of
obtaining foreign produced knowledge is negligible,
why do many small countries in North-Western Europe perform relatively more basic research than the
USA itself? Why do ﬁrms in science-based industries
extensively publish the results of their research when,
according to the information based view of knowledge, they should be appropriating them by keeping
them secret or protecting them through patents?
(Pavitt 2002, 7).

We fully share also Pavitt’s answer: the apparent
anomalies melt away if one acknowledges the tacit
aspect of knowledge, intimately complementary to
codiﬁed information, person- or organization-embodied, and rather sticky in its transmission (Pavitt
2002).
Not all the analysts of technology, however,
share this view. A few scholars argue indeed that the
notion of tacitness has been overrated and that
the “degrees of tacitness” ultimately depend upon
the cost and beneﬁts involved in the process of articulating and codifying knowledge rather than
upon some intrinsic properties of knowledge itself
(see Cowan, David, and Foray 2000 and the special issue of Industrial and Corporate Change
[2000] edited by Cohendet and Steinmuller, devoted to the subject). The question, in this alternative view, ultimately boils down to a matter of
incentives and availability of new technologies—
today, in primis, information and communication
technologies (ICTs)—apt to facilitate the codiﬁcation job.
Here of course we are far from denying that a
massive process of knowledge codiﬁcation is in
progress, indeed fostered by ICTs and reaching
domains previously ruled by tacitness—from artifacts design to a few control and production activities previously unaffected by forms of electromechanical automation (Balconi 1998). However,
we maintain that tacit features of knowledge continue to be an intrinsic part of technical change
and that they are also essential to the very process
of codiﬁcation and to the attribution of meaning
to information itself. Moreover we suggest, quite
irrespectively of any incentive, the nature of specific knowledge bases deeply inﬂuences the degrees
of difﬁculty in codiﬁcation (or indeed its sheer impossibility: for example, it can be formally proved
that no codiﬁed process can be established ex ante

in order to prove yet undemonstrated theorems;
by the same token, in the technological domain it
is hard to think of a codiﬁed process able to develop what we do not know yet). Together, our general conjecture here is that the diverse degrees to
which knowledge bases can be easily codiﬁed contribute to explain also the “uneven development of
human know-how”10 in different ﬁelds.
The Tangled Relationships between Sciences and
Technologies
There is little question that science plays a crucial role in opening up new possibilities of major
technological advances. The linkages between science and technology have been tight ever since the
rise of modern science,11 but, especially in this century, the emergence of major new technological
paradigms has frequently been directly linked with
major scientiﬁc breakthroughs. Until the end of
the nineteenth century, technological innovations
were typically introduced by imaginative craftsmen—typical examples being the development of
engines by practical-minded inventors well before
the works of Carnot on thermodynamics, or the
invention of the chronograph for measuring longitude by the watchmaker John Harrison in 1730
against the opinion of the astronomers including
Halley (Sobel 1996). Conversely, in this century,
as far as major innovations are concerned, one
moves closer to a science-based model of technological innovation. Important instances in this respect are the origin of synthetic chemistry (Freeman 1982) and the transistor (Nelson 1962;
Kleiman 1977; Dosi 1984). For example, in the
latter case the discovery of certain quantum mechanics properties of semiconductors, yielding a
Nobel Prize for physics, and the technological development of the ﬁrst microelectronics device have
been one and the same thing (Nelson 1962; Braun
and MacDonald 1978; Dosi 1984). In more recent years, one ﬁnds many further examples, the
extreme one being probably biotechnology and
more generally life sciences (Orsenigo 1988a;
Henderson et al. 1999). Other instances include
computational chemistry and speech recognition
(Koumpis and Pavitt 1999; Mahdi and Pavitt 1997),
just to name two.
The increasing role of scientiﬁc knowledge in
technological advances has gone together with
major changes in the overall organization of innovative activities.
The conventional way of representing the impact of science on technological innovation has
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been often captured by some version of the (improperly called!) “Arrow-Nelson model” (Arrow
1962; Nelson 1959; see also David, Mowery, and
Steinmueller 1992), whereby (exogenously determined) science provides the pool of notional opportunities upon which industrial R & D, and
more generally “technologically useful” knowledge,
draws.
It is indeed a useful ﬁrst approximation, but we
cannot stop there and must acknowledge that the
relationship between science and technology goes
both ways. As discussed in Rosenberg 1982 and
1994, Freeman and Soete 1997, Pavitt 1999, and
Brooks 1994, factors of inﬂuence of scientiﬁc
knowledge on technology include
Of course, the knowledge of new “properties of nature” upon which technologies can build upon
The development of new design tools and instruments
initially aimed at scientiﬁc research that are thereafter applied to commercial uses—examples among
many being the scanning electron microscope and
the laser (Rosenberg 1990; Brooks 1994)
Training of applied researchers mastering state-of-theart scientiﬁc knowledge

Conversely, technology has contributed to science
As a source of new scientiﬁc challenges (Brooks 1994)
With new instrumentation and measurement technologies needed to address novel scientiﬁc question more efﬁciently

Indeed the accumulation of technical knowledge
has provided for centuries a base of observations
that subsequently stimulated and focused scientiﬁc
research (see Rosenberg 1982 for a thorough discussion).12
Similarly, the development of instrumentation
has exerted a major impact on subsequent scientific progress: just think of the microscope, the telescope, x-ray crystallography, and obviously the
computer. More generally, the allocation of resources to speciﬁc scientiﬁc ﬁelds is often strongly
inﬂuenced by prior expectations on technological
payoffs as well as by the nature and the interests of
the “bridging institutions”13 that are instrumental
in applying theoretical advances to the development
of practical devices even under remote or nonexistent direct economic incentives (this is the case of
public agencies like the military).14
Incidentally note also that in recent years, the increased closeness of scientiﬁc research and technological innovation in ﬁelds like biotechnology and
information technology, jointly with an increasing
involvement of scientiﬁc institutions in commercial
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activities, is leading to the concern that scientiﬁc
research runs the risk of becoming too dependent
on immediate and direct economic interests, thereby compromising the ethos of science that has
proved so beneﬁcial to society and the economy
(Dasgupta and David 1994; Mazzoleni and Nelson 1998; Nelson 2004).15 We shall brieﬂy come
back to this issue below.
In most contemporary developed economies,
one typically observes quite a few institutions, together with a multitude of proﬁt-seeking ﬁrms,
sharing in different combinations the tasks of scientiﬁc explorations and search for would-be technological applications.16 However, the relevance of
scientiﬁc knowledge and the mechanisms through
which such knowledge is transmitted vary greatly
across scientiﬁc disciplines, technologies, and industries (Rosenberg and Nelson 1994). Various
studies (Mansﬁeld 1991; Jaffee 1989; Jaffee, Trajitenberg, and Henderson 1993; Audretsch and
Feldman 1996; Klevorick et al. 1995) have shown
that science is directly relevant to industrial R & D
only in a small number of industries—typically, agriculture, chemicals and pharmaceuticals, electronics, and precision instruments. Some scientiﬁc
disciplines—like mathematics and physics—are relevant for a very large variety of industries, but
mostly in an indirect way. Others—for example,
biology—have a more immediate practical impact,
which is however concentrated in a small spectrum
of industries. In general, however, the evidence
seems to support the notion that science is indeed
a crucial component of industrial innovation as an
ingredient that increases the “general and generic”
ability to solve complex technical problems (Mansﬁeld 1991; Klevorick et al. 1995).
Historically, the contemporary symbiotic relationship between activities scientiﬁc and technological came about through two converging
processes. A ﬁrst one involved the progressive incorporation of R & D activities within business
ﬁrms, beginning in the late nineteenth century in
a few countries—like Germany, Switzerland, and a
bit later the United States—and a few sectors—notably chemicals and heavy electrical engineering.
Along with the institutionalization of industrial
R & D within “Chandlerian” ﬁrms,17 second, the
institutionalization of academic research proceeded too, albeit at a very different pace and with
large differences across countries.
In the United States, as Rosenberg and Nelson
(1994) have pointed out, before World War II, the
linkages between academic and industrial research
were frequent but not always systematically orga-
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nized. Despite some debate among historians, it is
usually recognized that the quality of American academic science was by and large lagging behind
Europe, with some important exceptions like
chemistry and biology (Cohen 1976; Thackray
1982; Mowery and Rosenberg 1998). However,
universities developed quickly relatively strong interactions with industry, especially at the local level
in response to practical concerns and particularly in
practically oriented disciplines—engineering, medicine, agricultural sciences, and so forth. Until
World War II, this was actually the main function
that—jointly with teaching—universities performed
in favor of business ﬁrms. Similarly, Mowery and
Rosenberg (1998) have argued that the contributions of American university research to economic growth were not the product of a few elite universities, but involved many universities, many
of them providing service to local industry and
agriculture.
The explosive growth of investment in scientiﬁc
research—mainly coming from public sources and
mainly directed to universities and other public research institutions—marks a distinct feature of the
economic development of most industrial countries in the era after War World II. And it also
marks the quick emergence of a long-lasting American leadership regarding both quite a few scientific disciplines and most “frontier” technologies.
In a nutshell, all developed contemporary economies—notwithstanding important national speciﬁcities—share mechanisms of generation and exploitation of innovative opportunities involving
the interaction between
The continuous accumulation of scientiﬁc knowledge
(to a good extent exogenous to business ﬁrms, but
not entirely: to repeat, ﬁrms do undertake a signiﬁcant amount of basic research (Rosenberg 1990;
Pavitt 1991)
Multiple learning processes endogenous to individual
ﬁrms and networks of them entailing (a) formal
R & D activity, but also more informal processes of
(b) learning from design, production, and marketing, and (c) learning by interacting with customers
and suppliers

As already mentioned, the balance between
these diverse learning procedures varies across
technologies and industrial sectors, highlighting a
variegated “anatomy” of the capitalistic innovation
engine.18
That being said, crucial issues regard the underlying forces driving technological accumulation

throughout such a system and in particular the
role of economic and social factors.

ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL FACTORS IN THE
EMERGENCE OF NEW PARADIGMS
It is useful to separate the genesis of new paradigms from the processes leading to the dominance of some of them. Let us ﬁrst consider the
emergence of new potential paradigms; that is,
generation of notional opportunities of radical innovations involving new knowledge bases, new
search heuristics, new dominant designs.
Indeed, there are good reasons to believe that
one will not be able to ﬁnd anything like a general
theory of the emergence of new technological paradigms. However, what might be possible is (a) an
analysis of the necessary conditions for such emergence; (b) historical taxonomies and also appreciative models of the processes by which it occurs;
and (c) taxonomies and models of the processes of
competition among different paradigms and their
diffusions.
Regarding the ﬁrst heading, one is likely to ﬁnd
that the existence of some unexploited technological opportunities, together with the relevant
knowledge base and some minimal appropriability
conditions, deﬁnes only the boundaries of the set
of potential new paradigms: those that are actually
explored within this set might crucially depend on
particular organizational and social dynamics. So,
for example, there is good evidence that the microelectronic paradigm as we know it (siliconbased, etc.) was shaped in its early stages by military requirements (Dosi 1984; Misa 1985). David
Noble (1984) argues that the Numerical Control
machine-tools paradigm—although he does not
use that expression—has been inﬂuenced by power
consideration regarding labor management. In the
history of technologies one ﬁnds several examples
of this kind. The general point is that various institutions (ranging from incumbent ﬁrms to government agencies), social groups, and also individual
agents (including of course individual inventors
and entrepreneurs) perform as ex ante selectors of
the avenues of research that are pursued, the techno-economic dimensions upon which research ought
to focus, the knowledge base one calls upon. Thus,
they ultimately select the new paradigms that are
actually explored.
Conversely, there is a much more general theoretical story regarding the development, diffusion,
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and competition among those (possible alternative) paradigms that are actually explored. It can be
told via explicit evolutionary models (as in Nelson
and Winter 1982 or in Silverberg, Dosi, and Orsenigo 1988), via path-dependent stochastic models (as in Arthur 1988; Arthur, Ermoliev, and Kaniovski 1987; Dosi and Kaniovski 1994), and also
via sociological models of network development
(as in Callon 1991). The basic ingredients of the
story are (a) some forms of dynamics increasing returns (for example in learning); (b) positive externalities in the production or the use of technology;
(c) endogenous expectation formation; (d) some
market dynamics that select ex post among products, and indirectly among technologies and ﬁrms;
(e) the progressive development of standards and
relatively inertial institutions that embody and reproduce particular forms of knowledge and also
the behavioral norms and incentives to do so (for
empirical examples of these phenomena see Dosi
1988 and Freeman 1994).
Economic Inﬂuences upon the Patterns of
Technological Changes
Economic factors do influence also the rates
and direction of “normal” technical change, although within some boundaries set by the nature
of each paradigm. The story we propose runs as
follows.
Each body of knowledge speciﬁc to particular
technologies determines in the short term the notional opportunities of “normal” technical advance
and also the scope of possible variation in input coefﬁcients, production processes, and characteristics
of the artifacts in response to changing economic
conditions. So, for example, the semiconductorbased paradigm in microelectronics or the oilbased paradigm in organic chemistry broadly shapes
the scope and directions of technical progress—
that is, the “trajectories”—in both product and
process technologies (for example, miniaturization
and increasing chip density in semiconductors, or
polymerization techniques in organic chemicals).
In turn, inducement effects can work basically in
four ways, operating through (1) changes in
search/problem-solving heuristics induced by relative price changes and supply/demand conditions; (2) effects of demand patterns upon the allocation of search efforts across diverse production
activities; (3) the effects of appropriability conditions, again, upon search efforts; and (4) selection
dynamics weeding out ever-changing “popula-
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tions” of technologies, artifacts, behavioral traits,
and ﬁrms.
Search Heuristics
Changes in relative price and demand or supply
condition may affect search heuristics, acting as focusing devices (Rosenberg 1976): historical illustrations are quite a few cases of supply shocks and
technological bottlenecks, from the continental
blockade during the Napoleonic Wars to technical
imbalances in the late-nineteenth-century history
of mechanical technologies.
Output Growth and Search Efforts
“Inducement” may take the form of an inﬂuence
of market conditions upon the relative allocation of
search efforts to different technologies or products.
In the literature, it has come to be known as the
“Schmookler’s hypothesis” (Schmookler 1966),
suggesting that cross-product differences in the rates
of innovation (as measured by patenting) could be
explained by differences in the relative rates of
growth of demand. Note that, in this respect, while
there is no a priori reason why the perception of demand opportunities should not inﬂuence the relative
allocation of technology efforts, the general idea of
“demand-led” innovation has been criticized at its
foundations for its theoretical ambiguities (does one
talk about observed demand? or expected demand?
and how are these expectations formed?) (Mowery
and Rosenberg 1979). Moreover, the empirical evidence is mixed. The review in Freeman (1994, 480)
concludes that “the majority of innovations characterized as ‘demand-led’ were actually relatively
minor innovation along established trajectories,”
while, as shown by Walsh (1984) and Fleck (1988),
“counter-Schmookler-type pattern was the characteristic of the early stages of innovation in synthetic
materials, drugs, dyestuffs [and robotics]” (Freeman
1984, 480).
As emphasized by Freeman himself and by Kline
and Rosenberg (1986), the major step forward
here is the abandonment of any “linear” model of
innovation (no matter whether driven by demand
or technological shocks) and the acknowledgment
of a coevolutionary view embodying persistent
feedback loops between innovation, diffusion, and
endogenous generation of further opportunities of
advancement.
Appropriability and Rates of Innovation
The properties of innovation and knowledge
discussed above also entail a fundamental trade-off
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powerfully highlighted by Schumpeter (and earlier
Marx). Were technological advances (or for that
matter technological knowledge) a sheer public
good, no incentive would be there for proﬁt-seeking agents to strive for it. Conversely, expected
appropriation of some economic beneﬁt from
successful technology implies also systematic departures from the mythical “pure competition”
yardstick, as deﬁned in most economics textbooks.
In fact, a few appropriability devices are often at
work in contemporary economies including patents, secrecy, lead times, costs and time required
for duplication, learning-curve effects, and superior sales and service efforts. To these one should
add more obvious forms of appropriation of differential technical efﬁciency related to scale economies and more generally the control of complementary assets and technologies, which are not
directly ingredients of the innovation, but allow
inventors to extract the proﬁts from it (Teece
1986).19
Levin et al. (1984, 33) ﬁnd that for most industries, ‘‘lead times and learning curve advantages,
combined with complementary marketing efforts,
appear to be the principle mechanisms of appropriating returns for product innovations.” Learning
curves, secrecy, and lead times are also the major
appropriation mechanisms for process innovations.
Patenting often appears to be a complementary
mechanism that, however, does not seem to be the
central one, with some exceptions (e.g., chemicals
and pharmaceutical products). Moreover, by comparing the protection of processes and products,
one tends to observe that lead times and learning
curves are relatively more effective ways of protecting process innovations, while patents are a relatively better protection for product innovations.
Moreover, there appears to be quite signiﬁcant
interindustrial variance in the importance of the
various ways of protecting innovations and in the
overall degrees of appropriability: Some threequarters of the industries surveyed by the study reported the existence of at least one effective means
of protecting process innovation, and more than
90 percent of the industries reported the same regarding product innovations (Levin, Cohen, and
Mowery 1985, 20; these results have been conﬁrmed by a series of other subsequent studies conducted for other countries (see, for example, the
PACE study for the European Union, Arundel,
van de Paal, and Soete 1995, suggesting that appropriability conditions are rather similar across
advanced industrialized countries).
Granted that, highly controversial issues concern

the relation between degrees of appropriability,
above some minimal threshold, and search efforts by
private self-seeking agents. Do innovative efforts
grow monotonically in the expectations of rents
stemming from would-be innovation? And, more
speciﬁcally, what is the inﬂuence of different patenting regimes and other forms of enforcement of
intellectual property rights (IPR) upon innovation
rates?
One cannot review here a rapidly growing literature whose striking bottom line is, however, the
very little evidence supporting the (misplaced) common wisdom that tighter appropriability regimes
unambiguously foster innovative activities.
Historical examples, such as those quoted by
Merges and Nelson (1994) on the Selden patent
around the use of a light gasoline in an internal
combustion engine to power an automobile, or
the Wright brothers’ patent on an efﬁcient stabilizing and steering system for ﬂying machines, are
good cases to the point, showing how the IPR
regime probably slowed down considerably the
subsequent development of automobiles and aircrafts, due to the time and resources consumed by
lawsuits against the patents themselves. The current debate on property rights in biotechnology
suggests similar problems, whereby granting very
broad claims on patents might have a detrimental
effect on the rate of technical change, insofar as
they preclude the exploration of alternative applications of the patented invention. This is particularly the case when inventions concerning fundamental techniques or knowledge are concerned,
for example, genes or the Leder and Stewart patent
on the achievement of a genetically engineered
mouse that develops cancer. This is clearly a fundamental research tool. To the extent that such
techniques and knowledge are critical for further
research that proceeds cumulatively on the basis of
the original invention, the attribution of broad
property rights might severely hamper further developments. This is even more so if the patent protects not only the product the inventors have
achieved (the “onco-mouse”) but all the class of
products that could be produced through that
principle, that is, “all transgenic nonhuman mammals,” or all the possible uses of a patented invention (say, a gene sequence), even though they are
not named in the application.20
A further set of problems is exempliﬁed by the
celebrated anticommons tragedy raised by Heller
and Eisenberg (1998): while in the commons
problem the lack of proprietary rights is argued to
lead to overutilization and depletion of common
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goods, in biotechnology the risk may be that excessive fragmentation of IPRs among too many
owners can slow down research activities because
each owner can block the others. (At a more theoretical level, see the insightful discussion in Winter
1993 showing how tight appropriability regimes in
evolutionary environments might deter technical
progress.)
Finally note that while some proﬁt expectation is
necessary for economically motivated agents in
order to undertake costly activities of innovation
search, actual returns often do not bear much link
with such expectations. This is so because innovative activities are characterized by an intrinsic uncertainty about both technical and commercial
success.21
Economic Factors Shaping Selection Process
Evolutionary economists share with evolutionary epistemologists and a few historians of technologies (David 1975; Mokyr 2000; Vincenti 1990;
Nelson, forthcoming among others) the view that
it is the coupling between some variety-generating
mechanism and some selection process that drives
technological change. Having said that, more controversial issues regard (a) the unit of selection, (b)
the nature of selection process, and, (c) the criteria
driving selection itself.
Concerning the unit of selection, good candidates are
Technological paradigms and, at a smaller scale, speciﬁc technologies and pieces of knowledge
Artifacts
Organizational routines
Firms

Note that they are not at all mutually exclusive.
On the contrary it is plausible to think of diverse
processes of selection partially nested into each other
and possibly occurring at different time scales. So,
for example, products markets typically select upon
artifacts, affecting only indirectly—via rewards or
penalties in terms of proﬁts and markets shares—
the selection among ﬁrms. Financial markets, on
the contrary, typically operate upon ﬁrms as such.
In turn, direct or indirect processes of ﬁrm selection ultimately involve a selection among routines
and among technologies, insofar as ﬁrms are their
speciﬁc carriers. Moreover, techniques and paradigms also undergo, so to speak, ex-ante selection
processes within ﬁrms, communities of practitioners, technical association, universities, and so forth,
involving more explicit, even if still mistake-ridden,
deliberative procedures. Illustrative examples are
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Vincenti’s story on aircraft design (Vincenti 1990)
and Warglien’s account of the hierarchically nested
process of project selection within a microelectronic ﬁrm (Warglien 2000).
Incidentally, note in this respect that paradigms
and dominant designs act at the same time as
sources of variation generation and also of blindness
reduction in the generation process itself, without
however taking away the intrinsic “stochastic element in what is actually produced, chosen and put
to test of use” (Ziman 2000, 6).
Economic criteria clearly shape, in different
ways, the selection criteria of all the foregoing
processes. For example, prices and users’ revealed
preferences straightforwardly inﬂuence selection
over population of artifacts, and so do proﬁtabilities with respect to ﬁnancial allocation mechanism
across ﬁrms. And, indirectly, economic inﬂuence
informs also ex ante selection mechanism via the
interests and the expectations of all economic actors when “choosing” to explore particular venues
of search, particular artifact design, particular
problem-solving procedures and not others.
But what about strictly social factors? How do
they inﬂuence the rates and direction of technical
change?
The Scope and Bounds of Social Shaping of
Technology
It should be abundantly clear from the foregoing discussion that in our interpretation diverse social and political forces play a crucial role, ﬁrst, in
the dynamic of selection among would-be paradigms, and, second, in the shaping of the actual
trajectories explored within each paradigm. If anything, even such a distinction is somewhat artiﬁcial: as Constant (1980, 1987) shows, just with a
slightly different language, paradigms and trajectories emerge together with a technological community, corporate organizations carriers of such
knowledge, and related technological systems. We
have brieﬂy mentioned the coevolutionary processes linking the dynamics of knowledge, on the one
hand, and the dynamics of business organizations
seen as repositories of problem-solving routines,
on the other. Yet another, complementary, representation would be in terms of the emergence and
establishment of professional communities and related institutions (e.g., the communities of chemical engineers, their journals, professional societies,
university departments, etc.), intimately linked
with a broadly shared body of knowledge and
practices.
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In our view, there is indeed little doubt on the
importance of the social shaping of technology, as
MacKenzie and Wajcman (1985) put it (see also
Rip, Misa, and Schot 1995). However, important
controversies concern (1) the bounds which the
nature of speciﬁc technical problems and of specific bodies of knowledge put upon the reach of “battling competing interests and more or less effective
campaigns to capture the hearts and minds of (different constituencies)” (Nelson 2003, 514), and
(2) the degrees of “social renegotiability” of whatever incumbent technological system (i.e., its lack
of path dependency).
A rich and diverse literature, stemming primarily
from the sociology of science and technology,
tackles these issues (see Bijker, Hughes, and Pinch
1997, and the thorough review in Williams and
Edge 1996). It is impossible to discuss here this
line of studies. Let us just admit that we often ﬁnd
many contributions in this vein a bit too near the
second extreme of a continuum having on one side
naive forms of “technological determinism” (i.e.,
search and exploration is always about ﬁnding an
objectively better solution to old and new technical
problems) and, on the other, radical forms of social constructivism (whereby, in a caricature, with
good bargaining skills even gravitation laws may be
renegotiated with nature).
A somewhat complementary debate regards
possible constraints (or lack of them) posed by
speciﬁc technological paradigms upon the feasible
forms of organization of production. For example,
a hypothesis on the emergence of the modern factory system of production is that it has been
powerfully fostered by the associated efﬁciency improvement stemming from the exploitation of inanimate source of energy, an increasing division of
labor, and, together, more reﬁned mechanisms of
control upon the workforce and more favorable
patterns of appropriation of the social products by
the capitalist class. An alternative hypothesis is,
conversely, that only the latter set of factors was at
work—the obvious normative implication being
that an alternative organizational history could
have been imagined, subject to the collective will
of social actors. For a revealing exchange on these
questions, see Marglin 1974; Sabel and Zeitlin
1985; Landes 1986.
Similar issues emerge with regard to the efﬁciency properties of “ﬂexible specialization” as a possible general alternative to mass production (Piore
and Sabel 1984; Sabel and Zeitlin 1995).
While it is impossible to enter the debate here,
just notice that to a good extent the bottom line

has to do with degrees of plasticity of technological
knowledge. Radical versions of both “economic
inducement” and “social construction” theories
imply highly malleable features of technologies:
“money can buy everything”—in the former—and
“society can bargain everything”—in the latter.
Our view is much more cautious, and while fully
acknowledging the profound reciprocal inﬂuences
between technological, economic, and social factors, we maintain that the process of accumulation
of technological knowledge entails an inner logic
and inner constraints that social or economic drivers can hardly overcome, at least in the short term.
A coevolutionary perspective indeed implies a
painstaking identiﬁcation of the subtle intertwining between “windows of opportunity” for social
action, on the one hand, and binding constraints
inherited from history or from available technologies, on the other.
TECHNO-ECONOMIC PARADIGMS FROM
MICROTECHNOLOGIES TO NATIONAL SYSTEMS
OF INNOVATION
So far, we have discussed paradigms, trajectories,
or equivalent concepts mainly at the microtechnological level. A paradigm-based theory of innovation and production—we have argued—seems to
be highly consistent with the evidence on the patterned and cumulative nature of technical change
and also with the evidence on microeconomic heterogeneity and technological gaps. Moreover, it
directly links with those theories of production in
economics that allow for dynamic increasing returns (from Young and Kaldor to recent and more
rigorous formalized path-dependent models of innovation diffusion), whereby the interaction between microdecisions and some forms of learning
or some externalities produces irreversible technological paths and lock-in effects with respect to
technologies that may well be inferior, on any measure, to other notional ones, but still happen to
be dominant—loosely speaking—because of the
weight of their history (Arthur 1989; David 1985;
Bassanini and Dosi 2001).
The upside of the same story is that a world of
knowledge-driven increasing returns is much less
bleak than conventional economic theory has been
preaching: there always are (partly) “free lunches,”
offered by ever-emerging opportunities for technological, organizational, and institutional innovation. However, there is nothing automatic in the
economic fulﬁllment of the notional promises of-
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fered by persistent and widespread learning processes. Indeed the fulﬁllment of such promise ultimately depends upon matching or mismatching
patterns between technological knowledge, the
structure and behaviors of business organizations,
and broader institutional setups.
The steps leading from a microeconomic theory
of innovation and production to more aggregate
analyses are clearly numerous and complex. A ﬁrst
obvious question concerns the possibility of identifying relatively coherent structure and dynamics
also at broader levels of observation. Indeed, historians of technology—Thomas Hughes and Paul
David, among others—highlight the importance
of technological systems, that is, in the terminology of this paper, structured combinations of microtechnological paradigms: see, for example, the
fascinating reconstruction of the emerging system
of electriﬁcation and electrical standards in David
1991, taken as an insightful guidance also for contemporary diffusion of ICT systems. One of the
messages is that “retardation factors” in the economic realization of the promise are ubiquitous,
and they also recurrently explain what contemporaries in various epochs might have identiﬁed as an
apparent “productivity paradox”—the puzzle emphasized by Robert Solow more than a decade
ago—according to which computers show up
everywhere but in statistics on productivity. As
David points out also, “in 1900 contemporaries
might well have said that electric dynamos were to
be seen ‘everywhere but in the economic statistics’” (1991, 315). The bottom line is that the lag
is associated with the requirements of incremental
improvements, organizational adaptation, and ultimately “the path dependent nature of the process
of transition between one techno-economic
regime to the next” (David 1991, 315).
Diverse but overlapping streams of inquiry have
recently focused on systems of innovation at the levels of sectors, regions, and nations. The analysis of
such systems happens to occur, in the literature,
from different angles.
A ﬁrst one focuses upon the speciﬁcities of national institutions and policies supporting directly
or indirectly innovation, diffusion, and skills accumulation (for sake of illustration, think, for example, of the role of university research and of military or space programs in the U.S. “national
system” or of training institutions in the German
one). In this vein see especially the contribution of
Nelson (1993).
A second approach emphasizes especially the importance of users-producers relations and the asso-
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ciated development of a collective knowledge base
and commonly shared behavioral rules and expectations (see, in particular, the works in Lundvall
1992).
Third, Patel and Pavitt, among others, have
stressed the links between national patterns of
technological accumulation and the competencies
and innovative strategies of a few major national
companies. Note that this holds under the hypothesis for which there is rather robust evidence that,
with few exceptions, even multinational companies
perform most of their innovative activities in the
home country (see Patel and Pavitt 1991 and for
some qualiﬁcations Cantwell 1989, 1997).
Fourth, a few scholars have begun to analyze the
institutional and organizational speciﬁcities of sectoral systems of innovation, production, and competition (Malerba and Orsenigo 1996; Marsili 2001).
At an even higher level of generality, Freeman
and Perez (1988), Freeman and Louça (2001),
and Perez (2002) have used the notion of technoeconomic paradigms as a synthetic deﬁnition of
macro-level systems of production, innovation,
political governance, and social relations. So, for
example, they identify broad phases of modern industrial development partly isomorphic to the notion of regimes of socioeconomic regulation suggested by the mainly French macroinstitutionalist
literature (Aglietta 1976; Boyer 1988a, 1988b; see
also Coriat and Dosi 1998).
In an extreme synthesis, both perspectives hold,
ﬁrst, that one can identify rather long periods of
capitalist development distinguished according to
their speciﬁc engines of technological dynamism
and their modes of governance of the relationships
among the major social actors (e.g., ﬁrms, workers,
banks, collective political authorities) and, second,
that the patterns of technological advancement
and those of institutional changes are bound to be
coupled in such ways as to yield recognizable invariances for quite long times in most economic
and political structures. Just to provide an example, one might roughly identify, over the three
decades after World War II, across most developed
economies, some “Fordist/Keynesian” regime of
socioeconomic “regulation,” driven by major innovative opportunities of technological innovation
in electromechanical technologies, synthetic chemistry, forms of institutional governance of industrial conﬂict, income distribution, and aggregate
demand management. Analogously, earlier in industrial history, one should be able to detect some
sort of archetype of a “classical/Victorian regime”
driven in its growth by the full exploitation of tex-
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Table 4.

Dosi, Orsenigo, and Labini
A Different Techno-Economic Paradigm for Each Technological Revolution, 1770 to 2000s

Technological Revolution and
Country of Initial Development

Techno-Economic Paradigm
(“commonsense” innovation principles)

“Industrial Revolution”
Britain

Factory production
Mechanization
Productivity/timekeeping and time saving
Fluidity of movement (as ideal for machines with water power and for
transport through canals and other waterways)
Local networks

Age of steam and railways
In Britain and spreading to
Continent and USA

Economies of agglomeration, industrial cities, national markets
Power centers with national networks
Scale and progress
Standard parts, machine-made machines
Energy where needed (steam)
Interdependent movement (of machines and of means of transport)

Age of steel, electricity, and
heavy engineering
USA and Germany
overtaking Britain

Giant structures (steel)
Economies of scale of plant/vertical integration
Distributed power for industry (electricity)
Science as a productive force
Worldwide networks and empires (including cartels)
Universal standardization
Cost accounting for control and efﬁciency
Great scale for world market power: “small” is successful, if local

Age of oil, the automobile,
and mass production
In USA and spreading
to Europe

Mass production, mass markets
Economies of scale (product and market volume), horizontal integration
Standardization of products
Energy intensity (oil based)
Synthetic materials
Functional specialization, hierarchical pyramids
Centralization, metropolitan centers-suburbanization
National powers, world agreements, and confrontations

Age of information
and telecommunications
In USA, spreading to
Europe and Asia

Information intensity (microelectronics-based ICT)
Decentralized integration, network structures
Knowledge as capital, intangible value added
Heterogeneity, diversity, adaptability
Segmentation of markets, proliferation of niches
Economies of scope and specialization combined with scale
Globalization, interaction between the global and the local
Inward and outward cooperation/clusters
Instant contact and action, instant global communications

Source: Perez 2002.

tile manufacturing and light engineering mechanization, relatively competitive labor markets, politically-driven effort to expand privileged market
outlets, and so on (more on this in Coriat and Dosi
1998).
These general conjectures on historical phases or
regimes are grounded on the importance in
growth and development of speciﬁc combinations
among technological systems and forms of socioeconomic governance. Table 4 provides a suggestive taxonomy.
A complementary, somewhat more “cross-sec-

tional,” exercise concerns the identiﬁcation of national socioeconomic regimes with distinctive embedding mechanisms of technological learning
within national systems of innovation, production,
and governance.
So, even if microparadigms present considerable
invariances across countries, the ways they are
combined in broader national systems of innovation display—we suggest—a considerable variety,
shaped by county-speciﬁc institutions, policies, and
social factors. The hypothesis here is that evolutionary microfoundations are a fruitful starting
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point for a theory showing how technological gaps
and national institutional diversities can jointly reproduce themselves over rather long spans of time
in ways that are easily compatible with the patterns
of incentives and opportunities facing individual
agents, even when they might turn out to be profoundly suboptimal from a collective point of view.
At this level of analyses, inquiries like those undertaken in different veins by Soskice (1997),
Boyer and Hollingsworth (1997), Amable, Barré,
and Boyer (1997), Hall and Soskice (2001), Crouch
and Streek (1997), Kogut (1993), Lazonick
(2002), Dore (2000), and Aoki (2001) start where
this chapter ends, addressing a few of the macro
conditions making up for diverse types of relatively coherent institutional combinatorics (e.g., underlying “Anglo-Saxon” vs. “corporatist” system
of innovation and production, etc.).
At this juncture, economic sociology, again, is
bound to play a fundamental role, highlighting the
social embedding of technological learning and its
exploitation at work.

NOTES
The chapter draws upon other works by one of the authors—in particular Cimoli and Dosi 1995; Dosi, Freeman,
and Fabiani 1994; and Dosi 1997—to which the reader is
referred for more detailed discussions. Comments by Richard
Nelson, Keith Pavitt, Woody Powell, Neil J. Smelser, Wolfgang Streeck, and Richard Swedberg have helped along the
revision of this work. Support for the research provided by
the Sant’Anna School of Advanced Studies is gratefully acknowledged.
1. More generally on long-term international trends in
technology, see Landes 1969 and 1998; Freeman 1982;
Mokyr 1990.
2. Interpretations of technical change and a number of
historical examples can be found in Freeman 1994; Rosenberg 1994; Nelson and Winter 1982; Hughes 1983; David
1975; Mokyr 1990; Saviotti 1996; Pavitt 1999; Dosi 1984;
Basalla 1988; Constant 1980; Petroski 1999; Ziman 2000,
among others; see, for partial surveys, Dosi 1982, 1988 and
Freeman 1994.
3. Incidentally note that the notion of dominant design is
well in tune with the general idea technological paradigms,
but the latter do not necessarily imply the former. A revealing case to the point is pharmaceuticals technologies, which
do involve speciﬁc knowledge basis, speciﬁc search heuristics, etc.—i.e., the strong mark of paradigms—without,
however, any hint at dominant design. Molecules, even
when aimed at the same pathology, might have quite different structures: in that space, one is unlikely to ﬁnd similarities akin to those linking even a Volkswagen Beetle 1937
and a Ferrari 2000. Still, the notion of “paradigm” holds in
terms of underlying features of knowledge bases and search
processes.
4. This is akin to the notion of reverse salient (Hughes
1983) and technological bottlenecks (Rosenberg 1976): to
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illustrate, think of increasing the speed of a machine tool,
which in turn demands changes in cutting materials, which
leads to changes in other parts of the machine.
5. For more detail and examples see Dosi 1988.
6. See Pavitt 1991; Rosenberg 1990.
7. In the literature, which admittedly includes some of
the authors of this work, the two terms have been used quite
liberally and interchangeably. In the introduction to Dosi,
Nelson, and Winter 2000 and more explicitly in Dosi, Coriat, and Pavitt 2000 one proposes that the notion of capability ought to conﬁned to relatively purposeful, “high level”
tasks such as, e.g., “building an automobile” with certain
characteristics, while “competences,” for sake of clarity
might be conﬁned to the ability to master speciﬁc knowledge bases (e.g., “mechanical” or “organic chemistry” competences). Clearly, such notion of competences or capabilities largely overlaps with what has come to be known as the
“competence view of the ﬁrm” (Prahalad and Hamel 1990).
Dosi, Nelson, and Winter (2000) attempt to offer also some
reﬁnements within a rather germane perspective.
8. Aoki underlines the Japanese ﬁrms’ ability to ﬂexibly
coordinate their operating activities in response to environmental changing conditions. He stresses that this is due to
the speciﬁc Japanese form of internal organization “in which
emergent information is utilized effectively on-site and in
which operating activities are coordinated among related
operating units on the basis of information sharing” (Aoki
1990, 3). By comparison, traditional model of organizational hierarchies (what he calls the H-mode), resembling classic
American organizational practices, assumes hierarchical separation between planning and operational implementation
and the exploitation of the economies of specialization.
Conversely, the Japanese model (the J-mode) implies horizontal coordination among operating units and sharing of
ex post on-site information.
9. These four sets correspond quite closely to the codiﬁed
aspects of Lundvall’s taxonomy, distinguishing know-what,
know-why, know-who, and know-how (Lundvall and Johnson 1994).
10. This is also the title of an important research, in
progress, coordinated by Richard Nelson; for preliminary
results, see Nelson 2001 and Nelson and Nelson 2002.
11. The debate among historians about the role of science—or, to put it differently—of a positive attitude toward
the rational manipulation of the environment and the rational adaptation of means to ends—in the emergence of the
Industrial Revolution is highly relevant in this context. See
Landes 1969; Needham 1954; Musson and Robinson 1969;
among others. Of course, a general underlying issue regards
what is science as distinguished from technology. It is an
issue that we cannot handle here. For our purposes it sufﬁces
to recall the traditional and noble view shared by epistemologists as diverse as Kuhn and Popper, pointing at the distinctions of science in terms of the procedures of discovery,
validation, and falsiﬁcation and at the somewhat overlapping
distinction put forward by students of technology such as
Vincenti (1990), based on different purposes of science, and
aiming at the understanding of “how things are” as opposed
to the engineers’ focus on “how things ought to be.” The
distinction mirrors Lundvall’s between know-why and
know-how. Notice that the foregoing views have been criticized by proponents of the “new economics of science” (see
Dasgupta and David 1994), suggesting that science and
technology primarily differ in terms of the ethos of the two
communities concerning rules of disclosure of results, rules
of attribution, etc.
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12. A classic example may be found in the aircraft industry. The introduction of the turbojet spurred major advances
in aerodynamics, aerothermodynamics, and subsequently
magneto thermodynamics, as further technological advances
(e.g., higher speed) required a better understanding of underlying properties (Rosenberg 1982; Constant 1980).
13. The expression is due to Freeman (1982).
14. In this respect, it is quite interesting, for example, to
read the documents written by academics and government
ofﬁcers to support funding for the emerging ﬁeld of molecular biology in the 1950s–1960s. Most of them do actually
mention the potential beneﬁts that scientiﬁc research in this
area might have borne in the long run in terms of medical
applications. However, in practice those considerations
played a very minor role in the decision-making processes on
actually funding molecular biology in the various European
countries (see Krige 2000; Strasser 2000).
15. Another distinct issue that we cannot address here has
to do with the normative prescriptions for the relationship
between scientiﬁc activities and social accountability, including the question whether science as such—in its patterns of
search and discovery—should be socially accountable, or
whether accountability should refer in primis to scientists
themselves. The terms of the debate are well illustrated by
the comparison between Bush (1945) and Bennal (1971).
(For a recent assessment see also Stokes 1997.)
16. For detailed discussions, see Rosenberg 1982; Mowery and Rosenberg 1998; Nelson 1993; Freeman and Soete
1997; Chandler 1977, 1990.
17. By that we mean the organizational setup of typically
big ﬁrms, extensively analyzed by Alfred Chandler, which
emerged ﬁrst in the United States, typically run by professional management, based on multiple divisions representing also distinct cost/proﬁt entities (cf. Chandler 1977).
18. More on all these points in Freeman and Soete 1997;
Freeman 1994; Dosi 1988.
19. The classical example is biotechnology, where inventors—e.g., typically new specialized biotechnology ﬁrms
(NBFs)—do not control the resources needed to develop
the product, to go through the clinical trials and all the procedures needed to have the drug approved by regulatory
agencies like the FDA and to market them. Under these circumstances, NBFs are in practice forced to license their invention to big pharmaceutical companies, thereby foregoing
a large share of the proﬁts generated by the sales of the drug
(Teece 1986).
20. It is not possible to discuss here the underlying theoretical debates, ranging from “patent races models” to more
reasonable “markets for technologies” analyses, all the way
to evolutionary models of appropriability. Among many others see Stoneman 1995; Arora, Fosfuri, and Gambardella
2001; Winter 1987.
21. Discussions of the evidence are in Dosi 1988; Freeman 1982; Pavitt 1999; and Rosenberg 1976; moreover see
Dosi and Lovallo 1997 on the likely cognitive bias displayed
by would-be innovators.
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30 The Economy and the Environment
Allan Schnaiberg

SOCIAL SCIENTIFIC
ANALYSES

VERSUS

ECOLOGICAL

In many ways, the relationship between “the environment” and “the economy” is straightforward.
Nature provides the material support for humans’
lives and their production systems. It also removes
the unusable waste products of this production,
through human dispersal of societal wastes into ecological systems, with some decomposition/absorption inside these systems. Ecosystems (Odum 1969)
are organized and somewhat stable arrangements of
nutrients and living species. For many decades, this
nurturing role of nature was taken for granted and
viewed as unproblematic. But from at least the early
part of the twentieth century to the present (Hays
1969; cf. Mumford [1934] 1963), biological and,
later, social scientists became aware of a negative
feedback loop from the economy into ecosystems.
As Schnaiberg (1980) conceptualized it, societal
production withdrew from ecosystems ever-growing
quantities of materials needed for production, and
added to ecosystems ever more massive waste products from economic systems. These activities increasingly deplete and pollute, and thus have the
potential to disrupt the organized structure and
functioning of ecosystems (Odum 1969). Societal
efforts to inhibit such disorganization are hampered
by the existing political-economic institutional arrangement that the history of economies has generated. Paradoxically, organizations and individuals
with the greatest economic, social, and political
power are typically those who have utilized depletion
and pollution processes for their particular interests.
Ecosystems are seen as private assets for many economic organizations, especially with the increased
globalization of production. In contrast, environmental movements and community organizations
see ecosystems as public goods. These alternative
goals for the utilization of ecosystems give rise to the
societal-environmental dialectic. Essentially, it is a dialectical system of values, because society wants both
economic and ecological outcomes, and yet these
outcomes are in conﬂict with one another.

This chapter will ﬁrst outline the potential and
the limits for social scientists who study these interactions. First, the intellectual boundaries of natural
versus social scientists are delineated, as are the
problematic relationships between these disciplines.
In many ways, this chapter is restricted to the analysis of economic (and political) organizations and
institutions (Hoffman and Ventresca 2002). It focuses on the tensions between ecological and economic structures. It notes that reductions of such
tensions have either been incorporated into economic systems or deﬂected by such systems. I outline competing abstract models, showing how previous socioeconomic systems have empirically
related to ecosystems, and contrasting this relationship with how competing norms for future sustainable socioeconomic systems (IUCN 1980) have
emerged. I then sketch distributional tensions of
these models of economic/ecological interaction:
From a sociological perspective, it is never sufﬁcient to
the environment as having been protected. The question must always be asked, for whom and from whom
has it been protected? (Schnaiberg 1980, 5)

Following this theoretical analysis, the chapter
offers a concrete case study of contemporary recycling policies in the United States (which are less
effective than many European policies). This
analysis grounds some of the abstractions of the
previous sections. Sections following lay out major
dimensions of distributional conﬂicts about utilizing environmental resources. Who actually gets to
use ecosystems, and how? I examine competing
social movement organizations and ideologies, in
terms of how they deal with existing national inequalities of resource utilization and growing
transnational inequalities. Even in a period of
global warming, “global” policies (as in the Kyoto
accords) are greatly inﬂuenced by the interests and
actions of national and transnational economic
organizations (Gould, Schnaiberg, and Weinberg
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1995; cf. Canan and Reichman 2002; Buttel and
Taylor 1992; Fisher 2003).
This distributional framework is more closely explored in a section dealing with claims about environmentalists’ elitism, and about the incidence of
environmental injustice (or racism) in the politicaleconomic rule-making for accessing ecosystems
and limiting their protection. I also explore some
distributional issues in the distinction between
local economic organizations and national or
transnational ones, in terms of local organizations’
sensitivity to environmental problems affecting
their communities.
Finally, the chapter concludes by contrasting the
more pessimistic theory of the treadmill of production (Schnaiberg 1980) with the more optimistic
theory of ecological modernization (Mol 1995,
1996). In general, the former stresses conﬂicts between economic growth and environmental protection, while the latter stresses that the social order is
incorporating a protection of ecosystems. The analysis points to areas of convergence between the two
theories, as well as their more apparent divergence.
This chapter differs substantively from the
thoughtful analysis by Johannes Berger in the ﬁrst
Handbook edition (1994, chap. 31). To a considerable extent, Berger took on the challenge of evaluating the severity of environmental problems, a task
left here to other researchers. Next, Berger only peripherally addressed the distributional features of
both environmental problems and environmental
protection policies, which I consider the central feature of the economic-environmental relationship.
Third, Berger tended to focus on cultural and individual factors affecting this relationship. In contrast,
I have chosen to examine the embeddedness (Granovetter 1985) of environmental problems and
policies within contemporary political-economic
structures. To some extent, then, the two chapters
complement each other, with Berger stressing theories of order, this chapter theories of conﬂict.
One of the ﬁrst dilemmas of examining the interaction between the economy and its natural systems is the dependence of social science on natural
science disciplines for both data and theories.
Within the United States, it was natural scientists
(Carson 1962; Commoner 1970, 1972; Weinberg
1972; Westman and Gifford 1973) who ﬁrst called
attention to modern U.S. environmental problems. They saw ecosystem disruption as affecting
the life of human, animal, and plant populations.
In turn, they faced a dilemma that was the mirror
image of our own. They sought to create public
policies for reducing pollution and depletion, writ-

ing proposals for economic and social change. As
insightful and informative as these scholars and
public intellectuals were, however, they had little
expertise in the political-economic functioning
of the modern economy. Both of these scientiﬁc
boundary problems continue to exist. Recently,
natural scientists have called for sustainable biodiversity (World Commission 1987), while economists have transformed this into a plea for sustainable development, and even for sustainable growth,
expanding the economy while sustaining ecological biodiversity (Daly 1996a, 1996b).
Social scientists have limited expertise in evaluating changes in ecological systems. They are
forced to depend on natural science research in
universities, as well as on government and industry
reports, for assessments of the severity of “environmental problems” (Dietz and Rycroft 1987).
Yet there is much dissent among both scientiﬁc
and technical “experts” (Buttel and Taylor 1992).
Few social scientists have enough scientiﬁc background to adjudicate such contending claims. Recent examples of disputes include the degree of
global warming and the impact of industrial chemicals such as chlorine (Buttel and Taylor 1992;
Lomberg 2001; Sonnenfeld 2000). Moreover,
these arguments have also been socially framed by
a variety of social and economic organizations—
whether of environmental movements or of industrial trade associations. Some differences are due to
competing scientiﬁc data. But these groups also
engage in a political competition. They dispute the
degree of environmental problems. Economic
agents emphasize changes in environmental protection from the past economy, while environmentalists stress the gap between present environmental impacts and a sustainable future (Schnaiberg
and Gould [1994] 2000, x).
ALTERNATIVE MODELING OF THE ECONOMY’S
RELATION TO THE ENVIRONMENT
Over the last 40 years, a broad literature has
emerged on the economy’s impact on the natural
environment. Out of the interaction of this literature with the representation of competing economic and social interests, a number of approaches to protecting the environment have emerged.
The use-value of an ecosystem component is a
measure of how well the resource can be used to
sustain the needs of the human population. In
contrast, the exchange-value of an ecosystem resource is a measure of how economically proﬁtable
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will be its processing for markets. Most ecosystem
elements cannot be used to simultaneously maximize use-values and exchange-values. Yet modern
societies desire both kinds of values, creating what
was noted earlier as a dialectical tension between
economic and ecological organizations.
Three distinct syntheses of these dialectical conﬂicts can be observed: economic, managed scarcity,
and ecological (Schnaiberg 1975; 1980, 422–28).
All address the question of how far the state should
control use of ecosystems, based on (1) assumptions about the severity of ecological disruptions,
and suggesting (2) policies to regulate socioeconomic access to ecological systems. Each model, in
short, assumes (1) the mechanism and the degree
to which the economic structure affects its environment, and (2) the necessity for the state’s policy
treating such environmental disruption.
Each of these models thus makes assumptions
about how ecological disruptions affect economic
activities. Speciﬁcally, they offer evaluations of
whether and how: ecological disorganization can
Inﬂate economic costs
Present hazards to human health
Cause the abandonment of speciﬁc economic units
Cause major economic disasters

Threaten the entire political-economic system

Conversely, each model differs in the politicaleconomic norms it suggests for whether and how
Economic activities should utilize natural resources
Economic organizations should relate to the natural resource systems they use
Economic organizations should make decisions about resource utilization
Economic organizations should relate to the state’s environmental regulatory system
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Economic proﬁts should be allocated to production,
to environmental protection, and to inﬂuence politically state and nongovernmental environmental
organizations

Table 1 outlines the major differences among
the three types of syntheses.

Economic Model
All economic activities that are proﬁtable should
be carried out, so long as there are investors willing to risk capital in the activity. All ecosystems
should be made available to productive uses, according to this model (Bluestone and Harrison
1982; Logan and Molotch 1987; Logan and
Swanstrom 1990; Harrison 1994; Gordon 1996).
This is the dominant model in most industrial societies prior to the rise of modern environmental
protest.
In this utilization of resources in societal production, little distinction is made with regard to the
ecological characteristics of resource systems. Only
the ecosystem’s utility for creating value is important. In many ways, neoclassical economic theories,
and especially the theory of the ﬁrm, adhere to this
model (Anderson and Leal 2001; Stroup 2003). In
recent modiﬁcations of this position, market forces
add some interest group’s deﬁnition of environmental values to the decision-making criterion. For
example, Anderson and Leal (2001, 6) note, “By
linking wealth to good stewardship through private
ownership, the market process generates many entrepreneurial experiments.” Yet the insistence on an
economic valuation of environmental externalities
ignores many of the ﬁrm’s efforts to erect economic, legal, and political barriers against internalizing

Table 1. Contrasting Syntheses of the Societal-Environmental Dialectic
Synthesis
Economic

Managed Scarcity

Ecological

Importance of
environmental
protection

No policies

Minimal to major policies

Central to policies

Constraints
on market
forces

None

Minor to substantial

Domination of markets

Politicaleconomic
constraints on
protection agencies
and movements

Total

Near-total to
predominating

None (theoretically)
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its negative externalities (Mishan 1967; Boulding
1971).
Decisions about resource utilization here are
made exclusively by the ﬁrm’s decision makers, in
conjunction with the owners of properties containing resources for extraction (e.g., nonsurface
land ownership) or use (e.g., private land or bodies
of water). To some extent, this process follows on
Ronald Coase’s (1960) theory that negative externalities should ﬁrst be treated by private negotiation. Political regulation of use of natural and economically useful property is opposed as both
inefﬁcient and politically inappropriate. Coase, in
contrast, saw such state intervention as necessary
when negotiations failed.
Recent court cases have split, for example, on
whether environmental regulation of private properties is a taking by the government. If so, then
governments must reimburse resource owners for
all proﬁts foregone, when the state restricts certain
forms of development on the lands owned (an opportunity-costs approach). Costs of doing business
in the ﬁrms affected here include substantial legal
and social expenses. Economic organizations thus
resist state legislation and the enforcement of environmental protection laws. Resistance may include
“public interest advertising” to undermine the arguments of environmental NGOs, appearances by
staff at political hearings, and contributions to political candidates who support the ﬁrm’s position.
In recent years, resistance has also included creation of ﬁctive organizations opposing various regulations, including Internet websites for the “wise
use movement” and the “balanced energy movement” (e.g., Howard 2002).
Managed Scarcity Models
This model is more complex and substantially
more heterogeneous than the other two. It recognizes that economic activity generates ecological
disorganization and exchange- and social-use-values.
Dialectical tensions between economic growth and
ecological protection are most overt in this model.
But the problems of commensuration (Levin and
Espeland 2002) and the diversity of interests have
made political consensus on appropriate state policies difﬁcult to reach. Schnaiberg (1975) argued
that the common denominator of all such policies
is that the state restricts access by certain categories
of users to certain components of ecosystems. Ultimately, ecosystem depletion and disorganization
disrupt economic production. Here, the state reduces the risk of this outcome by imposing antic-

ipatory restrictions, to create an imposed scarcity of
access to ecosystems. Policies can also restrict users
of want to exploit use-values. Social scientists have
primarily studied restrictions imposed on economic organizations that have interests in exchangevalues. In part, this is because the latter offer an
object of study that is organized, enduring, and analytically accessible through public archives (Schnaiberg 1994).
Coase (1960) outlined a set of neoclassical economic theories about how to manage negative social externalities such as pollution, early in the
modern period of environmental concern. He suggested that spillover costs and beneﬁts will not
occur, and that government intervention was not
necessary when (1) property rights were clearly deﬁned, (2) the number of people involved was
small, and (3) bargaining costs were negligible.
For most contemporary pollution, however, none
of these conditions holds. Government’s role, he
argued, should be, ﬁrst, to encourage bargaining
wherever possible, rather than to get involved in
direct restrictions or subsidies. A related bargaining approach is dealing with liability through lawsuits. But this solution is limited to cases in which
the damaged parties can afford to initiate the suit,
or in the case of many people, can organize to sue
(Harr 1996; Brown and Mikkelsen [1990] 1997).
A nonmarket approach is to apply direct government controls or taxes to reduce negative externalities or spillover costs, or to provide subsidies
or government provision where spillover beneﬁts
exist, using direct controls or speciﬁc taxes that can
be levied on pollution. This approach marked the
early stages of modern environmental protection,
after the creation of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency in 1969. Many states followed this
lead, and they often sustained more enforcement
than did the EPA itself. But the early modern period of enforcement created substantial economic
mobilization against environmental protection legislation and enforcement (Landy, Roberts, and
Thomas 1990; Yeager 1992).
In turn, such resistance by economic organizations led to the political creation of new markets
for externality rights (Meidinger 1986). Pollution
control agencies initially decide the amount of pollution acceptable in a region. Then they create
rights that ﬁrms can purchase to allow them to
pollute. At high prices, polluters will either stop
polluting or buy other ﬁrms’ rights, rather than acquire expensive equipment to abate pollution.
Other ﬁrms will sell their rights because they may
be able to reduce their pollution at a lower cost. In
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theory, environmental movements as well as producers can buy rights, although they rarely do, except in the form of the Nature Conservancy buying land for preservation. A market for air pollution
rights has thus expanded, along with other forms
of cap and trade policies (Meidinger 1986; Tietenberg 2002; Rose 2002).
Managed scarcity models acknowledge that the
primary responsibility for the use of natural resources rests with the market, and this limits state
activity (Logan and Swanstrom 1990). However,
the state also has an enduring responsibility to set
sociopolitical limits on use of resources. The state’s
environmental protection policies should help
maintain use-values associated with protected
ecosystems. But the state also must be concerned
with maintaining the exchange-values controlled
by investors, which provide tax revenue. The state
must pay attention to the exchange-values of
workers—their wages—both to maintain tax revenues and to reduce social expenditures. However,
wage labor is also dependent on employment with
the ﬁrms using natural resources (Logan and
Molotch 1987; Logan and Swanstrom 1990). In
effect, this model advocates political creativity by
the state in selectively restricting access to some resources. State regulation may thus exist through
rationing by price, if surcharges or ﬁnes are used,
or by direct command-and-control policies, where
access to resources is limited or prohibited outright (as in many conservation policies), or
through the more recent cap-and-trade marketing
of environmental degradation rights.
Managed scarcity models can be relatively apolitical. Situations are less politicized when ecological problems permit greater economic development. In the early part of the twentieth century
(Hays 1969), early utilitarian criteria for resource
use were highly visible and political. Experts created estimates for maximizing the sustained yield of a
given local land and water system, and they discouraged less efﬁcient uses. Activists here were
professional scientists who assessed ecosystem parameters and provided input to government resource agencies. They often supported more concentrated economic uses, as permitting sustained
yields. However, in preservation conﬂicts, where little or no economic activity was permitted (Hays
1968), the petitioners were those interested in
maintaining use-values of wilderness, often against
the interests of major economic entities.
More recent state policies acknowledge a broader need for direct education of political and economic managers. They include training for policies
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of environmental protection (preproduction) or of
remediation (postproduction). Failures of environmental protection here are often theorized as due
to ignorance and misinformation, and scientiﬁc
studies are encouraged (Lowi 1986). These apolitical research and training approaches seem most
validated when new scientiﬁc data about human
health hazards emerge, since it is harder to ignore
these clear hazards (cf. Brown and Mikkelsen [1990]
1997; Sheehan and Wedeen 1990). To some extent, recent models of “ecological modernization”
(Mol 1995) follow this pattern (see “Competing
Macrostructural Theories” below). Economic agents
incorporate some ecological concerns in their decision making. In most cases, though, the ﬁrms respond only because of the state’s increase (or projected increase) in their de facto prices of resource
access. Paradoxically, though, many of these ﬁrms
also attempt to discredit the scientiﬁc basis for the
state’s interventions (Brown and Mikkelsen
[1990] 1997; Dietz and Rycroft 1987).
Other forms of managed scarcity models emphasize far more political or contested terrains.
Economic organizations protect their exchangevalue interests in natural resources, through various forms of political inﬂuence. The treadmill of
production model (see “Competing Macrostructural Theories” below) explicitly views economic
growth as threatening natural resources and ecosystems while accumulating corporate power, which
it uses to dampen the state’s enforcement of environmental protection. Generally, this pole of the
managed scarcity dimension touches on prohibitions of access to some resources, and not manageable increases in the prices of accessing these
resources.
Ecological Models
Ecological models largely focus on protection of
ecosystems, especially on sustaining biodiversity.
All are normative, not descriptive of past economies. The deep ecology (Evernden 1985; Devall
1980) model views homo sapiens as but one species.
Its needs and desires are not deemed more important than those of other species. Domination of
ecosystems by humankind is rejected as philosophically illegitimate. No serious account is taken of
the economic or social costs of this position for
populations, for political institutions, or for economic organizations. The empirical record for
such an approach is invariably drawn from preindustrial societies, especially nomadic groups that
are prepastoral. We can argue that deep ecology is
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politically radical, or that it is apolitical with regard
to the political economy of contemporary industrial societies.
Earlier forms of this model have been largely educational and persuasive. But nongovernmental
organizations have recently emerged that practice
overt political protest and even sabotage. Among
them are animal rights movements and those organized to protect wilderness areas. In the United
States, sabotage has included actions such as planting nails in trees to be harvested, thereby raising
the cost of economic harvesting and lowering the
timber’s commercial value, and burning experimental forests involved in genetic engineering research. Experiences of terrorism in 2001 led the
U.S. government to label these more extreme social movements as ecoterrorists. The attorney general viewed direct action against producers, or even
the threat of such actions, as a political threat, in
contrast with the actions of “mainstream” environmental groups (Jarboe 2002). Presumably, the
latter fall well within the economically more benign managed scarcity model.
A more recent evolution of this model is that of
sustainability (World Commission 1987). Starting
from initial concerns about sustainable biodiversity, this model has undergone a variety of transitions. Many of its resulting variations, such as sustainable development and especially sustainable
growth (Daly 1996a, 1996b), can more properly
be classiﬁed as managed scarcity models. But the
early models advocating biodiversity (IUCN
1980) are properly included in the ecological
model. They focused primarily on the use-value
beneﬁts of biodiversity (and some exchange-values, such as natural pharmaceuticals). But they
largely avoided discussing the level and social distribution of the costs of environmental regulations
(Goldman 1998).
Ecological models tend to promote direct rationing of natural resources, protecting ecosystems
and species from exploitation by economic organizations. Such models tend to maximize conﬂict between environmental advocates and representatives
of economic institutions (Redclift 1986, 1987;
Baker et al. 1997; Schnaiberg 1997) when the
model is introduced to policy debates (European
Community 1993; National Commission on the
Environment 1993; Weinberg, Schnaiberg, and
Gould 1995; President’s Council on Sustainable
Development 1994, 1997, 1999). Conversely, when
the model is discussed in “merely academic” settings, it is treated as an alternative philosophy, not a

plan for action (Willers 1994). The boundaries between social scientists and philosophers writing
about this model are often quite blurred as a
result.

DISTRIBUTIONAL DIMENSIONS OF ECONOMICENVIRONMENTAL RELATIONS: INTERNALIZING
AND EXTERNALIZING ENVIRONMENTAL COSTS
The three models I have discussed handle the
normative issue of distributing the beneﬁts and
costs of natural resource usage in different ways.
Each proposes different norms for directing economic development. One recent example of the
complexities of social control was the Bush administration’s proposal (2001) for a new national energy policy, under the direction of Vice President
Cheney’s National Task Force on Energy. Under
managed scarcity, the dominant U.S. policy for controlling economic interests, deliberations on policy
should have involved both economic and ecological
values. Yet only major energy corporations contributed to the national plan, while environmental
groups were “consulted” in brief meetings (Democratic Staff 2002). The politics of the task force
seem very close to the economic model, suggesting
that the United States has a less than stringent managed scarcity policy. Indeed, the Bush administration advocated an economic model more consistently than did the Clinton administration.
Standard neoclassical economics (Coase 1960)
viewed environmental problems in a conceptually
clear fashion. Pollution was a negative externality
of a ﬁrm’s operation, and the ﬁrm needed to be
encouraged to internalize this externality to raise
national welfare. Although this approach was logical, it failed the test of political reality. The theory
of the ﬁrm argued for the ﬁrm to maximize its
proﬁtability by internalizing positive externalities
and evading negative externalities, leading to a
clash with the directive to internalize. In social-historical and political-economic history, moreover, it
is the latter model that dominates in the United
States and, increasingly, in the global market. Left
to the dictates of market forces, pollution and
depletion would largely be ignored until they
reached a critical point at which they threatened
market actors and transactions. By then, pollution
and depletion would be difﬁcult to control, leading to an “overshoot” model of resource extraction (Catton 1982).
We have an interesting analogue in the case of
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computers in the year 2000 (the Y2K problem).
Older computer programs were going to deal with
the year 2000 as if it were the year 1900. This was
because of the earlier use of a two-digit code for
year, instead of the four-digit code used in later
computer programs. Later machines had higher
memory and greater ease of manipulation of data
storage. Although much political attention was
paid to this problem in the very late 1990s, little
political regulation was achieved. Scenarios were
prepared, anticipating a major economic collapse
on January 1, 2001. Government agencies were
alerted, with emergency operation plans. But little
state control was mobilized to regulate the private
sector. Despite, or more likely because of, these dire
predictions, ﬁrms and computer service organizations muddled through January 1, 2001, with few
major problems in any country. The threat of economic collapse of markets stimulated a variety of
approaches to deal with the Y2K problem. Market
hazards thus created market solutions. In this case,
“overshoot” did not materialize.
Some adherents of the economic model see a similar future for resolving problems of resource exhaustion and pollution. When the problems become
severe enough, market messages will create incentives for technological innovation in the private sector (cf. Catton 1982). Paradoxically, though, many
of these analysts also encourage public subsidies to
ease this transition, such as in moving from fossil
fuels to renewable energy resources. While they encourage state subsidies, they strongly oppose public
disincentives for polluting and depleting. In an example of the paradoxes of the economic model, in
2002 the United States evaded fuel economy legislation while promoting the use of hydrogen fuel cells
over the next few decades.
Adherents of the managed scarcity model have a
more tolerant view of both the state’s incentives
and its disincentives. Because these modelers recognize some of the beneﬁts of economic development, as well as the costs of environmental degradation, they accept strategies for state intervention
in the market’s disruptions of ecosystems. The
most conservative of the managed scarcity modelers strongly prefer subsidies: “let the market decide” is a catchword for this group. These adherents favor new markets for trading air pollution
permits, and similar principles for dealing with
global warming, landﬁll reduction, and other environmental challenges (Rose 2002; Tietenberg
2002; Levin and Espeland 2002; Meidinger 1986).
The use of permits that encouraged the avoid-
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ance of toxic waste through corporate recycling
was supposed to be the outcome of the Resource
Recovery and Conservation Act (RCRA) of 1976.
Later analyses indicated that little recovery of solvents and other chemicals had emerged, except
where ﬁrms saw them as cost-effective (Yeager
1991; Landy, Roberts, and Thomas 1990). Likewise, cleanup provisions of the Superfund program, built on modest surcharges for waste emitters, have proven woefully inadequate to reclaim
most of the polluted areas (Yeager 1991; Weinberg
et al. 2000).
Modelers at the more radical end of the managed scarcity continuum show far more support
for penalties such as ﬁnes, increased taxes, and
even prohibition of access to some ecosystems. In
addition, these modelers are often more oriented
toward social welfare. They thus became key supporters of claims of “environmental injustice” and
“environmental racism,” which arose in the late
1980s in the United States (see “Competing Macrostructural Theories” below). Mobilization of
local and national social movement organizations
was largely coordinated and staffed by people of
color (Gedicks 1993; Bryant and Mohai 1992;
Bullard 1990, 1993, 1994; Hurley 1995; Pellow
1996, 1998a, 1998b, 2001). But they still had to
rely on the state apparatus to adjudicate their
claims of unequal burdens of environmental degradation. These included high levels of lead concentration and air pollution in dense neighborhoods
in the cities, accompanied by rising rates of lead
poisoning and asthma. One political achievement
of this movement was President Clinton’s creation
of an Environmental Justice Ofﬁce within the Environmental Protection Agency (later undermined
in the Bush administration).
Finally, ecological modelers tend toward a prohibitive approach by the state. Market forces are
the primary engine driving ecological disorganization and species elimination. Ecological modelers
thus favor a retreat from modern economic structures, through a “back to the land” or “living off
the land” strategy (Devall 1980; Evernden 1985).
This strategy can be seen as either radical or retreatist (Merton 1957), depending on whether
these actions are intended to politically socialize
other social groups, or merely as personal accommodations to the “environmental ethic” (Devall
1980).
In the next section, I trace how environmental
policymaking has been shaped in one arena,
through the mixture of political will and the polit-
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ical capacity of use-value and exchange-value interest groups.

“INTERNALIZING” NEGATIVE ENVIRONMENTAL
EXTERNALITIES: THE CASE OF SOLID WASTE
An extreme illustration of the distributive impacts of environmental problems and solutions
noted above is the case of recycling of solid wastes.
Weinberg et al. (2000) analyzed urban recycling in
the Chicago region in the 1990s. One purpose of
the study was to examine whether recycling was an
early template for sustainable development (as discussed in the section “Alternative Modeling of the
Economy’s Relation to the Environment,” above).
Their study followed more than a decade of innovation in urban recycling, and the researchers believed this was an important case study of both attaining and sustaining better socioenvironmental
outcomes of production. It was also a test of theories of ecological modernization (Mol 1996; Spaargaren 1997; see “Competing Macrostructural Theories” below), and an arena in which to analyze
distributive changes produced by this U.S. “environmental” policy.
In western Europe, the approach of the state has
been to (1) encourage the use of returnable containers, wherever possible, and (2) to coerce manufacturers to take responsibility for the solid wastes
entailed by the use of their products. For reasons
that go beyond this chapter, this approach appears
to be working, in contrast to that in the United
States. In the United States, while a popular will
emerged for strong recycling programs, the capacity of environmentalists to inﬂuence recycling organizations was severely limited (Lounsbury, Ventresca, and Hirsch 2003).
In the United States, the disposable container
industry and its business customers formed a
“public interest” organization in the 1950s, Keep
America Beautiful. From the 1960s to the 1980s,
this organization promoted the reduction of “litter” on city streets, urging municipalities to have
waste containers and citizen consumers to use
them for waste containers. With the rise of concern about toxic wastes in the 1970s, many social
groups became concerned about having any
landfills (solid or liquid waste) near their communities, and an alarm was raised about “running out of landfills” for America’s wastes. This
led to more state and industry attention to earlier environmentalist pleas to conserve resources by
recycling waste materials. This was a strong ele-

ment of political will in the early 1980s (Weinberg et al. 2000).
Unlike the case of western Europe, though,
American industries sought a different arrangement for solid wastes. Municipalities were encouraged to create curbside recycling, with cities paying the costs for accumulating postconsumer
wastes in residential settings. The expectation was
that the accumulated wastes would then be sold
on the market, as recyclable materials for use as industrial feedstocks. Thus, the state could recapture its expenditures by such revenue generation.
This appeared to be a “win-win” game for environmentalists, ﬁrms, and the state. Moreover, in
cities with diminished labor opportunities for the
unskilled, sorting recyclable goods promised to be
a new source of stable employment (Weinberg et
al. 2000).
Within less than a decade, however, cities discovered that their recyclable material sales garnered limited revenues. In part, this was due to a
substantial rise in the supply of recyclable materials, which lowered market prices. In part, it was
due to reluctance in many ﬁrms to retool, necessary to use recyclable rather than virgin materials in
production facilities. Ironically, as prices for recyclables plummeted, some ﬁrms adopted recyclable
materials because their prices were substantially
below those of virgin feedstocks. Thus, it was the
economic and political capacity of ﬁrms that drove
the trajectory of recycling, creating a new recycling
industry (Lounsbury, Ventresca, and Hirsch 2003)
without a substantial goal of reducing local environmental problems.
If we examine the distributive outcomes of this
scheme, it soon becomes clear that local governments were in effect paying subsidies to ﬁrms using
recyclables, by covering the costs of curbside recycling. Moreover, environmentalists had initially proposed voluntary recycling as a use-value scheme, to
preserve natural resources. But the new recycling
system increasingly became dominated by transnational waste-handling ﬁrms such as Waste Management and Browning-Ferris (themselves later absorbed by other waste disposal ﬁrms). For these
production intermediaries, the key element was
proﬁtability. Capital was widely used to reduce
sorting costs, and the laborers involved were often
ill-paid and worked in hazardous and uncomfortable environments. As a result, laborers sorting in
recycling organizations had very high turnover, reducing the predicted stability of their employment
(Pellow 1996, 2001). Since many of these new
workers were people of color, it became clear that
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another form of environmental injustice had been
achieved—environmental solutions as well as problems entailed disproportionately larger burdens for
workers of color (Pellow 1998a, 1998b, 2001).
The outcome of the recycling “boom” has been
a curious one. More materials have been diverted
from landﬁlls. Yet paper waste, which constitutes
the dominant volume of landﬁll, has been only
modestly reduced. Environmentalists’ push for resource conservation has been replaced by a commodiﬁed view of waste materials. It is the materials’ exchange-value, rather than their use-value or
the use-value potential of expanding waste dumpsites, that has determined the actual level of recycling and remanufacturing (Lounsbury, Ventresca,
and Hirsch 2003). Some modest ecological protection has been achieved, but the system is largely driven by economic rather than ecological criteria. In many ways, then, this is a minimalist form of
managed scarcity, bordering on an economic synthesis (Weinberg et al. 2000).
Recycling, in the words of one environmental
activist who had earlier started community-development types of recycling programs, “has become an industry” (Lounsbury, Ventresca, and
Hirsch 2003). In the process, one may ask, did
the waste-handling and remanufacturing firms
internalize the negative ecological externalities of
disposable products? Or did they externalize
many of them, and only arrange for the positive
externalities of state subsidies to support this new
industry?

THE PARADOX OF ECOLOGICAL EXPLOITATION
AND POLITICAL-ECONOMIC CONTROL
The case of recycling illustrates how expansion
of a ﬁrm’s market share and proﬁt facilitates the
ﬁrm’s political capacity to use its economic power
to affect legislation protecting the environment.
This inﬂuence has taken a number of forms:
State organization
Collaboration with armed forces or police to discourage ecological protest (Goldman 1998)
Campaign support for favored electoral candidates
(Meyer 2002)
Lobbying against environmental legislation (Meyer
2002)
Regulatory bodies
Inﬂuencing environmental enforcement provisions
in administrative committee deliberations (Lowi
1979)
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Inﬂuencing the public sector’s enforcement of environmental laws, for example, by lobbying against
adequate funding for agencies, and by administrative resistances (Landy, Roberts, and Thomas
1990)
Labor
Threatening organized and unorganized labor by
using “job blackmail” (Kazis and Grossman
1982) to induce labor’s support for the state’s
permitting more access to natural resources by
the ﬁrm
Threatening local and regional ofﬁcials with job
losses and tax base reductions when the ﬁrm
moves elsewhere, the outcome if environmental
regulations are enforced (Longworth 1998,
1999)
Scientiﬁc organizations
Inﬂuencing scientiﬁc research to ignore environmental problems and focus on expansion of production (Schnaiberg 1980, chap. 6; Sheehan and
Wedeen 1993)
Hiring scientists to attack environmentalist claims
(Dietz and Rycroft 1987)
Mass publics
Creating social support groups for the ﬁrm, using
traditional media and websites (Howard 2002)
Directing public relations against environmentalist
themes and attacks on the ﬁrm (Blumenstyk 1993)
Conducting campaigns to reassure publics that the
ﬁrm is “environmentally responsible” (Hoffman
and Ventresca 2002; Meyer 2002)

In each of these domains, the economic organization is mobilizing the proﬁts from past utilization of natural resources, allocating them to inﬂuence future social policy designed to allow the ﬁrm
further access to natural resources.
In contrast, the social groups attempting to increase the state’s management of scarcity typically
have limited resources. While they may have
greater public trust, it is frequently under attack
(e.g., Lomborg 2001) by ﬁrms, trade associations,
politicians, and state agencies. The capacity for economic mobilization of most of these organizations
is far smaller than the economic capacity of ﬁrms to
engage in political mobilization. It is true that national labor organizations can mobilize substantial
campaign contributions (Schnaiberg and Weinberg
2002). But they are usually unable to participate in
all the backstage work of regulatory committees,
and committees shaping the scientiﬁc agenda
(Lowi 1979). They lack both the legitimacy and
the capacity to match the aggregate political and
economic capacity of successful ﬁrms. Finally, they
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lack the power to create (or promise to create) new
capital outlays and new jobs, as well as future tax
revenues.

ENVIRONMENTALIST ELITISM, ENVIRONMENTAL
RACISM AND INJUSTICE, AND SOCIAL
INEQUALITIES IN ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
Yet another strategy of the firm has been to
discredit organizations in the environmental
movement and regulatory agencies by claiming
that they are insensitive to the needs of “workers
and the poor” (Gould, Weinberg, and Schnaiberg 1993). The core approach of many environmental movements and regulators is to create
and manage some form of scarcity. The 1990s
was an era of rising profits, increasing inequalities
of wealth, and rising wage inequalities. Given
this situation, many less-affluent groups saw their
future as heavily tied to an ever-expanding economy, built around increased capital investment
and profits. This “corporate-centered” form of
development (Logan and Swanstrom 1990) was
thus supported by many of the socially disadvantaged. It was also supported by state officials,
who face responsibility for growing social welfare
demands.
Since the bulk of the membership and leadership
of national U.S. environmental organizations is
white and middle to upper middle class (Dunlap
and Mertig 1992), the charge of “elitism” is quite
credible. The absence of a durable labor-environmental coalition has contributed to this charge
(Kazis and Grossman 1982). Indeed, unlike many
of the mainstream environmental groups’ professional-class members, minority group workers only
gained livelihoods in the modern technological
production process by a kind of trickle-down economics. They were the very last group to beneﬁt
from the unusual expansion of the Clinton era, in
contrast to the information-age professionals and
dot-com owners and workers. Many minority
group workers continued to eke out low wages
and welfare beneﬁts. They suffered from increased
rates of asthma, lead poisoning, and other urban
outcroppings of toxic waste production (Brown
and Mikkelsen [1990] 1997). Paradoxically, they
also found similar inequalities in the environmental protection industry that was emerging. The
clearest example is in recycling, where skilled
workers were mainly white and middle class. The
most degrading work, sorting raw and partly sorted garbage, fell to workers of color (Weinberg et

al. 2000; Pellow 2001). Many such inequalities
were also reproduced throughout the pollutioncontrol industry, as discussed below.
Hence, environmental injustice and racism
groups were available for mobilization against the
national environmental movement organizations.
Economic interests emphasized “environmentalist
elitism” charges as a divide-and-conquer strategy.
Firms most involved in such fragmenting strategies
had disproportionately engaged in creating inequalities in exposure to all forms of pollution, including toxic waste. This raised a challenge for
mainstream environmental groups to adapt their
agenda to address social as well as ecological distributional outcomes (Szasz 1994). They needed to
enlist the support of both environmental justice
and labor groups (these latter groups themselves
often at loggerheads).
Interestingly, there have actually been few studies of the sociopolitical orientations of members of
mainstream environmental organizations. It is difﬁcult to evaluate just how sensitive environmentalists are to social distributional concerns (Ehrenreich 1990). This is the case despite the many social
surveys of public opinion about environmental
problems (Dunlap and Mertig 1992). One of the
early studies (Mitchell 1980) was most instructive,
however. It sampled the membership of ﬁve national environmental organizations in the late
1970s. One signiﬁcant ﬁnding was that few had
previously been involved in social movements, including those that had emphasized social equity:
civil rights struggles, antipoverty campaigns, efforts at creating equal opportunity and treatment
for women, and the movement against the Vietnam War. This last was concerned with both international equity and domestic equity. It noted
that the minority population was disproportionately exposed to the hazards of battle in Vietnam,
including exposure to the toxic herbicide Agent
Orange.
In the United States, the charge of “environmental racism” and “environmental injustice” was
raised formally in the late 1980s (United Church
of Christ Commission on Racial Justice 1987).
Data from the United Church of Christ study
showed that polluting facilities were with disproportionate frequency located in areas where people
of color and impoverished populations were concentrated. Initially, movements against “environmental racism,” as such maldistributions came to
be labeled (Bullard 1990, 1993, 1994; Bryant and
Mohai 1992), focused on the injuries done to people of color. Later, some of these approaches were
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broadened to incorporate victims from nonminority low-income populations, leading to a broader
concept of environmental injustice (Pellow, Weinberg, and Schnaiberg 2001). Some scholars and
politicians denied that environmental racism was a
driving force for the skewed distribution of hazardous wastes. They argued this was an issue of social class and led to environmental injustice (Pellow 2001).
Reports such as the one by the United Church
of Christ became a foundation for increasing local
organizing by minority groups, and the creation of
a national coordinating center (Bullard 1994). To
some extent, these groups focused attention on
the polluting and proﬁting ﬁrms, adding a social
and health perspective to the ecological arguments
of environmental organizations. Yet they also critiqued mainstream environmental movements, arguing that the plight of minorities and the poor
had largely been ignored (Bullard 1993, 1994;
Pellow 1998a, 1998b, 2001). These low-income
groups suffered both from the health and recreational limitations imposed by expanding ﬁrms,
using local air, water, and land resources, and also
from a lack of economic subsistence. Thus, they
experienced an extreme outcome of the economicenvironmental dialectic (Pellow 2000, 2002; Pellow and Park 2003; Pellow, Weinberg, and Schnaiberg 2001).
At a minimum, the preceding evidence suggests
that many members of environmentalist organizations eschewed “political” action and discourse
(Eliasoph 1998), especially before their involvement in environmental movements. Moreover,
with the rise of environmental regulation in the
1970s, it is also likely that environmental activists
had economic opportunities within the regulatory
process. They could work in government agencies
applying rules, or in ﬁrms attempting to minimize
the costs of compliance. Ehrenreich (1990) noted
that middle-class professional groups experienced
little tension between their “liberalism” and their
occupational security. In contrast, for workers facing factory shutdowns or diversions of investment
in their communities, environmental protection
had direct immediate and opportunity costs. “Job
blackmail” (Kazis and Grossman 1982), whereby
managers mobilized workers to either resist environmental enforcement or lose their jobs, was
quite potent. Workers did have use-value interests
in clean air and water in their communities. But, as
noted below, they also have exchange-value interests in their jobs, pulling them into advocating economic activities that entailed pollution and deple-
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tion (Brown and Mikkelsen [1990] 1997). Unlike
middle-class workers, moreover, their jobs and their
homes were often in the same polluted community.
Another way of examining the distributional
conﬂicts over environmental protection is to broadly contrast the powers and orientations of local
groups of citizens with the national and global
range of ﬁrms (Barnet and Cavanagh 1994; Longworth 1998, 1999). The tensions in mediating
these conﬂicts is also apparent in the ambiguous
and ambivalent role of national environmental
movement organizations.

LOCALISM: “NOT IN MY BACKYARD” VERSUS
“NOT ANYWHERE”
The following dialogue represents many of the
distributional insensitivities of national movement
organizations to local working-class citizen workers.
It is a dialogue between a Caucasian, upper-middleclass representative of a national environment organization (NEMO), and a working-class African
American representative of a nearby poor deindustrialized African American community (LMC).
Note that it devolves into two monologues:
NEMO:

We’d be delighted to work with you in solving
your community’s problems.
LMC: Great! What we really need are funds to help
stop the rat migration from the riverbanks into the
neighborhoods.
NEMO: Well, what I would suggest is that we send over
some of our experts on community environmental
problems.
LMC: We know what our major problem is: but we
don’t have money to solve it.
NEMO: I think we should really send you some experts . . .
LMC: But that’s not what we need.1

As is true with many human service organizations, the environmentalist organization was responding according to its capacity (Hasenfeld and
English 1975). In contrast, the local organizer was
setting forth his community’s needs (Silver 1998).
In this case, NEMO eventually sent its experts, and
LMC then withdrew from contact with NEMO.
The vignette can be seen as one example of environmental racism. Or it may be viewed as showing
the contrast between national environmental organizations with some power and resources, and local
workers with little power and resources (Weinberg
1997a, 1997b, 1997c; cf. Shuman 1998).
From the 1970s onward, this discrepancy creat-
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ed a dilemma for environmental organizations.
Much of the initial local mobilization of environmentalists (Weinberg 1994) was of more educated
and more afﬂuent nonminority groups. It tended
to be in suburban areas, typically resisting new development of economic activities that threatened
the quality of the local environment (Portney
1991). Economic agents began to label this a “not
in my backyard” movement, in effect accusing
these groups of self-interested behavior, and of not
taking their “fair share” of environmental hazards.
In response, many national environmental groups
feared being labeled as “elitist” if they supported
the local protest groups, and as insensitive to
“local development needs” for employment and an
increased tax base. Others covertly formed coalitions with local groups, helping to train and educate local activists (Weinberg 1994; Gould,
Schnaiberg, and Weinberg 1996, chap. 10).
However, even without support from the national environmental movement, many community organizations did prevent new polluters from
coming into their communities. Portney (1991)
concluded that there was nowhere a toxic waste incinerator ﬁrm could ﬁnd a welcoming community.
Many of the resisting communities were uppermiddle-class suburbs, capable of raising effective
barriers against polluting industries. It is important
to note that in such cases the conﬂicts between
local use-values and exchange-values were often
minimal. Residents of these bedroom suburbs
earned their income outside the community. Hence,
they could focus primarily on the environmental
use-value qualities of their residential environments
(paradoxically, they often also increased the exchange-value of their property, since prices were
often enhanced by preservation of environmental
amenities).
In contrast, many cases of environmental
racism, and environmental inequalities more broadly, deal with existing production facilities. Most
workers mobilized were responding to direct
health hazards from these plants (Brown and
Mikkelsen [1990] 1997). Most of the participants were working class, and some faced economic losses if the plant closed down—ostensibly
because of the costs of environmental compliance (Gibbs and Levine 1982; Levine 1982). Yet
the health dangers, especially when their children
were potential victims, were powerful enough to
threaten their most basic use-values (Szasz
1994). We have data on only a limited range of
protests of this sort, available because a national
environmental movement arrived on the scene

and thus brought national media (and scholarly)
attention. Love Canal is one example.
After years of struggle, more than 800 families were
eventually evacuated, and cleanup of Love Canal
began. National press coverage made Lois Gibbs a
household name. Her efforts also led to the creation
of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s “Superfund,” which is used to locate and clean up toxic
sites throughout the United States.
After her successful struggle Gibbs received 3,000
letters from people all over the country, requesting information on how they could solve the toxic waste
problems in their area. In response to their pleas,
Gibbs formed the Citizens Clearinghouse for Hazardous Waste in 1980 (later renamed Center for
Health, Environment, and Justice). CHEJ is a grassroots environmental crisis center that has provided information, resources, technical assistance and training
to more than 8,000 community groups around the
nation. CHEJ seeks to form strong local organizations
in order to protect neighborhoods from exposure to
hazardous wastes. Gibbs works extensively with diverse ethnic communities and is strengthening the environmental justice movement.
A central component of CHEJ’s work is connecting
local leaders by providing a forum for creating collaborative strategies, alliances and coalitions for meeting
shared objectives. (“Lois Gibbs” 1999)

Nonetheless, even with sporadic assistance from
the national environmental movement, many of
these protests achieved little. Working-class protests are undermined because they do not take
place in bedroom suburbs, where environmental
protection is more affordable. In most cases the
local laborers are working in the plants located in
their community of residence. Protestors are either
living near the production facilities, or near the
toxic dumpsites used by the ﬁrms (Melosi 1981;
Pellow 2001). Sociologically, we can infer that
most of these employees are working class. Few
have had political experience dealing with local,
national, and transnational agencies of government
and the private sector (Weinberg 1994). Both
Caucasian and minority populations lack power,
connection, and inﬂuence over the political-economic system (Levine 1982; Brown and Mikkelsen
[1990] 1997; Weinberg 1994).
One dismal assessment of these local protests is
that they are a “lose-lose” game. Mobilized workers are attacked by their neighbors, who are working for the polluting ﬁrms. Settlements of the cases
are deferred for many years, and even then are
not sufﬁcient to compensate local victims (Szasz
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1994). Brown and Mikkelsen ([1990] 1997) celebrate the successes of local groups who create
“popular epidemiology” and use it to generate industrial changes. But few have been able to create
an effective form of local environmental protection. Moreover, they have often lost employment.
This is, in part, what led to new legal regulation of
industrial “brownﬁelds,” toxic waste sites that had
been abandoned by previous investors, and in
which potential investors feared being charged
with a cleanup (EPA 2002; Reisch and Bearden
2003, under Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability Act [CERCLA
or Superfund]). New regulations forced some internalization of exiting costs on previous owners.
It is too early to tell how effective this regulation
has been, however, and many cities instead supported cleanups from local public funds.
Portney (1991, 138), in reﬂecting on the
NIMBY movements’ resistance to siting toxic
waste incinerators, proposed a model of risk-substitution for selected communities.
The focus of substitution is on acknowledging that siting the hypothetical facility (at least as practiced to
date) can and often does, indeed, represent new, often
unfamiliar and unpredictable, risks to people who live
in nearby communities. In risk substitution, the emphasis is on ﬁnding sites in communities where people
are already living with what they consider (or perceive) to be very high, perhaps even unacceptably
high, risks. The foundation of risk substitution strategies is the idea that people may well be willing to trade
uncertainty about new risks if these risks are substituted for risks they know or believe to be very high.

While Portney formally includes only existing
environmental risks, this same model could be
used for social or economic risks. It is almost certain that the communities referred to are precisely
those where environmental inequality is evident.
In them live immigrants, people of color, low-income populations, and politically marginal groups
who tend to bear such hazards. Pellow (2001) has
outlined the case of Robbins, Illinois, a desperately poor African American community. Under Illinois law, toxic waste incinerators received subsidies, making Illinois an attractive state in which to
operate. But most local movements opposed such
incinerators. Robbins was willing to accept one,
because of the jobs and taxes it promised. In stark
contrast, most of the middle-class communities
around Robbins strongly protested both the incinerator and Robbins’s acceptance of it. After a relatively short period of operation, moreover, the in-
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cinerator closed when Illinois withdrew its subsidies. Robbins argued that its neighboring communities were racist and insensitive. Opponents argued that Robbins’s local government had been
suborned by the developers.
National environmental organizations have not
universally withdrawn from these existing-plant
conﬂicts, but neither have they mobilized around
working-class populations. Local mobilization by
politically marginalized populations seems energized only where the families are subject to severe
health risks. Yet these same risks should be part of
the agenda of national environmental organizations. It is ironic that many epidemiological hazards of plant wastes are actually easier to document
scientiﬁcally than more complex environmental
and social impact assessments (Schnaiberg 1986;
Meidinger and Schnaiberg 1980). For residents
who live where they work, scientiﬁc assessments of
local health hazards may approximate occupational safety and health research. Such more predictable and larger impacts can be more readily
measured than ecosystem impacts in diffused geographic settings. Furthermore, these impacts are
more measurable than are the potential future impacts of unbuilt production facilities, as in the future investment situations characteristic of NIMBY
groups. Thus, there is a broader scientiﬁc basis for
claims about these localized “environmental problems” (Spector and Kitsuse 1977). Hence, the absence of major environmental movement participation in local protests may be more political than
scientiﬁc (cf. Weinberg 1997c).
At the local level, then, we see local economic
inequalities translated into political ineffectiveness
of environmental protection movements.
Lower-income groups suffer more local hazards from
nearby production (and extraction).
They have more difﬁculty in mounting political campaigns opposing these sources, because of their
conﬂicts between negative use-values of much of
this production, and positive exchange-values from
associated jobs.
They are further hampered by both technical and political obstacles to creating epidemiological studies
of their hazardous conditions.
They draw little support from national environmental
organizations.
They have a limited voice in local, regional, and national governance.

Lois Gibbs was an early working-class activist in
the Love Canal conﬂict over toxic waste dumps
that appeared to have had health impacts on near-
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by families (Levine 1982; Gibbs and Levine 1982).
Her mobilization arose in the context she describes:
I read a report that was done in 1976, two years before I got involved. It was a cost-beneﬁt analysis of
Love Canal. Its hazards and risk to community were
estimated at $20 million versus who would beneﬁt. It
put a dollar amount on my head and my children’s
heads—I was not thinking about my neighbors yet.
And because my husband only made $10,000 and my
children were only likely to make $10,000, we were
not very important. I guess the families there had an
average income of $12,000. I read that and said,
“What the hell does this mean? How can you do a cost
beneﬁt analysis on people’s lives and their health? You
gotta be kidding. Somebody is deciding what our suffering and what we are worth.” I was blown away by
that. (Redd, n.d.)

Perhaps the most articulate expression of the
frustration of less powerful groups with their representation in “environmental” forums was the argument put forth against the World Summit for
Sustainable Development in Johannesburg in
2002. This critique was addressed against domestic and transnational environmental protection
procedures, including those in state agencies and
even in many nongovernmental organizations
(NGOs). The indigenous actors’ protests were an
extension of the frustrations and complaints by
U.S. environmental justice groups, summarized in
the following declaration:
[T]he time seems to be near, when again the deprived
“stick-holders” team up and provide some serious lessons to those who divide the earth among themselves
only and to those, whose NGOs stand for: Nothing
Goes On! . . . the global bandwagon has left the people behind again. (ECOTERRA email, August 17,
2002)

Such angry and anguished responses to environmental NGOs reﬂect the despair of powerless communities (Goldman 1998). Yet all environmental
problems have localized impacts, although they
may also have a dispersal that can be global. The
“stick-holders,” or local stakeholders, are affected
by these negative externalities of production. This
is especially painful and poignant when health hazards from toxic wastes from plants or their dumpsites materialize—even more so when the diseases
are fatal, and the victims are children (Brown and
Mikkelsen [1990] 1997). Children are deemed
“innocent” victims. Unlike their parents, they have
no direct exchange interests in the production that
negatively affects them.2

Political concern about U.S. environmental
racism has thus been raised by minority organizations, not environmental movements. Similarly,
much of the protest in Third World countries
arose from indigenous groups there (Goldman
1998). In the United States, minority groups that
organized around health risks achieved some direct
political inﬂuence during the Clinton regime. A
presidential order required all federal agencies in
their permits, rulings, and activities to screen for
environmental racism or injustice. This is testimony to the potential voting inﬂuence of minorities,
including both African American and Hispanic
voters in recent elections. As with the earlier passage of Low-Income Home Energy Assistance
(LIHEAP) after 1974 (U.S. Ofﬁce of Community
Services 2004), the major inﬂuences on regimes
have been social equity movements, rather than environmental movements (National Energy Assistance Directors’ Association 2002).

COMPETING MACROSTRUCTURAL THEORIES:
THE TREADMILL OF PRODUCTION VERSUS
ECOLOGICAL MODERNIZATION
Although social science has made substantial
contributions to analyzing environment-economic
interfaces and their social consequences, they are
not theoretically rich. Two of the more signiﬁcant
theoretical approaches are reviewed here, and others are mentioned in passing.
The Treadmill of Production
Schnaiberg (1980) argued that environmental
problems emerged from a newly emergent treadmill of production. At its core, this system was built
around a strong drive to expand production and
markets.3 Within the treadmill’s logic, capital both
displaced workers and required growing amounts
of natural resources as feedstocks, to drive new machinery (energy, water), and as waste sites. As the
treadmill expanded in the 1950s and beyond, it
became strongly supported by the state, and by
some unions within “the aristocracy of labor,”
such as autoworkers and steelworkers. But the
growth of the treadmill created a dilemma for both
state and labor unions. The state had a growing
burden of the social expenses of displaced workers,
as emerging ecological disruptions. And union
membership declined with the displacement of
workers in direct production roles (Harrison 1994;
Bluestone and Harrison 1982).

Environment and Economy
As the logic of the treadmill came to dominate
investment in the United States and some other industrial societies, the state supported ever-larger
private capital investments. It protected private
proﬁts in order to offer jobs for more workers and
to raise more taxes to cover rising social and environmental expenses. Hence the label of “treadmill” was associated with this theory: the political
economy was running faster (in terms of ecological withdrawals and additions) but staying in one
place (in terms of social welfare gains achieved by
this resource utilization). The central logic of the
treadmill is that its economic organizations sought
an unlimited expansion of markets and production. This was a mechanism to generate everlarger proﬁts for shareholders and managers. The
corollary of the treadmill of production is that
proﬁtability shifted the beneﬁts of the expansion of
production away from most workers, as well as
from state social welfare programs. More of the
beneﬁts of private investors went to their shareholders, rather than the stakeholders in local communities, living in local ecosystems. Additional
components of the treadmill are brieﬂy outlined
below.
First, modern factories generally needed higher
natural resource inputs. The modern factory was
capital intense, and hence, more energy was needed to run the machinery. Likewise, the increase in
production meant that more raw materials were
needed as feedstocks. This feature of the new production system helped explain why ever greater
levels of ecosystem withdrawals were required. Expansion in production required more inputs. This
led to environmental problems resulting from natural resource depletion.
Second, modern factories used ever growing levels of chemicals in production processes. The modern factory essentially used new “efﬁcient” energyand chemical-intensive technologies to transform
raw materials into products. Workers were increasingly engaged in managing energy and chemical
ﬂows, and directing them into the complex machinery that makes marketable products. This feature leads to a set of environmental problems of
pollution, which disorganized local and regional
ecosystems.
Two types of impacts of the treadmill emerged
in this new system. As ﬁrms made more products
using more efﬁcient technologies, they also saw
rising proﬁts. These could be invested in still-more
productive technologies. This suggested a kind of
ecological treadmill. Proﬁts were invested in new
technologies that would support still greater ex-
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pansion of production. This expansion required
ever-greater withdrawals from ecosystems (raw
materials and energy) and hence generated more
natural resource depletion. The expansion also led
to greater additions to ecosystems (toxic chemical
pollution and other forms of solid waste dumping). Thus, ecosystems were increasingly used as
sources of raw materials and sinks for toxic wastes,
and thereby were increasingly degraded, while
proﬁt levels rose.
The second form of treadmill was social. After
each cycle of production, a growing share of profits was allocated to upgrading the technological efﬁciencies of the ﬁrm. Workers, similar to ecosystem
elements, were growing the seeds of their own
work-life disruption. By helping to generate profits in one cycle, workers would help set in motion
a new level of investment in labor-saving technology. This could ultimately lead to their removal
from the ﬁrm’s production process (Harrison
1994; Longworth 1998).4 A graphic cartoon illustrating both forms of the treadmill shows a logger
who is reporting to his boss that he has “felled the
last tree.” The boss responds, “You’re ﬁred.”
As this treadmill of production expanded, it created new sources of revenue for governments.
Some of this revenue was used to give displaced
workers social and economic compensations for
loss of livelihoods. Governments provided more
services to workers and families, as they lost their
jobs, through new “safety nets” of income supplementation. In addition, government agencies
themselves expanded, absorbing some displaced
workers and providing alternative employment opportunities (Ehrenreich 1990).
Because of these rising investments in capitalintensive technologies, many blue-collar workers
found themselves displaced or downgraded in factories. The retained workers formed a new “aristocracy of labor.” Such high-technology workers often
supported the patterns of investment in their own
ﬁrms. Displaced workers, in contrast, saw the need
for still more investments in new plants, as did communities around the world. Industrial society communities faced increasing losses of employment and
revenues as factories consolidated, modernized, and
then later, moved abroad under new globalization
freedoms (Barnet and Cavanagh 1994; Longworth
1998). Labor movements, local political constituencies, and local governments thus all supported this
form of “corporate-centered development” (Logan
and Swanstrom 1990). This new push eventuated in
rapidly increasing demands on ecosystems, for each
new job or additional tax payment.
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Overall, the effect of these dynamics of shareholder values is that the treadmill’s corporate planners struggle to withhold funds from the nationstate. The exception is when these funds further
enhance corporate proﬁtability in the short to
medium term. Hence, states seek to reduce social
welfare expenditures, while raising depreciation allowances and tax exemptions for private sector
ﬁrms. Firms are less supportive of public education, except where programs will produce highly
skilled workers, whose training has been funded by
the state (technical schools and colleges). Thus,
the treadmill accelerates in two related ways. More
capital is allocated to high-technology capitalintensive production (including business services).
And capital is diverted from the public sector and
social expenses (including environmental protection), into support for expanded private investment and proﬁts.
Ecological Modernization Theory
While the treadmill theory was developed in the
United States before 1980 (Schnaiberg 1980), its
major competing theory emerged over a decade
later (Spaargaren and Mol 1992; Mol 1995, 1996;
Spaargaren 1997; Mol and Sonnenfeld 2000). Its
origins were in western European analyses, and
with a somewhat different set of states and political-economic structures. Ecological modernization
theorists have postulated a growing independence,
or “emancipation,” of the ecological sphere from
the political and economic spheres in state and industry policymaking (Mol 1995; Spaargaren and
Mol 1992). In effect, old forms of social cleavages
caused by political-economic allocations were less
relevant in this new shared concern about environmental problems.
Thus, within each of the spheres, signiﬁcant institutional transformations are induced by objective
changes in the physical environment, along with
new managerial consciousness about these risks—
the essence of reﬂexive modernization (Giddens
1991; Beck 1992; Beck, Giddens, and Lash 1995;
Mol 1996). Here all parties—industry, the state,
environmentalists, and the public—are motivated
to deal responsibly with global environmental risks.
Firms employ new technologies to reduce the environmental impacts of their production. Central to
ecological modernization theory is the argument
that environmental considerations have emerged as
corporate concerns, as well as state concerns. The
domain of “environmental planning” is thus seen as
somewhat independent of conventional political,

economic, and social conﬂicts (Beck 1992). However, Meyer (2002) notes that many economic organizations still resist most forms of environmental
regulation (as evidenced in a number of the chapters in Hoffman and Ventresca 2002). In the decade
since this theory emerged, then, it has been subjected to considerable criticism in social science, focusing on social and political stratiﬁcation issues
missing from the theory, and on the vagueness of
some of its propositions. At times it seemed to be
grand theory (Mills 1959), rather than empirically
falsiﬁable theory.
But the theory nonetheless migrated to the
United States, where some younger scholars have
incorporated its positions (e.g., Sonnenfeld 2000).
One factor making this transition more feasible
was that the leading ecological modernization theorists accepted certain “neo-Marxist” (or structuralist) critiques (e.g., Pellow, Schnaiberg, and
Weinberg 2000). They portrayed ecological modernization as much less widespread, and as much
more contingent on political contexts, than its
proponents had claimed (Mol and Spaargaren
2000; Sonnenfeld 2000). In fact, these theorists
incorporated such changes much more extensively
and quickly than did theorists of the treadmill of
production. The latter has changed primarily to incorporate globalization factors, but has not accommodated other critiques (e.g., Schnaiberg and
Gould [1994] 2000, 2001). Unlike ecological
consumption theory, however, the treadmill of
production has not garnered many adherents (or
sustained critiques), other than from a handful
of younger scholars (e.g., Weinberg et al. 2000;
Gould, Schnaiberg, and Weinberg 1996; Schnaiberg and Gould [1994] 2000).
The relatively high diffusion of the ecological
modernization theory among Western scholars
may reﬂect several factors. First, environmental
politics in most Western societies has become a
series of accommodations between states, environmental NGOs, and private sector leaders (Hoffman
and Ventresca 2002). Ecological modernization
theory, which is a form of neoliberal political-economic model, ﬁts this history better than does the
treadmill. The thrust of the treadmill is, as Mol
and Spaargaren argue (2000), dematerialistic.
Treadmill theorists see the necessity for change
from energy- or chemical-intensive production into
more labor-intensive production, to solve both social and environmental problems. This change
would entail substantial political and social ferment
(Stretton 1976). It suggests an intensely conﬂictual future, building on existing class differences,
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along with racial, gender, and other societal cleavages. In contrast, the core argument of ecological
modernization is that ﬁrms have their own interests in anticipating environmental problems arising
from their activities, and will seek to ﬁnd pragmatic solutions. In short, it is an “order,” not a “conﬂict,” model.
The future structure of production will be hypermaterialistic, ecological modernists argue. That
is, both chemical use and energy use will be reduced. New electronic and biological agents will
be substituted in production, reducing both ecological withdrawals and additions (as suggested in
nanotechnology, which creates biological “machines”). Such changes will only be in the technological sphere, or the forces of production.
In contrast, treadmill theorists argue that in
order to decelerate the treadmill, greater attention
will need to be paid to the relations of production.
More broadly, ecological modernization theorists
see the role of the state as enabling and facilitating
this transformation of ﬁrms. Treadmill theorists see
the state as engaging in an internal struggle between its interests in economic expansion, and the
need to externally control the forces and relations
of production for ecological and social enhancement (Pellow et al. 2000; Schnaiberg et al. 2002).
In ecological modernization theory, the allocation of corporate surplus is to be assigned to corporate leadership and stockholders—a triumph of markets over politics (Lindblom 1977). By contrast,
treadmill theorists see a growing need for a redirection of corporate surplus, into new forms of economic organization that will decrease natural resource utilization and disposal into ecosystems, and
increase labor utilization. Interestingly, one of the
examples offered by ecological modernization theorists has been new forms of corporate recycling.
Closed production systems will replace open production systems, which both waste potential resources and result in pollution from waste products.
Treadmill analysts (Weinberg et al. 2000) have empirically examined postconsumer waste recycling, a
related policy. They found that a bottom-line approach was being taken by cities and their contractors, built around market considerations alone.
There was minimal state intervention, and no shadow pricing, as used in other public services (Pellow,
Schnaiberg, and Weinberg 2000). If this is true in
the public sector—which is more susceptible to the
triumph of politics over markets—it seems reasonable to be cautious about the extent to which restructuring by industrial managers will generate the
hypermaterialism that will protect ecosystems.
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Ecological modernization theory is more compatible with neoliberal economic policies, which
have increasingly been forced onto both industrial
and less-developed societies (Schnaiberg and
Gould [1994] 2000, introduction). More powers
of the nation-state have been transferred to multinational organizations such as the World Bank and
the World Trade Organization, which extol “free
trade” and neoliberal government policies (Pezzy
1989). These are designed to enhance the exchange values of private sector investors, at the
cost of reducing environmental and social expenses (Longworth 1998, 1999), by decreasing state
social expenditures and supporting foreign capital
ventures.
An early analysis of environmental protection
policies by Hugh Stretton (1976) noted that problems could be variably addressed, with quite different social-distributive outcomes. He argued that
by not paying speciﬁc attention to the distributive
issue, such policies created conditions in which either “the rich rob the poor” (i.e., increasingly negative income distribution), or “business as usual” is
maintained (i.e., current stratiﬁcation levels are
sustained). In the United States at least, the “rich
rob the poor” model has dominated policies of the
last 25 years (Phillips 1989, 1993). Most of this
negative redistribution has not been directly related to environmental policies.5 Yet environmental
policies have also increased environmental injustice
and environmental racism (Bullard 1990, 1993,
1994; Pellow 1996, 1998a, 1998b, 2001). Beneﬁts of production expansion have been distributed
upwards in the stratiﬁcation system. Environmental and social costs have increasingly been distributed downwards (Brown and Mikkelsen [1990]
1997).
Reﬂections on the Two Theories
With the recent synthesis of critics’ responses to
early ecological modernization theory (Mol and
Spaargaren 2000), there seem to be new grounds
for a more complex integration of the two theories. Ecological modernization theorists measure
the changes in corporate responsiveness to past
ecological destruction. Given ﬁrms’ historical economic synthesis, ecological modernization theorists see any production reforms as representing a
new path to change (Schnaiberg and Gould
[1994] 2000, chap. 10). In contrast, treadmill theorists, with extensive management of scarcity as a
goal, see the ﬁrms as complying only to the minimum that they can negotiate.
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Recycling policy in the United States (Weinberg
et al. 2000) illustrates this difference in evaluation.
Environmental organizations helped place recycling on the urban and national agenda, addressing
a variety of environmental protections, including
closure of highly polluting urban incinerators (Pellow and Park 2003). However, detailed recycling
plans increasingly came to reﬂect the exchangevalue interests of both waste-hauling ﬁrms and
manufacturers using recyclable feedstocks (Lowi
1979). Use-value interests did not totally disappear under these political economic pressures, but
forms and prices of recyclables increasingly were
mediated by the new “recycling industry” (Lounsbury, Ventresca, and Hirsch 2003). Compared to
the prerecycling period (before 1985), some ecological gains were indeed made by cities. But they
were far less signiﬁcant than the ecological objectives of environmental activists and analysts, and
the promises of municipal leaders.
Sonnenfeld’s (2000) analysis of pulp and paper
operations in Indonesia serves as an interesting integration of the two theories. Indonesian mills
adopted new technologies that dramatically reduced
the use of chlorine in production. They were able to
respond because Sweden and other Western societies had produced efﬁcient technologies and made
them available to other producers. They were willing to respond in this way because of substantial political and social mobilization by stakeholders in the
areas near proposed plants, who feared losing their
extractive roles through projected increases in the
discharge of chlorine into nearby bodies of water.
These stakeholders had political sway (cf. Goldman
1998) in the Indonesian state, which sought alternative solutions. Thus, Indonesian producers had
both motives and means to make changes.
Sonnenfeld (2000) also notes that the resulting
forces of production were not hypermaterialistic.
New plants threatened to denude huge areas of Indonesia in order to feed these “efﬁcient” pulp and
paper manufacturing facilities. Sonnenfeld treats
this case as a success story for ecological modernization’s predictions of pollution reduction. But
treadmill theorists also view this outcome as a validation of their predictions. The expansionary ecological impact of the treadmill was accelerated, not
diminished, by the new technology. While per unit
chlorine pollution was reduced, increased volumes
of units were needed to sustain the new technology, accelerating forest depletion (Weinberg, Pellow, and Schnaiberg 1996; Schnaiberg, Pellow,
and Weinberg 2002).

This suggests that one reconciliation of the two
theories may be a reformulated dialectical approach. Absent other interventions, the treadmill
predicts business as usual (Stretton 1976), with
continued depletion and pollution. But the results
of treadmill action also generate social and political protest, which can impede production plans.
When these sociopolitical resistances are high and
predictable, ﬁrms feel it prudent to make revisions
in production in order to placate stakeholders and
their state representatives, as a form of the social
costs of production (Coase 1960). If these revisions also enhance proﬁtability, then they are even
more likely to be adopted quickly and diffused
over more ﬁrms and states.
This process represents a complex relationship
between markets and politics. It is neither a direct
internalization of the negative environmental externalities of production, nor a dismissal of environmental problems. The dialectical approach also
applies to those raising environmental protection
challenges in the state and to ﬁrms. Ehrenreich
(1990) noted that middle-class professionals often
supported liberal social policies, since their employment was precisely in these areas of political
intervention in markets. These self-interests are
part of the complex dynamics of environmental resistance movements. Even within the private sector, there are segmented responses to production
expansion and production control. A large environmental protection industry has emerged
(Lounsbury, Ventresca, and Hirsch 2003), generating both new capital products and new professional services,6 as from engineers and lawyers. For
example, the EPA employs far more lawyers than
ecological analysts. Even when the former leave
public service to provide consulting to the private
sector, they are often dependent on the existence
of strong regulations to enhance their careers. Yet
if these regulations are too stringent and too well
enforced, the negotiating ability of private environmental lawyers may be diminished, and their
careers truncated.
In like manner, other groupings of workers also
have a dialectical relationship to the forces of production. Where employment is diverse and plentiful (Gould 1991), citizens may oppose corporate
policies that diminish ecosystem integrity. However, in company towns, such resistance is unlikely
to be emergent or sustained (cf. Brown and
Mikkelsen [1990] 1997). We might speculate that
business cycles produce similar variability of NGO
responses to corporate threats to the environ-
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ment. Where employment and wages are stable or
growing, resistance to these threats is likely to be
enhanced.
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visibility enable them to mobilize political contributions and
public relations against environmental protection.
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